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A F T E R W O R D

WITH this the seventh and last vohniio of The Prank C.

Brown Collection of North Carolina Folklore we "knytte

up wel a greet matere"—now after so many years finished, as

the Tales of the Canterbury pilgrims never were. It has been a

long fetch : about thirty years of collecting and nearly half as

many of editing and publishing. In my first Foreword, when the

tirst three volumes were issued in 1952, I wrote with more con-

lidence than prescience that the haven was in sight ; but various

delays intervened (which it would be tedious to relate) and

finally, eleven years later, we can all sing happily Nunc diinittis.

As will be recalled from Dr. White's very full Introduction

to volume I, Dr. Brown began collecting in 191 3. the year that

the North Carolina Folklore Society was founded, and continued

till his death in 1943, levying tribute on the members of the

Society, his students at Trinity College and Duke University.

and everyone else he could reach through his trips to the west-

ern counties. Subsequently several additions have been made,

notably the Paul Green collection. Before his death Dr. Brown
had arranged for Dr. White to assume the difficult task of

organizing the voluminous materials and selecting appropriate

Associate Fditors to handle tlie special branches of folklore.

Having chosen them, Dr. White gave them each carte blanche to

treat his specialty in his own scholarly way ; and on the whole

their methods have been harmonious.

The collecting of live folklore, as distinguished from the

study of comparative folklore from printed sources, is a complex

affair. There are first the informants, voluntary or captive, who

report what they know or remember or have heard from some-

one else, and thus the lapse of a generation or more may be

represented. These reports are put down sometimes as memo-

randa to be written up later in form, or may be left in their first

raw state. Now there is the matter of imperfect expression or

careless spelling—how much of this should be preserved ? Often

a dialect word or spelling (drouth for example) may be signifi-

cant. Then there is the matter of repetition. Fach editor will

make his own decisions; and. what with scholarly thoroughness

and the desire to let nothing of i)ossible value escape, he ends by

rejecting very little. He is trapped. "All the rivers run into the

sea; yet the sea is not full." Nearly all these original data are
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preserved in the Duke University Library for the inspection of

any students vc^ho may wish to consult them.

That the Ballads and Songs, both text and tunes, should oc-

cupy four of our seven volumes is natural and proper, for they

have been a principal interest of collectors in the United States

and Great Britain, although the music was until comparatively

lately neglected. It is also right and proper that Dr. Hand's two

volumes of Popular Beliefs and Superstitions should bring the

Collection to its conclusion. For 'superstition' in all senses rep-

resents more closely and more widely than ballad singing the

mind of the folk. Ballads are entertainment, superstitions are

the folk mind itself. Two distinctions, moreover, are worth

noting. The editing of ballads and songs was necessarily the

work of specialists and conditioned by their special methods;

whereas the superstitions and beliefs have come directly or indi-

rectly from the contributors and are left in their original form.

The other is that these superstitions differ in degree and quality

of belief. W'e all have our private collection in which we believe,

but not very seriously. Even the most untrained minds must

qualify in some respects their adherence to this or that super-

stition and make of it a kind of game with themselves. Many
of these 'beliefs' call for a sense of humor and a measure of

credulity in both informant and collector. While in print some

of them may look trivial, they are all in fact a testimony of the

immitigable vagaries, the anfractuosities, of the human mind. A
real superstition is a belief you yourself do not share. "What is

truth? said jesting Pilate," but the jest turned against him.

Altogether these seven volumes comprise one of the largest

and fullest collections covering the whole body of folklore in a

single work for any country or any region of a country hitherto

produced. All who contributed to it are to be congratulated—the

hundreds of informants who in the first instance made the work

possible; the zeal of Dr. Brown and the industry of Dr. White

in organization ; the various Associate Editors ; Duke Univer-

sity and others for their financial help ; and not least Mr. Brice

and his associates of the Duke Press, who have been admirably

patient over a period of more than two lustra.

P.F.B.



PREFACE

THE present editor feels honored to have participated in this

co-operative work, and is grateful to the Duke University

Press, and particularly to its managerial and editorial staff for

numerous steps taken to add to the reference value of the

volumes on Popular Beliefs and Superstitions. Scholars every-

where, for one thing, will have cause to rejoice in the decision

to facilitate use of the Index by on-the-page references to chap-

ters and subject headings with inclusive numbers. The added

serviceableness of the Index is justified alone in the saving of

time and bother to users, but more importantly, it will afford

the interested student the means of ascertaining how individual

items of folk belief are topically conceived in various categories

represented in the collection. In a way, the tools are thus pro-

vided for the beginning of comparative study.

Without the indefatigable work of Carole Sherman Davis

during the last weeks of i960, and the long vigils of Judith

Arlene Wittenberger during the same period, notes to the

present volume might have been delayed well into 1961. As the

i960 deadline was rapidly running out, my wife Celeste also

spent long and wearisome hours at the typewriter. Sidney Gil-

ford stamped source material for the notes, and Enid Aldwell

checked the Additional Bibliography. The ordeal of checking

every item in the index against original entries was lessened

by timely help from Marjorie Griffin. Belatedly acknowl-

edged here rather than in the first volume is the help given by

George P. Wilson, W. L. McAtee, and the late Josiah Combs in

glossing difificult localisms. Also, thanks to Margaret Doremus
for work with scissors and pastepot when the project was still

new. To all these people, and to well-wishers everywhere who
have looked forward with eagerness to the completion of the

work, I should like to express my deep appreciation. The con-

tinued encouragement of Professor B. H. Bronson has been an

inspiration to me, especially so since Professor Bronson has

himself been involved for long years in a task that has perhaps

been even more eroding on body and spirit than has my own
project.

W.D.H.

St. Martin's Summer, ig62
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INTRODUCTION

THE reception of volume VI of the Brown Collection has been

most enheartening, but it is difficult to judge the impact of the

work without the present sequel volume. Only with the complete

categories which volume YII provides and with the Index to the

whole work, contained herein, will one be able to assess the useful-

ness of the North Carolina Collection as a general work of refer-

ence in the field of folk belief and superstition.

Within the categories and items contained in the Brown Col-

lection the present two volumes give a comparative survey of typical

materials around the United States and Canada. With regard to the

total body of popular beliefs and superstitions in the whole North

American area, however, one must estimate the possible percentage

of existing North Carolina material not collected or presented in

any way, and from these estimated data attempt to posit the extent

of sources still untapped in North Carolina and elsewhere. In

December, 1961, Professor Joseph D. Clark of North Carolina

State College, Raleigh, published in North Carolina Folklore (ix,

4-22)1 306 superstitions (with variants running to over 500 items)

from a larger collection of 1,600 items collected from many parts of

the state. Even so, thirty-nine of North Carolina's one hundred

counties are entirely unrepresented. Difficult to believe though it

is, approximately 39 per cent of the published parts of Professor

Clark's collection falls outside the material in the large and more

representative body of beliefs and superstitions contained in the

Brown Collection. This percentage in Clark, high though it is,

comports well with findings in other shorter published collections

that have been annotated against the Brown Collection: Hand,

Pennsylvania, 42 per cent new material; Hendricks (Texas), 45 per

cent new material; Hand (Nebraska: Western Folklore, xxi

[1962], 257-278), 43 per cent new material. The only large-scale

work for which comparative data are available, the Ray B. Browne

Collection from Alabama (see Additional Bibliography) re-

veals that 51 per cent of Browne's material, by actual count, has no

counterparts in the North Carolina Collection. Previous estimates

of new material in this important Alabama collection have proved

far too low, and this, notwithstanding the fact that in some cate-

gories relatively high correspondences are revealed. Of 74 items in

Browne having to do with planting by signs of the moon and of

the zodiac, for example, 69 are to be found in the North Carolina

Collection (93.3 per cent) ; 35 of 60 items dealing with colds (58.3

per cent) ; 31 of 41 entries dealing with insect bites and stings (75.6

^ This article is reprinted in the Southern Folklore Quarterly, xxvi

(1962), 198-224.
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per cent) ; skin poisoning, only one item in eleven (9 per cent)
;

Hants and ghosts, 9 of a total of 18 entries (50 per cent) ; witches,

14 of 33 references (42.4 per cent). The highest percentage of new
material in the Alabama Collection is in Folk Medicine, which is

often regarded as a special category of folk belief.

These few statistical studies—all of them involving states where

tolerably good coverage exists—show the urgent need for additional

work in many, if not most, states. On the basis of these statistical

surveys, it is clear that questionnaires and finding lists must be de-

vised to bring in material from untilled fields so that future studies

will in their own way be even more complete than the great studies

which have already provided an uncommonly rich store of folk be-

liefs and superstitions. For the projected Dictionary of American

Popular Beliefs and Superstition, the Brown Collection will serve

as the cornerstone, drawing liberally as it does in the notes from

the great tributary volumes, such as Bergen, Brendle-Unger,

Browne, Cannell, Fogel, Hyatt, Kittredge, Puckett, Randolph,

Thomas, Whitney-Bullock, and the many long and basic articles

from all parts of the country, too numerous to mention here. For
the Dictionary project, and by way of giving representation to new
areas as well as broadening the scope of the work in others, the

following people have pledged standard collections for their re-

spective states

:

Arizona

Arkansas

California

Colorado

Florida

Georgia

Idaho

Illinois

Indiana

Kansas

Kentucky

Louisiana

Maryland

Michigan

Byrd Howell Granger, University of Arizona

Mary Celestia Parler, University of Arkansas
Wayland D. Hand, University of California,

Los Angeles

Marjorie M. Kimmerle (deceased), Ben Gray
Lumpkin, University of Colorado

Bertha E. Bloodworth, University of Florida

Ben W. Griffith and Wilson C. Snipes, Mercer
University

Jan Harold Brunvand, University of Idaho

Edith S. Krappe, Southern Illinois University

\V. Edson Richmond, Indiana University

S. J. Sackett, Fort Hays Kansas State College,

and William E. Koch, Kansas State Uni-

versity.

1). K. Wilgus, University of California. Los
Angeles

Patricia K. Rickels, University of Soutiiwest-

ern Louisiana

Dorothy Howard, Frostburg State Teachers

College

Richard M. Dorson, Indiana University, and
Aili K. Johnson, Franklin, Michigan
(rural) ; Thelma G. James, Wayne State

University (metropolitan centers)
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Missouri \\ illi.im M. Jones, University of Missouri

Nebraska William H. (iihbon. University of Nebraska

Ncwfoundlanil X'ioletta IM. Halpert and Herbert Halpert, Me-
morial University of Newfoundland

Xeu Mexico James H. Penrod, Eastern New Mexico Univer-

sity

New York New York Folklore Society

Nortb Dakota John L. Hancock, University of North Dakota
Nova Scotia Flelen Creig-hton. National Museum of Canada
Ohio Newbell Niles Puckett, Western Reserve Uni-

versity

Oregon J. Rarre Toelkeii, University of Oregon
Pennsylvania Robert H. Byington, Lycoming College

Quebec Luc Lacourciere, Laval University

Rhode Island George Monteiro, Brown University

South Carolina Louise Jones Du Bose. University of South

Carolina

South Dakota W'ayland D. Hand, University of California,

Los Angeles

Texas George D. Hendricks, North Texas State Uni-

versity

Utah Wayland D. Hand, University of California,

and A. S. Cannon. University of Utah
\'irginia Arthur Kyle Davis. Jr.. University of Vir-

ginia

Washington Henry A. Person, University of Washington
West Virginia Ruth Ann Musick, Fairmont State College

Wisconsin Lee A. Burress, Jr., Wisconsin State College

Wyoming \'eliu;i Linford. Cheyenne

It is hoped that these state collections will be compiled within

five or six years' time, with all volumes scheduled to be in print

within a ten-year period, as a maximum. These broader surveys

will in no way obviate the need of special studies among occupa-

tional and ethnic groups. On the contrary, these larger studies

should stimulate interest in many special ways; above all, they are

bound to encourage the compilation of articles and monographs
dealing with special subject fields. Furthermore, the general interest

engendered should result in efforts to clarify the background and

meaning of many individual folk beliefs with regard to their cul-

tural setting. In short, whereas hitherto material has been collected

mainly with a view to getting it in the record, now we are ap-

proaching a point in our researches where function and meaning can
be studied with greater effect.

In the light of the.se extensive collecting plans, the Brown Col-

lection should be viewed as the first comparative work to come
forth, but not the last. It is likely, however—printing problems and
costs being what they are—that there will not .soon be a general
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collection of the magnitude of the present collection from any single

state. California collectanea, for example, will be issued in a series

of shorter monographic studies. Other volumes planned around the

United States will generally not contain extensive notes, even
though it is hoped that all will treat special items exhaustively

where the facts warrant. These studies are intended primarily to

add basic data to the swelling reservoir of published materials, and
thus to contribute to the shaping of reasonably full categories of

American folk belief and superstition.

As for the general plans with regard to the Dictionary : ex-

cerpting goes on year in and year out, with the end only now
coming dimly in sight. The searching for folk beliefs in legendry

and in custom and usage has now begun, and is bound to yield

many items now only little known. Efforts are also slowly turning

to older historical materials now that modern folklore sources have
been exploited, and are well on the way to being worked into the

files of the Dictionar}^ Even so, it is a matter of profound regret to

the Editor that some of the more promising of these folklore studies

could not have been utilized in the Brown Collection.

The Editor will be grateful for communications leading to the

discovery of fugitive materials likely to escape his view, and will

give credit for such help. The Dictionary project will depend on the

collaboration not only of the scholars whose names are listed above,

but of specialists working in all branches of folklore where pop-
ular beliefs and superstitions are to be found. Mimi Clar's excellent

article, "Folk Belief and Custom in the Blues" (Western Folklore,

XIX [1960], 173-189) is a good example of the kind of a study

needed for the broader field of American balladry and folk song.

Similar investigations might be undertaken for the proverb and for

various genres of folk narrative. Folk beliefs exemplified in chil-

dren's games and verses—as witness the work of Stiickrath in

Germany—also provide the possibility for fruitful study. The
dramatic portrayal of folk belief in customs and ritualistic prac-

tices, likewise, will show how basic to these categories are the folk

beliefs and superstitions that prescribe courses of action, whether
to do certain things or to avoid doing them at all cost.

Correspondence on matters pertaining to folk belief and super-

stition will be welcome, and the facilities of the Center for the

Study of Comparative Folklore and Mythology at the University

of California, Los Angeles, will continue to be available to in-

terested parties.

The notes to volume VII are richer, of course, than in the pre-

ceding volume, if but by the fact that some 150 new titles have
been brought under survey. As is common in works of this magni-
tude, a few individual items got lost in the vast body of material

being processed. These strays are presented in a special section of

Addenda, chapter by chapter, which has been made part of Chapter
XIV, Miscellaneous. They are numbered in sequence beginning
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with No. 8521, but numbers are also given in parentheses suggesting

wliere these misplaced items might have fallen in the body of the

work.

In a recheck of the original sources not used in the present

collection, a small body of material has come to light which is made
up of items coming from various states other than North Carolina.

Since primary data are involved and since the material is valuable,

it will be published as a special article in the Southern Folklore

Quarterly in 1965. Newspaper clippings in the Brown Collection

with no special relevance to North Carolina, undated items, feature

articles, and articles otherwise not identified in any way, will be

published later in various ways. Their connection with the Brown
corpus will in all cases be properly indicated.
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VII

DEATH AND FUNEREAL
CUSTOMS

Infants, Children

Stars, Prenatal Influences, Drowning

4874 Every time a star falls, it is the sign of a baby's death.

Anonyomus. Cf. HDA viii, 471 ; Nos. 5143 flf., below.

4875 If a bird lights upon a pregnant woman, her child will die.

Rebecca Willis (Texas).

4876 Many people believe that the cord may become twisted

about a baby's neck and strangle it.

Green Collection. Fear of entangling the umbilical cord around the

unborn child's neck and strangling it is expressed in various ways. North
Carolina: Nczvsu'eek, Aug. 10, 1953, p. 72 (mother should not hang up
curtains) — Kentucky: Fowler, No. 5 (reaching above her head) —
Georgia: Steiner, No. 91 (carrying water bucket on head) — Alabama:
Browne, No. 15 (sleeping with arms over head) ; No. 16 (raising arms
over head) — Noz'a Scotia: Creighton, 16, No. 20 (crawling under
fence) — Pennsylvania: Fogel, No. 1881 (passing under washline [Ger-
man]) — Illinois: Hyatt, No. 2409 (washline) ; No. 2410 (crawling under
fence or through hole in the fence) ; No. 241 1 (stooping) : No. 2412
(reaching above head) ; No. 2413 (sleeping with arms stretched over
head). HDA vii. 1424; ix, 97; Schrijnen i, 247 f . ; Gallop, Portugal,

85.

4877 For the mother to drink much water before the baby is

born may drown it.

Green Collection.

4878 The first time a child is ever carried out in the open air,

you must not cross water with him. If you do. he will be
drowned before reaching maturity.

Alex Tugman, Todd, Ashe County. Cf. HDA 11, 1685 (die before two
years, but not by drowning).

Naming, Physical Activity, Care of Child

4879 If several children in a family die, the next one should be
named "Clay." It is sure to live.

Green Collection. Cf. HDA vr, 965 (call him Erdmann, lit., 'earth

man') ; Nos. 159, 161, above.
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4880 Never measure the length of a baby under a year. It will

be measured for its coffin before the year is over.

Green Collection. General: Knortz, 9 — South: Puckett, 339 (Negro) —
Georyia: Bergen, Current, No. 59; Moore, 305 (Negro) — New Eny-
land: Blcick,. Folk-Medicine, 181 (measure the child for its coffin) —
Illinois: Hyatt, No. 2781 (it will not live to reach its second year) —
Texas: Turner, 161 (measure its coffin). -HDA iv, 603; Schrijnen i

250.

4881 Do not cut the child's hair before he is eight months old,

(jr he will die.

Mildred Peterson, Bladen county ; Zilpah Frisbie, Marion, McDowell
county; and Miss Mamie Mansfield, Durham county. Kentucky: Thomas,
No. 58 (a year old). HDA i, 109.

4882 If a person cuts a baby's hair before it is one year old, it

is a sign the baby will not live another year.

Miss Mamie Mansfield, Durham county. "I know of a case in West
Durham." Cf. No. 4881, above. Cf. HDA iv, 1320.

4883 If children shed their teeth before they are seven, they

will die before they are eleven.

Anonymous. Cf. Nova Scotia: Fauset, No. 352 (before six months).

4884 If a child falls off the bed before he is a year old, he will

never be raised.

Green Collection. Cf. Tennessee: Rogers, 38 f. (to fall ofif the bed before

the child was eleven months old indicated it would die before it was
a year old).

4885 If a baby doesn't fall ofif a bed before it is a year old, it

will not live to be grown.

Anonymous. Kentucky: Thomas, No 74 — Tennessee: Farr, Children,

No. 76 — Illinois: Smith II, 67, No. 2 — California: Dresslar, 26 (it

will die young)

4886 If one steps across a child, it will die unless the person

steps back.

Miss Mamie Mansfield, Durham county. Tennessee: Farr, Children, No.

75 (die within the year) — Indiana: Halpert, Death, 218, No. 19

(within year). Cf. No. 182, above.

4887 It is bad luck to "push" a bright child, for if the child is

precocious, there is danger that it will die.

Mi>s Fannie Vann, Clinton, Sampson county, and an anonymous inform-

ant. In none of the following references is mention made of "pushing"

the precocious child. Cf. Kentucky: Thomas, No. 72 (a child prema-
turely wise will not live long) — Ontario: Wintemberg, German II, 93
(German); ((/<•;/(, Waterloo, 10 — Fennsylivnia : Fogel, 166 (precocious

children will not live long [German]) ; idem. Proverbs, No. 749 (you are
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too smart; you won't live long [German]) — Illinois: Hyatt, No. 2743
(will not reach maturity) — Washington: Tacoma, 23. The related
proverbial notion, "The good die young," is widely known throughout
the United States. Cf. No. 218, above. HDA iv, 1312 (a child that

thrives too well during the first year "waclist dem Himmel zu," i.e.,

grows toward heaven) ; McCartney, 126; Shakespeare: Richard III, III,

I, 79 ("So wise so young, they say, do never live long").

Animals and Plants

4888 A cat should not be left in the room with a sleeping baby,
for it might suck the baby's breath and kill it.

Green Collection, and anonymous informant, and three other informants
from Durham and Vance counties. General: Bergen, Amrnal, No. 928 —
South: Puckett, 470 (Negro) — South Carolina: Bryant I, 288, No. 4— Maryland: Whitney-Bullock, No. 1964 — Kentucky: Thomas, No. 3310— Ontario: Wintemberg, Waterloo, 6 (will strangle the infant by lying
across its chest) — New England: Johnson, What They Say, 152 f.

(long discussion) — Pennsylvania: Brinton, 181 ; Hoffman H, 27 (Ger-
man) ; Sener, 242 (steals the baby's breath and causes its early death) —
Ozarks: Randolph, 205. Cf. No. 267, above. HDA rv, 1320; Gregor,
123 ; Lean 11, 113.

4889 Transplanting parsley will cause the death of one's chil-

dren.

Rebecca Willis (Texas). In only the Williamson reference are children
specifically mentioned. South: Puckett, 429 (family [Negro]) — Louisi-
ana: Roberts, No. 1137 (family) ; Williamson, No. 32 (one's children
[Negro]) — Pennsylvania: Fogel, No. 969 (family [German]); Hoff-
man I, 130 (German). HDA vi, 1528.

Miscellaneous

4890 If an empty cradle is rocked, the baby will die.

Rebecca Willis (Texas). South: Puckett, 339 (Negro) — Louisiana:
Williamson, No. 17 (Negro) — Florida: Hauptmann, 26 (Spanish) —
Nezv York: Bergen, Current, No. 49 — Pennsylvania: Fogel, No. 525
(will not live long [German]) — Pennsylvania: Phillips, 160, No. 13 —
Illinois: Hyatt, No. 2741 — Ozarks: Randolph, 309 (for the cradle to
rock without any visible reason ; not mentioned whether the cradle is

occupied) — California: Dresslar, 26. Cf. Nos. 201 f., above. Radford,
25, 91 (Holland also), 204; HDA vii, 1080; Schrijnen i, 250.

4891 Never let a baby sleep in a dead baby's cradle.

Helen Fraser Smith.

4892 The child who looks in a mirror very voung will die.

Mildred Peterson, Bladen county. Nova Scotia: Creighton, 16, No. 23 —
Ontario: Wintemberg, German II, 89 (will nut become very old [Ger-
man]) — Illinois: Wheeler, 63 f. (will not live long) — Ozarks: Ran-
dolph, 207 (will not reach maturity) — Neiv Mexico: Espinosa, 415, No.
6 (Spanish). Cf. Nos. 255, 671, above. HDA ix (Suppl.), 566.
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4893 Hold a baby to a looking glass, and he will die before he

completes his first year.

Lucille Massey, Durham county, an anonymous informant, and four other
informants from central counties. All of the items cited here involve

either the child's seeing itself in a mirror before the first year, and dying,

or seeing itself and dying before it is a year old. Unless otherwise speci-

fied, and thus differing from the text of the present item, the child itself

initiates the action. General: Chamberlain, Superstitious, 145 — Ken-
tucky: Thomas, No. 63; No. 65 (if you show a baby itself . . . before it

is six months old, etc.) ; Price, 37 — Tennessee: Farr, Children, No. 77—
• Mississippi: Hudson, 149, No. 4 (if a baby is shown a mirror, etc.) —

Xoz'a Scotia: Fauset, No. 355 — Ontario: Wintemberg, Waterloo, ID
— New England: Johnson, IVhat They Say, 112 — Maine: Bergen,
Current, No. 35 — Massachusetts, Bergen, Current, No. 36 (hold a
baby to a looking glass, etc.) — Nezv York: Gardner, No. 288 — hidi-

ana: Halpert, Death, 218, No. 18 — Illinois: Allison, No. 436; Hyatt,
No. 2832 (show a baby its reflection, etc.) ; Norlin, 211, No. 49 (before

three months); .Smith II, 66, No. i — lotva: Stout, No. 23; No. 35
(looks at self before six months, die within year) — Nebraska: Cannell,

23, No. 38; Ericson, 150, No. 6 — California: Dresslar, 26, 54; also

on same page (54) :
".

. . before their ears are pierced, they will die

soon") — IVashingtoti: Tacoma, 18 Radford, 25, 174.

4894 If a baby is allowed to look in a mirror before it is one
year old, it will die before it is seven.

.A.n anonymous informant, and Pearl Forbes (Tennessee). Cf. Kentucky:
Thomas, No. 64 (die before two years) — Ocarks: Randolph, 309
(same) — Texas: Turner, 161 (die before three years). Cf. HDA ix

(Suppl.), 566.

4895 Do not let a baby look in a mirror before it is two years
old. If so, it will die before it is ten years old.

Edna .Arrowhead, Buladean, Mitchell County, and an anonymous inform-
ant.

Burial of Children

4896 Southern Negroes believe implicitly in burying children

with the face down.

Helen Eraser Smith. North Carolina: Brewster, Customs, 256; cf. also

pp. 224 f. For a discussion of this custom, African and American Negro,
see Puckett, pp. 100, 107.

Mother

4897 If you turn over the bedtick before the baby is nine days
old, the mother will die.

Edith Walker, Watauga county. Cf. South: Richardson, 247 (you must
not turn over the quilts or pillows in the bed where the child was born,

for a whole m.onth, or the mother will take a cold from which she will

never recover [Negro]) — Ozarks: Randolph, 204 (bedding should not
be changed for nine days, but death is not mentioned as following the
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breaking of the tabu). Cf. No. 67, above Hovorka-Kronfeld 11, 597;
Harland-Wilkinson, 261.

4898 The mother or child will die if the bed is swept under
within nine days.

Green Collection. Cf. Alabama: Browne, No. 63 (don't sweep under a

new mother's bed; she will never arise if you do) — Tennessee: Rogers,

39 (both mother and child; no time limit mentioned for sweeping) —
Osarks: Randolph, 201 (mother; no time limit).

4899 If a mother eats fish before the baby is a month old. death

will follow.

Mrs. Norman Herring, Tomahawk, Sampson county.

4900 If a glass is broken in the room, the mother will die at

childbirth.

Green Collection. Cf. HDA in, 853.

Adults

General

4901 The big "M" in the lines of the palm is taken by fortune

tellers to indicate death.

Mrs. Nilla Lancaster, Goldsboro, Wayne county. Cf. HDA 11, 52.

4902 It is said a person born in November seldom dies a natu-

ral death.

Green Collection. Cf. Maryland: Whitney-Bullock, No. 2300 (Whitsun-
day or the day thereafter) — Pennsylvania: Starr, 322 (boy born Jan-
uary i).

4903 Deaths do not come singly. If one member of a family

dies, a second death in the same family will come within a year.

Death, having found his way to a certain household, is more
likely to arrive a second time.

Elizabeth Sutton, Durham, and others. North Carolina: Hoke, 115 —
Kentucky: Thomas, No. 728 — Massachusetts: Bergen, Current, No. 1220
— California: Dresslar, 122 (if one member of a family dies, another will

soon follow, or else two more in the neighborhood will die), ibid, (two
in the same neighborhood) — Washington: Tacoma, 30. More prevalent,

in a ratio of at least four to one in published examples, is the notion of

death's occurring in three's. HDA vi, 768; Lean 11, 572 (quoting
Longfellow's The Golden Legend vi).

4904 Suicides never come singly. One is always followed by
another.

Mrs. Luchans. New England: JAFL vii (1894), 219.

4905 If thirteen people meet together, the first one to leave will

die within a year.

Green Collection. Cf. No. 5074, below.
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4906 To change the name of a person will cause his death.

Lucille Massey, Durham county. Kentucky: Thomas, No. 3906 — Illi-

nois: Hyatt, No. 10652 (changing Christian name) — Texas: Hendricks,

No. 131 — California: Uresslar, 26 (baby's name).

4907 If anyone calls your name, and you answer, or go to see,

and find no one has called you, you are going to die. The spirit

of your dead father or mother, or some other deceased relative

has called you. So, if you are called, do not answer.

Mrs. Luchans. "Forerunners" of death of this kind are numerous, and

references are therefore limited to items involving the calling of one's

name in some supernatural or mysterious way. South: Puckett, 118

(Negro), 463 (someone calling you three times in your sleep [Negro])
— Kentucky: Thomas, No. 3896 (it brings death to answer a mysterious

voice [Negro]) — Nova Scotia: Creighton, 25, No. 7 (narrative details)

— New York: NYFQ vi (1950), 167 (details) — Indiana: Halpert,

Death, 212 — Illinois: Hyatt, Nos. 9751-9756 (intimate narratives), No.

9757 (do not answer, etc.). No. 9758 (if you think someone called and

you answer, then discover your mistake, it is a token of your death).

Henderson, 45 ; Radford, 100.

4908 The person whose name is called last by a dying person

will be the next to go.

Clara Hearne, Roanoke Rapids, Halifax county.

4909 If anyone follows you and walks in your tracks, you will

die.

Anonymous. Cf. Illinois: Hyatt, No. 10178 (a member of your family

will die if you walk on the cracks of lines in a sidewalk) — Osarks:

Randolph, 60 (unwise to step in anyone's tracks in the snow or mud, with

resulting headaches or blindness). The utilization of the dirt from one's

footsteps or tracks is well known, of course, in conjury of all kinds.

Death Bell, Singing, Noises

4910 Ringing in the ears is the tolling of the death bell.

Louise Lucas, White Oak, Bladen county, and the Green Collection

("When my mother died, a neighbor said next day: 'I knowed they's

something happening somewhere. The death bells rung in my head all

the whole evening. I told Alfred,'" etc.). General: Knortz, 40 — Mary-

land: Whitney-Bullock, No. 780 — West Virginia: Sanders, 20 —
Tennessee: Guerin, 56; Hatcher, 152; McGlasson, 23, No. 9; Redfield,

No. 304 — Louisiana: Roberts, No. 193 (death in the family) — Ala-

bam-a: l^rowne, No. 3137 — Prince Edward Island: Bergen, Current, No.

1215 — New England: Bergen et ai. 18, No. 34 — New York: Gardner,

No. 198 (heard in the afternoon or night) — Ohio: Bergen, Current.

No. 1214 (actual account) : JAFL u (1889), 72 (A funeral is near,/For

the death bell is tolling e'en now in mine ear [part of a long folk dog-

gerel]) — Indiana: Busse, 26, No. 36 — Illinois: Hyatt, No. 9909.

Napier, 57 (deid bells); HDA viii, 1000.
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4911 If you hear a buzzing ring in your ear, you will soon hear

of death.

Elsie Doxey, Currituck county. Only the second Illinois item (Norlin)

specifies a "buzzing ring." Unless otherwise noted, reference is to ring-

ing in the cars, (.iciicral: Bergen, Current, No. 1213 — South: Duncan,

235, No. 2 — Georgia: Figh, Arp, 173 — Alabama: Browne, No. 3138
(left ear: woman); No. 3139 (right: man) — Nova Scotia: Fauset,

No. 203 (right ear: woman); No. 204 (left: man) — Massachusetts:
Bergen ct a I., 17, No. 34 — Peunsyh'ania: Shoemaker, 19 — Jiidia)ia:

Halpert, Death, 211; 212 (if your ear rings in tolling fashion, you will

die) — Illinois: Hyatt, No. 991 1 (a rumbling noise in the left ear)
;

Norlin, 203, No. 13 — Nezu Mexico: Espinosa, 416, No. 30 (people fear

death and cross themselves, saying, "Anda la muerta cerca" [Spanish])
— California: Dresslar, 103 (left ear) — JVashington: Tacoma, 19.

HDA vr, 1215; vni, 1000.

4912 A ringing in your ears is the sign of the future death of

some friend or relative of whose death you will hear before the

week is out.

Professor J. T. C. Wright, Boone, Watauga county, and nine other
informants. In only the first Bergen item is there mention of a time

limit. General: Bergen et al., 18, No. 34; Bergen-Newell, 154 (friend) —
Kentucky: Thomas, No. 811 (family) — hidiana: Halpert, Death, 211

(someone you know) — Illinois: Hyatt, No. 9910 (right ear: family) —
lozva: Stout, No. 218 (if you hear a death-knell tingling in your ear,

there will be a death in the family soon) — Ozarks: Randolph, 302 (a
ringing in the ears, the jingle of the so-called death bells, means that

somebody near you is about to die ; a little tinkling sound means the

death of a close friend or relative).

4913 When you have a peculiar ringing in your ear—a death
bell—somebody you know has died or is going to die in the

direction your ear is turned.

R. T. Dunstan, Greensboro. General: Bergen, Current, No. 1216 —
South: Puckett, 462 (Negro) — Tennessee: Carter, 3; Frazier, 39, No.

7 (known as the death bell).

4914 If you have a kind of ringing in your right or left ear, it

is called a death bell, and you will hear of a death in the direc-

tion of east or west.

Miss Fannie Vann, Clinton, Sampson county. Kentucky: Carter, Moun-
tain, 15.

4915 If you hear singing or music in the night, it is a token of

someone's death.

Anonymous. West Virginia: MF n (1952), 266 (example of boy hearing
"In the Sweet By and By" when no one else heard it, and then later

learning that his grandmother had died) — hidiana: Brewster, Supernat-
ural, 233 (singing: similar to above) — Illinois: Hyatt, Nos. lOOll-

10015 (all deal with supernatural music as a forerunner of death). Cf.

Nos. 4907 f., above Thiselton Dyer, Ghost World, 412 f., 424 f. ; HDA
IX (Suppl.), 483.
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4916 If one sings in the morning before getting out of bed, it

means the death of a friend.

Miss Mamie Mansfield, Durham county. Cf. California: Dresslar, 87
(singing at the table).

Choking, Itching, Shivering, Twitching, etc.

4917 If you get choked, you will hear of a death.

Anonymous.

4918 If your left eyebrow itches, you will see a corpse.

Green Collection. All references are to the left eye rather than to the left

eyebrow, unless otherwise stated, and all refer to death rather than to a

corpse. South: Puckett, 449 (left eye quivering on New Year's Day:
death in family in less than two months' time [Negro]) — New York:

Gardner, No. 199 (if the eye twitches: someone is walking on the place

where you are going to be buried) — Indiana: Halpert, Death, 213 (left

eye jumping) — Illinois: Hyatt, No. 9914 (if your left eye itches for two
days, either your brother or your sister will be lost by death) ; No. 9916

(feet burning and eye jumping at same time: death in family within two
weeks). HDA iv, 793.

4919 When the lower part of the spine itches, a Chinaman has

died.

L. B. Brantley, Zebulon, Wake county. Philippines: Meeker, 290.

4920 When the flesh jumps, it is a sign of death.

Constance Patten, Greensboro. HDA in. 144.

4921 When you shiver without any cause, someone is walking

where your grave will be.

Fawn Watson, West Durham, and an anonymous informant. General:

Bergen, Current, No. 1229 — New England: Johnson, What They Say,

166 (shivering on a warm day) — Pennsylvania: Phillips, 159, No. 4;

Shoemaker, 19 — Illinois: Hyatt, No. 10327 — Nebraska: Cannell, 33,

No. 46 — California: Dresslar, 105, 137; Papashvily, 118. Napier,

138; Udal, 183, 285; Simon, 90.

4922 If your left foot itches, you will walk on fresh graveyard

dirt.

Green Collection. Cf. South: Puckett, 451 (right foot itching: you are

standing over a grave [Negro]) — Maryland: Whitney-Bullock, No. 789

(you will walk in graveyard) — Kentucky: KFR in (i957), 74 (same

as text, except for right foot) ; Thomas, No. 981 (you will soon walk

on the ground that you will later be buried in) — Tennessee: Frazier,

47, No. 8 (itches under the bottom: you are going to the graveyard) —
Alabama: Browne, No. 3200 (if your foot itches, you'll go to a funeral)

—California: Dresslar, 104 (if your foot itches, you will walk on dead

men's graves).
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4923 If you shudder without any cause, someone has stepped
over your grave.

Green Collection, and an anonymous informant. Kentucky: Thomas, No.
718 — Maryland: Whitney-Bullock, No. 810 — New Hampshire: Ber-
gen, Current, No. 1371. Loomis, Su'ift, 128, No. 31.

Sneezing

4924 When you are sitting on the front porch and sneeze three

times in succession, it is a sign that a corpse will pass your house
the same day.

Green Collection.

4925 If one sneezes at the table, he will soon hear of a death.

Fawn Watson, West Durham, and Julian P. Boyd. Maryland: Whitney-
Bullock, No. 817 (a sign of death, either more or fewer being at the
table next meal) — Kentucky: Thomas, No. 1049; No. 1888 (hear of

a death before night) — Alabama: Woodall, 325 (death in the family) —
Pennsylvania: Fogel, No. 568 (German) — Illinois: Hyatt, No. I0I22 —
Washington: Tacoma, 31 (death before night).

4926 If you sneeze at the table, you will hear of a death before

the week is out.

I. G. Greer, Boone, Watauga county, and Zilpah Frisbie, Marion,
McDowell county. Cf. Alabama: Browne, No. 3211 (dinner table: within
three days).

4927 If you sneeze three times during a meal, you will hear of

a death.

Jane N. Ray, Meredith College, near Raleigh. In all items except Whit-
ney-Bullock and the first Hyatt one (No. 10123) (where the three
sneezes occur before breakfast), all references are to three sneezes before
breakfast on Sunday morning. General: Kanner, 562 (death before the
week is out) — Marylatid: Whitney-Bullock, No. 814 (an aged person
will die) — Kentucky: Thomas, No. 1040 (three deaths before the week
is out) — Indiana: Halpert, Death, 213 (death in family soon) — Illi-

nois, Hyatt, No. 10123; No. 10129 (hear of death before the end of
day) ; No. 10130 (three deaths before the week has passed).

4928 If you sneeze before breakfast, you will hear of a death
before the day is over.

Elsie Doxey, Currituck county, and an anonymous informant. In all

references except Norlin (where the sneezing takes place before break-
fast), sneezing takes place at breakfast, or at the breakfast table. Unless
the time is indicated, references are general and lack time limits. Mary-
land: Whitney-Bullock, No. 818 — Kentucky: Price, 36; Thomas, No.
1047 — Tennessee: McGlasson, 22, No. 4 (before the week is gone) ; 23,
No. 4 — Alabama: Browne, No. 3207 (death in the family soon) —
Pennsylvania: Fogel, No. 567 (hear of a funeral [German]) — Indiana:
Brewster, Beliefs, No. 137 (death in the family within a week) — Illi-

r^ois: Norlin, 204, No. 25 (death before the week is over) ; Smith II, 66,
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No. 5 — Texas: Jleiidricks, No. 107 (death in the family in less than

a week).

4929 If you sneeze on Sunday morning before breakfast, you
will hear of a death before the close of the day.

Alex Tugman, Todd, Ashe county ; Pearle Webb, Pineola, Avery county

;

and an anonymous informant. Tennessee: Redfield, No. 364 (no time

limit) — Illinois: Hyatt, No. 10127 (expect a death in the family; no

time set)

.

4930 If you sneeze at table on Sunday morning, you will hear

of a death in twenty-four hours.

Green Collection.

4931 If you sneeze on Sunday before breakfast, you will hear

of the death of someone you know before the next Saturday.

Mrs. Luchans, and Julian P. Boyd. Vermont: Bergen, Current, No. 1226.

4932 If you sneeze before breakfast on Sunday morning, you

will hear of a death before the week has passed.

Mrs. Gertrude Allen Vaught, Alexander county. Alabama: Browne, No.

3209 — Illinois: Hyatt, No. 10126 (at the breakfast table) — Nebraska:

Cannell, 22, No. 15.

4933 If you sneeze when eating, death isn't far ofif.

Constance Patten, Greensboro, and Mrs. Gertrude Allen Vaught, Alex-

ander county.

4934 Sneezing during a meal is the sign of a death in the neigh-

borhood.

Green Collection.

4935 If you sneeze with a mouth full of food, you will hear tell

of a death soon.

Miss Fannie Vann, Clinton, Sampson county, and six other informants.

South: Puckett, 453 (Negro) — North Carolina: Bruton, Beliefs, No.

36 (no time indicated) — Kentucky: Thomas, No. 1050 (no time) —
Tennessee: Frazier, 39, No. 12 (family; no time) — Louisiana: Roberts,

No. 370 (no time) — Alabama: Browne, No. 3214; No. 3210 (sudden

death in the family) — Nova Scotia: Fauset, No. 207 (no time [Negro])
— Illinois: Hyatt, No. 10124 (someone in the family; no time) ;

Smith

IK, No. 12 (Negro) — Ocarks: Randolph, 55 (woman sneezing; 24

hours); 303 (woman sneezing; hear of a close friend's death before

another sunrise).

4936 If one sneezes while he has a mouthful of victuals, he will

hear of a death of a friend within a week's time.

Carl G. Knox, Leland, Brunswick county. Virginia and Alabama: Ber--

gen. Current, No. 1227 (acquaintance; soon). . •
•. ,, j.
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4937 If the oldest person at the table sneezes, it is a sign of

death.

Kate S. Russell, Roxboro, Person county. Maryland: Whitney-Bullock,

No. 820 (sneezing at the supper table is a sign that the sneezer will hear

of the death of an old person within a few days) — Alabama: Browne,

No. 3205 (death in three days).

4938 If the oldest or youngest member of the family sneezes at

the table, there will be a death in the family soon.

Students, Lees-McRae College, Banner Elk, Avery county; Pearl Forbes

(Tennessee) ; and an anonymous informant. Alabama: Browne, No. 3206

(youngest; time not stated).

4939 If you sneeze after getting in bed, you will hear of a

death in less than twelve hours.

Kate S. Russell, Roxboro, Person county. Kanner, 567, Nos. 11, 22;

Storaker, Mcnnesket, No. 199.

Hair, Teeth

4940 To dream of hair is a sign of death.

Madge Colclough, Durham county. Massachusetts: Wilson, Syrian, 134,

No. 13 (if one dreams of a woman with disheveled hair it means that

some member of his family will soon die [Syrian]). Cf. HDA in,

1241.

4941 If your hair grows fast, you will not live very long.

Madge Colclough, Durham county.

4942 If two people comb your hair at the same time, the

younger one will die first.

Edna Beasley, Louisburg, Franklin County, and Minnie Stamps Gosney,

Raleigh. South: Puckett, 400 (Negro) — Maryland: Whitney-Bullock,

No. 1062 (brushing the hair) — Kentucky: Thomas, No. 875; No. 876

(the person allowing it will die) — Louisiana: Roberts, No. 300 —
Pennsylvania: Owens, 121 (one will die) — Illinois: Hyatt, No. 9940

(one of the combers will die before the year is gone) — Texas: Turner,

161 (the older one will die).

4943 If the hair is cut in the month of March, one will die

before the end of the year.

Vella Jane Burch, Durham, and Elsie Doxey, Currituck county. Tennes-

see: Harder, Beliefs, 9.

4944 If you cut your hair in March, you will never live to see

the next March.

Marie Harper, Durham county, and three other informants from western

and central counties. Kentucky: Thomas, No. 2801 — Tennessee: Page,

56 — Illinois: Hyatt, No. 9943.
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4945 If you dream about a tooth, it is a sign that you will hear

about a death.

Minnie Stamps Gosney, Raleigh. Kentucky: Thomas, No. 1991 — Penn-
sylvania: Shoemaker, 5 (if you dream of dry yellow teeth, an old person

will die) — Illinois: Hyatt, No. 6405 — Wisconsin: HF vi (1947), 4
(German) — Texas: Hendricks, No. 138 — Nebraska: Cannell, 29, No.

3 — California: Dresslar, 129 (filled tooth).

4946 To dream of the loss of a tooth is a sign of death.

J. Frederick Doering, Durham, and an anonymous informant. South:
Puckett, 502 (Negro) — Kentucky: Thomas, No. 1992 — Louisiana:

Roberts, No. 822 — Newfoundland: Bergen, Current, No. 548 — Nova
Scotia and Cape Breton Island: Bergen, Current,, No. 549 — New Eng-
land: Johnson, What They Say, 114 — Ohio: Bergen, Current, No. 548— Indiana: Halpert, Death, 215; Kellner, 229 (someone you know) —
Illinois: Hyatt, No. 6407 — California: Dresslar, 129 — Washington:
Tacoma, 19. Lean 11, 299, 552; Henderson, iii; HDA viii, 1005;

Hovorka-Kronfeld 11, 853 ; Gallop, Portugal, 95.

4947 If you dream about a tooth falling out, it's a sign of death

in the family.

Green Collection, Dorothy McDowell Vann, Raleigh, and an anonymous
informant. Alabama: Browne, No. 3201 — Pennsylvania: Fogel, No. 269
(German) — Texas: Bogusch, 119 — California: Dresslar, 129.

Black, Folk-Medicine, 187; HDA 11, 1162; Storaker, Mcnnesket, No.
510.

4948 If you lose a front tooth, a relative will die.

Constance Patten, Greensboro. Cf. Kentucky: Thomas, No. 1997 (dream)
— Massachusetts: Wilson, Syrian, 134, No. i (if a person dreams that

a front tooth is pulled without starting blood, member of family . . .

[Syrian]) — Pennsylvania: Brinton, 183 (dream: family).

4949 If you lose a jaw tooth, a friend will die.

Constance Patten, Greensboro. Cf. Kentucky: Thomas, No. 1994 (elder-

ly person); No. 1995 (side tooth: middle aged person) — Massachu-
setts: Wilson, Syrian, 134 (if a person dreams that a back tooth is pulled

without starting blood, some aged member of the family . . . [Syrian]).

Lean 11, 552 (cheek-tooth: family).

4950 To dream of pulling teeth indicates the death of one's best

friend.

Green Collection. Where the person affected is a friend, as in the text,

I shall so indicate ; otherwise all references to the dream of a tooth's

being pulled are simply signs of death. Alabama: Browne, 3204 (best

friend) ; No. 3203 — Quebec: Marie-Ursule, 131, No. 100 (French) —
Nova Scotia: Fauset, No. 171 — New York: Augar, 163 [FrenchI; ibid.,

(painless extraction: acquaintance [French]) — Pennsylvania: Owens
121; Starr, 321 (German) — California: Dresslar, 129 (dear friend).

Brown, Filipino, No. 29.

495

1

If your last tooth is pulled, you will die.

Green Collection.
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Nudity, Clothes, Shoes

4952 If you dream of woman's nudeness, it is a sign of a man's

death.

Anonymous. Maryland: Whitney-Bullock, No. 688 — Alabama: Browne,
No. 3270 — Illinois: Hyatt, No. 6310; Smith in. No. 15 (Negro).

Cf. HDA VI, 908.

4953 if you dream of a man's nudeness, it is a sign of a

woman's death.

Anonymous. Maryland: Bergen, Current, No. 534 (Negro) — Alabama:
Browne, No. 3269 — Illinois: Hyatt, No. 6311 ; No. 6312 (a sign that

you will die)

.

4954 When you dream of white clothes it means death.

Constance Patten, Greensboro, and J. Frederick Doering, Durham. In

connection with this item and the following one, too, is an entry (unpub-

lished) from St. Petersburg, Florida : If you dream of a person dressed

completely in white with the exception of one or two articles, which are

black, then someone is going to die. Cf. Texas: Lake, 147 (white cotton

clothes: family) — California: Dresslar, 129 (dressed in white with
black trimmings) ; 130 (white gloves). HDA ix, 350; Storaker,

Mennesket, No. 513.

4955 Don't try on a black bonnet, or you will be wearing it for

mourning.

Mrs. Luchans. General: Bergen et al., 16, No. 26.

4956 A person who tries on a mourning bonnet, will wear one
in less than a year.

Irene Thompson, Mt. Airy, Surry county.

4957 If you try on a shroud for a dead person, you will be the

next one to die.

Edna Beasley, Louisburg, Franklin county.

4958 If a girl wears green, she will soon be in mourning.

J. Frederick Doering, Durham. Ontario: Doering-Doering i, 62 —
Michigan: Dorson, 115 (if you wear green you will wear black [Corn-
ish]).

4959 Both shoes should be put on before either one is tied

;

otherwise there will be a death in the family within a year.

Joseph E. Kanipe, Asheville, Annie Hamlin, Durham, Dr. E. V. Howell,
Chapel Hill, Orange county, and an anonymous informant.

4960 Walking with only one shoe on means someone will die

soon.

Rubye Fogel (New York). Cf. Texas: Hendricks, No. 128 (wearing one
shoe means death in the family).
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Sleep, Beds

4961 If you go to sleep during New Year's Day, you will die

during the year.

Anonymous.

4962 It is bad luck to sleep during a church service. Some
member of the family will die.

Zilpah Frisbie, Marion, McDowell county.

4963 To cry in your sleep is a sign of death.

Green Collection.

4964 If one sleeps with his head to the foot of the bed, he will

soon be carried from the house feet foremost.

Rebecca Willis (Texas). Louisiana: Puckett, 416; Williamson, No. 19

(Negro) — Dominican Republic: Andrade, 428 (sleeping with feet

toward the front of the house or the street [Spanish]) (perhaps from the

fact that corpses are moved from the house feet first) ; cf. Maryland:

Whitney-Bullock, No. 859) ; Ratcliff, 235 (head toward door).

4965 If you wake in the morning with the death mold (yellow

spots) on your hand, it is a sign that a dead man has shaken

hands with you.

Green Collection. The following references are to the death mold only,

not to shaking hands with a dead man. South: Puckett, 458 (fingernails

[Negro]). Lean 11, 555 f., 560; Radford, 120; HDA vni, 1000.

4966 It is a sign of death to dream of a feather bed.

Zilpah Frisbie, Marion, McDowell county; an anonymous informant;

and two other informants from Durham and Bladen counties.

4967 When three people make up a bed together, the oldest

will die first.

Ada Briggs (Virginia). Cf. Indiana: Halpert, Death, 216, No. 4 (if two
people make a bed at the same time, a member of the family will die).

Lean 11, 562; Radford, 29.

4968 There will be death in the family if someone puts a broom
on a bed.

Will S. Sease (Oklahoma). Cf. Alabama: Browne, No. 3143 (family not

indicated) — Illinois: Hyatt, No. 9744 (resting a broom against a bed

indicates that the person who sleeps in the bed will soon die)

.

Wedding, Honeymoon

4969 If it rains on the wedding day, the groom will die first.

Edna Beasley, Louisburg, Franklin county. South: Puckett, 459
(Negro); ibid, (rain in afternoon [Negro]) — Maryland: Whitney-
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Bullock, No. 1970 — New Mexico: Moya, 64, No. 5 (Spanish). Cf. No.

4786, above.

4970 If it snows on a bride, she will be a widow.

Eleanor Simpson, East Durham.

4971 A bride must not see herself full length in a mirror on her

wedding day, dressed in her wedding garments. If she does this

she will die within two years.

Green Collection. (Evelyn Graham's sister did this in spite of her

mammy's warnings, and died within two years). Cf. Ontario: Waugh,

No. 412 (if a bride looks at herself in a mirror before a wedding, she

will see herself as she looks when laid out)

.

4972 When a couple is kneeling on pillows in church during the

marriage ceremony, the one whose candle burns lowest will be

the first to die.

L. B. Brantley, Zebulon, Wake county. HDA iv, 154.

4973 The first to leave the altar (bride or groom) is the first to

die.

Green Collection. General: Knortz, 152. HDA iv, 154.

4974 After the marriage ceremony, the first one of the couple

to sit down will be the first to die.

Constance Patten, Greensboro, Guilford county. HDA iv, 154.

4975 To meet a funeral procession on your honeymoon means

death within the year.

Green Collection. HDA iv, 153 f.

4976 It is bad luck to the bride for the wedding party to meet

a funeral procession.

Constance Patten, Greensboro. Cf. HDA rv, 153 (groom).

4977 The first one of a newly married couple to step over the

doorsill will die first.

F. C. Brown, Durham, and an anonymous informant.

4978 In the "dumb supper," if a coffin appears instead of the

apparition of one's future lover, death before marriage is indi-

cated.

Elsie Doxey, Currituck county. Cf. Kentucky: Thomas, No. 3870. Cf. No.

4326, above.

4979 It is a sign of death to dream of a marriage.

Katherine Bernard Jones, Raleigh, and several other informants from

different localities. General: Beckwith, College, No. 95 — South:
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Puckett, 499 f. (ez de man an' 'ooman is united ez one in marriage so

will dis body leab de earth ter be ez one wid Gawd [Negro]) —
South Carolina: Bryant II, 136, No. 2 — Maryland: Whitney-Bullock,

No. 699 — Kentucky: Thomas, Nos. 1928, 1971 — Tennessee: Frazier,

45, No. 2 — Alabama: Bergen, Current, No. 561 ; No. 562 (death next

day) ; Browne, No. 3217 — Indiana: Halpert, Death, 214 — Iowa:

Stout, No. 128 — Ozarks: Randolph, Folk-Beliefs, 91 — Nebraska:
Cannell, 29, No. 10 — California: Dresslar, 125. Radford 105; HDA
IV, 153; VIII, 1005.

4980 To dream of a marriage is a sign of a funeral.

Maybelle Poovey, High Point, Guilford county. In all items except the

one from Newfoundland "wedding" is used instead of "marriage." Gen-

eral: Chamberlain, Superstitions, 145 — South: Puckett, 499 (Negro) —
Maryland: Whitney-Bullock. No. 698 — Newfoiuidland: Bergen, Cur-

rent, No. 560 — Nova Scotia: Fauset, No. 165 — Ontario: Wintemberg,

Grey, No. 264 — Nezv England: Johnson, What They Say, 3j — New
York: McCadden, 334 — Indiana: Kellner, 229 (since dreams go by

contraries, etc.) — Iowa: Stout, No. 1167 (Norwegian) — Nebraska:

Ericson, 149, No. 6 — California: Dresslar, 125, 193 Washington:

Tacoma, 20 f., 25. Addy, 100.

4981 If you dream of a wedding (marriage), you will hear of

a death.

Mrs. Gertrude Allen Vaught, Alexander county; Norman Herring,

Tomahawk, Sampson county; Ruth Trivette, Hickory, Catawba county;

Holt E. Griffeth, Tipton Hill, Mitchell county; and an anonymous

informant. General: Knortz, 21 — North Caroliiui: Mooney, loi —
Maryland: Whitney-Bullock, No. 695; No. 696 (means a shroud) —
Kentucky: Fowler, No. 326a — Tennessee: Burton 5; McGlasson, 22,

No. I f. — Louisiana: Roberts, No. 828 — Ahibama: Browne, 3218 —
New York: Augar, 163 (French) — Pennsylvania: Bergen, Current,

No. 564; Sener, 243 — Wisconsin: HF vi (1947), 4 (German) — Illi-

nois: Hyatt, No. 6265; Smith II, 66, No. 5 — Nebraska: Nebraska
Proverbs I, 5 — Idaho: Idaho Lore, 201 — Oregon: Hand, No. 34 —
California: Dresslar, 125. Henderson, iii, Leather, 118; Radford,

105; HDA IV, 153; VIII, 1005.

4982 If you dream of a wedding, there'll be a funeral in the

family.

Edna Beasley, Louisburg, Franklin county, and Alma Irene Stone, Mere-

dith College, near Raleigh. General: Beckwith, College, No. 31 — Ala-

bama: Browne, No. 3219 — Illinois: Hyatt, No. 6266 — Texas: Turner,

160 — New Mexico: Moya, 65, No. 15 (Spanish) — California: Dress-

lar, 125, ibid, (if you dream of being married, there will soon be a

death in your family).

4983 If you dream you are being married, you will die soon.

Marjorie Rea, Craven county. Cf. Maryland: Whitney-Bullock, No. 694

(to dream of your own wedding is a doubtful sign ;
you will die unless

the man in your dream is a stranger) — Nova Scotia: Fauset, No. 163

("I knew a woman who was always dreaming of getting married last

winter. In the spring she had to go to the hospital where she died.") —
Massachusetts: Wilson, Syrian. 134, No. 7 (if a married man dreams

that he is being married, and sees himself attired in his wedding
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garments, it means that he is going to die [Syrian]) — Pennsylvania:

Starr, 321 (German).

The Sick

4984 If an ill person gets better on Friday, he will die on Sun-
day.

Louise Lucas, White Oak, Bladen county.

4985 For a patient to bite bis fingernails while sick indicates

that his illness will be fatal.

Bessie Lou Mull, Shelby, Cleveland county.

4986 If you have the hiccoughs while you are sick, you will die

soon.

Green Qjllection.

4987 If shingles go all round a person, he will die.

Mrs. Maude Minish Sutton, Lenoir, Caldwell county. The word 'shingles'

derives from Lat. cingulum, 'a girdle,' and this notion of encirclement may
form the basis for the popular belief concerning a fatality "when shingles

meet." South Carolina: Bryant I, 291, No. 35 — Kentucky: Thomas, No.
980 (if a chain of shingles meets in a continuous sore . . .) — Alabama:
Browne, Nos. 1584, 3291 — Louisiana: Roberts, No. 318 — New Eng-
land: Johnson, IVhat They Say, 114 (those who recover take a good
deal of pride in having it go nearly around) — Illinois: Hyatt, No. 5467
(when the two ends of a chain of shingles meet . . .) — Ozarks: Ran-
dolph, 146 f. (long account).

4988 If shingles spread around the neck so that they meet, you
will die.

Green Collection.

4989 It is unlucky for a sick person to look in a mirror ; he may
die.

Madge Colclough, Durham county. South: Puckett, 414 (Negro) —
Illinois: Hyatt, No. 10008 (it portends a death). HDA ix (Suppl.),

S68.

4990 If anyone is sick and turns his head toward the foot of the

bed, it is a sign that he is going to die.

W. H. Smith. Tennessee: Redfield, No. 296 — Ozarks: Randolph, 310
(never turn a bedfast person end to end, so that his head is where his
feet have been ; if you do, he'll die sure)

.

4991 If you turn over a sick person's mattress, the person will

die.

Robert E. Long, Roxboro, Person county.
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4992 Some folk won't brush under a sick person's bed because

he will die.

Ralph Chesson, Washington county. Kentucky: Thomas, No. 1612 —
Alabama: Browne, No. 3160 — Indian<i: Brewster, Beliefs, No. 191

;

idem, Specimens, 368 — Illinois: Hyatt, No. 10148 — Ocarks: Randolph,

310 (woman objects to nurse's sweeping under her bed in a hospital) —
Texas: Hendricks, No. 216; Turner, 161 (he will never get up) —
Idaho: Idaho Lore, 201.

4993 Never sweep under the bed of a sick person with a new
broom ; he will die.

F. C. Brown, Durham.

4994 If you sweep tmder a sick person's bed while he is sick,

you are sweeping him out of the house, and he will die.

Robert E. Long, Roxboro, Person county, and three informants from
McDowell, Orange, and Union counties. Tennessee: Page, 56 ("The
cook refused to sweep under mother's bed so long as mother was in it.

She said she would sweep mother's life away if she did").

4995 If you sweep under a sick person's bed after sundown, he

will not get well.

Elsie Doxey, Currituck county.

4996 Never have a garment cut or made while you are sick. If

you do, you will never live to wear it.

Lucille Massey, Durham county. Cf. No. 4997, below.

4997 If you make new garments for a sick person, he will die.

Robert E. Long, Roxboro, Person county, and Madge Colclough, Dur-
ham county. South: Puckett, 406 (Negro) — Massachusetts: Bergen et

al., 16, No. 25 (die within the year).

4998 If a person on his deathbed shows an unusual fondness

for another, the latter will soon follow him to the grave.

Miss Fawn Watson, Robeson county. "Mrs. , of a prominent

Robeson County family, for a few days before her death would hardly

allow her little granddaughter to leave her bedside. The little girl was a

strong, healthy child, but in less than three months she followed her

grandmother to the grave." Cf. HDA viii, 454.

4999 Never refuse to give a very sick person anything he asks

for. because after he dies, he might want to return to get the

things refused, and you will be haunted.

Green Collection.

5000 If scissors are dropped during a person's illness, and the

points stick in the floor, the sick person will not recover.

Clara Hearne, Roanoke Rapids, Halifax county. Neiv York: Bergen
et al., IS, No. 20 (shears).
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5001 If a dog- howls near a sick person, that person will surely

die.

Emmy Lou Morton (West Virginia). Maryland: Whitney-Bullock, No.

574 (howling in the night) — Newfoundland: Bergen, Animal, No. 195
(howling at door or under the window) — Pennsylvania: Phillips, 160,

No. 18 — Indiana: Brewster, Beliefs, No. 136 — loiva: Stout, No. 176 —
Illinois: Hyatt, No. 9873 — Ocarks: Randolph, Folk-Beliefs, 85 —
Texas: Hendricks, No. 124 — California: Dresslar, 39 (under the win-
dow) ; ibid., (midnight) — Dominican Republic: Andrade, 427 (Span-
ish). Chambers 11, 53; Foster, 18; Lean 11, 557; Napier, 56; HDA
VIII, 994.

5002 If dogs run around the house in which someone is sick,

the patient will die.

Ellerbe Powe, Jr., Durham county. Cf. Illinois: Hyatt, No. 9872 (strange

dog trying to enter house) ; No. 9875 (big dog putting feet on doorsill

and looking at the sick person) — California: Dresslar, 39 (dog con-
stantly prowling around the house and whining). Lean 11, 557; HDA
IV, 472 (black dog running around the house three times).

5003 If a person in the home is sick and a rooster hops up on
the steps and crows looking way ofif, the person will die.

Mrs. Nilla Lancaster, Goldsboro, Wayne county. Ozarks: Randolph, 306
(crowing in the doorway). Foster, 18, 131.

5004 If a rooster crows by a window in the room where there

is a sick person, it is sign of his death.

Anonymous. Cf. Ozarks: Wilson, Folk Beliefs, 159 (crowing near a
sickroom).

5005 When there is sickness in the home, the crowing of a

rooster in front of the door is a sign of death.

Lucille Massey, Durham county. Cf. No. 5003, above.

5006 A bird coming into the house when anyone is sick is a sign

of death.

Ethel Brown, Catawba county. Kentucky: Rainey, 13 (bird alighting on
sick person's bed) ; Thomas, No. 3520 (bird lighting on bed post) —
Tennessee : Guerin, 56 (when a bird flies in the room where a sick or
injured person is lying, everyone gives up hope for his recovery) —
Ontario: Knortz, 100 (flying into the room in the evening, and circling

around the bed of the sick person) — Washington, D. C: Bergen,
Animal, No. 2)2)7 (alighting on bed of the sick person) — Illinois: Hyatt,
No. 9716 (bird flying against windowpane of sick, and breaking neck:
sick person will die) ; No. 9730 (bird sitting in sick person's bedroom)

;

No. 9736 ("I knew a woman that was sick in bed, and a blackbird got in

the room and flew around the bed three times, and she died that night")
— California: Dresslar, 27; ibid, (bird flying into sick room and flutter-

ing over the sick person). Cf. Nos. 5280 ff., below. Lean 11, 558, 580;
HDA VIII, 1673.
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5007 If a buzzard sits on a chimney of the house of a sick per-

son, the person will die.

Green Collection. Cf. 5290 f., below.

5008 If an owl appears on your place when someone there is

ill, that person will die in two days.

Ellerbe Powe, Jr., Durham county. Because of the divinatory and super-

natural offices of the owl, the following account, a sort of memorat,
though from Virginia, bears quoting here. It is attested to by Mr. and
Mrs. W. R. Dudley, from whom it was collected by C. R. Bagley, at

Moyock, Currituck county, about 191 3. The event itself is supposed to

have occurred about 1810. "There were two old people, one dead and the

other ver' sick. Most of their friends, worn out with nursing, had gone
home, leaving me practically alone with the case. About four o'clock

one night I was sitting alone by the bedside of the dead person when a

screech owl, alighting on the window sill, gave a series of quivering

shrieks. The leaf of the old family table, on which the dead were accus-

tomed to be laid out, rose three times as if lifted with an unseen hand
and fell each time with a solemn thud. Simultaneously every candle in

the different rooms of the house went out. The sick person died at that

very moment." Cf. Iowa: Stout, No. 148 (owl sitting on window ledge

of a sick room [Norwegian]). Cf. Nos. 5303 fif., below, esp. No. 5312.

Foster, 18; Lean 11, 549: HDA vni, 918; Sebillot I. 165.

5009 If an owl hollos at a house while anyone is sick, it will

make them worse and probably cause them to die.

Roy Brogden, near Calypso, Duplin county. Kentucky: KFR i (1955), 46
(hollers twice) — Georgia: Steiner, No. 110 — Alabama: Browne, No.

3250 — Louisiana: Bergen, Aninial, No. 296 (screech-owl crying three

times) ; NCF 11, 18 f. (extended account in folk speech taken from
Henry Clay Lewis [pseud. Madison Tensas], Odd Leaves from the Life

of a Louisiana Sivamp Doctor [Philadelphia, 1850], 149 fif.) ; Puckett,

482; SFQ XIX (1955), 250 (citing Odd Leaves) ; TFSB xviii (1952), 49
(citing Odd Leaves: "He only screeched wunst! Ef he'd hollered the

second time, I'd defide all the doctors in the created world to 'ad cured

you; the thing wound have been unpossible") — Nexv York: McCadden,

3Z3 (a doctor declared a sick woman to be out of danger ; an owl hooted

at the full moon, and the woman died) — Illinois: Briggs, 216 — Texas:
Strecker, Birds, 31 (owl screeching from roof of the house). Cf. No.

5309, below. (Thambers 11, 53 ; HDA vni, 995.

5010 If a person is sick, and a whippoorwill sings near the

house for several evenings, the sick person is going to die.

Lucye GrindstafF, Sylva, Jackson county, and Miss Fannie Vann, Clinton,

Sampson county. Illinois: Hyatt, No. 10188 ("He had a very sick aunt.

They were all there to visit her, and about dark a whippoorwill flew in

and sat on the head of the bed and hollered 'whippoorwill' three times,

and the folks said, 'Aunt Mary will die in three days.' And the whip-

poorwill flew away hollering 'whippoorwill' three times. And in three

days at the same time aunt Mary died") — lotva: Stout, No. 216 (whip-

poorwill comes into house) — Texas: Strecker, Birds. 27 f. HD.^K

VIII, 798.
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The Dead and the Dying

501

1

It is believed that a person will die easier if his head is

toward the east.

S. M. Dixon. Cf. South: Puckett, 81 (head toward the west [Negro]) —
Xorth Carolina: Brewster, Customs, 255. Lean 11, 588.

5012 If it rains while a person is dying, the devil has come to

take the body.

Constance Patten, Greensboro, Guilford county. Cf. South: Puckett, 569

(has gone to hell [Negro]).

5013 If a sick person looks upon a dead person, he will soon

die.

Constance Patten, Greensboro, Guilford county. South: Puckett, 98

(Negro) — Louisiana: Roberts, No. 186 (if a sick person talks about a

dead person, etc.) Cf. HDA vni, 456.

5014 A person on whom a dying person looks last will be the

next to die.

Clara Hearne, Roanoke Rapids, Halifax county. Cf. California: Dresslar,

124 (if you are the last one to look into a grave, there will be a death in

your family). HDA vni, 545.

5015 The Negroes, especially, believe that if you answer the

questions of a dying person (should he or she happen to ask

any), some of that person's family will be the next to die in that

community.

Anabel Henry, Wallace, Duplin county.

5016 If a dying person hits you, you will die.

Constance Patten, Greensboro, Guilford county.

5017 Dreams of the dead can be cured by a prescription of the

medicine man which ends in a ceremonial bathing at daybreak

in a running stream of water.

Anonymous. (Cherokee Indian.)

5018 If you dream of a dead person moving in a hurry, he has

gone to hell.

Madge Colclough, Durham county. South: Puckett, 85, 570 (Negro).

5019 To dream of seeing a coffin is a sign of death.

Eunice Page, Pantego, Beaufort county. South: Puckett, 499 (casket

[Negro]) — Kentucky: Thomas, No. 1918 (death in the family) —
Indiana: Halpert, Death. 214 (death of someone well known to the

dreamer) — Illinois: Hyatt, No. 6057 (someone in the family will

die) ; No. 6059 (if you dream of a coffin, and someone in it, that person

will die).
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Work

5020 Never start anything on Monday because you'll never live

to finish it.

Anonymous. Cf. HDA i, 572.

5021 Never start anything on Friday and not finish it; if so,

you will never live to see it finished.

Julian P. Boyd. Cf. Iowa: Stout, No. 1090 (never start anything on
Friday, for you won't live to finish it). HDA iii, 53.

5022 If you begin a task on Saturday, and do not finish it on
that day, you will never live to get it done.

Alex Tugman, Todd, Ashe county. HDA vii, 928.

5023 If you drive nails on Sunday, there will be nails drove in

your coffin before the week is out.

W. J. Hickman, Hudson, Caldwell county. Cf. Alabama: Browne, No.
3168 (don't drive a nail after dark, because every nail is one in your
coffin).

Moving, Stepphig

5024 If you move on New Year's Day, someone of the family

will die that same year.

Zilpah Frisbie, Marion, McDowell county, and two other informants

from Bladen and Madison counties.

5025 Stepping over a man who is lying down means death to

one of the men.

G. B. Caldwell Jr., Monroe, Union county. Cf. Kentucky: Thomas, No.

998 (if someone should step over you while you are lying on the floor, you
will die before he does unless he steps back).

5026 If you step over another person, you will be buried in the

same grave.

Grace Barbee, Stanly county.

5027 Stepping over a grovv'u person indicates his death unless

you step backward over him.

Mrs. Nilla Lancaster, Goldsboro, Wayne county
; Julian P. Boyd ; and

two informants from eastern and central counties. Tennessee: Farr,

Riddles, 126; idem, Superstitions, No. 126; Guerin, 55; Page, 55 —
Alabama: Browne, No. 3294 — Illinois: Smith H, 66, No. 7.

5028 If you step over a person, and don't step back over, he
will die before morning.

An anonymous informant, and Ruth Holt, Graham, Alamance county. Cf.

Indiana: Halpert, Death, 218 (the person will die within a year) —
Ozarks: Randolph, Ozark, 16 (same as previous item).
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5029 If you step over a person, the younger one will die.

Elsie Doxey, Currituck county, and Julian P. Boyd.

5030 If you step over a person older than you, the older one

will die.

Macie Morgan, Stanly county.

5031 If you step over your brother, you will die before the year

is out.

Julian P. Boyd.

5032 If you step over a sleeping person, he will die before you

do.

Margarite Higgs, Greenville, Pitt county.

5033 If someone steps over your foot, you will die before the

year is out.

Florence Hoiton, Durham county. Both Illinois items in the file (Hyatt,

Nos. 10145 f.) indicate the death of the person whose feet are stepped

over.

5034 If you walk through the woods with your sister, and she

walks on the left side of a tree, and you walk on the right, your

mother will die before the year is out.

Julian P. Boyd.

Domestic Signs and Portents

House

5035 You must not entirely finish a new house, or someone

will die.

Green Collection. The Haywood house in Raleigh is a very rambling

affair, said to be so because the owner was afraid he would die when it

was finished. — P.G. The same fear motivated the continuous addition of

rooms to the famous Winchester House near San Jose, California. On
this, see ANQ w (i94S). I75-

5036 If a new house is built, you must take care to stop a Httle

short of absolute completion or woe to you. Some member of

the family will surely die within the year.

O. W. Blacknall, Kittrell, Vance county. This superstition may account

for at least some of the old chimneys one sometimes sees with fire-

places on both sides but a house on one side only. This would afford

the occult powers ocular proof that the house was not finished. — O.W.B.
None of the following references note the stopping short of absolute com-

pletion of the house, but they all mention a death to some member
of the family moving in. Cf. Kentucky: Thomas, No. 1581 (if you build

a new house and move at once into it, one of the family will die) —
Ontario: Wintemberg, Waterloo, 18 (new house or barn: death in the

family) — Pennsylvania: Phillips, 160, No. 17 (the builder of a dwell-
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ing house dies before he can live in it a long while) — Illinois: Hyatt,

No. 7416 (death in family). Addy, 93; JAF iv (1891), 280 (Bel-

gium).

5037 In building, never mix old and new lumber, for someone

will die soon if you do.

EUerbe Powe, Jr., Durham county. Cf. Ozarks: Randolph, 74 f. (a house

composed entirely of new lumber is sure to bring death upon the persons

who live in it).

5038 If you add on to your house, some member of the family

will die during the year.

S. M. Gardner, Macon, Warren county, and four other informants from

widely separated counties. General: Knortz, 40 — South: Puckett, 415

(Negro) — Alabama: Browne, No. 3150 — Labrador: Bergen, Current,

No. 1201 — Ontario: Wintemberg, Waterloo, 18 — Illinois: Hyatt, No.

9955 — Texas: Bogusch, 120. Lean n, 562.

5039 The breaking and falling of plastering in a house fore-

tokens death.

Anonymous (twice). Maryland: Whitney-Bullock, No. 855. HDA
VIII, 1002.

5040 If plastering falls in a room, it is a sure sign of death to

some member of the family.

Kate S. Russell, Roxboro, Person county.

5041 If the plastering falls in a building, someone intimately

connected with it will soon die.

Zilpah Frisbie, Marion, McDowell county.

5042 If the plastering in a college building falls, someone inti-

mately connected with the college will die.

Ethyl Robinson.

5043 If you cut a new door in the house, there will be a death

in the family in a year.

Green Collection. Cf. South: Puckett, 415 (especially if the old doorway

is closed up [Negro]) — North Carolina: Walker, 6, No. 7 (no time

limit) — Maryland: Whitney-Bullock, No. 852; No. 850 (death is sure

to enter that house) — Kentucky: Thomas, No. 1577 (no time limit) —
Tennessee: Page, 56 — Louisiana: Roberts, No. 202 (sign of death) ;

No. 549 (there will be a death there) — Alabama: Browne, No. 3145 —
Indiana: Halpert, Death, 217 (one of the family will die before they

move from the house) — Illinois: Hyatt, No. 9884 (death warning).

5044 It is bad luck to have a door closed in a room, and a sign

of death in the family.

Miss Mamie Mansfield, Durham county.
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5045 If you make a window out of a door, one of your family

will die.

Anonymous. Pennsylvania: Fogel, No. 522 (if a window is put into a

door [German]) — Illinois: Hyatt, No. 9885.

5046 It is the cause of a death for a door to open without any
apparent cause.

Irene Thompson, Mt. Airy, Surry county, and C. R. Bagley (New
Hampshire). South: Porter, 109 — Noz'a Scotia: Creighton, 25 (mem-
orat: calling out to unseen person who opened the door, with no answer)
— Illinois: Hyatt, No. 9889 ("The door came open one night, and my
mother got up and closed the door and took a tablecloth and tied it. And
it blew open again. And mother's father died the next morning") ; HF
IX, 79 ("it moved as gently as if a human hand were on the knob, but

nothing was seen") — Nczv Mexico: Moya, 66, No. 23 (Spanish). Cf.

No. 5094, below. Lean 11, 563; N & Q vir. Vol. 2 (1891), 33; HDA
viir, 1002 ; Storaker, Mennesket, Nos. 566, 1039 f-

5047 A sudden and unaccountable sound in a carpenter's shop
means that the carpenter will soon have to make a cofifin. The
movements and creaking of boards are caused by the spirit of

the fated one, coming to select good boards for his coffin.

Mrs. Luchans. North Carolina: Brown Collection i, 640 f. — Virginia

and New Jersey: Bergen, Current, No. 11 72 (If a coffin creaks in a
carpenter's shop, another order soon follows). HDA viii, 1002.

5048 If the house cracks at night, it is a sign of death.

Green Collection. Maryland: Whitney-Bullock, No. 1044 — Nova Scotia:

Creighton, 26, No. 20 (niemorat) — Illinois: Hyatt, No. 9956 (all four
corners of the house cracking "real loud"). HDA iv, 1565.

5049 The ticking of the death watch in the wall betokens death.

Green Collection, and an anonymous informant. General: Bergen, Cur-
rent, No. 1179 ("death watch" or "death tick")

; JAF in (1890), 63
(When ticks the death-watch o'er our head,/Death's waiting grimly
by our bed) ; Knortz, 41 — South: Puckett, 493 (the ticking noise made
by a small wood-boring beetle, Anobium Domesticum; one Missouri
informant says "dem dere de'f watches is hear'd mos' when a pusson is

low sick"; when the ticking stops the person will die [Negro]) —
Maryland: Whitney-Bullock, No. 1045 (in the wall or on the bed; noise
made in rotten wood, etc.) — Kentucky: Thomas, No. 1649 ("death-
ticking" in some item of furniture) — Louisiana: Roberts, No. 1447 —
Ontario: Waugh, No. 78 (Anohium striatum) — New England: John-
son, What They Say, 112 — Pennsylvania: Brendle-Unger, 25 (Ger-
man) ; Brinton, 183 (like the ticking of a large old-fashioned clock,
reckoning time toward eternity) ; Hoffman II, 31 (German) — lVisco7i-

sin: Brown, Insects, 5 — Indiana: Brewster, Beliefs, No. 138 — Illinois:

Hyatt, No. 9812; No. 9813 ("A girl working out at the Otis factory said
she heard a watch ticking in the wall one night, and the next day her
father died") ; No. 10255 (death tick) ; No. 10141 ("knocking spider"
[Negro]): Smith II, 66, No. 8 (death tick); Wheeler, 62 lozva:
Stout, No. 182 (death among the near relatives) ; No. 172 (if you hear
a ticking from the depth or hollow of a wall in your home, and it gets
louder and louder until it crashes, and then ceases, a sick friend or rela-
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tive will die) — Osarks: Randolph, 302 (noise is similar to the sound
made by cocking a pistol) — Nebraska: Cannell, 22, No. 18 — Cali-

fornia: Dresslar, 51, 137. Lean 11, 548, 551; Radford, loi ; also 100;
HDA VIII, 996; Kamp, 54, No. 17.

5050 If you see the shadow of a coffin on the ceiling, it is a sign

of impending death.

Green Collection. Cf. Ontario: Waugh, No. 366 (apparition of a coffin

which came floating into the room). Cf. also Illinois: Hyatt, Nos. 9820-

9827 for a recounting of circumstances under which coffins (caskets) are
seen.

Clocks

5051 When a clock strikes too many times, a death is looked

for.

Mrs. Maude Minish Sutton, Lenoir, Caldwell county. General: Cham-
berlain, Superstitions, 145 (striking out of time) ; Patten, 139 (striking

out of its usual hour) — South: Puckett, 444 (striking thirteen times

[Negro]) — Maryland: Whitney-Bullock, No. 966 (thirteen: the head
of the house will soon die) — Kentucky: Thomas, No. 3139 (thirteen)
— Alabama: Browne, No. 3144 (thirteen: death in family) — Louisi-

ana: Roberts, No. 603 (thirteen) — Nova Scotia: Fauset, No. 364
(striking various number of times between three and sixty-five, the lat-

ter on occasion of the death of the sixty-five-year-old grandfather) —
Pennsylvania: Grumbine, 284 (more than twelve). Cf. No. 3054, above.

Lean 11, 551, N & Q viii, Vol. 2 (1892), 86; HDA viii, 1278; Thisel-

ton Dyer, Ghost World, 227.

5052 It is the sign of death for the clock to stop.

Zilpah Frisbie, Marion, McDowell county, and Mrs. Nilla Lancaster,

Goldsboro, Wayne county. South: Puckett, 444 (Negro) — Louisiana:

Roberts, No. 602 — Nova Scotia: Creighton, 29, No. 42 (actual instance

cited) ; 26, No. 18 — Nczv York: Gardner, No. 291 — Pennsylvania:

Fogel, No. 532 (German) — Indiana: Halpert, Death, 210 (someone
dies the hour it stops) — Texas: Turner, 161 f. (actual examples) —
California: Dresslar, 53 (will stop the night before a person dies).

Lean 11, 591 ; Leather, 118; N & Q iii. Vol. 6 (1864), 27, 446, 519 (per-

sons of note) ; WF xii (1953), 54; HDA viii, 1003, 1270.

5053 If the clock stops at 12 o'clock at night, there w^ill be a

death soon.

Julian P. Boyd, Cf. Kentucky: Thomas, No. 1646 (clock ticking loudly

at midnight: death in family). HDA viii, 1271.

5054 If the clock stops, and you cannot get it to run, someone
in your family is going to die.

Anonymous. In only the final Illinois item is there mention of trying to

get the clock to run again. General: Knortz, 40 (wall clock) — Ken-
tucky: Thomas, No. 1647 (family clock) — Illinois: Briggs, 216 (death

in family before the year is out) ; Hyatt, No. 9815; No. 10233 ("When
my father died, the clock stopped running just when he died, and we
could not start that clock again, so we gave it away").
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5055 The clock stops at the death of a husband.

Lucille Massey, Durham county. Cf. HDA viii, 1268 (master).

5056 A silent clock striking suddenly denotes death.

Green Collection. General: Bergen et al., 18, No. 35 — North Carolina

and Virginia: Bergen, Current, No. 1175 — Maryland: Whitney-
Bullock, No. 961 — Louisiana: Roberts, No. 601 — Quebec: Marie-
Ursule, 132, No. 113 (clock starting "to work" by itself [French]) —
Nova Scotia; Creighton, 29, No. 4 — Pennsylvania: Starr, 322 (Ger-
man) — Nezv Jersey: Bergen, Current, No. 1175 — Michigan: Dorson,

74 (French-Canadian) — India>ia: Halpert, Death, 210; Kellner, 226
(clock wouldn't stop striking until smashed with an ax) — California:

Dresslar, 53. Cf. No. 3053, above HDA viii, 1278.

5057 The striking of an old clock not in use in the family is a

sure sign of death.

Mrs. Gertrude Allen Vaught, Alexander county, and Edith Walker,
Watauga county. "Mr. Thompson told me that at his home there was a
clock that hadn't struck for years. Once when he was sick it struck four.

His mother was scared to death because she reckoned that he would die

in four days." — E. W. South: Puckett, 444 (Negro) — Maryland:
Bullock, 12 — West Virginia: MF 11 (1952), 264 — Kentucky: Thomas,
No. 1643 — Indiana: Halpert, Death, 210 (". . . it [the little gold clock]

had not run for five or six years, but on the night her nephew died it

started ticking and ran for a few hours, then stopped on the hour that

he died") — Illinois: Briggs, 216; Hyatt, No. 9817 (unused clock in

attic strikes seven on three different occasions; death follows). HDA
VIII, 1278.

5058 The striking of a clock that is not running indicates that

one of the family will die within a year.

Bessie Lou Mull, Shelby, Cleveland county. Cf. Kentucky: Thomas, No.
1644 (member of family will die in the number of years indicated by the
strokes) — Mississippi: Hudson, 149, No. 6 — Ontario: Wintemberg,
Waterloo, 18 — New York: Gardner, No. 290 (grandfather's clock) —
Pennsylvania: Grumbine, 284 (grandfather's clock) — Michigan: Dor-
son, Roup-Garou, 19 — Illinois: Hyatt, No. 9816 (niemorat) — Osarks:
Randolph, 301 (death in the house within the number of days, weeks, or
months indicated by the chimes). Radford, 81.

Mirrors

5059 To break a looking glass is a sign of death.

Miss Mamie Mansfield, Durham county. References cited here do not
include looking glasses or mirrors that crack of their own accord, or fall

and break without human agency. General: Bergen, Current, No. 1205

;

Chamberlain, Superstitions, 145 (death to the person himself within a
year's time) ; Knortz, 2>7 — Louisiana: Roberts. No. 916 — Ontario:
Bergen et al., 15 — New England: JAFL vii (1894), 219 — Massachu-
setts: JAFL VII (1894), 253 — New York: Barnes, No. 67e — Penn-
syhania: Fogel, No. 514 (German) ; Phillips, 160, No. 19 — Indiana:
Halpert, Death, 210 (death heralded because of the breaking of the
human image) — Illinois: 204, No. 24 — Missouri: McKinney, 108 —
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Texas: Turner, 162 (death may be warded off by burying a piece of the

broken mirror) — California: Dresslar, 53. HDA viii, 1002.

5060 if you break a mirror, it is a sign one of the family will

die.

Merle Smith, Stanley county, and Zilpah Frisbie, Alarion, McDowell
county. "A woman told me . . . that one of her mirrors cracked in the

shape of a tombstone. A member of the family died shortly afterward."

New York: Gardner, No. 289 — Fennsylvania: Owens, 120 — Illinois:

Briggs, 216 (death in the house) — Iowa: Stout, No. 162 — California:

Dresslar, 53; 54 (looking glass which has been in the family many
years). Lean 11, 562; Napier, 137; HDA ix (Suppl.), 572.

5061 To break a mirror is a sign that death will occur in the

family within a year.

Green Collection. General: Beckwith, College, ic; Bergen, Current, No.

1204 — Pennsylvania: Fogel, No. 526 (German) — Illinois: Wheeler, 62

— Nebraska: Cannell, 22, No. 11 — California: Dresslar, 53; Mills, 43.

5062 It is bad luck for two people to look in the same mirror

at the same time ; the younger will die.

Madge Colclough, Durham county, and an anonymous informant. South:

Puckett, 414 — North Carolina: Hoke, 114 (within the year) — Mary-

land: Whitney-Bullock, No. 1004 — Kentucky: Thomas, No. 2184 (one

will die soon [Negro]) — Louisiana: Roberts, No. 924 — Illinois:

Hyatt, No. 10006 (one of them) — California: Dresslar, 54 (two people,

one looking over the other's shoulder : one will die before the year

closes).

5063 If three people look in a mirror at the same time, one will

die within a year.

Clara Hearne, Roanoke Rapids, Halifax county. Netv Hampshire and

Massachusetts: Bergen, Current, No. 1206 — Texas: Turner, 160 (the

youngest will die at once)

.

Pictures, Photographs

5064 A falling portrait foretells that the original [i.e., the sub-

ject of the portrait] is near death.

Green Collection, and Robert E. Long, Roxboro, Person county. Mary-

land: Whitney-Bullock, Nos. 1005 f. — Illinois: Hyatt, No. 10051 ;
No.

10060 (to drop a person's photograph foretells his death) — California:

Dresslar, 135. Cf. No. 3052, above. Lean 11, 555; HDA i, 1296; vii,

19.

5065 If a picture drops from the wall, it is a sign of a death in

the family.

An anonymous informant, Robert E. Long, Roxboro, Person county, two

informants from Wake county, and Julian P. Boyd. All references are to

death within the family. General references to death are twice as numer-

ous. General: Knortz, 39 — Maryland: Whitney-Bullock, No. 1005 (if
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the picture is of a living person, that person will be the one to die) —
Kentucky: Thomas, No. 2168 — Tennessee: Farr, Riddles, No. 130 (en-

larged picture) ; idem, Superstitions, No. 130 — Pennsylvania: Shoe-
maker. 18 — Michigan: Davidson, No. 21 — Indiana: Brewster, Beliefs,

No. 140; Halpert, Death, 210 (if a picture slides down the wall without
breaking the cord that holds it, or pulling the nail out, etc.) ; Kellner, 229— Illinois: Hyatt. No. 10048 (mcmorat) — loiva: Stout, No. 165 (Nor-
wegian) — California: Dresslar, 135. Radford, 188.

5066 If a picture falls from the wall and breaks, it is a sign of

death.

Green Collection, and six other informants. HDA viii, 1002.

5067 If one's framed picture falls, and the glass is broken, the

person will die soon.

Mary O. Pruette, Charlotte. HDA i, 1296.

5068 It is believed that the pictures of dead people turn yellow.

Roberta Elizabeth Pridgen, Lenoir county. Cf. Kentucky: Thomas, No.

729 (fade) — Illinois: Hyatt, No. 10253 (fade) — California: Dresslar,

122 (fade [Irish]) ; 135 — IVashington: Tacoma, 30 (fade). HDA i,

1296.

5069 Indians and some Negroes are afraid of making photo-

graphs. They think photographs are omens of death.

Mrs. Nilla Lancaster, Goldsboro, Wayne county. General: Knortz, 141 f.

Foster, 14; Lean 11, 555; HDA vii, 19.

Table, Meals, Food

5070 Raps on the leaves of the family table are a warning of

death.

Anonymous. "Grandpa, sitting by the bed of his dying father, heard three

raps on the leaf of the family table, an occurrence which had happened at

the death of every member of the family. He arose and started into the

next room to investigate, but his father rebuked him with these words

:

'You need not go, my boy, you will not find anyone there.' The next night

the old man died." Illinois: Hyatt, No. 9742 (ftvemorat). Lean 11,

552 : HDA vin, 964.

5071 Do not cut a table, if you don't want to lose one of your
family.

Anonymous.

5072 To rebuild an old table is a sign of death in the family.

Anonymous.

5073 It is bad luck to have thirteen at a table, for the youngest
will die.

Green Collection. Kentucky: Thomas, No. 3142 — Louisiana: Roberts,
No. 121 1 (the youngest or oldest) ; No. 1212 (the youngest or the one
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who calls attention to the fact) — Alabama: Browne, No. 3162 — Cali-

fornia: Dresslar, 82 (before the year is out). All foreign references

are general, not to the "youngest person." Addy, 96 ; Lean 11, 560 f.

(examples) ; Henderson, 49 (in remembrance of the thirteen who sat

down at the last Paschal Supper, and of the fate of Judas) ; Baughman,
D1273. 1.7.1.

5074 If thirteen sit around a table, the first one to arise will be

the first to die.

Elsie Doxey, Currituck county. "Thirteen were seated around a table.

Someone remarked about this old saying, and one of the youngest men
arose first on purpose to show his lack of superstition. A year to the

day he died." Ci. Kentucky: Thomas, No. 3140 (the first to get up will

die before that time next year) — New England: Bergen, Current, No.
1236 (to break the spell of thirteen at table, all should rise together

;

otherwise the first up [or, as some say, the last down] dies inside a

twelvemonth) — Massachusetts, Nczv Jersey, Pennsylvania: ISergen,

Current, No. 1237 (the one who rises first will not live through the

year). Cf. No. 4905, above. Lean, ir, 560.

5075 If thirteen sit at the table on Christmas Day, one of the

number will die before next Christmas.

Zilpah Frisbie, Marion, McDowell county. Cf. Illinois: Hyatt, No. 10153.

Lean 11, 560.

5076 If thirteen sit at a meal together, the last one to sit down
will die within a year's time.

Ethel Hicks Buffaloe, Oxford, Granville county. Maryland: Whitney-
Bullock, No. 1009 — Louisiana: Roberts, No. 1213 — New England:

Bergen, Current, No. 1236 — Nezi' Mexico: Baughman, Sayings, 24 —
California: Dresslar, 82 (no time limit).

5077 If thirteen people chance to eat a meal at a table together,

one of the number will die within thirteen months.

Dorothy Kanoy, Fayetteville, Cumberland county. Cf. HDA vni,

1000; Sebillot n, 163, No. 259 (thirteen days).

5078 If one sings at the table while the family is eating, it

means the death of a friend.

Mrs. Luchans. Cf. California: Dresslar, 87. Cf. No. 4916, above.

HDA IX (Suppl.), 459.

5079 If you sing at your table and dance by your bed,

You'll have no rest when you are dead.

Anonymous.

5080 To lie on a table is a sign you'll lie on a cooling board.

Mrs. Maude Minish Sutton, Lenoir, Caldwell county. "Don't lay on that

table
;
you'll lie on a coolin' board soon enough," was a command that I

received once." General: Bergen ct al., 17, No. 29 (die before the year

is up) — California: Dresslar, 98 (same as above).
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5081 To see a shadow of a coffin in a glass of milk is a sign of

death.

Green Collection.

5082 The breaking of a dish in one's hand is a sign of death.

Constance Patten, Greensboro, Guilford county. South: Puckett, 444 f.

(Negro). The sudden breaking of dishes on the shelf, without apparent
cause, is also encountered in the literature.

5083 If a party of people sets a "cold supper" by placing empty
dishes on the table as if they contained food, and if none of the

party speak while setting the "cold supper," a coffin will pass

through the house immediately.

Green Collection. Pennsylvania: Bayard, 58. The appearance of a coffin

may also betoken spinsterhood {Tennessee: Farr, Love, 35 [if you are
not to marry, a casket will come in]). Cf. No. 4326, above.

5084 If bread in baking cracks across the top, it means death.

Mrs. Luchans. Ontario: Wintemberg, Grey, No. 251 — Neiv England:
Johnson What They Say, 112 — Pennsylvania: Fogel, No. 515 (across

the middle: death in family [German]) — New Jersey and Ohio: Ber-
gen, Current. No. 1164 — Illinins: Norlin 203, No. 14; Wheeler, 62 (a

loaf of break breaking open in baking) — California: Dresslar, 11 —
W'ashinciton : Tacoma, 18 ( s])lits clear across the top). Lean n, 567
f. ; HDA vni, 1003.

5085 A big hole in a loaf of bread is a sign of an open grave.

J. Frederick Doering, Durham. Ontario: Doering-Doering i, 62.

Addy, 97; Radford, 163; HDA vin, 1003.

5086 It is a sign of death in the family to lay a loaf of broad
upside down.

Zilpah Frisbie, Marion, McDowell county ; Mrs. Nilla Lancaster, Golds-
horo, Wayne county; (jalox; and an anonymous informant. Cf. Louisi-

ana: Roberts, 778 (the oldest or youngest person will die soon) — Cali-

fornia: Dresslar, n (if you accidentally turn a loaf of bread upside down
while cutting it, you will soon hear of a death).

5087 If you lay a loaf of bread on its back on the table, some-
one in the family will die within a year.

Mrs. Gertrude Allen Vaught, .Alexander county. There is no time ])re-

scription in any of the following items, loiva: Stout, No. 195 --

Nebraska: Cannell, 22, No. 8. HDA i, 1653.

5088 It is bad luck for bread to fall out of your mouth when
you are eating, for you will hear talk of death.

Green Collection. Cf. Maryland: Whitney-Bullock, No. 933 (woman's
death) — California: Dresslar, n (if a crumb of bread drops out of your
mouth, death will be upon you in a week).
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Chairs

5089 If one turns a chair, some member of the family will soon

die. To prevent the death, turn the chair the same number of

times in the opposite direction.

Miss Fawn Watson, West Durham. The following references suggest no

counter measures. Cf. Illinois: Norlin, 203, No. 9 (twirling a chair

;

family not mentioned) — lov^v: Stout, No. 403 iwhirHng) — Texas:

Hendricks, No. 129 (twirling a straight chair) — California: Dresslar,

53 (twirling).

5090 If a chair is turned round repeatedly on one leg, the first

member of the family who sits in it will be the next to die.

Susie Spurgeon Jordan, Brevard, Transylvania county. The following

references contain no mention of anyone's sitting in the chair after turn-

ing, etc. Indiana: Halpert, Death, 218, No. 17 (the youngest in the

family will die within a year) — Illinois: Hyatt, No. 9775 (spinning)
;

No. 9776 (whirling: the person himself) — California: Dresslar, 52

(whirling; no mention of family).

5091 It is bad luck to leave a chair rocking. You will die within

a year.

Rebecca Willis (Texas).

5092 Rocking an empty chair means someone will die soon.

Rubye Fogel (New York). Cf. Kentucky: Thomas, No. 1640 (you are

rocking someone out of the family) — Louisiana: Williamson, No. 18

(death in the family [Negro]) — Florida: Hauptmann, 26 (family

[Spanish]) — Pennsylvania: Brinton, 183 (family, friends, neighbors)
— Nebraska: Ericson, 150, No. 9 — California: Dresslar, 135 (family,

or someone in the house). Simon, Beliefs, 91.

5093 If an empty rocking chair is seen to sway back and forth

when apparently unoccupied, it is supposed that the chair is held

by the spirit of some deceased member of the family who has

come back to choose the next one to go.

Mrs. Luchans. General: Bergen ct al., 105, 2 — Indiana: Halpert, Death,

211 (if an empty chair rocks [presumably unaided]).

Household, Miscellaneous

5094 It is a sign of death for a door to open without any ap-

parent cause.

Irene Thompson, Mt. Airy, Surry county. Duplicate entry ; see No. 5046,

above.

5095 If the window shades fall down alone, death is sure to

come to that house.

Mrs. Luchans. Cf. General: Beckwith, College, No. 27a (death in the

family if a shutter slams) — Illinois: Hyatt, No. 10112 (shutters shaking

with no wind) — New Mexico: Moya, 66, No. 23 (window falling shut

with no apparent cause [Spanish]).
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5096 If you raise an umbrella in the house, someone in the
house will die.

Minnie Stamps Gosney, Raleigh; Mrs. Luchans ; and two other inform-
ants from Davidson and Durham counties. References, unless otherwise
stated, are to members of the family. I have ignored a large batch of
items referring to the person's own death, or to death generally. General:
Beckwith, College, No. 3b (someone in household) — Maryland: Whit-
ney-Bullock, No. 896 (youngest in the house) — Nczv York: Gardner,
No. 228 — Indiana: Halpert, Death, 217 (within the week) — Illinois':
Hyatt, Nos. 10170, 10172; No. 10173 (walking about the house with an
open umbrella over your head) ; No. 10168 (opening umbrella on the
porch

:
death to that house before the end of the year) ; Norlin, 203, No.

10 (someone in the house . . . within the year)
; Smith I, 59'— lozva:

Stout, No. 184 (within year) — Nebraska: Cannell, 22, No. 30 — Cali-
fornia: Dresslar, 62, 192; 62 (within the year; also within five years) •

63 (black umbrella). HDA vii, 1078.

5097 If a ball is thrown through a window, there will be a
death in that house soon.

Anonymous.

Housework, Removing Ashes

5098 If one takes up ashes on Christmas Day, he will die before
the next Christmas.

Luda Collins, Wake county, and Miss Fannie Vann, Clinton, Sampson,
county. Cf. 2906, above.

5099 If you take out ashes between Christmas and the New
Year, someone will die.

Miss Mamie Mansfield, Durham county, and Zilpah Frisbie, Marion
McDowell county. Cf. No. 2907, above.

'

5100 If you take up ashes between Christmas and New Year's,
some member of the family will die before the next Christmas!

Martha Wall, Wallburg, Davidson county, and Ethel Brown, Catawba
county. Cf. No. 2907, above.

5 1 01 If you take ashes out of the fireplace between Christmas
and Old Christmas, you will lose one of the family.

Rosa Ifird, Ruth Morgan, and Wilma Foreman, all of Stanly county,
and an anonymous informant. Cf. Alabama: Browne, No. 3140 (inside of
twelve days after Christmas). Cf. No. 291 1, above.

5102 If you take the ashes out between Christmas and Old
Christmas, one of the family will be taken out before another
Christmas.

Macie Morgan, Stanly county, and W. Q. Grigg, Cleveland county.
Cf. No. 291 1, above.
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5103 If you take up ashes between Christmas and Old Christ-

mas, there will be one of the family taken out before a year.

5104 If a person takes up ashes between Old and New Christ-

mas, he will carry out a corpse before the year is out.

Lida Page, Nelson, Durham county.

5105 If you take up ashes on New Year's Day, you will die

before the next New Year's Day.

Allie Ann Pearce, Colerain, Bertie county.

5106 Do not take ashes up on Ash Wednesday. If you do, you
will carry out a corpse that year.

Green Collection.

5107 If you take up ashes after sunset, your corpse may be

taken out before the next sunset.

Mrs. Nilla Lancaster, Goldsboro, Wayne county. Cf. Illinois: Hyatt, No.

9702 (will bring a death into the family). Cf. No. 2902, above.

Sweeping

5108 If two people sweep in the same house at the same time,

one of them will die.

Robert E. Long, Roxboro, Wayne county. Cf. Indiana: Halpert, Death,

216 (if two people sweep the floor together, one of the brooms must be

thrown away or one of the people will die) . Cf. Nos. 2929 f., above.

5109 Never take up trash swept up after supper. If you do,

you will die, and the devil will get you before morning.

Robert E. Long, Roxboro, Person county.

51 10 If you sweep after sundown, you will die before day.

Julian P. Boyd. Cf. Illinois: Hyatt, No. 10149 (sweeping dirt out of

the house after dark presages the sweeper's death before the month is

out). Cf. No. 2916, above.

51 1 1 Never sweep anything through a door after sundown, or

some member of your family will die.

Kate S. Russell, Roxboro, Person county. The Maryland, Alabama, and
Iowa items make only general reference to death. Maryland: Whitney-
Bullock, No. 950 — Kentucky: Thomas, No. 1622 (before a month is

over a member of the family will be carried out the door a corpse) —
Alabama: Browne, No. 3159 — Indiana: Halpert, Death, 217 (crumbs
swept out the back door at night) — lozva: Stout, No. 233 (to sweep
over the threshold after dark, etc.) — Osarks: Randolph, 303. Cf. No.

2917, above. HDA iv, 1232.
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Washing, Wiping

51 12 The person who washes clothes on Good Friday will wash
dead folks' clothes before the year is gone.

L. C. Allen, Jr., Burlington, Alamance county. "When one person of that
neighborhood tried it, she did wash a dead person's clothes before the
year was gone." Lean 11, 564; HDA ix, 95 f.

51 13 If you wash on Ascension Day you will wash for the dead
before the year is out.

Grace Barbee, Stanly county. HDA ix, 95 f.

51 14 If anyone washes clothes on Michaelmas Day, someone
in the family will die before the year is out.

R. B. Edwards, Belhaven, Beaufort county.

51 15 If you wash between Christmas and New Year's Day.
some member of the family will die during the following year.

M. I. Pickens, Charlotte ; the Green Collection ; and Zebulon Teeter
(Florida). Only the Alabama reference contains a time limit for
death to ensue. Tennessee: Hatcher, 152 (during the Christmas week) —
Alabama: Browne, No. 3163 — Indiayia: Halpert, Death, 216 (never
wash clothes or hang them up on an outside line, etc. "One year this

grandmother broke the rule and her father died within a few days") —
Iowa: Stout, No. 229; No. 201 (a sure sign of death to hang a white
washing on the line, etc.). Cf. No. 2937, above; No. 8481, below.
HDA IX (Suppl.), 937.

5 1 16 If you wash during the time between Christmas and Old
Christmas, you will wash for the dead (some of your people
dead) during that year.

Laurice Gwinn Chambliss, Wilson, Wilson county, Edna Whitley, and
Ruth Morgan, Stanly county. Cf. Nos. 2938 f., above. Addy, no

51 17 If washerwomen wash between Christmas and Old Christ-
mas, they will die before the next Christmas.

Ralph Chesson, Washington County. Cf. HDA ix (Suppl.), 877.

51 18 If a person washes on New Year's Day, he will have to

wash for a corpse before the year is out.

Lida Page, Nelson, Durham county, Julian P. Boyd, and three other
informants from central and eastern counties. Cf. Tennessee: Redfield,
No. 260 (washing for the dead).

51 19 Wash on New Year's Day, and some member of the
family will die.

Lucille Massey, Durham county, and two other informants from central
counties. South: Puckett, 406 (Negro) — Kentucky: Thomas, No. 2792
(if you wash anything . . . you vdll wash a member of the family
away) — Tennessee: O'Dell, Superstitions, 4 (wash someone out of the
family)

; TFSB xiv (1948), 60 (a death in the family occurred the year
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Aunt Vick washed, etc.) — Alabama: Browne, No. 3165 (wash one out

of the family or one into the family) — Missouri: Randolph, 303 ("you'll

wash away your kinfolks" ; on this point Randolph says, "I have heard

many people laugh at this idea, but I have never known a real oldtimer

to do any washing on New Year's Day"). Cf. No. 2940, above. Lean
I, 373', N & Q VIII, Vol. 9 (1896), 46; Radford, 249: HDA ix, 95 f.

5120 If you wash on New Year's Day,

You wash one of the family away.

Julian P. Boyd. Cf. No. 8481, below. HDA ix. 95 f.

5121 Never wash clothes on New Year's Day. If you do, some
member of the family to whom the clothes belong will die during

the year.

R. N. Hanner, Sanford, Lee county. All of these items refer to death's

ensuing during the year, by way of contrast with the two preceding items,

but none have the qualification of "to whom the clothes belong." Ala-

bama: Browne, No. 3164 — Illinois: Hyatt, No. 10182 (a death to the

house) ; No. 10183 (if you have clothes hanging on the line on New
Year's Eve, and they blow back and forth at midnight, they are blowing

death into the house that year) — Ozarks: Randolph, 79 (relative) —
Texas: Bogusch, 120 (wet clothes hanging out on New Year's night).

5122 If two persons wipe their hands on the same towel at the

same time, one of them will die.

Robert E. Long, Roxboro, Person county. Cf. No. 3569 fif., above.

Sewing, Quilting

5123 If you sew any on Ascension Day, you will sew for the

dead before the year is out.

Grace Barbee, Stanly county.

5124 If a garment is made on Ascension Day, the wearer will

be killed by lightning.

Alex Tugman, Todd, Ashe county. Though not expressed, death is per-

haps implied in the three references cited in connection with Nos. 3281 f.,

above. HDA vi, 938.

5125 If you make a garment on Ascension Day, the lightning

will kill you the first time you wear it.

L T. Poole, Swepsonville, Alamance county, and Ruby Giles, Fonta
Flora, Burke county. Cf. Nos. 3281 f., 5124, above. Cf. HDA iv, 19.

5126 If a person cuts out a garment on Friday and does not

finish it before Saturday night, the cutter will not live to wear it.

Ella Parker, Mt. Gilead, Montgomery county. Cf. Indiana: Halpert,

Death, 217, No. 8. Cf. No. 3273, above.
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5127 Some folks won't cut out a garment on Friday night, be-

cause they will die before they wear it out.

Ralph Qiesson, Washington county; J. C. WilHams, Jr. (Virginia) ; and
four other informants from widely separated localities. Cf. Alabama:
Browne, No. 3147 (do not cut out a garment on Friday unless it can
be finished that day, for fear of death of the one for whom the garment
is intended) — Indiana: Bergen, Current, No. 1188 (the person for

whom the garment is cut will not live unless it is finished the same day)
;

Halpert, Death, 217, No. 8 (never live to finish the dress or garrnent, or
to wear it out unless it is finished the same day) — Illinois: Hyatt, No.
10103 (same as last part of Halpert item) ; No. 10104 (never go to a
dressmaker on Friday to have a dress cut out ; you will die before you
can wear out the dress) — Osarks: Randolph, Folk-Beliefs, 85 (same as
preceding item) — California: Dresslar, 74 (die within the year). Cf.

No. 3275, above. HDA in, 66.

5128 If a garment is cut out on Saturday, and not made up on
the same day, the owner will not live to wear it out.

Alex Tugman, Todd, Ashe county. Cf. Kentucky: Thomas, No. 2774
("quick done or never donCj" implies that the garment must be fin-

ished on Saturday) — Alabama: Browne, No. 3148 — Louisiana: Rob-
erts, No. 1091 — Ohio: Bergen, Current, No. 1219 (beginning on Satur-
day a garment that cannot be finished means death) — Illinois: Hyatt,
No. 10105 ("My mother's friend cut out a pair of pants for her little

boy on a Saturday and didn't get them done, and he died before the next
Saturday. She always thought that if she had not cut the pants out on
Saturday, he would have lived") — Iowa: Stout, No. 337; No. 346 (the
person for whom it is cut will die within a year). Cf. No. 3279, above.

HDA VII, 930.

5129 While sewing, if a drop of blood gets on the garment, the
one for whom the garment is intended will die before it is worn
out.

Green Collection. Cf. Kentucky: Thomas, No. 1682 (if while hemming a
napkin you prick your finger and the blood gets on the napkin, you will
die before it wears out). Cf. HDA vi, 945 (good luck).

5130 Whoever works on a sick person's dress will die within a
year.

Mrs. Luchans, Massachusetts: Bergen, Current, No. 1221.

5 1 31 If you make a shroud for a dead person, you will be the
next one to die.

Edna Beasley, Louisburg, Franklin county.

5132 If you begin a quilt on Friday, you'll never live to finish

it.

Mrs. Luchans. Maine: Bergen, Current, No. 11 89 (domestic servant from
French Canada was disquieted until the quilt was finished).

5133 If anyone starts to piece a bed quilt in the form of a star,

someone in their family will die before it is finished.

Anonymous.
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Miscellaneous

5134 There was a family living in Burke county several years

ago who believed that unless everything were salted before sun-

rise every New Year's morning, some member of that family

would die before that year was gone. This family would even

nave the bees salted.

A. H. Giles, Fonta Flora, Burke county.

5135 A caller on Christmas Day must sit down, or one of the

family will die within the year.

Green Collection.

5136 If a visitor spends the night with you the last night in the

/ear, and does not spend the next night, a death will occur in

family will die within the year.

Julian P. Boyd.

5137 To dream of an angel is a sign of death.

Eunice Smith, Pantego, Beaufort county. Kentucky: Thomas, No. 1904
— California: Dresslar, 133 (if you dream of angels you will soon die).

5138 Dream of a birth, and you will hear of a death.

Robert E. Long, Roxboro, Person county. Alabama: Browne, No. 3216;

No. 3215 (dream of a baby being born) — Indiana: Halpert, Death,

214 — Illinois: Hyatt, No. 5995 (someone is going to die) — Iowa:

Stout, No. 22 — Osarks: Wilson, Folk Beliefs, 160 — Nebraska: Can-
nell, 29, No. 6 — California: Dresslar, 125.

5139 If you see anybody coming toward you in a room, very

distinctly, and the person really is not there, he will surely die

soon.

Green Collection. For characteristic accounts of supersensory sight, see

Illinois: Hyatt, Nos. 9689-9701. These are all memorats.

5140 There is a curious tradition since the state took over the

execution of the death penalty ; namely, that men are not really

put to death, but spirited away to an unknown prison camp
where they work and are punished.

Green Collection.

5141 If you stand on your head, your liver will turn over, and

you will die from it.

Dorothy McDowell Vann, Raleigh. Cf. Kentucky: Fowler, No. 14 (if

you roll in a barrel, your liver will turn over, and you will die).
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Physical World
Stars

5142 Every person has a star, and if you count your star you
will die.

Green Collection. None of the following references notes the fact that

everyone has a star. Kentucky: Shearin, 321 (if one looks up at the

sky and counts ninety-nine stars before lowering his gaze, he will fall

dead) ; Thomas, No. 715 (lying on your back) ; No. 3146 (like Shearin
item) ; No. 3147 (if you try to count one hundred without looking down,
you will fall dead on the ninety-ninth) ; No. 3149 (one hundred) —
Illinois: Hyatt, No. 10144 (the person who in the early evening begins

to count the stars and does not finish the task, will soon die). Cf. No.
5959, below.

5143 If you see a star fall, one of your people who lives in

that direction is going to die.

Rev. W. S. Smith, Cornelius, Mecklenburg county, and W. G. Smith.
"Negroes in Bladen say, 'When you see a star falling, take warning, fer

hit means somebody gwine to die near by or fur off' " (Louise W. Sloan,

Davidson, Mecklenburg county). References given here indicate only the

direction where the star falls and the death is to occur. From the some
two dozen general items not treated in any connection below one can see

that the belief that a falling star means a death is widely held every
where except in New England, an Armenian item from Boston (Ed-
wards, 99) being the only exception. Ontario: Wintembcrg, German 1,

45; II, 90; idem, Waterloo, 18 — California: Dresslar, 25. Cf. No. 4874,
above, and 5965, below. HDA ni, 406; vin, 470 f ; Kamp, 33, No. 24;
Sebillot 1, 353; Lean 11, 559 (Spain), 557 (Serbia).

5144 If one points at a falling star, the death of a friend or

relative will soon occur.

J. Frederick Doering, Durham. General: Beckwith, College, No. 2^
(death in family) — Louisiana: Roberts, No. 958 (do not ix)int at a
star, for it may be your star, and if it is, you will surely die) —
Ontario: Doering-Doering I, 62. Cf. 5966, below. HDA ix (Suppl.),

771.

5145 To see a star shoot across the sky is a sign of a death in

three days.

Sadie Smith.

5146 When a star shoots, someone in the family is going to die.

Zilpah Frisbie, Marion, McDowell county ; Miss Mamie Mansfield,
Durham county; and an anonymous informant. Washington: Tacoma, 30.
Cf. No. 5144, above. Lean n, 556; Kamp, 22>, No. 23.

5147 If you see a star shoot, it is a sign some friend will die.

W. J. Hickman, Hudson, Caldwell county. California: Dresslar, 25.
Cf. No. 5144, above.
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5148 A shooting star is a sign of someone going to heaven.

Eva Furr, Stanly county ; Virginia Bowers, Stanly county ; and Sadie

Smith. General: Beckwith, College, No. 109; Knortz, 98 (whenever a

star falls a soul is returning to God) — South: Puckett, 569 (Negro)
;

cf. 464 (a soul that has gone on) — South Carolina: Bryant II, 145, No.
30 — Maryland: Whitney-Bullock, No. 532 (another soul has passed

into eternity) — Neiv York: Augar, 167 (a falling star symbolizes a
soul about to be bought by the devil ; a sign of the cross made before the

star streaks out of sight saves that soul [French]) — hidiatia: Kellner,

229 (a falling star ... is not a token in the sense of predicting a death,

but rather of recording one ; when a star fell before our eyes on soft

summer nights, my grandmother would tell us gently, "Say a prayer; a
soul is passing") — Illinois: Hyatt, No. 10692; No. 10693 (shooting

to the right) ; No. 10695 (in the path which the shooting star makes, a
soul departing from the earth finds its way back to heaven) — Iowa:
Stout, No. 552 — California: Dresslar, 25. Addy, 60; Radford, 223;
HDA viir, 470; McCartney, 170 f

.
; Lean 11, 556 (Ruthenia), 557

(Russia).

5149 When a star shoots, it is a sign someone's soul has

dropped from heaven.

Kate S. Russell, Roxboro, Person county. The meaning here is obscure.

If reference is made to stars indicating birth, see references to No. 242,
above ; if it means that after a probationary period, and weighing one's

deeds before final assignment, then the following item (itself obscure)
may be of help : Illinois: Hyatt, No. 10694 (a shooting star to the left

indicates that someone has just entered hell). Cf. HDA vni^ 470.

5150 A comet is a sign of death.

William D. Trader (South Carolina). Cf. Maryland: Whitney-Bullock,
No. 533 (death of a king).

Weather

51 51 A green v^inter means a fat graveyard.

Louise Bennett, Middleburg, Vance county. General: Garriott, 45
(churchyard) — Califorttia: WF xv (1956), 135 (churchyard; "in other

words, a mild winter is unhealthy" [feature in Oakland Tribune, Oct. 12,

1955]); on this point, cf. Nos. 5155 f., below. FFC No. 113, 68
(bibliography) ; Radford, 33, 260.

5152 A green Christmas means a full graveyard.

Gertrude Allen Vaught, Alexander county. General: Bergen, Currejit,

No. 954 (full churchyard or fat graveyard) ; Dunwoody, loi ; Garriott,

43 (fat churchyard) — South Carulimi: Bryant I, 289 (fat) — Mary-
land: Whitney-Bullock, No. 241 1 (fat) ; Whitney, 195 (fat churchyard)
— Kentucky: Thomas, No. 2831 ; No. 2450 (fat) — Nova Scotia:

Creighton, 104, No. 23 — Ontario: Waugh, No. 21 (fat) ; Wintemberg,
Grey, No. 289 (fat) ; idem, Waterloo, 2)2i (fat) —- Nczv England: John-
son, What They Say, 112 f. (churchyard; "the foundation for this say-

ing is the fact that open winters with their constant freezings and thaw-
ings are very unhealthy") — New York: Barnes, No. 72 (fat) ; NYFQ
I (1945)1 60, No. 5 — Pennsylvania: Fogel, No. 535 (fat churchyard
[German]); Grumbine, 258; Phillips, 162, No. 6 (fat churchyard);
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Shoemaker, 3 — Michigan: Dorson, 115 (fat. "No one here likes to see

a green Christmas. If the snow is late in coming, everyone gets wor-
ried") — Imiiana: Halpert, Death, 211; Kellner, 229 ("'Green Christ-

mas, green graveyard' originated in pioneer Indiana when settlers ob-

served that they were attacked by "swamp fever' only if the winters were
warm and sunny. People came to know that, for some inexplicable

reason, there were fewer deaths in the community when the winters were
bitterly cold. "Green graveyard," of course, remains unexplained

unless "green" may be taken to mean 'growing or flourishing'—W.D.H.

)

— Illinois: Hyatt, No. 9809 (fat) ; Norlin, 204, No. 26 — Iowa: Stout,

No. 1 105 (fat cemetery) — Ozarks: Randolph, 21 ("A good season for

crops is supposed to be bad for human life, hence the old saying, etc.) —
Wyoming: Walton, Weather, No. 20 (fills the churchyard) — Idaho:
Idaho: Lore, 203 (fat) — Washington: Tacoma, 18 (churchyard). Cf.

Pennsylvania reference in No. 5155 below, for contrary notion. Hen-
derson, 75; Inwards, 67; Lean r, 367; Radford, 138, 252; Udal, 184, 267;
HDA III, 1073.

5153 A warm (hot) Christmas makes a fat graveyard.

Mrs. Norman Herring, Tomahawk, Sampson county ; Furman Bridgers,
Wilson, Wilson county; and an anonymous informant. Cf. South:
Puckett, 465 (a warm Christmas, many deaths [Negro]) — Alabama:
Browne, No. 3123 (a warm Christmas, a warm [full] graveyard).
Lean i, 371.

5154 A warm New Christmas means a warm graveyard for

young people. A warm Old Christmas means a warm grave-

yard for old folks.

Julian P. Boyd.

5155 A white Christmas indicates a lean graveyard.

Miss Mamie Mansfield, Durham county, and Zilpah Frisbie, Marion,
McDowell county. General: Dunwoody, 76 — Kentucky: Thomas, No.
2451 (a white [snov^j Christmas) — Tennessee: Harder, 10 (poor
graveyard) — Pcnnsylvatiia: Hofifman II, 31 (a white Christmas makes
a full graveyard [German]) — Illinois: Hyatt, No. 9808; No. 9806
(light graveyard). HDA vii, 1275.

5156 A cold Christmas makes a lean graveyard.

Mrs. Norman Herring, Tomahawk, Sampson county.

5157 If a rainbow bows over a house, there will be a death in

the house.

Miss Mamie Mansfield, Durham county. Kentucky: Price, 30; Thomas,
No. 2612 (bends) — Illinois: Hyatt, No. 10080 (bends). HDA vii,

592; N & Q, VII, Vol. 7 (1889), 247; Radford, 197.

5158 If you walk through the end of the rainbow, some of your
family will die before the year is out.

Julian P. Boyd.

5159 Fog banks changing into shapes is sign of death.

Mrs. Maude Minish Sutton, Lenoir^ Caldwell county.
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5160 Whirlwinds are vehicles of death.

Green Collection. HDA iii^ 1212.

5 1 61 If it thunders between Christmas and New Year's Day,
the graveyard will be well filled during the year.

Ethyl Robinson. Cf. General: Dunwoody, 80 (winter thunder is old
folks' death) ; 93 (.if it thunders on St. Paul's day [January 25], death
of people will occur that year).

5162 If it thunders between Christmas and New Year's, there

will be a lean graveyard.

Zilpah Frisbie, Marion, McDowell county, an anonymous informant, and
two other informants from Bladen and Durham counties.

Candles, Fires, Lights

5163 If you accidentally drop a tallow candle, it means that a

near relative will die soon.

Alex Tugman, Todd, Ashe county.

5164 To see a coffin in the candle betokens death.

Green Collection, and Mrs. Leary. General: JAFL in (1890), 62 (When
burning candles sputter free,/ A coffin in the wick we see) — Massachu-
setts: Bergen, Current, No. 1168; Bergen et at., 19, No. 40 (our author-

ity [Boston] considers a coffin in the candle to be a black cinder, which
sometimes forms a separate flame near the main one, and can be snapped
of? with the finger) ; 105, No. 8 (a tallow loop in a candle, called a
coffin-handle [obtained in this country, but from Isle of Jersey]) —
Pennsylvania: Phillips, 169, No. 95 (when the wick of the candle has

grown long and sputters, it is said to have a coffin in it) — Ohio: JAFL
II (1889), 72 (Three times in a candle a coffin I've seen;/ Which signifies

death; or pray, what does it mean? [folk doggerel]) — California:

Dresslar, 63 (if the tallow of a burning candle runs over so as to form
ice ridges on it, death will soon occur in the house). Cf. Nos. 5165,

5172, below, for additional features and definitions. HDA viii^ 1006;

Gallop, Portugal, 95.

5165 If a candle makes a winding shade (sheet), it is a sign of

death.

Marjorie Rea, and Maysie Ray, both of Craven county, and Thomas
Francis Leary, Durham. "I have often heard the tale that the time when
a sick person is going to die can be foretold exactly. Upon the day he was
going to die, the wax droppings from the candle nearest his bedside

formed a winding-sheet. When that candle flickered out, so did the life

of the invalid. In the old days, people sitting up at the sickbed would
scrutinize the candle closely. Upon noticing a peculiar formation of

melted wax, they would say, 'There is the winding-sheet ; it won't be

long now.'" — T.F.L. Virginia: Bergen, Current, No. 1169 — Ken-
tucky: Thomas, No. 1738 (if a candle flame, instead of being straight,

spreads around the tallow, it forms a winding sheet and is prophetic of

death) — Louisiana: Roberts, No. 694 — New York: JAFL iv (1891),

273. For the relationship to "coffin," see Nos. 5164, above, and 5172,

below. Chambers 11, 53 (definition) ; Foster, 18 ("shroud" on a can-
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die) ; Lean 11. 559; Radford, 57 (definition) ; Salisbury, 49 (definition) ;

Udal, 182.

5166 If a candle burns blue, it is a token of death, for it indi-

cates the presence of a spirit.

Mrs. Luchans. General: Bergen, Current, No. 1167 — Ohio: JAFL n

(1889), 72 (in doggerel). Cf. HDA 11, I395-

5167 If you see a lamp light over the house, someone will die

in the family.

Anonymous.

5168 If a lamp is allowed to burn until the oil is all consumed,

and the lamp goes out, one member of the family is sure to die

soon.

.\lex Tugman, Todd, Ashe county. Illinois: Allison, No. 266 — Ozarks:

Randolph, 303 (lamp burning until last drop of oil is consumed).

5169 If there are three lights in a room, and one goes out. there

will be a death.

Green Collection. There are several references to three lights in a

room, or three lamps all having to do with death, but none involving the

snuffing out of one of these lights or candles.

5170 If coals fly out of the fire toward a person, that one is

marked for death.

Mrs. Luchans. General: Bergen, et al., 19, No. 39 — Newfoundland:
Bergen, Current, No. 1231 (sparks flying out of an open stove door) —
Fcnnsylvania : Phillips, 169, No. 96 (sign of coffin) — Ohio: JAFL _ii

(1889), 72 (To-day, while a-spinning, out flew a live coal, / And here in

my petticoat burned a great hole [folk doggerel]). Lean 11, 559.

51 71 If sparks are left unintentionally in the ashes overnight,

it is a sign of death in the house.

Mrs. Luchans. Maryland: Bergen, Current, No. 1230; Whitney-Bullock,

No. 901 (to find sparks unexpectedly the next morning).

5172 Cinders in the shape of a coffin is a sign of an approaching

death, and the sight has terrified numbers of people.

Green Collection. Maryland: Whitney-Bullock, No. 1041. Cf. Nos.

5164 f., above. Chambers 11, 53; Napier, 138 f
. ; Radford, 81, 121.

5173 If three people light a cigarette from the same match, one

will die in a year.

Green Collection. The notion of betraying one's position to the enemy
at night, as treated in the Indiana reference, and often associated with

World War I, is partially gainsaid by the Rio Grande reference (1894).
Moreover, this same belief was held by Butte miners around the turn

of the century. Florida: Hauptmann, 22, No. 4 (three cigars or ciga-

rettes [Spanish]) — Indiana: Halpert, Death, 215 (the third smoker
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will die; the youngest of the three will die first; one of them will die

before the year is out) ; 216 (one of them will die in twenty-four hours).

"Several of these reports trace the belief to World War I. One collector

wrote, 'It was found that if one match was held long enough to light

three cigarettes, the enemy could sight the persons and shoot them. Thus
the belief that death comes to the one whose cigarette is lit last'") —
Illinois: Hyatt, No. loooi ; No. 10002 (cigarettes or cigars; death to

the last person) —
' Iowa: Stout, No. 220 (cigars) — Rio Grande:

Bourke, 138 (cigarritos; bad luck instead of death [Spanish]). For
further discussion of this matter, see Nos. 3024 f., above. Thompson,
D1273.1.1.1.

5174 If you dream of hearing a gun firing, it is a sign of death.

Anonymous.

Water, Drowning

5175 To dream of muddy water is a sign of death.

Lucille Massey, Durham county. South: Puckett, 501 (Negro) — Mary-
land: Whitney-Bullock, No. 733 — Kentucky: Thomas, No. 2020 (dream
of walking through muddy water) — Tennessee: Hatcher, 152; McGlas-
son, 22, No. 5 — Louisiana: Roberts, No. 816 (muddy or troubled water)
— Alabama: Browne, No. 3287 (w'alking in muddy water) ; No. 3288
(falling into muddy water) ; Figh, Sanders, 186 (crossing muddy water:

funeral) — Ontario: Waugh, No. 454 — New York: Gardner, No. 197
(death in the family) ; NYFQ iii (1947), 307 ("Before anything hap-

pened in the family Jane Foster Rogers would dream of muddy water.

Before sister Mary died, she dreamed about trying to cross below the

dam, and it was full of muddy water—a regular flood—and she stepped

down to it, and it divided and left a path for her to go through") —
Pennsylvania: Fogel, No. 257 (trouble or death [German]) ; Starr, 321

(high and muddy water: funeral) — Indiana: Halpert, Death, 214
(muddy or dirty water: death to someone near the dreamer) —

- Illinois:

Hyatt, No. 6447; No. 6448 (walking through muddy water) — Texas:
Hendricks, No. 139; Turner, 160 (someone in family) — Nebraska:
Cannell, 29, No. 7 — California: Dresslar, 131; ibid, (in family). Cf.

Nos. 730, 3108 ff., above. HDA ix, 121.

5176 When you dream of a well, it is a sign that the grave is

near.

Constance Patten, Greensboro. Cf. Indiana: Halpert, Death, 214 (open
well: death to someone near dreamer).

5177 Look into a well with the sun shining on the first day of

May and you will see your coffin.

Mildred Sinclair, Carthage, Moore county. Kentucky: Roberts, Floyd
County, 50, No. 13 (no mention of sun).

5178 If you dream of a newly cut ditch, you will hear of a

death.

Dorothy McDowell Vann, Raleigh.

5179 Should you dream of a black boat, make your will at once.

L. B. Brantley, Zebulon, Wake county. Cape Breton Island: Cf. Bergen,
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Current, No. 592 (if you dream of seeing a boat drawn or sailing on land,

it is a sign of death) — Ozarks: Randolph, 331 (vision of black boat:
early death).

5180 When a person, and especially an old person, is near
death, people say, "He will die as the tide goes out."

Miss Fawn Watson, Robeson county, and an anonymous informant.
Loitisiarui: Roberts, No. 1570 (if a person is sick and dying, his life goes
out with the tide) — Nova Scotia: Fauset, No. 360 — Ontario: Waugh,
No. 350 — Nezv England: Bergen, Current, No. 1184 — Washington:
Tacoma, 19. Black, Folk-Medicine, 128; Henderson, 58; Lean 11, 576
(numerous literary references) ; McCartney, 173 f. (literary references)

;

N & Q V, Vol. 6 (1876), 186, 305; Vol. 10 (1878), 56; Radford, loo,

no, 240.

5 1 81 If you sleep on your belly, you will drown.

Anonymous. Maryland: Whitney-Bullock, No. 829 (sleeping on face).
Cf. Storaker, Mennesket, No. 474.

5182 Do not bathe before starting on a voyage, or you will be
drowned.

L. B. Brantley, Zebulon, Wake county. Ozarks: Randolph, 305.

Animal Portents

5183 If you speak to an animal, and it answers you, you will

die at once.

L. B. Brantley, Zebulon, Wake county.

5184 When bats fly in the house, a death is looked for.

Mrs. Maude Minish Sutton, Lenoir, Caldwell county, and Miss Mamie
Mansfield, Durham county. Mrs. Hedrick Conklin of Durham said that

one week before her grandmother died, in the afternoon a bat came flying

through the house, at night a dove came and stood on the mantle and
cooed twice ; then it flew to the head of the bed and cooed again. Gen-
eral: Beckwith, College, No. 2gc (flying into your room: death a year
to the day) — Maryland: Whitney-Bullock, No. 552 (bat flying through
window: someone in the house to die shortly) — Alabama: Bergen,
Animal, No. 144 — Nova Scotia: Fauset, No. 126 (if a bat lights in

the house: death of man in family) ; No. 127 (if it flies around and goes
out: death of woman) — Neiv England: Johnson, What They Say, 115
(death in household within a year; if one does get in, kill him and it will

be all right) — Indiana: Halpert, Death, 208 — Illinois: Allison, No.
352 (if a bat flies low enough to touch your head, you will die) ; Hyatt,
No. 9704; No. 9703 (flying against the window: death in family) —
Iowa: Stout, No. 208 (bat flying down chimney and into the house:
death in family) — Ozarks: Randolph, 307 (a bat in the cabin is even
worse than a songbird [as death omen]) — Texas: Turner, 161 — New
Mexico: Baylor, 145, No. 8 (death within next eight days [Spanish]) —
California: Dresslar, 50 (into room) — Washington: Tacoma, 30; 29 f.

(if bat is not killed, death to member of household within a year.)
HDA II, 1590.
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5185 For a black cat to cross your path is a sure sign of death.

Eleanor Simpson, East Durham, and Lucille Massey, Durham county.

South: Puckett, 469 (death if the cat cross in front of you, then turns

and goes back to where it started [Negro]) — Illinois: Hyatt, No.
9762 (death in the family before the year is out) ; No. 9766 (black and
white cat: member of family will die) ; No. 9763 (death in family; but if

you make a cross with your two fingers the devil can't hurt you) ; No.

9764 (if the crossing is close before you, death in the family ; at a dis-

tance, death later on) ; No. 9761 ("Twenty years ago a man walked out

on Seventh Street and a black cat ran in front of him. He said to him-
self, 'I don't want to die. I am going to sit down and wait until someone
else walks over where the cat walked.' He sat down on a doorstep and
stayed until almost morning. No one came along, so he got up and went
home; and died the next week") — California: Dresslar, 35 (death in

family). HDA viii, 994.

5186 Cats and dogs know when death has come to the house.

Edith Walker, Watauga county. Cats are not generally credited with

prescience in matters of death, as an old saying (known before 1830)

bears out: New York: Bergen, Animal, No. 199 ("The cat's of no use;

the dog gives warning of death"). For the common notion about a dog's

knowing about death beforehand, see Nos. 5205-5225, below. HDA
VIII, 924.

5187 At the death of some member of the family, if a black

cat comes, it is a sign that someone who is present will die be-

fore the year is out.

An anonymous informant, and La Velle Ellington (Georgia). Cf. Illi-

nois: Hyatt, No. 10231 (if you are sitting up with a corpse, and a black

cat comes into the room, someone in that room will die right after the

funeral).

5188 When a cat licks the door or stair, an inhabitant of the

house will die, for the cat cleans the passage for the corpse.

L. B. Brantley, Zebulon, Wake county.

5189 If a cow comes around the house and lows that hasn't a

calf, it is the sign of death in the neighborhood.

Elizabeth Janet Cromartie, Garland, Sampson county, and an anonymous

informant. In none of the following references is mention made of death

in the neighborhood. Cf. South: Puckett, 480 (lowing in front of your

house [Negro]) — Kentucky: Thomas, No. 3324 (in front of your door)

— Alabama: Bergen, Animal, No. 151 (around your door) — Illinois:

Hyatt, No. 9835 (front of door: death in family) ; No. 9836 (bawling in

front of a window) ; No. 9837 ("If a cow comes to your window and

bawls three times, he {sic) is telling you of a death. We had a neighbor,

and one day the cow jumped over the fence and came and stood by

their bedroom window and bawl three times, and the man in the house

lost his sister that week") — California: Dresslar, 41 (if a white cow
puts her head into the window and bawls, someone in the house is going

to die).
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5190 If a cow j)uts its head over your fence and bellows, it is

a sign that someone in your family is going to die.

Anonymous. Cf. Kentucky: Thomas, No. 3325 (lowing over the gate) —
Illinois: Hyatt, No. 9834 (lowing with head over gate).

5191 If a cow lows at noon, you will hear of a death before

night.

Green Collection.

5192 If a cow lows between sundown and dark, you will hear

of a death.

Green Collection and an anonymous informant. South: Richardson, 246

f. (after sundown: hear of death in twenty-four hours [Negro]) —
Alabama: Bergen, Animal, No. 152 (after sundown: member of family).

5193 If you hear a cow bawl three times after the sun sets, and

the earth is dark, you will hear of a death somewhere near.

Green Collection. Cf. Radford, 90.

5194 A cow bawling at night is a sign of death.

Ethel Brown, Catawba county. Tennessee: Rogers, Animal, No. 52 —
Alabama: Browne, No. 3227 (bawling at night: death in the community
within three or four days) — Iowa: Stout, No. 679.

5195 If a cow bellows after dark, someone is dying.

Sadie Smith.

5196 Cows holloing at night means a death in the family.

Kate S. Russell, Roxboro, Person county.

5197 If you hear a cow low after dark, it is a sign of death.

Julian P. Boyd, an anonymous informant, and three other informants

from central counties. Cf. Kentucky: Thomas, No. 3327 (death in family

before next Wednesday night).

5198 If a cow lows after dark and you mention it, some of your

family will die during the year.

Julian P. Boyd.

5199 The lowing of a cow before ten o'clock at night is a sign

of death.

Eunice Smith, Pantego, Beaufort county.

5200 Cows lowing at midnight is a sign of a death.

Clara Hearne, Roanoke Rapids, Halifax county. Cf. General: Bergen,
Current, No. 11 17 (mooing after midnight) ; Knortz, 41 (bellowing) —
i'irginia: Bergen, Animal, No. 154 (after midnight) — Tennessee:

Frazier, 39, No. 7; Rogers, Animal, No. 53 (after midnight: death in

family) — Alabama: Bergen, Animal, No. 153; Knortz, 134 (bellow-
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ing) — New Jersey: Bergen, Animal, No. 154 (mooing after midnight)
— Washington: Tacoma, 30.

5201 If a COW lows at night, it is a sign someone in hearing

will die soon.

Miss Mamie Mansfield, Durham county, and Edna Whitley. Cf. South:
Puckett, 480 (late at night [Negro]) — Tennessee: McGlasson, 23, No.

7 (someone is dead) — Alabama: Browne, No. 3229 — Florida: Figh,

Rawlings, 205 (late hours of night).

5202 If you hear a cow lowing for a long time late at night,

you will soon hear of the death of a relative.

Miss Mamie Mansfield, Durham county; Penelope Nichols, Rocky
Mount, Nash county; and an anonymous informant.

5203 When a cow lows all night, there is going to be a death in

the family.

An anonymous informant, and Mrs. Nilla Lancaster, Goldsboro, Wayne
county.

5204 You will hear of a death if you see a cow rolling.

W. J. Hickman, Hudson, Caldwell county. Cf. HDA v, 768.

5205 If a strange dog barks in front of your house, it is a sign

of a death,

Julian P. Boyd. In none of the following, except in the Illinois item, is

the dog referred to as being strange. Moreover, because of sheer num-
bers I have been forced to exclude references to in the door, at the win-

dow, in the yard, etc., even though these all fit the general condition of

being near the house, if not directly in front of it. Kentucky: Price, 34— Ontario: Waugh, No. 132 (when a dog howls near the house, the

direction in which he is facing indicates the house in which a death will

take place) — Illinois: Hyatt, No. 9854 (howling at your door) —
California: Dresslar, 38 (near the house) — Mexico: Janvier, 350 (the

dog howls because he sees the devil warring for the departing soul with

its guardian angel ; or sometimes because the devil has triumphed and the

soul is lost). Cf. No. 5211, below. Lean 11, 550; Radford, 100 j Udal,

181, 234.

5206 The barking of a dog before ten p.m. is a sign of death.

Eunice Smith, Pantego, Beaufort county.

5207 If a dog barks at twelve o'clock at night it is the sign

someone is going to die.

Anonymous. All references are to barking at night. General: Knortz,

130 — Nova Scotia: Fauset, No. 123 (the best thing to do it to spit in

your shoe and turn it upside down [Negro]) — California: Dresslar, 40.

Cf. No. 5213, below. Cf. Sebillot I, 78.

5208 A dog's howling when not tied denotes that someone will

die.

Julian P. Boyd, the Durham Morning Herald, and thirteen other inform-
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ants. None of the following references specify the dog's not being tied

up, a detail employed, no doubt, to remove a natural reason for the dog's

howling, and tiius make the howl more ominous. General: Patten, 140 —
South: Porter, loy; Puckett, 83, 478 f. (Negro) — North Carolina:

Hoke, 115 — Maryland: Whitney-Bullock, No. 571 (dogs howl to tell

you they have seen death enter the house) — Georgia: Moore, 305 —
Alabama: Browne, No. 3232 — Louisiana: Roberts, No. 1271 ; SFQ xix

(1955), 250 — Quebec: Marie-Ursule, 132, No. iii (French) —
Ontario: Doering-Doering I, 62; Wintemberg, German I, 45 (German)

;

II, 90 (German); idem. Waterloo, 17 — N eiv )'ork: Auyar, 164

(French); Barnes, No. 67d ; Gardner, No. 175; JAFL iv (1891), 273;
McCadden, 333 — Michigan: Dorson, Roup-Garou, 19 (number of howls
indicates the days, weeks, months, etc.) — Indiana: Halpert, Death, 207— Illinois: Allison, No. 308; Norlin, 204, No. 21; Wheeler, 62 —
Nebraska: Ericson, 149, No. 11 — New Mexico: Baughman, Sayings,

24; Moya, 42 (Spanish) — Nevada: Loomis, Folklore, 417, No. 21 —
California: Dresslar, 38; 40 (black dog) — Oregon: Hand, No. 49 —
Washington: Tacoma, 11. Black, Folk-Medicine, 150; Chambers 11,

53 ; Lean 11, 546, 550 ; Leather, 24 ; Pop. Sup. Gent. Mag., 204 ; Radford,
103; HDA VIII, 994; Thiselton Dyer, Ghost World, 227; McCartney, 167
f. (literary references) ; Simon, Beliefs, 91.

5209 The howling of a clog is a sign that someone of the family

will die soon.

Bessie Lou Mull, Shelby, Cleveland county. General: Beckwith, College,

No. 27a; Bergen, Animal, No. 196 (howling near a house) — Maryland:
Whitney-Bullock, No. 572 — South Carolina: Bryant I, 288, No. i —
Indiana: Halpert, Death, 207 (howling three times) ; ibid, (the more the

dog howls the closer the relative will be) — Illinois: Hyatt, No. 9850
(howling in front of the house) ; No. 9853 (on the front porch) ; No.
9852 (a black dog howling around the house forebodes death for a mem-
ber of the household) — lozva: Stout, No. 213 (if the dog looks at the
house and howls) — Ocarks: Randolph, 306 (when a dog under the
cabin, or on the front porch, howls four times and then stops, it is said

that there will be a death in the house very soon) — Texas: Hendricks,
No. 19 (death in your immediate family, unless you go out and shoot
him) — California: Dresslar, 38, 191.

5210 When a person is dying dogs will howl; then they will

attempt to enter the room of the sick person.

Green Collection.

521 1 The howling of a dog after dark in or near the house is

a sign that death will claim someone in the household within a

month.

Burns. California: Dresslar, 39 (howling in front of a house for several

nights in succession). Cf. Nos. 5205, 5209, above, and 5212 fif., below.
Lean 11, 550.

5212 If a dog howls at night, it is a sign of death. Someone
will die who lives in the direction his nose is pointing.

Elsie Doxey, Currituck county, and the Green Collection. The first part
will be treated first in geographical order, and then the second part.

General: Chamberlain, Superstitions, 145 ; Knortz, 64 — Maryland:
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Whitney-Bullock. No. 573 — Kentucky: Thomas, No. 3340 (death in

the family) ; No. 3341 (may be averted by turning an old shoe upside

down) — Tennessee: Hatcher, 152; Rogers, Animal, No. 42 (family) —
Alabama: Browne, No. 3233 — Nova Scotia: Fauset, No. 122 (family)
— Maine: Bergen, Animal, No. 198 (family) — Nezv York: Gardner,

No. 174 (death in the family that heard him) — Pennsylvania: Brendle-

Unger, 209 (German); Grumbine, 286; Hoffman II, 31 (German);
Sener, 242 (a neighbor) — Ohio: JAFL 11 (1889), 72 (in doggerel) —
Ittdiana: Halpert, Death, 207 — Illinois: Briggs, 216 (dogs are supposed

to be able to see the specter of living people before death) ; Hyatt, No.

9845; No. 9849 (howling all night) ; Smith III, No. 13 (in the family

[Negro]) — Iowa: Stout, No. 207 (death in the neighborhood) ; No.

225 (a person died at that moment) — Missouri: McKinney, 107 (death

in the neighborhood) — Colorado: Earthman, No. 12 (family) —
California: Dresslar, 38. Radford, 103, 256; Udal, 181, 234.

Second part: Cf. Kentucky: Thomas, No. 3338 (if a dog points his nose

at you and howls at midnight, you will soon be killed) — New Bruns-
zvick: Bergen, Animal, No. 201 (foretells death in the house toward
which he faces, or in the direction he faces) — New York: Bergen,
Animal, No. 200 (it was believed that the howling of a hound indicated

that death would occur in the house toward which his nose pointed when
howling [before 1830]). HDA viii, 994.

5213 When a dog howls at twelve o'clock at night, it means
somebody is going to die.

G. B. Caldwell, Jr., Monroe, Union county. Cf. Kentucky: Thomas, No.

3341 (the disaster of death presaged by the howl of a dog at midnight

may be averted by turning an old shoe upside down) — Florida: Haupt-
mann, 16 f., No. i (Spanish) — Indiana: Halpert, Death, 207 — Illinois:

Hyatt, 9848 (death in your neighborhood) — Texas: Hendricks, No. 125
— California: Dresslar, 38. Cf. 5207, above. HDA viir, 924.

5214 When a dog howls after midnight, it is the sign of an

approaching death in the family.

H. M. Million. The time indicated in all references is "at midnight."

Kentucky: Thomas, No. 3340 — Illinois: Hyatt, No. 9847 — Texas:
Bogusch, 119 — California: Dresslar, 38.

5215 If you see a dog lying still on his back, you will hear of

the death of an acquaintance in three days.

Green Collection. Cf. Kentucky: Thomas, No. 3349 (lying on back and

scratching) — Louisiana: Roberts, No. 1269 — Alabama: Bergen,

Animal, No. 203 (his owner or one of his family will die soon) ; Browne,
No. 3234 — Texas: Bergen, Animal, No. 205 (lying on his back and
howling)

.

5216 If a dog lies with his head in his master's doorway, it is

a sign of death.

Anonymous. Cf. South: Puckett, 479 (when a dog lies with his head in

the house and his rear outside the door it means a death in the family

[Negro]).
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5217 If the dog's head lies outside his master's doorway, it is a

sign of death.

Anonymous. Cf. Kentucky: Thomas, No. 3355 (someone will leave the

family [by death]) — Illinois: Hyatt, No. 9880.

5218 If a dog in the house Hes with his feet in the air, someone

in the house is going to die. If he does this out in the yard, the

neighbor toward whom his head is turned will die.

Mrs. Luchans. The Puckett reference fulfils both conditions; all others

tlie first part only. South: Puckett, 479 (Negro) — Alabama: Browne,

No. 3235 — Indiana: Halpert, Death, 209 — Illinois: Hyatt, No. 9879

(with his feet up in the air, and does not move, etc.)

5219 If a dog continues to roll over in the yard or howls con-

tinuously, it denotes a death in the family.

Roby Arrowhead.

5220 If a dog rolls over and over without stopping, there will

be a death in the neighborhood.

Allie Ann Pearce, Colerain, Bertie county. Cf. Illinois: Hyatt, No. 9877

("We have a black dog down on the corner of Ninth and Chestnut that

will get on his back with all feet up in the air and roll every time some-

one dies in the neighborhood. We have had three deaths around here,

and that dog has got on his back every time all four feet up in the air

digging their graves").

5221 If you see a dog rolling over on the ground, you'll hear

of a death ; if he stretches himself out, it means the death of a

grown person.

Kate S. Russell, Roxboro, Person county.

5222 If a dog stretches his front legs forward and inches along

on his stomach, he is said to be measuring somebody's grave

(coffin). You will hear of a death.

Green Collection, and O. W. Blacknall, Kittrell, Vance county. "A dog's

worst work was measuring coffins. If he lay down on his back and

wriggled forward, someone on the place, and just that length, was to die

shortly. But rarely was he allowed to finish such creepy business. A
volley of every missile in reach put a quick period to such doings" —
O.W'.B. South: Puckett, 479 (Negro) ; Richardson, 247 (one of the fam-

ily [Negro]) — District of Columbia: JAFL i (1888), 164 (when a dog
moves his feet in his sleep he is measuring the grave of a person who will

soon die) — Maryland: Whitney-Bullock, No. 577 (when a dog is

stretching himself on the ground, he is measuring someone's grave) —
Kentucky: Thomas, No. 3350 (same as previous item) ; No. 3351 (if a

dog crawls on his belly and moans, he is measuring his master's grave)
— Louisiana: Roberts, No. 1268 (if a dog stretches, he is measuring a

grave) — Illinois: Hyatt, No. 9876 (dog stretching himself on ground
in front of you: measuring your grave).

5223 If a dog wallows before the door, he is measuring a grave.

Madge Nichols, Raleigh. South: Puckett, 479 (unless he is stopped,

someone will die [Negro]) — Maryland: Lee, ni, (Negro).
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5224 If you see a dog wallow on his back, some dear relative

will soon die.

William B. Covington, Scotland county, and an anonymous informant.

5225 If dogs fight at a grave, another grave opens soon.

Green Collection.

5226 Every frog you kill makes your life shorter.

Anonymous. Cf. South: Puckett, 435 (killing a frog will cause you to

die in rags [Negro]). Cf. HDA v, 612.

5227 If you kill a frog, your mother or father will die.

Furman Bridgers, Wilson, Wilson county; Ada Briggs (Virginia) ; and

an anonymous informant.

5228 If you kill a toad-frog, your mother or father will die

before a year.

Allie Ann Pearce, Colerain, Bertie county. Cf. Kentucky: Thomas, No.

3497 (some member of your family).

5229 If you kill a toad-frog, your mother will die.

Julian P. Boyd, and Lucille Massey, Durham county.

5230 If a ground hog barks at you, you will die.

Madge Colclough, Durham county. Alabama: Browne, No. 3238.

5231 If a person kills a toad-frog, his parents will die soon.

Green Collection. Cf. Bergen, et ql. 13. HDA rx (Suppl.), 177.

5232 White horses are regarded as vehicles of death.

Anonymous.

5233 The meeting of a rider on a white horse is a certain sign

of death.

Green Collection. Cf. California: Dresslar, 127 (dream). See also two

interesting mevwrats of a riderless phantom white horse as a forerunner

of death (Illinois: Hyatt, Nos. 9953 f.).

5234 Death is conceived of as riding a white horse.

Green Collection. Cf. Illinois: Hyatt, No. 9952 ("My husband was sick.

I was working, and about six o'clock something kept telling me to go

home. So I started for home. And just when I got in front of the

house, a beautiful big white horse went right in the front door with it

not being open. I thought right then it was an omen for my husband,

and it was, for he died that night at 9 o'clock").

5235 If you dream of a white horse, you will hear of a death.

Norman Herring, Tomahawk, Sampson county, and three other inform-

ants from central and eastern counties. Tennessee: O'Dell, Superstitions,
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5 ; Redfield, No. 386 — Nova Scotia: Fauset, No. 157 — Maine: Bergen,

Current, No. 482 (someone of the family will die within a year) —
Illinois: Hyatt, No. 6224; Norlin, 204, No. 22 — Ozarks: Randolph, 331

(family) — Nebraska: Cannell, 29, No. i — California: Dresslar, 127.

HDA VIII, 1005 ; Bergen, et al., 13.

5236 A dream of three white horses means death, for one of

these will be lost.

Green Collection. Cf. Tennessee: Redtield, No. 305 (seven white horses:

death in family) — New York: Bergen, Current, No. 481 (dream . . .

three nights in succession: death of elderly person) — Iowa: Stout, No.

159 (to dream of a white horse going through the sky is a sign of

death in the family within a year).

5237 To dream of fresh pork out of season is considered a sure

sign of death.

Anonymous.

5238 If you have cold shivers down your back, you may be

sure a 'possum has run across the place where your grave is to

be.

Mrs. Gertrude Allen Vaught, Alexander county. Cf. Tennessee: Frazier,

47, No. 7 (cold chills) — Louisiana: Roberts, No. 240 (jumped over

your grave) — Ozarks: Randolph, 326 (sudden chills) — Colorado:

Davidson, No. 25 (there's a possum over the place where your grave

will be).

5239 If cold chills run down your spine, a rabbit is then run-

ning over your grave.

Anonymous. Cf. South: Puckett, 462 (Negro) — Ozarks: Randolph,

326. Cf. Nos. 5240 f., below.

5240 For every time you shake, a rabbit will run across your

grave.

Anonymous. Cf. No. 5241, below.

5241 Every time you shudder involuntarily, a rabbit hops

(runs) across your grave.

Louise Bennett, Middleburg, Vance county, and Alda Grayson, Ruther-

fordton, Rutherford county. Maryland: Bergen, Current, No. 1372;

Whitney-Bullock, No. 810 — South Carolina: Bryant I, 289, No. 15

(sudden shiver up your spine) — Kentucky: Thomas, No. 3475 (shiver)

— Louisiana: Roberts, No. 241 (shiver running through your body) —
Southwest: Strecker, Reptiles, 57 (shiver) — California: Dresslar, 105

(w-hen a rigor runs up your back).

5242 Feel a hot steam along the road, and a rabbit has jumped

over where your grave is going to be.

Julian P. Boyd.

5243 If a rat gnaws a hole in a garment, the owner must not
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darn it himself. If he does, someone of his immediate family

will surely die.

W. A. Ellison, Jr. (Massachusetts). General: Knortz, 133 — South:
Puckett, 406 (do not allow any of your kin to mend them [NegroD ; 480
(rodents [Negro]) — Maryland: Whitney-Bullock, No. 584 (gnawing
linen) — Kentucky: Thomas, No. 3477 — Mississippi: Hudson, 149, No.

7 — Massachusetts: Bergen, Animal, No. 238 — Pennsyk'ania: Shoe-
maker, 18 (If a rat gnaws your clothes / Someone to the graveyard
goes.) — Illinois: Hyatt, No. 10082; No. 10083 (man's overcoat: man
will die soon). Cf. No. 3291, above.

5244 If the first snake you see in the year is a dead one, some
member of your family, or a friend, will die during the year.

Julian P. Boyd.

5245 If a snake bites a person that has eaten onions a day or

two before, the person will die.

Green Collection. Cf. Nova Scotia: Bergen, Animal, No. 1005 (if one

is bitten by a snake and cannot get water before the snake can, the per-

son bitten will die ; but if he reaches water before the snake, the latter

will die and his intended victim recover).

5246 To kill a toad and not bury it will cause a death in the

family.

Lucille Massey, Durham county. Cf. No. 5228, above.

5247 When a weasel crosses an Indian's path he fears greatly,

for it means speedy death.

Lucille Cheek, Chatham coynty. HDA ix, 583.

Fowls

5248 If you hear a hen trying to crow, it's a sign of death in

the family.

Mildred Sinclair, Carthage, Moore county. Tennessee: Guerin, 56
(crows, or tries to crow ; this death can be prevented if the hen is killed

at once.) All the following references deal with the simple proposition that

a crowing hen indicates death ; death "in the family" will be treated in

No. 5249 below. — Maryland: Whitney-Bullock, No. 647 — Tennessee:

Farr, Riddles, No. 127 ; idem, Superstitions, No. 127 — Louisiana: Rob-
erts, No. 1391 — Neivfoundland: Bergen, Animal, No. 273 — Noz>a

Scotia: Creighton, 26, No. 15; Fauset, No. 152 (Negro) — Ontario:

Waugh, No. 108 — Pennsylvania: Fogel, No. 506 — Illinois: Allison,

No. 365 ; Bergen, Animal, No. 273 ; Wheeler, 62 — Texas: Hendricks,

No. 121; Turner, 160. Lean 11, 550; Radford, 95; HDA vni, 996;
Gallop, Portugal; McCartney, 169 f.

5249 If a hen crows, there will be a death (in the family).

Elsie Doxey, Currituck county ; Mildred Sinclair, Carthage, Moore coun-

ty ; Miss Fannie Vann, Clinton, Sampson county ; and the Green Collec-

tion. Tennessee: Frazier, 39, No. 10; Rogers, Animal, No. ij — Ala-
bama: Browne, No. 3260 — Illinois: Hyatt, No. 9786 — Iowa: Stout,
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No. 193 — Rio Grande: Bourke, 138 — Texas: Bergen, Animal, No. 276
(Spanish ?) ; Bogusch, 119 — New Mexico: Moya, 65, No. 19 (Span-
ish) — Nebraska: Caniiell, 23, No. 45.

5250 If a hen crows, and you do not kill her, a member of the

family will die within a year.

I. T. Poole, Swcpsonville, Alamance county. Only the Tennessee, Louisi-

ana, Alabama, New York (Gardner) and Illinois (Hyatt) items refer

to deaths in the family. Kentucky: Thomas, No. 3598 — Temvessee:
Redfield, No. 298 — Louisiana: Roberts, No. 1392 — Alabama: Browne,
No. 3261 — New York: Barnes, No. 68; Gardner, No. 335 — Illinois:

Briggs, 216; Hyatt, No. 9787 — Nebraska: Cannell, 44, No. 6. Lean
II, 550; HDA IV, 449; Johnson, Normandy; Sebillot I, 135 f.

5251 Chickens crowing after sunset means death.

Esther F. Royster, Henderson, Vance county.

5252 If a chicken crows between sunset and twelve o'clock

there will be a death in the family.

Esther F. Royster, Henderson, Vance county. Neither reference cited

mentions the family. Tennessee: McGlasson, 22, No. 3 (between sundown
and dark) — Alabama: Bergen, Animal, No. 269 (at midnight).

5253 If you hear a chicken crow after dark, you will hear of a
death.

Lida Page, Nelson, Durham county. HDA iv, 449.

5254 Chickens crowing in the fore part of the night signifies

death.

Ella Smith, Yadkin county. Cf. Alabama: Browne, No. 3258 (death in

the settlement when chickens crow at night)

.

5255 Whenever a chicken crows just after flying on the roost at

night, the death of some acquaintance will be heard of soon.

Katherine Bernard Jones, Raleigh.

5256 If a chicken crows in the door, someone in the house will

die.

Dixie V. Lamm, Lucama, Wilson county. Cf. Virginia: Bergen, Animal,
No. 263 (if a chicken stands in the doorway, if its head is outside, some-
one is going out, i.e., is going to die) — Kentucky: Thomas, No. 3597 —
Alabama: Browne, No. 3259 (on the porch) — Ozarks: Randolph, 306
(if a hen makes any sound suggestive of crowing near the door, it is a
sure sign of death, and I have been told of cases in which somebody died
within ten minutes).

5257 A hen crowing in the yard denotes a death in that family
the fall of the same year, unless the hen is killed.

R. B. Cochrane, Buncombe county.
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5258 If a hen lays a small egg, some member of your family

will die.

W. J. Hickman, Hudson, Caldwell county.

5259 To hear a rooster crow just at sunset, you will hear of the

death of a relative.

Eloise Boyce, Ansonville, Anson county, and an anonymous informant.

Cf. Louisiana: Roberts, No. 1389 (crowing on gallery after sunset: death
in family) — Illinois: Hyatt, No. 9790 (sundown: family).

5260 If you hear a rooster crow after the sun sets, it is the sign

of death.

Elizabeth Janet Cromartie, Garland, Sampson county ; Ethel Hicks Buf-
faloe, Oxford, Granville county; and Mrs. Gertrude Allen Vaught,
Alexander county. South: Richardson, 246 f. (death within twenty-four

hours [Negro]) — Alabama: Browne, No. 3264 — Mississippi: Hudson,
149, No. 10 — Illinois: Hyatt, No. 9791 (death before morning).

5261 To hear a rooster crow at night is a sign that the hearer

will have a death in the home.

Mrs. Gertrude Allen Vaught, Alexander county. All references cited

here are general, being grouped around the idea of crowing at night,

with consequent death, rather than around a death in the house or fam-
ily, even though this is often implied in beliefs of this kind. General:
Knortz, 135 (an unusual hour of the night) ; 63 (three o'clock in the

morning) — Georgia: Puckett, 486 (if a rooster crows three times at

night and does not get a reply [Negro]) — Prince Edu'ard Island: Ber-
gen, Animal, No. 265 (odd times of the night) — Nova Scotia: Fauset,

No. 153 — Indiana: Halpert, Death, 208 — Illinois: Hyatt, No. 9795
(any time during the night) — Iowa: Stout, No. 187 (rooster crowing
repeatedly between 9 p.m. and 3 a.m.) — California: Dresslar, 33;
ibid., (before 3 a.m.) — Washington: Tacoma, 18 (crowing at certain

hour for two or three nights in succession). Henderson, 49; Radford,
83 f., Udal, 181, 238.

5262 The crowing of a rooster before ten o'clock is a sign of

death.

Eunice Smith, Pantego, Beaufort county. Perhaps ten in the morning is

meant. Cf. Alabama: Browne, No. 3266 (9 a.m.) — Ontario: Wintem-
berg, Waterloo, 18 (before 10 o'clock [in the morning?]).

5263 When a rooster crows before midnight, a death will come
into the neighborhood.

Anonymous. Reference is to death in all cases, except the Kentucky item,

but the idea is general enough to include death in the neighborhood.
South: Puckett, 486 (Negro) —

- North Carolina: NCF n (i954)j 35 —
West Virginia: HF vi (1947), 48 — Kentucky: Shearin, 319 — Ala-
bama: Browne 3265 — Nova Scotia: Fauset, No. 154 (Negro). Hen-
derson, 49; HDA VI, 436.

5264 If a rooster crows before midnight during any of the win-

ter months, some member of the family is soon to die.

Susie Spurgeon Jordan, Brevard, Transylvania county.
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5265 It is an omen, most assuredly, of the death of some loved

one, for a rooster to crow at midnight.

Reverend Louis D. Hayman, Whiteville, Columbus county. Cf. Michi-
gan: Dorson, 115 (relative). Lean 11, 550 f., Radford, 83; Udal, 181;
HDA VIII, 966 ; Fielde, 798.

5266 If a rooster hops upon the fence and crows, it is a sign

that somebody will die.

Edith Walker, Watauga county.

5267 If a rooster crows on the banister it is a sign of death.

Carl G. Knox, Leland, Brunswick county.

5268 If a cock gets on the porch and turns toward the house
and crows, it is the sign of a death.

Julian P. Boyd. Tennessee: Rogers, Animal, No. 38 (rooster crowing on
porch of a sick person's home is an omen of death) — Alabama: Browne,
No. 3268 (when a red rooster comes up on the front porch and crows,
then hops down, somebody in the family will die soon)

.

5269 If a rooster comes up to the door and turns around and
faces the yard, there will be a death in the family.

Julian P. Boyd. Cf. Maryland: Whitney-Bullock No. 655 (if a rooster
comes into a room and turns his back and crows, it is a sure sign of
death)

.

5270 If a rooster comes to the front door and crows five times,

it is a sign of death in the family.

G. B. Caldwell, Jr., Monroe, Union county. Only the Ozark item makes
specific reference to the family. Kentucky: Thomas, No. 3568 (three
times in the door) — Illinois: Hyatt, No. 9802 (three times in your
door) ; No. 9801 ("We had a rooster that did not belong to us to come
and crow in our front door, and my mother died") — Ozarks: Randolph,
306 (seven times in front of a door without turning around: someone
in the family is going to die soon, whether any of them are sick or not).

HDA III, 1342.

5271 If a rooster crows standing with its head outside the door
it is a sign of a death in the family.

Mrs. Gertrude Allen Vaught, Alexander county. Tennessee: O'Dell,
Superstitions, 4 (standing in the doorway, facing away from the door:
someone you love) ; Redfield, No. 355 (crowing from the door) —
Georgia: JAFL v (1891), 62 (if a cock walks in at the door, turns
around and crows, he announces a death in the family) — Alabama:
Browne, No. 3267 (when a rooster crows with his back to the door you
will see a corpse).

5272 Someone is going to die if a rooster stands in the door of
a house and crows in.

Clarence Wilkinson, Kay Blackwelder, and an anonymous informant.
North Carolina: Bruton, Beliefs, No. 12 — Tennessee: Guerin, 56 — //-
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linois: Hyatt, No. 9800 (sudden death within two days) ; No. 9799 ("One
day last year a rooster came and crowed in a man's door across the

street, with his head looking in. I holler {sic) over and said, 'You had
better look out. Bad omen.' He said, 'I don't believe in that.' The next
day the rooster crowed again in the door. And the third morning the man
got a telegram. His son was dead. So you see it was an omen.")
HDA III, 1342.

5273 If a rooster crows with his head inside the door of the

house, there will be a death in the family.

Mrs. Gertrude Allen Vaught, Alexander county. Maryland: Whitney-
Bullock, No. 654 ("Ef yer see a rooster come stan' in de door an' crow
inter de house, hit's er sign o' death, sure!") — Kentticky: Thomas, No.
3572 (crows with his head from the door : decrease in the family) —
Ozarks: Randolph, Folk-Beliefs, 84.

5274 If a rooster crows in the back door, a death in the family

is foretold.

Frank C. Brown, Durham.

5275 When a rooster crows in the house it means death.

Lorelei Hansom. South: Puckett, 485 (Negro). HDA iii, 1342.

Birds

5276 If a little bird sits on the top of one's house, death is sure

to visit that house.

Green Collection. HDA 11, 122.

5277 If a bird builds a nest on a plate under the edge of your

porch, some member of the family will leave the same year by

death.

S. M. Gardner, Macon, Warren county. Cf. South: Puckett, 489 (a bird

building a nest in the house indicates the death of a friend before the

eggs hatch [Negro]).

5278 If a bird pecks on the house, count the number of times,

for they signify the number of days before a death will occur in

that house.

Anonymous. This item seems unique. As an example of a bird's pecking

or tapping on the door, and of the more common pecking at the window-
pane, I cite only an Indiana reference here : "A bird pecking at a door
or window means death to a member of the household or family" (Kell-

ner, 229).

5279 It is an omen of death if a bird appears at a house, either

on the window sill, or flutters against the glass.

Green Collection. General: Bergen, Animal, No. 341. (a bird pecking

at the window and flapping its wings against the window is an omen of

death) — South: Puckett, 489 (alighting on window sill [Negro]) —
Kentucky: Fentress, 13 (bird trying to come in at the window) — Ala-
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bama: Browne, No. 3223 (bird flying up at the window) — Indiana:

Halpert, Death, 208 (various details of a bird "at the window") — Illi-

nois: Hyatt, No. 9717 (Hghting on window sill) ; No. 9718 (sill of bed-

room window) : Norlin, 203, No. 8b (sill: death in the house) — Cali-

fornia: Papashvily, 118 (at the window: family). Cf. No. 5318 f.,

below. N & Q I", Vol. 2 (1862), 107; Radford, 35; HDA viii, 995.

5280 It any kind of bird gets in your house, it's a sure sign of

death.

G. B. Caldwell, Jr., Monroe, Union county, and four other informants

from central and western counties. Most entries refer to the bird's flying

in, so 1 shall not note this fact. Entries given below do not refer to a

bird's flying into a room—only the house, nor do they include references

to white bird's flying into the house. General: Bergen-Newell, 153;

Knortz, 136 — North Carolina: Hoke, 114; Walker, 6, No. 6 (member
of household) — Kentucky: KFR 11 (1956), 70 (into a home) ; Rainey,

14 (into a house and can't get out) ; Shearin, 319 (family) ; Thomas, No.

3518 — Tennessee: O'Dell, Superstitions, 4; Redfield, No. 297; Rickard,

8 (family) — Alabama: Browne, No. 3222; No. 3221 (family) —
Louisiana: Roberts, No. 1325 — Florida: Hauptmann, 12 (someone in

the house [Spanish]) — Quebec: Marie-Ursule, 132, No. 117 (French)
— Nova Scotia: Fauset, Nos. 22, 145 — Ontario: Waugh, No. 106 (fam-

ily) ; Wintemberg, Grey, No. 43; idem, Waterloo, 17 (when a wild bird

enters an occupied house one of the occupants will die soon) — New
England: Johnson, What They Say, 113 (family or near relatives) —
Massachusetts: Bergen, A)iiinal. No. 328 — Nezv York: Augar, 164

(French) ; Shultis, 220 — Pennsylvania: Fogel, No. 541 (German)
;

Rupp, 256, No. 24 (German) ; Shoemaker, 23 (someone in the immediate
family) — Ohio: Bergen, Aniiiuil, No. 328 — Indiana: Brewster,

Beliefs, No. 141 (flying, or attempting to fly into the house) ; Halpert,
Death, 208 (family) ; tbid (wild bird) — Illinois: Hyatt, No. 9720 (fu-

neral within ten days)
; 9728 (someone will die if you don't kill the bird.

"I never let a bird live that flies into my house. Those old sparrows are
always getting in. but they don't go out alive") — Wisconsin: Brown,
Birds, 7 (family) — Iowa: Stout, No. 174 (wild bird) ; No. 180 (wild
bird: family) — Missouri: Bergen, Animal, No. 80 (to ward ofT the
omen, spit on the floor, draw a circle around the saliva, then walk around
the circle with the back to it, and spit a second time [Negro]) ; McKin-
ney, 107 (death in the house) — Osarks: Randolph, Folk-Beliefs, 84
(family) — Texas: Bergen, Animal, No. 328 — New Mexico: Baylor,

145, No. 8 (death in the house within the next eight days [Spanish])
;

Moya, 64, No. 4 (death in the house [Spanish]) — Nebraska: (Tannell,

21, No. 4 (family) — Wyoming: Walton, Superstitions, No. 19 (if a
bird flies into your house, he brings death with him) — Idaho: Idaho
Lore, 201 (wild bird) — Oregon: Hand, No. 30 (death within year) —
Washington: Tacoma, 11, 17 — California: Dresslar, 27 (family: month,
year). Cf. No. 5006, above, and Nos. 5324, 5328, 5336, below. HDA
VIII, 1673.

5281 If a bird flies into a window, some member of the family
will die before the year is out.

Ada Briggs (Virginia), and an anonymous informant. The Illinois items,
and those from California and Oregon refer to a death in the family, or
someone in the house; all others simply to death. South: Puckett^ 488 f.

(wild bird [Negro]) — Maryland: Lee, 112 (wild bird [Negro]) —
Nova Scotia: Creighton, 25, No. 11; Fauset, No. 143; No. 144 (Negro)
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— Illinois: Norlin, 203, No. 8; Smith III, No. 14 (Negro) — California:

Dresslar, 27, 192 — Oregon: Hand, No. 8; No. 89 (friend).

5282 If a bird flies through the window and circles around the

room, it is a sign of death.

Minnie Stamps Gosney, Raleigh. References do not include beliefs about
birds flying against windows or windowpanes. Alabama: Bergen, Ani-
mal, No. 336 (if a bird fly in at a window at night and make a circle

about the lamp, the member of the family nearest the lamp will die within

that year) — A^ew York: Bergen, Animal, No. 329 (flying in at window
and being unable to escape); JAFL 11 (1889), 148, No. 12 (in at the

window and out again: bird is seeking someone's soul) — Illinois: Hyatt,
No. 9721 (family). Radford, 35.

5283 If a bird flies in the house and over the head of a person,

it is a sign of his death.

Elsie Doxey, Currituck county. Cf. Tennessee: Farr, Riddles, No. 137
(the person to whom it flies nearest will be next to die) — Ontario:

Waugh, No. no (each person over whose head it flies will die within a
year) — Illinois: Hyatt, No. 9722 ("If a bird comes in the door and
circles around your head and don't go out the same door it came in, you
will die ; but if it goes out the same door it came in, you will not die"

)

— California: Dresslar, 27 (if a bird flies three times around person's

head, the person will die soon).

5284 If a bird flies into a room where there are people and
lights on a bed, someone will die.

Zilpah Frisbie, Marion, McDowell county ; Miss Fannie Vann, Clinton,

Sampson county; and an anonymous informant. Cf. Illinois: Hyatt, No.

9729 (bird fluttering over bed signifies that person sleeping in the bed
will die). Lean 11, 553; Radford, s.v. "white-breasted bird."

5285 If a bird flies through the house, you will hear of a

funeral.

Antoinette Beasley, Monroe, Union county. Items cited refer to death

rather than specifically to a funeral. South: Puckett, 489 (Negro) ; ibid.

(if a bird flies through an open hallway, the direction he takes indicates

the course which will soon be taken by pallbearers carrying a coffin from
that house [Negro]) — North Carolina: Hoke, 114 — New York:

Barnes, No. 67b — Indiana: Halpert, Death, 208; ibid, (family) — Illi-

nois: Hyatt, No. 9723 ("When my grandma died, a big white bird flew

through the house one night, and she died the next morning") ; No.

9724 (flying through the house, in one window and out another) ; No.

9725 (memorat: bird came in front door and flew out the back: that

night, grandson, well as he could be, took a spasm and died before

morning) ; Wheeler, 62 (any small bird) — Texas: Hendricks, No. 45
(if the bird leaves the house a different way from the one he flew in,

there will be a death in the family).

5286 If you bring a live bird in the house, one of the family

will be taken out.

Macie Morgan, Stanly county.
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5287 If a bird lights on you or flutters against you, you will

die.

Green Collection. South: Puckett, 489 (bird alighting on one's hand or

shoulders [Negro]) —
• Iowa: Stout, No. 196 (bird fluttering in your

face) — Kansas: Bergen, Animal, No. 133 (alight on one's head).

5288 If a white-bosomed bird alights on a ship, one of the crew
will die.

Anonymous.

5289 If you see a buzzard's shadow, and do not see the buz-

zard, you will hear of a death.

W. J. Hickman, Hudson, Caldwell county.

5290 When a buzzard pitches on a dwelling house, it is a sign

that some member of the family in that house is going to die.

Carl G. Knox, Leland, Brunswick county. South: Puckett, 490 (Negro)
— Maryland: Whitney-Bullock, No. 630 (sitting on top of the house).

Cf. Nos. 5007, 5276, above, 5320, below.

5291 If a buzzard alights on the roof of a house, some member
of the family living in that house will die.

Carl G. Knox, Leland, Brunswick county. Cf. Maryland: Whitney-
Bullock, No. 1336 (for a lone buzzard to sit on a chimney).

5292 A crow calling is a sign of death.

Elizabeth Sutton, Durham county. Lean 11, 550; HDA viii, 995;
Sebillot II, 99, No. 131. Cf. Nos. 5297, 5305 flf., below.

5293 Hear a crow crying, and the direction you think you hear

it is the direction where a person is going to die.

Ruth Holt, Graham, Alamance county, and an anonymous informant.

5294 To dream of crows is a sign of a funeral.

Eleanor Simpson, East Durham, and Lucille Massey, Durham county.
HDA V. 362 f.

5295 One dove is a sign of death.

Eleanor Simpson, East Durham. HDA viii, 955. For a treatment of

the same general kinds of things that doves do in connection with death,

see Nos. 5296 fif. below.

5296 White doves are regarded as vehicles of death.

Green Collection. Various circumstances are given to show why white
doves are regarded as vehicles of death. Tennessee: Rogers, Animal, No.
57 (dream of white doves flying overhead: death) — New York: Travis,
201 (dream) — Indiana: Halpert, Death, 208 (flying into house) —
Illinois: Hyatt, No. 9894 (flying over house: someone in family) ; No.
9898 (vicmorat: two white doves flying over gate and fluttering at the
door ; then flying off to the cemetery ; death of mother same day) ; No.
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9899 (memorat: white dove picking on the window)
; 9900 {memorat:

two white doves sitting on window sill until mother died) ; No. 9903
{memorat: white dove sitting in the room) — Iowa: Stout, No. 171 (if

two white doves try to enter the house, and one or both succeed, it means
death) — California: Dresslar, 28 (lighting on window sill); ibid.

(doorstep). Cf. HDA ix, 350; McCartney, 164; Simon, Beliefs, 91.

5297 The cry of the mourning dove foretells death.

Anonymous. South: Puckett, 488 (if two persons are walking together
and hear a mourning dove, one of them will soon die [Negro]) — Ken-
tucky: Rainey, 14 (coo near house: death for some member of the fam-
ily) — Georgia: JAFL v (1892), 230 (cooing around the house) —
Alabama and Massachusetts: Bergen, Animal, No. 291 (cooing near
house : death for one of the inmates within a year ) . Cf . 5292, above, and
5305 flp., below HDA viii, 824.

5298 If you hear a mourning dove around the house, someone
will die unless you tie a knot in the corner of your apron. This
makes the dove go away.

Mrs. Luchans. South: Puckett, 488 (Negro).

5299 Shooting herons means death.

Green Collection. "An old man spied three white herons perched on
the gable of his house. He shot them, and his wife and daughter were
killed next day by lightning"—P.G. For notions of the disaster that

awaits killers of birds, see Nos. 5301, 5314, 5329, and 5334, below.

5300 White herons are vehicles of death.

Green Collection.

5301 If you kill a humming bird, you will not live to be twenty-

one years of age.

Anonymous. Tennessee: Rogers, Animal, No. 51. On the kiUing of

birds, see Nos. 5299, above, and 5314, 5329, and 5334, below.

5302 It is a sign of death to hear a mockingbird at night.

Green Collection. Cf. Tennessee: Rogers, Animal, No. 46 (to hear a
mockingbird singing on the chimney means that someone is going to die).

5303 To hear a shivering owl is a sign of a death.

Minnie Bryan Farrior, Duplin county.

5304 Turn your pockets wrong side out after hearing the hoot-

ing of an owl so as to prevent death.

Anonymous. Cf. Nos. 7270 ff., below.

5305 Someone dies every time an owl hoots.

Mrs. Nilla Lancaster, Goldsboro, Wayne county; Mrs. Afaude Minish
Sutton, Lenoir, Caldwell county ; Lucille Cheek, Chatham county ; and an

anonymous informant. (A memorat tells of death of Mrs. Lancaster's

aunt's grandchild following the crying of an owl outside her window at
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3 a.m.) "Course you know about owls," she went on, singing in her

high shrill voice a stanza from a banjo tune she knew 1 liked: "When
you hear that hoot owl squallin' / Somebody's dying' er a somebody's

dead"—Mrs. Sutton. The following items are general references to the

ominous hooting of the owl as a death portent, and none of them speci-

fies "every time," etc. General: Beckwith, College, No. 27a (death in the

family) ; Knortz, 63 (screeches) — South Carulina: Bryant 1, 288. No.
I (family) — Maryland: Whitney-Bullock, No. 636 — Kentucky: KFR
1 (1955), 45; Rainey, 14; Thomas, No. 3617 —

- 'reiniessee: Bond, 4
(screech owl hollering) ; TFSB xviii (1952), 49 (hear an owl screech)
— Alabama: Bergen, Animal, No. 295 (lioot of screech owl: family);

Browne, No. 3251 ; No. 3245 (death in the community) — Ne^tJ York:
Travis, 201 (Indians believe owl to be a harbinger of death) — Pennsyl-

vania: Phillips, 161, No. 31 (death within a year to those who hear the

hooting) — Indiana: Brewster, Beliefs, No. 139 — Illinois: Hyatt, No.
10025 ("One night an owl hollered, and we had three deaths on that

block all in a week's time") — lozva: Stout, No. 707 — Ozarks: Ran-
dolph, 314 (someone will die before the year is out) — Texas: Strecker,

Birds, 31 (barn owl) — California: Dresslar, 30; ibid, (the hooting of

the screech owl indicates the presence of the death angel) — Mexico:
Janvier, 350 ("When the screech owl cries, / The Indian dies") ; Knortz,
I35> SFQ III (1939), 72. Chambers 11, 53; Pop. Sup. Gent. Mag.,

204; Udal, 241; HDA 11, 1073; viii, 995; Sebillot I, 163; McCartney,
160 f. (literary references) ; Thompson, B 147.2.2.4.

5306 If an owl hoots three times, it means death.

Helen Fraser Smith. Cf. Tennessee: Rogers, Animal, No. 48 (three

consecutive nights arounds tlie house) — Ontario: Waugh, No. iii (three

consecutive nights: family) — Iowa: Stout: No. 178 (sure sign of death
in the household if an owl hoots three consecutive nights and then
leaves)

.

5307 If you hear a screech owl in the evening, you will hear of

a death in two weeks.

Dorothy McDowell Vann, Raleigh. Cf. Tennessee: Rogers, Animal, No.

49 (to hear an owl at your house hollowing at twilight means a death
in the family) — Texas: Hendricks, No. 118 (owl calling three times

from ridgepole at dusk).

5308 For an owl to cry in your yard is the sign of a death.

Martha Wall, Wallburg, Davidson county ; Martha Lineberry, Pitts-

boro, Chatham county; and an anonymous informant. Illiunis: Hyatt,
No. 10028 (back yard: someone in family).

5309 If you hear a screech owl around a house where there is a

sick person, it is a sign of death. If you want to ward off death

after this, take two sticks and cross them in the fire, ])utting

salt on them, or if you put a shovel in the fire the owl will stop.

Green Collection. Informant (Mrs. Davis) also recommends turning
shoes upside down, and putting poker and tongs in the fire. On this, cf.

Nos. 53 II (salt; shoes), 7264 ff. (shoes), 7274 f. (poker and tongs), 7277
(salt), below. References to owls in connection with the sick are
treated in Nos. 5008 f., above. On the use of a shovel to avert the evil

of an owl's hooting, the following item from Tennessee is illuminating

:
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"Put a shovel in the fire when a screech owl hollers, else someone will

die" (Frazier, 39, No. 3). Cf. also, No. 7273, below. Lean 11, 546.

5310 During the hours of the night if an owl is heard in the

trees near the house, one of the relatives of the house is to die

sometime soon.

Miss Fannie Vann, Clinton, Sampson county
; Joseph E. Kanipe, Ashe-

ville. Buncombe county ; an anonymous informant ; and six others. De-
spite the well-known nocturnal habits of the owl—and perhaps because

of it—only the Alabama reference, the first two Illinois items, the

second Tennessee one, both California references, and Addy bring in the

element of time (night) as well as of the place (on, at, or near the

house). Only where reference to deaths in the family, or to relatives is

made, will this fact be noted. General: Dunwoody, 38 (sitting on top of

the house) — North Carolina: Hoke, 114 (screech owl, near the house)
— South Carolina: Bryant I, 288, No. 2 (screech owl, near house) —
Maryland: Whitney-Bullock, No. 638 (near house: family) — Kentucky:
Thomas, No. 3618 (top of house: death in household) — Tennessee:

Farr, Riddles, No. 133 (if a screech owl remains around the house for

two or three nights screeching, someone in the family will die) ; O'Dell,

Superstitions, 4 (near house) — Louisiana: Roberts, No. 1344 (in a tree

near your house) — Mississippi: Hudson, 149, No. 5 (screech owl crying

near house: family) — Alabama: Browne, No. 3246 (screech owl calling

at night near house: sudden death in the home) — Florida: Hauptmann,

24 (the screeching of an owl is the sign of death ; the omen is all the

stronger if the owl is flying over the house [Spanish]) — Ontario: Win-
temberg, German H, 90 (near a dwelling [German]) ; idem, Waterloo,

17 (near house) — Nezu York: Travis, 201 (the red screech owl calling

his mournful note from the housetop means death beneath) — Pennsyl-
vania: Fogel, No. 572 (near house [German]) ; Rupp, 256, No. 26 (near

dwelling: death within that home) — Wisconsin: Brown, Birds, 9 (near

wigwam: death in family [Indian?]) — Illinois: Hyatt, No. 10029

("Just before my uncle died, an owl came and set on a tree in front of

the house for three nights, hooting. The fourth day my uncle died") ;

No. 10030 (memorat: old owl on tree by the cottage hollering three

nights) ; No. 10027 (in front of house) — Osarks: Randolph, 245
(screech owl near cabin) — Texas: Turner, 158 (screech owl near
house: family) — Nebraska: Cannell, 21, No. 5 (near house: someone
in the house will die), No. 6 (owl hooting three times on person's prop-
erty: death in the family of the one owning the land) — Nevada:
Loomis, Folklore, 417, No. 21 — California: Dresslar, 30 (hooting at

night where one can hear it: family) ; ibid, (around house at night: fam-
ily) — Dominican Republic, Andrade, 427 (owl screeching near house,

or alighting on roof: family [Spanish]). Addy 70; Leather, 25; Udal,

242; HDA vni, 995; Johnson, Normandy, 109; Laval, 14, n. i; McCart-
ney, 159.

531 1 If an owl whoops on a tree near the house or on a chim-

ney, it is a sign of death in the house or the neighhorhood. If

the people in the house would put salt in the fire to burn the tail

of the bird in the chimney, or would turn a pair of shoes upside

down under the bed, or would turn clothes inside out, the owl
wotild stop hooting and fly away.

Mrs. Luchans. Chimney: loiva: Stout, No. 179 (owl hooting on chim-

ney: family). See Lean 11, 546, 558. Salt on fire: New York: Travis,
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201 (death caused by the call of the red screech owl from the housetop

can be averted by throwing a handful of salt on the fire) — Ozarks:
Randolpli, 307. Shoes: Tennessee: Massey, 57 (the only way to break

the omen is for everyone living in the house to pull of? his shoes and turn

them upside down under the bed ; he who forgets to turn his shoes may
die within the week) — Alabama: Hergen, Animal, No. 112 (under the

bed not specified) — Pennsylvania: Phillips, 161, No. 31 (under bed not

specified) — Indiana: Kellner, 229 (jump out of bed and put your shoes

in the corner of the room). Ci. Nos. 7277 (salt), and 7265 flf. (shoes),

below.

5312 Death will result if a hoot owl perches on the eaves of a

house.

Will S. Sease (Oklahoma). Alabama: Browne, No. 3249 (lighting on
your house: family). Cf. Nos. 5008, above, and 7258, below. Radford,

185 ; Udal, 242.

5313 A death in the family is indicated if an owl hoots at your

back door.

Eleanor Simpson, East Durham. Cf. Kentucky: Thomas, No. 3620
(hooting at the door three successive nights: death in the house) —
Alabama: Browne, No. 3248 (front door). Cf. No. 7262, below.

5314 Death to him that shoots an owl.

Will S. Sease (Oklahoma). Georgia: Figh, Arp, 172 (as taught by
Africa witch doctor) — Alabama: Woodall, 325 (some of your kinfolks

will die in twelve months). For the tabu against killing birds, see Nos.

5299, 5301, above, and 5329, 5334, below.

5315 Screech owls can see death.

Anonymous.

5316 It is a sign of death to pick up a peacock feather in the

yard where a new house is.

Elsie Doxey, Currituck county. Cf. Kentucky: Thomas, No. 3630 (a pea-

cock feather brought into the house will surely cause death) — Ontario:
Waugh, No. 109 — Illinois: Hyatt, No. 10041 (to carry a peacock
feather into the house forebodes death).

5317 The alighting of a white pigeon near the house is a sign of

death.

Anonymous. Cf. Addy, 66; Lean 11, 557: Radford, 190.

5318 The alighting of a white pigeon at a window means an
early death for some occupant of the room.

Burns.

5319 It is an omen of death if a pigeon or dove lights on the

window sill or flutters against the glass.

Green Collection. Cf. Illinois: Hyatt, No. 10069 (death, if a strange
pigeon enters the house and sits on the bed). Cf. No. 5279, above.
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5320 If a raven lights on top of the house and caws, someone
in the house will die.

Julian P. Boyd. Lean 11, 550; HDA viii, 995; McCartney, 162.

5321 To see a redbird is a sign you are going to hear of a death.

Alma Irene Stone, Meredith College, near Raleigh.

5322 When a redbird builds a nest around, it is a sign of death.

Mrs. Gertrude Allen Vaught, Alexander county.

5323 If a redbird flies round the house often, there will be a

death in the family.

Mrs. Gertrude Allen Vaught, Alexander county. Cf. Ozarks: Randolph,

245 (a "rooster redbird" hovering around the door). HDA vii, 838.

5324 If a redbird comes into the house, it is a sign that there is

to be a death in the family.

Minnie Stamps Gosney, Raleigh. Cf. Illinois: Hyatt, No. 10087 (a red-

bird lighting on the window sill means death). Cf. No. 5280, above.

5325 If a swift comes down the chimney, it's a sure sign of

death in the house.

J. Schaffner.

5326 If you happen to be sitting down, and hear a turtledove,

it is a sign of a death in your family before the year is out.

Professor J. T. C. Wright, Boone, Watauga county. Cf. Illinois: Wheel-
er, 62 (family not mentioned, nor time limit). HDA vrn, 703.

5327 If you hear a turtledove after January first, and it is

facing you, it is a sign of good luck, and if its back is toward you,
you will die during that year.

Anonymous. Cf. Alabama: Browne, No. 3239 (if you hear a turtle dove
early in the spring, and you are lying down, etc.) — Kansas: Bergen,
Animal, No. 288 (same as previous item).

5328 If a turtledove flies in your house, it means that somebody
in your family is going to die.

G. B. Caldwell, Jr., Monroe, Union county. Cf. Kentucky : Thomas, No.
3609 (into the room: death before the week is out [family not men-
tioned]) — Illinois: Hyatt, No. 9901 (death before week is out [family
not mentioned]) — Arkansas: Randolph, 307 (somebody is sure to die

soon). Cf. No. 5280, above.

5329 If you shoot a turtledove and kill it, the same number of

tears that run out of its eyes is the number of years you will live

before you die.

Anonymous. Cf. Indiana: Halpert, Death, 218, No. 22 (someone in your
family will die). Cf. Nos. 5299, 5301, 5314, above, 5334, below.
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5330 If a whippoorwill alights near a house and sings, it is a

token of death.

R. S. Russell, Roxboro, Person county, Helen Harrell, and an anonymous
informant. Cf. South: Puckett, 488 (wailing around the house at night

[Negro]) — Kentucky: Rainey, 13 f. (uttering its note near a house)
;

Thomas, No. 3653 (singing in a tree near the house) — Tennessee:

Rogers, Animal, No. 45 (coming to your house at twilight: someone in

family) — Mississippi: Hudson, 149, No. 3 (night: family) — .llabama:

Bergen, Animal, No. 322 (very near the house) ; Browne, No. 3257
(lighting on top of house) — New England: Johnson, IVhat They Say,
112 — Maine: Decrow, 320 (singing night after night near a door or
under a window : sure sign of approaching death in the house) — New
Hampshire and New York: Bergen, Animal, No. 322 — New York:
JAFL rv (1891), 273 (beneath the windows, especially bedroom win-
dows: death in house) — Pennsylvania: Rupp, 256, No. 26 (near dwell-
ing: death within home) — ]Visconsin: Brown, Birds, 8 (calling in tree

near the house) — Illinois: Hyatt, No. 10187 ("My mother always told

me if a whippoorwill sings near your house you will have a death in the

family. One night a whippoorwill came and set on the corner of our
house and hollered. I went out and run it away. The next morning it

came back again. I run it away again, but inside of an hour we got word
my sister was dead") — Ocarks: Randolph, 306 f. (whippoorwills seldom
alight on buildings, but if one does come to rest on the roof of a house
and gives its characteristic call from this position, there will be a death
in the neighborhood within twenty-four hours) — Texas: Hendricks, No.
118 (calling three times from the ridgepole at dusk: death in that house)— Washington: Tacoma, 29. Cf. HDA ix, 934.

5331 If a whippoorwill whistles at the back of the house, there

will be a death in the immediate family that fall.

R. B. Cochrane, Buncombe county.

5332 If a whippoorwill cries at your back door, you will hear
of a death in less than twenty-four hours.

Mrs. Gertrude Allen Vaught, Alexander county.

5333 If you hear a whippoorwill in a graveyard, it is a sign of

death.

Clara Hearne, Roanoke Rapids, Halifax county. Cf. Ohio: JAFL 11

(1889), 72 (Last night, as I passed by the churchyard alone, / A whip-
poorwill sat on the marble tombstone, . . . [folk doggerel] ).

5334 If you kill a whippoorwill, you will lose some of your
people.

Julian P. Boyd. Cf. Nos. 5299, 5301, 5314, 5329, above.

5335 If a wren builds on a plate under the edge of a porch,
some member of the family will leave the same year by death.

Zilpah Frisbie, Marion, McDowell county, and an anonymous informant.
Cf. No. 5277, above.

5336 If a wren flies in the house, someone will die soon.

Anonymous. Cf. No. 5280, above.
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Insects, Worms, etc.

5337 The chirping of a cricket in the house is a sign of death.

Lucille Massey, Durham county. Cf. Fcnnsyh'ania: Hoffman II, 31

(death of one of the inmates [German]) — California: Dresslar, 46
(singing). Addy, 67; HDA viii, 996.

5338 The chirping of a cricket on the hearth means death.

Clara Hearne, Roanoke Rapids, Halifax county. Louisiana: Roberts, No.
1427 — ll'asliington: Tacoma, 11. Lean 11, 558; HDA viii, 996.

5339 If you kill a doodlebug, your mother or father will die.

Julian P. Boyd.

5340 An earwig in the ear will work its way into the brain and
kill you.

Green Collection. Cf. General: Bergen, Animal, No. 1077 (eat out a

person's brains). HDA vi, 1221 ; Sebillot I, 302.

5341 Don't kill a "year wig." If you do, its mate will get into

your ear and kill you.

Thomas Smith, Zionville, Watauga county.

5342 If a firefly gets into the house, it means death.

Clara Hearne, Roanoke Rapids, Halifax county.

5343 If a lightning bug comes in the house at night, there will

be one more or one less persons in the house the next night.

Sarah K. Watkins, Anson and Stanly counties. Tennessee: Harder, 9 —
Alabama: Browne, No. 3242 (if you turn out the light and see a light-

ning bug, etc.). HDA iv, 764.

5344 To dream of lice is a sign of sickness and death.

Susie Spurgeon Jordan, Brevard, Transylvania county. HDA v, 936.

5345 If a measuring worm counts your teeth, you will die.

Green Collection.

5346 A green measuring worm is sent by Death to measure for

the coffin.

Anonymous.

5347 If a measuring worm is on someone, it is measuring that

person for a coffin.

Helen Fraser Smith. South: Puckett, 493 (a u-hite span worm on your

body is measuring you for your shroud [Negro]) — Kentucky: Rainey,

12 (...crawls all over you); Thomas, No. 3769 (measures you full

length, you will die) — Alabama: Bergen, Aniniat, No. 432 (white span

worm: approaching death [Negro]) — Pennsylvania: Phillips, 168, No.
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79 (measuring one's clothes for a shroud) — Indiana: Kellner, 229 (if

you don't want to die, get a measuring worm off you quick before he

measures you for a coffin).

Plants, Vegetables

5348 If in planting, a row is skipped and left unplanted, some-

one in the family will die (before the close of the year).

Carl G. Knox, Leland, Brunswick county, W. H. Smith, W. Q. Grigg,

Cleveland county, and Alex Tugman, Todd, Ashe county. South:

Puckett, 428 f. (Negro) ; Duncan, 235, No. i — Kentucky: Thomas, No.
2872 — Maryland: Whitney-Bullock, No. 1094 (no time limit) — Ala-
bama: Browne, No. 3278; No. 3279 (farmer missing row will die before

harvest) ; No. 3277 (someone will die) — Illinois: Wheeler, 62. Lean
II, 570; Radford, 215; HDA viii, 999; Storaker, Menneskct, No. 1080.

5349 If you leave a row furrowed ofif in a held without plant-

ing, a member of the family will be lost before the close of the

year.

Alex Tugman, Todd, Ashe county, J. C. Paisley, and W. Q. Grigg,

Cleveland county.

5350 If you miss a row of corn when y(ni are planting, it is a

sign that someone of the family will die.

Mrs. Gertrude Allen Vaught, Alexander county. West Virginia: HF vi

(1947), 47 (if the missed row is discovered before the corn comes up,

death will be prevented) — Kentucky: Price, 36; Thomas, No. 2911

(death before planting time again) — Tennessee: McGlasson, 23, No. 8
— Alabama: Browne: No. 3276; No. 3275 (if you don't plant this missed
row, somebody in the family will die during the year) — Indiana: Hal-
pert, Death, 266, No. 5 (missing two consecutive rows) — Illinois:

Hyatt, No. 9830 (death before corn is planted again) — Oregon: Hand,
No. 41.

5351 If a farmer fails to plant a row of corn in the cornfield by
oversight, some member of his family will die before the harvest

time.

R. L. Brown, Wilkes, Watauga and Alleghany counties, and four other
informants from widely separated counties. Kentucky: Thomas, No. 2910
(before corn-gathering time) — Illinois: Hyatt, No. 9829.

5352 If you skip a row in planting wheat, there will be a death

in the family within a year.

Green Collection: Cf. Kentucky: Thomas, No. 2870 (missing "land" in

sowing: no time limit) — Ontario: JAFL xxi (1908), 362 (leaving a
coffin-shaped piece of land unsowed [French]) — Pennsylvania: Fogel,
No. 536 (if you miss a strip, you will die within a year) — Maryland
and Ohio: Bergen, Current, No. 1228 (missed strip: death inside of year
[family not mentioned]) — California: Dresslar, 15 (death in the family
of the sower before the grain is harvested).

5353 It is a sign of death if a plant flowers out of its season.

Madge Nichols, Raleigh. Cf. Nos. 5360, 5366, below.
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5354 If a white cabbage is found in the cabbage, it is a sign

that some member of the family will die during that year.

R. L. Brown, two informants from Sampson and McDowell counties, and
an anonymous informant. Ontario: Wintemberg, German I, 45 (white, or

covered with white spots [German]) ; II, 90 (German) ; idem, Waterloo,

\y — Pennsylvania: Fogel, No. 544 (if a cabbage plant has white leaves,

it means a funeral [German]). HDA vni, 999.

5355 If the first corn silk you see in your field is white, there

will be a death in the family.

Mrs. Gertrude Allen Vaught, Alexander county. Kentucky: Thomas,
Nos. 289, 2916 (you will go to a funeral) — Tennessee: Redfield, No.

356 (a burying) — Illinois: Hyatt, No. 9831. HDA v, 1542; also cf.

IX, 350.

5356 Never give anybody any red pepper. It will give them
bad luck, and they will more than likely die soon.

Green Collection. "I knew of an old Negro woman who tried to keep a

lady from taking some red pepper pods to her daughter-in-law. One day
the lady slipped some in the basket and took them. Within a year she

was dead, and the Negro said that was the cause"—P.G. Cf. New
York: NYFQ x (1954), 277 ("Pepper puts a man on his horse and a

woman in her grave").

5357 If one gives away or jjorrows sage, a member of the fam-
ily will die.

Lucille Massey, Durham county.

5358 If you eat wild strawberries out of a cemetery, you will

die.

Robert E. Long, Roxboro, Person county.

Flowers, Bushes

5359 It is bad luck for anyone to thank a person for seeds or

flower plants. They will die if you do thank the giver.

Eleanor Simpson, East Durham.

5360 The sight of a flower blooming out of season means death.

Since the flower is untimely, it has but a short time to live, as

do some human beings.

Mrs. Luchans. Maryland: Whitney-Bullock, No. 542 — Mova Scotia:

Creighton, 25, No. 13 (if you pluck a flower out of season, you will die

within a year on the same day) — Ontario: Bergen, Current, No. 1186

(example given) — Illinois: Wheeler, 62 (death in the family before the

year is out) — loiva: Stout, No. 181 (flowers blooming out of doors

late in the fall). Cf. Nos. 5353, above, 5366, below.

5361 Blackberry blossoms bring death ; they make peojile rest-

less, but cause all the trouble during blooming time.

Mrs. Maude Minish Sutton, Lenoir, Caldwell county. Cf. Illinois: Hyatt,

No. 6001 (a dream of blackberries presages death). HDA 1, 1583.
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5362 To take home blackberry blossoms is to take death into

the family.

Mrs. Maude Minish Sutton, Lenoir, Caldwell county.

5363 Planting a lilac bush is a sign of death.

Green Collection. Sorth Carolina (Pasquotank county) : Folk-Lore xlix
(1938), 167.

5364 When the lilac bush's leaves turn cream, someone will die.

J. Frederick Doering, Durham. Onttirio: Doering-Docring I, 62.

5365 If you set out a snowball bush, and it lives, one of your
family will die.

Anonymous.

5366 When snowballs bloom out of season, someone in the

family is going to die soon.

Carl G. Knox, Leland, Brunswick county. Cf. loiua: Stout, No. 209 (if

a snowball bush blooms in the fall, there will be a death before the year
is over). Cf. Nos. 5353, 5360, above.

5367 To bring a snowdrop flower in the house is a sign of
death.

Kate S. Russell, Roxboro, Person county. Lean ti, 570; Radford 222;
HDA VII, 1280.

Trees

5368 If a person plants a tree, it will die before it is big enough
to shade his grave.

Julian P. Boyd. Cf. No. 5378 f., 5386 f., below.

5369 It is a sign of death lo dream of fruit out of season.

Green Collection. Cf. California: Dresslar, 132 (dream of eating fruit
[but not out of season]).

5370 Fruit trees flowering out of season foretell death.

Green Collection. Maryland: Whitney-Bullock, No. 541 (blossoming
twice a year, the owner will lose a friend by death) — Pennsylvania:
Fogel, No. 548 (in fall [German]) — Ohio: Bergen, Animal, No. 1208— Illinois: Hyatt, No. 10163 — lozva: Stout, No. 154 (blooming twice a
year: family). Addy, 62; Lean 11, 558: Radford, 42, 127; Udal, 181

;HDA VI, 1167; VIII, 999.

5371 Never trim up the trees at a graveyard or fix them in any
way, unless someone is to be buried there. If done at any other
time, there'll be a death in the family.

Zilpah Frisbie, Marion, McDowell county; E. B. Spivey, Jr., Trottville,
Hertford county ; and an anonymous informant.
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5372 When a tree falls in the mountains, someone dies.

Harry G. Hall, Marion, McDowell county, and an anonymous informant.
Cf. Alabama: Browne, No. 3280 (if a dead tree falls in the forest, and
you hear the sound, it is a sign of death). McCartney, 174.

5373 If a tree dies in the yard, a member of your family will

die.

Green Collection. Illinois: Hyatt, No. 10161 (death in the house).

5374 If a tree in one's front yard dies, there will be a death in

the family within a year.

Ruth Trivette, Hickory, Catawba county, and an anonymous informant.
Cf. Illinois: Hyatt, No. 10162 (tree on edge of the street in front of the

house: death in family or neighborhood).

5375 I^ you cut down a tree in your yard, someone in your
family will die within a year.

Anonymous.

5376 If you plant a cedar tree, a member of your family will

die.

Furman Bridgers, Wilson, Wilson county. South: Puckett, 421 (Negro)
— Maryland: Whitney-Bullock, No. 1120 (in the family or among one's

relations ; this is probably because of the fact that cedar trees are often

planted in graveyards) — Louisiana: Roberts, No. 1168 (you will die) —
Illinois: Smith I, 59; II, 66, No. 2 (citing Angelo de Gubernatis, La
Mythologie des Plantcs [Paris, 1882], i, 159; 11, 118, on the baleful

influence of cedar).

5377 If one sets out a cedar tree and the tree grows taller than

the person setting it out, then the latter will surely die.

W. H. Smith.

5378 If you plant a cedar tree, you will die when it gets large

enough to shade your grave.

Kate S. Russell, Roxboro, Person county, and five other informants from
widely separated localities. South: Duncan, 235, No. 7; Puckett, 421

(Negro) — South Carolina: Bryant I, 289, No. 5 — Kentucky: Roberts,

Floyd County, 50, No. 6; Thomas, No. 2978 (cedar tree in yard: family)
— Tennessee: Farr, Riddles, No. 131 ; idem, Superstitions, No. 131 ; Red-
field, No. 302 — Alabama: Williamson, No. i (Negro) — Illinois: Alli-

son, No. 451 (large enough to shadow a coffin: someone will die);

Briggs, 216 (large enough to shade the barn: family) ; Hyatt, No. 9773
(plant a cedar tree in your yard, and you will never live to sit in its

shade) ; No. 9774 (if a cedar tree is planted in a cemetery, the planter,

etc.) — Texas: Hendricks, No. 126 (family) ; Turner, 162 (via Tennes-
see?). Cf. Nos. 5368, above, 5386 f., below.

5379 It is unwise to set out a black cedar tree. When it is tall

enough to shadow your grave, you will die.

The Green Collection, and Maude Minish Sutton, Lenoir, Caldwell
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county. "Planting a black cedar was the surest of Aunt Nancy's charms.
When you plant a black cedar you plant it to shelter your grave, she

said, and she believed that when the cedar got tall enough to make a
shadow the full length of your grave that you would die. She told me
a story of how one man got another to plant a black cedar purt nigh as

tall as he was, and he died in two years"—M.M.S. Cf. No. 5378, above.

5380 If a man cuts twelve inches from the top of a red cedar

tree, he will die before the tree grows the twelve inches back.

Green Collection.

5381 An oak ball on a burning black log is a death omen.

Green Collection.

5382 It is bad luck to set pine trees out in the yard in a line,

for as many members of the family will die as there are trees

in the line.

Mrs. Gertrude Allen Vaught, Alexander county. Cf. Kentucky: Thomas,
No. 2991 (as many black pines as you plant in your yard, so many will

die in your family) — Illinois: Hyatt, No. 10070 (for every pine tree you
plant in the yard, there will be a death in your family).

5383 If a person plants a walnut, that person will die before

the tree bears nuts.

Green Collection. South: Puckett, 422 (Negro).

5384 If you plant a weeping willow tree, someone in your fam-
ily will die.

Anonymous. Missouri: Randolph, 308 ("There are people in southwest
Missouri who will not under any conditions plant a willow. I once asked
a hired man to 'stick' some willows in a certain gravel bar, in order to

turn the creek the other way and prevent it from cutting into my field.

Without mentioning the matter to me, he went out and hired another
man to attend to this. 'It's sure death for us folks to fool with willers,'

he explained later, 'so I just got one o' them Henson boys. The Hensons
is eddicated, an' they don't believe nothin'").

5385 If you plant a willow tree, you will never live to see it

bloom.

Green Collection. Cf. South: Puckett, 422 (you will die the first year
that it bears [blooms?] [Negro]).

5386 If one plants a weeping willow, he will die when the tree

is large enough to shade his grave.

The Misses Holeman, Durham county, and Mary O. Pruette, Charlotte.

Tennessee: McGlasson, 22, No. 2 (someone in the family) — Louisiana:
Roberts, No. 1170 (family) — Alabama: Browne, No. 3281 — Illinois:

Smith II, 66, Xo. 1 (when it gets large enough to shade your barn) —
Texas: Turner, 162. Cf. Nos. 5368, 5378, above.
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5387 If you plant a weeping willow tree in the yard, you will

die when the lowest limb grows long enough to cover your grave.

Green Collection.

5388 Weeping willers [willows] drooping to the ground and
into the water is a sign of death.

Mrs. Maude Minish Sutton, Lenoir, Caldwell county. "The weepin'

willers droops clear to the ground before a death on the place," she said.

"When my Sam died the big wilier by the spring branch trailed its

limbs in the branch till they was caked with mud a week after the

buryin' "—M.M.S.

Farm Implements

5389 If one carries a farming tool into the house, some mem-
ber of the family will soon die. To prevent the death, turn and
carry the tool out the same way it was brought in.

Miss Fawn Watson, Robeson county, and Mrs. Gertrude Allen Vaught,
Alexander county. Maryland: Whitney-Bullock, No. 1017 (no counter

measure) — Iowa: Stout, No. 217 (never take any instrument to be

used in the ground through the house or you will work on the grave
of some member of the liousehold within a year) — California: Dresslar,

67, 192. Cf. Nos. 2975 ff., above.

5390 If any sharp tool is carried through the house, someone
will die before the year is out.

Miss Mamie Mansfield, Durham county. Michigan: Bergen, Current,

No. 1 162 (iron implement) — Indiana: Halpert, Death, 217, No. 15

(neither family nor time mentioned) — Nebraska: Cannell, 22, No. 29
(no time element). Cf. Nos. 2980, above, 5391 ff., below.

5391 Carrying an ax through the house may result in a death,

unless it is taken out the way it came in.

Mrs. Nilla Lancaster, Goldsboro, Wayne county, and Mrs. Gertrude
Allen Vaught, Alexander county. Only the Tennessee and Mississippi

items specify the way in which death may be averted. General: Knortz,

41 — Tennessee: Redfield, No. 294 — Louisiana: Roberts, No. 617

(French) — Mississippi: Hudson, 149, No. 2 — Alabama: Browne, No.

3282; Figh, Sanders, 186 — Michigan: Bergen, Current, No. 1162. Cf.

No. 2981, above.

5392 If you carry an ax through the house, your mother will

die.

Julian P. Boyd. All references are to a member of the family, not

mother. Maryland: Whitney- Bullock, No. 1018 (you will bury the

oldest member of your family) — Virginia: Bergen, Current, No. 1161 —
Tennessee: O'Dell, Superstitions, 5 — Alabama: Woodall, 325 (carry-

ing ax on your shoulder) — Indiana: Halpert, Death, 218, No. 15 —
Illinois: Allison, No. 251 — lozua: Stout, No. 151 (death in the house
within a year) — California: Dresslar, 67. Cf. No. 2981, above.
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5393 It is a sign of your mother's death to carry a hoe, or any
farm implement, into the house.

Miss Mamie Mansfield, Durham county. All references are to death in

the family unless otherwise specified. Maryland: Whitney-Bullock, No.
ioi8 (.you will bury the oldest member of the family) — Viryinia:

Bergen, Current, No. iibi — Tennessee: Burton, 5 (will cause a death
—likely to the one who brings it. "Only a month before the death of my
grandmother's oldest son, he brought a hoe into the house") ; O'Dell,
Superstitions, 5 — Alabama: Woodall, 325 (carrying it on your
shoulder) — Pennsylvania: Brinton, 183 — Indiana: Halpert, Death,
217, No. 15 — Illinois: Hyatt, No. 9948; Wheeler, 62 (another death in

the family before the year is out) — Missouri: McKiniiey, 108 —
Ozarks: Randolph, 305 (near relative within a year) — Nebraska: Can-
nell, 22, No. 28 — California: Dresslar, 07 (family, within a year). Cf.

No. 2983, above.

5394 If a hoe is carried through a house, someone will die be-

fore the year is out.

Miss Mamie Mansfield, Durham county, and three other informants from
Watauga, McDowell, and Orange counties. In only the Alabania and
Ohio references is a time limit set. Maryland: Whitney-Bullock, No.
1017 — Kentucky: Price, 32 — Alabama: Browne, No. 3283 — Pennsyl-
vania: Brinton, 183 (friend or neighbor) — Ohio: Bergen, Current, No.
1160 — Illinois: Allison, No. 251; Norlin, 203, No. 16 — Wyotning:
Walton, Superstitions, No. 5 — Oregon: Hand, No. 19 — California:
Dresslar, 66. Cf. Nos. 2983, 5393, above.

5395 If a hoe is carried through the house, that hoe will dig

your grave.

The Misses Holeman, Durham county. General: Knortz, 41 (whoever
carries a hoe through a room provides work for a gravedigger) —
South: Puckett, 411 (you will dig a grave soon) — Kentucky: Thomas,
No. 1658 (someone will dig your grave) — Alabania: Figh, Sanders, 186
(a grave diggin') — Illinois: Hyatt, No. 9947 (someone will soon dig
your grave).

5396 If you carry a pick or shovel through a dwelling house,
that same tool will be used to dig a grave, at once. To counter-
act this you must carry the same tool through the house again,

going in the contrary direction, and walking backwards.

Alex Tugman, Todd, Ashe county. The following two references are to

a shovel only, and both prescribe the means of escaping death, except
that walking backwards is not enjoined. Oregon: Hand, No. 19 — Cali-

fornia: Dresslar, 67 (family). For further treatment of the shovel in

this connection, see No. 5398, below.

5397 To bring a rake through the house is a sign of death.

G. B. Caldwell, Jr., Monroe, Union county. Alabania: Figh, Sanders, 186
(to tote a rake through the house means a grave diggin') — Indiana:
Halpert, Death, 217, No. 15 (family) — Illinois: Hyatt, No. 10081 (drag
a rake through the house and you are dragging a death into the family)
— California: Dresslar, 67 (family). Cf. No. 2986, above.
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5398 A shovel, if brought into the house, must be carried out
backward, or it will cause a member of the family's grave to be

dug.

Mrs. Norman Herring, Tomahawk, Sampson county. None of the fol-

lowing references contain counteractive prescriptions. North Carolina:

Walker, 7, No. 17 (your grave) — Pennsylvania: Shoemaker, 10 (death
in family) — Indiana: Halpert, Death, 218, No. 15 (death in family)

;

ibid, (if somebody carries a shovel through the house, he will dig your
grave) — Illinois: Hyatt, No. 10135 (an early grave for someone in the
family) ; Norlin, 203, No. i6a (sign of death) — lozva: Stout, No. 163
(death in the family within a year) — Nebraska: Cannell, 22, No. 28
(family) — Wyoming: Walton, Superstitions, No. 5 (death) — Cali-

fornia: Dresslar, 67. Cf. HDA ix (Suppl.), 142.

5399 If you bring a spade in the house, you soon will see a

friend buried.

Minnie Stamps Gosney, Raleigh. Unless otherwise specified, all refer-

ences to death are general, none specifically to the death of a friend.

General: Knortz, 41 (work for the gravedigger) — South: Puckett, 411
(you will dig a grave soon [Negro]) — Virginia: Bergen, Current, No.
1161 (family) — Kentucky: Thomas, No. 1658 (someone will dig your
grave) — Alabama: Figh, Sanders, 186 (a grave diggin') ; Woodall,

325 (carrying a spade on your shoulder: family) — Indiana: Halpert,
Death, 217, No. 15 (family) — Illinois: Hyatt, No. 10135 (an early

grave for someone in the family) ; No. 10136 (the person who ... is

digging his grave, or some other person will dig the grave) ; Norlin, 203,
No. i6b — Nebraska: Cannell, 22, No. 27; No. 28 (family) — Cali-

fornia: Dresslar, 67, 192 (both family). Addy, 98.

5400 If you stand with your back too near the fire, it will melt

the marrow in your backbone and kill you.

Anonymous.

5401 Letting a swing die down means someone will die.

Green Collection. Cf. Illinois: Hyatt, No. 10151 (to let a swing die in-

stead of stopping it: death in family) ; No. 10150 (if a person lets a
swing die and stop before he gets out, his death is portended). HDA
VII, 1018.

5402 If you write on mourning paper when you're not in

mourning, it is a sign of death.

Mary O. Pruette, Charlotte.

5403 If one hands a pair of scissors to someone with the blades

open, that person will die a violent death.

J. Frederick Doering, Durham. Ontario: Doering-Doering I, 61.

Care for the Dead

Clocks, Mirrors, Pictures, etc.

5404 The clock stops when a person dies.

Elizabeth Sutton, Durham county. Cf. HDA viii, 1270. For further

references, see No. 5052, above.
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5405 To stop the clock after someone has died will keep away
bad luck.

Constance Patten, Greensboro ; Miss Fawn Watson, Robeson county

;

and Miss Mamie Mansfield, Durham county. South: Puckett, 82 (the

clock is stopped, lest it "run down to nothing" and can never be fixed so

as to keep good time again [Negro]) — North Carolina: Brewster,
Customs, 25b (.extensive references) — Maryland: Bullock, 12; Whit-
ney-Bullock, No. 2056 — Kentucky: Thomas, No. 744 — Tennessee:
Rogers, 68 — Alabama: Browne, No. 3169 — Ontario: Waugh, No. 360;
Wintemberg, Crcy, No. 238 — New Hampshire and New York: Bergen
et al., 12, No. 2 — Massachusetts: Newell, 242 (Irish) — New York:
JAFL I (1888), 196 (Indian) — Indiana: Brewster, Beliefs, No. 210 —
Illinois: Briggs, 216; Hyatt, No. 10235; Wheeler, 65 (Catholic custom)
— loiva: Stout, No. 214 — Missouri: Randolph, 312 (people believe

that this custom is based upon "a old injun idy") -— Nebraska: Eric-

son, 150, No. 7. Napier, 60; HDA viii, 981.

5406 Whenever anybody dies, stop the clock until the next

morning.

G. B. Caldwell, Jr., Monroe, Union county, W. H. Smith and Jethro
Harris, Northampton county. South Carolina: Bryant I, 289, No. 6
(don't start it again until after the funeral) ; H, 143, No. 46 (start

after funeral so as to prevent more bad luck) — Virginia: JAFL vii

(1894), 154 (started after burial) — Louisiana: Roberts, No. 218 (until

the corpse is taken away) — Illinois: Hyatt, No. 10236 (restart after

funeral) — Iowa: Stout, No. 161 (leave clock stopped until after fu-

neral). HDA v, 1 127.

5407 There will be another death, if the master of a house dies

and the clock is not stopped.

Zilpah Frisbie, Marion, McDowell county. Cf. Tennessee: Guerin, 56
(stop clock, etc.; if a clock should stop of its own accord while a corpse
is lying in the house, another member of the family will die within a
year) — New York: Gardner, No. 292 (another death in the family) —
Illinois: Hyatt, No. 10237 (another death in the family a year to the
day) ; No. 10238 ("Never let a clock run after someone dies. Stop it

as soon as they die and don't let it run until after the funeral. Then when
you start it again, don't let it run from the time you stop it, like if you
stopped it at nine, don't start it again at nine, start it at ten or eleven,
any time, just so it is not on the time you stop it. If you don't, you will
have another death right away") — Osarks: Randolph, 312 (the clock is

stopped for the same reason as in the Tennessee reference, above).

5408 Sheets and white spreads are put over everything in the

room, over the clock, the pictures, the looking-glass, etc., in the

presence of a dead body.

Anonymous. Only the covering of clocks is treated here ; for mirrors
see Nos. 541 1 f., below, and for pictures. No. 5418, below. South: T¥SB
XXI (1955), 40, n. 2 (Negro). Lean n, 590; N & Q v. Vol. 5 (1876),
Sio.

5409 There prevailed in some sections of North Carolina the

custom of draping with sheets the walls of the room in which
the deceased lay.

Green Collection. North Carolina: Brewster, Custotns, 257.
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5410 Negroes tie black on everything that comes into the house
between a death and a burial.

Helen Fraser Smith. North Carolina: Brewster, Customs, 256.

541 1 Whenever anybody dies, cover the mirror with a sheet

until the next morning.

G. B. Caldwell, Jr., Monroe, Union county. Unless otherwise stated, the

material used to cover the mirror is not given, nor the time it is to

remain covered. General: Bergen-Newell, 155; Knortz, 37 (draped in

black) — South: Puckett, 81 (Negro) ; ibid, (mirrors will tarnish and
never be clear again unless covered) ; on page 80 Professor Puckett dis-

cusses how easy it was for Negroes to adopt the customs of whites

in connection with death) ; TFSB xxi (1955), 40, n. 2 — Maryland:
Bullock, 12; Whitney-Bullock, No. 2054 ff. — Kentucky: Thomas, No.

743 — Tennessee: Rogers, 68 — Louisiana: Roberts, No. 920; No. 214
(white cloth) ; No. 215 (black cloth) — Alabama: Browne, No. 3176
(cloth) — Ontario: Waugh, No. 358 — Massachusetts: Newell, 242
Irish) — Nezv York: Barnes, No. 71 (pin a sheet around the looking-

glass, or one may see the dead in it)
; JAFL i (1888), 197 — Pennsyl-

vania: Fogel, No. 617 (with crepe [German]) — Michigan: Dorson,
Negro, 26, No. 3 (you can see death in the mirror) — Indiana: Brew-
ster, Beliefs, No. 211 (veils over all mirrors) — Illinois: Briggs, 216;
Hyatt, No. 10243 (in the death chamber or any mirror in the house with
a [black] cloth) ; No. 10248 (take off the looking-glass right away, or

cover it ; if you don't you will always see the reflection of the dead every
time you pass the mirror, even after the person is buried) — Texas:
PTFS II (1923), 81 (veiled) — New Mexico: Baughman, Sayings, 24
(Spanish) — California: Oscar Lewis, The Big Four (New York,

1938), 123 (mirrors covered at the death of Charles Crocker, San
Francisco capitalist, Aug. 14, 1888). Cf. No. 5413 ff., below. Foster,

13 f. ; Lean 11, 590; Napier, 60; Radford, 165; HDA ix (Suppl.), 567;
Seligmann i, 182.

5412 While a corpse is in the house, all mirrors must be covered
with a white cloth ; otherwise, whoever looks into the mirror will

be seriously sick during the year.

Miss Mamie Mansfield, Durham county.

5413 If you see a corpse's picture in the mirror, there will be

another in the same house in less than one month.

Anonymous. South: Puckett, 82 (a ghost will run you unless the

glasses are covered [Negro]) — Kentucky: Thomas, No. 743 (you will

be unlucky if you see a corpse in a mirror) — Temicssee: Frazier, 39,

No. 9 (if the casket is reflected in the mirror, there will be another

death in that house within a year) ; Guerin, 56 (so that one can not see

the reflection of the corpse) — Alabama: Browne, No. 3177 — New
England: JAFL vii (1894), 219; — Nezv York: Foster, Brooklyn, No.
16 (cover the mirror because the soul of the dead person wanders
around for three days, and it should not see itself in the mirror [Jew-
ish]); Gardner, No. 292 — Indiana: Halpert, Death, 218, No. 25 —
Illinois: Allison, No. 288 (don't leave a mirror in a room where it will

reflect a dead body) ; Hyatt, No. 10247 (if you don't cover the looking-

glass, the one that looks in the glass where the dead are, will be the first

to go) ; No. 10250 (the Irish always cover, etc., to keep the soul from
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seeing itself in the glass) ; Wheeler, 65 (so that the spirit would not see
itself, and cause another death within a year [Catholic]) — Osarks:
Randolph, 312 (covering is done out of consideration of those who may
come to view the body, for if one of them should glimpse his own' reflec-
tion in the house of death, it is believed he will never live to see
another summer) — Dominican Republic: Andrade, 418 (mirrors reflect
the image of the dead person's ghost [Spanish]). Henderson. ';7

;

Lean 11, 590; HDA ix (Suppl.), 568.

5414 When a person is dead in a home, turn the mirrors to the
wall, because the first person of the family that looks in the
mirror will be the next one to die.

Julian P. Boyd, Constance Patten, Greensboro, Guilford county, and an
anonymous informant. References to the simple turning of the mirror
after a death are not given here or in any of the following three items,
but the practice is about as well known as that of covering mirrors^
as treated in No. 541 1, above. Pennsylvania: Fogel, No. 624 (there will
soon be another funeral [German]). HDA ix (Suppl.), 568.

5415 The first person who is reflected in a mirror in a room
where a corpse is lying will be the next to die.

R. T. Dunstan, Greensboro, Guilford county. South Carolina: Bryant I,

289, No. 7 — loiva: Stout, No. 170.

5416 While the corpse is in the house, the looking glass must
be turned toward the wall; otherwise, whoever looks into the
mirror will die within the year.

Lucille Massey, Durham county. New York: Bergen, Current, No. 1244
(common among Irish Catholics, but not confined to them) — Pennsyl-
vania: Hoffman H, 30 (the first person to see his image: die within year
[German]) — Illinois: Hyatt, No. 10249 ("The reason they always turn
a looking glass to the wall when someone dies, is because it is a sign
that someone will die in that house just at the same time in one year
from the time if they don't turn it") ; Wheeler, 65 (Catholic).—-HDA
IX (Suppl.), 567 f.

5417 If a dead person lies in front of a mirror, in days to come
the mirror will turn and make a picture of the dead person.

Esther F. Royster, Henderson, Vance county, and Eunice Smith, Pan-
tego, Beaufort county.

5418 Never leave pictures uncovered in a room where a corpse
is laid out.

Kate S. Russell, Roxboro, Person county. The practice of turning pic-
tures to the wall, equally well known, is not treated here with the cus-
tom of covering pictures. South: Puckett, 81 (Negro) — North Caro-
lina: Hoke, 114 — Maryland: Whitney-Bullock, No. 2055 (portraits) —
Illinois: Allison, No. 290 (cover the picture of the one who has died) —
Texas: RTFS 11 (1923), 81 — California: Oscar Lewis, The Big Four
(New York, 1938), 123 (pictures turned to the wall at the death of
Charles Crocker, San Francisco financier, Aug. 14, iT"

5419 A woman once stayed home from the funeral and took
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everything out of the sick room and cleared it. Somebody died

soon.

Green Collection. On the cleaning and renovation of houses after death,

which is apparently a widespread custom, see Bergen, Current, No. 1270,

and Knortz, 42.

The Corpse

5420 Everyone, almost without exception, is afraid of the dead.

Green Collection. Cf. No. 5421, below.

5421 If you are afraid of a dead person, touch one, and you will

never be afraid of another ; the spirits will cease to haunt you.

Ethyl Robinson, and Constance Patten, Greensboro. Whether or not

these new-world beliefs are related to an old English custom, as noted by

Henderson (p. 57), is a matter of conjecture, yet the touching of the

corpse might symbolize some sort of settling of accounts, or at least a

farewell. He writes : "As to the touching of the corpse by those who
came to look at it, this is still expected of the poor of Durham on the

part of those who come to their house while a dead body is lying in it,

in token that they wished no ill to the departed, and were in peace and
amity with it." Only if there were no such understanding, of course,

could the living expect harassment from the grave. References bearing

on the first part are generally given without comment ; those having to

do with haunting, or dreams, are especially noted. Maryland: Whitney-
Bullock, No. 2067 (dream) — Kentucky: Thomas, No. 735; No. 739
(you will be rid of the fear of death) ; No. 736 (dream) — Ontario:

Waugh, No. 361 (placing hands on dead person: will not dream of the

corpse); Wintemberg, German II, 93 (dream [German]); idem, Water-

loo, 21 (dream) — New England: JAFL vii (1894), 218 (dream) —
New York: Gardner, No. 25 — Pe)insylvania: Fogel, No. 593 (Ger-

man) — Indiana: Busse, 26, No. 39 (touch the face: dream) — Illinois:

Hyatt, No. 10263 (hold the hand of the corpse) ; No. 10264 (dream) ;
—

Washington: Tacoma, 30. Addy, 123; Lean n, 583; Napier 62 f
.

;

Udal, 185 (all: dream).

5422 If a dead man doesn't get stifif at once, some other mem-
ber of the family is going to die.

Constance Patten, Greensboro. South: Puckett, 82 f. (Negro) — Mary-
land: Whitney-Bullock, No. 2066 — Kentucky: Thomas, No. 746
(Negro) ; No. 747 (gets stiff and then limber) — Neivfoundland and
Prince Edward Island: Bergen, Current, No. 1176 — Pennsylvania:

Fogel, No. 583 (German) — Illinois: Hyatt, No. 10239 — California:

Dresslar, 124 — Mexico: Janvier, 350. Chambers 11, 53; Udal, 185;
HDA V, 1029.

5423 The corpse is stretched on a board. On it is placed a

platter of salt and earth, unmixed.

Green Collection, and Helen Eraser Smith. In none of the following

American references to the use of salt in connection with the corpse do
the magical properties of salt in the combating of the devil, witches, and
other evil influences emerge. The disquisitions of Henderson on "sain-

ing," a corpse, i.e., 'blessing' it, where salt is used, and of Napier in con-
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nection with the sin-eater, make it clear that the use of salt at the

lyke-wake in America may once have had uses other than merely to

keep the corpse from swelling, as all of the items listed below indicate.

In addition to Brewster's fine notes on the symbolism involved, one
should consult Nos. 5562, 5640 ff., 5724, below, and check numerous other

entries in the present collection where salt is involved. Although salt is

not referred to in connection with the devil in the Brown Collection, the

notion is old that "the devil hates salt" {0::arks: Randolph, 282), and
likewise that "if there is no salt in the house, the devil is there" (Mary-
latut: Whitney-Bullock, No. gib), an idea which ultimately stems from
the British Isles. South: Puckett, 82 (Negro); 87 (salt and ashes

placed under the coolin' board) — North Carolina: Brewster, Customs,
258 — Maryland: Whitney-Bullock, No. 2047 — Tennessee: Anderson,
6 (mourners taste the salt [a remnant of sin eating?]); Hurdle, 75 (a

bag of salt around the neck [Negro]); Rogers, 66 f. — Alabama:
Browne, No. 3179 — Pennsylvania: Brendle-Unger, 27 (German) —
Illinois: Hyatt, No. 10260 — Ocarks: Randolph, 313. Addy, 123 (to

keep the witch away) ; Gregor, 207 (keep evil spirits away, because
they could not come near Christ's savour of the earth) ; Foster, 22 ; Lean
II, 581, 583; Napier, 60 (sin-eating) ; Pop. Sup. Gent. Mag., 198 f

.
; Udal,

185 (evil spirits) ; HDA v, 1050.

5424 Place money on a dead man's eyes to prevent their open-

ing.

Constance Patten, Greensboro. The custom described here was once

widespread in early American mortuary practice, apparently, as witness

the common saying about a person so unprincipled, or so avid, that he

would steal the coins from the eyes of a dead man. The form of the

proverb, as noted in North Carolina, "He would steal the money off a

dead man's eyes" (Whiting, 445, s.v. "Money" [2]), is known elsewhere

under "coppers" or "pennies." The first Illinois reference (Hyatt) and
that from Kentucky add a new insight into the affront to the dead, and
the hazard to the desecrator. Unless otherwise stated, all references are

to keeping the eyes closed. South: Puckett, 84 (Negro) — North Caro-
lina: Brewster, Custotns, 257 — Maryland : VVhitney-Bullock, No. 2049;
No. 2050 (lest the devil enter in, to explain the closing of the eyes in the

previous item) — Kentucky: Thomas, No. 732 (bad luck to remove) —
Tennessee: Boshears, No. 34 (so low he would steal, etc) ; Hurdle,

75 (quarters and half dollars) ;
Rogers, 66 (left until just before the

burial) — Ontario: Waugh, No. 541 (he would steal the coppers, etc.)

— New York: NYFQ ix (1953), 33 (practice of undertakers) — Penn-
sylvania: Fogel, No. 550 (if the eye or eyes of the corpse remain un-
closed, there will be another death, for it is looking for the next one to

follow [German]—no mention of coins; however, see the ne.xt two
Pennsylvania items) ; Grumbine, 274 f. (old fashioned copper cents

wrapped in pieces of linen) ; Hoffman II, 30 (copper cents ; also mention
of a cloth that covered the face until the day of the funeral, when both
were removed and deposited inside the coffin and buried with the body
[German]) — Illinois: Hyatt, No. 10258 (unlucky to remove these
coins) ; Wheeler, 62 (failure to close the eyes of the dead will cause
death of another in the family before the year is out [no mention of
coins]) — Ozarks: Randolph, 313 (long discussion of what is locally

called 'corpse money') — New Mexico: Moya, 42, 66, No. 21 (sand is

placed in the eyes to prevent another death in the family [Spanish]) —
California: Dresslar, 124 (reference to closing eyes only) — Washing-
ton: Tacoma, 30 (bad luck to remove). Lean 11. 571, 586; Foster, 21;
Radford, 117; HDA i, 970; Simon, Beliefs, 90.
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5425 If a corpse is kept over Sunday, there will be another

death during the year.

Clara Hearne, Roanoke Rapids, Halifax county, and J. Frederick Doer-
ing, Durham. General: Knortz, 42 (same household) — Maryland:
Whitney-Bullock, No. 2143 (same family) — Noz'a Scotia: Creighton,

25, No. 12 — Ontario: Doering, Customs, 151 (another member of the

family) — New England: Johnson, What They Say, 113 (another death
in town before the end of the week) — Massachusetts: Bergen, Current,

No. 1261 ; No. 1232 (before the end of the week) — Illinois: Hyatt, No.
10266 (there will soon be two other deaths) — Osarks: Randolph, 314.

Radford, 86 ; HDA v, 1047.

5426 In burying or laying out the dead, the feet must always be

to the east, the head to the west.

Eleanor Simpson, East Durham, and the Green Collection. North Caro-
lina: Brewster, Customs, 255; Hoke, 114 — Ontario: Waugh, No. 353.

Addy, 123; HDA iii, 1077.

Wake, Funeral Preliminaries

5427 The "setting up" or wake watch was observed not only

through respect but also to keep away cats, which always try to

get to the body.

Green Collection. This entry is treated in two parts. Wakes: South:
Puckett, 86 f. (excellent description [Negro]) — North Carolin<i: Brew-
ster, Customs, 254 (excellent bibliographical treatment) — Tennessee:
Carter, 3 (burn pine for embalming effect on the corpse) ; Rogers, 67 —
Ontario: Waugh, No. 355; Wintemberg, Waterloo, 18 (German) —
Nezv York: NYFQ in (1947), 306 (curious incident of stone rolling

from coffin used to hold a body in place) — Osarks: Randolph, 314 (the

lighter side of the wake: courtship^ drinking) — Nezv Mexico: Aurora
Lucero-White, "Wakes for the Dead and Saints," El Palacio lii (1945),
255-258 (mention of professional keeners on p. 255 [Spanish]). Addy,
125, Foster, 19 fif., Napier, 61, 65 f

.
; Radford, 52. Cats: South: Puckett,

470 (Negro) — North Carolina: Brown Collection I, 638 — Kentucky:
Thomas, No. 3316 (a cat will feed on the flesh of a dead person) : KFR
III (1957), 9 — Tennessee: Guerin, 57 — Louisiana: Roberts, No. 1255
(cats eat dead people) — Pennsylvania: Brinton, 181 (at an unguarded
moment the cat will fly at the dead face and tear it with its sharp claws)
— Indiana: Brewster, Beliefs, No. 181 — Illinois: Briggs, 215; Hyatt,
No. 10232 (a cat will eat a corpse; the face is usually attacked) —
Osarks: Randolph, 313 f. — Kansas: Bergen, Animal, No. 930 (never
take a cat near a dead person lest the cat take the soul of the dead or
even mutilate the body). Foster, 21; Kittredge, Witchcraft^ 178;
Lean 11, 584, 590; Napier, 60; HDA v, 1108; Thompson B766.1.

5428 It is bad luck and lacking in respect to fall asleep at a

"setting up."

Green Collection. HDA v, 1105.

5429 A corpse must be carried from the room feet first.

Green Collection, and Constance Patten, Greensboro. South: Puckett, 88
(else it would be looking back and beckoning for a member of the family
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to follow [Negro]) — North Carolina: Brewster, Customs, 258 (good

notes) — Maryland: Whitney-Bullock, No. 2069 — Louisiana: Roberts,

No. 210 (feet toward the street) — Florida: Hauptmann, 12, No. 5

(Spanish) — Ontario: Waugh, No. 353 (carried out feet foremost) —
Massachusetts: Bergen, Current, No. 1242 (feet toward the door [Irish

Catholic]) — New York: Augar, 164 (feet toward the road [French])
— Pennsylvania: Phillips, 166, No. 37 (one's bed must not be made up
in such a manner that the feet are towards the door, as thus the dead are

carried out) — Ozarks: Randolph, Ozark, 16 — Dominican Republic:

Andrade, 419 (feet toward the front of the house [Spanish]). Cf. No.

5436, below. Addy, 122; Lean 11, 589; HDA v, 1125.

5430 If someone dies in the family, it is bad lucl< for everyone

to go off and close the front door.

Mrs. Gertrude Allen Vaught, Alexander county, Cf. Alabama: Browne,
No. 3173 (leave the doors open until after the funeral). Lean 11, 591

;

Radford, 128.

5431 The door knobs should be changed after death so the ghost

won't come in.

Constance Patten, Greensboro. Virginia: Bergen, Animal, No. 51.

5432 It is bad luck to close the door after the remains have been

removed. The ghost might be penned in the room.

Green Collection. Cf. HDA v, 1129.

5433 After the death the windows are opened, and after the

l3urial everything about the deathbed is burned or aired. Rooms
are usually repainted. These customs do not refer to contagious

diseases.

Green Collection. Windows: General: JAFL iii (1890), 63 CWhen-
e'er a soul parts with the tide / The casement must be opened wide) —
North Carolina: Brewster, Customs, 261 (good notes) — Pennsylvania:

Fogel, No. 614 (open the window so that the soul can get out) ; Shoe-

maker, 19 (easy flight for the soul). Addy, 123; Lean n, 577; Rad-
ford, 98, 260; HDA V, II 29.

Bed and bedding: Florida: Hauptmann, 15 (the mattress and clothes of

a corpse must be burned to prevent the return of his spirit [Spanish]) —
Nevada: Loomis, Folklore, 194 (Chinese). Lean n, 590; Napier, 66;
Gallop, Portugal, 96 f.

5434 Remove the doorsteps after a corpse has been taken out

to prevent the person's returning.

Green Collection.

5435 If you take up the ashes and follow a corpse out of the

house, the corpse will never come back to that house.

Annie Hamlin, Durham, and Joseph E. Kanipe, Asheville, Buncombe
county. Cf. HDA V, 1 130.
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Funeral Procession

5436 It is bad luck to carry a corpse in the church feet first.

Mrs. Gertrude Allen Vaught. Cf. No. 5429, above.

5437 When there is a funeral in the country and a hearse can-

not be afiforded, whatever the body is carried in must be black.

Constance Patten, Greensboro. North Carolina: Brewster, Customs, 257.
HDA V, 1 141.

5438 Horses do not like to draw a dead body.

Green Collection. HDA v, 1142.

5439 To haul a coffin to a cemetery, use a neighbor's team, or

else some dreadful accident will occur. This is a Negro super-

stitution.

J. C. Paisley. North Carolina: Brewster, Customs, 258. HDA v,

1 142.

5440 If you meet a hearse, turn around and walk backwards

;

else you'll die.

Anonymous. All references are either to meeting a funeral procession or

a corpse, not a hearse. Cf. General: Knortz, 42 (take three steps back-
ward on meeting a funeral procession) — South: Puckett, 88 f. (persons
should always turn squarely about on seeing a funeral procession and
face in the direction in which the hearse is going ; in the funeral proces-

sion in which I drove, I noticed that even Negroes meeting us in cars

would stop their cars and turn squarely about in the seats until the

procession had passed [ Negro ]3 — Maryland: Whitney-Bullock, No.

1379 (meeting funeral: turn round and go part of the way with it, at

least to the next corner
;
you will in any case attend one soon, but this

will guard against its being your own) — Virginia and Alabama: Ber-
gen, Current, No. 1260 (bad luck to meet a corpse; one may follow it,

but never meet it—a colored person will turn square about, etc. [Negro])— New Brunswick: Bergen, Current, No. 1259 (turn around and take
three steps backward) — Massachusetts: Newell, 242 (go back a few
steps (Irish) — Illinois: Norlin, 203, No. 5 (turn in the opposite direc-

tion to avert the evil that would result if you continue on your way). Cf.

Nos. 5548 f., below. Henderson, 42 f. ; Radford, 128.

5441 If you meet a funeral, you will hear of the death of a

friend.

Minnie Stamps Gosney, Raleigh. Prince Edward Island: Bergen, Cur-
rent, No. 1 197 (death [general]) — Nebraska: Cannell, 22, No. 20
(family) — California: Dresslar, 122 (hearse: yourself); 123 (hearse:

family). Addy, 124; HDA v, 11 58.

5442 It is unlucky to meet a funeral procession face to face.

Constance Patten, Greensboro, and four other informants. General:
Chamberlain, Superstitions, 145 (whether on business or pleasure) —
South Carolina: Bryant II, 143, No. 44 — Tenncsscr: Redfield, No. 316
(corpse) — Louisiana: Roberts, No. 222 (especially on a corner) —
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Alabama: Browne, No. 3192 — Ontario: Waugh, No. 359 — Nezv Eng-
land: JAFL VII (1894), 219 (hearse, either filled or empty) — Illinois:

Hyatt, No. 10290 (bad luck, and you will be unable to keep your ap-

pointment downtown) ; Smith II, 65, No. 8 — Iowa: Stout, No. 1233

(hearse) — California: Mills, 45 (when on pleasure excursion: no en-

joyment that day). Cf. No. 3800, above. HDA v, 11 58.

5443 It is bad luck for a funeral procession to cross your path.

Louise Bennett, Middleburg, Vance county. Nebraska: Cannell, 23, No.

47 — California: Dresslar, 123 (bad luck to let a funeral procession pass

you). Active forms of "crossing" are treated under 5446, below. Cf. also

No. 5451, below. Lean 11, 592.

5444 If you break a funeral procession, you will be the next

person to die.

Caroline Biggers, Monroe, Union county. References are to one's own
death only ; equally widespread is the belief that a member of one's

family will die. South: Puckett, 89 (crossing one's own grave [Negro])
— Maryland: Whitney- Bullock, No. 2079 (death for you or a dear one)
— Tennessee: Carter, 3 (the next funeral will likely be his own) —
Osarks: Randolph, 319 (almost equivalent to suicide) — New Mexico:
Espinosa, 408, No. 3 (the person will die within a year [Spanish]}.

5445 To walk before or break into a funeral procession is very

bad luck.

Ella Parker, Mt. Gilead, Montgomery county ; Miss Mamie Mansfield,

Durham County; and Ada Briggs (Virginia). Treated here are two
references which do not specify whether the cutting through is on foot

or by vehicle. New York: Rogers, Irish, 28 (Irish) — Illinois: Hyatt,

No. 10306.

5446 It is unlucky to pass through a funeral procession.

Lucille Massey, Durham county. General: Bergen, Current, No. 1258

(either between the carriages or the files of mourners on foot) ; Knortz,

42 — Maryland: Lee, 112 (Negro) ; Whitney-Bullock, No. 2078 (car-

riages or afoot) — Louisiana: Roberts, No. 221 — Ontario: Wintem-
berg. Grey, No. 275 — Pennsylvania: Phillips, 161, No. 30 (to cross the

line of a funeral procession) — Indiana: Busse, 18, No. i — Illinois:

Norlin, 203, No. 4 — Nebraska: Cannell, 23, No. 49 — California:

Dresslar, 123 — Mexico: Janvier, 350 (cross the line, etc.).

5447 Always pass a funeral procession on the right-hand side.

Anonymous. HDA v, 11 58.

5448 If you meet a corpse in the road, and do not turn around

to let it pass, you will die before the year is out.

Julian P. Boyd. Cf. No. 5440, above.

5449 If you meet a funeral, turn around until it passes, or one

of your family will die.

Helen Eraser Smith.
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5450 When you meet a funeral procession, to prevent bad luck

you must always turn around the way the procession is going,

Kate S. Russell, Roxboro, Person county. Cf. Kentucky: Thomas, No.

758 (bad luck to cross a funeral procession unless you turn your back on

it).

5451 To pass in front of a carriage at a funeral is a bad omen.

Rebecca Willis (Texas). Illinois: Hyatt, No. 10304; Norlin, 203, No. 3— California: Dresslar, 123. Cf. No. 5443, above.

5452 Don't ever count the carriages in a funeral procession. It

is bad luck.

Katherine Bernard Jones, Raleigh, and five other informants from
central and eastern counties. General: Knortz, 40 — Maryland: Lee, 112

(the followers of a funeral [Negro]) — Kentucky: Thomas, No. 759
(vehicles) — Tennessee: Burton, 7 (cars) — Louisiana: Roberts, No.

207 (vehicles) — Alabama: Browne, No. 3186 (cars) — Pennsylvania:

Fogel, No. 588 (vehicles [German] — Indiana: Tullis, No. 26 (cars) —
Illinois: Hyatt, No. 10309 (vehicles) ; Norlin, 202, No. 2 — Texas:
Hendricks, No. 112 (conveyances) — California: Dresslar, 84, 123;

Rumley, No. i (automobiles) ; WF xii (1953), 137 (automobiles).

5453 Some member of your family will die soon if you count

the carriages in a funeral procession.

Mary O. Pruette, Charlotte, and Lucille Massey, Durham county. Not
taken into account in the references cited below is an even larger num-
ber of references having to do with the death of the person pointing, on

the one hand, and with death in general, on the other. General: Beck-

with. College, No. 30 — Alabama: Browne, No. 3125 — Indiana: Hal-
pert, Death, 218, No. 27 — Illinois: Hyatt, No. 10310 — Nebraska: Can-
nell, 22, No. 32; No. 33 (within a month) — California: Dresslar, 85,

123; 84, 123 (within a year) — Oregon: Hand, No. 22 (the number of

rigs, etc.) HDA v, 1159.

5454 It is bad luck to count the cars in a funeral cortege.

J. Frederick Doering, Durham. Ontario: Doering-Doering I, 61.

5455 Never count the followers of a funeral.

Anonymous.

5456 If a black cat crosses the path of a funeral procession,

another relative will die within a year.

Zilpah Frisbie, Marion, McDowell county. Cf. No. 5187, above.

5457 A funeral should not cross a river.

Clara Hearne, Roanoke Rapids, Halifax county. Neiv York: Bergen,

Current, No. 1252; No. 1253 ("I was first led to notice the superstition

about crossing a river, from having to attend funerals on the south side,

when they would otherwise have been held on the nortli side. This is los-

ing ground, owing to the frequency of crossing to reach the cemetery, but

I had an instance only last spring"). Cf. HDA iii, 1881 (witches as-

semble at the "Albbriicke" where funeral processions pass.)
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5458 Do not trot the horses across a bridge going to a funeral.

Mr. Fairley. Cf. North Carolina: Brewster, Customs, 261 — California:

Dresslar, 123 (if horses trot: death in family soon [bridge not men-
tioned]). Kamp, 61, No. 63.

5459 When you start to a burying, and stop on the way, another

one in the family will die in less than a year.

Rosa Efird, Stanly county. Death in the family unless otherwise stated.

South: Puckett, 88 (another death will soon follow [Negro]) — On-
tario: Wintemberg, German II, 93 (another burial soon [German]);
idem, Waterloo, 18 (another burial soon) — Pennsylvania: Fogel, No.

587 (another death soon [German]) — Illinois: Hyatt, No. 10297;

Wheeler, 62 — Iowa: Stout, No. 221; No. 173 (someone in the pro-

cession is going to die within a month) — 0::arks: Randolph, 319 ("I

have known interested persons to send horsemen on ahead, to see that

gates are open and everything in readiness") — California: Dresslar, 123.

HDA V, 1159 f.

5460 A corpse must not pass twice over the same place.

Clara Hearne, Roanoke Rapids, Halifax county. Cf. Ontario: Wintem-
berg, French-Canadian, 362, No. 4 (death in family within a year

[French]) — Nezc York: Bergen, Current, No. 1254 — Illinois: Norlin,

204, No. 20 (bad luck to go over the same road with a second corpse

from the same family).

5461 When carrying the dead to the grave, never pass the home,
or there will be another in a year.

Green Collection. Maryland: Whitney-Bullock, No. 2074 (death in a

family if a funeral leaves the house and then comes back to the same
door) — New York: Bergen, Current, No. 1255 (unlucky to repass the

house where death occurred).

5462 Never point at a funeral, or you will die.

Helen Fraser Smith. Bad luck only: Kentucky: Thomas, No. 757 —
Alabama: Browne, No. 3193 (bad luck to point at a passing corpse) —
Washington: Tacoma, 31. HDA v, 1159 (death).

5463 If you watch a funeral procession out of sight, you will be

the next to die.

Anonymous. HDA v, 1159; Gallop, Portugal, 99.

5464 Never watch a funeral out of sight, or someone will die.

Helen Fraser Smith. HDA v, 11 59; Gallop, Portugal, 99.

Funereal Clothing

5465 If you have a new dress and wear it to a burial, you will

be the next to be put in the ground.

Julian P. Boyd. Cf. Alabama: Browne, No. 3188 (bad luck) — Osarks:
Randolph, 318 (bad luck or worse).
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5466 If a person wears new clothes to a funeral, he will be

buried within the year.

Miss Fawn Watson, Robeson county. "Some years ago an intelligent (?)
young woman came to my home in a great hurry, stayed perhaps five

minutes, and hurried back to start to a burial. She said she had a new
coat and wanted to wear it somewhere before she started to the

burial"—F.W.

5467 If a person wears a new garment to a funeral, he will die

before the garment wears out.

Green Collection, and E. B. Spivey, Jr., Trotville, Hertford county.

5468 If you wear anything new to a burial, some of your folks

will die before the year is out.

Julian P. Boyd. South: Puckett^ 92 (arousing envy of the dead [Ne-
gro]) — Alabama: Browne, No. 3189 (no time limit) — Indiana: Hal-
pert, Death, 218, No. 26 (you will be wearing the garment when some of

your own folks die).

5469 If you wear a new garment to a funeral, some dreadful

misfortune will happen to you.

Martha Lineberry, Pittsboro, Chatham county. HDA v. 1152.

5470 It is bad luck to wear anything new to a burying.

Rosa Efird, Stanly county, and an anonymous informant. Cf. Alabama:
Browne, No. 3187 (new clothes).

5471 It is a custom among Negroes for the relatives and
mourners to wear their hats in church. The custom is said to

have been brought from the North.

Green Collection. North Carolbia: Brewster, Customs, 225, 257 — Mary-
land: Whitney-Bullock, No. 2085 — Massachusetts: JAFL xxi (1908),

365 (Negro). HDA v, 1151 (women).

5472 It is bad luck to try on a mourning hat.

Clara Hearne, Roanoke Rapids, Halifax county. General: Knortz, 40
(one must not put on the hat of a mourner, or one will have to put one
on himself in course of the year) — lozva: Stout, No. 230 (if the hat of

mourning is placed on your head, you will soon need one yourself).

5473 Members of the family of the dead should wear black to

a funeral, and it is better if it is borrowed. It is a disguise for

avoiding the ghost.

Helen Fraser Smith. South: Puckett, 92 (Negro). Addy, 126; HDA
V, 1151.

5474 If you wear the color red to a funeral, yours will be the

next. This is a Negro superstition.

Mr. Fairley. Cf. Alabama: Browne, No. 3190 (bad luck [white tradi-

tion]).
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Graves, Graveyards

5475 There is a tombstone in the old family burying ground
where my mother is buried, three miles from Goldsboro, that has

a face in illegible lines traced on it. This face appeared suddenly

after about five or six years standing, on a perfectly white head-

stone. Thousands of people went to see it. At a distance it

resembles a human face but on closer observation it is more
puzzling. The surface appears just as smooth as ever, for I

seriously tried to find a flaw in the stone.

Mrs. Nilla Lancaster, Goldsboro, Wayne county.

5476 In the summer of 1928 large numbers of Negroes gath-

ered near the graveyard in Durham to thrill and wonder over

mysterious lights, probably caused by distant automobiles.

Green Collection. Cf. Neiv York: NYFQ in (1947), 305 (mysterious

cemetery lights).

5477 Negroes believe it is bad luck to walk through a graveyard
at night.

G. B. Caldwell, Jr., Monroe, Union county.

5478 If a person points at a graveyard, bad luck will befall him.

Mildred Peterson, Bladen county, an anonymous informant, and two other
informants from Wayne and Durham counties. Cf. No. 5487, below.

5479 It is bad luck to point your finger at a graveyard, for you
will die soon.

Zilpah Frisbie, Marion, McDowell county. Cf. No. 5488, below.

5480 To dream of a cemetery denotes good luck.

Anonymous: Cf. Illmois: Hyatt, No. 6028 (good luck and long life);

No. 6046 (dream of churchyard: happy life).

5481 A Negro will never dig a grave for his own relatives. It

is bad luck.

Green Collection.

5482 Graves should be dug east and west so that the dead will

be facing the east toward Gabriel when he blows his horn.

Anonymous. There is no mention of Gabriel in any of the following
references. General: Knortz, 40 — South: Puckett, 94 (Negro) —
North Carolina: Brewster, Customs, 255 (extensive notes) ; Hoke, 114— Maryland: Whitney-Bullock, No. 2095 — Kentucky: Thomas, Nos.
779, 1703 — Tennessee: Rogers, 68 (so that the feet will extend in the
direction of the rising sun) — Louisiana: Roberts, No. 229 — New
England: Bergen, Current, No. 1241 (this custom is seen in old colonial
burying grounds) — Pennsyh'ania: Brendle-Unger, ^-j (the dead are
buried facing east from whence the day of resurrection shall appear [Ger-
man]) — Illinois: Allison, No. 299; Hyatt, No. 10328 — Osarks: Ran-
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dolph, Folk-Beliefs, 86 (so that the dead may rise and face the east on
the day of resurrection) ; idem., Ocark, i6 (so that the dead may rise

up and face Jesus when He appears in the east). Addy, 123; Lean
II, 589; Radford, 137.

5483 It is bad luck to dig a grave and let it stand open over-

night.

The Green Collection, and an anonymous informant. Tennessee : Guerin,

57 (when a person dies at night or in the morning before daylight, the

grave is begun that morning. If a person dies after daylight, the grave is

begun that afternoon. A person who dies after midnight is never buried
before the day following that of his death. A person dying before mid-
night may be buried the next afternoon. If the grave is begun one day,

and the funeral is supposed to be the next afternoon, the grave is never
finished until the day of the funeral) ; Rogers, 68; idem, Guideposts, No.
92 (do not dig a grave the day before one is buried) — Louisiana:
Roberts, No. 228 — Alabama: Browne, No. 3181 (bad luck to dig the

grave all the way, etc.) — Indiana: Busse, 18, No. 2 — Illinois: Hyatt,
No. 10331 (someone in the family will be unlucky). Cf. No. 5509, below.

5484 Tools should be left at the grave for a day or so in order

to bring rest to the spirit.

Helen Fraser Smith, Constance Patten, Greensboro, Guilford county, and
the Green Collection. South: Puckett, 94 f. (tools laid across the grave
for a day or so after burial in the belief that the ghost hovered near

[Negro]) — North Carolina: Brewster, Customs, 257 — Osarks: Ran-
dolph, 327 (pick and shovel left on the mound in the form of a cross).

5485 When anyone is digging a grave, and the spades hit to-

gether, there will be another death soon.

Anonymous.

5486 Some member of your family will die soon, if you count

graves.

Mary O. Pruette. Tennessee: Farr, Riddles, No. 71 (bad luck).

5487 It is bad luck to point your finger at a grave.

Allie Ann Pearce, Colerain, Bertie county. South: Puckett, 96 (risky

business [Negro]). Cf. No. 5478, above.

5488 If you point toward a grave you will be buried near it.

Anonymous. South: Puckett, 96 (will cause you to die unless you spit on
your fingers [Negro]) — Alabama: Browne, Nos. 3129 f. Cf. 5479.

above.

5489 If you point your linger at a grave, your finger is liable to

drop (rot) off.

The Green Collection, and Dr. Charles T. Meacham (New York). Cf.

South: Puckett, 312, 433 f. (Negro)
; 96 (the finger will remain un-

harmed if you put it in water or into the ground [Negro]).
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5490 If you step over a grave, you must step backward over it

to prevent bad luck.

Kate S. Russell, Roxboro, Person county, and Helen Harrell. The fol-

lowing references are to bad luck only ; stepping back over the grave is

treated in 5491, below. South: Puckett, 96 (Negro) — South Carolina:

Bryant II, 142, No. 42 (step on) — Tennessee: Rogers, Guideposts, No.

27 — Mississippi: Hudson, 149, No. 9 — Alabama: Browne, No. 3195
(step on) — Ontario: Wintemberg, Waterloo, 20 — Nezv England:
Johnson: What They Say. 64 — Illinois: Hyatt, No. 10350; Norlin, 202,

No. I (step on) — Texas: Hendricks, No. in (bad luck until you die)
;

Turner, 155 — JVashington: Tacoma, 19 (sorrow). Lean 11, 191.

5491 If you step over a grave, you will have bad luck. If you
step backwards over the grave with the same foot first that you
used in stepping over it before, the bad luck will be counteracted.

Baird U. Brooks, Durham county, and eight other informants from
widely separated localities. Cf. Tennessee: Redfield, No. 317 (step back,

backwards) — Alabama: Browne, No. 3196 (step back over it in the

same w-ay).

5492 If you step over a grave, you will die soon.

Ethyl Robinson, Miss Mamie Mansfield, Durham county. South Caro-
lina: Bryant II, 289, No. 8 — Kentucky: Thomas, No. 774 (you will be
the next one buried in that cemetery) — Louisiana: Roberts, No. 236 —
Illinois: Hyatt, No. 10351 — lozua: Stout, No. 189 — California: Dress-
lar, 124 (sure sign of death) ; ibid (a person stepping backward over
another grave at a graveside service will be the next one buried).
HDA III, 1079 f.

5493 If you step over a grave, you will die before the year is

out.

Julian P. Boyd. Cf. Illinois: Hyatt, No. 10353 (a person walking over
three graves will die before the year is out).

5494 If you step over a grave, you will die of the same disease

as the person buried died with.

Ralph Chesson, Washington county. Cf. Alabama: Browne, No. 3132 (a

member of your family will die that night. "I have heard this explained
as 'just showing decency for the dead ; you wouldn't want somebody
stepping on you, would you?'") — Ozarks: Randolph, 327 (death in the
family unless one jumps backward across the grave. "One of my best

friends, an educated Ozarker who is generally indifferent to superstition,

surprised me by suddenly springing over a grave in this fashion. 'It isn't

a matter of what I believe,' he said later, 'but one must respect the prej-
udices of his neighbors. If I had not jumped back across that grave,
it would look as if I tvant some of my relatives to die!' ") — California:
Dresslar, 124.

5495 A grave should never be stepped over, or someone in the

offender's family will die within a year.

Helen Fraser Smith.
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5496 If you pick flowers on a grave, you'll die soon.

Mildred Peterson, Bladen county, and Zilpah Frisbie, Marion, Mc-
Dowell county. HDA ni, 1105.

5497 Each member of the family should throw in a handful of

dirt into the grave for luck.

Helen Fraser Smith. Lean 11, 597.

5498 If you get graveyard dirt on your shoes, and don't get it

off, you'll soon be carried to your grave.

Kate S. Russell, Roxboro, Person county.

5499 Cup, saucer, knife, and fork are often placed on the grave.

Constance Patten, Greensboro, Helen Fraser Smith, and Gertrude Allen
Vaught, Alexander county. South: Puckett, 104 ff. (detailed discussion

of the practice of decorating graves with dishes, broken crockery, glass,

etc., with illustrations facing page 106 [Negro]) — North Carolina:

Brewster, Customs, 259 f. (excellent bibliographical survey) — South
Carolina: JAFL v (1892), 68 (citing New York Evening Post for Feb.

24, 1881). HDA HI, 1087.

5500 Food is placed near the grave by Southern Negroes.

Green Collection and Lillian Cheek, Chatham county. South: Puckett,

102 f. (Negro) — North Carolina: Brewster, Customs, 225, 259 —
Louisiana: JAFL i (1888), 240 (Chinese [citing the Boston Herald, Nov.
25, 1886]) — Nevada: Loomis, Chinese, 194 (Chinese). HDA v.

1091.

5501 Bury with the corpse the left-over medicine.

Green Collection. North Carolina: Brewster, Customs, 259. HDA in,

1092.

5502 Many graves are carefully outlined with large white flints,

bottles all of one kind with the necks sticking in the ground, and,

farther east, shells.

Lillian Cheek, Chatham county ; Zilpah Frisbie, Marion, McDowell
county; and Mary Scarborough, Wanchese, Dare county. South: Puck-
ett, 105 f. (cf. illustrations facing p. 106 [Negro] ) — North Carolina:

Brewster, Customs, 259 f.

Burying Weather

5503 It is bad luck to bury anyone until after the turn of the

sun.

Julian P. Boyd.

5504 Blessed are the dead that it rains upon.

Green Collection. This saying is often used in combination with the

verse: "Happy the bride the sun shines on; blessed are the dead, etc."

Cf. Nos. 4783 fF., above. General: Beckwith, College, No. 123 — Ken-
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tucky: Thomas, No. 2490; Roberts, Floyd County, 52, No. 18 — Tennes-

see: Rogers, Family, 5 (blessed is the grave, etc.) — Louisiana: Roberts,

No. 989 — Ontario: Waugh, No. 371 (happy) — Indiana: Brewster,

Beliefs, No. 105; Busse, 17, No. 24 — Illinois: Hyatt, No. 10343; No.

10344 (happy is the soul, etc.) — Ozarks: Randolph, 318 f. — Nebraska:
Cannell, 15, No. 23 (happy). Inwards, 223; HDA i, 996.

5505 Blessed is the corpse that the rain falls on.

Miss Mamie Mansfield, Durham county, and two other informants from
central counties. Louisiana: Roberts, No. 234 (idea only) — Ontario:
Wintemberg, Grey, No. 197 (happy) — Massachusetts: Bergen et al.,

\2 f. (happy) — Pennsylvania: Phillips, 160, No. 15. Lean 11, 591;
Radford, 87 ; Udal, 191.

5506 If it rains on the day of the funeral, it is good luck for

the corpse.

Robert E. Long, Roxboro, Person county. In addition to the verses cited

in the previous item: Illinois: Hyatt, No. 10339 (good luck for it to rain

on a corpse while it is being taken from the house to the cemetery) —
Ozarks: Randolph, 318 f. (a few drops of rain at a funeral will go
further to comfort a bereaved family than anything the "preacher man"
can do or say) — California: Dresslar, 124 (good luck to be buried on a
rainy day). Lean n, 591; HDA i, 996.

5507 It is bad luck for rain to fall into a grave.

Mrs. Gertrude Allen Vaught. Illinois: Hyatt, No. 10332.

5508 If a grave is left open over Sunday, there will be another
death during the week.

Clara Hearne, Roanoke Rapids, Halifax county. General: Knortz, 42
(death not indicated) — Louisiana: Roberts, No. 225 (before the year
is over) — Massachusetts: Bergen, Current, No. 1262 (before the Sun-
day following). Chambers 11, 52 f

.
; Lean n, 554; Radford, 231 ; HDA

I, 982.

5509 If a grave is dug the day before the dead is to be buried,

another death will be sure to take place, because an open grave
at night causes death.

Constance Patten, Greensboro, Guilford county. Virginia: Bergen, Ctir-

rent. No. 1264 (if a grave is left open overnight without a corpse, another
death in the family will soon follow) — Kentucky: Thomas, No. jy;
(another death) ; No. 775 (if one of a family dies and his grave is

started but not finished, the number of times it is started but not com-
pleted will mark the number of those who will die within that family in

one year) — Alabama: Browne, No. 3127 (death in the family within
a year) ; No. 3128 (family: soon) — Illinois: Hyatt, No. 10330 (another
death) — Ozarks: Randolph, 317 (death to one's relatives)

; 318 (dis-
cussion of the burial of Nat N. Kinney, notorious Bald Knobber leader,
which was begun one day and finished the next—completely at variance,
Randolph says, with Ozark practice: "A grave is never started unless
the burial is to be the same day") — Nezv Mexico: Baylor, 145, No. 10
(someone else will die the next day [Spanish]) — IVashington: Tacoma,
29 (death). Cf. No. 5483, above.
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5510 If it rains in a newly dug grave, there will be another
death soon.

Mrs. Gertrude Allen Vaught, Alexander county. Cf. Texas: Bogusch,
119 (if rain falls during a funeral, one of those present will die soon),

HDA I, 983.

55 1 1 If it rains in the vault, some of the dead's people will go
soon.

Kate S. Russell, Roxboro, Person county.

5512 If it rains on a dead person, someone will be buried the

next day.

Wilma Foreman, Stanly county. Cf. HDA i, 996.

5513 If rain falls into an open grave, there will be another
burial in the same cemetery within three days.

Lucille Cheek, Chatham County, and Clara Hearne, Roanoke Rapids,
Halifax county. Nezv York: Bergen, Current, No. 1196.

5514 If it rains in a person's grave, it is a sign of another death

before a year's time.

Mrs. Gertrude Allen Vaught. With the exception of the first item, all

references are to deaths within a family. South: Duncan, 235, No. 6 —
A^ew England: Johnson, What They Say. iii — Illinois: Allison, No.
63; Hyatt, No. 10334 (three months) ; Wheeler, 62 — Iowa: Stout, No.

147; No. 228 (if a raindrop falls into an open grave, etc.) — Nebraska:
Cannell, 22, No. 22; Nebraska Proverbs 11, 8 — Wyoming: Walton,
Superstitions, 162 (before the month is up) — Washington: Tacoma, 19.

5515 If it rains on a new grave, another person in the deceased

person's family will die within a year's time.

Anonymous. Distinction is made here between a newly filled grave and
an open or new grave. Alabama: Browne, No. 3131 (on a new grave

immediately after burial) — Maine and New York: Bergen et al., 12,

No. 6 — Texas: Turner, 161.

5516 When a person dies, and it rains, or it rains while they are

being buried, it means the heavens are weeping for them, and

that they will go to heaven.

An anonymous informant, and Will S. Sease (Oklahoma). In only the

Addy reference is mention made of the heavens weeping. Cf. Kentucky:

Thomas, No. 781 — Alabama: Browne, Nos. 3183 f. — Pennsylvania:

Fogel, No. 620 (if it rains into a grave [German]) — Indiana: Halpert,

Death, 211 ("Happy is the corpse that is rained on," for it will rest easily

in the grave, and go to heaven) — Illinois: Hyatt, No. 10341 (a person

will go to heaven, if it rains on his corpse) ; No. 10340 (if it rains any
time from midnight up to the time of actual burial at the cemetery, the

corpse is in heaven ; especially so, if it rains while the funeral procession

is going to church or to the cemetery or at the actual time of commit-
ment) — Texas: Bogusch, 124 (rain falling on or in a new grave [Ne-
gro]) — Nezv Mexico: Moya, 67, No. 13 (Spanish). Addy, 123;

HDA r, 996.
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5517 If it rains when one is buried, it is a token that he is saved.

Roby Arrowhead. Cf. South: Puckett, 85 (the person has found eternal

rest [Negro]) — Ontario: Wintemberg, Waterloo, 18 — Pennsylvania:
Fogel, No. 361 (it rains on tlie funeral day of the righteous [German])
— Indiana: Brewster, Beliefs. No. 104 (eternal happiness for the de-
ceased). Lean ir, 591; Radford, 196.

5518 Leave a lamp on the grave, and it will lead the deceased

to glory.

Helen Fraser Smith. North Carolina: Brewster, Customs, 260.

5519 If a pin is found with the point sticking in the ground, it

is a sign that you are going to hell.

Constance Patten, Greensboro, Guilford county.

5520 If rain falls into a grave before the corpse is buried, it is a
sign the dead person will go to hell.

Edith Walker, Watauga county. Cf. South: Puckett, 86 (rain just after

a burial is a sign a person has gone to hell [Negro]) — Illinois: Hyatt,
No. 10336.

5521 Raining on a corpse indicates the person is not at peace.

If it rains in the grave, a bad man will get him.

Mrs. Nilla Lancaster, Goldsboro, Wayne county.

After Burial

5522 If you leave a burial before the corpse is buried, one of

your family will be the next buried in that graveyard.

Julian P. Boyd. Cf. Kentucky: Thomas, No. 772 (bad luck).

5523 The first one to leave the grave after a burial will be the

next one to die.

Green Collection, and an anonymous informant. General: Knortz, 42
(death of a member of one's family) — South: Puckett, 95 (to leave a
grave before it is filled is an invitation to death [Negro]) — North
Carolina: Brewster, Customs, 258 — Newfoundland : Bergen, Current,
No. 1 193 (death in family). HD.\ v, 1164.

5524 The first person to leave the cemetery after someone has
been buried will be the next one to die.

Martha Lineherry, Pittsboro, Chatham county, and Mrs. Nilla Lancaster,
Goldsboro, Wayne county. South: Puckett, 95 (Negro) — North Caro-
lina: Bruton, Beliefs. No. 10 — Tennessee: Harder, Beliefs, 10 — Ala-
haiim: Browne, No. 3133 — Pennsyh-ania : Fogel, No. 578 (the sex of
the first ])crson to leave the cemetery after the funeral forebodes the sex
of the next person to die [German]) — Nebraska: Cannell, 22, No. 34
(the first person to leave, etc., will he the first to go back, that is, to die).
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5525 If you attend the burial of one of your family, the first

member of your family to leave the cemetery will be the next to

die.

Kate S. Russell, Roxboro, Person county. Illinois: Hyatt, No. 10346
("Years ago when I was a boy and we were living out in the country,

when we would go to a graveyard, everyone would stand around. No
one wanted to be the first one out of the graveyard, because they would
be the next one to have a funeral in their house").

5526 If one's grave sinks very much, another member of the

family will die soon.

Ella Parker, Mt. Gilead, Montgomery county, and Esther F. Royster,

Henderson, Vance county. South: Richardson, 247 (a sunken grave sum-
moned to rest a kinsman of him who lay therein) — Pennsylvania:
Fogel, No. 577 (if a grave caves in there will be another funeral (Ger-
man). HDA I, 1204.

5527 If a grave sinks quickly, some of the family will soon

follow.

Green Collection. South: Puckett, 95 (Negro). Leather, 119.

5528 A bad storm or hurricane after a burial suggests that all

is not well with the dead.

Green Collection. Cf. Napier, 65 ; HDA i, 996

5529 Never bury a person with his mouth open, for the spirit

might return.

Rebecca Willis ( Texas). North Carolina: Brewster, Customs, 260.

HDA V, 1034.

5530 Bury a body deep, and he can't "ha'nt" you.

Helen Eraser Smith. South: Puckett, 107 f. (Negro).

5531 It is best to bring a piece of clothing or dirt from the

graveyard in order that the spirit will know he is not forgotten.

Helen Eraser Smith. South Carolina: Puckett, 97 (Negro)
; JAEL vii

(1894), 318 (Negro).



VIII

WITCHCRAFT, GHOSTS,
MAGICAL PRACTICES

[Annotation of Chapter VIII differs in two important regards from the

treatment of the notes in other chapters in the Brown Collection. First

of all, the editor has taken more leeway with entries in the matter of

"stable function and variable dramatis pcrsonce," or agent, as treated in

the Introduction (pp. xxxii f.). Liberties have also been taken with
references that give background and indicate possible connections, but
which do not always exhibit immediate correspondence with entries in

question. In the second place, since so many of the beliefs themselves
derive from, or underly, legends, anecdotes, and other narrative media,
these narratives for the sake of brevity have had to be summarized.
Essential portions, however, are given in direct quotation from published
sources—and always in terms of the specific details found in the in-

dividual entries in the Brown text.]

Conjuring, Casting of Spells

5532 A man cunger [conjurer] can teach a woman, but a man
cannot teach a man, and a woman cannot teach a woman.

W. J. Hickman, Hudson, Caldwell county; Green Collection. The trans-

mission of magical power has been little treated in American popular
belief, and even less so the transmission of the malific power from one
sex to another. That the witch's power is derived from the devil is made
very clear (Cf. Nos. 5581 flf., below), and elsewhere in the literature the

sexual elements, male-female, come out even more clearly. Kummer has
summarized this magical procedure in convincing fashion, noting not only
the whole reciprocal nature of the male-female equation, but specifically

pointing to the fact that charms, magical formulae, conjurations, and all

secret (and magical) knowledge, may be transmitted only to persons of

the opposite sex (HDA ni, 727 ff., s.v. "Geschlecht") . Maryland:
Whitney-Bullock, No. 1675 (in the Maryland mountains, the diviner,

conjurer, or healer of the sick must impart the gift to one of the opposite
sex) — New York: Webb, 99 (the secret of a spell can be passed on
from a man to a woman, or from a woman to a man)

; JAFL v, (1892),
223 (witch says man can become witch by pointing at his sister, after

which the girl would sicken and die [Iroquois Indian]) — Pennsyl-
vania: Fogel, No. 2084 (the powwowing formula must always be com-
municated to a person of the opposite sex, else it will lose its effect) —
Ozarks: Randolph, 266 (a mother can transmit the secret work to her
son, and he could pass it on to his wife, and she might tell one of her
male cousins, and so on ; all of these people may be regarded as "car-
riers," but not until someone actually uses the deadly formulae does a
genuine witch appear). Thompson, G224.10 (witch power is transferred
from one person to another [alternating sex not mentioned]); G286.1
(women learn witchcraft by masking as men) ; Wlislocki, Zigcuncr, no
(a witch will lose her power of witchcraft unless she renews her sexual
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covenant with the evil spirit [devil] every month at the time of the

waning moon).

5533 Charmers cannot charm for themselves. It is better for

a man to charm for woman, and vice versa.

J. Frederick Doering, Durham. Ontario: Doering-Doering I, 66.

5534 A Negro cannot conjm-e a white man.

Helen Fraser Smith, and O. VV. Blacknall, Kittrell, Vance county. South:
Puckett, 301 (Negro).

5535 Charming causes the charmer to be ill. Mrs. Dorscht

claims she gets pains across the diaphragm.

J. Frederick Doering, Durham. Ontario: Doering-Doering I, 66.

5536 Negroes conjure a person by taking little coils of hair and
scattering them around the spring from which that person gets

water.

Clara Hearne, Roanoke Rapids, Halifax county. By the principles of

contagious magic, parts of one's body—hair, fingernails, saliva, excreta,

etc.—are variously used to work against him. Examples of the use

of hair in the present subsection are found, among other places, under

Nos. 5543, 5546, 5548, 5549. The only reference in the files to polluting

a spring lacks the motif of using the victim's hair for the purpose.

South: Puckett, 225 (often a conjure-doctor will put something in the

spring or well from which the victim drinks, and it is believed that so

long as the tricked one drinks from the spring he will be slowly but

surely poisoned to death).

5537 A ^^^^ tied to a string, and placed prominently around a

spring, will conjure a spring, and work harm on anyone drinking

the water.

Newspaper clipping, Durham Hcrald-Sun. Oct. 22, 1939 [Oxford, Gran-
ville county]. Cf. No. 5536, above.

5538 A spring can be conjured and the water made unfit to

drink by placing a circle of lime around it.

Newspaper clipping, Durham Herald-Sun. Oct. 22, 1939 [Oxford, Gran-

ville county].

5539 Places along streams where colored women wash clothes

may be polluted by conjury, i.e., by a conjurer's throwing various

roots into the stream, thus forcing washerwomen to go else-

where.

Newspaper clipping, Durham Hcrald-Sun, Oct. 22, 1939, [Oxford, Gran-

ville county]. Placing items near streams to work evil follows the well-

known pattern of placing the conjure-bag or other magical substances in

places frequented by the victim : near the house, on or near roads and

paths, near springs and wells, and streams, etc.
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5540 A circle of lime around a house will conjure an entire

household.

Newspaper clipping, Durham Hcrald-Sttn, Oct. 22, 1939 [Oxford, Gran-
ville county].

5541 Salt and sulphur sprinkled over beds and tables as a

means of conjury is supposed to reform a person of his bad
habits.

Unidentified newspaper clipping. Salt: South: Puckett, 290 (salt scat-

tered about the house [Negro]) — Florida: Hurston, 395, No. 7

( sprinkle salt around the house in the morning before speaking to a soul

[Negro])
; 396, No. c (scatter ice cream salt around your house and no

one can hurt you) — Baliainas: Hurston, 324, No. 2 (to guard your
bed, spread out salt all over your mattress before you put on the sheet,

and no one will be able to harm you [Negro]) — Haiti: JAFL 11

(1889), 233 (corners of house "salted" to throw up obstacles in vic-

tim's way [Negro]) — Illinois: Hyatt, No. 9238 (bad luck when salt is

sprinkled from one house to another [Negro]): No. 9239 (salt and
pepper sprinkled in front of a house bring bad luck [Negro]). Sulphur:
South: Puckett, 235 (sprinkling of salt to effect conjury [Negro]) ; 296
(sprinkling sulphur about the house [Negro]) — Florida: Hurston, 396,
No. b (burn sulphur if you want to get rid of someone [Negro]).

5542 Sowing salt in an enemy's yard and repeating a rhymed
incantation is an effective death charm.

Green Collection. Cf. Maryland: Bergen, Animal, No. 49 (sowing salt

to cast a spell on a person [Negro]) ; Culin, 286 (a nervous woman says

someone has "sowed salt" against her and put a spell on her [Negro])
— Florida: Hurston, 395, No. 7 (salt sprinkled around a house "in the

name of the Father, the Son, and the Holy Ghost" to bring monetary
fortune [Negro]) — Illinois: Hyatt, No. 9248 (salt, red pepper, and
strychnine put in a person's tracks to kill him).

5543 A spell was usually worked by means of a conjure ball

buried in the victim's path. Bent pins and human hair seem to

have been the commonest ingredients, though they were reported

to contain snake's tongues, lizard tails, ground puppy claws, and
so on down the gruesome gamut.

O. W. Blacknall, Kittrell, Vance county. To understand the wide range
of materials used in conjure bags, and the various local names applied to

them, such as "hand," "trick," "mojo," "conjure bag," "conjure ball,"

etc., one should read the two long and detailed chapters, "Voodooism
and Conjuration" in Puckett (pp. 167-310, esp. pp. 230 fi.), and look at

the photograph of a "hand" (facing page 283). Hair: South: Puckett,

223, 229, passim — North Carolina: NCF vii, No. I (1959), 10 (old
conjurers always had bundles containing hair, toenails, salt, feathers,

rusty nails, and other conjuring materials). Kittredge, Witchcraft.

48 (human hair in conjure bag) ; Dalyell, 328 f. Pins: South: Puckett.

240, passim (Negro). Lizards: South: Puckett, 240 (lizards common in

fabrication of a conjuration [Negro]) ; Yates, 138 (lizard's foot dried in

the sun can produce spells to ruin or kill) — Illinois: Hyatt, No. 9179
(powder made from dried head of lizard sprinkled on someone's head to
give him misery in the head ; also sprinkled on body for consumption,
etc.).
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5544 A Negro fixed up a conjure bag and left it in path of

another Negro. The second one found it and walked around

;

otherwise he would have been under the other's control.

Anonymous. Attention here is given to paths where, by the magic of

contact, "tricks are laid" and the victim brought under the power of his

enemy. Cf. Puckett, 222 fT., "Layin' de Trick." South: Puckett, 235
(sometimes conjures are sprinkled in the path instead of being put in

a conjure bag [Negro]); 237 (hair, nails, and tracks sprinkled over a
path where a person walks [Negro]) — Texas: Lake, 151 (cotton and
hair rolled together in a ball and placed where a person can step over it,

and it will cause him to die). Dalyell, 380 (powder made from the
dead was strewn in the path of obnoxious individuals to cause them to

become ill). The use of the victim's footprints and tracks in the same
kind of contagious magic, common in many parts of the country, is not
reported in the Brown Collection, nor is the burying^ "plugging," or
floating away (in a stream) of the victim's hair mentioned. For the
burning of hair in conjunction with wax, cf. No. 5549, below.

5545 Many Negroes think that by throwing some needles and
horsehair on the doorstep they can put a spell on the person
living there without the help of a conjure man.

Constance Patten, Greensboro. Horsehair: South: Yates, 139 (white
horsehair thought to be conjure [Julia Peterkin, Black April, p. 289]).
Cf. Kentucky: Thomas, No. 896 (if you place a lock of your enemy's
hair under your doorstep, he will be unable to keep away from your
home). Needles: South: Puckett, 230 (a charm is sometimes a bundle
made of needles, pins, hairs, and snakeheads [Negro]); 240 (cloth
containing needles used in making a conjuration [Negro]) ; 296 (needles
buried under the house as a conjury [Negro]) — Nezv York: Culin, 284
(evil roots and needles buried in the earth in a cellar [New York World,
Oct. II, 1884 (Negro)]).

5546 If you carry a lock of hair of a person, you will have
power or control over that person.

Elsie Doxey, Currituck county. West Virginia: WVF vi (1955), 6, No.
4 (it is said by some people that you can cast an evil spell on people with
a lock of hair) — Kentucky: Thomas, No. 3844 ( to do harm to a per-

son, take a lock of his hair, burn a part, throw a part to the wind, and
bury a part).

5547 A person possessing a nail or some hairs of a person may
punish that person through the possession of them.

Lucille Massey, Durham county. Hair: South: Puckett, 228 (wisp of

hair in a conjury charm) ; 304 f. (kinky wooly hair used in conjury
[Negro]). Nail parings are treated under 5549 f., below.

5548 To cast a conjure spell onto another person, take a lock of

hair, fingernails and toenails, blow the breath into them nine

times, and throw them away where you will never pass them
again. The first person to pass that way is grabbed by the

conjure.

Zilpah Frisbie, Marion, McDowell county. Magic connected with the
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breath and blowing has not been widely reported in the United States,

but several entries in the Brown Collection (see the Index) attest to

the somewhat unusual character and efficacy of these practices. Cf. HDA
I, 647, s.v. "Atem" ; 1354, s.v. "blasen (und hauchen"). it should be
pointed out that whereas hair, fingernails, excreta, etc., are purely phys-
ical in their applications, the breath, being connected in the folk mind
with the soul, is regarded as more spiritual and numinous in its folk ap-
plications. Spitting and sneezing occupy aspects of both physical and
spiritual being. Fingernails: Florida: Hurston, 393, No. 6 (burying
hair, nails, excreta, etc. of the victim [Negro]) — Maine: Speck, 31
(possession of fingernail trimmings thought to give the holder power
over the original owner [Penobscot Indian]) — Massachusetts: Ed-
wards, 103 (Armenians never allow parings of their nails to be cast

about at random ; they wrap them in paper and rags and hide them in a
crack of the wall, fence, or some other place that will afford storage
[Armenian]). Wessman, 14. Cf. No. 5563, below.

5549 Make a little wax figure, put some of his hair, paring of

his nails, and any small possession of his in the wax and burn
it. This is a death charm.

Green Collection. The making of a waxen image of the victim, and
abusing it, either by sticking pins into it or melting it down, or both,

is a form of invultuation, and has been celebrated by Rossetti in his well-

known ballad, 'Sister Helen.' Only waxen images are treated here,

although such figures are regularly made of clay, dough, rags, and other
substances that can be moulded into a human likeness. South: Puckett,

244 (voodoos make a rude image of the one on whom the hoodoo is to

be cast, modeling it of wax or of mud from a crayfish's hole ; this is

pierced again and again with a pin or with a thorn of a honey-locust,
while the wizard repeats his incantations [Negro]) ; also butter as well
as wax or clay is used [Negro] — Osarks: Randolph, 287 (some opera-
tors prefer to make a little image of mud or beeswax to represent the
witch ; this "poppet" is covered with cloth once worn by the guilty
woman, then the witch doctor drives nails into the poppet, or beats it

with a hammer, or burns it) — California.: CFQ 11 (1943), 269 (priest
cuts up into five pieces a waxen figure which a witch had made of a
woman, marking each piece with the sign of the cross, and dropping
the pieces into a bowl of blessed water). McCartney, 178; Dalyell,

340 f. ; Lean 11, 411 (citing Middleton's The Witch, iv, i)j 412;
Kittredge, Witchcraft, 75 f., 78 ff., 86 f., 90 f. ; HDA vi, 926 ; Soldan-
Heppe 1, 231 ; Thompson G271.4.2 and G271.4.3. For the abuse of a pic-
ture in this same connection, cf. the notes to No. 5554, below.

5550 Wet a rag in your enemy's blood. Put it behind a rock in

the chimney. When it rots your enemy will die.

Green Collection.

5551 If a dime that is worn to keep spells ofif should turn black,

it is a sign that someone is trying to "throw" the person.

Constance Patten, Greensboro. South: Puckett, 289 (a dime will stay
bright as long as all is well, but if anyone is trying to set a trick against
you, or if your friends are not true to you, the silver will at once turn
black [Negro]) ; 292 f. (silver that had turned black was said to keep
off every trick [i.e., conjure bag] in the country [Negro]); 294 (the
actual diagnosis [i.e., of finding the "hand"] is made by the observation
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of putting a piece of silver into the hand or mouth of the sufferer j if the
silver turns black the person has been conjured [Negro]) ; 288 f. (dimes
are either tied to one's ankle, or worn in shoes [see photograph facing

page 314]) — Florida: Hurston, 391, No. 3 (if a silver dime placed in

your mouth turns black your supposed friend is an enemy [Negro]). Cf.

Nos. 5565 fif., below.

5552 When a snake is found in Ixxl, it is a sign tliat that person
is conjured.

Constance Patten, Greensboro. Cf. Illinois: Hyatt, No. 9520 (woman,
harrassed by her enemies who wanted her job, dreams of killing snakes
in her basement, which removed the conjury [Negro]).

5553 To point an index or dog finger of tlie right liand at a

person will give that person bad luck.

Mildred Peterson, Bladen county. South: Puckett, 433 (you should never
let a very old person point his finger at you unless you are simply court-

ing trouble [Negro]) — Illinois: Hyatt, No. 3386 (if you point your
finger at someone, it will give them bad luck for two weeks) ; No. 3385
(the person pointed at will have a mishap before the end of the day).
HDA II, 1496, s.v. "Finger" (England). For various examples of the

baneful efifects of pointing at people or things, cf. Nos. 580 f., 5144, 5462,

5478, 5487 ff., above, and Nos. 5625, 5947, 5966, 8176,^8303, 8319, 8423,
below.

5554 To work evil upon one, get the person's picture.

Mrs. Maude Minish Sutton, Lenoir, Caldwell county. The present entry

is likely incomplete, because usually the picture is abused in various
ways once it has been secured. For a survey of the di liferent kinds of

mistreatment, cf. Nos. 5579 f., below, under conjury, and Nos. 5692 fi.,

under witchcraft.

5555 Take seven hairs from a blood snake, seven scales from a

rattlesnake, seven bits of feathers from an owl, add a hair from
the head of the person you desire, and a bit of nail paring, and
cook these for seven minutes over a hot fire in the first rain

water caught in April. Sprinkle the concoction on the clothes

of the person to be charmed. It cannot fail.

F. C. Brown, Durham. It is impossible, of course, to adduce parallels to

this charm, but each ingredient in the concoction has an efficacy of its

own. Fingernails in contagious magic arc treated in 5548. above, (>assi>ii,

and snakes figure in items 5552, above, and 5573, below. The use of

parts of the snake, in powdered form, is treated in : South : Puckett, 240,

252 — Florida: Hurston, 361 — Illinois: Hyatt, No. 9252. Snakeskin,

potent in many ways, including folk medical practices, is reported for its

use in conjury in: South: Puckett, 236, 305; Yates, 138 (all items

Negro). From Georgia the use of a snake's tooth is reported (Pendle-
ton, 206 [Negro]). Owls, which figure prominently in witchcraft, and
particularly in the Mediterranean world and in Latin-America, arc little

encountered in conjury, even though as a bird of ill-omen, the owl naturally

figures in all kinds of magical notions and practices. The efficacy of the

first rain water to fall during a stated season, or month, is especially

seen in folk medical practices, as for example, in No. 1376, above, pas-

sim. A general treatment of contagious magic as it affects humans, as
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in this entry, and several tliat have preceded it, can be found in HDA
VI, 950, s.v. "Nahzauber," where the notion of pars pro toto ('the part for

the whole') is argued.

5556 A Mr. F , well known as a conjurer, could take a

stick and three grains of coffee and put a spell on people. One
day a man with a wagon of wood mired down. He thought a

spell had been put on the wagon. He took an axe and drove into

one of the logs. He heard another man coming on a galloping

horse, and it was the conjure man. As he passed the wagon,
the axe flew out, the mud dried up, and the man in the wagon
drove on away.

Green Collection. For the use of an axe in various magical connections

see the index. Cf. HDA i, 878, s.v. "Bann, bannen."

5557 "I knew of a family, named F , who were known as

conjurers. One time a Negro man went to steal a chicken there,

and the old man came out and stopped him, and conjured him
just as he put his hand up, and the Negro stood there all night,

until the spell was broke."

Green Collection. Cf. HDA 1, 867 f., s.v. "Bann, bannen" (where spells

are described that rivet a thief to the spot ; this involves verbal magic as

well as ritualistic acts).

5558 To conjure a well, throw in some graveyard dirt.

Helen Fraser Smith. References are not supplied for the use of grave-
yard dirt to conjure a well, but Puckett contains an excellent treatise on
the various other uses to which graveyard dirt is put (pp. 246 ff.) ; cf.

also the use of graveyard dirt in a conjure bag (p. 235), and the planting

of graveyard dirt to counteract a conjuration (p. 290). South: Yates,

138 (graveyard dirt in a conjure bag) — Maryland: Whitney-Bullock,
No. 1413 (fresh graveyard dirt sprinkled on the floor of an enemy's
house so that he can do you no harm) — Nezu York: Culin, 294 (news
report on the removal of graveyard dirt by Beelzebub from Lebanon
Cemetery [New York World, Oct. 11, 1884]).

Warding Off Spells

5559 To take off spells, dig under the person's steps that casted
[sic] the spell.

Eunice Smith, Pantego, Beaufort county. Cf. No. 5560, below. Ala-
bama: Bergen, Animal, No. 37 (when one Negro digs around
another's door, he is said to have conjured him [Negro]).

5560 To cast off a spell, put something under your enemy's
doorstep for him to walk over and catch the spell.

Marie Harper, Durham county. Cf. Kentucky: Thomas, No. 896 (if you
place a lock of your enemy's hair under your doorstep, he will be unable
to keep away from your home) — South Carolina and Georgia: Bergen,
Animal, No. 39 (burying a hair-ball [from a cow's stomach] under an
enemy's doorstep will work a spell on him) — Georgia: Culin, 285 (to
insure the efficacy of a fetish, it must be buried beneath the doorstep of
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the victim's cabin [citing Charles Colcock Jones, Negro Myths from the

Georgia Coast, Boston, 1888, p. 152]) — Illinois: Hyatt, No. 9127 (there

is something people can put in your door or under your steps that will

make you fall down in the door when you enter [Negro]) — Texas:
Lake, 152 (burying hair used by conjurers under the house). HDA
V, 207, s.v. "Kopf" ; Dalyell, 3/7. For the connections of "laying tricks"

under the doorstep (or the burying of other conjure material under the

house or foundation) with the more basic considerations of foundation
sacrifice, see ERE vi, 109 flf., s.v. "Foundation, Foundation Rites."

5561 A person who has been conjured by another person can
go to his home and spit on the doorstep ; then he will be able to

get revenge.

Robert E. Long, Roxboro, Person county. Wessman, 45. For spitting

in related magical connections, see Nos. 5635, 5842, below ; also see the

index for the wide variety of situations under which spitting is resorted

to.

5562 A conjurer's spells may be broken if a charm is hidden
where he will step over it. "Mary was in great distress until

Mr. Ferrell skilfully broke the spell by having Mary place a

dollar bill, a horsehair, and some salt where Bill would step over

it—probably under the steps."

Green Collection. Louisiana: Hurston, 376 (verbal charm [name]
wrapped in linen around a three-cornered file buried under a door or step

where you have to walk over it ; walking over it brings him under your
control [Negro]) — Illinois: Hyatt, No. 9594 (if you think someone has
put something down for you to walk over, take a piece of brown paper,

put some red pepper in the brown paper, put it in your shoes, and when
you walk over it it will do you no harm [Negro]). Cf. No. 5561, above.

5563 To take a conjure off, take a lock of hair, fingernails,

toenails, blow breath into them nine times, and throw them away
where you'll not pass any more. The first one who passes that

way is a victim to the conjure, which releases you and jumps up
and gets him.

Mamie Mansfield, Durham county ; Mildred Peterson, Bladen county

;

and an anonymous informant. Cf. No. 5548, above.

5564 The bone of a dead person is a proof against conjure.

Helen Eraser Smith. The use of animal bones, particularly the bones

of a black cat, are well known in conjury, but the use of human bones,

must be considered exceptional. HDA iii, 437, s.v. "Gegenzauber"
('counter magic') ; WE xvi (1957), 59 (Australia). On the obtaining

of a cat bone, cf. No. 5771, below; cf. also No. 5675, below.

5565 To prevent conjuring, tie a piece of silver with a hole in

it to the right leg.

Green Collection. HDA viii, i, s.v. "Silber." Silver used for this purpose

is most commonly found in coins ; therefore see No. 5551, above, and No.

5566 flF., below.
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5566 To keep spells off, wear a dime around the ankle.

Constance Patten, Greensboro, Guilford county. South: Puckett, 288 (a

silver dime worn about the ankle or neck will prevent any trick [con-

jury or conjure bag] from exerting its influence against you [Negro]) ;

289 (silver coins tied around ankles [Negro]); 314 (silver coins tied

around the leg or worn in a necklace about the neck [Negroj) — South
Carolina: Bryant II, 144, No. 6 (wear silver money around the neck,

and it will keep you from being conjured). HDA viii, 658, s.v.

"Taler." Cf. Nos. 5551, 5565, above, Nos. 5685 fif., 5826, below. See the

photograph of a Negro wearing a coin about his left ankle (facing page
314)-

5567 Many Negroes wear dimes with holes in them around
their ankles to ward off conjure.

Green Collection. Cf. Nos. 5551, 5565 f., above, Nos. 5685 ff., below.

5568 To prevent conjuring, wear a dime in the shoe.

Green Collection. South: Puckett, 288 f. (Negro) — Illinois: Hyatt,

No. 9545 (if you wear a dime in the heel of your shoe, your enemies can-

not put a spell on you [Negro]). Cf. No. 5828, below.

5569 Horseshoes nailed over the door will keep off conjuring

influences.

Zilpah Frisbie, Marion, McDowell county ; Mamie Mansfield, Durham
county; Mildred Peterson, Bladen county. South: Puckett, 291 (a horse-

shoe keeps off ghosts, witches, or hoodoos ... A horse itself seems to

have a keen sense of detecting hoodoo bags [Negro]) ; also (the horse-
shoe protects against conjuration [Negro]); 314 (a ring made of a
horseshoe nail wards off conjure [Negro])

; 477 (one conjure-doctor car-

ried a horseshoe magnet all the time, claiming it "picks up all de trubb'ls

an' keeps 'em out yo' way" [Negro]). HDA iv, 439, s.v. "Hufeisen."
Cf. Nos. 5643, 5727, below.

5570 To keep off spells, keep a "ruffled" chicken in the yard to

scratch away the "goofer" or conjure bags.

Constance Patten, Greensboro. The following reference does not specifi-

cally mention the fact that the chicken scratches up or otherwise uncovers
the hidden "goofer" or conjure bags, but this is indirectly indicated.

South: Richardson, 248 (to protect the whole family from conjuration,
buy and keep among your flock a "frisly" [Friesland] chicken; nothing
can remain planted where one of these is kept [Negro]). The lining of
the gizzard of such a chicken (frizzly chicken), pounded up with
"prince's feathers" will relieve a trick [conjury] every time (Puckett,
298 [Negro]).

5571 Rabbit feet worn around your neck will keep off spells.

Kate S. Russell, Roxboro, Person county. Alabama: Browne, No. 3300
(the only way to break a conjure is to get the right hind foot of a rabbit
and wind it in the shape of a ball and wear it around the neck). Cf. Nos.
5676, 5730, 5790, passim, below.

5572 To keep off spells, wear mole feet around your neck.

Kate S. Russell, Roxboro, Person county. Cf. Sebillot, Vol. 3, p. 46
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(wearing the bone of a mole under the left armpit is a protection against
witchcraft). Kittredge {Witchcraft, 48) notes the use of moles in con-
jure bags as early as the thirteenth century, and an Illinois item (Hyatt,
No. 9166) indicates that the practice has continued into twentieth-century
America. Cf. No. 5806, below.

5573 I^ ^ snake track is seen across one's track, one must stoop

down and rub it out with his cheek to break the spell.

Unlabeled.

5574 To cure a conjure spell, take a cabbage leaf and a little

green lizard hidden inside. The person who is getting rid of the

conjure takes the "patient," and holds the cabbage leaf to his leg,

slits the leg with a knife, at the same time releasing the lizard.

The patient is cured, for a lizard has jumped out.

Green Collection. Illinois: Hyatt, No. 9180 (long account of a witch
implanting a lizard under the skin of her victim) — Arkansas: JAFL i

(1888), 83 (a good conjurer can throw lizards into you). For lizards as

witches' familiars, cf. HDA ni, 1869, 1909, s.v. "Hexe."

5575 Carry red pepper in the pocket to prevent conjuring.

Green Collection. Cf. South: Puckett, 289 f. (red pepper in the shoes or

hung over the door as a counter charm [Negro] ) ; 365 (red pepper in the

shoes [Negro]) — Kentucky: Thomas, No. 3848 (red pepper in your
shoe to put ofif the conjurer's work) ; No. 1140 (red pepper and salt

to keep ofT conjures) — Illinois: Hyatt, No. 9626 (if you think someone
has a spell on you, put red pepper and salt in all four corners of the

room; it will take the spell of? [Negro]). HDA vii. 816, s.v. "rot"

(red pepper against the evil eye).

5576 To take off spells, bring the drinking water across a run-

ning stream.

Vella Jane Burch, Durham. Cf. General: Day, 237, n. 24 (water, espe-

cially running water, was believed to have the power to dissolve spells

[citing Kittredge, Witchcraft, p. 232]).

5577 If you are conjured, take nine new needles, put them in a

dipper of water, boil until all the water is gone. The conjure is

gone.

Julian P. Boyd. Cf. Nova Scotia: Fauset, No. 326 (to put on a spell

:

take nine new needles and nine new pins, put them in a sod and boil

them ; she will have to come or send for you to come and take the spell

off her) — Nezv York: Webb, Witches, 14 (witch steeping a basin of

vinegar with pins and needles in it for people who had a grudge against

their neighbors). van Gennep, n, 92 f. ; HDA vi, 929, s.v. "Nadel" ;

Baughman, G2S9.1.1 (d)*.

5578 To take off spells, read the Bible and do something for the

service of Christ.

Madge Colclough, Durham county. Cf. South: Hurston, 414, No. 38 (all

hold that the Bible is the greatest conjure book in the world).
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Refnoval of Conjurer

5579 If a person has been conjured, he may draw a picture of

the person conjuring him, put it up, and shoot it. If it is the

right person, that person will die.

Julian P. Boyd. South: Puckett, 245 (death by nailing a person's pic-

ture on a green tree and shooting it for nine mornings [NegroJ) —
North Carolina: NCF vii, No. i (1959), 10 f. (conjurer names witch

who conjured a mans' chickens; has the man draw the witch's picture on

a board and shoot it with silver money cut into pieces ; the figure w^is

struck in the knee with fragments of a nine-pence, and that very night

the real witch had a pain in the knee, but actually it was only rheuma-

tism). For the abuse of an image, cf. No. 5549, above, and for examples

of the maltreatment of pictures, as they affect witches, see Nos. 5692 ff.,

below.

5580 In order to put the enemy out of business, draw a picture,

naming it for the person corresponding to the marked coin,

fasten the picture to a tree and shoot it with quicksilver.

Through this process, any enemy can be found out and quickly

removed.

Reverend L. D. Hayman, Hyde and Dare counties. Since there are no

exact parallels to the present entry, other forms of invultuation and the

abuse of pictures are cited here. South: Puckett, 244 (a photograph hung
upside down will cause death [Negro]) ; 245 (one conjuration is to bury

the photograph in the graveyard; when it fades the person dies [Ne-
gro]) — Kentucky: Thomas, No. 2176 (if your photograph is buried by
an enemy, your life will fade as the photograph fades) ; No. 2178 (bury

the picture of your enemy face down in the direction that Jesus Christ

was buried, that is, with head toward the west. As the picture fades,

your enemy's life will fade) — Florida: Hauptmann, 24, No. i (in order

to dominate a person, tie a stocking around that person's picture and
hang it on the wall upside down [Spanish]) — Louisiana: Roberts, No.

911 (when a man joins a certain fraternity his picture is taken; then, if

at any time he renounces this order this picture is turned to the wall and
held there by a knife run through it, and the man then slowly sickens

and dies) — Illinois: Hyatt, No. 9207 (if you want someone to die, take

their picture and draw their coffin on the back of the picture and sit

it upside down on the mantle, and they will fade away and die [Negro])
;

No. 9208 (take a person's picture or photograph, take it out into the

yard at midnight, burn it [something is first said over it], and the per-

son will die [German]) ; No. 9209 (if you don't like a person, take a tin-

type picture of that person and bury it right where they walk over it

;

when it fades, they will die [Negro] ; No. 9210 (if you want to get even
with someone, take and draw their picture on a board and put it on a

white oak tree. If you put the nail through their eyes, their eyes will

go out ; if you put it through the side, they will have pain in their side.

You can make them hurt wherever you want them to. Just drive the
nail where you want them to hurt [Irish]); No. 9211 (if you want
someone to die, take a tintype picture of them and put it in water with
the face down, and when the picture fades they will die [Negro]) ; No.
9212 (put a person's photograph on the wall and drive a tack into the
heart and he will die [German]); No. 9214 (if you want someone to
die, dig a hole in the ground, then put some straw in that hole, then get
the picture of the one you want to get rid of and lay on that straw, then
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light that straw without touching that picture, and let it burn. The ashes

will fall in that hole, then cover them up with dirt, and they will soon get

sick and die [German]) ; No. 9215 (if you want to put a spell on some-
one, take their picture and sit it upside down back of another picture,

then take a pitcher of water and sit it behind the picture of the one you
want to die, and don't let anyone know it, and the person of the picture

will be laid out dead [Irish]) ; No. 9153 (if you fall out with someone,
take a lock of their hair and a small photo and put it in a bottle, and wet
in the bottle, and they will lose their life and they can't wet any more
until they die [Negro]) — California: KTLA News (Los Angeles),
March 10, i960: (Reporting the trial of Dr. Bernard Finch, newscaster
Pat Michaels mentioned one of the female spectators at the trial who sat

puncturing a newspaper photograph of Dr. Finch with a knitting needle).

HDA VII, 459, s.v. "Rachpuppe" ; Lean 11, 412; McCartney, 179.

Witches, Witchcraft
Witches, Wizards

5581 To become a witch, the candidate goes with the Devil to

the top of the highest hill at sunrise nine successive days and
curses God. The Devil then places one hand on the candidate's

head and one on his feet, and receives the promise that all be-

tween his hands shall be devoted to his services.

Eunice Smith, Pantego, Beaufort county; and Loraine Benz (Indiana).

Only the Kentucky item corresponds to the present entry; other entries

deal with various matters involving the relationship with the devil. A
good historical treatment of the devil pact as it relates to the initiation of

witches is to be found in HDA iii, 1842 f., s.v. "Hexe" ("Teufelspakt"),

passim. The Malleus Maleficarum, one of the earliest codifications of

witchcraft (1487), treats of these diabolical alliances in many places;

perhaps one of the better surveys is contained in Chapter 11 of Question

I of the Second Part : "Of the Way Whereby a Formal Pact with Evil

is Made." Long available to scholars in only the German translation of

J. W. R. Schmidt, Der Hexcnhammer (3 vols., Berlin 1906; 2nd ed.,

1 922-1923), this basic work is now available in the English translation of

the Reverend Montague Summers, Malleus Maleficarum (London, 1928).

South: Puckett, 533 (in accordance with the belief that the devil is the

master in the black art, one of the first things a person should do when
wanting to become a witch is to go to the crossroads and pray to the

devil for nine days and nine nights [Negro]) — Kentucky: Thomas, No.
3774 — Louisiana: Roberts, No. 1489 (To become a hoodoo you must
sell your soul to the devil. To do this on the darkest night of the month
go out alone into a field and wait for him to appear. He will do this

exactly at midnight in the form of a black bird or shadow. After you
have made your agreement with him he is your master, but he will help

you to accomplish anything within his power) — Haiti: Newell, Voodoo,

25 (According to the confession of sorcerers at Logrogno, Spain, in 1610,

the great festivals of their sect were presided over by the devil in person,

under the form of a black man crowned with small horns, and having a

large horn on the forehead, which gave light to the assembly .... The
ceremonies consisted of adoration, confession, and penance, inflicted by
the hand of the fiend. [In the Haytian account it is the priest who chas-
tises the recalcitrant.] Then followed a diabolical parody of the mass,
with an exhortation, in which Satan inculcated fidelity, and promised a
better paradise. The offertory was taken up in a basin . . . and the
meeting, which could not be prolonged beyond cock-crow, ended in a
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general debauch [citing Llorente, Hist. Crit. dc I'lnquisition en Espagne,
1818, III. 433]). HDA III. 1888, s.v. "Hexe" (devil sprinkles the

witches out of the witches' wash basin by way of initiation) ; Wlislocki,
Zic/r'otcr, no (a witch will lose her power of witchcraft unless she re-

news her sexual convenant with the evil spirit [devil] every month at

the time of the waning moon) ; Wlislocki, Magyarcn, 150 (the devil in

the form of a man visits women, cohabits them, and makes them witches

;

this is not only the modern folk notion, but is found in the earliest Hun-
garian writings on witchcraft) ; 151 (the devil presides at witches con-
claves where new recruits are initiated) ; also (at the initiation witches
must swear obedience to the devil).

5582 To become a witch, go to a mountain top at dawn, shoot

through a handkerchief at the rising sun, curse Jehovah three

times, and own the Devil as your master. When you shoot

through the handkerchief blood will fall from it.

Eunice Smith, Pantego, Beaufort county. Kentucky: Combs, 329 (In
eastern Kentucky, one who wants to become a witch goes before sun-
rise to the summit of an adjacent mountain. As soon as the sun begins to

appear above the distant horizon and as soon as the aspirant has hurled
a trine anathema at Jehovah and owned the Devil as his master, she holds
up a white handkerchief in front of it and shoots through the 'kerchief

with a silver bullet, and blood drops from it; KFR, 11 (1956), 71 (Cres-
sie Jones became a witch by throwing her handkerchief into the air,

cursing God, and blessing the Devil. As the handkerchief came down, it

had blood on it. After that Cressie could always witch things) ; Thomas,
No. 2773 (To become a witch, go to a mountain top at dawn, shoot
through a handkerchief at the rising sun, curse Jehovah three times, and
own the Devil as master. When you shoot through the handkerchief,
blood will fall from it) — Netv Mexico: Padilla, 13 (in order to become
a witch, you must forget God and work against his plans). Wlislocki,
Magyarcn, 151 (at initiation witch must deny God and the Holy Saints).

5583 You can become a witch by taking a spinning wheel to the
top of a hill, giving yourself up to the Devil, and waiting until

the wheel begins to turn. The witches will come to instruct you.

Eunice Smith, Pantego, Beaufort county, and Loraine Benz (Indiana).
Kentucky: Thomas, No. 3776 (slight verbal dififerences).

5584 To become a witch, shoot at the moon nine times with a
silver bullet, cursing God each time.

Eunice Smith, Pantego, Beaufort county. Kentucky: Thomas, No. 3775— Ozarks: Randolph, 265 (Some hillfolk believe that a woman may be-
come a witch by some comparatively simple hocus-pocus. Professor
A. W. Breedon, of Manhattan, Kansas, who was reared near Galena,
Missouri, in the nineties, tells me his neighbors thought that a woman
had only to fire a silver bullet at the moon and mutter two or three ob-
scene old sayin's).

5585 If you put one hand on the top of your head and the other
hand on the bottom of your foot, and, while in this position,

swear by all good and evil that you will forsake all that is good
and uphold the Devil in all his works, you will become a wizard.

Green Collection. North Carolina: Brown Collection I, 649 (one can
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become a witch by making a circle in the wagon road, and calling to

the devil to come and "take me, ring and all') — Kentucky: KFR, ii

(1956), 71 (A woman expressed a desire to know how to witch things.

Another woman told her to meet her before sunrise on the hill the next

day. They met and the old lady said, "Place your right hand on top of

your head and your left on the bottom of your shoe and say, 'Everything

that's between my hands belongs to the Devil.' " But the first woman
said, "Everything that's between my hands belongs to the Lord." Sud-
dently it hecame light, she was standing in a bunch of thorn trees, and
the old lady had disappeared) — Ozarks: Randolph, 267 (When a woman
decides to become a witch^ according to the fireside legends, she repairs

to the family buryin' ground at midnight, in the dark of the moon. Be-

ginning with a verbal renunciation of the Christian religion, she swears

to give herself body and soul to the Devil. She removes every stitch of

clothing, which she hangs on an infidel's tombstone, and delivers her

body immediately to the Devil's representative—that is, to the man who is

inducting her into the "mystery." The sexual act completed, both parties

repeat certain old sayin's—terrible words which assemble devils, and
the spirit of the evil dead—and end by reciting the Lord's Prayer back-

ward. This ceremony is supposed to be witnessed by at least two
initiates, also nude, and must be repeated on three consecutive nights.

After the first and second vows the candidate is still free to change her

mind, but the third pledge is final. Henceforth the woman is a witch and
must serve her new master through all eternity).

5586 If an old woman has only one tooth in her head, she is a

witch.

Loraine Benz (Indiana). Kentucky: Thomas, No. 3779 — Bahamas:
JAFL IV (1891), 249 (witch with teeth two feet long). JAFL iv

(1891), 249, n. 4 (in European folklore the witch is generally char-

acterized by having two very long teeth) ; Thompson, G214 (and fol-

lowing entries, esp. G214.1 [witch with long teeth]).

5587 A woman who has long straight hair that curls at the

ends like a drake's tail can practice magic.

F. C. Brown, Durham. Cf. New York: JAFL i (1888), 184 ( witch vvith

hair hanging down over her eyes blows from her mouth flames of differ-

ent colors to light her path [Iroquois Indians]). Leland, 25; HDA i,

348, s.v. "altes Weib."

5588 A seventh daughter, born on Christmas Day, possesses

mysterious (witch-like) powers.

Mrs. Maude Minish Sutton, Lenoir, Caldwell county. On the general

subject of the supernatural or magical power of the seventh (or tenth)

consecutive daughter (or son) in a family, see Erich Seemann's informa-

tive article, " 'Die Zehnte Tochter' : eine Studie zu einer Gottscheer

Ballade" in Hunianira: Essays in Literature, Folklore, and Bibliocjraphy

Honoring Archer Taylor on His Seventieth Birthday, ed. Wayland D.

Hand and Gustave O. Arlt (Locust Valley, New York, i960), 102-114;

Wlislocki, Zigeuner, iii (seventh son). For seventh son in other con-

nections, see the index.

5589 A red-haired Negro is a witch. If he gives you a ral)bit's

foot, you have an all-powerful talisman against evil, and for

good luck.

Rebecca Willis (Texas).
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5590 The power of a witch or a wizard to banish at will is

obtained from some bone of a black cat.

Mamie Mansfield, Durham county; Mildred Peterson, Bladen county;
and an anonymous informant. Massachusetts and Rhode Island: Parsons,

99 (a witch uses the bones of a black cat to work magic [Portuguese
Negro tradition from the Cape Verde Islands]) — Illinois: Hyatt, No.

0527 (reverse magic: always carry a cat bone in your pocket, if you
think someone is bewitching you [Negro)). Thompson, G224.11.2.

For the obtaining of such a cat bone, cf. Nos. 5591, 5771, 5788, below.

5591 To become a witch, drop a live black cat into a black

kettle of boiling water. (If I remember correctly, the time spe-

cified was midnight.) When the flesh has separated from the

bones, collect all the bones, take them to the river, and drop

them in. No matter how swift the water is, one of the bones

will rise and float up the stream. This is the witch-bone, and as

long as you keep it you are a witch.

Harriet R. Holeman (South Carolina). Cf. HDA viii, 1457, s.v.

"unsichtbar." Cf. No. 5771, and especially No. 5788, below, for references

having to do with the obtaining such a bone, which is efficacious in

witchcraft, devil lore, and as an amulet.

5592 Black cats are witches.

Dorothy McDowell Vann, Raleigh. The literature is too vast to cite the

various activities of a witch in the form a black cat. References given

here are to the simple relationship of the black cat as a witch's familiar.

General: Woods, 22,3 (a witch's familiar spirit [usually a black cat, but

sometimes a black dog]) — South: Hudson, Bell JVitch, 51, No. i (girl

in one of the mountain districts of the South pressed to death by a witch

who came at night in the form of a black cat and sat on her chest) ;

Porter, 114 f. (a witch's familiar, when a cat, is always black, and all

cats of this color are more or less possessed ; nevertheless, when a witch
transforms herself into a cat it is not necessarily a black one) ; Puckett,

150 (The cat is the natural companion of old people who spend a great

deal of time at home and make friends with these pets, therefore, the cat

is the animal associated most closely with witches. In fact, a black cat

is said to be a witch, according to the Negroes, though others so regard
all cats and add that the color of the cat indicates the color of the witch
[Negro]); 468 (Negro) — North Carolina: Brown Collection I, 660
(the yard was full of black cats squalling and spitting blue fire when an
accomplice to a murder was hanged ; this legendary account, very brief,

is entitled "A Witch's Death," even though the text only hints at this

circumstance)
;

(there is another account of a witch in cat form [but

not a black cat] on this .same page [yellow cat] and other accounts of
cats as witches' familiars on pages 659, 663, neither one being described
as black) — Maryland: Whitney-Bullock, No. 1643 (a black cat without
any spot of color on it is a witch) — Virginia: Bacon-Parsons, 285 (a
black cat means the witch is a black woman [Negro]) — South Caro-
lina: JAFL, viii (1895), 252 — Kentucky: Combs, 328 (witches often
metamorphose themselves into black cats to go mischief-making) ; also
(bad luck to kill a black cat; it might be a witch) ; Thomas, No. 3780 —
Georgia: Steiner. No. 98 (a black cat without a single white hair on it

is said to be a witch ; no Negro will keep a pure black in his house) —
Pennsylvania: Aurand, 25 (German) ; Fogel, No. 645 (When the witch
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disappears, / A black cat appears [German]) — Massachusetts and
Rhode Island: Parsons, 99 (Portuguese Negro) — Neiu York: NYFQ i

(1945), 16 — Illinois: Briggs, 214 (witch into cat) — New Mexico:
Padilla, 14 (black cats deserve pity and sympathy because they are the

main play of witches—every witch seems to own a black cat ; they are a

very essential part of their existence [Spanish]). HDA iii, 1871, s.v.

"Hexe" ; iv 1118, s.v. "Katze"; iii, 1307 f., s.v. "Hagel, Hagelzauber"

;

Radford, 40.

5593 When you see cats eyes shine at night, you see witches

eyes.

Will S. Sease (Oklahoma). Massachusetts and Rhode Island: Parsons,

99 (a witch uses the eyes of a black cat to work magic) — Illinois: MF
I (1951). "^77 (legendary account of woman who died, being stiff before

death and limp afterward ; before her death cats would wail, and when
her bed was taken to the washhouse after death the cats—about five

hundred of them—ran over it. They were all black, and their eyes were
like bolts of fire).

5594 To become a witch, eat grasshoppers or crickets.

Madge Colclough, Durham county.

5595 Anyone who refuses to step over a broom is a witch.

Rebecca Willis (Texas). South: Puckett, 156 (Negro) — Alleghanies:

Porter, 113 (if witches step over their broomsticks they lose their knowl-
edge ; instead of flying up the chimney, where their caldrons hangs, as

formerly, they have to get out through a knothole, or a little square

aperture made beside the door ; and if these be stopped up and prayed
over, egress becomes impossible) — Kentucky: Thomas, No. 3825 (a

witch cannot step over a broom) —• Louisiayia: Williamson, No. 34 —
Pennsylvania: Aurand, 26 (German) ; Fogel, No. 640 (German).
HDA 1, 1 138, s.v. "Besen"; in, 1899, s.v. "Hexe."

5596 Lay a broom down in the doorway when you see com-
pany coming. If the person steps over it, he or she is not a

witch, but if they pick it up they are.

Julian P. Boyd. Nova Scotia: Creighton, 49, No. 19 (same as present

entry, with the additional comment that it was especially hard for her

to step over the broom on Friday) — Illinois: Harris, 183 (if a woman
is a vAtch she will walk up to the broom, reach down and pick it up
before going any farther). HDA i, 1139, s.v. "Besen."

5597 Among the Cherokee, twins are preferably chosen for a

career as witches.

Unidentified newspaper clipping.

5598 Mother's milk is withheld from Cherokee infants chosen

to be witches for a period of twenty-four days, and the milk of

corn hominy substituted. They are rigidly secluded from all

visitors during this period.

Unidentified newspaper clipping.
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5599 Youthful Cherokee witches are thought to play with

mythical "little people," invisible to others.

Unidentified newspaper clipping.

5600 Cherokee witches know what you think, and you can't

mislead them.

Unidentified newspaper clipping.

Signs of Witches, BeivitcJiment

5601 If a warm current of air is felt, witches are passing.

Mrs. Norman Herring, Tomahawk, Sampson county. Maryland: Whit-
ney-Bullock, No. 1622 (currents of hot air in the road have been looked
upon as denoting the presence ot witches having a dance). Cf. Nos.

5714 U 5733, 5751, below.

5602 If the wind makes a weird noise about the house, witches

are near and some mischief is abrew.

Anabel Henry, Wallace, Duplin county. Witches generally travel in

whirlwinds and are wind brokers. HDA ix, 320, s.v. "weinen" ; ix 629
1., s.v. "Wind"; Kittredge, Witchcrajt, 27, 152; Day, 234; Thompson,
G283 f?.

5603 Witches do all their traveling in bad weather.

O. W. Blacknall, Kitrell, Vance county. Since witches, in addition to

causing winds, were also thought to cause storms and tempests, it is a
corollary that they were also thought to ride in storms and bad weather.
Massachusetts: Bergen-Newell, 157 (a traveler was drowned in a flood;

and at some distance a witch was seen to pour water into the river, thus
creating the storm). Day, 234; Kittredge, Witchcrajt, 27, 161.

5604 A phosphorescent glow often seen on the ground at night

in the summer is sometimes called witches' eyes.

Will S. Sease (Oklahoma).

5605 If you are awake at eleven, you will see witches and black

cats at twelve.

Loraine Benz (Indiana). Kentucky: Thomas, No. 3806.

5606 Mrs. Montgomery remembered what an old servant of

theirs in the fifties told her. The servant, Aunt Jenny, lived

near a graveyard, and she would say that she got up so tired

because the witches came out of the graveyard at night and rode
her all night long.

Green Collection and O. W. Blacknall, Kittrell, Vance county. "There
seems to have been among the whites a faint survival of the belief in the
power of witches over milk cows, crops and weather, but her chief of-

fence in the Negro's eye was of converting him into a saddle horse. The
timid, decrepit old Beldame who could not have climbed a horse block
to save her life, was believed to saddle old darkies so stiff that their
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marsters would scarcely get a shuffle out of them in the daytime and in

the dead hours put them through paces that would have made Gilpen

[sic] look like a snail. Woe to the old fellow who forgot to hang back the

horseshoe that the wind or chillun had knocked down from over his

door. Ten to one, the witch would ride him—ride him some bad
night . .

."—O.W.B. Side by side with this humorous debunking account

should be placed an older and more serious document to show that this

belief was also shared by whites. From Vance Randolph's article, "A
Witch Trial in Carroll County," Arka)tsas Historical Ouiirtcrly, xvi

(1957). 89 f., as related by Ralph R. Rea, postmaster at Harrison,

Arkansas. "Sure, I'll tell you all I know about it. I got the story from
my grandfather, George W. Rea. Old Mrs. Inman was blind in one eye.

She lived on Lick Branch, just east of Alpena, Arkansas. In 1858 or

1859 a young woman named Gaddy made a formal complaint to the

church authorities, accusing Grandma Inman of witchcraft. A trial was
held in the Primitive Baptist church at what is now called the Dunkard
Community, south of Alpena. It was in Carroll County then, Init is now a

part of Boone County. The testimony was that the accused had come to

the complainant's house at night, saddled and bridled the complainant,

and rode her for miles over the hills and valleys of Carroll County. On
at least one occasion the alleged witch rode Miss Gaddy into a neigh-

bor's barn, and there bred her to a Spanish jack. The jury found Mrs.
Inman guilty of witchcraft, and expelled her from the church. Grand-
father always said that he was present at the trial, but took no part in

it." Because of the tolerable rarity of accounts of witch-riding, a good
survey is given here of this supposed practice. Excluded are references

appropriate to Nos. 5607 f., 5657, below ; likewise, no references to

witches' riding humans transformed into animal shape are given, nor to

various means used to prevent witch riding. South: Puckctt, 152 (there

is one Negro song about an old woman who saddles, bridles, hoots, and
spurs a person, and rides him fox-hunting and down the hillsides ; but in

general, the Negroes deny that the person ridden is actually changed into

a horse [Negro]); 151 (you can always tell when such witches have
been riding you

;
you feel "down and out" the next morning and the bit

these evil fiends put in your mouth leaves a mark in each corner [Ne-
gro] ) ; also (the chief activity of the witch is riding folks, though oc-

casionally there is that evil succubus who steals wives [Negro]) —
North Carolina: Brown Collection I, 649 f. (four excellent accounts—all

told as mcmorats) ; 667 (person witch ridden, with witch on back, over

briars and stones) ; Cross, 254 (Phoebe Ward could ride persons at

night [same as nightmares]) — Maryland: Whitney-Bullock, No. 1650
(a Negro who wakes up in the morning very tired or exhausted, explains

the fact by saying that he has been ridden by a witch) ; Cox, 203 (man
ridden by witches to a ball) — West Virginia: WVF, vi (1955). 10, No.
I (Woman ridden by a witch each night told that if she puts a broom at

the door after midnight she will catch the witch. The witch can't get

out until she counts all the straws in the broom. One night a woman
does this and the next morning she sees the straws moving into the

broom and hears a squeaking noise. She takes the broom and puts it

in the fire, burning it to ashes. She is never bothered again by witches.

Her next door neighbor died shortly after she burned the broom [Ne-
gro]) — South Carolina: JAFL xxxiv (1921), 10 (witch who rides

lady each night is her grandmother [Negro]) ; Eartha Kitt, Thursday's

Child, IS (when there is a young moon don't sleep on your back because

the hag will ride you [Negro]) — Tennessee: Frazicr, 46, No. 3 (if one

awakes very tired in the morning, the witches have ridden him in the

night) — Florida: Hurston, 304 (I knowed Old Lady Pringle was a

witch and I knowed she had a grudge against me over a pig. Every
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night, every night she used to ride me until I was nothing but skin and

bones [Negro]) — Alabama: WVF, vi (I955), 10 t'-. ^'^'"- 2 (A woman
beheves her mother-in-law is a witch, and rides her at night. Asks her

mother-in-law's advice on how to get rid of the witch ; mother-in-law

suggests that the woman sleep with a fork on her chest with prongs

down. The woman goes to bed with a fork, but turns the prongs up.

Feels the witch feel her feet and start toward her neck ;
on reaching the

fork the witch cries sharply. Next morning the woman finds her

mother-in-law sick in bed with a pain in the chest. Two days later the

witch dies, telling the woman the fork was the wrong way [Negro]) ;

also (a woman claims to have been ridden by a witch. Believes the witch

is lier mother-in-law, because the mother-in-law doesn't like her. Awakes,

feels something feeling her from feet to neck; unable to overcome the

force. Suddenly the thing goes away [Negro]) — Nova Scotia: Fauset,

No. 313 (Hag ridin', old-time people would call it [stagnation of blood].

Some ol' witch would come in and get on top of you [Negro]) — New
Hampshire: JAFL, 11 (1889), 292 (if a person's spirit is taken by a

witch at night, although the subject may have slept soundly all night,

next morning he will be sick or affected with great lassitude) — Pennsyl-

vania and West Virginia: Bayard, 53 (Less often a tale is told of witches

riding men. Near Waynesburg [Greene County] there used to live a

man who asserted that he had been the victim of such persecution ; but

the story he told of his experience is old and widespread. He had been

saddled and bridled by a witch—being first rendered powerless to resist,

of course, by her spell—and ridden a great distance to the eastward, to

a deserted house where witches from various parts were having a

"frolic." His rider tied him to a fence outside the house and went within

to join in the mirth. While she was inside, he slipped his bridle; but she

became aware of this and at once came outside to refasten him—which

she did, treating him exactly like a horse, and slapping him to make him

stand in a certain position. After the gathering broke up, the witch rode

him home again. The same man believed that he had the power to dis-

cover, by laying his ear to the ground, when other unfortunates were

being ridden by witches in the same way) — Pomsyh'ania: Hoflfman H,

32 (when one awakes in the morning feeling very tired, the witches have

been riding him all night [German]) — Illinois: Hyatt, No. 9249
("Years ago [in slavery times] my mother said they took their master

out after dark through the keyhole every night and would ride him all

night because he was so mean to them. And just about daylight they

would put salt all over him to freshen him up, because he would be about

dead over the witches riding him all night, and would put hirn back

through the keyhole early in the morning" [Negro]) — Michigan: Dor-

son, Negro, 235 f. (I had a witch ride me once. I heard it come in the

house. It got on the bed and I could feel it when it pressed on the bed.

It got on me and I couldn't say a word. I commenced twistin' and

awhinin' in my sleep. An' I heard the thing when it hit the floor, 'bout

like a big rat or something — bip — and out the door it went. I say,

"You better go, you devil you." It was about four o'clock in the morn-
ing. That's true [Negro]) ; WF xiii (1954), 168 (witch comes to ride

a man at midnight [Negro]) ; also (a witch rides a man every night;

man, on advice of hoodoo woman, puts black and red pepper in witch's

skin as she removes it to ride him. Witch says, "Skin, skin, don't you
know me?" as pepper burns her. Witch never returns. Sunrise, she van-

ishes without skin [Negro]) — Texas: Turner, 156 (if you sweep after

dark, the witches will ride you). HDA iii, 1884, s.v. "Hexe" ; Wlis-

locki, Magyaren, 155; Leland, 195; 199; 201; Thompson, G241.2
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5607 If there are tangles in your hair early in the morning, the

witches have been riding you.

Elsie Doxey, Currituck county and O. W. Blacknall, Kittrell, Vance
county. "No educated white person gave a thought to conjurers any more
than to witches except to make merry over witch stirrups. Male hair

was then worn long and not as carefully brushed as now. Now and
then odd little tangles, shaped for all the world like tiny stirrups, would
be described at breakfast table on some one's head, and then all would
declare that witches had ridden him the night before, and the laugh

would be on him"—O.W.B. Witch riding constitutes one of the more
sensational manifestations of witchcraft, and the belief in the ability of

witches to ride animals or people all night, bringing them to a point of

exhaustion by morning, is still encountered in many parts of the coun-

try. Only references relating to the disheveled state of the hair following

such a ride are given here. South: Puckett, 151 f. (when you find your
hair plaited into little stirrups in the morning, or when it is all tangled

up and your face scratched, you may be sure that witches have been
bothering you that night [Negro]) — Virginia: Cross, 252 (two hairs

tangled together constitute a "witch-stirrup" [Negro]) — South Caro-
lina: Davis, 247, No. 37 (tangles in hair are "witches' stirrups" which
have been used in nightly riding [Negro]) — Kentucky: Thomas, No.

884 (tangles in your hair show that witches have been riding you) —
Tennessee: Frazier, 46, No. 2 — Alabama: Browne, No. 3334 —
Pennsylvania: Shoemaker, 7 (tangles in the hair show that a man has

been ridden by a hechs) — Ozarks: Randolph, 277 (I have heard snarls

in a woman's hair called "witches' cradles," but I am not sure just what
is meant by this) ; also ("witches' stirrups," but associated with horses).

Leland, 195, Cf. No. 5657, below ; for the riding of horses by
witches, cf. Nos. 7662, 7667, below.

5608 When one has sores in corners of his mouth it is a sign

witches have had him bridled.

Elsie Doxey, Currituck county. Virginia: Cross, 252 (a witch rides a

victim by turning him on his back, inserting a bit in his mouth, and
riding him on all fours, like a horse) ; also (a man about to be ridden by
a witch, seizes the bridle and forces it into the hag's mouth ; she begins

to shift her shape, but is severely beaten by her would-be victim) —
Ontario: Waugh, No. 589 an old man declared he was taken out every

night by the witches and ridden like a horse ; and he would show all the

signs of being completely exhausted in the morning, and would exhibit

sores at the corners of his mouth where he had been unmercifully jerked

by the bit ; he so fully believed this that he walked fifty miles to consult a

"witch doctor," who delivered him from his tormentors) — Maine: B. A.
Botkin, Treasury of New England Folklore (New York, 1947), 403 f. —
Illinois: Harris, 190 (witch transforms a man into a horse, and by
means of a magic bridle rides him by night) — Ozarks: Randolph, 278
(account of a girl with a bridle in her hand who turned a fellow into a

pony and rode him wildly through the woods) — .Arkansas: .Arkansas

Historical Quarterly xvi (1957), 89 f. (for details, see No. 5606, above).

Dalyell, 591 (trial of witch riding, with bridle and all [1633]) ; Hen-
derson, 190 fif. ; HDA III, 1884, s.v. "Hexe" ; Wlislocki, Magyarcn, 153.

Cf. the article on "The Witch-Bridle," by John Harrington Cox (see

Bibliography)

.

5609 The twitching of the eye is a sign that one is bewitched.

Loraine Benz (Indiana). Cf. Seligmann i, 66 fif. (with especial reference

to the evil eye).
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5610 If your shoestring comes untied, the witches are after

you.

Zilpah Frisbie, Marion, McDowell county; two informants from Dur-

ham and Bladen counties; and an anonymous informant. Cf. HDA vii,

1353, s.v. "Schuhband."

561 1 If a knot comes in the thread while you are sewing, the

witches are after you.

Mildred Peterson, Bladen county; Zilpah Frisbie, Marion, McDowell

county; Miss Mamie Mansfield, Durham county. Cf. Massachusetts:

Wilson, Syrian, 137, No. 18 (if a man finds, after waking, that tassels

on the sash of his nightrobe are cross tied into knots, it means that he

will be a slave of his witch, and only with great difficulty extricates him-

self from her power [Syrian]). Black, Folk-Medicine 112; Dalyell,

307; Radford, 99; HDA ni, 1874, s.v. "Hexe" ; the reader should also

read Day's excellent article, especially, pp. 245 ff. The whole matter of

the witches' unloosing the winds by untying knots, ^olus-like (cf. Day,

233 ff.), does not come up in the Brown Collection, nor the dread

Fattnra, wherein the blood supply to erogenous areas is symbolically cut

off by the tying of knots in various kinds of strings, fabrics, etc., by way
of love reprisal.

5612 If a fire you are attempting to make goes out, you are

bewitched.

Loraine Benz (Indiana). Cf. Kentucky: Thomas, No. 3807 (a fire going

out three times) — Indiana: Brewster, Supernatural, 229 (witch blamed

for smothering the fire with wet wood and too much slack coal).

5613 If you are going to wash dishes and you boil your water

to wash them, the old saying is that the witches will ride you.

Green Collection. North Carolina: Brewster, Customs, 251.

5614 If you are shown a piece of hair near the door and you

do not pick it up, the witches will overtake you soon.

Loraine Benz (Indiana). Kentucky: Thomas, No. 3824 (if when you see

a bunch of hair near the door you fail to pick it up, the witches will over-

take you before midnight).

5615 If a witch goes to church, she will sit with her back to-

ward the minister.

Loraine Benz (Indiana). Kentucky: Thomas, No. 3778. HDA iii,

1899, s.v. "Hexe."

5616 Do not eat too much grease, or you will be bewitched.

Madge Colclough, Durham county. Cf. HD.A. 11, 1049, s.v. "essen."

5617 The howling of dogs shows the presence of witches.

Green Collection. New York: JAFL i (1888), 187 (the howling of dogs

at night was thought to be witches [Iroquois Indians]); NYFQ xin

(1957), 58 f. (the howl of a dog is an omen of the impending death of a
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witch). HDA IV, 473, s.v. "Hund" ; Wlislocki, Zigeuner, 113. Cf.

Nos. 5722, 5738, 5757, below.

5618 Witch-cats are sure signs of bad luck.

Zilpah Frisbie, Marion, McDowell county. For the bad luck entailed in

seeing and meeting cats, cf. No. 3813 ff., above.

5619 It is a sign of bad luck to meet a witch-rabbit.

Lucille Massey, Durham county. Cf. Nos. 3849 ff., above for the bad
luck resulting from seeing or meeting rabbits while one is moving about.

HDA III, 1514, s.v. "Hase."

5620 The charms of witches are made from the entrails of

cocks sacrificed to demons, certain horrible worms, various un-

specified herbs, dead men's nails, the hair, brains, and teeth of

boys who were buried unbaptized, with other abominations, all

of which they cooked—with various incantations—over a fire of

oak logs in a vessel made out of the skull of a decapitated thief.

This was used to inflict death or disease on the bodies of the

faithful.

Loraine Benz (Indiana). In America the traditional witches' brew, or

witches' unguent, containing ingredients of the sort mentioned in this

entry is not reported in the literature, although to some extent the older

European tradition has been kept alive, at least in the general notion

about witches. However, as indicated in the Introduction (pp. x.xxi f.),

many of the ideas traditionally associated with witches in Europe seem
in this country to have become associated with conjurers. In this sense

the conjure bag, as we have seen it in Nos. 5543 ff., passim, above, has

supplanted the witches brew of classical witchcraft. Because the fat of

unbaptized infants is an unfailing ingredient in such concoctions, and
other parts of the unhallowed body as well, a few general references are

being supplied: HDA 11. 1375, s.v. "Fett" ; 11, 1676, s.v. "Flugsalbe" ; iv,

1337. s.v. "Kind"; Dalyell, 574; Kittredge, Jl'itchcraft. 144 (dating from

1324) ; Wlislocki, Magyaren, 153. For the seven different kinds of herbs

going into the mixture, cf. HDA vii, 1702, s.v. "siebenerlei."

5621 It is unwise to keep €:gg shells, because witches go to sea

in them.

Loraine Benz (Indiana). South: Puckett, 154 (a person should remem-
ber to crush the egg-shells after the egg has been removed lest the

witches use them for boats in which to sink ships) — Kentucky:
Thomas, No. 3811 (burn the shells) — Pennsylvania: Fogel, No. 893

i&gg shells should be crushed before being thrown away [German]);
No. 894 (egg shells should be broken up, so that witches can't use them
[German] ) ; Rupp, 260, No. 30 (egg shells having to be crushed before

being thrown away [German]); Phillips, 166, No. 52 (the shell of an
egg should always be broken into pieces, or else witches will use them
to ride in) — Texas: Hendricks, No. 395 (you should always crush a

used eggshell flat ; otherwise a witch will use the eggshell as a boat in

which to go about spreading mischief). HDA iii, 1875, s.v. "Hexe" ;

HDA II, 688, s.v. "Eierschalen" ; N & Q iv, vol. 5 (1870), 516: Johnson,
Normandy, 54 f

.
; McCartney, 125 f

.
; Leland, 72; Wlislocki, Magyaren,

153; Thompson, G241.4.2.
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5622 If a spider is consumed falling into a lamp, witches are

near.

Loraine Benz (Indiana). Kentucky: Thomas, No. 3808.

5623 By rubbing her hand on a gun, a witch can put a spell on

it so that its shot will not hit anything.

Loraine Benz (Indiana). Cf. No. 7904, below, for the bewitching of

firearms. Most references involve witches.

5624 If you step on a crack in the sidewalk, a witch will appear

and seize you.

Loraine Benz (Indiana). Kentucky: Thomas, No. 3810.

5625 You bewitch one by pointing any sharp instrument at him.

Elsie Doxey, Currituck county. Cf. No. 5553, above, and the various

cross references to "pointing" cited there.

Preventives of Witchcraft

5626 The perfume of the fall [ofTal?] of a black dog and his

blood besmeared on the posts and walls of the house prevent a

witch's entrance.

Loraine Benz (Indiana).

5627 To keep witches away from the house, hang a horseshoe

over the door.

Mrs. Gertrude Allen Vaught, Alexander county ; Thomas Smith, Zion-

ville, Watauga county; and three other informants. North Carolina:

Brown Collection I, 650 — Maryland: Whitney-Bullock, No. 1655 (a

horseshoe over a house door will keep the witches out, because the witch
must travel every road the horse-shoe has traveled, and by that time it

will be daylight) — Alabama: Browne, No. 3348 —
• New England:

Johnson, li'hat They Say, 88; 60 (a horseshoe nailed over the door) —
Nezi' York: Gardner, No. 68 (a horseshoe nailed over the entrance to a
house will drive away the witches) — Illinois: Hyatt, No. 9570 (if you
put a horseshoe over your door with the points down, a witch will never
come under your door [Irish]) — Pennsylvania: Starr, 323 (German) —
Ocarks: Randolph, 283 (Probably the commonest way to keep witches
out of the house is to nail a horseshoe over the door ; this is regarded as
a sort of general prophylactic against witches, bad luck, contagious
disease, and other evil influences. Many hillmen insist that it doesn't
work unless the open end of the horseshoe is upward, but the reason for
this has never been explained to me) — N'ehraska: Cannell, 45, No. 31.

Lean 11, 446; Salisbury, 71; Udal, 235; HDA viii, 1589, s.v. "Ver-
hinderungszauber." Cf. Nos. 5670, 5727, 5741, below.

5628 Hang a horseshoe at the inside of the outmost threshold
of your house, and no witch will have the power to enter.

Loraine Benz (Indiana). Allcghanies: Porter, 114 (a horseshoe nailed
to the wall will prevent witches from coming into the house). Napier,
139; HDA VII, 1536, s.v. "Schwelle"; Thompson, G272.11.
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5629 Instead of the foregoing, one might item the triumphant
title crosswise in every corner of the house, thus : Jesus & Naza-
renus & Judaearum & Memorancum & Marie.

Loraine Benz (Indiana).

5630 There is a custom practiced in many of the homes in

western North CaroHna which grew out of a beUef in warding
off witches. The custom is that of covering every horseshoe

found in the road with tin- foil and hanging it over the door of

the house. Horseshoes are thus found hanging over many doors

in western North Carolina.

I. T. Poole, Swepsonville, Alamance county. South: Puckett, 477 (a

horseshoe nailed up over your door will keep evil spirits away ; my old

mammy had two of them wrapped in silver paper [tinfoil] ; one she kept
over her door and the other under her steps to keep witches out of the

house, the silver making them even more effective [Negro]).

5631 "Mrs. R lives alone with her daughter in a sparsely

settled district. Every night she sprinkles a trail of sand around
the house, keeping absolute silence while she does so. No person

with malevolent intentions can cross the sand line. I noticed

that she also kept a large dog. Perhaps her magic was not so

potent as she hoped."

Mr. Leary. Cf. Maryland: Whitney-Bullock, No. 1658 (if you strew
sand on the doorstep it will keep witches from the house) — Alabama:
Browne, No. 3353 (to keep witches away, Negroes scatter sand through-
out the house [Negro]).

5632 If a tenpenny nail and some hair is placed under the

steps, witches cannot come into the house.

Constance Patten, Greensboro. Cf. Georgia: JAFL v (1892), 230 (to

keep witches ofiF the place, a black bottle containing iron nails is buried
under the front doorstep) — Osarks: Randolph^ Ocark, 20 f. (old-timers
used to drive three nails into the outside of a door in the form of a tri-

angle to keep witches away from the house).

5633 An old woman said to be a witch told a family that before

they moved into their new house they had better take a twenty-

five-cent coin and place it on the sill at each corner of the house.

The people gave the old woman the coins to be placed under the

house. No notice was taken of the matter until after the family

had moved, settled down, and a member of the family took sick.

The old witch woman was sent for and asked to account for the

sickness. She said that someone must have removed the money.
A search was made and no money was found. This caused the

family to discontinue their belief in witches.

I. T. Poole, Swepsonville. Alamance county.
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5634 If you want to keep witches away, lay a straw broom in

the doorway.

Mrs. Gertrude Allen Vaught, Alexander county ; Reverend W. S. Smith,

Cornelius, Mecklenburg county ; Eleanor Simpson, East Durham. Gen-
eral: Knortz, 143 (a broom back of the door) — South: Puckett, 156

f. (a broom across the door will prevent the witch from budging. once

she is in the room [Negro]) ; Wiltse, Superstitions, 132 (If you see a

broom lying across the doorway when you go to a neighbor's house, do
not step over it under any circumstances. It is a trap to catch witches,

who always step over brooms. If you step over one, you will be inevit-

ably regarded a witch) — Alleghanies: Porter, 114 (a broom laid across

the threshold) — North Carolina: Brown Collection I, 653 (broom
dropped across the door made it impossible for the witch to enter) —
Maryland: Whitney-Bullock, No. 1661 (a broom left by the side of the

door may be taken by a witch for her riding horse) — Virginia: Bacon-
Parsons, 285 (if you put the broom across the door when the cats

[witches] come in, they cannot leave until the broom is removed, so it

is said [Negro]) —Ontario: Wintemberg, Waterloo, 19 (if a broom-
stick falls across the doorway a witch will come ; if you pick it up the

witch won't come) — Nezv York: Bergen, Current, No. 1438 (a broom
placed behind the door) — Pennsylvania: Aurand, 25 (if you are be-

witched, lay a broom before the door ; the "rules" decree that the first

person to come in, and pick up the broom, is the witch [German] ) ;

Fogel, No. 634 (put the broomstick against the jamb of the door and no
witch can enter [German]); No. 630 (when bewitched, lay the broom
before the door ; the first person to come along and pick it up is the
witch [German]); Hand, Pennsylvania, No. 186 (a Pennsylvania-
Dutch woman had a Mongoloid child whom she believed to be bewitched

;

she kept a broomstick across the door, believing whoever picked it

up to be a witch) ; Owens, 126 (laying a broom across the door) —
Michigan: Dorson, Negro, 239 (Take a broom an' lay it in the door
an' witches won't walk over the broom. They'll sit there all night
countin' the straws in the broom. And when day comes you'll see them
look like a little jug [Negro]) — Texas: Hendricks, No. 394 (nail a
broomstick across the threshold to keep witches out ; and when you
cross, step clear or a witch will ride your stumble-foot in) — New
Mexico: Baughman, Sayings, 24 (a broom placed across the doorway
will prevent a witch from entering) ; Padilla, 17 (take a broom, put pins
on it for a cross, and stand the broom by the door ; if there is a witch in
your house, she will not be able to pass through the door). HDA i,

1135 f-, s.v. "Besen"; HDA iii, 1903, s.v. "Hexe" ; in, 1909, s.v. "Hexe"

;

Thompson, G272.7.2. Cf. No. 5742, below.

5635 To brealc the charm of a witch, spit on the iDrush of a
broom, once for the witch and once for each member of her
family. Brush it down the rear of the fireplace ; then place the
broom across the front door. Finally, send for her. She can
do you no further harm unless you give her or lend her salt or
something else.

Loraine Benz (Indiana). The notion of witches' entering and leaving a
house by way of the chimney is almost proverbial. Therefore preventive
measures were often taken at the hearth, whether around the andirons,
in the back of the fireplace, or in the chimney flue itself. Maryland:
Whitney-Bullock, No. 1647 (witches always come down the chimney,
and go out through it) — Kentucky: Thomas, No. 3837 — New Eng-
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land: JAFL vi (1893), 146 (in New England when only open fireplaces

were used, it was customary to rake up the fire at night, and, standing

the andirons in a straight line in front, lay the shovel across them [form-
ing the sign of the cross]) ; TFSB xix (1953), 83 (it is suggested that

the custom of sweeping down the chimney to bring good luck, may have
started the custom of Santa coming down the chimney). For the spitting

on a broom to prevent depredations by witches cf. Storaker, Mcnncskct,
No. 1027; Thompson, G272.5. On the lending of salt to witches, on salt

as a lacking commodity in the witch's cuisine, and on salt in other pre-

ventive uses against witches, cf. Illinois: Hyatt, No. 9233 (never let

anyone have salt ; if you do it will bring bad luck, for some people can
bewitch you with salt). HDA iii, 1846, 1887, s.v. "He.xe" ; vii, 900,

n. 10; Wlislocki, Magyarcn, 151 f
.

; Krauss, 112 f . ; Thompson. G272.16.
Cf. No. 5640, below.

5636 By hanging a sieve on tiie door of your liome you could be

assured that a witch could not enter while you were asleep,

because she had to go through every hole in the sieve.

Thomas Smith, Zionville, Watauga county ; Lucille Cheek, Chatham
county; Loraine Benz (Indiana). "One old man living on the side of

Rich Mountain used to keep a sifter hung over his window to scare an
old woman away. He declared the old woman was a witch, and before

he hung up his charm, she came through the window every night"—T.S.
— Alabama: Knortz, 137. Cf. Thompson, G272.6.

5637 As a protection against witches, hang a sieve on the door.

Fill the tiny openings in the sieve with dirt. The witch cannot

enter without getting the dirt out of each hole and going through

it.

Lucille Massey, Durham county. Maryland: Bergen, Animal, No. 61 (it

will take all night to crawl through every mesh, and leave no time for

the witches to get in); Knortz, 137; Whitney-Bullock, No. 1657A (a

sieve witch is one who can get through the sieve before dawn [Negro])
— Oaarks: Randolph, 284 (horsehair sieves affixed to doors and win-
dows, through whose meshes a witch was forced to pass to get in )

.

Thompson, G272.6.

5638 If you hang a bread sifter on a door knob at night, you
will find witches in it the next morning.

Loraine Benz (Indiana). Cf. Maryland: Lee, no (to keep witches from
riding you at night, sleep with a sifter over your face ; to catch the

witches if they try to get through the holes, place a three-prong fork

under the sieve [Negro]) — Kentucky: Thomas, No. 3828 (Negro) —
Michigan: Dorson, Negro, 241. Cf. No. 5669, below.

5639 If you are troubled by witches, it is a good plan to sit

[sleep] with a meal sifter over the face. When the witches come
to worry you. they are compelled to pass back and forth through

every mesh. By this time you will ha\e had sufificient sleep and
can get up.

Loraine Benz (Indiana). Kentucky: Thomas, No. 3827 — Virginia:

JAFL VI (1893), 307 (keep a hag threading the meshes of a sifter hung
up in the doorway, and escape her influence) ; Cross, 252, No. i (the
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operation of crawling through every mesh means that before she finishes,

the hour will come when the "extravagant and erring spirit" must hie

to "his confine" [Negro]) — Alabama: Bergen, Animal, No. 60 (put a
sifter under your doorstep, and the witches will be unable to cross the

threshold until they have counted, one by one, the spaces between the

wires in the sieve). HDA vii, 1681, s.v. "Sieb"; Thompson, G272.6.

Cf. No. 5669, below.

5640 If anybody conies to your house and acts crazy, go out

to your front door and scatter salt, for he's a witch and it will

keep the charm away.

G. B. Caldwell, Jr., Monroe, Union county. General: Knortz, 56 (salt

on the threshold to keep out witches) — West Virginia: Lopez, 41, No.
58 (if you sprinkle salt in front of your door, a witch cannot enter) —
Tennessee: Farr, Riddles, No. 228 (salt sprinkled around the house to

frighten witches) — Nova Scotia: Creighton, 48, No. 18 (put salt under
the doormat, and the witch can't step over it) — Nezv York: NYFQ rv

(1948), 185 (Lyd Cripps, a witch in Hurley, could not pass a barrier

of salt on the road; she had to take a long detour to avoid it) — Penn-
sylvania: Hand, Pennsyh'ania, No. 183 (make a line across the doorstep
with salt to keep witches out; a witch will not cross this line) — Michi-
gan: Dorson, Negro, 238 — Nezv Mexico: NMFR 11 (1947-1948), 40
(a cross of salt to prevent the witch from entering or leaving through the
door). HDA iii, 1909, s.v. "Hexe" ; Wlislocki, Magyaren^ 152;
Thompson, G271.3.

5641 "A girl died in his town, and an old colored man said it

was a witch, and put salt under all the stones and put it in the

barrel of his gun and shot it off to scare them away."

Green Collection. Cf. Tennessee: Farr, Superstitions, No. 229 (to
frighten witches away, sprinkle salt around the house).

5642 Mr. W. A. Graham knew of a witch doctor, who treated

a young girl who was deranged. He scattered salt in the spring,

and put salt and powder in his gun and shot under the house
and around the spring, saying that he could cure her, because
witches couldn't stand salt and powder.

Green Collection. Cf. Maryland: Whitney-Bullock, No. 1666 (to keep
witches out of a house, burn gunpowder in a pan)

.

5643 If you put a horseshoe in the fire, it will drive the witches
away.

I. T. Poole, Swepsonville, Alamance county. General: Knortz, 33 (horse-
shoes frequently seen in chimneys in colonial houses ; used to keep out
witches) — Pennsylvania: Bayard, 50 (a horseshoe heated to redness is

certain to make one safe as long as the heat remains). Lean 11, 436.

5644 Burn salt in the fireplace to drive away witches, or to

keep them from coming down the chimney.

Elsie Doxey, Currituck county, and Kate S. Russell, Roxboro, Person
county. Ontario: Waugh, No. 579 (burning salt will drive witches out
of the house) — Pennsylvania: Aurand, 26 (if there is a witch in the
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house, throw a handful of coarse salt onto the fire with the left hand
[German]); Fogel, No. 636 (same as preceding item [German]). Cf.

No. 5729, below.

5645 To smoke sulphur, frankincense, and hallowed water

scares witches.

Loraine Benz (Indiana). Sulphur: Brendle-Unger, 97 (sulphur was an
amulet against witchcraft in Europe for many centuries). Holy Water:
Louisiana: WF vni (1949), 389 (citing H. L. Ballowe, Creole Folk
Tales: Stories of the Lotiisiana Marsh Country, p. 124) — Illinois:

Hyatt, No. 9566 ("If you can't sleep at night, put some blessed water
under your bed, and the witches will not bother you. My brother has

been sleeping with a can of blessed water under his bed for three years

to keep the witches away" [German]) — Nezv Mexico: JAFL i (1888),
168 (only a priest with holy water can catch a witch). HDA in, 1899,

s.v. "Hexe" ; Thompson, G27X.2.2 (holy water).

5646 You must keep a clean w'hite flint rock in the fireplace to

keep away witches.

Green Collection.

5647 To drive off a witch, place a dime under the hearth.

Loraine Benz (Indiana). Kentucky: Thomas, No. 3838 — Illinois:

Hyatt, No. 9550 (a dime placed under the fireplace [Irish]).

5648 To keep off the witches, make the sign of the cross with

a crossed poker.

Green Collection. Foster, 48; JAFL vi (1893), 146 (standing the poker

upright against the grate to form a cross, explained as "calling the witch

to make the fire burn" ; also (cross formed by standing the andirons in

a straight line and crossing them with the fire shovel).

5649 Boil sweet milk on the fire, and stir it with a fork, if you

want to drive the witches away.

Edith Walker, Watauga county. Cf. Alleghanies: Porter, 1x5 (if a

witch is known, boil some milk and stir it with a fork, while calling her

name; this will compel her to come to the house) — Pennsylvania:

Owens, 126 (by pricking the boiling milk with a flesh-fork, the witch

can be made to appear).

5650 To keep witches away, let some drops of milk fall on a

piece of silver.

Eunice Smith, Pantego, Beaufort county; Loraine Benz (Indiana),

5651 Grease yourself with tallow to keep off witches and spells.

"Uncle Ned thought the niggers were trying to put a spell on

him."

Green Collection.
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5652 To remove a witch's hold on a person, cut the witch out

of the victim's leg.

Loraine Benz (Indiana). Indiana: Thomas, No. 3839.

5653 The hair was tied in little plaits and halls to keep witches

off.

J. P. Hennessee, Marion, McDowell county
; J. Donald Quale, Pinehurst,

Moore county; and an anonymous informant. Texas: Hendricks, No.
392.

5654 If you are afflicted with witches, a hoodoo ball made of

gum, and purchased with a piece of silver, will scare away the

witches.

I.oraine Benz (Indiana). Kentucky: Thomas, No. 3836.

5655 To ward ofif witches' spells, an old darky used to carry a

small bundle of roots wrapped with several kinds of hair. He
wouldn't go out a gate if a cross was made in front of it.

Mrs. Nilla Lancaster, Goldsboro, Wayne county.

5656 To keep a witch from botherin' you, wear two hats.

Thomas Smith, Zionville, Watauga county. "The above charm was told

to me by Abner Grogan who lives near the Big Laurel noted as the

place where hants are seen"—T.S.

5657 Wear your coat turned inside out to keep witches from
riding you.

Lucille Cheek, Chatham county. Georgia: Steiner, No. 10. Kittredge,
Witchcraft, 215. Cf. Nos. 5714, 5747, 5766, below.

5658 If you put on a garment wrong side out. do not change
it, or the witches will get you.

Flossie Marshbanks, Mars Hill, Madison county. Colorado: WF ix

(1950). 362, n. 13 (to trap a witch, turn your clothes inside out and put
them back on ; either a shirt or a coat is sufficient to work the spell

[Spanish]). van Gennep 11, 92.

5659 To break charms from witch rabbits or witch cats, turn
all the pockets inside out.

Zilpah Frisbie, Marion, McDowell county ; Mildred Peterson, Bladen
county; Mamie Mansfield, Durham county. References are to witches,
not to witch cats or witch rabbits. Maryland: Whitney-Bullock, No. 1668
(to keep witches away, turn your pockets inside out) — Kentucky:
Carter, Mountain, 15 — Illinois: Hyatt, No. 9599 (wear your pockets
inside out to keep the witches off [German]). Cf. Nos. 5714, 5747, 5766,
below.

5660 To keep a witch from botherin' you, turn and wear your
shirt wrong side out.

Thomas Smith, Zionville, Watauga county. HDA in, 1907, s.v. "Hexe."
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5661 If a woman meets a witch rabbit or witch cat, she may
prevent bad luck by kissing her sleeve.

Lucille Massey, Durham county. Cf. No. 3844, above.

5662 To keep from being bothered with the witches at night,

turn your stockings wrong side out.

Mrs. Gertrude Allen Vaught, Alexander county. No mention of night
is made in any of the following references. Kentucky: Carter, Mountain,
15 — Illinois: Hyatt, No. 9669 (if you put your stocking on wrong side

out, the witch will get you [German]) — Texas: Bogusch, 120 (if you
put one stocking on backwards, put the other on likewise to keep the
witches away). HDA ni, 1907, s.v. "Hexe" ; Lean 11, 451.

5663 Sleep with a stocking tied around the bedpost as a charm
against witches.

Mrs. Norman Herring, Tomahawk, Sampson county.

5664 Never go to bed with your shoes higher than your head,

for if you do, the witches will be after you for three months.

Loraine Benz (Indiana). Kentucky: Thomas, No. 3805.

5665 To avoid being bewitched, never lie on your back while

asleep.

Madge Colclough, Durham county.

5666 Witches will not trouble you at night, if you sleep with a

Bible under your head.

Mrs. Norman Herring, Tomahawk, Sampson county, and Loraine Benz
(Indiana). Kentucky: Thomas, No. 3826 — Nova Scotia: Creighton, 49,
No. 27 (sleep with a Bible under your head and with your legs crossed)
— Illinois: Hyatt, No. 9504 (German) ; No. 9505 (sleep with a Bible and
a pair of scissors under your pillow) — Osarks: Randolph, 281 (hiding
a Bible in the mattress used to detect a witch). Kittredge, Witch-
craft, 146; Thompson, G271.2.5. Cf. No. 5705, below.

5667 To keep a witch from riding you, make an "X" on the

Bible, and put it under your pillow.

Kate S. Russell, Roxboro, Person county. South: Puckett, 568 (Negro)
— Florida: Hauptmann, 12 (a Bible on the step protects against evil

spirits and witches [Spanish]).

5668 A New Testament placed under the pillow will keep the

witches away, for they have to count every word in the book.

Constance Patten, Greensboro.

5669 A sifter is placed by the bed so that the witch has to count

each hole.

Constance Patten, Greensboro. Cf. Nos. 5638 f., above.
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5670 Place a horseshoe across the foot of the bed to keep

witches away.

Mrs. Gertrude Allen Vaught, Alexander county. Feilberg i, 603 f.

;

Thompson, D1385.9; G272.11. For the placing of horseshoes on the door,

and elsewhere in and around the house, cf. Nos. 5627 f., above. Cf. Nos.

5727, 5741. below.

5671 If a knife is placed under the pillow, witches can do no

harm to the one in bed.

Constance Patten, Greensboro. Tcnncssct': Frazier, 40, .\'o. i (keep a

knife and fork under the pillow to keep witches away) — Georgia:

Steiner, No. 11 (put a case-knife under the bed to keep a witch from
riding a person). Thompson, G272.3.

5672 If you sleep with a knife under the pillow, it will drive

witches away.

Minnie Stamps Gosney, Raleigh, and Mrs. Norman Herring, Tomahawk,
Sampson county. Georgia: Steiner, No. 11 (put a case-knife under the

pillow to prevent a witch from riding you) — Nova Scotia: Creighton,

48, No. 17 (a new knife). Thompson, G272.3.

5673 If you put a silver dollar under your head, the witches

cannot trouble you.

Loraine Benz (Indiana). Newspaper accounts of a Wake county colored

man, Jim Webster, who carried a silver dollar in his mouth as a pro-

tection against witches all his adult life, not removing it either for eating

or while sleeping, but only for replacement for a new coin after it had
grown shiny every ten years. Charlotte Observer, Nov. 28, 1914; Raleigh
News and Observer, March 14, 1928 (reporting that Webster [buried

here today at 74 years of age] had worn the coin in his mouth for 58
years). Kentucky: Thomas, No. 3818.

5674 If one sprinkles mustard seed around his bed, he will not

be troubled by witches.

Constance Patten, Greensboro; Jimmie Belni ; Rebecca Willis (Texas);
and an anonymous informant. Texas: Berdau, 384 (to keep out witches,

make, in the full moon, a clearly visible cross of mustard mush on the

wall over the bed in which one sleeps) ; also (witches will not enter a

house in which there is mustard) — South: Puckett, 164 (important in

keeping witches away is the Negro practice of scattering mustard seed

about the house ; the witch has to count or pick up all these seeds before
she can ride you, and she generally can be caught before this has been
accomplished [Negro]) ; also (one old slave tells me that she must pick

the mustard seed up because they burn her ; this will wake the house up
and the family can catch the witch or at least find the skin she has shed
[Negro]) — Maryland: Lee, iii (witches having to stop to pick them
all up before they can ride you [Negro]) — Georgia: Steiner, No. 11 (to

prevent a witch from riding a person, put some mustard-seed under the
bed or pillow) — Florida: Hurston, 394, No. 11 (sprinkle mustard seed
on the floor of your bedroom, before the door, and witches can't touch
you ; they got to pick up every mustard seed, 'cause they can't cross

over them [Negro]) ; also (sprinkle mustard seed on the floor of your
bedroom, before the door, and witches can't touch you, 'cause they can't
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hold more than ten in their hands at a time ; so fast as they get ten, they

drops some; that keeps them busy until roosters crow for day [Negro])
—Louisiana: Williamson, No. 33 — Alabama: Browne, No. 3350 (Ne-
groes scatter mustard seed about the house to keep witches away).

5675 Take the witch's magic black cat's bone away from her,

and she cannot cast any more spells.

Zilpah Frisbie, Marion, McDowell county. Cf. No. 5590, above,, 5788,

below, where various uses of a black cat's bone, including witchcraft,

are discussed.

5676 If you carry a rabbit's foot in your pocket, you cannot

be bewitched.

Anonymous. Cf. General: Knortz, 66 — Kentucky: Carter, Motmtain,

14 (witches are afraid to touch a person wearing or carrying a rabbit's

foot) — Tennessee : Carter, i (same as preceding item) — California:

Dresslar, 43 (a rabbit's foot carried in the pocket will keep off evil

spirits). Cf. No. 5571, above, Nos. 5792 ff., below.

5677 A Negro with a rabbit's foot, mounted on a white horse

in the dark of the moon in a cemetery, will break a witch spell.

Loraine Benz (Indiana"). Kentucky: Thomas, No. 3821.

5678 A piece of rattlesnake skin worn in the clothing keeps

witches away.

Loraine Benz (Indiana). General: Klauber, 1228 (witches will be kept

at bay if one wears a piece of rattler skin) — Kentucky: Thomas, No.
3816 — Illinois: Hyatt, No. 9620 (put a piece of rattlesnake skin in

your shoes to keep witches away [Negro]); No. 9621 (if you wear a

piece of rattlesnake skin in your clothing, you cannot be put under a

spell [Negro]).

5679 Negroes believe that a small stick tied around the neck

will keep witches away.

C. Caldwell.

5680 When you lie on the ground, draw circles around you with

a willow fork to keep ofif witches.

Eunice Smith, Pantego, Beaufort county, and Loraine Benz (Indiana).

Ketitucky: Thomas, No. 3823.

5681 You can cure a bewitched person by removing daily one

twig from a bundle of nine willow twigs which you have

gathered.

Loraine Benz (Indiana). Kentucky: Thomas, No. 3835-

5682 If you get a magnet and a great many pieces of steel or

just as many as will hang to it, wrap it up in red flannel, then

in a piece of buckskin, and tie it securely, a witch can't have any

efifect so long as you carry this.

Kate S. Russell, Roxboro, Person county.
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5683 Carrying a horseshoe nail will keep the influence of the

witches away.

Kate S. Russell, Roxboro, Person county. Cf. HDA vii, 1536, s.v.

"Schwelle."

5684 Stick a pin in the ground underneath a witch. It will

break the witch's power for the time.

Anonymous. North Carolina: Cross, 254 (pins fixed in chair offered to

witch to sit upon; but refused) — Indiam: HFB 11 (i943), 10 (if you

stick pins under the chair of a witch, she will squirm, ibut cannot get

up until the pins are removed). Thompson, G271.4.6.

5685 Wear a piece of silver around the neck, waist, or ankle to

keep off witches.

Laurice Gwinn Chambliss, Wilson, Wilson county. Alabama: Bergen,

Afiinial, No. 57 (one who always carries silver about his person will

never be ridden by witches) — Illinois: Hyatt, No. 9663 (if you put a

piece of silver under your bed, the witches will not bother you [Ger-

man]) ; No. 9664 {mcmorat dealing with a woman who placed silver in

her hand, so that the witch would get it and not bother her [German]).
Cf. Nos. 5551, 5565, 5673, above.

5686 Negroes believe that a piece of coin tied around their necks

will keep witches away.

G. B. Caldwell, Jr., Monroe, Union county. South: Puckett, 157 f.

( silver is effectively used against witches by going out at night and putting

a half dollar over the stable door [Negro]).

5687 A diine with a hole through the center, worn on a string

around the neck, will keep off witches.

Miss Hallie Holeman, Durham county. Cumberland Mountains: Shearin,

320 (a punched dime worn by a string around the neck) — Alabama:
Browne, No. 3343 (Negroes wear dimes with holes punched in them to

ward off witches) — Illinois: Hyatt, No. 9546 (wear a dime in each

shoe to keep witches away). Gallop, 61. Cf. Nos. 5551, 5565 ff-,

above.

5688 To take ofif a spell, do something to appease the anger of

the witch. Wear money around the neck and ankles.

Mrs. Nilla Lancaster, Goldsboro, Wayne county. Cf. Nos. 5551, 5565,

5687, above, and especially the second Illi>wis reference in No. 5685,

above, where a case of the rather unusual circumstance of a witch's tak-

ing the money [silver] is noted.

5689 Witches may be caught in bottles with stoppers stuck with

pins.

Anonymous. South: Puckett, 161 (Some say that the bottle should be
simply put down on its side with the mouth open. Whatever you find

within the bottle in the morning—roach, cricket, spider, gnat, or other

insect or animal—represents the witch, and whatever is done to the

thing captured will be done to the witch as well [Negro]) — North
Carolina: Brown Collection I, 646 (tightly corked bottle kept in the
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attic to keep out witches) — Virginia: JAFL, vi (1893), 307 (cork up
a hag in a bottle so she cannot disturb your slumbers [Negro]); vii

(1894), 66 (a witch with all her supernatural powers cannot work her
way out of a glass bottle half filled with water and corked with a cork
filled with nine new needles [Negro]) — South Carolina: Davis, 247,
No. 35 (a "Hag" may be caught in a bottle properly conjured; if it is

hidden in ashes under the fire, she will die in agony [Negro]) —
Alabama: Browne, No. 3354 (to keep witches away put a number of

bottles of water into the interior of your fireplace) — Nova Scotia:
Creighton, 50, No. 32 (put witch in bottle) — Illinois: Harris, 185 (to

exorcise a patient, cork up in a vial or bottle, the patient's urine, and
hang it in the chimney ; this gives the witch strangury, which lasts as long
as the vial hangs in the chimney [Hist, of Union County (1883), p. 281])— Colorado: Vv^F, xi (1952), 114 ("witch" gives patient two bottles of

liquid to banish hex). Lean 11, 424; Kittredge, Witchcraft, 103; 102;
Thompson, G272.10.

5690 "Keep a new bottle hung up to the left by a string clost

to a sick person's bed, and keep the bottle stopped might tight

so's to skeer the witches out of the house."

Thomas Smith, Zionville, Watauga county. North Carolina: Brown Col-
lection I, 646 ("Old Henry").

Laying Witches

5691 Those possessed of an evil spirit must be shot with a bullet

made from virgin silver.

J. Frederick Doering, Durham. Cf. Nos. 5697, 5763, below.

5692 Shoot the image or silhouette of board representing a

witch, and the witch will die.

Madge Colclough, Durham county. North Carolina: Brown Collection

I, 652 (cardboard image of witch placed against a tree and fired at with

a silver bullet) — Virginia: Cross, 253 (a witch can be injured by
shooting at an image or silhouette of board representing the one to be
punished [Negro]) — Noi'a Scotia: Kittredge^ Witchcraft, 92 (if be-

witched, draw a figure of the witch on a board and fire a charge of shot

into it; this, done before sunrise, will break the spell).

5693 To kill a witch, draw a heart on a holly tree, and drive a

spike into her heart for nine mornings, driving it up at the last

morning. Then she'll die.

Miss Mamie Mansfield, Durham county; Zilpah Frisbie, Marion, Mc-
Dowell county ; Mildred Peterson, Bladen county ; and an anonymous
informant. In none of the following references is mention made of a
nine-day term of operation. North Carolina: Brown Collection I, 651 f.

(Picture of witch nailed to black gum tree through her heart. Cross is

put on the picture where heart is. The nailing was by degrees ; she

would get worse and worse) — Illinois: Hyatt, No. 9598 (if you think

someone is bewitching you, draw the picture of the one you think

it is, and take tliat picture to the woods where the trees are very thick

and nail that picture on a tree; and if you have the right one, the spell
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will be broken [German]) — Osarks: Randolph, 288 (a witch killer near
Steelville, Missouri, says that it is only necessary to draw a rude pic-

ture of the witch on the north side of a black-oak tree, then drive a nail

through the heart of the picture and leave it there; all this is done
secretly, in the deep woods ; unless the witch can find the black oak and
pull out the nail, she'll die very soon).

5694 You can remove a witch's charm and also kill her by

driving a nail through her picture near the heart, and then by

striking it once each day for nine days.

Loraine Benz, Marengo, Indiana ; Pearl Webb, Pineola, Avery county

;

and three other informants from central and western counties. "A cer-

tain man in this country said that one of his children was bewitched and
that his grandmother had done it. He immediately set about to kill her.

He drew her picture on a tree. At the spot where her heart was in the

picture, he drove a nail. He was to strike this nail one stroke every
day until it was driven up. At this point, the witch was supposed to

die"—P.W. Included here are references to punishment of images made
of dough as well as the more conventional pictures. South: Kittredge,

Witchcraft, 91 (image made of snake oil mixed with flour or sand, name
given to puppet; when it is baked at the fire or pins are stuck in, the

victim suffers; a pin in the heart means death [Negro]) — North Caro-
litia: Brown Collection I, 645 f. (picture of witch affixed to house and
horseshoe nail driven into it) — West Virginia: WVF, vi (1955), 11.

No. 3 (Aunt Vi had a horrible method she used on people she didn't

like : she made an image of the enemy, stuck a pin in the image and the

person would die soon after. According to her niece, Aunt Vi killed a
woman by this method in Alabama [Negro]) — Kentucky: Thomas, No.
3833 — Georgia: Puckett, 243 (in rural districts of Georgia reputed
witches may lay a spell by baking an image of dough representing a per-
son, and sticking pins into it, thus causing the victim to suffer pain
[Negro]) — Pennsylvania: NF, i (1958), 53 (narrator tells of being
released from hex curse by sticking a dough image of witch with pins
and burning it [Leach, Rainboiv Book . . . , 246-48] [German]) —
Illinois: Hyatt, No. 9587 (Negro) — New Mexico: Padilla, 17 (witches
love to play with the monitos [images in which pins are stuck] they
make).

5695 To kill a w^itch, draw a picture of her on a tree, take a

nail and drive it in the heart for nine mornings, each bov in the
family tapping the nail. On the ninth morning the individual

will die.

Eunice Smith, Pantego, Beaufort county. North Carolina: Brown Col-
lection I, 651 (picture taken to gum tree and a cross put where the heart
ought to be, and a nail driven into the heart) ; 653 (witch doctors dig
out pieces of silver bullet from tree to remove the spell after a witch has
been shot [picture]).

5696 It is believed that when a person is bewitched, one should
break the spell by drawing the picture of a person's head, giving
it the name of the person supposed to cast the spell and then bv
getting off and shooting it to pieces with a shotgun.

George E. Knox, Washington, D. C. North Carolina: Brown Collection
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I, 653 (likeness of witch drawn on cardboard, placed on a tree and shot

at) ; Kittredge, Witchcraft, 92 (if you mark out your enemy's outline on

a board and shoot it, he feels pain in the corresponding part of his body)
— Pennsylvania: Owens, 126 (to free himself of a witch, a man painted

an imaginary picture of her on the wall, and then shot her) — Nova
Scotia: Fauset, No. 327 (In case of "anyone who puts a spell on you,"

draw her image on a board and shoot at it. She will fall downstairs ; if

going upstairs, she will let fall down what she has in her hand, until she

takes the spell off of you. The boys used to do this, against a certain

old woman in Shelburne) — Illinois: Hyatt, No. 9661 (About thirteen

years ago in Quincy, a man was sick all the time. He had one doctor

after another. He just kept going down. So he thought he was bewitched

and the family did too. And they thought it was a woman they knew.
This man got the old woman's picture and said he did not want to kill

her—if you shoot her through the heart she will die—so he put her pic-

ture up and shot her through the legs. And she was crippled in one leg

for a long time after he shot her picture. But the man got well [Irish])
;

No. 9662 (Years ago there was a little girl out in the South End [of

Quincy] that had a real big head, and it kept growing. Her people called

a witch doctor and he said someone had her bewitched. The people

suspected a woman in the neighborhood, so the witch doctor drew a pic-

ture of the woman they thought it was, as good as he could ; then they

hung the picture up on the wall and shot at it. The next day this woman
came to the house limping and wanted to see the child. They would not

let her in, so the spell was broken. And the child's head went back to its

own size [German]). Lean 11, 412; Thompson, G271.4.8. Cf. Nos.

5579 f., above.

5697 Draw a picture of a witch that is tormenting you, and
shoot through it with a silver bullet.

Loraine Benz, Marengo, Indiana, and Julian P. Boyd. Alleghanies:

Porter, 115 f. (whatever is done to an animal a witch has afflicted is

done to her ; when the witch is forced to reveal herself, her likeness may
be taken, and the portrait or effigy shot with a silver bullet) — Mary-
land: Whitney-Bullock, No. 1654 (If you fire at a witch's likeness and
find out afterwards that she has been hurt, it is sure proof she is a

witch. If you can't get her photograph, just draw her profile on the end
of the barn and shoot at that. Your silver bullet is easily made by heat-

ing up a silver quarter or a ten-cent piece) — Kentucky: Thomas, No.

3829; No. 3832 (she can break the charm, provided she or a member of

her family borrows anything from you or your family) ; No. 2177 (if you
draw a picture of your enemy and shoot it with a silver bullet, he will

suffer pain where the bullet strikes) — Tennessee: TFSB, ni (1937),

63 (drawing the witch's picture on a board) ; 69 f. (witch casts a spell

on a family so they can't sleep ; father sketches her image, shoots it in

the left leg with a silver bullet ; the witch gets a pain in the left leg and
dies) ; 66 f. (a woman sketches an image of a witch on a shingle and has

a hunter shoot through the left leg of drawing ; he soon hears that the

witch has a pain in her left leg and is slowly dying. However, the woman
is not responsible since the hunter didn't use a silver bullet) —- Alabama:
Bergen, Animal, No. 54; Browne, No. 3355 (to kill a witch draw a

picture of a witch, fasten it to an object with a peg made of brier wood
or wood that has been heated ; then shoot the picture with a silver bullet

—the witch will drop at the instant the bullet hits the picture).

Thompson, G271.4.8. Cf. Nos. 5579 f., 5691, above, Nos. 5749, 5763,
below.
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5698 To kill a witch, draw a picture of her on a tree. Shoot the

heart nine mornings in succession with silver money cut up.

Mildred Peterson, Bladen county ; Miss Mamie Mansfield, Durham
county; and an anonymous informant. North Carolina: NCF, vii. No. 2

(1959), 27 (To remove a witch spell, fisherman draws as near a like-

ness as possible of a suspected witch on piece of cardboard or wood, puts

it in a fork of a stooping white oak. Cuts a 25^ piece in four parts, puts

it with a charge in shotgun. Before rising of sun, he stands facing east

with the tree back of him. As the morning sun rises, he turns, fires at

the picture. As the slugs strike the drawing, the witch falls over dead
at home, and the spell is broken) — West Virginia: WVF, vi (1955), 9,

No. 8 (Man thinks a certain woman is a witch, draws her picture on a

tree, hangs a mirror on another tree to reflect the picture. Looks in the

glass, puts gun over the left shoulder, fires at the picture with a silver

bullet. The bullet pierces her hip. Witch afterwards drags that leg when
she walks) ; Cox, 209 (Man draws a picture of a witch on a paper; as

he feels her spell coming over him, he hangs the picture on a tree, shoots

it with a silver bullet, which pierces the heart in the picture. The witch
simultaneously claps her heart, and shouts, "O my God ! I'm shot ! I'm
killed!" and falls dead) — Nova Scotia: Fauset, No. 317 (draw an out-

line of witch on a tree, load the gun with silver, fire at it [witch trans-

formed to duck; shot with silver bullet]) — New York: NYFQ, xm
(i957)> 58 f. (Witch curses girl that she will never walk again; girl

becomes paralyzed. Clairvoyant instructs father to make image of witch
of bread dough, to stand it against a basswood tree and at 125 feet to

pierce it with a silver bullet. As the bullet hits the mark, the girl gets

up and walks. That night, the body of the witch is found hanging from
a limb of a basswood tree) — Illinois: Hyatt, No. 9657 (Some people
were living by a witch and she was always borrowing from them or
giving them something . . . [One day she insisted on borrowing lard and
after she left] the man said, 'I'll fix her so she will not come back any-
more.' He drawed the old woman's picture on a piece of cardboard and
took it out in the orchard and tacked it on a tree. Then he went to the
house and got a piece of silver and beat it all up into a silver bullet ....
That night just at twelve o'clock this witch started in the yard. This
man shot through her picture on the tree and the old woman dropped
dead [Irish]) ; No. 9660 ("A family were living next to a witch who
borrowed. One day she tried to borrow grease without which she would
die. The people didn't let her have it, and the witch almost died getting
home. After the witch went home, the man of this family went and
drawed a picture of this woman, putting her name under the picture,

then nailed the picture on an apple tree out in the yard. After that he
beat up a dime until he had a silver bullet. He put this silver bullet in

his gun, and just at noon he shot at the picture on the apple tree. The
witch had just started to come in the yard, and dropped dead when he
shot at her picture [German]) — Pennsylvania: Aurand, 26 (to discover
a witch : draw a picture of the suspect, load your gun with a dime, and
shoot at the picture ; the spot where you hit the picture will correspond
to the mark to be found on the body of the witch [German] ) ; Fogel, No.
635 (shooting the picture of a witch with a dime and hitting at the same
spot in picture and real body [German]); Shoemaker, 9 (shooting the
picture of a suspected hex with a silver bullet) — Ozarks: Randolph.
287 (if the witch master knows the identity of the woman who is causing
the trouble, he draws her picture on a board and fires a silver bullet
into it ; this is supposed to kill the witch, or at least to cause her great
bodily and mental anguish). HDA iir, 1904 f., s.v. "Hexe" ; Mc-
Cartney, 176; Baughman, G271.4.2 (ba)*.
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5699 Get rid of a witch by shooting her picture over running
water. If you shoot the picture under other conditions, you will

not hurt the witch.

Loraine Benz, Marengo, Indiana. Kentucky: Thomas, No. 3830 (no
mention of other conditions) ; No. 3831 (shooting the picture under other
conditions, you may break the charm but may not hurt the witch).

5700 A witch may be shot and killed with a shotgun loaded

with pokeberries.

Alex Tugman, Todd, Ashe county.

Evil Eye

5701 If you see a cross-eyed person you must cross your fin-

gers to ward off the evil eye.

Rebecca Willis (Texas). Cf. General: Patten, 138 (the two forefingers

held apart are thought to avert the evil eye). For various finger gestures

to ward off the evil eye, see Seligmann 11, 178-188; cf. also, Lutz Rohrich,
"Gebardensprache und Sprachgebarde" in Humaniora: Essays in Litera-

ture, Folklore, and Bibliography Honoring Archer Taylor on his Seven-
tieth Birthday (Locust Valley, New York, i960), where illustrations of

two of the more common finger gestures used against the evil eye are

shown: p. 143, Fig. 2>2 (sign of the fig [thumb folded between the index
and middle fingers]), and p. 144, Fig. 35 (Diirer sketch of the sign of

the fig) ; Figs. 34, 36, 37 (sign of the horns [two middle fingers clasped

by the thumb, leaving the index and little fingers extended to simulate

the horns of a bull or other animal]) ; see also Jones, Eznl Eye, 13.

5702 A locket or brooch in the shape of a heart is worn to keep
off the evil eye.

Green Collection. General: Wilson, Amulet, 145, No. 6 (heart-shaped
objects are used against the evil eye and other forms of fascination) ;

Jones, Evil Eye, 13.

5703 A red spot placed in the center of forehead averts the evil

eye.

Anonymous. General: Jones, Evil Eye, 12 (red is a favorite protective

color against the evil eye among both Christians and Jews) ; also (red

is used to embroider a cross on the child's underwear) ; also (red ribbons

tied around the neck to hold religious amulet) ; also (red ribbons tied

around the neck, in the hair, and around the leg). Seligmann 11, 247-

259 (where red as an apotropaic color is treated) ; blue, also commonly
encountered among immigrants from Europe, is treated on pages 246 f.

Nightmare

5704 Nightmares ride the unfortunate at night.

Green Collection. General: Grendon, 231 (nightmare fiend believed to

ride humans and animals until they were e.xhausted or even dead) —
South: Puckett, 158 f. (Negro) — North Carolina: Brown Collection i,

671 (ghost, nightmare-like, crawls on one and presses down on him) ;

672 (ghost getting on a person and smothering him) — Mississippi:
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Hudson, Bell IV itch, 51 (the daughter of the Bell family would wake
up in the middle of the night screaming and crying that something cold

and heavy had been sitting on her breast, sucking her breath and press-

ing the life out of her). Storaker, Menncsket, Nos. 534 ff. ; Tillhagen,

318 ff.

5705 Put a Bible under your pillow, and you will not have any
nightmares.

Odus Rupe (Kentucky), and an anonymous informant. Cf. Storaker,
Mcnnesket, No. 547 (to prevent nightmare, say the Lord's Prayer)

;

Tillhagen, 324 (Word of God). Cf. Nos. 5666 ff., above.

5706 To sleep with a razor and Bible under your head wards
off nightmares.

Jane N. Ray, Meredith College, near Raleigh. For a treatment of the

use of the Bible, cf. No. 5705, above. All references, except to Tillhagen,

are to the use of a knife in the pillow, one stuck into the bedpost, or
placed under the bed. Lean 11, 445 ; Storaker, Mennesket, Nos. 557 ff.

;

Tillhagen, 324 (edged steel).

5707 To keep off nightmare, sleep with shears under the pillow.

Sue Hull (Indiana). Cf. Tillhagen, 324 (edged steel).

5708 To cure sleepwalking, put the Bible under the pillow, and
a bucket of water under the foot of the bed.

Mamie Mansfield, Durham county. Cf. Lean 11, 445 (elf-cups, stones
perforated by friction at a waterfall, are placed under stable doors to
prevent nightmare).

Ghosts

5709 People have an immortal soul which is the ghost. It rests

after death unless someone has done something against it.

Helen Fraser Smith. New York: Jones, Ghosts, 252 (certain actions
pertaining to the body of the deceased are sometimes efficacious in put-
ting the dead to rest). Thompson, E451 ; for a discussion of restless

souls, weary for the comfort of the grave, see HDA i, 584 ff., s.v. "arme
Seelen"

; Jones also contains considerable material dealing with "un-
finished business" and the longing for the haven of the grave.

5710 If you pass a graveyard on Friday night, you will see a
ghost.

Green Collection. A substantial number of beliefs and legendary ac-
counts dealing with ghosts center upon the graveyard, either having to do
with ghosts rising from the grave, or ghosts wandering near the grave-
yard to accost passers-by. Following are a few characteristic references
connecting ghosts with graveyards, but Friday is not specified in a single
instance. South: Puckett, 116 (Negro ghosts gather together in grave-
yards [Negro]); 142 (keep your fingers tightly crossed in passing a
graveyard to keep the ghosts off [Negro]) — North Carolina: Brown
Collection i, 675 (a woman living in a house beside a graveyard would
hear a child scream under her bed) ; also (a ghost drags a chain near
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a graveyard) ; 676 f. (the ghost of a jihed lover accosts her unfaithful

friend as he passes the cemetery after making love to the dead girl's

successful rival ; the ghost shakes his hand, which withers, and in three

day's time he is dead) ; 681 (girl rises from grave and goes into the

church) ; also (man whose sweetheart had died of typhoid, sees her rise

from the grave with her mother ; she has flaming eyes and mouth) ; 682

(dogs show terror when the clanking of chains is heard on a road
between two cemeteries) — Tennessee: Redfield, No. 461 (don't ever

go near a graveyard at night if you don't want to see ghosts and haunts)
— New England: Johnson, IVhat They Say, 59 (formerly people were
afraid to pass a graveyard at night for fear of seeing ghosts) — Penn-
sylvania: KFQ III (1958), 2 (the graveyard at Mt. Zion had a ghost)

;

3 f. (man frightened by white figure slowly flapping its arms, thinking

it to be the ghost of the man buried there the week before ; the "spook"
turns out to be a newspaper caught under the gate) — Illinois: Hyatt,

No. 10528 (dying man asked wife to visit the cemetery on the ninth day
after he died so that he could talk to her ; she did not go, but from her

house overlooking the cemetery she could see "something walking around
and around his grave") — lozm: Stout, No. 1278 (if you go past a

graveyard at dusk, ghosts will chase you). McCartney, 196.

571 1 Lights in graveyards show that the restless dead are walk-

ing.

Green Collection. North Carolitm: Harden, 114 (ghostly lights flickering

on gravestones) ; WF xvii (1958), 128 (the flickering lights seen in old

neglected graveyards near solitary country churches are the dancing souls

of little children ; the old name of "corpse-candles" reflects this [news
dispatch, Asheville Citizen-Times, July 27, 1952]) — Alleghanies:

Porter, no (where men have been murdered they wander about their

graves as moving lights) — West Virginia: WVF, 76, No. 12 (peculiar

light hovering over graves in High Wood Cemetery) — New York:
Jones, Ghosts, 239 (spectral light leading one to the hidden burial place

of the ghost) — loiva: HF v (1946), 104 (strange lights above a

secluded spot near a river mark the grave of a murdered person).

HDA III, 535 s.v. "Geisterlicht" ; Thompson, E231.3; E530.1 ; E530.1.1 ;

£530.3. Cf. Nos. 5713, 5735. below.

5712 When lights grow dim, ghosts are near.

L. B. Brantley, Zebulon, Wake county. In the old ballad, "Unfortunate

Miss Bailey," the ghost of the girl who had hanged herself following a

seduction visits the man who had brought her to shame. The second

stanza treats of her appearance to bargain with him for a decent burial

:

One night betimes he went to rest, for he had caught a fever.

Says he, "I am a handsome man, but I'm a gay deceiver."

His candle just at twelve o'clock began to burn quite paley {sic'\,

A ghost stepp'd up to his bed side, and said, "Behold Miss Bailey
!"

Oh, Miss Bailey ! unfortunate Miss Bailey.

(Text of the entire ballad is to be found in The Viking Book of Folk
Ballads of the English-Speaking World, ed. Albert B. Friedman [New
York, 1956], 54-55.) West Virginia: Musick, 27 (on the night a stranger

fell ill at a boarding house, and was denied the visit of a Catholic priest,

queer things happened, among other things, the lights going oflF and, on)
— Tennessee: HF v (1946), 75 (lights in the house on the Bell farm
would go off and on at night [Bell Witch legend]). Cf. the verse "The
lights burn dim" from The Merry Devil of Edmonton, cited in the notes

to No. 5739, below.
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5713 Lights in churches show that restless dead are walking.

Green Collection. South: Puckett, 116 f. (ghosts of Negroes gather

together in churches, which is made known by the lights in the churches

;

these go out upon the entry of a human into the church [Negro]) —
Maryland: JAFL lviii (1945), 136 Rights in a colored church adjoin-

ing a cemetery give a glow to the whole church, which, however, fades

away as one comes closer [Negro]) — New York: Jones, Ghosts, 251

(a light in a priest's study shines on a book containing money for a

mass he did not say) — California: WF xvii (1958), 126 (no mention
of the lights in connection with the unsung mass at Carmel Mission, but
unpublished reports, particularly concerning the mission at San Miguel,
feature accounts of the church's being lighted at night for the dead priest

who returned at night to sing masses already paid for). See Alexander
H. Krappe, "The Spectres' Mass," JAFL lx (1947), 159-162. Cf. No.

5735, below.

5714 If one feels a breath of warm air, it comes from a ghost.

Turn the pocket wrong side out, and the spirit does no harm.

Rebecca Willis (Texas). Warm air: South: Puckett, 117 (the warm
air is the breath of a ghost blowing on your back [Negro]) — Mary-
land: Whitney-Bullock, No. 1623 — Louisiana: Williamson, No. 12. Cf.

No. 5601, above, Nos. 5733, 5751, below. Turning pockets inside out:

South: Richardson, 246 (turn your coat, trousers, and hat wrong side

out, and the spirit cannot encounter you) — Georgia: Steiner, No. 9 (to

pass a haunted place, turn your pockets inside out; the haunt will not
trouble you) — Louisiana: Williamson, No. 12. Cf. No. 5659, above,

Nos. 5747, 5766, below.

5715 If you feel a blast of hot air when you are out in cold

weather, it is a ghost.

Green Collection. South: Richardson, 246 (to feel a hot breath of air at

twilight signifies the presence of a ghost) — Maryland: Whitney-
Bullock, No. 1622 (currents of hot air denote ghosts) ; No. 1624 (ghosts
travel in a mantle of hot air

;
you sometimes feel a sudden warmth in

temperature while riding or driving in the country on a cool summer
evening) — Illinois: Hyatt, No. 10419 (when you pass a place in the

woods where the air is hot, and your hair stands on your head, there is

a ghost there).

5716 If you feel a breath of cold air it comes from a ghost.

Kate S. Russell, Roxboro, Person county. South: Puckett, 117 (a cool

wind on your back gives notice of a spirit behind you [Negro]).

5717 If a door opens of itself, a ghost is the operator.

Green Collection. North Carolina: Brown Collection I, 685 (doors fly

open the minute a child dies) ; Harden, 92 fif. ("The House of the Open-
ing Door") — Kctitucky: KFR, 11 (1956), 74 (Dehlia Owens spent the
night with Mallie Bailey. Dehlia was sent to another room built away
from the main house to sleep. All night the door to her room wouldn't
stay closed. Dehlia even tried bolting it with a chair. Next morning
when she told how she slept with the door open, they told her that if she
had looked outside she would have seen a woman dressed in white. They
always saw her when the door acted like that) ; Thomas, No. 3862 (if a
door closes or moves without any wind or other visible cause, the house
is haunted) — Tennessee: TFSB, xiv (1948), 33 (door of old house
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swings Open without man touching it; also closes by itself [Negro]) —
New Brunsmick: NF, ii (1959), 61 (men waken one night in camp in

Miramichi woods, see Dungarvon ghost open door which always creaked

but which this time turns on hinges smooth as oil) — Maine: NF, 11

(1959), 13 (occupants of haunted house can't keep a door closed in the

house; as soon as they close one it opens right away) — New York:

Jones, Ghosts, 249 (ghosts opening and closing doors and shutters) ; 251

(the bolt on a door being pulled back when no one is near) — Illinois:

Hyatt, No. 10432 (the house is haunted if a door closes or moves with-

out anyone doing it) ; No. 10433 (if you ever go to an empty house and

the doors open and close, then it's time you leave, for if you don't you
won't be able to leave at all) ; No. 10436 (we have houses here you can

lock up all the doors and come back home and find everything open;

that is a haunted house) ; No. 10463 ("I know a woman that has only

been dead several months, and they had a party in the house last week.

While the party was going on, the doors would open and shut all the

time with no one near the doors. It broke the party up. They could not

understand it. It was the dead woman coming back. I guess she didn't

like it, having a party so soon after her dying") ; No. 10468 ("About
thirty years ago we worked on a farm. It was a large house of fifteen

rooms. The man had died and his son didn't do like he wanted him to

do. They said the house was haunted, and no one would stay over a

week. We said we would try it, for we didn't think the house was
haunted, but we found out it was. Every time it would rain, the doors

and windows all over the house would open and shut and keep that up
all the time it was raining. It scared us to death, but we were getting

good money and we just stayed on. One night we heard someone at the

kitchen door. It sounded like someone had an axe hitting on the door.

My husband went to the door and when he got there the noise stopped,

but just as soon as he sit down, the chopping at the door started again

and kept up all night. One of the neighbors told us they didn't see how
we could stay there with all that noise, but we stayed in that haunted
house two years, always hearing that noise and scared almost to death.

We saved every cent of our money and bought us a little place and got

out of that haunted house.") — California: Hankey, 164 (Footsteps in

the Mining Building at U.C. approach closed doors, the doors open, but

no one comes in ; when the footsteps are followed^ they run on ahead of

pursuer. Noises supposedly caused by man who shot himself in build-

ing). Thiselton Dyer, Ghost World, 201; Thompson, E599.11.

5718 A chair rocking of its own accord is "operated" by a ghost.

Green Collection. South: Puckett, 119 (a chair rocking is an indication

of a somber visitor from beyond the grave [Negro]) — West Virginia:

Musick, 3 (memorat telling of how a rocking chair would rock every

night at the time Bob Smith's grandmother died) ; WVF vii (1956), 13

(chair rocks all night when put in one spot in the house ; family finally

moves) — Tennessee: TFSB xiv (1948), 23 (ghost rocks the chair a

man sits in) ; xix (1953), 26 (There's goin' to be trouble / And it's

comin' in a minute, / The rockin' chair rockin' / And there ain't nobody
in it) — Nezv York: Jones, Ghosts, 251; NYFQ xi (1955), 275 f. (a

chair in the room of a lonely Quaker girl at a boarding school rocks by
itself every night for two hours while the girl reads passages from the

Bible to the unseen ghost ; when the girl makes friends the chair ceases

rocking), ibid., p. 294 (the ghost of Lucy Frost loves to walk on a lady's

porch, especially when the air is still; sets the chairs to swinging just

to hear or see them move) — California: Hankey, 167, No. 11.

Thompson, E539.4.
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5719 If a piece of the dead man's hair is put in a certain spot,

you will always know where his spirit is. If you remove the hair

you will be haunted.

Constance Patten, Greensboro.

5720 If one combs his or her hair after the sun goes down,
ghosts will interfere with one's sleep. Likewise, the following

day one's memory will be impaired.

R. L. Brown, and Fannie Vann, Clinton, Sampson county.

5721 A horse can see a ghost and will balk.

Green Collection. South: Puckett, 121 f. (Another Negro driving by the

graveyard on a pitch-dark night was filled with nameless dread when his

horse balked. He could see no one but was aware of a bulky form getting

into the buggy with him—he could hear the springs creak and feel them
settle under the weight. The horse moved on very slowly ; nothing could

persuade him to go faster. The unhappy man tried to sing, but could

think of no other song than "Hark from the tomb a doleful sound." His
unseen companion mocked him, "Hark ! Hark ! Hark !" He could feel the

mouldy breath of the visitor on his shoulder. When the man and his

ghoulish companion neared a store the horse stopped and the unseen
visitor left him without a word of thanks [Negro]) — North Carolina:

Brown Collection I, 678 (horses shy at ghost haunting spring) — Mary-
land: Bullock, II (a horse can see ghosts)

; JAFL, lviii (1945), 135 (in

going through Wildcat Hollow, which was haunted, a generally peace-

able horse would get restless and uneasy, give a kind of snort [a bad
sign we grew to know], and would bolt [Negro]); Whitney-Bullock,
No. 1601 (a horse can see ghosts) — Kentucky: KFR, iv, (1958), 95
(woman's horse refuses to go through gate at appearance of girl ghost)

;

Thomas, No. 3404 (if a horse balks at night, he sees a haunt) ; No. 3405
(a horse can see ghosts ; if you place your head between his ears, you
may see them also) — Alabama: Browne, No. 3323 (horses more likely

to see ghosts than are human beings) — New York: Carr-Westez, 115,

No. I (Going over Old Quioque Swamp Bridge at night, horse always
frightened, stood up on hind feet, frothed at mouth. When he came down
on his feet you couldn't hold him. How he would go [Shinnecock
Indian])

; Jones, Ghosts, 251 (the tendency of horses to buck and rear in

the presence of ghosts which they see, but humans do not, goes down as
part of their natural sensitiveness to the supernatural) — Ohio: JAFL,
II (1889), 72 (if a horse shies, pricks up his ears, and snorts, he has seen
a ghost) — Illinois: Hyatt, No. 10411 (if a horse snorts at night he
sees a ghost) ; No. 10412 (if a horse is going along at night and
stops in the road, he sees a ghost, for horses can see ghosts when
you can't) ; No. 10415 (if your horse sees a ghost, look over his back
between his ears and you can see the ghost) ; No. 10413 ("A man years
ago was killed on an old covered bridge near Kinderhook [Illinois. Just a
few miles from Adams County] and every time you would drive a horse
over that bridge he skitted all the way over. My mother would be in

a buggy herself when the horse would skit all the way over") ; No. 10455
(horse snorted and balked and would not go on when reaching a black
spot [bloodstain] in the road where two men had been killed) ; No. 10414
(horse balked at the apparition of Mr. J.'s brother standing in the road

;

some hours later Mr. J. learned that his brother had died about the time
he thought he had seen him in the road). Feilberg i, 600, s.v. "hest";
Thompson, E421.1.2. Cf. No. 5783, below.
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5722 Dogs can see ghosts.

Green Collection. Maryland: Bergen, Animal, No. 940 (dogs with double

or single dewclaws can see ghosts) ; Whitney-Bullock, No. 1599 (dogs

with seven toes see ghosts) — Alabama: Browne, No. 3323 (dogs are

more likely to see ghosts than are human beings) ; Figh, Sanders, 187

(dogs never chase ghosts) — New York: NYFQ, iv (1948), 261 (A
doctor moved into a haunted house. His hobby was raising German
shepherd dogs. From dusk till daylight, the dogs howled and thrashed

about ; when they were transported to an out-of-town kennel, they slept

soundly. The doctor's wife sickened, his son became dissipated, and
finally the doctor was forced to leave town to avoid charges of malprac-
tice) — Illinois: Hyatt, No. 10409 (if a dog hollers all the time, he sees

a ghost) ; No. 10410 (if you live in a haunted house, your dog won't
stay there with you, for he is afraid to) ; No. 105 11 ("My sister and I

lived at Eighth and Kentucky Street and the house was haunted. One day
my sister was wiping dishes and a little brown dog came up right through
the floor and stood there. My sister tried to run it off. It would not go.

Then she thought she would throw the plate at the dog that she had in

her hand. She tried and tried but the plate would not leave her hand.
Something just kept the plate in her hand. And the dog just disappeared
in the floor just like he came") — California: Hankey, 160 (one ghost
was seen only by a dog) — Dominican Republic: Andrade, 429 (when a
dog barks late in the night for no apparent cause, he should not be
silenced, for he sees ghosts). Thiselton Dyer, Ghost World. 76; HDA
IV, 474, s.v. "Hund" ; Leland, 82; McCartney, 169; also (on one occasion
when Odysseus and Telemachus were together Athena came and made
herself visible to Odysseus alone. Telemachus was entirely unaware of

her presence, but the dogs detected it [Odyssey xvi, 159-162]). Cf. No.
5617, above, Nos. 5738, 5757, 7873, below.

5723 To see a ghost, take a rain crow's egg, break it in water,

and wash your face.

Kate S. Russell, Roxboro, Person county. South: Puckett, 139 (Negro).

5724 In order to converse with ghosts, eat salt for nine morn-
ings in succession before the sun rises. No word must be spoken
from the time of rising until the salt (a spoonful each morning)
has been eaten.

Reverend L. D. Hayman, Hyde and Dare counties.

Dispelling Ghosts

5725 If you see a ghost coming toward you at night say, "What
in the name of the Lord do you want with me?" and it will go

away.

Marie Harper, Durham county. South: Puckett, 140 (Negro)
; 566

(Negro) ; Shearin, 320 (to make a ghost speak its message, this formula

should be uttered : "In the name of the Father, Son, and Holy Ghost,

what have I done to you?"} — West Virginia: WVF iv (1953), 4 ("I"

the name of God and the Holy Ghost, what do you want" are the mystic

words that put speech into ghosts) — Alabama: Browne, No. 3325 (if

you want to talk with a ghost, begin your talk with, "What in the name
of the Lord do you want?") — New York: Jones, Ghosts, 252 (to get a
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ghost to leave, ask a ghost three times, "What dost thou want?"; it will

go away and not return) — Illinois: Hyatt, No. 10547 (if a human form
should appear to you, speak to it in the three highest names, the Father,

Son, and Holy Ghost ; and it will answer you ; don't get frightened)
;

No. 10478 {mcnwrat in which a young person applies the formula, "In

the name of the Lord what do you want?", taught to her [or him] by her

[his] mother, to a ghost coming over to the bed from the closet) ; No.

10513 (another mcmorat involving the charm: "What in the name of the

Father, Son, and Holy Ghost do you want?") ; No. 10481 (memorat
involving the use [twice] of the three highest names, as in the preceding

item; the ghost gives a message of buried treasure in the cellar).

Leather, 33 ; Thompson, E443.5.

5726 To keep away spooks, make a new door facing out of

new wood.

Ellerbe Powe, Jr., Durham county. Cf. New York: Jones, Ghosts, 252
(to rid a house of its haunt, put in a new door sill) — Pennsylvania:
Shoemaker, 10 (repaint, refurnish, and refit a house, and you lay its

spooks). Thompson, E434.10; cf. E439.9 (ghost will not return if the

door is removed and hung backwards).

5727 To keep away spooks, hang a horseshoe over the door.

Ellerbe Powe, Jr., Durham county. South: Puckett, 291 (a horseshoe
keeps off ghosts) — Alabama: Browne, No. 3324 (to get rid of a ghost
take home a horseshoe, decorate it with red cloth or red paper, and hang
it up with its prongs down). Cf. Nos. 5569, 5627 f., 5670, above. No.

5741, below.

5728 Leave bread and cofifee under the house to prevent ghosts

from coming inside.

Helen Eraser Smith.

5729 Put salt on the fire to keep the ghosts away.

Green Collection. Cf. No. 5644, above.

5730 A rabbit's foot carried in one's pocket will keep of¥ ghosts.

Madge Colclough, Durham county. South: Puckett, 143 (Negro) —
Kentucky: Carter, Mountain, 14 (ghosts are afraid to touch a person
who wears a rabbit's foot) — Tennessee: Carter, i (same as preceding
item). Cf. Nos. 5571, 5676, above.

5731 To carry a left hind foot of a graveyard rabbit will keep
away ghosts.

Anonymous. Cf. No. 5730, above.

5732 If a person murders another, he may guard himself against

the ghost of the victim following him by placing ten tenpenny
nails in the pocket of the victim.

Carl G. Knox, Leland, Brunswick county. "This item came up as evi-

dence in a case in Brunswick county. A Negro man had murdered a

woman. He had told relatives of the woman that he could escape the

power of a ghost by means of nails ; so when nails were found in the

woman's pocket, the relatives brought this as evidence against him, and
he was convicted"—C.G.K.
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Spirits

5733 ^ warm current of air shows the presence of a spirit.

Constance Patten, Greensboro. South Carolina: JAFL vii (1894), 3^9

(if you pass through a stratum of warmer air, it indicates the presence

of a spirit) ; viii (1895), ^57 (a "sperrit") — Georgia: Pendleton, 206

(should you walk a lonely way in the moonlight, and feel a touch of

warm breath on the back of your neck, that is a spirit) ; Steiner, No.

4 (if one is riding at night and feels a warm current of air on his face,

Negroes say that a spirit is passing by [Negro]). Cf. Nos. 5601, 5714 f.,

above, No. 5751, below.

5734 Second sight causes some to see spirits invisible to those

not so endowed.

Green Collection. Neiu York: NYFQ vi (1950), 252 (a woman says she

has a "spirit" eye, her left eye, through which she sees things of the

"spirit," and looks into the "other world"). Dalyell, 468; HDA in,

551, s.v. "geistersichtig" ; Wessman, 89. One should also see Richard M.
Dorson's article, " 'Sixth Sense' Stories from the London Star," WF xi

(1952), 49-57, 127-131. For a treatment of the caul as it confers the gift

of second sight, and the ability to see ghosts and spirits, and to converse

with them, cf. No. 245, above, No. 5750, below.

5735 A light in a swamp is a wandering spirit.

Clara Hearne, Roanoke Rapids, Halifax county. Cf. Neiv York: Jones,

Ghosts, 239 (spectral lights as a guise of a returning spirit). HDA
III, 488, s.v. "Geist" ; iii, 519, s.v. "Geisterbann." Cf. Nos. 5711 ff., above.

5736 "She told me that if one imagines that one hears voices

—

whispered voices—when one is alone, that it is not the imagina-

tion working, but real voices. Tt is good spirits (she said 'sper-

rits') and bad spirits arguing over which one is going to be near

you for the next twenty-four hours. You can always tell which

spirit won the argument. If you have good luck, the good spirit

won ; if you don't, the evil spirits got their way."

Mr. Leary. Cf. CFQ rv (1945), 346 (battle between the good and evil

spirits). HDA in, 497, s.v. "Geist."

5737 Achings of the body show the presence of evil spirits.

Green Collection.

5738 Dogs see spirits.

Green Collection and an anonymous informant. "Cut dogs and spayed

bitches see spirits" Anonymous (Virginia). For an instance of this belief

extending to classical antiquity, see the McCartney reference to the

Odyssey in No. 5722, above. Maryland: Whitney-Bullock, No. 1600 —
Pennsylvania: Brendle-Unger, 209 (dogs can recognize evil spirits; in-

stance cited [German]) — California: Hankey, 172, No. 27. JAFL
Liii (1940), 258, n. 21 (Brazil) ; HDA iii, 549, s.v. "geistersichtig." Cf.

Nos. 5617, 5722, above, No. 5757, below.
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5739 Negroes believe that when dogs howl and whine without

someone coming in sight they are seeing spirits.

S. M. Davis, White Hall (Seven Springs), Wayne county. Cf. South:
Puckett, 144 (sometimes a good hunting dog will "run sperrits" at

night) — Georgia: Steiner, No. 6 (when a dog sees a spirit, he will

come back whining and get behind you ; he does not wish to fight a spirit

if he can help it) ; also (dogs frequently "run" spirits at night) — New
York: NYFQ xiii (1957), 245 (the footsteps of a spirit were heard in

the Fox farmhouse in Hydesville around midnight ; the dog howls under
the bedroom window all night long). JAFL liii (1940), 258, n. 21

(Brazil) ; from The Merry Devil of Edmonton: "I know thee well; I

hear the watchful dogs, / With hollow howling tell of thy approach; /
The lights burn dim, affrighted with thy presence

; / And this distemper'd
and tempestuous night / Tells me the air is troubled with some devil"

(H. Walker, ed., London, 1897, p. 3). Cf. No. 5738, above, for cross
references.

5740 When the weather vanes are moving, evil spirits are com-
ing out of them.

Rubye Fogel (New York).

Warding Off Spirits

5741 Spirits will be unable to enter a house if horseshoes and
new needles are driven over the door.

Constance Patten, Greensboro. Horseshoes: South: Puckett, 477 (horse-

shoes nailed up to keep evil spirits away ; horseshoes wrapped in silver

paper [Negro]) — Kentucky: Parsley, 77 (keep a horseshoe nailed

above the front door to repel evil spirits) — California: Dresslar, 69
(horseshoe keeps away evil spirits). Lean 11, 446; Thiselton Dyer,
Ghost World, 361. Cf. Nos. 5569, 5627 f., 5670, 5727, above. Needles:
Cf. California: WF xiv (1955), 285 (nails above the doors and win-
dows). HDA III, 511, s.v. "Geisteralawehr."

5742 The spirit cannot enter the room if a broom is placed

across the doorway.

Constance Patten, Greensboro. Cf. West Virginia: Lopez, No. 57 (if

you say the Lord's Prayer while holding a broom aloft, all evil spirits

will be swept away) — Alabama: Bergen, Current, No. 1474 (place a
broom across the door, and if any of your departed friends wish to speak
to you they are free to come and go at will while the broom remains
there) — 0"arks: Randolph, 284 (a new house, which has not yet been
occupied, is sometimes protected from evil spirits by placing an old
broom across the threshold ; old folks used to set up the mop and the
broom so as to form a cross, in the belief that it would keep witches out
of the house). HDA iii, 501, s.v. "Geist." Cf. No. 5634, above.

5743 Negroes in the country sleep with window^s and doors
tightly closed even in the summer to keep the spirits out. Ne-
groes in town leave the door cracked.

Constance Patten, Greensboro. North Carolina: Brewster, Customs, 263— South Carolina: Fitchett, 360 (keeping the bedroom windows closed
at night prevents evil spirits from entering) — Alabama: Browne, No.
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3307 (in Negro churches and houses the windows are kept closed even
during hot weather to keep evil spirits out [Negro]) — Iowa: Stout, No.
1216 (night air is poisonous, and if the windows are raised, evil spirits

will get in). Simon, Beliefs, 86 (if you leave the east window open at

night, evil spirits will enter [Japan]).

5744 A newspaper left close to the door or window will keep
the spirits out, for they have to count every word in it.

Constance Patten, Greensboro. Oftentimes Bibles are left lying open for

the benefit of witches who must count every letter in the Bible before

being able to proceed with their wonted tasks.

5745 Cross your fingers to keep ofif bad and evil spirits.

Paul O. Hudson, Mooresville, Iredell county. Kentucky: Thomas, No.

3879 (if a spirit or ghost pursues you, stop in the middle of a stream jmd
make the sign of the cross with your fingers) — Alabama: Figh,

Sanders, 188 (to get rid of a ghost, make a cross mark and spit in it,

and dare the ghost to come out). Thompson, E434.8.1 ; E443.4.

5746 A snakeskin worn around the body will prevent evil

spirits from troubling the wearer.

Elsie Doxey, Currituck county. Cf. No. 5760, below.

5747 Keep the pockets turned inside out, and spirits will stay

away.

Constance Patten, Greensboro. Cf. Kentucky: Thomas, No. 3820 (to

keep off evil spirits, you must take off your hat and turn it around) —
Georgia: Steiner, No. 10 (coats turned inside out to keep off evil spirits

[Negro]). On the turning of pockets inside out cf. Nos. 5659^ 5714,
above, No. 5766, below. Cf. also No. 5657, above, for the turning of one's

coat to keep from being witch-ridden.

5748 The Spanish fire dance is done to frighten off the spirit

of a departed one.

J. Frederick Doering, Durham.

5749 Those possessed of an evil spirit must be shot with a bul-

let made from virgin silver.

J. Frederick Doering, Durham. Cf. Georgia: Pendleton, 202 (a spirit in

deer form could never be hit by hunters; a sable conjurer advised the

use of a silver bullet, which caused the deer to vanish at the report of

the gun. Cf. Nos. 5691, 5697 f., above.

Hants

5750 A person born with a caul has the power to see hants.

Anonymous. Georgia: Steiner^ No. i (children born with a caul can see

spirits) — Alabama: Browne, No. 3316 (a baby born with a veil over

its face can see hants) ; No. 3329 (a baby born with a veil over its face

can see ghosts and has peculiar insights) ; No. 3317 (someone who was
born with a veil over his face can see hants and show them to somebody
else, if this person will look over the gifted individual's left shoulder) —
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Louisiana: Roberts, No. 12 (a child lx)rn with a caul will be able to see

ghosts and converse with them) — Nova Scotia: Fauset, No. 275 (one
born with a caul can see the dead who "are walking all the time, but

you don't see them"; a metnorat contains an actual instance [Negro]) —
Illinois: Hyatt, No. 2608 (a child born with a veil is able to see ghosts)

;

No. 2609 (anyone born without a veil will be unable to see ghosts) ; No.
2607 (if one is born with two webs and a veil, he can always talk to

ghosts). Cf. Nos. 245, 5734, above.

5751 A hot stream of air in a swamp reveals that hants are

near.

Green Collection. Cf. Nos. 5601, 5714 f., 5733, above.

5752 The common attendant of hants, especially the no-headed
woman, is a little white dog.

O. W. Blacknall, Kittrell, Vance county. Cf. Kentucky: KFR 11 (1956),
92 (apparition perched on a fence post, that looked like white dog).
Baughman, E423.1.1.1.3 (c)*; Thompson, E423.1.1.1.

5753 A tall no-headed woman, with a jack-o'-lantern in her
hand and a little white dog following her, was a hant.

O. W. Blacknall, Kittrell, Vance county.

5754 An old plantation hant was a gigantic white "sump'n"
that sprang up in front of you and sailed away.

O. W. Blacknall, Kittrell, Vance county.

5755 There was a unique "sight unseen sump'ner"—a small

white bag of cotton seen on a certain plantation bridge at times

which no horse would pass, and which no whip could strike,

blows passing through it as through moonshine. This was a
hant.

O. W. Blacknall, Kittrell, Vance county.

5756 "There was an old hant on grandfather's plantation, a

'sight unseen sump-ner' that generation after generation of dogs
chased but never caught."

O. W. Blacknall, Kittrell, Vance county.

5757 If the dogs come running in at night, with their tails be-

tween their legs, they've seen hants.

Green Collection. Cf. Nos. 5617, 5722, 5738, above.

5758 A Stock sign of hants was a baby crying in graveyards.

O. W. Blacknall, Kittrell, Vance county. None of the following refer-

ences deal with babies crying in graveyards. Tennessee: Hurdle, 77
(people said they heard a baby crying down there in the bottom at night
[Negro])

; TFSB xiv (1948), 52 (apparition of baby drowned at a
spring) — New York: Jones, Ghosts, 250 (perhaps the saddest sound of
all is that of the ghosts of babies crying in the night) — Missouri: SFQ
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XIV (1950), 83 (ghosts of murdered baby crawls about crying "Penny-
winkle ! Pennywinkle !" and then tells of the foul deed perpetrated on it

[folktale]). Ihiselton Dyer, Ghost World, 74.

5759 If a picture falls, the house is haunted.

Constance Patten, Greensboro. Kentucky: Thomas, No. 3860. Cf. Nos.
5064 flf., above for the well-known portent of a picture's falling of? the

wall before a death, and No. 3052, above, for the bad luck associated
with such a happening.

Laying Hants

5760 A snakeskin bag with a toad's eye in it is worn to ward
off the hants.

Green Collection. Cf. No. 5746, above.

5761 To keep off hants, burn sulphur round the house.

Anonymous.

5762 A conjure doctor can lay haunts.

Helen Fraser Smith. South: Puckett, 207 (Negro).

5763 You cannot hurt a hant with a lead or steel bullet, but you
must shoot him with a silver bullet.

Green Collection, and Mr. Fairley. Cf. Nos. 5691, 5697, above.

Jack-0'-Lanterns

5764 A jack-o'-lantern is an evil spirit wandering about the

earth seeking to injure some one.

Dr. Richard Dillard, Edenton, Chowan county. Known also as "Will-o'-

the-Wisp," "ignis fatuus," "Kitty Candlestick," "Jack Polant," "Fool's

Fire," and various other local names, the "jack-o'-lantern" is represented

as a kind of restless spirit doomed to wander, often in search of some-
thing elusive. It is this notion that explains the belief in the jack-o'-

lantern as a billowy creature that leads others astray with its flickering

light, usually luring them to destruction in bogs and swamps. Among
other explanations offered are that they are the souls of unbaptized in-

fants, the souls of Free Masons, usurers, and those who are guilty of

the heinous crime of moving boundary markers between pieces of prop-

erty. This last-named category of beliefs is well established in the

Pennsylvania-German country (e.g., Fogel, Nos. 590, 2038 [German]).
More scientific explanations have been offered, such as that the lights are

the result of ignited methane gas, sulphuretted hydrogen, clumps of

suspended bacteria (WF xvii [1958], 128, quoting a news dispatch from
the Asheville Citicen-Times, July 27, 1952). North CaroVuia: Brown
Collection I, 677 (jack-o'-lanterns are spirits doomed to wander in the

swamps) ; Harden, 170 (will-o'-the-wisp-like lights, called "Ephraim's
Light," flare up where a slave named Ephraim killed his master) —
Georgia: Steiner, No. 8 (Negroes deem an ig)iis fatuus, or "Jack o' the

Lantern," a spirit doomed to wander in swamps, seeking something it

will never find) — Pennsylvania: Hoffmann H, 35 (the will-o'-the-wisp
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is called a drach—dragon—and is supposed to follow the timid) —
Manitoba: Wallis, 48 (a man runs from the will-o'-the-wisp and gets

sick ; the medicine woman says he should not have run from it, that it

meant him no harm, but when he ran, it followed him for the fun of it

[Canadian Dakota Indians]). HDA 11, 1406 ff., s.v. "Feuermann"

;

ni, 535, s.v. "Geisterlicht" ; viii, 345, s.v. "Spuk" ; van Gennep i, 190;

Swietek, 505 f
.

; SDF 11, 535, s.v. "Jack-o'-lantern"; 11, 1178, s.v. "will-o'-

the-wisp" ; Thompson, E742.2.

5765 A jack-o'-lantern will cast a spell over anyone who \ooks

at it, and will lead that person off into the woods.

Madge Colclough, Durham county. South: Puckett, 135 (in some of the

southern seaboard states, the Jack-o'-lantern is regarded as "a hideous

creature, five feet in height, with goggle eyes and a huge mouth, its body
covered with long hair, which goes leaping through the air like a gi-

gantic grasshopper ; this frightful apparition, stronger than any man and
swifter than any horse, compels its victims to follow it into a swamp
where it leaves them to die [citing W. Sikes, British Goblins, p. 18]) ;

Porter, no (the ignis faiuus, or Jack-a-lantern of the seaboard states, is

here called "Jack Polant" ; this is not the "faithless phantom" which
lures travelers to their doom, but a spirit of the waste whom they are

compelled to follow) — North Carolina: WF xvn (1958), 128 (the

Will-o'-the-Wisp is a curious little elusive spirit or goblin, inhabiting

gloomy dank watery spots, carrying aloft his tiny lantern for the purpose
of leading bewildered night travelers astray [citing the Asheville Citizen-

Times, July 27, 1952]) — Louisiana: JAFL i (1888), 139 (the Negroes
are also very much afraid of the will-o'-the-wisp, or ignis fatuus; they

believe that on a dark night it leads its victim, who is obliged to follow,

either in the river, where he is drowned, or in bushes of thorns, which
tear him to pieces, the Jack-a-lantern exclaiming all the time, "Aie, aie,

mo gagnin toi," — "Aie, aie, 'I have you' ") — Neiv York : Augar, 164 f.

(the French refer to will-o'-the-wisps as un fen-foHet; during the Lenten
season the feu-follet dances before late travelers, bewitches them, and
lures them to the swamp and quicksand [French]) ; 165 (account of a
man whose horses fell under the spell of one of these creatures, and who
was found next morning, lost, dazed, and half-dead [French] ) ; NYFQ
V (1949), 216 (the Will-o-the-Wisp is a light which leads wayward
travelers off their paths and brings them to destruction in a pool) —
Illinois: Hyatt, No. 10623 (it is sure unlucky to follow a jack o' lantern;
they will always take you to a brush pile full of thorns and let you stay).

Leather, 48 f
. ; Thompson, Ireland, 268; HDA iv. 783, s.v. "Irrlicht"

;

Johnson, Norniandy, 44 (the Fauleux) ; Thompson, F491, esp. F491.1.

5766 If you meet with a jack-o'-lantern at night, turn all voiir

pockets wrong side out and no harm can happen to von. The
light will change its course.

Dr. Richard Dillard, Edenton, Chowan county, and an anonymous in-

formant. South: Duncan, 236, No. 7 (if a Jack o' Lantern gits atter yuh,
turn yuh coat wrong side out'ards) ; Puckett, 134 (the Southern Ne-
groes are very familiar with this apparition which they call Jack-o'-
lantern, or Jack-o'-my-lantern, though the whites of the locality pay little

or no attention to such beliefs, thus making this a hit of English lore

preserved almost exclusively by Negroes ; these Jack-o'-lanterns carry
lights and would certainly fool you into the swamp or river, unless you
turn your pockets wrongside out, doubtless to show the avaricious spirit

that you have nothing in them [Negro]); Wiltse, Superstitions, 133
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(should you chance to be led around by a jack-o-lantern, take off your
stocking and turn it wrong side out ; or if that is not convenient, or you
have no stockings with you, turn your pocket wrong side out, and the

jack-o-lantern will go its way and molest you no more during the

journey) — North Carolina: Brown Collection I, 677 (no mention of

night) — Maryland: Lee, iio (a jack-o'-lantern leading you ... no
mention of night [Negro]) — Kentucky: Thomas, No. 3036 (if you are

walking at night and see a will 'o the wisp, you must instantly turn your
coat wrong side out and put it on, or you will die) ; No. 3822 (if a jack-

o'-lantern gets on your back, it will ride you until morning ; avert this

fate by turning your coat wrong side out) — Nova Scotia: Creighton,

20, No. 75 (if you see a Jack o' Lantern [light formed by gas] you have
to follow it, and the only way you can get back is by turning your coat

inside out) — Illinois: Hyatt, No. 10624 (if a jack o' lantern is following
you, just take and turn your pockets inside out in your coat or dress and
it will turn around and go back). Baughman, F491.6.1*. Cf. Nos.

5657 (coat), 5659, 5714, 5747, above.

5767 When Jack-muh-lantern talks, you will hear him say

mockingly, "Thuh-thuh," you say so too. "Thuh-thuh," you
say so too. If you stop and sit down, he'll job his light to you,

job his light to you. If you want to catch a Jack-muh-lantern,

cover wid yo' hat and set dere till day, den you'd find him a

lump of jelly. Take a stick and beat him to death.

Green Collection.

Devil

5768 If a person will draw a circle and count five stars, count

five bricks while in the same circle, and then run around the

house five times, and then look under the house, he will see the

devil.

R. B. Edwards, Belhaven, Beaufort county. New York: Jones, Devil,

9 f. (Victor Tremper of Farmer's Mills had the power to make the

Devil appear. In a demonstration of this power he went to the barn,

cautioned absolute silence, drew a circle in the floor, and spoke magic
words not understood by onlookers. After a moment or two, the Old
Boy himself appeared right out of the middle of the floor). Lean 11,

430; Wessman, 92.

5769 Aunt Caroline's dream : "I seen the devil standing by me,

a little bitty black rascal in a wide snow field."

Green Collection.

5770 If you can stick a rusty nail in the ground in the midst

of a whirlwind, you can hear Mrs. Devil crying.

Louise Bennett, Middleburg, Vance county. This item involves two ele-

ments. The one having to do with hearing Mrs. Devil crying, can better

be seen in No. 6468 ff., below, and especially references treated under
Nos. 6468, 6472, 6474, 6476 ; the last mentioned item contains the motif

of contact with the nether realm by metal object, whether pin, needle,

nail, or similar objects. The motif of the devil traveling in a whirlwind,
but only as it relates to one's trying to pierce the whirlwind, or the
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ground beneath it with a sharp object, or the like, is treated here: South:
Puckett, 556 (to see the devil, throw a brickbat into a whirlwind [Ne-
gro]) ; 358 (the devil may be brought into view by throwing a red-hot
iron into the middle of a whirl-wind [Negro]) — Maryland: Bergen,
Aniuial, No. 64 (if you jump into a whirlwind and stick a knife down
into it, you can see the devil) — Kentucky: Thomas, No. 1816 (if you
throw salt into a whirlwind, you will see the devil) — Illinois: Hyatt,
No. 10709 (stick a pitchfork into a whirlwind that is coming down the
road, and the devil will jump out of it). Leland, 128; Thompson,
G303.3.4.4.1 ; G303.6.3.2. One should also see Archer Taylor's monograph.
The Black Ox (FFC 70, Helsinki, 1927).

5771 Take a black cat and carry it alive down to a .sprinj.^ of

running water ; next take a pot and fill it with water, and put it

over a fire to boil. When the water begins to boil, put the black

cat in it alive and let the cat boil until all the meat has been
boiled from its bones. When this has been done, pour the con-

tents of the pot into the spring, and the bones of the cat will go
up the stream instead of down the stream. The person who has
done this will begin to see the devil and all of his imps.

R. B. Edwards, Belhaven, Beaufort county. Illinois: Hyatt, No. 9063
(boil a black cat until all the meat comes off, and take the bones to the

four corners of the road and you will meet the devil ; then talk to him
and you will have good luck all of your life [Negro]) ; No. 9066 (If you
put a black cat in a pot of boiling water alive, just at midnight, and say,

"I now give my body to the King of Bedlam" — then throw the pot and
cat in running water, the lucky bone of the cat will always go upstream,
and if you get that bone and wear it, you can do anything you want
[Negro]); cf. also No. 9064 (which involves other animals as well).
Cf. No. 5591, above, and No. 5788, below (where many references are
given). Cf. Thompson, G303.10.1 ; G303.3.3.1.2.

5772 The fiddle and the banjo are instruments of the devil.

They are without exception laid aside when the musician has
been changed from nature to grace.

Green Collection. Banjo: General: Halpert, Fiddle, 39 (the devil liking

the banjo and guitar)
; 41 (American Negroes believe the devil gives

mastery in the banjo, violin, and guitar, usually with the idea that the

pupil loses his soul [Negro]) — South: Puckett, 553 (take your banjo
to the forks of the road at midnight and Satan will teach you how to

play it [Negro]) ; also (one old slave was taught by the devil at home
[to play a banjo], but was not able to play reels until he had mastered
the tune, "Gimme Jesus" [Negro]) ; also (playing the banjo is thought
to be a special accomplishment of the devil [Negro]) — North Carolina:
Brown Collection HI, 637, No. 594 ("I picked my Banjo Too") ; Brown
Collection I, 97, No. 21 ("Any movin' of the feet to banjer music is the
work of the devil") — Maryland: Lee, no (Satan teaching you to pick
a banjo at the forks of the road at midnight [Negro]) — Kentucky:
Thomas, No. 3932 (if you wish to learn to pick a banjo, take the banjo
to the forks of the road on a dark night and try it). Fiddle and Violin:
General: Botkin, 803 (fiddle) ; Halpert, Fiddle, 39 (the Devil is in a
fiddle) : also (the violin and flute are the two favorite instruments of
the devil)

; 40 (And for a girl to play the fiddle! She was on the way
to perdition)

; 41 (the devil plays the violin, flute, and other instru-
ments) ; also (the devil is quite willing to teach others to play the violin.
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flute, and other instruments)
; JAFL v (1892), 329 (Negroes are reluc-

tant to play the fiddle since it is the devil's instrument [Negro]) ; WF,
VI (1947), 358 (as thick as fiddlers in hell) ; WF, xvii (1958), 197 (af-

ter encounter with devil, fiddler gives up playing) ; also (the Fiddle is

the devil's own instrument, therefore playing it involves one with the
devil himself) — South: "Balaam Foster's Fiddle" (Botkin, 727 ff.)

;

Puckett, 553 (strange to say, playing the fiddle is thought to be a
special accomplishment of the devil, and such instruments are tabooed
to good church-folk, though the piano or accordion may be used with
impunity. Some go so far as to say that playing the violin is actually

an audacious communication with Satan himself [Negro]) — Maryland:
Whitney-Bullock, No. 1636 (If before sunrise for five mornings, you
take a fiddle and go into the country till you come to the end of one of

the main roads or to a cross-roads, on the fifth morning you will meet
a man also carrying a fiddle. He will teach you to play. He is the
devil) ; No. 1635 (the devil plays a fiddle at cross-roads) — Tennessee:

Hurdle, 76 (woman hears fiddle playing in graveyard but can see no
one there; others heard it, too, but it ceased after that one night [Negro])
— Louisiana: SFQ, xxi (1957), 210 (report that Negro fiddler is seized

by the devil and is forced to play for a witches' dance in which devil

besports himself with the female wolves) — New Hampshire: Halpert,

Fiddle, 41 (in New Hampshire " 'Old Baker' Moore, the village fiddler,

to his dying day believed that he had twice been honored with a personal

interview with the devil") — Neiv York: NYFQ, xii (1956), 115 fT.

(Joost, a Negro servant returning from fiddling at a wedding one
Saturday night was so drunk he saw two moons instead of one and
twice the normal number of stars. He sat down to play a tune in

Martense's Lane as the clock struck midnight and rang in the Sabbath.
As he played, the devil appeared, duplicating his every note, calling the

piece "The Devil's Joy at Sabbath Breaking." Joost accepted the devil's

challenge and beat him m contest, as the devil left a hoof imprint in

rock [Negro]) — Nezv Jersey: Halpert, Fiddle, 42 (in New Jersey,

there is a legend that the well-known fiddle piece, "The Devil's Dream,"
was learned by a fiddler from the devil himself) — Illinois: Hyatt, No.

9073 ("If you want to learn to play a fiddle, go on a dark night at twelve
o'clock to the forks of a road. Sit down with your fiddle over your
shoulder just like you were going to play. While you are sitting there,

a big black snake will crawl by you with his head up in the air. Don't

get scared. The snake will go up the road and turn around, and a big

black man with a fiddle will come back down the road and stand by you
and play three or four pieces on his fiddle. Then he will disappear and
you can go home and play any piece on the fiddle you want. I knew a

man in Missouri that done this, and he was the best player in the State

on a fiddle" [Negro]) — Osarks: MF, iii (1953), 252 (devil enchanting

a fiddler) — North Dakota: WF, xvii (1958), 32 f. (an encounter be-

tween a fiddler for country dances walking home after a dance and a
stranger believed to be the devil ; the devil is well-dressed, educated, and
with good manners. Stranger asks the violinist for a light and disappears.

Family sees two sets of footprints in snow, one set ending abruptly. Man
reluctant to play the violin after this [Norwegian]) — Colorado: WF.
IX (1950), 54, n. 9 (current belief in the Southwest that the devil will

not molest a violin player—he is afraid to do so since violinist constantly

makes the sign of the cross in playing the instrument [Spanish]) ; also

(Married man goes to a dance with another woman. The other woman
dances often with the stranger. A little child sees that the stranger has

the feet of a cow ; on this discovery the stranger disappears. On the way
home, the man [a violinist] is attacked by devil, who tries to kill him
with long, sharp fingernails. The man fights back, then makes sign of
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cross. This, along with violin playing, saves him ; but to this day he has
scars on face and neck. Returns to his wife, also [Spanish]). WF, x
(1951), 313 (Mexico); HDA in, 1888, s.v. "Hexe" ; Thiselton Dyer,
(Jlwst World, 416 f

.
; Storaker, Mcnncskct, No. 328; Kolberg, 133;

Halpert, Fiddle, 41 (Paganini episode)
; 42 (Tartini and "The Devil's

Sonata"); Baughman, G303.2S.17.1* ; G303.25.17.3 ; Thompson, G303.-
9.8.2.

5773 Sneezing is the sign the devil is getting on to you.

Ted Caldwell, Chapel Hill, Orange county, and an anonymous informant.

General: Knortz, 113 (one should not sneeze on Sunday; else the devil

will get one) ; 137 f. (whoever sneezes on Sunday must take care, lest

the devil come for his soul within a few weeks) — Georgia: Puckett, 454
(if you sneeze on Sunday, you'll catch the devil on Monday). HDA
VI, 1072, s.v. "niesen" ; Baughman, G303. 16.19 (f)* (the Devil has power
over a person who sneezes unless he is blessed immediately).

5774 Sneeze on Sunday, and the devil will be with you all the

week.

Green Collection. Unless otherwise specified, references are to "the devil

will get you" and "the devil will have you" as well as to the wording of

the present entry. General: Kanner, 568 ("Sneeze on Sunday, your
safety seek, / Or the devil will have you for the rest of the week") —
South: Puckett, 454 (Sneeze on Sunday, if its meek, / The devil will

have you the rest of the week [Negro]) — North Carolina: Brewster,
Customs, 249 (sneeze on Sunday, the bad man will be with you all next
week) — Maryland: Whitney-Bullock, No. 2128 (Sneeze on Sunday,
your safety seek / Or the devil will have you the whole of the week) ;

No. 2129 (the "old boy" will be with you all that week) — South Caro-
lina: Davis, 248 (Sneeze on Sunday, safety seek, / Or the devil will

get you all the week [Negro]) — Kentucky: Thomas, No. 1035 (Sneeze
on Sunday, safety seek, / For the Devil will be with you the rest of the
week) ; No. 1037 (Sneeze on Sunday, safety seek; / Old Nick will chase
you all the week) — Tennessee: Page, 56 (see the devil all next week)
— Alabama: Browne, No. 4302 (Sneeze on Sunday, your safety seek, /
Or the devil will have you for the rest of the week) ; Woodall, 325 —
Ontario: Wintemberg, Grey, No. 92 — New England: Johnson, What
They Say, 65 (verse) — New York: Bergen, Current, No. 1429
(verse) ; Chamberlain, Folk-Lore, 336 (verse with regard to sneezing
before breakfast) — Pennsylvania: Phillips, 167, No. 71 (verse: . . .

the devil will chase you the whole of the week) — Illinois: Hyatt, No.
3307 (verse) — Missouri: Randolph, 55 (the devil will control you all

week) — Arkansas: Randolph, 55 — Texas: Turner, 173 (verse: . . .

the devil chasing you) — lozva: Stout, No. 1127 (the devil getting you
next week) — California: Dresslar, 72 (verse) ; Lowrimore, 178.

5775 If you cut your nails on Sunday, you will be ruled by the
devil all the week.

Mrs. Gertrude Allen Vaught, Alexander county. South: Puckett, 402 —
New England: Johnson, What They Say, 58 (Cut them on Sunday, cut
them for evil, / And be all the week as cross as the Devil). Lean 11,

267; HDA II, 1501, s.v. "Fingernagel" ; Storaker, Mennesket, No. 54;
JAFL xxxviii (1925), 620 (Friday tabu [Portuguese]). Cf. Nos. 600
flF., above, esp. Nos. 600, 602 (where most of the references to this item
are to be found).
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5776 Negroes believe that a person who has sold himself to the

devil can walk right out of the jail behind the jailor and never

be caught, "because he has sold himself to the devil and can do
anything mean."

R. B. Edwards, Belhaven, Beaufort county.

5777 It is a Negro superstition that anyone who has sold him-

self to the devil can go into a bank and take money with the

cashier watching him, and not get caught.

R. B. Edwards, Belhaven, Beaufort county.

5778 If one wishes to hurt an enemy, let him make a circle at

midnight (and be sure not to step out of it) and repeat:

The black ox hath trod

Live morf see [ ?] evas dog
Appear, thoth

!

And a spirit will appear who, upon the master's bidding, will

work all manner of harm to one's enemy short of death. His

crops will fail, his stock will die, luck will not be with him. One
must never repeat this charm unnecessarily or step out of the

circle during the incantation, or feel remorse for his enemy
afterwards. If these rules are transgressed, the devil will come

to take the "spell-weaver" himself.

Anonymous. Cf. HDA v, 465, s.v. "Kreis."

Fairies, Elves, Goblins

5779 Oj^s who wears a dwarf's hat can see fairies and become

their master.

Anonymous.

5780 Wear a fairy cross dug up in Virginia, and it will make
you lucky as long as you wear it.

Marie Harper, Durham county. Cf. JAFL liv (194O. 201 (Irish).

Sebillot I, 33.

5781 To keep ofif the fairies, wear a locket or brooch fashioned

in the shape of a heart.

Green Collection. Cf. Udal, 276 f. (bullock's heart hung in the chimney).

5782 A stick of the wicken tree is a defense against elves.

Green Collection. Cf. Foster, 40, no (rowan tree efficacious against

fairies).
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5783 Horses can see goblins at night. The sight make them
balk.

Green Collection. Cf. WF xvii (1958), 282 (fairies lame horses). Cf.

No. 5721, above.

5784 Children were told that unless they did so and so "Old
Raw-Head and Bloody Bones" would get them.

Green Collection. North Carolina: Brewster, Customs, 230 (with two
references from the British Isles) ; Whiting, 466, s.v. "Raw head" —
Kentucky: KFR in (1957), 33 ("Raw Head and Bloody Bones" was
tall enough to lick salt from top of the tallest chimney ; he reached into

the second story windows to drag out children that were "bad") —
Georgia: Figh, Arp, 170 (conjure doctor boasts of having shaken hands
with Raw Head and Bloody Bones [citing Bill Arp, The Farm and the
Fireside, p. 314]) — Alabamu: Browne, No. 3363 ("Old Raw Head and
Bloody Bones" [some kind of terrible mixture of corpse-ghost-witch and
what-have-youj used to lie in wait for children if they disobeyed) —
Maine: Kirtley, 41, No. 13 (described as having one small withered hand
and foot, like a child's, with raw flesh and blood running from it; boy
must promise never to be naughty again). Kittredge, Witchcraft, 26;
SFQ XXI (1957), 91, s.v. "Rawhead"; ODER, 533, s.v. "Raw head . .

."

For further background, see Archer Taylor, "Raw Head and Bloody
Bones," JAFL lxix (1956), 114, I75; Donald C. Simmons, "A Further
Note on Rawhead and Bloody Bones," ibid., lxx (1957), 358 f.

Charms, Lucky Pieces
Human

5785 In the excavation of an Indian mound, all the Negro
workers took a metacarpal bone for good luck.

Helen Fraser Smith. General: JAFL iii (1890) 17 (small bones of
carpus and tarsus were perforated and worn on the person as a charm)— New York: Gardner, No. 69 (if you carry a bone in your pocket, it

will bring good luck). Grendon, 132 (animal bones); HDA v, 9,
s.v. "Knochen" ; Gallop, 60.

5786 Spittle is a favorite charm.

Green Collection. HDA viii, 153 fif., s.v. "Speichel." For the various
magical uses of spittle, see the index.

Animal

5787 A few joints of the backbone of a black cat, carried in

the pocket, will bring good luck.

Green Collection. HDA iv, 11 16, s.v. "Katze." Cf. No. 5788, below.

5788 Catch a black cat without any spots ; while alive, put it in
a boiling kettle of water. Cook until tender, then put it in a
running stream. One bone will go up stream. Keep that bone
and you will always be lucky.

Green Collection, and E. R. Albergotti (Virginia). A Negro, Sylvester
Hester, was jailed at Graham, North Carolina, in November, 1930, for
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boiling a black cat alive. When the deputy sheriff kicked off the lid of

the kettle, Hester claimed he was cooking an opossum, but later con-

fessed that he was "boiling the cat to get a supposed lucky bone—to

rid him of 'de trubbles he is bin had' " [summary of an AP dispatch

from Burlington, N. C, Nov. 18, 1930]). "If a community is visited

by sickness for a long period of time, the sickness is said to be caused by
someone scattering a black cat's bones around the community" (from
Orangeburg, S. C). South: Puckett, 257 f. (In still other cases all the

bones are thrown into running water and the one that refuses to sink is

the chosen one. Others say the cat should be cooked in a graveyard and
the bones thrown into running water. The one that will go upstream is

the proper one) ; 258 (In another case it is said that, after boiling the

flesh from the bones, if you pick them up one at a time, when you get

to the right one the cat will holler. The Geechee witch gets her power
by carrying a bone procured in this manner, and "I will use my black-

cat bone" is said to be a common expression of a jealous lover to his

rival. While the chief power of such a bone is that of making a person

invisible, it will also enable you to marry your choice, will bring you
good luck all your life, and, in fact, some say, will fix you so that you
can do anything whatsoever) ; also (In other cases the cat is simply put

in the oven and cooked until the flesh and bones are all consumed. The
only bone left will be jumping about in the spider, and this is the bone
that will ward off evil) ; also (My brother tells me of watching some
Negroes "pinch down" a heavily loaded boxcar. While the laborers were
straining away, one of the men was telling them how much a black cat

bone would expedite matters—the car could then be moved with one
finger [Negro]) — South Carolina: Davis, 247, No. 43 (For luck, put

a black cat in the oven and cook her till she burns up. The only bone
left will be jumping about in the spider. This bone will ward off evil

[Negro! ) — Koitucky: Collins, 75, No. 40 (For your wishes to come
true, boil a black cat at the forks of a road in a kettle. Take the "wish-

bone" and place it in your left pocket. All your wishes will come true)
— Tennessee: Miller, 69, No. 45 (The old people used to say if someone
got into trouble, he should take the bones of a black cat and place them
in a stream of water. The bones which float up the stream will be per-

son's luck bones, so he must save them) — Alabama: Browne, No. 3367
(to have good luck get a black cat and kill it ; boil the cat until all the

meat is off the bones, then wear the bones around the neck) — Louisiana:

Puckett, 257 (In New Orleans this bone is obtained by boiling a black

"boar" [torn] cat until the meat has completely left the bones. When
this has been done, take the bones together with a small mirror and go
to some crossroads in the woods where no one will see you. Stand
directly between the forks with your back to the straight road holding

the mirror up before you so that the road behind is reflected. Then hold

your mouth open and pass the bones, one by one, through it, looking into

the mirror all the time. When you get to the right bone the mirror will

become dark—you cannot see a thing in it. Don't be afraid ; hang on to

that bone—it is the "black cat bone" and by putting it into your mouth
you can make yourself invisible at will. But the trouble is that a man
who does this automatically "signs up wid de debbil. He kin hoodoo an'

do ennything he want in disyere world, but he sho' done tuk his part

outer de Kingdom" [Negro]) ; WF, xvii (1958), 277, No. 4 (if you were
able to find a dead black cat and put one of its bones in your pocket

you would be lucky as long as you kept the bone [Negro]) — Illinois:

Hyatt, No. 9065 ("Take a black cat, it must not have one white hair,

and take it out in the woods after dark without saying a word. Then
build a hot fire and have a kettle of water. When that water is boiling

hard, put that cat in that hot water alive. After that cat is dead, take
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that cat to a running stream and throw it in the water. It will all sink

but the lucky bone that a cat has. Then pick up that lucky bone and
carry it. And you can get anything you want" [Negro]); No. 9528
(Burn a black cat up and there will be one bone that will not burn up;
that is called the lucky bone, and if you carry that bone you will never
have bad luck [Negro]) ; No. 1994 (carry a bone from the left side of

a black cat and you will have good luck) ; No. 9067 ("If you want to

have money, you go up the river road about twelve o'clock at night on a
Sunday night. On your way up there you look for a black cat. When
you find the cat you tie the cat so he can't get away and leave it without
anything to eat. On the third night you go get an iron pot and a top,

and go up where the cat is and fill the pot full of water and put the cat

in the pot alive, then make a fire under the pot; and when the pot starts

to boil and the cat meows, you curse God, and you will see everything in

the world, cats, dogs, lizards, snakes, just everything. When the cat gets

done there is a bone that comes from his rectum that fits around your
teeth. Then you take the pot and throw it in the water where the

stream runs both ways, that is one goes up the river and the other down
the river. You can put this bone in your mouth and go in any store or
bank you want to, and get anything you want out, and nobody will see

you while you are doing these things" [Negro]); No. 9069 ("I was
living in a house. I would lock my door every night and the next morn-
ing my door would be open; and a man that was living in that house
would be sitting on my bed. He could hoodoo you. He always carried a
black cat lucky bone in his pocket. I even put a chair under my door
knob after I locked it, but that did not keep him out. I had to move to

keep him from hoodooing me" [Negro]). Cf. Nos. 5591, 5771, above.

5789 To keep a rabbit's foot brings good luck.

Ella Parker, Mt. Gilead, Montgomery county ; and twenty other inform-
ants. None of the references cited here refer specifically to "keeping" a
rabbit's foot. Unless otherwise specified, references are to "carrying"
such a charm, as distinct from carrying it in one's pocket, as treated in,

5791, below. General: JAFL, i (1888), 83 (President Cleveland had a
rabbit's paw sent to him from Florida for luck)

;
[Culin], 283, n. i (any

rabbit's foot is talismanic [Negro] ) — South: Crosby, 309 (the South
still clings to the rabbit's foot) — Virginia: Puckett, 475 (the phenom-
enal success of General Fitzhugh Lee of Virginia, in his gubernatorial
race, was attributed by the Negroes to the fact that he carried a rabbit's

foot and a bottle of stump water) — Maryland: Whitney-Bullock, No.
1455 (a rabbit's foot brings good luck) — South Carolina: Bryant II,

143, No. 65 — Kentucky: Fowler, No. 3473a — Tennessee: Carter, i

(the longer a rabbit's foot is carried and the drier it is, the more positive
proof against bad luck it is) ; Miller, 60 (most popular of good luck
superstitions center around the rabbit foot) ; Redfield, No. 344; Rogers,
Animal, No. 82; Rogers, Guideposts, No. 42 (do not lose a rabbit's foot
which is carried as a charm) — Mississippi: Hudson, 150, No. 6 (a
rabbit's foot always brings good luck) — Alabama: Browne, No. 3870
(a rabbit's foot brings good luck) ; No. 3871 ;

[Culin] 283 (the rabbit's

foot contains more powers of sorcery than any other instrument in use
among black magicians of the South [Selma, Alabama Times. May 1884]
[Negro]) — Indiana: Driver, No. 28 (do not carry a rabbit's foot?) —
Illinois: Allison, No. 328; Hyatt, No. 1862 — Texas: Hendricks, No. 3
(rabbit feet sign of good luck) ; WF, x (1951), 177 (rabbit's foot is

good luck charm and has kept family unscathed in war for four genera-
tions [San Marcos, Texas, to the Oakland Tribwie, Dec. 4, 1950]) —
Iowa: Stout, No. 690 (carrying the leg of a rabbit) — Nebraska:
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Nebraska Proverbs II, 7 — Califomia: Dresslar, 43; also (a rabbit's foot
carried as a charm will prevent misfortunes from befalling you). Rad-
ford, 195.

5790 It is good luck to wear a rabbit's foot around your neck.

Esther F. Royster, Henderson, Vance county ; Alma Irene Stone, Mere-
dith College, near Raleigh. General: Beckwith, College, Xo. 48 —
Kentucky: Thomas, No. 3470 (if you kill a rabbit in the light of the

new moon and carry its foot around your neck, you will have good luck)— Tennessee: Burton, 8 (wear a rabbit's foot for good luck) ; Rogers,
Guideposts, 31, No. 7 — Florida: Hauptmann, 25 (a rabbit's foot is worn
by many as a good-luck charm [Spanish]) — Alabama: Browne, No.
3872 — Illinois: Hyatt, No. 1864; No. 1866 (kill a rabbit in the light of

the moon and hang one of its feet about your neck for good luck_) ; No.
1868 (carry on your watch chain a front foot of a rabbit that has been
killed by you and good luck will come to you) — Nebraska: Cannell, 45,
No. 26 — California: Dresslar, 43 (it will bring you good luck to wear
a rabbit's foot in your watchchain). Cf. No. 5571, above.

5791 Carrying a rabbit's foot in one's pocket results in good
luck.

Ruth Trivette, Hickory, Catawba county ; and five other informants.

General: ANQ i (1941-42), 168 f. — Maryland: Whitney-Bullock, No.
1456 (Driving with friends, I saw a black cat run across the road just

in front of us. "Oh ! what bad luck for us !" "Dat's nuffin," said the Ne-
gro coachman, "I'se got my rabbit's foot in my pocket") — Sotifh Caro-
lina: Davis, 247, No. 39 (Negro) — Tennessee: Rogers, Guideposts, No.

7 — Georgia: Pendleton, 203 (Southern Negroes carry a rabbit's foot

in the pocket [Negro]) — Nova Scotia: Creighton, 20, No. 71 (a rab-

bit's paw is worn in the pocket for luck) — Ontario: Waugh, No. 124

(the rabbit's foot is exceedingly lucky if carried in the vest-pocket) ; No.

469 (the belief in rabbits' feet as pocket-articles or amulets seems to be

very widespread in Ontario) — Illinois: Allison, No. 330 (carry a rab-

bit's foot in your hip pocket to ward ofif evil) ; Hyatt, No. 1863 (the left

hind foot of a rabbit will bring you luck, if carried on your person, the

left hind foot is sometimes called the "fourth paw") ; No. 1869 (keep in

your pocket the left front foot of a rabbit that you have killed and it will

bring you good luck) — loiva: Stout, No. 655 (Negroes often carry

rabbit feet in their pockets, but many of them believe that they have no
charm unless they are dipped in the water in an old rotten stump in a

graveyard at midnight. If anything bothers them after that performance,

they point the enchanted feet at the disturbance [ghost or what-not] and
it disappears) — Nebraska: Ericson, 149, No. 6 (A rabbit's foot keeps

away bad luck. I have known white men in Nebraska to carry a rabbit's

foot in their pockets as well as wearing one as a watch-catch. Negroes
here in the South frequently carry them. A song, published in 1898, and
entitled "A Hot Time in the Old Town Tonight," had these lines : "For
you know that everybody, and dey all know dat you / Have got a rabbit's

foot to keep away the hoodoo") — IVashington: Tacoma, 17 (carry the

hind foot of a rabbit in the pocket for luck). McCartney, 149 f .

;

Simon, Beliefs, 87 f. (Japan). Cf. No. 5676, above.

5792 A rabbit's foot is a charm against harm.

Mamie Mansfield, Durham county. Illinois: Hyatt, No. 9619 (carrying

a rabbit's foot keeps all evil away [Negro]); Wine, No. 132 (charm
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against evil) — Kentucky: Carter, Mountain, 14 (a guarantee against

bad luck) ; also (.keeps oflf bad luck). HDA in, 1507, s.v. "Hase."

5793 The right forefoot of a rabbit is the mightiest charm
known to man. Carry one in your pocket and yon will have

good luck.

Lucille Cheek, Chatham county. Maryland: Whitney-Bullock, No. 1459
(catch a rabbit at the full moon at midnight in a graveyard, and cut off

his right front paw, wear it round your waist, and you will always have
good luck) — Tennessee: Miller, 60 (as a good luck piece, a rabbit's foot

must be the right front foot of a rabbit caught in a graveyard) — Illi-

nois: Hyatt, No. 1867 (if you have killed a rabbit, carry its right front

foot and you will be lucky) — Arkatisas: JAFL, v (1892), 122 (the right

fore foot of a rabbit is one of the mightiest charms known to man [Ne-
gro] )

.

5794 Carrying a rear right foot of a rabbit in your pocket

means good luck.

Ralph Chesson, Washington county ; Minnie Stamps Gosney, Raleigh.

5795 Carrying a rabbit's foot caught in a Negro graveyard on
Saturday night gives good luck.

J. C. William, Jr. (Virginia).

5796 Generally, the left hind foot of a graveyard rabbit, killed

in the dark of the moon, is the proper one to carry ; but

—

Ole Molly Cottontail,

Won't you be shore not to fail.

To give me yo' right hind foot ?

.Madge Colclough, Durham county. General: [Culin], 283 (The left hind

toot of a graveyard rabbit was presented to Governor Cleveland as a talis-

man in the campaign. The rabbit from which the foot was taken was shot

on the grave of Jesse James [Philadelphia Evening Telegram, Aug. 7,

1884] [Negro]) — South: Puckett, 474 f. (Among most Negroes, how-
ever, it is the left hind foot of a graveyard rabbit, killed in the dark of

the moon, though the left hind foot of an ordinary rabbit is by no means
despised. Others add that such a graveyard rabbit must be killed by a
cross-eyed person. In New Orleans these rabbit-foot charms, mounted in

silver or gold, are conspicuously displayed in the windows of prominent
jewelry shops up and down Canal Street. The managers of these stores

assure me that the sales are enormous. The one I purchased had with
"it a printed slip containing a graphic illustration of the rabbit in the act

of being shot and the following inscription : "This little luckie is the left

hind foot of a graveyard rabbit killed in the full of the moon by a red-

headed, cross-eyed nigger at 12 o'clock at night, riding a white mule."
The peace of many a rustic graveyard must have been broken by the mid-
night roar of artillery to supply the huge numbers of rabbit's feet these
New Orleans jewelers have [Negro]); 474 (some Negroes claim that
the right hind foot of a rabbit is the proper one to carry and have the
following rhyme to back up their statements : Ole Molly Cottontail, /
Won't you be shore not to fail, / To give me yo' right hin' foot? / My
luck, it won't be fer sale [Negro]).
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5797 The rabbit's left hind foot will ward off evil and bring

you good luck.

Mrs. Gertrude Allen Vaught, Alexander county ; Green Collection ; and
sixteen other informants. South: Bergen, Animal, No. 23 (the left hind-

foot of a graveyard rabbit, carried in the pocket on the right side, will

bring good luck) ; Duncan, 236, No. i (carry uh grave yard rabbit's

lef hin' foot fuh luck) ; Puckett, 474 (Europeans until quite recently

valued a rabbit's foot and carried it about the person as a charm. This

is true of the Negroes [and many whites] as well, and they have a little

story about Brer Rabbit disposing of the last witch in the world by put-

ting pepper in her vacated skin. Thus Brer Rabbit is just "bawn ter

luck" and his left foot will surely bring luck to you [Negro]) — Mary-
land: Bergen, Animal, No. 22 (carry the hindfoot of a rabbit in the

pocket for luck [Negro]); Lee, iii (carrying a rabbit's left hind foot

brings good luck [Negro]) — Tennessee: Carter, i (a rabbit's foot keeps

off accidents and is a guarantee against bad luck) ; Hickerson, 16 (Ifen

you wants extra good luck / Cotch a rabbit at mid-nite / In a lonesome

grave yard, den kech / De lef-hin-foot for fo'sight [Negro]) — Georgia:

JAFL, XXV (1912), 134 (the left hind-foot of a graveyard rabbit will

bring good luck, sure [Negro]); Steiner, No. 7 (produces good luck

generally) — Alabama: Browne, No. 3874 (the foot from the left hind

leg of a rabbit caught in a graveyard is a great charm and brings good
luck to the wearer) ; No. 3873 (brings good luck) — Ontario: Wintem-
berg, Negro-Canadian, 621 (the left hind foot of a rabbit has efficacy as

a charm. "It is no good if you have no faith in it" [Negro]) — Indiana:

McAtee, Grant County, 265 f. (carrying the left hind foot of a rabbit is

generally good luck) — Illinois: Norlin, 210, No. 24 (similar to the

fetich is the custom of keeping the left hind-foot of a rabbit carefully

wrapped in silk or oil-skin ; if the foot is lost or taken away the owner
will have very bad luck) ; Smith II, 65, No. 2 (carrying the left hind-

foot of a rabbit is good luck) ; Wine, No. 131 (is good luck) — Iowa:
Stout, No. 691 (brings good luck) — California: Dresslar, 43 (the hind

foot of a jacicrabbit, when obtained in the dark of the moon, brings good
luck to the one who carries it) ; also (it is good luck to carry the left

hind foot of a rabbit) ; 44 (if you will get the left hind foot of a rabbit

while the moon is shining over your left shoulder, and wear it, it will

keep away bad luck). HDA in, 1507, s.v. "Hase." Cf. No. 747, above.

5798 It is lucky to wear on a string around your neck the left

hind foot of a rabbit caught at midnight in a graveyard on Fri-

day on the dark of the moon.

Louise Bennett, Middleburg, Vance county. Kentucky: Thomas, No. 3472
(if you will get the left hind foot of a graveyard rabbit on a rainy Friday

night, you will have good luck) ; No. 3473 (you will have bad luck if you
touch the left hind foot of a rabbit which has been killed at midnight in

a cemetery on Friday, the thirteenth day of the month, by a cross-eyed

Negro) — Tennessee: Rogers, Animal, No. 84 (to bring good luck,

catch a rabbit at midnight on a Friday in a graveyard, cut off his left

hind leg, and wear it about your neck) ; Rogers, Guideposts, No. 48

(carry the left hind foot of a rabbit killed in a graveyard, on Friday).

5799 In order to put charm or power in a rabbit's foot, it must

be taken at midnight hour, the foot amputated and rabbit re-

leased, if not killed in capture. The left hind foot must be

carried secretly in the pocket until by chance the owner happens
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upon a hollow stump in which water of recent rain has collected.

Dip the foot in three times and the charm is complete.

Elsie Doxey, Currituck county. North Carolina: Mooney, loo (grave-

yard rabbit).

5800 Carrying a left hind foot of a rabbit killed at twelve

o'clock in a graveyard is good luck.

G. B. Cladwell, Jr., Monroe, Union county ; Mrs. Gertrude Allen Vaught,
Alexander county; David W. Brooks. General: [Culin], 283, n. i (Ne-
gro) — Tennessee: Rogers, Animal, No. 78 (wearing it as a charm) —
Pennsylvania: Fogel, No. 413 (wearing the left hind foot of a rabbit shot

at night time in a cemetery brings good luck [German]) — Illinois:

Hyatt, No. 1865 (the rabbit being caught [or shot]).

5801 It will bring you good luck if you carry the left hind foot

of a graveyard rabbit killed at midnight on the dark of the moon.

Alda Grayson, Rutherfordton, Rutherford county. General: Puckett,

475 (Grover Cleveland in his campaign for the Presidency was given the

foot from a rabbit killed on the grave of Jesse James, the famous outlaw,

the idea being that the more wicked the person who is dead the more ef-

fective the charm associated with his remains [Negro])
; 316 (it is good

luck where the left hind foot of a graveyard rabbit, a buckeye, a horse

chestnut, and a luck bone from a pig ham are put together ; of possibly too

widespread acceptance to be classed as conjuration [Negro]) — Mary-
land: Whitney-Bullock, No. 1457 (a rabbit foot is considered a good
luck charm, but it must be the left foot of a wild hare, shot with a silver

bullet in a graveyard in the dark of the moon, on Friday, the thirteenth of

the month, by a red haired, cross-eyed, bowlegged man riding a white
horse) — Kentucky: Thomas, No. 3471 (the left hind foot of a rabbit

shot in a graveyard at midnight in the dark of the moon with a bullet

made out of a quarter found in a horse's track, will bring good luck)
;

No. 3469 (killed with a stick ten feet long) — Tennessee: Frazier, 40,

No. 7 (wear a rabbit's foot to avoid bad luck — left hind foot of a
rabbit caught in a graveyard in the dark of the moon) ; Rogers, Guide-
posts, No. 29 (cut off and keep the left-hand back foot, and you will have
good luck) ; No. 48 (carry the left hind foot of a rabbit killed in a
graveyard, on the dark of the moon) — Louisiana: Roberts, No. 1308
(midnight not mentioned) ; No. 1305 (the left hind foot of a graveyard
rabbit brings good luck) — Illinois: Allison, No. 329 (the left hind foot

of a rabbit killed in a cemetery is lucky) ; Hyatt, No. 9230 (the left hind
foot of a graveyard rabbit killed at twelve o'clock in the full of the moon
is good luck to the man that carries it ; he can rub that foot over anyone
and hoodoo them, or if they are gambling he can rub that foot over
them and they will lose every time [Negro]) — Iowa: Stout, No. 692
(kill a rabbit on a newly dug grave in the dark of the moon after mid-
night and carry the left hind foot and you will have good luck) —
Nebraska: Cannell, 45, No. 29 — California: Dresslar, 44 (no mention of

midnight).

5802 A rabbit's foot, the left hind one, caught by a cross-eyed

nigger in a graveyard at midnight on the full moon, is supposed
to bring good luck.

Fred Stanley ; Dixie V. Lamm, Lucama, Wilson county ; and an anony-
mous informant. Texas: Bogusch, 123 (the foot of a rabbit that has been
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killed by a cross-eyed Negro on the night of the full moon at 12 o'clock

in a cemetery near the grave of a bad man will work as a charm against

evil) — California: Dresslar, 44 (plain rabbit's foot; Negro not cross-

eyed).

5803 A very good luck piece is the hind foot of a white grave-

yard rabbit caught by a cross-eyed Negro woman who has been

married seven times. It must be caught by her at twelve o'clock

under the full moon.

Laurice Gwinn Chambliss, Wilson, Wilson county.

5804 Wear a left hind foot of a rabbit, killed by a red-headed

Negro in a graveyard at midnight, to ward off evil.

Green Collection. Kentucky: Thomas, No. 3468 (you will have good luck

if you wear the left hind leg of a graveyard rabbit, shot by a red-headed,

cross-eyed Negro in the dark of the moon).

5805 Carry the round bone of a ham in your pocket for luck.

Anonymous. Cf. HDA v, 9, s.v. "Knochen."

5806 A mole's foot carried in the clothes will keep off evil.

Lucille Massey, Durham county. North Carolina: JAFL i (1888), 83 (a

mole's paw, cut off while the animal is still living, is supposed to be

especially efficacious as an amulet) — Maryland: Bergen, Animal, No.
21 (mole-paws are sometimes carried around the neck as charms [Ne-

gro]). HDA IV, 1 135, s.v. "Kauf, Verkauf (Handel)"; vi, 13, 15,

s.v. "Maulwurf" ; Sebillot, Vol. 3, p. 46 ; Sebillot I, 123. Cf. No. 5572,

above.

5807 The hanging of a wolf's head on the door has the same
power as the horseshoe.

Loraine Benz (Indiana). Cf. Grendon, 137, n. 3; HDA ix, 767, s.v.

"Wolf."

joc»o Luck-balls may be made from a chicken's breastbone,

ashes, and old rags. This must be worn next to the body. It

always brings luck to the wearer.

Madge Colclough, Durham county.

5809 For good luck : When a chicken's head has been cut off,

pick up the chicken while it is fluttering, make a cross with the

left foot and place the chicken on the cross.

Green Collection.

5810 There is a lucky stone which can be found in the head of

the sheepshead [fish]. It is a small white stone with an "L"
inscribed on it.

Dorothy M. Brown.
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581 1 A small serrater [serrate?] bone found in the head of a

codfish is carried as a "lucky-bone."

Mildred Peterson, Bladen county. New England: Bergen, Animal, No. 5;
Johnson, What They Say, 88 f. (carry a lucky bone, and nothing will

harm you ; this bone is from the head of a codiish, is shell-like and nar-
row, with a length of three fourths of an inch ; the edge is notched, and
the color is pearly white) — Maine: Speck, 29 (Penobscot Indians).

5812 A gar is carried as a lucky-bone.

Mildred Peterson, Bladen county. A gar-bone, or a gar-scale is prob-
ably meant, not the whole fish.

5813 A smooth "white stone," found in the nest of a fishing

hawk, is carried for luck. This is probably from the head of a

perch or other fish.

Mildred Peterson, Bladen county. Cf. HDA i, 928, s.v. "Barsch."

5814 A snake tooth is a good charm.

Edna Whitley. Cf. Alabama: Bergen, Animal, No. 26 (a string of rattle-

snake bones around your neck). HDA vii, 1147, s.v. "Schlange" ; Gal-
lop, 60.

Plant

5815 Carry a small piece of corn in your pocket for good luck.

Green Collection. Cf. HDA vn, 771, s.v. "Roggen" (rye).

5816 Put a grain of corn in your shoe for good luck.

Rosa Efird, Stanly county. Cf. HDA vii, 767, s.v. "Roggen" (rye).

5817 Carrying a buckeye is good luck.

G. B. Caldwell, Jr., Monroe, Union county ; Green Collection ; and eight

other informants from widely separated localities. "Buckeyes bring good
luck. Miss E. Kelly carries one given her by a woman who said, "It al-

ways brought my old man good luck ; so I want you to have if "—P. B.

Cf. Tennessee: McGlasson, 20, No. 15 (it is good luck to find a buck-
eye) ; Page, 55 ; Rogers, 30 (the buckeye is a general charm to ward of?

misfortune) — Illinois: Hyatt, No. 1272; No. 1273 (lucky to keep a

buckeye in the house. "My father kept a buckeye in his trunk for luck

;

he would not be without one in the house") — Ozarks: Randolph, 153
(it is very bad luck to lose a buckeye) ; also ("I once saw a young fellow
with a very old truck, about to attempt the crossing of Bear Creek, in

Taney County, Missouri. The water was high, and the Ford was very
bad. The boy looked the situation over very carefully, then set his jaw
and climbed into the drivers' seat. 'Well, I've got a buckeye in my
pocket,' he said quite seriously. 'I believe I can make it!'").

5818 It is lucky to carry a buckeye around in your left hack
pocket.

Louise Bennett, Middleburg, Vance county. The left hind pocket is not
specified in any of the following references. South: Puckett, 314 (Ne-
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gro) — North Carolina: Hoke, 117 — Tennessee: Hickerson, 16 (A
buckeye is might fine too, / You tot hit in yo pocket / Or in yo assofetida

bag / An wear hit lak a locket) ; Rogers, Gtiideposts, No. 6 — Georgia:
Figh, Arp, 173 (Negro) — Alabama: Browne, No. 4085 — Louisiana:
Roberts, No. 1518 — Osarks: Randolph, Ozark, 21 (there is an old say-

ing that no man ever dies with a buckeye in his pocket) ; Randolph, 153
(gives a list of well-known buckeye carriers, including a mayor of

Kansas City, and a governor of Arkansas, who was known to flourish

the buckeye publicly on occasions of great emotional stress) — Texas:
Turner, 155.

5819 Horse chestnuts are carried in one's pockets as a charm
against evil.

Mildred Peterson, Bladen county, and an anonymous informant. Carry-
ing the horse chestnut in the pocket is specified only in the second
Pennsylvania and the New Jersey references. Maryland: Whitney-Bul-
lock, No. 1438 — Kentucky: Thomas, No. 2887 — Pennsylvania: Brin-
ton, 182 (carried about the person to insure against ill fortune) ; Phillips,

163, No. 9 — Nezv Jersey: Bergen, Animal, No. 1131. HDA vii, 791,
s.v. "Rosskastanie."

5820 A piece of wood from a tree struck by Hghtning was used

by the Indians as an amulet of great power.

Anonymous. Cf. HDA i, 1419 ff., s.v. "Blitzbaumholz." For the use of

lightning-struck wood in the treatment of toothache, cf. No. 2363, above.

On the other hand, such wood is not burned for fear of inviting fire (Nos.

8454 f., below).

Talismans, Coins, Gems

5821 The sign of the cross is a favorite charm.

Green Collection. Manifold are the uses of the cross in the folklore of

America and Europe, and the reader should consult the index of this

work to gain some idea of the range of these beliefs. Cf. ERE iv, 324
ff., s.v. "Cross"; Christian crosses are treated on pp. 328 ff

.
; HDA v,

535 ff., s.v. "Kreuzzeichen" ; 637 ff., s.v. "Kruzifix" ; Sebillot I, 45 ; van
Gennep 11, 100.

5822 Silver is a favorite charm.

Green Collection. The magical uses of silver have been seen several

times in the present chapter in dealing with witches and wizards (Nos.

5584, 5691, 5697, above) and in dealing with the dead (No. 5763, above) ;

it is likewise used to combat fairy influences in the dairy (Nos. 7541 ff.,

below), and is also known for its sanative and magical properties (e.g.,

Nos. 2290, 2677, above). Consult the index for pertinent North Carolina

material. Cf. HDA vni, i ff., s.v. "Silber."

5823 It is good luck to carry a lucky penny in your pocket.

Mrs. Gertrude Allen Vaught, Alexander county. Pennsylvania: Grum-
bine, 275 f. (a copper cent, coined in the year of one's birth, is carried as

a talisman) — Illinois: Hyatt, No. 8567 (for good luck, carry a penny or

coin that was minted in the year of your birth) ; Wine, No. 129 (a penny

in the shoe is good luck}. Simon, Beliefs, 88 (good luck to put a

penny in your shoe [Japan]). A glance at the index will show that a
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penny (or copper) was used to a considerable degree in folk medical

practice. Every one knows the good luck connected with finding a penny
(Nos. 3445 f., above) and of the redemptive power of this coin in ac-

cepting sharp-edged gifts (No. 3577, above). HDA iii, 888, s.v. "Gliicks-

geld."

5824 There is a little thing which many people carry with them.

It is made in the shape of the horseshoe, little more than an inch

square, in which a penny coin is fastened. It is supposed to

bring good luck.

Kathleen Mack, Davidson county ; Mrs. Gertrude Allen Vaught, Alex-
ander county. These are known as "lucky penny pocket pieces" and are
perhaps still obtainable at novelty stores, being a commercially exploit-

able bit of superstition and magic.

5825 A ten-cent piece tied around the leg will bring good luck.

W. H. Smith. Since the tying of a ten-cent piece around the ankle is

treated under the next item, the use of coins in general, as worn around
the ankle, or as used in other connections, is treated here. South:
Puckett, 314 (silver coin tied around the leg, or worn as a necklace [Ne-
gro] ) — Georgia: Pendleton, 203 (silver coins about the neck [Negro])
— Ontario: Waugh, No. 469 (lucky coins as pocket articles and amulets)
— Indiana: Brewster, BeliefSj No. 97 (for good luck, carry around the

ankle or around the waist a string with a coin on it) — Illinois: Bassett,

157 (an imperfect, or broken coin, is thought to bring good luck) ; Hyatt,
No. 8567 (carry a coin that was minted in the year of your birth).

Simon, Beliefs, 88 (Japan). Cf. No. 5826, below.

5826 Wearing a dime around the ankle insures good luck.

Jack Dunn; Green Collection; and an anonymous informant. Tennessee:
Parsons, Negro, 69 (Negroes often wear silver, usually a dime, around
the ankle for good luck) — Alabama: Browne, No. 4275. The apotropaic
uses of a dime worn around the leg or ankle have been seen in Nos. 5551,
5566 f., above. Cf. also, Puckett, photograph facing page 314.

5827 Wear a dime in your stocking for good luck.

Crockette Williams, Eastern N. C.

5828 Wear a silver dime in your shoe to protect you from evil.

Qara Hearne, Roanoke Rapids, Halifax county. Cf. HDA vi, 627, s.v.

"Miinze." Cf. Nos. 4820, 5568, above. No. 7373, below.

5829 Your birthstone, if worn or carried, will protect you from
harm and bring you good luck.

Mrs. Gertrude Allen Vaught, Alexander county. Maryland: Whitney-
Bullock, No. 1 41 2 (the wearing of a birthstone counteracts the evil in-

fluence of a life) — Kentucky: Thomas, No. 2853 (wear your birthstone
for luck) — Louisiana: Roberts, No. 11 18 (good luck to wear your birth-
stone) — Illinois: Hyatt, No. 3832. HDA vi, 472 f., s.v. "Monats-
steine."

5830 Birthstones:

January: garnet. Constancy, true friendship, and fidelity (for
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the wearer).—February: amethyst. Sincerity, and peace of

mind, freedom from passion and care.—March : aquamarine.
The wearer shall be wise ; and in days of peril, firm and brave.

—

April : diamond. Emblem of innocence. A person born in April
should wear his birthstone, "lest bitter tears for vain repentance
flow."—May : emerald. She who wears an emerald for her
birthstone shall be a loved and happy wife.—June : pearl. The
wearer can "health and wealth and long life command."—July

:

ruby. The wearer shall be free from love's doubts and anxiety.

—August : peridot. "The August born without this stone, 'Tis

said must live unloved and lone."—September: sapphire. Will

cure diseases of the mind, if bound on the wearer's brow.

—

October : opal.

October's child is born for woe.

And Life's vicissitudes must know
;

But lay an opal on her breast

And Love will lull these woes to rest.

November : topaz. This stone is an emblem of friends and lovers

true.—December : turquoise. Success.

Mary L. Walker, Durham county. Thomas, Kentucky, contains a Hst-

ing of birthstones (No. 2852), but without qualities assigned to the var-

ious precious stones. These Usts, as such, belong rather to the tradition

of polite manners and customs, going back, as Olbrich thinks (HDA vi,

472), to Babylonian astrology. Except for individual stones, they enjoy

little or no popular currency. The lore of birthstones in German^r gen-

erally accords with that found in the present list: January: HDA in,

1 113, s.v. "Granat" ; February: HDA i, 367, s.v. "Amethyst"; March:
HDA 1108 f., s.v. "Beryll (Aquamarin)" (for a person born in Oc-
tober) ; April : HDA 11, 195, s.v. "Diamant" ; May : HDA viii, 20, s.v.

"Smaragd" (for a person born in September)
; July: HDA vii, 842, s.v.

"Rubin" ; September : HDA vii, 942, s.v. "Saphir" ; October : HDA vi,

1254, s.v. "Opal"; November: HDA viii, 1016, s.v. "Topas" ; December:
HDA VIII, 1213, s.v. "Tiirkis" ; although the birthstones at present cele-

brated differ considerably from this list (cf. HDA vi. 473, s.v. "Monats-
steine"). Opals are treated in Nos. 3256 ff., above, esp. No. 3259, and
there is one entry under pearls, No. 3260, above ; also 5832 below.

5831 If you wish to have good luck, wear a pin or something
containing your birthstone.

Lucille Cheek, Chatham county.

5832 The Indians are great believers in beads, and wear such

as will bring them good luck.

Lucille Cheek, Chatham county. Cf. HDA vi, 1497, s.v. "Perle" (and
speaking generally of beads other than pearls that have been worn from
earliest antiquity).

5833 Gems of all kinds are worn as amulets and birthstones.

Mrs. Nilla Lancaster, Goldsboro, Wayne county. Cf. HDA in, 898 f.,

s.v. "Gluck(s) stein."
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5834 Round white pebbles found on the beach will bring you
luck as long as you keep them.

Crockette Williams, Eastern N. C. Maryland: Bergen, Animal No 8
(smoothly polished pebbles are carried for good luck, and are calied
lucky stones' ) - South Carolina: Davis, 247, No. 44 (a smooth black
pebbe may be a "luck-rock") — Illinois: Hyatt, No. 10706 (a girl
should take a pebble from the spring she visits for the first time andsew It m the hem of her dress; she will have good luck when the pebble
IS lost). Leland, 235; HDA iv, 1306, s.v. "Kieselstein."

Miscellaneous Charms

5835 Stump water carried in a small bottle is said to give the
possessor power.

Elsie Doxey, Currituck county. The uses of stump water in connection
with the treatment of freckles (Nos. 1520 f., above), ringworm (No
2082, above), and warts (Nos. 2575 f{., above) afford some notion of
the sanatory and magical qualities attributed to it. The finding of this
water in the moonlight and moving backward toward it, the prescrip-
tions of silence, and of not looking back—all these things invest this
stagnant rain water, in the folk mind, with unusual potency. It can truly
be compared with the so-called "unspoken water," which is described asWater troni under a bridge over which the living pass, and the dead
are carried, brought in the dawn or twilight to the house of a sick per-
son without the bearers speaking either in going or returning. The modes
of application are various. Sometimes the invalid takes three draughts
of It before anything is spoken; sometimes it is thrown over the house
the vessel in which it was contained being thrown after it. The supersti-
tious believe this to be one of the most powerful charms that can be em-
ployed to restore a sick person to health. The silence enjoined in thisand other ceremonies is supposed to be founded on the injunction (Lukex:4) Salute no man on the way'" (Lean 11, 403 f.). The water of the
hrst rain in May, likewise, has the miraculous property of not deteriorat-
ing, being like Holy Water in that regard (Qtcebec: Marie Ursule.
100, j\o. 214).

5836 When speaking of having had good luck, peck on wood
to continue the good luck.

J. P. Hennessee, Marion, McDowell county
; J. Donald Quale, Pinehurst

Moore county; and an anonymous informant. South: Duncan 236 No'
3 (peck on wood when yuh boast uv good luck) — Maryland:' Whitney-
Bullock, No. 1391 (rap on wood or evil luck follows) — Kentucky
Ihomas, No. 2973 (knocking on wood will avert disaster) ; No 3900 (it
brings bad luck to boast [unless you knock on wood] of immunity from
any trouble or illness) - Tennessee: Miller, 59, No. 22 (knocking onwood) — Louisiatui: Roberts, No. 1562 (touch wood after expressing
satisfaction over good luck) — Indiana: Brewster, Beliefs. No. 223 (one
should knock on wood immediately after making any sort of boast) •

Busse, 20, No. 5 (knock on wood) — Illinois: Hyatt. No. 3139 (rap onwood when you brag or you will be unlucky) — Michigan: WF vii
(1948), 70 (knock on wood after you brag [Lansing State Journal
October 18, 1947]) - Texas: Hendricks, No. 405 (knocking on wood)

'

lurner, 157 (if a person doesn t knock on dead wood when he brags on
himself, he will have bad luck) - Nebraska: Cannell, 45, No. 38 (if youmake any sort of a boast, rap on wood, or ill luck will come) ; Nebraska
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Proverbs II, 7 (knock on wood) — California: Dresslar, 96 (if a per-

son brags that he is not going to do so and so, he will surely have to

unless he raps on something wooden) ; WF, viii (1949), 377 (woman
calls the Supervisor of the Wasatch National Forest to find what kind
of wood is the best kind to knock on to stay lucky [Berkeley Daily
Gazette, May 25, 1949]) ; WF, xviii (1959), 236, No. 29 (knocking on
wood after making optimistic statement). Simon, Beliefs, 89 (Japan),

5837 When you brag about anything, if you knock on w^ood
three times, your luck will not leave you.

Flossie Marshbanks, Mars Hill, Madison county ; Minnie Stamps Gosney,
Raleigh ; Valeria Johnson Howard, Roseboro, Sampson county. "I have
heard that this originated in Palestine, and that the wood stood for the
wood of which the cross was made, and that the three knocks stood for

Jesus and the two thieves" — V.J.H. Maryland: Whitney-Bullock, No.
1363 (after any boast or rash speech, knock three times on wood and
say, "bread and butter") — Pennsylvania: Hand, Pennsylvania, No. 215— Illinois: Hyatt, No. 3140 (knock on wood three times or your luck
will change)

.

5838 After bragging about anything, if you wish what you
brag about to continue, you must knock on wood three times

in the name of the Father, Son, and Holy Ghost.

Laurice Gwinn Chambliss, Wilson, Wilson county.

5839 When you hrag about anything, unless you knock on

wood, the thing you brag about will turn against you.

Dixie V. Lamm, Wilson, Wilson county, and seventeen other informants.

General: Beckwith, College, No. 46a (if you speak of having had good
luck in a certain way, knock on wood to keep your luck from changing)

;

Dresslar, 96 (tapping wood, or else misfortune will overtake you) —
South: Puckett, 434 (knocking on wood or your luck will turn [Ne-
gro]) — South Carolina: Bryant II, 143, No. 64 (if you speak of having
good luck, knock on wood to keep your luck from changing) — Illinois:

Allison, No. 391 (hit on wood to prevent reverses) — Iowa: Stout, No.

1236 (if you say something about having good luck, the only way to

escape resulting bad luck from this remark is to knock on a piece of

wood) — California: Dresslar, 96 (rap wood when boasting, or the

thing boasted of will surely be a failure) ; also (rap on wood, after

boasting, or your luck will reverse) ; also (when a rash assertion is

made, it is necessary to rap wood to prevent the opposite from coming
true) ; also (to brag of anything and not rap on wood afterward causes

the thing of which you brag to become the opposite) ; also (if a good
statement or a rash one such as saying a person who has been danger-
ously ill is out of all danger, rap wood at once, or the opposite will come
true).

5840 When boasting of good fortune, knock on wood three

times to prevent its turning to misfortune.

Margarite Higgs, Greenville, Pitt county. Cf. California: Dresslar, 136

(speaking of never having had bad luck in a certain thing, unless wood
is knocked three times, brings bad luck). HDA iv, 1539 £., s.v.

"klopfen."
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5841 In time of danger cross your fingers.

W. J. Stanford, Wake county. Florida: Hauptmann, 18, No. i (to avert

fatality, cross the first two fingers of the right hand) — Alabama:
Browne, No. 2192 (it is good luck to cross your fingers) — Illinois:

Hyatt, No. 3382 (cross your fingers for luck) — Michigan: Chamber-
lain, Superstitions, 145 (when one hears an evil wish or prophecy, in

order to avert it, it is necessary quickly to cross the first finger of each
hand) — Nebraska: Nebraska Proverbs II, 8 (if you cross your fingers

you can keep away impending trouble). HDA v, 529 f. "kreuzweise."

5842 Make a cross mark on the ground and spit on it to break

bad luck.

Green Collection. Kentucky: Thomas, No. 1032 (if you make a cross

and spit in it, you will have good luck all your life) — Illinois: Hyatt,
No. 3088 (draw a cross and spit in it for good luck). For various entries

to spitting in a crossmark, see the index.

5843 When you cross your fingers, you don't really mean what
you say.

Green Collection. General: Beckwith, College, No. 116 (if you cross

your fingers, you can tell a lie, and it won't count) — Louisiana: Roberts,
No. 1545 (if you cross your finders when you tell a lie, it will not be
counted as a sin) — Nebraska: Cannell, 45, No. 44 (if you cross your
fingers, you can lie with a clear conscience). Mc(3artney, 112.

5844 Mr. Graham told of a man who could stop a forest fire.

He would walk round and round in an ever-increasing- circle,

and at each step the fire under his feet would stop. In this way
he could control the fire by just walking around the edge of it.

Green Collection.

Verbal Charm

5845 "The most delightful charm that Aunt Nancy gave me
has a pagan ring.

Three times throw oaken ashes in the air.

Three times sit still in an old arm chair

;

Three times three ties a true-love's knot,

And say he will or he will not.

Go burn poison ivy in a hot blue fire.

With some screech owl feathers and a prickly briar,

Some cedar gathered at a dead man's grave
And all your cares and fears an end will have.

She said it never failed."

Mrs. Maude Minish Sutton, Lenoir, Caldwell county.
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Fortune Telling, Divination

5846 Fortune telling by clairvoyants, palmists, and the like, is

still common in North Carolina.

Green Collection. Folklorists have taken little notice of fortune tellers in

their work, generally leaving the study of astrology, divination, and
related forms of magic to students of the occult. A glance at advertise-

ments in the newspapers of any large city, however, reveals the extent of

the practices, and stories of bilkings and other illegal activity freguently

find their way into the news columns of these same papers. In many
cities, fortune telling parlors, palmistry readings, and handwriting analy-

sis are openly advertised by signs on the premises, while the casting of

horoscopes has become a thriving business. Maryland: Whitney-Bullock,
No. 1592 (a few years ago it was not uncommon in Baltimore for persons
of intelligence and good social position to visit professional astrologers
and fortune tellers to recover lost or stolen valuables and to inquire about
future happenings) — Ozarks: Randolph, 184 f. (There are a few pro-
fessional fortune tellers in the Ozarks, although many of the backwoods
seers are accustomed to take money for their services. They always
point out, however, that the "power" is not for sale, but that the client

may make a small gift if he likes).

5847 A ouija board is one of the best w^ays of divining things.

The board can be purchased at any ten-cent store for a small

sum. It has the letters of the alphabet on it, and a little car-

riage, w^hich, when two persons' hands are placed on it, will spell

out answers to any question one can ask it. It foretells deaths,

accidents, marriages, and the like.

Jessie Hauser, Pfafftown, Forsyth county. Twenty-five or more years

ago the manipulating of a ouija board was a parlor pastime in many parts

of America. In its general character it has something in common with

table tapping and levitation, although the successful use of the ouija board
can be attained without the help of spiritualist practitioners.

5848 The future is frequently read with playing cards.

Mrs. Nilla Lancaster, Goldsboro, Wayne county. South: Puckett, 217
(if you are in doubt [as to whether you are conjured or not], you can

verify your misgivings by telling your fortune with cards [Negro]) —
Kentucky: Thomas, No. 250 (fortunes told with cards should involve the

use of a new deck) ; No. 249 (two pages of interpretations, card by card,

through all four suits [random sampling] ten of hearts—extreme love

pleasures
;
queen of clubs—rather dark woman ; seven of diamonds

—

conversation; eight of spades—strong drink, d.t's.]) — Illinois: Hyatt,

Nos. 9054 and 9055 (the same as in Thomas entry, above, but more ex-

tensive and with better instructions) ; No. 9052 (a new deck of cards

when telling fortunes) ; No. 9053 (if the fortune teller runs through the

cards more than three times in the same direction, you will be disap-

pointed) — Colorado: WF vii (1948), 193 (a fortune teller took a day
off from her work, and her house was destroyed by fire ; she claimed that

if she had looked at the cards, she would have known of the disaster) —
California: Dresslar, 136 (your fortune can be told with a pack of

cards) ; also (you may tell the future, etc.). HDA vi, 1283, s.v.

"Orakel."
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5849 If a boy wants to try his fortune, he should turn to the

twenty-first chapter of Proverbs, or if it is a girl who wishes to

determine her fortune, she should read Proverbs, the thirty-first

chapter. Mach chapter contains thirty-one verses and you select

the verse that has the number that corresponds to the date of

your birthday. The sixteenth verse represents any birth verse.

Mrs. Gertrude Allen V'aught, Alexander county ; Mrs. Nilla Lancaster,

Goldsboro, Wayne county ; Lucille Massey, Durham county ; Lucille

Cheek, Chatham county. At first blush these biblical fortunes seem to

belong with the biblical divinations having to do with love and marriage
(as presented in Nos. 4343 ff., above), but upon a careful reading these

passages are rather more general in their instruction and purpose. Other
forms of bibliomancy are treated in Nos. 3488 fif., above. To the refer-

ences given in No. 3489 to the opening of the Bible at random and trust-

ing one's eyes to fall upon the proper inspirational passage, can be added
the following general items : Dalyell, 522; Lean 11, 344; N & Q 11, Vol.

12 (1861), 303 (to "dip" into the Bible on New Year's Day); Soldan-
Heppe I, 1x6.

5850 Measure the nose and neck to tell one's fortune.

Green Collection.

5851 In reading the palms, if the life line is long and un-
broken, you will live a long and happy life. The life line is the

long line separating the thumb from other part of the hand,
beginning about the wrist, and running partly through the mid-
dle of the palm. If this line is short and unbroken, you will live

a short, but happy life. A short broken line denotes a short

unhappy life. A long broken line means a long unhappy life.

Mrs. Gertrude Allen Vaught, Alexander county. Cf. Nos. 666 f., above.

5852 Some people claim to be able to read your fortune by your
palms. Certain lines indicate things—life line, head line, heart

line, and the like.

Lucille Cheek, Chatham county. Kentucky: Thomas, No. 454 (fortunes
are told by palmistry) — Tennessee: Bandy, 10 (discover the future by
reading the palm) — Illinois: Hyatt, No. 9059 (one's fortunes can be dis-

covered by palmistry). HDA n, 52 f., s.v. "Chiromantie." Cf. Nos.
666 f., 5851, above.

5853 If the middle line extending across the wrist from the

outside in is broken before reaching the middle of the wrist,

you will have some trouble before you are thirty years old.

Kate S. Russell, Roxboro, Person county.

5854 Stars in your hand, according to palmists, mean that you
are lucky.

Lucille Cheek, Chatham county.

5855 You can count out your future on your fingers by means
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of the white spots sometimes found there. Begin on your
thumb, thus: loss; then the forefinger, cross; the next (middle
finger), present; then (ring finger) gain; and (little finger)

sweetheart.

Anonymous. HDA ii, 52, s.v. "Chiromantie." Cf. Nos. 582 ft., 586, 4193
fif., 4605, above.

5856 A very old person can look in the dregs (grounds) of a
coffee cup and read one's fortune.

Jessie Hauser, Pfafftown, Forsyth county ; Mrs. J. W. Barbae, Durham
county; and Mildred Peterson, Bladen county. Cf. Tennessee: TFSB vi

(1940), 23 f. (Granny Wimberly tells Booger Nath's fortune by shaking
the coffee cup and looking at the grounds ; sees a little coffin made from
coffee grounds, and a week later, a log rolled off a flat car and killed

Booger). Cf. No. 5857, below.

5857 Wave the cofifee cup three times over the head, turn it

upside down in the saucer, and coffee grounds will predict the

future.

Madge Colclough, Durham county. South: Puckett, 355 (Negro) —
Maryland: Whitney-Bullock, No. 1583 (turn the cup with coffee groimds
in it three times, then turn it upside down in the saucer three times ; if

any drops remain in the cup, it is for tears [various shapes meaning var-

ious things are indicated] ; also, the nearer the shape is to the rim of the

cup, the sooner it will come to pass) — Tennessee: Miller, 69, No. 34
(turn a coffee cup around three times and then turn the cup over; let the

grounds drain from the bottom of the cup onto the table—the grounds
will spell out one's fortune). HDA iv, 910, s.v. "Kaffee."

5858 A few specially favored persons can read fortunes in the

inside of teacups, in the leaves.

Green Collection. Louisiana: Roberts, No. 1549 (some old Negroes are
able to tell fortunes by the dregs left in a cup of tea) — Nova Scotia:

Fauset, No. 301 ("Mrs. Farmer, colored woman, tells fortune pretty

good, with tea leaves in a cup, she tells you lucky days. She has pre-
dicted the arrival of a present, and a barrel of presents arrived from a
sister in Boston").

5859 One's fortune can be told by reading tea leaves, but it is

first necessary to turn the cup three times in the saucer.

Carolyn Kay Root, Durham county. In none of the following items is

mention made of turning the cup in the saucer three times. Kentucky:
Thomas, No. 574 (fortunes may be told by interpreting the meaning of

tea leaves left in a cup) — New England: Johnson, What They Say, 32
f. (turn the tea cup around a few times, then put it bottom upwards on
your saucer, and give it a few more turns [then follow sample interpre-

tations of the shapes revealed]) — California: Dresslar, 12 (you can
foretell coming events by reading tea-grounds). HDA viir, 713, s.v.

"Tee."

5860 Fortunes are read with daisy petals.

Mrs. Maude Minish Sutton, Lenoir, Caldwell county. New England:
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Johnson What They Say, 48 (find a daisy; ask it any question you
please that can be answered by "Yes" or "No," and then, one at a time,
pull off the petals. For the first say "Yes," for the second say "No," and

Mr^°A"
The word that falls to the last one [petalj is your answer).

S?i beiow
'^' ^^'^''^'^'^h^"-" Cf. Nos. 134, 4576 ff., 4728, above,

5861 Holly leaves are used in telling fortunes. Follow from
point to point using this rhyme: "This year, next year now
never. ' Then repeat.

Green Collection. Cf. HDA ix, 496, s.v. "Wepelrot."

5862 Fortunes are read with trilliums.

Mrs. Maude Minish Sutton, Lenoir, Caldwell county.

5863 Apple seeds are used in reading fortunes.

^Qo«^^"/^ ^/"^'^ ^""°"' Lenoir, Caldwell county. Cf. Nos. 132 f
4558 ft., 4639, above. ''

5864 Fortunes are told with a saucer's sooty bottom.
Green Collection.

5865 On the first day of May you can take a mirror and look
into an open well, and you will see your future.

Odus Rupe (Kentucky), and an anonymous informant. South: Puckett
328 (you wil see something that is going to happen before the year is
out [Negro]) -Maryland: Whitney-Bullock, No. 2317 - Illinois-
rtyatt. No. 10377 {memorat dealing with an image of a load of wheat in
the well, which foreshadowed, years later, the death of the woman's hus-band in a runaway with a load of wheat)

; No. 10378 {memorat of agypsy fortune teller's sending a girl to an old well not in use; the girlsaw her coffin reflected in the water, and she died on the day she wasto be married). Cf. Nos. 4430 ff., 5177, above.
^

5866 Look into the well at eleven o'clock on Hallowe'en Day
and your future will be disclosed.

Madge Colclough, Durham county. South: Puckett, 356 (look in thewell on Halloween Day at eleven o'clock to know your future [Negro]).

5867 Children tell the future by jumping rope and repeating:
bilks, satins, calico, rags."

Roberta Elizabeth Pridgen, Lenoir county. This rhyme also occurs as a
flower oracle involving daisy petals (William Wells Newell, Games and
i>ongs of American Children new ed., New York, 1903] loO Cf the
kindred verse in No. 4728, above.

^^'

5868 An old game of divination, often played at parties in-
volves asking the bottle a question and then spinning it It' will
stop before the right person. For instance : "Who will be most
famous?"

Kathleen Mack, Davidson county. For the use of a bottle spun around
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like the indicator on a game of chance, particularly as it relates to the

life's fortune of a young child, cf. No. 205, above.

Water Witching

5869 In Robeson county, it is thought that one person out of

each family is a water witch, this one being the one who has the

most devil in him.

Anonymous. North Carolina: Charlotte Obsen'er, May 22, 1938 (Mrs.

George Nye, 55, living near Bolton, in Columbus county, says that the

talent to witch water was inherited from her mother. She prefers for

her wand twigs of persimmon, hickory, or peach—with one year's

growth [there is a picture of Mrs. Nye, forked branch in hand; the

prong in the right hand is three or four inches longer than the one in

the left ; both are clasped over the abdomen at the waist, and the forks

converge in the center of the upper chest, with a short single protuber-

ance—three inches at most—extending almost to the pit of the neck]) —
Kentucky: Thomas, No. 105 (one in each family can locate water or

veins of water by taking a peach-tree fork and turning it upside down
like this — V — ; the fork will turn down in the neighborhood of water

underground) — Tennessee: Frazier, 47, No. 12 (use forked willow,

peach tree, or a hazel wand to find water; this power belongs only to

certain persons) ; Rickard, 7 (it is commonly believed that only one per-

son in each family can take a V-shaped peach tree fork and locate a place

where a well can be dug to advantage) ; Rogers, 60 (it is perhaps as

axiomatic to say that there is a "water-witch" in every family as to

say that any animal born with its eyes closed can go mad, the practice of

switching for water is still a rather common skill for a number 01 believing

individuals) — New England: Johnson, IVhut They Say. 43 f. (once

in awhile there is a rare individual who is endowed by nature with the

power to discover where it is best to dig a spring or well ; this person,

if you employ him, walks about your premises with a branch of witch-

hazel in his hand, and at such spots as water can be struck without deep

digging, the hazel branch droops downward, even if the medium at-

tempts to prevent its doing so) ; 45 (one man gifted with this water-

finding power is a minister ; it is his idea that it is not a special gift,

but that all of us have it) — Illinois: Walker, Water-Witching, 200 (the

ability to witch water seems to run in families and to be heritable ; the

ability, however, is not racial, national, or cultural) ; 201 (water witcher.s

are mostly male, though there is no sex line drawn ; they are mostly old)

— Missouri: McKinney, 109 (certain people are endowed with the power
of finding veins of water with the aid of a forked peach tree twig ; these

people are called "water witches") — 0::arks: Randolph, 86 (Otto

Ernest Rayburn, of Eureka Springs, Arkansas, himself an amateur water

witch, told me that it may be true that the ability runs in families, but he

thinks that only one member of each generation has the "power" to

witch for water) ; also (the magnetism must be an hereditary trait. "I

have seen the power of water-witching runs in families, girls and all\")
;

85 ("A feller has got to be a whole man" one old gentleman said, "if he

aims to take up witch wigglin'." He meant that a water witch must be

normal sexually ; a man who has anything wrong with his genitals can

never locate wells with a forked stick) — Oregon: Stephens, 206 (the

diviner believes the ability to witch water is a gift inherited from his

father).
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5870 A seventli son can locate streams of water in the ground
with the fork of a tree.

Lucille Massey, Durham county. Cf. HDA ix, 830, s.v. "Wiinschelrute"
(a sapling growing only every seven years used as a divining rod). Cf.

No. 222, above, and various entries in the index having to do with the

special gifts of seventh sons.

5871 A forked twig is used as a divining rod to locate water.

Joseph E. Kanipe, Asheville, Buncombe county ; Annie Hamlin, Durham
county ; Charles Snipes, Chapel Hill, Orange county. Because of the

voluminous literature on the subject, entries here will be limited to forked
sticks of varieties of wood not otherwise treated in this section. General:
PADS XXXI (1959), II (in / and My Chimney [xiii, 307, 1856], Mel-
ville cites a witch hazel wand as being used for finding under_ground

water) — Maryland: Whitney-Bullock, No. 1551 (to find water for

your pump, hold a forked apple twig) ; No. 1552 (hold an apple twig

by the forked ends, with palms of the hand upwards, and it turns when
you come to the right spot) ; No. 1549 (a forked witch-hazel twig) —
Tennessee : Bandy, 10 (water witch makes fork from apple tree) ; Carter,

3 (a forked birch twig) ; Rogers, Water, 108 (apple fourth choice for

water witching forks) ; also (farmer witches water with a trimmed-down
blackgum fork [observing, however, that peachtree wood usually works
better]); also (water witching forks usually made from trees which
produce a fruit bearing a stone) ; also (next to peachtree, plum trees

are preferred for water witching forks) ; also (any kind of wood will do
as long as it is pliable and flexible) — Canada: Bergen, Animal, No.
1 186 (white thorn being used). — Nova Scotia: Creighton, 19, No. 56
(the limb of a sweet apple tree [at Mahone Bay it is a willow tree] ) ;

No. 57 (a fork made from a wych hazel tree) — Ontario: Wintemberg,
Negro-Caymdian, 621 (for "water-witching" use a forked twig of the

apple [Negro]) — New England: JAFL, iv (1891), 244 (early New
England settlers in habit of using hazel twig)

; Johnson, What They Say,

44 (an old man locating water-pipes at the farm with an apple-tree

crotch)
; 45 (a water-finder with warm hands can find water with an elm

crotch)
; 46 f. (man using elm-crotch locating iron ore instead of a

spring)
; 44 (a witch-hazel crotch is the favorite instrument of the

water-finders) — New York: Barnes, No. 31b (the water-witch uses the
twig of any stone fruit for locating water [peach, plum, etc.]. One could
tell the depth one must dig to get water by measuring from the first

place the twig began to bend to the most sensitive point. This gave
the depth to dig) — Pennsylvania: Fogel, No. 1958 (a V-shaped twig
from a hazel tree [German] ) j Lick-Brendle, 259 (the forked twigs of

apple [German]) ; also (the forked twigs of hazel nut [German]) ; also

(the forked twigs of witch hazel [German]) — Illinois: Norlin, 209,
No. 2ia (if you take a hazel-switch and give it a switch, the mmiber of

bobs will tell the number of feet necessary to dig for a well) ; HF, vi

(1947), 89 (Al Snowdell says any green fork will serve, but he likes a
peach fork) ; Walker, Water-Witching, 199 (apple wood is preferred as
fourth choice after peach wood) ; also (cherry is preferred second to

peach wood) ; also (elm wood is preferred as third choice after peach
wood) — Osarks: Randolph, 85 (Haswell experimented with several
varieties of wood but always claimed that a hazel twig was much
superior to any other. "Some fellows prefer the wahoo, which used to
be called 'witch elm,' but a good hazel fork works better for me." The
hazel bush preferred by Mr. Haswell is still known as witch hazel in
some localities) ; also (a wild-plum branch) — Oregon: Stephens, 207
(alder used) ; also (apple used) ; 204 f. (the hazel witch stick, accord-
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ing to one water witch, operates only on pockets of water) ; 207 (hazel

used) ; also (maple used) ; also (pear twig used) ; 205 (a forked plum
branch). Sebillot I, 313; HDA ix, 830, s.v. "Wiinschelrute" ; Thomp-
son, D1314.2.2.

5872 Get a forked branch of a tree, take hold of it, and then

walk around a well or spring, and one fork will turn when you
go across the vein of the well.

Grace Barbee, Stanly county. Once more, it is impossible to give a
complete set of references ; the following will indicate the general meth-
ods followed in this divinatory practice. West Virginia: HF vi (1947),
48 (the wizard cut a peach tree fork with prongs about four inches long,

and these were spread apart to form as nearly straight a line as possible

;

the wizard held the stick, fork upward, between his thumbs, and then

he walked around and around in an ever widening circle—presently the

fork would turn downward, and there the wizard set his foot) — Ten-
nessee: Rogers, Water, 109 (free ends of forked prongs held with palms
down, thumbs pointing horizontally outward, so loose ends of prongs will

extend three or four inches beyond thumbs; switch thus held rigidly so

that the larger end of the fork extends upward and slightly forward) ;

no (witcher walked over area in criss-cross manner, like spokes in a
wheel, to establish the closest proximity of water)

;
(Mr. Jones of Meigs

county says the pull of the water witching switch is so strong that the

bark twists in his hands [this is almost universally stated] ) — Alabama:
Browne, No. 3382 (hold a forked stick in both hands and walk around;
the stick will buckle toward the ground when you walk over water) —
Illinois: Walker, Water-Witching, 199 (the dowser walks slowly over

the area where water is sought until the vertical prong pulls down, the

amount of water beneath the surface being in direct proportion to the

strength of the downward thrust ; a particularly abundant supply may
pull hard enough to twist the bark off the forked end of the stick) —
Iowa: Stout, No. 603 (use a boxelder stick, forked like a Y, with the two
short prongs pointing downward ; the person holding them walks about
the area where water is sought, and when the base of the fork, which
points upward, twitches, and is drawn down, a water stream is indicated

below) — Colorado: SFQ v (1941), 210 (water located by divining rods

of birch or diamond willow, 30 to 32 inches long, with two limbs, four

inches long, forming a fork at the end; diviner walks over the land to

the northwest, and if a stream is undergroiuid, the pressure on the

branch is so great it can't be held—it will turn in the hand). HDA ix,

837, s.v. "Wiinschelrute."

5873 An old belief about finding a spring is that a person takes

a dogwood stick with a forked end and walks oflF with it held

upright. When he gets over a spot where there is a spout of

running water, or a spring, the stick will tilt over.

S. M. Davis, White Hall (Seven Springs) Wayne county. Tennessee:

Rogers, Water, 108 (dogwood is a third choice for water witching

forks).

5874 In selecting a suitable place for a well, if you will take a

crooked hickory stick in your hand and walk around over the

land, it will turn directly over when you step on a good place.
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If the well is dug in this spot an abundant supply of water will

certainly be found.

Katherine Bernard Jones, Raleigh, and Lida Page, Nelson, Durham
county. Alabama: Browne, No. 3383 (to witch water, take a pronged
hickory limb with the prongs about as narrow as the finger, and hold it

against the breast ; when you walk across water, the prongs will turn
toward the ground).

5875 A good divining rod is a last year's sprout off a hickory
or persimmon tree. It is carried with the bow up in the two
hands. When the carrier comes near the spout of underground
water, the switch becomes restless in his hands. When the spout

is finally located, the sprout twists in two.

Green Collection. Divining rods of hickory are treated in No. 5874,
above, and those of persimmon in No. 5881, below; the manner of witch-
ing for water is treated in No. 5872, above, and in various other entries

in this section. HDA ix, 836 f., "Wiinschelrute."

5876 In locating water, use a peach branch, and don't use nails.

Madge Colclough, Durham county. Cf. Nos. 5877 f., below.

5877 Carry a peach twig balanced on the palm of your hand,

and the ends will turn down when there is a running vein of

water underneath. A good well can be dug on the spot.

Nancy Maxwell, Durham county.

5878 To locate a place to dig a well, cut a forked peach tree

limb and hold the larger part in the hand. On nearing the fa-

vored place, the prongs will point downward.

W. J. Hickman, Hudson, Caldwell county. General: JAFL iv (1891),

241 (a forked peach branch in the shape of a Y) — Maryland: Whitney-
Bullock, No. 1550 (a forked peach limb of the year's growth) —
Kentucky: Thomas, No. 3594 — Tennessee: Hatcher, 154; Rogers,

Water, 108 (peachtree wood preferred over other trees for water witch-

ing forks) ; 109 f. (manner used) ; 1x0 (forked, freshly-cut peachtree

branch) — New York: Barnes, 31b (a peach twig with a crotch in it)

— Pennsylvania: Lick-Brendle, 259 (the fork twigs of a peach [(jer-

man]) ; Owens, 121 (forked peach limb; if water is present, it will turn

down in spite of all that you can do, and has been known to twist ofT the

bark) ; Sener, 240 f. (Y-shaped twig of peach) — Illinois: HF vi

(1947), 88 (a fork from a live peachtree)] Hyatt, No. 10704 (peach
fork) ; Norlin, 209, No. 21a (forked peachtree twig) ; Walker, Water-
Witching, 199 (in central Illinois peach wood is the one most preferred
for water witching) ; Wheeler, 63 — Missouri: McKinney, 109 —
Ocarks: Randolph, 84 (peachtree switch) ; 84 f. — Oregon: Stephens,

207; 205 (a forked peach branch). For the use of peach wood in dowsing
for treasure, see No. 5898, below.

5879 If you wish to locate water, take a limb from a peach tree,

hold it in both hands so it can be in a curve, and when you reach

a spot where there is water, it will turn over in the hands.

Kate S. Russell, Roxboro, Person county; Mrs. Gertrude Allen Vaught,
Alexander county ; Lucille Cheek, Chatham county. Cf . No. 5878, above.
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ing to one water witch, operates only on pockets of water) ; 207 (hazel

used) ; also (maple used) ; also (pear twig used) ; 205 (a forked plum
branch). Sebillot I, 313; HDA ix, 830, s.v. "Wiinschelrute" ; Thomp-
son, D1314.2.2.

5872 Get a forked branch of a tree, take hold of it, and then

walk around a well or spring, and one fork will turn when you

go across the vein of the well.

Grace Barbee, Stanly county. Once more, it is impossible to give a
complete set of references ; the following will indicate the general meth-

ods followed in this divinatory practice. West Virginia: HF vi (1947),

48 (the wizard cut a peach tree fork with prongs about four inches long,

and these were spread apart to form as nearly straight a line as possible

;

the wizard held the stick, fork upward, between his thumbs, and then

he walked around and around in an ever widening circle—presently the

fork would turn downward, and there the wizard set his foot) — Ten-
nessee: Rogers, Water, 109 (free ends of forked prongs held with palms
down, thumbs pointing horizontally outward, so loose ends of prongs will

extend three or four inches beyond thumbs ; switch thus held rigidly so

that the larger end of the fork extends upward and slightly forward) ;

no (witcher walked over area in criss-cross manner, like spokes in a

wheel, to establish the closest proximity of water)
;
(Mr. Jones of Meigs

county says the pull of the water witching switch is so strong that the

bark twists in his hands [this is almost universally stated]) — Alabama:
Browne, No. 3382 (hold a forked stick in both hands and walk around;
the stick will buckle toward the ground when you walk over water) —
Illinois: Walker, Water-Witching, 199 (the dowser walks slowly over

the area where water is sought until the vertical prong pulls down, the

amount of water beneath the surface being in direct proportion to the

strength of the downward thrust ; a particularly abundant supply may
pull hard enough to twist the bark off the forked end of the stick) —
Iowa: Stout, No. 603 (use a boxelder stick, forked like a Y, with the two
short prongs pointing downward ; the person holding them walks about
the area where water is sought, and when the base of the fork, which
points upward, twitches, and is drawn down, a water stream is indicated

below) — Colorado: SFQ v (1941), 210 (water located by divining rods
of birch or diamond willow, 30 to 32 inches long, with two limbs, four
inches long, forming a fork at the end; diviner walks over the land to

the northwest, and if a stream is underground, the pressure on the

branch is so great it can't be held—it will turn in the hand). HDA ix,

837, s.v. "Wiinschelrute."

5873 An old belief about finding a spring is that a person takes

a dogwood stick with a forked end and walks off with it held

upright. When he gets over a spot where there is a spout of

running water, or a spring, the stick will tilt over.

S. M. Davis, White Hall (Seven Springs) Wayne county. Tennessee:

Rogers, Water, 108 (dogwood is a third choice for water witching
forks).

5874 In selecting a suitable place for a well, if you will take a
crooked hickory stick in your hand and walk around over the

land, it will turn directly over when you step on a good place.
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If the well is dug in this spot an abundant supply of water will

certainly be found.

Katherine Bernard Jones, Raleigh, and Lida Page, Nelson, Durham
county. Alabama: Browne, No. 3383 (to witch water, take a pronged
hickory limb with the prongs about as narrow as the finger, and hold it

against the breast ; when you walk across water, the prongs will turn
toward the ground).

5875 A good divining rod is a last year's sprout ofif a hickory
or persimmon tree. It is carried with the bow up in the two
hands. When the carrier comes near the spout of underground
water, the switch becomes restless in his hands. When the spout

is finally located, the sprout twists in two.

Green Collection. Divining rods of hickory are treated in No. 5874,
above, and those of persimmon in No. 5881, below; the manner of witch-
ing for water is treated in No. 5872, above, and in various other entries

in this section. HDA ix, 836 f., "Wiinschelrute."

5876 In locating water, use a peach branch, and don't use nails.

Madge Colclough, Durham county. Cf. Nos. 5877 f., below.

5877 Carry a peach twig balanced on the palm of your hand,

and the ends will turn down when there is a running vein of

water underneath. A good well can be dug on the spot.

Nancy Maxwell, Durham county.

5878 To locate a place to dig a well, cut a forked peach tree

limb and hold the larger part in the hand. On nearing the fa-

vored place, the prongs will point downward.

W. J. Hickman, Hudson, Caldwell county. General: JAFL iv (1891),
241 (a forked peach branch in the shape of a Y) — Maryland: Whitney-
Bullock, No. 1550 (a forked peach limb of the year's growth) —
Kentucky: Thomas, No. 3594 — Tennessee: Hatcher, 154; Rogers,
Water, 108 (peachtree wood preferred over other trees for water witch-

ing forks) ; 109 f. (manner used) ; no (forked, freshly-cut peachtree
branch) — New York: Barnes, 31b (a peach twig with a crotch in it)

— Pennsylvania: Lick-Brendle, 259 (the fork twigs of a peach [(Ger-

man]) ; Owens, 121 (forked peach limb; if water is present, it will turn
down in spite of all that you can do, and has been known to twist off the

bark) ; Sener, 240 f. (Y-shaped twig of peach) — Illinois: HF vi

(1947), 88 (a fork from a live peachtree)] Hyatt, No. 10704 (peach
fork) ; Norlin, 209, No. 21a (forked peachtree twig) ; Walker, Water-
Witching, 199 (in central Illinois peach wood is the one most preferred
for water witching) ; Wheeler, 63 — Missouri: McKinney, 109 —
Osarks: Randolph, 84 (peachtree switch) ; 84 f. — Oregon: Stephens,
207; 205 (a forked peach branch). For the use of peach wood in dowsing
for treasure, see No. 5898, below.

5879 If you wish to locate water, take a limb from a peach tree,

hold it in both hands so it can be in a curve, and when you reach

a spot where there is water, it will turn over in the hands.

Kate S. Russell, Roxboro, Person county; Mrs. Gertrude Allen Vaught,
Alexander county ; Lucille Cheek, Chatham county. Cf . No. 5878, above.
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Erdspiegel Mystery," American German Rezneiv vii (1941), 10 (super-

natural guardians withdraw hidden treasure when the charm is broken by
talking [German]). HDA vii, 1009, s.v. "Schatz" ; cf. Thompson,
V115. 1.3.1.

5888 Treasure lights are flashes of hght, as of hghtning, that

spring up from the ground where treasures he.

Mrs. Nilla Lancaster, Goldsboro, Wayne county. Louisiana: Hurley, 210,

No. 58 (flames come from the ground where treasure lies) — New
York: Hurley, 208, No. 39 (fire burning in a field over a gold piece).

The following two items deal with lightning: Kentucky: Thomas, No.
2692 (if lightning strikes twice in the same place, there is mineral in

the ground near the surface) — Illinois: Hyatt, No. 359 (same notion as

in the preceding item). HDA i, 1369, s.v. "blau" ; Thompson, N532.

5889 If you see a red hght, there is some hidden treasure close

by.

Anonymous. New York: Hurley, 208, No. ZJ (ball of fire hovers over
Indian grave containing treasure) ; NYFQ in (1947), 252 (ball of fire

resembling an orange hovers over treasure buried on the northern shore

of Oneida Lake) — Texas: WF xi (1952), 150 (mysterious red light

connected with buried gold).

5890 If you see a red lamp light over a house, there is some
hidden treasure close by.

Anonymous.

5891 Where there is money buried, it will come up and burn
every seven years.

Julian P. Boyd. Cf. HDA v, 1731, s.v. "Marz" (treasures come to the

surface every seven years on March 2).

Divining Rods, Doivsing

5892 Divining rods are brass rods or some metal rods supposed

to have power to find treasure, if used by a magic doctor.

Mrs. Nilla Lancaster, Goldsboro, Wayne county ; Green Collection

;

Lucille Cheek, Chatham county ; and an anonymous informant. Since

dowsing for metal and witching for water are much the same, methods
used in one operation are often practiced in the other also. Therefore,

where metal witching wands are used for water, they are also cited here,

since all kinds of mechanical apparatus have been pressed into service. A
general discussion is to be found in, Hand, Miners, 34 fl., esp. nn. 33-37.

Osarks: Randolph, 87 (copper wire: [for water]) — Utah: JAFL Lrv

(1941), 136 (doodlebug) — Oregon: Stephens, 204 f. (copper rods

[water]).

5893 A magnetic wire, shaped like a divining rod, is used by
some practitioners to locate hidden treasures.

Mrs. Nilla Lancaster, Goldsboro, Wayne county. Ontario: Waugh, No.

484 (water witching instrument made of metal) — New York: JAFL
TV (1891), 242 (divining rod of wire) ; 243 (metal resembling a plumb
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bob) — Illinois: Walker, Water-lVitchi)ig, 200 (dowser uses metal rods

in witching for water) — Osarks: Randolph, 88 f. (mechanical doodle-

bugs used in dowsing for treasure) — California: Burridge, 37 (rnechan-

ical aurameter). HDA ix, 828, s.v. "Wiinschelrute."

5894 To locate a treasure trove, take a divining rod (a branch

with two side limbs in the shape of a "V"), put a nail in the

end of each branching twig, and in the spot where they con-

verge. When you march over the treasure, the free end will pull

to the ground.

Madge Colclough, Durham county. For the weighting of the end of a

stick with metallic and other objects to create a sympathetic attraction,

see Hand, Miners, 35.

5895 Apple branches are good divining rods.

J. Frederick Doering, Durham. HDA v, 198, s.v. "Wasserschmecker"

;

IX, 828, s.v. "Wunschelrute."

5896 Get a twig of the black hawthorn to use as a divining rod.

Kate S. Russell. Roxboro, Person county.

5897 A hickory stick is taken in the hand and moved about

over the surface, still in hand. When the stick turns as a dial

there is a spout of an ore vein in the earth beneath.

Green Collection. Cf. Nos. 5874 f., above.

5898 A person possessing the gift can find treasures by a peach
tree sprout. Hold it curved in the hand and walk around with

it. Whenever you come to a place [where] there is a treasure

hidden, it will turn around in the hands and curve towards the

ground.

Kate S. Russell, Ro.xboro, Person county. Cf. No. 5878, above.

Silver, Gold

5899 To dream of silver is bad luck.

Kate S. Russell, Roxboro, Person county. Cf. Maryland: Whitney-
Bullock, No. 716 (good luck) — California: Dresslar, 130 (good luck).

HDA III, 602, s.v. "Geld."

5900 Good luck is promised when you dream of gold.

Kate S. Russell, Roxboro, Person county. Maryland: Whitney-Bullock,

No. 716 — Illinois: Hyatt, No. 6192 — California: Dresslar, 130.

HDA III, 602, s.v. "Geld."

5901 You can find a pot of gold, if you go to the end of the

rainbow.

Louise Bennett, Middleburg, Vance county ; and three other informants

from central and western counties. North Carolina: Whiting, 465, s.v.
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"Rainbow"-3 — Kentucky: Thomas, No. 2695 (at the bottom of the

rainbow) — Tennessee: Miller, 69, No. 37 (foot of the rainbow) ; Page,

55 (we children have walked many miles trying to find the pot of gold

at the end of the rainbow) — Alabama: Browne, No. 3405 — Texas:
Hendricks, No. 334 — California: Dresslar, 18; also (a large bag of

gold and precious stones) — IVashington: Tacoma, 16. Lean i, 406;
Radford, 133 f., 196 ; HDA vii, 593, s.v. "Regenbogen" : Melusine 11

(1884-1885), 40, 43; ODEP, 171, s.v. "End of rainbow."

5902 It is said that if one will go to a brook on the first morn-
ing in May, and bathe in it, he will find a pot of gold.

Duo K. Smith, Houstonville, Iredell county.



IX

COSMIC PHENOMENA: TIMES,
NUMBERS, SEASONS

Cosmic Phenomena

Portents of War and Disaster

5903 If you see the northern lights, it is a sign of war.

Minnie Stamps Gosney, Raleigh, Wake county. HDA vi, 11 18.

5904 A blazing star is a sign of war.

Anonymous. Cf. Tennessee : Rogers, Moon, 56, No. i (if a meteor or
shooting star passes across a well lighted sky, it is an indisputable omen
of coming war).

5905 Shooting stars are often signs of some terrible disaster

that is about to happen.

Kathleen Mack, Davidson county. Cf. HDA viii, 470.

5906 A large number of shooting stars shooting at once indi-

cates wars or battles where many are killed.

Mrs. Nilla Lancaster, Goldsboro, Wayne county. New Mexico: Espi-
nosa, 414 (signs in the heavens—war on earth [Spanish]).

5907 If a comet appears, it is a sign of war.

Minnie Stamps Gosney, Raleigh, Wake county. General: JAFL in
(1890), 129 — South: Puckett, 464 (Negro) — Kentucky: Thomas,
No. 3943 — Ontario: Wintemberg, Waterloo, 2 (international war) —
Pennsylvania: Fogel, No. 430 (German) ; Shoemaker, 3 — Rio Grande:
Bourke, 122 (red comet) — Apache Indians: Dunwoody, 73; Inwards,
100 — New Mexico: Espinosa, 414; Moya, 67, No. 14 — Washington:
Tacoma, 10. Lean 11, 556; Sebillot I, 351; Swietek, 543.

5908 Comets bring calamities or strange and unusual happen-
ings.

Green Collection. Inwards, 100 (Apache Indians). HDA i, 90.

5909 When the sun goes into eclipse, it is a sign of some great
disaster.

G. B. Caldwell, Jr., Monroe, Union county. Radford, 231; HDA i, 642;
II, 1516; Sebillot I, 351.

5910 If there is a complete rainbow in times of international
trouble, there will be no war.

J. Frederick Doering, Durham. HDA vii, 589.
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Moon

591 1 Children are told that the moon is made of green cheese.

Green Collection. North Carolina: Brewster, Citstoms, 230 — Illinois:

Hyatt, No. 10631. HDA iv, 1049.

5912 There will be bad luck during the absence of the moon;
three days before, and three days after it is new.

Green Collection. Cf. Arkansas: JAFL v (1892), 124.

5913 On the night of the full moon, if you make a wish and do

not see the moon, it will come to pass.

W. J. Stanford, Wake county.

5914 If you make a wish when you first see the new moon, and
before you remove your eyes, it will come true.

Katherine Bernard Jones, Raleigh, and two other informants from Dur-
ham and Vance counties. None of the following references mentions the

proscription against removing one's eyes from the moon, yet all imply on

an immediate act. Maryland: Whitney-Bullock, No. 1491 — West Vir-

ginia: Mockler, 313, No. 4 (don't tell the wish to anyone) — Tennessee:

Farr, Superstitions, No. 223; Page, 55 — Pennsylvania: Hand, Pemisyl-

vania, No. 195 — Illinois: Hyatt, No. 6563; No. 6564 (the wish will

come true, provided you refrain from looking at the moon until it be-

comes new again) — California: Dresslar, 20 — Washington: Tacoma,
17; 28 (Make your wish and do not look at the moon until it turns new
again, etc.). HDA vi, 531.

5915 It is good luck to see a new moon when you have on your
gown.

Louise Bennett, Middleburg, Vance county.

5916 The one who first sees the new moon may make a wish,

and it will come true the next year at the same time.

Carl G. Knox, Leland, Brunswick county.

5917 To see the moon from the right is a sign of good luck.

W. J. Hickman, Caldwell county. Cf. 5920, below.

5918 It is bad luck to look at the new moon from the left angle.

Reverend L. D. Hayman, Hyde and Dare counties. Cf. No. 5924, below.

5919 It is bad luck to see the moon over your shoulder.

Caroline Biggers, Monroe, Union county. Alabama: Browne, No. 3396
(left shoulder) — Indiana: McAtee, Grant County, 264 (left shoulder)
— Illinois: Wine, No. 137 (fatally unlucky to look at the moon over your
left shoulder). Simon, Beliefs, 88. For references to the new moon,
see No. 5924, below.
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5920 If you see the new moon over your right shoulder, there
is good luck to follow.

E. B. Spivey, Jr., Trotville, Hertford county, and five other informants.
General: Bergen, Current, No. 1094 — South: Puckett, 464 (seeing the
moon clear, i.e., without obstruction [Negro]) — Maryland: Whitney-
Bullock, No. 7 — West Virginia: Mockler, 313, No. i — Kentucky:
Thomas, No. 2213 — Tennessee: Rogers, Guideposts, No. 54 — New-
foundland: Patterson, 285 (lucky for the coming month) — Nova
Scotui: Fauset, No. 3 — Ontario: Waugh, No. i — New England:
Kittredge, Siffns, 193 (poem in a broadside of about 1790, entitled "Fen-
nel-Seed," which contains a number of versified folk beliefs: The moon
when new they chance to vi[ew] / O'er the right shoulder first,'/ Tho
this seems strange, till the next chan[ge] / Good luck attends them
most. [st. xn])

; Johnson, What They Say, 146 — Maine: Decrow 319— New York: Barnes, No. 45; Gardner, No. 99 — Pennsylvania: Hand
Pennsylvania: No. 196 — Indiana: Brewster, Beliefs, No. 89- Busse 19'
No. 12 — Illinois: Hyatt, No. 10645 ; Norlin, 209, No. i — Iowa: Stout'
No. 556 —Texas: Bogusch, 124 — Nebraska: Ericson, 149, No 11'
Nebraska

^
Proverbs H, 7 - California: Dresslar, 21, ibid, (good luck

before It is full)
; 190; Mills, 44 — Oregon: Hand, No. 51 — Washing-

ton: Tacoma, 18, 28. Radford, 176; HDA vi, 507; Simon, Beliefs, 88.

5921 It is good luck to see the new moon over the right shoul-
der, and if a wish is made before speaking, it will come true.

Bessie Lou Mull, Cleveland county. In none of the following items is
there mention of the wish "before speaking," even though the immediate
wish IS implied in all cases. General: Chamberlain, Superstitions uq —Maryland: Whitney-Bullock, No. 1492 — West Virginia: Mockler 313
^°;. 3 — Alabama: Browne^ No. 3403 — Illinois: Hyatt, No. 6568 —
Lahforma: Dresslar, 21 — Washington: Tacoma, 28.

5922 For the first time in a quarter, it is bad luck to see the
new moon over the right shoulder.

Dorothy Kanoy, Fayetteville, Cumberland county, and Lorelei Hansom,
In the following references there is no mention of the first sighting in a
quarter. Alaba^na: Bergen, Current, No. 1096 — Illinois: Hyatt No
10646 (if you see, etc., you had better run) — California: Dresslar. 21'

Udal, 281.

5923 It is good luck to see the new moon over the left shoulder
for the first time that quarter, and a wish made while looking at
the moon this way will come true within that moon.
Dorothy Kanoy, Fayetteville, Cumberland county, and four other inform-
ants from widely separated localities. Good luck: General: Beckwith
College, No. ssa — South: Puckett, 464 (Negro) — Kentucky: Fowler'
No. 2212a — Tennessee: Farr, Riddles, No. 103; O'Dell, Superstitions'
S —Illinois: Hyatt, No. 10644 — Iowa: Stout, No. 555 (Norwegian)'— Texas: Strecker, Birds, 32 — California: Dresslar, 20, 21, 192 —
Washington: Tacoma, 11. Wish: Illinois: Hyatt, No. 6567; Norlin 200
No. 3 — California: Dresslar, 20; Papashvily, 118.

'
'

5924 If you see the new moon over your left shoulder, you
will have bad luck during that month.

An anonymous informant, and nine other informants mainly from western
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and central counties. Unless otherwise specified, the extent of the bad
luck is not indicated. General: Bergen, Current, No. 1094; Beckwith,
College, No. 55b ; Chamberlain, Superstitions, 145 (bad luck until the

next new moon) ; Kittredge, Farmer, 206 (ca. 1830) — South: TFSB
XXIV (1958), 42, s.v. "Shoulder," 2 ("I feel ez onlucky an' weighted down
ez ef I war a-lookin' over my lef' shoulder at the neew moon on a

November Friday." Mary N. Murfree [Charles Egbert Craddock], The
Prophet of the Great Stnoky Mountain, 1901 ed., p. 178) — Maryland:
Whitney-Bullock, No. 8 (bad luck will attend the person who looks at

the new moon over the left shoulder, and does not see the entire crescent

at a glance) — West Virginia: Mockler, 313, No. 8 — Kentucky:
Thomas, No. 2212 — Alabama: Woodall, 325 (bad luck during that

moon) — Newfoundland: Patterson, 285 (for the coming month) —
Nova Scotia: Fauset, No. 4 — Nezv England: Johnson, What They Say,
146 — Maine: Decrow, 319 — New York: Barnes, No. 45; Gardner,
No. 98 — Pennsylvania: Brinton, 179 (bad luck during that moon)

;

Fogel, No. 1263 (German) — Indiana: Brewster, Beliefs, No. 66; Busse,

19, No. 12 — Illinois: Hyatt, No. 10643; Norlin 209, No. i — Iowa:
Stout, No. 562 — Ocarks: Randolph, Ozark, 19 — Nebraska: Cannell,

24, No. 79 — California: Dresslar, 21, 191 — Washington: Tacoma, 18,

28. Lean 11, 182; Radford, 176; HDA vi, 506 f.

5925 If you see a new moon full in the face, you face your own
luck for that month.

Elsie Doxey, Currituck county.

Seeing the Moon ''Clear"

5926 The first time you see the new moon with nothing be-

tween you and it, make a wish.

Edith Walker, Watauga county, and five other informants from widely
separated localities. Tennessee: Frazier, 42, No. 7 — Alabama: Browne,
No. 3400.

5927 Upon seeing the new moon clearly, for the first time, a

person looking over his left shoulder, and making three wishes

without taking his eyes from the moon, will realize his wishes

in less than a month's time.

Nina Mclnnis.

5928 If you see the new moon clear, you will see no trouble

while that moon lasts.

Thomas Smith, Zionville, Watauga county.

5929 It means good luck to see the new moon fair and empty

handed.

Green Collection. All references given here are to seeing the moon
"clear." South: Puckett, 463 f. (Negro) — Maryland: Lee, in (Ne-

gro) — Tennessee: Rogers, Guidcposts, No. 44; Redfield, No. 241 —
Alabama: Browne, No. 3401 — Indiana: Busse, 19, No. 12 — Osarks:

Randolph, 76 — New Mexico: CFQ v (1946), 353.
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5930 It is good luck to see the new moon clear with your hands
full.

Elizabeth Janet Croniartie, Garland, Sampson county.

5931 When you see the moon clear and unobstructed, make a

wish, looking over your left shoulder and holding something in

your hand.

Dixie v. Lamm, Lucama, Wilson county.

5932 If you see the new moon with a pail in your hand, you
will have that pail full of bad luck.

Eleanor Simpson, East Durham.

Moon Through Trees, Clouds

5933 If one's hrst glimpse of the new moon is through the trees,

he will have trouble.

Louise Lucas, White Oak, Bladen county, and nine other informants from
widely separated localities. General: Beckwith, College, Nos. 19a, b (bad
luck) ; Bergen, Current, No. 1105 (trouble that month) — South Caro-
I'ma: JAFL viii (1895), 252 (bad luck [Negro]); Bryant II, 146. No.
55 — Maryland: Lee, in (bad luck [Negro]) ; Whitney-Bullock, No. 9
(unlucky) — Kentucky: Shearin, 320 (trouble within the month) ;

Thomas, No. 2215 (trouble that month if you are not good) — Tennes-
see: Hatcher, 151 (tree or other obstruction: bad luck) ; Page, 54 (bad
luck) ; Rogers, Guideposts, No. 25 — Mississippi: Hudson, 151, No. 3
(misfortune; wait until the next new moon and look at it in the open) —
Georgia: Steiner, No. 46 (bad luck) — Iowa: Stout, No. 576 — Texas:
Turner, 157 (bad luck) — California: Dresslar, 22 (bad luck).

5934 If you see the new moon through the trees, you must
shake your dress at it, or you will surely have bad luck.

Caroline Biggers, Monroe, Union county.

5935 Seeing the moon through the forks of trees foretells that

you will get angry and crossed up before the moon is gone.

Green Collection.

5936 If you see the new moon through branches of a tree, or

through twigs, you will have some misfortune.

Alma Irene Stone, Meredith College, near Raleigh, and four other in-

formants from widely separated localities. North Carolin-a: Mooney, 99— West Virginia: Mockler, 313, No. 10 — Louisiana: Roberts, No. 932— Alabama: Browne, No. 3397 — New England: Johnson, What They
Say, 166 (you will see sorrows) — Indiana: Brewster, Beliefs, No. 66 —
Illinois: Allison, No. 4 (tree limbs) ; Hyatt, No. 10649. Lean 11, 182.

5937 If you see the new moon for the first time through a tree

top, you will be subject to bad luck until the moon changes again.

Alex Tugman, Todd, Ashe county, and three other informants from
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widely separated localities. Except where otherwise stated, none of the

following references contains a time limit. South: Puckett, 463 (Negro)
;

Wiltse, Superstitions, 134 (trouble until the next moon) — Tennessee:
Redfield, No. 241 — Georgia: Figh, Arp, 171 f. (bad luck to see the new
moon through a bushy treetop right over your left shoulder) ; Moore,
305 (trouble) — Alabama: Woodall, 325 (bad luck during that moon)
— California: Mills, 44 (unfortunate).

5938 If one sees the new moon through bushes, he will have

bad luck.

Jessie Hauser, Pfafftown, Forsyth county. Hazel Doritz, and an anony-
mous informant. General: Bergen, Current, No. 1105 (through brush)
— North Carolina: Mooney, 99 — IVest Virginia: Mockler, 313, No. 10

(brush) — Kentucky: Thomas, No. 2214 (brush: more or less trouble

until after the moon fulls) — Tennessee: Farr, Riddles, No. 75 (brush)
;

Frazier, 41, No. 42 (bad luck until the next new moon unless the person
breaks a twig from the brush and sleeps with it under his pillow) ; Red-
field, No. 241 ; Rogers, Guidcposts, No. 25 — Alabama: Figh, Sanders,

186 (brush) — Illinois: Norlin, 209, No. 4 (brush: bad luck as long as

the moon lasts) — Osarks: Wilson, Folk Beliefs, 161 — Texas: Turner,

157 (brush) — Nezi} Mexico: CFQ v (1946), 353 (a month of trouble)
— California: Dresslar, 22.

5939 Seeing the new moon through clouds portends bad luck.

Roby Arrowhead, Mrs. Norman Herring, Tomahawk, Sampson county,

and Thomas Smith, Zionville, Watauga county. South: Wiltse, Super-
stitions, 134 (trouble until the next moon) — Kentucky: Thomas, No.
2214 (trouble until after the moon fulls) — Georgia: Moore, 305.

Moon Through Rings, Windows

5940 If you look at the new moon through a ring and make a

wish, the wish will come true.

Maysie Rea and Marjorie Rea, both of Craven county.

5941 If you see the new moon through a window when it is

raised, you are sure to have much happiness until the next one.

E. B. Spivey, Jr., Trotville, Hertford county.

5942 To see the moon through anything means bad luck, but

through a window is the worst thing.

Dixie V. Lamm, Lucama, Wilson county. West Virginia: Mockler, 313,

No. II (confusion in your life for the next two weeks) — Kentucky:

Thomas. No. 2221 (through a pane of glass) — Louisiana: Roberts, No.

Q33 — Ontario: Waugh, No. 2 — Texas: Turner, 157 (bad luck ?ill that

moon). Radford, 176; HDA 11, 1337.

5943 It is bad luck to look at the new moon through a closed

window.

Reverend L. D. Hayman, Hyde and Dare counties.
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5944 Some think it unlucky to look at the new moon through
glass.

J. C. Williams, Jr. (Virginia). Personal superstition of movie actress

Shelley Winters, Movieland, Jan. 1953, p. 71. Maryland: Whitney-Bul-
lock, No. 527 (disappointment) — Nova Scotia: Creighton, 23, No. 107— Maine and Massachusetts: Bergen, Current, No. 1104 (See the new
moon through a glass, / See sorrow while it lasts) — Illinois: Hyatt,
No. 10647 — Calijornia: Dresslar, 22; Mills, 44. Addy, 59; Foster,

54; Salisbury, 71; Udal, 281.

Miscellayieous

5945 Turn your right shoulder to the new moon, and make a
wish, and it will come true.

Mrs. Gertrude Allen Vaught, Alexander county.

5946 Throw a kiss at the new moon, make a wish, and it will

come true within the month.

Madge Colclough, Durham county.

5947 It is bad luck to point at the moon.

O. W. Blacknall, Kittrell, Vance county, and the Green Collection.

South: Puckett, 433 f. (never point your finger at the moon lest that
member rot off [Negro]) — Tennessee: Harder, Beliefs, 9. Addy, 56;
Radford, 177; HDA vi, 507; Wessman, 29 f.

5948 One will have good luck if upon seeing the new moon for

the first time he repeats, "New moon, new moon, I wish I may,
I wish I might, see some one I don't expect tonight."

Green Collection. North Carolina: Brown Collection i, 182 (New moon,
new moon, moon so bright, / Wish I may and wish I might / See before
tomorrow night / Someone who would please my sight. [Turn three

times on the left heel and make three wishes]) — West Virginia:
Mockler, 313, No. 5 (New moon, true moon, / May my wish come true /
Before tomorrow noon) ; ibid.. No. 6 (New moon, true moon, / I wish I

may, I wish I might, / Have my wish come true tonight) — Illinois:

Hyatt, No. 5933 (New moon, true moon, / Star in the stream, / Pray
tell my fortune in my dream). Cf. Nos. 4452 flf., above.

5949 I see the moon, and the moon sees me,

God bless the moon, and God bless me.

William D. Trader (South Carolina). General: Bergen-Newell, 158 —
North Carolina: Brown Collection i, 181 f. — West Virginia: Keysner,
6 f. (second line: God bless me, till another moon I see. [Then spit

three times after wishing for what you want]) — Tennessee: Rogers,
Wish, 2,7, 5 :2.

5950 A moon rainbow was a sign of good luck.

O. W. Blacknall, Kittrell, Vance county.
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The Man in the Moon

5951 The man is in the moon for gathering sticks on Sunday.

Green Collection. Although various desecrations of the Sabbath day are

mentioned in the literature, only the carrying of a stick is indicated in

the following references. North Carolina: Brewster, Customs, 230 (lists

other categories of sin) — West Virginia: Mockler, 313, No. 2. Addy,

59; JAFL III (1890), 128; SFQ XIV (1950), 169; Sebillot I, 356; Baugh-
mau Q223.6.1.1 (a). Cf. Robert J. Menner, "The Man in the Moon and
Hedging," Journal of English and German Philology xliii (1949), I-14.

5952 You can see the man in the moon if you burn brush on
Sunday.

W. J. Hickman, Hudson, Caldwell county. The following references do
not indicate that one may see the man in the moon by burning brush, but

rather that he is there for having burned brush on the Sabbath. North
Carolina: Brown Collection i, 631 — Virginia: Dober, 16 — West Vir-

ginia: Mockler, 313, No. i — Kentucky: Thomas, No. 2325; No. 2711
(if you burn brush on Sunday you will be put in the moon) — Alabama:
Browne, 3404 — Illinois: Hyatt, No. 8499; No. 8498 (burn brush on
Sunday and you will be put in the moon). Thompson, A751.1.1 ; cf.

Baughman Q223.6.1.1 (b).

Stars

5953 Make a wish when you see the first star come out, and it

will come to pass.

Ella Parker, Mt. Gilead, Montgomery county, and ten other informants
mainly from eastern and central counties. Maryland: Whitney-Bullock,
No. 1485 — Tcinicsscc: Page, 55 — Alabama: Browne, No. 3413 —
Pennsylvania: Fogel, No. 352 (German) — Indiana: Driver, No. 4 —
Illinois: Hyatt, No. 6614 — Texas: Hendricks, No. 154 (if you can-

not count over fifteen other stars, your wish will come true) — Cali-

fornia: Dresslar, 23, 121, 191. HDA ix (Suppl.), 781.

5954 Make a wish when you see the first star in the evening.

Ask someone three questions ; keep the wish a secret for three

days, and it will come true.

W. S. Lee, Jr., Monroe, Union county.

5955 I^ yo'^ see the first star of the evening over your left

shoulder, and make a wish, the wish will come true.

Maysie and Marjorie Rea, Craven county. Looking over the shoulder is

not specified in the following references to wishing on the evening star.

North Carolina: Walker, 7, No. 19 — Alabama: Browne, No. 3414 —
California: Dresslar, 23 — Washington: Tacoma, 10. Simon, Beliefs,

88, 91.

5956 When the first star appears wish, and say:

Star light, star bright,

First star I've seen (I see) tonight;

T wish I may, I wish I might.

Have the wish I wish tonight.
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Do not look at another star before you finish the rhyme, or tell
your wish.

Green Collection, and twenty-two informants from widely separated
localities Indiana: HF vi (1947), 85 (in Maine, thirty years ago, to
have looked a second time on the first star without having seen another
would break the wish)

; WF xvi (1957), 204, No. 13 (don't look at the
star again that night, and the wish will come true) — Illinois: Wine No
140 (last line: get the wish) — California: Dresslar, 24, 193.

5957 Repeat this, throw a kiss at the star, and don't tell your
wish. Having done this, your wish will come true.

Star light, star bright,

I wish you would,
I wish you might.
Grant the wish, I wish tonight.

Lida Page, Nelson, Durham county, and Caroline Kay Root, Durham
county. California: Dresslar, 24 (if you see only one star say the above
verse over three times without looking from the star, and name your
favorite poet and throw as many kisses at the star as you are old and
not look at that star again that night, the wish will come true).

5958 If, when you see the first star at night, you will make a
wish and repeat the following lines your wish will come true

:

Star light, star bright.

First star I've seen tonight;
Hope I may, hope I might.
My wish will come true tomorrow night.

Alma Irene Stone, Meredith College, near Raleigh. All references are
to fulfilment of the wish tonight, and the word "wish" stands in place
of "hope" in the third line. North Carolina: Brown Collection i 182-
Walker 7, No. 19 — Maryland: Whitney-Bullock, No. i486 (I wish you
may, etc.) — Tennessee: Burton, 7 — Alabama: Browne, No. 3415 —New York: JAFL 11 (1889), 148, No. 2 — Illinois: Hyatt, No. 6622-
No. 6619 (Bring true the wish I wish tonight) ; Norlin, 213 No 85 —
Osarks: Randolph, 334 — Texas: Hendricks, No. 155 — California-
Papashvily, 118. Addy, 60.

5959 If you attempt to count the stars, you will have bad luck.

Students at Lees-McRae College, Avery county; Edna Arrowhead, Bula-
dean, Mitchell county; and an anonymous informant. South: Puckett
434 (Negro)

;
also, "they will fall if you do" (p. 434 [Negro]) — Ten-

fiessee: Farr, Riddles, No. 63; Farr, Superstitions, No. 63; Hatcher 150-
Rogers, Gwdeposts, No. 59 — Louisiana: Roberts, No. 957 (bad luck
before morning if you count the stars at night) ; WF xvii (1958) 277No. 8 — Illinois: Hyatt, No. 10697 ("I am an old woman and I never
did count a star in the sky. My mother told me it was bad luck to count
them. )—-Henderson, 119 (sinful); Salisbury. 77; Thompson C807.1.
Li. 5142, above.

5960 Coiint seven stars for seven nights in succession, then
make a wish and it will come true.

Robert E. Long, Roxboro, Person county. Maryland: Whitney-Bullock,
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No. 1488 — Illinois: Hyatt, No. 6623; No. 5935 (what you dream on
the seventh night will come true).

5961 Count nine stars for nine nights in succession and you
will have a big stroke of luck the tenth night.

Louise Bennett, Middleburg, Vance county. Cf. Maryland: Whitney-
Bullock, No. 1489 (count ten stars for ten successive nights and make a

wish, etc.) — Illinois: Norlin, 213, No. 86 (count the first ten stars that

come out for ten nights, etc.). HDA ix (Suppl.), 781.

Falliny Stars, Meteors

5962 When you see a falling star, make a wish.

Green Collection and Edward Dreyer ( Lxjuisiana) . Communication of

the wish to another breaks the charm (Dreyer). Cf. Maryland: Whit-
ney-Bullock, No. 1490 (your wish will come true if you believe that it

will; try not to look at it again or your luck will go by contraries) —
li'est Virginia: Lopez, No. 19 (shooting star) — Tennessee: Farr,

Superstitions, No. 224 (shooting star) ; Miller, 62, No. 8 — Alqbatna:

Browne, No. 3408 (whatever you are thinking at the time will come to

pass) — Louisiana: WF xvii (1958), 2j/ (never tell when you see a fall-

ing star; just make the wish [Negro]) — New York: Carr-Westez, 123

(shooting star [Indian]) — Pennsylvania: Fogel, No. 295 (shooting star

[German]) — Indiana: Driver, No. 13 — Texas: Hendricks, No. 154 —
California: Dresslar, 25; also (make a wish before you speak, etc. [p.

25]). HDA vni^ 469, s.v. "Sternschnuppe" ; Radford, 219; Simon,
Beliefs, 91 ; Simon, Ceylon, 40, No. 5 (shooting star).

5963 If you make a wish before a shooting star disappears, it

will come true.

Doris Overton, Greensboro
;
Julian P. Boyd ; and three other informants

from central and western counties. iVrzc; York: JAFL 11 (1889), 148,

No. I — Illinois: Hyatt, No. 6621 ; Wine, No. 139 — Ozarks: Randolph,

334 (If a hillman happens to see a star before dark he shuts his eyes for

a moment, spits over his left shoulder, and makes a wish. Many an
Ozarker "sticks a wish" on a falling star; if he succeeds in pronouncing
the words under his breath before the star is out of sight and refrains

from telling anybody the nature of the wish, he believes that it will come
true) — Nebraska: Ericson, 149, No. 12 (before the falling star lands)
— Idaho: Lore, 206 (falling star) — California: Dresslar, 25.

5964 When you see a meteor flying across the sky. make a

wish before it goes out of sight, and the wish will come true.

Green Collection. General: JAFL iii (1890), 128 — Midwest: Odell,

222, No. 13 (stamp a falling meteor for good luck) — Washinc/ton:
Tacoma, 28. HDA vi, 220, s.v. "Meteor."

5965 A falling star is the sign of bad luck.

Mary O. Pruette, Charlotte. Cf. South: Puckett, 434 (if you see a star

fall, and tell someone, etc. [Negro]) — Tennessee: McGlasson, 21, No.

17 — Illinois: Hyatt, No. 10689 (shooting star) ; No. 6620 (it is un-

lucky to see a shooting star unless you make a wish immediately) —
lotva: Stout, No. 574 (if a star falls in front of you, etc.) — Manitoba:
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Wallis, 44 (the falling of a large star [Indian]) — California: Dresslar,

25. HDA VIII, 470, s.v. "Sternschnuppe" ; Simon, Beliefs, 89. Cf.

No. 5143, above.

5966 It is bad luck to point at a falling star.

J. Frederick Doering, Durham. South: Puckett, 434 (shooting star

[Negro]); also (if you point at the stars they will fall [p. 434]) —
Maryland: Whitney-Bullock, No. 3 — Alabama: Browne, No. 3411 (un-
lucky to point at stars) — Ontario: Doering-Doering I, 62. Addy, 56;
Henderson, 119; Salisbury, 77; Wessman, 30. Cf. No. 5144, above.

5967 If two people see a .shooting star at the same time, it is

bad luck to both of them.

Zilpah Frisbie, Marion, McDowell county. Cf. Pennsylvania: Fogel, No.
2002 (if several persons see a meteor at the same time, they should re-

main silent, or it will disappear at once [German]).

Miscellaneous

5968 Make a wish when you see a rainbow.

Elsie Doxey, Currituck county.

5969 When it is snowing, children are told that the old woman
is shaking her feather bed.

Green Collection. General: Knortz, 155 (the old woman in heaven) —
North Carolina: Brewster, Customs, 229 — Illinois: Hyatt, No. 579 (an

old woman up in the sky) — Colorado: Kimmerle, p. 76 (the old wife is

shaking her feathers) ; also (someone has opened their feather tick [p.

76]). HDA vi, 1483, s.v. "Perhta." The related notion of "the old

woman is picking her geese" is known in North Carolina, and Whiting
has given it good annotation, including an excellent reference from Scot-

land at the end of the last century : "The men o' the East are pyking
their geese, And sending their feathers here-away, there-away" (Brown
Collection I, 499, s.v. "Woman"-ii). Because of the interest in this old

Hjtiological legend, the "Dame Holle ' fairy tale, etc., it seems not

amiss to supply additional American and European references here

:

General: Beckwith, College, No. no (an old lady in the sky picking

geese) — Southern Highlands: PADS 11 (1944), 22 (the old woman's
a-pickin' her geese) — South Carolina: Bryant I, 282, No. 71 — Ken-
tucky: "Old Aunt Easter's picking her geese" (unpublished MS of Wil-
liam McElrath, Murray State College) — Tennessee: PADS xxix
( 1958), 14 — Ontario: Waugh, No. 41 (connected with "Mother Holle")
— Pennsylvania: Fogel, No. 11 12 (when it begins to snow in the fall,

you say : "the people along the Blue Mountains are plucking Geese"
[German]); Rupp, 245, No. 19 — Illinois: Hyatt, No. 580 (an old

woman up in the sky picking geese) — Indiana: McAtee, Grant County,
267 — Nebraska: Cannell, 13, No. 81 (the people in Scotland are picking
geese) — Colorado: Kimmerle, 76 (Old Mother Hubbard is picking her
geese). JAFL vni (1895), 153 ( awd women picking geese, sending
feathers down to Leeds [news report from the London Globe, April 28,

1890]); Inwards 166 (god plucking his geese to prepare them for the
marriage of his daughters at Easter [Normandy])

; Johnson, Normandy,
133 (the hangman of St. Malo is plucking his ducks) ; Sebillot i, 142, 357
(various).
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5970 Children are told that lightning is God winking.

Green Collection. North Carolina: Brewster, Customs, 229 — Maine:
Speck, Penobscot, 20, 52 (Thunder opens his eye just a wink to see who
is there, and lightning flashes around [Indian]). Cf. HDA i, 1416,

s.v. "Blitz."

5971 Children are told that the sound of thunder is God step-

ping or God speaking.

Green Collection. South: Puckett, 571 (thunder denotes an angry

Creator [NegroJ) — North Carolina: Brewster, Ctistoms, 229 (explana-

tion of various causes of the noise of thunder other than actions involv-

ing God) — Ontario: Wintemberg, Waterloo, 3 (children were formerly

told that the Lord was angry because they were misbehaving) — New
England: Johnson, What They Say, 137 (the voice of God) — Texas:
Turner, 171 (If it thunders while raining, it is a sign that the Lord is

scrubbing the floors of heaven. The thunder is the sound that his water
barrels make as he rolls them over the floors of heaven). HDA 11,

312 s.v. "Dormer"; 314 (God pursuing the devil) ; iii, 963 s.v. "Gotter-

sprache"; Swietek, 512; JAFL lvii (1944), 132 (Brasil [Indian]).

Times, Numbers, Seasons

Trial Periods, Indicators

^<^y2. If you do not know whether it is right or best to do a

certain thing, do it for a certain number of times or days. If

you have good luck, the thing is right, or best ; if you have bad

luck, it is not right, or best.

Anonymous.

5973 In times past, certain times were regarded as dangerous,

such as the time of the year, the "turn o' the night," and "spring

trouble."

Green Collection. Cf. General: R. J. Santschi, Doodlebugs and Myster-

ies, etc., 72 — Pennsylvania: Owens, 127 (list of unlucky days through-

out the year). HDA viii, 1432, s.v. "Ungliickstage."

5974 What happens the first day will happen every day.

Anonymous. Cf. Maryland: Whitney-Bullock, No. 1079 (if you begin the

week badly, you will have bad luck all week). Cf. Nos. 6430, below

(rain).

5975 The first twelve days of January rule the twelve months

of the year.

Anonymous. South: Puckett, 352 (Negro) — Tennessee: Page, 54. Cf.

No. 61 13, below (weather).

5976 If you cry on your birthday, you'll cry all year.

Anonymous. Ontario: Doering, Customs, 151 (you will be unhappy for

a year) — Iowa: Stout, No. 43 (cry every day in the year). Moya,

Refranero, 121 (he who cries on New Year's cries the whole year).
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5977 If a person cries on his birthday, he will be sure to weep
on each succeeding birthday.

J. Frederick Doering, Durham. Cf. No. 5976, above.

5978 Whatever a person does on New Year's Day, he will do

throughout the year.

Lida Page, Nelson, Durham county ; and eight other informants from
widely separated localities. South: Puckett, 351 (Negro) — Maryland:
Whitney-Bullock, No. 2232 — South Carolina: Bryant II, 144, No. 2 —
Kentucky: Roberts, 50, No. 12; Thomas, No. 2780 — Tennessee: O'Dell,

Superstitions, 4; Page, 53; TFSB xix (1953), 60 — Alabama: Browne,
No. 3424 (every day during the following year) — Ontario: Wintem-
berg. Grey, No. 208 — Illinois: Allison, No. 189 (what you do the first

hour of the new year will be what you do most of the year) ; Hyatt,

No. 10657 (every day during the year) — Missouri: McKinney, 106;
Randolph, 79 (whatever a person does on January i is an indication of

what he will be doing all the rest of the year. In Pineville, Missouri, I

have seen men sit with watches in their hands and whiskey jugs before
them, waiting until midnight before taking a drink) — Texas: Hendricks,
No. 82 (the pattern for the rest of the year) — Nebraska: Ericson, 153,

No. 2 — California: Dresslar, 76. Gallop, 102; HDA vi, 1031, s.v.

"Neujahr."

5979 If you are very industrious on New Year's Day, you will

always be industrious.

Anonymous. Cf. HDA vi, 1031, s.v. "Neujahr."

5980 When spring comes, and a person sees a snake before he
sees a lizard, he will be industrious all spring; but if he sees a

lizard before he sees a snake, he will be lazy. If he kills the

lizard, however, he will still have another chance to see a snake,

as that lizard does not count.

Joseph E. Kanipe, Asheville, Buncombe county ; and Annie Hamlin,
Durham county.

5981 Whatever you are doing when you see the new moon, that

is what you will do all the month.

Minnie Turner, Stanly county. South: Puckett, 348 f. (Negro).

5982 If the new moon is seen with the hands full of anything,

then the following month will be very busy.

Jack Dunn, and an anonymous informant. Cf. JVcst Virginia: Mockler,

313, No. 2 (you will have good luck if you are carrying something in

your hands when you see the new moon) — Kentucky: Thomas, No. 2231
(the thing you hold in your hand will trouble you all the month) — Illi-

nois: Smith II, 66, No. 17 (you will have as much bad luck as what
you are carrying in your hand [bucket, picture, basket, etc.] will hold).

5983 The following month will be very busy if a new moon is

seen with the hands empty.

Jack Dunn. Cf. Tennessee: Farr, Riddles, No. 168 (looking at the new
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moon without something in your hand will bring misfortune) ; Farr,
Superstitions, No. 169 (same as preceding item) — Ontario: Wintem-
berg. Grey, No. 9 (unlucky to have your hands empty, etc.) — Cali-

fornia: Dresslar, 21 (never look at the new moon with anything in your
iiand, lest you be burdened all monthj

.

5984 If you undertake anything, you will have good luck if the

hrst thing you do turns out well.

Anonymous. Cf. the old proverb, attested for North Carolina: "Right
beginning makes a right ending" (Whiting, 369, s.v. "Beginning"-5).

5985 Bad luck may be expected if the first thing you do turns

out wrongly.

Anonymous. Cf. HDA i, 409, s.v. "Anfang."'

5986 A good beginning makes a bad ending.

Louise Bennett, Middleburg, Vance county, and an anonymous informant.

North Carolina: Whiting, 369, s.v. "Beginning"-2 — South Carolina:

Bradley, 61 — California: Dresslar, 121. HDA i, 409, s.v. "Anfang."

5987 A bad beginning is a sign of a good ending.

Allie Ann Pearce, Colerain, Bertie county. North Carolina: Whiting,
308, s.v. "Beginning"-! — South Carolina: Bradley, 61 — Fennsylvania:
Fogel, Proverbs, No. 15 (a poor beginning makes a good end [German])
— Indiana: HFB iv (1945), 3, No. i — California: Dresslar: 121.

5988 Anything done backwards is a sign of bad luck.

Eleanor Simpson, East Durham. Maryland: Bullock, 9 (anything done
backwards is bad).

5989 It is bad luck to begin a task and not finish it.

Mrs. Gertrude Allen Vaught, Alexander county. Cumberland Mountains:
Shearin, 319 (to begin a piece of work so late in the week that it can-

not be finished before next Monday, is unlucky) — Illinois: Allison, No.

537 (finish what you start to avoid bad luck) — California: Dresslar,

138 (if, after you have begun a piece of work, you are seized with the

feeling that you should not do it, you should yield to this presentiment).
Cf. Nos. 5997, 5999 ff., below.

Days of the Week

5990 If you have bad luck on Monday, you will have it all the

rest of the week.

Elizabeth Janet Cromartie, Garland, Sampson county. Cf. Kentucky:
Thomas, No. 2742 (if you are in a bad humor on Monday, you will be
in a bad humor all week) ; No. 2741 (your whole week will be unlucky if

you eat in a strange house on Monday) — Missouri: Yoffie, 153 (what is

begun on Monday will either be premature or late [Jewish]) ; 153 (a bad
day for l)eginning any enterprise [Jewish]) — California: Dresslar, 73
(if things go wrong on Monday, they will go wrong all the rest of the
week). HDA vi, 556 f., s.v. "Montag."
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5991 If you run about on Monday, you'll run about all week.

Edith Walker, Watauga count}'. All of the following references deal with
the general proposition that whatever is done on Monday, will be done
throughout the week. The Kentucky, IVyoming, and California items
express this idea in the proverbial form, "As goes Monday, so goes the
week." General: Knortz, 112 •— South Carolina: Bryant II, 144, No. 3 —
Kentucky: Thomas, No. 2738 — Louisiana: Roberts, No. 1072 —
Wyoming: Walton, Superstitions, 162, No. 15 — California: Dresslar,

73. HDA vi, 560, s.v. "Montag."

5992 It is bad luck to fall down on Monday.

Rebecca Willis (Texas).

5993 Friday is alw^ays the fairest or foulest of the seven days

of the week.

Burns, and three other informants from eastern and central counties.

North Carolina: Whiting, 412, s.v. "Friday"-i — South Carolina: Bryant
I, 281, No. 61 — Kentucky: Thomas, No. 2465 — Tennessee: Miller, 66,

No. 13 — Alabama: Browne, No. 3418; No. 3435 (Friday is always the

fairest or foulest) — Louisiana: Roberts, No. 981 — Ontario: Waugh,
No. 34 — New York: Barnes, No. 19; Cutting, Farm, 34 — Indiana:
Brewster, Beliefs, No. 8; Busse, 17, No. 23 — Illinois: Hyatt, No. 254
(Friday is 'the foulest of the fair'—that is, either the best or the worst
day in the week) ; Norlin, 208, No. 15 — Missouri: McKinney, 105 —
Ocarks: Randolph, 19 — Iowa: Stout, No. 1073. Lean i, 350;
Inwards, 73 ; HDA iii, 54, s.v. "Freitag."

5994 Lots of people believe that Friday is a bad luck day.

G. B. Caldwell, Jr., Monroe, Union county ; Martha Lineberry, Pitts-

boro, Chatham county ; and an anonymous informant. Reasons for the

bad luck associated with Friday generally have to do—in Christian

countries at least—with events connected with the Crucifixion. This
idea is expressed in Knortz, iii and HDA in, 52 (s.v. "Freitag"), and
has been recently attested in a news report: WF xvi (1957), 62 (Holly-
wood Citizen Neivs, July 13, 1956). General: Knortz, no (unluckiest

day of the week) — South: Puckett, 403 f. (Negro) ; Wiltse, Supersti-

tions, 133 — South Carolina: Bryant II, 142, No. 19 — Ontario: Win-
temberg, German II, 88 (German) ; Wintemberg, Waterloo, 20 — New
England: Johnson, What They Say, 94 — Massachusetts: JAFL vi

(1893), 104; Parsons, Cape Verde, 100 (Portuguese; Negro) — New
Mexico: Moya, 63, No. 24 (Spanish) — California: Dresslar, 73, 192.

HDA in, 51, s.v. "Freitag"; Knortz, 112 (Richard Wagner); no
(Bismarck believed in the old proverb: "Wer Freitags tut Geschafte
machen, des Feinde sich ins Faustchen lachen" [Whoever carries on his
business on Frida}-—that one's enemies laugh to themselves]) ; Rad-
ford 126-127; Moya, Refrancro. 120; Simon, Beliefs, 89 (Japan) ; JAFL
IV (1891), 112 (Burma).

5995 Friday the thirteenth is a bad day.

Margaret Taylor, Mt. Holly, Gaston county, and eight informants from
widely separated localities. In the following references "bad" day is not
distinguished from "unlucky" day. General: New York Times, Supple-
ment, Feb. 8, 1953 — South: Puckett, 404 (Negro) — North Carolina:
Walker, 8, No. 5 (especially unlucky) — Tennessee: Burton, 6; Miller,

59, No. 12; TFSB XIX (1953). 65 (men working for plumber are given
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the day off) — Alabama: Browne, No. 3419 — Louisiana: Roberts, No.
1090 (the most unlucky day possible is Friday, November 13) —
Illinois: Wine, No. 134; WF xviii (1959), 336 (Anti-Superstition

Society in Chicago defies superstitions at its Friday the thirteenth gath-
ering [news account in Ix)s Angeles Times, Feb. 9, 1959] ) — Texas:
Hendricks, No. 92 (on Friday the thirteenth, stay in bed) ; Bogusch, 122
— Nebraska: Cannell, 23, No. 53; Nebraska Proverbs II, 8 — Colorado:
WF VII (1948), 247 (Denver Post, Feb. 13, 1948) — Utah: WF vi

(1947), 87 (in commenting on the wreck of a Western Pacific passenger
train eight miles west of Salt Lake City on Dec. 14, 1946, a Pullman
porter explained, "This never would have happened if thirteen cars

hadn't left San Francisco on Friday the thirteenth" [on the tabu against

thirteen railway cars, see Knortz, 120]) — California: Dresslar, 75; 82
(evil things are more likely to happen than at any other time) ; Los
Angeles Tim^s, May 13, i960 (Friday the 13th Club scheduled to meet
at its luncheon at 648 Broadway at 12:13 p.m. and to disperse at 3:13,
with a cash prize of $13.13 for any one with a two-dollar bill with four

13's in the serial number). Cf. Thompson N135.1. Simon, Beliefs, 89
(Japan).

5996 It is bad luck to begin anything on Friday.

Katherine Bernard Jones, and Dorothy McDowell Vann, both of Raleigh.

In addition to the statement about the bad luck attached to beginning

anything on Friday, the idea is often expressed by prohibitions such as

"Don't begin," etc., or "Never begin," etc. These latter categories have
not been distinguished from the form contained in the text, since all

three forms are equally common. General: Beckwith, College, No. 7;
Bergen, Current, No. 613; Bergen-Newell, 153; Knortz, 110 — South:
Puckett, 403 (bad luck to make any sort of move [Negro]); Wiltse,

Superstitions, 133 — South Carolina: Bryant II, 142, No. 21; Davis,

246, No. 29 (accidents are caused by a wilful disregard of this belief) —
Maryland: Whitney-Bullock, Nos. 2177, 2195 — Tennessee: Burton, 6;

Page, 54 — Georgia: Moore, 306 — Florida: Hauptmann, 18 f. (espe-

cially Friday the thirteenth [Spanish]) — Louisiana: Roberts, No. 1083
— Ontario: Wintemberg, Negro-Canadian, 621 (informant starts work
Thursday night [Negro]) — Nova Scotia: Fauset, No. 373 (worst
kind of luck) — New York: Shultis, 219 — Pennsylvania: Fogel, No.

1364 (German) ; No. 1360 (work begun on Friday will never turn out

well [German]) ; Hand, Pennsylvania, No. 190 (never start any project

on Friday) ; Phillips, 165, No. 26 (anything begun will turn out badly)
— Illinois: Wheeler, 60 (ominous) — Missouri: McKinney, 106 —
Ozarks: Wilson, Folk Beliefs, 160 — California: Dresslar, 74, 190.

HDA III, 71 ; Gregor, 149 ; Lean 11, 262. Cf. No. 5998, below.

5997 Work begun on Friday is never finished.

Ethel Hicks Buffaloe, Oxford, Granville county. Tennessee: Miller, 68,

No. 22; Rickard, 7 — Quebec: Marie-Ursule, 170, No. 256 (French) —
Nova Scotia: Creighton, 21, No. 86 — Indiana: Busse, 25, No. 10 —
Illinois: Hyatt, No. 8488 — Missouri: McKinney, 106 — Texas:
Hendricks, No. 89 — Iowa: Stout, No. 1081 (Friday begun is never

done) — California: Dresslar, 74, 191 (never successfully done).

Simon, Beliefs, 88 f. (Japan).

5998 It is bad luck to begin a new^ piece of work on Friday.

Elizabeth Janet Cromartie, Garland, Sampson county, and seven other

informants from widely separated localities. South: Puckett, 404 (so
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real are these beliefs that one Negro overseer, when ordered to commence
a certain bit of plowing on Friday, would go out in the evening before

and run one or two furrows so as not to begin the work on the unlucky
day [Negroj) — North Carolina: JAFL iv (1891), 267 — Tennessee:
Frazier, 40, No. 12 — New Brunswick: Bergen, Current, No. 615 (it

will be a very short or a very long job) — Massachusetts and Rhode
Island: Parsons, Cape Verde, 100 (Portuguese; Negro) — New York:
Barnes, No. 75 (some people wouldn't start a job on Friday for any-
thing. It was called "Hangman's Day" because criminals used to be
hanged on Friday. There was no way of warding off ill luck if you
started a job on that day: you had to take what was coming to you) —
Texas: Lake, 149 (bad luck to start picking cotton on Friday). HDA
I, 572, s.v. "Arbeit, arbeiten" ; lu, 53, s.v. "Freitag" ; Addy, 1 14 ; Lean i,

348 (on Friday 'tis too late to begin to spin) ; Salisbury, 72. Cf. Nos.
3455, 5996, above.

5999 Begin a job on Friday, and you will be seven Fridays
finishing it.

Duo K. Smith, Houstonville, Iredell county. Cf. Louisiana: Roberts, No.
1086 (if you begin anything on Friday, you won't finish it until the next
Friday).

6000 Unless the task that is started on Friday is finished on
Friday, it will never be finished.

Jane N. Rae, Meredith College, near Raleigh; Joseph E. Kanipe, Ashe-
ville. Buncombe county; and Annie Hamlin, Durham. South: Puckett,

304 f. (Negro) — Tennessee: Miller, 68, No. 13 (finished on the same
day is implied) ; Page, 54 f. ; Rogers, Gutdeposts, 34, No. 11 — Georgia:
Steiner, No. 63 (Negro), 65 — Alabama: Figh, Sanders, 186 (bad luck
unless you can round it up on the same day) — Mississippi: Hudson, 149,
No. 4 — New York: Cutting, Lore, 41 (Friday begun . . . / Soon fin-

ished / Or never done) — Texas: Turner, 158 — Oregon: Hand, No.

6001 Never start any important work on Friday if it can't be
finished before Sunday. If you do, and can't finish it, you will

never finish it.

Jessie Hauser, Pfafftown, Forsyth county ; an anonymous informant ; and
La Velle Ellington (Georgia). Cf. Oklahoma: Turner, 158 (never start

anything on Friday that cannot be finished on Saturday) — Oregon:
Hand, No. 26 (never begin a task on Friday that you can't finish that
week, or expect ill).

6002 Never transact or negotiate a business deal on Friday.
You will lose if you do.

Carl G. Knox, Leland, Brvmswick county. General: Knortz, 112 (no
business is undertaken in America on Friday). Leland, 125 (no bar-
gain should ever be concluded on Friday) ; HDA iii, 53, s.v. "Freitag"
(affairs of state, war, etc.).

6003 If you laugh Friday, you will cry Sunday.

Eleanor Baker, Creston, Ashe county, and an anonymous informant.
Louisiana: Roberts, No. 1082 — Quebec: Marie-Ursule, 169, No. 252
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(French) — Illinois: Hyatt, No. 3080 (cry before Sunday). HDA
iHj 70, s.v. "Freitag."

6004 If you begin a task on Saturday, and do not finish it on
that day, you will never live to get it done.

Alex Tugman, Todd, Ashe county. South: Wiltse, Superstitions, 133 —
Maryland: Whitney-Bullock, No. 2213 (you will not finish it for six

weeks) — Tennessee: Burton, 8 (it will take seven Saturdays to finish

it) — Louisiana: Roberts, No. 1093 (if you start any kind of new work
on Saturday it won't be for long) — Massachusetts: Bergen, Current,
No. 1427 — Ozarks: Randolph, 69 (one will "piddle around" for six

additional Saturdays before the work is done) — loiva: Stout, No. 11 12
(never start work on Saturday afternoon, etc.) — California: Dresslar,

74 (if you start anything on Saturday, it is quickly done or never).
HDA VII, 928, s.v. "Samstag."

6005 It's bad luck to start anything on Saturday and not finish

it before Sunday.

Edith Walker, Watauga county. "This started this way : A woman was
making her boy a shirt on Saturday ; she did not finish it. A tree fell

on him and killed him."

Time of Day

6006 Children blow ofif the seeds of dandelion heads to tell the

time of day, the hours being indicated by the number of times

required to blow all the seeds away.

Clara Hearne, Roanoke Rapids, Halifax county. South: Bergen, Animal,
No. 1182 — Ontario: Bleakney, 167, No. 9; Wintemberg, Grey, No. 17.

Sebillot, vol. 3, p. 505 ; HDA v, 1438, s.v. "Lowenzahn."

6007 Get a dandelion which has seeded, and blow upon it three

times. The number of seeds left will indicate the hour of day.

Anonymous. General: Beckwith, College, No. 113 (one blow only is

implied) — South: Bergen, Animal, No. 1182 — Kentucky: Thomas, No.
2865 — New England: Johnson, What They Say, 51 (this mode of time-

telling is known as "dandelion clocks") — Illinois: Hyatt, No. 932; No.

931 (the number of seeds remaining after one strong breath will tell you
the time of day). Sebillot, vol. 3, p. 505; Sebillot I, 342.

6008 The number of hours until sundown may be reckoned
counting the number of times the hand may be shadowed be-

tween the horizon and the sun.

Jessie Hauser, PfafTtown, Forsyth county.

Special Days, Holidays

6009 July third to August eleventh are the dog days, the most
unlucky days of the year.

Green Collection. General: Garriott, 42 (as the dog days [July 3-August

11] commence, so they end) — Tennessee: Bass, 67; 65 (the Romans
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attributed the oppressive heat of July to the influence of the dog star,

which they called caniciila, 'little dog'. Hippocrates called the dog
days the hottest and most unhealthful days of the year (Century Diction-
ary and Encyclopedia ii. 1719) : Loan i. 365; HDA iv, 497, s.v. "Hunds-
tage."

6010 If a rooster crows repeatedly at twelve o'clock he is crow-
ing for Christmas.

Mrs. Nilla Lancaster, Goldsboro, Wayne county. Cf. Maryland: Whit-
ney-Bullock, No. 2392 (roosters crow for a whole month before Christ-
mas to herald the coming anniversary) ; No. 2394 (on the stroke of

twelve on Christmas Eve night, all the roosters begin to crow) —
Kentucky: Thomas, No. 3592 (unlucky for a rooster to crow at night
except at Christmas time) — Louisiana: Roberts, No. 1113 (roosters
crow all night before Christmas) — Ohio: Bergen, Animal, No. 1086
(roosters crow at all hours of the night before Christmas) — Illinois:

Hyatt, No. 1766 (the crowing of a rooster at night, except during the
Christmas season, is a bad luck sign).

601 1 It is believed that nothing made of leather at Christmas
time will be durable.

Anonymous.

6012 Exactly at midnight of Old Christmas, all cattle and
horses everywhere stand up and then lie down on the other side.

Susie Spurgeon Jordan, Brevard, Transylvania county. North Carolina:
Brewster, Customs, 240 — Nciv York: Gardner, No. 374 (if you go to

the barn on New Year's Eve at twelve o'clock at midnight, you will find

thecows all standing up). Radford, 90 (cows in their stalls rise to
their knees and bow on Christmas and Easter mornings).

6013 On Christmas Eve, at midnight, the cattle all get down
on their knees and low.

Jessie Hauser, Pfafftown, Forsyth county ; Mrs. Maude Minish Sutton,
Lenoir, Caldwell county ; and Rev. W. S. Smith, Cornelius, Mecklen-
burg county. "I was a-crossin' Grandfather [Mountain] one time on the
night of Old Christmas. It was bitter cold and the fog had froze on the
pines and balsams till every leaf was inch deep in rime. 'Twas a full moon
and purt night clear as day at 12 o'clock. I was drivin' two yoke of
cattle and a-goin' East. Jest at midnight them steers all stopped. I

hollered at 'em, fur I'd forgot the time. They never paid no attention to
me. Old Buck, the head steer, dropped on all four of his knees and all

the others done the same thing. They stayed right there still on their
knees five minutes, and I stood thar a-feeling right plum weak"—M.M.S.
North Carolina: Brewster, Customs, 239 (Old Christmas [good notes])

;

Brown Collection i, 637 (Old Christmas) ; Mooney, 98 (Old Christmas;
animals kneel and pray) — South: Puckett, 48 (Christmas Eve at twelve
o'clock, [or on Christmas morning just before day], [Negro]) —
Sotith Carolina: Bryant I, 282, No. 73 (midnight on January 5, the
eve of Old Christmas) ; SFQ xii (1948), 199 (Old Christmas) —
Maryland: Bullock, 12 (".Animal Christmas," so called Ijy Negroes, was
observed on Old Christmas Eve—cattle kneeling in their stalls and pray-
ing)

; Whitney-Bullock, No. 2393 ; No. 2396 (also contains an account of
cows talking at this time of year) — Kentucky: Fowler, No. 2839a;
Thomas, No. 2838 (at midnight on Christmas Eve all cows kneel, because
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Christ was born in a manger) — Tennessee: Redfield, No. 190 (kneel

and pray) ; Rogers, Animal, No. 131 — Georgia: Pendleton, 202 (cattle

kneeling in prayer at midnight [Negro]) — Alabama: Browne, No.

3942; No. 3944 (cattle get down on their knees and pray twelve days

before Christmas) — Louisiana: Roberts, No. 1115 — Nova Scotia:

Creighton, 18 (one man went to verify the old legend, but would never

tell what he heard because it made him so frightened. He lived, though.)
;

Fauset, No. 378 (Old Christmas [Negro]) — New England: Johnson,

What They Say, 155 f. (some girls at Hadley, Massachusetts, are sup-

posed to have verified the fact that cows kneel in their stalls on this

hallowed night) — Massachusetts: Bergen, Animal, No. 1083 (all cattle

drop down upon their knees at the hour of the Saviour's birth. It is

common to watch the cattle) — Pennsylvania: Hoffman I, 130 (German)
— Washington, D. C: The Folk-Lorist i (1892), 161 — Illinois: Hyatt,

No. 1828 (all cows will kneel on Christmas Eve at midnight) ; No. 1832

(kneeling in prayer) — Missouri: McKinney, 106 — Ocarks: Randolph,

77 (Old Christmas) ; 78 (also observed on New Year's Eve: "the crit-

ters kneel down and talk." Accounts of people trying to observe the

animal ritual). Addy, 105 (New Year's); Foster, 125 (sunrise on

Christmas Day) ; Radford, 64, 73 f. (also at Easter) ; HDA viii, 943,

s.v. "Tiersprache" ; Thompson, B251. 1.2.3.

6014 It is believed that at Old Christmas animals get down on

their knees and turn to the East.

Green Collection, and O. W. Blacknall, Kittrell, Vance county. North
Carolina: Brewster, Customs, 240 — New England: Johnson, What They
Say, 155 f. (all cattle in the yards and fields are seen kneeling with their

heads turned to the east in adoration) — Indiana: Tullis, No. 18 (after

the cows are turned out to pasture on the fifteenth of December, they'll

lie down facing the east and won't get up until sunrise).

6015 Horses talk at Old Christmas.

Rev. W. S. Smith, Cornelius, Mecklenburg county. Whereas animals

generally, and cows or cattle in particular, are often represented as talk-

ing at midnight on Christmas Eve, horses are rarely reported as doing

so. Talking horses, on the other hand, have become a part of the tall

tale tradition, and, like dogs, frequent bars, among other places, to talk

with the customers. The North Carolina reference is in the older tradi-

tion, but the Indiana item, below, exhibits the secularization that has

taken place. North Carolina: Brewster, Customs, 240 — Alabama:
Carmer, Stars Fell on Alabama, 282 — Indiana: Tullis, No. 21 (if you

go out to the barn at midnight on the Fourth of July and talk to the

horse, he will talk back to you). HDA vi, 419, s.v. "Mitternacht"

;

VIII, 943, s.v. "Tiersprache."

6016 Hop vines spread out on Old Christmas, even if there is

snow on the ground.

Mabel Ballentine, Raleigh. Cf. General: Dunwoody, 100 (if it snows on

Christmas night, one may expect a good hop crop next year) — North

Carolina: Brewster, Customs, 240 — Maryland: Bergen, Animal, _No.

1362 ("peep out of the ground") ; Whitney-Bullock, No. 2408 (hop vines

are said to grow on Christmas) — Pennsylvania: Fogel, No. 1363 (the

Christmas plant [Hclleborus viridis] will bloom on Christmas night be-

tween eleven and twelve, when cattle talk, regardless of the weather).

HDA rv, 310, s.v. "Hopfen." Cf. No. 8326, below.
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6017 Water turns to blood at midnight of Old Christmas.
Rev. W. S. Smith, Cornelius, Mecklenburg county. Although the belief
that water turns to wine at midnight on Christmas Eve is known from
the Canadian maritime provinces to the Ozarks, the related belief that
It turns to blood is not encountered except in North Carolina- (Brewster
Customs. 240). Storaker, Mennesket, No. 131 (on Christmas night
the water in the rivers is like blood).

6018 It is unlucky to carry anything away from the house on
Christmas morning unless something is first brought in.

Anonymous.

6019 Take Christmas decorations down before the month is out,
or misfortune will come to the house.

Elsie Doxey, Currituck county. IVest Virginia: WVF iii (1053) 31;
(before New Year) — Louuiana: Roberts, No. 1116 (bad luck if 'you
leave Christmas decorations hanging in your home after Christmas) —
Ontario: Waugh, No. 52 — Pennsylvania: Hand, Pennsylvania No 191
(taking down the Christmas tree before New Year's is bad luck).

6020 Never leave the Christmas tree up over New Year's. It
will bring bad luck if you do.

Crockette Williams, Eastern N. C, and Rebecca Willis (Texas) Ten-
nessee: Miller 59, No. 3 (tree as well as decorations) — Nebraska:
Cannell, 23, No. 73 (bad luck not to have the Christmas tree down by
January 2).

6021 It is bad luck to take down Christmas decorations before
Old Christmas, or to leave them up after that time.

Laurice Gwinn Chambliss, Wilson, Wilson county. Addy, 106 • HDA ix
(Suppl.), 919, s.v. "Weihnacht."

6022 Christmas decorations left hanging after Twelfth Night
bring bad luck.

Anonymous. North Carolina: Brewster, Customs, 240 — Ontario:
Waugh, No. 53 (decorations should be removed before Epiphany
[Irish]). Radford, 245.

6023 On New Year's there is the custom of sitting up to watch
out the old year and greet the new.

Green Collection. The welcoming in of the New Year was marked by
many observances, both on New Year's Eve and on the following day.
In addition to the formal greetings exchanged at masquerade parties and
watch meetin's" (Maryland: Whitney-Bullock, No. 2219), the New
Year was ushered in by the ringing of bells, the blowing of whistles
and the shooting of guns (ibid.; cf. Ontario: Wintemberg Oxford No'

^f r ^f««-^3'/t'a'n"a; SFQ xi (1947), 236 (Kallathumpian). The passing
ot the old year and the coming of the new was symbolized by an old man
leaving the house, and a child entering—an idea which has been for-
malized m newspaper art, at least, by a child coming in as Father Time
leaves. Cf. Kentucky: Thomas, No. 2842 — Illinois: Hyatt, No " 10653King out the old, ring in the new !" was an old custom of the "Watch
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Night" in New York, when people spent the last hour of the old year

in prayer, as the passing bell tolled at midnight, followed by the welcom-

ing peal of joy for the new year (NYFQ, xv [1959], 88). Greetings

ranged all the way from sincere wishes for one's welfare {Illinois: Hyatt,

No. 10656) to mock wishes, such as the following one from the Pennsyl-

vania German country : I wish you a happy new year / From here to the

barn door, / A lousy head, a scabby arse, / And each year a bastard

child. Some of these more informal observances no doubt go back to

more formalized customs of greeting. (These are summarized in Arthur
Palmer Hudson's article, "The New Year's Shoot," SFQ xi (19473. 235-

243.) In the French settlements of Missouri, people led a fiddler around
serenading neighbors, begging a chitterling, or in lieu of that, the eldest

daughter (ibid., 242). The processions of mummers belong to even an

earlier stratum. Formal visits and "receiving" took place on New Year's

day (Maryland: Whitney-Bullock, No. 2220), together with many
another observance. Some of these related to the economic welfare of

the family during the ensuing year, and involve the customs of "first-

footing," as treated in Nos. 3886 ff., passim, above, the consurning of

ceremonial foods (cf. Nos. 2826 ff., 3359, 3405 ff., passim, above, and in

actions having to do with animal husbandry, Nos. 7442, 7451, 7461 fi.,

passim, below. Moreover, there were symbolic acts of bringing things

into the house after the stroke of midnight on December 31, or during

the next day, as betokening a year of material increase : see the following

representative references: Tennessee: Redfield, No. 261 — Indiana:

Brewster, Beliefs, No. 237 — Illinois: Hyatt, Nos. 10660 f. — Osarks:

Randolph, 80 f. ("It ain't much trouble, just for one day," an old man
said as he insisted I get a stick from the woodpile before coming into his

shanty, "an' me an' Maw don't aim to take no chances") — California:

Dresslar, 63. Addy, 105 f
.

; Radford, 181 f
.

; HDA i, 408, s.v. "An-
fang."

6024 One should work on New Year's Day for good luck.

Vella Jane Burch, Durham. This prescription is best understood in terms

of New Year's Day as an indicator of actions and events for the re-

mainder of the year, as expressed in No. 5978, above. Cf. Storaker,

Mennesket, No. 592.

6025 It is especially good luck if a man brings chickens to your

home on New Year's.

G. B. Caldwell, Jr., Monroe, Union county. Cf. Nos. 7442, 7466, below.

Numbers

6026 Many persons believe that certain numbers are their

lucky numbers.

Green Collection. Cf. individual numbers treated below.

6027 Three and its multiples, five, and seven are nearly always

lucky. Thirteen and twenty-three are very unlucky.

Green Collection. Three : Items referring to "three times is a charm"

will be noted simply as "charm." General: Beckwith, College, No. 47 —
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South Carolina: Bryant 11, 144, No. 68; No. 69 (charm) — Maryland:
Whitney-Bullock, No. ;i3^ (it is good luck to begin a thing three times)

;

No. 334 (if two attempts arc made at anything, the third is lucky) —
Kentucky: Thomas, No. 3122 (charm) — Louisiana: Roberts, No. 1202
(charm) — Illinois: Allison, No. 180 (charm) ; Hyatt, No. 8638 (the
third time for luck) ; Wheeler, 60 (the third attempt is sure to succeed)
— Texas: Bogusch, 122 — Jo-wa: Stout, No. 1268 (charm) — South-
zt'est: SFQ xi (1947), 211 (number three is magic for Navahos
[Indian]) — California: Dresslar, 80; also (charm); WF vii (1948),
143, No. 145 (charm). (3n the magic number three as it pertains to

fairy tales and other forms of folk narrative and folklore, see the article

on "drei" in the Handwortcrbuch dcs dcutschcn Miirchens \, 412-423;
HDA vr, 1274, s.v. "Orakel" ; Dalyell, 388 ff. ; Simon, Beliefs, 92 (charm
[Japan]); WF viii (1949), 217 (Japan); Thompson, D1273.1.1. Five:
The claim for five is not borne out in the literature, except, perhaps for

certain North American Indian tribes. North Carolina is the only state

for which references can be found, viz., SFQ v (1941), 120 (mystic qual-
ity of number five) — Southzvest: SFQ xi (1947), 211 (magical number
of the Navahos) — California: JAFL xxi (1908), 39 (Wiyot and other
Indian tribes of northern California) — Washington: JAFL viii (1895),
330 (Chinook Indian). WF viii (1949), 217 (Japan). Seven: Gen-
eral: Beckwith, College, No. 47 — Maryland: Whitney-Bullock, No. 335— South Carolina: Bryant 11, 144, No. 68 — Kentucky: Thomas, No.
3129 — Louisiana: Roberts, No. 1210 — Ontario: Waugh, No. 253
(favorite mystic number) — Maine: Speck, Penobscot, 31 (Penobscot
Indians) — Pennsylvania: Brendle-Unger, 19 (associated with the seven
days of the week and the seven sayings of Christ on the cross [German])
— Illinois: Allison, No. 197; Hyatt, No. 8651 — Missouri: Yofifie, 153
(sacred number of the Jews [Jewish]) — Nebraska: Cannell, 45, No. 28
— Southwest: JAFL lvii (1944), 22 (Navaho Indians) ; SFQ xi

(1947), 211 (Navaho) — California: Dresslar, 81. Addy, 80; Rad-
ford, 216 f

. ; Simon, Beliefs, 88 (Japan) ; WF viii (1949), 217 (Japan) ;

Grendon, 122 (number seven is prominent in Oriental and modern super-
stition [quoting Conway, Demonology and Devil Lore i, 256 fT.]) ;

Thompson, D1273.1.3. Thirteen: The literature is too vast to give a
survey of the various twists to thirteen as an unlucky number. Knortz
(pp. 119 f¥.) has given a formidable list of instances of the avoidance
of thirteen in numbering rooms in hotels, tenement houses, floors in sky-
scrapers, loges in theaters, streets, house numbers, and the like, and
Western Folklore has brought these tabulations up to date by publishing
items in its "Folklore in the News" columns. In this connection there
is, for example, no Gate 13 at the Los Angeles International Airport
(Los Angeles Times, Nov. 23, 1959 [Art Ryon column]). Knortz has
also treated individuals and groups who have defied the tabu against
thirteen, including the Thirteen Club of London in the 1890's (pp. 119
fT.). In this connection, see the flouting of the Friday the thirteenth super-
stition by a club in Los Angeles (No. 5995, above). Activities of the
Anti-Superstition Society of Chicago are treated in the news columns of
WF, xviii (1959), 336. The following references are to "bad luck" only;
oddities attaching to this notion cannot be given for want of space : Gen-
eral: Knortz, 118 (Negro) — South: Puckett, 405 (Negro) —North
Carolina: Walker, 8, No. 5 — South Carolina: Bryant II, 142, No. 18— Maryland: Whitney-Bullock, No. :i2i7 — Kentucky: Thomas, No. 3136— Tennessee: Burton, 6; Miller, 59, No. 19 — Alabama: Browne, No.
3427 — Mississippi. Hudson, 150 — Ontario: Waugh No. 470 — Indiana:
Driver, 100 — Illinois: Allison, No. 185; Wine, No. 133 — Texas:
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Bogusch, 122; PTFS II (1923), 84 (Mexican) — Nebraska: Nebraska
Proverbs II, 8 — New Mexico: Moya, 63, No. 25 (Spanish) — Cali-

fornia: Dresslar, 81, 190. Foster, 131; Radford, 237; Simon, Beliefs,

89 (Japan); Thompson, N135.1. Twenty-three: Utah State Guide
(American Guide Series), 319.

6028 Count the seeds of an apple, and try your luck with the

number.

Ella Parker, Mt. Gilead, Montgomery county.

6029 What happens twice will happen thrice.

Maysie Rae, Craven county : L. H. French ; and an anonymous inform-

ant. General: WF vii (1948), 71 (citing the Companion, Oct. 1947) —
North Carolina: Whiting, 420 s.v. "Happen" — Tennessee: Hatcher, 155
(all good things come in threes) — Ontario: Wintemberg, German I, 49
(German) — New York: Shultis, 219 (everything happens in threes)
— Pennsylvania: Fogel, No. 2051 (German) — Illinois: Hyatt, No. 8635
— Texas: Hendricks, No. 79 (all good things come in threes). Udal
283 ; Moya, Refranero, 121.

6030 Anything that happens twice in succession will happen the

third time.

Madge Colclough, Durham county. Cf. Maryland: Whitney-Bullock, No.

1035 (two happenings of a similar character will be followed by a third.

Two changes in a family will bring a third, and so on). Cf. No. 6029,

above.

6031 Misfortune comes in series of threes.

Roberta Elizabeth Pridgen, Lenoir county. Tennessee: Hatcher, 155 (all

things bad come in threes) — Kentucky: Fowler, No. 39053 — Pennsyl-

vania: Hand, Pennsylvania, No. 188 (bad things happen in threes —
breakage, death, or other bad luck) — Michigan: WF xvii (1958), 130

(accidents happen in threes [news report]) — Texas: Hendricks, No.

79; No. 78 (things happen in threes; one piece of bad luck brings two
more) — Iowa: Stout, No. 11 80 (if any piece of bad luck happens twice,

it will happen the third time) — California: Dresslar, 80 (get one dis-

appointment and you will get three) . HDA viii, 642 ; Oxford Diction-

ary of English Proverbs, 2nd ed., 426 f., s.v. "Misfortunes (Hardships)."
Breakage occurs in threes (cf. No. 2891, above) ; as does also the over-

turning of glasses of water (cf. No. 2890, above). Also, deaths are

thought to occur in threes : cf. Illinois: Norlin, 203, No. 17 (if there is

one funeral there will be two more) Radford, 128.

6032 Keep anything you have kept for seven years, or you will

want for it.

Marie Harper, Durham county.

6033 Thirteen is unlucky for some, lucky for others.

Green Collection. For a discussion of thirteen as a good luck number
see Knortz, 120. HDA i, 739 f., s.v. "Automobil" ; vr, 1077, s.v. "Nie-

sen." Cf. No. 6027, above.
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6034 Thirteen is an unlucky number. Try to avoid the use of

it, and you will have good luck.

Baird U. Brooks, Durham county, and seven other informants, mainly
from central and western counties. Cf. No. 6027, above.

6035 Real city folks often have a horror of the number thirteen.

Burns. Cf. references to numbers of streets, hotels, etc., under "thirteen"

in No. 6027, above.

6036 Thirteen people at a table is unlucky. Always wait, never
sit down if you are one of the thirteen.

Ellerbe Powe, Jr., Durham county ; and Dixie V. Lamm, Lucama, Wil-
son county. Explanations for the unlucky thirteenth person at a table

have been sought in accounts of the unbidden Loki at Aegir's feastj Judas
the betrayer at the Last Supper, and the uninvited wise woman at the

birthday party of Sleeping Beauty—all constituting the thirteenth person,

and a supernumerary, at the feast. So strong is the tabu against thirteen

at dinner in some parts of the world, France, for example, that free-

loaders thrive on making a fourteenth at dinner (WF xvi [1957J, 62).

Knortz reports that Matthew Arnold defied the dinner table superstition,

and that he was a dead man within six months (p. 119). On death as a
consequence of this mischance, a belief little known in the United States,

see HDA viii, 1000; ix (Supplement), 565; Radford, 2yj ; Napier, 138.

General: Beckwith, College, No. 5a — South Carolina: Bryant II, 143,

No. 48 — Tennessee: Frazier, 40, No. 19 — Florida: Hauptmann, 28, No.
I (Spanish) — Quebec: Marie-Ursule, 164, No. 80 (French) — New
England: Johnson, What They Say, 10 (this belief is so generally ob-
served "in our most cultured communities . . . that no woman in Massa-
chusetts, for instance, would invite a party of thirteen to dine together")

;

Johnson, Superstitions, 166 (not unlucky except when there was only
enough food for twelve) — Indiana: Brewster, Beliefs, No. 72; Busse,

19, No. 9 — Illinois: Hyatt, No. 8658 — lozva: Stout, Nos. 383, 387 —
Nebraska: Cannell, 24, No. 86; Nebraska Proverbs II, 8 (bad luck to
all present) — New Mexico: Baylor, 146, No. 22. (Spanish) — Cali-
fornia: Dresslar, 81 f., 192; WF xvi (1957), 62 — Oregon: Hand, No.
57 — Washington: Tacoma, 10.

6037 To be the thirteenth to arrive at a party is unlucky.

Lucille Massey, Durham county. General: Family Circle (Jan. 1956), 17
(if thirteen sit down together, they may break the bad luck by joining
hands and rising in unison) — Nova Scotia: Fauset, No. 36 (thirteen in

a crowd is bad luck) — California: Dresslar, 81. Knortz, 119 (in

Paris there are so-called "fourteens" that are sent for when it is dis-

covered that there are thirteen at a gathering) ; Simon, Beliefs (Japan).

6038 Sleeping in a room numbered 13 (in a hotel) means bad
luck.

G. B. Caldwell, Jr., Monroe, Union county. References cited here are
to hotels lacking either thirteenth floors, or rooms numbered thirteen.

General: Knortz, 120 — Texas: Hendricks, No. 77 (a hotel seldom has
a thirteenth floor) — California: WF xvi (1957), 63 (number thirteen
omitted in hotel numbering systems). — Knortz, 119, 121.
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6039 To get on a car numbered 13 is unlucky.

Lucille Massey, Durham county. Utah: WF xvii (1958), 284 (auto
license plate) ; cf. No. 5995, above, for account of thirteenth car in a
railroad train, and the resultant wreck). HDA i, 739 (thirteen as a

bad luck number on racing cars [France, Italy]).

6040 Never load thirteen of anything.

F. C. Brown, Durham.

6041 Twenty-three is a "skidoo" number.

Green Collection. Utah: Utah State Guide (American Guide Series),

319-



X

WEATHER

Seasons

Spring

6042 A thunderstorm in Alarch indicates an early spring.

Elsie Doxey, Currituck county. General: Dunwoody, 80 (early thunder,

early spring) ; Garriott, 45 (early thunder, early spring) — Kentucky-.

Thomas, No. 2394 (the first thunder in the spring means that winter is

broken) — Tennessee: Redfield, No. 453 (when it thunders in February
winter has broken) ; O'Dell, Superstitions, 6 (when thunder comes in

the spring, it is a sign that winter is over) — Ontario: Waugh, No. 24
(a thunderstorm early in March is considered by some to presage an
early spring) — Pennsylvania: JAFL 11 (1889), 232, No. i (if the

groundhog can't see his shadow on February 2, he stays out, for he knows
that the severe weather is past) — Illinois: Hyatt, No. 713 (the first

thunder of spring, etc.) ; No. 701 (the date of the thunderstorm in

January reveals the number of spring days during May) — Soutlnvest:

Dunwoody, 80, 126 (if it first thunders in the east: Aha! the bear has
stretched his right arm, and comes forth, and then winter is over [Zutii

Indian; both items]) ; Inwards, 169 (if the first thunder is from the east,

the winter is over [Zufii Indian]) — Wyoming: Walton, Weather, No.
II (early thunder, early spring).

6043 When frogs croak,

Winter's broke.

Green Collection. General: Dunwoody, 72 (when frogs croak three

times, it indicates winter has broken) — Kentucky: Thomas, No. 2520
(frogs freeze up three times before spring comes to stay) ; Stewart, 16

(the music of frogs holloing says spring is on its way) — New Hamp-
shire: Bergen, Animal, No. 607 (when frogs come, spring has certainly

come) — New York: Bergen, Animal, No. 469 (after the frogs first sing

there will be three freezes before spring fairly sets in) — Pennsylvania:
Fogel, No. 579 (when you hear frogs three times, spring is here [Ger-
man] )

.

6044 If a ground hog comes out on the second of February and
doesn't see his shadow, spring begins.

Minnie Bryan Farrior, Duplin county. General: Dunwoody, 31 (if it

rains or snows on Candlemas Day [February 2], the groundhog will

creep out of his den, as the winter has ended [German]) — North
Carolina: Barker, 13 f. (the ground hog, or badger, takes a peep out
of his hole on February 2, and gives the weather a "once over" ; if he
sees cloudy weather, he ventures abroad and begins his year of activity

[Blum's Almanac, 1925, p. 41]) — Tennessee: Wells, 298 (if the ground-
hog does not see his shadow on February 2, at the hour of noon, the
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back of winter is broken) — Pennsylvania: Phillips, 162, No. i (if the
groundhog cannot see his shadow on the second of February he stays out,

for he knows that the severe weather is passed) — Illinois: Hyatt, No.
286 (spring is near) — Texas: Hendricks, No. 103 (the appearance of
the groundhog and his shadow [ ?] indicates the nearness of spring) —
Colorado: WF xii (1953), 138 (the groundhog predicts spring) — Wash-
ington: Tacoma, 14 (if February 2 is cloudy, and the groundhog does
not see his shadow, it means the winter is over). There are several
"groundhog" weather observatories in the United States that broadcast
the annual results of the groundhog's emergence from his den, the fore-

most, perhaps, being the one at Punxsutawney, Pennsylvania, where
members of the Punxsutawney Groundhog Club meet annually on Feb-
ruary 2 to observe the proceedings. Cf. WF vi (1947), 188 (rich detail)

;

XIII (1954), 209.

6045 -^t noon on February 2 (Candlemas Day) the ground hog
comes out of his winter hiding. If it is cloudy, he stays, and
fair weather has come. But if the sun shines at noon, the animal
sees his shadow and is frightened. He bolts into his hole, and
winter will continue for six weeks.

Green Collection, and five other informants from widely separated
counties. "If the groundhog comes out in March and sees his shadow, he
will go back, and we will have a late spring" — Marjorie Rea, Craven
county. In the Brown manuscript files there is a copy of a newspaper
feature article from the Durham Herald, under date of February 2 (but
no year), in which is treated the favor of Candlemas Day as a day
anciently associated with weather prognostications. Pertinent here is the

discussion of how the groundhog became a weather prophet in America:
"Too, thank the Germans for groundhog day. On this day [Candlemas],
the hibernating badger awoke. He peered without his winter home. If

the weather was foul, he romped about, for spring was soon to come. If

the sun shone, he scurried back into his burrow, for the winter vvas not
over. German emigrants settling in the East found no badgers. As the
years sped by, they substituted the plentiful woodchuck, or groundhog."
The frequent reference to the badger in German folklore literature, and
a lack of references to the groundhog in the folklore literature of the

British Isles, would seem to bear out the contention made in the news-
paper account, and this is in fact borne out in Rhys Carpenter's con-
necting the American groundhog tradition with the German tradition of

the badgers, and the still earlier pan-European bear cult, in which the

bear figures as a weather prophet, among other things {Folk Tale,

Fiction and Saga in the Homeric Epics [Sather Classical Lectures, Vol.

20, Berkeley and Los Angeles, 1946], 115 flf., 136-156, esp. 152 flf.).

"Beyond the Slavic radius, in regions where the bear was not so sacro-

sanct or perhaps had grown so scarce that his dens were no longer to

be found (but as far as my information goes, only on German soil), this

same superstition was transferred from the bear to the much smaller

badger, which is also a hibernant. German immigrants to Pennsylvania
brought this tradition with them and, in default of badgers, fixed it on
the much more plentiful and very bearlike little marmot, the ground hog,
whose modern official name of Arctomys monax confirms his bearish
properties" (p. 155). Association of the bear with these weather prog-
nostications at Candlemas is more limited than one might infer from
Bergen, Animal, No. 563, and for this reason additional references are
given: General: Dunwoody, 29 (bear sees shadow; returns for six

weeks) ; Garriott, 39 (same as preceding item)
; 42 (same; and the cold
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weather continues for six weeks longer) — Nova Scotia: Fauset, No.
380 (if a bear sees his shadow on the last day of February [sic]
Ca'lmas Day — he will go back in his den and stay six weeks longer,
SIX weeks more of winter)

; No. 381 (if a bear comes out March 31, first
day of sprmg, and sees his shadow, stays four weeks [Negro]). Refer-
ences given here are limited to the second part of the item, namely to
the groundhog's seeing his shadow and returning to his den while the
wmter is prolonged for various stated periods, usually six weeks (or
merely a mention of the sun's shining). In only the Missouri reference
is mention made of the groundhog's appearance specifically at noon, but
a midday range is indicated in the Kentucky item. General: Beckwith
College l^ogi; Bergen, Animal, No. 563 (if on Candlemas Day the
ground-hog [or bear] comes out of his burrow [or den] and sees his
shadow on the ground, he will go back and stay six weeks) ; Dunwoody
94 (if the ground-hog is sunning himself on the second [of February]'
he will return for four weeks to his winter quarters again; Garriott 42
(same as the preceding item) — South: Duncan, 235, No. 13 (groun'
hawg sees his shadder [on February second], be bad [weather] fu fawty
days) — North Carolina: Barker, 13 (the ground hog, or badger, takes
a peep out of his hole on February 2 and gives the weather a "once
over

;
if he sees sun, he beats it back and takes another snooze for six

weeks [Bhims Almanac, 1925, p. 41]) — Maryland: Whitney-Bullock
No. 2243 (winter for seven more weeks) — South Carolina: Bryant l'
282, No. 67 — Kentucky: Thomas, No. 2415 (it is between eleven and
one o clock on February second that the ground hog's shadow is signifi-
cant) — fcnnessee: Wells, 298 — Alabama: Browne, No 3729 (no
mention of prolonged winter) — New York: Boyer, 75- Cutting Farm
42 — Pennsylvania: Phillips, 162, No. i ; Owens, 121 (if the ground-hog [coon] sees his shadow, he will return to his hole and six weeks of
severe weather will follow)

; Shoemaker, 9 (six weeks of severe weath-
er)

;
WF VI (1947), 188; WF xiii (1954), 209 - Indiana: Brewster, Be-

liefs, No. 22 ; McAtee, Grant County, 267 — Illinois: Hyatt No 283 (if
a ground hog [woodchuck] sees his shadow on February 2nd [GroundHog Day], there will be another month of winter) — Missouri- Mc-
Kinney, 105 — Ocarks: Randolph, 27; Randolph, Folk-Beliefs, 87 f
(nearly all of the Ozark people say that the fourteenth of February and
not the second, is the real Groundhog Day, and are firmly convinced that
If It is cloudy and cold on the fourteenth there will be six more weeks
of winter weather) - Iowa: Stout, No. 1108 (if the ground-hog sees
his shadow, there will be six months [sic] of winter) - California:
Uresslar, 77 (if the ground-hog sees his shadow on the fourteenth day ofFebruary, there will be six months [sic] of winter) _ Washington:
lacoma, 14. HDA v, 1270 s,.v. "Lichtmess" (Candlemas [badger, fox
bear])

; 1271, s.v. Lichtmess" (badger). Cf. Nos. 6068 f., 6176 f.,' below!

6046 When you see a bird slicked down, it is a sign of the sure
coming of spring and warm weather.

Edith Walker, Watauga county.

6047 Blackbirds coming early indicates an early spring.

Mrs. Nilla Lancaster, Goldsboro, Wayne county. HDA 11 468 sv
Drossel (thrush). ' t

> •
•

6048 If a dove mourns in February, there will be no more cold
weather.

Mrs. Gertrude Allen Vaught, Alexander county. Cf. No. 6052, below.
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6049 When fish hawks appear in the spring, cold weather is

over.

Anonymous.

6050 The first robin that comes is a sign that winter has

broken.

Mrs. Gertrude Allen Vaught, Alexander county. Cf. No. 6051, below.

. 6051 Spring is near
When the robins appear.

Zebulon Teeter (Florida). None of the following beliefs are couched in

verse form. General: Dunwoody, 39 (the first robins indicate the ap-

proach of spring) ; Garriott, 40 — Kentucky: Fentress, 16 (the coming
of the robin is a sign spring is at hand) ; Thomas, No. 2364 (the surest

sign of spring) ; Roberts, Floyd County, 53, No. 38 — Tennessee: Miller,

66, No. II — Massachusetts: Bergen, Animal, No. 621 (robins coming
while the snow is on the ground foretell an early spring) — Pennsyl-

vania: Rupp, 248, No. 42 (German) — Illinois: Hyatt, No. 529.

Inwards, 30, 194.

'6052 When turtledoves hollo, spring is near.

Zebulon Teeter (Florida). Illinois: Hyatt, No. 6053 (the first call of

the turtledove is a herald of spring). Cf. No. 6048, above.

6053 When a whippoorwill calls, there's no more cold weather.

Green Collection. Tennessee: Redfield, No. 411 (when the first whip-
poorwill hollers, spring has surely come) — Alabama: Browne, No. 3744
(when whippoorwills sing: "Chips fell off the white-oak tree," spring has
come) ; No. 3745 (when the whippoorwill says, "Jack married a widow
just a little dark," that is a sign spring is right at his heels) — Penn-
sylvania: Rupp, 248, No. 42 (German).

6054 When the beech shows green, spring is already here.

J. Schaffner.

Summer

6055 Thunder in the spring foretells a wet summer.

Anonymous. Cf. General: Dunwoody, 82 (if the first thunder in the

spring is in the south, it indicates a wet season) — New York: Cutting,

Farm, 41. Cf. Nos. 641 1, 7043, below.

^6056 Love vine spreading on plants in June is a sign of a wet

summer.

Clara Hearne, Roanoke Rapids, Halifax county.

6057 There is a general notion that a wet summer is succeeded

by a dry, and vice versa.

Green Collection. Cf. General: Dunwoody, 92 (wet and dry years come
in triads) ; Garriott, 46 (same as preceding item).
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6058 "It will be a dry summer," we used to say, "because the

wasps have built low."

O. W. Blacknall, Kittrell, Vance county. General: Dunwoody, 58 (wasps
building nests in exposed places indicates a dry season). HDA ix,

506, s.v. "Wespe" ; Inwards, 205. Cf. Nos. 6066, 6340, below.

6059 A cool spring is the sign of a warm summer.

Lucille Cheek, Chatham county.

6060 A cold winter, a hot summer—one extreme follows an-

other.

Green Collection, (.icucral: Bergen, Current, No. 957 (it is a general

notion that a cold winter is followed by a hot summer, and vice versa) —
North Carolina: Whiting, 483, s.v. "Summer"-2 (no summer without a

winter) — Maryland: Whitney-Bullock, No. 499 (and vice versa) —
Kentucky: TlK^nias, .\'(i. 2397 - I^cnnsyhania : Fogel, No. 1201 (and
vice versa [German]) — Indiana: Busse, 16, No. 9 — Illinois: Hyatt,
No. 794 (a cold winter foretells a hot siuimier). HDA vni, 29, s.v.

"Sommer." Cf. No. 6103, below.

6061 If you have cold winters, you'll have extremely hot sum-
mers.

Kate S. Russell, Roxboro, Person county. Cf. No. 6060, above.

Autumn

6062 A late spring, a late fall.

Green Collection. Cf. Tennessee: McGlasson, 26, No. 11 (an early

spring is a sign of a late fall).

6063 Fall is three months ofi when the first chatter fly chatters.

Zehulon Teeter (Florida).

. Winter

[/6064 Winter is near

W'hen blackbirds appear.

Zebulon Teeter (Florida). HDA i, zy^, s.v. "Amsel."

6065 When migratory birds go south early, it is a sign of an

early winter.

Green Collection. Ontario: Doering, Customs, 151 — Pennsylvania:

Rupp, 242, No. 3 (the early departure of birds indicates an early winter,

that is, it means winter will arrive ahead of schedule [German]) —
Illinois: Hyatt, No. 202 (if wild ducks fly south early in the autumn,
there will be an early winter). Inwards, 187 (when the fieldfare,

redwing, starling, swan, snowfleck, and other birds of passage arrive

soon from the north, it indicates the probability of an early and severe

winter [Scotland] ) ; HDA n, 850, s.v. "Ente" (ducks) ; viii. 504, s.v.

"Storch" (storks) ; Simon, Beliefs, 91 f. (ducks [Japan]).
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6066 Wasps coming out thick in the fall is a sign that winter is

about to set in.

Mildred Peterson, Bladen county. Cf. No. 6058, above.

6067 If February first is fair and clear,

The winter is half done for the year.

Alex Tugman, Todd, Ashe county. All of the following verses refer to

Candlemas (February 2) instead of to February first. General: Dun-
woody, 102 (Candlemas day if it be fair / The half of the winter's to

come and mair) ; Garriott, 42 (If Candlemas Day be fair and bright, /
Winter will have another flight. / But if Candlemas Day brings clouds

and rain, / Winter is gone and won't come again) — New England:
Johnson, What They Say, 29 (If Candlemas day be fair and bright, /
Winter will take another flight) — Massachusetts: Bergen, et al., 205
(If Candlemas day is fair and bright, / Winter will take another flight:

/ If Candlemas day bring storm and rain, / Winter is gone and vfill not
come again) — New York: NYFQ x (1954), 41 (Candlemas Day, if

it be fair, / Half the winter to come and mere) — Pennsylvania: JAFL
II (1889), 231, No. 2 (if Candlemas day is clear, winter is but half

done) ; Phillips, 161, No. 2 (if it is clear on Candlemas-day, winter is

but half done). Addy, 117; Inwards, 42 f. ; Udal, 263; HDA v, 1269
f., s.v. "Lichtmess."

6068 If it is fair, and the sun shines on ground-hog day, we
will have six more weeks of winter, and if it is rainy and the

sun doesn't shine, the winter is about gone.

Rosa Efird, Stanly county. In conjimction with material presented in

Nos. 6044 f., above, it is fitting here to present varying views concerning

the days on which the groundhog's prognostications are supposed to be

made. Ozarks: Randolph, 27 (February 2 is recognized as Groundhog
Day in most sections of the United States, and is so marked on our
calendars and almanacs. Otto Ernest Rayburn says that the Missouri
Legislature has established February 2 as the legal and official Ground-
hog Day of Missouri. But there are thousands of people in Missouri and
Arkansas who regard February 14 as Groundhog Day, and it is February

14, not February 2, that they consider in deciding the proper dates for

plowing and planting) — Missouri: Randolph, 28 ("In 1933 I was in

Greene County, Missouri, where February 2 was clear, while February 14

was dark and cloudy. The 'furriners' prepared for six weeks of cold

weather, but the oldtimers shucked their sheepskin coats and began to

spade up their garden patches. The following is clipped from the Spring-
field [Missouri] Press, Feb. 16, 1933. " 'What's all this talk about
February 2 being groundhog day ?' asked a man at the courthouse Wednes-
day who is old enough to know what he is talking about. 'It was al-

ways February 14 until late years. Suppose the darned hog has caught
the spirit of the times and is stepping on the gas—working under high
pressure and starting his year 12 days earlier than in the good old days
when men and groundhogs both took time to live in a rational manner.
My father and my grandmother, and all the generations from Adam down
to 20 years ago pinned their faith to February 14—St. Valentine's day.

That is the correct date, and it matters not what the younger generation
may say about it. There was no shadows Tuesday and Winter is about
over'") — Illinois: Randolph, 27 (The publisher of the Crane [Missouri]
Chronicle comments editorially : "In Pike county, 111., where I was born,

groundhogs saw or failed to see their shadows on February 2nd. That
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date prevails to this day as far west as the Mississippi. Down here, the
official date is February 14th."). Cf. Nos. 6044 f., above.

"^6069 If the ground hog sees his shadow on the second day of

February, he goes back and stays for forty days, and thus makes
a longer winter.

Zilpah Frisbie, Marion, McDowell county. Kentucky: Fentress, 16
(there will be six more weeks of winter) — Alabama: Browne, No. 3730
(six more weeks of winter) — Pennsylvania: JAFL 11 (1889), 232, No.
I (he goes back to his hole in the ground for another six weeks' doze, as
he knows that the winter will endure so much longer) ; Fogel, No. 1218
(returns to its lair and winter will continue for six weeks [German]) ;

Garriott, 39 (if on Candlemas day [February 2] it is bright and clear,

the ground-hog will stay in his den, thus indicating that more snow and
cold are to come [German]). HDA v, 1270, s.v. "Lichtmess"; In-
wards, 43. Cf. Nos. 6044 f., 6068, above.

Cold (Severe) Winters

6070 There will be a bad winter every seven years.

Green Collection.

^6oyi If the summer is extremely hot, the following winter will

be extremely cold. Extremes in weather follow each other.

Vella Jane Burch, Durham ; the Green Collection ; and an anonymous in-

formant. Alabama: Browne, No. 3734 (hot summer, cold winter, and
vice versa) — Ontario: Wintemberg, Waterloo, 5 (very warm summer,
etc.) — New York: Boughton, 189, No. 5 (an exceptionally hot sum-
mer, a very cold winter) ; Cutting, Farm, 41 — Texas: Bogusch, 114 —
Great Plains: Smith, Weather, 178 (Cheyenne Indians are said to believe
that on exceptionally hot summer, etc.). Inwards, 31; HDA vni, 29,
s.v. "Sommer."

'J6072 A dry summer is a sign of a bad winter.

Mrs. Gertrude Allen Vaught, Alexander county. Ozarks: Randolph, 26
(most old-timers feel that a very hot summer is likely to be followed by
a winter of extraordinary severity). Inwards, 31. Cf. No. 6071, above.

6073 A warm November is the sign of a cold winter.

Lucille Cheek, Chatham county; Lucille Massey, Durham county. Con-
necticut: Backus, Weather, 26 (a warm November is a sign of a cold
winter. "Winter never rots in the sky").

6074 An old man in Durham confided unprompted some years
ago that there would be a very cold winter because there were
four bad fogs in August.

George E. Hoffman (Arkansas). Cf. HDA in, 1753, s.v. "Herbst." Cf.
Nos. 7038 ff., below, for August fogs as indicators of snow the following
winter.

6075 Thunder in the fall foretells a cold winter.

Anonymous. HDA in, 1753, s.v. "Herbst." Cf. No. 6270, below.
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6076 Hunters say that if wild animals have an unusually heavy
coat of fur it will be a hard winter.

Fawn Watson, Robeson county, and Mrs. Nilla Lancaster, Goldsboro,
Wayne county. In none of the following references are hunters credited

with this common observation about the protective coat of wild animals
against cold. Since all references are to "heavy fur," "thick fur," etc.,

these shades of meaning will not be distinguished, but the kind of winter,

whether "bad," "bitter," "cold," "long," "severe," etc., will be noted.

South Carolina: Bryant I, 281, No. 62 (bitter winter) — Kentucky:
Fentress, 16 (severe winter) ; Thomas, No. 2327 — Tennessee: Farr,

Riddles, No. 204 (severe winter) ; Farr, Superstitions, No. 205 (severe

winter) ; Frazier, 38, No. 7; Miller, 67, No. 34 — Louisiana: Roberts,
No. 1054 (thick fur as noted by animals trapped; severe winter) —
New York: Boyer, 74; Cutting, Farm, 39 (indicates the relative severity

of winter) — Pennsylvania: Rupp, 243, No. 6 (German) — Indiana:
Butler, 316 (long, cold winter) ; Busse, 17, No. 22 (cold winter) ; Mc-
Atee, Grant County, 267 — Illinois: Allison, No. 25 (severe winter)

;

Hyatt, No. 5 (cold winter) ; Smith II, 63 (heavy pelts; hard winter) —
Osarks: Randolph, 25 (relative severity of approaching winter) —
Texas: Hendricks, No. 307 (unusually thick furs, extremely severe
winter) ; Dobie, 94 (the amount of fur found on pelts indicates the
severity of the coming winter) — Iowa: Stout, No. 591 (bitter winter)
— Nebraska: Cannell, 13, No. 75 (cold winter) ; Nebraska Proverbs I,

I (severe winter) — Colorado: WF xii (1953), 138 (long, heavy,
shaggy hair on an animal means a long, cold winter) — Idaho: Lore,
200, No. 5 (hard winter if beasts grow heavier coat of fur) — California:

Dresslar, 50 (especially cold winter). HDA ni, 1753, s.v. "Herbst."
Cf. Nos. 6077, 6081 f., below.

6077 A sign of a cold winter is the thickening of the fur on
the 'possum's back.

O. W. Blacknall, Kittrell, Vance county. South: Puckett, 508 (when
opossums have unusually thick fur, there will be an extra cold winter

[Negro]) — Osarks: Randolph, 26 (if hair on possums is unusually
thick, the hillman expects a hard winter).

6078 Squirrels carrying acorns is a sign of a hard winter.

Green Collection, and Kate S. Russell, Roxboro, Person county. Cf.

Texas: Dobie, 94 (squirrels industrious in gathering acorns or pecans
is said to be the presage of a cold winter).

6079 When the squirrels bury their nuts early, there will be a

hard winter.

Mary Scarborough, Wanchese, Dare county. In only the second Illi-

nois reference (Hyatt, No. 611), is mention made of "burying" the nuts;

otherwise such designations as "storing," "laying in," "hoarding," etc., are

used. Various degrees of winter weather, however, are indicated here as

they occur in the sources. General: Dunwoody, 33 (cold winter) —
South: Puckett, 507 f. (extra cold winter) — Maryland: Bergen,

Animal, No. 450 (unusually severe winter) — Alabama: Browne, No.

3733 (bad winter) — Nezv Brunsivick: Bergen, Animal, No. 450 (un-

usually severe winter) — Ontario: Doering-Doering I, 60; Wintemberg,
German II, 90 (long and cold winter [German]) ; Wintemberg, Water-
loo, 5 (long and cold winter) — Ncrv England: Johnson, What They
Say, 20 — Nezv York: Boyer, 76; Cutting, Farm, 39 — Indiana: Brew-
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ster, Beliefs, No. 44 (extremely cold winter) — Illinois: Allison, No. 64
(severe wniter)

; Hyatt, No. 611 (if squirrels bury their nuts deep in the
ground; hard winter)

; No. 610 (cold winter) ; No. 613 (squirrels always
store nuts in the autumn, but when you see them hoarding grain, a severe
winter is coming) — Colorado: \VF xii (1953), 138 (long, cold winter).

Inwards, 185.

v6o8o You may expect a se\ere winter when squirrels make
great provisions.

Elsie Doxey, Currituck county. General: Dunwoody, 33 (when squirrels
lay away a larger supply of food than usual) ; Garriott, 40 (same as pre-
ceding item) — South Carolina: Bryant I, 281, No. 63 (if squirrels store
a great deal of food in the summer and fall, it is going to be a hard
winter) — Kentucky: Thomas, No. 2650 (cold winter) — Tennessee:
Miller, 67, No. 45 (unusually hard winter) — Ontario: Wintemberg,
Grey No. 83 — New York: Boughton, 251, No. 11 (long, hard winter)'— Indiana: Butler, 316 (a well lined and well filled squirrel's nest indi-
cates a severe winter) — Idaho: Lore, 200, No. 2 (hard winter).HDA II. 657, s.v. "Eichhornchen."

6081 A heavy coat of feathers on fowls indicates a hard winter.

Mrs. Nilla Lancaster, Goldsboro, Wayne county. General: Dunwoody, 36
(heavy plumage of geese; cold winter) — Alabanm: Browne, No. 3725
(if chickens have more feathers than usual, it will be a bad winter) —
Nezv England: Johnson, IVJmt They Say, 21 (if the chickens' feathers
are very thick at Thanksgiving time, the winter will be a hard one) —
Pennsylvania: Fogel, No. 1194 (heavy down on geese foretells a hard
winter [German])

; Rupp. 243, No. 6 (same as preceding [German]) —
Ozarks: Randolph, 25 (the severity of the approaching winter is indi-
cated by the thickness of feathers) — Idaho: Lore, 200, No. 5 (a hard
winter is in prospect when wild birds grow a heavier coat of feathers).HDA III, 293, s.v. "Gans" (goose) ; Inwards, 197 (waterfowl).

6082 A sign of a cold winter is the thickening of the feathers
on the rooster's legs.

O. W. Blacknall, Kittrell, Vance county. Cf. Pennsylvania: Fogel, No.
1 117 (if the lower legs of chickens are covered with feathers, the winter
will be severe [German] ) ; Rupp, 242, No. 5 (same as the preceding
[German]).

6083 The early coming of ducks and geese indicates a cold
w^inter.

Anonymous. Ducks only are treated under this entry; geese are dealt
with under No. 6085, below. North Carolina: Barker, 15 (if wild ducks
come early, they come away from a hard winter [Blum's Almanac, 1844,
P- 3]) — Great Lakes States: Dunwoody, 40 f. (wild ducks scattered
around the lakes near Lake Superior form in large flocks and go south
one month earlier in cold or early winters than in mild or pleasant
winters)

; Garriott, 40 (same as the preceding item) — Texas: Bogusch,
113 (if the ducks fly early in the fall, there will be a long, cold winter
ahead)

; Strecker, Birds, 33 — Nebraska: Cannell, 13, No. 71 (when
ducks go south early, there will be a hard winter). HDA 11, 850, s.v.
"Ente."
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6084 If birds go south early, it is a sign of a cold winter.

Anonymous. Cf. General: Dunwoody, 34 (blackbirds flying south in

autumn indicate an approaching cold winter). Cf. No. 6065, above.

6085 If the wild geese fly south early, it is a sign of a cold
winter.

The Misses Holeman, Durham county. General: Dunwoody, 41 (geese
flying south and flying very high) ; Garriott, 40 (flying south and very
high) — North Carolina: Barker, 13 (unusually early, there will be a
hard winter [Indian], from Blum's Almanac, 1938, p. 57) — Maryland:
Whitney-Bullock, No. 512 (if wild geese fly early, it is a sign of a hard
winter) — Kentucky: Thomas, No. 2536 (if wild geese fly high when
they go south, the winter will be severe) — Alabama: Browne, No. 272&
(when wild geese fly southward, winter is approaching) — New York:
Cutting, Farm, 39 (the migration of geese indicates the severity of

winter) — Illinois: Hyatt, No. 275 (wild geese flying high on their

way south foretell a hard winter) — Oklahoma: Smith, Weather, 178
(early migrations of geese foretell a severe winter). Inwards, 160
(1898 ed.).

6086 If the breastbone of a game bird has a cloudy appearance,
there will be a cold winter.

Anonymous. General: Dunwoody, 36 (if the breast bone of a goose is

red, or has many red spots, expect a cold and stormy winter) ; Garriott,

40 (same as the preceding item) — Maryland: Whitney, 195 (if the

breast bone of a goose is bent and clouded, there will be a cold winter)
— Pennsylvania: Brinton, 181 (the color of the breast-bone of a fall

goose indicated the severity of the winter ; the darker the bone, the

harder would be the cold)
; JAFL in (1890), 18 (if the surface of the

breast-bone of a goose killed in November has dark stains, the winter
will be bitter) ; Rupp, 250 (in Hampshire people believed that if the
breastbone of a duck killed in October was dark, a severe winter would
follow) — Illinois: Hyatt, No. 271 (if the breastbone of a goose is

dark, the winter will be cold) — Oaarks: Randolph, 25 (if the bone of

a wild goose has many red spots, the coming winter may be very cold).
Inwards, 187; Kamp, 57, No. 40.

"6087 If the woolly worm's head is more black than colored, the

coldest part of the winter will come in the first months of winter.

Mrs. Gertrude Allen Vaught, Alexander county. Cf. ///i«ou.- Hyatt, No.

69 (dark-colored caterpillars in the autumn indicate a harsh winter) ; No.
72 (if an autumnal caterpillar has a little yellow on the nose, is a sign of

cold weather in the early part of the winter) ; No. jz (when caterpillars

during the autumn are dark brown in the center of the body and yellow

at each end, the middle of the winter will be very cold).

6088 If cornhusks are real heavy, the following winter will be

cold.

Harry G. Hall, Marion, McDowell county, and Merle Smith, Stanly

county. In the North Carolina entry the husks are depicted as "heavy"

;

in all other cases, except where designated, the husks are represented as

being "thick." General: Bergen, Animal, No. 1228 (severe winter) ; Ber-

gen-Newell, 151 ; Dunwoody, 65 (ears of corn covered with thicker and
stronger husks) ; also (a double husk on corn indicates a severe winter)

;

also (if corn is hard to husk, expect a hard winter [Apache Indians] )
—
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North Carolina: Barker, 12 (if the peel and husks of corn are unusually

heavy, there will be a hard winter [Blum's Almanac, 1938, p. 57]) —
Maryland: Whitney-Bullock. No. 519 (severe winter) — Kentucky:
Rainey, 13 (the winter is going to be colder than the summer)

; also (if

the corn husks are neither thick nor thin, then the summer will be warm
and the winter cold) — Tennessee: Page, 53 (bad winter) — Nezu Eng-
land: Bergen, Animal, No. 1228 (severe winter [Indian]); Johnson,
What They Say, 20 — New York: Boughton, 189, No. i (if there are

lots of corn husks on the corn, it will be a hard winter) ; Cutting, Farm,

39 (the thickness of cornhusks indicates the severity of winter) — Penn-
sylvania: Fogel, No. 1187 (hard winter [German]) — Indiana: Brew-
ster, Beliefs, No. 43 (hard winter) — Illinois: Hyatt, No. 138; Wheeler,

57 (if the ears of corn are lightly enclosed in the thick husks, a severe

winter will follow) — Oklahoma: Smith, Weather, 177 (severe ^yinter)

— Texas: Dobie, 94 (the supposed thickness or thinness of corn shucks
indicates the severity of the coming winter) — Nebraska: Cannell, 13,

No. 68 (many husks) ; Nebraska Proverbs I, 2 (severe winter).

Inwards, 213.

^089 If the corn has thick shucks, it will be a hard w^inter.

Zilpah Frisbie, Marion, McDowell county ; and five other informants, two
from eastern counties, one from a central county, and two unknown.
South: Duncan, 235 No. 7 (shucks thick, hard winter uh comin')

;

Puckett, 513 (heavy shucks, cold winter on its way [Negro]) — South
Carolina: Bryant I, 281, No. 64 (severe winter) — Tennessee: Farr,

Riddles, No. 208 (severe winter) ; Farr, Superstitions, No. 209 (severe

winter) ; Frazier, 38, No. 7 ; Guerin, 53 (the severity of the approaching

winter is indicated by the thickness of the corn shucks) ; Miller, 66, No.
8 (cold winter) — Alabama: Browne, No. 3727 (cold winter) ; No. 3726
(if corn has lots of shucks, a bad winter is coming) ; No. 3478 (cold

winter) — Ontario: Doering, Ctistoms, 151 — Ncii' York: Barnes, No.
12 (cold winter) — Indiana: Richmond, Weather, No. 14 (cold winter)
— Illinois: Smith II, 63, No. 25 (if corn shucks are heavy,) — Osarks:
Randolph, 25 (the severity of the approaching winter is indicated by the

thickness of corn shucks). Cf. No. 6109, below.

6090 If the shucks stick very tight to the corn when you try to

shuck it, there will be a cold winter.

Green Collection. Maryland: Whitney-Bullock, No. 524 (severe winter)
— Pennsylvania: Owens, 121 (if ears [of corn?] are plump and tightly

encased in the husk, a severe winter may be expected) — Illinois: Allison,

No. 26 (severe winter) ; Hyatt, No. 140 (look for a severe winter if the

corn husk tightly encloses and entirely conceals the ear) — lo-wa: Stout,

No. 601 (severe winter) — Nebraska: Ericson, 153, No. 5 (hard
winter).

6091 A quantity of silks on corn ears foretells a cold winter.

Anonymous. Illinois: Hyatt, No. 142 (there will be a cold winter, if corn
silk is thick and abundant).

6092 Thick bark on trees indicates a hard winter.

Mrs. Nilla Lancaster, Goldsboro, Wayne county. Cf. South: Puckett,

512 (if the bark of the trees is very tight in the fall, there will be a long
and cold winter) —• Kentucky: Thomas, No. 2667 (if bark grows on the
north side of a tree, there will be a cold winter) — Alabama: Browne,
No. 3723 (if bark is thick on the north side of the tree, look for a severe
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winter) — New York: Cutting, Farm, 39 (bark tight on the trees in the
fall) — Texas: Dobie, 94 (the thickness or thinness of bark on trees
indicates the severity of the coming winter).

6093 Thick-leaved trees denote a cold winter.

Green Collection; J. Frederick Doering, Durham. Kentucky: Roberts,
Floyd County, 53, No. 36 (heavy foliage on trees indicates a cold
winter) — Osarks: Randolph, 26 (a summer in which the foliage on
trees is unusually dense, or exceptionally bright in color, is followed by a
very cold winter).

6094 If the fruit trees bloom in the fall, the weather will be
severe the following winter.

Jessie Hauser, Pfafiftown, Forsyth county.

6095 Expect a hard winter if there is a large crop of persim-
mons.

Mamie Mansfield, Durham county, and six other informants from widely
separated localities.

6096 If the berries are plentiful in the summer, the following

winter will be severe.

Jessie Hauser, Pfaf?town, Forsyth county, and Mrs. Nilla Lancaster,

Goldsboro, Wayne county. Cf. No. 6097, below.

6097 Great quantities of berries in the fall indicate a cold and
severe winter.

Anonymous. In only the first Illinois reference (Hyatt) is mention made
of the fall of the year. General: Dunwoody, 64 (when the bushes are

full of berries, a hard winter is on the way) ; also (when berries are

plentiful in the hedge, on the May-bush, and blackthorn, a hard winter

may be expected) — North Carolina: Barker, 12 (hard winter
[Blum's Almanac, 1938, p. 57]) — Maryland: Whitney-Bullock, No. 523
(plenty of hard berries foretell a hard winter; they are to feed the

birds) — Canada: Bergen, Current, No. 934 (plenty of hawberries fore-

tell a "hard winter," i.e., they are to serve as a store of food for birds)
— Quebec: Marie-Ursule, 166, No. 146 (a lot of service berries is a sign

of a winter with heavy snow [French]) — Nova Scotia: Fauset, No.
117 (when dogwood berries fall oflf, sign of hard winter [Negro]) ; No.
119 (if lots of berries on bay berry and white alder, hard winter) —
Illinois: Hyatt, No. 24 (bushes filled with berries in the autumn presage
a hard winter) ; Wheeler, 57 (severe winter) — Nebraska: Cannell, 13,

No. 65 (many berries on kinnikinic portend a hard winter) — Washing-
ton: Tacoma, 19 (the winter is going to be very severe when hawthorn
berries and holly berries are prolific). Inwards, 209; Lean i, 366;
HDA I, 1583, s.v. "Brombeere" (blackberry). Cf. No. 6102, below.

6098 An unusually large crop of gum berries, wild grapes, etc.,

means that we will have a very severe winter.

Mrs. Gertrude Allen Vaught, Alexander county. Kentucky: Thomas, No.

2537 (heavy wild grape crop; hard winter); No. 2572 (abundance of

wild fruits; cold winter) — Illinois: Hyatt, No. 280 (wild grapes) ; No.
263 (wild fruits plentiful in autumn; cold winter).
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6099 Plenty of nuts denotes a cold winter.

Anonymous. Maryland: Lee, iii (Negro) ; Whitney-Bullock, No. 521
(severe winter) — Kentucky: Thomas, No. 2599 (if the nut crop is

heavy, the winter will be severe) — Tennessee: Frazier, 38, No. 7 (hard
winter) ; Guerin, 53 (a large crop of wild nuts [such as hazel, walnut,

or hickory] means a cold, wet winter) ; McGlasson, 27, No. 33 (when
there is a large crop of nuts, there will be a bad winter) ; Page, 53 (a

heavy crop of nuts) — Pennsylvania: Fogel, No. 1235 (an abundant
crop of hazelnuts foretells a severe winter [German]) — Indiana:
Brewster, Beliefs, No. 42 (hard winter) — Illinois: Hyatt, No. 294 (a
large crop of hazelnuts) ; Norlin, 215, No. 121 (a large hazelnut crop) ;

Wheeler, 57 (severe winter) — Wyoming: Walton, Weather, No. 5 (a
heavy crop of pine nuts foretells a hard winter). HDA iii, 1536, s.v.

"Hasel" (hazelnut) ; HDA ix, 78, s.v. "Wallnuss" (walnut) ; Inwards,
211 (beech mast).

/oioo If the oaks have a specially heavy crop of acorns, it will

be a hard winter.

J. Schaffner. General: Dunwoody, 92 (when beech acorns thrive well

and oak trees hang full, a hard winter will follow with much snow) —
Maryland: Whitney-Bullock, No. 521 (acorns plentiful ; severe winter) ;

Whitney, 195 (full crop of acorns; cold winter) — Mississippi: Hudson,
148, No. 24 (the early ripening of acorns means a hard winter) —
Osarks: Randolph, 26 (a great abundance of mast (i.e., acorns) is a sure
sign of a severe winter) — California: Dresslar, 15; also (if acorns are
numerous during the summer, the following winter will be severe) —
Oregon: Hand, No. 84 (heavy acorn crop; severe winter). HDA 11,

563, s.v. "Eiche" ; Inwards, 210.

^6101 If hickory nuts have thick shells on them, it will be a cold

winter.

Eva Furr, Stanly county. Cf. Ontario: Doering, Customs, 151 (when the

shell of the beechnut is thick, the winter will be severe).

6102 If there is a heavy crop of holly, black gum, and other

wild berries, it will be a hard winter. This is Mother Nature's
preparation for the birds.

Fawn Watson, Robeson county, and Zilpah Frisbie, Marion, McDowell
county. Lean i, 366. Cf. No. 6097, above.

Mild Winters

6103 There is a general notion that a cold winter is succeeded

by a warm one, and vice versa.

Green Collection. Cf. No. 6060, above.

/
6104 If the first snow falls on unfrozen ground, expect a mild
winter.

Elsie Doxey, Currituck county. Ontario: Waugh, No. 22e.
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6105 "If ice is thick enough in November to bear up a duck,
the winter will be mud and sluck."

Kate S. Rusell, Roxboro, Person county. Lean i, 367; 382; HDA vi,

1 156, s.v. "November." Cf. No. 7074, below.

6106 When the birds migrate toward the north, expect a mild
winter.

Elsie Doxey, Currituck county.

6107 If snakes and toads are late disappearing, look for a mild
winter.

Elsie Doxey, Currituck county. Ontario: Waugh, No. 22b (snakes being
about late in the season, etc.).

6108 Hornets' nests built in the tops of trees point to a mild
winter.

Green Collection.

6109 At harvesting time, if the shucks on corn are thin, it is a

sign of a warm winter.

Lucille Massey, Durham county, and an anonymous informant. Harvest-
ing time is not specified in any of the following references. Maryland:
Whitney-Bullock, No. 524 (if the husks of corn are loose, etc.) — South
Carolina: Bryant I, 281, No. 64 — Neiv York: Barnes, No. 12 —

-

Ontario: Waugh, No. 22c — Illinois: Allison, No. 27 (loose husks) ;

Hyatt, No. 143 (we shall have a mild winter when corn silk is thin and
scanty) — Iowa: Stout, No. 601 (loose shucks). Cf. 6089, above.

61 10 A light nut crop is a sign of a mild winter.

Anonymous. Cf. Kentucky: Thomas, No. 2598 (if the nut crop fails, the
winter will be mild) — Ontario: Waugh, No. 22a (a scarcity of nuts for

the squirrels) — Illinois: Hyatt, No. 437 (when the nut crop fails, etc.).

Weather Indicators

61 1

1

To tell whether the next year will be wet or dry, and
whether to rent bottom lands or uplands, take twelve shells or

dry hulls from onions, place them sitting up as saucers in a row,

out of doors Christmas Eve night, with a pinch of salt in each,

naming each for a month. The months in which the salt will be

melted and turned to water next morning will be wet months.

Those in which the salt is still salt will be dry. If April, May,
and June are melted, don't rent bottom lands.

Thurston T. Hicks, Henderson, Vance county. Pennsylvania: Shoe-
maker, II (on Christmas Eve shell twelve onions, and put the shells on

the window sill where the air can draw in
;
put salt on them, and pumber

them from left to right ; in the morning the ones with water in them will

be the wet months for the year to raft out logs). Sebillot, vol. 3, pp.

Sii f.
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61 12 The weather on each of the twelve days from New Christ-

mas to Old is held to govern the corresponding month in the

following year.

O. W. Blacknall, Kittrell, Vance county, and five other informants from
widely separated localities. General: Dunwoody, 100 (the twelve days
commencing December 25 and ending January 5 are said to be the keys
of the weather of the year) ; Bergen, et al., 206 (it is quite a general
idea that twelve days, beginning at Christmastide, or on the first of
January, indicate the weather for the year) — North Carolina: Walker,
9, No. 9 (the twelve days from New to Old Christmas are ruling days
for the weather for the following year—each day represents a month) —
Maryland: Whitney-Bullock, No. 2409 (the weather during the twelve
days between Christmas and Epiphany will prevail in the corresponding
months of the year) — Kentucky: Thomas, No. 2391; Roberts, Floyd
County, 52, No. 13 (the days from Christmas to Old Christmas are the
ruling days for the next year) — New England: Johnson, What They
Say, 18 (the twelve days after Christmas indicate the weather for the
following year; each day in order shows the weather for one month) —
Massachusetts: Bergen, Current, No. 955 (the twelve days at Christmas
govern the weather of the months of the coming year) ; No. 956 (the
twelve days at Christmas time make the almanac for the year) — New
York: Cutting, Lore, 30 (the weather for the whole year may be fore-
told by observing the twelve days of Christmas—from Christmas to
Epiphany) — Nezv Jersey: Bergen, ct al., 206 (the twelve days at
Christmas time make the almanac for the year) — Illinois: Norlin, 208,
No. 4 (call Christmas January, and the next eleven days will foretell the
weather of each month of the new year) — Missouri: Randolph, 21 (the
twelve "old days"—the last twelve days in December—rule the coming
year) . HDA ix, 990, s.v. "Zwolften" ; Inwards, 69.

61 13 The first twelve days of the year are thought to foretell

the kind of weather there will be through the year. If the first

day is fair and warm, January will be fair and warm. If the
second day is cold and snowy, February will be cold and snowy,
etc.

L. C. Allen, Jr., Burlington, Alamance county, and nine other informants.
General: Dunwoody, 100 (the last twelve days of January [sic] rule the
weather of the whole year) — South Carolina: Bryant I, 282, No. 66
(the first twelve days of January represent the months of the year ; that
is, the first day of the new year shows the sort of weather to be ex-
pected in January, the second day the sort to come in February, and so
on) — Kentucky: Thomas, No. 2390 (the first twelve days of January
foretell the weather of the twelve months respectively) — Tennessee:
Frazier, 38, No. 9 (the first twelve days of the year forecast the
weather for the twelve months of the year) ; Miller, 66 (according to
old people, the first twelve days of a new year rule the twelve months

;

that is, type of weather on each of days indicates weather to be experi-
enced during the month that the day rules ; example : the third day bright,
sunny, clear—March will be good month) ; Wells, 300 (the first twelve
days of January furnish the types of prevailing weather for the coming
months of the year) — Alabama: Browne, No. 3437 (the first twelve
days in January determine the kind of weather that will be had during the
year) —

_
Mississippi: Hudson, 147, No. 11 (the kinds of weather

characterizing the first twelve days of January represent the kinds of
weather for the succeeding months ; that of the first day representing all
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the weather for January, that of the second, February, and so on) —
hidiana: Brewster, Beliefs, No. 2 (the first twelve days of January rule

the weather for the rest of the year) ; Busse, i6. No. 7 (the weather the

first twelve days of January determine the weather for the twelve months
of the year, respectively) — Illinois: Allison, No. 61 (the first twelve

days of new year tell weather conditions for the year) ; Hyatt, No. 326
(the weather during the first twelve days of the year indicates what the

weather will be all year) — Missouri: McKinney, 106 (the first twelve

days of the year are watched with interest, for they foretell the weather
of the next twelve months) ; Randolph, 21 (Many hillfolk belieye that

the first twelve days of January rule the weather of the entire year. That
is, if January i is cloudy, the whole month of January will be cloudy ; if

January 2 is clear, the whole month of February will be clear ; if January
3 is stormy, the whole month of March will be stormy, and so on. One
finds Alice Curtice Moyer-Wing rejoicing with her neighbors that Jan-
uary 6 was dry, therefore June would be dry enough to permit work in

the corn-fields ; it was fortunate also that January 7 and 8 were wet,

since that assured rain enough in July and August to make a crop.

Clink O'Neill, of Day, Missouri, remarked to me that there rnay be

something in this theory "if it ain't carried too far," adding that he
doubted whether snow on January 8 means that there will also be snow-
storms in August [St. Louis Post-Dispatch, Jan. 28, 1917]) — Okla-
homa: Smith, Weather, 177 (the first twelve days of January show rela-

tively the nature of the twelve months of the new year) — Texas: Hen-
dricks, No. 321 (the weather of the first twelve days of the year shows
what to expect of each of the months) — Iowa: Stout, No. 11 19 (the

first twelve days of January govern the year) — Ne^w Mexico: Hurt, 197
(the first twelve days of January, the "ruling days," cahanuelas, deter-

mine the weather for the twelve months of the year in their natural

order [Spanish]). Inwards, 39; Gallop, 102.

'61 14 If it snows on Christmas Day, the grass will be green on

Easter.

Mrs. Gertrude Allen Vaught, Alexander county. Tennessee: O'Dell,

Superstitions, 4 (a white Christmas; a green Easter) — Indiana: Butler,

317 (a white Christmas makes a green Easter) — Illinois: Hyatt, No.

374 (same as preceding item) — Nebraska: Cannell, 13, No. 79 (if

Christmas is white, Easter will be green). HDA ix (Suppl.), 935, s.v.

"Weihnacht."

61 1

5

If the fourteenth of February is a pretty day, the remain-

der of the year will be pretty.

Anonymous.

61 16 Ash Wednesday rules the weather for forty days.

Kate S. Russell, Roxboro, Person county. HDA i, 621, s.v. "Ascher-

mittwoch."

61 17 If March comes in like a lion, it will go out like a lamb.

If March comes in like a lamb, it will go out like a lion.

Green Collection; Edith Walker, Watauga county. This entry is treated

in two parts. If March comes in like a lion, it will go out like a lamb

:

General: Bergen, Current, No. 948; Garriott, 44 — Maryland: Whitney-

Bullock, No. 21 19 — South Carolina: Bradley, 99; Bryant I, 282, No. 70
— Kentucky: Fentress, 16; Roberts, Floyd County, 53, No. 37; Thomas,

No. 2419 — Tennessee: Miller, 67, No. 2>3 — Alabama: Browne, No.

3742 — Louisiana: Roberts, No. 972 — Ontario: Wintemberg, Waterloo,
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33 — iVew England: Johnson, What They Say, 27 — New York: Cut-
ting, Farm, 42; Gardner, No. 358 — Indiana: Brewster, Beliefs, No. 18;
Busse, 16, No. 15; McAtee. Grant County, 267 — Illinois: Allison, No.
177; Hyatt, No. 365 — Iowa: Stout, No. 1071 — Nebraska: Cannell, 13,
No. 77; Nebraska Proverbs I, 2 — Washington: Tacoma, 25.

—

—F¥C
113, p. 47; ODEP, 407, s.v. "March"; HDA v, 1738, s.v. "Marz" ; In-
wards, 47; Lean i, 357; Udal, 265. If March comes in like a lamb, it

will go out like a lion: General: Bergen, Current, No. 948; Dunwoody,
95; Garriott, 42; 44; Knortz, 155 — North Carolina: Whiting, 442, s.v.

"March"-2 — South Carolina: Bradley, 99; Bryant I, 282, No. 70 —
Kentucky: Fentress, 16; Roberts, Floyd County, 53, No. 37 ; Thomas, No.
2420 — Tennessee: Miller, 67, No. 33 — Alabama: Browne, No. 3742 —
Louisiana: Roberts, No. 972 — Quebec: Marie-Ursule, 168, No. 203 (if
the month of March enters as a sheep, it goes out as a lion [French]) —
New Englaftd: Johnson, What They Say, 2.7 — New York: Gardner, No.
358 — Pennsylvania: Fogel, No. 1222 (German) — Indiana: McAtee,
Grant County, 266 — Illinois: Allison, No. 176; Hyatt, No. 364 —
Nebraska: Cannell, 13, No. 77; Nebraska Proverbs I, 2 — Colorado:
Kimmerle, 71 — Washington: Tacoma, 16, 25. Inwards, 47; Udal,
265; FFC 113, p. 47.

61 18 A windy March and a rainy April make a beautiful May,
Green Collection. General: Dunwoody, 95; also (make a fine May) —
New York: Boughton, 125, No. 24. Lean i, 357; HDA v, 1737 s.v.
Marz."

61 19 March winds and April showers
Bring forth May flowers.

Green Collection. General: Garriott, 42, 44 — North Carolina: Whiting,
362, s.v. "April"-!. Inwards, 48; Lean i, 357, 360; Radford, 19; UdaL
265.

6120 April showers
Bring May flowers.

Green Collection. North Carolina: Whiting, 362, s.v. "April"-!.
Lean !, 360.

61 2

1

The last quarter of the moon is commonly held to govern
the weather.

O. W. Blacknall, Kittrell, Vance county. Cf. Inwards, 95 (Days after
moon change [not quarters] : The first and second never mind, '/ The
third regard not much ; / But as the fourth and fifth you find, / The rest
will be as such) ; also (another statement in prose to the same effect).

6122 Evening red, morning gray,
You need not fear the day.

Mrs. Norman Herring, Tomahawk, Sampson county.

6123 Evening red, morning gray,

Sets the traveller on his way

;

Evening gray, morning red,

Puts the traveller in his bed.

Mamie Mansfield, Durham county; Kate S. Russell, Roxboro, Person
county; and the following unidentified newspaper account: Evening red
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and morning gray, / Sends the traveller on his way ; / Evening gray

and morning red, / Sends the travellers home to bed. Alabama: Browne,

No. 3447 (Evening red and morning gray, / It is a sign of a bonny

day) — Neiu York: Cutting, Lore, 31 (final couplet: Evening gray and
morning red / Brings wild animals around his head) — Pennsylvania:

JAFL II (1889), 232, No. II (Evening gray and morning red /

Traveller wise will keep in his bed [complete] ) — Iowa: Stout, No.

502 (. . . / Puts the traveller to bed) — Colorado: Kimmerle, 79 (Eve-
ning red, morning gray / Sets the traveler on his way [complete]).

FFC 113, p. 30; ODEP, 176, s.v. "Evening"; Lean i, 353 (Make the

shepherd hang his head). Cf. Nos. 6449 ff., below.

6124 Rainbow in the morning, is a sailor's warning

;

Rainbow in the evening, is a sailor's delight.

Dixie V. Lamm, Lucama, Wilson county. Cf. No. 6125, below. General:

Dunwoody, 71 — Maryland: Whitney, 195 — South Carolina: Bradley,

99 — Ontario: Wintemberg, Grey, No. 2; Wintemberg, Roebuck, No. i

— Pennsylvania: Phillips, 162, No. 13 — Indiana: McAtee, Grant

County, 266 — Illinois: Norlin, 208, No. 10 — Texas: Bogusch, 115;

Hendricks, No. 333. Lean i, 406; FFC 113, P- 55-

6125 Rainbow in the morning, sailors take warning;

Rainbow at night, sailors' delight.

Elizabeth Janet Cromartie, Garland, Sampson county. General: Bergen,

Current, No. 975; Knortz, 154; WF xvi (1957), 211 (scientific ap_praisal

by members of the American Meteorological Society) — North Caro-

lina: Whiting, 465, s.v. "Rainbow"-4 — Maryland: Whitney-Bullock,

No. 373 — Tennessee: Miller, 66, No. 20 — Louisiana: Roberts, No.

985 — Canada: Bergen, Current, No. 975 — Nova Scotia: Fauset, No.

97 — New England: Johnson, What They Say, 18 — New York: Cut-

ting, Lore, 31; Gardner, No. 136 — Pennsylvania: Fogel, No. 1165

(German) — Indiana: Brewster, Beliefs, No. 4 — Illinois: Wine, No.

143 — Colorado: Kimmerle, 79 — U'ashington: Tacoma, 15. FFC 113,

p. 55. Cf. No. 6124, above.

6126 Rainbow in morning, sailors give warning.

Anonymous.

6127 Rainbow in morning, sailors take warning.

Mrs. Norman Herring, Tomahawk, Sampson county. Alabama: Brovyne,

No. 3695 — Illinois: Allison, No. i (A rainbow in the morning is a

sailor's warning) ; Hyatt, No. 504; No. 505 (Rainbow in morn, / Sailors

warned)

.

6128 A rainbow in the morning,

Gives the shepherd warning.

Mrs. Gertrude Allen Vaught, Alexander county. Illinois: Hyatt, No.

506 (A rainbow in the morning / Is a shepherd's warning). HDA
VI, 579 s.v. "Morgen" ; Lean i, 406. Cf. No. 6129, below.

6129 Rainbow at night, shepherd's delight

;

Rainbow in the morning, shepherd's warning.

Mrs. Nilla Lancaster, Goldsboro, Wayne county, and three other inform-

ants from central and western counties. In all references except the one
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from Kentucky and the first Tennessee item (Frazier) the order of the

couplets is reversed. General: Garriott, 22 (shepherds take warning) —
Maryland: Whitney-Bullock, No. 374; Whitney, 195 — Kentucky:
Thomas, No. 2610 — Tennessee: Frazier, 38, No. 16; Lassiter, 30 —
Alabama: Browne, No. 3697 — Pennsylvania: Shoemaker, 24 — Illinois:

Smith II, 62, No. 3 — Colorado: Kimmerle, 79 (shepherds take warn-
ing). Inwards, 160; Lean i, 406; Radford, 196; HDA i, 952, s.v.

"Bauernregeln." Cf. No. 6128, above.

6130 Red at night, sailor's delight; (fair weather)

Red in the morning, sailor's warning, (foul weather)

Maybelle Poovey, High Point, Guilford county, and three other inform-

ants from Person, Wayne, and McDowell counties. All references exhibit

reverse order except the ones from Maine and Massachusetts, the second
New York item (Gardner), the first Illinois item (Hyatt, No. S45), the

one from Texas, and the one from Iowa. North Carolina: Walker 9, No.
8 (Red in the morning, / Sailors take warning. / Red at nighty shep-

herd's delight [note the shift from sailor to shepherd]) — Maryland:
Whitney-Bullock, No. 380 (Red in the morning / Is a sailor's warning,

/ But red in the evening / Is a seaman's delight) — West Virginia:

Lopez, No. 44 (If it is red at night, / The sailors can delight; / If it

is red in the morning, the sailors had better take warning ; / If it is red
at noon, the sailors will soon meet their doom) — Kentucky: Fowler,
No. 2480a (shepherd's warning; shepherd's delight) ; Thomas, No. 2480
(sailors take warning, etc.) — Tennessee: Hatcher, 152 — New Eng-
land: Johnson, What They Say, 18 (Sailors take warning) — Maine
and Eastern Massachusetts: Bergen, No. 981 (Sailors take warning) —
Nezv York: Cutting, Farm. 34 (Sailors take warning, etc.) ; Gardner,
No. 135 (Sailors take warning) — Illinois: Hyatt, No. 545 (sailors take
warning)

; 546 (sailors take warning) ; Smith II, 62, No. i (Sun red at

morning, / Sailor's warning; / Sun red at night, / Sailor's delight) —
Texas: Dobie, 96 (Sailors take warning) — lozua: Stout, No. 501 (Red
at night, sailors delight; / Yellow at night, sailors take warning) —
Oregon: CFQ v (1946), 239, No. 158 (glossed as follows: If the sky
is red at dawn, it will rain; if red at sunset, it will be clear). Udal,
269 (shepherd). Cf. No. 6140, below.

6131 Red clouds at night,

Sailors' delight.

Anonymous. Cf. No. 6132, below.

6132 Red clouds in the morning, sailors' warning;
Red clouds in the evening, sailors' delight.

Edith Walker, Watauga county. In all references "night" stands in place

of "evening" to give a better rhyme. Kentucky: Roberts, Floyd County,

52, No. 2 — Alabama: Browne, No. 3691 ; No. 3553 (Red clouds in east

in the morning, / Sailors take warning ; / Red clouds in west at night, /

Sailor's delight). Cf. No. 6135, below.

6133 Red clouds of the morning, sailors' fair warning;
Red clouds of the night, sailors' delight.

Mrs. Gertrude Allen Vaught, Alexander county. Cf. No. 6132, above.
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6134 Red clouds of a mornin',

Sailors' warnin'

;

Red clouds of an evenin',

Sailors' leavin'.

Thomas Smith, Zionville, Watauga county.

6135 Red clouds at night, is the sailor's delight

;

Red clouds at morning, is the sailor's warning.

Eula G. Fletcher, Mabel, Ashe county; Eleanor Baker, CrestoUj Ashe
county. North Carolina: Whiting, 385, s.v. "Cloud"-2 — Tennessee:
Miller, 67, No. 25. Cf. No. 6132, above.

6136 Red clouds at morning,
Shepherds take warning.

Eleanor Baker, Creston, Ashe county, and an anonymous informant.

6137 Red clouds at night are the shepherd's delight;

Red clouds at morning are the shepherd's warning.

Alex Tugman, Todd, Ashe county.

''' 6138 Red sails in the morning, sailors take warning

;

/ Red sails at night, sailors may delight.

Mrs. Gertrude Allen Vaught^ Alexander county.

6139 A red sky in the morning, is the sailor's warning;
A red sky at night, is the sailor's delight.

Lucille Cheek, Chatham county. New York: NYFQ ix (1953), 34, No.
I (sailors take warning, etc.) — Pennsylvania: JAFL 11 (1889), 232.

No. 5 — Nebraska: Cannell, 11, No. 3 (Sailors take warning).
Inwards, 84; Lean i, 353.

6140 Red sky at night, sailor's delight

;

Red sky at morning, sailors take warning.

Jessie Hauser, Pfaflftown, Forsyth county. General: Beckwith, College,

No. 87a — Pennsylvania: Phillips, 162, No. 5 (reverse order) —
Indiana: HF vi (1947), 74 (Sailor's warning) — Illinois: Norlin, 208,

No. II (reverse order) — loiua: Stout, No. 472 — Colorado: Kimmerle,
79; also (the same verse for shepherds) — Washington: Person, No.
346. Addy, 118 (shepherd). Cf. No. 6130, above.

6141 On a stormy day, the weather between one and two
o'clock is the weather for the remainder of the day.

Anonymous. Cf. Illinois: Smith H, 62, No. S (Between one and two,

we'll know, / What it's going to do). There is no reference to a storm.

v15i42 From eleven till two
Tell what the day will do.

Kate S. Russell, Roxboro, Person county. Also contained in an un-
identified newspaper clipping: "Between eleven and two / You qan tell
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what the weather is going to do." Cf. New England: Bergen, Current.

No. 963 (From Twelve till two / Tells what the day will do) ;
Johnson,

Superstitions, 164 (Between twelve and two [at night] / You can tell

what the day will do)
;
Johnson, What They Say, 20 (Between twelve

and two, etc.) — Nczi' York: Cutting, Farm, 35 (Between eleven and
two, / You can tell what the weather / Is going to do). Inwards, 75
(Between twelve and two, etc.).

Bad (Foul) Weather

6143 There is usually bad weather at Easter time.

Green Collection.

6144 Sunrise red, foul weather; sunset red, fair weather.

Green Collection. Tennessee: McGlasson, 26, No. 14 (red sunrise, bad
weather) — Nezv Mexico: Hurt, 197 (a red sunrise with mackerel
clouds is a sign of bad weather [Spanish]). HDA viii, 45, s.v.

"Sonne." Cf. No. 6343, below. The second part of the entry is treated

under 6346, below.

6145 A low dawn indicates foul weather ; a high bright dawn,
fair weather.

Green Collection. General: Dunwoody, 78 (first part only). Inwards,
78 (a low dawn indicates fair weather) ; Lean i, 352 (same as preceding
item).

6146 If there is a large circle around the sun, it is a sign of

bad weather.

Lucille Massey, Durham county. General: Dunwoody, yy (a solar halo
indicates bad weather) ; Garriott 26 (solar halo) — Tennessee: McGlas-
son, 26, No. 3 (if you see a ring around the sun or moon, it is a sign of

bad weather before three days) — Nezv Mexico: Hurt, 197 (Spanish).
HDA IX, 536, s.v. "Wetterkunde" (rain promised) ; Inwards, 86 (if

the sun or moon outshines the "brugh" [or halo], bad weather will not
come).

6147 When the sun has a circle around it, with a star in the

circle, it will be bad weather.

Mrs. Gertrude Allen Vaught, Alexander county. Cf. No. 6146, above.

6148 If the sun goes down behind clouds, there will be bad
weather.

Elsie Doxey, Currituck county. General: Dunwoody, 13 (the apjproach

or continuance of bad weather) — Quebec: Marie-Ursule, 166, No. 155
(French). HDA viii, 45, s.v. "Sonne" (rain or a thunderstorm).

6149 When the sun sets and leaves a red bank, bad weather is

at hand.

Anonymous.

6150 White, lumpy clouds indicate bad weather.

Anonymous. Inwards, 129 f
.

; HDA ix, 811 f., s.v. "Wolke."
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61 5 1 A ring around the moon means bad weather. The num-
ber of stars in the ring tells how many days off.

Elsie Doxey, Currituck county ; Mrs. Norman Herring, Tomahawk,
Sampson county ; an anonymous informant ; and G. W. Allen, Ne^y York
University. Stars within the ring, or halo, are indicated only in the

Puckett item from the South, the one from Kentucky, the first two items
from Tennessee, and the one from Mississippi. South: Puckett, 516
(Negro) — South Carolina: Bryant I, 280, No. 31 (bad weather within
forty-eight hours) — Kentucky: Price, 34; Thomas, No. 2579 — Ten-
nessee: Farr, Superstitions, No. 196; Farr, Riddles, No. 195; Rogers,
Moon, 55, No. 4 (when there is a ring around the moon [no stars], bad
weather is imminent) — Mississippi: Hudson, 147, No. 9 — Newfound-
land: Bergen, Current, No. 995 (a disk or ring around the moon indicates

bad weather [rain or snow]) ; No. 997 (the bigger the ring around the

moon, the nearer the bad weather) — Quebec: Marie-Ursule, 166, No.
151 (when there is a large circle around the moon, sign of slightly bad
weather; when the circle is small, sign of very bad weather [French])
— Illinois: Allison, No. 6 (bad weather soon) ; Hyatt, No. 421 —
Missouri: McKinney, 105 — Oaarks: Randolph, 15 (usually rain or
snow) — Iowa: Stout, No. 479 (bad weather within forty-eight hours
[Scotch]) — Manitoba: Wallis, 41 (wind or rain [Canadian Dakota
Indians]) — Neiv Mexico: Hurt, 197 (Spanish). HDA vi, 519, s.v.

"Mond" (rain). Cf. Nos. 6204, 6549 f., 6552, below.

6152 The number of stars within the halo around the moon
represent the number of bad days following.

Ralph Chesson, Washington county
; Julian P. Boyd ; and an anonymous

informant. Kentucky: Price, 34 (the bad weather will last as many days
as there are stars enclosed in the circle) — Illinois: Hyatt, No. 424 (bad
weather for two days may be expected, if the ring around the moon con-
tains two stars).

6153 An old moon in the arms of a new moon is a sign of bad
weather.

Elsie Doxey, Currituck county ; Roy Brogden, near Calypso, Duplin
county. Inwards, 96.

6154 If the moon turns so that the crescent will not hold water,

it is going to be a bad month.

Julian P. Boyd. Cf. New Mexico: Hurt, 197 (when the corners or

"horns" of the moon are down, there will be bad weather [Spanish]).

6155 If the moon passes a star, there will be bad weather.

Anonymous. Cf. Inwards, 98 (a star dogging the moon [which is a
rustic expression for a planet being many nights persistently near the

moon] foretells bad weather) ; HDA vi, 518, s.v. "Mond."

6156 A rainbow in the morning indicates bad weather.

Anonymous. Ozarks: Randolph, Ozark, 11 (bad weather within twenty-

four hours) — New Mexico: Hurt, 197 (a sure sign of bad weather is

the occurrence of a small rainbow in the west at sunset [Spanishj).

HDA VI, 579, s.v. "Morgen" : Inwards, 159; Sebillot I, 348; Melusine 11

(1884-85), 39-
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6157 A sundog foretells bad weather.

Anonymous. Cf. Illinois: Hyatt, No. 676 (two sundogs mean bad
weather). HDA vrii, 48, s.v. "Sonne."

6158 When the water gall is north of the sun there will be bad
weather.

Anonymous. HDA vii, 590, s.v. "Regenbogen."

6159 A sparkling sea at night is a sign of bad weather.

Anonymous.

6160 No weather is ill.

If the wind be still.

Elsie Doxey, Currituck county. Lean i, 400.

61 61 Thunder in the morning indicates that the rest of the day
will be bad.

Anonymous. Unless otherwise specified, the following verse is cited:
Thunder in the morning, / All the day storming. South: Evans, 16 (to
hear thunder in the morning, stormy weather) ; Puckett, 515 (thunder
in the morning ushers in stormy weather [Negro]) —

• Maryland:
Whitney-Bullock, No. 375 — Maine and Massachusetts: Bergen, Current,
No. 980 — Pennsylvania: Fogel, No. 1154 (German) — Washington:
Tacoma, 15. HDA in, 821, s.v. "Gewitter."

6162 If it lightens under the North Star, look for bad weather.

Julian P. Boyd.

6163 If any object gives off light on a dark night, there will be
bad weather.

Anonymous.

6164 An unusual numerosity of fogs portends no good to "folks

and things" in weeks to come. There will be bad weather.

Newspaper clipping, unidentified. General: Dunwoody, 53 (if the fog set-

tles down, expect stormy weather).

6165 If smoke stays close to the ground, there will be bad
weather.

Anonymous. Cf. Tennessee: Farr, Riddles, No. 197 (smoke settling to

the ground) ; Farr, Superstitions, No. 198 (same as preceding item) —
South Carolina: Bryant I, 280, No. 29 (smoke descending to the ground)
— Illinois: Hyatt, No. 561 (bad weather may be expected if smoke re-

mains near the ground) — Iowa: Stout, No. 473 (a sign of coming bad
weather for smoke to descend to the ground). HDA vii, 524, s.v.

"Ranch."

6166 When smoke beats to the ground, it is a sign of bad
weather.

Mrs. Gertrude Allen Vaught, Alexander county.
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6167 If the wind blows smoke down the chimney, there will be

bad weather.

Mrs. Gertrude Allen Vaught, Alexander county, and Madge Colclough,

Durham county. General: Dunwoody, 18 (when chimneys smoke and soot

falls, bad weather is at hand) — Maryland: Whitney-Bullock, No. 487
(smoke falling from the chimney) — Kentucky: Stewart, 15 (watch
smoke when it comes from a chimney ; if it settles downward, prepare for

bad weather). HDA vii, 605, s.v. "Regenvorzeichen."

6168 A great many women stirring around indicates bad
weather,

Ralph Chesson, Washington county. HDA vii, 606, s.v. "Regenvor-
zeichen." Cf. No. 6832, below.

6169 To dream of the dead is a sign of bad weather.

Elsie Doxey, Currituck county. HDA viii, 1031, s.v. "Tote, der." Cf.

Nos. 6415, 6651, below.

6170 To dream of a deceased person is a sign of bad weather.

Green Collection. Cf. No. 6169, above.

61 71 If a cat lies with its back to the fire, it is a sign of bad
weather.

Emmet Reed Albergotti (Virginia). General: Dunwoody, 30 (cat sitting

with her tail to the fire) — South: Puckett, 507 (Negro). HDA iv,

1 108, s.v. "Katze." Cf. Nos. 6278, 7062, below.

6172 If a cat washes herself in the usual fashion, the weather

will be fair, but if she licks her hair the wrong way, or washes

above her ears, or sits with her tail to the fire, the weather will

be bad.

Anonymous. General: Dunwoody, 30 (cat washing her face over her

ears) ; also (cat licking her coat against the grain) ; Garriott, 22 (same
as the preceding items). HDA iv, 1108, s.v. "Katze."

6173 When a cat jumps up suddenly and runs about, bad
weather is coming.

Green Collection. General: Dunwoody, 30 (it will bring bad weather to

provoke a cat) — South: Puckett, 505 (when cats play and make an

unnecessary racket, they are posting a forecast of bad weather [Negro])
— Tennessee: Redfield, No. 189 (cats playing is a sign of bad weather).

6174 It is a sign of bad weather to see a cat wallow.

Furman Bridgers, Wilson, Wilson county.

6175 If cattle keep their heads to leeward, it indicates bad

weather.

Green Collection.
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6176 If the ground hog sees its shadow on the second of Feb-
ruary, there will be six weeks of bad weather.

Ethel Brown, Catawba county, and Edith Walker, Watauga county.
Maryland: Whitney, 195 (if the ground hog sees his shadow on Candle-
mas Day, there will be six more weeks of cold weather) — Kentucky:
Thomas, No. 2414 (cold weather) — Tennessee: Rogers, Animnl, No. 22
(on Groundhog Day, February 2) — Indiana: Busse, 16, No. 14 —
Illinois: Allison, No. 54; Hyatt, No. 284 (cold weather); No. 285
(eight more weeks of cold weather) ; Norlin, 208, No. 6 — Texas:
Hendricks, No. 309 — lozva: Stout, No. mo (more cold weather) —
Nebraska: Cannell, 13, No. 76 (if February 2 is a bright day, so that the
groundhog can see his shadow, there will be six weeks more of cold
weather) ; Nebraska Proverbs I, 2 (cold weather). HDA i, 900 £.,

s.v. "Bar"; v, 1270, s.v. "Lichtmess" ; Simon, Beliefs, 92 (Japan). Cf.
Nos. 6044 f., 6068 f., above, Nos. 6177, 6282, below.

6177 If the ground hog sees his shadow, there will be forty

more days of bad weather.

Mrs. Gertrude Allen Vaught, Alexander county, and an anonymous in-

formant. South: Duncan, 235, No. 13 (groun' hawg sees his shadder [on
February second], be bad [weather] fu fawty day) — Tennessee: Miller,
66, No. i; Page, 53 (watch at 12 o'clock on Feb. 2; if the groundhog
sees his shadow and the sun is shining, there will be forty more days of
cold weather) ; Redfield, No. 410 (if a groundhog comes out on the four-
teenth of February and sees his shadow, it is a sign of forty more days
of bad weather). Cf. Nos. 6044 f., 6068 f., 6176, above.

6178 If you see a hog with a stick in his mouth, it is a sign of
bad weather.

Clara Hearne, Roanoke Rapids, Halifax county. General: Dunwoody,
31 (before cold weather) — South: Evans, 16 (to see a hog running
around with a straw in its mouth: cold weather) — Tennessee: Frazier,
38, No. 21 (a hog carrying straw or shucks in his mouth: cold weather)— Indiana: Butler, 316 (cold weather) — Osarks: Randolph, 12 (any
Ijackwoods farmer will tell you that when a hog carries a piece of wood
in its mouth, there is bad weather acomin') — Texas: Turner, 171 (be-
fore a cold snap). Inwards, 183; HDA vii, 1483, s.v. "Schwein." Cf.
Nos. 6286, 6988, below.

6179 If hogs carry sticks or straws for bedding, stormy, bad
weather will come.

Green Collection. Cf. No. 6285, below.

6180 Pigs squeal before bad weather.

Green Collection. Cf. No. 6287, ibelow.

61 81 Whenever a horse stretches his neck and whiffs the air,

bad weather is near.

Anonymous. Cf. South: Puckett, 505 (when horses run and make an un-
necessary racket, etc. [Negro]) — Illinois: Smith HI, 162 (if a horse
begins to kick and act unnatural, etc. [Negro]) — New Mexico: Hurt,
197 (horses running fast in herds is a sign of bad weather [Spanish]).
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6182 When birds come close about the house, it is a sign of bad
weather.

Green Collection. Tennessee: McGlasson, 26, No. 15 (birds going in
couples is a sign of cold weather) — Texas: Turner, 171 (if birds hover
in one place, a cold snap is coming). HDA vii, 251, s.v. "Sperling."
Cf. No. 6288, below.

6183 When you see the birds' ruffled-up feathers, you may
know that winter and the bad weather are not over.

Edith Walker, Watauga county. HDA vii, 251, s.v. "Sperling." Cf. No.
6081, above.

6184 Chickens dusting in the sand foretells bad weather.

Anonymous. HDA iv, 448, s.v. "Huhn."

6185 The crowing of the rooster at night indicates bad weather.

Helen Harrell, and an anonymous informant. Kentucky: Stewart. 15 (a
rooster crowing before midnight) — Nezv York: Travis, 199 (if a cock
crowed at noon on a fair day, bad weather was on the way) — Illinois:

Hyatt, No. 103 (a cock crowing after going to roost) ; No. iii (a
rooster crowing at midnight) ; Smith H, 62, No. 11 (if a cock crows be-

fore three o'clock in the morning, it will rain or be bad weather for three

days). HDA in, 1341, s.v. "Hahnenkrahen." Cf. 6691, below.

6186 A rooster crowing on one foot foretells bad weather.

Anonymous. General: Dunwoody, 37 (when geese or ducks stand on one
leg, expect cold weather).

6187 Crows flying in flocks presage bad weather.

Green Collection. Cf. South: Duncan, 235, No. 5 (crows a gatherin' up,

goin' uh be cold) — Tennessee: Rogers, Animal, No. 18 (to see crows
gather in flocks indicates a cold turn in the weather) — Missouri: Ber-

gen, Animal, No. 546 (when crows Hy low there will be bad weather;
their fighting and tumbling over each other indicates stormy weather).

HDA V, 365, s.v. Krahe. Cf. No. 6710, below.

6188 A flock of geese seen in the spring is a sign of rough
weather.

Clara Hearne, Roanoke Rapids, Halifax county.

6189 Guineas holler in the winter when there is going to be bad
weather.

Marie Harper, Durham county. Cf. No. 6697, below.

6190 If an owl hoots on the east side of the mountain it denotes

bad weather.

Roby Arrowhead. Reference is to the hooting of owls_ in general. Ala-
bama: Browne, No. 3432 (when you hear owls hollering, it means bad
weather soon) — Newfoundland: Bergen, Animal, No. 486 (a horned owl
"bawling") — Pennsylvania: Fogel, No. 1139 (owls hooting atnightfall

or after daybreak [German]) ; Rupp, 244, No. 12 (an owl calling from
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the swamps and lowlands [German]) — Illinois: Hyatt, No. 446 (an
owl's hoot after daybreak means bad weather) ; Wheeler, 58 (owls cry
for bad weather). Cf. Nos. 6719 flF., below.

61 91 If a pigeon coos in the morning, bad weather is on its

way.

Anonymous. Cf. No. 6194, below.

I/0192 A redbird is a sign of bad weather.

Lois Johnson, Thomasville, Davidson county. Kentucky: Thomas, No.
2620 (when redbirds fly low, you may look for bad weather) — Illinois:

Hyatt, No. 523 (there will be bad weather if the redbird is seen in the
winter). Cf. No. 6727, below.

6193 The appearance of sea gulls indicates bad weather.

R. B. Edwards, Belhaven, Beaufort county. Cf. No. 6730, below.

6194 The hallooing of turtledoves indicates bad weather.

.\nonymous. Cf. No. 6191, above.

6195 To see a white hawk flying near the ground in winter is

the sign of foul weather.

Green Collection.

6196 If you kill a snake and leave it lying on the ground, it will

be a sign of bad weather.

W. J. Hickman, Hudson, Caldwell county. Cf. Nos. 6743 ff., below.

6197 The chirp of crickets heralds a period of bad weather.

Anonymous. Cf. New England: Johnson, What They Say, 23 (if some
night you hear a cricket chirping in the house, look for cold weather
soon) — New York: Cutting, Farm, 39 (Cricket squeaks / Cold weather
in six weeks). Cf. 6780, below.

Changing Weather

6198 Mock [reflected or refracted] suns mean a certain change
of weather.

Green Collection. General: Dunwoody, 12 — New York: Cutting, Farm,
31 (sundogs indicate a change in temperature) — Illinois: Hyatt, No.
674 (an evening sundog indicates a change in the weather) — Osarks:
Randolph, 15 (when a "sundog" circle is seen about the sun, there will

be some radical change in the weather) — loica: Stout, No. 463 ("Sun-
dogs" in the sky foretell a change in weather). Inwards, 85; HDA
VIII, 65, s.v. "Sonne."

6199 Every moon change brings a change of weather.

Elizabeth Janet Cromartie, Garland, Sampson county ; Green Collection.

West Virginia: Mockler, 310, No. 7 (when the moon changes from old
to new or from new to old, there will be a change in the weather) —
South Carolina: Bryant I, 279, No. 6 — Alabama: Browne, No. 3441
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(the moon changing in the morning) — Louisiana: Roberts, No. 938 —
New England: Johnson, What They Say, 144 — Pennsylvania: PhiUips,

163, No. 13 (the weather changes with the phases of the moon) —
Illinois: Briggs, 210; Wheeler, 56 f. (a marked behef in the influence of

the moon upon the weather exists in the neighborhood ; changes, it is

thought, occur within two or three days of the moon's changes, and by
estimating these both ways, the chances are that the theory is confirmed)— Oklahoma: Smith, Weather, 182 — Iowa: Stout, No. 577 — New
Mexico: Moya, 17 (Spanish) — Califortiia: Dresslar, 22 — Washington:
Tacoma, 17. HDA vi, 518, s.v. "Mond" ; Kamp, 33, 18; Inwards, 74,
88 (The moon and the weather / May change together; / But change
of the moon / Does not change the weather. / If we'd no moon at all, /

And that may seem strange, / We still should have weather / That's sub-
ject to change [Notes and Queries, Sept. 23, 1882]).

6200 Weather won't change between the quarters of the moon.

Green Collection. General: Dunwoody, 63 (if the weather does not
change from wet to dry or changes for only a short time at the time of

the full moon, it will not change until the following full moon ; and if it

does not change then, it will probably remain the same for four or five

weeks.

6201 If a long drought, a wet spell, a hot spell, or a cold spell is

to break, the change may be confidently expected in the last

quarter of the moon,

O. W. Blacknall, Kittrell, Vance county. Cf. No. 6402, below.

6202 Many people believe that it is the new moon, or the first

quarter, or full moon that breaks a drought, a wet spell, a hot

spell, or a cold spell.

O. W. Blacknall, Kittrell, Vance county. Cf. Nos. 6313 ff., below.

6203 Rings around the moon mean a change in the weather.

Edith Walker, Watauga county. Illinois: Hyatt, No. 417 (a large ring

around the moon) ; No. 412 (halo) — Washington: Person, No. 348.

Kamp, 32, No. 13.

6204 A moon in a circle denotes a storm, and the number of

stars in the circle denotes the number of days till it breaks.

Green Collection. General: Dunwoody, 63 — Nova Scotia: Fauset, No.

85 (ring around the moon, number of stars in the ring, sign of how many
days before the storm ; one star, storm next day ; no stars, storrn quite

soon) — New England: Johnson, What They Say, 143 (there is some
sense in this, in that there would be no circle were the air not hazed with

moisture, and the thicker the moisture, of course the fewer the stars that

can be seen within the circle—or anywhere else for that matter—and the

nearer the storm) — Maine and Massachusetts: Bergen, Current, No.
1070 — New York: Bergen, Current, No. 1070; Cutting, Lore^ 31;
Gardner, No. 147 (a circle or halo around the moon indicates an ap-

proaching storm) — Illinois: Allison, No. 7; Hyatt, No. 420 (for every
star inside the ring around a moon there will be a day until the weather
changes) — Missouri: McKinney, 105 — Oklahoma: Smith, Weather,
183 — Iowa: Stout, No. 449 — Nebraska: Cannell, 12, No. 54; Nebraska:
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Proverbs I, 2. Inwards, 98. Cf. Nos. 6151 f., above, Nos. 6549 f., 6552,
below.

6205 Changing weather is indicated when there is "a smokey
quair look in the stars."

Green Collection.

6206 Whirlwinds are a sign of a change in the weather in

twenty-four hours.

Kate S. Russell, Roxboro, Person county. Cf. General: Dunwoody, 88
(unsteadiness of the wind is an indication of changeable weather) —
Michigan: WF xiii (1954), 283 (the faster the wind blows, the sooner
we'll have a change in the weather). HDA ix, 653, s.v. "Wind,"

6207 If the corns on your feet ache, there will be a change in

the weather.

Mrs. Gertrude Allen Vaught, Alexander county, and an anonymous in-
formant. Cf. Nos. 6414, 6641, 6916, below.

6208 If a rooster crows in the fore part of the night, there will

be a change in the weather.

Anonymous. New England: Johnson, What They Say, 21 (when the
rooster crows at nine o'clock in the evening, expect a change of weather)
— Illinois: Hyatt, No. 105 (about nine o'clock at night) — Washington:
Tacoma, 24 (nine o'clock in the evening). Cf. 6691, below.

6209 If a rooster crows late in the evening, look for a change in

the weather.

Mrs. Gertrude Allen Vaught, Alexander county. Cf. Tennessee:, Farr,
Riddles, No. 191 (a rooster crowing in the night) ; Farr, Superstitions,

No. 192 (in the night) — California: Dresslar, 32 (during the night).
HDA lu, 1341, s.v. "Hahnenkrahen."

6210 If a rooster crows before 11 p.m. it is a sign of a change
in the weather.

Emmet Reed Albergotti (Virginia). South: Puckett, 509 (a cock crow-
ing before midnight) — Pennsylvania: Phillips, 163, No. 15 (if a cock
crows at an unaccustomed hour of the night, the weather is about to
change). HDA in, 1341, s.v. "Hahnenkrahen." Cf. No. 6692, below.

621 1 Roosters crowing underneath the house during a rain fore-

tell a speedy change of the weather.

Anonymous.

6212 If a cock crows on the fence, it is a sign of a change in

the weather.

Mildred Peterson, Bladen county. Cf. Pennsylvania: Lick-Brendle, 284
(Wenn der Hahn kreeht uff em Mischt, / Verennert sich's Wedder oder
bleibt wie's ischt [Pennsylvania German dialect], 'When the cock crows
on the dungheap, the weather will change or remain the way it isO*
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6213 If you hear partridges in the afternoon, it is the sign of a
change in the weather.

Elizabeth Janet Cromartie, Garland, Sampson county.

6214 If you want the weather to change, drag a dishcloth across
the floor.

Julian P. Boyd.

Clear Weather

6215 If the fourteenth of February is a pretty day, the remain-
der of the year will be pretty.

Anonymous. February 14 as a day upon which weather predictions fell is

no doubt connected with the old association of Groundhog Day with
February 14 rather than with the second of the month. On this point, see

the notes to No. 6068, above.

6216 If it's clear and fair on the first Tuesday of next month,
that's what next month's weather'll be.

J. Schaffner. HDA 11, 252, s.v. "Dienstag."

6217 Wednesday is clearing-off day, provided it has been rain-

ing several days.

Jessie Hauser, Pfafftown, Forsyth county. General: Dunwoody, 100
(Wednesday clearing; clear till Sunday) ; Garriott, 43 (same as pre-
ceding). Inwards, 72. Cf. No. 6851, below.

6218 If the sun goes down cloudy on Friday, it is a sure sign

of a clear Sunday.

Unidentified newspaper clipping. General: Dunwoody, 100 (If Friday be
clear, / Have Sunday no fear) ; also (when the sun sets clear on
Wednesday, expect clear weather the rest of the week) ; Garriott, 43 (If

Friday be clear, / Have for Sunday no fear) — Pennsylvania: Fogel,

No. 1242 (a clear sunset on Wednesday means clear weather till Sun-
day [German]). Inwards, 73.

6219 If it clears off during the night, it will not remain clear

long.

Mrs. Gertrude Allen Vaught, Alexander county. Pennsylvania: Fogel,

No. 1 1 25 (if it clears up at night, clear weather will not last long [Ger-

man]) ; Shoemaker, 11 (a clear up at night is as good as no clear up at

all [Indian saying]) — Ohio: Bergen, Current, No. 966 (pleasant

weather will last but a few hours) — Illinois: Smith II, 63, No. 22 (the

weather won't stay clear very long) — Western Plains: Smith, Weather,
183 (a Cheyenne Indian belief is that it cannot be expected to remain
clear if it clears up between dark and daylight ; the notion is that it can't

see to do a good job).

6220 If it clears off after night, it will not stay clear three days.

Maybelle Poovey, High Point, Guilford county. Cf. No. 6219, above.
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6221 If it rains before seven,

It will clear before eleven.

Jessie Hauser, Pfafftown, Forsyth county. General: Dunwoody, 69 —
Kentucky: Price, 31 (clear off) — Maine: Bergen, Current, No. 964 (It

will drip before eleven) — Pennsylvania: Fogel, No. 1230 (if it rains

before 7 a.m. and the crows are cawing, it will soon clear off) —
Ozarks: Wilson, Folk Beliefs, 160. ODEP, 531, s.v. "Rain before

seven"; HDA vi, 580, s.v. "Morgen"
;
_FFC 113, p. 55. Cf. No. 6862, be-

low, where the more laconic form is given.

6222 A gray east at sunrise means a clear day.

Anonymous. South: Puckett, 517 (a gray sky heralds fair weather [Ne-

gro]) ; Evans, 16 (if the sky is gray in the east, it is a sign of fair

weather) — North Carolina: Barker, 16 (a gray sky indicates fine

weather. Inwards, 78.

6223 A clear sunset means the following day will be clear.

Anonymous. Tennessee: Redfield, No. 427 — Louisiana: Roberts, No.

999 (clear weather the next day) — Illinois: Hyatt, No. 645 (fair

weather the following day) — Iowa: Stout, No. 583. HDA viii, 68,

s.v. "Sonne." Cf. No. 6344, below.

6224 If the sun sets clear after a shower, the next day will be

clear.

Elsie Doxey, Currituck county. Cf. No. 6223, above.

6225 The moon at or just after it is full can eat up clouds.

Green Collection. General: Dunwoody, 60 (the full moon eats the clouds

[nautical])
; 59 (in the old of the moon, a cloudy morning bodes a fair

afternoon) ; 61 (same as preceding, except "means" instead of "bodes")
— New \ ork: Cutting, Farm, 36 (In the waning of the moon, / A cloudy

morn, fair afternoon). Inwards, 97; also (the moon grows fat on

clouds)
; 91 (like second Dunwoody item) ; Lean i, 351 (like second

Dunwoody item).

6226 When the clouds go with the sun, it will clear oflf.

Lucille Massey, Durham county. Cf. North Carolina: Barker, 17 (if the

sun rises in clouds, and the clouds soon decrease, fair weather is certain

to follow [Blum's Almanac, 1844, p. 3J) — Indiana: Richmond, Weather,

184, No. 9 (if clouds are above the sun, fair weather). Inwards, 78
(if at sunrising the clouds are driven away, as it were, to the west, this

denotes fair weather [Pliny]).

6227 When red clouds appear late in the afternoon, it will be

clear the following day.

Wilbur Comer. General: Dunwoody, 45 (red clouds in the west at sun-

set: fair weather) — North Carolina: Walker, 9, No. 8 (red clouds in

the evening indicate good weather) — Tennessee: Rickard, 8 (if the

clouds at sunset are red, there will be fair weather). HDA i, 55 f.,

s.v. "Abendrote." Cf. No. 6351, below.
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6228 Patches of sky in the northeast will be good signs of clear-

ing weather.

Green Collection. Cf. General: Dunwoody, 42 (a bright blue sky indi-

cates fine weather) ; 85 (after it has been raining some time, a blue sky

in the southeast indicates that there will be fair weather soon) —
North Carolina: Barker, 16 (a deep blue sky, even when seen through

clouds, indicates fair weather [Blum's Almanac, 1922, p. 90]).

6229 After a rain, if one sees blue sky enough to cut out a pair

of pants, the clouds will all go away, and it will clear off.

Jessie Hauser, Pfafiftown, Forsyth county, and an anonymous informant.

The well-known reference to a patch of "blue sky big enough to make
a Dutchman a pair of pants," etc., is treated under No. 6855, below.

Other comparisons involving this colorful bit of folk speech, are treated

here. General: Dunwoody, 14 (when as much blue sky is seen as will

make a sailor breeches, the weather may be expected to clear up) ; 43
(enough blue sky in the northwest to make a Scotchman a jacket is a

sign of approaching clear weather) ; Garriott, 12 (same as preceding

item) ; Knortz, 155 — South: Puckett, 518 (if there is enough blue sky

in the west to make an old woman's apron it will "fair off" [Negro]) —
Kentucky: Thomas, No. 2627 (if it has not been raining for a dayand
is cloudy, and if a patch of sky large enough to make a sailor a pair of

trousers is seen before ten o'clock, it will not rain that day) — Alabama:
Browne, No. 3451 (a patch of blue sky large enough to make a Scotch

plaid means fair weather) ; No. 3451 (large enough to make a sailor's

jacket) — Maine: Bergen, Current, No. 968 (if you can see enough blue

sky in the west to make an old woman's apron, it will clear off) —
Maine and Massachusetts: Bergen, Current, No. 967 (in uncertain or

threatening weather it is said that if you can see a piece of blue sky big

enough to make a pair of breeches, it will clear off) — Massachusetts:

Knortz, 155 (it will clear up if there is a spot of blue in the sky as large

as an apron of an old lady) — Connecticut: Backus, Weather, 26 —
Ohio: Bergen, Current, No. 967 (a pair of breeches) ; Knortz, 155 (a

spot of blue sky as large as an old lady's apron) — Indiana: Richmond,

No. S (enough blue sky to make a man's shirt) — Illinois: Hyatt, No.

554 (if the sky brightens after a rain and there is sufficient blue in the

north to make a shirt for a sailor, the weather will become clear) ; No.

555 ("I was washing one day and I said to my neighbor, T don't know
if to hang out my clothes.' She said, 'Wait until you see a blue spot in

the sky large as a handkerchief and it will not rain'.") Inwards, 148;

HDA I, 1375, s.v. "Blau." For related ideas see the two Illinois references

in No. 6247, below.

6230 If Mary goes over the mountain, walking in a cloud, there

will be clear weather for six weeks.

Maude Minish Sutton, Lenoir, Caldwell county. Maryland: Whitney-
Bullock, No. 2326 ("Mary's gone over the mountain" [July 2?] ; if clear,

forty days of clear weather will follow). Cf. Nos. 6307, 6496 ff., below.

6231 If a fog rises, it will be a clear day.

Minnie Stamps Gosney, Raleigh. Cf. Kentucky: Fowler, 2Si4a (if the

fog lifts early it will be a clear day) ; Thomas, No. 2515 (fog lifting

late) — Illinois: Hyatt, No. 235 (a fog going upwards in the morning

means clear weather); No. 239 (a fog lifting late). HDA vi, 579,

s.v. "Morgen." Cf. Nos. 6232 ff., 6254, 6359, below.
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6232 If the fog comes down in the morning, the day will be

clear.

R. S. Russell, Roxboro, Person county. South: Duncan, 235, No. 3
(fawg cummin' down, goin 'tuh clear up) — New England: Johnson,
H'liat They Say, 22 (if instead of rising, the fog descends, it is going to

clear off) — Neu' York: Cutting, Farm, 36 (fog in the morning, clear

afternoon) — Indiana: Busse, 17, No. 44 (if the fog goes down, the day
will be clear) — Illinois: Hyatt, No. 231 (a fog in the morning indi-

cates a clear sky later in the day) — Texas: Turner, 171 (if a fog falls,

the weather will be clear). HDA vi, 986, s.v. "Nebel." Cf. No. 6231,

above, Nos. 6233 f., 6254, 6359, below.

6233 A foggy morning (except in foul weather) is a good time

to start a long journey. It will clear before noon.

Green Collection. Cf. No. 6232, above.

6234 If the fog follows along the southeastern side of the moun-
tain, it will clear off.

Zilpah Frisbie, Marion, McDowell county.

6235 A west wind brings clear, bright, cool weather.

Unidentified newspaper clipping. General: Garriott, 8 (when, during a

storm, the wind shifts from the east to the west quadrants, clearing

weather will soon follow) — North Carolina: Barker, 14 (a northwester

begins by blowing hard, and it usually brings clear weather [Blum's

Almanac, 1844, p. 3] ) ; 19 (wind changing from north to west signifies

clear and dry weather [Blum's Almanac, 1938, p. 45]) ; also (wind
changing from south to northwest signifies that it will be clear and
colder [Blum's Almanac, 1938, p. 45]) — Illinois: Hyatt, No. 775 (a

wind from the west will bring cold weather) — Iowa: Stout, No. 547
(the weather will be clear when the wind is in the southwest).
Inwards, 109, 117.

6236 Rising smoke is a sign of clear weather.

Lucille Cheek, Chatham county. General: Dunwoody, 117; also (when
smoke in clear weather rises vertically from the chimney, the weather
will remain clear) — Kentucky: Roberts, Floyd County, 52, No. 24
(smoke going straight [up]) ; Thomas, No. 2632 (smoke going straight

up) — Louisiana: Roberts, No. 997 (smoke going straight up) —
Pennsylvania: Fogel, No. 1161 (German) — Illinois: Hyatt, No. 562 —
Nebraska: Cannell, 12, No. 49 (smoke going straight up). HDA vii,

524. Cf. Nos. 6366 f., 6390, below.

6237 If all food is eaten off the table one day, the next will be

a clear day.

Pearl Forbes (Tennessee) ; an anonymous informant; and students of

Lees-McRae College, Avery county. General: Dunwoody, 106 (when
everything is eaten at the table, it indicates continued clear weather) —
Kentucky: Thomas, No. 2567 (everything being eaten at a meal) —
Pennsylvania: Fogel, No. 1205 (if you eat all the food on the table, the

saying is: "There will be fine weather [German]") ; Knortz, 156 (there

will be good weather if all plates are eaten up clean) — Illinois: Hyatt,

No. 247; Wheeler, 60 (the dishes being all emptied at a meal) ; 67 (if

all the dishes were emptied at a meal, clear weather would follow) —
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Iowa: Stout, No. 358 — Oregon: Hand, No. 20. Inwards, 218 l HDA
II, 1037, s.v. "essen '

; HDA v, 1506, s.v. "Mahl," "Mahlzeit." Cf. Nos.
6368, 6383, below.

6238 If a cat washes her face o'er, 'tis a sign that the weather'll

be fine and clear.

Green Collection ; Clara Hearne, Roanoke Rapids, Halifax county. Gen-
eral: Dunwoody, 30 (good weather) ; Garriott, 22 (good weather) —
New York: Bergen, Animal, No. 509 — Pennsylvania: Bergen, Animal,
No. 509; Hofifmann H, 24 (German) — Nebraska: Cannell, 12, No. 45
(good weather) — Idaho: Lore, 200 (when a cat bathes herself the

weather will be fine). Inwards, 179. Cf. No. 6369, below.

6239 It always clears at milking time.

Mildred Peterson, Bladen county. Kentucky: Price, 31 ; Thomas, No.
2476 — Nciv York: Cutting, Farm, 34 (no matter how hard it rained,

some farmers said, it would always clear up in time for milking). Cf.

No. 6881, below (hog-feeding time).

6240 It always clears off in time to put up the fowls before

night.

Anonymous. Cf. No. 6239, above. No. 6881, below.

6241 If the chickens come out of shelter just after a rain, the

weather is going to clear away.

Jessie Hauser, Pfafftown, Forsyth county. Cf. Louisiana: Roberts, No.

965 (when chickens come out after a shower, it is a sign that it will

soon clear up). HDA iv, 448, s.v. "Huhn."

6242 When chickens get on the fence during a rain and pick

themselves, it is a sign of clear weather.

Mildred Peterson, Bladen county. General: Dunwoody, 35 (when
chickens light on fences during a rain to plume themselves, it will soon

clear) — South: Puckett, 509 (if a cock flies upon a fence and picks his

feathers during a rainstorm, it will soon "fair off") — Maryland: Whit-
ney-Bullock, No. 452 — South Carolina: Bryant I, 281, No. 44 (chickens

flying up on a fence or other object) — Kentucky: Price, 30. Cf. Nos.

6372, 6883, below.

6243 If a rooster crows while standing on a fence or high place,

the weather will clear.

An anonymous informant, and an unidentified newspaper clipping. Ref-

erences to a cock's crowing on a fence are given under No. 6244, below.

General: Bergen, Animal, No. 456 (if a cock crows on a fence, it is a

sign of fair weather) ; Dunwoody, 39 (fair weather) — Maryland:
Whitney-Bullock, No. 455 (if a rooster crows on a rainy day, it will

clear up) — South Carolina: Bryant I, 281, No. 43 (if a rooster flies up
on anything after a heavy rain and crows, etc.) — Kentucky: Thomas,
No. 2366 (if when it is raining the cock crows before noon, the afternoon

will be clear) — Louisiana: Roberts, No. 964 (a rooster flying up on

anything after a rain, and crowing) — Illinois: Hyatt, No. 115 (the

crowing of a rooster while it is still raining means the skies will soon

clear). Cf. Nos. 6884 f.. below.
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6244 If, while it is raining, a rooster flies on a fence and crows,
it is a sure sign that it will clear off.

Anonymous. Maryland: Whitney-Bullock, No. 457 (cock crowing on a
fence : fine weather)

; 456 (if after a thunderstorm a rooster gets up on
the fence, flaps his wings and crows three times, it is a sign that it will
soon clear) — Maine: Decrow, 320 — Massachusetts: Bergen, Animal,
No. 458 (a cock crowing on a fence during a storm shows that it will
soon clear off) — California: Dresslar, 32. HDA in, 1341, s.v.

"Hahnenkriihen." Cf. No. 6884 f., below.

6245 Swallows flying high is a sign of clearing weather.

Anonymous. General: Dunwoody, 40 (when swallows in evenings fly

high and chirp, fair weather follows) ; Garriott, 19 (when swallows in
evenings fly high and chirp, fair weather follows) ; also (When swallows
fleet soar high and sport in air, / He told us that the welkin would
be clear) — New England: Johnson, What They Say, 25 (when in the
evening you see the swallows flying high, the morrow will be fair) —
Maine: Bergen, Animal, No. 594 — New York: Bergen, Animal, No.
593 (good weather being indicated) ; Cutting, Farm. 35 (being a sign of
fair weather) ; Travis, 199 (swallows fly higher in clear weather than
they do in foggy weather). Inwards, 195; HDA vii, 1392, s.v.

"Schwalbe" ; Sebillot I, 146.

6246 An open ant hole shows clear weather.

Green Collection. General: Dunwoody, 55 ; 58 (if ants build new
hills, the weather will be clear) — South: Evans, 16 (if ants are found
with their doors opened, it is a sign of fair weather) — North Carolina:
Barker, 11 (if the ants' hole is not surrounded by a cone, there will be
fair weather [Blum's Almanac, 1949, p. 13]) — Maryland: Whitney, 195
(when ants open their hills in the morning, it will be a clear day) —
Iowa: Stout, No. 460 (ant holes unprotected in the ground are signs of
fair weather) — California: Dresslar, 51 (if there are little piles of dirt

around ants' nests, the day will be fine, for the ants have dared to open
their houses). Inwards, 205.

Sunny Weather, Sun, Eclipse, etc.

6247 There is only one Saturday during the year that the sun
does not shine sometime during the day.

Lucille Cheek, Chatham county. Only the two New England items and
the HDA reference correspond to the present entry. Unless otherwise
elaborated, other references are to the effect that the sun shines on every
Saturday throughout the year, if but for a few minutes. General: Dun-
woody, 1 01 — South: Puckett, 48 (in this same class of mistaken nature-
beliefs is the idea, of European origin, that no matter how hard it may
rain the sun is bound to shine for a moment at least, every Saturday [Ne-
gro] ) — Kentucky :T\\oma'i, No. 2777; No. 2466 — Louisiana: Roberts,
No. 98a — New England: Bergen, Current. No. 943; Johnson, What
They Say, 24 — Massachusetts: Bergen, Current, No. 941 ; Brooks, 309,
No. I (There's ne'er a Saturday of the year / In which the sun doth not
appear) — Illinois: Hyatt, No. 665; No. 666 (though the sun does not
shine all week, there will be sufficient sunshine on Saturday for the vir-
gin to get a dry shirt) ; No. 667 (regardless of the weather on Saturday,
there will always be enough sunshine to dry a workingman's shirt) —
Iowa: Stout, No. 1075 — California: Dresslar, 75. HDA vii, 923, s.v.
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"Samstag"; Inwards, 50 (1898 ed.) ; Radford, 211 ; Lean i, 350 (Spain)
;

Moya, Refranero, 119.

6248 There are only two Saturdays in the year on which the

sun cannot be seen.

Jessie Hauser, Pfafftown, Forsyth county. Cf. Kentucky: Thomas, No.
2473 (the sun shines on every Saturday but three during the year) —
Illinois: Hyatt, No. 668 (in each year there are three Saturdays upon
which the sun will not shine). HDA vii, 925, n. 51, s.v. "Samstag";
VII, 922 f. (rain on only three Saturdays).

6249 In an eclipse the sun and moon jump over each other.

Anonymous. Cf. South: Puckett, 47 (when the sun is eclipsed have a

basin of water arranged so that sim is reflected from the water to a
mirror to your eyes. You will see the moon chasing itself around and
around the sun [Negro]) — British Columbia: Boas, 232, No. 572 (when
an eclipse of the sun or moon occurs, the heavenly bodies are being swal-
lowed [Kwakiutl Indian]). Salisbury, J7 (it used to be thought that

an eclipse of the sun was ocular evidence of a battle being then in

progress between the sun and the moon ; and that the result of the lunar
victory would be the immediate ending of the world).

6250 When the sun sets clear on any day but Friday, the fol-

lowing day will be sunny.

Anonymous. HDA i, 55, s.v. "Abendrote." Cf. No. 6223, above.

6251 Rain before seven,

Sunshine before eleven.

Anonymous. ODEP, 531, s.v. "Rain before seven." Cf. Nos. 6252, 6862
ff., below.

6252 If it rains before seven,

It shines before eleven.

Alex Tugman, Todd, Ashe county. Pennsylvania: Hand, Pennsylvania,

No. 202 (Rain before seven, / Shine before eleven) — Ozarks: Randolph,

17 (Rain before seven / Shine before eleven) — Wyoming: Walton,
Weather, No. 2 (same verse as in the preceding item). HDA vi, 580,

s.v. "Morgen." Cf. No. 6251, above, Nos. 6862 ff., below.

6253 Dew before midnight,

The next day will be bright.

Green Collection. General: Dunwoody, 48. Inwards, 146.

6254 A fog in the morning betokens a bright, sunny day.

Unidentified newspaper clipping. New York: Bergen, Current, No. ion
(Fog on the moor / Brings the sun to the door). HDA vi, 579, s.v.

"Morgen" ; vi, 986, s.v. "Nebel" ; Lean i, 390. Cf. Nos. 6231 f., above.

6255 A big, white frost in the morning indicates a sunny day.

Anonymous. General: Dunwoody, 54 (heavy frosts are generally followed

by fine, clear weather) — Neivfoundland: Bergen, Current, No. 973
(if hoar frost remains until after sunrise, the day will be fine).

Inwards, 163 f.
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6256 Leaving a dead snake turned stomach downward brings
sunshine.

Mrs. Norman Herring, Tomahawk, Sampson county. Cf. No. 6743, be-
low.

Cold Weather

6257 If Easter Sunday is warm, seven cool days will follow.

Mrs. Norman Herring, Tomahawk, Sampson county. HDA vr, 1352, s.v.
"Ostern." Cf. No. 6258, below.

6258 A warm Christmas, a cold Easter.

Green Collection. General: Dunwoody, 99 — North Carolina: Barker, 12
(Blum's Almanuc. 1948, p. 56) — Illinois: Hyatt, No. 123. Inwards,
68; Lean i, 367.

6259 A red sunset means colder weather.

Anonymous.

6260 If the sun goes down behind clouds, there will be cold
weather.

Elsie Doxey, Currituck county. Cf. No. 6148, above.

6261 A green sky at sunset means cold weather.

Green Collection.

6262 When the moon is in the Steer, cold weather will follow.

J. Frederick Doering, Durham. North Carolina: Gillis, 86 (refers to the
present entry).

6263 If the moon in her course swings far back northward,
look out for very cold weather.

O. W. Blacknall, Kittrell, Vance county; Clara Hearne, Roanoke Rapids,
Halifax county. South: Evans, 16 (after the change of the moon, if it

lies to the north it is a sign of cold weather [Negro]) — Kentucky:
Thomas, No. 2588 (any month when the moon is north of due west is a
cold month) — New England: Johnson, What They Say, 148 (when the
moon is far north, expect cold weather) — Oklahoma: Smith, Weather,
178 (a moon far to the north is a cold moon, and is a sure sign of cold
weather) — Nebraska: Cannell, 13, No. 66 (when the moon runs high up
north, colder weather may be expected during the season than is usual)— Idaho: Lore. 200 (moon far north: cold weather) — Washington:
Tacoma, 19 (when the moon is far north, expect cold weather).

6264 Many stars indicate cold weather.

Anonymous. Cf. Nos. 6265, 7072, below.

6265 Many stars in winter are a sign of cold weather.

Green Collection. Cf. No. 7072, below.
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6266 Shooting stars or meteors mean cold weather.

Green Collection. HDA viii, 474, s.v. "Sternschnuppe."

6267 Northern lights denote cold weather.

Green Collection. General: Dunwoody, 76 (Aurora borealis denotes

cold) — Ontario: Doering-Doering I, 61 (after a brilliant display of the

Northern Lights [Aurora borealis] it will turn cold) ; Doering-Doering
II, 197 — New Englatid: Johnson, What They Say, 22 — New York:
Cutting, Farm, 2,7 — Washington: Tacoma, 25. Inwards, lOi.

6268 If there is lightning in the winter, it is a sign that it will

turn cold.

Mrs. Gertrude Allen Vaught, Alexander county.

6269 Thunder early in the spring indicates cold weather.

Eunice Smith, Pantego, Beaufort county. Cf. General: Dunwoody, 80

(the first thunder in the spring indicates very cold weather)
; 91

(Thunder in spring / Cold will bring) — Ontario: Wintemberg, Grey,

No. 82 (thunder early in the spring will be followed by cold weather) —
New York: Boughton, 124, No. 21; NYFQ vii (1951), 137 (thunder in

early spring warns everyone to expect a spell of colder weather) —
Pennsylvania: Fogel, No. 1173 (German) ; Owens, 121 — Illinois:

Wheeler, 57. Inwards, 30, 167 (same verse as in Dimwoody) ; Lean i,

369; HDA II, 322, s.v. "Donner" (thunder in March or April when the

woods are still barren betokens a second winter).

6270 Thunder in the fall means cold weather is coming.

Green Collection. Cf. Kentucky: Thomas, No. 2449 (if it thunders in

December, there will be cold weather — Illinois: Hyatt, No. 699 (De-

cember thunder) — Texas: Turner, 171 (if it thunders in December be-

fore Christmas, there will be a bad cold spell of weather at the end of

January or the first of February). HDA 11, 322, s.v. "Donner"
(thunder in late fall: early snowfall). Cf. No. 6075, above.

6271 Thunder in the winter is a sure sign of cold weather.

Kate S. Russell, Roxboro, Person county. General: Dunwoody, 82; 80

(the first thunder in winter indicates very cold weather) — South:

Puckett, 515 (thunder in mid-winter [Negro]) — Kentucky: Thomas,
No. 2404 — Louisiana: Roberts, No. 971 — Ontario: Wintemberg,
Toronto, No. 10 (winter thunder is a sign of more cold weather) —
New York: NYFQ i (1945), 61, No. 9 (colder weather coming) —
Indiana: Busse, 16, No. 12 (very cold weather) — Illinois: Hyatt, No.

697 (a sign of colder weather) — lozva: Stout, No. 444 (extreme cold).

HDA II, 322, s.v. "Donner."

6272 Continuous thunder in the winter is a sign of a cold spell.

Anonymous. Cf. No. 6271, above, Nos. 7043, 7080 f., below.

6273 Black frost is a forerunner of a spell of dry, cold weather.

Green Collection. General: Dunwoody, 54; also (bearded frost indicates

colder weather and snow). Inwards, 117 (hoar frost, accompanied by

east wind : the cold weather will continue a long time)

.
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6274 A fire burning with a blue flame indicates cold weather.

Green Collection. General: Bergen, Current, No. 932 (the fire burning
well)

; Knortz, 155 (the kitchen fire burning bright) — South: Puckett,
513 (if the fire snaps and sparkles slowly and continuously ["Treads
snow"] it is a sign of cold weather [Negro]) ; Evans, 16 (hearing fire
popping slowly and continuously [treading snow, as it is called]) —
Maryland: Whitney-Bullock, No. 488 (the fire burning very brightly) —
Kentucky: Thomas, No. 2510 (if a fire sighs, there will be very cold
weather) — Tennessee: McGlasson, 26, No. 15 (fire popping) — New
England: Johnson, What They Say, 23 (the fire snapping and spar-
kling)

; 25 f. (when the coals in the old fireplace were ruddy, and the
fire burned up brightly, it was said cold weather was approaching) —
Maine: Bergen, Current. No. 931 (fire spitting sparks means cold
weather) — New York: Cutting, Farm, 37; NYFQ, i (1945), 61, No. 10
(fire spitting sparks means colder weather) — Indiana: Busse, 17, No.
34 (if the fire sighs, there will be very cold weather) — Illinois: Hyatt,
No. 217 (a fire in the stove fluttering) ; No. 216 (if a fire sighs, very
cold weather is coming) — Washington: Tacoma, 25 (the fire snapping
and sparkling). HDA 11, 1395, s.v. "Feuer."

6275 A fox fire seen at night denotes cold.

Green Collection. General: Dunwoody, 66.

6276 If ashes in a stove get hard, cold weather is at hand.

Anonymous.

6277 When animals are playful, it will turn cold.

Zebulon Teeter (Florida). Cf. Nos. 6281, 7061, below.

6278 Cold weather comes after a cat sits with her back to the
fire.

Elsie Doxey, Currituck county. South: Puckett, 507 (Negro) — Mary-
land: Whitney-Bullock, No. 409 (a cat lying with its back to the fire) —
Kentucky: Fentress, 13 (a cat turning her back to the fire) ; Thomas,
No. 2348 — Tennessee: Redfield, No. 398 (a cat turning its back toward
the fire) — New England: Johnson, What They Say, 24 f. (if the cat
comes in and sits on the hearth with its back to the north, it is a sign
of cold weather) — Massachusetts: Bergen, Animal, No. 527 (the cat
turning her back to the stove) — New York: Barnes, No. 11 (a cat
lying with its back to the fire) — Illinois: Allison, No. 343 (a cat lying
with its back to the fire)

; Hyatt, No. 63 — Nebraska: Cannell, 13, No.
69 — California: Dresslar, 37 (a cat lying with its back to the' fire) —
Washington: Tacoma, 25 (if the cat comes in and sits on the hearth
with Its back to the north, it is a sign of cold weather). Cf. No, 6171
above, No. 7062. below.

'

6279 When cats turn their tails to the fire, it is a sign of cold
weather.

Clara Hearne, Roanoke Rapids, Halifax county. Osarks: Randolph, 26
(when a cat sits down with its tail to the fire, the hillman looks for a
cold spell). HDA rv, 1108, s.v. "Katze" (heavy frost).
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6280 Rub the hair on the back of a cat the wrong way, and if

you can see the sparks, it is a sign of cold weather.

Burns. New England: Johnson, What They Say, 19 — Washington:
Tacoma, 24. HDA iv, 1108, s.v. "Katze."

6281 When kittens become unusually playful out of doors, cool

weather is on hand.

Elsie Doxey, Currituck county. Cf. No. 6277, above, Nos. 6977 f., 7061,

below.

6282 If it is fair on ground-hog day, so that the ground hog
can see his shadow, he is frightened back into his den, and there

will be six weeks more of cold weather. If it is cloudy, he does

not see his shadow, so he stays out, and the cold weather is gone.

Fawn Watson, Robeson county. References to cold weather are given

under the general entries in Nos. 6176 f., above. HDA v, 1271, s.v.

"Lichtmess." Cf. Nos. 6044 f., 6068 f., 6176 f., above.

6283 A pig with straw in its mouth indicates colder weather.

Anonymous. Illinois: Hyatt, No. 300 (if in winter pigs carry straw in

their mouths, a cold spell is approaching). HDA vii, 1483, s.v.

"Schwein."

6284 If you see a hog running with leaves in its mouth and
squealing, it is a sure sign that a cold snap is coming.

Mrs. Gertrude Allen Vaught, Alexander county. Cf. No. 6283, above,

Nos. 6286 f., below.

6285 If one sees a pig making a bed, there will be cold weather

to follow.

Anonymous. Illinois: Allison, No. 67 (pigs gather straw for a bed

before cold weather) ; Hyatt, No. 302 (when you see pigs pulling hay

out of a haystack and making nests, expect cold weather). Cf. No. 6179,

above.

6286 Hogs taking old socks, sticks, and the like in their mouths,

is a sure sign of cold weather.

Carl G. Knox, Leland, Brunswick county. Alabama: Browne, No. 3480

(hogs carrying sticks in their mouths). Cf. No. 6178, above.

6287 When it's cold and windy, pigs will squeal.

O. W. Blacknall, Kittrell, Vance county. General: Bergen, Current,

No. 447 (pigs carrying hay or straw in their mouths signifies wind)
;

Dunwoody, 86 (when pigs carry straws to their sty, a windstorm may be

expected) — Kentucky: Thomas, No. 2547 (the squealing of pigs fore-

tells cold weather) — Tennessee: Frazier, 38, No. 15 (pigs squealing at

night indicates cold weather); McGlasson, 26, No. 15 (pigs squeahng:

cold weather); Rogers, Animal, No. 11 (hogs squealing at night: cold

weather) — Georgia: Steiner, No. 49 (hogs squeal before cold weather)
— Newfoundland: Bergen, Animal, No. 447 (pigs carrying straw in

their mouths signifies wind) ; No. 487 (pigs "bawl" or "act crazy" be-
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fore wind) — New England: Johnson, What They Say, 27 (when you
see pigs carrying straws in their mouths, look for high winds) —
lUuwis: Hyatt, No. 303 (the squeaHng of hogs is a sign of cold weather)

;

No. 443 (if hogs carry sticks and straws in their mouths, it is a sign of
a windstorm) — Missouri: Bergen, Animal, No. 488 (hogs [pigs] squeal
more than usual the night before a coldspell). Cf. No. 6180, above.

6288 When the birds come up near the house in the winter, it

is the sign of cold weather.

Elizabeth Janet Cromartie, Garland, Sampson county, and Green Collec-
tion. Texas: Turner, 171 (if birds hover in one place, a cold snap is

coming). HDA vii, 836, s.v. "Rotkehlchen" ; vii, 251, s.v. "Sperling."
Cf. No. 6182, above.

6289 When you see a bevy of blackbirds in the summertime, it

is the sign of cold weather.

Elizabeth Janet Cromartie, Garland, Sampson coimty. General: Dun-
woody, 34 (blackbirds flocking in the fall indicate a spell of cold
weather). Sebillot I, 189.

6290 A drove of blackbirds going south indicates the coming of

hard, cold weather.

W. H. Smith, and Julian P. Boyd. Alabama: Browne, No. 3474 (when
blackbirds fly west, look for cold weather and maybe snow) ; No. 3473
(when blackbirds fly northwest, look out for cold weather).

6291 When the crows caw, it is going to turn cold.

Mrs. Gertrude Allen Vaught, Alexander county. Cf. Maryland: Whit-
ney-Bullock, No. 460 (if crows caw more than usual, it means bad
weather) ; No. 459 (if a crow caws an uneven number of times, it fore-

bodes bad weather) — Pennsyh'ania: Phillips, 163, No. 14 (when many
crows gather together and chatter, it is a sign of bad weather). HDA
V, 36s, s.v. "Krahe." Cf. Nos. 671 1 f., below.

6292 The flying of wild geese towards the south means that

cold weather is coming.

Green Collection, and an anonymous informant. General: Dunwoody, 41

;

Garriott, 40 — Kentucky: Fentress, 16 (geese going from their north-

ern home to the south) — Tennessee: O'Dell, Superstitions, 4; Red-
field, No. 412; Rogers, Animal, No. 30 — Alabama: Browne, No. 3481
— Nezv England: Johnson, What They Say, 19 (seeing the wild geese
flying south in winter) — New York: Barnes, No. 8 (when geese fly

south in the fall, it will get cold) ; Boughton, 251, No. 3 (a flock of

geese flying south) ; Gardner, No. 156 (geese flying south) ; Vance, 166
(if the wild geese fly south very early in the fall, it indicates a cold wave
coming on) — Pennsylvania: Rupp, 244, No. 17 (wild geese flying to-

ward the south in early fall indicates that a cold wave is on the way
[German]) — Wisconsin: Brown, Birds, 9 (geese flying south) —
Nebraska: Cannell, 13, No. 64 (geese flying south) — New Mexico:
Baylor, 148, No. 63 (geese flying south [Spanish]) — California: Dress-
lar, 29 (geese flying south). HDA vii, 1279, s.v. "Schneegans" ; In-
wards, 188.
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6293 If killdees fly high and keep up a big racket, it is going to

be cold and windy.

O. W. Blacknall, Kittrell, Vance county. Cf. South: Evans, 16 (to hear
a killdee crying in the morning or evening indicates cold weather [Ne-
gro]) ; Puckett, 510 (a killdeer [plover] crying in the morning or eve-

ning indicates cold weather [Negro]). Cf. No. 6994, below.

6294 If you hear an owl hooting, the weather is going to be

cold.

Grace Barbee, Stanly county. South: Evans, 16 (to hear a small owl
hooting is a sign of cold weather) — Illinois: Hyatt, No. 442 (colder
weather is coming when an owl hoots in the morning) . Sebillot I,

163. Cf. Nos. 6719 ff., 6995, below.

^6295 In the winter when you hear a hooting owl hollo, it is the

sign of cool weather.

Wilma Foreman, Stanly county. General: Dunwoody, 38 (a screeching
owl indicates cold) — Pennsylvania: Rupp, 244, No. 12 (the hooting of

a screech owl in the fall is a sign that a severe cold spell is on its way
[German]) Inwards, 194; Sebillot I, 163.

6296 Redbirds bring cold weather.

Anonymous. Kentucky: Thomas, No. 2619 (if a redbird you are looking

at flies to the right, the weather will turn cold) — Illinois: Hyatt, No.

524 (a cold spell if redbirds appear in winter) ; No. 527 (a redbird sing-

ing early in the spring means cold weather) ; No. 525 (if a redbird you
are looking at flies to the right, etc). Cf. Nos. 6727 f., 6931, below.

6297 Robins are forerunners of cold weather.

Anonymous. Cf. Inwards, 194. Cf. No. 6729, below.

6298 The flying of robins toward the south means that cold

weather is on the way.

Green Collection.

6299 There will be more cold weather after the first frogs ap-

pear ; they will have to look through glass windows.

Mrs. Gertrude Allen Vaught, Alexander county. Cf. Iowa: Stout, No.

519 (if a frog croaks at Easter, he will close his mouth six weeks later

because of cold weather).

6300 When a sea turtle comes ashore, there will be cool

weather,

L. B. Brantley, Zebulon, Wake county.

6301 Blackberry blossoms bring cold weather.

Mrs. Maude Minish Sutton, Lenoir, Caldwell county. Kentucky: Roberts,

Floyd County, 53, No. 33 (cold weather when blackberries are in bloom
is blackberry winter) ; Price, 31 (cold weather in May is called "black-

berry winter") ; Thomas, No. 2432 (cool weather in May is called
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"blackberry winter") — South Carolina: PADS xiv (1950), 14 (a
blackberry winter is defined as "a late cold spell, a spell of cold weather
late in the spring"). HDA i, 1583, s.v. "Brombeere."

6302 When holly "berries out" handsomely, it is one of nature's

sure signs of cold weather to come.

Unidentified newspaper clipping.

6303 If the husks on corn are thick, it will be cold weather.

Anonymous. Cf. Nos. 6088 f., above.

6304 If shucks are on the corn, it is sign of cold weather.

Julian P. Boyd. Cf. Nos. 6088 f., 6303, above.

6305 If leaves fall down and blow among perennials, cold

weather will follow.

Anonymous.

Dry Weather

6306 A wet May foretells a dry July.

Green. Collection. General: Dunwoody, 96; Garriott, 44. Inwards, 55.

6307 June fifteenth, "Mary goes over the mountains." If it

rains that day, "she walks in the clouds." Look for six weeks
of dry weather. If it is dry that day, six weeks of wet.

Green Collection. Whether "Mary goes over the mountains" on June 15,

as here, on June 29 (No. 6496, below), or as is more properly the case,

on July 2 (Nos. 6497 f., below), she indicates by her visit what the

weather will be for the ensuing forty days, or six weeks—wet or dry.

The entry in Whitney-Bullock, No. 2325, only partially explains the

allegory ("July second. 'Mary comes over the mountain,' according to

the Almanack of Hagerstoiim, is a common saying among the mountain
people of Maryland. The Virgin Mary goes over the mountain to visit

Elizabeth and returns after forty days have passed. The weather on that

date foretells what it will be for the next six weeks"). The visit of
Mary into the hill country, into the city of Juda, to visit her cousin
Elizabeth, when both were great with child (Luke i :24-59, esp. w. 39,
56), has doubtless served as a model for this colorful figure, but the
\-isit lasted three months, not six weeks, and there is no mention of the
weather in St. Luke's account. Cf. Chambers 11, 11, s.v. July 2: "Visita-
tion of the Virgin Mary." Cf. No. 6230, above, and Nos. 6496 flf., below.

6308 If it doesn't rain the first of the dog days, it will be dry
for forty days.

Mrs. Norman Herring, Tomahawk, Sampson county. North Carolina:
Barker, 13 (the first three of the dog days rule the others ; if they are
dry, the others will be dry [Blum's Almanac, 1883, p. 34]) — Tennessee:
Bass, 68 (if it is dry the first dog day, it will be dry forty days) ; TFSB
XXII (1956), 84 — New England: Johnson, What They Say, 21 (if the
first dog day is dry, all the rest will be dry). HDA iv., 498, s.v.

"Hundstage."
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6309 Dusts and bad storms appear on the autumnal equinox,
September 22, or 23.

Green Collection.

6310 If the sun sets in a rosy bank of clouds, it is a sign of dry
weather.

Mary L. Walker, Durham county. Maryland: Whitney-Bullock, No. 379
(if the sun sets like a big red ball, the next day will be hot) —
Alabama: Browne, No. 3470 (when the sun sets red, it is a sign of a

dry spell) — Ontario: Doering-Doering I, 60 (a red sunset in summer
is a sign that the weather will be hot and dry) ; 61 (when the sun sets

a ball of red, it will be dry two weeks) ; Doering-Doering II, 197 (same
as the preceding item) — Netv York: Boughton, 190, No. 19 (a red

sunset means continued hot weather) — Illinois: Hyatt, No. 655 (a red

sunset in summer means hot weather next day). HDA i, 56, s.v.

"Abendrote."

631

1

Red clouds in the south are a sign of dry weather.

Kathleen Mack, Davidson county. Cf. Kentucky: Stewart, 15 (if you see

red clouds at night, more dry weather is in store).

6312 The moon is the controlling planet of the year, and gov-

erns drought.

J. Frederick Doering, Durham. General: Dunwoody, 59 (the further the

moon to the south, the greater the drought) — Florida: Figh, Rowlings,

202 (if the moon is straight across in the first quarter, it will push
water out and drought will ensue [Rawlings, The Yearling, p. 222]) —
0"arks: Randolph, 15 (if the moon remains low in the southern sky, the

old folks say that it is well to prepare for a severe drought). Inwards,

88; 68 (1898 ed.).

6313 If a new moon is on its back, it is a sign of dry weather.

Furman Bridgers, Wilson, Wilson county, and an anonymous informant.

In only the Indiana item is the "new moon" specifically mentioned.

South Carolina: Bryant I, 280, No. 33 (a crescent moon on its back) —
Tennessee: Lassiter, 30 — New York: Cutting, Farm, 35 f. (a moon
tipped on its back is a "dry moon") — Indiana: Busse, 17, No. 38 —
Illinois: Allison, No. 12. Inwards, 93 (When the moon lies on her

back, / Then the sou'-west wind will crack ; / When she rises up and
nods, / Then north-easters dry the sods). Cf. Nos. 6856 f., below.

6314 Dry weather can be expected when the moon hangs on
her back.

Anonymous. Inwards, 93; Garriott, 27-

6315 When the new moon lies on its back or with horns turned

up, it is the sign of dry weather.

Lucille Cheek, Chatham county. 5'om^/i; Puckett, 515 (the horny moon
seems to be thought of as a sort of bowl holding water. If it is "on its

back" [the points straight upward] dry weather will result [Negro])
— Kentucky: Thomas, No. 2574 (when the new moon lies on its back,

that is, when the horns extend upward, it is generally thought that the

following month will be dry, for the moon will hold water) — New
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York: Gardner, No. 150 (when the moon is flat on its back so that the

water can't run out, it is called a dry moon) — Indiana: McAtee, Grant
County, 267 (when the horns of the crescent moon were about even
[the moon on its back], it was a dry moon because none of the water
could spill out) — Iowa: Stout, No. 447 (if the horned moon is on its

back, etc.) — Colorado: Kimmerle, 72) (signs of approaching drought or
a long dry spell : "a hold-water moon" [a crescent moon that is on her
back with the two points turned up]). HDA vi, 519, s.v. "Mond." Cf.

Nos. 6856 f., below.

6316 If the moon hangs on the point, it will be a dry month,

Alamie Mansfield, Durham county. Kentucky: Fentress, 17 (a moon with
points extending upward will hold the water ; hence no rain [and dry
weather]) ; Roberts, Floyd County, 52, No. 20 (if the moon points ex-
tend upward, we may expect dry weather, for the moon will hold water)
— Tennessee: Farr, Riddles, No. 190 (if the moon stands on its point,

etc.) ; Farr, Superstitions, No. 191 (same as the preceding item) —
Alabama: Browne, No. 3463 (when the moon hangs on the corner, it

will be a dry moon) ; No. 3466 (when the moon is standing on its points,

it indicates that the water has poured out, and that there will be dry
weather) — Illinois: Hyatt, No. 398 (a moon standing on its end is a
dry moon) — Oklahoma: Smith, Weather, 172, (a moon which stands
on its point is a dry one, because it has been drained of its moisture) —
Colorado: Kimmerle, 73 (a crescent moon standing on one end shows
that all the water has been poured out ; hence a sign of approaching
drought).

6317 When the moon is tilted so it will not hold water, it is a

dry moon.

Elizabeth Janet Cromartie, Garland, Sampson county. Alabama: Browne,
No. 3467 — Nova Scotia: Fauset, No. 89 (when the moon is on its side,

dry weather) — Indiana: McAtee, Grant County, 267 (when one horn
of the crescent moon was notably lower, the moon was dry, because the
tilt has already allowed the water to run out) — Illinois: Hyatt, No. 408
(a "crescent moon," a moon resting on its ends, is a dry moon, for the
water has run out of the dipper) — Iowa: Stout, No. 579 (if the crescent
moon is tipped like a boat, there will be a period of dry weather) —
Nebraska: Cannell, 11, No. 11 (if the moon is tipped over, it is a dry
moon). HDA vi, 519, s.v. "Mond."

6318 If the moon is filtered enough for a powder horn to be
hung on it, a dry season is on its way.

Anonymous. Kentucky: Thomas, No. 2575 (when a new moon lies suffi-

ciently on its side to allow an Indian's powder horn to be hung on the
point, the moon will be a dry one) — Mississippi : Hudson, 147, No. 10

(Indians used to say that when the new moon was tilted so that one could
hang a powder horn on it, the water had been spilled out, and it was a
dry moon) — N'ova Scotia: Bergen, Current, No. 992 (the Indians told
the first settlers that if the moon lay well on her back, so that a powder-
horn could be hung on the end, the weather during that moon would be
dry) ; Fauset, No. 92 (when you could hang the powder horn on the
moon, she held the water; go to the woods. Indian sign, 150 years ago)— Nezu England, Nezv York and Ohio: Bergen, Current, No. 991
(should the new moon lie on its back, it is a sign it will be dry that
month, for the moon would hold water. The Indian says the hunter can
hang his powder-horn upon it) — New York: Gardner, No. 148 (when
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the new moon sits up straight so that one cannot hang arrovirs and
powder horn on it, it is called a dry moon) — Illinois: Briggs, 210 (the
moon hanging in such a way that an Indian could hang his horn on it) ;

Hyatt, No. 392 (there will be dry weather, if an Indian's shot horn can-
not be hung on the tip of the moon) ; No. 393 (a new moon upon the
point of which an Indian is unable to fasten his powder horn will be a
dry moon) ; Norlin, 209, No. 19 (in summer, if the moon is in such a
position that a powder-horn cannot be hung on it, there will be dry
weather) ; Wheeler, 57 (the horns of the new moon being turned up, "so
that an Indian could hang a powder-horn on them,") — Iowa: Stout, No.
466 (the moon being tipped so an Indian can hang his powder-horn on
it safely) — Nebraska: Cannell, 11, No. 21 (if you can hang a powder
horn on the new moon, it will be a dry moon) — Oregon: Hand, No. jy
(dry too, will be the month if the lower point of the moon is so far
down a powder horn could not be hung on it, because all the water has
run out). HDA vi, 519, s.v. "Mond" (so that one can hang a bridle
on it) ; Inwards, 91.

6319 If the new moon has its arms up, it will be a dry moon.

Clara Hearne, Roanoke Rapids, Halifax county. Cf. Nos. 6315 f., above,
Nos. 6320 ff., below.

6320 If a moon has the horns cupped so that they will hold

water, the month will be dry.

Green Collection. General: Dunwoody, 59 (when the horns of the moon
are sharp, it indicates dry weather) — Tennessee: Rogers, Moon, 55, No.
I (when the moon is turned up there will be dry weather).

6321 If the new moon's horn is pointed up, it will be a dry
moon.

Fawn Watson, Robeson county. General: Dunwoody, 61 (the new moon
appearing with the points of the crescent turned up)

;
JAFL, in (1890),

127 (if the "Bicornis Regina" carries both horns up it retains all the

water, as in a bowl, and dry weather is expected) — Maryland:
Whitney-Bullock, No. 403 (when the horns of the moon are up, the

weather will be dry because the water cannot fall out) — West Virginia:

Mockler, 310, No. 2 (if the horns of the moon point up, the moon is

holding water and the weather will be dry) — Kentucky: Roberts,
Floyd County, 52, No. 20 (the moon lying with the horns will hold
water) — Tennessee: Miller, 66, No. 14 (new moon standing on end is

a sign of dry weather) — Florida: SFQ, vii (1943), 106 (the moon
standing up straight [Greek]) — Ontario: Wintemberg, Grey, No. 59 —
Pennsylvania: Shoemaker, 10 (the waning moon having both horns up)

;

JAFL, II (1889), 232, No. 8; Phillips, 162, No. 8 — Illinois: Hyatt,_No.

403 (a moon with ends pointing upward is a dry moon, because it is

holding up the water. Hence, there will not be any rain during the fol-

lowing month) — Texas: Bogusch, 114 (the waning moon having both

horns up) — Oregon: Hand, No. 76 (Like smart people everywhere, the

Lower Rogue folk adhere to the weather signs which are indicated in the

new moon. In reading the signs, they assume the new moon to be in the

nature of a bowl, or a pan full of water. If the two points are up at

about the same level, the moon is full of water, but it cannot get out;

and, of course, under such conditions, the month following will be dry)
— British Columbia: Boas, 219, No. 414 (if the crescent of the moon
stands upright, dry weather [Kwakiutl Indian]). Inwards, 91.
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6322 If the points of a new moon point up, it is a sign of dry
weather.

Emmet Reed Albergotti (Virginia). Cf. General: Garriott, 35 (if the
new moon appears with the points of the crescent turned up, the moon
will be dry) — Alabama: Browne, No. 3464 (when the moon news and
lies on its corner, it will be dry weather) — California: Dresslar, 22 (if

the new moon is so placed in the sky that the two points are up, it is a
sign of a dry month, for it is said that it will hold all the water). Cf.
Nos. 6856 f., below.

6323 If the new moon is standing on its edge, the month will

be a dry one.

R. B. Edwards, Belhaven, Beaufort county. Kentucky: Thomas, No.
2573 (when the new moon stands on end, the following month will be
dry) — New England: Bergen, Current, No. 991 (should the moon stand
vertically, it will be a dry month) — New York: Gardner, No. 148
(when the new moon sits up straight so that one cannot hang arrows and
a powder horn on it, it is called a dry moon). HDA vi, 519, s.v.

"Mond." Cf. Nos. 6856 f., below.

6324 If you see a rainbow after a rain, you may know there will

be dry weather for a while.

Rosa Efird, Stanly county. South: Puckett, 515 (two rainbows seen at
once vaticinate [prophesy] dry weather) — Kentucky: Thomas, No. 2614
(a rainbow in the east) — Illinois: Hyatt, No. 513 (rainbow in the
east) — Texas: Turner, 171 (a rainbow in the west means that a month
of dry weather will follow). Kamp, 39, No. 64.

6325 When the dew is on the grass

Rains will never come to pass.

An anonymous informant, and an unidentified newspaper clipping. Ten-
nessee: Farr, Riddles, No. 207; Farr, Superstitions, No. 208— Kentucky:
Thomas, No. 2494 — Nezu York: Cutting, Farm, 36 — Illinois: Hyatt,
No. 181. Cf. No. 6874, below; cf. also No. 6814, below.

6326 Dew on the grass in the morning means there will be no
rain during the day.

Anonymous. In none of the following references is mention made of the
dew's being on the grass. Tennessee: Miller, 67, No. 46 (no rain when
dew falls) — Alabama: No. 3668 (doorsteps wet with dew; no rain)

;

No. 3669 (if in early morning you see dew drops on spider webs, it won't
rain enough that day to break the spider webs) — Nezv York: NYFQ
X (1954), 212 (if there is a heavy dew it won't rain that day) —
Indiana: Brewster, Beliefs, No. 19 (heavy dew) — Illinois: Hyatt, No.
180 (heavy dew).

6327 The direction from which the wind blows on the twentieth
of March will be the direction of the prevailing winds until the
equinox. If the wind blows from the south, there will be a sum-
mer drought.

Green Collection. General: Dunwoody, 83 ([wind] North and south /

The sign o' drought) — Texas: Dobie, 97 (steady south winds are an
omen of drought). Inwards, 69, 113; Lean v, 401 ; HDA v, 1738, s.v.

"Marz." Cf. No. 6962, below.
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6328 Wind in the south

Brings a drouth.

Green Collection. General: Dunwoody, 83 ([wind] North and south /
The sign o' drought). Inwards, 69, 113 ; Lean i, 401.

6329 Whirlwinds of dust are a sign of dry weather.

Lucille Massey, Durham county ; Mamie Mansfield, Durham county

;

Mrs. Gertrude Allen Vaughtj Alexander county. Maryland: Whitney-
Bullock, No. 387 (little whirlwinds of dust) — Kentucky: Price, 30;
Thomas, No. 2677 — Tennessee: McGlasson, 26, No. 25 (seeing a whirl-
wind) — Alabama: Browne, No. 3472 (a whirlwind) — Illinois: Allison,
No. 30 (whirlwinds of dust going straight up) ; Hyatt, No. 765 —
Oklahoma: Smith, Weather, 181 (during the summer, whirlwinds, or
dust devils, as they are sometimes called, are taken as an indication of
continued dry weather ; and if the whirlwinds are numerous, the expecta-
tion of dry weather is accordingly stronger) — Texas: Dobie, 97
(whirlwinds are an omen of drouth) ; Turner, 171 ("dust devils" Jwhirl-
winds] are an infallible sound [?] of dry weather) — Idaho: Lore, 200
(whirlwind). HDA ix, 653, s.v. "Wind."

6330 Whirlwinds are often seen in the dust of fields or roads
and indicate dry weather.

Green Collection. Cf. South Carolina: Bryant I, 281, No. 54 (if a whirl-

wind crosses a field, it is a sign of dry weather) — Tennessee: TFSB
XIV (1948), 36 (dry weather is on the way when you see a whirlwind
moving downhill [Negro]) — Iowa: Stout, No. 448 (a whirlwind cross-

ing a field).

6331 If a whirlwind goes away from water, there will be dry
weather.

James Hawfield, Union county.

6332 Lightning in the north means dry weather.

Green Collection. Kentucky: Thomas, No. 2560 — Tennessee: Frazier,

38, No. 14 — Alabama: Browne, No. 3461 — Indiana: Busse, 17, No. 29.

HDA T, 952, s.v. "Bauernregeln" (sign of heat).

6333 Lightning in the south is a sign of dry weather.

Mrs. Gertrude Allen Vaught, Alexander county, and Kathleen Mack,
Davidson county. General: Dunwoody, 81 (lightning in the south low on
the horizon indicates dry weather) — South Carolina: Bryant I, 279, No.
II — Kentucky: Price, 31 ; Thomas, No. 2563 — Indiana: Butler, 316 —
Illinois: Hyatt, No. 335 — 0::arks: Randolph, 15; Wilson, Folk Beliefs,

160 — Kansas: Inwards, 169 (lightning in the south, low on the horizon,

etc.)

.

6334 Lightning in south.

Is a sign of drouth.

Green Collection. Cf. South: Puckett, 515 (lightning in the west is a

sign of drought [Negro]) — Tennessee: Redfield, No. 439 — Missis-

sippi: Hudson. 147, No. 16 — Illinois: Hyatt, No. 336 (it is a sign of

drouth if it lightens in the east) ; Smith II, 63, No. 33 — 7V.ra.y.-

Hendricks, No. 331 (lightning in the south, long dry drouth).
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6335 If the first thunder of the new year is in the direction of

the north, it will be a dry year.

Julian P. Boyd. General: Duncan, 82 (if the first thunder in the spring

is in the north, it indicates a dry season) ; also (thunder in the north in

the winter indicates dry weather) — Indiana: Brewster, Beliefs, No. 51

(thunder in the north is a sign of dry weather).

6336 If the first thunder squall of the year goes north, the year

will be dry.

Julian P. Boyd. Cf. No. 6335, above.

6337 When a bad man dies, it is a sign of dry weather.

Anonymous. Cf. No. 6652, below.

6338 A bird in the house is a sign of drought.

Anonymous.

6339 Dry flies betoken drought.

O. W. Blacknall, Kittrell, Vance county.

6340 When wasps build their nests high in the briars along

ditchbanks, it will be a dry year.

R. T. Dunstan, Greensboro, Guilford county. Cf. General: Dunwoody, 58

(wasps building nests in exposed places indicates a dry season). In-

wards, 205; HDA IX, 506, s.v. "Wespe." Cf. No. 6058, above.

Fair Weather

6341 Evening red, and morning gray,

Sure sign of fair day.

Elsie Doxey, Currituck county. Cf. Alabama: Browne, No. 3447 (Eve-

ning red and morning gray / It is a sign of a bonny day) . Lean i, 353 ;

HDA VI, 579, s.v. "Morgen" ; ODEP, 176, s.v. "Evening red . .
."

; FFC
113. P- 30, s.v. "Evening."

6342 Rain before seven,

Fair before eleven.

Doris Overton, Greensboro, Guilford county. New York: Gardner, No.

141 _ Texas: Turner, 171. HDA vi, 580, s.v. "Morgen"; ODEP,
531, s.v. "Rain before seven": FFC 113, p. 55.

6343 A red sunrise indicates fair weather.

Mrs. Nilla Lancaster, Goldsboro, Wayne county. Cf. No. 6144, above.

6344 If the sun sets clear, the next day will be fair.

Mrs. Gertrude Allen Vaught, Alexander county. South: Puckett, 518 (if

it is raining and the sun sets fair in the evening, it will be fair in the

morning [Negro]) — Kentucky: Thomas, No. 2485 (fair weather for

the next three days) — Tennessee: Hatcher, 153 — Illinois: Allison,
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No. 19 (fair weather tomorrow) — Texas: Turner, 171 — Nebraska:

Cannell, 12, No. 46; Nebraska Proverbs I, i. Inwards, 81. Cf. No.

6223, above.

6345 If the sun sets pretty, look for fair weather the next day.

Eunice Smith, Pantego, Beaufort county. Cf. Alabama: Browne, No.

3453 (a bright sunset, a fair tomorrow). HDA viii, 45, s.v. "Sonne."

6346 If there is a red sunset, the following day will be fair.

Julian P. Boyd, and Dixie V. Lamm, Lucama, Wilson county. General:

Dunwoody, 77 — South Carolina: Bryant I, 281, No. 53 — Tennessee:

Farr, Riddles, No. 212 (when the sun sets, if a pink glow is in the

western sky and the eastern sky is dark, the next day will be a fair

day) ; Farr, Superstitions, No. 213 (same as the preceding item) —
Alabama: Browne, No. 3554; No. 3455 (fair weather tomorrow) —
Ontario: Wintemberg, Waterloo, 4 (bright red sunset) — Illinois:

Hyatt, No. 652 (fair weather next day) ; No. 654 (if the sun sets clear

and red, etc.) — Iowa: Stout, No. 488. HDA i, 56, s.v. "Abendrote."

Cf. No. 6144, above, Nos. 6350, 6852, below.

6347 If there is a bank north on Monday morning, and it comes

on over, it will be fair weather.

Eva Furr, Stanly county. General: Dunwoody, 22 (clouds small and

round like a dapple gray with a north wind : fair weather for two or

three days) — North Carolina: Barker, 12 (same as preceding item

[Blum's Almanac, 1844, p. 3]) — Colorado: Kimmerle, jz (clouds going

around to the north: clearing weather). Inwards, 133.

6348 A blue sky and white clouds mean fair weather.

Green Collection. In only the first North Carolina reference is mention

made of clouds along with the blue sky. General: Dunwoody, 85 (after

it has been raining some time, a blue sky in the southeast indicates that

there will be fair weather soon) — North Carolina: Barker, 16 (a deep

blue sky, even when seen through clouds, indicates fair weather [Blum's

Almanac, 1922, p. 90]); also (same item as in Dunwoody [Blum's

Almanac, 1883, p. 34]) — Illinois: Hyatt, No. 553 (a deep blue sky indi-

cates fair weather). Cf. No. 6228, above.

6349 Clouds going away from the sun in the morning is a sign

of fair weather.

Lucille Cheek, Chatham county. Cf. General: Dunwoody, 43 (clouds in

the east, obscuring the sun, indicate fair weather) — Indiana: Richmond,

Weather, No. 9 (if clouds are above the sun, fair weather). Inwards,

102 (1898 ed.). Cf. No. 6226, above.

6350 When you see red clouds, fair weather can be expected.

Mrs. Gertrude Allen Vaught, Alexander county. General: Dunwoody,

45; also (if at sunset the clouds are red bordered with black in the south-

east, it will be very fine) ; also (if the clouds at sunset have a tinge of

purple, the weather will be fine) — North Carolina: Walker, 9, No. 8

(red clouds in the evening indicate good weather) — Kentucky: Thomas,

No. 2374 (fair weather if the clouds have a golden appearance) — Ten-
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ncsscc: Rickard. 8 — Illinois: Hyatt, No. 128 (a golden appearance of
the clouds signifies fair weather). Inwards, 127; HDA i, 55 f, s.v.
"Abendrdte." Cf. Nos. 6227, 6346, above.

6351. When red clouds appear in the west in the evening, it will
be fair weather the following day.

Mrs. Gertrude Allen Vaught, Alexander county, and an anonymous in-
formant. General: Dunwoody, 45. Cf. Nos. 6227, 6350, above.

6352 If you see the new moon for the first time with no objects
such as tree tops between, the weather will be fair.

S. M. Davis, White Hall (Seven Springs), Wayne county. For various
items connected with "seeing the moon clear," see Nos. 5926 fif., above.

6353 A full moon rising clear means fair weather.

Green Collection. General: Dunwoody, 60 (fine weather) ; Garriott, 27
(fine weather) — Illinois: Wheeler, 57 (fine weather).

6354 A bright, clear-faced moon indicates fair weather.

Mrs. Nilla Lancaster, Goldsboro, Wayne county. HDA vi, 519, s.v.
"Mond."

6355 A moon tilted up indicates fair weather.

Mrs. Nilla Lancaster, Goldsboro, Wayne county. Alabama: Browne, No.
3430 (if the new moon is tipped, moderate weather is coming) — Penn-
sylvania: Fogel, No. 1232 (the horns of the moon turned upward indi-
cate clear weather [German]) — New Mexico: Hurt, 197 (when the
corners or "horns" of the moon are up, there will be good weather [Span-
ish]). HDA VI, 519, s.v. "Mond."

6356 They say that if the stars are thick it is a sign of fair
weather.

Macie Morgan, Stanly county. General: Dunwoody, 73 (in summer,
when many stars twinkle, clear weather is indicated) — Illinois: Hyatt!
No. 617 (fine weather may be expected if stars twinkle brightly) —
Iowa: Stout, No. 580 (a starry night foretells a good day next day).
Addy, 118.

6357 As many stars as there are in the circle around the moon
there will be that many fair days.

Mrs. Gertrude Allen Vaught, Alexander county. South Carolina: Davis,
245, No. I (the number of stars within a lunar halo indicates the number
of days before clear weather) — Kentucky: Thomas, No. 2576 (a ring
around the moon with a star in it brings clear weather) — Illinois:
Hyatt, No. 422 (a star in the circle round a moon is a sign of clear
weather).

6358 If a rainbow appears in the evening, it is a sign of fair
weather.

Mrs. Gertrude Allen Vaught, Alexander county. General: Dunwoody,
71 ;

also (a rainbow appearing at night) — South: Evans, 16 (Negro) —
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North Carolina: Barker, 15 (Blum's Almanac, 1922, p. 90) — Ten-
nessee: Farr, Riddles, No. 209 (rainbow at night) ; Farr, Superstitions,

210 (rainbow at night). Inwards, 160 f
.

; HDA i, 34, s.v. "Abend"; i,

952, s.v. "Bauernregeln."

6359 If the morning is foggy, and the fog comes down, it is the

sign of a fair day.

Elizabeth Janet Cromartie, Garland, Sampson county, and Julian P.

Boyd. General: Dunwoody, 52 (when the fog falls, fair weather follows)
— South: Evans, 16 (on a foggy morning, if the fog comes down: fair

weather [Negro]) — South Carolina: Bryant I, 279, No. 9 (if a fog

comes to earth, it is a sign of fair weather) — Alabama: Browne, No.

3448 (when the fog in the morning remains near the earth, fair weather
is coming) — Illinois: Hyatt, No. 232 (if a morning fog falls, the

weather will be fair) — Iowa: Stout, No. 458 (a fog lying close to the

ground indicates fair weather [Scotch]) HDA vi, 986, s.v. "Nebel" ;

Inwards, 147 ; Lean i, 352. Cf. Nos. 6232, 6254, above.

6360 When the wind follows the sim, you may expect fair

weather.

Green Collection. General: Dunwoody, 21 (if the wind follows the sun's

course, expect fair weather) ; 83 (it is a sign of continued fine weather
when the wind changes during the day so as to follow the sun) —
Nora Scotia: Creighton, 103, No. 10 (When the wind comes around
with the sun / Fine weather just begun). Inwards, 107.

6361 When the wind is in the north, it is the sign of fair

weather.

Lucille Cheek, Chatham county. Manitoba: Wallis, 46 (in summer, a
north wind heralds good weather [Canadian Dakota Indians]).

Inwards, 112, 115.

6362 When the wind changes from southwest or south to west,

fair weather follows.

Green Collection. General: Garriott, 8; also (westerly winds, both from
the northwest and southwest quadrants, are, essentially, fair weather
winds, the principal distinction between these winds being that the south-

west winds are warm and the northwest winds are cold) — North
Carolina: Barker, 19 (wind from the west signifies fair weather [Blum's
Almanac, 1938, p. 45]) — Iowa: Stout, No. 547 (the weather will be
clear when the wind is in the southwest) — Texas: Turner, 170 (when
the wind blows from the west, fair weather will come). Inwards, 108.

Cf. No. 6235, above.

6363 If it begins to clear up in the direction from whence the

wind is blowing, it will be fair in a short while.

Carl G. Knox, Leland, Brunswick county.

6364 Lightning in the south is a sign of fair weather.

Kate S. Russell, Roxboro, Person county. Cf. General: Dunwoody^ 80 (if

there is lightning without thunder after a clear day, there will be a
continuance of fair weather). Inwards, 168.
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6365 Burning a broom is a sure sign of fair weather,

Kate S. Russell, Roxboro, Person county. HDA i, 1145, s.v. "Besen."

6366 Smoke rising from a chimney indicates fair weather.

R. B. Edwards, Belhaven, Beaufort county, and Fawn Watson, Robeson
county. Maryland: Whitney-Bullock, No. 487 (if smoke rises from a
chimney, etc.) — North Carolina: Barker, 17 (Blum's AlmanaCj 1883,

p. 67) — Alabama: Browne, No. 3533.

6367 If smoke goes straight up, it means good and fair weather.

Edith Walker, Watauga county. Quebec: Marie-Ursule, 167, No. 197
(when the smoke is white, it is a sign of fair weather [French]) —
Pemisylvania: Phillips, 163, No. 12 (smoke ascending is a sign of fair

weather) — Nebraska: Nebraska Proverbs I, 2 (when smoke goes
straight up the day will be fair). HDA vii, 523, s.v. "RaucH." Cf.
Nos. 6236, 6366, above.

6368 If all the bread is eaten at the table, the next day will be

fair.

Zilpah Frisbie, Marion, McDowell county. HDA 11, 1037, s.v. "essen"

;

V, 1506, s.v. "Mahl, Mahlzeit." Cf. No. 6237, above. No. 6383, below.

6369 If a cat washes itself, the weather will be fair.

Anonymous. General: Dunwoody, 29 — California: Dresslar, 36 (if a
cat washes herself smoothly and slowly, it will be fair weather). Cf.
No. 6238, above.

6370 Birds singing during the rain indicate fair weather.

Mildred Peterson, Bladen county. General: Dunwoody, 34; Henry David
Thoreau, Journal, April 21, 1852 (not verified) — Kentucky: Price, 30;
Thomas, No. 2332 (the singing of birds during rain is an indication of

approaching fair weather) — Illinois: Hyatt, No. 31.

6371 The singing of hens during a rain denotes fair weather.

Jessie Hauser, Pfaflftown, Forsyth county. Kentucky: Thomas, No. 2332
— Illinois: Hyatt, No. 87 (chickens singing in the rain) — JJ'isconsin:

Brown, Birds, 9 (the cackling of chickens during a rain is a sign of
fair weather to follow).

6372 If chickens are seen picking themselves during a rainy

spell, it will soon be fair again.

Fawn Watson, Robeson county. South: Puckett, 509 (it will "fair off"
when chickens pick their feathers after a rain [Negro]). Cf. No. 6242,
above.

6373 The crowing of a rooster lustily early in the morning in-

dicates a fair day.

Mrs. Nilla Lancaster, Goldsboro, Wayne county. Cf. Kentucky: Thomas,
No. 2366 (if when it is raining the cock crows before noon, the after-

noon will be clear) — Massachusetts: Bergen, Animal, No. 460 (good
weather) — Illinois: Hyatt, No. 114 (if you hear a rooster crowing dur-
ing a morning rain, the afternoon will be fair).
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6374 If roosters crow at night, fair weather will follow.

Green Collection. West Virginia: Lopez, No. 46 (if the rooster crows
at dawn, the day will be clear).

6375 The arrival of wild geese presages fair weather.

Green Collection. Cf. General: Dunwoody, 36 (geese flying high is a
sign of fair weather).

6376 If a turkey buzzard flies high in the air, fair weather is

not far off.

Mildred Peterson, Bladen county; and three other informants from
widely separated localities. General: Dunwoody, 34 (buzzard, not turkey
buzzard).

6377 If you kill a snake and want fair weather, be sure to bury
it.

Burns. New Englajid: Johnson, What They Say, 19 — Illinois: Hyatt,
No. 574 (cast in the air a snake that you have killed, and if it drops on
its stomach, the weather for the day will be fair) — Nebraska: Pound,
168 (it is a sign of fair weather the next day if a snake lies on its back).

6378 Ants running to and fro indicate fair weather.

Mrs. Nilla Lancaster, Goldsboro, Wayne county. General: Dunwoody,
55 (expect fair weather when ants scatter) ; Garriott, 24 (expect fair

weather when ants scatter). Inwards, 205.

6379 Cobwebs outdoors on a rainy morning are a sign of fairing

weather.

Green Collection. General: Bergen, Current, No. 970 (cobwebs on the

grass are a sign of fair weather) — Neiv England: Johnson, What They
Say, 22 (on such mornings as you see cobwebs on lawns and grass
fields shining with dew, the day will be fair) — Massachusetts: Brooks,
No. 3 — Washington: Tacoma, 20. Cf. No. 6380, below.

6380 Many cobwebs on a foggy morning indicate fair weather.

Mrs. Nilla Lancaster, Goldsboro, Wayne county. New England: Backus
I, 501 (on a foggy morning in the haying season no farmer will go into

the hayfield unless there are cobwebs on the grass, which are thought to

predict a fair day) — Massachusetts: Brooks, No. 3 (cobwebs in the
grass on a wet or foggy morning are a sign of a fair day)

.

6381 If the grass is wet in the morning, it will be fair for the

rest of the day.

W. J. Stanford, Wake county. In only the last Dunwoody entry, the

Illinois item (Hyatt), and in Lean and HDA, is mention made of the

dew's being on the grass. Cf. General: Dunwoody, 48 (heavy dew indi-

cates fair weather) ; also (much dew after a fair day indicates another
fair day) ; also (if the dew lies on the grass plentifully after a fair day,

it indicates the following day will be fair) — South: Evans, 16 (heavy
dew in the morning: fair weather) — North Carolina: Barker, 13 (dews
which lie long in the morning signify fair weather [Blum's Almanac,
1844, p. 3I) — Kentucky: Thomas, No. 2492 (dew on the grass at night;
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good weather) — Quebec: Marie-Ursule, 167, No. 198 (when there is a

lot of dew in the morning, sign of good weather [French]) — Ontario:
Doering, Customs, 151 (a heavy dew in the morning, etc.) — Illinois:

Hyatt, No. 186 (dew on the grass at night indicates that the next day
will be fair). Inwards, 146; Lean i. 394; HDA viii, 692, s.v. "Tau."
Cf. No. 6388, below.

6382 Sleep with a flower under your pillow, and the weather
will be fair the next day.

Madge Colclough, Durham county. South: Puckett, 321 (Negro).

6383 If everything on the table at meals is eaten up, the follow-

ing day will be fair.

Doris Overton, Greensboro, Guilford county. Kentucky: Roberts, Floyd
County, 52, No. 4 — Tennessee: O'Dell, 5 (if no food is left on the table

from an evening meal, etc.) ; Redfield, No. 417 — A'^^c*.' York: Gardner,
No. 161 (if, when one is through eating, the table is clear of food, etc.)

— Pennsylvania: Bergen, Current, No. 971 (if every dish is cleaned at

a given meal, etc. [German]) — Illinois: Allison, No. 246 — Nebraska:
Cannell, 12, No. 47 (if everything cooked for one meal is eaten, etc.)

;

Nebraska Proverbs I, i. HDA 11, 1037, s.v. "essen" ; v, 1506, s.v.

"Mahl, Mahlzeit." Cf. Nos. 6237, 6368, above.

Good Weather

6384 Look to the leeward for good weather.

Anonymous.

6385 Soft and delicate clouds indicate good weather.

Anonymous. General: Dunwoody, 42 (soft-looking, delicate clouds fore-

tell fine weather with weak, moderate, or light breezes)
; 44 (clouds being

soft, undefined, and feathery, will be fair) ; also (light, delicate, quiet

tints or colors, with soft undefined forms of clouds indicate and accom-
pany fair weather) — North Carolina: Barker, 12 (Blum's Almanac,
1890, p. 44; 1923, p. 67). Inwards, 127; HDA ix, 812, s.v. "Wolke."

6386 The higher the clouds the better (finer) the weather.

B. U. Brooks, Jr., Durham county ; Green Collection ; and an anonymous
informant. North Carolina: Barker, 12 (Blum's Almanac, 1923, p. 67)— Michigan: WF xni (1954), 283. Inwards, 123.

6387 A rainbow in the afternoon indicates good weather.

Anonymous. Entries are to the time element involved, not to various
other phenomena connected with rainbows. South: Puckett, 515 (rainbow
in the evening; good weather next day [Negro]) — Louisiana: Roberts,
No. 987 (rainbow in evening; clear weather) — Quebec: Marie-Ursule,
167, No. 192 (rainbow in evening; clear weather [French]) — Nova
Scotia: Fauset, No. 99 (rainbow at night; sign of good weather) —
Illinois: Hyatt, No. 509 (rainbow in the evening; fine weather) —
Ocarks: Randolph, 15 (rainbow in the evening means fine weather).

Radford, 196 (evening) ; Sebillot I, 348 (morning) ; Kamp, 35, No.
37-
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6388 Dew is an indication of fine weather.

B. U. Brooks, Jr., Durham county. General: Dunwoody, 48 (if there
is a heavy dew and it soon dries, expect fine weather) — North Caro-
lina: Barker, 13 (Blum's Almanac, 1923, p. 67). Inwards, 146; also
(if there is profuse dew in summer, it is about seven to one that the
weather will be fine) ; HDA viii, 602, s.v. "Tau" ; ix, 813, s.v. "Wolke."
Cf. No. 6381, above [grass wet from the dew].

6389 If an owl hoots on the west side of a mountain, it denotes
good weather.

Anonymous. Pennsylvania: Fogel, No. 1138 (if owls hoot from the hills

it indicates clear weather [German]) ; Rupp, 244, No. 12 (if the screech
owl calls from the hills, the weather will be clear and much colder [Ger-
man]). HDA II, 1073, s.v. "Eule"; Sebillot I, 165.

6390 When smoke goes straight up, it is a sign of good weather.

Anonymous. South Carolina: Bryant I, 280, No. 30 — New York: Cut-
ting, Farm, 35 (when smoke curls to the heavens there will be a good
day) — loim: Stout, No. 476. HDA vii, 523 f., s.v. "Rauch." Cf.

Nos. 6236, 6366 f., above.

6391 Lady bug, lady bug fly away home

;

Bring good weather, whenever you come.

Allie Ann Pearce, Colerain, Bertie county; and four other informants

from eastern and central coiuities. HDA v, 1697, s.v. "Marienkafer"
(from the Bohemian Forest: "Liebes, liebes Frauenkaferlein, flieg in

Brunn, / Bring uns heut' und morgen a recht a schone sunn" [the writer

of the entry equates "Brunnen," 'well,' with rain-heavy clouds, behind
which the sun has taken refuge ; and further points out the mythic
identity between sun and weather]) ; an even better example from Meck-
lenburg: "Siinnenworm, fleeg aewer min Hus, / Bring mi morgen good
weder to Hus." For ladybug incantations, cf. Nos. 7370 ff., below.

6392 To insure good weather, stick a hatchet up in the yard, or

make a cross with matches and salt.

Edward Dreyer (Louisiana). Cf. HDA i, 745, s.v. "Axt, Beil" [use of

axes to abate hailstorms, thunderstorms, etc.].

Warm (Hot) Weather

6393 The weather is hottest around big meeting time. (August)

Green Collection. Cf. HDA i, 721, 723, s.v. "August."

6394 It is a warm moon when she hangs far to the south.

Anonymous. New England: Johnson, What They Say, 148 (when the

moon is far south, expect warm weather) — Oklahoma: Smith, Weather,

178 (a warm winter moon is well to the south) — Washington: Tacoma,

19 (when the moon is far south, expect warm weather).

6395 If the moon in her course drops low down to the south

(runs far south), it is going to be hot.

O. W. Blacknall, Kittrell, Vance county, and Qara Hearne, Roanoke
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Rapids, Halifax county. Cf. Kentucky: Thomas, No. 2589 (any month
when the moon is soutli of due west is a hot month) — Alabama:
Browne, No. 3443 (when the new moon Hes in the far south, it will be a
hot moon). Inwards, 92. Cf. Nos. 6313 ff., above.

6396 Thunder early in fall betokens warm weather.

Eunice Smith, Pantego, Beaufort county. Cf. General: Dunwoqdy, 80
(thunder late in the fall [or early in the winter] indicates warm weather)— Nova Scotia: Creighton, 104, No. 28 (thunder and lightning in the
fall mean warm weather, an open fall) — New York: Boughton, 251, No.
2 (in very late fall or early winter, if we have a thunderstorm, we say it

is a sign of warmer weather) ; Cutting, Farm, 36 (thunder in the fall pre-
cedes warm weather) ; NYFQ vii (1951), 137 (thunder in the late fall

betokens warm weather) — Pennsylvania: Fogel, No. 11 73 (thunder-
storms in the fall are followed by warm weather [German]) ; Owens, 121
(thunder in late fall: warm weather) — Illinois: Wheeler, 57 (thunder
late in the fall, followed by warm weather). Inwards 167 (thunder
and lightning).

6397 Heavy white frost indicates warm weather.

Green Collection. General: Dunwoody, 54.

6398 A woodpecker's pecking on a tree means that warm
weather is coming.

Green Collection. General: Dunwoody, 41 (when woodpeckers peck low
on trees, expect warm weather) ; Garriott, 40 (same as preceding item)— Georgia: Steiner, No. 53 (when woodpeckers come in the spring, it

is a sign of warm weather). Inwards, 192.

6399 The coming of locusts is a sign of hot weather.

Emmet Reed Albergotti (Virginia), and J. Frederick Doering, Durham.
General: Dunwoody, 57 (when locusts are heard, dry weather will fol-

low) — Maryland: Whitney-Bullock, No. 476 (locusts being noisy) —
Kentucky: Price, 30 (if locusts [cicadas] are noisy, it is a sign of dry
weather) ; Roberts, Floyd County, 52, No. 19 (if locusts make a great
deal of noise, dry weather will follow) ; Thomas, No. 2565 (if locusts
are noisy, dry weather will follow) — Louisiana: Roberts, No. 1016
(locusts singing) — New England: Bergen, Animal, No. 478 (the locust
sings when it is to be hot and clear) — New York: Boughton, 190, No.
18 (the locusts singing in the trees in the summer) ; Cutting, Farm, j,7

(when the locust or "harvest fly" sings, it will be dry and hot) ; NYFQ,
X (1954), 212 (the sound of locusts forecasts hot, dry weather for a
few days) — Illinois: Hyatt, No. 363 (noisy locusts are a sign of dry
weather) — Wisconsin: Brown, Insects. 7 (locusts being very noisy was
a sign of warm weather). Inwards, 208.

Wet (Falling) Weather

6400 A ring around the sun denotes the approach of falling

weather.

Green Collection. Cf. General: Dunwoody, 77 (if there be a halo around
the sun in fine weather, it will be wet) ; Garriott, 27 (the circle of the
moon never filled a pond; the circle of the sun wets a shepherd).
HDA vn, 603, s.v. "Regenvorzeichen" ; viii, 48, s.v. "Sonne." Cf. No.
6460, below.
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6401 If the sun sets in a bank of clouds that are angry red, it is

a sign of wet weather.

Mary L. Walker, Durham county. Cf. No. 6483 ff., below.

6402 When the moon changes, there is likely to be falling

weather.

Clara Hearne, Roanoke Rapids, Halifax county. Illinois: Hyatt, No. 387
(the moon that changes at night is a wet moon). HDA vi, 518 f., s.v.

"Mond." Cf. 6201, above.

6403 If the new moon is laying on its back, the month will be a

wet one.

R. B. Edwards, Belhaven, Beaufort county. Kentucky: Thomas, No.

2574 (when the new moon lies on its back, that is, when the horns ex-
tend upward, such a moon betokens wet weather) — Tennessee : Farr,

Riddles, No. 190 (new moon not specified) ; Miller, 66, No. 14 — Ala-
bama: Browne, No. 3572 — Newfoundland: Bergen, Current, No. 990
(new moon not specified) — Neiv England, Neiv York, and Ohio:
Bergen, Current, No. 991 — Indiana: McAtee, Grant County, 267 (when
the horns were even [the moon on its back], it was a wet moon because
it was full of water) -— Illinois: Hyatt, No. 401 (new moon not speci-

fied) ; No. 396 (the apron is full of water if a moon reclines on its back).
Inwards, 93; Lean i, 386; HDA vi, 519, s.v. "Mond"; Garriott 37

(When the moon lies on her back, / She sucks the wet into her lap).

6404 If the new moon has arms down, it will be a wet moon.

Clara Hearne, Roanoke Rapids, Halifax county. Cf. Nos. 6407J 6542,
below.

6405 If the new moon's horn is pointed down, it will be a wet
month.

Fawn Watson, Robeson county.

6406 When the moon hangs on her point, it is a sign of wet
weather.

Anonymous. Tennessee: Carter, 2 (if the new moon is tilted on its

point, the water will run out) ; Lassiter, 30 (the moon is hanging by
the point; wet weather) — Florida: Figh, Rawlings, 202 (when the moon
is almost perpendicular in the first quarter, wet weather will follow

[Rawlings, The Yearling, p. 222]) — Alabama: Browne, No. 3569
(when you see a new moon hanging on the corner, it is a sign of wet
weather during the life of that quarter) — New England: Bergen, Cur-
rent, No. 991 (should the new moon stand vertically, it will be a wet
month) — New York: Bergen, Current, No. 991; Meeker, Blanket, 188

(if the moon is tipped and will not hold rain, the weather will be wet)
— Pennsylvania: Shoemaker, 10 (if the moon is tilted, the water will all

run out, and the month will be wet; it is a wet moon) — Ohio: Bergen,
Current, No. 991 (moon standing vertically: wet month) — Illinois:

Hyatt, No. 397 (the moon is wet if it stands on its point) ; No. 395
(when the moon rests on its point, water is pouring out of the apron) —
Oklahoma: Smith, Weather, 173 (a wet new moon is one which stands

on its point ready to pour out water) — Nebraska: Cannell, n, No. 11

(if the moon is straight, it is a wet moon). HDA vi, 519, s.v. "Mond."
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6407 If the points of a new moon point down, it is a sign of

wet weather.

Emmet Reed Albergotti (Virginia)
; J. B. Hinnant, Durham county.

Genera!: Dunwoody, 61 ; Garriott, 36 — Tennessee: Rogers, Moon, 55,
No. I (when the moon [points of the moon?] is turned down, etc.) —
Illinois: AUison, No. 13 (when the moon points tilt down, the weather
will be wet). Inwards, 91 ; HDA vi, 519, s.v. "Mond" ; Kamp, 32, No.
9. Cf. No. 6838, below.

6408 When the raindrops hit the ground hard and jump up, it

is a sign of wet weather.

Zebulon Teeter (Florida).

6409 Where the wind blows from [on] the twentieth of March
will be the direction of prevailing winds until the equinox. If the
wind blows from the south, one may expect a wet summer.

Green Collection. HDA v, 1738, s.v. "Marz."

6410 Lightning in the north is a sign of wet weather.

W. J. Hickman, Hudson, Caldwell county. Cf. Nos. 6610 flf., below.

641 1 If the first thunder of the new year is in the direction of

the south or southwest, it will be a wet year.

Julian P. Boyd. General: Dunwoody, 82. HDA in, 821, s.v. "Gewit-
ter." Cf. No. 6055, above. No. 7043, below.

6412 If the first thunder squall of the year goes south, the year
will be wet.

Julian P. Boyd. Cf. No. 6411, above.

6413 When you see smoke coming down rather than going up,

expect damp weather.

Elsie Doxey, Currituck county. HDA vii, 524, s.v. "Rauch"; vii, 605, s.v.

"Regenvorzeichen." Cf. Nos. 6630 ff., below.

6414 Corns ache just before damp weather.

Elsie Doxey, Currituck county. Ontario: Doering, Customs, 151. Cf.
No. 6207, above, Nos. 6641, 6916, below.

6415 If you dream of the dead, there will be falling weather.

Mabel Ballentine, Raleigh. Cf. No. 6169, above, No. 6651, below.

6416 When the cat turns her back to the fire, there will be fall-

ing weather.

Zilpah Frisbie, Marion, McDowell county ; Mamie Mansfield, Durham
county; and an anonymous informant. HDA iv, 1108, s.v. "Katze." Cf.
No. 6918, below.
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6417 If a cat sleeps with her back to the fire, it is a sign of fall-

ing weather.

Lucille Massey, Durham county. Cf. No. 7062, below.

6418 The lowing of cattle at night indicates falling weather,

Mrs. Nilla Lancaster, Goldsboro, Wayne county. Cf. HDA ix, 537, s.v.

"Wetterkunde." Cf. No. 6668, below.

6419 Falling weather is foretold when chickens are especially

busy.

Green Collection. HDA rv, 448, s.v. "Huhn." Cf. Nos. 6680, 6925, below.

6420 If a rooster crows about eight or nine o'clock in the eve-

ning, it is a sign that it is going to be falling weather.

Grace Barbee, Stanly county. Tennessee: Miller, 66, No. 19 (a rooster

that crows when he goes to bed will get up with a wet head) — Ala-
bama: Browne, No. 3626 (if a rooster crows after dark there will be wet
weather) ; No. 3625 (Roosters crows [sic] when you go to bed, / Put on
your hat or you'll wet your head) — Indiana: Richmond, IVeather, 18

(If the cock goes crowing to bed / He'll certainly rise with a watery
head) — Illinois: Hyatt, No. 99 (it is a sign of falling weather to have
a cock crow when going to roost) — Nebraska: Nebraska Proverbs I,

I (If a rooster crows before he goes to bed, / He will get up with a
wet head). HDA in, 1341, s.v. "Hahnenkrahen." Cf. Nos. 6689 S.,

below.

6421 If guineas stand and look up, there will be falling weather.

Mrs. Gertrude Allen Vaught, Alexander county. Cf. Nos. 6696 f?., below.

6422 A wren singing around the house is a sign of falling

weather.

Green Collection. Cf. HDA ix, 882, s.v. "Zaimkonig."

6423 When one kills a snake, and the snake lies on its back,

there will be wet weather.

S. G. Hawfield, Concord, Cabarrus county, and James Hawfield, Union
county. Cf. Nos. 6742, 6747, below.

6424 If the wasps build high, we know that it will be wet be-

cause they are putting their nests where they will not be drowned
out.

O. W. Blacknall, Kittrell, Vance county. Cf. HDA ix, 506, s.v. "Wespe."

6425 When wasps build their nests high in the briars along

ditchbanks, it will be a wet year.

R. T. Dunstan, Greensboro. Cf. No. 6424, above.

6426 If you hear limbs falling it is the sign of falling weather.

Elizabeth Janet Cromartie, Garland, Sampson county. Cf. No. 6828, be-

low.
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6427 When worms creep otit of earth, wet weather is foretold.

Green Collection. General: Dunwoody, 72 (when worms creep out of the

ground in great numbers, expect wet weather). HDA i, 952, s.v.

"Bauernregeln" ; ix, 857, s.v. "Wurm."

Rain

Indicators

6428 February rain is only good to fill ditches.

Green Collection. General: Dunwoody, 94; Garriott, 44. Inwards,

17 (1898 ed.).

6429 If it rains on Easter Sunday, it will rain the six following

Sundays.

Lucille Massey, Durham county ; Clara Hearne, Roanoke Rapids, Halifax
county. Ontario: Waugh, No. 31 — New York: Cutting, Farm, 34 —
Colorado: Kimmerle, 71. HDA vi, 1352, s.v. "Ostern" ; vii, 598, s.v.

"Regenorakel" (it will rain every Sunday until Pentecost). The belief

in rain for seven consecutive Sundays following rain on Easter, much
better known, is encountered everywhere in the United States, but not
in Canada.

6430 If it rains on the first of June, it will continue for forty

days and nights.

Green Collection ; Clara Hearne, Roanoke Rapids, Halifax county ; Wil-
liam B. Covington, Scotland county. Cf. General: Dunwoody, 91 (if it

rains on June 27, it will rain seven weeks) — South: Puckett, 512 (if

it rains on the eighth of June, forty days of rain will follow [Negro])
— Kentucky: Thomas, No. 2434 (if it rains June first, there will be
fifty-seven rains in June, July, and August) — Mississippi: Hudson,
147, No. 7 — Texas: Turner, 170 (it will rain somewhere in sight every
day in June if it rains June i). Inwards, 57 (if it rains on June 27,
it will rain seven weeks).

6431 If it rains on the full moon in June, it will rain for forty

days and nights thereafter.

Green Collection.

6432 If it rains on the first of July, it will rain throughout the

month.

Mrs. Norman Herring, Tomahawk, Sampson county. Cf. General: Dun-
woody, 98 (If the first of July be rainy weather, / 'Twill rain more or

less for three weeks together) — Kentucky: Thomas, No. 2440 (if it

rains July first, it will rain seventeen days in the month) — Illinois:

Hyatt, No. 490 (rain July i, seventeen days of rain for the month) —
Nebraska: Cannell, 12, No. 35 (same as verse in Dunwoody, above) ;

Nebraska Proverbs I, 2 (same verse, except: "'Twill rain off and on
for four weeks together"). Inwards, 58; Lean i, 365.

6433 If it rains on the Fourth of July, it will rain on forty suc-

cessive days following.

Anonymous. General: Dunwoody, 97 (if it rains on the second of July
[St. Mary's], then it will rain the next four weeks)

; 98 (if it rains on
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July 10, it will rain for seven weeks) — Kentucky: Thomas, No. 2442
(if it rains between the first and the fourth of July, it will rain forty

days). Inwards, 59 (July 10; rain for seven weeks) ; HDA iv, 837,
s.v. "Juli."

6434 If it rains on July fifteenth, it will rain the following forty

days.

An anonymous informant ; Green Collection. Cf . No. 6435, below.

6435 If it rains on St. Swithin's Day (July 15) it will rain

somewhere in sight for forty days.

The Misses Holeman, Durham coimty. General: Beckwith, College, No.
90 — Kentucky: Thomas, No. 2445 — Nova Scotia: Fauset, No. 388 (if

it rains St. Within' s [sic] day, 'twill rain every day for thirty days) —
Ontario: Doering, Customs, 151 — New York: Boughton, 189, No. 7;
Cutting, Farm, 34 (St. Swithin's Day, if thou dost rain, / For forty days
it will remain; / St. Swithin's Day, if thou be fair, / For forty days
'twill rain nae mair) ; Gardner, No. 376 (if it rains on St. Swithin's

Day, that being the fifteenth of June [sic], it will rain for forty days,

that being the day the flood began, as they reckon it back) — Illinois:

Hyatt, No. 496. Garriott, 43 (In this month is St. Swithin's Day
[July 15], / On which, if that it rain, they say / Full forty days after it

will / Or more or less some rain distill. — Poor Robin's Alnianack,

1697) ; Inwards, 59 (same verse as in Garriott) ; also (same verse as in

Cutting, above) ; Radford, 210. Cf. Chambers 11, 61 f., who repeats the

familiar legend of forty days of unabated rain when an attempt was
made to remove St. Swithin's remains from a grave on the north side

of the church where the droppings from the eaves could fall on him, and
where his grave could be trod upon by passersby.

6436 If it rains on the fifteenth of July, it will rain every day
in the dog days.

Anonymous.

6437 If it rains on the first dog day, it will rain for forty days.

Lucille Cheek, Chatham county, and Mrs. Norman Herring, Tomahawk,
Sampson county. General: Dunwoody, 102 — South Carolina: Bryant I,

279, No. I (if it rains on the first dog day, July 28, it will rain every

day for forty days, July 28-September 5) — Kentucky: Thomas, No.

2825 ; No. 2439 (it will rain thirty days) — New England: Johnson, 21

— Illinois: Hyatt, No. 491. Inwards, 58; HDA rv, 498, s.v._"Hund-

stage" (fourteen days). Cf. No. 6009, above, which helps to explicate the

verse in Dunwoody (p. 98) : Dog days : When accompanied by rain, /

We hope for better times in vain.

6438 It always rains Quaker Meeting week.

Clara Hearne, Roanoke Rapids, Halifax county. Pennsylvania: JAFL 11

(1889), 232, No. 9; Phillips, 162, No. 9.

6439 If ^t rains the first Sunday in a month, it will rain every

Sunday that month.

Lucille Massey, Durham county ; Minnie Stamps Gosney, Raleigh

;

Eleanor Simpson, East Durham; and an anonymous informant. General:

Dunwoody, loi — Ontario: Wintemberg, Grey, No. 215 — Massachu-
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setts: Brooks, No. 15 — Osarks: Randolph, 19 — Colorado: Kimmerle,

71 (you can expect showers for the next three Sundays).

6440 If it rains the first Sunday in the month, it will rain all

the Sundays except one.

Clara Hearne, Roanoke Rapids, Halifax county. Massachusetts and New
York: Bergen, et al., 206.

6441 If it rains the first Sunday in the month, it will rain three

Sundays in that month.

Minnie Stamps Gosney, Raleigh. Maryland: Whitney-Bullock, No. 2150
— South Carolina: Bryant I, 281, No. 52 (it will rain three Sundays out

of the four).

6442 If there is one rainy Sunday, there will be three in suc-

cession.

Fawn Watson, Robeson county.

6443 If it rains for two Sundays in succession, it will rain on

the third one.

Lucille Cheek, Chatham county. Maryland: Whitney-Bullock, No. 2149.

6444 Rain on the tirst Sunday in the month means rain every

other Sunday in that month.

Green Collection.

6445 If it rains on Monday, it will rain every day in the week.

Mamie Mansfield, Durham county ; Zilpah Frisbie, Marion, McDowell
county; and an anonymous informant. JVest Virginia: Musick, Weather,

44, No. 13 — Kentucky: Thomas, No. 2460 — Illinois: Hyatt, No. 484 —
0::arks: Randolph, 18 (it will rain every day more or less that week) —
California: Dresslar, 73.

6446 If it rains at seven,

It will rain at eleven.

Mrs. Norman Herring, Tomahawk, Sampson county. Cf. Nos. 6221, 6251

f., above, Nos. 6861 fif., below.

6447 It never rains as hard at three o'clock in the afternoon.

Mildred Peterson, Bladen county.

6448 If it rains when the sun is shining today, it will rain at

the same time tomorrow.

Edna Arrowhead, Buladean, Mitchell county. Cf. No. 6466, below.

6449 When the sky is red at sunrise and gray at sunset, there

will be no rain the next day, but when the morning is gray and
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the evening red, there will certainly be rain the next day, as at-

tested in the following little verse

:

Morning red and evening gray,

Sets the traveler on his way;
Morning gray and evening red,

Brings rain upon his head.

James Hawfield, Union county, and S. G. Hawfield, Concord, Cabarrus
county. Illinois: Smith II, 62, No. 2 (3: Evening gray and morning red)— Washington: Person, No. 334 (brings down rain upon your head).
Cf. No. 6123, above.

6450 Evening red and morning gray.

Helps the traveler on his way

;

Evening gray and morning red.

Brings down rain upon his head.

Alex Tugman, Todd, Ashe county, and six other informants from widely
separated localities. Tenses of the verb, such as "will send" as against
"sends," have not been distinguished in these notes. "Help the traveler"

stands in only the Nebraska reference and in Inwards and Lean, and
forms of "send" are encountered in the first two Kentucky references and
in the Indiana item ; "speed the traveler," or "set the traveler" are noted
as they occur, as are likewise the variations "pour" and "send" in place

of "bring" or "bring down." General: Garriott, 12 (2: Will set the

traveler) — Maryland: Whitney-Bullock, No. 2>77 (2: Will set the
traveler) — South Carolina: Bradley, 99 (2: Speed the traveler / 4:
Send the rain) — Kentucky: Fentress, 11; Roberts, Floyd County, 51,

No. I ; Thomas, No. 2483 (2: Speed the traveler) — Tennessee: Frazier,

38, No. 17 (2: Sets the traveler / 4: Lets the rain fall on the head.) —
Mississippi: Hudson, 147, No. 21 (2: Will speed a traveler / 4 : on the
traveler's head.) — Alabama: Browne, No. 3447 (2: Speeds the traveler

/ 4: Pours down rain on the traveler's head) — Nova Scotia: Creighton,
104, No. 25 (2: Will set the traveller; 4: Will pour down rain) —
New England: Johnson, What They Say, 20 (2: Will set the traveller

/ 4: Will pour down rain on the traveler's head) — Massachusetts, New
York, and Ohio: Bergen, Ctirrent, No. 982 (2: Will speed the traveler)— New^ York: Gardner, No. 134 (2: Is a sure sign of a perfect day; 4:
Rain will fall on the traveler's head) — Pennsylvania: Grumbine, 284
(2: Set the trav'ler

; 4: Pour down rain on the trav'ler's head) ; Owens,
121 f. (2: Set the traveller; 4: Pour down rain on the traveller's head)
Indiana: Brewster, Beliefs, No. 5 — Illinois: Hyatt, No. 543 (2 : Speed
the traveler) ; No. 544 (2: Will set the traveler; 4: Will pour the rain
down on his head) — Michigan: HF, v (1946), 163 (2: Sets the
traveler; 4: Brings down showers) — Oklahoma: Smith, Weather,
183 (2 : Will set the traveler

; 3 : But the morning gray and the evening
red; 4: on the traveler's head.) — Texas: Turner, 171 (2: Will set the
traveler) — lon'a: Stout, No. 486 (2: Sets the traveller) — Nebraska:
Cannell, 12, No. 33 — Washington: Tacoma, 15 (2: Will set the
traveler). Inwards, 84; Lean i, 353; ODEP, 176, s.v. "Evening red";
FFC 113, p. 30, s.v. "Evening red." Cf. Nos. 6123, 6449 f., above.

6451 Evening red, morning gray.

Sets the traveler on his way

;

Evening gray, morning red,

Puts the traveler in his bed.

Mrs. Nilla Lancaster, Goldsboro, Wayne county. Cf. No. 6123, above.
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6452 Evening red, morning fine,

Evening's red a rainy sign.

But when red goes over, a red sunset and sunrise, you'll have
rain that afternoon.

Green Collection.

6453 Evening gray and morning red,

I'our down rain on the traveler's head.

Mildred Peterson, Bladen county. Except in the first New York item,
where the order of the couplets is reversed, the present verse appears to
be the concluding couplet represented in No. 6450, above. In only the first

general item (Conder), in the Nova Scotia, New England, Oklahoma,
and first Illinois items, and in both Pennsylvania entries, does the word
"pour" stand ; elsewhere the action is indicated by forms of "bring."
General: Conder, 32; Dunwoody, 44 — South: Puckett, 517 (Negro) —
Maryland: Whitney-Bullock, No. 2)77 — South Carolina: Bradley, 99
(send the rain) — Kentucky: Fentress, 11; Roberts, Floyd County, 51,
No. I ; Thomas, No. 2483 — Tennessee: Frazier, 38, No. 17 (Lets the
rain fall) — Mississippi: Hudson, 147, No. 21 — Alabama: Browne, No.
3447 — Nova Scotia: Creighton, 104, No. 25 — New England: Johnson,
What They Say, 20 — New York: Cutting, Farm, 34 (Will bring a rain
upon his head) ; Gardner, No. 134 (Rain will fall) — Pennsylvania:
Grumbine, 284; Owens, 122 — Indiana: Brewster, Beliefs, No. 5 —
Illinois: Hyatt, No. 544: No. 543 — Nebraska: Cannell, 12, No. 33 —
Texas: Turner, 171 — Iowa: Stout, No. 486 — Washington: Tacoma,
15- Inwards, 84; Lean i, 353. Cf. Nos. 6123, 6450, above.

6454 If the evening's gray and the morning red.

Put on your hat or you'll wet your head.

Green Collection, and Mrs. Norman Herring, Tomahawk, Sampson
county. Kentucky: Thomas, No. 2484 (Evening red and morning gray,
sets a traveler on his way ; / Evening gray and morning red, put on
your hat and [or?] wet your head). Lean i, 353.

6455 If the sunset is gray.

The next will be a rainy day.

B. U. Brooks, Jr., Durham county. Illinois: Hyatt, No. 650. Inwards,
81, 114.

The Sun as an Indicator of Rain

6456 Red at sunrise, rain in twenty-four hours.

Eunice Smith, Pantego, Beaufort county; Ted Caldwell, Chapel Hill,
Orange county ; and an anonymous informant. In none of the following
references does "in twenty-four hours" occur. Unless other temporal data
are given reference is to the coming of rain. General: Woman's Day, Vol.
17, No. 10 (July, 1954), 36; Dunwoody, 78 (the sun appearing red on
rising)

; also (if the sun rises a pale red there will be rain during the
day)

;
also (in winter if the sun rises with a red sky, expect rain that

day) — Maryland: Whitney-Bullock, No. 378 — Alabama: Browne, No.
3554 (rain soon) ; No. 3555 (red sunrise, rain that day) ; No. 3681 —
South Carolina: Bryant I, 279, No. 4 (if the sun rises red in the morn-
ing, it sends rain upon the traveler's head) — New York: Cutting, Farm,
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31 (If red the sun begins his race, / Expect the rain will fall apace) —
Nebraska: Cannell, 11, No. 8 (the sun being red when it rises) ; 12, No.

34 (If red the sun begins his race, / Expect that rain will flow apace) ;

Nebraska Proverbs I, i ; 2 (a red sunrise foretells rain before the day
is over). Inwards, 79; 80; 58 (1898 ed.) ; HDA i, 56, s.v. "Abend-
rote" ; HDA VIII, 45, s.v. "Sonne."

6457 If the sun goes behind a bank at sunrise, there will be rain

during the day.

Anonymous.

6458 If the sun rises clear and immediately hides under the

clouds, it will rain that day.

Green Collection, and Minnie Stamps Gosney, Raleigh.

6459 If the sun comes out fair when it rises and goes under a

cloud a little afterwards, look for rain before night.

W. J. Stanford, Wake county. Cf. General: Dimwoody, 79 (if the suji

rises clear, is then shadowed by a cloud, and comes out clear again, it

will rain before night) — North Carolina: Barker, 17 (if the sun rises

clear and soon goes into a cloud, it will rain before night [Blum's

Almanac, 1883, p. 34]) — Tennessee: Miller, 67, No. 42 (if the sun

rises clear and goes behind a cloud before seven, etc.) — New England:
Johnson, What They Say, 26 — Alabama: Browne, No. 3551 (if the

sun rises and goes back to bed, it will rain tomorrow).

6460 If a circle forms around the sun during the day, it is sign

of rain very soon.

Julian P. Boyd, and Mamie Mansfield, Durham county. General:

Woman's Day, Vol. 17 (July, 1954), 36 (a halo around the sun signifies

rain) — North Carolina: Barker, 14 (a halo around the sun [Blum's

Almanac, 1883, p. 34]); 12 (a corona growing smaller about the sun

indicates rain [Blum's Almanac, 1922, p. 90]) — West Virginia: WVF,
V (1954), 6, No. 2b (there is an Indian proverb, "When the sun is in his

house it will rain soon," which means a halo or ring around the sun

[Indian]) — Illinois: Hyatt, No. 641 (if there is a halo round the sun,

look for rain before night) — Oklahoma: Smith, Weather, 182 (a circle

about the sun in summer indicates a rainstorm) — Texas: Turner, 170

(if there is a red circle around the sim when it sets, it will rain three

days later) — Soiithzvest: Dunwoody, 77 (when the sun is in his house

[in a halo or circle] it will rain soon [Zuili Indians]); 125 (the sun

being in his house [halo or circle] cloud it will, rain will come soon

[Zuhi Indians]) — Manitoba: Wallis, 46 (a circle about the sun bodes

rain [Canadian Dakota Indians]). Inwards, 86; HDA vii, 603, s.v.

"Regenvorzeichen" ; viii, 48, s.v. "Sonne." Cf. No. 6400, above.

6461 When you see the sun drawing water, it is the sign of rain

soon.

Lucille Cheek, Chatham county; Marie Harper, Durham county; W. L.

McAtee; newspaper clipping (unidentified). General: Bergen, Current,

No. 1038; Dunwoody, 77; also (if the sun draws water in the morning, it

will rain before night) ; Garriott, 26; also (if the sun draws water in the

morning it will rain before night) — South: Puckett, 514 (to see the

sun "drawing water" as it sets is also an indication of rain [Negro]) —
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South Carolina: Bryant I, 280, No. 21 — Kentucky: Fowler, No. 2656a;

Thomas, No. 2656 (if the sun draws water in the morning, there will be

rain in the evening) ; No. 2626 (the sun drawing water in the evening)
— Tennessee: Carter, 5 (when the sun draws water from the earth late

in the afternoon it means that soon there will be rain, for the heavens
are being stocked with water) — Alabama: Browne, No. 3556 (when the

sun is drawing water at sunrise on Monday morning, it will rain by
Wednesday) — Neic England: Johnson, What They Say, 17 (when you
see the sun drawing water at night, know that it will rain on the mor-
row) — Neic York: Cutting, Farm, 31 — Indiana: Busse, 17, No. 41 —
Illinois: Hyatt, No. 642 (a sun drawing water in the morning is the sign

of rain in the evening) ; No. 643 (if the sun draws water in the evening,

it will rain that night) ; No. 644 (if in the evening the sun has drawn
water, rain will fall next day) ; Wheeler, 57 — Iowa: Stout, No. 433 —
Colorado: Kimmerle, 74. HDA viii, 45, s.v. "Sonne."

6462 The sun drawing water (streaks of sunlight through
clouds) is called Jacob's ladder, and indicates rain.

Green Collection. Maryland: Whitney-Bullock, No. 1259 (the streaks of

light seen through clouds are pipes drawing water to the sun) — South
Carolina: Bryant I, 279, No. 13 (if the sun draws streaks from the earth,

it means rain) — Tennessee: Farr, Riddles, No. 211 (when one sees

long light streaks in triangular shape from the earth to the sun, it is said

that the sun is drawing water and is a sure sign of rain) ; Farr, Supersti-

tions, No. 212 (same as the preceding item) ; Miller, 67, No. 44 (when
the sun's rays are clearly evident in the sky, as if drawing water, etc.)

— Indiana: McAtee, Grant County, 266 (it will rain when the "sun
draws water," that is, when its light makes radiating lines through water
vapor in the air near sundown) — Texas: Bogusch, 114 (when the sun
sends its rays through a dark bank of clouds, it is drawing water).
Inwards, 77.

6463 When the sun wades one day, we will wade the next.

Autie Bell Lambert, Stanly county.

6464 A red sun has water in its eyes.

An anonymous informant, and Green Collection.

6465 If the sun shines during a rain, there will be rain the

following day.

An anonymous informant, and seven other informants from eastern and
central counties. No attempt has been made to differentiate such reason-

able synonyms as "tomorrow," "the next day," etc. General: Dunwoody,
70; Knortz, 154 — North Carolina: Barker, 17 (Blum's Almanac, 1883,

p. 34) — Maryland: Whitney-Bullock, No. 384 — South Carolina:
Bryant I, 281, No. 50 — Kentucky: KFR, i, (1955), 105; Price, 30;
Thomas, No. 2653 — Tennessee: Burton, 4; Page, 53; (juerin, 53 —
Louisiana: Roberts, No. 1044 — Ontario: Doering-Doering I, 60; Win-
temberg, Grey, No. 70 — Nezu England: Backus i, 501 — Massachu-
setts: Bergen, Current, No. 978; Brooks, 310, No. 9 — New York:
Boughton, 189, No. 12 (Rain and sunshine in one day / Brings more
rain the following day) ; 190, No. 16; NYFQ, vii (1951), 203; NYFQ,
IX (1953), 34, No. 6 (seldom true) — Pennsylvania: Hand, Pennsyl-
vania, No. 203; Shoemaker, 3 — Indiana: Busse, 17, No. 36; McAtee,
Grant County, 266 — Illinois: Allison, No. 59; Hyatt, No. 684 —
Osarks: Randolph, 17 — Oklahoma: Smith, Weather, 183 — Iowa:
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Stout, No. 452 (Scotch) — Nebraska: Cannell, 11, No. 17 — New
Mexico: Moya, 67, No. 10 (Spanish) — Kansas: WF, xix (i960), 190,

No. 6 — Wyoming: Wahon, Weather, 162, No. 14 (Sunshine and
shower, / Rain again tomorrow.) — Idaho: Lore, 200 — Washington:
Tacoma, 20 — California: Lowrimore, 178, No. 10. Inwards, 157 f.

;

Kamp, 31, No. i. Cf. No. 6466, below.

6466 If the sun shines while it is raining, it is a sign that there

will be rain at the same time the next day.

S. G. Hawfield, Concord, Cabarrus county; Pearl Forbes, Roan Moun-
tain, Tennessee ; and two other informants from Mitchell and Wake
counties. South: Puckett, 518 (various signs are derived from the

phenomena of rain falling while the sun is shining. Some say that it will

rain [the same time] the next day [Negro]) — Cumberland Mountains:
Shearin, 321 (rain at the same hour next day) — Kentucky: KFR, 1

(i95S)> 105 (rain at exactly the same time the following day) ; Roberts,
Floyd County, 52, No. 6; Thomas, No. 2654 — Tennessee: Hatcher, 152;
Lassiter, 30; O'Dell, Superstitions, 6; Redfield, No. 432 — Alabama:
Browne, No. 3557; No. 3558 (rain tomorrow at the same hour and the

same place) — Ontario: Doering, Customs, 151 (if the sun shines during
a rainstorm, it will rain at precisely the same time the following day) ;

Wintemberg, Waterloo, 4 — Pennsylvania: Hand, Pennsylvania, No. 203
— Indiana: Brewster, Beliefs, No. 10 (rain at the same hour next day)

;

Brewster, Specimens, 2,(>7 (rain at the same hour next day) ; Richmond,
Weather, No. 6 (if the sun shines during a rain, the devil is beating his

wife and it will rain the next day) — Illinois: Hyatt, No. 685 — Okla-
homa: Smith, Weather, 183 — Texas: Dobie, 97 (if the sun shines while
it is showering, it will shower at the same hour the following day) ;

Hendricks, No. 315; Turner, 171 — Nebraska: Nebraska Proverbs I,

2 (rain when the sun shines, rain all day tomorrow) — Colorado: Kim-
merle, 74. Inwards, 158; Lean i, 396. Cf. No. 6448, above.

6467 Rain on Wednesday, and sunshine while it rains, means
another rain before Sunday. Coming on Sunday, this foretells

rain before Wednesday.

Green Collection.

6468 If it rains when the sun is shining, the "bad man" is

whipping his wife, and it will rain again tomorrow.

Green Collection; Louise Bennett, Middleburg, Vance county; four in-

formants from widely separated counties ; and an unidentified newspaper
clipping. There are no references in my files to the "bad man" in place

of the devil in connection with the present entry therefore, since all other

entries from No. 6469 through No. 6479 deal with details, I am using

this number for a treatment of references under the simple proposition

:

"If it rains while the sun is shining, the devil is beating his wife." Since

Professor Matti Kuusi, eminent Finnish folklorist, has shown the prev-

alence of this and related beliefs on a worldwide scale, I am indicating

here, and throughout these entries, references to his monograph where
further source materials may be found. General: Bergen, Current, No.

979 (the devil is beating his wife with a codfish) ; Knortz, 154 (with a

stockfish) — North Carolina: Mooney, 100 (a sun shower is caused by

the devil whipping his wife, the raindrops presumably being her tears) ;

Whiting, 393, s.v. "Devir'-3o; Kuusi, 114, F-V, USA-2; 115, F-V,
USA-8 — South Carolina: Kuusi, 114, F-V, USA-i — Virginia: Kuusi,

IIS, F-V, USA-ii; WF xviii (1959), 334 (the informant says: "My
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mother used to answer this with, 'I hope they beat each other up 1'

"

[Negro]) — Kentucky: KFR i, (1955), 105 — Tennessee: Joseph S.

Hall, unpublished Great Smokies Field Notes, Vol. 7, p. 105 (November,
1939) :

" 'The devil's whuppin' his wife.' Ao expression used in Grainger
and Jefferson counties [Tennessee] when it's raining and the sun is

shining. Reported by Robert W. Ray, age 22. He was born in Breathit
Co., Kentucky, and lived in both of the Tennessee counties mentioned
above." Professor Hall also reported a variant, "The devil's whippin his

wife, and all her feathers are coming out." (This would appear to be a
confusion with folk notions concerning the origin of snow, as indicated

in No. 5969, above.) — Louisiana: JAFL xix (1906), 124; Roberts, No.
1043 — Jamaica: Folk-Lore xv (1904), 456 — Nczv England: Backus,
I, 501 ; Johnson, What They Say, 25 (it is also noted that it will rain the
next day, as in the present entry) — Pennsylvania : JAFL 11 (1889),
232, No. 14 ; Phillips, 162, No. 14 ; Shoemaker, 3 — Illinois: Hyatt, No.
687 ; No. 688 (if sunshine, rain and a rainbow are seen at the same
time, the devil is fighting with his wife) — Osarks: Randolph, 17 "the
Devil is a-whippin' his wife") — Texas: Boyusch, 114 — New Mexico:
Moya, 67, No. 11 (Spanish) — Oregon: CFQ v (1946), 239, No. 160.

HDA VIII, 45, s.v. "Sonne," rain again ; as well as the devil beating
his wife; vii. 578, s.v. "Regen" (raindrops being the devil's wife's tears

[as expressed in the first North Carolina item]3; Sebillot i, 362: Laval,

21, No. 44; WHslocki, Magyaren, 165; ODEP, 532, s.v. "Rains when the
sun shines" ; Kuusi, 99-124, passim. See also B. J. Whiting, "The Devil
Beating his Wife," Modern Language Forum xxiv (1939), 81, n. 66;
Herbert Halpert, "The Devil is Beating His Wife," KFR i (1955), 105-

106; Wayland D. Hand, "The Devil Beating His Wife and Other Foik
Beliefs about the Sim's Shining While it Rains," KFR ir (1957), 139-143.

6469 If it has been raining all day. and the sun shines ac^ain

before setting, the "bad man" is beating his wife ; also, it will

rain the next day.

Laurice Gwinn Chambliss, Wilson, Wilson county ; Louise Bennett, Mid-
dleburg, Vance county ; and Dixie V. Lamm, Lucama, Wilson county.
Once more, since this entry cannot be documented from other parts of the
country, it is being used to indicate persons rather than the devil's wife
who are whipped or beaten. Kentucky: KFR i (1955), 106 (the devil is

whipping his children) ; also (the devil is whipping his grandma) —
Colorado: Kimmerle, 76 (the devil is beating his mother-in-law)-
(The foreign references, Kuusi excepted, deal with the devil's grand-
mother.) Lean i, 396; Inwards, 157; Ploss-Renz 11. 48; FFC 113, p.

26, s.v. "The devil is beating his grandmother"; Kuusi, 117 (citing the
Halpert references from Kentucky, above).

6470 When the sun is shining, and it is raining at the same
time, stick a pin in the ground, place your ear to the pin. and vou
can hear the devil and his wife quarreling.

Carl G. Knox, Leland, Brunswick county, and Zebulon Teeter (Florida).
Basic references to the devil beating his wife as an explanation of con-
comitant rain and shine (of which the present entry is a variant) are
given in No. 6468, above. Maryland: Whitney-Bullock, No. 1259A (see
No. 6476 below, where the reference is to "whipping" rather than to
"quarreling").
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6471 When the sun shines while it rains, it means the devil is

beating his wife behind the door.

Will S. Sease (Oklohoma). Jonathan Swift, A Compleat Collection of
Genteel and Ingenious Conversation (1738), Dialogue i: Col. It rained,

and the sun shone at the same time. Neverout. Why, then the devil was
beating his wife behind the door, with a shoulder of mutton {The Prose
Works of Jonatha>i Szvift, D.D., ed. Temple Scott [12 vols., London,
1898-1908], XI, 235).

6472 Sunshine and rain indicates that the devil is whipping his

wife around a stump.

Kate S. Russell, Roxboro, Person county. South: Puckett, 518 (the devil

is whipping his wife around the stump with a frying pan [Negro]) —
South Carolina: Bryant I, 281, No. 51 (the devil is beating his wife
around the bush) — Alabama: Browne, No. 3560 (same as the present
entry, and "stick a pin in the ground and you will hear her holler") —
Texas: Turner, 171 (same as the present entry, and "it will rain the
same time the next day"). Cf. No. 6478, below.

6473 If it rains while the sun is shining, the devil is beating his

wife for forgetting to put salt in his soup.

Edward Dreyer (Louisiana). Cf. South: Puckett, 549 (the devil is

whipping his wife [behind the door or around a stump] for not having
turnip greens or cornbread for dinner [Negro]) — Quebec: Marie-
Ursule, 167, No. 188 (the devil is beating his wife in order to get
"crepes" [pancakes] and she does not want to make him any [French])

;

JAFL XXXII (1919), 174 (pancakes).

6474 If a person will put his ear to the ground when it is rain-

ing and the sun is shining at the same time, he can hear the devil

beat his wife.

Anonymous. Kentucky: KFR i (1955), 105 (you can hear the devil

beating his wife if you put your ear against a big rock) ; 11, loi (Negro).

6475 When it is raining while the sun is shining, one may hear

the devil beating his wife if he places his ear close to the ground
over an old horseshoe covered with a piece of white cloth.

Ada Briggs (Virginia).

6476 When it is raining, and the sun is shining, stick a pin into

the ground, and put your ear to it. You can hear the devil

whipping his wife.

Zebulon Teeter (Florida). South: Puckett, 518 f. (You must stick a pin

in the ground and place your ear close to the pin to hear the whipping

going on; or else kneel down and stick a needle in the waU; then get up

and pull the needle out with your mouth. You can then hear the devil's

wife "hollering." Or, simpler still, you can simply cross a knife and
fork and go behind the door, to see this dastardly deed being done [Ne-
gro]) — Maryland: Whitney-Bullock, No. 1259A (if at this time [when
the devil is beating his wife] you stick a pin into the earth, and hold

your ear to the ground, you will hear him beating her) — Kentucky:
Thomas, No. 2694 (if you put a black-headed pin into the clay and put
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your ear to the pin, you may hear them) — Illinois: Hyatt, No. 689 (es-

sentially the same as in the preceding item). Cf. No. 6470, above (where
the quarreling is overheard in the same way).

6477 When it is raining, and the sun is shining, stick a pin in

a stump, and you can hear the devil beating his wife.

Lucille Massey, Durham county. Cf. Nos. 6470, 6476, above.

6478 After a rain, beat on a stump, and you will hear the devil

beating his wife.

Green Collection. Cf. No. 6472, above.

6479 If you take a needle out in the rain when the sun is shin-

ing, and stick it up in the ground, you can hear the devil play-

ing his harp.

Green Collection. This item seems unique, since Kuusi has been unable

to find other parallels (Kuusi, 129, F-0, USA-i).

6480 If there is no sunset, it will rain or be cloudy.

Ted Caldwell, Chapel Hill, Orange county, and an anonymous informant.

6481 When the sunset is gray-white or pale yellow, you may
expect rain.

Anonymous. References to a gray sunset are treated under No. 6455,

above. Yellow : General: Dunwoody, 78 (a golden sunset indicates

rain) ; Garriott, 25 (when after sunset the western sky is of a yvhitish

yellow, and this tint extends to great height, it is probable that it will

rain during the night or next day) — Ozarks: Wilson, Folk Beliefs, 160

(a yellow sunset means rain). Inwards, 81, 83; HDA ; i, 58, s.v.

"Abendrote" (pale or yellow) ; vii, 603, s.v. "Regenvorzeichen" (when
the sun sets white and draws water [for the first part of the entry]). Cf.

No. 6508, below.

6482 If the sun sets clear on Friday night, there will be rain

before Monday morning.

Eunice Smith, Pantego, Beaufort county, and an anonymous informant.

In none of the following references is "Monday morning" indicated ; how-
ever, in a few items "Monday night" is specified, and these are noted.

General: Dunwoody, loi
; yj (Monday night) — North Carolina:

Barker, 17 (Monday night [Blum's Almanac, 1883, p. 34]) — Mary-
land: Whitney-Bullock, No. 2181 — Kentucky: Thomas, No. 2.469 —
Massachusetts: Bergen, et al., 207 — New York: Barnes, No. 21 (Sun
sets clear on Friday night, / Rain before Monday night) ; Cutting,

Farm, 31 (If the sun sets clear on Friday night, / It will rain before

Monday night) ; Cutting, Lore, 31 (Monday night) — Illinois: Hyatt,

No. 662; No. 663 (Monday night) — Iowa: Stout, No. 508 (if the sun

sets in a cloud Friday night, there will be rain before Monday) ; No. 509
(Monday night). Inwards, 73. Cf. No. 6901, below.

6483 If the sun sets behind clouds, there will most likely be a

rainy day tomorrow.

Mrs. Gertrude Allen Vaught, Alexander county. In the Kentucky and
Tennessee references no time element is given ; and in the two items from
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Alabama "rain soon" is promised. General: Dunwoody, 76 (sun setting

in dark, heavy clouds) ; Garriottj 26 (sun setting in dark, heavy clouds)
— South Carolina: Bryant 1, 280, No. 32 (sun setting in a cloud) —
Kentucky: Fowler, No. 2485a — Tennessee: Redfield, No. 426 — Ala-
bama: Bergen, Current, No. 1039 (sun setting in a bank of clouds)

;

Browne, No. 3564 — Neiv England: Johnson, IVhat They Say, ig (sun
setting in a cloud) — Illinois: Allison, No. 18 — Iowa: Stout, No. 507
(if the sun sets in a cloud at night, it will rain before morning) ; No.
492 (sun setting in a cloud). Inwards, 82; HDA viii, 45 f., s.v.

"Sonne"; ix, 811 f., s.v. "Wolke." Cf. No. 6401, above.

6484 When the sun sets behind a bank of clouds, it will rain in

twenty-four hours.

W. J. Hickman, Caldwell county.

6485 For the sun to set in a cloud means rain within three days.

Esther F. Royster, Henderson, Vance county; Zebulon Teeter (Florida)
;

Maybelle Poovey, High Point, Guilford county. Cf. Illinois: Hyatt, No.
648 (if the sun sets cloudy, it will rain for three days).

6486 If the sun sets in a cloud, it will rain before Friday night.

Green Collection.

6487 If the sun sets behind a bank, it will rain before Sunday.

Minnie Stamps Gosney, Raleigh.

6488 The sun's setting in a bank of clouds on Wednesday is a

sign it will rain on Thursday.

Zilpah Frisbie, Marion, McDowell county. Cf. Texas: Hendricks, No.

312 (rain by Friday night).

6489 When the sun sets behind a bank of clouds on Wednesday
(afternoon), it's a sign that it will rain before Sunday.

Jane Christenburg, Huntersville, Mecklenburg county, and an anonymous
informant. Kentucky: Price, 31 — Alabama: Browne, No. 3563 —
Illinois: Hyatt, No. 659.

6490 If the sun sets behind a bank on Wednesday evening,

there will be rain before the weekend.

Eva Furr, Stanly county. Kentucky: Thomas, No. 2463 (rain before

the week is gone) — Illinois: Hyatt, No. 660.

6491 If the sun sets behind a bank Wednesday night, it will rain

before Sunday night.

Green Collection. Cf. Kentucky: Thomas, No. 2456 (if the sun sets on

Wednesday evening, there will be rain before Sunday) — Tennessee:

Redfield, No. 446 — New York: Cutting, Farm, 31.

6492 If the sun sets behind a bank on Friday evening, it will

rain between then and Monday.

Rosa Efird, Stanly county. Unless otherwise specified, rain is indicated

as falling on Sunday. Cf. Kentucky: Thomas, No. 2471 (it will rain be-
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fore Tuesday) — Maine: Decrow (rain before the week is out) —
Pennsylvania: Fogel, No. 1228 (German) — Texas: Hendricks, No. 313
(rain by Sunday night) — California: Lowriniore, No. 12.

6493 If the sun goes down in a bank on Sunday, it will rain

before \\^ednesday.

Julian P. Boyd, and six other informants, all from central counties. Gen-
eral: Dunwoody, 46 (if a Sunday sunset is obscured, expect rain before

Wednesday) ; loi (if the sunset on Sunday is cloudy, etc.) — Kentucky:
Price, 31 — Tennessee: Hatcher, 153 — Iowa: Stout, No. 504 (if the

sun sets under a cloud on Sunday, etc.). Inwards, 74.

6494 If the sun sets behind a bank of clouds on Sunday eve-

ning, it will rain before Wednesday evening.

Elizabeth Janet Cromartie, Garland, Sampson county. Cf. South: Dun-
can, 235, No. 2 (sun sets behin' bank [of clouds], rain 'fore Wednesday
night) — Tennessee: Redfield, No. 445 (if the sun sets clear [N.B.] on
Sunday night, etc.) — Illinois: Smith H, 62, No. 15 — Texas: Hen-
dricks, No. 316 (if the sun goes down behind a bank on Sunday, etc.).

6495 If the sun sets behind a bank on Sunday night,

It will rain in sight before Wednesday night.

Lucille Massey, Durham county. Cf. No. 6494, above.

Clouds as Indicators of Rain

6496 If Mary goes over the mountain on June 29. walking in

sunshine, there will be rain for six weeks.

Maude Minish Sutton, Lenoir, Caldwell county. HDA v, 1675, s.v.

"Maria Heimsuchung." For another reference in June [June 15] to

Mary's making the trip over the mountains, but in a cloud, and hence in

wet weather, but with a consequent dry spell of six weeks, see No. 6307,
above.

6497 Following a comment on the wet weather, an old man
from Caldwell county said: "Mary went over the mountain the

second day of July. She walked in clouds, and it'll rain every
day for forty days."

Mrs. Maude Minish Sutton, Lenoir, Caldwell county. For Mary's trip

over the mountain as a general indicator of the weather for the next six

weeks, and for the biblical background of this trip "over the mountains,"
see No. 6307, above. Maryland: Whitney-Bullock, No. 2326 (in western
Maryland, there is a saying : "Mary's gone over the mountain" ; if clear,

forty days of clear weather will follow ; if rainy [or cloudy, as in the
present entry], forty days of rain will follow. HDA v, 1675, s.v.

"Maria Heimsuchung"; for a possible connection, cf. Lean i, 380: July
20. St. Alargaret's Day : Heavy rains. St. Mary Magdalen said to be
washing her handkerchief to go to her cousin St. James' fair. Cf. Nos.
6230, 6307, 6496, above.

6498 If Mary walks on clouds when she goes over the mountain
on the second of July, there will be forty days of rainy weather.

Mrs. Gertrude Allen Vaught, Alexander county. Rain for forty days
reckoned from the day of the Visitation of the Virgin Mary (July 2)
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and St. Swithin's Day (July 15) is likely in the tradition of the forty

days and forty nights of rain at the time of the Flood.

6499 After three successive cloudy mornings, it will rain on the

third.

Lucille Massey, Durham county, and Mildred Peterson, Bladen county.
Kentucky: Thomas, No. 2376 — Nezv Englaiid: Backus, Weather, 26.

6500 If the clouds open before seven and shut up again, it will

rain before eleven.

Mildred Peterson, Bladen county. Kentucky: Price, 31; Thomas, No.

2474 (concluding with: Open and shet is a sign of wet") — Illinois:

Hyatt, No. 125.

6501 When heads or white clouds "boil up" rapidly, it is the

sign of rain.

Lucille Cheek, Chatham county.

6502 When small white or hazy clouds travel rapidly through

the sky, it will rain.

Zebulon Teeter (Florida). Cf. General: Dunwoody, 42 (if an assemblage

of small clouds spreads out or becomes thicker and darker, expect rain) —
Quebec: Marie-Ursule, 166, No. 158 (when the sky is covered with little

clouds, it is going to rain [French]). Inwards, 124.

6503 If clouds are fleecy, like cotton, it will rain in twenty-four

hours.

Mary L. Walker, Durham county. General: Dunwoody, 44 (if there be

a fleecy sky, unless driving northwest, expect rain) ; also (if, in winter

the clouds appear fleecy, with a very blue sky, expect cold rain) —
Florida: Hauptmann, 15 (fleecy clouds are a sign of rain [Italian]).

Inwards, 134; HDA ix, 811, s.v. "Wolke."

6504 If there is a bank north on Monday, and it settles back,

there will be rain in three days.

Eva Furr, Stanly county. Cf. HDA ix, 811, s.v. "Wolke."

6505 When red clouds appear in the east early in the morning,

it will rain that day.

Harry G. Hall, and an anonymous informant. General: Dunwoody, 46

(red clouds at sunrise indicate rain on the following day [same day?]) ;

78 (essentially the same as in the preceding item) — Tennessee: Red-

field No. 431 (when clouds are red at sunrise it is a sign of rain).

Inwards, 127; ODEP, 536, s.v. "Red clouds." Cf. Nos. 6453 f., above,

6506 f., below.

6506 When the sky is red in the morning, you may expect rain.

Kate S. Russell, Roxboro, Person county, and an anonymous informant.

General: Dunwoody, 78 (if red extends far upwards, especially in the

morning, it indicates rain). Inwards, 80; HDA i, 56, s.v. "Abendrote."
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6507 When the sky is red in the morning, it will rain in twenty-

four hours.

W. J. Hickman, Hudson, Caldwell county.

6508 Yellow clouds in the evening are a sign it will be raining

in the morning.

Mrs. Gertrude Allen Vaught, Alexander county. General: Dunwoody, 48
(a pale yellow sky at sunset presages rain)

; 76 (when after sunset the
western sky is of a whitish yellow, and this tint extends to great height,
rain during the night or next day). Inwards, 81; HDA ix, 811, s.v.

"Wolke." Cf. No. 6481, above.

6509 It is a sign of rain when the sky is deep blue.

Vella Jane Burch, Durham. Cf. General: Dunwoody, 79 (if the sky dur-
ing rain is tinged with deep blue, the rain will be showery) — Tennes-
see: McGlasson, 27, No. 36 (when the sky looks dark blue there will

be rainy weather). Inwards, 148.

6510 When the sky has a greenish hue, you may expect rain.

Anonymous. Cf. General: Dunwoody, 79 (when the sky during a rain is

tinged with sea-green, the rain will increase) — Illinois: Hyatt, No. 552
(a clear sky with a slight greenish hue is a sign of rain). Inwards,
148 f.

651 1 Small inky clouds bring rain.

Anonymous. General: Dunwoody, 42 — North Carolina: Barker, 12
{Blum's Almanac, 1890, p. 44). Inwards, 127.

6512 When clouds appear like rocks and towers,

The earth's refreshed by frequent showers.

B. U. Brooks, Jr., Durham county. HDA ix, 812, s.v. "Wolke."

6513 Clouds going across the sun in the opposite direction is

a sign of rain.

Clara Hearne, Roanoke Rapids, Halifax county. South: Puckett, 517 f.

(if clouds cross the sun going west, it is a sign of rain [NegroJ) —
Alabama: Browne, No. 3547 (streaks of clouds moving toward the sun).

6514 When clouds cross over the sun in the morning, it will

rain that day.

Lucille Cheek, Chatham county. Cf. Alabama: Browne, No. 3544 (when
clouds hang around the morning sun, it is a sign of rain) ; No. 3545 (if

clouds pass between you and the sun early in the morning, it is a sign of
early rain). — Indiana: Busse, 16, No. 13 (if morning clouds drift to-
ward the sun, there will be rain).

6515 If the clouds go north across the sun early in the morning,
it will soon rain.

Lucille Massey, Durham county.
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6516 To see cross clouds (a white thunderhead with a black

cloud across it) in the south or west is a sure sign of rain.

Green Collection. Cf. Alabama: Browne, No. 3548 (thunderheads are a

sign of rain) — Kansas: WF xix (i960), 190, No. 12 (thunderheads
in the northwest coming up against a southeast wind means rain).

6517 Stray clouds moving at right angles to cirrus clouds prog-
nosticate rain.

Green Collection. Cf. Kentucky: Thomas, No. 2370 (cirrus, cirro-

stratus, and alto-stratus clouds are almost invariably forerunners of rain
in all seasons) ; No. 2371 (cirrus and cirro-stratus clouds indicate rain,

but are far from being a sure sign). Inwards, 134.

6518 It is a sign of rain when the cirrus clouds, or "rain seed,"

appear.

Vella Jane Burch, Durham.

6519 If the eastern sky in the morning is full of very small

clouds, racks apparently about the size of a man's hand, these

are "rain seed" and it will certainly rain that day.

Green Collection, and Mrs. Nilla Lancaster, Goldsboro, Wayne county.

6520 A mare's-tail across the clouds indicates rain.

Anonymous. Kentucky: Thomas, No. 2630 — Tennessee: Redfield, No.

430 — Illinois: Hyatt, No. 548 — Nebraska: Cannell, 11, No. 20 (mare-
tail clouds signify rain within three days). Inwards, 132.

6521 Mare's-tails in the sky,

Never leave the ground dry.

Anonymous. New York: Cutting, Farm, 30 (Mare's tails and mackerel

sky / Brings rain very nigh).

6522 Water dogs indicate rain.

Green Collection.

6523 When it's cloudy all over, and pouring down in the mid-

dle, we are having rain. This is a sign coming from the Indians.

Kate S. Russell, Roxboro, Person county. loiva: Stout, No. 468 (an

Indian sure sign of rain: "Cloudy all around and rain in the middle").

6524 An Irishman's sign of rain is when it's "thick cloudy all

over, and pouring down in the middle."

Lucille Massey, Durham county. Alabama: Browne, No. 3517 ^(Irish

sign of rain: "(Cloudy all 'round, pouring down rain in the middle").

6525 If the sky is perfectly clear, it will rain in twenty-four

hours.

Elizabeth Janet Cromartie, Garland, Sampson county. Cf. Inwards, 91.
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6526 If, in the middle of the day, you look around and can see

no sign of a cloud, it will rain within three days.

Furman Bridgets, Wilson, Wilson county. New York: Cutting, Farm, 34
(during the day people say of a break in a storm, "It's lighting up to see

the rain").

6527 Clear just before midnight,

Rain before daylight.

Anonymous. In none of the following items are there verses, nor is

midnight specified. General: Dunwoody, 68 f. (if rain clears off in the

night, it will rain the next day) — South: Puckett, 518 (if it clears off

at night it will rain soon [Negro]) — North Carolina: Barker, 15 (if

rain clears off in the night, it will rain next day [Blum's Almanac, 1883,

P- 34]) — Maryland: Whitney-Bullock, No. 383 (if it clears during the

night, it will rain in two or three days) — Kentucky: Price, 30 (if the

weather clears off during hours of darkness, it will rain again in thirty-

si.x hours) ; Thomas, No. 2487 (if the weather clears off during the
hours of darkness there will be rain again within thirty-six hours) —
New York: Cutting, Lore, 31 (if the storm clears in the night, it will

rain again within forty-eight hours) — Ozarks: Randolph, 15 (if the
weather clears between sundown and dawn there will be more rain within
forty-eight hours) — lozva: Stout, No. 450 (if it clears off in the night,
it will rain the next day [Scotch]).

The Moon as an Indicator of Rain

6528 Rains in summer usually come on a change of the moon.

Green Collection. In none of the following references is there mention
made of rains during the summer. Cf. Alabama: Browne, No. 3568 (if

the moon changes in the morning, it means rain) — Louisiana: Roberts,
No. 939 (when the moon changes at an odd hour, there will be rain the
next day, most likely at the exact hour at which the moon changed the
night before) — Osarks: Randolph, 16 (there is a very general notion
that if it doesn't rain at the change of the moon, there will be little rain
until the moon changes again; in the midst of a drought, one of my
neighbors remarked that it couldn't rain until the new moon appeared) —
Oklahoma: Smith, Weather, 182 (rain is most looked for at the change
of the moon). HDA vi, 518 f

.
; Inwards, 94.

6529 There will be no rain until the moon turns back.

Green Collection. Cf. General: Dunwoody, 63. Cf. No. 6528, above.

6530 If the moon is in dim outline, it is a sign of rain.

Merle Smith, Stanly county. Cf. General: Dunwoody, 13 (when the
moon's outline is not very clear, rain is looked for) — Quebec: Marie-
Ursule, 167, No. 179 (when the moon is not clear, it is a sign of rain
[French]). Inwards, 88.

6531 A pale moon foretells rain.

Anonymous. Cf. General: Dunwoody, 62; also (if the moon rise pale,
expect rain) ; Garriott, 27 (if the moon rise pale, etc.) — Maryland:
Whitney-Bullock, No. 399 (a pale rising moon portends rain the next
day) — Illinois: Hyatt, No. 378 (A pale moon doth rain [part of a
longer verse]). Inwards, 88, 91 ; Lean i, 386.
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6532 When the moon is very pale, you may expect rain.

Anonymous. HDA vi, 519, s.v. "Mond."

6533 The moon lying on her back is a sign of rain.

Mrs. Nilla Lancaster, Wayne county. General: Dunwoody, 63 (if the
moon turns on its back in the third quarter, it is a sign of rain) —
Kentucky: Carter, Mountain, 14 — Tennessee: Farr, Superstitions, No.
191 (wet weather) — Alabama: Browne, No. 3566 (if the moon is

lying on its back, it is full of water and means rain) — Nova Scotia:
Fauset, No. 88 (plenty of rain). HDA vi, 519, s.v. "Mond"; Inwards,
93-

6534 It promises to be a rainy month, if the new moon is lying

on her back.

Anonymous. South: Puckett, 516 (Negro) — Tennessee: Carter, 2
(plenty of rain) — Alabama: Browne, No. 3567 — Mississippi: Hudson,
147, No. 10 (Indians used to say that when the new moon lay flat like a
saucer, it was full of rain, and rain would come soon) — Texas: Dobie,
96 (some claim that the tipped moon is "drained," and that unless the

new moon lies on its back the probability of rain is slight) — California:
Dresslar, 22 (If the new moon lies on its back, it is a sure sign that

there will be rain that month. [This is true because then the Indian has a
place to hang his powder horn while he is at home]). Inwards,

93.

6535 If the moon hangs on the level, it will be a rainy month.

Mamie Mansfield, Durham county. Georgia: Figh, Arp, 172 ("The new
moon is quite level this time, which is a sure sign that it will rain, or
that it won't" [Arp, Farm and Fireside, p. 122). HDA vi, 519, s.v.

"Mond."

6536 A wet moon is tilted over, pouring water out.

Mrs. Norman Herring, Tomahawk, Sampson county. Kentucky: Roberts,

Floyd County, 52, No. 20 (if the moon points in such a position as to

not hold water, it will rain) — Alabama: Browne, N. 3571 (when the

moon is pouring water, it will rain) — Illinois: Briggs, 210 (a "wet
moon" stands so that the rain will pour out of it). Inwards, 88.

6537 If the moon rises on its back, it is a sign of rain.

Marjorie Rea, Craven county; Alma Irene Stone, Meredith College,

near Raleigh.

6538 If the horns of the moon are tilted so the water will spill

out, the month will be rainy.

Green Collection. General: Dunwoody, 60 (When Luna first her scat-

tered fear recalls, / If with blunt horns she holds the dusky air / Sea-

men and swain predict abundant showers [Virgil]); Beckwith, College,

No. 89 (if the moon of the first quarter is tipped so that water would
pour out of the curve, it means a rainy month) — South: Puckett, 5i5 'f-

(if the point of the moon is down ["is on its point"] it is "spilling

water" and rain will surely come [Negro]) — West Virginia: Mockler,

310, No. 3 (if the horns of the moon point down, the weather will be

rainy) — South Carolina: Bryant I, 280, No. 33 (if the crescent moon
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is point down, il will rain—it will pour out) — Tennessee: Frazier, 38,

No. 19 (a new moon with crescent up indicates rainy weather) —
Louisiatia: Roberts, No. 1023 (there will be a great deal of rain when
the points of the moon turn down) — Ontario: Uocring-Doering I, 60
(when the moon is in a phase where water could run off the end, it

will rain) — Pomsylvania: Fogel, No. 1213 (if the horns of the moon
are turned downwards it is a sign of rain [German])

; JAFL, 11 (1889),
232, No. 8 (if the horns of the new moon are turned downward it is a
sign of rain) ; Phillips, 162, No. 8 (when the new moon lies with its

horns down-turned, it is a sign of rain) — Illinois: Hyatt, No. 405 (a
"cresent [sic] moon" has its points tilting downward. Since it cannot
hold water, look for rain) — loiua: Stout, No. 447 (if the point of a
horned moon is down, "spilling water," rain will follow) ; No. 579 (if a
crescent moon is upset, there will be rain) — Nebraska: Cannell, ,11, No.
12 (if the new moon has one of its horns tipped toward the earth, the
weather will be rainy until the moon changes again) — Idaho: Lore,

199, No. I (new moon is tipped so water will run out: rain) — Cali-

fornia: Dresslar, 22 (if the point of the new moon hangs down there
will be rain soon) — British Columbia: Boas, 219, No. 414 (if the cres-

cent of the moon turns downward with its concave side, it indicates rain

[Kwakiutl Indians]). HDA vi, 519, s.v. "Mond" ; Foster, 54. Cf. No.
6407, above.

6539 If the quarter moon is turned down, it will rain.

Ruth Barlowe ; Ila Taylor ; and an anonymous informant. Cf. No. 6538,
above.

6540 If you see the new moon first through the tree tops, it will

be a rainy month.

S. M. Davis, White Hall (Seven Springs), Wayne county.

6541 When the new moon stands upright, it is a sign of rain.

Lucille Cheek, Chatham county. Cf. Inwards, 93. Cf. No. 6542, below.

6542 If the new moon appears to stand on end, it will be a rainy

one as the water can run out easily.

Thurston T. Hicks, Henderson, Vance county ; Furman Bridgers, Wil-
son, Wilson county. General: Dunwoody, 61 (a new moon standing on
its point indicates rain in summer) — South: Evans, 16 (a moon hang-
ing on the point is called a wet moon, and means rain) — Kentucky:
Carter, Mountain, 14 (if the moon is tilted on its point, the water has
run out) — Tennessee: Rogers, Moon, 55, No. 3 (the moon tilting to-

ward its corner) — Noi'a Scotia: Fauset, No. 93 (when the moon stood
on her end, held no water, stay home) — Illinois: Hyatt, No. 406 (if a
moon stands on its horns, it will begin to rain within three days and
continue all month). Inwards, 93. Cf. No. 6406, above.

6543 When the moon is full, it will rain.

Zetnilon Teeter (Florida) ; Green Collection.

6544 "Burr around the inoon, rain soon."

Mrs. Nilla Lancaster, Goldsboro, Wayne county ; Mamie Mansfield,
Durham county. Cf. Inwards, 89; Lean i, 386.
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6545 A hazy circle around the moon is a sign of rain.

Mrs. Nilla Lancaster, Goldsboro, Wayne county ; and five other inform-
ants. In only the Ozark reference is the circle or halo described. Vir-
ginia: Mockler, 310 (a circle around the moon and no stars inside, the

circle means rain within a short time) — Kentucky: Prowler, No. 2579a
(the same as the preceding item [Mockler]) ; Thomas, No. 2577 (Circle

around the moon, / Rain soon) — Indiana: Butler, 315 (circle around
the moon, it will rain soon) — Illinois: Hyatt, No. 410 (Circle round
the moon, / Rain soon) ; No. 413 (a circle around the moon means rain;

the nearer the circle, the sooner the rain) ; No. 418 (as many circles

as there are around the moon, so many will be the days until it rains) —
Ozarks: Wilson, Folk Beliefs, 160 (a white circle) — Wyoming: Wal-
ton, Weather, No. 17 (the moon with a circle brings water in her beak;
the bigger the ring, the nearer the wet) — California: Lowrimore, No.
II. Inwards, 89, 98; HDA vi, 519 f. Cf. No. 6906, below.

6546 Moon in a mist,

Is worth gold in a cliist.

Green Collection. Cf. Illinois: Hyatt, No. 379 (you may look for rain if

the moon hides behind a thin veil of mist). Inwards, 92; HDA ix,

538, s.v. "Wetterkunde."

6547 If there is a circle around the moon, it will rain the next

day ; but if there is a star within the circle, it will rain the second

day following.

Julian P. Boyd. References are to the first part only. For references to

stars within the halo, see Nos. 6549, 6552, below. General: Beckwith,
College, No. 86; Dunwoody, 61 (a large ring around the moon, and low
clouds, indicate rain in twenty-four hours) ; Garriott, 27 (same as pre-

ceding; also, a small ring and high clouds, rain in several days) — Ten-
nessee: Miller, 67, No. 22 (a ring around the moon with one star in it is

a sign it will rain within twenty-four hours) — Alabama: Browne, No.

3574 — Illinois: Hyatt, No. 416 (if there is a ring around the rnoon in

the evening, rain will fall on the following day) — Neiu Mexico: Moya,

43 (a clear and distinct ring [Spanish]) — California: Rumley, No. 10

(rain before morning). HDA vi, 519, s.v. "Mond." Cf. No. 6906,

below.

6548 If there is a circle around the moon, it will rain before

the next night.

Lizzie May Smith, Hamlet, Richmond county. Since there are no. refer-

ences to rain "before the next night," this entry has been used to cite re-

ferences simply to "rain" or "rain soon," which latter category will be

thus noted. North Carolina: Barker, 12 (a corona growing smaller about

the moon indicates rain [Blum's Almanac, 1922, p. 90]); 16 (a ring

around the moon signifies rain [Bluvi's Almanac, 1942, p. 23]) ; Walker,

9, No. 4 (a ring around the moon) — Virginia: Dober, 16 (Mountain

people say, "Ring a-round the moon, / Rain soon") — Kentucky:

Roberts, Floyd County, 52, No. 15 (a ring around the moon, the rains

come soon) ; Thomas, No. 2655 (ring around the moon, rain soon) ; No.

2590 (if there is a ring around the moon, rain may be expected; the

nearer it is, the sooner will the rain come) ; No. 2580 (the number of

rings around the moon shows how many days there will be before rain)

— Tennessee: McGlasson, 26, No. 21 (a ring around the room [sic]

means rain) ; Redfield, No. 420 ("Ring around the moon, / Rain soon") ;
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No. 423 (if the moon has a ring around it, it is a sign of rain. If the

ring is small it will rain soon. If the ring is large it won't rain for some-
time) — Alabama: Browne, No. 3573 (a ring around the moon means
rain soon) ; No. 3578 (a ring around the moon means days of rain) —
Mississip[^i: Hudson, 147, No. 19 (Ring around the moon / Rain is com-
ing soon.) — Louisiana: Roberts, No. ion (a "ring around the moon")
— Maine: Speck, Penobscot, :^;^ (once when a big ring was observed

around the moon, author was told that "the big bear (constellation Ursus
Major) was fenced in and could not get out." This portended rain

[Penobscot Indian)) — Ncxv York: Cutting, Farm, 29 (When there's a

ring around the moon, / Rain is coming soon ... is a .saying based on
the appearance of the moon shining through clouds) — Illinois: Hyatt,

No. 410 ("Ring around the moon, / Rain soon") — Ozarks: Randolph,

IS (a ring around the moon) — Ncii) Mexico: Baylor, 148, No. 58 (it

will rain if you see a wedding ring around the moon [Spanish]) —
Kansas: WF, xi'X (i960), 190, No. 4 (a circle around a full moon means
rain) — Manitoba: Wallis, 46 Canadian Dakota Indians) — Colorado:

Kimmerle, 74 (a ring around the moon) — California: Dresslar, .23 (a

ring around the moon) ; also (if there are rings around the moon, rain will

come in as many days as there are rings) ; CFQ, iv (1945), 178, 290;
WF, XVI (1957), 211 (ring around the moon means rain. Ring indicates

increase of moisture in air and a sign of ice-crystal-type clouds [Stock-

ton, Cal., Record, Mar. 21, 1957]) — Washington: Tacoma, 21 (a ring

around the moon). HDA vi, 519, s.v. "Mond" ; HDA ix, 538, s.v.

"Wetterkuiidi." : Inwards, 89; van Gennep 11, 67, No. 92: Thompson,
D1812.5.1.5.

6549 A halo around tlie moon portends rain. If there arc any

stars inside the halo, their number tells how many days before

Fawn Watson, Robeson county, and ten other informants. General: Dun-

woody, 60; Puckett, 516; also (The rings referred to are the lunar

coronas, those small colored halos encircling a l)ody v>hen seen tbrouuh the

mist. The larger the water droplets, the smaller the corona [the fewer

the stars within it] and the nearer the rain. A large corona indicates

smaller droplets and a rain further removed [citing W. J. Humphreys,
"Some Useful Weather Proverbs," Year Book, U. S. Department of

Agriculture, 1912, pp. 377 f., 380]) — South: Evans, 16 (three stars

within the circle around the moon; rain in less than three days) —
West Virginia: Mockler, 310, No. 5 (a circle around the moon and no
stars inside the circle means rain within a short time ; one star, rain in

twenty-four hours ; two stars, rain in forty-eight hours ; there are hardly

ever more than three stars in the circle) — Kentucky: Fentress, 17 (one

star in the ring, only one day before rain) ; also (the closer the star

to the moon, the sooner the rain may be expected) ; Fowler, No. 2579a

(when the moon has a ring around it, there will be as many pretty days
as there are stars in the ring ; if there are no stars, there will be rain the

next day); Thomas, No. 2581 (two stars in the circle; rain in two
days) ; No. 2582 (seven stars in the circle, rain in seven hours) ; No.
2578 (there will be as many rainy days that w-eek as there are stars in

the ring) — Alabama: Browne, No. 3577 (three stars in the circle; rain

in three days) ; No. 3576 (the number of stars in the ring around the

moon indicates the number of rainy days that month) — Illinois: Hyatt,
No. 423 (two stars within the ring; rain within two days); Smith II,

63, No. 18 (stars in the moon's circle mean rain).
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6550 If the moon has a halo, it will rain within thirty-six hours.

The number of stars in the halo signifies the number of days till

rain.

Eleanor Simpson, East Durham. Cf. General: Dunwoody, 60 (the large

the halo about the moon, the nearer the rain clouds, and the sooner the

rain may be expected) ; Garriott, 21 (a lunar halo indicates rain, and
the larger the halo, the sooner the rain may be expected) ; 27 (same as

entry on page 21) — Indiana: Richmond, Weather, 184, No. 8 (But if

she [the moon] rises haloed round, / Soon we'll tread on deluged
ground). Inwards, 89.

6551 If there is a ring around the moon, it will rain within

forty-eight hours.

J. B. Hinnant, Durham county. Cf. General: Dunwoody, 61 (a small

ring around the moon and high clouds indicate rain in several days).
HDA VI, 519, s.v. "Mond."

6552 If the moon is closed in with a circle, it is a very true sign

of rain within the number of days that the circle contains stars.

Julian P. Boyd. General: Bergen, Current, No. 996 ; Dunwoody, 60
(number of stars in a lunar halo)

;
JAFL, in (1890), 128 (a ring form-

ing around the moon) — South: Puckett, 516 (number of stars in the

ring around the moon [Negro]) — North Carolina: Walker, 9, No. 4 (a

ring around the moon) — Maryland: Whitney-Bullock, No. 405 (a halo

around the moon) ; Whitney, 196 (a halo around the moon) — South
Carolina: Bryant I, 279, No. 5 (if you see a circle around the moon at

night, it means rain) — Kentucky: Thomas, No. 2579 (a ring around the

moon) — Tennessee: Burton, 4; Guerin, 53; McGIasson, 26, No. 9;
O'Dell, Superstitions, 5 ; Rogers, Moon, 55, No. 2 (a ring or halo around
the moon) — Alabama: Browne, No. 3575 (a ring around the moon) —
Prince Edzvard Island: Bergen, Current, No. 996 — Ontario: Waugh,
No. 20 ( a halo around the moon) ; Wintemberg, Oxford, No. 10 (the

ring around the moon) ; Wintemberg, Grey, No. 65 (a ring around the

moon indicates a rainstorm) •— Netv York: Meeker, Blanket, 188 (the

moon having a ring) — Pennsylvania: Fogel, No. 1249 (German) —
Indiana: Brewster, Beliefs, No. 3 (a ring around the moon) ; Butler,

315 (a halo 'round the moon) — Illinois: Wheeler, 57 (a halo about the

moon) — Osarks: Randolph, 15 f. (you can tell how many days will

elapse before the storm by counting the number of stars inside the

circle ; if there are no stars in the ring, the rain is less than twenty-four

hours away) — Texas: Dobie, 96 (the ring around the moon) ; Hen-
dricks, No. 317; Turner, 170 — Kansas: WF, xix (i960), 190, No. 14— Colorado: Kimmerle, 74 (a ring around the moon) — California:

Dresslar, 23. Cf. Thompson D1812.5.1.5. Cf. Nos. 6151 f., 6204, 6549 f.,

above.

6553 When the glow of the lights of town is reflected in the

sky at nights, rain is near at hand.

Green Collection.

Stars as Indicators of Rain

6554 If the stars are thick, it is a sign of rain.

Mildred Peterson, Bladen county. Kentucky: Price, 31 ; Thomas, No.
2651. Cf. No. 6908, below.
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^555 ^"^t night, if the stars are small and very close together,

rain is not far ofT.

Anonymous. Cf. Kanip, 34, No. 29 ; Inwards, 98.

6556 If the sky is unusually full of stars, there will be rain.

Mrs. Norman Herring, Tomahawk, Sampson county. General:. Dun-
woody, No. 73 ; also (when stars appear to be numerous, very large, and
dull, and do not twinkle, expect rain) ; Garriott, 28 — South Carolina:
Bryant I, 279, No. 12 (if the elements are full of stars at night, it is a
sign of rain) — Nova Scotia: Fauset, No. 80 (lots of stars in the sky;
sign of rainy weather) — Texas: Dobie, 97 (a clear sky at night, with
an unusually number of stars visible, is a sign of rain) — Wygyning:
Walton, II cathcr, No. 19 HDA ix (Suppl.), 781, s.v. "Sterne, Stern-
glaube."

6557 When the stars begin to huddle,

The earth will soon be a puddle.

Anonymous. General: Dunwoody, 73 (The earth will soon become a
puddle) ; Garriott, 28 (will soon become) — New York: Cutting, Farm,
31 (If the stars are in a huddle, / The world will be in a puddle).
Inwards, 98.

6558 Twinkling stars denote rain.

Green Collection, and an anonymous informant. General: Dunwoody, 74;
Garriott, 28 — North Carolina: Barker, 11 (unusual twinkling of the
stars indicates rain [Blum's Almanac, 1922, p. 90]) — Wyoming : Wal-
ton, Weather, No. 19 (excessive twinkling of the stars means rain).
Inwards, 98; HDA vii, 603, s.v. "Regenvorzeichen" ; ix (Suppl.), 781, s.v.

"Sterne, Sternglaube."

6559 When stars flicker in the dark background, rain soon fol-

lows.

B. U. Brooks, Durham county, and an anonymous informant. General:
Dunwoody, 73; Garriott, 28 — North Carolina: Barker, 17 {Blum's
Almanac, 1923, p. 67). Inwards, 98.

6560 When the stars are very dim and dull, you may expect
rain.

Anonymous. Cf. General: Dunwoody, 73 (when stars appear to be
numerous, very large and dull, and do not twinkle, expect rain).; Gar-
riott, 28 (same as the preceding item) — North Carolina: Barker, 17
(when stars are ghostly dim, it will rain soon [Blum's Almanac, 1941, p.

23]) — Tennessee: Miller, 67, No. 23 (stars dim) — Illinois: Hyatt,
No. 615 (stars dim) ; No. 616 (stars with a dull and watery appearance)— Ozarks: Randolph, 16 (when stars appear faded and dim, people say
that a big rain is on the way, no matter what the moon signs may be).

6561 Large stars denote rain.

Anonymous. Cf. Getieral: Dunwoody, 74 (if the stars appear large and
clear, expect rain)

; 73 (stars, numerous and large) ; Garriott, 28 (when
the stars appear to be numerous and very large, etc.).
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6562 When the big star passes the moon, it is going to rain.

Clara Hearne, Roanoke Rapids, Halifax county. Cf. HDA vi, 518, s.v.

"Mond."

6563 A star near the moon means rain.

Anonymous.

6564 The shooting of a star means rain.

Merle Smith, Stanly county. Cf. HDA viii, 474, s.v. "Sternschnuppe"
(bad weather).

Rain, Rainboivs as Indicators of Rain

6565 If it is raining and clears ofif during the night, there will

be another rain shortly.

Jessie Hauser, Pfaflftown, Forsyth county ; the Misses Holeman, Dur-
ham county ; an anonymous informant ; and an unidentified newspaper
clipping. Cf. Ozarks: Randolph, Ozark, 11 (if the weather clears be-
tween sundown and dawn, there will be more rain within forty-eight
hours).

6566 Rains from the east,

Three days of rain at least.

Mildred Peterson, Bladen county. General: Dunwoody, 85 (If the rain

comes out of the east / 'Twill rain twenty-four hours at least) —
Kentucky: Price, 31 (Rains three days at least) — Pennsylvania: Hand,
Pennsylvania, No. 201 — Illinois: Hyatt, No. 482 (rain from the east

means three days of rain). Inwards, 116, 118, 155; Lean i, 395, 399.

6567 When the raindrops hang on the trees, it is a sure sign of

more rain.

Mrs. Gertrude Allen Vaught, Alexander county. Kentucky: Price, 31

(when raindrops stand on the trees, it will rain again) ; Thomas, No.
2661 (if raindrops cling to the twigs of trees, there will be more rain).

HDA VII, 603, s.v. "Regenvorzeichen."

6568 Raindrops making many bubbles on a river, or other

bodies of v^ater, means more rain.

Green Collection. General: Bergen, Current, No. 1033 — Alabama:
Browne, No. 3654 (if raindrops bounce back when they hit the ground,

etc.) — Illinois: Hyatt, No. 480 (if raindrops splash up and resemble
a fountain on the road, there will be rain the next day) — Colorado:
Kimmerle, 75 (large, splattering drops [as big as silver dollars] mean a

very short rain). HDA vii, 606, s.v. "Regenvorzeichen."

6569 If you see a rainbow in the morning, there will be lots of

rain in a few days.

Allie Ann Pearce, Colerain, Bertie county. All references are to "rain

coming." General: Dunwoody, 71 — Tennessee : Redfield, No. 440 —
Illinois: Hyatt, No. 500 — Quebec: Marie-Ursule, 166, No. 139
(French). Inwards, 161; HDA vi, 579, s.v. "Morgen" ; Sebillot I,

347 f.
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6570 When there is a rainbow before noon, you mav expect
rain.

R. B. Cochrane, Buncombe county ; Clara Hearne, Roanoke Rapids, Hali-
iax county. Cf. General: Dunwoody, 71 (if a rainbow appears at noon,
slight and heavy rain will follow) — North Carolina: Barker, 16
(Blum's Almanac, 1922, p. 90) — Kentucky: Thomas, No. 261 1 (rain-
bow in the morn, sailors warned, / Rainbow at night, sailor's delight; /

Rainbow at noon, more rain soon) — Illinois: Hyatt, No. 507 (a rain-
bowin the forenoon is a sign that it will rain before night) ; No. 508
(Rainbow at noon, / More rain soon). Inwards, 161; Lean i, 406.

6571 The sun's rising with a "dog" is a sign of rain.

Green Collection. In only the South Carolina reference is the "sun-
dog" connected with the rising, or morning sun. General: Bergen, Cur-
rent, No. 986 (halos before or after the sun are called "sun-dogs," and
are said to be a sign of coming rain) — South: Evans, 16 (rain the
next day [Negro]); Puckett, 518 (Negro) — South Carolina: Bryant
I, 279, No. 3 (if you see a sun dog [a red spot on the north side of the
sun] in the morning, it means rain) — Alabama: Browne, No. 3550 —
Prince Edivard Island: Bergen, Current, No. 986 — New England:
Johnson, What They Say, 19 (rain soon) — Maine: Speck, Penobscot,
23 (sun dogs are a sign of rain in the summer [Penobscot Indian]) —
Illinois: Allison, No. 17; Hyatt, No. 679 (if a sun dog is seen on the
north side of the sun, the ne.xt rain will come from the northwest) ; No.
680 (rain from the southwest, if the sun dog is on the south side of the
sun) — Texas: Dobie, 98 (if a "sun dog" [a rainbow colored splotch on
the ground, generally the hillside] appears to the south, there will be
rain in three days)

; Hendricks, No. 304 (when one sees a "sun dog"m the afternoon, it specifies a siege of rain).

6572 When there is a sundog around the sun when it sets,
there will be rain.

Julian P. Boyd. Cf. HDA vii, 603, s.v. "Regenvorzeichen." Cf. No. 6571,
above.

Dew, Moisture, Sweat as Signs of Rain

6573 When the dew falls thick and heavy in the morning, it

will rain.

Zebulon Teeter (Florida). Although dews are more common in the
morning than at other times of the day, none of the items cited below
specify the morning. Cf. General: Dunwoody, 48 (a heavy dew with a
northwest wind: rain)

; also (if there is a heavy dew and it remains
long on the grass, expect rain within twenty-four hours) — Illinois:
Allison, No. 42 (heavy dew for three consecutive mornings means rain)

;

Hyatt, No. 184 (same as preceding item) — Ozarks: Randolph, Ozark,
12 (a heavy dew is one of the most reliable rain signs known) — Okla-
homa: Smith, U'eathcr, 181 (a heavy dew indicates rain is near).

6574 Dew on cobwebs is a sign of rain.

Mildred Peterson, Bladen county. Ontario: Wintemberg, Grey, No. 73.
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6575 When the ground looks damp after a long dry spell, it is

a sign of rain.

Clara Hearne, Roanoke Rapids, Halifax county. Cf. Osarks: Randolph,
16 (when the surface of plowed ground appears damp, or moisture seems
to gather on the gravel in the dry gullies, a rain is expected within a
few hours).

6576 If water comes to the surface in low places, it is a sign of

rain the following day.

Anonymous. Texas: Dobie, 94 (the rising to the surface of hidden water
at night is a sign of rain).

6577 During dry weather, if water rises in the springs of the

earth, it is a sign of rain.

Julian P. Boyd. Cf. General: Dunwoody, 119 (water rising in wells

and springs) ; 107 (many springs that have gone dry will give a good
flow of water just before rain) ; 117 (springs running flusher [cornmonly
called earth sweat], etc.) ; Garriott, 22 (in dry weather, when springs

that have gone dry become moist, etc.) — Tennessee: Miller, 67, No. 53
(when springs go below their usual level, it is going to rain) — New-
foundland, Bergen, Current, No. 1045 (water low in wells is a sign of

rain) — Texas: Bogusch, 113 (if a dry spring begins flowing again
during a drought, rain will follow). Inwards, 222 f.

6578 If moisture collects on a team's collar when it is in the

house, it is a sign of rain.

Julian p. Boyd.

6579 If moisture collects on the pump in the early morning, it

is a sign of rain.

Julian p. Boyd. Cf. Ontario: Doering-Doering I, 61 (when plumbing
fixtures sweat, it is going to rain) ; n, 197 (same as preceding item} ;

Wintemberg, Waterloo, 4 (when the iron work of a pump sweats, it is

a sign of rain) — Pennsylvania: Fogel, No. 1224 (the sweating of water

pipes [German]) — Illinois: Hyatt, No. 753 (sweating water pipes) —
Oklahoma: Smith, Weather, 181; also (sweating water pipes). HDA
VII, 605, s.v. "Regenvorzeichen."

6580 When the water Ijucket is wet on the outside, it is going

to rain within three days.

W. H. Smith. In none of the following references is mention made of

rain within three days ; it is simply a matter of "rain" or "rain soon"
;

and in only the Tennessee items is sweating on the outside of the bucket,

or pail, specified. Tennessee: Farr, Riddles, No. 198 (when a tin bucket

sweats on the outside, it will rain soon) ; Farr, Superstitions, No. 200

(same as the preceding item) ; McGlasson, 26, No. 12 (a bucket sweat-

ing) — Neiv York: Cutting, Farm, 31 (when a water pail sweats, etc.)
;

Gardner, No. 162 (water pail) — Osarks: Randolph, Ozark, 11 (rain

may be expected before many hours have passed).

6581 Moisture on stones indicates rain.

Kate S. Russell, Roxboro, Person county. Cf. General: Dunwoody, 118

(sweating stones); 117 (stones sweating in the afternoon are atmos-
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pheric indications of rain) ; also (quarries of stone and slate indicate

rain by moist exudations from the stones) ; Garriott, 21 (Quarries of

stone and slate) — Pennsylvania: Fogel, No. 1225 (the sweating of

stones [German]) — Ocarks: Randolph, 16 (moisture gathering on the

gravel in dry gullies) ; also (fiintrocks in the field beginning to sweat).

Inwards, 219.

^6582 When rocks of any considerable size begin to sweat on the

under or shaded side, it will rain in less than forty-eight hours.

Dr. James Maynard Keech (Florida). In none of the following refer-

ences is the point indicated where the sweating takes place, nor is a time

limit set. General: Dunwoody, 116 — North Carolina: Walker, 9, No. 2

(dampness of rocks around a spring or stream indicates rainy weather)
— Kentucky: Thomas, No. 2623 — Tennessee: Frazier, 37, No. 2; Mc-
Glasson, 27, No. 31 ; Miller, 66, No. 3 (when rocks are damp in the

morning, there will be rain soon) — Illinois: Hyatt, No. 531.

6583 When vapor condenses on a cold glass, they say there will

soon be rain.

James Hawfield, Union county ; S. G. Hawfield, Concord, Cabarrus
county. Kentueky: Fentress, 17 (sweating glass is a sign of rain) ;

Roberts, Floyd County, 53, No. 26 (sweating glass) — Alabama: Bergen,

Current, No. 1016 (when the glass sweats, etc.) — Indiana: Busse. 17,

No. 37 (sweating glass) — lozva: Stout, No. 482.

6584 When moisture gathers on window glass, or any kind of

glass, in hot weather, you may expect rain that day.

Mrs. Gertrude Allen Vaught, Alexander county ; and S. G. Hawfield,

Concord, Cabarrus coimty. Ci. Nova Scotia: Fauset, No. no (when
drops hang on a window pane, the rain is not over).

6585 When glass and pitchers sweat, you may expect rain.

Anonymous. Kentucky: Thomas, No. 2674 (a sweating water pitcher)

— Ontario: Waugh, No. 51 (a glass or earthenware vessel is said to

"sweat" when moisture is deposited on it, the belief being that the water
exudes through the vessel as perspiration does through the pores of the

body ; the sweating is said by some to indicate rain) ; Wintemberg,
Waterloo. 4 (a glass tumbler sweating) — Illinois: Hyatt, No. 754
(sweating water pitcher) — Nebraska: Cannell, 12, No. 27 (sweating
water pitcher). HD.\ vii. 605, s.v. '"Regenvor^eichcn" (pots and i)ans

sweating)

.

6586 When a glass filled with water sweats, rain may be ex-

pected.

Green Collection. Cf. South: Puckett, 513 (moisture collecting on the

outside of a cold glass of water [Negro]) — Louisiana: Roberts, No.
961 (when vessels containing water sweat, it is a sign of rain) —
Indiana: Butler, 317 (when a pitcher of water sweats, it will soon rain)

;

McAtee, Grant County, 266 (sweat on a water pitcher) — Colorado:
Kimmerle, 74 (sweat drops on a pitcher with cold water in it).

6587 When oiled floors or jwinted walls sweat, you may expect

rain.

Anonymous. References are to floors only. Dunwoody, 109; Garriott, 22.

Inwards. 218: HD.A vit. 605. s.v. "Regenvorzeichen."
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Mist, Fog as Indicators of Rain

6588 When the morning is misty, you may expect rain.

Anonymous. North Carolina: Barker, 14 (if a general mist rises before

sunup, in the old moon, there will be rain in the new moon [Blum's
Almanac, 1844, p. 3]) ; also (if a morning mist rises high, or to the top
of the hills, you may expect rain in a day or two [Blum's Almanac, 1844,

p. 3]) — Illinois: Hyatt, No. 372 (three misty mornings in succession
are a sign of rain) — Oregon: Dunwoody, 53 (three misty mornings) ;

Garriott, 21 (same as preceding). HDA vi, 986, s.v. "Nebel."

6589 A rising fog foretells rain.

Green Collection ; and three other informants from eastern and central

counties. Alabama: Browne, No. 3524. HDA vi, 986, s.v. "Nebel."

6590 If the fog rises in the morning, it will fall before night

;

that is, it will rain.

Fawn Watson, Robeson county. Cf. Illinois: Hyatt, No. 234 (whatever
goes up must come down ; therefore, a rising fog will come down in

rain). Cf. No. 6596, below.

6591 If the morning is foggy, and the fog goes up, it is the sign

of rain.

Elizabeth Janet Cromartie, Garland, Sampson county. Cf. Alabama:
Browne, No. 3527 (if a fog rises in the morning, it will rain that day).

6592 If fog in the morning goes up, it will rain the next day.

Green Collection.

6593 If a fog appears each morning of three days in successif)n.

rain will come on the third day.

Green Collection. Alabama: Browne, No. 3525 (if a fog goes up in the

morning, rain within three days).

6594 In the western part of the state, they say : "When the

fog comes down the mountain diagonally, look for rain."

Green Collection.

6595 If a fog goes downstream, it will rain.

Green Collection. Cf. Kentucky: Stewart, 16 (when fog rises from the

creek, it will rain) — Indiana: Butler, 315 (when fog goes up the river,

it will rain soon).

6596 If a fog falls it will rain.

Minnie Stamps Gosney, Raleigh. Gcyicral: Garriott, 21 (if a fog settles

down, expect rain) — Louisiana: Roberts, No. 1022 ("quand le brouillard

tombe c'est signe qu'il va pleuvoir" ['when the fog falls it is a sign of

rain']).

Winds, Whirlwinds as Indicators of Rain

6597 The rain follows the wind.

Unidentified newspaper clipping.
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6598 When the wind is in the east, it is the sign of rain.

Lucille Cheek, Chatham county, and an unidentified newspaper clipping.

General: Garriott, 8 (easterly winds) — Nova Scotia: Fauset, No. 94
(rain: Wind's in the east. Mackleback sky) — Maine: Speck, Penobscot,
21 (the east wind spirit brings the rain [Penobscot Indian]) — Illinois:

Hyatt, No. 758; No. 760 (it will rain, if the wind remains in the east

for three days) ; No. 767 (wind in the east during early winter or late

spring means rain) — Ozarks: Randolph, 18 (if the wind blows suddenly
and strongly from the east, many old-timers expect a heavy rain soon)— Texas: Dobie, 97 (a steady east wind arouses hope of rain) ; Turner,
170 (the wind blowing from the east) — Nebraska: Cannell, 11, No. 22
(the wind blowing from the east for three days) — Manitoba: Wallis, 46
(when a wind blows from the east there will be a mild storm, a little

rain in three or four days [Canadian Dakota Indians]). Moya,
Refranero, 116; Lean i, 395; 401 ; Udal, 269.

6599 Rain beginning with an east wind will continue all dav.

Green Collection. General: Dunwoody, 43 — Kentucky: Fowler, 46 (if it

begins raining while the wind is in the east, it will rain for three days) ;

Thomas, No. 2678 (it will rain every day for seven days).

6600 A strong wind from an easterly or southea.sterly direction

is a good sign of rain in thirty-six hours.

Green Collection. A wind in the east brings rain inside thirty-si.x hours).
Inwards, 112; Lean i, 395.

6601 When the steady breeze is from the south or southwest,

and turns the leaves of the trees up, it will rain.

Zebulon Teeter (Florida). In none of the following references is the
effect of the wind on leaves indicated. This entry is treated in two parts.
Wind from the South: General: Dunwoody, 88 — South Carolina:
Bryant I, 279, No. 15 (if wind blows from the south for forty-eight hours,
it will rain) — Kentucky: Thomas, No. 2687 (before summer rains the
wind is usually from south to east) — Alabama: Browne, No. 3521
(wind from the south) ; No. 3522 (if the wind blows from the south for
three days, it will rain) — Quebec: Marie Ursule, 166 (wind [French])
— Nova Scotia: Creighton, 103, No. 12 (a south wind brings rain
already) — New York: NYFQ, xiii (1957), 113 (wind from the south)

;

Gardner, No. 142 (wind blowing hard from the south) — Illinois: Hyatt
No. 771 (winds from south to east) — California: Dunwoody, 69 (south
winds). Inwards, 112; Lean i, 400 f. Wind from the Southwest:
General: Dunwoody, 87 (three southwesters, then one heavy rain) —
Indiana: Dunwoody, 84 (in southern Indiana a southwest wind is said
to bring rain in thirty-six hours) Inwards 121.

6602 Wiien the wind's in the south.

The rain's in its mouth
;

The wind in the west.

Suits everyone best.

B. U. Brooks, Jr., Durham county. General: Dunwoody, 15, 86 — Noz'a
Scotia: Creighton, 102, No. 4 (when the wind's in the south / The rain's
in his mouth) ; Fauset, No. 76 (Wind in the south, / Rain in its mouth;
/ Wind in the west, / Everybody likes best) — Pennsylvania: JAFL 11

(1889), 232, No. ID (When the wind veers against the sun, / Trust it not,
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for back it will run ; / When the wind is in the south / It is in the rain's

mouth) ; Phillips, 162, No. 10 (same as the preceding entry) — Indiana:
Brewster, Beliefs, No. 14 (Wind in the south has rain in its mouth) —
Kansas: WF xix (i960), 190, No. 19 (When the wind blows from the

south, / It will bring rain in your mouth). Lean i, 400; Inwards, 120.

6603 When the wind comes from the southwest, it is the sign of

rain.

Lucille Qieek, Chatham county. Southwest: Dunwoody, 84 (from the

southern river of the world of water, rain [southwest wind: Indian]).
Inwards, 113; HDA ix, 651, s.v. "Wind"; ix, 809, s.v. "Wolke."

6604 The west wind always brings the rain,

The east wind blows it back again.

Green Collection. Only the Illinois and the first Inwards item preserve

the verse ; other entries are simply to the west wind's bringing rain. Cf.

General: Dunwoody, 69 (rain from the west is always best) — Illinois:

Hyatt, No. 769 (The south wind brings wet weather; / The north wind,

wind and cold together. / The west wind always brings us rain ; / The
east wind blows it back again) — Texas: Dobie, 97 (if a shower comes
from the west, it will be followed by a "gully washer and fence lifter")

— Southzvest: Dunwoody, 126 (the west rain, it comes from world of

waters to moisten the home of Shi wi [Zuni Indian]). Inwards, 113,

114, 122; Lean i, 401 ; Udal 269; HDA vii, 603, s.v. "Regenvorzeichen"

;

IX, 631, 651, s.v. "Wind."

6605 If a cool breeze springs up just before sunrise, it will rain

before noon.

Fawn Watson, Robeson county.

6606 If the wind suddenly hushes before a coming storm, the

rain is near to hand.

Green Collection.

6607 When dust clouds whirl around the street, you may ex-

pect rain.

Anonymous. Cf. Tennessee: Miller, 67, No. 26 (a dust whirlwind is a

sign of rain) ; Guerin, 53 (little whirlwinds in a dusty road) — Louisiana:

Roberts, No. 1051 (little whirlwinds of dust going down the street; no

rain for quite a while) — Illinois: Hyatt, No. 204 — Omrks: Randolph,

18 (little whirlwinds in a dusty road). Inwards, 220.

6608 If a whirlwind goes toward the nearest body of water, it

will rain wdthin few days.

Green Collection, and S. G. Hawfield, Concord, Cabarrus county. South:

Puckett, 514 (a whirlwind going toward a pond or any other body of

water [Negro]) — Kentucky: Thomas, No. 2676 (if a whirlwind goes

down stream, there will be rain soon) — Alabama: Woodall, 325^ (if a

whirlwind goes toward the branch or any other water, it is a sign of

rain) — Illinois: Hyatt, No. 763 (a whirlwind going downstream).
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Lightning, Thunder as Indicators oj Rain

6609 It's lighting up to see to rain.

Unidentified newspaper clipping.

6610 If it lightens in the north, it will rain soon.

Mrs. Gertrude Allen Vaught, Alexander county. South Carolina: Bryant
I. 279, No. 10 (lishtiiing in the north is a sign of rain hubbies in the
yard) — Kentucky: Fowler, No. 2560a — Louisiana: Roberts, No. loio— Illinois: Hyatt, No. 332 (immediate rain)

; No. 334 (Hghtning in the
north for three successive nights will bring rain) — Texas: Hendricks,
No. 331 (Lightning in the north, rain right olT ; / Lightning in the south,
long dry drouth ; / Lightning in the east, rains the least ; / Lightning
in the west, rains the best). Ci. No. 6410, above.

661 1 If it lightens in the north, there will he rain within twenty-
four hours.

The Misses Holeman, Durham county. General: Dunwoody, 81 —
South: Puckett, 515 (Negro) — Kcntucliy: Price, 31; Thomas, No. 2559— Illinois: Allison, No. 47; Hyatt, No. 333. Inwards, 169.

6612 If you see it lightning in the north, it will rain within
twenty-four hours. If it doesn't, you need not expect rain for

three weeks.

Mrs. Gertrude Allen Vaught, Alexander county. Cf. No. 661 1, above.

6613 If it lightens in the north at night it will rain within
twenty-four hours.

Lucille Cheek, Chatham county. Mississippi: Hudson, 147, No. 4 (light-
ning in the north early in the night means rain before morning)

.

6614 When lightning is seen in the north, it will rain in fortv-

eight hours.

Green Collection. Cf. Tennessee: McGlasson, 26, No. 28 (rain within
three days) ; Miller, 67, No. 29; Redfield, No. 438; No. 437 (when it

lightens and there is no cloud, it will rain in forty-eight hours) —
Alabama: Browne, No. 3528 (within three days) ; No. 3530 (see light-
ning in the north at night; it will rain in three days) ; No. 3530 (if it

lightnings in the north and it doesn't answer back anywhere, it will rain
in three days).

6615 Lightning under the North Star is a sign of rain.

Mrs. Nilla Lancaster, Goldsboro, Wayne county ; Kate S. Russell, Rox-
boro, Person county. Cf. No. 6616, below.

6616 If it lightens under the North Star in the summer, it will

rain in forty-eight hours.

Julian P. Boyd. General: Dunwoody, 81 (Hghtning under the north star
will bring rain in three days). Inwards, 169.

6617 Lightning in the south is a sign of rain.

Green Collection. Alabama: Browne, No. 3531. Inwards, 169 (China).
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6618 Lightning in east, will rain least

;

Lightning in west, will rain best

;

Lightning in north, it will rain in twenty-four hours.

Green Collection. For the idea as expressed in verse, see the Texas item
in No. 6610, above, which is limited to the one pertinent line (eastj here.
Tennessee: Redfield, No. 435 (when it lightens in the east it will rain in

three days) — Texas: Hendricks, No. 331 (Lightning in the east, rains

the least) — Colorado: Kimmerle, 74 (lightning in the east, it looks like

rain; the boss said, "Boys, get the cattle in the lane!").

6619 If it thunders in the north, it will rain within twenty-four
hours.

Mrs. Gertrude Allen Vaught, Alexander county. Cf. General: Dunwoody,
81 (thunder in the north indicates rain from the west).

6620 Thunder before eleven,

Rain before seven.

Green Collection. In all items the order is reversed, i.e., "thunder before
seven; rain before eleven." South: Puckett, 514 (Negro)

; 514 f. (thunder
before the seventh, rain before the eleventh [Negro]) — South Carolina:
Bryant I, 281, No. 47 — Tennessee: Carter, 5 (if it thunders before 7
A.M. there will be rain before 11 a.m.) — Alabatna: Browne, No. 3536:
No- 3537 (if it thunders before seven in the morning, it will rain before
eleven) — Mississippi: Hudson, 147, No. 5 — Louisiana: Roberts, No.
1020 (prose version) — Illinois: Smith H, 62, No. 7 — Texas: Hen-
dricks, No. 327 (if thunder comes before seven, it will rain before eleven)
— loiua: Stout, No. 434.

Frost as an Indicator of Rain

6621 A heavy frost brings rain.

Green Collection. General: Garriott, 21 (heavy frosts bring heavy rain)
— Iowa: Stout, No. 432 (big frosts are followed by rain [Norwegian])— California: Dunwoody, 55.

6622 Hoar frost is a sign of rain.

Green Collection. General: Dunwoody, 54; also (if there be an
abundance of hoar frost, expect rain) ; Garriott, 21 — Massachusetts:
Bergen, Current, No. 1015 (rain within twenty-four hours). Inwards,

163; HDA vn, 627, s.v. "Reif."

6623 A white frost is the sign of rain.

Mamie Mansfield, Durham county ; Mildred Peterson, Bladen county.

Kentucky: Thomas, No. 2522 — Connecticut: Backus, Weather, 26 —
Nezv York: Boughton, 251, No. 5 (rain twenty-four hours later) —
Illinois: Hyatt, No. 260.

6624 Three white frosts and then rain.

Elsie Doxey, Currituck county ; and four other informants, three from
central counties, and one from Florida. General: Dunwoody, 55; also

(white frost on three successive nights) — Kentucky: Price, 31 (three

white frosts and then a rain) ; Thomas, No. 2523 -— Louisiana: Roberts,
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No. 1005 — Ontario: Waugh, No. 17 (three white frosts, and then rain

[thought to be Indian]) — New York: Cutting, Farm, 31; NYFQ ix

(1953), 34. No. 4 (three white frosts and then a drunk precede rain) —
Indiana: Busse, 17, No. 27. Inwards, 163; Udal, 267.

6625 Heavy frosts three nights in succession is a sure sign of

rain.

Carl G. Knox, Leland, Brunswick county. Cf. Nos. 6626 f., below.

6626 When there has been frost for three mornings, there will

be rain.

Lucille Cheek, Chatham county. Alabama: Browne, No. 3540 (if you
have three frosty mornings in the winter, you will then have a sudden
rain).

6627 If there are three heavy frosts in succession, they will be

followed by rain and a cold snap.

Green Collection. South: Puckett, 514 (two or three big frosts are fol-

lowed by a rain [Negro]) — Alabama: Browne, No. 3541 (if it clouds

up after three heavy Irosts, it will rain soon) ; No. 3539 (when it frosts

three times in succession in the south, it will rain the next day or the

next) — Indiana: Butler, 316 (three black frosts [in autumn] are fol-

lowed by rain). Inwards, 163. Cf. Nos. 6624 ff., above.

6628 If it clouds up on a frost at morning, it is a very true

sign of rain.

Julian P. Boyd.

Fire, Smoke as Indicators of Rain

6629 Smoke going up vertically presages rain.

Green Collection. General: Dunwoody, 109 (when with hanging fog

smoke rises vertically, rain follows) — California: Dresslar, 17. In-

wards, 147; HDA VII, 524, s.v. "Ranch."

6630 Smoke falling from the chimney is a sign of rain.

Mamie Mansfield, Durham county; Fawn Watson, Robeson county. Con-
necticut: Backus, Weather, 26.

6631 Smoke going to the earth is a sign of rain.

Jessie Hauser, Pfafftown, Forsyth county ; and four other informants,

mainly from central counties. In all items except the one from Alabama,
"settling to the ground" is used instead of "to the earth." General: Dun-
woody, 117 (smoke falling to the ground) ; Garriott, 19 (smoke falling

to the ground) — South: Puckett, 513 (smoke falling towards the

ground [Negro]) — IVest Virginia: Musick, Weather, 44, No. 19 (if

you are burning waste paper and the smoke goes to the ground, this

is a sure sign of rain) — Louisiana: Roberts, No. 997 (smoke staying

near the ground) — Alabama: Browne, No. 3532 (smoke settling to

earth; rain that day) — Illinois: Allison, No. 16 (it will soon rain);

Hyatt, No. 558 (smoke clinging to the ground). Inwards, 220; HDA
VII, 524, s.v. "Ranch." Cf. No. 6413, above.
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6632 If the smoke from the chimney goes down toward the

ground in the morning, it is a sign of rain.

Green Collection ; Rosa Efird, Stanly county. In none of the following
references is "morning" specified. Mississippi: Hudson, 147, No. 3 —
Alabama: Browne, No. 3533 — New England: Backus I, 501 — New
Mexico: Baughman, Sayings, 24 (if the smoke from a newly made fire

settles quickly from the chimney to the ground, it is going to rain).
HDA VII, 605, s.v. "Regenvorzeichen." Cf. Nos. 6413, 6630 f., above.

6633 There will be rain if smoke settles to the sand.

O. W. Blacknall, Kittrell, Vance county ; and an anonymous informant.
Cf. No. 6631, above.

6634 When the smoke follows the course of water, it will rain.

Zilpah Frisbie, Marion, McDowell county. Cf. Kentucky: Thomas, No.
2635 (if smoke goes downstream, expect rain) — Indiana: Butler, 315
(smoke going upstream) — Illinois: Hyatt, No. 563 (smoke going down
a stream).

6635 When soot falls down the chimney, you may expect rain.

Anonymous. General: Dunwoody, 109, 115; Garriott, 22 — South:
Puckett, 513 (if the soot falls into the fireplace or on the roof, etc. [Ne-
gro]) — Alabama: Browne, No. 3534 (when soot falls to the ground
from the top of the chimney, it is a sign that it will rain in one or two
days) — Mississippi: Hudson, 147, No. 2 — Indiana: Richmond,
Weather, 184, No. 30 (a reliable sign of approaching rain) — Illinois:

Hyatt, No. 590; No. 593 (you may look for rain if soot drops to the

ground in summer). Inwards, 222; Udal, 268; HDA vii, 858, s.v.

"Russ." Cf. No. 6914, below.

6636 The fire burning blue means rain.

Lucille Cheek, Chatham county. Cf. No. 6912, below.

6637 If candles, lamps, or fires snap and flicker, rain is at hand.

Green Collection. Candles : General: Dunwoody, 13 (when the flame of

candles flare and snap or burn with an uneasy or dim light, rain, and
frequently wind also, are found to follow). Inwards, 221; HDA iv,

1246, s.v. "Kerze." Lamps: Cf. General: Dunwoody, 115 (lamp wicks
crackle before rain) ; Garriott, 22 (wicks crackle) — Kentucky: Thomas,
No. 2558 (if a lamp flickers continually, there will be rain) — Illinois:

Hyatt, No. 329 (the continual sputtering of a lamp) — Osarks: Ran-
dolph, 16 (the sputtering of a kerosene lamp). Fires: Illinois: Srnith II,

62, No. 13 (if the fire pops, it will rain) — Ozarks: Randolph, 16 (an
extraordinary amount of crackling in a wood fire indicates rain) —
California: Dresslar, 16 (if the fire crackles loudly, there is going to be

a rain).

6638 The burning of new ground causes rain.

Green Collection. West: WF xiii, (1954), iii (a large prairie fire will

cause rain [regarded as a Western proverb]).

6639 The firing of cannons causes rain.

Green Collection. General: WF xiii (1954), in (a concussion will

bring rain; Plutarch observed, "Heavy rains fall after great battles").
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Human Indicators of Rain

Aches, Physical Signs

6640 If old folks" ankles ache, it is a sign of rain.

Julian P. Boyd.

6641 If one's corns or bunions burn and hurt a great deal, it is

going to rain.

Mrs. Gertrude Allen Vaught, Alexander county ; Doris Overton, Greens-
boro, Guilford county ; Louise Lucas, White Oak, Bladen county ; and an
anonymous informant. Bunions: Kentucky: Roberts, Floyd County, 52,
No. II (aching bunions) — Osarks: Randolph, 18 (unusual soreness of

bunions). HDA iv, 794, s.v. "Jucken." Corns: General: Dunwoody,
14 (corns aching) ; 107; Garriott, 21 (corns itching more than usual) —
South: Duncan, 235, No. 9; Puckett, 508 (corns aching [Negro]) —
North Carolina: Barker, 12 (corns giving extra pain [Blutn's Almanac,
1942, p. 23]) — South Carolina: Bryant I, 280, No. 37 — Kentucky:
Roberts, Floyd County, 52, No. 11 (corns aching) ; Stewart, 16 (corns
aching) ; Thomas, No. 2382 (corns itching) — Tennessee : Miller, 67,
No. 24 (painful corns) — Alabama: Browne, No. 3640 — Louisiana:
Roberts, No. 974 — Nova Scotia: Creighton, 104, No. 27 (corn biting)— Maine: Decrow, 318 (corns sting) — Pennsylvania: Brendle-Unger,
69 (corns aching [German]); Fogel, No. 1113 (corns aching [Ger-
man]); also (corns pricking) — Indiana: Busse, 16, No. 19; McAtee,
Grant County, 266 — Illinois: Hyatt, No. 146 (corns itching) — Ozarks:
Randolph, 18 (unusual soreness of corns) — Texas: Dobie, 98 (corns
aching) — Iowa: Stout, No. 446 (corns aching) — Colorado: Kimmerle,
77 — California: Dresslar, 105. Inwards, 217; Udal, 268. Cf. Nos.
6207, above, No. 6916, below.

6642 Unusual itching of the head is a good sign of rain.

Mrs. Gertrude Allen Vaught, Alexander county, and an anonymous in-
formant. Pennsylvania: Hand, Pennsylvania, No. 204 — Illinois: Alli-
son, No. 39. HDA IV, 793, s.v. "Jucken."

6643 An itching of the nose indicates rain.

Mrs. Nilla Lancaster, Goldsboro, Wayne county. Cf. Illinois: Hyatt, No.
435 (your nose itching three times inside an hour is a sign of rain within
a day). HDA iv, 793, s.v. "Jucken."

6644 If you have a large scar from an operation, it will itch

before a rain.

Anonymous.

6645 When curly hair becomes unruly, you may expect rain.

Anonymous. Cf. Kentucky: Thomas, No. 2540 (when your hair curls,

you may expect rain) — Tennessee: Redfield, No. 395 (your hair will al-

ways curl before a rain) — Ontario: Wintemberg, Waterloo, 4 (when a
person's hair curls, etc.) — Indiana: Butler, 317 (human hair curls
before rain) — Illinois: Hyatt, No. 293 (it is a sign of rain to have your
hair curl) — Nebraska: Cannell, 11, No. 7 (if your hair curls, expect
rain) ; Nebraska Proverbs I, i (if hair curls more than usual, etc.).
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6646 When a baby's hair curls up, it is sign of rain.

Mrs. Gertrude Allen Vaught, Alexander county. Cf. No. 6645, above.

6647 A person subject to rheumatism can always tell whether

it is going to rain or not by an unusual number of twinges of the

rheumatism.

Mrs. Gertrude Allen Vaught, Alexander county ; Vella Jane Burch, Dur-
ham; and the Green Collection. General: Dunwoody, 14 (people com-
plaining of more than ordinary pains in the joints) ; Garriott, 21 (people

complaining of more than ordinary pains) — South Carolina: Bryant I,

280, No. 37 (if rheumatism hurts, expect rain) — Kentucky: Roberts,

Floyd County, 52, No. 10 (rheumatic pains) ; Thomas, No. 2621 (an at-

tack of rheumatism means the coming of rain soon) ; No. 2622 (every

time your rheumatism hurts you, you may look for rain) — Tennessee:

Burton, 4; Guerin, 53; Page, 53 (rheumatism hurting worse); Red-
field, No. 396 (rheumatism hurting) — Alabama: Browne, No. 3642
(rheumatism hurting) — Louisiana: Roberts, No. 973 (rheumatism hurt-

ing) — Illinois: Hyatt, No. 528 (rheumatic pains) ; No. 43 (a person

with rheumatism will have rheumatic pains before a rain. "When I was
a boy, a German teacher [in a Quincy parochial school] asked, 'Where
do you get the rains?' A boy got up and said, 'From grandma's bones,

because every time grandma's bones ache, it rains' ") — Osarks: Ran-
dolph, 18 (twinges of rheumatism) — Texas: Dobie, 98 (awakened
rheumatism presages rain) — Nebraska: Ericson, 150, No. 15 (pain in

the joints of a rheumatic person indicates rain) — Colorado: Kirnmerle,

77 (my rheumatism is acting up again; it must be going to rain) In-

wards, 217; Udal, 268.

6648 When you get a ringing in the ears you may expect rain.

Anonymous. British Columbia: Boas, 217, No. 390 (a buzzing in the left

ear indicates rain). HDA iv, 1531, s.v. "Klingeln, klingen" ; vi, 1215,

s.v. "Ohr" ; Wessman, 19; Ivan Goncharov, Oblomov (1859), chap, ix

"Oblomov's Dream."

6649 When a grown person falls down, spectators are heard to

exclaim, "Old trees are falling ; rain tomorrow."

Doris Overton, Greensboro.

Death, Dreams as Signs of Rain

6650 A dream of death is a sign of rainy weather.

Green Collection; and an anonymous informant. Alabama : Browne, No.

3651-

6651 To dream of the dead is a sign of rain.

Lida Page, Nelson, Durham county ; and seven other informants, mainly

from central counties. South: Puckctt, 499 (Negro) — Maryland: Whit-
ney-Bullock, No. 494 — South Carolina: Bryant II, 136, No. 7 (dream-

ing of a dead person) — Kentucky: Thomas, No. 1926 (dreaming of a

dead person) ; No. 2501 — Tennessee: McGlasson, 22, No. 21 (dreaming

of someone dead) — Alabama: Bergen, Current, No. 502 (to dream of

seeing a deceased friend means rain within a few days) ;
Browne, No.

3648 (dreaming of a dead person) ; No. 3649 (if you dream of dead
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people, it will rain that day) ; No. 3650 (if you dream of a dead person,
it is a sign of rain the next day) — Louisiatm: Roberts, No. 813
(dreaming of someone who is dead) — Ncivfoundlaiid: Bergen, Current.
No. SOI — Nova Scotia: Fauset, No. 168 (Negro) — Ontario: Wintem-
berg, German 11, 89 (if you dream of deceased relatives it will rain
[German]) ; Wintemberg, Oxford, No. 9 (dreaming of a dead person) ;

Wintemberg, Waterloo. 4 (dreaming of a dead person) ; also (dreaming
of dead friends)

; 21 (dreaming of deceased relatives or friends) —
Penmyhmiia: Fogel, No. 279 (German) ; Starr, 321 (to dream of a
dead man means rain [German]) — Illinois: Hyatt, No. 6099 (it will
rain soon, if you dream of the dead). HDA viii, 1031, s.v. "Tote
(der)." Cf. Nos. 6169, 6415, above.

6652 When a good man dies, it is a sign of rain.

W. J. Hickman, Hudson, Caldwell county. Alabama: Browne, No. 3646
(if an old person who dies was a good person, there'll be rain weeping
over him). Cf. Nos. 5504 f., 6337, above.

6653 The burial of an old person causes rain.

Green Collection. Alabama: Browne, No. 3645 (when an old person dies,
it will rain within three days).

Animal Indicators of Rain

Mammals

6654 When animals huddle together in open fields, you may
expect rain.

Anonymous. Cf. General: Garriott, 23 (domestic animals foretell the
coming of rain by appearing restless and uneasy) — New York: Boyer,
74 (if animals crowd together, rain will follow) — Indiatta: Richmond,
Weather, No. 15 — Illinois: Hyatt, No. 2 (animals huddling together
in the pasture). Inwards, 178.

6655 Hark. I hear the asses bray.

We shall have some rain today.

Green Collection. General: Dunwoody, 14, 29 — Neiv York: Vance, 166
(the braying of a donkey is a sign of rain) — Texas: Dobie, 90 (if more
than two burros begin braying immediately after dusk, and are answered
by one or more burros off some distance, it will rain before morning).

Inwards, 180; Leather, 24 (donkey).

6656 When bats cry or attempt to fly into buildings, you may
expect rain.

Anonymous. General: Dunwoody, 34 (bats who speak flying tell of rain
tomorrow) ; Garriott, 23 — Illinois: Hyatt, No. 17 (when bats squeak
loudly and continuously and try to enter the house, rain may be expected)— Southwest: Dunwoody, 127 (bats speaking in flight tell of rain the
next day [Zuni Indian]). Inwards, 185.

6657 A sneezing cat presages rain.

Green Collection; Emmet Reed Albergotti (Virginia). General: Dun-
woody, 29; Kanner, 569 — South: Puckett, 507 (Negro) — Tennessee:
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Farr, Riddles, No. 202 ; Farr, Superstitions, No. 203 — Nova Scotia

:

Fauset, No. 105 — Illinois: Hyatt, No. 55; No. 56 (if a cat sneezes while
its head lies on the floor, you may expect rain) — Ozarks: Randolph, 12.

Inwards, 179; Radford, 62; HDA iv, 1108, s.v. "Katze."

6658 When cats wash their faces, it is the sign of rain.

Lucille Cheek, Chatham county; Green Collection. General: Dunwoody,
109 (when the cat washes her jaws with her paws it will rain) ; Bergen-
Newell, 151 — South: Puckett, 507 (Negro) — North Carolina: Barker,
12 (a cat usually washes its face before a rainstorm [Blum's Almanac,

1923, p. 13]) — Maryland: Whitney-Bullock, No. 413; No. 414 (it is

a sign of rain when cats back their bodies and wash their faces) —
South Carolina: MAFS xvi (1923), 210 (Negro) — Kentucky: Rainey,

15 (cat washing her face in the parlor) ; 14 f. (cat washing her face be-
fore breakfast) — Tennessee : Rickard, 7 — Alabama: Bergen, Animal,
No. 514 — Louisiana: JAFL, v (1892), 330 (cat washing her face with
dainty touches of her velvety paw [Negro]) — Labrador: Bergen,
Animal, No. 510 (a cat washing her head over the left ear signifies rain)
— NeziT England: Bergen, Animal, No. 516 (a cat washing her face in

the parlor) ; No. 515 (a cat washing her face before breakfast) —
Neiv York: Vance, 166 (if a cat washes over one ear there will be a

shower) ; also (if a cat washes the right ear with the right paw there

will be rain) — Pennsylvania: JAFL, 11 (1889), 232, No. 2; Phillips,

162, No. 2 — Illinois: Allison, No. 24a (when cats face the east to wash
their faces, it will rain) ; Hyatt, No. 57 (look for rain, when a cat be-

gins to wash its face) — California: Dresslar, 36 (seeing a cat wash its

face) HDA iv, 1108, s.v. "Katze"; Gregor, 125; Leather, 24; van
Gennep 11, 67.

6659 When cats wipe themselves behind the ears, you may
expect rain.

Anonymous. General: Dunwoody, 29 (it is a sign of rain if the cat

washes her head behind her ear) — Maryland: Whitney-Bullock, No.

416 (a cat passing its paw over its ear) ; No. 415 (when a cat, in wash-
ing her face, runs her paw up over her ear, it is a sign of rain) — South

Carolina: Bryant I, 280, No. 27 (a cat washing behind its ears) — Ken-
tucky: Thomas, No. 2351 (a cat washing its face around its ear) —
Tennessee: Farr, Riddles, No. 202; Farr, Superstitions, No. 203
— Louisiana: Roberts, No. 960 (a cat washing behind its ear) ; No. 1249

(a cat washing behind its ear) — Maine: Bergen, Animal, No. 517 (the

cat putting her paw behind her ear is a sign of rain) — Illinois: Hyatt,

No. 58 (a cat washing its face around the ears) — Ozarks: Randolph, 12

(cats washing behind their ears) — loxva: Stout, No. 540 (if a cat

washes its face and puts its paws behind the ears, there will be rain

within a short time) — California: Dresslar, 36 (if a cat, in washing her

face, rubs her paws over her ears, it is a sign of rain). Gregor, 125;

Radford, 62; Udal, 268; HDA iv, 1107, s.v. "Katze"; van Gennep 11, 67.

6660 If cats Hck themselves overmuch, it is a sign of rain.

O. W. Blacknall, Kittrell, Vance county; and J. Schafifner. Maryland:

Lee, no (a cat licking her face [Negro]) — Illinois: Allison, No. 24
(when cats lick behind their ears, it will rain) ; Wheeler, 58 (the house-

wife is sure that rain is imminent when puss licks her jaws) -— Iowa:
Stout, No. 487 (if the cat licks his face in front of the fire, it is a sign

of rain).
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6661 If a black cat licks her fur the wrong way, it will rain.

F. C. Brown, Durham, and an anonymous informant. In none of the fol-
lowing references is a black cat specified. Cf. Missouri: McKinney, 104
(if a cat licks its fur forward, rain is coming) — Ozarks: Randolph, 12
(if cats lick their fur against the grain, it presages rain) — Calijoniia:
Dresslar, 36 (a cat licking herself against the grain). HDA iv, 1108,
s.v. "Katze."

6662 Bathing a cat causes rain.

L. B. Brantley, Zebulon, Wake county. Philippines: Brown, Filipino,
No. 37; Meeker, 287. HDA iv, 1108, s.v. "Katze."

6663 It is a sign of rain for a cat to eat grass.

Jessie Hauser, PfafYtown, Forsyth county; Lucille Massey, Durham
county. General: Dunwoody, 31 (when a cat eats grass in the morning
it will certainly rain before night) — Louisiana: Roberts, No. 1014 —
Ontario: Waugh, No. 15; No. 26; Wintemberg, Grey, No. 80 — New
England: Johnson, IVhat They Say, 25 — Maine and Massachusetts:
Bergen, Animal, No. 504 — Neiv York: Cutting, Farm, 31 ; NYFQ ix
(1953). 134; X (1954), 212 (cat chewing grass) — Pennsylvania: Fogel,
No. 1234 (German) ; Grumbine, 283 — Illinois: Hyatt, No. 54; Norlin,
208, No. 12; Smith II, 62, No. 13 — Michigan: Bergen, Animal, No. 504— Oklahoma: Smith, Weather, 180 — lozua: Stout, No. 626 —
Nebraska: Cannell, 12, No. 40 — California: Dresslar, 36 — Washing-
ton: Tacoma, 25. HDA iv, 1108, s.v. "Katze"; vii, 604, s.v. "Regen-
vorzeichen." Cf. No. 6671, below.

6664 When cattle congregate in the fields, it is a sign of rain.

Mildred Peterson, Bladen county. Ontario: Wintemberg, Oxford, No. 7.

6665 Cattle refusing to go to pasture in the morning is a token
of rain.

Green Collection. Cf. General: Dunwoody, 30; 31 (when cattle go out to
pasture and lie down early in the day, it indicates early rain) ; Garriott,
22 (same as the preceding item) — New England: Johnson, What They
Say, 21 (when cattle lie down as soon as they are turned out to pasture
in the morning, it is because they feel a rheumatic weariness in their
bones, and you can look for a rain soon) — Illinois: Hyatt, No. 156 (rain
before night). Inwards, 180.

6666 Expect rain if you see cows lying around in a pasture.

Elsie Doxey, Currituck county. North Carolina: Barker, 13 (cows He
down before a rainstorm [Blum's Almanac. 1923, p. 13]) — Massachu-
setts: Bergen, Animal, No. 537 (when cows, on going out to pasture in
the morning, lie down immediately, it is a sign of rain) — New York:
Boughton, 124, No. 11 ; 190, No. 15 (lying down in the daytime) ; Boyer,
74: Cutting, Farm, 32 (if cows lie down before sundown, it is going to
rain). Inwards, 180 f.

6667 When cows thump their ribs with their tails, or try to
scratch their ears, you may expect rain.

Anonymous. Illinois: Hyatt, No. 153 (first part only).
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6668 If the cows low a lot, it is a sign of rain.

Julian P. Boyd, and O. W. Blacknall, Kittrell, Vance county. General:
Dunwoody, 30 (expect rain when cattle low and gaze at the sky) —
Illinois: Hyatt, No. 151 (a considerable amount of lowing among cattle

is a sign of rain). Inwards, 180; HD.\ v, 768, s.v. "Kuh." Cf. No.
6418, above.

6669 When cream or milk sours during the night, you may
expect rain.

Anonymous. Osarks: Randolph, 18 (country women say that when milk
or cream sours sooner than usual, a rain may be expected—and they in-

sist that this works in fairly cold weather as well as in the heat of sum-
mer).

6670 When (logs move about uneasily while lying down, look

for rain.

Anonymous. Quebec: Marie-Ursule, 166, No. 152 (if a dog rolls on the

floor, it will rain the next day [French]) — New York: Boyer, 74 (if

a dog chases his tail around and around, it is a sign of rain) —
Illinois: Hyatt, No. 192 (a dog rolling on his back foretells the approach
of rain). Inwards, 178.

0671 If a dog eats grass, it is going to rain.

J. Frederick Doering, Durham. General: Dunwoody, 29 ff. ; also (p. 31)
(when a dog eats grass in the morning it will certainly rain before

night) ; Garriott, 23 (dogs eating grass in the morning) — Maryland:
Whitney-Bullock, No. 437 — Kentucky: Thomas, No. 2496 (a dog chew-
ing grass) — Louisiana: Roberts, No. 1014 — Newfoundland: Bergen,

Animal, No. 548 — Ontario: Doering-Doering I, 61; Doering, Customs,
151 (when a dog eats green grass, it is a sign it will rain within three

days); Doering-Doering II, 197; Waugh, No. 15; Wintemberg, Grey,
No. 80 — New England: Johnson, What They Say, 25 — Maine and
Massachusetts: Bergen, Animal, No. 504 — Nezv York: Barnes, No. 3;
Boyer, 74; NYFQ, x (1954), 212 (when dogs are seen chewing grass

rain will come) - Pcnyisylvania: Brendle-Unger, 210 (German) ; Fogel,

No. 1240 (German) ; Lick-Brendle, 131 (dogs eating couch grass [Ger-
man]); Shoemaker, 12 — Illinois: Allison, No. 341; Hyatt, No. 188;

No. 189 (if a dog while chewing grass changes his position frequently,

expect rain) ; Norlin, 208, No. 12 — Michigan: Bergen, Animal, No. 504— Missouri: McKinney, 104 — Ozarks: Randolph, 12 (dogs suddenly
beginning to eat grass) — Oklahoma: Smith, VVeather, 180 — Iowa:
Stout, No. 470; No. 531 (a dog eating weeds) — Kansas: WF, xix
(i960), 190, No. 8 — California: Dresslar, 40 — Washington: Tacoma,
25. Inwards, 178; HDA iv, 470, s.v. "Hund." Cf. No. 6663, above.

6672 When horses sweat in the stable, sniff loudly, and switch

their tails violently, you may expect rain.

Anonymous. Unless otherwise stated, all references are to the first part

only. General: Dunwoody, 115; Garriott, 21 — Maryland: Whitney-Bul-
lock, No. 441 (rain will come soon) — Alabama: Browne, No. 3612 —
Illinois: Hyatt, No. 317 (if horses in the stable are sweating and switch-
ing their tails, rain is near). Inwards, 179.
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6673 When sheep or goats bleat loud and long, you may expect
rain.

Anonymous. Sheep: Tennessee: Farr, Riddles, No. 201; Farr, Supersti-
tions. No. 202 — Newfoundland: Bergen, Animal, No. 496 (sheep
"bawling"). Goats: General: Dunwoody, 31 (the goat will utter her
peculiar cry before rain) — Tennessee: Farr, Riddles, No. 201 ; Farr,
Superstitions, No. 202 — Newfoundland: Bergen, Animal, No. 471 (if

goats come home "bawling" while the weather is fine, it will rain).
Inwards, 182.

Fowls

6674 It is a sign of rain for chickens to be out in the sunshine.

Esther F. Royster, Henderson, Vance county. South: Puckett, 509
(chickens lying on their sides in the sun [Negro]) — Tennessee: Red-
field, No. 401 (chickens lying in the sun).

6675 When the chickens are sunning, it is a sign of rain.

Zilpah Frisbie, Marion, McDowell county ; Mrs. Nilla Lancaster, Golds-
boro, Wayne county; Mamie Mansfield, Durham county. Cf. No. 6674,
above.

6676 If chickens preen, it is a sign of rain.

O. W. Blacknall, Kittrell, Vance county. HDA iv, 448, s.v. "Huhn." Cf.
No. 6677, below.

6677 Chickens picking themselves is a sign of rain.

Anonymous. Cf. Osarks: Randolph, 13 (if chickens stand on the wood-
pile and pick their feathers, rain is on the way). Cf. No. 6679, below,
especially the New York item.

6678 When chickens droop their feathers, it is the sign of rain.

Martha Wall, Wallburg, Davidson county. HDA i, 952, s.v. "Bauern-
regeln."

6679 When chickens oil their feathers, it is the sign of rain.

Lucille Cheek, Chatham county. Kentucky: Thomas, No. 2354 — New
York: Boyer, 75 (when chickens oil their feathers by picking under their
wings and then picking their feathers, it's sure to rain) — Pennsylvania:
Rupp, 247, No. 30 [German] — Illinois: Hyatt. No. 76 — Ozarks:
Randolph, Ozark, 11 (if chickens spread their tail feathers and oil them
conspicuously, it will rain very soon) — Iowa: Stout, No. 456 — Okla-
homa: Smith, Weather, 180 — California: Dresslar, 3Z (when chickens
stay on the ground and oil their feathers, etc.). HDA rv, 448, s.v.

"Huhn." Cf. Nos. 6693, 6700, below.

6680 Chickens flocking together is a sign of rain.

Gara Hearne, Roanoke Rapids, Halifax county. South: Puckett, 509
(chickens huddling together in a bunch [Negro]). Cf. No. 6419, above.
No. 6925, below.
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6681 When chickens huddle together outside the coop, you may
expect rain.

Anonymous. Illinois: Hyatt, No. 80 (chickens huddling outside the hen-
house). Cf. No. 6680, above.

6682 If the chickens come from under the house on a rainy

morning, it will rain all day.

Madge Colclough, Durham county. Kentucky: Thomas, No. 2357 (if

chickens do not seek shelter during a rain, it will rain all day, or at least

for some hours) — Illinois: Hyatt, No. 82 (the rain will continue all

day if the chickens do not seek shelter) — Nebraska: Cannell, 12, No. 29
(the rain will continue all day, or for some hours, if the chickens do not
seek shelter) — California: Dresslar, ^^ (if chickens leave their shelter

during a rain, it will continue raining at least three days more).

6683 If the chickens run out and remain in the rain, it will rain

all day.

Mrs. Gertrude Allen Vaught, Alexander county. Rain "continuing" is

not taken into account here unless "all day" is specified. General: Dun-
woody, 35 — South: Puckett, 509 (if chickens do not run for shelter,

but stay out in the rain, the rain will be a lengthy one [Negro]) —
Alabama: Browne, No. 3589 — Louisiana: Roberts, No. 979 (if chickens

come out and walk in the rain, etc.) — New York: Travis, 199 (if the

chickens stay out when it is raining, etc.) — Indiana: McAtee, Grant
County, 266 (if chickens keep on feeding during a rain, etc.) — Okla-
homa: Smith, Weather, 184 (if in the morning a shower comes up and
chickens remain out in the shower, it shows they expect no better oppor-
tunity to forage, and a rainy day must be expected) — Iowa: Stout, No.
498 (when a chicken runs in the rain, it will rain all day) — Kansas:
Bergen, Animal, No. 442 (if the chickens [fowls] stay out on a rainy
morning, the rain will continue all day) ; WF xix (i960), 190, No. 16 —
California: Dresslar, 33. Kamp, 65, No. 94 (rain all week, if the

chickens go out in a rain on Monday).

6684 If chickens walk about in the rain, it will rain the next

day.

Julian P. Boyd.

6685 Chickens staying out late in the evening is a sign of rain.

R. T. Dunstan, Greensboro.

6686 If chickens go crowing to bed,

They are apt to wake with a watery head.

Dixie V. Lamm, Lucama, Wilson county. Cf. General: Dunwoody, 35
(when chickens crow before sundown, It is a sign of rain the next day) —
Pennsylvania: Owens, 122 (chickens that crow at ten o'clock at night

will bring rain before morning, according to the old saying : Chickens
that go crowing to bed / Are sure to get up with a watery head). Cf.

No. 6690, below.

6687 If a chicken crows after it goes to roost, it will come out

with a wet head.

Minnie Stamps Gosney, Raleigh ; and three other informants, two from
Bladen and Caldwell counties, and one from South Carolina. Cf. No.
6686, above, Nos. 6689 flf., below.
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6688 When the rooster crows on the ground,
The rain will fall down

;

When he crows on the fence,

The rain will depart hence.

Mildred Peterson, Bladen county. General: Bergen, Animal, 456 (same
idea, but in prose, and involving a cock) ; Dunwoody, 39 (if a rooster
crows on the ground it is a sign of rain) — Maryland: Whitney-Bullock,
No. 457 (same idea, expressed in prose [Cock]) — Connecticut: Backus,
Weather, 26 — Nexv York: Boyer, 76 (Cock crow on the ground, / The
rain will come down ; / Cock crow on the fence, / The rain will go
hence). HDA iii, 1341, s.v. "Hahnenkrahen."

6689 If a rooster crows at sundown, he'll get up with a wet
head in the morning.

Green Collection; Kate S. Russell, Roxboro, Person county. Oklahoma:
Smith, Weather, 181 (when roosters crow at sunset, rain may be ex-
pected) — New Mexico: Moya, 66, No. 7 (if roosters crow at sunset, it

means rain [Spanish]). Cf. No. 6420, above.

6690 A rooster that goes crowing to bed.

Is sure to bring rain down on your head.

Mrs. Gertrude Allen Vaught, Alexander county. Only variations on the

verse will be given, and "cock" will be distinguished from "rooster."

General: Dunwoody, 39 (When roosters go crowing to bed / They will

rise with watery head) ; Garriott, 23 (If the cock goes crowing to bed, /

He'll certainly rise with a watery head) — Kentucky: Thomas, 2358
(like Garriott) — Tennessee: Miller, 66, No. 19 (A rooster that crows
when he goes to bed, / Will get up with a wet head) — Alabama: Browne,
No. 3625 (Roosters crow when you go to bed, / Put on your hat or you'll

wet your head) — Ontario: Waugh, No. 2)7 (like Garriott, except "wet
head") — Netv England: Johnson, What They Say, 23 (If the rooster
crows when he goes to bed, / He will get up with a wet head) — New
York: Boyer, 76 (As sure as the cock goes crowing to bed, / So sure
will he rise with a wet head) ; Cutting, Farm, 32 (like Garriott)

;

Travis, 199 (like Garriott) — Pennsylvania: Shoemaker, 9 (like John-
son) — Indiana: Brewster, Beliefs, No. 13 (like Johnson) ; Richmond,
Weather. No. 18 (like Garriott) — Illinois: Hyatt, No. loi (like Gar-
riott) ; Wheeler, 58 (like Dunwoody) — Missouri: SFQ xvi (1942), 266
(like Johnson [citing Collins, Legends and Lore of Missouri]) —
Osarks: Randolph, 12 f. (like Johnson, except "cock") — loiva: Stout,
No. 635 (like Johnson) — Kansas: Bergen, Animal, No. 463 (like John-
son) — Nebraska: Cannell, 11, No. i (like Johnson) ; Nebraska Prov-
erbs I, I (like Johnson) — Colorado: Kimmerle, 74 (like Johnson, ex-
cept "cock") — California: Dresslar, 32 (like Johnson). Addy, 66;
Inwards, 187; Radford, 83; Udal, 238, 271. Cf. Nos. 6420, 6686, above.

6691 When roosters crow at night, you may expect rain.

Mrs. Gertrude Allen Vaught, Alexander county, and an anonymous in-
formant. IVest Virginia: Lopez, No. 46 (rooster crowing at three in the
morning; the day will be rainy) — Kentucky: Thomas, No. 2361 (cocks
crowing at 8 o'clock at night) — Louisiana: Roberts, No. 968 (if

roosters crow early in the night, it is a sign that they will wake up with
wet heads) — Newfoundland: Bergen, Animal, No. 461 (cocks) — New
York: Boyer, 76 — Pennsylvania: Fogel, No. 1135 (the crowing of cocks
before nine at night [German]) ; Rupp, 247, No. 35 (same as previous
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[German]) — Illinois: Allison, No. 56 (if roosters crow early at night,

before the nine o'clock crowing time, it will rain) ; Hyatt, No. 104 (a
rooster crowing about eight o'clock at night) ; Smith II, 62, No. 11 (if

a cock crows before three o'clock in the morning, it will rain for three

days) — lozva: Stout, No. 474 — California: Lowrimore, No. 9.

HDA III, 1341, s.v. "Hahnenkrahen." Cf. Nos. 6185, 6208, above.

6692 If the rooster crows before midnight, it will rain before

daylight.

Mrs. Gertrude Allen Vaught, Alexander county. In several references in

the preceding entry the crowing of the cock falls before midnight; in the

present entry, however, the word "midnight" is used for a more precise

indication of time. Indiana: Busse, 16, No. i (rain before morning) —
Illinois: Hyatt, No. no (rain expected soon); No. 109 (therewill be

rain before morning, if a rooster crows between nightfall and midnight)
— Oklahoma: Smith, Weather, 181 (rain may be expected) — Iowa:
Stout, No. 536 (rain; no time set). HDA iii, 1341, s.v. "Hahnen-
krahen" ; VI, 436 f., s.v. "Mitternacht." Cf. No. 6210, above.

6693 When a duck oils his feathers, he expects rain.

Elsie Doxey, Currituck county. HDA 11, 850, s.v. "Ente." Cf. No. 6679
above, No. 6700, below.

6694 When ducks or geese quack louder than usual, you may
expect rain.

Anonymous. Ducks : Maryland: Bergen, Animal, No. 467 (ducks quack-

ing in the night) ; Whitney-Bullock, No. 473 (ducks quacking at night

prophesy rain) — Illinois: Hyatt, No. 199 (ducks quacking unusually

loud) — Osarks: Randolph, 13 (when ducks or geese suddenly become
very noisy, without any visible reason, it is a sure sign of rain). HDA
II, 850, s.v. "Ente." Geese: Maryland: Bergen, Animal, No. 470 (geese

cackling foretell rain); Whitney- Bullock, No. 475 (geese cackling)
_

—
Pennsylvania: Rupp, 245, No. 18 (restless and noisy geese are a sign

of rain [German]) — Illinois: Hyatt, No. 266 (noisy geese mean rain)
;

No. 267 (geese will cry unusually long just before a rain). Inwards,

187; HDA VII, 604, s.v. "Regenvorzeichen."

6695 W^hen a goose flies east, and walks west, rain is near.

Elsie Doxey, Currituck county. Ontario: Waugh, No. 35 (when a goose

walks east and flies west, etc.).

6696 If a guinea hen cackles in the morning, there will be rain

before night.

Anonymous. Cf. No. 6421, above, Nos. 6697 f., below.

6697 The screeching of the guinea fowl a great deal during the

day betokens rain.

Mrs. Gertrude Allen Vaught, Alexander county. All references are to

guinea fowls "crying" in the afternoon. Kentucky: Thomas, No. 2539 —
Illinois: Hyatt, No. 292 — Nebraska: Cannell, 12, No. 31. Cf. No. 6189.

above.
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6698 Guinea fowls squall more than usual hcfon' rain.

Green Collection. General: Bergen, Animal, No. 472 (the calling of
guinea fowls forebodes rain) ; Dunwoody, 39 (when guinea fowls scream,
expect rain) ; also (before rain tlie pintados, or Kuinca fowls called
"comebacks," squall more than usual); 109 (guinea fowls groaning at
night)

; Garriott, 23 — South Carolina: Bryant, 280, No. 24 (guinea hens
crying) — Kentucky: Fowler, No. 2539a (guinea hens crying at night)— Tenn-essee: Rogers, Animal, No. 15 (guinea hens chattering inces-
santly) — Alabama: Browne, No. 3608 (guineas are noisy before a
rain) ; No. 3609 (when guineas "potrack" at night, it is a sign of rain) —
Ontario: Wintemberg, Grey, No. 77 (guinea hens crying)

; Wintemberg,
Waterloo, 4 (guinea fowls crying continually) — Illinois: Hyatt, No.
291 (guineas cry continually before a rain) — Ozarks: Randolph, 13
(when guineas suddenly become very noisy, without any visible reason,
it is a sure sign of rain). Inwards, 189.

6699 The gobbling of a turkey means rain.

Green Collection. HDA vn, 604, s.v. "Regenvorzeichen."

6700 If you see a turkey picking the oil from under his wings,
and putting it on his feathers, it is the sign of rain.

Elizabeth Janet Cromartie, Garland, Sampson county. Cf. Nos. 6679,
6693, above.

Birds

6701 When birds fly close to the ground, you may expect rain.

Anonymous. Illinois: Hyatt, No. 29. HDA viii, 1674, s.v. "Vogel."

6702 If a bird sings while sitting on a chimney, there will be
rain before dark.

Anonymous.

6703 Birds singing in the morning is a sign of rain.

Anonymous. Cf. Pennsylvania: Shoemaker, 17 (when birds sing until
late in the evening there will be rain the next day).

6704 If land birds fly toward water, and sea birds toward land,
it is a sign of rain.

Elsie Doxey, Currituck county. Michigan: Chamberlain, Superstitions,
146. Cf. Nos. 6730, 6928, below.

6705 The bobwhite calling all afternoon is always the surest
sign of rain to farmers.

J. SchafTner. Cf. Texas: Dobic, 93 (if a bob-white calls, rain may be
expected).

6706 If a bobwhite only says "Bob" once (that is. does not re-

peat the first note), there will be a rain.

Mildred Peterson, Bladen county. Cf. No. 6705, above.
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6707 If bullbats fly low, it is a sigii of rain.

O. W. Blacknall, Kittrell, Vance county. Cf. Tennessee : Rogers, Animal,
No. 25 (to see a large group of bullbats flying around in the air is a
sign of rain) — Mississippi: Hudson, 148, No. 23 (the bullbat flying at
noon and making a deep noise in his throat is a sign of rain)

.

6708 If buzzards sit on trees with outspread wings, it is a sign

of rain.

Julian P. Boyd. Texas: Strecker, Birds, 33 (a buzzard sitting on a
fence or tree and raising his wings

—
"airing his body"—indicates rain).

6709 To see buzzards forming Job's Coffin means rain within

forty-eight hours.

Anonymous. In none of the following references is mention made of

Job's Coffin, but buzzards soaring high might somehow approximate the

rhomb-shaped constellation of that name. South: Evans, 16 (buzzards
soaring high, rain) ; Thompson, Buzsard, 157 (almost all southern Ne-
groes believe that a high-flying buzzard is a prognostication of rain) —
Tennessee: Redfield, No. 403 (the number of buzzards you see flying at

one time, it will be that many days before rain) — Louisiana: Roberts,
No. 1339 (when a great many buzzards circle about in the air, it will

soon rain) — Texas: Turner, 171 (a buzzard's sailing high in the sky
means he is getting above rain clouds). HDA i, 1716, s.v. "Bussard"
(England). Cf. No. 6929, below.

6710 When crows fly about in the afternoon late, there is going

to be rain soon.

James Hawfield, Union county, and S. G. Hawfield, Concord, Cabarrus
county. Cf. Maryland: Whitney-Bullock, No. 463 (look for rain when
crows fly low) — Massachusetts: Bergen, Animal, No. 544 (low-flying

crows) — NczK.' York: Travis, 199 (crows flying low) — Illinois: Hyatt,

No. 172 (a crow flying alone warns you of approaching rain) — Cali-

fornia: Dresslar, 28 (a sign of rain to see crows flying). Cf. No. 6187,

above.

671 1 When you hear crows cawing, it will rain.

Mrs. Gertrude Allen Vaught, Alexander county, and Mildred Peterson,

Bladen county. South: Puckett, 510 (Negro) — Ontario: Wintemberg,
Grey, No. 76 — Pennsylvania: Fogel, No. 1223 (German) ; Rupp, 245,

No. 18 (German). HDA v, 365, s.v. "Krahe." Cf. No. 6291, above.

6712 The cawing of a crow almost incessantly during the day

is a sure sign of rain.

Mrs. Gertrude Allen Vaught, Alexander county, and an anonymous in-

formant. Cf. General: Dunwoody, 36 (if crows make much noise and
fly round and round, expect rain) ; Garriott, 23 (same as preceding item)
~ Ontario: Wintemberg, Waterloo, 4 (crows unusually noisy presage

rain) — Pennsylvania: Rupp, 244, No. 13 (if, in the winter, crows con-

gregate and scream and caw on the "summer side" [south side] of the

hills, it indicates rain [German]) — Illinois: Hyatt, No. 176 (crows
cawing loudly and incessantly) — Ocarks: Randolph, 13 (when crows
make more racket than usual, the hillman expects rain in twenty-four
hours or less). Inwards, 191; HDA vii, 604, s.v. "Regenvorzeichen"

;

Kamp, 71, No. 142.
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6713 The rain crow brings rain with his calling.

Green Collection. South: Puckett, 509 f. (to see a "rain-crow" [cardinal

grosbeak], or, especially, to hear one call, is a sure sign of rain [Negro])
— Maryland: Whitney-Bullock, No. 467 (hearing a rain crow [cuckoo])
— Kentucky: KFR, iii (1957), 10 f. (rain expected when a raincrow, or
yellow-billed cuckoo, calls its mournful notes repeatedly) ; Thomas, No.
2616 (a rain crow calling late in the evening) ; No. 2331 (after a drought
the cry of a rain crow near a settlement is a sure sign of rain) — Ten-
nessee: Bond, 6 (rain crow hollering); Burton, 4; Hatcher, 153 (rain

crow hollering); O'Dell, Superstitions, 4; Redfield, No. 404 (the rain

crow "hollering") ; Rogers, Animal, No. 17 (hearing a rain crow hollow)
— Alabama: Browne, No. 3594 (the rain crow hollering) ; No. 3595 (if

a rain crow calls, it is calling for rain) ; No. 3596 (if a rain crow hollers,

it will rain that day) — Louisiana: Roberts, No. 1018 (when a rain

crow croaks expect rain) — Pennsylvania: Fogel, No. 11 90 (the calling

of the rain crow [or American cuckoo] [German]) — Indiana: McAtee,
Grant County, 266 (the rain-crow [or cuckoo] calling persistently) —
Illinois: Allison, No. 50; Hyatt, No. 516; No. 518 (when a rain crow
calls late in the evening, rain will fall on the following day) ; No. 517
(hearing the cry of a rain crow after a drought) — Oklahoma: Smith,
Weather, 181 (the name "raincrow" is given to the yellow-billed cuckoo
because its cry is thought to presage rain) — Nebraska: Cannell, 11, No.
6.

6714 The rain crow, or cuckoo (both species), is supposed by-

all hunters to foretell rain, when its "Kow, kow, kow," is long
and hard.

An unidentified newspaper clipping, and five informants from widely
separated localities.

6715 When you hear the cuckoo calling, it is the sign of rain.

Elizabeth Janet Cromartie, Garland, Sampson county. Cf. General: Dun-
woody, 36 (cuckoos hallooing in lowlands indicate rain) ; Garriott, 18
(if the cuckoo is heard in low lands, etc.) — Virginia: McAtee, Birds,

176 (the yellow-billed cuckoo is a foreteller of rain; "it is also called in

\'irginia the rain crow, being observed to be most clamorous immediate-
ly before rain" [citing A. Wilson, Anier. Ornith. iv (1811), 13]) — Ten-
nessee: Massey, 57 (when the cuckoo sings late of an evening, we may
look for rain) — Ontario: Waugh, No. 15 — New England: Johnson,
IVhat They Say, 23 — Pennsylvania: Phillips, 163, No. 10; Rupp, 245 f.,

No. 20 (German) — Ohio: Bergen, Animal, No. 465 (if the cuckoo's cry
is heard in the morning, it will rain the next day). Inwards, 30, 192;
van Gennep 11, 67 ; HDA v, 734 s.v. "Kuckuck."

6716 If a dove coos before sunup, it will rain before three days.

Maybelle Poovey, High Point, Guilford county. Cf. No. 6717, below.

6717 If a dove mourns, it will rain within a week.

Mrs. Gertrude Allen Vaught, Alexander county ; Green Collection.
South: Puckett, 510 (the mourning of the dove is a sign of rain [Ne-
gro]) — Tennessee: Miller, 66, No. 6 (when doves start to "holler" it

is going to rain) — Pcnnsyh'ania: Hand, Pennsylvania. No. 209 (a dove
cooing at night means rain the next day) — Illinois: Hyatt, No. 197 (to
hear a dove cooing in a tree means rain inside of three days). HDA
VIII, 703, s.v. "Taube."
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6718 The unusual screeching of a jaybird is a good sign of rain.

Mrs. Gertrude Allen Vaught, Alexander county. Cape Breton Island:

Bergen, Animal, No. 476 (the calling of the bluejay is said to foretell

rain) — Quebec: Marie-Ursule, 167, No. 170 (the croaking of the jay
[French]) — Ontario: Wintemberg, Negro-Canadian, 621 (the squawk-
ing of bluejays [Negro]) — lUinois: Hyatt, No. 41 (bluejays become
excited and call continually before a rain). HDA in, 1324, s.v.

"Haher" ; vii, 604, s.v. "Regenvorzeichen."

6719 When owls hoot a lot, it is the sign of rain.

Julian P. Boyd; Mrs. Gertrude Allen Vaught, Alexander county. Genr-

eral: Dunwoody, 38, 109 — South: Duncan, 235, No. 11 (hoot owl: sign

of rain) — Kentucky: Thomas, No. 2600 (an owl's hooting indicates the

coming of heavy rains) — Cape Breton Island: Bergen, Animal, No.
494 — Ontario: Wintemberg, Grey, No. 75 (the cry of a screech owl) —
Vermont: Bergen, Animal, No. 494. Inwards, 194; HDA 11, 1073, s.v.

"Eule." Cf. Nos. 6190, 6294, above.

6720 If you hear owls hooting in the summer time, there is

going to be rain.

Eva Furr, Stanly county. Items in the preceding entry generally apply
here also.

6721 An owl hooting in the daytime is a sign of rain.

Mamie Mansfield, Durham county; Zilpah Frisbie, Marion, McDowell
county. Tennessee: Redfield, No. 407 (if you hear a hoot owl during the

day, it will rain within three days) ; Rogers, Animal, No. 32 (hearing an
owl hollow in the daytime) — Alabama: Browne, No. 3618 (hoot owls

hollering in the daytime) ; No. 3617 (when you hear a hoot owl in the

morning, it will rain during the day) ; No. 3616 (if a hoot owl hollers in

the afternoon up the swamp, it will rain ; if it hollers down the swamp,
no rain) — Louisiana: Roberts, No. 1341 (if an owl hoots in the day
time it will rain that night) — Pennsylvania: Rupp, 245 f., No. 20 (the

hooting of the owl immediately after daybreak [German]) — Illinois:

Hyatt, No. 443 ; No. 444 (if an owl hoots during the day, a heavy rain

is near) ; No. 448 (an owl sitting on a fence and hooting) ; No. 445 (the

hooting of an owl about two o'clock in the afternoon signifies rain) —
Ozarks: Randolph, 13 (if a big owl hoots in the daytime, or calls loudly

and persistently near the house at night, there will be a heavy rain within

three days) — Oklahoma: Smith, Weather, 181 — Texas: Dobie, g^.

Sebillot II, 106, No. 193 ; van Gennep 11, 68.

6722 If a screech owl screeches after dusk, it will rain before

dawn.

Emmy Lou Morton (West Virginia). Cf. Pennsylvania: Fogel, No.
1 140 (the hooting of an owl at dusk indicates rain [German]) ; Rupp,

245 f.. No. 20 (same as preceding item [German]).

6723 If the owl hoots in the night in summer time, it will rain.

Merle Smith, Stanley county, and Julian P. Boyd. Cf. Tennessee: Red-
field, No. 408 (when you hear an owl after night, it will rain in about
three weeks).
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6724 When the peacock loudly bawls,
Soon we'll have both rain and squalls.

Green Collection. General: Dunwoody, 14, 38; Garriott, 23 — New
York: Travis, 199 — Illinois: Wheeler, 58. Inwards, 189; HDA vii,
004, s.v. Regcnvorzeichen" (not versified).

6725 When the peacock screams, rain follows.

Jessie Hauser Pfafftown, Forsyth county; Green Collection; and an
anonymous informant. General: Dunwoody, 39; 109 (a peacock loudly
screaming from its roost) — Maryland: Whitney-Bullock. No. 460 (a
peacock screeching) — South Carolina: Bryant I 280 No 2^ —
Georgia: Sterner, No. 48. HDA vi, 1569, s.v. 'Tfau." '

6726 If quail call in the early morning, it is a sign of rain.

ii"r!'?"n^- ^°X^- ^^'^^^iff^'i: Bergen, Animal, No. 490 (the quail [Bob
White] IS said to "call for rain") — Texas: Dobie, 93 (if the Mexican
quail calls, rain may be expected).

6727 The appearance of a redbird is a sign of rain.

Mrs. Gertrude Allen Vaught, Alexander county. Cf. Nos. 6192. 6206
above, No. 6728, below.

6728 When redbirds come near the house, it is a sign of rain.

Elizabeth Janet Cromartie, Garland, Sampson county. The following
references all deal with the sound of redbirds as they relate to predic-
tions of rain Kentucky: Thomas, No. 2617 (the redbird's whistle is a
sign of rain); No. 2618 (when a redbird says, "Wet, wet" a heavy
rain may be expected) — Tennessee: Redfield, No. 406' (redbirds
hollering

) — Alabama: Browne, No. 3621 (redbirds singing inMarch) — Illinois: Hyatt, No. 519 (redbirds sing for rain) ; No ;20
j-ou can expect ram if a redbird whistles) ; No. 521 (if a redbird says.
Wet, wet, look for a heavy rain).

6729 When robins sing on the ground, you may expect rain.

Anonymous. Illitiois: Hyatt, No. 530 (robins singing on the ground
near the house) — Ozarks: Randolph, 13 (if robins suddenly begin to
sing near the cabin, when they are not accustomed to sing there the
housewife prepares for a shower). HDA vii. 836, s.v. "Rotkehlchen."
Unly references to the place where robins sing before rain are given
here; those to the various times of day when the song is heard havebeen omitted. Cf. No. 6297, above.

6730 When sea gulls fly inland, you may expect rain.

Anonymous. Illinois: Hyatt, No. 535. HDA vi, 596, s.v. "Mowe

"

Cf. Nos. 6193, 6704, above. No. 6928, below.

6731 It is a sign of rain if chimney swallows are noisy.

0._W. Blacknall, Kittrell, Vance county. Iowa: Stout, No <?S7 fit is

frn?^H\°
'^'" '^^" f^^""^ ^^^I ^ ^'^"P ""^ ^'^™"^y swallows flying

f H 1 :;: •^^"'^'^''^V
Dunwoody, 35 (when chimney swallows circleand call, they speak of rain [Zuni Indian])

; 127 (the same)
; Garriott!

23 (the same as Dunwoody). vjai.iuii.
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6732 If swallows Stay at home and fly up and down or very
low, expect rain soon.

Anonymous. General: Dunwoody, 14 (when birds of long flight, swal-
lows [or others], hang about home and fly low, rain may be expected).

HDA VII, 604, s.v. "Regenvorzeichen." Swallows flying low before
a rain is treated in Nos. 6733 f., below.

6733 If swallows fly lower than usual, skimming the ground, it

is a sign of rain.

An anonymous informant; an unidentified newspaper clipping; and three

informants from central and western counties. General: Dunwoody, 40;
also (swallows flying low) ; also (swallows in evenings flying low)

; 70
(rain is indicated when: Low o'er the grass the swallows wing, / And
crickets, too, how sharp they sing) ; Garriott, 19 (when swallows in

evenings fly high and chirp, fair weather follows ; when low, rain fol-

lows) — South: Puckett, 510 (swallows flying low in the summer time
indicate rainy weather [Negro]) — Kentucky: Rainey, 14 (swallows
flying low) — Tennessee: McGlasson, 27, No. 35 (swallows flying low)
— Ontario: Wintemberg, Waterloo, 4 (when swallows fly low during

a shower it indicates a steady downpour) — Neiv England: Backus I,

501 (swallows flying low) ; Johnson, What They Say, 25 (when in the

evening the swallows fly low) — Maine and Massachusetts: Bergen,
Animal, No. 592 (swallows flying low) — New York: Barnes, No. 4
(swallows flying low) ; Travis, 199 (a flock of swallows foretell rain)
—

- Pennsylvania: Rupp, 246, No. 22 (swallows flying low over the

meadows [German]) — Illinois: Allison, No. 359 (low-flying swallows
mean rain) — Michigan: Chamberlain, Superstitions, 146 — Iowa:
Stout, No. 543 (it is a sign of rain if the swallows fly low or close to

the buildings). HDA vii, 604, s.v. "Regenvorzeichen"; Sebillot I, 184;

van Gennep 11, 67.

6734 Expect rain when swallows fly low over water.

Elsie Doxey, Currituck county. Ontario: Waugh, No. 16 (swallows
skimming low over the water) — New York: NYFQ xiii (1957), 112

(swallows flying near water is a sign of imminent rain) — Pennsylvania:

Rupp, 246, No. 22 (swallows flying low over ponds). Foster, 133;
Inwards, 195 ; Sebillot I, 146.

6735 When the swallows sail around, it is going to rain.

J. Frederick Doering, Durham.

6736 If you hear a woodpecker in the morning, it will rain that

afternoon.

Green Collection. Wisconsin: Brown, Birds, 10 (the woodpecker can

bring rain) ; McAtee, Birds, 176 (the lumberjacks in Wisconsin called

pileated woodpeckers "logcocks" and claim, it is a sign of rain when they

call). Inwards, 192 f
.

; Udal, 244, 270; Sebillot I, 146, 205; van

Gennep 11, 67. Cf. No. 6737, below.

6737 If the red-headed "peck-o-woods" keeps up an unusual

hammering on the girdled trees in the new ground, it is a sign

of rain.

O. W. Blacknall, Kittrell, Vance county. Newfoundland: Bergen,

Animal, No. 598 (a woodpecker tapping hard foretells rain) — Penn-
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sylvania: Rupp, 245 f., No. 20 (the drumming of woodpeckers [Ger-
man]) — Osarks: Randolph, 13 (when woodpeckers make more racket
than usual, the hillman expects rain within twenty-four hours). In-

wards, 192; HDA VII, 604, s.v. "Regenvorzeichen."

Reptiles

6738 When blacksnakes crawl on hot days, it will rain.

Zebulon Teeter (Florida). Cf. No. 6740, below.

6739 When you see a blacksnake, it is sign of a rain.

Mrs. Gertrude Allen Vaught, Alexander county.

6740 If snakes are seen crawling about, it is a sign of rain.

O. W. Blacknall, Kittrell, Vance county. General: Dunwoody, 72
(snakes are out before rain, and are, therefore, more easily killed) ; 73
(snakes expose themselves on the approach of rain) ; Garriott, 22 (same
as preceding item) — Tennessee: Rogers, Animal, No. 5 — Alabama:
Bergen, Animal, No. 588 — Ontario: Wintemberg, Waterloo, 4 (if you
can see many snakes during the day you may expect rain) — Osarks:
Randolph, 14 (snakes, particularly rattlesnakes and copperheads, become
very active just before a rain). Cf. No. 6738, above.

6741 If you see where a snake has crawled across the road, it is

going to rain.

Grace Barbee, Stanly county. General: Dunwoody, 73 (snake trails may
be seen near houses, roads, etc. before rain) ; Klauber, 1257 (if rattler

tracks are many and directed to high ground, rain will be abundant) —
Kentucky: Thomas, No. 2638 (a snake crossing your path) — Tennes-
see: Guerin, 53 (snake trails in a dusty road) — Illinois: Hyatt, No.
569 (a snake crossing your path) — Osarks: Wilson, Folk Beliefs, 160

(snake tracks foretell rain) — Nebraska: Pound, 168 (snakes crossing

the road in unusual numbers). Inwards, 202.

6742 If a snake dies on his back, it is a sure sign of rain.

Carl G. Knox, Leland, Brunswick county. Cf. Southwest: Jeffrey, No.
23 (a dead snake belly up will bring rain). Cf. No. 6423, above.

6743 One may cause rain by killing a snake and turning it over

on its back.

Mrs. Gertrude Allen Vaught, Alexander county. General: Klauber,

1257 (turning a dead rattler on its back will bring rain) — Kentucky:
Thomas, No. 2639 (to kill a snake and turn it over will cause rain) —
South Carolina: Eartha Kitt, Thursday's Child, 15 (if you kill a snake,

be sure you don't leave it lying on its back ; it'll bring rain) — Louisi-

ana: Roberts, No. 993 (if you kill a snake and turn it over, it will rain)
— Illinois: Hyatt, No. 571 (rain will fall before sundown) — New
Mexico: Baylor, 147, No. 56 (if the dead snake stays on its back, it

will rain [Spanish]) — California: Dresslar, 49; also (hang a rattle-

snake over a log on its back, and rain will follow in three days) ; Klau-
ber, 1257 (citing Dresslar). Cf. Nos. 6196, 6256, above.
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6744 For rain, kill a snake and turn it belly up.

Anonymous. South: Puckett, 74 (Negro) — Tennessee: Miller, 67, No.
31 (kill a snake and if it flops over with its belly toward the sky, it will

rain within twenty-four hours) — Alabama: Browne, 3508 (rain that

day) ; No. 3512 (if you kill a snake and hang it by the tail, with the
belly out, it will cause rain at once) — Indiana: Brewster, Beliefs, No.
218; Brewster, Specimens, 367; Richmond, Weather, No. 20 (rain be-

fore night) — Illinois: Hyatt, No. 570 — Texas: Dobie, 89; JAFL Lvii

(1944), 221 (citing Stanley Vestal, Short Grass Country) — Iowa:
Stout, No. 546 (rain before sundown) — New Mexico: Baughman,
Sayings, 26 (after killing a snake, especially a rattlesnake, turn its belly

up toward the sky, and this will bring rain).

6745 If you kill a snake and hang it up, it will rain.

Ralph Chesson, Washington county, and three other informants from
widely separated localities. General: Dunwoody, 109; 73 (hang up a

snakeskin, and it will bring rain) — South: Puckett, 74 (Negro) —
Tennessee: Burton, 4; McGlasson, 26, No. 17; Rogers, Animal, No. 2

(to hang a snake up by its tail will bring rain) — Alabama: Browne,
No. 3506; No. 3503 (hang a snake and it'll rain) ; No. 3507 (hang a

snake up, belly up, etc.) ; No. 3505 (hang a dead snake up in a tree) ;

No. 3504 (if you hang a snake belly up, it will rain in three days) ;

No. 3513 (kill a snake and hang it up in the place you want rain to fall)

— Mississippi: Hudson, 148, No. 2 — Nezv England: Johnson, IVhat
They Say, 19 — Illinois: Norlin, 208, No. 13 (it will soon rain) —
Nebraska: Cannell, 11, No. 23 (the higher the snake is hung, the harder

it will rain) ; Pound, 168 (like the preceding item).

6746 All know that rain is coming, if a blacksnake can be killed

and hung up.

O. W. Blacknall, Kittrell, Vance county; Jessie Hauser, Pfafftown,
Forsyth county. South: Duncan, 235, No. i — Kentucky: Combs, 330
(rain within twelve hours) — Alabama: Browne, No. 3515; No. 3516
(hang the blacksnake up, head down and belly out).

6747 If you hang a dead snake with the stomach up, it is a sign

of rain.

Mamie Mansfield, Durham county, and an anonymous informant. Nova
Scotia: Fauset, No. 106 (a rainstorm the next day). Cf. No. 6423,

above.

6748 When anyone kills a blacksnake and hangs it up in a tree,

it is a sign of rain.

Carrie Lee Logum, and an anonymous informant. South Carolina: Mill-

ing, 53 (Cherokee Indian rain charm) — Florida: Hurston, 393, No. 5— Pennsylvania: Sener, 241 (blacksnake hung on the limb of a tree).

6749 If you kill a blacksnake and hang him in a tree, it will

surely rain before sunset.

Green Collection. In none of the following examples is hanging the

snake in a tree mentioned. Kentucky: Thomas, No. 2641 (hanging a

blacksnake up by the tail will bring rain before night) — Illinois:
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Hyatt, No. 57(3 (if you kill a blacksnake in dry weather and hang it up,

there will be rain before morning) ; No. 575 (hang a blacksnake up by

the tail and rain will come before night).

6750 To bring rain, kill a blacksnake, and hang him in a tree

with his belly up.

William ii. Covington, Scotland county, and an anonymous informant.

CumUc I land Mountains: Shearin, 319 (to hang a dead blacksnake up
head downwards will bring rain withm forty-eight hours).

0751 if you hang a dead snake in a tree, it will rain. It you
hang It with the stomach toward the sini, it will rain that clay

;

if the back, it will not rain that day.

Zilpah Frisbie, Alarion, McDowell county ; Mamie Mansfield, Durham
county ; and an anonymous informant, in none of tlie following refer-

ences IS mention made of exposing the underpart of the reptile to the

sun, nor the back part either. General : Dunwoody, yz (rain in a few
hours); Klauber, 1257; i^nortz, 47 (if one shoots a snake hanging in

a tree tnere will be rain) — South: hlergen, Animal, No. 625 (hanging
a snake on a tree w'itli the back down will bring rain [dead snake not
specitiedj) — i\orth Carolina: Walker, 9, No. 5 (in dry weather a
moccasin snake hung from a tree will bring rain; the rain will continue

until the moccasin is taken down) — Maryland: iiergen, minimal, No.
024; VVhitney-iJullock, No. 445 (a dead snake hung on a tree back
downwards) ; No. 44b (rain within twenty-four hours) — Tennessee and
Alabama: iiergen, Animal, No. 624 — Ueorgia: JAFL v (1892), 231 —
Louisiana: Kouerts, No. 992 — Illinois: Bergen, Animal, No. 625 (snake
hung from a tree back down) — California: Dresslar, 49 (tlie longer
the snake hung in the tree, the heavier the rain). Inwards, 202.

0752 If you kill a snake in dry weather and want it to rain,

hang the snake on a limb with its belly to the sun.

W. y. Grigg, Cleveland county. Tennessee: WF xvii (1958), 279, No.
49 (dead snake hung on a tree with its stomach turned toward the sky
[NegroJ) — Mississippi: Clark, 144 (turn the dead snake's beliy sky-
ward) — Texas: Dobie, 89 (if a snake is hung on a limb it will rain)

;

Turner, 170 (a snake hung up with his belly to the sun; tree not
mentioned)

.

6753 If there is a long dry spell, and you happen to kill a black-
snake, be sure to hang it up in a bush. This will make it rain.

Pearl Webb, Pineola, Avery county; L. C. Allen, Jr., Burlington, Ala-
mance county; Esther F. Royster, Henderson, Vance county; and an
anonymous informant. Cf. No. 6754, below.

6754 If you want it to rain, hang the dead reptile up in the fork
of a bush where the sun can strike the scales on his belly.

Burns. In none of the following references is mention made of the ex-
posure of the snake's underbelly to the sun. General: Klauber, 1257
South: Puckett, 321 (rain in twenty-four hours [Negro]) South
Carolina: Davis, 246, No. 16 (Negro) — Georgia: JAFL v (1892), 231.
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6755 After having killed a snake, hang it on a fence, and rain

will come in a few days.

W. S. Lee, Jr., Monroe, Union county. General: Klauber, 1257 (hang-

ing a snake, belly up, on a fence) — South: Bergen, Animal, No. 625

(hanging a snake on a fence with the back down will bring rain) ;

Puckett, 321 (rain may be produced within twenty-four hours by turn-

ing a snake that has been killed belly up on a fence [Negro] ) ; Wiltse,

Folk-Lore, 207 (a snake being killed and hung up or stretched out on a

fence) — Maryland: Whitney-Bullock, No. 444; No. 446 (when a snake

is killed, hang its body on a fence and rain will come within twenty-four

hours) — South Carolina: Bryant I, 281, No. 55 (if you want rain, kill

a snake and hang it over a fence on its back and it will come) ; Davis,

246, No. 16 (Negro) — Kentucky: Parsley, 73 — Tennessee: Guerin,

53 (you may produce rain by killing a snake and hanging it on a barb-

wire fence with its belly up) ; Hatcher, 153 (a snake hung over a fence

will bring rain within three days) ; Page, 53; Redfield, No. 409 (if you
kill a snake and hang him belly-up over a rail fence, it will rain) ;

Rogers, Animal, No. i ; No. 3 (to hang a dead snake over a

fence with its stomach turned toward the sun will bring rain) ; No. 4
(hang a snake on a fence and watch until after it is dead; if it stays

on there will be rain) — Alabama: Browne, No. 3510 (hanging a snake

across a fence) ; No. 3514 (kill a snake in dry weather and hang it on

a fence, and it will rain the same day) ; No. 3509 (hang a dead snake

on a fence on its back) ; No. 3511 (put a dead snake on a back fence)
— Louisiana: Roberts, No. 994 (a snake killed and hung upside-dovvn on
a wire fence will bring rain) — Ontario: Waugh, No. 19 — Illinois:

Bergen, Animal, No. 625; Smith II, 62, No. 10 — Osarks: Randolph,

30 (other hillmen try to produce rain by hanging dead snakes belly-up

on fences) — Texas: Hendricks, No. 310 (if you hang a snake on a
barbed wire fence with its stomach turned toward the sky, it will rain) ;

WF, XV (1956), 60, No. 14 (a poisonous snake hung across a fence will

bring rain) — Southivest: Jeffrey, 252, No. 23 — Iowa: Stout, No. 646
(hanging a dead snake over the fence belly up) ; No. 528 (if you hang
a snake over a fence, it will rain until you take it off) — Nebraska:
Pound, 168, also (if a snake is hung on a fence on its back) ; also (if

you hang a snake on the fence it will rain until it is taken off) — Cali-

fornia: Dresslar, 49.

6756 Hanging a blacksnake skin on a fence will cause rain.

Edith Walker, Watauga county, and Gertrude Allen Vaught, Alexander
county. Kentucky: Carter, Mountain, 15 (a black snake on a fence at-

tracts rain clouds) ; Thomas, No. 2640 — Tennessee: Bond, 6; Carter, 3— Pennsylvania: Sener, 241.

6757 Hang up a blacksnake on a ladder, and it will rain within

three days.

Joseph E. Kanipe, Asheville, Buncombe county; Annie Hamlin, Dur-

ham; Dr. E. V. Howell, Chapel Hill, Orange county.

6758 To see a terrapin crawling about is a sure sign of rain.

S. G. Hawfield, Concord, Cabarrus county, and James Hawfield, Union

county. Texas: Dobie, 93 (the sluggish land terrapin is quickened by a

foreknowledge of rain, and his ambling forth is hailed with hope) —
New Mexico: Baylor, 147, No. 55 (if you see very many terrapins it is

going to rain).
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6759 When terrapins and snakes are seen crawling across roads

and other unusual places in dry weather, it is a sign of rain very

soon.

Green Collection. Only terrapins are treated in this entry. For snakes

crossing roads, see No. 6741, above. Texas: Hendricks, 14, No. 302 —
Nczv Mexico: Baughman, Sayings, 24 (terrapins crawling over the

prairie).

6760 When turtles crawl to high land, rain is expected.

Elsie Doxey, Currituck county.

Amphibians, Fish

6761 If a number of frogs appear late in the evening, this is a

sign of rain.

Kathleen Mack, Davidson county. General: Dunwoody, 72 (frogs are

abroad in the evening in large numbers before a rain) — Iowa: Stout,

529 (if frogs hop across the road at night, it will rain).

6762 The loud croaking of frogs denotes rain.

Lucille Massey, Durham county; Kate S. Russell, Roxboro, Person

county. Unless the intensity of the croaking is noted, the reference is

merely to "croaking." General: Dunwoody, 72 (the louder the frogs,

the more's the rain) ; also (frogs croak more noisily before rain) —
South: Puckett, 507 (Negro) — Alabama: Browne, Nos. 3601 f. —
Texas: Dobie, 93 (if frogs croak considerably they are said to be "call-

ing for water") ; Hendricks, No. 308 — Iowa: Stout, No. 454 (Norwe-
gian) — Nebraska: Cannell, 12, No. 25 — Colorado: Kimmerle, 74
(peepers [baby frogs] making a lot of noise means rain) — California:

Dresslar, 45. Inwards, 202 ; HDA i, 952, s.v. "Bauernregeln" ; in,

125, s.v. "Frosch."

6763 When the frogs in the pond hollo, it will rain.

Zebulon Teeter (Florida). Alabama: Browne, No. 3603 (frogs croak-

ing in or near branches or marshes early in the morning means a heavy

rainfall).

6764 It is a sign of rain if the frogs sing at twelve o'clock.

Pearl Webb, Pineola, Avery county. Since the word "sing" is rarely

applied to the noises made by frogs, and since there are no references to

"singing" in the files, the present entry is being utilized to indicate the

time of day that frogs croak before rain. Maryland: Whitney-Bullock,
No. 422 (frogs croaking in the morning) — Kentucky: Thomas, No.

2521 (frogs croaking in the daytime) — Illinois: Hyatt, No. 257 (if

frogs croak during the day, they are calling for rain) — Southwest:

Dunwoody, 72, 127 (when frogs warble, they herald rain [Zuiii Indian]).

Inwards, 202 ; HDA vii, 604, s.v. "Regenvorzeichen."

6765 To kill a frog causes rain.

Minnie Bryan Farrior, Duplin county. South: Puckett, 321 (the low-

country Gullah Negroes believe that hanging a dead frog on a tree,

bush, or fence will produce rain within twenty-four hours [Negro]) —
Kentucky: Rainey, 13 (kill a frog and it will rain before morning) —
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Alabama: Browne, No. 3500 ; No. 3501 (kill a frog, cut off its legs and
hang it on a fence and it will rain that day) — Georgia: Dresslar, 45
(if you kill a frog, it will rain hard for three days)

; JAFL, v (1892),
62 (kill a frog and it will rain hard for three days [Atlanta Constitu-

tion, July 9, 1891]) — Maine: Bergen, Animal, No. 609 (kill a frog and
it will rain before morning) — Pennsylvania: Hand, Pennsylvania, No.
207 (if you kill a frog it will rain the next day) — Ocarks: Randolph, 30
(killing frogs and leaving them in the dry road produces rain) — Iowa:
Stout, No. 422 (if you kill a frog and leave it on its back, it will rain

[Norwegian]) — Idaho: Lore, 205 (when Indian tribes desired rain, they

killed a frog with a stone and laid it on its back) — California: Dress-
lar, 45. Petroff, 218.

6766 Bullfrogs croak for rain after dark in dry weather.

Doris Overton, Greensboro. Cf. North Carolina: Whiting, 412, s.v.

"Frog"-i (a bullfrog knows more about rain than the Almanac) —
New York: Vance, 166 — Colorado: Kimmerle, 74 (croakers [bullfrogs]

making a lot of noise is a sign of rain).

6767 When the panther frogs hollo it is a sign of rain.

Zilpah Frisbie, Marion, McDowell county; Mrs. Nilla Lancaster, Golds-

boro, Wayne county ; Mamie Mansfield, Durham county.

6768 To hear a rain frog hollo is a sign of rain.

Green Collection. Louisiana: Roberts, No. 1017 (a rain frog croaking)
— Illinois: Hyatt, No. 259 (to hear a rain frog [tree frog or tree toad]

calling in a tree is a sign of rain within three days).

6769 Hear a toad-frog scream, it will rain within eight hours.

Madge Colclough, Durham county. Tennessee: McGlasson, 25, No. 2 (if

you hear a toad frog in the morning it will rain before night) — Ala-

bama: Browne, No. 3605 (a toad frog croaking).

6770 Tree frogs cry just before a shower.

An anonymous informant; an unidentified newspaper clipping; and four

other informants from eastern and central counties. Unless otherwise

stated, references are to "croaking." General: Dunwoody, 72 (tree frogs

piping during rain indicates continued rain) — South: Puckett, 507

(Negro) — Maryland: Whitney-Bullock, No. 423 — South Carolina:

Bryant I, 280, No. 23 — Tennessee: Redfield, No. 405 (when a tree frog

or rain crow "hollers" it is a sign of rain) ; Rogers, Animal, 19, 28 (tree

frogs holloing) — Alabama: Browne, No. 3606 (tree frogs hollering)
;

No. 3607 (tree frogs croaking; rain within three days) — Pennsylvania:

Brinton, 181; Fogel, No. 1191 (the call of the tree frog indicates rain

[German]) ; Phillips, 163, No. 9 — Illinois: Allison, No. 51 — Colorado:

Kimmerle, 74 — California: Dresslar. 45. Inwards, 203 (piping).

6771 When tadpoles are seen collecting in the shallow water

near the bank of a pond, or other body of water, it will rain.

Tom Trexler, Blowing Rock, Watauga county.

6772 When many toads are seen, it is a sign of rain.

Mildred Peterson, Bladen county. General: Dunwoody, 14 (if toads

come out of their holes in great numbers, it will rain soon) — Maryland:
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Whitney, 195 (toads coming out in the evening) — Ontario: Wintem-
berg, Oxford, No. 8 — Oklahoma: Smith, Weather, 180 (just before a
rain toads travel into low places where water will stand) — Iowa: Stout,
No. 469 (if toads come around dwellings, etc. [Norwegian]) — Kansas:
Bergen, Animal, No. 595 (toads come out before a rain) — Colorado:
Kimmerle, 75 (as an effect of rain, thousands of toads come out of the
ground) — California: Dresslar, 45 (if toads are seen hopping around
in the daytime, there will be a rain soon). Inwards, 203.

6773 To Step on toad is sign it will rain soon.

Elsie Doxey, Currituck county; Jessie Hauser, Pfafftown, Forsyth
county. Maryland: Whitney-Bullock, No. 426 (if you tread on a toad it

will rain) ; No. 427 (rain the next day) — Ontario: Waugh, 32.

6774 When fish jump from the water, or swim close to the sur-

face, you may expect rain.

Anonymous. General: Dunwoody, 49 (when fish bite readily and swim
near the surface, rain may be expected)

; 50 (fish jumping after flies) ;

Garriott, 24 (fish biting readily and swimming near the surface) —
North Carolina: Barker, 13 (when fish jump from the water, it is going
to rain [Bhun's Almanac, 1942, p. 23]) — Kentucky: Thomas, No. 2511
(fish jumping above the surface of the water) — Tennessee : Rogers,
Animal, No. 34 (fish jumping) — Alabama: Browne, No. 3598 (if you
see fish heads above water, it will rain) — Pennsylvania: Shoemaker,
17 (it will rain within twenty-four hours if the fish come up for air) —
Illinois: Hyatt, No. 221 (fish flopping in the water) ; No. 224 (fish
swimming near the surface) ; No. 225 (when fish wash their faces in a
pond [come to the surface and suck], rain may be expected) — Osarks:
Randolph, 14 (old rivermen claim that when they see a great many fish

coming to the surface and "stickin' out their noses," there is sure to h&
a rainstorm in three or four hours). Inwards, 198; HDA vii, 604,
s.v. "Regenvorzeichen."

Insects

^77S When insects are numerous, rain will come.

Green Collection. General: Dunwoody, 57 (insects flying in numbers
just at evening show a change of weather to rain).

6776 A closed ant hole indicates rain.

Anonymous. Kentucky: Rainey, 13 (if ants stop working and close up
the entrance to their holes, look for rain) — Alabama: Browne, No.
3581 (when ants cover up their den, it will rain) — Michigan: Bergen,
Animal, No. 434 (if ants stop working and close the entrances to their
hills, it indicates rain) — Texas: Turner, 170 (it is going to rain soon
when ants fill their holes).

6777 If ants build up sand around their holes, it is a sign of

rain.

Anonymous. General: Dunwoody, 55 (If ants their walls do frequent
build, / Rain will from the clouds be spilled) — North Carolina: Bark-
er, II (if the ants' hole is surrounded by a cone, there will soon be rain
[Blum's Almanac, 1949, p. 13]); Walker, 9, No. 3 (ants carrying sand
to block the opening to an ant hill [said to be Indian in origin]) —
Maine: Bergen, Animal, No. 435 (new earth about ant-hills indicates
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rain) ; Decrow, 318 (ants building up sand around their holes) — Penn-
sylvania: Fogel, No. 1159 (ant hills are a sign of rain [German]) —
Oklahoma: Smith, Weather, 180 (ants prepare for rain by banking up
earth about the entrance of their hills) — loiva: Stout, No. 464 (ants

piling their mounds high). Inwards, 204.

6778 Ants building a coop over their nests is a sign of rain.

Mrs. Nilla Lancaster, Goldsboro, Wayne county. Cf. No. 6777, above.

6779 When more bees enter than leave the hive, you may ex-

pect rain.

Green Collection, and an anonymous informant. G^n^ra/. Dunwoody, 14

(when many bees enter the hive and none leave it, rain is near) ; 55 f.

(when bees remain in their hives or fly but a short distance, expect

rain)
; 56 (bees returning hastily and in large numbers are said to indi-

cate approaching rain, although the weather may be clear) ; Garriott,

19 (bees remaining in their hives or flying but a short distance) ;. 24 (a

bee was never caught in a shower) — Alabama: Browne, No. 3584
(When the bees homeward fly, / Then the rain is nigh) ; No. 3665 (a

bee is never caught in the rain) — Illinois: Hyatt, No. 19 (same as in

the present entry, with the addition, . . . because a bee is never caught
in a shower) ; No. 20 (bees remaining near a hive foretell rain) ; Wheel-
er, 58 (bees will not swarm before a rain). Inwards, 204; Radford,

30; HDA I, 952, s.v. "Bauernregeln."

6780 When crickets chirp louder and longer than usual, you

may expect rain.

Green Collection, and an anonymous informant. General: Dunwoody,

56; 70 (when crickets sing sharp, rain is indicated) — Illinois: Hyatt,

No. 169; No. 168 (when you hear crickets chirping, they are calling for

rain) — New Mexico: Baylor, 147, No. 54 (crickets chirping [Span-

ish]) — California: Dresslar, 46 (if crickets sing a great deal, it is a

sign of rain). Inwards, 208. Cf. No. 6197, above, Nos. 6792 f., below.

6781 Numerous fireflies foretell rain.

Green Collection. Cf. Philippines: Meeker, 287 (fireflies in the house).

6782 When fireflies fly low, it will rain soon.

Carl G. Knox, Leland, Brunswick county.

6783 If flies gather on the porch in the afternoon, there will be

rain the following day.

Anonymous. This entry includes references to flies trying to get into

the house. Louisiana: Roberts, No. 1012 (when a great many flies ap-

pear around the house, expect rain) — New York: Boughton, 190, No.

14 (flies trying to enter a house in great numbers) — Illinois: Hyatt,

No. 226 (a large number of flies about the house) — Oklahoma: Smith,

Weather, 179 (the swarming of flies about doors or windows of a house

indicates their attempt to find shelter from an approaching rain) —
Texas: Dobie, 93 (flies gathering about the house or camp) — Ne-
braska: Cannell, 12, No. 39 (if flies try to get in, it is a sign of rain)

— Colorado: Kimmerle, 74 (flies hanging on the screen door).
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6784 If flies swarm indoors or bite hard, it is a sign of rain.

O. W. Blacknall, Kittrell, Vance county, and an anonymous informant.
Flies biting before a rain is treated in No. 6785, below. General: Dun-
woody, 57 (house flies coming into the house in great numbers) ; 55
(flies gather in house just before rain) ; Garriott, 24 (flies gather in

house before a rain) — South Carolina: Bryant I, 280, No. 34 (flies

flocking to the house) — Maine: Bergen, Animal, No. 558 (flies crawl-
ing over the floor) — Indiana: Butler, 317 (flies congregating in the
house) — Texas: Bogiisch, 113 (when flies enter the house, rain is com-
ing). Inwards, 207.

6785 When flies or gnats bite, there is sure to be rain soon.

Mrs. Gertrude Allen Vaught, Alexander county. The biting of gnats
before rain is treated under No. 6790, below. General: Bergen, Animal,
No. 559 (flies biting sharply) ; Dunwoody, 57 (flies biting sharper than
usual)

; 56 (flies biting greedily) ; Garriott, 21 (flies sting and are more
troublesome than usual when the humidity increases before rain) ; 24
(flies biting greedily) — North Carolina: Barker, 13 (when flies stick

tight and bite, it is going to rain [Blum's Almanac, 1942, p. 23]) —
Maryland: Whitney-Bullock, No. 1305 (flies biting more sharply) —
South Carolitta: Bryant I, 280, No. 34 — Kentucky: Rainey, 14 (flies

biting more sharply) ; Thomas, No. 2512 (flies stinging) — Tennessee:
Guerin, 53 (if house-flies are biting more fiercely than usual, there will

be rain within a few hours) ; Page, 53 (flies biting harder) — New Eng-
land: Johnson, What They Say, 30 — Neiv York: Gardner, No. 154
(when little flies keep flying on you and biting you, it is a sign of rain)
— Illinois: Hyatt, No. 228 (flies biting harder and oftener) ; No. 227
(flies stinging) — Wisconsin: Brown, Insects, 7 ("Expect rain when
flies bite" was a common saying) — Missouri: McKinney, 105 — Okla-
homa: Smith, Weather, 179 — Nebraska: Cannell, 12, No. 38 (flies

stinging) ; Nebraska Proverbs I, 2 (flies biting hard) — Colorado: Kim-
merle, 74; also (flies stinging) — Washington: Tacoma, 15 f. HDA
VI, 600, s.v. "Miicke" ; van Gennep 11, 67.

6786 Flies being unusually bothersome means rain.

Green Collection. South: Puckett, 508 (when flies are especially bad,
etc. [Negro]) — Quebec: Marie-Ursule, 166, No. 150 (when the flies

are malignant, it is a sign of rain [French]) — Ne^u York: Gardner,
No. 153 (when little flies come in and sit on cows and bother them more
than usual, it is a sign of rain) — Pennsylvania: Fogel, No. 1207 (if

flies are exceptionally annoying, etc. [German]) — Iowa: Stout, No. 445
(when flies are bad it is a sign of rain). HDA viii, 361, s.v. "Stech-
fliege."

6787 Large swarms of flying ants coming from the ground are
sure signs of rain.

Mrs. Gertrude Allen Vaught, Alexander county. Texas: Dobie, 93 (if

winged ants come out and fly about, they have come forth to escape
drowning, and their unfortunate kinsmen without wings will be drowned
by the ensuing waterfall) ; Bourke, 142 (when winged ants come out of
ant hills, look out for heavy showers ; they come out to escape, and the
wingless ants which remain in the hill are drowned [Rio Grande area]).
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6788 Large swarms of gnats in the air are almost sure signs of

rain.

Mrs. Gertrude Allen Vaught, Alexander county, and five other inform-

ants, mainly from central counties. Cf. Kentucky: Price, 31 (many gnats

are a sign of rain) — Oklahoma: Smith, Weather, 176 (gnats know
when rain is coming) — Kansas: WF xix (i960), 190, No. 3 (swarms
of gnats indicate rain within three days).

6789 If gangs of gnats are flying early in the morning, it is a

sure sign of rain.

R. S. Russell, Roxboro, Person county. HDA viii, 361, s.v. "Stech-

fliege." Cf. No. 6788, above.

6790 When gnats and flies bite sharper than usual, rain is

coming.

Green Collection. For the biting of flies before a rain, cf. No. 6785,

above. General: Dunwoody, 14, 55, 57, 109; Garriott, 24 — South: Dim-
can, 23s, No. 10. Inwards, 208; HDA viii, 361, s.v. "Stechfliege."

6791 When the grasshoppers climb weeds, it will rain.

Zebulon Teeter (Florida).

6792 If locusts hollo in the early morning, it is a sign of rain.

Julian P. Boyd.

6793 If night locusts cry at night, it is a sign of rain.

Julian P. Boyd. Vermont: Bergen, Animal, No. 477 (the cicada [com-

monly called locust] shrilling signifies rain). Cf. Nos. 6780, 6792, above.

Arachnids

6794 To hang up a daddy longlegs will bring rain.

Mary Scarborough, Wanchese, Dare county. Cf. Colorado: Kimmerle,

74 (to make it rain tomorrow or some time later kill a daddy longlegs

[granddaddy longlegs]).

6795 If a spider comes down in front of you, it is a sign of rain.

Elsie Doxey, Currituck county. Illinois: Norlin, 209, No. 20.

6796 A spider coming down on its web, and not going back,

means rain.

Green Collection. HDA viii, 279, s.v. "Spinne."

6797 The killing of a spider indicates it is going to rain the

following day.

J. Frederick Doering, Durham, and Edward Dreyer (Louisiana). Cf.

Kentucky: Thomas, No. 2648 (if you kill a spider on a rainy day, it

will rain next day) — A'^^c' Brimsunck: and Massachusetts: Bergen,

Animal. No. 627 — Illinois: Hyatt, No. 601 (memorat involving a Sun-

day School teacher who killed a spider; whereupon the pupils warned of
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a rain to spoil the picnic the next day) ; No. 606 (kill a spider on a
rainy day, and rain will fall the next day) — IViscotisin: Brown, In-
sects, 8; also (if you kill a spider on a rainy day, there will be rain the
next day). HDA viii, 279, s.v. "Spinne."

6798 Numerous spider webs presage rain.

Green Collection. Kentucky: Thomas, No. 2377 (cobwebs on the grass
are a sign of rain) — Tennessee: Farr, Riddles, No. 199 (cobwebs on
the grass) ; Farr, Superstitions, No. 199 (cobwebs on the grass) —
Pennsylvania: Fogel, No. 1167 (when the old women display their night-
caps, you may expect rain [spider webs are meant] [German]) ; No. 1169
(cobwebs on the grass [German]) — Indiana: Busse, 16, No. 4 (cob-
webs on the grass) — Illinois: Allison, No. 21 (cobwebs on the grass)

;

Hyatt, No. 596 (when there are a good many webs on the grass, rain is

coming) — Texas: Dobie, 94 f. (spider webs indicate rain) — Cali-
fornia: Dresslar, 48 (cobwebs on the grass in the morning).

6799 When spiders desert their webs, you may expect rain.

Anonymous. Garriott, 24 (if garden spiders desert their cobwebs, rain
is at hand) — Illinois: Hyatt, No. 598. Inwards, 206; Radford, 2'52;
Udal, 268.

6800 If spiders do not put out their webs, it will rain that day.

Julian P. Boyd.

6801 If there is dew on cobwebs at sunrise, it will rain before

night, or by sunset.

Elsie Doxey, Currituck county. General: Dunwoody, 57 (spider webs
scattered thickly over a field covered with dew glistening in the morn-
ing sun indicate rain)

; 58 (when you see the ground covered with
spider webs which are wet with dew, and there is no dew on the ground,
it is a sign of rain before night, for the spiders are putting up umbrel-
las) ; Garriott, 24 (same as preceding item) — Maryland: Whitney-
Bullock, No. 431 (spider webs over the grass in the morning mean rain)— Nova Scotia: Jamison, 38 (dew on the cobwebs at sunrise will bring
rain at sunset) — New York: Boughton, i. No. 12 (cobwebs formed
by dew on the grass). Inwards, 206; HDA viii, 279, s.v. "Spinne."

6802 Flying cobwebs are a sign of rain.

Anonymous. General: Dunwoody, 14 (when spider webs are seen float-
ing about in the air, farmers regard it as a sign of coming rain) —
Iowa: Stout, No. 545 (if a cobweb flies, it will rain within three days).

6803 Take a tick ofif a dog, lay it on its back under a rock, and
it will rain.

Green Collection. Cf. Kentucky: Thomas, No. 3761 (if you cut a tick's

head off and bury its body with its back down, there will be rain).

6804 If you catch a tick, and put it on a hot stove or hot ashes.

and if it pops up, it will rain that day.

Kate S. Russell, Roxboro, Person county.
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Crustaceans, etc.

6805 When crabs leave the water, and go on land, you may
expect rain.

Anonymous. Illinois: Hyatt, No. 165 (rain will fall before long, if a

large number of crabs [crawfish] leave the water and remain on land) —
Dominican Republic: Andrade, 427 (crabs wandering in large numbers
far from the water is a sign of rain). HDA v, 449, s.v. "Krebs"
(Tier).

6806 When there are numerous and fresh crawfish holes near

water, there will be rain soon.

Mrs. Gertrude Allen Vaught, Alexander county. General: Dunwoody,
50 (when crawfish heighten their holes about the surface of the ground,

it is a sign of approaching rain) — Kentucky: Stewart, 16 (when craw-

fish holes are abundant, rain is coming) — Louisia)m: Roberts, No. 998
(when a crawfish hole is open, it is going to rain soon).

6807 When earthworms appear in large numbers on the surface

of the ground, you may expect rain.

Elsie Doxey, Currituck county; and an anonymous informant. General:

Dunwoody, 58 (worms come forth abundantly before rain) — Tennessee:

Guerin, 53 (when fishing or red worms [earth worms] are seen coming
to the top of the ground, rain is only a few hours away) — Alabama:
Browne, No. 3633 — Ontario: Wintemberg, Toronto, No. 15 — Illinois:

Hyatt, No. 797 — Texas: Dobie, 93; Turner, 170 (it is going to rain

soon when angleworms come to the surface of the ground and crawl

around) — Colorado: Kimmerle, 75 (as an effect of rain thousands of

earthworms and angleworms come out of the ground). HDA i, 952,

s.v. "Bauernregeln" ; vn, 613, s.v. "Regenwurm" ; ix, 857, s.v. "Wurm"

;

Inwards, 201. Cf. No. 6427, above.

6808 When many snails come out, look for rain.

Anonymous. General: Dunwoody, 58, 72 (snails moving on grass and

bushes) — Illinois: Hyatt, No. 566 — Texas: Bogusch, 113 (snails

crawling up the sides of houses) ; Dobie, 88 (snails climbing up weeds,

bushes, posts, etc.). Addy, 119; Inwards, 201; Udal, 248.

Plant Indicators of Rain

6809 The sensitive plant closes up its leaves before rain.

Green Collection. Cf. General: Dunwoody, 68 (when the leaves of trees

curl, with the wind from the south, it indicates rain) ; Garriott, 25 (same

as the preceding item) — Illinois: Hyatt, No. 727 (rain within twenty-

four hours when the leaves on trees curl up) — Colorado: Kimmerle, 74
(the leaves of the poplar tree curling in a wilty manner). Inwards,

209; HDA vn, 605, s.v. "Regenvorzeichen."

6810 When clovers fold their leaves, you may expect rain.

Anonymous. General: Dunwoody, 65 (clover leaves turned up so as to

show the light underside indicate approaching rain) ; Garriott, 25 (same
as preceding item) — Alabama: Bergen, Animal, No. 1236 (rain in the

next five hours) — Indiana: Richmond, Weather, No. 12 (the clover
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always contracts its leaves before a rain) — Illinois: Hyatt, No. 134
(when clover leaves turn up and their whitish underside can be seen,
expect ram). HDA vii. 605, s.v. "Regenvorzeichen."

681 1 Corn standing up in straight guills is a sign of rain.

Mrs. Nilla Lancaster, Goldsboro, Wayne county.

6812 When corn in the held twists the blades, it will rain.

Rosa Efird, Stanly county; Zebulon Teeter (Florida). Kentucky:
Thomas, No. 2378 (when corn twists up there will be rain) — hidiana-
Busse, 16, No. 5 — Illinois: Hyatt, No. 137 — Ozarks: Randolph, 17
(when the upper blades of corn begin to twist, as they do in very hot
dry weather, farmers predict rain).

6813 If cotton blossoms are big, it is a sign of rain.

Julian P. Boyd.

6814 When the grass is dry in the morning, you may expect
rain.

Anonymous. General: Dunwoody, 48 (no dew indicates rain) ; also (in
haying season, when there is no dew it indicates rain) — Soiith Carolina:
Bryant I, 280, No. 28 (it is a sign of rain if there is no dew in the
morning) — Kentucky: Thomas, No. 2495 (if there is not much dew
on the ground in the morning, one may expect rain) — Tennessee: Mc-
Glasson, 26, No. 5 (no dew in the morning: rain) — Neiv England:
Johnson, What They Say, 22 (when a night passes and no dew falls, it

is a sign it is going to rain) — New York: NYFQ x (1954), 212 (no
dew on the grass in the morning is definitely a sign of rain) — Illinois:
Hyatt, No. 179 (no dew on the grass in the morning — rain) ; No. 183
(if there is no dew for three successive mornings, it will rain) —
Ozarks: Randolph, 11 ("One old fellow told me that when tall grass
is bone-dry m the morning he 'alius figgered on rain afore night'") —
Iowa: Stout, No. 467 (it is a sign of rain if there is no dew in the
mornmg). Inwards, 56, 146; HDA viii, 692, s.v. "Tau." Cf. Nos. 6325
f. above, Nos. 6872 ff., below.

6815 If grass is dry at night, there will be rain before morning.

Anonymous. General: Dunwoody, 20 (no dew after a hot day foretells
ram)

; 48 (if there is no dew and no wind after a fair day, rain will fol-
low)

;
Bergen, Animal, No. 1009 (if there is no dew on the grass at

night, It will rain the next day) — Maryland: Whitney-Bullock, No 382
(no dew on the grass at night). Inwards, 146.

6816 When grass is dry at morning light,

Look for rain before the night.

Unidentified newspaper clipping. New York: Cutting, Farm, 36.

6817 When the grass is dry at night,

Look for rain before the liglit.

Mary L. Walker, Durham county, and an unidentified newspaper clip-
ping.
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6818 Tobacco becomes moist preceding a rain.

Green Collection. General: Garriott, 21 — Maryland: Whitney-Bullock,
No. 478 (damp) — Ozarks: Randolph, 16 (the sudden flabbiness of
hitherto dry and crisp tobacco leaves indicates rain) — Oklahotna:
Smith, Weather, 181 (damp).

6819 When toadstools spring up overnight, you may expect
rain.

Anonymous. General: Dunwoody, 70; 67 (toadstools are numerous be-
fore a rain) ; Garriott, 25 (same as preceding item) — Illinois: Hyatt,
No. 718 — Ozarks: Randolph, 17 (the sudden appearance of toadstools
or mushrooms is regarded as a sure sign of rain within twelve hours).

Inwards, 216; HDA vii, 31, s.v. "Pilze" ; vii, 605, s.v. "Regen-
vorzeichen."

Trees

6820 Invert trumpet plants around the bottom of a tree in time
of drought, and rain will come.

Green Collection.

6821 When the trees hang in tears, it is a sign of rain.

Kate S. Russell, Roxboro, Person county.

6822 Leaves turning up so as to show the underside indicate

rain.

Green Collection ; Kate S. Russell, Roxboro, Person county ; the Misses
Holeman, Durham county; and an anonymous informant. General: Ber-
gen, Animal, No. 1237 ; Bergen-Newell, 151 ; Dunwoody, 82 — Mary-
land: Whitney-Bullock, No. 485 — Kentucky: Thomas, No. 2663 (if you
see the white on leaves when the wind is blowing, there will be rain) —
New York: Boughton, 124, No. 13 — Illinois: Hyatt, No. 726 (if tree

leaves turn inside out or upside down: rain) — Ozarks: Randolph, 16 f.

(if the leaves of a tree turn up so as to show the undersides, which are

usually lighter in color, the hillfolk expect a rain within a few hours) —
Colorado: Kimmerle, 74. Inwards, 209 (When the leaves show their

undersides, / Be very sure that rain betides).

6823 When leaves of the trees turn wrong side out, it is going
to rain.

Mrs. Gertrude Allen Vaught, Alexander county. Maryland: Whitney,
196 — Tennessee: McGlasson, 26, No. 16 (tree leaves turning upside

down) ; Miller, 67, No. 52 (when leaves turn glossy and twist upside

down, it is going to rain) — New York: Gardner, No. 157 (tree leaves

turning up) — Pennsylvania: Shoemaker, 6 (when the leaves turn up
rain is near) — Indiana: Brewster, Beliefs, No. 12 — Illinois: Allison,

No. 53 (leaves turning bottom side up).

6824 Aspen trees turn up their leaves before a rain.

Green Collection. General: Dunwoody, 65; Garriott, 25 — Alabama:
Browne, No. 3634 (When the aspen shows the white of its leaves, / It is

time for the farmer to bring in his sheaves, / For rain will come drip-

ping from the eaves). Inwards, 212.
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6825 When Cottonwood trees turn the undersides of the leaves

upward, you may expect rain.

Green Collection, and an anonymous informant. General: Dunwoody,

65 ; Garriott, 25 — Illinois: Hyatt, No. 148. Inwards, 212.

6826 Leaves of sugar maple turning up indicate rain.

Green Collection. The Dunwoody, Garriott, and Inwards references are

to "sugar maples," all other to "maples." General: Dunwoody, 82

(leaves turned upside down) ; Garriott, 25 (same as preceding item) —
Kentucky: Stewart, 16; Thomas, No. 2664 — Nezv York: NYFQ x
(1954)1 211 (when the leaves on the maple trees are turned up and the

lighter colored side can be seen, rain is forecast within twenty-four

hours) — Illinois: Hyatt, No. 729 — lozva: Stout, No. 481 (it is a

sign of rain when maple leaves turn inside out or bottom-side up).

Inwards, 211.

6827 If dead trees are heard falling in the woods, it is a sign of

rain.

O. W. Blacknall, Kittrell, Vance county, and Clara Hearne, Roanoke
Rapids, Halifax county. Mississippi: Hudson, 147, No. i (when old tree

snags go to falling, it will rain soon). HDA \, 957, s.v. "Baum."

6828 Dead branches falling in calm weather indicates that rain

is coming.

Green Collection. General: Dunwoody, 82; 68 (when tree limbs break

oflF during calm, expect rain) — Florida: Figh, Rowlings, 202 (the fall-

ing of dead limbs in the swamp is a sign of rain [citing Rawlings, South
Moon Under, p. 291]) — Indiana: Richmond, Weather, No. 11 — Illi-

nois: Hyatt, No. 732 (dead branches falling from trees in pleasant

weather) — Osarks: Randolph, 17 (if dead limbs fall in the woods, with
no perceptible wind blowing, it is regarded as a sure sign of rain).

Inwards, 209; Lean i, 394. Cf. No. 6426, above.

Flowers

6829 When flowers stay open all night, or their odor is un-

usually strong, you may expect rain.

Anonymous. With the exception of the Ozark item, references are all

to the second part. General: Dunwoody, 65 (when the perfume of

flowers is unusually perceptible, rain may be expected) ; Garriott, 21

(same as the preceding item) ; 25 (the odor of flowers is more apparent

just before a shower [when the air is moist] than at any other time) —
Maryland: Whitney-Bullock, No. 482 (flowers are more fragrant before

rain) — Illinois: Hyatt, No. 229 (flowers emit a stronger fragrance be-

fore a rain) — Osarks: Randolph, 17 (it is said that certain flowers,

which ordinarily close at dusk, sometimes remain open all night ; this

is a positive indication that it will rain very shortly [first part of the

present entry only]) — Wyoming: Walton, Weather, No. 9 (the per-

fume of flowers is unusually perceptible before a rain). HDA vii, 605,
s.v. "Regenvorzeichen" (the fragrance of poplar and aspen).

6830 When dandelions close their blossoms, look for rain.

Anonymous. General: Dunwoody, 68 — Illinois: Hyatt, No. 177.

Inwards, 214.
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6831 The scarlet pimpernel closes up its petals before rain. It

is called "the poor man's weatherglass."

Green Collection. General: Bergen, Animal, No. 1239; Dunwoody, 14,

67 (Scotch pimpernel) ; Garriott, 25 (when the pink-eyed pimpernel
closes in daytime, it is a sign of rain) — Maryland: Whitney-Bullock,
No. 484. Inwards, 215 (also: ploughmans' weather glass) ; 191 (1898
ed., pink-eyed pimpernel).

Miscellaneous

6832 When women begin to visit around, you may look for

rain.

Kate S. Russell, Roxboro, Person county. General: Knortz, 155 (if one
sees many women on the street, it will rain) — Ontario: Wintemberg,
German I, 45 (many women on the sidewalks in a village or town [Ger-
man]); Wintemberg, German II, 89 (a German was heard to remark,
"We are going to get rain," and when asked what made him think so, he
answered, "Because there are so many women out today" [German])';
Wintemberg, Waterloo, 4 (same as preceding item) — Massachusetts:
Bergen, Current, No. 1005 (when a great many women are seen in the
street, etc.) — Pennsylvania: Fogel, No. 1166 (many women seen in

the street [German]) — Illinois: Hyatt, No. 796 (a great many women
on the street). HDA vii, 606, s.v. "Regenvorzeichen." Cf. No. 6168,
above.

6833 The farther the sight, the nearer the rain.

B. U. Brooks, Jr., Durham county. North Carolina: Barker, 15 (Blum's
Almanac, 1923, p. 67) — Indiana: Richmond, Weather, No. 29.

6834 If sounds are heard more distinctly, and at a greater dis-

tance than usual, it is a good sign of rain.

Mrs. Gertrude Allen Vaught, Alexander county. General: Dunwoody, 18

(if the noise of a steamer or railway train is heard at a great distance,

rain is predicted) ; 19 (a good hearing day is a sign of wet) ; 117 —
North Carolina: Barker, 17 (when sound travels far at night, rain is

near [Blum's Almanac, 1942, p. 23]) — Missouri: Randolph, 18 (people

in some parts of Taney county, Missouri, live so far from a settlement

that they do not ordinarily hear trains or motor cars or church bells;

once in a while, however, they do hear these sounds, and when this hap-
pens, the people expect a good rain before many days). Inwards, 152
(in Fortingal [Perthshire] if, in calm weather, the sound of the rapids

on the Lyon is distinctly heard, and if the sound descends with the

stream, rainy weather is at hand) ; Inwards, 141, 151.

6835 If whistles and bells sound very plainly, one may look out

for rain.

Allie Ann Pearce, Colerain, Bertie county ; the Green Collection ; and an
anonymous informant. Whistles : General: Knortz, 155 (if one hears a

distant locomotive whistle, it will rain) — North Carolina: Barker, 17

(if the sound of steam whistles are heard more plain than usual on a
windless day, rain will follow [Blum's Almanac, 1833, p. 34; 1844, p. 3])— South Carolina: Bryant I, 280, No. 26 (if you hear a train whistle

miles away, etc.) — Alabama: Bergen, Current, No. 1047 (a distant

locomotive whistle) — Indiana: Busse, 17, No. 42 (a distant locomotive
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whistle) — Illinois: Hyatt, No. 766 (when a far-off whistle sounds very

near, etc.) ; No. 722 (if a train whistle is flat and coarse, etc.) — Iowa:
Stout, No. 321 (if you can hear a train whistle three miles away, it is

a sign of rain [Norwegian]). Bells: General: Dunwoody, 106 (bells are

heard at greater distances before rain) — North Carolina: Barker, 17
(if bells are heard more plainly than usual on a windless day, rain will

follow [Blum's Almanac, 1833, p. 34; 1844, p. 3]) — Alabama: Browne,
No. 3656 (If loudly sounds the distant bell, / A coming rain it does fore-

tell) — Ocarks: Randolph, 18 (church bells may be heard at a greater

distance when rain is approaching) ; also (a good rain before many days
is expected when the faint sound of church bells is heard) — California:
CFQ IV (1945), 27 (vibrations of tolling bells are fancied as being able

to cause rain). Inwards, 139, 151 ; van Gennep 11, 68 (shepherds recog-
nize that it is going to rain by the change in sound of the bells on the
sheep).

6836 Heavy noises in outside air mean rain.

Elizabeth Sutton, Durham county. Cf. No. 6834, above.

6837 When chairs creak louder than usual, you may expect

rain.

Anonymous. Osarks: Randolph, 16 (the unusual creaking of chairs).

6838 A dry doorstep in the morning makes a wet one in the

evening.

Lucille Massey, Durham county. Cf. Nos. 6814 f., above.

6839 When doors or windows begin to stick in fair weather,

you may expect rain.

Green Collection, and an anonymous informant. Illinois: Hyatt, No. 195
(there will be rain, if in fair weather a door sticks to its frame and is

difficult to open). HDA vni, 1205, s.v. "Tiir."

6840 Open and shet,

Sure sign of wet.

Unidentified newspaper clipping. For the meaning of this verse, see the

Kentucky and New York entries. Kentucky: Price, 31 (is a sign of

wet) ; Thomas, No. 2474 (if the clouds open before and close again,

there will be rain before eleven: "Open and shet is a sign of wet") —
New England: Johnson, What They Say, 28 (Sign of wet) — Maine:
Bergen, Current, No. 1029 (Sign of wet) ; Decrow, 318 (Open and shet,

sign of more wet) — Massachusetts: Bergen, Current, No. 1029; No.
1030 (Sign of more wet) ; No. 1031 (Kind o' wet) ; Brooks, 309, No. 7
(Is a sign of wet) — New York: Cutting, Farm, 31 (when sunshine
and clouds alternate, the saying is : "Open and shet / Sure sign of wet)
— Illinois: Hyatt, No. 126 (Is a sign of wet).

6841 An opening and a shetting,

Is a sure sign of a wetting.

Unidentified newspaper clipping.

6842 If an umbrella is raised indoors, it will rain the next day.

Marjorie Rea, Craven county; and three other informants from eastern
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and central counties. General: Beckwith, College, No. 3c — Illinois:

Hyatt, No. 745 (to open an umbrella in the house will bring rain) —
Iowa: Stout, No. 1188 (no time specified) — California: Dresslar, 63
(no time limit). Lean i, 394.

6843 If you hang up your coat wrong side out, it will cause rain

the same day.

Thomas Smith, Zionville, Watauga county. Cf. Louisiana: Roberts, No.
1009 (if you wear any clothes wrong side out it will rain).

6844 When one's hat keeps on blowing oflf, it is a sign of rain.

Mildred Peterson, Bladen county. Ontario: Wintemberg, Oxford, No. 6.

6845 If all the dishes are emptied at a meal, it is going to rain.

J. Frederick Doering, Durham. Kentucky: Thomas, No. 2607 (if you
lick your plate at breakfast, there will be rain before supper) — On-
tario: Doering, Custotns, 151 (if all the plates at the table are emptied,

etc.).

6846 If anyone brushes or sweeps up a yard very often, it is

sure to rain.

R. B. Edwards, Belhaven, Beaufort county.

6847 If you see a load of barrels going by, it means rain and
thunder.

J. Schafifner.

Stopping of Rain, No Rain

6848 April showers are like woman's tears, easy to wet and

easy to dry.

Green Collection. Cf. Washington: Tacoma, 15 (morning showers and
old women's dancing do not last long). Lean i, 394.

6849 A sunshiny shower
Won't last an hour.

Elsie Doxey, Currituck county. General: Woman's Day, Vol. 17, No. 10,

p. 36 (a sunshiny shower never lasts an hour) — Illinois: Hyatt, No.

683 (Never lasts an hour). Lean i, 395 (sunshine and shower, rain

in an hour).

6850 A sunshiny shower
Won't last half an hour.

Green Collection. General: Dunwoody, 79 (a sunshining shower won't

last half an hour) — Tennessee: Frazier, 38, No. 13 — Alabama:

Browne, No. 3684 (Sunshine and showers) — Ontario: Wintemberg,

Grey, No. 71 — New England: Johnson, What They Say, 21 — New
York: Cutting, Farm. 33 — Colorado: Kimmerle, 75 (Just a little sun-

shine shower, / Only lasts a half an hour). Inwards, 158; Lean i, 395.
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6851 If the sun sets clear on Wednesday night, there will be no
rain before Sunday night.

Green Collection. Cf. Alabama: Browne, No. 3454 (when the sun sets

clear on Wednesday night, it won't rain that week). Cf. Nos. 6489 ff.,

above.

6852 If the sun sets red in the evening, it won't rain the next

day.

Rosa Efird, Stanly county. HDA i, 56, s.v. "Abendrote." Cf. Nos. 6144,

6346, 6350, above.

6853 When the sky is red at sunrise and gray at sunset, there

will be no rain the next day ; but when the morning is gray, and
the evening red, there will certainly be rain the next day, as

attested by the verse

:

Morning red and evening gray,

Sets the traveller on his way

;

Morning gray and evening red.

Brings rain upon his head.

S. G. Hawfield, Concord, Cabarrus county. References are given under

No. 6449, above.

6854 If it is cloudy in the early morning, there will be no rain.

Green Collection. General: Dunwoody, 22, 44 (If woolen fleeces spread

the heavenly way, / Be sure no rain disturbs the summer day) — Illi-

tivis: Hj'att, No. 774 (If we have a cloudy sky, and wind from the west,

do not look for rain) — Texas: Bogusch, 114. Inwards, 123, 135, 138,

140; HDA VI, 579, s.v. "Morgen." Cf. Nos. 6347, 6349, above.

6855 After a storm, if you can find blue sky enough to make a

Dutchman's jacket, the rain is gone. Some say the garment
must be an apron, or sailor's breeches.

Green Collection. Where reference is made to previous inclement weath-

er, it is to "rain," with the exception of the first Illinois item (Allison),

where a "storm" is mentioned. General: Dunwoody, 14 (enough blue

sky to make a Dutchman a jacket)
; 44 (enough clear sky to patch a

Dutchman's breeches) — North Carolina: Barker, 12 (if, after it has

rained for some time, you see enough blue in the west to make a Dutch-
man a pair of breeches, it will soon clear off [Blum's Almanac, 1883, p.

34]) — Maryland: Whitney-Bullock, No. 392 (making a Dutchman a

pair of pants) — Kentucky: Thomas, No. 2631 (a blue spot of sky as

large as a Dutchman's trousers means that the weather will be clear) —
Alabama: Browne, No. 3451 (Dutchman's breeches) — Mississippi:

Hudson, 147, No. 13 (enough blue in the sky to make a Dutchman a

pair of breeches) — Nezv England: Johnson, H'liat They Say, 28 (when-
ever after it has been raining you can see through the clouds enough
blue sky to make a pair of Dutchman's breeches, you may know it is

going to clear ofT) — New York: Boughton, 190, No. 21 (a pair of

Dutchman's britches) ; Cutting, Farm, 36 (enough blue sky to make a
Dutchman a pair of pants) — Illinois: Allison, No. 34 (a patch of blue
sky large enough to make a Dutchman a pair of breeches) ; Hyatt, No.
556 (a Dutchman a pair of britches [breeches]) — lotva: Stout, No.
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423 (Space in the sky as large as a Dutchman's britches [Norwegian]) —
Nebraska: Cannell, 12, No. 48 (a pair of Dutchman's breeches) — Colo-
rado: Kimmerle, 77 (when you just don't know whether you should

start off on that picnic, wait until you see enough blue in the sky to make
a pair of Dutchman's breeches ; then you'll know that it's going to clear

up) — California: WF, xvii (1958), 15, s.v. "Dutchman's trousers"

(a patch of blue sky after a storm, however small it may be, is said to

be enough to make breeches for a Dutchman) — Washington: WF, xvii

(1958), 184, No. 329 (if you can see enough blue sky to patch a Dutch-
man's breeches). Inwards, 148; HDA i, 1375, s.v. "Blau." For other

items of clothing made from the patch of blue sky, see No. 6229, above.

6856 If the quarter moon is turned up, it will not rain.

Ruth Barlowe, Ila Taylor, and an anonymous informant. Cf. No. 6857,

below.

6857 A dry moon is upright, holding water in.

Mrs. Norman Herring, Tomahawk, Sampson county. Cf. General: Dun-
woody, 62 (if the points of the new moon are up, then, as a rule, no rain

will fall that quarter of the moon) — West Virginia: WVF v (1954),
6, No. 2a (when the crescent moon is tipped so that it can hold water,

there will be no rain) — Tennessee: Redfield, No. 422 (when a new
moon is hanging on tip, it won't rain for a long time, for all the water
is poured out) — Alabama: Browne, No. 3675 (when the moon is lying

on its back, it is full of water, but no rain) — Pennsylvania: Fogel, No.
1214 (if the horns of the moon are turned upwards, there will be no rain

for three days [German]) — Osarks: Randolph, 15 (when the crescent

moon rides on its back, with the horns turned up, there will be no rain

for some time. This is the moon that will "hold water," the moon a
feller can "hang a powder horn on" [and not have it get wet—W.D.H.]

)

— Texas: Hendricks, No. 325 (if the new moon's horns point upward,
it will hold water [like a bowl] and there will be little or no rain) —
Southwest: Inwards, 93 (if the points of the new moon are up, then, as

a rule, no rain will fall that quarter of the moon [Apache Indian] ) .

HDA VI, 519, s.v. "Mond." Cf. Nos. 6313 ff., above.

6858 Three day's rain will empty any sky.

Unidentified newspaper clipping.

6859 Rain long foretold, long last

;

Short notice, soon past.

Anonymous, hidiana: Richmond, Weather, No. 10.

6860 The large raindrops at the beginning of a storm indicate

its short duration.

Green Collection; Eunice Smith, Pantego, Beaufort county. Illinois:

Hyatt, No. 475 (a rain will not continue long, if the raindroj)s are

large) ; No. 476 (if raindrops are as big as quarters, it will stop raining)

— Nebraska: Cannell, 12, No. 32 (large drops of rain indicate that it

will not rain long).

6861 A morning rain is like the old woman's dance—soon over.

Clara Hearne, Roanoke Rapids, Halifax county. Tennessee: Redfield,

No. 441 — Alabama: Browne, No. 3674 — Pennsylvania: Fogel, No.
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II 52 (morning showers and old women's dancing do not last long [Ger-
man]) — Illinois: Hyatt, No. 473 (Early morning rains) — IVashing-
ton: Tacoma, 15 (morning showers and old women's dancing do not last
long). Lean 1, 394 (morning rain and women's tears are soon over)

;HDA VI, 580, s.v. "Morgen." Cf. Nos. 6342, 6848, above.

6862 Rain before seven,

Clear before eleven.

An anonymous informant; an unidentified newspaper clipping; and six
informants, mainly from central counties. General: Beckwith, College,
No. 88; Dunwoody, 6g (If it rains before seven, / It will clear before
eleven) — Maryland: Whitney-Bullock, No. 381 — South Carolina:
Bradley, 58 — Kentucky: Price, 31 (like Dunwoody) — Alabama:
Browne, No. 3449 (When it rains . . . / It will clear . . .) — New Eng-
land: Johnson, What They Say, 17 (verse as given ; "As the old woman
said, 'I never knew it to begin in the mornin' and rain all day in my life.

But I've known it to begin at noon and rain all day lots of times' ") —
Nexv York: Barnes, No. 14; Cutting, Farm, 35; Cutting, Lore, 31 —
Pennsylvania: Fogel, 1231 (German) ; Rupp, 244, No. 14 (German) —
Ozarks: Wilson, Folk Beliefs, 160 (like Dunwoody) — Iowa: Stout,
No. 477 — Washington: Person, No. 339; Tacoma, 15. HDA vi, 580,
s.v. "Morgen"; ODEP, 531, s.v. "Rain before seven"; FFC 113, p. 55,
s.v. "Rain." Cf. Nos. 6221, 6251 f., 6342, above.

6863 Rain before seven,

Fine before eleven.

B. U. Brooks, Jr., Durham county. Inwards, 75, 156; Lean 1, 394;
Udal, 271; ODEP, 531, s.v. "Rain before seven"; FFC 113, p. 55, s.v.

"Rain."

6864 Rain before seven,

Quit before eleven.

Clara Hearne, Roanoke Rapids, Halifax county ; Mrs. Gertrude Allen
Vaught, Alexander county. South: Duncan, 235, No. 12 (rain 'fore

seben [seven], quit 'fore 'leben [eleven]) — South Carolina: Bryant I,

281, No. 46 — Kentucky: Roberts, Floyd County, 52, No. 5 (if it rains
before seven, it will quit before eleven) — Tennessee: Frazier, 38, No.
12; Miller, 66, No. 18 (Will quit) — Prince Edivard Islands, Maine,
and Massachusetts: Bergen, Current, No. 965 (like Roberts [Kentucky,
above]) — New York: NYFQ x (1954), 211 — Pennsylvania: Grum-
bine, 284 — Ohio: Bergen, Current, No. 965 — Illinois: Allison, No. 23
(like Roberts [Kentucky, above]) — Oklahoma: Smith, Weather, 184
(If rain starts before seven, / It will quit before eleven—or rain all day
[settler from Missouri, originally from Ohio]) — Nebraska: Nebraska
Proverbs I, 2 — Oregon: CFQ v (1946), 239, No. 157 (verse; then: not
true of western Oregon, where rain falls late as well as early).
ODEP, 531, s.v. "Rain before seven"; FFC 113, p. 55, s.v. "Rain."

6865 Rain before seven,

Stop before eleven.

Furman Bridgers, Wilson, Wilson county; and four other informants
from central and western counties. South: Puckett, 5x5 (if it rains be-
fore seven, it will stop before eleven [Negro]) — Kentucky: Thomas,
No. 2475 — Indiana: Busse, 17, No. 25 (if it rains . . . , it will stop
. . .) — Illinois: Hyatt, No. 471 ; Smith II, 62, No. 7 (Thunder before
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seven, rain before eleven; / Rain before seven, stop before eleven).

ODEP, 531, s.v. "Rain before seven"; FFC 113, p. 55, s.v. "Rain."

6866 If you wish it to stop raining say this

:

Rain, rain, go away,
Come again another day

;

Little Johnny wants to play,

In the meadow on the hay.

Rain, rain, go away,
Come again another day

;

Little Roy wants to play,

In the meadow on the hay.

Cornelia E. Covington (South Carolina) ; and six other informants from
widely separated counties in North Carolina. All three references lack

the last line. Ontario: Wintemberg, Grey, No. i (Come again some
other day;) — New York: Millard i, 257 — Colorado: Kimmerle, 75
(like Wintemberg). Addy, 118; JAFL viii (1895), 153 (citing Au-
brey, Remaines . . .) ; Lean 11, 395.

6867 To charm away the rain, children say

:

Rain, rain, go away.
Little {name of child) wants to play.

Doris Overton, Greensboro, Guilford county. Cf. No. 6866, above.

6868 Rain, rain, go to Spain
;

Rain, rain, go to Spain

;

And never come back again.

Macie Morgan, Stanly county. Lean i, 396 ; 11, 395.

6869 A rainbow is the sign of no more rain that day.

Louise Lucas, White Oak, Bladen county. South: Puckett, 515 (a

rainbow seen after a rain indicates that there will be no more rain for a

long time [Negro]) — Kentucky: Roberts, Floyd County, 52, No. 21;

Thomas, No. 2615 — Georgia: Steiner, No. 56 — Alabama: Browne, No.

3677 (no more rain that day, or out of that cloud) — Illinois: Hyatt,

No. 502 (it will not rain again that day). Cf. No. 6894, below.

6870 A rainbow is the sign that the rain is over.

Elsie Doxey, Currituck county. The rainbow as a symbol of God's

covenant not again to purge the earth by flood is perhaps the basis for

the common belief in the rainbow as a sign of abating rain in countries

influenced by the Judaeo-Christian tradition (Genesis ix : 13-17). South
Carolina: Bryant I, 281, No. 42 — Louisiana: Roberts, No. 1031 (a rain-

bow after a long rainy spell is a sign the rain is over) — Ontario: Win-
temberg, Grey, No. 72 — Pennsylvania: JAFL n (1889), 232, No. 7;

Phillips, 162, No. 7 — Nebraska: Cannell, 12, No. 26; Nebraska Proz'-

erbs I, 2 — Manitoba: Wallis, 44 (a rainbow in the east indicates that

the rain will soon be over [Canadian Dakota Indians]). Cf. No. 6894,

below.
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6871 A rainbow in the afternoon means that the rain is over.

R. B. Cochrane, Buncombe county. North Carolina: Barker, 15 (when
there is a rainbow at night, it will not rain the next day [JUum's

Almanac, 1883, p. 34]) — Texas: Dobie, 97 (the rainbow is taken as a

promise of no more rain) ; Hendricks, No. 335 (a rainbow in the east in

the afternoon means the rain is finished for that day) — Southzvest:

Dunwoody, 70 (a rainbow has but a bad character: she ever commands
the rain to cease [Zuni Indian]) — California: Dunwoody, 71 (a rain-

bow in the Sierras [i.e., in the east] in the evening indicates no more
rain). Sebillot I, 347; Inwards, 159 f. ; Loan i, 406.

6872 Heavy dews give no promise of rain.

Green Collection. New York: NYFQ x (1954), 212 (no rain that day).

Cf. No. 6326, above, for further references.

6873 Dew on the grass on a summer morning means no rain

that day.

Green Collection, and an anonymous informant. Alabama: Browne, No.

3669 (if early in the morning you see dew drops on spider webs, it won't

rain enough that day to break the spider webs) — Indiana: Brewster,

Beliefs. No. 19 — Illinois: Hyatt, No. 180. Cf. No. 6326, above, for

further references.

6874 When the dew is on the grass,

Rains will never come to pass.

Anonymous. In all items the reference to "rain" is in the singular.

Kentucky: Thomas, No. 2494 (If the dew) — Tennessee: Farr, Riddles,

No. 207; Farr, Superstitions, No. 208 — New York: Cutting, Farm, 36
— Illinois: Hyatt, No. 181. HDA viii, s.v. "Tau." Cf. No. 6325,

above.

6875 If you see spider webs on trees and bushes covered with

dew early in the morning, there will be no rain that day.

Elizabeth Janet Cromartie, Garland, Sampson county. Alabama:
Browne, No. 3679 (if you see many spider webs on the ground, it will

not rain that day) — New York: Cutting, Farm, 36 (when cobwebs lie

flat on the grass, no rain is to be expected) — Pennsylvania: Fogel, No.

1 1 68 (if cobwebs on the grass are wet in the morning, there is no rain

in sight [German] ).

6876 If a fog comes down, there will be no rain.

Clara Hearne, Roanoke Rapids, Halifax county. Alabama: Browne, No.

3671 (if fog is falling toward the ground, there will be no rain. In-

wards, 147. Cf. Nos. 6231 flf., above.

6877 If fog falls early in the morning, it will not rain that day.

Julian P. Boyd. Cf. Nos. 6232, 6254, 6359, above.

6878 If a fog goes upstream, there will be no rain.

Green Collection. Cf. No. 6595, above.
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6879 There is little rain in windy clouds.

Green Collection. Cf. General: Garriott, 12 (it will not rain much as

long as the sky is clear before the wind) — Nova Scotia: Fauset, No.

74 (wind from the southward blows clouds away; no rain [Negro]) —
Illinois: Hyatt, No. 772 (there will be no rain if the wind is in the south
and the sky is cloudy) ; No. 774 (if we have a cloudy sky, and wind
from the west, do not look for rain). Inwards, 124.

6880 Rain beginning with a west wind is soon over.

Green Collection. Illinois: Hyatt, No. 773 (when the wind is in the

west, it will never rain). Inwards, 106, 118; Proverbs xxv: 23 (The
north wind driveth away rain).

6881 If it has been raining steadily all day, a little slack is ex-

pected about hog-feeding time.

Elsie Doxey, Currituck county. For the clearing off of the weather at

milking time, see No. 6239, above.

6882 If chickens seek shelter when the rain begins, it will soon

be over.

Green Collection. General: Dunwoody, 35 (during a rain, if chickens

run to shelter, it won't last long) — South: Puckett, 509 (Negro) —
Louisiana: Roberts, No. 969 (chickens seeking shelter during a rain) —
Pennsylvania: Fogel, No. 1150 (German) ; Owens, 122 (when the

chickens seek shelter from a storm, it will not rain long) ; Rupp, 247,

No. 31 (German) — Indiana: McAtee, Grant County, 266 (chickens tak-

ing shelter from a rain) — Illinois: Hyatt, No. 85 (when chickens seek

shelter while it is raining, etc.) — Texas: Bogusch, 113 (chickens seek-

ing shelter while it is raining) — Colorado: Kimmerle, 75 (it will not

rain long if chickens seek shelter). HDA iv, 448, s.v. "Huhn"

;

Kamp, 65, No. 94.

6883 When the chickens pick themselves while it is raining, it

is going to clear off.

Mrs. Gertrude Allen Vaught, Alexander county. Kentucky: Thomas,
No. 2355 (when chickens fly upon something and pick their feathers, the

rain is over) — Alabama: Browne, No. 3666 (when chickens jump up
on the fence and start picking their feathers, you may know that the

rain is over) — Illinois: Hyatt, No. 88 (chickens flying upon something

and picking their feathers) — California: Dresslar, 33 (if the chickens

preen their feathers after a rain, the rain is over). Cf. No. 6242, above.

6884 If the cocks crow in the rain, it will stop raining.

Jessie Hauser, Pfafiftown, Forsyth county. Ontario: Waugh, No. 36;

Wintemberg, Waterloo, 4. Cf. No. 6243 f., above.

6885 If a rooster crows during a rain, it will stop in an hour.

Martha Wall, Wallburg, Davidson county. Cf. No. 6884, above.

6886 If it is already raining, and you hear a whippoorwill sing-

ing, it will clear off and the sun will shine.

Zilpah Frisbie, Marion, McDowell county, and Mamie Mansfield^ Dur-
ham county.
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6887 If a whippoorwill whistles after sundown, it won't rain

that night.

Maybelle Poovey, High Point, Guilford county. Alabama: Browne, No.
3687 (when a whippoorwill sings late in the evening, you need not expect

rain that night) ; No. 3686 (when a whippoorwill sings at night, there

will be no rain for some time).

6888 If a whippoorwill hollos at night, there will be no rain.

Kate S. Russell, Roxboro, Person county. Cf. No. 6887, above.

6889 When you kill a snake, be sure you leave him lying on his

stomach, or it will rain.

Pearl Webb, Pineola, Avery county. For the opposite of this proposi-

tion, namely, the turning of a dead snake stomach-up, or "belly-up," as

the saying goes, cf. No. 6747, above.

6890 To keep it from raining, go out with your umbrella.

Green Collection. Cf. No. 6842, above.

Other Kinds of Weather

Floods

6891 If it thunders and rolls to the southeast, a fresh on the

Roanoke is indicated within forty-eight hours.

Ralph Chesson, Washington county, and George P. Wilson, Greensboro.

6892 If the moon is three days in the sign of the fishes you may
expect great floods to come.

Green Collection. North Carolina: Gillis, 86 (citing the present entry)
— Pennsylvania: Owens, 121.

6893 If the new moon lies on her back, she is full of water.

Look out for floods.

O. W. Blacknall, Kittrell, Vance county. Cf. General: Dunwoody, 60
(. . . But if she [moon] rises halved around, / Soon will tread on de-

luged ground).

6894 A rainbow is a token from God that we will never have

another flood.

Mrs. Gertrude Allen Vaught, Alexander county ; Lucille Cheek, Chatham
county. South Carolina: Bryant I, 280, No. 41 — Ontario: Wintemberg,
Grey, No. 3 (the rainbow is a sign from God that there will not be
another deluge) — Pennsylvania: Phillips, 162, No. 7 (the rainbow
presages that no other universal deluge will ever take place). Addy,

55; Genesis ix: 13-17. Cf. Nos. 6869 ff., above.

6895 If a cat carries her foot over her ear three times, there will

be high water soon.

Green Collection. Neiu York: Vance, 166 (if the cat washes both ears

many times, there will be a flood). HDA iv, 1108, s.v. "Katze." Cf.

No. 6659, above.
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Storms

6896 If it is warm in January, you may look for storms.

Merle Smith, Stanly county.

6897 There's almost sure to be a storm just before or after

Easter.

Edith Walker, Watauga county. Missouri: Randolph, 19 (Many old-

timers are obsessed with the notion that there is always a big storm at

Easter time. Mrs. May Kennedy McCord, of Springfield, Missouri,

writes : "I have lived to be 'over twenty-one' in the Ozarks and I have
never failed to see an Easter squall yet. I believe that if Easter came as

late as the Fourth of July we would still have that squall. When I was a
girl we used to always depend on it for our Easter picnics, and dread
it"). HDA vir, 598, s.v. "Regenorakel."

6898 As the days lengthen,

So the storms strengthen.

Elsie Doxey, Currituck county. Inwards, 30; HDA iv, 632, s.v. "Win-
ter."

6899 On a stormy day, the weather between one and two o'clock

is the weather for the remainder of the day.

Anonymous. Cf. Nos. 6141 f., above.

6900 When the sun sets clear on Friday, Saturday will be a

stormy day.

Anonymous. Cf. No. 6901, below.

6901 When the sun sets clear on Friday night, it will storm

before Sunday.

Eleanor Simpson, East Durham, and Mildred Peterson, Bladen county.

Connecticut: Backus, Weather, 26.

6902 If Friday's sunset's clear and bright,

We'll have a storm by Monday night.

J. Schaflfner. New England: Johnson, What They Say, 24 (prose) —
Washington: Tacoma, 20 (prose). Cf. No. 6482, above.

6903 An eclipse portends storms.

Green Collection. HDA 11, 1522, s.v. "Finsternisse."

6904 Racks across the sun before it is an hour high in the

morning is a sure sign of a storm before night.

O. W. Blacknall, Kittrell, Vance county. Cf. Massachusetts: Bergen.

Current, No. 1074 (for the sun to rise and go into a cloud means a

storm) — Nezv York: Meeker, Blanket, 188 (if the sun rises and goes

under a cloud when it has shone but a few minutes, it will storm before

night).
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6905 A deep, clear sky of fleckless blue,

Breeds storms within a day or two.

Unidentified newspaper clipping. New York: Cutting, Lore, 31.

6906 A halo around the moon is a sign of a storm.

Lucille Massey, Durham county, and an unidentilied newspaper clipping.
North Carolina: Barker, 14 (Blum's Almanac, 1922, p. 90) ; also (the
number of stars within the circle shows the number of days before it will
occur [Blums Almanac, 1883, p. 34]) — yirginia: WF, ix (1950J, 355
(if there is a great circle around the moon, not a star within it, it will
storm within twenty-four hours [Dec. 27 and 28, 1895J) — West Vir-
ginia: Mockler, 310, No. 12 (if there is a "burr" around the moon [if
its outline cannot be seen clearly J, there will be a storm in less than
twenty-four hours) — Ontario: Waugh, No. 20 (the number of stars
inside the ring indicates the number ot days before it will rain) ; Win-
temberg, Waterloo, 5 (a ring around the moon) — Illinois: Hyatt, No.
414 (a disk around the moon) ; No. 411 (Ring around the moon, /
Brings a storm soon) — Oklahoma: Smith, Weather, 182 (a circle about
the moon) — Iowa: Stout, No. 522 (a ring around the moon means a
storm on the ocean) — Nebraska: Cannell, 12, No. 52 (a ring around
the moon)

; No. 53 (if there is a ring around the moon, it will storm
withm three days) — Idaho: Lore, 199, No. i (circles around the moon)— Washington: WF, xvii (1958), 185, No. 347 (Ring around the moon,
/ Storm before noon)

; Tacoma, 17 (a circle around the moon).
Inwards, 89; Foster, 54; HDA vii, 603, s.v. "Regenvorzeichen." Cf.
Nos. 6544 f., 6547 it., above.

6907 There will be storms during the absence of the moon three
days before and after it is new.

Green Collection.

6908 When stars seem heavy and bright, it indicates a storm.

Mrs. Nilla Lancaster, Goldsboro, Wayne county. General: Bergen, Cur-
rent, No. 1069 (if the stars are remarkably clear and bright, it is likely
that there will be a storm the next day) — Massachusetts: Brooks, 310,
No. 13 (stars clear and bright; storm the next day). Cf. No 6554,
above.

6909 If the wind blows briskly from the north, and changes
quickly to the northeast, a storm is apt to rise.

Anonymous. Cf. Inwards, no.

6910 A storm that comes against the wind is always a thunder-
storm.

Anonymous. Inwards, 168 ; Lean i, 402.

691 1 Forked lightning means the storm will soon be over.

Green Collection. Cf. Colorado: Kimmerle, 78 (after the storm is over,
you may say that the lightning really popped and cracked and just
danced in the tree tops).

6912 A blue blaze in the fire is a sign of a storm.

Mildred Peterson, Bladen county. Nova Scotia: Fauset, No. 112 (a blue
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fire in a stove means a storm [Negro]) — Ontario: Wintemberg^ Grey,
61 — Massachusetts: Bergen, Current, No. 1054 (blue blazes in a
coal fire) — Texas: Hendricks, No. 319 (blue blazes in a coal fire).

HDA II, 1395, s.v. "Feuer." Cf. No. 6636, above.

6913 When you burn coconut shells, you will have a storm.

Elizabeth Janet Cromartie, Garland, Sampson county.

6914 Soot burning on the back of the chimney indicates storms,

and soot falling in the chimney is taken as a similar sign.

Green Collection. General: Dunwoody, 117. Inwards, 222; HDA, 858,

s.v. "Russ." Cf. 6635, above, 7058, below.

6915 When soot burns on the bottom of pots and kettles, it is a

sign of a storm.

Anonymous. Michigan: Chamberlain, Superstitions, 145. HDA vn,

858, s.v. "Russ."

6916 Corns ache before a storm.

Mildred Peterson, Bladen county. Ontario: Wintemberg, Grey, No. 60
— Massachusetts: Brooks, No. 6 — New York: Barnes, No. 63; Cutting,

Farm, 32 — Nebraska: Ericson, 150, No. 14 — Colorado: Kimmerle, 77
("My corns hurt; it must be going to storm"). Inwards, 217. Cf.

Nos. 6207, 6414, 6641, above.

6917 When a cat lies on his head, it means a storm.

Elizabeth Sutton, Durham county. General: Dunwoody, 30 (whgn cats

lie on their heads with mouths turned up, expect a storm) — Tennessee:

Rogers, Animal, No. 29 (a cat lying on the back of its head) — New
York: Bergen, Animal, No. 531 (a cat lying with the back of her head
turned downward) ; NYFQ ix (1953), I34 (if a cat lies with his head
turned over, there's a storm coming) — Nebraska: Cannell, 13, No. 61

(a cat sleeping on its head).

6918 When a cat sits with its back to the fire, it is the sign of

a storm.

Lucille Cheek, Chatham county. General: Family Circle, Jan. 1956, p.

16 — Ontario: Waugh, No. 33 (a cat sleeping with its back to the fire)
;

Wintemberg, Grey, No. 67 — Idaho: Lore, 200 (a cat sitting with its

tail to the fire). Radford, 62; HDA w, 1108, s.v. "Katze." Cf. Nos.

6171, 6416, above. No. 7062, below.

6919 If the cats run and play, there will be a storm.

Mrs. Gertrude Allen Vaught, Alexander county. Newfoundland: Ber-

gen, Animal, No. 524 (an old cat frisking about the house at night like

a kitten foretells a storm) — Nezu York: Bergen, Animal, No. 524; Cut-

ting, Farm, 32 (a cat's running around wildly) — Nebraska: Cannell,

12, No. 58 (when the cat runs about the house and plays, etc.). Cf. No.

6173, above.

6920 Cats carried on an ocean trip bring on storms.

L. B. Brantley, Zebulon, Wake county. General: Dunwoody, 30 (a
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charm often resorted to for raising a storm is to throw a cat over-
board) ; Knortz, 130 (if a cat eats more than usual, she will bring a
storm at sea) ; 153 (taking cats aboard ship was to be pursued by
storms) — California: Dresslar, 35 (if you throw a cat overboard from
a ship, it will cause a storm). Dunwoody 30 (Hungary) ; Knortz,
130 (British Isles and America) ; Radford, 62; Meeker, 287.

6921 When the cows come in from the hill at the noon hour,
there is going to be a bad storm.

Mrs. Gertrude Allen Vaught, Alexander county. Kentucky: Thomas,
No. 2383 (cows coming home in the middle of the day) — Indiana:
Busse, 16, No. 6 (middle of the day) — Illinois: Hyatt, No. 162 (if cows
go home in the middle of the day, there will be a severe storm) ; No.
161 (cows always return home before a storm). HDA v^ 768, s.v.

"Kuh."

6922 Fighting hogs foretell storms.

Green Collection. Pennsylvania: Owens, 122 (it was the custom to keep
a great number of hogs at the still-houses ; these were fed on malt, and
when they would fight among themselves, it foretold a storm).

6923 If you carry monkeys on an ocean trip, you will have
storms.

L. B. Brantley, Zebulon, Wake county. Philippines: Meeker, 287. Cf.
No. 6989, below.

6924 Before a storm sheep become frisky.

Anonymous. Inwards, 182 (all shepherds agree in saying that before a
storm comes sheep become frisky, leap, and butt or "box" each other) ;

Garriott, 23 (same as preceding item).

6925 Chickens flocking together is a sign of an impending
storm.

Clara Hearne, Roanoke Rapids, Halifax county. Illinois: Hyatt, No. 79
(to see a covey of chickens, especially in the morning, staying close to-
gether near a bush or under a tree as if trying to hide, means an ap-
proaching storm). Cf. Nos. 6419, 6680, above.

6926 When there are great numbers of birds flying together,

a storm is near by.

Anonymous.

6927 When birds act excited, it indicates a storm.

Mrs. Nilla Lancaster, Goldsboro, Wayne county. Cf. HDA vii, 604, s.v.

"Regenvorzeichen" ( rain )

.

6928 If seabirds fly near the land, it is a sign of a storm.

Anonyrnous. General: Dunwoody, 40 (When seagulls fly to land, / A
storm is at hand) ; also (if seagulls fly inland, expect a storm) ; Gar-
riott, 24 (if sea fowls retire to shore or marshes, a storm is approach-
ing) — Louisiana: Roberts, No. 1019 (when seagulls come inland there
is a storm at sea) —

• New York: Cutting, Farm, 32 (on Long Island
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they say a storm is coming if sea gulls fly inland) — California: Dress-
lar, 29 (seagulls flying far inland; a storm at sea). Inwards, 197;
HDA VI, 596, s.v. "Mowe." Cf. Nos. 6704, 6730, above, No. 6932, below.

6929 Buzzards always fly before a storm in the direction that

it is going.

Mrs. Gertrude Allen Vaught, Alexander county. Unless otherwise stat-

ed, all references are to the buzzard's flying very high before a storm.
South: Duncan, 235, No. 6 (buzzards [flying] 'fore a cloud, goin' uh
be storm) ; Puckett, 510 (Negro) — Tennessee: Rogers, .Animal, No. ^3
(a buzzard sailing very high) — Georgia: Steiner, No. 57 (when a storm
is coming, buzzards fly high to get above it). Cf. No. 6709, above.

6930 Wild geese passing over is a sign of a storm.

Mildred Peterson, Bladen county, and Mamie Mansfield, Durham county.
Cf. General: Dunwoody, 40 (when geese fly, expect storm or cold)

; 41
(wild geese flying over in great numbers) — Maryland: Whitney-
Bullock, No. 515 (if wild geese fly in zig-zag or mixed condition, there
will be storms in the winter) — Ontario: Wintemberg, German I, 45
(geese flying high [German]) ; Wintemberg, German II, 89 (when geese
fly high it will storm [German]); Wintemberg, Waterloo, 4 (geese
flying high) — Connecticut: Backus, Weather, 26 — Texas: Strecker,
Birds, 33 (restlessness of migrating geese indicates a storm).

6931 When you see a redbird, it is a sign of a storm.

Anonymous. Cf. Nos. 6296, 6727 f., above.

6932 The appearance of sea gulls indicates a storm.

R. B. Edwards, Belhaven, Beaufort county. HDA vr, 596, s.v. "Mowe."
Cf. No. 6928, above.

6933 When ants go home, it indicates a storm.

Mrs. Nilla Lancaster, Goldsboro, Wayne county. Maryland: Whitney-
Bullock, No. 435 (when ants come out of their holes and then go back
at once, it is going to storm).

6934 There is always a storm just before or after the blooming

of the dogwoods.

Thomas Smith, Zionville, Watauga county.

6935 A dead calm, when sounds are louder, is an indication of a

storm.

Mrs. Nilla Lancaster, Goldsboro, Wayne county. General: Babcock, 129

(A storm for every calm [citing Herman Melville, Moby Dick. New
York: Rinehart and Co., 1948, p. 485]); Archer Taylor, SFQ xxi

(1957), 87 (But this, as you sea-faring people say, was a deceitful

calm, that soon ushered in a dreadful storm [citing Tobias Smollett, The
Adventures of Sir Launcelot Greaves, 1760-61, p. 48]) — North Caro-
lina: Whiting, 379, s.v. "Calm" (Always a calm before a storm) —
Colorado: Kimmerle, 76 (at first there is a lull [quiet, calm] before the

storm, but soon you'll realize that it's blowin' [hailin', kickin', lovin',

neckin', rainin', runnin'] up a storm). Inwards, 122; FFC 113, p. 18,

s.v. "Calm."
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6936 Sound traveling far and wide,

A stormy day will betide.

Anonymous. IVest Virginia: WVF v (1954), 6, No. 2c — Indiana:
Richmond, Weather, 28.

6937 It is bad luck to dream of a storm.

Mrs. Gertrude Allen Vaught, Alexander county.

Winds, Cyclones

6938 A red sun at rising denotes wind.

Anonymous. General: Dunwoody, 78 (if in summer the sun rises with
a red sky, expect wind that day) ; IVomaiis Day, Vol. 17, No. 10 (July,

1954), 36 — North Carolina: Barker, 17 (if the sun rises red and fiery,

expect wind and rain [Blum's Almanac, 1844, p. 3]) — Colorado: Kim-
merle, 78 (an unusually red sunrise is a sign of a windstorm). HDA
I, 56, s.v. "Abendrote" ; viii, 45, s.v. "Sonne."

6939 A yellow sunset presages wind.

Ted Caldwell, Chapel Hill, Orange county, and an anonymous informant.
General: Dunwoody, 79 (a bright yellow sunset indicates wind)

; 48
(light yellow sky) — North Caroliiia: Barker, 16 {Blum's Almanac,
1890, p. 44). Inwards, 81; 79 (pale sunset).

6940 A red sky at sunset indicates windy weather.

Ella Parker, Mt. Gilead, Montgomery county, and Marie Edwards
(Texas). General: Dunwoody, 78 (a very red sky in the east at sunset
indicates stormy winds). Cf. No. 6941, below.

6941 When the sun sets real red, it is the sign of wind.

Autie Bell Lambert, Stanly county. Unless otherwise stated, all refer-

ences are to the sun's setting "red." South Carolina: Bryant I, 279, No.
14 — Tennessee: Redfield, No. 428 — Alabama: Browne, No. 3493 —
Louisiana: Roberts, No. looi — Nebraska: Nebraska Proverbs I, 2 —
Nezv Mexico: Moya, 66, No. 6 (if the sun sets behind red clouds, it is

an indication that it will be windy the following day [Spanish]).
Inwards, 81 (blood red) ; HDA i, 55, s.v. "Abendrote."

6942 An eclipse portends winds.

Green Collection.

6943 A red sky indicates much wind.

Anonymous. General: Dunwoody, 78 (if red extends far upwards,
especially in the morning, it indicates wind). HDA i, 56, s.v.

"Abendrote."

6944 A mare's-tail is a sign of wind.

Anonymous. General: Dunwoody, 15 (a cloud called a gray mare's tail

forebodes wind). Inwards, 132 f
. ; Lean i, 403 (Mares' tails. A pecu-

liar modification of the cirrus, indicating wind). Cf. Nos. 6945 f., below.
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6945 A mare-tailed sky, with ragged edges pointing up, for-

bodes wind.

Green Collection. There being no reference to fit the present entry, it is

being used to document a well-known verse involving not only mares'
tails, but also mackerel scales, as treated in the next entry. (These
entries are additional to those given under No. 3475, above, where wind
was discussed in connection with sailors.) West Virginia: WVF v
(1954). 6, 2d (Mackerel scales and mares' tails, / Make lofty ships
carry low sails) — Alabama: Browne, No. 3693 (the same, except:
mare's tails). The point of the verse, of course, is that with the cloud
formations being as they are, high wind is indicated, and the ships must
take in sail. Webster defines a "mare's-tail" as "a spreading cirrus
cloud resembling a horse's tail." "Mackerel scales" are listed as a var-
iant of "mackerel sky," which is defined as "a sky covered with rows of

clouds, alto-cumulus or cirro-cumulus, resembling the patterns on a
mackerel's back."

6946 Mackerel sky,

The wind'U be high.

G. W. Allen, New York University. Cf. HDA ix, 812, s.v. "Wolke."
Cf. Nos. 3475, 6945, above.

6947 A sky with herringbone clouds means wind.

Emmet Reed Albergotti (Virginia). The scales and hatching on a
mackerel's back have a herringbone effect, with chevron-like stripes of

alternating dark and light colors.

694S Trace in the sky the painter's brush.

The winds around you soon will rush.

Anonymous. Inwards, 132.

6949 Hard-edged, oily looking clouds indicate wind.

Anonymous. Cf. No. 6950, below.

6950 Black clouds with light streaks indicate hard winds.

Julian P. Boyd. General: Dtmwoody, 42 — North Carolina: Barker, 12

(Blum's Almanac, 1890, p. 44) — Colorado: Kimmerle, 78 (big black

oily clouds in the southwest are a sign of windstorms).

6951 If there is a light streak across the sky, the wind will be

blowing in that direction the next day.

Anonymous.

6952 The upper clouds moving in a different direction from the

under clouds brings a change of wind.

Anonymous.

6953 There will be winds during the absence of the moon three

days before and three days after it is new.

Green Collection. HDA vi, 519, s.v. "Mond."
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6954 When sailors see a ring around the new moon, they think

there is going to be a sou'wester.

G. B. Caldwell, Jr., Monroe, Union county. Inwards, 89; HDA vi,

s.v. "Mond."

6955 Whichever way the Milky Way is pointed at night, the

wind will be the next day.

Anonymous. Arkansas: Randolph, 30 (folk living near Fayetteville

think that the set of the Milky Way shows the direction of the prevailing

wind for a month in advance) — Oklahoma: Smith, Weather, 182 f.

(the direction of the wind the following day can be forecast by the di-

rection the Milky Way extends across the sky ; there are "more stars"

in the direction from which the wind will blow). Cf. No. 6956, below.

6956 The way of the "milkmaid's path in the sky" will deter-

mine the way of the wind the next day.

Julian P. Boyd. Nova Scotia: Fauset, No. 81 (the direction of the Milk
Maid's Path points to where the wind is coming from) ; No. 84 (Milk
Maid's Path, at night with clouds, runs east and west. Clear between
banks of clouds. If southern side of path is dark, look for rain. Totter
north, gales of wind, enough to strip the mast of her canvas [Negro])
— IlUnois: Hyatt, No. 370. (For further references to the "Milk Maid's
Path," though not in connection with wind, see Fauset, Nos. 82 f.) Cf. No.

6955, above.

6957 The direction of a falling star determines the direction of

the wind the following day.

Anonymous. Alabama: Browne, No. 3491 — Ozarks: Randolph, 30 (the

angle at which a star falls somehow indicates the direction of the wind
which will arise next morning) — Nebraska: Ericson, 153, No. 4 —
Manitoba: Wallis, 44 (if a small star is seen falling, the direction taken

by it heralds a wind going in the same direction [Canadian Dakota
Indians]). Kamp, 34, No. 26; HDA viii, 474, s.v. "Sternschnuppe."

Cf. No. 6958, below.

6958 Expect wind from the direction in which shooting stars

are seen.

Green Collection. Neivfoundland: Bergen, Current, No. 1072 — Nova
Scotia: Creighton, 103, No. 22; Fauset, No. 79 (the way the stars shoot
[falling stars], the wind will be next day) — Illinois: Hyatt, No. 618
— British Columbia: Boas, 219, No. 415 (shooting stars show the di-

rection in which the wind will blow the following morning [Kwakiutl
Indians]). Inwards, loi ; HDA viir, 474, s.v. "Sternschnuppe." Cf.

No. 6957, above.

6959 Whichever way the echo of the surf soimds, is the way the

wind will blow.

Anonymous.

6960 When the sea roars in the north, the wind will change to

the north.

Anonyrnous.
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6961 When the sea roars in the south, the wind will change to

the south.

Anonymous.

6962 Where the wind blows from on the twentieth of March
will be the direction of the prevailing winds until equinox.

Green Collection. General: Dunwoody, 100 (whatever point of the

compass the wind is on the first Thursday in March, that will be the
prevailing direction of the wind for that season). Inwards, 69. Cf.

No. 6327, above.

6963 A wind on Ash Wednesday will continue in that direc-

tion all of Lent.

Green Collection. Inwards, 70 ; Lean i, 377 ; Radford, 24 ; HDA i,

621, s.v. "Aschermittwoch."

6964 A shift of wind on Saturday seldom lasts until Sunday.

Anonymous.

6965 When the wind's in the east,

It's neither good for man nor beast.

Green Collection, and an anonymous informant. General: Dunwoody, 21,

85; 87 (Wind in east, neither good for man or beast) ; 84 (an east wind
brings no good to man or beast) — South Carolina: Bradley, 99 — Ala-
bama: Browne, No. 3495 — Maryland: Whitney-Bullock, No. 386 —
New England: Johnson, What They Say, 28 — New York: Cutting,

Farm, 33 — Indiana: Brewster, Beliefs, No. 14 —• Nebraska: Cannell,

12, No. 57 — Colorado: Kimmerle, 78 (It ain't fit for man or beast).

Inwards, 117; Lean i, 399; ODEP, 712, s.v. "Wind's in the east"; FFC
113, p. 68, s.v. "When the wind is in the east."

6966 Wind from the east

Is bad for man and beast.

Wind from the west
Is softest and best.

Lucille Massey, Durham county.

6967 When the wind is in the east,

It's good for neither man nor beast

;

When the wind is in the north,

Old folk should not venture forth

;

When the wind is in the south,

It blows the bait in the fishes' mouth

;

When the wind is in the west,

It is of all the winds the best.

Unidentified newspaper clipping. First stanza: Maryland: Whitney-
Bullock, No. 386 (Sailors don't go forth). Inwards, 114 (You mustn't

go forth). Second stanza: Maryla^id: Whitney-Bullock, No. 385 —
South Carolina: Bradley, 99 — New York: Cutting, Farm, 33 — Illi-

nois: Hyatt, No. 757. Cf. No. 7752, below, passim.
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6968 The cold wind blowing through an open door is said to be

a stepmother's breath.

Carl G. Knox, Leland, Brunswick county.

6969 If there is lightning under the North Star, there will be

north winds.

Anonymous.

6970 Lightning in the north at night is a sign of a north wind
the day following.

Anonymous.

6971 When there is lightning in the northwest at night, which
continues to flash for several minutes without entirely disappear-

ing, there will be a blow from that direction or the opposite

direction the following day.

Anonymous. Cf. Inwards, 104.

6972 If, while placing wood in the stove, sparks fly out, the

wind will soon blow.

Anonymous. New England: Johnson, What They Say, 26 (when the

fire sparkles and snaps, expect wind). Inwards, 221 (coals . . . when
they quickly cast off and deposit their ashes).

6973 Expect a strong wind with stormy weather when smoke
from chimneys hangs near the ground.

B. U. Brooks, Jr., Durham county. North Carolina: Barker, 17 {Blum's
Almanac, 1923, p. 67).

6974 Combing the hair at night makes the wind blow.

Anonymous. Cf. Radford, 230 (to cut hair during a calm at sea will

provoke fierce winds).

6975 If one washes his feet and throws the water out, the wind
will blow in the direction that the water is thrown.

Anonymous.

6976 If one hears a water witch during the day, there will be

a hard wind.

Anonymous.
/

^6gyy Cats running and playing is a sign that windy weather is

soon to follow.

W. Q. Grigg, Cleveland county. General: Dunwoody, 30 (when a cat

happens to be more frisky than usual, sailors say that the cat has a gale

of wind in her tail) — Quebec: Marie-Ursule, 167, No. 184 (when the
cat plays a lot, it is a sign of a strong wind [French]) — New England:
Johnson, What They Say, 24 (if you see an old cat running and playing
and feeling good, it is a sign the wind is going to blow) — Massachu-
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setts: Bergen, Animal, No. 532 (cats frolicking) — Illinois: Hyatt, No.
61 (expect high winds and a storm when a cat is frisky and dashes about
wildly). Cf. Nos. 6277, 6281, above, No. 6978, below.

6978 When the cat runs about the house, and plays, it is a sign

of high winds.

Mildred Peterson, Bladen county, and Fawn Watson, Robeson county.

Maryland: Whitney-Bullock, No. 419 (when a cat runs briskly up and
down the floor, the wind is going to change) — Kentucky: Thomas, No.
2350 — Connecticut: Backus, Weather, 26.

6979 If a cat runs up poles and jumps off, there will be a hard
wind.

Anonymous. Illinois: Hyatt, No. 62 (a cat will begin to play and run
up trees before a big windstorm).

6980 The cat will tell how the wind blows ; she always faces

into the wind when she washes her face.

J. Schaflfner. Cf. Kansas: Bergen, Animal, No. 513 (a cat washing her

face before the fire foretells a windstorm). Dunwoody, 30 (in some
parts of England a popular name for the stormy northwest wind is "the

cat's-nose").

6981 When a cat sharpens its toenails, the wind will shift.

Anon)anous.

6982 If you see a cat sharpening his claws, you know that the

wind the next day is going to be from the direction in which he

is facing.

Julian P. Boyd.

6983 Cats carried on an ocean trip bring wind.

L. B. Brantley, Zebulon, Wake county. Newfoundland: Bergen, Animal,
No. 508 (a black cat, kept under a pot, will detain a vessel by causing

adverse winds). Radford, 62 (for a cat to be frolicsome on ttoard a
ship presages a gale of wind in their tails and rain in their faces) ;

HDA IV, III I, s.v. "Katze."

6984 Cattle will move north in the afternoon, if the wind is

going to change.

Anonymous.

6985 Drink cow's milk and you can see wind.

Green Collection. This is most likely an extension upon the belief that

drinking the milk of a sow will confer the gift of seeing the wind. On
this, cf. No. 6986 below.

6986 Hogs see the wind.

Mrs. Gertrude Allen Vaught, Alexander county, and an anonymous in-

formant. General: Dunwoody, 33 (if swine be restless and grunt loudly

and squeal and jerk up their ears, there will be much wind; whence the
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proverb: "Pigs can see wind") — South: Puckett, 505 (hogs can see

the wind [Negro]) ; also (if a person wishes to see the wind, he must
drink some sow's milk [NegroJ) ; 505 f. (if a person wishes to see the

wind he should put a little of the water that runs out of the corner of a
pig's eye into his own eye [Negro]) —

• North Carolina: JAFL xi
(1898), 290 f., "How Come the Pigs Can See the Wind" (animal tale

[Negro?]) ; Whiting, 479, s.v. "Sow" sb-2 (Suck a blue sow and see the
wind; also various other references) — Maryland: Bergen, Burial, 24 n,

I (Negroes on the Eastern Shore of Maryland believe that swine can see
the wind and that a human may also see the wind if he will suck a sow)

;

Whitney-Bullock, No. 1273A (pigs see the wind) — South Carolina:
JAFL VIII (1895), 252 (it was a common belief of plantation Negroes
of the old regime that pigs had the gift of seeing wind, in the form of
flames of fire [Negro]) — Kentucky: Thomas, No. 3398; No. 3399 (if

when you kill a hog, you put water from his eye into yours, you will be
able to see the wind) ; No. 3400 (if you drink a sow's milk, you will be
able to see the wind) — Georgia: Steiner, No. 3 (Negro) — Alabama:
Browne, No. 3379 (suck an old sow, and you will have the power of see-
ing the wind) — New York: Vance, 166 (pigs) — Illinois: Hyatt, No.
2086 (pigs) ; No. 2087 (suck a nursing sow's tit, etc.) — Osarks,: Ran-
dolph, 30 (a boy rubbing sow's milk in his eye can see the wind).
Addy, 67; Foster, 125; Gregor, 130; Inwards, 183; 156 (1898 ed.)

;

Radford, 189 ; ODEP, 500, s.v. "Pigs see wind" ; HDA vii, 1483, s.v.

"Schwein" (smell the wind).

6987 A dream of a w^hite horse is a sign of a liard blow.

Anonymous. Newfoundland: Bergen, Current, No. 487 (to dream of
horses is a sign of wind).

6988 Horses, cows, and pigs running, kicking, and being espe-
cially playful is a sign of wind.

Green Collection. Horses: Newfoundland: Bergen, Current, No. 570
(horses race before a wind) — Texas: Bogusch, 113 (if horses snort and
jump about, a "norther" is due). Cows: New York: Boughton, 74
( when cows run back and forth across the field with their tails out
straight, there will be a windstorm) — Oklahoma: Smith, Weather, 178
(cattle know of the approach of a norther, and give signs of it by
their restlessness and tendency to drift) — Texas: Dunwoody, 30 (when
cattle hasten to timber, expect a "norther"). Pigs and Swine: Alabama:
Browne, No. 3490 (when pigs won't go to sleep at night and are uneasy,
it is a sign that the weather will be windy). Inwards, 183 (swine,
terrified and disturbed by wind). For pigs carrying hay, sticks, and
straw in their mouths before, squealing, and otherwise carrying on, see
No. 6287, above. Cf. No. 6178, above (hog).

6989 If you carry monkeys on an ocean trip, you will have
wind.

L. B. Brantley, Zebulon, Wake county. Philippines: Meeker, 287 (carry-
ing monkeys upon a voyage will cause a storm). Cf. No. 6923, above.

6990 When ducks fly around and light, they will stop with
their backs to the point from which the wind will blow on the
following day.

Charles R. Bagley, Moyock, Currituck county. Cf. Inwards, 187.
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6991 If geese seem restless in the pond, it is a sign of hard

winds.

Anonymous. Cf. Sebillot I, 142, 365.

6992 The flying of tame geese is a sign of hard winds.

Anonymous. Cf. New York: Travis (geese [wild] flying high) —
Texas: Strecker, Birds, 33 (the honk of the wild goose leader indicates

that he is warning his flock to fly before an approaching "Norther").

6993 The wind is going to blow when buzzards fly high.

Anonymous. Texas: Strecker, Birds, 33 (several turkey buzzards

circling at great height predict the coming of a "Norther"). Cf. HDA
I, 1716, s.v. "Bussard" (England: rain and storm).

6994 Killdeers flying over, singing, is a sign of wind.

Green Collection. Cf. Maryland: JAFL iv (1891), 171 (the cry of the

killdeer plover is said to call up the wind) — Texas: Strecker, Birds, 33

(the "quaily" of the field plover is uttered only when the birds are rac-

ing before a "Norther"). Cf. No. 6293, above.

6995 Owls hooting in a tree foretell a north wind.

Anonymous. Texas: Dobie, 93 (owls are said to be particularly weather

wise in the fall of the year, when they are regarded by some people as

almost infallible in prophesying wet northers even several days ahead)
— Northern Plains: Wilson, Gourd, 163 (the Mandan-Hidatsa imper-

sonate the owl, weather prophet, in a gourd rattle used during the Bear
Ceremony; this rattle, covered with an owl skin, was shaken while a

song was sung "to force the wind to blow" [citing, Martha Warren
Beckwith, Mandan-Hidatsa Myths, MAPS, xxxii, 1938, p. 259]). Cf.

Nos. 6294 f., 6719, above.

6996 If the robins fly low.

The wind will blow.

Anonymous. Cf. Nos. 6297, 6729, above.

6997 If swallows stay at home, and fly up and down, or very

low, expect wind soon.

Anonymous. Cf. General: Dunwoody, 14 (when birds of long flight

[swallows or others] hang about home and fly low, wind may be ex-

pected) — New England: Johnson, What They Say, 27 (when chimriey

swallows flock out in great numbers, and dart about high in the air, div-

ing and whirling in great excitement, there is soon to be a high wind).

Inwards, 186.

6998 If wasps come out and fly into the house, the wind will

come from the north.

Anonymous.

6999 Blackberry blossoms bring an east wind.

Mrs. Maude Minish Sutton, Lenoir, Caldwell county.
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7000 When a distant object appears very near, high wind is to

follow.

R. B. Edwards, Belhaven, Beaufort county.

7001 When the wind blows leaves and dust into little whirl-
winds, if you get a rusty nail and drive it into the ground with a
hammer, you are sure to have good luck. (However, it is im-
possible to do so, because the whirlwind is forever moving on.)

Louise Bennett, Middleburg, Vance county. Ozarks: Randolph, 33
(There is an old story to the effect that when a farmer sees a cyclone
coming he should run into a field and stick his knife into the ground,
with the edge of the blade toward the approaching cloud. The knife is
supposed to "split the wind," so that his dwelling and barn will be
spared. This notion is widely known in the Ozarks, and it is said that
it is still practiced in Carroll county, Arkansas. I know a lot of back-
woods people in Carroll county but have never found a man who would
admit having done such a thing himself. Several of them have told me,
however, that such "foolishment" is common among their neighbors).—-HDA I, 745, s.v. "Axt, Beil." The connection of this item with
witchcraft and devil lore can be seen by comparing Nos. 5602, 5770,
above. For a good survey of travel in a whirlwind, and the use of
sharp instruments to harm the creature traveling, see Archer Taylor,
The Black Ox, FFC 70 (Helsinki, 1927) ; for spitting into a whirlwind,
see Seligmann 11, 209; for the sticking of a knife into the mast to bring
wind, see No. 3472, above. Cf. the Florida item cited in No! 7002,
below.

7002 When the sea has a heavy swell, a cyclone is pending.

Anonymous. JAFL Lii (1939), 123 (Sponge fishermen at Tarpon
Springs [Florida], on seeing the funnel of a cyclone, carve a cross on
the ship's mast and stick a knife into it. This saves them from the fury
of the storm. The person performing the charm is committing a sin,
but there is no hesitation in resorting to this charm when in danger).

Lightning, Thunder

7003 Sudden heat brings thunder.

Unidentified newspaper clipping. New York: Boughton, 190, No. 27.
Inwards, 168.

7004 An extremely hot day is usually followed by a thunder-
storm.

Anonymous. General: Dunwoody, 118 (thunderstorms almost always oc-
cur when the weather is hot for the season). Cockayne in, 281; In-
wards, 167 f.

7005 A storm that comes against the wind is always a thunder-
storm.

An anonymous informant and an unidentified newspaper clipping. In-
wards, no, 168; Lean i, 402. Cf. No. 6910, above.
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7006 If cattle flock to their home in the summer, it is sign of

bad thunderstorm.

Julian P. Boyd. Cf. General: Dunwoody, 79 (if cattle run around, ex-

pect thunder) ; also (if cattle run around and collect together in mead-
ows, expect thunder).

7007 Never be near a dog during a thunderstorm, as he is a

conductor of lightning.

Clara Hearne, Roanoke Rapids, Halifax county. South: Puckett, 48 (a

dog coming into the house during a storm will "draw lightning" [Ne-
gro]) — North Carolina: Mooney, 100 (dogs draw lightning, and one
must drive the dog out of the house during a thunderstorm) ; Walker, 8,

No. 6 (dogs attract lightning and should not be allowed in the house dur-
ing electrical storms) — Missouri: McKinney, 105 (dogs are always put
out of the house during a storm because "dogs' tails draw lightnin_g")

—

Osarks: Randolph, 71 f. (backwoods families try to drive the hounds
away from their cabins during a thunderstorm, in the belief that "a dog's

tail draws lightnin').

7008 The hair of a dog draws lightning.

Furman Bridgers, Wilson, Wilson county. All references are to dogs'

drawing lightning, without mention of the dog's hair. South Carolina:

Bryant II, 147, No. 66 — Alabama: Browne, No. 3390 — Mississippi:

Hudson, 148, No. 6 (to prevent lightning from striking the house, drive

wet dogs out) — Louisiana: Roberts, No. 1262 — Ontario: Wintem-
berg. Grey, No. 52.

7009 A horse or mule draws lightning.

Green Collection. South: Puckett, 48 (it is dangerous to be around a

wet horse during an electrical storm, because it draws lightning [Ne-
gro]) — South Carolina: Bryant II, 147, No. 66 — Mississippi: Hudson,
147, No. 12 (the eyes of horses and mules draw lightning; Negroes will

not stay in the field and work these animals during a thunderstorm) —
Ontario: Wintemberg, Grey, No. 52 — Indiana: Busse, 14, No. 10.

Moya, 116; HDA vi, 1631, s.v. "Pferd."

7010 If you kill a toad-frog, thunder will be sure to strike you.

O. W. Blacknall, Kittrell, Vance county.

701 1 The first thunderstorm in March wakes up the alligators.

Julian P. Boyd.

7012 The first thunder in spring awakens the snakes.

Louise Lucas, White Oak, Bladen county. Tennessee: Page, 53 (the

first thunder in February always wakes up the snakes). Cf. No. 7290,
below.

7013 If a 'possum (terrapin) bites one, he will not turn

"aloose" till it thunders.

Carl G. Knox, Leland, Brunswick county. All references are to the ter-

rapin. South: Davis, 245, No. 3 (a "cooter" [terrapin] will hold on
until it hears thunder [Negro]); Puckett, 45 (when a terrapin grabs

you, he will never let go until it thunders [Negro]) — Georgia:
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Steiner, No. 120 — Colorado: Kimmerle, 77 (if a terrapin latches onto

you, etc.).

7014 If a turtle lays hold of one's toe, it will not let go until

thunder is heard.

Louise Lucas, White Oak, Bladen county. In only the first Kentucky

reference is mention made of a bite on one's toe. Cumberland Mountains:

Shearin, 319 (if a turtle or a "water-dog," a species of fresh-water newt,

lays hold of one's toe, it will not release it until thunder is heard) —
South Carolina: Bryant I, 282, No. 72 (a turtle biting one) — Kentucky:

Price, 33 (a turtle catching your toes) ; Thomas, No. 3763 (a turtle bit-

ing) — Tennessee: Bergen, Animal, No. 1032 (a turtle biting you) ;

Frazier, 48, No. 22 (a turtle biting you) ; Miller, 69, No. 38 (a turtle bit-

ing a person) — Alabama: Browne, No. 3758 (a turtle won't let go a hold

until it thunders) — Louisiana: Roberts, No. 1478 (a turtle biting you)
— Maine: Bergen, Animal, No. 1032 (a turtle biting you) ; Speck,

Penobscot, 27^ (if a turtle bites a person he will not let go until the

thunder sounds again [informant heard belief expressed in Indian lan-

guage when he was a boy (Indian)]) — Massachusetts: Bergen,

Animal, No. 632 (a turtle biting one) — Indiana: Brewster, Beliefs,

No. 213 (a turtle will not loose its hold until it hears thunder) —
Illinois: Allison, No. 52 (a turtle biting) ; Hyatt, No. 1642 (a turtle

biting your finger) ; Smith II, 63, No. 31 (a turtle snapping at you) —
Ocarks: Randolph, 253 (there is an old saying that once a turtle bites a

man, it never lets go until a clap of thunder is heard, but I don't think

anybody really believes such an obvious falsehood) — Texas: WF, xv

(1956), 60, No. 7 (a turtle biting you) ; Hendricks, No. 36 (a turtle

biting someone) ; Turner, 172 (a turtle biting a person) — loiva: Stout,

No. 616 (a turtle biting you any place) — Western Plains: Bergen,
Animal, No. 632 (a turtle biting one [Omaha Indians]) — New Mexico:
Baylor, 148, No. 70 (a turtle taking hold of your finger [Spanish]) —
Colorado: Kimmerle, 77 (a turtle grabbing a hold of you).

7015 If a snapping turtle bites you, he will not let go till it

thunders.

Green Collection ; Ella Smith, Yadkin county ; Edith Walker, Watauga
county. General: Bergen-Newell, 152 — California: Dresslar, 49.

7016 A crawfish will hold on until it thunders.

Jessie Hauser, Pfafftown, Forsyth county. South: Davis, 245, No. 3
(Negro) ; Puckett, 45 (Negro) — Kentucky: Price, 33 (if a crawfish

catches your toes, it will hold on till it thunders) ; Thomas, No. 3678
(same as the preceding item) — Tennessee: Redfield, No. 204 (don't

ever let a crawfish get hold of you because they won't turn loose till it

thunders) — Illinois: Hyatt, No. 1302 (a crawfish pinching one of your
toes, etc.) ; Wheeler, 68.

7017 Beech trees are never struck by lightning.

Anonymous. Ontario: Wintemberg, Waterloo, 3 (the author quotes the

well-known German verse : Vor den Eichen sollst du weichen, / Vor
den Fichten sollst du fliichten, / Doch die Buchen sollst du suchen
[freely translated: 'avoid the oak; flee the spruce; seek the beech']) —
Pennsylvania: Ericson, Tarboro, 121 (the beech tree is a protector

against lightning [Coatesville (Pa.) Adz'ocatc]). Inwards, 211; Lean
II, 416; HDA I. 1692 f.; Sebillot, Vol. 3, 381.
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7018 If during a shower of rain, the lightning sets anything on
fire, the same shower of rain will not put the fire out, but if the

shower halts, and another shower starts, it will put the fire out.

Julian P. Boyd.

7019 Be sure to put out fire so it will not attract lightning.

Elsie Doxey, Currituck county. There are contrary views on this mat-
ter ; hence the foreign references are given with supporting text.

Ozarks: Randolph, 71 (it is said that lightning strikes a cookstoye, but
has never been known to strike one with a fire in it). HDA in, 824,
s.v. "Gewitter" (in Bohemia and Brandenburg people believe that a fire

in a hearth must be put out when there is a thunderstorm ; otherw:ise the
fire will attract lightning)

; Lean n, 416 (lightning does not strike a
house in which a fire is burning on the hearth [citing Thorpe, Northern
Mythology in, 183]).

7020 There is a belief that every flash of lightning is accom-
panied by a thunderbolt, something similar to a madstone. It is

said that if you can find one of these thunderbolts you can put
it away in your house and lightning will never strike your house.

One old horse doctor had one of these magic things, which he
kept in a trunk in his home. It was claimed that his stone would
remain perfectly calm until a thunderstorm would begin to

make ; then it would begin to howl and mourn and stir about in

a most restless manner, but lightning never struck near the old

man's house.

Green Collection. Ontario : Wintemberg, German I, 45 ; Wintemberg,
German II, 92; Wintemherg, Waterloo, 3 (a survival of the mediaeval be-

lief that stone axes and celts were thunderbolts is still current among
Germans in some parts of Ontario. They are called g'witter-schtee, and
sometimes g'witter- or dunner-keidel, literally meaning 'lightning-stone'

and 'lightning-' or 'thunder-wedge' ; the latter name refers to the general

form of these implements. They are supposed to be the cause of the

splintered condition of a tree struck by lightning. Several years ago a

cow belonging to a man in Waterloo county was struck by lightning, and
the man dug a hole in the ground where the animal was killed to see if

he could find the thunderbolt. Another belief these people have is that

if one of these stones has a string tied around it and it is then put in the

grate of a stove, it will prevent lightning from striking the house. It is

also claimed that one of these stones may be tied to a string and the

string set on fire, and the stone will not fall to the ground, although the

cord may be charred and easily broken) — Maine: JAFL 11 (1889),

230 f. (thunder spirits are supposed to shoot bolts down to earth; to find

one of these bolts is considered by the Passamaquoddies as the greatest

of good luck ; when they find a tree demolished by lightning, they always

dig among the roots for one [Indian]) ; Speck, 20 (to find a "thunder

stone" used by the thunders as missiles [flint or meteoritic stones] or to

dig one out of the ground was thought to bring very good luck [Penob-
scot Indian]) — New York: JAFL iv (1891), 167 (some people re-

garded celts, or deer-skinners, as thunderbolts [Indian]) — Pennsyl-

vania: Brendle-Unger, 29 (he is as slow as a schneck iwwer en broch-

feld [snail crossing a fallow field] and is a fitting person to search for

the dunnerschtee, thunderstone, which is to be found at the place where
lightning struck the ground seven years before [German]) ; Brinton, 180
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(the stone arrowheads left by the aboriginal population were sometimes
pointed out as "thunderbolts," formed or deposited where the lightning
struck the ground) — Nctv Mexico: Espinosa, 414 (thunderbolts never
harm small children ; in times of storm people take children into their

arms for protection [Spanish]) — West Indies: JAFL xxviii (1915), 78
(celts drop from the skies during thunderstorms)

; 79 (celts are pro-
duced by thunderstorms, dropping from the sky and penetrating the earth
to a depth of seven feet) ; also (celts reappear on the surface of the
earth after seven years, a period of time which never varies) ; 80 (to
determine if a stone is a "proper thunderbolt," tie a thread firmly around
the middle of the celt, then suspend it over a lighted candle or the fire;

if the thread does not burn or break, the thunderbolt is genuine [all

entries Negro]). Radford, 239; Gallop, 59; Kamp, 36, No. 39; HDA
I, 1024 fT., s.v. "Belemnit" ; 11, 325 ff., s.v. "Donnerkeil" ; Feilberg in,
1122, s.v. "vccttelys."

7021 If you work on Ascension Day, lightning will strike the

place where you work.

Green Collection. Ontario: Knortz, 98; Wintemberg, German I, 46;
Wintemberg, German II, 92; Wintemberg, Waterloo, 3 (If you do any
work on Ascension Day, lightning will always surround your home. An
Alsatian woman once made an apron on that day, after which lightning
always seemed to hover around her house. She mentioned this to a
friend, who told her that on the approach of a thunder shower she was
to hang this apron on a stake in the garden. She did so and the light-
ning struck it and burned it to a crisp [German]) — Pennsylvania:
Fogel, No. 1288 (lightning will strike anything on which you worked on
Ascension Day [German]). For lightning striking in connection with
sewing on Ascension Day, see No. 3281 f., above. HDA in, 826, s.v.

"Gewitter."

7022 If you talk or move about when it is thundering and
lightning, you will be hurt.

Esther F. Royster, Henderson, Vance county. HDA iii, 823, s.v.

"Gewitter."

7023 If you pray when there is a flash of lightning, your house
will not be struck.

J. Frederick Doering, Durham. Ontario: Doering-Doering, 66 — New
Mexico: Espinosa, 414 (New Mexican people pray to avoid being
struck by lightning [Spanish]). HDA i, 1416, s.v. "Blitz"; ni, 828 f.,

s.v. "Gewitter."

7024 Lightning never strikes twice in the same place.

The Misses Holeman, Durham county. North Carolina: Whiting, 437,
s.v. "Lightning"-6 — Maryland: Whitney-Bullock, No. 1258 — South
Carolina: Bradley, 83; Bryant I, 281, No. 59 — Kentucky: Fowler, No.
47 — Tennessee: Miller, 67, No. Z7 (old people believed that lightning
would not strike in the same place twice) — Alabama: Browne, No.
3395 (therefore it is safe to stand under a tree that has once been
struck by lightning) — Louisiana: Roberts, No. 1048 — Indiana: Brew-
ster, Beliefs, No. 188; HF vi (1947), 72, No. 10 — Illinois: Allison, No.
527; Hyatt, No. 358; Smith II, 63, No. 32 — Texas: Bogusch, 114;
Hendricks, No. 2,32 — Colorado: Kimmerle, yj (all people seem to agree
that lightning does strike, but never twice in the same spot). In-
wards, 171 ; Radford, 163.
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7025 A looking glass is turned to the wall during a thunder-

storm to avoid drawing the lightning.

Green Collection. Neiv Brunsivick : Bergen, Current, No. 1408 (the look-

ing-glass is often turned with the face to the wall, or taken out of the

room during a thunderstorm, because "quicksilver is so bad to draw
lightning") — Texas: Hendricks, No. 326 (mirrors attract lightning; so

cover them during thunderstorms). HDA ix, Suppl. 571, s.v.

"Spiegel."

7026 If one will get on a feather bed during a thunderstorm,

lightning will not strike him.

Mary O. Pruette, Charlotte. North Carolina: Brewster, Customs, 249;
Mooney, 100 (feathers draw the lightning, and one must keep away from
tliem during a thunderstorm [contrary view]) — Kentucky: Roberts,

Floyd County, 53, No. 42 (if you sit on a feather bed during an electrical

storm, etc.) ; Thomas, No. 2691 (sitting on a feather bed) — Tennessee:

Miller, 67, No. 2>7 (old people believed lightning would not strike within

the vicinity of the feathers) — Alabama: Browne, No. 3394 (lie down
on the bed during a lightning storm, especially a feather bed ; the clinch-

ing argument about the effectiveness of this insulation is always the

question: "You never saw a chicken struck by lightning, did you?") —
Louisiana: Roberts, No. 1049 (sitting on a feather bed) — Massachu-
setts and Ohio: Bergen, Animal, No. 1098 (lying on a feather bed) —
Illinois: Hyatt, No. 341 (sit on a feather bed, etc.) ; No. 342 ("What
my mother would do when she would see a big storm coming up that

was taking up trees by the roots, she would make us children all sit on
feather pillows so the lightning would not hit us") ; Wheeler, 68 —
Texas: Davidson, No. 63 (feather pillows will protect you from light-

ning) — Iowa: Stout, No. 549 (lightning will not strike one if he is

sleeping in a feather bed (Scotch-English). HDA 11, 1282, s.v.

"Feder."

7027 A flint carried in the pocket will prevent one from being

struck by lightning.

Lucille Massey, Durham county. Cf. No. 7020, above. HDA 11, 1437,

s.v. "Feuerstein" ; Wilson, Amulet, 145, No. i.

Hail, Snow

7028 There will be as many snows during the winter as the

number of days in the month in which the first snow fell.

Lucille Cheek, Chatham county. Cf. Tennessee : Miller, 66, No. 9 (what-

ever day the first snow of the year comes on, there will be that many
snows that year)

; 70, No. 68 (when the first snow comes, count the age

of the moon; if it is five days old, there will be that many snows).
HDA vn, 1274 f., s.v. "Schnee."

7029 If there are white and dark streaks under a rain cloud,

there is hail.

Elsie Doxey, Currituck county. General: Dunwoody, 43 (dusky or tarn-

ish-silver colored clouds indicate hail). Inwards, 127.
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7030 Yellow under a thundercloud denotes hail.

Elsie Doxey, Currituck county. All references are to green clouds as in-

dicators of hail. Xchraska: Cannell, 13, No. 85: Nebraska Proverbs 1,

I
—

• Colorado: Kimmcrle, 72.

7031 If there is snow before Thanksgiving, there will not be

many snows during the year.

Anonymous. Cf. Colorado: Kimmerle, 72 (it always snows on Thanks-

giving).

7032 Feathery clouds mean snow.

Green Collection. Cf. General: Dunwoody, 44 (if, in winter, the clouds

appear fleecy, with a very blue sky, expect snow).

7033 When the clouds look snowy or white in winter, it will

snow.

Zebulon Teeter (Florida). General: Dunwoody, 47 (if on a fair day in

winter a white bank of clouds arises in the south, expect snow).

Inwards, 114, 136; Kamp, 36, No. 43.

7034 Cumulus clouds, clustered together, light and curled, pres-

age heavy winter snow.

J. Frederick Doering, Durham. Ontario: Doering-Doering I, 61 (when

cumulus clouds are clustered together and are particularly bright arid

fluffy, heavy snows will occur the following winter) — Femisylvama:

Fogel, No. 1192 (cumulus clouds on Jacob's day [July 25] foretell deep

snow in winter [German]). Inwards, 138.

7035 A halo predicts sleet or snow, and the open side of the

halo shows which direction it will come from.

Green Collection. All references are to snow, and to a lunar halo.

General: Woman's Day, Vol. 17 (July, 1954), P- 36 — Maryland:

Whitney, 196 (when there's a halo around the moon, it will snow in as

many days as there are stars visible within the halo) — Kentucky:

Roberts, Floyd County, 53, No. 31 (two rings around the moon mean

snow in forty-eight hours) ; Thomas, No. 2583 (the presence of two

rings around the full moon brings snow within twenty-four hours) —
Tennessee: TFSB xvii (1951), 63 (a circle around the moon means snow

[an idea worked into a poem, "Falling Weather," by Emma Bell Miles])

— Newfoundland: Bergen, Current, No. 995 (a disk or ring around the

moon) — Pennsylvania: Fogel, No. 1248 (a disc around the moon [Ger-

man]) — Illinois: Hyatt, No. 419 (it will snow in twenty-four hours,

if there are two circles around a full moon) — Ozarks: Randolph, 15

(a ring around the moon) ; Wilson, Folk Beliefs, 160 (a white circle

about the moon tells of snow) — Texas: Bogusch, 114 (if the moon has

a large ring at night, etc.) — Washington: Person, No. 347 (Ring

around the moon, / Snow comes soon) ; Tacoma, 21 (ring aroqnd the

moon) ; also (disc). HDA vi, 519, s.v. "Mond" (frost).

7036 When stars flicker in a dark background, snow follows

soon.

Anonymous. General: Dunwoody, 7Z; 74 (excessive twinkling of stars
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indicates very heavy snow) ; Garriott, 28; also (excessive twinkling of

stars, as in the preceding Dunwoody item) — Wyoming: Walton,
Weather, No. 19 (the excessive twinkling of stars means snow). In-

wards, 98.

7037 A sundog is sign of snow.

Eunice Smith, Pantego, Beaufort county. Maine: Speck, 33 (sundogs

are a sign of snow in winter [Penobscot Indian]).

7038 There will be snow during the winter for every fog in

August, the size of the snow depending on the density of the

fog.

William B. Covington, Scotland county; three other informants from
central counties ; and one anonymous informant. In none of the follow-

ing references is there mention of the density of the fog, but, unless

otherwise stated, merely of the number of fogs. General: Dunwoody, 52

(So many fogs in August we see, / So many snows that year will be) —
Virginia: Dober, 16 — Kentucky: Roberts, Floyd County, 53, No. 28

(there will be as many snows during winter as there are foggy morn-

ings in August) ; Thomas, No. 2447 (as many foggy mornings in Aug-
ust) — Tennessee: Farr, Riddles, No. 205; Farr, Superstitions, No. 206

Frazier, 38, No. 6 (heavy fogs in August mean heavy snows in winter)

McGlasson, 26, No. 19 (the number of foggy mornings in August)
Miller, 67, No. 30 — Alabama: Browne, No. 3720 (for every foggy

morning in August) — New York: Boughton, 189, No. 4 (the number
of heavy fogs in August foretells the number of heavy snows during the

following winter) ; Cutting, Farm, 42 (the number of heavy fogs in

August is a sign of number of heavy snows in winter) — Illinois:

Hyatt, No. 243 — Osarks: Randolph, 23 — Oklahoma: Smith, Weather,

177 (the number of heavy fogs in August foretells the number of heavy

snows). Cf. No. 6074, above. No. 7077, below.

7039 There will be as many snows during the coming winter as

there are fogs the first twelve days of August.

Maybelle Poovey, High Point, Guilford county. Cf. No. 7038, above.

7040 As many dews as you see in August will be the number of

snows you will see during the winter.

Rosa Efird, Stanly county, and Edna Whitley.

7041 When the air stings, it will snow.

Zebulon Teeter (Florida).

7042 If it clouds on a white frost, it is a sign that it will snow.

Green Collection, and Julian P. Boyd. Tennessee: Guerin, 54 (when it

"clouds up on a frost" it will snow for sure). Inwards, 163.

7043 If it thunders in winter, there'll be snowstorms in nine

(ten) days.

Mrs. Nilla Lancaster, Goldsboro, Wayne county ; Clara Hearne, Roanoke
Rapids, Halifax county; and five other informants from widely separated

localities. North Carolina: Barker, 18 (thunder and lightning during
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Christmas week signify much snow for the remainder of the winter

[Blum's Almanac, 1943, p. 56]) — Kentucky: Thomas, No. 2409 (if it

thunders in February, there will be snow in May) — Tennessee: Miller,

67, No. 41 (snow in nine days) — Illinois: Hyatt, No. 706 (thunder in

February is the sign of snow in May) — Kansas: Dunwoody, 79 (thun-

der during Christmas week indicates that there will be much snow dur-

ing the winter). Cf. Nos. 6055, 6269 fT., 641 1 f., above, and Nos. 7080
f., below. Inwards, 69; HDA 11, 322, s.v. "Donner."

7044 When some of the snow from a snowstorm remains on the

ground a long time, it is waiting for more.

Mrs. Gertrude Allen Vaught, Alexander county
; Jessie Hauser, Pfaflf-

town, Forsyth county ; Edith Walker, Watauga county. New England:
Backus I, 501 (when the first snow which falls remains on the ground
until the next snow, there will be no more bare ground that winter).

7045 A lingering snow,
Waits to catch more.

Green Collection.

7046 Large snowflakes at the beginning of a storm indicate its

short duration.

Green Collection. New England: Johnson, What They Say, 31 (when it

begins to snow, notice the size of the flakes ; if they are large, the storm

will soon be over) — Illinois: Hyatt, No. 581 (large snowflakes are a
sign that the snow will not last long) — Nebraska: Cannell, 13, No. 82
(large flakes; it is going to stop snowing).

7047 Fire burning a blue haze indicates snow.

Anonymous. HDA 11, 1395, s.v. "Feuer."

7048 When the fire is "cracking snow," it is the sign of snow.

Lucille Cheek, Chatham county, and W. J. Hickman, Hudson, Caldwell

county. All references are to "crackling," not "cracking." Kentucky:
Thomas, No. 2509 (the crackling of the fire with a fluffy sound as if

snow were falling into it indicates the coming of snow) — Tennessee:

Frazier, 38, No. 8 (when the five crackles so that it sounds like the

crunching of snow underfoot, it is a sign of snow) — Alabama: Browne,
No. 3717 (to hear a crackling in the fire is a sign of snow soon) —
Illinois: Hyatt, No. 220 (if a fire crackles gently like the falling of hard
granular snow, you will soon see a snowstorm of this type). Cf. No.
7050, below.

7049 A wood fire in the fireplace sometimes gives out a crunch-

ing sound, a purring noise in the hot ashes or coals on the

hearth. Then the old folks say, "It is treading snow" and one

looks for stormy weather.

Green Collection. General: Dunwoody, 109 (when the fire crackles

lightly, it is said to be "treading snow") — Maryland: Whitney-Bullock,

No. 491 (if a fire makes a dull crunching sound, it is "treading snow,"

and snow will come in a day or two) — Massachusetts: Bergen, Current,

No. 1055 (when wood on a fire makes a peculiar hissing noise, it is

said "to tread snow," and there will soon be a storm) ; Brooks, No. 10
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(same as preceding item) — Arkansas: Randolph, 25 (deer hunters

think that if an autumn campfire spits and sputters more than usual, it

means that a snowstorm is not far off; the firewood, they say, is

"stompin' snow") — Texas: Hendricks, No. 320 (when wood on the fire

makes a peculiar hissing noise, it is said to "tread snow," and there will

he a storm). Cf. Nos. 7055 f., below. Inwards, 221.

7050 When the fire "pops snow," that is, makes a sound like

the crunching of snow under one's feet, it is a sure sign it will

snow soon.

R. T. Dunstan, Greensboro ; and five other informants from central and
western counties, mainly. In none of the following references is the

popping of the snow likened to the crunching of snow underfoot. Gen-
eral: Dunwoody, 75 — Kentucky: Fowler, No. 1562a (a fire popping
and cracking) — Tennessee: Farr, Riddles, No. 192 (a wood fire popping
and sputtering) ; Farr, Stiperstitions, No. 193 (same as preceding item) ;

Miller, 66, No. 4; Rickard, 8 ^ Illinois: Allison, No. 15 (firewood pop-

ping and sputtering) ; Smith II, 62, No. 13 — Missouri: Randolph, 25
("If your wood fries an' sings an' pops an' cracks, it's a sure sign that

snow is a-comin'"). See No. 7048, above. Inwards, 221.

7051 The fire popping out beyond the hearth is a sign of snow.

Mamie Mansfield, Durham county.

7052 It's a sign of bad weather, usually snow, if the fire sizzles

as though water has been dropped on it.

Edith Walker, Watauga county. Maryland: Whitney, 196 (when fire

fizzes, it is blowing for a snow).

7053 Spitting fire is a sign of an early snow.

Lucille Massey, Durham county. No time element is mentioned in any

of the following references. Kentucky: Roberts, Floyd County, 53, No.

29; Thomas, No. 2508 — Alabama: Browne, No. 3719 — Indiana: Busse,

17, No. 33 — Illinois: Hyatt, No. 219 (a spitting fire is a sign of snowy
weather).

7054 During the winter when the fire makes a sputtering noise,

there is going to be a snowstorm soon.

Mrs. Gertrude Allen Vaught, Alexander county. General: Dunwoody,
119 (woodfire coals frequently snuffing during the winter months foretell

snow) — Tennessee: Farr, Riddles, No. 192; Farr, Superstitions, No.

193 — Illinois: Allison, No. 15.

7055 If the fire makes a soft treading sound, snow will soon fall.

Jessie Hauser, Pfafftown, Forsyth county. Kentucky: Carter, Mountain,

17 (when a wood fire sputters and purrs, it is tramping snow, and one

may expect a heavy snow by next morning) — Georgia: Steiner, No.

58 (to hear a fire make a noise like a woman walking in snow is a sign

of snow) — Mississippi: Hudson, 147, No. 17 (when the fire sounds like

someone walking in the snow, there will be snow soon). Cf. No. 7049,

above.
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7056 When the fire "treads snow," it is a sign of snowfall.

O. VV. Blacknall, Kittrell, Vance county, and an anonymous informant.
South: Evans, 16 (Negro); Puckett, 513 (Negro). Cf. Nos. 7049, 7055,
above.

7057 When the fire gives a whistling sound, it will snow.

Zebulon Teeter (Florida).

7058 Soot falling is a sign of snow.

Lida Page, Nelson, Durham county. Illinois: Hyatt, No. 594 (soot fall-

ing to the ground in winter foretells snow). Cf. Nos. 6635, 6914, above.

7059 If candles, lamps, or fires snap and flicker, snow is at

hand.

Green Collection.

7060 When rheumatism is better, it will snow.

Zebulon Teeter (Florida). Cf. Colorado: Kimmerle, yy ("My rheuma-
tism is acting up again; it must be going to snow" [contrary idea]).

7061 When animals are playful, it will snow.

Zebulon Teeter (Florida). Cf. No. 6277, above.

7062 If a cat lies down with its back to the fire, snow will fol-

low.

Green Collection, and Eleanor Simpson, East Durham. Tennessee:
Rogers, Animal, No. 26. Cf. Nos. 6171, 6416 f., 6918, above. Inwards,
179; HDA IV, 1 108, s.v. "Katze;" Sebillot II, 106, No. 186.

7063 When a duck goes along, picks up straw, and throws it

over its back, snow will fall.

Anonymous.

7064 When wild birds fly south, it will snow.

Zebulon Teeter (Florida).

7065 When snowbirds come near your doors for feed, it is a
sign of snow.

Lucille Cheek, Chatham county ; Elizabeth Janet Cromartie, Garland,
Sampson county; Zebulon Teeter (Florida). Cf. Nezv Hampshire: Mc-
Atee, Birds, 176 (the snow bunting forecasts snow) — New York:
Barnes, No. 13 (if snow-birds in the winter fly low and look white, they
mean more snow) — Illinois: Wheeler, 58 (snow is said to be coming
when snow-birds are seen hopping about).

7066 Snowbirds feeding in the road is a sign of snow.

Carl G. Knox, Leland, Brunswick county. Cf. No. 7065, above.

7067 The infallible sign of the great white visitor (snow) is

when the sparrows swarm about the house to feed.

O. W. Blacknall, Kittrell, Vance county. HDA vni, 251, s.v. "Sperling."
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(This observation seems too common to have been noted in the litera-

ture.)

7068 Dry leaves rattling in the trees mean snow.

Green Collection. General: Dunwoody, 75. Inwards, 209.

Frost, Ice

7069 If a killing frost is coming, it is usually expected in the last

quarter of the moon.

O. W. Blacknall, Kittrell, Vance county. Cf. No. 7070, below.

7070 Moonlight nights have the heaviest frosts.

B. U. Brooks, Jr., Durham county. General: Dunwoody, 54 (the hardest

frosts) — West Virginia: Mockler, 311, No. 16 — North Carolina:

Barker, 13 (Blum's Almanac, 1923, p. 67) — Michigan: WF xni (1954),

283 (citing the Santa Monica Evening Outlook, Feb. 18, 1954).

Inwards, 88.

7071 Clear moon,
Frost soon.

B. U. Brooks, Jr., Durham county, and an anonymous informant. Gen-
eral: Dunwoody, 21 — West Virginia: Mockler, 311, No. 15 — New
York: Cutting, Farm, 2>7 — Wyoming: Walton, Weather, No. 18.

Inwards, 88 ; Lean i, 386.

7072 A still winter's night with clear sky and twinkling stars

is a sign of heavy frost.

Anonymous. Cf. Newfoundland: Bergen, Current, No. 988 (if the stars

are large and bright, it portends frost in winter) — Ontario: Wintem-
berg. Grey, No. 81 (stars shining clear and bright in the fall) — Illi-

nois: Allison, No. 65 (a clear winter sky means frost) ; Hyatt, No. 619
(large bright stars in winter mean frost the next morning) — Wash-
ington: Tacoma, 21 (same as the preceding Illinois item). Cf. Nos.

6264 f., above. Kamp, 34, No. 27.

7073 A very hard freeze never occurs on dark nights.

Anonymous.

7074 If water freezes before Christmas hard enough to bear a

duck, it will not do so after Christmas.

Anonymous. Cf. North Carolina: Barker, 14 (if ice will bear a man
before Christmas, it will not bear a mouse after Christmas [Blum's Al-

manac, 1948, p. 56]). Cf. No. 6105 above. Lean i, 382 (if the ice will

bear a goose before Christmas, it will not bear a duck after) ; also (if

there is ice that will bear a duck before Martlemas [Martinmas, Nov.

11], there will be none that will bear a goose all the winter) ; also (if

the ice bears a man before Christmas, it will not bear a mouse after) ;

also (If ducks do slide at Hollandtide [All Saints. Nov. i], / at Christ-

mas they will swim).
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7075 The number of white frosts in February indicates the
number of frosts there will be in the following May.
Lucille Massey, Durham county. Cf. Kentucky: Thomas, No. 2416 (if it

freezes on February 22, there will be forty more freezes) — Ontario:
Waugh, No. 27; Wintemberg, Waterloo, 5 — Illinois: Hyatt, No. 251
(same as the preceding item).

7076 Following numerous fogs, a real "foot-and-finger" freez-
ing may be expected.

Unidentified newspaper clipping.

7077 Fog in March ; frost in May.

Eva Furr, Stanly county, and Merle Smith, Stanly county. Ontario:
Wintemberg, Waterloo. 5 (for every fog in March there will be a frost
in May). Cf. Nos. 6074, 7038, above. Inwards, 46; Udal, 265.

7078 Three white frosts all in a row
Ends either in frost or snow.

Green Collection.

7079 There are six months between frosts.

Green Collection.

7080 If it thunders in February, there will be frost in May.

Mrs. Gertrude Allen Vaught, Alexander county. Kentucky: Thomas,
No. 2410 (if it thunders on a certain day in February, there will be frost
on that day in May) ; No. 2412 (if it thunders on the last day of
February, there will be frost on the last day of May) — Tennessee:
McGlasson, 26, No. 13; Frazier, 27, No. i; Burton, 4; Redfield, No. 452
(if it thunders in February there will be a frost that time in May) —
Alabama: Browne, No. 3713 (thunder in February, frost in April) ; No.
3714 (for every time it thunders in February, it will frost on the same
date in April) — Illinois: Hyatt, No. 708 (the day upon which it

thunders in February will be the date of a frost in May) ; No. 710 (if on
the last day of February you hear thunder, you will see a frost on
the last day of May) ; No. 707; No. 709 (thunder on the 6th of February
signifies a frost on the 6th of May) — Ozarks: Randolph, 23 (I have
known old-timers in Carroll county, Arkansas, and in Taney county,
Missouri, who believe that thunder in February always means frost on
the corresponding date in May; that is, if it thunders on February 12,
there'll be a frost on May 12, and so on) ; Wilson, Folk Beliefs, 160 —
Texas: Turner, 171. Cf. Nos. 6055, 6269 f., 7043, above. HDA 11,

322, s.v. "Donner."

7081 As many times as it thunders [in February] there will
be just so many frosts in May.

Mrs. Gertrude Allen Vaught, Alexander county. Kentucky: Thomas,
No. 2411; Stewart, 16 — Tennessee: Redfield, No. 451; Page, 53 (for
every thunder in February there will be a frost in October) ; Miller, 66,
No. 15 — Alabama: Browne, No. 3712 (when you hear thunder in
February, there will be frost in April the same number of times it
thunders) — Illinois: Hyatt, No. 711 — Osarks: Randolph, 23 (some
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people contend that there are always as many frosts in May as there are
thunderclaps in February, but do not insist that the dates must correspond
exactly).

7082 After the first dove calls in the spring, there will be no
more killing frosts.

Maybelle Poovey, High Point, Guilford county. Cf. Illinois: Hyatt, No.

744 (after a turtledove has called in the spring, there will be no more
frost).

7083 The first whippoorwill heard in the fall measures ninety

days until frost.

R. B. Cochrane, Buncombe county.

7084 Country folk are certain that when the bellow of the first

green frog is heard, the frost is at last out of the ground.

Burns. New England: Johnson, IVhat They Say, 18 (when you hear the

first frogs in the spring, you may know the frost is out of the ground)
— Washinyton: Tacoma, 20 (same as the preceding item).

7085 The first time you hear a chatter fly, it will be only three

months until frost.

Virginia Bowers, Stanly county.

7086 If a dry fly hollos in July, frost will be ninety days ofif.

Eleanor Simpson, Durham.

7087 In July the weather wise kept their ears open for the voice

of the first frost fly. For ninety days from that night the first

frost will come.

O. W. Blacknall, Kittrell, Vance county.

7088 There will be a frost three months from the time of the

first July fly.

Zilpah Frisbic, Marion, McDowell county, and Mamie Mansfield^ Dur-
ham county.

7089 There will be frost in three months from the time of the

first horsefly.

Kate S. Russell, Roxboro, Person county.

7090 Six weeks after you hear the katydid, look out for frost.

Green Collection; W. J. Hickman, Fludson, Caldwell county; Burns.

General: Dunwoody, 54 — Maryland: Whitney-Bullock, No. 504 —
Kentucky: Carter, Moitutain, 14 (katydids beginning to call) — Tennes-
see: Carter, 2 (katydids beginning to call) — New England: Johnson,
What They Say, 17 — Massachusetts: Bergen, Anitnal, No. 617 (it is

just six weeks from the first day on which the katydid sings to the first

frost) — New York: Barnes, No. 17; Cutting, Farm, 39 — Indiana:

Brewster, Specimens, 367 (the katydid's cry) ; Richmond, Weather, No.
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19 __ Illinois: Bergen, Animal, No. 617; Hyatt, No. 328 (to hear a

katydid singing in August is a sign that there will be frost within six

^veeks) — Ozarks: Randolph, 22 (In some parts of Arkansas and Mis-

souri the farmers expect the first frost exactly six weeks after the

katydids' singing begins. There is a very general notion that katydids

sing to bring on cold weather in the fall. A writer in the St. Louis

Post-Dispatch [Aug. 25, 1936] says that the katydids "can sing for

frost, and get it in about two weeks," but the old-timers say that it

can't possibly be done in less than six weeks) — Nebraska: Cannell, 13,

No. 89 (the katydid first singing) — Colorado: Kimnierle, 71 (Listen

for katydids ; when you hear them, its only six weeks till the first killing

frost) — California: Dresslar, 51 — Washington: Tacoma, 20.

7091 Three months from the time the first katydid chirps it will

frost.

Maybelle Poovey, High Point, Guilford county; and four other inform-

ants from eastern and central counties. General: Dunwoody, 57 (katydids

crying [South]) — Maryland: Whitney-Bullock, No. 503 — Kentucky:

Price, 30; Thomas, No. 2557 (ninety days, or three months, after the

first katydid is heard, there will be frost) — Tennessee: Miller, 66, No.

16 (katy-dids starting "hollerin',") ; Page, 53 (katydid singing); Red-

field, No. 414 (after the first katydid "hollers") ;
Rogers, Animal, No. 16

(exactly ninety days until frost) — Alabama: Browne, No. 3707 — Mis-

sissippi: Hudson, 147, No. 18 — Illinois: Allison, No. 57 (ninety days

until frost) — Wisconsin: Brown, Insects, 7 (frost after ninety days) —
Missouri: McKinney, 105 (three months after the first katydid is heard

the first frost is expected [author heard many Ozark wives tell husbands

that in three months he would have to get up first in the morning to

build the fire]); Randolph, 22 (Mr. Elbert Short, of Crane, Missouri,

says that it was always three months to the old folks in his neighborhood.

Whatever the period, nearly all Ozarkers feel that there must be some-

thing in the katydid-frost theory. I know many hillfolk who listen for

the katydids and arrange their agricultural schedules accordingly, and I

have interviewed very few old-timers who did not believe in this sign to

a certain e.xtent).

7092 The first katydid you hear in July, on the same day of the

month in September you will have frost.

Julia E. Self (Florida).

7093 Many hips and haws
;

Many frosts and snaws.

Green Collection. Cf. General: Dunwoody, 89 (A haw year, / A snaw

year). Inwards, 214 (as in the present entry) ; 212 (When the haw-

thorne has too many hawes / We shall have many snaws) ; 28 (A haw
year, / A snaw year).
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ANIMALS, ANIMAL HUSBANDRY

Animals

7094 It is bad luck to let any animal die in your hands.

R. T. Dunstan, Greensboro. Kentucky: Thomas, No. 3264 — Alabama:

Browne, No. 4288 (bad luck for anything to die in your hands) —
Illinois: Hyatt, No. 1838 — Texas: Hendricks, No. 18. Cf. No. 7200.

below. HDA vui, 804 f., s.v. "Tier."

Cows

7095 If a COW bawls after night it is a sign of bad luck.

W. J. Hickman, Hudson, Caldwell county. Cf. Nos. 5200 flf., above.

HDA V, 768, s.v. "Kuh."

7096 The lowing of cattle at night indicates some bad luck.

Mrs. Nilla Lancaster, Goldsboro, Wayne county, and Ada Briggs (Vir-

ginia). Cf. Nos. 5200 ff., above.

7097 If a cow lows late at night it is a sign of some sorrow ; or

one will hear tell of something terrible.

Merle Smith, Stanly county, and Eva Furr, Stanly county. Cf. Nos.

5200 fif., above. HDA v, 768, s.v. "Kuh" (there will soon be a corpse

in the house; or, witches in the barn).

Horses

7098 It is a sign of bad luck to dream of a white horse.

Green Collection. Maryland: Whitney-Bullock, No. 133 — Kentucky:

Thomas, No. 1964 — Quebec: Marie-Ursule, 164, No. 79 (French) —
Nezv England: Johnson, What They Say, 38 f. (long memorat of an

accident in the woods following such a dream) — Osarks: Randolph,

331 — Washington: Tacoma, 21. HDA vi, 1620, s.v. "Pferd" ; ix,

177, s.v. "Schimmel."

7099 A white horse promises good luck.

Margaret Taylor, Mt. Holly, Gaston county. Tennessee: Roberts,

Magicians, 83 (good luck to see a white horse) — Illinois: Hyatt, No.

6216 (to dream of a white horse foretells good luck) ;
Smith H, 65, No.

6 (dream) ; Wine, No. 155 (if a white horse is seen in early morn, you

can be sure of luck throughout the day [German!). HDA vi, 1622,

s.v. "Pferd"; Dresslar 41 (German) ; Simon, Beliefs, 88 (Japan).
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7100 If you see a white horse, you will have good luck if you

say

:

Lucky, lucky white horse, lucky, lucky, lee,

Lucky, lucky white horse, bring luck to me.

J. Frederick Doering, Durham. Cf. Kentucky: Thomas, No. 3427 (Lip-

pity, lippity, white horse; / When you have good luck bring it to me)
— Ontario: Doering, Customs, 152 (Say "Polly, Polly, white horse"

whenever you see a white horse, and you will have good luck) ; Doering-

Doering II, 197; Wintemberg, Oxford, No. 40 (bring my wish to me) —
Illinois: Hyatt, No. 2264 (Lippety, lippety, white horse, / When you

have good luck, / Bring it to me) — Nebraska: Cannell, 41, No. 2

(When you see a white horse say, "Lucky, lucky white horse, one, two,

three," and make a wish. Tap the forefinger of the right hand on the

palm of the left hand when saying "one, two, three.")

7 1 01 Make a wish when you see a white horse, and it will come

true.

Elsie Doxey, Currituck county; Paul O. Hudson, Mooresville, Iredell

county; and an anonymous informant. Tennessee: Harder, Beliefs, 10

(wish on two white horses) — Illinois: Hyatt, No. 6536 (you ^vill get

your wish provided you do not see the horse again) — IVashington:

Tacoma, 23. Leather, 23.

7102 A wish made on a white horse, without looking back, will

usually come true.

Louise F. Watkins, Goldsboro, Wayne county. New York: Shultis,

220.

7103 It is lucky to touch every white horse one meets.

Lucille Massey, Durham county.

7104 Spit in the palm of the hand, strike the saliva a quick

blow, on seeing a white horse, and you will have good luck.

Lucille Massey, Durham county.

7105 To Stamp all white horses—each one brings good luck

—

put the index finger to the mouth ; then put it in the middle of

the left hand, and double the right hand into the fist, stamping

it in the middle of the left hand.

Roberta Elizabeth Pridgen, Lenoir county; Ruth Holt, Graham, Ala-

mance county; George E. Hoffman (Arkansas) ; and an anonymous in-

formant. "In Danville, Illinois, when one sees a white horse, one caii

make a wish. In order to make the wish effective, one must 'stamp'

the white horse. The stamping is done as follows : Moisten the first

two fingers of the right hand on the tip of the tongue; then bring these

two fingers down across the open palm of the left hand. Then close the

right hand, and, making a fist of it, bring the bottom of the fist down,

again upon the open palm of the left hand. This last motion 'seals' the

charm (similarity of this motion to the actual use of an old-fashioned

seal?)" — Mrs. George E. Hoffman. Texas: Hendricks, No. 6.
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7106 If you see a white horse, spit in the palm of the hand,

smack (slap) it four times and make a wish. It will come true.

Lucille Massey, Durham county, and Eleanor Simpson, East Durham.
Cf. Nebraska: Cannell, 41, No. 3 (when you see a white horse make a

wish and say, "White horse, white horse, / Ding, ding, ding. / On my
way I'll find something" ; when saying "Ding, ding, ding," hit the fists

together with the right and left alternately on top). [This is something
like stamping.]

7107 If you see a white horse, spit on your finger and say,

"Polly, polly, white horse."

J. Frederick Doering, Durham. "My father says children used to do this

in the go's"—J.F.D.

7108 Stamp one hundred white horses, and any wish you make
will come true.

Doris Overton, Greensboro. General: Beckwith, College, No. 180 (when
a white horse appears, lick your thumb, press it in the palm of your

other hand, stamp the place with your fist, and say: "Criss-cross, /

White boss, / Money for ['fore] the week's done" ; if you stamp a hundred

white horses, you get your wish in a month) — Nebraska: Ca.nnt\\, 41,

No. I (If you stamp one hundred white horses and say, "Give, give me
good luck," and make a wish, your wish will come true. In stamping

white horses, a white mule counts for ten horses. A horse is stamped by

licking the right thumb, touching the left palm with it, then striking the

right fist on the place the thumb has touched) — California: Dresslar,

42 ("marking" a hundred white horses). Cf. Nos. 3416, 4478, above.

7109 Tag ten white horses, then-make a wish and it will come
true.

Robert E. Long, Roxboro, Person county.

71 10 To count gray horses brings good luck.

Minnie Bryan Farrior, Duplin county. Like white horses, gray horses

are lucky, and they are counted, "stamped," and "wished upon" in the

same way as white horses.

71 1 1 If you count every gray horse until you have counted one

hundred, you will have some good fortune.

Maysie Rea and Marjorie Rea, Craven county. Cf. Kentucky: Thomas,

No. 288 (in counting a hundred gray horses, one gray mule will be

equivalent to ten of that number). Cf. Nos. 3417 flF., 4474, 4477, above.

71 12 If you see a piebald horse, you should cross your fingers

until you see a dog ; having done that, good luck will come to

you.

Miss Gates (newspaper clipping).

71 13 If you dream of a red horse, you will be angry soon.

Mrs. Norman Herring, Tomahawk, Sampson county. N & Q xii, vol. 2,

p. 196 (a red horse; not good [Hungary]).
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Horseshoes

71 14 A horseshoe is a good omen.

Jack Dunn. Cf. No. 71x5, below.

7115 A horseshoe is a sign of good luck.

Hazel Hudson ; the Green Collection ; an anonymous informant ; and six
other informants. "Several horseshoes are observed hung in students'
rooms at U. N. C. (1925)"—P.G. South: Puckett, 291 (Negro) —
Tennessee: Miller, 60 — Indiana: Driver, No. 18 — Texas: Hendricks,
No. 3 — Washington: Tacoma, 10. HDA rv, 437; Simon, Beliefs
(Japan) ; Thompson, D 156 1.1.3.

71 16 If you find a horseshoe you will have good luck.

Minnie Stamps Gosney, Raleigh, and ten other informants from widely
separated localities. General: Bergen, Current, No. 631 — North Caro-
lina: Walker, 8, No. 14 — West Virginia: Lopez, 22 — Louisiana:
Roberts, No. 1293 — Canada: Bergen, Current, No. 631 — Quebec:
Marie-Ursule, 163, No. 42 (French) — Ontario: Wintemberg, German
II, 89 (German); Wintemberg, Grey, No. 270; Wintemberg, Waterloo,
19 — New York: JAFL iv (1891), 273 — Pennsylvania: Fogel, No.
^i73 (German) — Michigan: Chamberlain, Superstitions, 146 — Indi-
ana: Brewster, Beliefs, No. 88 — Illinois: Norlin 214, No. 96; Wheeler,
62 — Nebraska: Nebraska Proverbs II, 6 — California: Dresslar, 68,
191 — Washington: Tacoma, 16. HDA iv, 438, s.v. "Hufeisen"

;

Knortz, 33 (quoting an old Dutch proverb: "He laughs like a peasant
who has found a horseshoe"); Dalyell, 200; Sebillot I, 6;; Simon
Beliefs, 88 (Japan).

71 17 It is good luck to find a»horseshoe with nails in it. The
number of nails in the shoe indicates the number of years one
will have good luck, provided the finder keeps the shoe.

Mrs. Gertrude Allen Vaught, Alexander county. Cf. Ontario: Waugh,
No. 461 (a person finding a horseshoe will have a year of good luck
for every nail found in it). HDA iv, 438, s.v. "Hufeisen"; Storaker,
Mennesket, No. 1054.

71 1

8

If you find a horseshoe with the points toward you, and
take it with you, you will have good luck.

Clara Hearne, Roanoke Rapids, Halifax county. Cf. Kentucky: Thomas,
No. 3429 (hang it up) — Tennessee: Rogers, Guideposts, No. 2 (it is

better when the cork is facing you) — lotva: Stout, No. 1336.

71 19 It is lucky to find an old horseshoe.

Elsie Doxey, Currituck county. Alabama: Browne, No. 3838 — Cali-
fornia: Dresslar, 68. Lean 11, 33.

/1 20 If a person finds a horseshoe, and throws it over his left

shoulder, this will bring the person good luck.

R. B. Edwards, Belhaven, Beaufort county, and Ted Caldwell, Chapel
Hill, Orange county. Florida: Hauptmann, 20, No. i (Spanish) —
Mississippi: Hudson, 150, No. i — Illinois: Hyatt, No. 2285 — loiva:
Stout, No. 1 1 87; No. 1243 (throw the horseshoe with your right hand
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fifteen feet over your left shoulder) — California: Bryan, No. S; Dress-
lar, 70. HDA iv, 438, s.v. "Hufeisen."

71 2 1 If you throw a horseshoe over your left shoulder and
make a wish, it will come true.

Ella Parker, Mt. Gilead, Montgomery county ; an anonymous informant

;

and two other informants. Tennessee: Miller, 61, No. 3; Redfield, No.
378 — Illinois: Hyatt, No. 6545.

7122 If you find a horseshoe, throw it over your left shoulder

and don't look back until you get out of sight. This will assure

good luck.

Fred Stanley. California: Dresslar, 70 (over your left shoulder ^yithout

turning back )

.

7123 To find a horseshoe in the road is a sign of good luck.

Esther F. Royster, Henderson, Vance county ; and Burns. "Even the

city people still hold to this belief"—Burns. Tennessee: McGlasson, 20,

No. 7 — California: Dresslar, 68 (middle of the road). Radford, 151.

7124 If you find a horseshoe, spit on it and throw it across your
left shoulder, and walk off without looking back.

Maybelle Poovey, High Point, Guilford county ; Lucile Allison ; Bill

Tully; and an anonymous informant. In only the two Rogers items from
Tennessee is there mention made of the tabu against looking back.

Kentucky: Thomas, No. 3431 — Tennessee: Hatcher, 151; Miller, 60;

Rogers, Giiideposts, No. 59; Rogers, ll'ish, 39, 16:1 (a wish is also

made) — Alabama: Browne, No. 3849 — Illinois: Allison, No. 534;
Hyatt, No. 2289; No. 2290 (spit through it) — 0::arks: Randolph, 62 —
lozca: Stout, No. 1283 — California: Dresslar, 70.

7125 It is good luck to find a horseshoe in the road; spit

through it, and throw it back over your shoulder. Do not look

back.

Mrs. Gertrude Allen Vaught, Alexander county.

7126 If you spit on a horseshoe and throw it over your left

shoulder, without looking back, the dream you dream that night

will come true.

Julian P. Boyd. Cf. Tennessee: Frazier, 42, No. i (dream not men-
tioned )

.

7127 Throw a horseshoe over your left shoulder as the sun

goes down, and good luck will befall you in three days.

R. B. Cochrane, Buncombe county.

7128 To find a whole horseshoe signifies good luck. Hang it

up on the nearest place.

Will S. Sease (Oklahoma) ; and ten other informants. General: Patten,

138 (reference is made to Lord Nelson's nailing a horseshoe to the mast
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of the Victory) — South: Duncan, 236, No. 2 — Alabama: Browne, No.
3839 — Califoniia: Dresslar, 69. Radford, 151. (Numerous other
items from all parts of the United States, but they contain stipulations
as to how the horseshoe should he nailed up.) Cf. Xo. 7130, below.

7129 If one hangs up a horseshoe and makes a wish, it will

come true.

Lida Page, Nelson, Durham county ; and Kate S. Russell, Roxboro, Per-
son county. Touicsscc: Redfield, No. 379.

7130 In hanging up a horseshoe, place it with the ends up so

as to hold the good luck. The luck will all run out if the horse-
shoe is turned with its ends down.

Louise Bennett, Middleburg, Vance county ; the Green Collection ; and
Emmet Reed Albergotti (Virginia). General: Beckwith, College, No.
53a; 53c (the luck won't run out) — North Carolina: Walker, 8, No. 15— Maryland: Whitney-Bullock, No. 1446 — Netv England: Johnson,
IVhat They Say, 88 — Illinois: Hyatt, No. 2294 — California: Dress-
lar, 70; 69; Hand, Miners, 143 (three horseshoes nailed with open ends
so as to give a three-leaf clover effect). Simon, Beliefs, 92 (Japan).
(An equally large number of references against nailing up a shoe with
the corks down could be cited. There is room enough here to mention
only the famous picture of Thomas E. Dewey and his wife standing under
a "lucky" horseshoe with corks down nailed to their barn during the
presidential campaign of 1944 [Life xvii (Aug. 14, 1944), 2, 4]). It was
reported that twenty-five people had voiced their own strictures in let-

ters to the magazine, and that over and above that the New. York
governor had received a total of 214 warnings of the bad luck that
awaited him unless the shoe was reversed).

71 3

1

Always pick up a rusty horseshoe and hang it up some-
where. This done, you will have good luck.

Lucye Grindstaff, Sylva, Jackson county. Cf. Neiu York: Gardner, No.
343 (if you find a rusty horseshoe in the road and it has five nails in

it, pick it up and spit on it ; then wish and throw the horseshoe over
your left shoulder, and your wish will come true) — Nebraska: Ericson,
148, No. 5.

7132 If you find a horseshoe lying in the road, set it up in a

tree with the prongs pointed up. This means good luck.

Louise Bennett, Middleburg, Vance county. In the following two ex-
amples no mention is made of finding the horseshoe in the road. Ala-
bama: Browne, No. 3846 (hang a horseshoe on a tree for good luck).

Lean 11, 446. For finding a horseshoe in the road, cf. No. 7123,
above.

7133 Never, never pass a horseshoe. Always pick it up and
hang it on a tree for luck.

Louise Bennett, Middleburg, Vance county. In the following references
no mention is made of hanging the horseshoe specifically in a tree.

Kentucky: Thomas, No. 3435 — Pennsylvania: Fogel, No. 1375 (it is

not lucky to drive past a horseshoe [German]) — Washington: Tacoma,
10. HDA IV. 438, s.v. "Hufeisen."
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7134 If a person finds a horseshoe and hangs it up over the

Hmb of a tree, good luck will attend him.

Maysie Rea, Craven county ; Alda Grayson, Rutherfordton, Rutherford
county ; and Elsie Lambert.

7135 A horseshoe found in the road will bring good luck to the

one who finds it, if he picks it up and hangs it on a bush (on a

post).

L. C. Allen, Jr., Burlington, Alamance county ; and Mrs. Gertrude Allen
Vaught, Alexander county. Cf. Ontario: Waugh, No. 460 (no mention
of hanging it on a bush [door instead]).

7136 If you see a horseshoe lying in your path, pick it up and

hang it on the fence, and you will have good luck.

Dorothy Vann, Raleigh. No mention is made of finding the horseshoe in

one's path. Tennessee: McGlasson, 20, No. 27; Rogers, Guideposts, No.

45 — Illinois: Hyatt, No. 2277 — California: Dresslar, 69. HDA iv,

438, s.v. "Hufeisen" ; Radford, 151 (path mentioned; but not hanging on
the fence).

7137 It is good luck to pick up a horseshoe and hang it on a

nail.

Mrs. Gertrude Allen Vaught, Alexander county. In the following refer-

ences no mention is made of hanging the horseshoe on a nail. General:

Beckwith, College, No. 52 — Tennessee: Redfield, No. 379 (pick it up,

make a wish, and hang it up) — Alabama: Browne, No. 3847 — Illinois:

Hyatt, No. 2274 — California: Dresslar, 69; also (pick up a horseshoe

pointing toward you).

7138 If you take down a horseshoe that has been hung up by

somebody, it means bad luck.

G. B. Caldwell, Jr., Monroe, Union county. Cf. Kentucky: Thomas, No.

3436 (he that takes down a horseshoe that has been hung up will be

hung [sic] in place of it) — Texas: Hendricks, No. 4 — California:

Dresslar, 69 (if a horseshoe is taken down, luck departs).

7139 A broken horseshoe means bad luck.

Constance Patten, Greensboro. Cf. Kentucky: Thomas, No. 3434 (bad

luck to pick up a broken horseshoe) — Tennessee: Rogers, Guideposts,

No. 14 (bad luck to find) — Illinois: Hyatt, No. 2283 (bad luck to pick

up).

7140 To find half a horseshoe portends bad luck.

Will S. Sease (Oklahoma).

71 41 To find a half horseshoe means bad luck. Throw it over

the left shoulder for good luck.

Will S. Sease (Oklahoma).
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7142 If a horse loses his left rear shoe first, you will have bad

luck the next time he is used by the one who first noticed the

absence of the shoe.

R. B. Cochrane, Buncombe county.

Mules

7143 Wish on a mule.

Green Collection. Tennessee: Farr, Riddles, No. 216 (white mule) ;

McGlasson, 20, No. 29 (white mule) — Alabama: Browne, No. 3857
(gray mule; don't look back, and your wish will come true) — Washing-
ton: Tacoma, 23 (gray mule).

7144 When you see a gray mule, make a wish, wet your thumb,
and stamp your hand.

Eunice Smith, Pantego, Beaufort county. Cf. Kentucky: Thomas, No.
3451 (good luck to stamp all the gray mules you see) — Alabama:
Browne, No. 3855 ; No. 3856 (bad luck to see a gray mule and not
stamp it).

7145 A wish will be granted if, when you see a gray mule a

wish is made, and the mule is tagged.

La Velle Ellington (Georgia) ; and an anonymous informant. Cf. No.
7144, above.

7146 Count all the gray mules that you see, and when you have
reached a hundred, good luck will come to you.

La Velle Ellington (Georgia), and an anonymous informant. Cf. Ten-
nessee: Rogers, Wish, 27, 3:3 (if you count every white mule which
you see until the number has reached a thousand, then when the first red
gate you see, make a wish, and that wish will come true) — Illinois:

Norlin, 210, No. 29a (white mules count the same as three white horses
when you are counting a hundred of them).

7147 If you find a mule's shoe, pass it by, because it is the sign

of bad luck.

Katherine Bernard Jones, Raleigh. North Carolina: Walker, 8, No. 14 —
Kentucky: Thomas, No. 3457 (do not keep one) — Illinois: Hyatt, No.
2282 (never keep a muleshoe you have found; it is unlucky) ; No. 2295
(bad luck to hang a muleshoe over the door) — California: Hand,
Miners, 143 (mule shoes are good luck if whole).

7148 It is bad luck to kill a mule.

Robert E. Long, Roxboro, Person county. Cf. Kentucky: Thomas, No.
3445 (sixteen years of bad luck) — Illinois: Hyatt, No. 2244 (sixteen
years of bad luck).

7149 White mules never die ; they turn to Baptist preachers.

Green Collection. North Carolina: Whiting, 448, s.v. "Mule"-ii (gray
mules never die, etc.) — Kentucky: Thomas, No. 3458 (a white mule
will never die. Whoever saw a gray mule or a poacher's grave?) —
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Louisiana: Roberts, No. 1287 (a white mule does not die; it is changed
into another animal).

Cats

7150 A black cat is supposed to bring one bad luck.

Jessie Hauser, Pfafftown, Forsyth county, and six other informants,

mainly from central and western counties. Treated here is only the

simple notion contained in the present entry. For the bad luck associated

with black cats in other connections, see the index. By way of contrast,

owning a black cat is almost invariably regarded as bringing good luck

to the possessor. South: Puckett, 467 f. — Kentucky: KFR iii (1957), 9— Tennessee: Miller, 58 — A^oz'a Scotia: Fauset, No. 17 (unlucky;
they would not have a black cat around [Negro]) — Massachusetts:
JAFL VII (1894), 253 — New York: Gardner, No. 106 — Pcnnsyh'ania:
Fogel, No. 655 (German) — California: Dresslar, 35 (if you own a

black cat, you will have bad luck [this is exceptional, as noted in the

general discussion, above]). HDA 1, 415, s.v. "Angang" ; iv, 1109, s.v.

"Katze." For the bad luck associated with meeting a black cat, see Nos.
3808 flf., above.

71 51 A cat brings bad luck when he follow^s one home.

Ada Briggs (Virginia). Cf. South: Puckett, 469 (if a cat "takes up" at

your house it is a sign of good luck) — Missouri: McKinney, 106 (good
luck for a cat to take up its abode with an Ozark family) — loiva:

Stout, No. 624 — Nebraska: Cannell, 26, No. 6 (if a cat of any light

color comes to your home, it brings bad luck). HDA iv, mi, s.v.

"Katze"; Leather, 24; Lean 11, 15. Black cats have not been treated in

the foregoing account. It is generally thought to be lucky for them to

take up abode at one's place.

7152 Good luck is indicated when a black cat enters a house at

the front door.

Alex Tugman, Todd, Ashe county.

7153 It is unlucky to have a black cat look through the window.

Elsie Doxey, Currituck county. Maryland: Whitney-Bullock, No. 48 —
Ontario: Waugh, No. 125.

7154 If a black cat licks her fur the wrong way, trouble will

come to the family.

Anonymous.

7155 It is good luck to pull a black cat's tail.

Rebecca Willis (Texas). Cf. Kentucky: Thomas, No. 3291 (it is bad

luck to cut oflf a black cat's tail).

7156 It is good luck to wear a black cat Folklore pin.

Kate S. Russell, Roxboro, Person county.

7157 A cat has nine lives. Though killed eight times, the cat

will come back and live a ninth life.

Jessie Hauser, Pfafftown, Forsyth county, and Mrs. Gertrude Allen

Vaught, Alexander county. General: Knortz, 64 (instances of a cat
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mascot surviving three shipwrecks) — South: Puckett, 471 (one Negro
tells of cutting a cat in two with a new axe, and of having to kill the

front part of the cat a second time [Nejgro]) — North Carolina: Whit-
ing, 381, s.v. "Cat"-i — South Carolina: Bryant II, 146, No. 60 —
Maryland: Whitney-Bullock, No. 1262 — Kentucky: Fentress, 13;
Thomas, No. 3312 — Tennessee: Miller, 70, No. 75; Rogers, Guideposts,
No. 15 — Louisiana: Roberts, No. 1248 — Ontario: Wintemberg, Ger-
man II, 94 (German) ; Wintemberg, Waterloo, 6 — Pennsylvania: Phil-

lips, 167, No. 62 — Illinois: Hyatt, No. 1894; Smith II, 67, No. i —
Iowa: Stout, No. 593. Lean 11, 441 (this superstition is referable to

the identity of cats with witches).

7158 It is bad luck to find a black cat dead.

R. T. Dunstan, Greensboro, Guilford county. Thompson, C537.3.

7159 It is bad luck to kill a cat.

Ralph Chesson, Washington county ; G. W. Allen, New York University

;

and fourteen other informants. References given do not include killing

black cats, or cats of other colors or kinds ; nor do they include mention
of drowning—an equally execrable act in the folk mind. General: Beck-
with. College, No. 9 — South: Duncan, 236, No. 4; Wiltse, Supersti-
tions, 132 (never kill your own cat; if you must get rid of it, and can
think of no other way, get somebody else to kill it for you) — Maryland:
Whitney-Bullock, No. 54 — South Carolina: Bryant II, 142, No. 37;
JAFL VIII (1895), 252 (dreadful misfortune [Negro]) — Kentucky:
Price, 36; Thomas, No. 3286 (it will haunt you all your life) —
Tennessee: Burton, 6 [Negro]); McGlasson, 21, No. 44; Rogers,
Guideposts, No. 15 (a cat has nine lives) ; WF xvii (1958), 279, No. 46
(Negro) — Arkansas: JAFL v (1892), 123; also (it will haunt you)— Georgia: Steiner, No. 93 — Alabama: Browne, No. 3807 — Ontario:
Waugh, No. 120 — New England: Bergen, Animal, No. 156 — New
York: Gardner, 104; JAFL iii (1890), 241 (no Irishman will ever kill

a cat [Irish]) — Pennsylvania: Brinton, 181 (cats were looked upon
as uncanny creatures; it was bad luck to kill one); Knortz, 129
(Negro) ; Sener, 242 (evil will befall you) — Indiana: Brewster, Be-
liefs, No. 70; McAtee, Grant County, 266 — Illinois: Allison, No. 335;
Hyatt, No. 2008; Norlin, 210, No. 26 — Osarks: Randolph, 75 (tabu
against killing does not preclude other cruel treatment) — Texas:
Bogusch, 116 — Iowa: Knortz, 129; Stout, No. 698 (everlasting bad
luck) — Nebraska: Cannell, 26, No. 8; Ericson, 149, No. 8 — Calijomia:
Dresslar, 35, 192 — Oregon: Hand, No. y2 — Washington: Tacoma, 30.

HDA IV, mi, s.v. "Katze" ; viii, 1050, s.v. "toten" ; viii, 1426, s.v.

"Ungliick" ; Thompson, C841.11.

7160 If you kill a cat, you will have seven (nine) years of bad
luck.

Minnie Stamps Gosney, Raleigh ; Norman Herring, Tomahawk, Samp-
son county; and Odus Rupe (Kentucky). Seven years unless otherwise
stated. Maryland: Whitney-Bullock, No. 56; No. 57 (nine years) —
Kentucky: Thomas, No. 3285 — Tennessee: Frazier, 41, No. 31 —
Florida: Hauptmann, 14, No. 4 (seven years of sorrow [Spanish]) —
Alabama: Browne, No. 3810 (your own cat) — Louisiana: Roberts,
No. 1247 (seven years of trouble) ; No. 1246 (thirteen years) — New
York: Barnes, No. Ji — Pennsylvania: Fogel, No. 664 (German) —
Illinois: Hyatt, No. 2009 ("We killed a cat just after we were married,
and we had nothing but bad luck and sorrow for the first seven years of
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our married life. I would not let anyone kill a cat at our place now for
anything") ; No. 2010 (nine years) — Texas: Turner, 156 — Iowa:
Stout, No. 594 — New Mexico: Espinosa, 416, No. 23 (Spanish) ; Moya,
63, No. 23 (Spanish) — California: Dresslar, 35, 81; 35 (nine years).
Cf. No. 7174, below.

7161 If you kill a cat, its soul will haunt you at night.

L. B. Brantley, Zebulon, Wake county. Kentucky: Thomas, No. 3286 (it

will haunt you all your life) — Arkansas: JAFL v (1892), 123 (it will
haunt you) — Alabama: Browne, No. 3809 (since a cat has nine lives,

as often as you kill one, it will come back nine times to haunt you).

Dogs

7162 A dog brings good luck.

Ada Briggs (Virginia).

7163 It is good luck for a dog to follow a person home.

Ada Briggs (Virginia). North Carolina: Vine, 22 (strange dog) —
Maryland: Whitney-Bullock, No. 59; No. 60 (yellow dog) — New Eng-
land: Johnson, What They Say, 93 (good luck for a strange dog to
come and make its home with you) — Texas: Hendricks, No. 2 —
Washington: Tacoma, 18 (a strange dog coming and making his home
with you). HDA iv, 471, s.v. "Hund."

7164 If you sit on a dog, you will have bad luck.

Madge Colclough, Durham county.

7165 It is bad luck for a dog to bark at night.

W. J. Hickman, Hudson, Caldwell county. Not included here are the

numerous references to dogs howling at night, or at midnight. Alabama:
Browne, No. 3826 (if your dog barks at night, knock on the wall three

times and he will stop) — California: Dresslar, 40. Cf. Nos. 5206,

above, for references to dogs barking at night as portents of death ; cf.

also. No. 7169, below.

7166 It is bad luck for a dog to howl.

Mrs. Gertrude Allen Vaught, Alexander county, and Elizabeth Sutton,

Durham county. Various details of when and where the dog howls (near

the house, at the door, under the window, at the moon, etc.) are not
reflected in the references given here. For some notion of the range of

these circumstances, cf. Nos. 5206-5214, above. Maryland: Whitney-
Bullock, No. 64 — South Carolina: Bryant H, 142, No. 142 — Kentucky:
Thomas, No. 3339 (howling without any apparent reason) — Tennessee:

Burton, 7; McGlasson, 21, No. 26 — Florida: Hauptmann, 16, No. i

(misfortune [Spanish]) — Illinois: Hyatt, No. 2069; Smith H, 66, No.

9 (before sunup) — Ocarks: SFQ xviii (1954), 239 — California:

Dresslar, 37; also (approaching trouble). HDA iv, 473; Kamp, 64,

No. 84; McCartney, 167-168.

7167 Dogs' howls are evil omens.

Green Collection. Cf. No. 7166, above.
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7168 When riding or walking, and a dog barks at you, tell him
where you are going, and he will stop.

Robert E. Long, Roxboro, Person county.

7169 One of the worst harbingers of bad luck, second to the

screech-owl alone, is the dog that howls at night.

O. W. Blacknall, Kittrell, Vance county. Tennessee: Miller, 59, No. 7;
Redfield, No. 312 — Massachusetts: Bergen, Animal, No. 197 (mis-
fortune) — Illinois: Hyatt, No. 2070 (bad luck in your family) —
Texas: Bogusch, 119 (midnight; bad luck in the family) — Nebraska:
Cannell, 26, No. 13 — Nezu Mexico: Baylor, 146, No. 37 (Spanish) —
California: Dresslar, 38 (misfortune)

; 39 (howling under one's win-
dow). Cf. No. 7165, above. JAFL 11 (1889), 80 (Ireland).

7170 To make a dog stop howling, get up and turn your shoe
upside down on the floor.

Julia E. Self (Florida). Maryland: Whitney-Bullock, No. 11 79; No.
1 178 (upside down with the toes pointing to the graveyard; you must
stand on the shoes a few minutes ; also, pull off the left shoe and turn it

over; if in bed at the time, turn the shoe upside down at the bedside) —
Kentucky: Thomas, No. 3347 — Tennessee: Hatcher, 155 (bottom side

up) — Pennsylvania: Phillips, 170, No. 118 — Maryland: Bergen,
Animal, No. no — Illinois: Hyatt, No. 2039 ("If a dog is howling in

the neighborhood, I always get up and turn my shoes upside down, and
the dog will stop") ; No. 2040 (same prescription for howling when a
person is sick) ; No. 2041 (right shoe: an old Negro woman said, "They
would stop just as soon as my shoe was on the floor turned upside
down"). Lean 11, 401.

71 71 Turn a shoe sole up, and a dog will quit howling at night.

Julian P. Boyd. North Carolina: Vine, 22 (spit on sole of left shoe and
place it on the ground, bottom up) — Illinois: Hyatt, No. 2042 (take
off your left shoe and spit on the sole). Black, Folk-Medicine, 190.

7172 For a dog to roll with its head downhill is bad luck.

Mrs. Gertrude Allen Vaught, Alexander county. Cf. Maryland: Whit-
ney-Bullock, No. 63 (bad luck for a dog to roll over and over on the
ground). Cf. Nos. 5219 ff., above.

7173 It is bad luck to see a dog eat grass.

W. J. Hickman, Hudson, Caldwell county.

7174 If you kill a dog, you will have seven years of bad luck.

Mrs. Norman Herring, Tomahawk, Sampson county. Illinois: Hyatt,
No. 2077. There are numerous references in the literature, of course, to

the tabu of killing a dog, particularly a healthy one. Cf. No. 7160, above.

7175 A dog that barks never (seldom) bites.

Lucille Cheek, Chatham county ; Zilpah Frisbie, Marion, McDowell
county; and an anonymous informant. North Carolina: Whiting, 396,
s.v. "Dog"-i (seldom) — Kentucky: Thomas, No. 3385 (a big dog
barks but will not bite : a little dog will bite but does not bark much

;
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hence the stanza of 'Sourwood Mountain' : Big dog bark an' little un
bite you, / Hey-ho diddle-um-di-ay ! / Big girl court an' little un slight

you, / He-ho diddle-un-di-ay !) ; Fowler, No. 3385a (it is said of a dog
who barks much: all bark and no bite) — Louisiayia: Roberts, No. 1274
(if a dog barks a great deal he will not bite: "He is all bark and no
bite") — Pennsylvania: Shoemaker, 13 — Indiana: HF vi (1947), 72,

No. 9; HFB rv (1945), 4, No. 4 (barking dogs won't bite) — Illinois:

Hyatt, No. 2016 (large dogs bark but do not bite). FFC 113, 28;
Oxford Dictionary of English Proverbs, 23, s.v. "Barking."

7176 Crook your right little finger inward, and you can get by
a biting dog.

Mrs. Maude Minish Sutton, Lenoir, Caldwell county. Cf. Maryland:
Whitney-Bullock, No. 1436 (put your thumbs under your fingers and
dogs will not bite you).

Miscellaneous

yiyy A rabbit can't be caught in a newly made box. Make one
out of old planks, let it set a year, and then begin to use it.

Green Collection.

7178 On the first day of the month, say "Rabbit! rabbit! rab-

bit !" and the first thing you know, you will get a present from
someone you like very much.

Green Collection. Cf. Pennsylvania: Hand, Pennsylvania, No. 232 (if

you say "Rabbit, rabbit, rabbit" the first thing when you wake up in the

morning on the first of each month, you will have good luck all month)
— New Mexico: Baughman, Sayings, 23 (say "Rabbit, rabbit, rabbit"

at the first of the month for good luck and money).

7179 To dream of rats is a sign of great trouble.

Lucille Massey, Durham county. Tennessee: Farr, Riddles, No. 64 (bad

luck) ; Farr, Superstitions, No. 64 (dream of rats fighting) ; Rogers,

Guideposts, No. 88 (rats fighting). HDA vii, 520; Sebillot, Vol. 3,

26.

7180 If the first baby lamb you see during the year is headed

toward you, you will have good luck during that year.

Anonymous.

7 1 81 If a souvenir elephant has its trunk pointing down, the

owner will have bad luck.

J. Frederick Doering, Durham. Ontario: Doering-Doering I, 63 —
Pennsylvania: Hand, Pennsylvania, No. 225 (statuettes of elephants

should always have their trunks turned up so the good luck will not flow

out: it should also face east) — Illinois: Hyatt, No. 10599 (an elephant

mascot kept in the house should have its trunk up for luck; if the trunk

is down, you will be unlucky) ; No. 10598 (tail to the north) — Colo-

rado: Davidson, No. 74 (never buy a toy elephant that has its trunk

down: bad luck).
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7182 Monkeys are attracted sexually by human females.

Green Collection.

7183 Bats are regarded as omens of bad luck.

Green Collection. Illi)wis: Wine, No. 148. HDA 11, 1590, s.v. "Fled-

ermaus."

Chickens, Eggs

7184 If two cocks fight after sundown, someone in that family

will have bad luck.

Anonymous. Cf. HDA iii, 1326, s.v. "Hahn."

7185 It is bad luck for a rooster to stand in the door and crow.

Miss Luda Collins, Wake county ; and Fannie Vann, Clinton, Sampson
county. Cf. Maryland: Whitney-Bullock, No. 119 (if a strange rooster

stands in your door and crows, it is an evil omen) — Ozarks: Randolph,

306 — New Mexico: Moya, 63, No. 30 (at the door [Spanish]). Cf. No.
5272, above. On the other hand it is often considered good luck for a
rooster to crow in or near the door.

7186 When the rooster crows in front of the door, or on the

doorsteps (on the porch), it is bad luck.

Fannie Vann, Clinton, Sampson county ; Esther F. Royster, Henderson,
Vance county ; Mildred Sinclair, Carthage, Moore county ; and Odus
Rupe (Kentucky). Cf. Kentucky: Thomas, No. 3593 (bad luck in the

family if a rooster crows on the steps on Sunday, unless he is killed at

once) — Alabama: Browne, No. 3824 (porch) — Illinois: Hyatt, No.
1760 (near your door) ; No. 1761 (doorstep on Sunday) ; No. 1762 (kill-

ing of rooster as prescribed in the Kentucky item) — California: Dress-
lar, 22 (at front door: bad luck for seven years); also (back steps).

Cf. Nos. 5268 (porch), 5269 (at the door), above. HDA in, 1342, s.v.

"Hahnenkrahen."

7187 If a rooster crows on the fence it is good luck.

Anonymous.

7188 If a rooster crows while going on the roost, it is bad luck.

Anonymous. Kentucky: Thomas, No. 3587 — Illinois: Hyatt, No. 1763
(bad luck in the family).

7189 It is bad luck for a rooster to crow on the roost after dark.

Mrs. Gertrude Allen Vaught, Alexander county. Tennessee: Redfield,

No. 314 — Alabama: Browne, No. 3821 — Nova Scotia: Fauset, No. 25
(Indian). Cf. Nos. 5259 f., above (after sunset).

7190 It is bad luck for a rooster to crow before midnight.

Mrs. Gertrude Allen Vaught, Alexander county. Alabama: Browne, No.
3822 (when the old red rooster crows before midnight, etc.) — Quebec:
Marie-Ursule, 164, No. 82 (after sundown and before midnight [French]

)

— Ontario: Wintemberg, Grey, No. 41 (between sundown and midnight)
— Illinois: Hyatt, No. 1765 — California: Dresslar, 23 (roosters that
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crow in the middle of the night bring bad luck to their owners). Cf. Nos.
5263 ff., above. Addy, 66; Bergen, Burial, 25; HDA iii, 1341 ; Puck-
ett, 466 f. (West Africa).

71 91 A rooster crowing in the night means trouble.

J. Schafifner. South: Puckett, 485 (nocturnal crowing) ; Shearin, 319
(impending calamity) — Ontario: Waugh, No. 104 (in the evening) —
Illinois: Hyatt, No. 1764 (bad omen) ; Smith II, 66, No. 9 (before
dawn) — iriscousin: Brown, Birds, 9 — Idaho: Lore, 201. Cf. Nos.
5261 f., above. Udal, 180; Puckett, 486 (West Africa).

7192 It is bad luck for a hen to crow^.

Elizabeth Janet Cromartie, Garland, Sampson county ; and four other
informants, mainly from central and western counties. The following

references are to "hen" only, not to "chicken." Tennessee: Miller, 59,

No. 8 — Alabama: Browne, No. 3815; No. 3816 (bad luck in the

family) — Dominican Republic: Andrade, 427 (misfortune will come to

the owner) — New England: Johnson, What They Say, 94 — New
York: Travis, 201 — Illinois: Hyatt, No. 1758 — Wisconsin: Brown,
Birds, 9 (misfortune) — Texas: Turner, 160 — Nevada: Loomis, Folk-
lore, 417, No. 5 (disaster) — California: Dresslar, 33 — Oregon:
Hand, No. 5 (disaster). HDA iv, 449, s.v. "Huhn" ; Addy, 66; Rad-
ford, 193.

7193 If a hen crows, it is bad luck. To keep ofif this bad luck,

kill it.

W. H. Smith; Pearl Webb, Pineola, Avery county; and an anonymous
informant. General: Bergen-Newell, 152; Knortz, 63 — South: Wiltse,

Superstitions, 132 (kill her at once ; she is trying to crow bad luck to

you and some of your family) — North Carolina: Hoke, 115 — Ala-

bama: Browne, No. 3814 (bad luck if you don't kill her) — Mississippi:

Hudson, 150, No. 11 (bad luck is sure to visit the family unless the hen
is immediately killed) — Massachusetts and Rhode Island: Parsons, loi

(killed immediately and taken to the priest [Portuguese Negro]) —
New York: Barnes, No. 68 — Pennsylvania: Fogel, No. 892 (German)

;

Rupp, 257, No. 3 (killed the same day) — Illinois: Briggs, 216; Hyatt,

No. 1759 ("We had a hen that just kept crowing early one morning.
My mother said we should kill her, and my father said, 'Oh, let her live.

There is nothing to that old saying.' And we didn't kill her. It was not

a week until my father had a stroke, and we had nothing but trouble

for a year. My mother said if another hen would ever crow again early

in the morning, it would not live") — California: Dresslar, S3- HDA
IV, 449, s.v. "Huhn" ; Bergen, Burial, 25. For references to the bad luck

associated with crowing hens and whistling girls, see Nos. 8493 ff., below.

7194 If a chicken stands in the door and crows it is bad luck.

Esther F. Royster, Henderson, Vance county.

7195 It is bad for chickens or hens if you cut their feathers.

Green Collection.

7196 "Whisper in the ear of a chicken what you want him to be,

and he'll shore be it
!"

Green Collection.
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7197 If two people make a wish and pull the wishbone of a

chicken, the one who gets the shorter end gets the wish.

Alda Grayson, Rutherfordton, Rutherford county. Tennessee: Rogers,
Wish, 39, 15:1 (and the wish will come true) — Illinois: Hyatt, No.
6641.

7198 Two people wish before pulling the wishbone of a chicken

apart. The one holding the longer piece gets his wish, but he
must not tell what it was.

Green Collection. In none of the following references is the lucky per-

son pledged to silence. South Carolina: Bryant II, 145, No. 34 — Ten-
nessee: Miller, 61 ; Rogers, Wish, 39, 15:1 (and the wish will come true)
— Louisiana: Roberts, No. 81 (description of the pulling) — Florida:
Hauptmann, 30 (Spanish) — Ontario: Doering, Custonis. 152 (you will

have good luck) ; Wintemberg, Oxford, No. 39 (two persons seize the
forks of a wishbone with their respective little fingers and break it, each
one at the same time secretly making a wish. The one with the longest

[sic] piece will see his wish "come true") — New England: Johnson,
What They Say, 73 f. (directions on drying and seasoning the bone be-
fore breaking it ; "the wish of the one that has the top with his piece
when it breaks will come true") — Illinois: Hyatt, No. 6640; Wine, No.
161 — Nebraska: Nebraska Proverbs I, 5 — California: Dresslar, 122 —
Washington: Tacoma, 10.

7199 Eat chicken feet behind the door, and you will be cunning.

Mamie Mansfield, Durham county; Zilpah Frisbie, Marion, McDowell
county ; and an anonymous informant.

7200 It is unlucky to hold a dying chicken.

Green Collection. Kentucky: Thomas, No. 3599 (bad omen for a
chicken to die in one's hand) ; No. 3600 (disastrous to let the chicken
head die in your hand when a chicken is killed) — Illinois: Hyatt, No.

1749 (bad luck will befall you if you let a chicken die in your hand). Cf.

No. 7094, above.

7201 Dreams of eggs indicate impending misfortunes.

Mrs. Nilla Lancaster, Goldsboro, Wayne county. References given do
not include items having to do with dreams about "broken eggs," or
those newly laid. General: Knortz, 43 (bad luck) — South: Puckett, 500
(confusion [Negro]); 501 f. (a fuss [Negro]) — Maryland: Whitney-
Bullock, No. 678 (bad luck) — Kentucky: Thomas, No. 1935 (to dream
of unbroken eggs is a sign of trouble to come) — Georgia: Moore, 305
(unbroken eggs—trouble) — Nezu England: Johnson, What They Say,
39 (trouble) — Illinois: Hyatt, No. 6124 (bad luck) — California:
Dresslar, 129 (bad luck). HDA 11, 643, s.v. "Ei"; Kamp, 66, No.
105 ; Storaker, Mennesket, No. 533.

7202 Throwing a lucky egg over a house backwards is good
luck.

Glen Yaines, Cooleemee, Davie county ; an anonymous informant ; and
Thomas Dubose (South Carolina). West Virginia: HF vi (1947) 47 f.

(often the first and last hen's eggs of a season are small ; if one of these
is found in a nest, the finder must throw it backward, over his left

shoulder, and over the house. If the egg falls in a soft clump of grass,
good luck will follow ; if the egg is broken, bad luck will have been
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warded off) — Pennsylvania: Fogel, No. 876 (throw a dwarf egg back-
wards over a building, and the bad luck will accompany the egg [Ger-
man]); Rupp, 258, No. 17 (German). HDA ir, 601, s.v. "Ei." For
a fuller description of one of these dwarf eggs, cf. No. 7203, below.

7203 When a person finds the last egg of a hen's present supply
(which is very small), and throws it over his right shoulder,

any wish he makes will come true, provided the egg does not
break.

Joseph E. Kanipe, Asheville, Buncombe county ; and Annie Hamlin, Dur-
ham. The so-called "luck egg," as noted in No. 7202, above, was a
small egg, dropped at the beginning or close of the laying season, and
was sometimes jocularly known as a "rooster's egg." (Cf. Bergen,
Animal, Nos. 16-18, for references from representative parts of the

United States and Canada, also Knortz, 140.) In the Pennsylvania Ger-
man country it was known dialectally, as an Unglicksoi, i.e., 'unlucky
egg.' (Rupp, 258, No. 17). The terms "dwarf egg" and "runt egg" were
also in common use in addition to such more conventional terms as

"small," "little," etc., and even a "soft-shelled" egg. References to throw-
ing such an egg over the shoulder are found in Nos. 7202, above, and
7204, below, where the throwing of these eggs over houses, barns, and
other buildings to avoid bad luck is taken up.

7204 When a hen lays an undersized egg, it must be thrown
over the house of those owning the hen to avoid bad luck. It

must not be broken beforehand.

M. I. Pickens, Charlotte. In the following references no mention is made
of an unbroken egg. Maryland: Whitney- Bullock, Nos. 1406-1407 (when
a hen lays a very small egg, it is bad luck to take it into the house; it

should be thrown over the house for luck) — Tennessee: Rogers,
Aninial, No. 116 (when a hen lays a little egg, it is unlucky unless you
throw the egg over the house) — Louisiana: Roberts, No. 141 1 (when
you find a very small egg in the yard, throw it over the barn) —
Ontario: Wintemberg, German II, 89 (a soft-shelled egg presages mis-

fortune ; to prevent the threatened ill luck, stand on the north side of the

house and throw it over the roof [German]) ; Wintemberg, Waterloo, 6

(a runt egg is believed to be a harbinger of bad luck [ungliicks oi, 'un-

lucky egg'], and is thrown over the roof of the house as soon as it is

found) — Pennsylvania: Bergen, Animal, No. 19 (when one finds a
"luck tgg," to avert evil he should throw the tgg over the barn or
house, and also stand so that the egg shall be thrown over his right

shoulder) ; Fogel, No. 877 (lucky to throw a dwarf &gg over a bam
[German]) ; Rupp, 258, No. 17 (a dwarf egg [en Unglicksoi] should be
thrown over a barn or building, or against a barn door ; otherwise one
will not have good luck [German]) — Ohio: cf. Pennsylvania reference

(Bergen, Animal, No. 19), above — Illinois: Hyatt, No. 1742 (to avert

bad luck when you find a soft-shelled egg, throw it over the house) ;

Wheeler, 62 (a small egg found in a nest is unlucky, and must be thrown
over the house at once). Swietek, 562.

Birds

7205 Birds are a sign of good luck.

Carolyn Kay Root, Durham. Cf. Pennsylvania: Crosby, 308 (Armen-
ian).
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7206 If the first bird you see on New Year's morning is flying

low, you will not have much luck during the year.

Anonj'tnous.

7207 If you see a flock of birds, make a wish and do not look
back at the birds again.

Eunice Smith, Beaufort, Pantego county. Cf. New York: Travis, 202
(no prohibition on looking back) — Washington: Tacoma, 32.

7208 Stamp black birds.

J. Frederick Doering, Durham. Cf. New York: Travis, 202 (if, when
you make a wish on seeing a flock of birds, you touch something black,
your wish will come true ; and in any event it will bring good luck) —
Washington: Tacoma, 32 (if you see a flock of blackbirds, name them
and make a wish).

7209 It is good luck for birds to come into the house.

Miss Gates, and an anonymous informant. Maine: Speck, Penobscot, 24
(a little bird entering a house or tent is good luck [Penobscot Indian])
— California: Gar, Russian . No. 30 (flying through the house [Rus-
sian]).

7210 It is lucky to have a bird fly in the room.

Elsie Doxey, Currituck county. Cf. No. 7209, above.

721 1 A bird facing a person in a teacup is a sign of good luck.

J. Frederick Doering, Durham.

7212 If a bird flies in front of you at night, it will bring you
bad luck.

Autie Bell Lambert, Stanly county.

7213 It is bad luck for a bird to fly against a window.

Ada Briggs (Virginia), and an anonymous informant. Tennessee:
Harder, Beliefs, 9 (a bird lighting in the window) — Massachusetts:
JAFL VII (1894), 252 (flying into a window) — Osarks: Randolph,
307 (any bird rapping on a windowpane, or trying to get into the
cabin, is a very bad sign) — California: Dresslar, 27. Udal, 237;
HDA vni, 1673, s.v. "Vogel."

7214 If a bird flies into the house, there will be bad luck in the

family.

W. H. Smith. General: Bergen-Newell, 153 (as a charm to ward of? the
omen of a bird in the house, spit on the floor, draw a circle around the
saliva, walk around the circle with the back turned, and spit a second
time) — Illinois: Briggs, 216 (unlucky for any kind of a bird to fly into
the house). HDA viii, 1673 (a death in the family) ; Simon, Beliefs
(Japan).

7215 If a bird flies into your room, you will have some mis-
fortune.

Alma Irene Stone, Meredith College, near Raleigh. Tennessee: Rogers,
Guideposts, No. 27 (bad luck).
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7216 If you bring a live bird in the house, it is bad luck.

Ruth Morgan, Stanly county.

7217 If you put your hand in a bird's nest, the bird will leave

the nest and you will have bad luck.

Anonymous. In none of the following references is there mention made
of bad luck befalling the desecrator of the nest. In all items except the

one from Tennessee mention is made of "touching" the nest. Tennessee:

Massey, 57 (the bird will leave the nest) — Louisiana: Roberts, No.

1363 (the bird will not come back) — Pennsylvania: Rupp, 264, No. i;

No. 5 (the nest will be found and emptied by cats, crows, or snakes).

HDA VII, 835 (robin's nest).

7218 If you steal a bird's eggs, you'll have bad luck.

Anonymous. As in the preceding number, except for the first item from
Ontario, reference is made to "touching" the eggs, with emphasis only on
the harm done the eggs. Ontario: Wintemberg, Waterloo, 20 (very

unlucky to collect bird's eggs) — Illinois: Hyatt, No. 1487 (if you touch

the eggs the birds will never return). Storaker, Mennesket, Nos. 173,

175 ; Kamp, 56, No. 33-

7219 If a bird sings before breakfast, a cat will catch it before

night.

Anonymous. General: Bergen et al., 17, No. 28 ("The little bird that

sings in the morning, the old cat will eat before night") ; Knortz, 142

(sing in the morning, etc.) — Maryland: Whitney-Bullock, No. 626 —
Ohio: Bergen, Current, No. 1318 (sing in the morning, etc. This was
said to children when they were especially hilarious in early morning)
— Texas: Bogusch, 122 (will be eaten by the cat). Cf. Nos. 2844 ff.,

above.

7220 You catch a bird by putting salt on its tail.

Carolyn Kay Root, Durham. General: Knortz, 57 — North Carolina:

Whiting, 470, s.v. "Salt"-3 — South Carolina: Bryant II, 146, No. 59 —
Maryland: Whitney-Bullock, No. 1311 ; No. 1312 (fresh salt) — Ken-
tucky: Fowler, No. 3649a — Tennessee: Frazier, 47, No. 13 — Illinois:

Allison, No. 354; Hyatt, No. 1492; No. 1497 (you will acquire good
luck if you can put salt on a bird's tail) — Ozarks: Randolph, 283 —
Texas: Hendricks, No. 47 — California: Dresslar, 27. HDA viii,

1675, s.v. "Vogel."

7221 A bird that makes its nest of hair will die within a year.

Eunice Smith, Pantego, Beaufort county. Cf. Wessman, 13. Cf. No. 1560,

above.

Redbird

7222 If you see a redbird, name it, and you will see it Sunday.

Dixie V. Lamm, Lucama, Wilson county. Cf. Kentucky: Thomas, No.

137 (name a redbird; if you make a wish before the bird flies, the wish
will come true) — Washington: Tacoma, 32 (same as preceding item).
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7223 See a redbird and make a wish ; if you do not tell it, it will

come true.

W. J. Hickman, Hudson, Caldwell county. In none of the following ref-

erences is secrecy enjoined. South: Puckett, 491 ("wishing on a red-

bird" is done sometimes simply on seeing him [Negro]) — South Caro-
lina: Bryant H, 145, No. 33 — Alabama: Browne, No. 3773 — IVash-
ington: Tacoma, z^.

7224 If you see a redbird on Friday, and make a wish, it will

come true.

Zilpah Frisbie, Marion, McDowell county. Cf. Texas: Hendricks, No. 94
(if you see a redbird on Friday, you will be unlucky).

7225 If you see a redbird and make a wish before it flies

(moves), the wish will come true.

Mrs. Gertrude Allen Vaught, Alexander county; W. J. Hickman, Hud-
son, Caldwell county. Cf. Tennessee: Rogers, Animal, No. 93 (to see a

redbird and make a wish before it flies will bring good luck) — Ala-
bama: Browne, No. 3775 (if it flies before you see it again, your wish
will come true).

7226 Make a wish when you see a redbird sitting on a limb,

and before he flies it will come true.

Julian P. Boyd. Cf. Tennessee: Miller, 61, No. 2 (when you see a red-
bird sitting, make a wish ; if the bird flies to the left, the wish will not
materialize).

y22y If you see a redbird, kiss your thumb, make a wish, and
your wish will come true.

Ruth Trivette, Hickory, Catawba county, and an anonymous informaxit.

7228 If you see a redbird, make a wish, and throw a kiss at it

before it flies, your wish will come true.

Grace McNeill, Toecane, Mitchell county; Lavelle Ellington (Georgia)
;

and an anonymous informant. In none of the following references is

there a time reference to "before it flies." South: Puckett, 491 (Negro)
;

also (five kisses each containing six wishes)
;

(nine kisses) — Ken-
tucky: Thomas, No. 134 — Alnbama: Browne, No. 3776 — Washington:
Tacoma, 32.

7229 If you see a redbird on Friday, make a wish, and throw
three kisses at it, your wish will come true.

Ethyl Robinson ; the Green Collection ; and an anonymous informant.

7230 If you see a redbird flying, make a wish, and it will come
true.

Jeanette McKinney, Lees-McRae College, Avery county, and an anony-
mous informant.
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7231 Make a wish when you see a redbird. If it flies to the

right, the wish will come to pass.

Eunice Smith, Pantego, Beaufort county. Tennessee: Miller, 61, No. 2

(when one sees a redbird sitting, etc.) — Alabama: Browne, No. 3774 —
Washington: Tacoma, 32; also (the wish will come to pass if the bird
flies upward).

Doves, Bluebirds, Robins, Wrens

7232 When you hear the first dove in the spring, turn on your

heel and wish, and your wish will come true.

Green Collection. Cf. Illinois: Hyatt, No. 6632 (as soon as you hear the

first turtledove of spring, walk three times around the tree in which the

bird is perched and make a wish) — Osarks: Randolph, 333 (Avhen a
plowman hears the first turtledove in the spring, he makes a wish and
turns around three times on his left heel ; then he takes oflf his left shoe,

and if he finds a hair in the shoe which is the color of his wife's or

sweetheart's hair, he feels that his wish will be realized).

7233 It is bad luck to shoot a dove.

Robert E. Long, Roxboro, Person county. General: Knortz, 13^ (one
must not kill a dove, because it's the only bird, along with the eagle, that

can fly to heaven) — South: Puckett, 435 f. (kill [Negro]) — South
Carolina: Davis, 247, No. 34 (kill [Negro]) — Tennessee: Frazier, 41,

No. 25 (it is bad luck to kill a dove, since it is regarded as a sacred

bird) ; Massey, 57 (never kill a dove, for each one has a drop of human
blood in its veins) ; McGlasson, 21, No. 33 (kill) — Louisiana: Roberts,

No. 1321 (kill) — Illinois: Hyatt, No. 1519. Cf. No. 7876, below.

HDA VIII, 695, s.v. "Taube."

7234 If you see a bluebird, make a wish before it flies away.

Eunice Smith, Pantego, Beaufort county. Tennessee: Farr, Riddles, No.

217 (the wish will come true before stmset [no mention of the bird's

flying away] ) — Washington: Tacoma, 28.

7235 If the first robin seen in the spring is on the ground, ill

luck is indicated. The higher he is the better the luck.

Elsie Doxey, Currituck county. New York: Travis, 200 (if you see the

first robin in the spring in the air, you will have good luck).

7236 Make a wish before the first robin you have seen in spring

flies, and it will come to pass,

Elsie Doxey, Currituck county.

7237 To see a robin redbreast before breakfast is a sign of

disappointment.

Ruth Holt, Graham, Alamance county, and an anonymous informant.

7238 It is unlucky to kill a robin.

Green Collection. Maryland: Whitney-Bullock, No. 112 — Kentucky:

Thomas, No. 3647 — Wisconsin: Brown, Birds, 7 (to injure a robin
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brings the worst of bad luck) — Illinois: Hyatt, No. 1560 (very un-

lucky). Pop. Sup. Gent. Mag. 204; Radford, 202 f. ; Thompson, Ire-

land, 225 ; Udal, 243 f.

7239 It is unlucky to kill a wren.

Green Collection. North Carolina: NCF vii. No. i (1959), 6 (wrens are
not killed on Knott's Island because of the prevailing superstition, handed
down by previous generations, that if one killed a wren, he would suflfer

a broken limb) — Maryland: Whitney-Bullock, No. 112 — Kentucky:
Thomas, No. 3685 — Louisiana: The Selected Writings of Lafcadio
Hearn, ed. Henry Goodman (New York, 1949), 278 (c'est zozeau bon
Die ['our good Lord's bird']) (French) — Illinois: Hyatt, No. 1579 —
Ozarks: Randolph, 249 (it is very bad luck to kill wrens, the best

course being to let them severely alone) — Texas: Strecker, Birds, 31.

Foster, 34 (except for the ritual killing on St. Stephan's Day)
;

JAFL VI (1893), 144 (Isle of Man) ; Pop. Sup. Gent. Mag., 204; Rad-
ford, 76 ; HDA IX, 882, s.v. "Zaunkonig." For a broken limb resulting
from killing a wren, see Nos. 814, 1483, above.

Martins, Swallows, Whippoorwills, Gulls

7240 It is unlucky to kill a martin.

Green Collection. Pop. Sup. Gent. Mag., 204. Perhaps the reason for
this tabu is the sacred character of the bird, as indicated in the old
rhyme : The martin and the swallow / Are God Almighty's bow and
arrow (Udal, 244). Among the Pennsylvania Germans it is believed that
martins are omens of good luck, and that they give protection and secur-
ity against the elements and evil spirits (Rupp, 257, No. 7).

7241 It is unlucky to kill a swallow.

Green Collection. "Though useless unto us and rather of molestation,
we commonly refrain from killing swallows, and esteem it unlucky to
destroy them" — F.C.B. Maryland: Whitney-Bullock, No. 113; No. 114
(chimney swallows) — Pennsylvania: Fogel, No. 437; Rupp, 257, No.
S (barn swallows) — New Mexico: Espinosa, 417, No. 39 (the swallow
must not be killed or even molested, since it was the swallow that pulled
off the thorns from the crown of Christ [Spanish]). Addy, 67; Pop.
Sup. Gent. Mag., 204; Radford, 35; HDA viii, 1050, s.v. "toten."

7242 If the whippoorwill comes and hollos (or sings) near the
house, it is a sign of good luck.

Mrs. Gertrude Allen Vaught, Alexander county. In examples from New
England to the Texas country, it is bad luck to hear a whippoorwill call
or sing near a house, to fly over it, or to perch on the roof.

7243 If you hear a whippoorwill for the first time in the year
to your right, it portends good luck.

W. J. Hickman, Hudson, Caldwell county.

7244 When a whippoorwill is heard for the first time in the
year, it is bad luck if the sound comes from the left.

W. J. Hickman, Hudson, Caldwell county. Cf. Maryland: Whitney-
Bullock, No. 116A (if in the spring you hear a whip-poor-will over your
left shoulder for the first time, you will have bad luck all that season).
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7245 A wish made while one hears the first whip-o'-will of the
season will come true.

Dorothy Kanoy, Fayetteville, Cumberland county, and Bessie Lou Mull,
Shelby, Cleveland county. Alabama: Browne, No. 3782; No. 3783
(make three wishes) — Maine: Decrow, 320 — Washington: Tacoma,
32 (wish must be kept secret).

7246 When one hears a whippoorwill for the first time during
the season, let him make a wish, and the wish will come true at

the same time the next year.

Carl G. Knox, Leland, Brunswick county.

7247 When on first hearing a whippoorwill in the spring, one
rolls over on the ground and makes a wish, it will come true.

Lida Page, Nelson, Durham county. Cf. Kentucky: Thomas, No. 141

(walk three steps back, pick up whatever is under your left heel, spit

on it, and make a wish) — Illinois: Hyatt, No. 6636 (same as the pre-

vious item, except that spitting on the thing picked up is not mentioned)

.

7248 When you hear the first whippoorwill in the spring, if you
will lie down on the ground and roll over three times, making a
wish each time, your wishes will come true before the first whip-
poorwill comes another year.

Mrs. Maude Minish Sutton, Lenoir, Caldwell county; Edna Beasley,

Louisburg, Franklin county ; and the Green Collection. "Then I don't

keer what you wishes fer, you'll get it"—P.G. In none of the following
references is it specified that a wish should be made, or repeated, after

each roll. Kentucky: KFR iii (1957), 10 (a wish while rolling over
three times) — Tennessee: Farr, Riddles, No. 221 (turn around three
times and make a wish; the wish will come true in three days) ; Farr,
Superstitions, No. 221 (same as preceding) ; Miller, 61, No. 4 (make a
wish and roll over three times) — Alabama: Browne, No. 3784 (lie

down and roll over three times; make a wish, etc.).

7249 Female whippoorwills are blind during the nesting season.

Green Collection.

7250 On even days of the month, the number of gulls seen in

a flock will be even ; on odd days, odd.

Anonymous.

7251 If the first gull you hear hollering in the spring is in front

of you, your trouble has just begun. If it is heard behind you,

your trouble is ended.

Ruth Morgan, Stanly county.

Jaybirds, Mockingbirds, Filliloo Birds

7252 Jaybirds go to hell every Friday with a grain of corn.

Anonymous. South: Puckett, 549 (some say that jaybirds sold them-
selves to the devil for an ear of corn, and are obliged to take sticks and
sand to him every Friday to make his fire hot). The connection of the
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jaybird with the devil, by pact, or for whatever other reason, explains

the fact that this bird is regarded by many as the devil's messenger
(Thompson, G303. 10.17). ^t- HHi'ois: Hyatt, No. 1508 (the reason you
never see jayl)ir(ls on Friday is that they "go to hell on Friday to tell

the devil all the meanness you people do to us Negroes throujjh the

week" [Negro]) — Maryland: JAFL 11, (1899), 299 (the jaybird as a
sin-reporter, making a trip to hell every third day to tell the devil about

the people's sins [Negro]) — Colorado: Davidson, No. 17 (the blucjays

report all naughty doings of bad children to the devil every Friday)

.

7253 You never see a bluejay on Friday because they are so

busy carrying twigs to hell.

Green Collection. Cf. South: Puckett, 549 (kindling) — Maryland:
Whitney-Bullock, No. 2199 ("totin' wood for the devil," and sorne add,

"to burn your soul" [Negro]) — Alabama: Browne, No. 3308 (devil's

familiar, who spends every Friday with him to help him rebuild the fires

during the night) — Ocarks: Randolph, 248 (to help the devil gather

kindling) ; also (the bluejay spends Friday breaking off twigs to be

burned by wicked people here on earth, as attested in an old son^ with

the chorus: Don't you hear that jaybird call? / Don't you hear them
dead sticks fall? / He's a-throwin' down firewood for we-all, / All on a

Friday mornin") — Texas: Strecker, Origins, 76 (carrying sticks to the

devil) ; Strecker, Birds. 30 (the bluejay is a familiar of evil spirits and
is never seen on Friday, for he is then carrying sticks for fuel to the

devil in hell [Negro]).

7254 Every Friday jaybirds carry a grain of sand to hell.

Green Collection. South: Puckett, 549 (the grain of sand is a ransom
for the souls in hell, who cannot be released until all the sand on the

surface of the earth has been carried below [Negro]); also (a Negro
folk-rhyme gives the impression that the devil uses the sand to blind

people : Did you ever see de devil wid his iron handled shovel, / A-
scrapin' up de san' in his old tin pan? / He cuts up mighty funny, he
steals all yo' money, / He blinds you wid his san'. He's trying to get

you, man!) — Kentucky: Thomas, No. 2762 — Michigan: Dorson,
Negro, 21, No. 4 (bluejay [Negro]) — Wisconsin: Brown, 7 f. (blue-

jay) — Illinois: Hyatt, No. 1507 (each bluejay carries a grain of sand
to the devil) — Texas: Strecker, Birds, 30 (bluejay).

7255 "When I was a boy I used to hear the following about

the jaybird. Most birds in our climate become quiet in the

middle of the day, and this is said to be a characteristic of the

jaybird in the South. The Negroes have the saying that the

jaybird is quiet because during the middle of the day he goes to

hell to carry down brimstone for the use of the devil. And when
a Negro would catch a jaybird, he would wring its head off and
say, 'You won't carry down no sulphur to hell to bum up dis

nigger.'

"

Reverend George W. Lay, Eastern N. C.

7256 If a mockingbird sings all night long, as they sometimes
do, it is a true sign of a great sorrow or trouble that is coming
to the family.

S. M. Davis, White Hall (Seven Springs), Wayne county.
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7257 The Filliloo (Gilliloo) bird sticks his head in the sand
and whistles.

Green Collection. Wisconsin: Botkin, 646 (Phillyloo Bird [a mythical

bird]. It had a long beak like a stork and long legs. It had no feathers

to spare. It flew upside down the better to keep warm and to avoid
rheumatism in its long limbs. It laid Grade D eggs [quoted from Charles
Edward Brown, Paul Bunyan Natural History (Madison, Wis., 1935)]).
See also "Gillygaloo," Botkin, loc. cit.

Owls

7258 It is bad luck for an owl to come near a dwelling.

Lida Page, Nelson, Durham county. In items 7258-7280 I shall distin-

guish between various kinds of owls, even though the function itself is

the same. Florida: Hurston, 395 (bad luck for a screech ["squinch"]

owl to sit on a house [Negro]) — California: Dresslar, 30 (bad luck to

have an owl about the house, whether alive or stuffed) ; also (coming
into the house). Cf. Nos. 5303 ff., above. Cf. No. 5312, above. HDA 11,

1073, s.v. "Eule" ; Thompson, B147. 2.2.4.

7259 The screech owl that howls at night is one of the worst
harbingers of bad luck, second only to a howling dog.

O. W. Blacknall, Kittrell, Vance county, and Dorothy McDowell Vann,
Raleigh. Tennessee: Rogers, Guideposts, No. 28 (owl holloing persist-

ently at night) — Illinois: Hyatt, No. 1537 (trouble of some sort if

you hear a screech owl calling at night) ; No. 1539 (always means bad
luck) — Mexico: Nuttall, 119. Addy, 70; Radford, 185; Thompson,
B 1 47.2.2.4. For references to the ominous howling of a dog, see Nos. 5205
ff., 7165 fif., above.

7260 To hear a screech owl hoot near the house means bad
luck to the inmates.

Mrs. Gertrude Allen Vaught, Alexander county. Florida: Hurston, 395,

No. 10 (bad luck for a screech ["squinch"] owl to sit near enough to the

house to be heard at night [Negro]) — Osarks: Randolph, 245 (the

Ozarker does not like to hear a screech owl near his cabin) — Texas:
Turner, 158. HDA iv, 1192 ff., s.v. "Kauz."

7261 Hearing an owl hollering on top of a house is bad luck.

Ray Peterson, Riley, Franklin county ; students from Lees-McRae Col-

lege, Avery county ; and an anonymous informant. Texas: Hendricks,

No. 118 (an owl at dusk that calls three times from the ridgepole fore-

tells great sorrow in that house). HDA iv, 1192 ff., s.v. "Kauz."

7262 The hooting of a screech owl close to the back door is a

sign of bad luck.

Lucille Massey, Durham county. Cf. Nos. 5313, 7260 f., above.

7263 When you mock a hooting owl, he will come to you.

Elizabeth Janet Cromartie, Garland, Sampson county. In the following

examples mocking the owl, or imitating it, is simply described as bring-

ing bad luck, and other consequences ; in no case does the owl come to
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plague the offender. South: Puckett, 485 (it is bad luck to mock an owl;
if you do so you will get a whipping, or your house will burn down
[Negro]) — Kentucky: Thomas, No. 3619 (bad luck to imitate the
hoot of an owl) — Maine: Speck, Penobscot, 25 (tabu for children to
mock the screech owl, lest he burn the offender or his camp [Penobscot
Indian]) — Pennsylvania: Shoemaker, 9 (imitate) — Illinois: Hyatt,
No. 1541 (imitate).

7264 If a screech owl hoots close to the back door, to prevent
bad luck turn all the shoes in the house over.

Lucille Massey, Durham county. Cf. Nos. 7265 ff., below. Cf. also Nos.
7170 f., above.

7265 When a screech owl is screeching, take off your shoe and
turn it over in the corner and he will stop.

Louise Bennett, Middleburg, Vance county. Cf. Kentucky: Thomas, No.
3626 (turn the toes of your shoes to touch the wall) — Tennessee:
Rogers, Animal, No. 109 (turn your shoes outside in, upside down, and
place them under the bed) — Louisiana: Roberts, No. 1350 (take off
one of your shoes and put it on the front door sill ; then the owl will go
away) — Indiana: Kellner, 230 (memorat). HDA iv, 1193, s.v.
"Kauz." Cf. No. 531 1, above.

7266 If you turn over an old shoe it will stop the screeching of
a screech owl.

Louise Bennett, Middleburg, Vance county. Kentucky: Thomas, No.
3623 — Texas: Turner, 158 (bad luck can be averted by turning over an
old shoe three times).

7267 To stop a screech owl from hollering, take off your shoe
and put your toe in the heel of the shoe.

J. Ben Harris, Warren county. The following references are to remov-
ing the shoes and crossing them. Kentucky: Thomas, No. 3625 —
Louisiatia: Roberts, No. 1353 — IVisconsin: Brown, Birds, 8 — Illinois-
Hyatt, No. 1534.

7268 If you turn your left shoe bottom side up against the table
leg, it will stop a shivering owl.

Julian P. Boyd. References are not to shivering owls, nor do they
specify placing the turned-up shoe against the table leg; they refer to
turning the left shoe over or upside down. Kentucky: Thomas, No.
3624 — Louisiana: Roberts, No. 1355 (turn the left shoe over twice) —
Indiana: Brewster, Beliefs, No. 230 — Illinois: Hyatt, No. 1535.

7269 If you hear an owl screech, take off a shoe and point it to
the nearest church, and the owl will cease screeching.

Ellerbe Powe, Jr., Durham county. Cf. Tennessee: Reynolds, 13 (take
off your shoes and turn the heels toward the hoot owl).

7270 If you turn your pockets wrong side out, a shivering owl
will stop shivering.

Julian P. Boyd. References are to owls and screech owls only. South
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Carolina: Bryant II, 146, No. 52 (screech owl) — Tennessee: Burton,
8 (a woman told me this has never failed) ; Farr, Riddles, No. 238;
Farr, Superstitions, No. 239 — Georgia: Knortz, 40 (Negro) ; Moore,
305 (screech owl) — Alabama: Browne, No. 4036 (screech owl)

; 4035
(turn your pocket inside out and twist it ; he'll twist his head around in

the same direction until his head falls off [screech owl]) — Louisiana:
Roberts, No. 1359 (screech owl) — Mississippi: Hudson, 151, No. 4c
(screech owl) — New York: Travis, 201 (screech owl) — Ocarks:
Randolph, 244 — Texas: Turner, 158 (screech owl). Cf. No. 5304,
above. HDA iv, 1193, s.v. "Kauz."

7271 When a shivering owl begins to screech, turn your right

pocket inside out, and the owl will hush immediately.

Carl G. Knox, Leland, Brunswick county. Cf. Georgia: Steiner, No. in
(left hand pants pocket).

7272 If an owl screeches, turn the pocket of your apron inside

out, tie a knot in your apron string, and he will stop.

Constance Patten, Greensboro, Guilford county. Cf. Tennessee: Burton,

8 (tie a knot in your apron) — Alabama: Browne, No. 4027 (wear your
apron wrong side out [screech owl]); No. 4028 (tie a knot in your
apron string [screech owl]) — Mississippi: Hudson, 151, No. 4d^ (turn

apron wrong side out [screech owl]) — Louisiana: Roberts, No. 1352
(tie a knot in the corner of your apron [screech owl]).

7273 To stop a screech owl from hollering, put the shovel (ash

shovel) in the fire.

Mr. Fairley ; Mrs. Gertrude Allen Vaught, Alexander county ; and Miss
Mamie Mansfield, Durham. North Carolina: Bruton, Beliefs, No. 35 —
Tennessee : Burton, 8 (owl) — Georgia: Figh, Arp, 172 — Alabama:
Browne, No. 4046 — Illinois: Hyatt, No. 1536 (shovel in the stove

[owl]). Cf. No. 5309, above.

7274 If a screech owl screeches, it is bad luck unless you stick

a poker in the fire.

Alda Grayson, Rutherfordton, Rutherford county, and Zilpah Frisbie,

Marion, McDowell county. Unless otherwise stated, references are to

stopping the hooting of the owl. Only the Maryland and the second Ala-

bama items specify "screech owls." Maryland: Lee, no (iron poker

[Negro]) — Kentucky: Thomas, No. 3627 (to avert the disaster that

follows the hoot of an owl, heat a poker until it is red hot) — Tennes-

see: Page, 54 (mother used to put a poker across the hearth to prevent

bad luck) ; Rogers, Animal, No. 112 — Alabama: Bergen, Animal, No.

117 (heat the poker red hot, as this will burn his toes, and he will quit

hooting in order to go to running water to cure the burn) ; Browne, No.

4038 (the poker will burn his feet, and he'll fly away) — New York:
Travis, 201 (heating the poker red hot).

7275 Set tongs upside down by the fireplace to drive screech

owls away.

Green Collection.
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7276 To make a screech owl stop holloing, put a flint rock in

the fire.

Miss Fannie Vann, Clinton, Sampson county. For the use of flint in
keeping hawks from stealing chickens, see Nos. 7480 ff., below, where
reference is made to fire, the chimney, etc.

y^jj Put salt in the fireplace to keep the hooting owl from
hollering.

Wilma Foreman, Stanly county. Unless otherwise stated all references
are to putting salt in the fire. Maryland: Whitney-Bullock, No. 1317 —
Tennessee: Rogers, Animal, No. no — Alabama: Bergen, Animal, No.
116 (screech owl) ; Browne, No. 4039 (screech owl) — Louisiana:
Roberts, No. 1360 — Illinois: Hyatt, No. 1533 (burn some salt on the
stove [screech owl]) — Ocarks: Randolph, 307 (screech owl). Cf. No.
5311, above. Simon, Animals, 263, No. 50 (a few crystals of salt on
burning charcoal).

7278 The placing of a hairpin over a lamp chimney, hanging
one prong in and one out, will also stop the screeching of a
screech owl.

Louise Bennett, Middleburg, Mecklenburg county. Alabama: Browne,
No. 4032 (hang a hairpin in an oil lamp) ; No. 4031 (hang a hairpin in
a chimney).

7279 A screech owl may be made to stop hollering by crossing
two sticks.

Flossie Marshbanks, Mars Hill, Madison county, and the Green Collec-
tion.

7280 To make a hoot owl stop hollering, take a string and tie a
knot in it and the owl will quit hollering.

Green Collection. Cf. Kentucky: Thomas, No. 3622 (tie a knot in one's
skirt). Cf. the tying of a knot in one's apron string under No. 7272, above.

Buzzards, Crows, Ravens

y2%\ If you see a buzzard, make a wish, and if it flaps its wings,
the wish will come true.

Green Collection. Alabatna: Browne, No. 3767.

7282 If you see a buzzard Friday morning before breakfast,
you will have good luck.

Minnie Stamps Gosney, Raleigh.

7283 If you make a wish when you see a lone turkey buzzard,
and do not look at it again, it will come true.

Eunice Smith, Pantego, Beaufort county. Kentucky: Thomas, No. 139;
Thompson, Buzzard, 157 (a lone buzzard) — Washington: Tacoma, 32.
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7284 If a buzzard flies over you and casts his shadow over you,

it is the sign of bad luck. "Run, Negro, run, don't let the buz-

zard's shadow fall on you" is an old slave saying.

Elizabeth Janet Cromartie, Garland, Sampson county.

7285 If you look at a buzzard flying overhead and he catches

your eye, you'll pay for it. He'll throw up (vomit) on you.

Green Collection. South: Puckett, 436 (if you talk to a buzzard when
it is flying over you it will vomit on you [Negro]) — Arkansas:

Thompson, Buzzard, 159 (same as preceding [Negro]).

7286 It is bad luck to kill a buzzard.

Zilpah Frisbie, Marion, McDowell county, and an anonymous informant.

Georgia: Steiner, No. 113. Cf. Nos. 7233, 7239 ff., above.

7287 If you see a crow flying through the air, make a wish. If

he does not flap his wings before he goes out of sight, the wish

will come true. If he does flap his wings, look away and if you

do not see him again your wish will come true.

Eunice Smith, Pantego, Beaufort county. Washington: Tacoma, 32.

7288 It is unlucky to have crows fly overhead.

Elsie Doxey, Currituck county. Ontario: Waugh, No. 103 (a flock of

crows) — New England: Johnson, What They Say, 94 (an even num-
ber: bad luck) — Washington: Tacoma, 29 (even numbered: bad luck).

HDA V, 361, s.v. "Krahe."

7289 Night ravens are birds of ill omen.

Green Collection. References are to "raven" only. Illinois: Wine, No.

150 — Nebraska: Cannell, 27, No. 33 (sign of bad luck). HDA vii,

455 ff ., s.v. "Rabe" ; Udal, 243 ; Kittredge, Witchcraft, 45.

Snakes

7290 The first thunder in the spring wakens snakes.

Lucille Massey, Durham county, and the Green Collection. Maryland:
Whitney-Bullock, No. 1289 (the first thunderstorm of the new year

wakes up the blacksnake, which is the first sign of spring) — Tennessee:

Page, 53 (the first thunder in February).

7291 Few mountaineers will walk alone after dark on account

of "varmints," which include snakes, and are said to travel in

great numbers after dark.

Anonymous.

7292 If you smell cucumbers and you are certain there are none

growing near, you may be sure there's a blacksnake nearby.

Mrs. Gertrude Allen Vaught, Alexander county. General: B. R. Hall,

The Nczu Purchase (New York, 1843), n, 54 ("Smell cucumbers; guess

a rattlesnake's near?"); Klauber, 1238 (the odor of rattlesnakes is

usually compared to the smell of cucumbers).
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7293 If a blacksnake comes into the yard during a rainstorm,

and plays in the water, it is a sign of bad luck.

Green Collection.

7294 Finding a shed skin of a snake is a sign of luck.

Eunice Smith, Pantego, Beaufort county. Snake skins are generally con-

sidered unlucky, and particularly so if touched. As a background for the

notion of luck associated with them, however, is the idea of the skin as

a symbol of the snake's immortality (Klauber, 1227; SFQ i, No. i [1937],

48 f.). General: Klauber, 1228 (a rattler skin carried in the pocket will

bring good luck) — Noz'a Scotia: Fauset, No. 281 (good luck to carry

a snake's skin [Negro]).

7295 It is good luck for the whole year if a person kills the first

snake in the spring that he sees.

Rev. W. S. Smith, Cornelius, Mecklenburg county ; Clara Hearne,
Roanoke Rapids, Halifax county ; and Julian P. Boyd. Georgia: Steiner,

No. 103 — Mississippi: Clark, 144 (good luck; and the person will not

be bothered by other snakes) — Cape Breton: Bergen, Animal, No. 351— Ontario: Waugh, No. 90; No. 92 (you will finish all your under-
takings that year) — Ne^v Hampshire: JAFL 11 (1889), 293 (good luck

in killing other snakes that year) — Illinois: Hyatt, No. 1630 — Texas:
Hendricks, No. 32 (snakes will not bother you the rest of the year) —
Nebraska: Pound, 169 — California: Dresslar, 49. HDA vii, 1144. Cf.

Nos. 3617 ff., above, for killing snakes (even in dreams) as a symbol of

vanquishing one's enemies.

7296 If the first snake you see in the new year is dead, it is bad
luck.

Green Collection.

7297 It is bad luck to kill a king snake.

W. S. Lee, Jr., Monroe, Union county, and the Green Collection.

Georgia: Steiner, No. 106 (king snakes are not killed because they are
the enemies of rattlesnakes and other poisonous snakes [Negro]) —
Louisiana: Roberts, No. 1450. HDA vii, 1137, 1179, s.v. "Schlange."

7298 It is bad luck to handle a snake.

Green Collection. Cf. Saturday Evening Post, ccxxx. No. 10 (Sept. 7,

1957). 96 (the man of the family among the Inshtasunda Indians must
not touch snakes lest some calamity befall him or his family). Cf. No.
7299, below.

7299 It is bad luck to touch a snake skin.

Anonymous. General: Klauber, 1228 (rattlesnake) — Kentucky:
Thomas, No. 3723 (rattlesnake) — Tennessee: Rogers, Animal, No. 104
(rattlesnake) ; Rogers, Gicideposts. No. 23 (rattlesnake) — Illinois:

Hyatt, No. 1639 (never pick up a snake skin that you see during the
spring, or you will have a lot of trouble).

7300 If you hang up a horsehair, it will turn into a snake the

first time it rains.

Green Collection. In none of the following references is mention made
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of hanging up the hair for the rain to fall upon it ; the hair is usually

placed in a rain barrel. Massachusetts: Bergen, Animal, No. 1115 —
Indiana: Brewster, Beliefs, No. 222 (hair from the tail) ; HF vi (1947),

79 (hair from the horse's tail placed in a tub of rainwater) — Illinois:

Hyatt, No. 1621 ; No. 1622 (from the tail of a grey horse) ; Wine, No.
162 — Texas: Bogusch, 115 (put into rain water) — Iowa: Stout, No.
697 (hair from tail put in pure rainwater) — Nebraska: Pound, 175.

7301 If a horsehair is put in water, and left for some time, it

will turn into a snake.

Mrs. Gertrude Allen Vaught, Alexander county, and an anonymous in-

formant. In only the Alabama and the second Texas items is mention
made of the lapse of time before the hair turns into the snake. General:

Beckwith, College, No. 106; Bergen, Animal, No. 11 13; Knortz, 130
(Irish) — South: Puckett, 251 (Negro) — North Carolina: Bruton,

Beliefs, No. 24 (hair from the tail) ; Walker, 8, No. 2 — South Carolitiu:

Bryant II, 145, No. 17 — Maryland: Whitney-Bullock, No. 1269 —
Kentucky: Fentress, 13; Parsley, 74; Rainey, 14 — Tennessee: Frazier,

47, No. 17 — Alabama: Browne, No. 3879 (hair from a horse's tail left

in water for a period of time) — Cape Breton: Bergen, Animal, No.
mi (horsehairs put into water will "come alive") — New England:
Johnson, What They Say, 9, loi — Pennsylvania: Phillips, 166, No. 40— Indiana: Busse, 14, No. 12 (horsehair kept in warm water) — Illinois:

Wheeler, 59 — Ozarks: Randolph, 253 f. (possible explanation of the

belief) — Texas: Hendricks, No. 35 ; Simon, Beliefs, 92 (horsehair in a
tub of water) — Iowa: Stout, No. 619; No. 660 (from horse's tail) —
A^ew Mexico: Baughman, Savings, 27 (tail) — California: Dresslar, 42
(tail). Cf. No. 7385, below.^ N & Q vii, vol. 2 (1886), 24, no £.,

230, 293.

7302 Some people believe that if a horsehair is put into water,

as in a trough where cattle or horses drink, it will become a

snake.

Lucille Cheek, Chatham county, and the Green Collection. Southwest
and West: Jeffrey, No. 22 (watering tank) — Oregon: Hand^ No. 60
(drinking trough).

7303 If a horsehair is placed in standing (stagnant) water for

nine days, it will turn to a blacksnake.

Kate S. Russell, Roxboro, Person county, and Zilpah Frisbie, Marion,

McDowell county. "My brother and I tried this one time, and the hair

did eventually wiggle as if alive"—Z.F. Southwest and West: Jeffrey,

No. 22 (stagnant water). Salisbury, 78 (until the water became pu-

trid).

7304 Put a horsehair in running water, and hold it down with

a stone. In a few days it will turn to a snake.

Dixie V. Lamm, Lucama, Wilson county. Mention of the stone is made
in only the Maine reference. Maryland: Whitney-Bullock, No. 1271

(running water or pump water) — Georgia: Figh, Arp, 173 ("a hair

from a mare's tail will turn into a snake if you put it into a branch"

[i.e., a creek]) — Alabama: Browne, No. 3880 — Maine: Bergen,

Animal, No. 11 14.
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7305 A horsehair will turn into a snake within a week's time

if put in a bottle of muddy water.

Eleanor Simpson, East Durham. "I tried this out one time, but no snake

did I get from the horse hair"—E.S.

7306 A horsehair picked up in the road and placed in a bottle

of water will in ten days turn to a snake.

WilHam C. Doubkind, Granville county, and Esther F. Royster, Hender-
son, Vance county. "Told me by a little white girl during my childhood

in Granville county"—W.C.D. In the following references no mention is

made of picking up the horse hair in the road. Maryland: Whitney-
Bullock, No. 1272 (place a horse hair in a bottle of whiskey, and it

will soon turn to a snake and "wriggle") — Kentucky: Thomas, No.

3444 (put a horse hair into a bottle of water; after seven [or nine] days
it will become a snake) — Mississippi: Clark, 143 (jar of water) —
Illinois: Hyatt, No. 1620.

7307 Put a horsehair in a bottle filled with water ; then bury it.

In six months the hair will turn into a snake.

Elsie Doxey, Currituck county, and an anonymous informant.

7308 If you put a snake in the fire, his feet will come out.

Julian P. Boyd. General: Knortz, 134 (snakes have feet; they will come
out when a snake is put into a frying pan [Negro]) — South: Puckett,

44 f. (when a snake or eel is put into a frying pan the feet will come
out [Negro]) — Maryland: Whitney-Bullock, No. 1281 (if you throw
a snake into the fire, it will come out with thirty feet, fifteen on each
side) ; No. 1282 (four feet) ; Bergen, Animal, No. 1029 (Negro).

7309 If you put a blacksnake in the fire, he'll grow feet near his

tail.

Green Collection. Cf. Maryland: Whitney-Bullock, No. 1290 (if you cut

the head off a blacksnake and throw the snake into the fire, four feet

will come out).

7310 Snakes are believed to sting with their tails.

Green Collection. Mississippi: Clark, p. 142 (many people contend that

the stinger extends two or three inches from the end of the snake's

tail) — Nebraska: Pound, 172 (some snakes have stingers at the ends
of their tails; they sting instead of bite). HDA vii, 1123. Thompson,
B765.16.

73 1 1 There are many stories of the coachwhip snake, that in-

genious beast which seizes its tail in its mouth, forms itself into

a hoop, and rolls downhill after its prey. It then fastens its tail

into a tree and whips the victim to death.

Green Collection, and Edward Dreyer (Louisiana). There is obviously a

confusion here with the so-called hoop snake, where the flailing action of

the whip snake may simulate the movements of the hoop snake. This
confusion is pointed up in the following item from South Carolina: "The
coach-whip snake can roll up like a 'hoop snake' and overtake a swift

runner" (Davis, 245, No. 9 [Negro]). In the following references there
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are cited, not only the main features of the hoop snake behef, as con-
tained in the above entry itself, but certain notions that relate closely

with these ideas. South: Puckett, 43 (after overtaking the victim in the

fashion described, the snake thrusts its stinger into the person's ear,

puncturing the ear drum [Negro]) — North Carolina: NCF vii. No. i

(i959)> 4 (driving stinger into the man or animal caught in swift chase)
— South Carolina: Milling, 46 (essentially as in the preceding item;

downhill chase) ; also (hoop has the circumference of a wagon tire) —
Virginia: Beck, 143 (rolls in pursuit of people, whose only hope of

escape is to run more rapidly than the snake rolls) ; also (description of

the stinger, an appendage about one-half inch thick at the butt, and
equipped with a sharp horn two inches long) — IVest Virginia: WVF
IX (1959), 54 (Mother would always say, "Now, be sure and jump up on
the fence if you see a hoop snake coming") — Mississippi: Clark, 142 (tail

in mouth, the creature rolls forward at unimaginable speed) ; also (some
have it that it leaps through the air and strikes its enemy like a dart, in-

serting its deadly sting) — Nezv England: Johnson, What They Say, 99
f. (detailed treatment of basic features) — Pennsylvania: Brendle-Unger,

199 (incredible speed [German]) ; Brinton, 181 (the hoop snake was said

to take his tail in his mouth, stififen his body, and revolve like a wheel,

with such rapidity that a horse could not overtake him) ; Fogel, No. 1106

(runs like a hoop, and anything hit by it will die [German] ) ; Shoemaker,
16 (jump to one side, and the snake will roll past, as it cannot alter its

course) — Central and Southern States: Bergen, Animal, No. 1016 —
Osarks: Randolph, 254 (details on striking, poisoning trees, or anything

else hit) — Nebraska: Ericson, 151; Pound, 173. Kamp, 83, No. 227;
Thompson, B765.1. A certain species of king snake can form its body into

a loop and roll down the road like a hoop (Texas: Strecker, Origins,

76), and the same feat is claimed for the milk snake (Ontario: Wintem-
berg, German II, 91 [German]). The first part of the entry attaches to

the tradition of the hoop snake, as noted, but the second part is clearly

in the tradition of the coach-whip. Whereas the hoop snake in striking

often fastens himself to a tree, or other wooden objects such as hoe
handles, wagon tongues, and the like, the coach whip generally wraps it-

self around the victim and administers a severe lashing. For the effect of

this sting on the tree itself, see No. 7949, below. Reference in No. 7311
to being fixed in the tree is a confusion with the supposed habits of the

hoop snake, but Baughman found enough examples of this fusion of the

traditions in the literature that he felt justified in motifing it as follows :

B765.10.1 (a)* "Coachwhip snake wraps around a tree, whips victim with
tail." None of the following references, as it chances, exhibit this con-
tamination. North Carolina: Brown Collection I, 637 (coach-whip snake
pops whip and scares victim [narrative details]) — South Carolina: Davis,

24s, No. 9 (coach-whip's tail is plaited in four plaits with which he whips
his victim to death [Negro]) ; Milling, 44 ff. (several excellent memorats
treating various aspects of coach-whip lore, including the fastening of the

snake to the nasal system of its victim, and the working of this fabled

snake in pairs, p. 45) — Mississippi: Clark, 142 (markings resembling
an eight-plait bull whip) — Louisiana: Pound, 174 (citing Strecker,

Reptile Myths from Northwestern Louisiana, etc.) — South and South-
west: Strecker, Reptiles, 60 (a coach-whip will flagellate you into un-
consciousness) — Southivest and West: Jeffrey, No. 31 (wraps itself

around a person, and then administers a lashing) — Kansas: Bergen,
Animal, No. 1018 (if you make a whip snake angry, it will crack its tail

like a whip) — N'eiv Mexico: Baughman, Sayings, 26 (the whip snake
is dangerous because of its ability to wrap itself around a person's limbs

or middle and inflict painful punishment by whipping with its tail) ; Hurt,

194 (the chirronera [whip snake] will whip animals if they step on its

eggs [Spanish]). Thompson, B765.10. A word should be said about
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coach-whip snakes working in pairs, and about the "breathing" test.

South: Puckett, 42 f. (the "coach-whip" snake [sometimes called the
"hoop-snake"] usually runs in pairs. One of them binds the victim in his
coils while his mate whips that unfortunate person to death .... It is of
no use to protend to be dead when caught by one of these snakes ; the
reptile sticks the tip of his tail into his captive's nose and can tell whether
he is breathing or not. If the person is alive he is speedily beaten to
death [Negro]) — Ozarks: Randolph, 254 f. (many people believe that
the coach-whip snake, a big blacksnake with a red tail, has been known
to catch a child by the lips, take one turn around his neck, and whip
him very severely ; sometimes two coach-whips are said to work together,
one holding the victim while the other lashes him) — South and South-
west: Strecker, Reptiles, 60 (after a coach-whip "flagellates" you into
an unconscious state, he will run his tongue into your nostrils in order to
find out whether you are still alive, etc.).

7312 The age of a rattlesnake is told by the number of its

rattles.

Green Collection. All three references are to the popular notion that
rattlesnakes add a rattle a year. General: Klauber, 1258 — Maryland:
Whitney-Bullock, No. 1294 — Soiithzvest and West: Jeffrey, No. 35.

7313 The whip snake is a blacksnake, and often called a racer.

Anonymous. Cf. the Randolph item in No. 7311, above, to confirm the
association of these two snakes.

7314 No matter how small you chop the pieces of a blacksnake,
he will wiggle back together.

Edith Walker, Watauga county. Cf. No. 7315, below.

7315 If you hit a glass snake hard enough so as to cause it to

break into a number of pieces, it will die if it loses one of its

pieces so that it can't become a whole snake again.

Eleanor Simpson, East Durham. This snake is more commonly called a
"joint snake" in popular tradition, and the following references all deal
with its miraculous ability to reunite parts of its severed body. No ref-

erences contain the unusual feature of the lost member's precluding re-

union of the whole. General: Bergen, Animal, No. 1020; WF vi (1947),
31 (citing Knickerbocker Magazine xlvi [1855], 430: the snake could
separate itself "clean apart in five or six places and come together again
as slick a j'int as ever you see") — South Carolina: Milling, 48 (if the
head of the joint snake is buried, the other parts are unable to assemble)— Tennessee: TFSB xiv (1948), 72 — Georgia: Figh, Arp, 170 —
Alabama: Browne, No. 3891 (this "snake" is really a lizard, and in two
or three weeks it can grow a new tail, which consists of about half of
its body) ; No. 3889 (break a jointed snake and scatter the pieces all over
the countryside, and they will work back together) — Oaarks: Ran-
dolph, Ozark, 92 — Nebraska: Pound, 172 (some snakes if struck will
break into pieces and later join into entirety again; such snakes are called
"glass snakes") — Southiucst and West: Jeffrey, No. 26 — Nezv
Mexico: Hurt, 194 (culebra collantnra, "joint snake" [Spanish]).
HDA vir, 1121, s.v. "Schlange" ; Thompson, B765.7.
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7316 The insect that flies over the deep burrowed holes is a
snake doctor. The holes are snake houses.

Jessie Hauser, Pfafftown, Forsyth county. The "snake doctor" is a term
assigned to a dragonfly, damselfly, or other species, which in the popular
mind is thought to attend snakes, guarding them from harm, and sew-
ing them up, or otherwise heaHng them after injury, and even bringing
them back to Hfe. In the southern highlands the term "snake doctor" is

generally used, as Gordon Wood's linguistic map shows, whereas in the
coastal areas, and up the Mississippi basin as far north as Arkansas,
"mosquito hawk" is a more prevalent designation (TFSB xxvi [i960],

5). The mere presence of one of these dragon flies, or "darning needles,"

indicates that a snake may be lurking nearby (Puckett, 45 [Negro]).
This fact has led to the confusion of the term "pilot" or "rattlesnake
pilot," which is actually another snake which ministers to a distressed
fellow serpent. Cf. Ocarks: Randolph, 257 (the innocuous little green
tree snake is believed to carry a deadly poison. It is called the snake
doctor, and is supposed to cure all other kinds of snakes when they are

sick or injured. I once found a large timber rattler which had been
badly wounded. . . . An old hunter who was present said, "Look out for

the doctor !" and began to search the bushes nearby. Sure enough, in a
few minutes he found one of these little green snakes in a blackberry
bush). South: Superstitions, 16 (the snake doctor, or mosquito hawk, is

thought to be able to bring a dead snake back to life again [Negro]) —
Alabama: Browne, No. 3883 (when you see a snake doctor [dragon fly],

there is a snake close to you) ; No. 3884 (a dragon fly can restore a
killed snake to life) — Nebraska: Pound, 172 (same as preceding item) ;

also (so long as the head of the snake remains, a "snake doctor" can
renew a dead snake's vitality) — Southwest and West: Jeffrey, No. 19
(emphasis on the "pilot" function). Thompson, B765.21 ; cf. also

B765.24 ("snake feeder") ; B76S.24.1 (dragon fly acting as doctor to

injured snakes). See PADS No. 34 (i960), 28, passim for Colorado
isoglosses.

7317 A snake never dies till sundown.

Anonymous. No distinction is made here between "sundown" and "sun-

set." General: Beckwith, College, No. 105 (no matter what time of day
you kill a snake, etc.) — South: Puckett, 44 (Negro) — South Caro-
lina: Bryant II, 145, No. 15; Davis, 245, No. 4 (this is true, even if

you burn the body and stir the ashes together [Negro]) ; Milling, 43 (no
matter how badly mangled) — Kentucky: Thomas, No. 3707 — Ala-
bama: Browne, No. 3881 ; No. 3882 (if you kill a snake during the day,

it will wiggle, etc.) — Louisiana: Roberts, No. 1448 (no matter how or

when you kill a snake, it does not really die until sunset) — Ontario:
Waugh, No. 89 (life in severed pieces until sundown) ; Wintemberg,
Grey, No. 37 (severed head) ; Wintemberg, German II, 90 (severed
head [German]) ; Wintemberg, Waterloo, 8 — New York: NYFQ ix

(1953), 134 — Pennsylvania: Fogel, No. mi (German) ; Hand, Penn-
sylvania, No. 229; No. 230 (if a snake bites you, it will not let go until

sundown [if you kill it]) ; Shoemaker, 7; Sener, 241 — Illinois: Allison,

No. 319 (when you kill a snake, etc.) ; Hyatt, No. 1602 (same as preced-

ing item) ; Wheeler, 59 — Ocarks: Randolph, 253 (no matter how badly

injured) ; Wilson, Folk Beliefs, 159 — Texas: Bogusch, 115 (a snake

killed during the day, etc.) ; Hendricks, No. 33 (it will wiggle until

sundown, if killed during the day) — Nebraska: Pound, 171 — New
Mexico: Baughman, Sayings, 25. HDA vii, 1121, s.v. "Schlange";
Choice Notes, 223 f. ; Radford, 221 ; Thompson, B752.2.
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7318 A blacksnake won't die until the sun goes down.

Edith Walker, Watauga county. Cf. No. 7318, above.

7319 A snake's tail does not die till sunset, no matter how mu-
tilated.

Green Collection. Once more, no distinction is made between "sundown"
and "sunset." General: Bergen, Animal, No. 998 — South Carolina:

Bryant II, 144, No. 14 — Maryland: Whitney-Bullock, No. 1285 —
Kentucky: KFR in (1957), 12 — Tennessee: Miller, 69, No. 39 (kill a

snake and hang it up; its tail will wiggle until the sun goes down) —
Mississifypi: Clark, 144 — Neu' England: Johnson, What They Say, loi

— Pennsylvania: Brendle-Unger, 200 (German) — Indiana: Brewster,

Beliefs, No. 224; McAtee, 265 — Southivest and West: Jeffrey, No. 24
— loiua: Stout, No. 425 — Nebraska: Pound, 171 — Washington:
Tacoma, 29.

7320 A snake will not die until it thunders.

Jessie Hauser, Pfafftown, Forsyth county.

7321 If you step on a snake's track, the snake will return and
bite you.

Anonymous.

7322 If you kill a rattlesnake pilot, its mate will appear at the

place where you killed it at the end of twenty-four hours.

Green Collection. In view of the discussion of the "pilot" snake in No.

7316, above, it may be well to summarize here some of the snakes that

are regarded as "pilot" snakes. General: Klauber, 1243 (the blacksnake

is the rattler pilot) ; 1244 (pilot snakes are crosses between rattlers and

bull snakes); 1243 (the rattler pilot is the venomous copperhead; it

comes out of hibernation a week earlier than the rattler). The pilot is

said to keep just ahead of its charge; so that if a pilot is seen, one should

look around carefully (p. 1243). Moreover, when the rattler comes out

of hibernation, it is sleepy and has poor vision ; so it is the duty of the

pilot to aid the rattler in determining when and in what direction to

strike (p. 1244). If the rattler doesn't obey, the pilot strikes it dead

with a bone in its tail (p. 1243). As a reward for its assistance, the

rattler shares its catch with the pilot (pp. 1243 f.) — South: Puckett, 44
(if you kill a "pilot snake," look out for the rattler which soon will fol-

low [Negro]) — South Carolina: Davis, 245, No. 8 (same as preced-

ing item [Negro]) ; Milling, 43 (the rattler always follows in the path

of the copperhead, thus explaining the colloquial name of "rattlesnake

pilot") — Mississippi: Clark, 143 (many people believe that the rattle-

snake is the male and the "pilot" the female of the species) — Louisiana:

Klauber, 1243 (the rattler's pilot is the king snake) ; also (the pilot

warns the rattlesnakes of the approach of danger and guides them to

safety) ; Roberts, No. 1463 (every rattlesnake has a small pilot snake) —
Southivest and West: Jeffrey, No. 49 (the copperhead is the rattle-

snake's pilot, leading it to its prey and warning it of danger) — Ari-

sona: Klauber, 1243 (the Pacific king snake is said to be the "rattler's

pilot"). On the notion of avenging the death of the pilot's mate, see

the following: Tennessee: Frazier, 46, No. 5 (if you kill a snake, its

mate will come and harm you) — Nebraska: Pound, 172 (poisonous
snakes follow the trail of their killed mates, perhaps to avenge them) —
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California: Dresslar, 48 (if you kill a snake, its mate will bite you).
Simon, Proverbs, 278, n. 87 (cobra) ; Thompson, B765.20.

7323 If a snake bites a dog, cut the dog's heart open, and you
will find little snakes in it.

Julian P. Boyd.

7324 Little red celluloid bracelets which are coiled to resemble
a serpent are often worn for luck.

Kathleen Mack, Davidson county.

Turtles, Lizards

7325 Eating turtle hearts will cause a man to be brave.

Green Collection.

7326 You'll always be brave if you swallow a turtle's heart raw.

Anonymous.

7327 You should never kill a turtle, for he will come and haunt

you.

Constance Patten, Greensboro. South: Puckett, 45, 436 (Negro) —
Illinois: Hyatt, No. 1641 ^unlucky to kill a turtle if you do not intend

to eat it).

7328 It is bad luck to handle a lizard.

Green Collection.

7329 If you kill a spring lizard, the spring will dry up. God
made him to keep the "boil" open.

O. W. Blacknall, Kittrell, Vance county. Cf. South: Puckett, 435 (if

you drink a "spring-keeper," described as a crawfish or water lizard,

your spring will go dry [Negro]) — Kentucky: Thomas, No. 3700 —

•

Pennsylvania: Sener, 244 (if you kill a lizard in the spring, etc.) —
Illinois: Hyatt, No. 1593 (Hzard or salamander). Cf. No. 7336, 7341 f.,

below. HDA 11, 680.

Eels, Porpoises

7330 An eel is a male catfish.

Jessie Hauser, Pfafftown, Forsyth county. South Carolina: Davis, 245,

No. 6 (Negro) — Osarks: Randolph, 250 (many hillfolk believe there

is something supernatural about the reproduction of eels ; this is doubt-

less because no little eels are seen in the stream, and eels are never

found to contain spawn); SFQ xviii (1954), 241; also (the eel is a

camouflaged catfish).

7331 It is bad luck to kill a porpoise.

Anonymous. In unpublished collectanea at the University of California

at Los Angeles, the porpoise is represented as being a friend of sailors,

and particularly of drowning sailors. Sebillot, Vol. 3, p. 69 (not killed

because they protect people from sharks).
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Frogs, Toads

7332 Sora rails turn into bullfrogs.

Green Collection. "Some years ago, and perhaps still persisting in remote
sections, the impression prevailed in the Wilmington region that the

sora rails went into the mud for the winter, coming out in the spring as

hullfrogs. This idea was based on the fact that no rails were in evi-

dence (no soras, that is), during the time the bullfrogs were most in evi-

dence, and that when the soras came through in the fall, after the bull-

frogs had disappeared, they were regarded as reincarnated bullfrogs"

—P.G. General: McAtee, Birds, 177 (sudden appearance and disap-

pearance of this rail [sora rail], together its apparently weak flight,

gave rise to the belief that they change into frogs in the winter [citing

Wilson, Amer. Orn. vi (1812), 28]).

7333 To dream of frogs is good luck.

Anonymous. Maryland: Whitney-Bullock, No. 135.

7334 If a frog hops across your path, it will bring you bad luck.

Kate S. Russell, Roxboro, Person county.

7335 If the first frog you see in the springtime is on dry land,

you will shed enough tears during that year to swim that frog.

If it is in the water, you will have good luck.

Roby Arrowhead. Cf. HDA iii, 129, s.v. "Frosch."

Nos.

7336 Killing a frog will cause the springs to go dry.

Green Collection. South: Puckett, 435 (bullfrog [Negro]). Cf.

7329, above, 7341 f., below.

7337 Because they are thought to eat coals of fire, frogs are

dangerous.

Constance Patten, Greensboro. South: Puckett, 45 (Negro).

7338 Frogs are dangerous because they eat buckshot.

Constance Patten, Greensboro. South: Puckett, 45 (Negro).

7339 It is bad luck to kill a frog.

Elizabeth Janet Cromartie, Garland, Sampson county. Illinois: Allison,
No. 333 (don't kill a frog) — Nezv Mexico: Baughman, Sayings, 25 (if

you kill a frog he will come and choke you to death at night [Spanish])— California: Dresslar, 45. Cf. Nos. 5226 f., above, 7343, below.
Bergen, Burial, 25 (frog is a blessed animal; in very old times they
[frogs] were Christians) ; HDA in, 128.

7340 Toads descend in large quantities in rain when they are

very small.

Mrs. Gertrude Allen Vaught, Alexander county. Kentucky: Rainey, 13
(little toads are rained down; this is explained by the fact that they
come out from their hiding places in the rain) — Ontario: Bleakney, 167,
No. I (toads fall with the rain; this belief was also held by the natives
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of New France in colonial days) — New England: Johnson, What They
Say, 150 (common belief among children; some say that the worms come
out to get a drink and that the toads come out to get the worms).
HDA V, 630, s.v. "Krote."

7341 If you wilfully kill a toad, a spring somewhere will go dry.

Alex Tugman, Todd, Ashe county. Cf. Nos. 7329, 7336, above.

7342 If a hop-toad is killed, a well will go dry.

R. B. Edwards, Belhaven, Beaufort county. Cf. Nos. 7329, 7339, 7341,
above.

7343 It is bad luck to kill a toad.

W. S. Lee, Jr., Monroe, Union county. Kentucky: Thomas, No. 3496 —
Tennessee: Rogers, Animal, No. 90; Rogers, Guideposts, No. 94 (do not
kill a toad) -— Ontario: Wintemberg, Grey, No. 35 — Pennsylvania:
Shoemaker, 19; Sener, 242 (to kill a toad will bring you hard times) —
Illinois: Hyatt, No. 1588 (very unlucky) — Oregon: Hand, No. 59.

HDA V, 612, s.v. "Krote" ; Sebillot i, 227 f. Cf. Nos. 7327, 7331,

7339, above, 7444, below.

7344 If you kill a toad-frog, it is bad luck.

Julian P. Boyd. Tennessee: McGlasson, 21, No. 35. Cf. Nos. 7339, 7343,
above.

Ants, Beetles, Bugs, Crickets

7345 When the ants are busy and thick, there will be wars in

the world that year.

Green Collection.

7346 If an ant crawls on your body, good luck will come to you.

Constance Patten, Greensboro.

7347 The sting of the big cow ant is deadly poison.

Louise Lucas, White Oak, Bladen county. South: Bergen, Animal, No.

727 (called "cow-killer," or "cow-killer ant" [Mutilla, Clerus, or Tri-

chodcs] ) — Texas: Davis, 246, n. 2 (the Sphaerophthalma occidentalis

[female] or velvet ant is known as the "cow-killer ant" because of the

popular belief that its sting is very dangerous to livestock [Negro]).

7348 The tappin' beetle taps.

Green Collection. "It is really a terrapin beetle, named originally from
markings on a beetle of lady-bug variety. The name gives rise to the

saying that it taps"—P.G.

7349 Catching a lightning bug is good luck.

Anonymous. Cf. South: Puckett, 492 (lightning bug flying into the

house means good luck [Negro]). HDA iv, 764, s.v. "Johannis-

wiirmchen."
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7350 You must pull a horsefly's head off to kill him.

Green Collection.

7351 If you wish to stop crickets from chirping, heat a wire

hairpin over a lamp, and put your hand on the tree where they

are.

Mrs. Norman Herring, Tomahawk, Sampson county. The chirping of

crickets, and especially inside the house, or on the hearth, is almost

universally thought to portend good fortune. It is for this reason that the

North Carolina prescription to stop the chirping of crickets is unique.

Cf. HDA III, 1 169, s.v. "Grille" (drive them away). Cf. No. 7352,

below.

7352 It is unlucky to kill a cricket.

Green Collection. General: Bergen, Animal, No. 416 — Maryland:
Whitney-Bullock, No. 85 ; 84 (very bad luck to kill a house cricket) —
Kentucky: Thomas, No. 3679 — Tennessee: Hatcher, 150 — Louisiana:

Roberts, No. 1425 (cricket on the hearth) — Ontario: Doering, Cus-
toms, 151 (cricket indoors) — Indiana: Brewster, Beliefs, No. 71 —
Illinois: Hyatt, No. 1344 — Wisconsin: Brown, Insects, 7 (misfortune)
— Ocarks: Randolph, 259 (one man who looked at a fine string of perch
I had taken with crickets observed that he would not eat one of these

fish or allow his children to do so. "I'd have to git mighty hungry,"

said he, "before I'd ever put one of them crickets onto a fish hook") —
Texas: Hendricks, No. 10; Turner, 155 — lozva: Stout, No. 623 —
Nebraska: Cannell, 27, No. 36 — New Mexico: Baughman, Sayings,

25 — California: Dresslar, 46; also (misfortune); also (it will drive

peace and good fortune from the house) ; Papashvily, 119 (all other
crickets will come and eat your clothes and carpets in revenge) —
Washington: Tacoma, 16. Pop. Sup. Gent. Mag., 204; Radford, 93;
HDA III, 1 163, s.v. "Grille"; Sebillot I, 293.

7353 ^ "W" on a locust's wing is a sign of war.

R. T. Dunstan, Greensboro. General: Bergen-Newell, 152 (the seven-
teen-year locust has a "W" on its wings and foretells war) — North
Carolina: Ericson, Tarhoro, 119 (locusts with "W" on wings appeared
in 1843 to predict Mexican War) — Maryland: Whitney-Bullock, No.
618 (the seven-year locust is supposed to have the letter "W" on its

back if there is to be a war before it again appears) — Virginia: Eric-
son, Tarboro, 119 (locusts have always appeared at seventeen-year in-

tervals: 1792, 1809, and 1826) — Kentucky: Rainey, 10 (seventeen-year
locust with "W" on its wings) ; also (the "W" on the wing of a locust
portends woe, want, and war) ; Thomas, No. 3701 (seventeen-year) —
Nova Scotia: Fauset, No. 140 — Ontario: Waugh, No. 71 (when a
cicada is found with the W-shaped veining of the wings particularly
well marked, war is thereby indicated) — Massachusetts: Bergen,
Animal, No. 415 (seventeen-year) — Pennsylvania: Phillips, 168, No. 80— Ohio: Bergen, Animal, No. 415 (seventeen-year) — Illinois: Smith
II, 67, No. ID (seventeen-year; sure sign of war) — Wisconsin: Brown,
Insects, 7 (war, want, and woe) — Ozarks: Randolph, 337 (a black
"W" : an informant saw the fatal "W" on locusts' wings the year of the
Spanish-American War \memorat]) — Nebraska: Cannell, 27, No. 52.

HDA III, 1825, s.v. "Heuschrecke" (war, hunger, pestilence, etc.)
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Doodlebugs, Ladybugs

7354 A doodlebug may be coaxed out of his hill by bending over

it and repeating these words : "Doodle, doodle, come and get a

grain of corn."

Jessie Hauser, Pfafftown, Forsyth county. The variety of doodlebug

charms in the Brown Collection, as the meager notes to them will show,

is greater than elsewhere in the country. A listing of references to the

simple summons to the doodlebug to come up out of its hole follows at

the end of the two references to the present entry ; those to get him to go
down into his hole again are given under No. 7361, below. Cf. Illinois:

Hyatt, No. 1359 (Doodle bug, doodle bug, stick out your horns, / And I

will give you ten bushels of corn) — Osarks: Randolph, 259 (every boy

is told that if he finds one of these nests [of the ant lion], and cries: "Oh
Johnny Doodlebug, / Come up an' I'll give you a bushel of corn !" the

insect will climb out and show itself immediately). Simple summons, ex-

pressed or implied, for the doodlebug to come up: General: Randolph,
Rat, 91, n. 29 — Kentucky: Fowler, No. 3686a (one must get on his

hands and knees over the hole as he utters to charm) ; Thomas, No.

3685 (Doodle-bug, doodle-bug, come out of your hole, / If you don't, I'll

beat you black as a mole) — Tennessee: Bergen, Animal, No. 639
(Doodle, doodle, doodle, repeated over and over) ; Rickard, 7 — Indi-

ana: Bergen, Animal, No. 638 (Dooley-bug, dooley-bug, come out of

your hole) ; also (same as Tennessee item) — Illinois: Hyatt, No.
1358 (a doodle bug will begin to work at the bottom of its hole, if you
repeat : "Doodle, doodle, doodle, / Your mother and grand-daddy are

dead"); No. 1360 (same as second Kentucky item [i.e., Thomas]) —
California: Dresslar, 51 (if he comes out, it means that something you
desire will be granted; if he does not, it will not be) ; also (the same as

the Tennessee item).

7355 "Doodlebug, doodlebug, come up and get a grain of corn.

Your house is burning up."

Ella Parker, Mt. Gilead, Montgomery county, and Dorothy McDowell
Vann, Raleigh.

7356 "Doodlebug, doodlebug, come and get your bread."

Maysie Rea, Craven county. Kentucky: Rainey, 10 (get some bread).

7357 "Doodlebug, doodlebug, come get your bread before your
house burns."

Marjorie Rea, Craven county.

7358 Doodlebug, doodlebug, come to supper;
I'll give you bread and butter.

Valeria Johnson Howard, Roseboro, Sampson county.

7359 Doodle, doodle, come and get some bread and butter

;

Doodle, doodle, come and get a barrel of sugar.

Lida Page, Nelson, Durham county.
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7360 Take a straw and stir in the nest of the doodlebugs. While
so doing, repeat these words, "Doodle, doodle, come and get a
cup of coffee," a few times, and the doodlebugs will come forth.

Green Collection.

7361 To make a small bug come from the ground, say, "Doodle-
bug, doodlebug, come up and get sugar." And to make him go
down again, say, "Doodlebug, doodlebug, go down in the
ground."

Madge Nichols, Raleigh. Cf. No. 7354, above, for an introductory state-
ment, and the warrant for introducing two items here, that relate only to
the second part of the present entry. Illinois: Hyatt, No. 1361 (stoop
down over a doodle bug's hole so that it can feel your breath, and say
until the bug appears

: "Doodle up, Johnny Brown, doodle up, / Johnnie
iJrown, Doodle up, Johnny Brown." After the doodle bug has shown it-
self, and you want it to go back into its hole, repeat the following until
It does: Doodle bug, doodle bug, go down, / Go down, Johnnie Brown
go down ) ;

No. 1362 (Doodle up, doodle up, doodle up! You can make
the doodle bug conceal itself again by saying repeatedly : "Doodle down
doodle down, doodle down!").

'

7362 Doodlebug, doodlebug come get sugar.
Doodlebug, doodlebug . . .

Your house is on fire

And your children will burn.

Lucille Massey, Durham county.

7363 Doodlebug, doodlebug,

Come up, your house is on fire

!

Martha Wall, Wallburg, Davidson county. Cf. Kentucky: Thomas No
3686 (Doodle-bug, doodle-bug, doodle-bug, / Jim [sic] fire's burning up)!

7364 "Doodlebug, doodlebug, come up quick, your house is on
fire."

Alma Irene Stone, Meredith College, near Raleigh. South: Supersti-
^j'°"j; \^ *-*^^ children scratch on the ground and say: "Doodle bug
doodle bug, come out of your hole ! / Your house is afire !"

; this call
repeated two or three times will bring the bug out).

7365 Say, "Doodlebug, doodlebug, your house is burning up."
This will make him come to the top of the little mound in which
he is hidden.

Clara Hearne, Roanoke Rapids, Halifax county. Cumberland Mountains-
Shearin, 319 f. (Doo-dle-bug, doo-dle-bug, doo—die-bug 1 / Your house
is burning up!) — South Carolina: Bryant H, 148, No. 102 (put your
forefinger in the sand, and keep turning it around, while saying [text
the same as m present entry except that the invocation is repeated three
times, and that it ends with "burning down"] )

.
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7366 Spit on a straw, and stick it in a doodlebug's hole and say :

Doodlebug, doodlebug,

Come out of your hole

;

Your house is on fire,

And your children will burn.
And he will crawl out.

Louise F. Watkins, Goldsboro, Wayne county; and seven other inform-
ants from widely separated localities. Cf. Louisiana: Bergen, Animal,
No. 641 (Doodle-bug, doodle-bug, run away home, / Your house is on
fire, your children will burn) — Illinois: Hyatt, No. 1357 (same, except:
children are burning up). For similarities to the ladybug verse, cf. No.
7371, below.

7367 Doodlebug, doodlebug,

Come out of your hole

;

Your house is burning up,

And the children are alone.

Katherine Bernard Jones, Raleigh. North Carolina: Brown Collection
I, 182. Cf. No. 7370, below.

7368 Doodlebug, doodlebug, your house is on fire.

Wife's gone away, and the children will burn.

Lois Johnson, Thomasville, Davidson county.

7369 "Doodlebug, doodlebug, come out of your house; it's

burning up with your wife and all your children, except Mary

—

she's under the dishpan."

Allie Ann Pearce, Colerain, Bertie county. Cf. South: Bergen, Animal,
No. 640 (Doodle, doodle, house on fire, / Mary's sick and about to die).

Variants of this ending, taken from related ladybug verses: New York:
Bergen, Animal, No. 672 (your children are all gone; / All but one,

and her name is Ann, / And she crept under the pudding pan) ; Millard
I, 260 (same as preceding) — Illinois: Hyatt, No. 1376 (are burning, /

AH except little Ann, / And she crawled under the marble stone).

7370 Ladybug, ladybug,

Fly away home

;

Your house is on fire,

And your children alone.

Valeria Johnson Howard, Roseboro, Sampson county. Ontario: Doering-

Doering I, 66 ; Waugh, No. 72 (a lady-bird beetle is placed on the hand
or arm, while the child repeats the verse [text the same, except for

"Lady-bird"] ; the lady bird will then fly away) ; Wintemberg, Grey, No.

34 — Illinois: Hyatt, No. 1375. Napier, 116 (and your children at

home). Cf. No. 7367, above, for a doodlebug verse. For European ref-

erences see notes to No. 7371, below.

7371 Ladybug, ladybug, fly away home,
Your house is on fire, your children will burn.

Jessie Hauser, PfafFtown, Forsyth county. General: Bergen, Animal, No.
671 — North Carolina: Brown Collection I, 181 (lady bird) ; Hoke, n6
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— Kentucky: Thomas, No. 3699 (the charm is whispered into its hole) —
Louisiana: Roberts, No. 1440 (lady bug placed in the speaker's hand)
— Nczu York: Millard I, 259 f. (place the lady bug on the open hand,

say the charm, and the insect will take flight ; "lady bird" is used as a
variant, too) — Fouisylzviiia: Hand, Pennsylvania, No. 233 — Indiana:

Brewster, Specimens, 366 — Illinois: Hyatt, No. 1374; Wheeler, 59 (lady

bird) — Nebraska: Cannell, 27, No. 51 (if the bug flies off, you will

have good luck) ; Nebraska Proverbs H, 8. Cf. No. 7366, above to com-
pare resemblances with a doodlebug verse. Udal, 247 (lady bird) ;

HDA V, 1696, s.v. "Alarienkafer"
; JAFL xlviii (1935), 192, n. 2

(Himmelmietzel flieg / Dein Vater ist im Krieg / Dein Mutter ist im
Pommerland / Pommerland ist weggebrannt / Himmelmietzel flieg)

;

other verses and discussion in Folk-Lore xlix (1938), 30-36.

7372 To make a ladybug or earthworm come out of her hole,

one must say

:

Ladybug, ladybug,

Fly away home

;

Your house is on fire,

Your children all gone.

Marie Harper, Durham county. Cf. Nezv York: Millard I, 261 (Lady
bird, lady bird, eigh [heigh, or hie?] / Thy house is on fire, thy children

all roam, / Except little Nan, who sits in her pan, / Weaving gold-laces

as fast as she can).

7373 I^ you catch a lucky bug and put him in your shoe and
leave him there all night, you'll find a dime there in the morning.

J. Schaflfner.

7374 It is unlucky to kill a ladybug.

Green Collection. South: Puckett, 436 (Negro) — Kentucky: Thomas,
No. 3698 — Nciv England: Johnson, What They Say, 151 — Pennsyl-
vania: Phillips, 170, No. 121 — Illinois: Hyatt, No. 1373; Wine, No.
153 — l^Visconsi)i: Brown, Insects, 4 (lady bird). Napier, 116 (lady
bird) ; Radford, 160 (lady bird) ; HDA v, 1696, s.v. "Marienkafer."

Spiders, Daddy Longlegs

7Z7S It is a sign of good luck for a spider to get on you.

R. T. Dunstan, Greensboro. Maryland: Whitney-Bullock, No. 87
(crawl on you) — Kentucky: Thomas, No. 3730 (crawl on you) —
New York: Gardner, No. 109 — Illinois: Hyatt, 1474 (crawl) — Wis-
consin: Brown, Insects, 8 (crawl). HDA vni, 273 f., s.v. "Spinne."

7376 Writing spiders warn of impending danger.

Green Collection.

7377 To kill a spider at night is a sign of extremely good luck.

J. Frederick Doering, Durham. Cf. Illinois: Norlin, 210, No. 13 (before
breakfast). Cf. No. 7378, below.
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7378 It is unlucky to kill a spider.

Mary L. Walker, Durham county ; Elsie Doxey, Currituck county ; and
the Green Collection. General: Beckwith, College, No. iia — Maryland:
Whitney-Bullock, No. 93 — Kentucky: Thomas, No. 3750 (black spider)
— Tennessee: Farr, Riddles, No. 86; Farr, Superstitions, No. 86; Miller,

60, No. 36; Rogers, Animal, No. 96; Rogers, Guideposts, No. 35 —
Florida: Hauptmann, 27 (Spanish) — Nova Scotia: Fauset, No. 21

(Negro) — Ontario: Waugh, No. 69; Wintemberg, Grey, No. 26 —
New England: Johnson, IVhat They Say, 95 (spoiling one's luck) —
New York: Gardner, No. iii — Pennsylvania: Brendle-Unger, 205
(sinful [German]); Fogel, No. 403 (German) — Indiana: Baughman,
Sayings, 25 (if you kill a spider, run) ; Brewster, Beliefs, No. 69 —
Illinois: Allison, No. 311 ; Hyatt, No. 1456; No. 1457 (baby spider) ; No.
1458 (black spider); Norlin, 210, No. 11; Wine, No. 154 (never kill

a spider) — IVisconsin: Brown, Insects, 8; also (black spider) —
Ozarks: Randolph, 259 (misfortune) — Soiithzvest: Wilson, Spider, 293
(Apache Indian) — Texas: Hendricks, No. 9 — Nebraska: Cannell, 27,
No. 39 — California: Bryan, No. 9; Dresslar, 46 — Oregon: Hand, No.
59 — Washington: Tacoma, 22. HDA viii, 276, s.v. "Spinne" ; Addy,
66.

7379 If you want to live and thrive,

Let a spider run alive.

Zilpah Frisbie, Marion, McDowell county ; an anonymous informant

;

and three other informants from eastern and central counties. Missis-

sippi: Hudson, 150 — Nova Scotia: Fauset, No. 135 (Let a spider run
alive / All the days you'll live and thrive [Negro]) — Ontario: Win-
temberg, Grey, No. 27 — Massachusetts: Bergen, Animal, Nos. 376,
679 — Illinois: Hyatt, No. 1453 (walk alive) ; No. 1452 (If you wish
to thrive, / Leave the spider alive) ; No. 1454 (If you want to live and
strive, / Let the spider go alive) ; No. 1455 (If you wish to live and
strive, / Let the spider run alive). Addy, 66; Napier, 115.

7380 If you kill a spider, you will lose your best friend.

Green Collection. Cf. Illinois: Hyatt, No. 1415 (a friend is slain each
time you kill a spider).

7381 Cobwebs in the rafters woven by little gray spiders bring

good luck.

Anonymous. Cf. Illinois: Hyatt, No. 1478 (if a spider makes a web in

the corner of your room, do not sweep it down, for as long as the web
remains you will have good luck ; but if you must clean the web away,
destroy it after the spider has gone, and bad luck will not come to you).

Cf. HDA VIII, 276, s.v. "Spinne."

7382 Good luck comes to the woman who detaches a spider's

web.

Elsie Doxey, Currituck county. All three of the following items refer

to the good luck that comes from walking through a spider web : Ken-
tucky: Thomas, No. 3754 — Pennsylvania: Fogel, No. 479 (German) —
Wisconsin: Brown, Insects, 8.

7383 It is unlucky to kill a daddy longlegs.

Green Collection. New England: Johnson, What They Say, 151 —
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Illinois: Hyatt, No. 1356 (you will lose a friend if you kill a daddy long-

legs) — Texas: Bergen, Animal. No. 374 (Spanish). Cf. Nos. 7352,

7374. 7378, above, 7384, below.

7384 It is very unlucky to kill a granddaddy longlegs.

Mrs. Gertrude Allen Vaught, Alexander county. Kentucky: Rainey, 12.

Cf. Nos. 7352, 7374, 7378, 7383, above.

Worms, Snails

73S5 Put a horsehair into a hottle of water, and it will turn into

a little, long worm.

Grace Barbee, Stanly county. In none of the following references is

mention made of a bottle. North Carolina: Bruton, Beliefs, No. 24 —
Kentucky: Collins, 76 (nine days, and a worm will be born from the

hair) ; Price, 38 — Ontario: Waugh, No. 64 (it is believed that the

small nematode worm [genus Gordius] found in ponds and mud-holes is

produced from horse-hairs which have fallen into the water) ; Wintem-
berg, Oxford, No. 3 — Illinois: Allison, No. 524 (in a water trough)
— Texas: WF xv (1956), 60, No. 3 (rain barrel) — Nezv Mexico: Bay-
lor, 148, No. 72 (barrel of water) — California: Dresslar, 42. Cf. No.
7301, above. HDA vi, 1605, s.v. "Pferd."

7386 Earthworms cut in pieces make as many new worms as

there are pieces.

Green Collection. Kentucky: Thomas, No. 3691 ; Rainey, 9 — Illinois:

Hyatt, No. 1404 (cut a fishing worm in two and each part will crawl
away and become a whole worm).

7387 It is had luck to kill a snail.

Green Collection.

Animal Husbandry

General

7388 Animals born in the new of the moon will be strong and
thrive well.

Elizabeth Janet Cromartie, Garland, Sampson county. Cf. Storaker,

Mcnncskct; Kamp, 69, No. 127 (both refer to calves) ; HDA vi, 491.

7389 Make photographs of animals, and they will die.

Eunice Smith, Pantego, Beaufort county.

7390 To change the name of a beast will cause its death,

Lucille Massey, Durham county. The following three items deal with
the names of horses. Pennsylvania: Shoemaker, 3 (if you get a horse on
a trade you must change his name to have good luck with him) —
Illinois: Norlin, 210, No. 23 (if you purchase a horse and change its

name, you will have bad luck with it) — Ozarks: Randolph, 49 (bad
luck to change a horse's name). Cf. No. 7641, below.
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7391 Sprinkle ashes on animals on Ash Wednesday, and they
will not be bothered with lice.

Clara Hearne, Roanoke Rapids, Halifax county. Cf. No. 7470, below.

7392 Never castrate stock when the sign of the Zodiac points

to the loins. Bleeding will be profuse.

Green Collection.

7393 To find a lost animal, catch a daddy longlegs, and ask
him to point to the direction where the animal may be found.

Kate S. Russell, Roxboro, Person county. Cf. No. 7611, below; and also
No. 461, above.

Cats

7394 If you put a kitten under the cover of your bed and leave

it until it crawls out by itself, it will never leave home.

Constance Patten, Greensboro. Cf. Pennsylvania: Fogel, No. 674 (fetch

a cat at night if you would have her stay [German]) — Illinois: Hyatt,
No. 1 91 3 (bring a cat home blindfolded and immediately throw it into the

middle of a bed, and it will never leave). Cf. the Georgia item in No.
7396, below.

7395 To make a cat stay at home, put it in a sack and carry it

around the house three times and then turn it out.

Grace Barbee, Stanly county. Cf. Texas: Woodhull, 21 (getting rid of

the extra cats need not be a problem; just grease each cat's paws well

with butter or bacon rind, and they can then be placed in a sack and
dropped at the nearest neighbor with complete success). HDA iv,

1 113 f., s.v. "Katze."

7396 Putting a cat's foot on the chimney back will keep him at

home.

Lida Page, Nelson, Durham county, and the Green Collection. "A cat

was brought to Mrs. Montgomery's home in Warren county by a little

boy, who took her and scratched her paws on the back of the chimney.

When she asked what he was doing, he responded, 'if you get the cat's

paw sooty, she won't run away'"—P.G. Cf. Georgia: Steiner, No. 128

(if you wish a strange cat to stay with you, grease it with any kind of

grease, stick the cat to the chimney back, and throw it under your bed)
— Alabama: Browne, No. 3806 (rub the cat's hind foot up the chimney).

7397 In moving cats, if you butter their paws, they will stay

with you ; otherwise they will run away.

Clara Hearne, Roanoke Rapids, Halifax county. Included in the survey

are references to keeping the cat home generally, not just after moving.

Cf. Maryland: Whitney-Bullock, No. 1171 (if you wish to remove a cat

from its old home, butter its paws in the new home, and it will be con-

tented to stay there) — Tennessee: Hatcher, 155 — South Carolina:

Davis, 247, n. 5 (she will remain to lick the butter off [Negro]) —
Georgia: Steiner, No. 129 (if you want a cat to stay with you, and not
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return to the former owner, grease the four feet of the cat in the house
before taking it away) — Louisiana: Roberts, No. 1252 (rubs its paws
with grease and it will stay in its new home) — Ontario: Waugh, No.
115 (when you move from one house or locality to another and take the
cat with you, you should butter its feet ; if the cat licks them off, it will

stay) — Maine: Bergen, Animal, No. 932 (grease a cat's feet and she
will stay at your house) — Nczv York: Barnes, No. 34 (grease its

feet so that it will not return to the old home) — California: Dresslar,

S7 (she will be sure to stay with you). HDA iv, 11 13, s.v. "Katze."

7398 If you would prevent a cat from leaving from its new
home, clip the hairs from the tip end of its tail, and bury them
under the doorstep.

Alaybellc Poovey, High Point, Guilford county, and the Green Collection.

"Hunters used to clip hair (a small quantity was sufficient) from their

dog's tail and secrete it under the front doorstep to keep him from run-
ning away"— P.G. South: Puckett, 316 (Negro) — Louisiana: Roberts,
No. 558 (to make a cat stay at a new home, cut off a piece of its tail

and bury it there). HDA iv, 11 14, s.v. "Katze."

7399 To make cats stay home and love their masters, measure
the cat's tail and put it under a block.

Mamie Mansfield, Durham county. Cf. South Carolina: Davis, 247, No.
46 (to make a cat consent to remain in a new habitation, cut off a joint

of her tail and she will stay [Negro]).

7400 If you see cats eating grass, they are sick.

Clara Hearne, Roanoke Rapids, Halifax county, and Ralph Chesson,
Washington county. Illinois: Hyatt, No. 1897 (a cat eats grass for

medicine; if there is no green grass, it will eat dry grass). Cf. No.
7426, below.

7401 Dip a cat in cold water for fits.

J. Frederick Doering, Durham. Ontario: Doering-Doering i, 63.

Dogs

7402 If the roof of a dog's mouth is black, it is a sign he is a

good dog.

Julian p. Boyd. Cf. Nebraska: Cannell, 26, No. 15 (if the inside of a

dog's mouth is black, it is a sign he is well bred). HDA iv, 477, s.v.

"Hund."

7403 If a dog sticks his feet out in front when he lies down, he

is a good dog.

Julian p. Boyd.

7404 If a dog runs one-sided, he is good.

Julian p. Boyd.
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7405 If you name a dog for a worthless man, you will have a

good dog.

The Misses Holeman, Durham county. Osarks: Randolph, 50 (there is

an old saying that one should "always name a good dog after a bad man,"
but a long list of dog names which I once collected in the Ozarks shows
no evidence that the hillman really puts it into practice).

7406 Sometimes the barking of a wise dog will reveal something

he is trying to tell, if you will watch him carefully.

Mrs. Nilla Lancaster, Goldsboro, Wayne county. Cf. Pennsylvania:
Shoemaker, 13 (when the dog barks, he sees something).

7407 If you hit a dog with a broom, he will be lazy,

Fred Stanley, and an anonymous informant.

7408 The barking of a dog means that someone is around, or

that one of the family is not at home or not near home.

Eva Furr, Stanly county.

7409 Cut off a little piece of a dog's tail and carry it in your

pocket, and the dog will never harm you.

Fred Stanley, and an anonymous informant. Cf. Illinois: Hyatt, No. 2018

(cut off and bury the tail of a dog that has bitten you, and he will

neither bite nor bark again).

7410 Cut off a little piece of a dog's tail and carry it in your

pocket, and the dog will never leave you.

Fred Stanley. Cf. Georgia: Steiner, No. 126 (to make a stray dog fol-

low and stay with you, get some hair off the dog's left ear and put it in

your left pocket). The two other references are to cutting off the tail.

Tennessee: Bergen, Animal, No. 141 (cut off a dog's tail and he will

never leave home) — Alabama: Browne, No. 3968 (cut off the tip of a

dog's tail and it will stay home). HDA iv, 476, s.v. "Hund."

741

1

If your dog rambles, refusing to stay at home, put some

of the hair under the door block (step), and you can't drive

him away.

O. W. Blacknall, Kittrell, Vance county. Osarks: Randolph, 52 (bury a

little of the dog's hair under the hearth or doorstep). HDA iv, 476,

s.v. "Hund."

7412 If you cut off a dog's tail and bury it under the front

doorstep, your dog will stay at home.

Julian P. Boyd; Lucille Cheek, Chatham county; Mr. Fairley ; Dr. Blair,

Union county ; and an anonymous informant. In only the Indiana and

Illinois items is the front doorstep specified; and burial (rather than

"placing" or "putting" the piece of tail under the doorstep) is mentioned

only in references from the South (Puckett), Louisiana, Ontario, and

Indiana. South: Puckett, 316 (under the doorstep [Negro]) — North

Carolina: Vine, 21 (under the front door mat) — Maryland: Bergen,

Animal, No. 108 (doorstep) — Kentucky: Thomas, No. 3367 (door-

step) — Tennessee: Farr, Riddles, No. 242; Farr, Superstitions, No.

243; Miller, 69, No. 32 (doorstep) — Louisiana: Roberts, No. 1266
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(doorstep) ; No. 1263 (cut off the end of his tail and make a cross with
the blood over the door) — Ontario: Wintemberg, Waterloo, 26 (bury
under the eaves) — Indiana: Busse, 14, No. 8 (doorstep) — Illinois: Al-
lison, No. 331.

7413 Cut off the tip of a dog's tail, and hide it under the door-

step. Repeat the following while burying it

:

Dog, dog, stay at home.
Never from this household roam.

Lucille Massey, Durham county.

7414 To make a dog stay at home, cut the hair off the end of

its tail and put (hide, bury) it under the doorstep.

Merle Smith, Stanly county ; Mrs. Maude Minish Sutton, Lenoir, Cald-

well county ; three informants from eastern and central counties ; and an
anonymous informant. "I had a run-about dog an' I shore fixed him. I

cut the hair off'n the tip end of his tail and buried hit under the doorstep.

He hain't left sence"—M.M.S. North Carolina: Walker, 8, No. 9 —
Maryland: Whitney-Bullock, No. 1175 (under the front steps; the dog
will never stray, and no one can entice him away) ; No. 1173 (to keep a
dog from straying, nail some hairs from the tail to the door sill) —
Kentucky: Thomas, No. 3368 (three hairs from a dog's tail) — South
Carolina: Bryant II, 147, No. 64; Davis, 247, No. 45 (to make a dog
stay, take hair from his tail, place it between two sticks, and bury it

under the doorstep [Negro]) — Georgia: Steiner, No. 127 — Indiana:
Brewster, Beliefs, No. 215; Brewster, Specimens, 367 — Illinois: Hyatt,
Nos. 2051 f

.
; No. 2053 (front doorstep) — Ozarks: Randolph, 52 (buried

near the cabin) — Texas: Turner, 175 (front steps). Gallop, 53 (be-

hind the front door).

7415 Hair from the top of a dog's head and the end of his tail

buried at the door, facing east, will make him return home if he
has strayed.

Madge Colclough, Durham county. Cf. Illinois: Hyatt, No. 2049 (a dog
will never leave home, if you cut a few hairs from his head and tail).

7416 To make a dog stay home and love his master, measure
his tail and put it under a block.

Zilpah Frisbie, Marion, McDowell county, and Mildred Peterson, Bladen
county. Cf. No. 7418, below.

7417 To make a dog stay at home, cut a bit of hair from the

back of his neck and the tip of his tail, place the hair in a split

(sweetgum) stick, and drive the stick under the front doorsteps.

Carl G. Knox, Leland, Brunswick county. Cf. Illinois: Hyatt, No. 2054
(into a hole that you have bored in the doorsill, stuff a few hairs from a
dog's head and tail, and he will not leave home).

7418 Measure the dog's tail with a stick and bury the stick

under the doorstep to make him stay at home.

Madge Colclough, Durham county. South: Puckett, 317 (measuring a
dog's tail with a stick, and then burying the stick under the doorsteps
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will prevent the dog from running away [Negro]) — Kentucky:
Thomas, No. 3369 (to keep a dog from running away, measure his tail

with a stick, cut off the hair that sticks out at the end, and bury the

stick and the hair under the doorstep).

7419 If your dog refuses to follow you, cut some hair from the

tip of his tail and put it in your shoe. Then you will no more
travel alone.

O. W. Blacknall, Kittrell, Vance county. Cf. Kentucky: Thomas, No.

3371 (if you put a piece of meat in your shoe, wear it for a time, and
then give it to a dog, he will follow you) — Georgia: Steiner, No. 126

(to make a stray dog follow and stay with you, put a piece of bacon in

the shoe of the left foot, wear it till you see the dog, and throw it to

him; if he eats it, he will follow and stay with you).

7420 If you put a piece of cornbread in your shoe, and then

feed it to your dog, he will follow you.

Julian P. Boyd. Cf. Tennessee: Redfield, No. 187 (you can take any-

body's dog away from him; just take a piece of bread and rub it under
your arm and the dog will follow you) — Georgia: Steiner, No. 126 (to

make a stray dog follow and stay with you, rub his left hind-foot with a
piece of cornbread) — Missouri: McKinney, 105 f. (trim one of your
fingernails and put it into the biscuit ; if the stray dog eats the biscuit

he will never leave) — Ozarks: Randolph, 52 (This woman admitted that

the hounds stayed at home better than most, but she attributed it to the

vast quantities of "dog cornbread" which her husband required her to

bake for them, rather than to the hair which he buried under each
shanty. "Them dogs' hair is planted under ever' old shack for miles

around," she said, "but I take notice they alius come home where the

bread is at!").

7421 To make a dog leave home, tie a tin can on its tail.

Grace Barbee, Stanly county.

7422 Keep stray dogs away from the house by tying paper bags

to their tails.

Jessie Hauser, Pfafftown, Forsyth county.

7423 If a dog attempts to defecate, lock the index fingers and
pull outward, and the dog will fail in the attempt.

Carl G. Knox, Leland, Brunswick county. South: Puckett, 256 (hook
your two forefingers together and pull hard ; the dog will be absolutely

unable to relieve his natural wants so long as you keep pulling [Negro])
— Kentucky: Thomas, No. 3363 (to avoid bad luck, join your two little

fingers until you have passed him) — Florida: Hauptmann, 17, No. 3
(children interlock little fingers to cause constipation in the dog [Span-
ish]) — Pennsylvania: Phillips, 166, No. 38 (if two persons interlace

their little fingers it will stop a dog from defecating, and will oblige

him to change the place which he has chosen for the performance) —
Illinois: Hyatt, No. 2022 (four different methods, all involving the

fingers and hands, are given). HDA iv, 481, s.v. "Hund."
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7424 To take the "trick" off a dog so he'll tree, find the root of

a tree growing above ground, and drag him under there.

Mamie Mansfield, Durham county; Zilpah Frisbie, Marion, McDowell
county ; and an anonymous informant.

7425 To keep a dog from treeing, cut a turf of grass the shape

of your foot, and turn it upside down. The dog will not tree till

the grass grows through it again.

Zilpah Frisbie, Marion, McDowell county ; Kate S. Russell, Roxboro,
Person county ; and Mamie Mansfield, Durham county.

7426 When a dog eats grass, he is sick.

Anonymous. Louisiana: Roberts, No. 1258 — Ontario: Wintemberg,
Waterloo, 6 — Pennsylvania: Shoemaker, 12 (grass is a dog's medicine).

HDA IV, 477, s.v. "Hund." Cf. No. 7400, above.

Rabbits

7427 Rabbits fatten on frost. Catch one on a day whose morn-
ing has not been frosty and he will be poor and not fit to eat.

O. W. Blacknall, Kittrell, Vance county.

Chickens

Setting, Hatching

7428 To keep a hen from setting, tie a black string or strip of

cloth to her tail.

Grace Barbee, Stanly county. Cf. Illinois: Hyatt, No. 1676 (put the hen
in a crate with a slat bottom) — Ozarks: Randolph, 42 (corn shucks
fastened to a hen's tail will discourage her from setting).

7429 To break a hen from setting, put a pan of water in the

nest when she leaves, and let her get in it when she comes back.

Lucille Massey, Durham county. South: Puckett, 323 (to stop a hen
from setting, douse her in a tub of cold water [Negro]) — North Caro-
lina: Brewster, Customs, 253 — Kentucky: Thomas, No. 3542 (to keep
an old hen from sitting, put her head under her wing and dip her into a
tub of water three times; she will not sit again) — Indiana: Busse, 14,

No. 6 (put her head under her wing and dip her in a tub of water) —
Illinois: Hyatt, No. 1677 (head under wing; ducked three times in a
tub of water).

7430 To break a hen from setting, put an alarm clock in the

nest, and let it go off.

Zilpah Frisbie, Marion, McDowell county. North Carolina: Brewster,
Customs, 253.

7431 With a holly bush switch, whip a setting hen under her
wings, and she can be made to keep her nest.

Zilpah Frisbie, Marion, McDowell county, and an anonymous informant
North Carolina: Brewster, Customs, 253.
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7432 Set an odd number of eggs to have them hatch well.

Green Collection, and Miss Aura Holton, Durham county. Maryland:
Whitney-Bullock, No. 1197 — South Carolina: Bryant II, 147, No. 72 —
Kentucky: Thomas, No. 3537 — Nova Scotia: Fauset, No. 253 — New
York: Cutting, Farm, 22 (thirteen is common, though a large hen may
cover fifteen) — Pennsylvania: Fogel, No. 885 (German) ; Grumbine,
284 (an uneven number

;
generally thirteen or fifteen) ; also (when the

eggs are very large, like those of geese, the number must be three or

five) ; Owens, 122; Rupp, 259, No. 23 (German) — Indiana: Brewster,
Beliefs, No. 216 (uneven) ; Busse, 14, No. 4 — Illinois: Allison, No. 316.

Addy, 66; Henderson, 112; Pop. Sup. Gent. Mag., 204; Radford, 68;
Udal, 239.

7433 Always set a hen with thirteen eggs.

Elsie Doxey, Currituck county, and Mrs. Gertrude Allen Vaught,
Alexander county. North Carolina: Brewster, Customs, 253 — Ken-
tucky: Thomas, No. 3540 (if you set a hen on thirteen eggs, she will

not hatch so well as on another number) — Georgia: Puckett, 323 (if

you set a hen on thirteen eggs, all will hatch but one [Negro]) —
Alabama: Browne, No. 3929 (never set a hen on thirteen eggs) —
Ontario: Wintemberg, Grey, No. 39; Wintemberg, German I, 49 (Ger-
man) ; Wintemberg, German II, 89 (German) ; Wintemberg, Waterloo,
6 — Maine: Bergen, Animal, No. 982 — Nezv York: Cutting, Farm, 22
(setting a hen on thirteen eggs is common) — Indiana: Busse, 14, No. 5— Illinois: Hyatt, No. 1680 — California: Dresslar, 82 (if you set a hen
on thirteen eggs, they will not all hatch). Addy, 66; McCartney, 152
(citing precedents in classical antiquity).

7434 Thirteen chickens in a hatch, Satan is one of 'em
;

Twelve chickens in a hatch, Judas is one of 'em.

Green Collection.

7435 Don't set eggs when the wind is in the east ; it will take

them a long time to hatch.

Julian P. Boyd. New York: Meeker, Blanket, 188. In the literature the

same tabu applies to the wind blowing from the north, and from the

south.

7436 If you set eggs when the wind is eastward, the chickens

will holler themselves to death.

Ralph Chesson, Washington county. North Carolina: Brewster, Customs,

253 — Tennessee: Rogers, Animal, No. 137 (to set eggs when the wind
is in the north means the chickens will hollo themselves to death) —
Illinois: Hyatt, No. 1703 (if a hen is set when the wind is in the east,

the chickens hatched from the eggs will stand about chirping all the

time and not do well).

7437 Hens should be set three weeks before the full of the

moon.

Mrs. Gertrude Allen Vaught, Alexander county. References involving

the "new moon" or "in the light of the moon" are included here, since

these are phases of the moon that precede a "full moon." North Caro-
lina: Brewster, Customs, 253 — Tennessee: Farr, Riddles, No. 161 (new
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of the moon) ; Farr, Superstitions, No. 162 (new of the moon) —
Louisiana: Roberts, No. 949 (eggs should be set so they will hatch just
before the full moon) — Nova Scotia: Creighton, 71 (always set a hen
so that they come out in the growing moon, or they won't come out)New York: Cutting, farm, 22 (set when the moon is waning so the
chicks will be hatched during the waxing of the new moon) —
{l'i''0js: Hyatt, No. 1694 (set in the light of the moon) — Missouri:
McKmney, 105 (best to set eggs in the light of the moon) — Ocarks:
Randolph, 42 (light of the moon) — New .\fexico: Espinosa, 412, No 4
(if hens are set during a crescent moon, they hatch better '[Spanishi)HDA IV, 451, s.v. "Huhn."

*

7438 Do not set eggs so that they will hatch during dog days.

Mrs. Gertrude Allen Vaught, Alexander county.

7439 Eggs set in the morning will produce male fowls.

Green Collection. Soiith: Puckett, 323 (Negro) —Maryland: Whitney-
Bullock, No. 1201 — Tennessee: Rogers, Animal, No. 128 (more
roosters than pullets) — Illinois: Hyatt, No. 1731 (only roosters).

7440 If a hen is set in the afternoon, all the chicks will be
roosters.

Green Collection. Alabama: Browne, No. 3927 — Illinois- Hvatt No
1732.

"^
'

7441 If you carry eggs to set in a hat, they will all hatch out
roosters.

I. T. Poole, Swepsonville, Alamance county. South: Puckett 322 f
(rnan's hat [Negro]) — Louisiana: Roberts, No. 1366 (man's hat) —
Alabama: Browne, No. 3923 (man's beaver hat) — Nezu York- Cutting
Farm, 22 (man's hat) — Illinois: Hyatt, No. 1727 (man's hat) —
Missouri: Randolph, 42 f. (man's hat).

7442^ If the first person that comes to your house on New
Year's Day is a woman, nearly all your young chickens will be
hens, but if your first visitor is a man, they will be largely
roosters.

Mrs. Gertrude Allen Vaught, Alexander county. Tennessee: Burton 8-
Hatcher, 153; Miller, 68, No. 29; O'Dell, Superstitions, 4; Redf^eld No'
262 — Alabama: Browne, No. 3920; No. 3921 (a white man and a white
woman, etc.) — Illinois: Hyatt, No. 1718.

7443 Thunder addles setting eggs.

Anonymous. Cf. North Carolina: Brewster, Customs, 253 (thunderstorms— "setting" eggs will not hatch) ; Whiting, 383, s.v. "Chicken"-i (as
quare as a chicken hatched in a thunder storm) ; NCF vi No 2 (1958)
13 (same as preceding item) — Maryland: Whitney-Bullock No 1198
(a thunderstorm ain't good for eggs that are under a hen hatching • the
chickens are apt to be crazy) — Ontario: Waugh, No. 99 (thunder af-
fects the hatching of eggs) — A'm- England: Johnson, IVhat They Sav
174 (the chickens are apt to be crazy) — Netu York: Cutting Farm
22 f. (eggs addled, particularly if the storm occurs just before the hatch-mg)

;
also (thunder on Sunday was considered especially dangerous) —
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Pennsylvania: Rupp, 247 (thunderstorms in early spring tend to addle
hatching eggs [German]) — Indiana: McAtee, Grant County, 266 (thun-
der was blamed for the failure of eggs to hatch) — Texas: Hendricks,
No. 328 (thunder will prevent eggs from hatching).

7444 If there are thunderstorms while eggs are setting, the eggs
will not hatch.

Zilpah Frisbie, Marion, McDowell county. Cf. Maryland: Whitney-
Bullock, No. 1208 (a thunderstorm kills young chickens in the egg) —
Kentucky: Thomas, No. 2697 (it will kill the chickens) -— Louisiana:
Roberts, No. 1371 ; No. 1377 (it is useless to set eggs just after a thun-
derstorm, for they will not hatch) — Quebec: Marie-Ursule, 167, No.
185 (thunder causes chickens who are about to hatch to die [French])
— Ontario: Wintemberg, Grey, No. 4 — Illinois: Hyatt, No. 1685
(every egg will be ruined) ; Wheeler, 68 — Ozarks: Randolph, Ozark,
89 — Nebraska: Ericson, 151, No. 3 — Idaho: Lore, 206 — Dominican
Republic: Andrade, 429 (Spanish). Lean 11, 417.

7445 Chickens hatched in the new of the moon are stronger

and grow more quickly than those hatched in the old of the

moon.

Anonymous. Cf. Louisiana: Roberts, No. 1375 (set eggs so that they

will hatch just before full moon. The chickens will be weak if they

hatch while the moon is decreasing).

7446 Never have any chickens hatch out at the full of the moon.
If you do, they will die with the gapes.

E. B. Spivey, Jr., Trotville, Hertford county. Cf. Illinois: Hyatt, No.
1715 (to obtain chickens in June, set the hen so that the eggs will hatch

in the light of the moon ; for if the chickens come out in the dark of the

moon, they will sleep themselves to death).

7447 Chickens hatched in May will be crazy. They will whirl

about until they die of exhaustion.

Edward Dreyer (Louisiana). Cf. Alabama: Browne, No. 3918 (chickens

hatched in May are "peepy" and no good) — Pennsylvania: Fogel, No.

887 (chickens hatched in May will have staggers [German]) ; Rupp, 259,

No. 25 (same as preceding item [German]) — Ozarks: Randolph, 43
(chicks hatched in May will never mature properly).

7448 Eggs "toted" over running water will not hatch.

Green Collection, and Mrs. Norman Herring, Tomahawk, Sampson
county. Tennessee: Massey, 57 f. (across a stream) — Pennsylvania:
Fogel, No. 899 (across a stream [German] ) — Illinois: Hyatt, No. 1689.

Radford, iii.

7449 Pick ofif the little skin from chicken's bills when you take

them from the nest, and they will live.

Lucille Cheek, Chatham county. North Carolina: Brewster, Customs,

254-
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7450 Cover newly hatched chicks with a sieve, and place them
in the sunshine for a little while, and they will live.

Zilpah Frisbie, Marion, McDowell county. North Carolina: Brewster,

Customs, 254. Covering the eggs with a sieve would suggest a possible

connection with witchcraft, where sieves and sifters are frequently em-
ployed to prevent the entrance of witches.

7451 If a woman comes to see you on New Year's Day, none
of your setting-hen eggs will hatch that whole year. If a man
comes it does not matter.

Dorothy McDowell Vann, Raleigh ; Fannie Vann, Clinton, Sampson
county; and Robert E. Long, Roxboro, Person county. Kentucky:
Thomas, No. 2789 (if a woman visits you on New Year's Day, you can-

not raise chickens successfully that year) — Alabama: Browne, No. 3933
(if a woman visits you on New Year's Day, you will have bad luck with
chickens).

Laying

7452 If hens eat snow, it will stop them from laying.

Anonymous.

7453 Feed chickens eggshells, and they will lay.

Green Collection. South Carolina: Bryant II, 147, No. 71 (dried egg-
shells) — Louisiana: Roberts, No. 1383 (dried out eggshells to make
them lay better) — Ontario: Wintemberg, Waterloo, 6 (if egg shells are

burned the hens will cease to lay) — Indiana: Busse, 14, No. 3 (baked
egg shells) — Illinois: Hyatt, No. 1660 (baked egg shells) ; No. 1661
(ground egg shells). Addy, 66; Storaker, Mennesket, 279.

7454 Hang a red cloth in the henhouse to make hens lay better.

Elsie Doxey, Currituck county. Ontario: Waugh, No. lOO (an old

woman in Paris, Ontario, believed that if a red cloth were hung up in

the hen-house, the hens would lay better).

7455 If it rains on Valentine's Day, your chickens will stop

laying.

Mrs. Gertrude Allen Vaught, Alexander county. North Carolina: Brew-
ster, Customs, 253.

7456 An Qgg laid on Good Friday certainly will never spoil.

The contents will dry out, but never spoil.

Anonymous. Cf. Louisiana: Roberts, No. iioi (an tgg laid on Good Fri-

day will turn to wax if kept until the next Good Friday) — Nezv Eng-
land: Johnson, What They Say, 141 f. — Pennsylvania: Aurand, 21

(German) ; Fogel, No. 863 (will not decay [German]) ; Rupp, 260, No.
33; Sener, 241 (eggs laid on Good Friday keep longer than any others).

Napier, 114.

Tonics, Ill-Omens, Diseases

7457 Put red oak bark in the chickens' water for a tonic.

Green Collection. Cf. Alabama: Browne, No. 3898 (for chicken cholera
boil red oak bark and have the sick chickens drink the water).
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7458 Give hens a dose of salts every two months.

Green Collection.

7459 Put epsom salts in chicken's water (one tablespoonful to

a gallon), and it will make them healthy.

Clara Hearne, Roanoke Rapids, Halifax county. North Carolina: Brew-
ster, Customs, 253 — South Carolina: Bryant II, 141, No. 141 (through-
out August, to prevent sore head, put epsom salts in the water for the

chickens).

7460 Feed red pepper to little chickens.

Clara Hearne, Roanoke Rapids, Halifax county. North Carolina: Brew-
ster, Customs, 253.

7461 The first person that goes in someone else's house on New
Year's Day will be their chicken raiser.

Virginia Bowers, Stanly county. Cf. Nos. 7462 flf., below.

7462 It is bad luck to the chickens to have a visitor on New
Year's Day.

Green Collection.

7463 If a visitor comes to your house on New Year's Day and
does not sit down, you cannot raise chickens that year,

Zilpah Frisbie, Marion, McDowell county, and an anonymous informant.

7464 If a woman comes to your home first on New Year's Day,

you will have bad luck with poultry that year.

Julian P. Boyd. Kentucky: Thomas, No. 2789 (you cannot raise chickens

successfully that year) — Alabama: Browne, No. 3933 (you will have
bad luck with the chickens). Cf. No. 7451, above.

7465 A woman visitor on New Year's Day will bring bad luck.

If the woman has red hair, the bad luck will be lessened to a
certain extent. This kind of New Year's luck applies especially

to the raising of chickens.

R. N. Hunter, Sanford, Lee county. Cf. No. 7464, above.

7466 If a man is your first visitor on New Year's Day, you will

have good luck with your chickens all through the year.

Robert E. Long, Roxboro, Person county. Alabama: Browne, No. 3919-

7467 To insure good luck with chickens, let a woman carry

them from the nest to the coop.

Mrs. Gertrude Allen Vaught, Alexander county. This belief seems to be

related to notions having to do with the setting of eggs, wherein women
carrying eggs to the nest, whether in an apron or bonnet, are thought to

insure the production of pullets. North Carolina: Brewster, Customs, 253.
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7468 Don't allow a sorry person to come to your house on New
Year's Day. It will cause the chickens not to grow.

Joseph E. Kanipe, Asheville, Buncombe county; and Annie Hamlin, Dur-
ham county.

7469 To keep a fire always burning on the hearth will prevent
cholera among chickens.

Sue Hull (Indiana). Alabama: Bergen, Current, No. 816.

7470 Sprinkle ashes on fowls on Ash Wednesday, and they will
not be bothered with lice.

Clara Hearne, Roanoke Rapids, Halifax county. North Carolina: Brew-
ster, Customs, 253 — Maryland: Whitney-Bullock, No. 2251 (scatter
ashes in the hen coop on Ash Wednesday) — Pennsylvania: Starr, 322
(put ashes into the chicken pen, etc.) — Illinois: Hyatt, No. 1654 (scat-
ter ashes in your henhouse on Ash Wednesday before sunrise, and your
chickens will never have any lice). HDA i, 618, s.v. "Aschermitt-
woch."

7471 Grease little chicken's heads with lard and kerosene when
you take them from the nest, and lice will not bother them.

Clara Hearne, Roanoke Rapids, Halifax county. North Carolina: Brew-
ster, Customs, 253.

7472 Boil smartweed and scald out the chicken house to kill any
kind of insect.

Mamie Mansfield, Durham county. May weed, sassafras, and various
other kinds of herbs are used to rid fowls of lice. North Carolina:
Brewster, Customs, 253.

7473 To cure cholera in chickens, burn a live chicken at the
forks of a road.

Anonymous. The primitive notion of sacrificing animals to protect flocks
and herbs from further ravage by disease, still common in parts of
Europe, is little known in the United States. Such sacrifice involves kill-
ing by various means, and often burning and burial. Cf. Kentucky:
Thomas, No. 1119 (if your chickens are sick, take the best one that is
well and cut off its head to cure the sick ones). Kamp, 65, No. 99 (if
the chickens in a yard are sick, a living hen should be buried in front of
the henhouse).

7474 To cure pip in chickens, open the mouth of the fowl and
with a needle pick the end of the tongue off. Put lard and pep-
per on the place.

Mrs. Norman Herring, Tomahawk, Sampson county.

Hawks, Birds of Prey

7475 .If you make a smoke before sunrise on the first day of
May, it is a sure fact that the hawks will get all your chickens.

Mrs. Gertrude Allen Vaught, Alexander county.
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7476 To drive the hawks away, hang one you have killed in a

tree or on a pole.

Mrs. Gertrude Allen Vaught, Alexander county. Cf. Maryland: Whit-
ney-Bullock, No. 231 1 (if you plant a pole on May Day, no hawks will

steal your chickens). Cf. No. 7493, below. HDA in, 1296, s.v.

"Habicht."

7477 Burn chicken feathers to keep hawks away.

Susie Spurgeon Jordan, Brevard, Transylvania county. Cf. Osarks:
Randolph, 43 (chickens feathers plucked out of each chicken and buried
under the henhouse).

7478 Put a cabbage head up the chimney to keep hawks away.

Susie Spurgeon Jordan, Brevard, Transylvania county.

7479 Women of Cleveland county string tgg shells and hang
them in the chimney to keep the hawks away.

W. Q. Grigg, Cleveland county. Cf. South: Puckett, 323 (eggshells from
which chickens have recently been hatched are threaded on a straw and
placed in the chimney ; or they are put in a tin bucket and placed there

[Negro]) — Kentucky: Thomas, No. 3546 (string eggshells on twigs

of trees to keep hawks away) ; No. 3541 (if after the chickens begin to

hatch, you put the shells up higher than the chickens can jump, the

hawks will not catch the chickens) — Tennessee: Farr, Riddles, No. 239
(when chickens hatch, tie the egg shells together and hang them up; the

hawks will not go down past the egg shells to get the chickens) ; Farr,

Stipcrstitions, No. 240 (same as preceding item). Dalyell, 270 f.

(kites).

7480 If you'll get a white flint rock from some other person's

plantation, and keep it in the fire, keeping it hot all the time, it

will keep the hawks away.

Kate S. Russell, Roxboro, Person county ; Alex Tugman, Todd, Ashe
county ; and two other informants from Avery and Vance counties. Cf.

North Carolina: Bergen, Animal, No. 119 (keep flint stones in the fire

to keep hawks away from chickens) — Georgia: Steiner, No. 116 (a

white flint rock is put into the fire).

7481 Put flint rocks in the fireplace to keep the hawks from
catching chickens.

Wilma Foreman, Stanly county. North Carolina: Walker, 8, No. 8

(burning flints in a fireplace will keep the hawks away; this practice is

said to work because the flints when heated give off the odor of gun-
powder) — Alabama: Browne, No. 3906 (put a flint rock into the fire-

place and keep it hot, etc.).

7482 If you put a rock in the fireplace, it will keep the hawks
away.

Julian p. Boyd ; Elizabeth Janet Cromartie, Garland, Sampson county

;

and Carl G. Knox, Leland, Brunswick county. "Long ago some of the

Scotch folks on Black River put rocks in the fireplace to keep the hawks
from catching the chickens. Virginia: WF ix (1950), 355 (get a rock
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from a neighboring farm, and put it into the fireplace ; as long as the
rock is hot, hawks will have no power over your fowls) — Kentucky:
Thomas, \o. 3552 (a round rock in the fire will cause a hawk's claws to
draw up to tliat shape, so that it cannot catch chickens) — Alabama-
Bergen, Current, No. 1475 (throw a handful of rocks into the fire while
It IS burnmg brightly) — Illinois: Hyatt, No. 1652 (putting a round rock
in a fire will draw up a hawk's claws so that it cannot seize your
chicken). For the use of hot flint in making a screech owl stop screeching
see No. 7276, above.

7483 Place a flint (quartz) rock behind a backstick (back log)
to prevent hawks from catching the chickens.

Mrs. Gertrude Allen Vaught, Alexander county.

7484 If you put a white flint in the back of the chimney the
hawks will not catch your chickens.

Made Morgan, Stanly county. Kentucky: Thomas, No. 3554 (any kind
of flint rock in the chimney will keep off hawks) ; No. 3553 (put an
Indian arrow into the chimney) ; Price, 37 (same as in the preceding
Item). *

7485 Place a rock upon the gate post, and hawks will not bother
the chickens.

Carl G. Knox, Leland, Brunswick county.

7486 Place a piece of white flint in the spring, and the hawks
will not catch your chickens.

Macie Morgan, Stanly county. Alabama: Browne, No. 3913 (put a rockm the back of your spring before sunup, and the hawks won't bother your
chickens).

7487 Put a round, white sandrock into the fire to keep hawks
away.

Mrs. Gertrude Allen Vaught, Alexander county. Cf. the Kentucky and
Illinois references in No. 7482, above.

7488 Put (keep) horseshoes in the fire to keep hawks awav
from your chickens.

Edith Walker, Watauga county; Reverend W. S. Smith, Cornelius
Mecklenburg county; Odus Rupe (Kentucky); Mrs. Gertrude Allen
Vaught, Alexander county; and an anonymous informant. "It is believed
by some people that a horseshoe kept in the fire will affect a hawk's
claws so that he cannot pick up young chickens"—W.S.S. Maryland-
Whitney-Bullock, No. 1206 (a horseshoe on the hearth) — Kentucky

-

Ihomas, No. 3440 (a horseshoe in the stove or fireplace) ; No 3439(hang a horseshoe on the andiron)
; No. 3438 (one horseshoe under the

doorstep and one in the fire will keep hawks away from your chickens)— Iennessce:Fa.rr Riddles. No. 241 (a horseshoe in the ash pan of a
cook stove)

;
Farr, Superstitions, No. 242 (same as preceding item) —

Alabanw: Browne, No. 3908 (hang a horseshoe in tlie fireplace etc )— Illinois: Hyatt, No. 1650 (if a hawk is flying about, throw a horse-
shoe into the fire and leave it there until hot; and the bird's claws will
become so clinched that it will be unable to capture your chickens) • No
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1651 (one horseshoe in the fire and another under the doorstep) —
Wisconsin: Brown, Birds, 8 (a horseshoe under the doorstep and one in

the fire) — Missouri: McKinney, 105 (keep a horseshoe in the fireplace;

the hot horseshoe burns the hawk's feet) — Osarks: Randolph, 43
("Most hillfolk of my acquaintance use a horseshoe instead of the stone,

and some think that a muleshoe is even better. It is frequently fastened
in the firebox of the stove rather than in the oven. In the old days a
muleshoe was hung up in the fireplace, or even set in the mortar at the
back of the chimney").

7489 Put a piece of steel in the fire, and the hawks will not take

your chickens.

Mr. Fairley, Cf. No. 7488, above. (The efficacy of the horseshoe derives
from the material [iron and steel] of which it is made, as much as from
its shape.)

7490 In the early spring, when little chickens begin to hatch,

the country people put an iron chain in the fire, and burn it in

order to draw up the hawks' claws so that they cannot catch

the chickens.

Katherine Bernard Jones, Raleigh.

7491 To keep a hawk from catching chickens, hang a bottle of

salt on a pole. When the hawk gets below the bottle, his feet

will be drawn up so he cannot catch the chickens.

Zilpah Frisbie, Marion, McDowell county ; Mamie Mansfield, Durham
county ; and an anonymous informant. Cf. Maryland: Whitney-Bullock,
No. 231 1 (if you plant a pole on May Day, no hawks or crows will steal

your chickens) — Kentucky: Thomas, No. 3556 (a bottle half full of

water tied on a pole).

7492 To keep the hawks away from the house, erect a scare-

crow, windwheels, bright objects, or strings on trees or poles.

Mrs. Gertrude Allen Vaught, Alexander county. Alabama: Browne, No.

3914 (scarecrow).

7493 To keep harmful birds away, nail a dead crow or hawk on
the barn.

Clara Hearne, Roanoke Rapids, Halifax county. North Carolina: Brew-
ster, Customs, 263 — Pennsylvania: Hoffman I, 131 (one will fre-

quently observe, even at this day, the bodies of birds of prey, with out-

stretched wings, nailed against the gable ends of barns ; birds of this

kind, shot upon the farm, were thus exposed to keep others away [Ger-

man]). HDA III, 1296, s.v. "Habicht." Cf. No. 7476, above.

Loss of Chickens, Death, Killing, etc.

7494 It is bad luck to count a flock of little chickens.

Green Collection. Pennsylvania: Sener, 244 (the counting of chickens in

the spring will cause ill luck). The well-known proverb, "Don't count

your chickens before they are hatched," of course, is found in all parts of

the country. For the North Carolina examples of this, and for further
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bibliographical references, see Whiting, 383, s.v. "Chicken"-6. Cf. No.

7512, below.

7495 Count chickens and they will all die.

William B. Covington, Scotland county ; and an anonymous informant.

North Carolina: Brewster, Customs, 254. Cf. No. 7512, below.

7496 If you count a flock of chickens on Sunday, you will lose

some of them before the end of the week.

Alex Tugman, Todd, Ashe county.

7497 When a chicken is killed, make a cross mark upon the

ground with the hnger, place the chicken upon his back in this

mark, and he will not flop about.

Carl G. Knox, Leland, Brunswick county, and an anonymous informant.

North Carolina: Brewster, Customs, 254 — Florida: Hauptmann, 15

(when the chicken's neck is broken, the sign of the cross is made on the

ground with the bill and the chicken placed thereon; this stops the flap-

ping [Spanish]).

7498 After wringing off a chicken's neck, draw a ring on the

ground around the chicken's body, and it will not flutter.

Green Collection. South: Puckett, 318 (lay the fowl on the ground and
draw a circle about it with your finger ; it will not be able to flop outside

this circle).

7499 To keep a chicken from flopping when killed, tuck the

head under the wing, swing the chicken around in a circle several

times, and then lay its head on a block and chop it off.

Zilpah Frisbie, Marion, McDowell county. North Carolina: Brewster,
Customs, 254 — Illinois: Hyatt, No. 1751 (jerk some feathers from the

back of a chicken's head, just before killing it, and it will not flop).

Miscellaneous

7500 To move chickens from one place to another when they

refuse to take up their abode in a new chicken house, feed them
with corn soaked in chamber lye of the owner of the chickens

who wishes to transfer them.

Green Collection.

7501 Feathers picked on the increase of the moon will be plenti-

ful.

Mrs. Norman Herring, Tomahawk, Sampson county. North Carolina:
Brewster, Customs, 252.

7502 Chickens are able to sneeze at three o'clock in the morn-
ing.

Constance Patten, Greensboro. Maryland: Bergen, Animal, No. 971
[Negro] ; Puckett, 47 (Negro).
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7503 When chickens and ducks drink, they hold up their bills

to thank God.

Anonymous. Alabama: Browne, No. 3819 (chickens drinking lift their

heads after each drink in gratitude to God).

Geese

7504 If it thunders on Sunday, goose eggs will not hatch.

Clara Hearne, Roanoke Rapids, Halifax county. Kentucky: Thomas, No.
2717; No. 2413 (if it thunders in February) — Alabama: Browne, No.
3932 (January) — Pennsylvania: Bergen, Animal, No. 988; Owens, 121;
Rupp, 247, No. 2)7 (German) — Illinois: Hyatt, No. 1804 (thunder on
Sunday will spoil a setting of goose eggs); No. 1805 (February).
HDA III, 290, s.v. "Gans."

7505 Put nails in the shape of a cross in the nest of a goose so

that thunder will not spoil the eggs and prevent them from
hatching.

Rebecca Willis (Texas). Cf. Illinois: Hyatt, No. 1806 (to prevent light-

ning and thunder from harming your goose eggs during the spring, you
must place iron around the nest) ; No. 1803 ("When I was on the farm
I always set my hen and goose eggs on the ground so when it thundered
it would not hurt them").

7506 Geese begin to lay on Saint Patrick's Day.

Green Collection. General: Dunwoody, 104; Garriott, 42 (St. Patrick's

Day [March 17] the warm side of the stone turns up, and the broad-
back goose begins to lay). Inwards, 49.

7507 Pick geese on the dark of the moon.

Green Collection. For the southern and middle states, and for the Ozark
country, it is a practice to pick geese in the light of the moon. The
feathers are said to be more plentiful and of better quality.

7508 Wild geese flying south always fly in the shape of the

initial letter of the island to which they are going.

W. G. Coltrane, Grifton, Pitt county. Cf. Kentucky: Thomas, No. 3615
(wild geese fiying south make the initials of each state through which
they pass) ; Puckett, 47 — Nezv England: Bergen, Animal, No. 989 (wild

geese on the wing group themselves so as to form the letters of the al-

phabet) — Massachusetts: Bergen, Animal, No. 990 (wild geese in

flying form the initial letter of their destination, i.e., they make an "S" if

flying south, an "N" if flying north, etc.).

Turkeys

7509 If turkeys come off the nest in June, they will cry them-

selves to death.

Dorothy McDowell Vann, Raleigh.

7510 Little turkeys thrive better with a hen than with a turkey.

Lucille Cheek, Chatham county. North Carolina: Brewster, Customs,

253.
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751

1

Feed little turkeys black pepper stirred into dough made
of meal.

Clara Hearne, Roanoke Rapids, Halifax county. North Carolina: Brew-
ster, Customs, 253.

7512 It is bad luck to count a flock of little turkeys.

Anonymous. Cf. Nos. 7494 flf., above.

7513 Count turkeys and they will all die.

William B. Covington, Scotland county, and an anonymous informant.

Cf. No. 7495, above.

7514 To cure turkeys that have been bewitched, throw a hand-

ful of salt into the fire.

W. H. Poole. "Polly Deal, a witch, came to the home of W. H. Poole.

Just as she walked through the barnyard the turkeys began to take fits.

They seemed to be drunk and could not stand up. A slave girl belonging

to the owner of the turkeys, recalling that to throw salt into the fire

would cure anything bewitched, threw a handful of salt into the fire, and
the turkeys became all right ; but the witch took a severe pain in the

head which was thought for some time would end her life."

Bees

7515 The success of the swarming of bees may be seen in the

following verse

:

Swarm in May, worth a load of hay

;

Swarm in June, worth a silver spoon;

Swarm in July, not worth a fly.

Kathleen Mack, Davidson county. General: Dunwoody, 97 — North
Carolina: Whiting, 368, s.v. "Bee"-i (further references) — Maryland:
Whitney-Bullock, No. 2116 —• Kentucky: Thomas, No. 2850 — Tennes-
see: O'bell, Superstitions, 5 (a fourth line is added: Just let 'em die) —
New England: Johnson, What They Say, 154 — Massachusetts: Bergen,
Animal, No. 1057 — Neiv York: Barnes, No. 36; Cutting, Farm, 23;
Gardner, No. 361 — Pennsylvania: Shoemaker, 20 — Indiana: Brewster,
Beliejs. No. 16 (A swarm of bees in July ain't worth a cowfly) — Il-

linois: Hyatt, Nos. 1325- 1327 — IVisconsin: Brown, Insects, 6. In-

wards, 33 ; Lean i, 362 ; Udul, 246 ; HDA i, 1230, s.v. "Biene."

7516 Rob your bees during the new of the moon, and they will

fill better next time.

Mrs. Gertrude Allen Vaught, Alexander county. Cf. General: Gillis, 86
(rob honey from hives or trees in a dry sign) — Ocarks: Randolph, 45
(honey is best removed from the hive in accordance with the state of the
moon and the signs of the zodiac). van Gennep 11, 57.

7517 It is real bad luck to sell bees.

Pearle Webb, Pineola, Avery county. Maryland: Whitney-Bullock, No.
1193 (bad luck to sell bees; if you part with them, they must be bartered
away to prevent misfortune) — Kentucky: Thomas, No. 3666 (if you
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sell a beehive ; if you sell one, the contents of two hives will die) —
Missouri: JAFL vi (1893), 161 (Negro). N & Q i. Vol. 12 (1852),
38; Radford, 31; HDA 1, 1233, s.v. "Biene" ; van Gennep 11, 97;
Sebillot 1, 282.

7518 If you sell a hive of bees, and receive the pay in your hand
you sell your luck with the bees. The buyer must pay in silver

coin, laymg it down on a rock. After the bees are off the prem-
ises you may get your pay.

Alex Tugman, Todd, Ashe county. Cf. Missouri: JAFL vi (1893), 161

(if the price of bees is lelt on the bench from which they are taken, the

bad luck of selling bees is crossed [NegroJ). HDA 1, 1233, s.v.

"Biene."

7519 If an owner of bees dies, you must move them and tell

them he is dead, or they will leave.

Mrs. Gertrude Allen Vaught, Alexander county ; the Green Collection

;

and a newspaper clipping. The clipping, Irom Louisville, Kentucky,

Jan. 29, 1939, tells oi the persistence of this belief as encountered by

Federal Vvriters' Project workers. (The newspaper is not named.)
Whittier has commemorated this common belief in his well-known poem,
"Telling the Bees," and Eugene Field recited his own poem of the same
title before the Folklore Congress of the Columbian Exposition at Chi-

cago in July, 1893. The last stanza of Whittier's poem is recalled here

because it contains the actual invocation to the bees

:

And the song she was singing ever since

In my ear sounds on :

—

"Stay at home, pretty bees, fly not hence 1

Mistress Mary is dead and gone
!"

In the following items, unless otherwise stated, reference is to telling

only, not to moving the hive. North Carolina: Brewster, Customs, 256
(excellent notes) ; Walker, 8, No. 7 (some of the relatives must tell

the bees, or there will be no honey that year) — South: Puckett, 82
(Negro) — Maryland: Whitney-Bullock, No. 1192 (unless informed
of the death, the bees will go away, and bad luck will follow) ; No. 1191

(after the death of the owner of the bees, the bees must be shaken
awake) — Ontario: Waugh, No. 362 (crape was sometimes tied to the

hives, and left there until after the funeral) — New Hampshire: JAFL
II (1889), 293 (the bees must be told in a loud voice in front of the

hive) — Alassachusetts: WF xvi (1957), 58 f. ("A strange tradition,

from the forgotten rural years when almost every family kept bees, was
startlingly recalled after the death of John Zepka. Throughout his life

Mr. Zepka had raised, worked with, and loved bees. He became widely
known in the Berkshire Hills as a man 'who had a way with them.'

When the cortege reached the grave, mourners found the funeral tent

swarming with bees—on the tent ceiling and clinging to the floral sprays.

They did not annoy the mourners—just remained immobile. Nothing
like it had been seen here before. Recalled was the tradition 'Telling the

Bees,' kept alive in the poetry of John Greenleaf Whittier and Eugene
Field. It held that the bees must be told when a member of the family
dies—and the hive draped with a shred of black—lest the bees leave

their hive" [AP dispatch from Adams, Mass. to the New York Times,
July 16, 1956!) — New York: Cutting, Farm, 24 — Pennsylvania:
Bayard, 57 ("You must go to the hive immediately after there has been
a death in the house, and say loudly and distinctly, 'Your master's
dead!' Straightway all the bees will stop their humming for a moment.
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then recommence it loudly on a new note ; and one bee will fly out of the

hive and go directly to the deathchamber, where it will circle about the

corpse, and after having assured itself of the truth of the report, will

return to the hive. The bees will then resume their normal activity, and
will not leave the place") — Illinois: Briggs, 216 f. (the oldest woman
and the youngest child among the kinsman of the dead master tell the

bees what has happened) — IVisconsin: Brown, Insects, 6 — Ocarks:
Randolph, Ozark, 14. HDA i, 1232, s.v. "Biene" ; Henderson, 309 f

.

;

Radford, 31; Salisbury, 72; SFQ xv (1951), 69 (Basque); McCartney,
185 ff. For "telling" the fruit trees of the death of the owner, see No.
8427, below.

7520 If you fail to move your bees when anyone in the family

dies, the bees will die.

Mrs. Gertrude Allen Vaught, Alexander county. South: Puckett, 82
(Negro) — Maryland: Whitney- Bullock, No. 11 90 (they must be told

about it before sunup the next morning or they will weaken and die) —
Tennessee: Miller, 70, No. 89 (before the sun comes up) — Ontario:

Waugh, No. 352 {memorat) — New Hampshire: JAFL 11 (1889), 293— New York: Cutting, Farm, 24 — Illinois: Briggs, 216 f. HDA i,

122,2, s.v. "Biene"; Radford, 30; Salisbury, 72; McCartney, 186 (quoting
Mark Twain's The Adventures of Huckleberry Finn, Ch. 8).

Cows

Milk, Milking

7521 To make a young cow gentle and a good milch cow, pour
the beeslings [biestings?] on her rump.

Anonymous. South: Puckett, 324 (a cow may be "gentled" by pouring
milk on her back, or milking the first stream on her right foot, but none
should be allowed to fall to the ground, for that would make her milk
dry up [Negro]) — Maryland: Lee, iii (Negro).

7522 The first time a cow is milked, pour the milk on her back.

This makes her give lots of milk.

Pearle Webb, Pineola, Avery county.

7523 Milking a cow on the left side is bad luck.

Students, Lees-McRae College, Avery county; Ray Peterson, Riley,

Franklin county ; and an anonymous informant.

7524 If you kill frogs, your cow will give bloody milk.

Edith Walker, Watauga county ; and Mrs. Gertrude Allen Vaught,
Alexander county. General: Bergen, Animal, No. 365 — Tennessee:
Redfield, No. 191 ; No. 192 (if the owner of a cow kills a frog, his cow
will give bloody milk) — Ontario: Bergen, Animal, No. 365 (killing

frogs in the barnyard, etc.) — Illinois: Hyatt, No. 1583 ("When we
were on the farm 1 would not kill a frog for anything, for I did not

want the milk to be bloody") ; No. 1584 (never kill a frog near milking
time, or your cows will give bloody milk) ; Norlin, 210, No. 16 —
Texas: Turner, 159 (if you kill a frog, your cow will either go dry or
give bloody milk) — California: Dresslar, 45.
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7525 If a COW Steps on a toad, she will give bloody milk.

Fred Stanley, and an anonymous informant. Iowa: Stout, No. 658 (if a
cow gives bloody milk, it is a sign that she has stepped on a toad and
killed it).

7526 If you kill a toad (toad-frog), your cow will give bloody
milk.

Mrs. Gertrude Allen Vaught, Alexander county ; Fannie Vann, Clinton,

Sampson county ; and seven other informants, mainly from central and
western counties. Frogs are dealt with unless otherwise specified. Gen-
eral: Bergen, Animal, No. 365; Knortz, 20 — Maryland: Whitney-Bul-
lock, No. 590 — Cumberland Mountains: Shearin, 319 — Kentucky:
Carter, Mountain, 14; Rainey, 13; Thomas, No. 3499; KFR iii (1957),
10 (moral: don't kill toads) — Tennessee: Carter, 2 f

.
; Rogers, Animal,

No. 91 — Alabama: Browne, No. 3938 (toad-frog) — Ontario: Bergen,
Animal, No. 365; Wintemberg, German I, 46 (cows produce blood in-

stead of milk [German] ) ; VVintemberg, Gerjnan II, 90 (German)
;

Wintemberg, Roebuck, No. 3 ; Wintemberg, Waterloo, 7 — New Eng-
land: Johnson, IVhat They Say, 149 f. (if you kill a toad, and one of your
cows catches sight of the dead toad and smells of it, she will give bloody
milk) — New York: Gardner, No. 179; NYFQ ix (1953), 134 —
Pennsylvania: Fogel, No. 762 (German) ; Hoffman I, 130 (German)

;

Starr, 322 (German) — Indiana: Brewster, Beliefs, No. 202; Brewster,
Specimens, 367; Tullis, No. 9 (your cows will give bloody milk that

night) ; WF xvi (1957), 204, No. i (bloody milk at the next milking)
— Illinois: Allison, No. 313; Hyatt, No. 1583; No. 1584 (never kill a
toad near milking time, etc.) ; Norlin, 210, No. 17; Smith I, 58 (toad-
frog) — Missouri: McKinney, 105 — Ozarks: Randolph, 48 (the dam-
age can be repaired, according to Arkansas tradition, by getting seven
pebbles, and throwing them over your left shoulder into an open well at

sundown. The milk will be all right after that) — lozva: Stout, No. 629;
also. No. 650 (the best cow will give bloody milk) — Nebraska: Can-
nell, 27, No. 47 — Colorado: Davidson, No. 2 (toad-frog).

7527 It is bad luck to milk a cow's milk on the ground. It will

make her go dry.

Kate S. Russell, Roxboro, Person county ; Mamie Mansfield, Durham
county; and the Green Collection. South: Puckett, 419 (Negro) —
Maryland: Bergen, Animal, No. 1124; Lee, iii (to make a young cow
gentle, pour milk on her back ; do not let a drop fall on the ground, for

that will make her milk dry up [Negro]); Whitney-Bullock, No. 1182
— Kentucky: Thomas, No. 3332; No. 1668 (in milking, if you throw
milk on the ground, the cow will go dry ; throw it into running water)
— South Carolina: Bryant II, 147, No. 68 (if you squirt milk on the

ground, etc.) — Georgia: Steiner, No. 124 (she will go dry unless you
throw some of the milk on her back) — Louisiana: Roberts, No. 624;
Williamson, No. 21 — Ontario: Wintemberg, Grey, No. 54 (people

sometimes do this purposely) — New York: Cutting, Farm, 17 (a
"new" cow should not be milked onto the ground, etc.) ; Gardner, No.
324 (if you find it hard to dry off a cow, milk her on the ground a

couple of times; do not save the milk) — Pennsylvania: Fogel, No. 752
(the last time a cow is milked before going dry she should be milked
on the ground [German]) — Indiana: Brewster, Beliefs, No. 247 (if one
lets the milk drop on the stable floor or the ground, etc.) — Illinois:

Allison, No. 314; Hyatt, No. 2145; No. 2149 (the last milk from a cow
about to go dry, etc.) ; No. 2146 (to dry up a cow, squirt her milk on
the ground four or five times) ; Smith I, 58.
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752S A blacksnake will milk a cow dry.

Mrs. Gertrude Allen Vaught, Alexander county. The stealing of milk

by snakes is a belief commonly met in all parts of the country. Only
blacksnakes are treated here. South: Puckett, 43 ("'Milk-snakes' [or

blacksnakes as some say] will charm children and suck cows dry. You
can always tell when this has been done, for the cows will then give

bloody milk, poisonous to human beings") — Maryland: Bergen, Animal,
No. 1013 (cows will low for the snake, and the latter will wait for the

cow in a certain part of the field [Negro]) — Virginia: Beck, 143;
also 146 (extended folktale account) — Southwest: Strecker, Origins, 76.

7529 Kill a hop-toad, and a cow will go dry.

Anonymous.

7530 If a person kills a toad (toad-frog), the cows will go dry.

Zilpah Frisbie, Marion, McDowell county ; Mrs. Nilla Lancaster, Golds-

boro, Wayne county ; and four other informants from widely separated

localities. All references are to toads. South Carolina: Bryant II, 142,

No. 38 — Kentucky: Thomas, No. 3498 — Tennessee: Bergen, Animal,
No. 364; Burton, 6; Redfield, No. 193 — Alabama: Bergen, Animal, No.
364 — Ontario: Waugh, No. 84 — Vermont: Black, Folk-Medicine, 31
— Illinois: Hyatt, No. 1582 — Iowa: Stout, No. 673.

Churning, Clabbering

7531 If the milking is not done on the first morning of May
before sunrise, the witches will get the butter till the next May.
The butter, moreover, will be very hard to separate from the

milk, and there will be very little of it.

L. C. Allen, Jr., Burlington, Alamance county. Cf. HDA i, 1751, s.v.

"Butter."

7532 Never mix April thirtieth milk with that of May first, or

the butter will be slow in coming.

Green Collection. North Carolina: Brewster, Customs, 248; (also) 225.

Like Brewster, I am also at a loss to account for this strange tabu. The
reason might be sought, perhaps, in notions of witchcraft attaching to

Walpurgis Night, which falls on the night of April 30-May i. Cf.

further: Kentucky: Thomas, No. 3335 (butter will come easily all year
if the milk which is milked in April is not mixed with that which is

milked in May). HDA i, 1751, s.v. "Butter"; Swietek, 561 (tabu
against mixing the milk of a new cow with that of the rest of the herd).

7533 To make butter come quickly when milk is cold, add
enough hot water to make it warm.

Green Collection. North Carolina: Brewster, Customs, 251 f.

7534 Get the ugliest person you know to look in the cream jar,

and it will turn so you can churn it.

Edith Walker, Watauga county. North Carolina: Brewster, Customs,
251.
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7535 Sometimes milk will not sour or turn to whey. To pre-

serve the butter, a beef reed, taken from a cow, is put in it.

Green Collection. North Carolina: Brewster, Customs, 252.

7536 If you make smoke before sunrise on the first day of May,
it is a sure fact that the witches will get all your butter.

Mrs. Gertrude Allen Vaught, Alexander county. Cf. JAFL 11 (1889),
239 (it is in the power of a witch to charm into her own possession the
butter of those households from the chimneys of which rise the first smoke
[Ireland]).

7537 When churning, and the butter won't come, someone has
bewitched the cow. Some of the milk is put on the fire to boil.

If a visitor comes while it is boiling, that person is the witch.

The milk is immediately stuck with a fork to break the spell of

the witch.

Maybelle Poovey, High Point, Guilford county, and Elsie Doxey, Cur-
rituck county. Cf. New Hampshire: JAFL iv (1891), 256 (woman
threatens to throw bewitched butter cream into the fire ; the threat makes
the butter come) — Illinois: Hyatt, No. 9292 ("A baby in the family
had always been sick. They were buying milk from a woman. Some
people thought she was a witch, but these people liked her very much
and did not think she was a witch. So this other woman said, 'Boil the
milk until the fisk comes on the milk, and then take a fork and keep
sticking it in the fisk.' They did this and the neighbor woman that was
selling the milk to them came running in with her face all covered with
holes. So they found out she was a witch and stopped getting milk from
her. And the baby got well"). Cf. Nos. 7547 f., below. HDA in, 1866,

1887; Dalyell, 322.

7538 Pour the milk out of the churn into a pan and whip the

milk with a switch to make it turn to butter.

Thomas Smith, Zionville, Watauga county. Cf. Kentucky: Thomas, No.
3336 (if the butter does not gather, whip the churn) — Tennessee: Farr,

Riddles, No. 229 (your milk will be hard to churn if witches are in it.

To get rid of them set the churn in a chimney corner and whip the milk
with a switch) — Pennsylvania: Fogel, No. 856 (drive witches out of

milk by beating it with hawthorn [German]) — Indiana: HFB il,

(1943), 7 f- ("When the butter wouldn't come one day, a woman be-

lieved someone who didn't like her had bewitched the cream. She broke
a green limb off a peach tree and then whipped the cream with it. The
spell broken, the cream immediately turned to butter. Shortly after this,

the lady saw a woman with welts on her legs, supposedly from the peach
limbs"). Kittredge, Witchcraft, 167.

7539 Butter comes easily if the cows are salted regularly.

Green Collection. This item is unique. The use of salt in the cream it-

self, and with all of the paraphernalia of churning, is, of course, well

known, and also the sprinkling of salt on the stove or the throwing of

it into the fire. Here, however, if the apotropaic uses of salt in witch-
craft are intended, the case is far from clear. Perhaps a more logical

explanation would be the common use of rock salt in pastures to stimu-
late the cow's appetite and especially to insure the consumption of vast
quantities of water. North Carolina: Brewster, Customs, 252. Cf. No.
7540, below.
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7540 Put salt in the churn, or in the fire, and butter will come
more easily and more quickly.

Green Collection. General: Knortz, 57 (salt in the milk pails to keep the
witches out) — North Carolina: Brewster, Customs, 252 — Ontario:
Wintemberg, Grey, No. 311 (an old Irish woman claimed to sprinkle
salt in the churn would keep the fairies or witches from stealing the
milk) — Neii.' York: Gardner, No. 75 (al)out a tablespoonful of salt in

the bottom of your cream pail or bucket will make the cream churn
quicker and make the butter better) — Nebraska: Cannell, 45, No. 36 (put
salt on the stove to make the butter come when churning ; it drives away
the witches. Dalyell, loi, Kittredge, Witchcraft, 167; Lean 11, 452;
Radford, 54, 210; HDA i, 1747 s.v. "Butter"; in, 1867, s.v. "Hexe"

;

Kamp, 74, i\'os. 165 f. ; Storaker, Mennesket, Nos. 728, 961 ; Thompson,
G272.16.1

7541 If anyone has "tricked" a cow, silver put in the churn will

make the butter come.

Lida Page, Nelson, Durham county. North Carolina: Mooney, 101.

Baughman, G271.8.1*

7542 To drive witches out of milk which can't be easily

churned, drop a piece of silver in the churn.

Thomas Smith, Zionville, Watauga county ; Kate S. Russell, Roxboro,
Person county ; and Clara J^earne, Roanoke Rapids, Halifax county.
Pennsylvania: Shoemaker, 9 (to keep away the hechs [hex]) — Illinois:

Briggs, 214. HDA i, 1740 (copper) ; Thompson, D2084.2.

7543 If the butter will not gather, put a dime in the bottom of

the churn.

Green Collection; and Loraine Benz (Indiana). Kentucky: Thomas,
No. 3800 — Tennessee: Farr, Riddles, No. 229; Farr, Superstitions,
No. 230. Cf. Kittredge, Witchcraft, 167 (sixpence) ; Lean 11, 454
(sixpence).

7544 Drop a twenty-five cent piece in the churn to make butter
come.

Green Collection. Indiana: HF vii (1948), 19 (when people churned and
the butter wouldn't come, they said it was witched ; they would get a fifty

cent piece real hot and drop it into the church to scorch the witch).
Cf. Addy, 81 (shilling) ; Kittredge, Witchcraft, 167 (shilling) ; Storaker,
Mennesket, Nos. 953, 955 (two-shilling piece ?) ; HDA i, 1740, s.v.

"Butter" (Mark).

7545 To break the charm of the witch on the cream, place a
silver dollar in the churn.

Mrs. Gertrude Allen Vaught, Alexander county. New York: Webb,
Witches, 12. HDA i, 1739, s.v. "Butter."

7546 If you put a gold dollar into the churn, the charm of the
witches will not prevent the butter from coming.

Mrs. Gertrude Allen Vaught, Alexander county. Cf. New York: Webb,
Witches, 12 (a silver dollar).
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7547 To break the spell of a witch on the cream, boil the cream,
and then while it is boiling, cut it up with a butcher knife.

Mrs. Gertrude Allen Vaught, Alexander county. Cf. No. 7537, above,
and especially the Illinois reference cited there. With the exception of the

HDA reference in this present entry, where boiling the cream is a prel-

ude to slashing it with a knife, all references given here are to cutting

the butter only. Moreover, in only the Pennsylvania reference (Fogel)
is a butcher knife specifically mentioned. New York: Webb, Witches, 12

("One time they couldn't get the butter to come. One woman took a
sharp knife and stuck it down into the cream. The butter come, but a
man in the neighborhood had his head all cut open!") — Pennsylvania:
Fogel, No. 851 (if butter won't come, jab the milk with a butcher knife
[German]) — Illinois: Hyatt, No. 9280 (slashing bewitched "blue" milk
with knives ; woman who had bewitched cow comes with her face cut
up). HDA HI, 1866, s.v. "Hexe" ; Storaker, Mennesket, Nos. 946,
952 (knife in churn).

7548 When cream cannot be churned into butter, and is be-

witched, one should take it from the churn, boil it, and chop it

with knives and swords. The witch will then come to borrow
something. If you don't lend, the spell is broken.

Galox. Cf. Scotland: Kittredge, Witchcraft, 167 (boil a pint of milk

with seven needles and nine pins and pour it into the churn). Cf. Nos.

7537, 7547, above.

7549 When milk is witched and the butter will not come, heat

a poker red hot and put it in the churn so as to take off the

spell, and the butter will come.

Mrs. Nilla Lancaster, Goldsboro, Wayne county, and the Green Collec-

tion. Kentucky: Thomas, No. 3799 (put a hot poker in the churn; you
will thus drive away the witches) — Maine: Kirtley, 41, No. 14 —
Pennsylvania: Hoffman I, 134 (German) ; Owens, 127 — Indiana:

Brewster, Beliefs, No. 174 — Illinois: Hyatt, No. 9766; No. 9298 (ac-

count of woman churning who looked down to find the butter all gone

;

another woman told her to put a red-hot poker into the churn : "All at

once a neighbor woman came and wanted in, said she was burning up.

This woman would not let her neighbor in, and when she looked in the

churn, her butter was there" [German]) — Texas: PTFS xiv (1938),

194 ("You see," she replied, "the devil has witched this churn. I've been
churning till I'm wore out, and no butter yet. I stuck that hot poker in

to drive the devil out. It'll oust him, too. I learn. I learned that from
my old grandmammy. She came from Virginia away back yonder before

I was borned. She said she always burnt the devil out when the butter

wouldn't churn that way") — Nebraska: Cannell, 45, No. 35. Addy,
80; Kittredge, Witchcraft, 167; HDA i, 1734, 1739, s.v. "Butter"; Baugh-
man, G271.4.1*

7550 When butter won't come, heat a bull-tongue plough and
put it in the milk. The person that witched tbe cows will come
to borrow something, but one mustn't loan anything.

Maybelle Poovey, High Point, Guilford county. HDA i, 1739, s.v.

"Butter": Karap, 74, No. 167; Swietek, 524; Baughman, G271.4.1*
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7551 Put a horseshoe in the fire if your butter won't come and
gather. This kills the witches.

Edith Walker, Watauga county. Cf. No. 7552, below.

7552 If butter will not come, drop a red-hot horseshoe into the

milk to kill the witches.

Pearle Webb, Pineola, Avery county, and Loraine Benz (Indiana). Un-
less otherwise stated, references are to throwing the horseshoe into the

churn. Kentucky: Thomas, No. 3796 (into the milk) — IVcst Virginia:

WVF VI (1955), 3 f.. No. 2 (a Httle old lady in a black dress tells a
cursed family how to drive an evil spirit from the churn, directing them
to put a red-hot horseshoe into the churn ; this works, but the curse soon
returns ; so they band together and curse the little old lady ; in a few
days the lady comes and knows the curse has passed to her, since she has
fallen into the fire and emerged with a horseshoe brand on her hip) —
Alabama: Browne, No. 3349 (heat a horseshoe and drop it into the

churn to burn the witches out) — Ontario: Waugh, No. 593 — Maine:
Kirtley, 41, No. 14 — Vermont: Bergen, Animal, No. 122 — New York:
Barnes, No. 2Z'< Webb, 11 (when you throw a hot horseshoe in a churn
when the butter won't come, you hear witches squeal and cry) — Penn-
sylvania: Shoemaker, IVereivolf, 148 (a hot horseshoe in the churn will

"burn the hech's fingers") — Indiana: Brewster, Beliefs, No. 172 (the
witch can be recognized by the mark of the horseshoe on her body) —
Illinois: Briggs, 214; Hyatt, No. 9295 (long memorat telling how a
man's own mother, a witch, was burned by the horseshoe) — Missotiri:
Randolph, 295 (long account of the efficacious use of the horseshoe, in-

cluding mention of the burns visited upon the witch, and the horseshoe
mark) — lozca: Stout, No. 1241 (horseshoe in the cream) — Nebraska:
Cannell, 45, No. 35 — California: Dresslar, 70. Kamp, 75, No. 170;
Storaker, Mennesket, No. 949; Baughman, 0271.4.1*

7553 Come, butter, come

;

Baby wants some

;

Standing at the gate,

Waiting for a cake.

Lida Page, Nelson, Durham county ; Mabel Ballentine, Raleigh ; and
Valeria Johnson Howard, Roseboro, Sampson county. This batch of
charms to cause the butter to come is the finest in print, and it is un-
fortunate that the annotation cannot be stronger than it is at the present
time. Wheaton P. Webb has written an original song embodying the
"Come, butter, come," motif (NYFQ xi [1955], 85-87 "Churning
Song"); Dalyell, 393 (cum, butter, cum [1624]); cf. also Thompson,
D1573 (where other references are given). The history of this charm in
the British Isles is contained in lona and Peter Opie, The Oxford Dic-
tionary of Nursery Rhymes, reprint ed. (Oxford, 1952), 107 f.. No. 85.
Cf. No. 7566, below, where an entirely new verse is cited.

7554 Come butter, come butter, come

;

Little boy waiting at the gate,

To get a piece o' butter to put on his plate.

Mildred Peterson, Bladen county; Mamie Mansfield, Durham county;
and an anonymous informant.
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7555 Come, butter, come
;

Johnnie's standing at the gate.

Waiting for the butter cake;
Come, butter, come

;

Standing at the gate.

Waiting for the butter to come.

Allie Ann Pearce, Colerain, Bertie county; and eighteen other people
from various counties.

7556 Come butter, come;
Peter's at the gate.

Waiting for a great big butter cake.

Cornelia E. Covington (South Carolina) ; and Martha Wall, Wallburg,
Davidson county. General: Botkin, 785 (Waiting for a patty cake).

7557 Come, butter, come

;

Come, butter, come

;

Peter stands at the gate.

Waiting for a cake;

Come, butter, come.

Alma Irene Stone, Meredith College, Wake county, and Clara Hearne,
Roanoke Rapids, Halifax county. Brown Collection I, 181 (Peter's wait-
ing at the gate / For a little frosted cake, etc.).

7558 Come, butter, come, come butter, come butter come

;

Peter's standing at the gate.

Waiting for a butter cake.

Esther F. Royster, Henderson, Vance county. Variant by Clara Hearne,
Roanoke Rapids, Halifax county: (Waiting for a buttered cake).
Kittredge, Witchcraft, 169 (reported as being known in the days of

Queen Mary) ; Opie, 107, No. 85.

7559 Come, butter, come;
Come, butter, come;
Peter's waiting at the gate.

For a great big butter cake.

Louise F. Watkins, Anson and Stanly counties. Cf. Pennsylvania: Fogel,
No. 849 (If butter is slow in coming, say: Butter, butter, come, /

There's no greater witch than I. Then follows the verse, with the fol-

lowing variation : Peter's waiting at the gate / Waiting for a buttered
cake, etc.) — Illinois: Hyatt, No. 7967 (Waiting for butter and cake,

etc). Radford, 54; Seligman I, 383 (amid the heating of a plowshare
and the calling of the witch by name [Ireland]).

7560 Come, butter, come;
Mattie's at the gate

;

Come, butter, come ; come, butter, come

;

Missus wants to make a cake;

Come, butter, come ; come, butter, come

;

The baby wants some.

Dorothy McDowell Vann, Raleigh, Wake county.
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7561 Come, butter come

;

Sallie's at the gate,

Waitin' for the butter
;

And the butter won't come.

Ella Parker, Mt. Gilead, Montgomery county.

7562 Come, butter, come

;

Come, butter, come

;

Tommy stands at the gate.

With a hot johnny-cake;

Come, butter, come.

C. M. Hutchings, Durham county.

7563 Come, butter, come;
Come, butter, come

;

Here's Httle Willie,

And he wants some.

Katherine Bernard Jones, Raleigh.

7564 Come, butter, come;
Somebody's at the gate.

Waiting for the buttermilk.

Ethel Hicks Buffaloe, Oxford, Granville county.

7565 Come, butter, come

;

Missus' waiting at the gate.

With a hot johnny-cake;

Come, butter, come

;

Missus wants some.

Minnie Bryan Farrior, Duplin county.

7566 Come, butter, come

;

Come, butter, come

;

Granny stands at the gate.

With a hot johnny cake

;

Come, butter, come.

C. M. Hutchings, Durham county. Cf. Indiatia: Brewster, Specimens,
366 (The king and queen are at the gate, / Waiting for butter to put on
their cake).

7567 Come, butter, come

;

Come, butter, come

;

Cows in the pasture

;

Churn a little faster;

Come, butter, come.

Susie Spurgeon Jordan, Brevard, Transylvania county.
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7568 Thunder turns milk sour.

Gertrude Allen Vaught, Alexander county, and an anonymous informant.
General: Dunwoody, 68 (scientific explanation of the effect of thunder on
milk) — North Carolina: Brewster, Customs, 248 — Tennessee:
Hatcher, 155 — Louisiana: Roberts, Nos. 625, 1059 — Quebec: Marie-
Ursule, 167, No. 186 (French) — Ontario: Waugh, No. 42 — Pennsyl-
vania: Fogel, No. 1 177 (thunderstorms cause milk to sour more quickly
[German]) — Osarks: Randolph, Folk-Beliefs, 89 (even in winter) —
Texas: Hendricks, No. 328 — Iowa: Stout, No. 551 (if it thunders
heavily, etc.). Inwards, 170; HDA i, 1749, s.v. "Butter."

7569 If it thunders, the milk will clabber more quickly.

Clara Hearne, Roanoke Rapids, Halifax county.

Loss of Cud

7570 If a cow loses her cud, put an egg in her mouth and make
her swallow it. It will bring the cud back.

Jessie Hauser, Pfafftown, Forsyth county. Cf. No. 7572, below, where
meat and other protein substances are mentioned.

7571 When a cow has lost her cud, give her a herring fish.

Green Collection. Ontario: Waugh, No. 116 (salt herring).

7572 If a cow loses her cud, you have to make her another or

she'll die. They are usually made of fat meat, horse hair, and
some other things that a cow doesn't eat.

Kate S. Russell, Roxboro, Person county, and the Green Collection. On
the death of a cow that loses her cud: Tennessee: Miller, 69, No. 41 —
Illinois: Hyatt, No. 2168. (Cf. also the Kansas item at the end of this

entry, the second Alabama item in No. 7573, below [Browne, No. 3949],
the third Illinois item in the same number [Hyatt, No. 2170], and Paul

Green's note in No. 7575.) Various things used as a cud: "An old horse

doctor could make cow's cuds. He used, it was thought, old shoe sole,

hamstrings, whitleather out of the neck of beeves, hay, honey, and wax.
A cow which had lost her cud would greedily devour one of the these cuds

when placed in her sight, and improvement in her condition would begin

almost instantly." Tennessee: Carter, 4 f. (a cud made of cherry bark,

poke leaves, and coarse bran) — Ontario: Waugh, No. 116 (a wisp of

hay twisted up) — Massachusetts: Bergen, Animal, No. 1096 (throw
a live frog down her throat) — New York: Cutting, Farm, 26 (a piece

of salt pork to chew on, or a little cotton bag filled with cherry bark
and molasses or with yellow birch twigs) — Pennsylvania: Fogel, No.
726 (stolen bread [German]); Lick-Brendle, 153 (tansy [German]) —
Kansas: Bergen, Animal, No. 1097 (if a cow loses her cud, and is not

given a piece of raw beef "to chew on" until she recovers her cud, she

will die).

7573 When cows lose their cuds, send for the cud-maker, who
will make a new one out of a dishrag.

O. W. Blacknall, Kittrell, Vance county. South: Puckett, 287 ("a little

roun' bone—one what fits in a jint ef I kin fin' one—nex' I gets a piece

of ole greasy dishrag an' kivers hit wid dat, tyin' hit good wid a string"
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[Negro]) — Virginia: Martin, No. 9 — Kentucky: Thomas, No. 1156

(soiled dishrag) — Alabama: Browne, No. 3948 (a dirty greased dish-

rag) ; No. 3949 (give her a dirty dishrag or she will die) — A^ezv York:
Cutting, Farm, 26 — Illinois: Hyatt, No. 2169; No. 2171 (wrap a dish-

rag around a stick and let a cow swallow it) ; No. 2170 ("VVe had an old

red cow. She lost her cud, and we thought she was going to die. We
made her a cud out of an old dishrag, lard, bacon rind, salt, and some
soot out of the cookstove ; and she got all right"); Smith I, 58 —
Ocarks: Randolph, 47 (give her a dishrag "to chaw") — Texas: WF
XV (1956), 60, No. I (the only way to bring the cud back is to stuff

greasy dishrags down her throat ; this primes her and brings back the

cud—sometimes) — Nebraska: Ericson, 152, No. 4 (poke a greasy dish-

rag down her throat).

7574 Give a cow a cud made of yarn thread rolled in a ball by
a left-handed person.

Green Collection.

7575 To make a new cud, cut a small bunch of hair from the

tail, put it in a pan with beeswax and lard, and heat. Cool and
push down the throat of the cow.

Mrs. Norman Herring, Tomahawk, Sampson county. " 'His cow's lost

her cud and she won't eat. Make another out of hair and give it to

her, or she'll die.' This practice is found in England, and probably has
its basis in the finding of balls of foreign matter in the stomachs of

slaughtered cattle"—P.G.

Hollow Horn

y^y^ For hollow horn, cut off an end of the horn which is dis-

eased.

An anonymous informant, and the Green Collection. "Hollow horn was
a business superstition, according to veterinarians. The rites of curing
were impressive"—P.G. Texas: Woodhull, 39.

7577 To cure hollow horn, bore a hole beneath the affected

place to let the air in.

The Green Collection ; Grace Barbee, Stanly county ; Mrs. Gertrude
Allen Vaught, Alexander county ; and an anonymous informant. Cf.

Alabama: Browne, No. 3591 (bore a hole in the horn) ; Figh, Sanders,
187 (bore some holes in the horns and split the tail open) — Ozarks:
Randolph, 50 (some hillmen take a gimlet and bore a hole in the horn
just above the hairline, leave the hole open for several days, and then
plug it with a small cork) — Texas: Woodhull, 40 (bore small holes
through the horns, near the end).

7578 For hollow horn, bleed the cow.

Anonymous.

7579 For hollow horn, bore a hole in horn, and tie it up with
a yarn cloth.

Eunice Smith, Pantego, Beaufort county. For a reference to the use of
yarn, see the notes to No. 7597, below.
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7580 To cure hollow horn, wrap the horns in flannel dipped in

turpentine for a few days. Bore holes in the horns and pour
salt water in them.

Mrs. Nilla Lancaster, Goldsboro, Wayne county.

7581 When a cow has hollow horn, a small hole is drilled in the

horn and turpentine poured in it.

Zilpah Frisbie, Marion, McDowell county, and an anonymous informant.

Texas: WoodhuU, 40; also (coal oil) ; 27 (the amputated horn is filled

with coal oil and a newspaper, the latter being ignited and thrown over

the fence).

7582 Rub turpentine on the horn, and it will cure the hollow

horn.

Wilma Foreman, Stanly county. Cf. Alabama: Browne, No. 3952 (when a

cow has hollow horn [from not eating enough], jerk the skin loose in

the hollow of the back and put turpentine between the horns) — Texas:

Woodhull, 39 (pour turpentine down along the line of the back).

7583 Pour turpentine around the diseased end to cure hollow

horn.

Anonymous.

7584 Cut the horn ofif near the head and fill with tar to cure

hollow horn.

Anonymous.

7585 For hollow horn, put salt in the horn.

Grace Barbee, Stanly county. Alabama: Browne, No. 3953 (cut off and

fill with salt) — Osarks: Randolph, 50 (fill the cavity with salt). Cf.

No. 7590, below.

7586 Bore a hole in the horn and put in salt and pepper for

hollow horn.

Anonymous. New York: Cutting, Farm, 26 — Illinois: Wheeler, 66

(hole bored at base of the horn, and salt and pepper blown in). Cf. No.

7591, below.

7587 For hollow horn, saw off the horns close to the head and

wrap them with salt and grease.

Mrs. Norman Herring, Tomahawk, Sampson county.

7588 To cure hollow horn, split the cow's tail.

Mildred Peterson, Bladen county.

7589 A cure for a cow with a hollow horn is to split her tail

open and fill it with corn meal and salt.

Robert E. Lx)ng, Roxboro, Person county.
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7590 For hollow horn, cut a gash in a cow's tail, put in salt, and
sew up the wound.

Madge Colclough, Durham county. Kentucky: Thomas, No. 1243 —
Alabama: Browne, No. 3953 (cut off [the tail?] and fill with salt) —
Illinois: Hyatt, No. 2181 — Texas: Woodhull, 40 (split the tail and fill

the split with salt). Cf. No. 7585, above, No. 7595, below.

7591 When a cow has a hollow horn, split the end of the tail

and fill it with salt and pepper.

Green Collection. New York: Cutting, Farm, 26 — Illinois: Hyatt, No.
2182 (bore a hole in the cow's tail, etc.) — Texas: Woodhull, 39 (the
horns are also cut, but nothing applied). Cf. No. 7586, above. No. 7596,
below.

7592 Split a cow's tail and fill it with salt, pepper, and soot;

then bind it up. This will cure hollow horn.

Lucille Cheek, Chatham county.

7593 Open the cow's mouth and throw a live toad-frog down
her throat. This will cure her of hollow horn.

Lucille Cheek, Chatham county.

Hollow Tail

7594 When a cow has a hollow tail, split the end of the tail and
fill it with corn meal and salt.

Green Collection, and an anonymous informant.

7595 To cure hollow tail, split the tail a length of about four
inches, fill the opening with salt, and wrap.

Mrs. Norman Herring, Tomahawk, Sampson county. The length of the
split not indicated in any of the following items. South Carolina: PADS
XIV (1950), 38, s.v. "Hollow-Horn" — Tennessee: O'Dell, Doctor, No.
20 — Illinois: Allison, No. 144. Cf. No. 7590, above.

7596 To cure hollow tail, split the cow's tail and wrap in pep-
per and salt.

Mrs. Gertrude Allen Vaught, Alexander county. Kentucky: Fowler, No.
42 — Illinois: Hyatt, No. 2183 (for hollow tail [beginning to rot off at
the end] in a cow, split the tail at the tip, etc.) — Missouri: Randolph,
50 (salt and pepper a better combination than salt and vinegar). Cf.
No. 7591, above.

7597 If a cow has hollow tail, the tail should be split and equal
portions of salt and pepper poured in and wrapped up. The
bandage is then saturated with turpentine.

Zilpah Frisbie, Marion, McDowell county. Cf. Tennessee: Carter, 5
(split the tail and tie up salt and lamp oil in the incision) — Alabama:
Browne, No. 3955 (cut off the tail and apply salt, Japanese oil, and lard)— Indiana: Brewster, Cures, 37 (split the tail and fill with a mixture of
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turpentine and red pepper) — Ozarks: Randolph, 50 (split the tail and
apply a mixture of salt and vinegar; then bind it up with woolen yarn).

7598 Split the cow's tail for hollow tail, and put in salt, pepper,

and soot, and then tie it up.

Kate S. Russell, Roxboro, Person county. Cf. Nos. 7596 f., above, and
the Pennsylvania reference in No. 7599, below.

Miscellaneous Ailments

7599 When a cow who has been grazing quietly suddenly jumps
up and begins to run, a wolf is under her skin.

Green Collection. Cf. Maryland: Whitney-Bullock, No. 1181 (split a
cow's tail and pack the wound with pepper and salt to drive out "the

wolf") — Tennessee: O'Dell, Doctor, No. 20 (to kill the wolf in a cow's
back, put salt in the cut and bind) — Nezv York: Cutting, Farm, 26
(when a cow was thin, they said the trouble might be caused by "wolf
in the tail") — Pennsylvania: Fogel, No. 770 (if a cow has "wolf" in the

tail, make an incision into the tail, put salt and pepper and soot in it ; then
bandage it up [German]) — Illinois: Hyatt, No. 2185 (if a cow has
"wolf," cut the end of her tail until it bleeds, and she will get well) —
Idaho: Lore, 171 (for wolf-in-the-tail old-timers split the cow's tail open
and poured salt and pepper into the wound).

7600 If a cow has no appetite, give her rattleweed tea.

Green Collection.

7601 When a cow is sick, put red pepper in her ears and blow
out the head.

Green Collection.

7602 Give a sick cow a red ear of corn, and she will get well.

Julian P. Boyd.

7603 For bloat in cattle, tie a rope around the tongue, lower the

jaw, and twist it firmly. This is said to cause belching and to

bring relief.

Sue Hull (Indiana). Cf. Illinois: Hyatt, No. 2176 (tie up a shovelful of

human soil in a rag and insert it inside the mouth of a cow that has

bloated up from eating too much white clover ; this will make the gas

leave her stomach, and she will become well).

7604 Wind in the side of a cow can be cured by conjury.

Green Collection. Bloat is likely meant here.

7605 If you take out ashes between Christmas [Christmases?],

the cows will be lousy.

Edna Whitley. Cf. No. 7470, above.

7606 March rain will cure lousy cattle.

Kate S. Russell, Roxboro, Person county.
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7607 To prevent lice getting on cattle, put a yarn string that
has been soaked in mercurial ointment and lard around the neck.

Clara Hearne, Roanoke Rapids, Halifax county.

7608 When the cows are poisoned from eating ivy, someone has
to go to a person who believes in witchcraft, and without saying
anything to anyone on the way say, "Our old cow's lost her
cud !" three times. The person will then say, "Well, she'll get it

again !" After each time the first is repeated.

Maybelle Poovey, High Point, Guilford county.

7609 For tight back, rub with mullein weed.

Green Collection.

7610 When a cow has an inflamed udder, to break it, turn over
a white flint rock.

Green Collection. Cf. IVest Virginia: WVF iv (1953), 6 (if a cow
develops caked udder, go into the field where the cow feeds, get a nice
smooth rock, rub the rock all over her bag; then return and place it in
the same position you found it; the cow will be all right in a few
minutes).

Straying Cattle

761 1 When one's cows have strayed away from home they can
be located by saying this to the granddaddy spider: "Grand-
daddy, Granddaddy, where are my cows?" He will point one
foot in the direction in which they are.

Jessie Hauser, Pfafftown, Forsyth county ; Green Collection ; and three
other informants from eastern and central counties. General- Bergen
Ainmal, No. 1048 (if held by one leg, daddy-long-legs will point with
the other where the cows are; no question) — North Carolina- Brew-
ster, Customs, 231 — Cumberland Mountains: Shearin, 319 ("Grand-
daddy-Greybeard, which way's the cow gone?" Then he will demurely
point the direction with one of his long appendages) —- Kentucky
Ihomas, No. 106 (catch a daddy-long-legs by the hind legs, and he
will point out which way the cows have gone with his front legs) —
I ennessee :Frazier, 47, No. 16 (ask Daddy-long-legs, or Grand-daddy;
he will point toward them) — Alabama: Browne, No. 3940 (cattle) •

No. 3941 (children ask grand-daddies which way the cow is, then touch

i^',^"v^ f,
^''^ P°'"*^ ~ Ontario: Wintemberg, Waterloo, 7 (when

asked. Daddy-long-legs" would lift one of his legs in the direction where
the cows were to be found) — New England: Johnson, What They Say
41 (grandpa-long-legs is asked, and he would point just where the lost

.T'''/^^^ r ^^^"' J^^^ """-""^ ('935), 192 (go in die direction where
the daddy-long-legs puts out its leg [attested from the 1850'sl) — Wis-
consin: Bro^Nn Insects, 8 (hold a harvestman [daddy-longlegs] by twoo his legs and he will point with his others where the cows are) —
U'T'^A-^f^^' ^^°• '^^^^\'' grand-daddy would always stick his legs
in the direction [Negro])

; No. 1352 (hold the daddy-long-legs by theback legs and he will point the direction with one of his forelegs) -
Orar^.y; Randolph, 48 ("Longlegs, longlegs, / Tell me where the cows

the creature will then crawl in the direction of the strayed
are
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animal) ; Wilson, Folk-Beliefs, 159 (scare up a daddy-longlegs and fol-

low up his direction of lead) — California: Dresslar, 51. Cf. Nos. 461,

7393. above. Storaker, Mennesket, No. 763.

Ill-Omens, Death

7612 To kill a frog is a sign that one's best cow will die.

Irene Thompson, Mt. Airy, Surry county. Alabama: Woodall, 325 (if

you kill a frog, Massa cow will die).

7613 If you kill a frog intentionally either your cow, or your
neighbor's cow is apt to die within the next month.

Anabel Henry, Wallace, Duplin county.

7614 Kill a toad-frog, and your best cow will die,

R. T. Dunstan, Greensboro.

Calves, Calving

7615 To insure the fertility of cattle, throw cowpeas into a

traveled road so that they will be ground into the soil.

Anonymous. Cf. No. 7, above.

7616 Care is taken that the cow should be looking at another

cow of a desirable color at the time of mating with the bull.

This insures the desired color in the calf.

Green Collection.

7617 We had a little calf once which Granny insisted must go
by the very next truck to the butcher's. "Why, why can't we
keep it, Granny?" we kept pleading, "It's such a nice little calf."

"Shush up now," said (jranny. "Don't you know? He's bad
luck. Look at all that white." She closed her eyes mystically

as she chanted.

Four white feet and a white nose,

Pull off his hide and give him to the crows.

J. Schaffner. This apparently is an adaption to cattle of the well-known

verse having to do with white-footed horses. Cf. New York: Cutting,

Farm, 10 (One white foot, buy him; / Two white feet, try him; /

Three white feet, deny him ; / Four white feet and a snip on his nose

—

/ Take off his hide and feed him to the crows). Cf. No. 7633, below.

7618 Build cowper gates facing north to bring bull calves.

Carl G. Knox, Leland, Brunswick county.

7619 Build cowper gaps (gates) facing the south to bring heifer

calves.

Carl G. Knox, Leland, Brunswick county.
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7620 Gunpowder is given to a cow to rid her of the placenta

after calf-birth.

Green Collection.

7621 Wean a calf when the sign is in the feet. The calf will

not take it so to heart and bawl.

Green Collection. South: Duncan, 235, No. 8 (in the feet; if weaned in

the heart, the calf will bawl itself to death) — North Carolina: Hoke,
115 — Illinois: Hyatt, No. 2128 (in the sign of the feet when the moon is

dark).

7622 No weaning of calves during Leo.

J. Frederick Doering, Durham. Ontario: Doering-Doering I, 60; Doer-
ing. Customs, 150 (you'll have a lion in the barn if you wean a calf

during Leo).

7623 To kill frogs will cause the calf to die.

Green Collection. Cf. Nos. 7612 flf., above.

7624 If you kill a toad, your calf will die.

Green Collection. Cf. Nos. 7614, 7623, above.

Bewitchment of Cattle

7625 Cows and calves may be killed by the casting of a spell.

Newspaper clipping, Durham Morning Herald, Dec. 4, 1939. A complaint
against a person who had cast a spell on a woman's cow (in a dream).
Arkansas: JAFL i (1888), 83 (a good conjurer can kill your cattle) —
Illinois: Hyatt, No. 9283 (all his cows started dying one by one until he
lost all of them [German]); No. 9307 (cows, among other livestock,

mentioned as dying as the result of witchcraft). Kittredge, Witch-
craft, 27.

7626 The evil eye may be cast upon milk cows.

Green Collection. N^cw York: Jones, Evil Eye, 17 (if a cow doesn't give
milk after a visitor has praised her, she has the evil eye). Dalyell, 5;
Lean 11, 470; Radford, 160 f., 261 ; Rantasalo 11, 49.

7627 When a cow is bewitched, the charm may be broken by
cutting her tongue with a silver coin sharpened with a grind-
stone.

Loraine Benz (Indiana). Kentucky: Thomas, No. 3804.

7628 A bewitched cow is cured by the witch-doctor's taking
some hair from the sick cow's back and boiling some of her milk
over the fire into which the hair had been thrown.

Loraine Benz (Indiana). Kentucky: Thomas, No. 3793.

7629 If you burn the wisp of the bushy part of a cow's tail, the
animal will cease to be bewitched.

Loraine Benz (Indiana). Kentucky: Thomas, No. 3792.
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7630 To keep witches off, keep a piece of silver in a glass of

water, and sprinkle the cow's back with the water every few
days.

Eunice Smith, Pantego, Beaufort county. Kentucky: Thomas, No, 3803;
No. 3802 (to keep witches off, let some drops of the cow's milk fall on a
piece of silver) — Illinois: Harris, 185 (make "silver tea" for cattle

sick of murrain or otherwise bewitched).

7631 If your cow is bewitched, shut the door, do not let her
have anything to eat, and then milk her in silence without look-

ing up.

Loraine Benz (Indiana). Kentucky: Thomas, No. 3794.

7632 The charm used to find the one who bewitched your cattle

is as follows : Put a pair of breeches upon the cow's head and
beat her out of the pasture with a good cudgel, and she will run
right to the witch's home.

Loraine Benz (Indiana).

Horses

Habits, Training, etc.

7633 A white-footed horse is likely to be a cheat.

Galox. General folk ideas concerning horses with white feet have been

set down in well-known verses about a horse with one, two, three, or

four white feet, as follows: Cf. Illinois: Hyatt, No. 2235 (in buying a

horse : If he has one white foot, buy him / If two, try him, / Three,
deny him, / Four white feet and a white nose, / Take off his hide,

/ And throw it to the crows). Cf. also the version cited in No. 7617,
above. The following references will give some notion of the pejorative

connotations of white-footedness in horses, or as the saying often goes,

"white-stockinged" horses. North Carolina: Ericson, Tarboro, 114 (if

three white feet, deny him) — Ontario: Wintemberg, Grey, No. 53
(Three white feet, keep him not a day, / Four white feet, sell him right

away) — Rhode Island and Massachusetts: Parsons, 94 (a horse whose
left foot is white is unlucky for any married person to ride) —
Pennsylvania: Phillips, 168, No. 90 (a horse with one or more white
feet is considered more or less impaired in value) — Illinois: Hyatt, No.
2241 (never buy a horse with four white feet; they are just like out-

laws; you can't keep them any place, they jump out everywhere).
HDA VI, 1604, s.v. "Pferd."

7634 When a horse is born in the month of ATay, he will have
an inclination to lie down in every stream of water that he comes
to when he is conveying someone on his back or pulling some
vehicle.

Joseph E. Kanipe, Asheville, Buncombe county, and Annie Hamlin, Dur-
ham. Ozarks: Randolph, 49 (a horse foaled in May, it is said, always
has a tendency to lie down in a running stream and often does so with a
rider on his back).
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7635 If you try to break a horse during the first three days of

April, he will never work well.

Alex Tugman, Todd, Ashe county.

7636 For a balky horse, take a hair from his tail and tie it

around his leg. i his breaks the spell and he goes on.

Mrs. Nilla Lancaster, Goldsboro, Wayne county.

7637 A horse is worth as many hundred dollars as times he can

roll over when he wallows.

R. B. Cochrane, Buncombe county, and Norman Herring, Tomahawk,
Sampson county. New England: Johnson, iVhat They Say, 159 — New
York: Cutting, Farm, 10 ("a horse that can't roll over isn t worth a

hundred," but people often add that if it can, it's worth a thousand, or

it's worth another hundred for each time it rolls over) — Illinois: Alli-

son, No. 307; Hyatt, No. 2228; No. 2231 (you can always tell a good
horse by the way it rolls ; if it is a hne horse, it will roll over and
over; if it is just a common old horse, it will only roll part way over)
— Texas: Hendricks, No. 53 — Nebraska: Cannell, 26, No. 17.

7638 Put red oak bark in horse troughs to keep the horses and
mules from devouring their feeding places.

Green Collection.

7639 A horse instinctively faces upstream when drinking from
a river or creek.

Henry Belk, Monroe, Union county.

7640 If a rooster crows in the front yard, you will trade horses

that day.

R. B. Cochrane, Buncombe county.

7641 In changing ownership, horses' names must be changed;
otlierwise bad luck will follow.

Alex Tugman, Todd, Ashe county. Maryland: Whitney-Bullock, No.

1437 (if you buy or trade a horse, never ask its name; give it a name
yourself and avoid bad luck) — Kentucky: Thomas, No. 3409 (it brings

good luck to change a horse's name after he has changed hands in a

trade) — Pennsyhania: Shoemaker, 3 (change his name to have good
luck) — Ozarks: Randolph, 50 (to sell a man a horse and tell him its

name incorrectly is regarded as a dirty trick, since it means that he will

never get any satisfactory service out of the animal). Cf. No. 7390,
above.

Colic

7642 To cure a horse with colic, bleed him in the mouth.

Kate S. Russell, Roxboro, Person county. Cf. Alabama: Browne, No.
4001 (for colic, split the third bar in the horse's mouth).

7643 Drench horses through the nostrils for colic.

Green Collection. Cf. Pennsylvania: Lick-Brendle, 103 (a decoction of

poppy seeds is used as a drench for colic in horses [German]).
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7644 To cure a horse with colic, give him buttermilk and mo-
lasses.

Kate S. Russell, Roxboro, Person county. Cf. New York: Cutting,
Farm, 25 (soda and molasses diluted with warm milk).

7645 To cure a horse with colic, give him water off of green
coffee.

Kate S. Russell, Roxboro, Person county. Cf. Alabama: Browne, No.
3397 (give alum and coffee to cure a horse of colic).

7646 To cure a horse with colic, make a tea of ginger and
pepper.

Kate S. Russell, Roxboro, Person county. Cf. New York: Cutting,

Farm, 25 (for colic, a can of red or black pepper shaken up in water,

sometimes with a little turpentine added, was a well-known prescription).

7647 Drench a horse with a strong solution of salt water for

colic.

Jessie Hauser, Pfafftown, Forsyth county. Cf. Alabama: Browne, No.
4000 (give a horse a handful of salt in the mouth) — Illinois: Hyatt, No.
2201 (let the horse drink some brine off a salted mackerel) — Osarks:
Randolph, 51 (blow a little salt into each of the horse's nostrils). Cf.

No. 7671, below.

7648 To cure a horse with colic, give him fresh lye off of ashes.

Kate S. Russell, Roxboro, Person county.

7649 If a horse has colic, burn some turpentine in the hollow

of his hoof and he will be relieved of pain immediately.

Green Collection. Southwest: WoodhuU, 14 f. (take a tablespoonful or

two of turpentine, place it in a shallow saucer and hold it to the navel

of the horse with colic; the turpentine will be absorbed, and the colic

cured) ; 35 (same general idea) ; also (throw the animal down and pour
turpentine in the navel ; then let him up, mount him, and run him . . .

until the gas escapes) — Nebraska: Black, 44, No. 28 (to cure a horse

of colic, put one or two tablespoons full of turpentine in a shallow

saucer and hold the dish to the horse's navel ; the turpentine disappears

instantly and cures the colic).

7650 For colic, make a smoke with tar and feathers. The vapor

passes into the stomach, the tail is raised and the colic goes out

with the wind.

Green Collection.

Divers Ailments, Death

765 1 Put a rusty ax in the feed trough to cure a horse of blood

humor.

Green Collection.
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7652 One bushel of flaxseed ground with eight bushels of oats

is better for horses than sixteen bushels of oats alone, and will

effectually destroy the bots.

Farmers and Planters Almanac, 1839, lent by the Misses Holeman, Dur-
ham.

7653 When horses slobber, give them green cabbage leaves.

Green Collection.

7654 To remove a splint from a horse, rub the leg of the horse

with a bone that you may find ; replace the bone, and ride away
without looking back.

Alaybelle Poovey, High Point, Guilford county. Maryland: Whitney-
Bullock, No. 1884 (to remove a splint from a horse's leg, rub it with a

bone from the hind leg of a coon during full moon) — Southwest: Wood-
hull, 46 (rub beef or mutton tallow all over the swollen place with a hot
bone) ; also (split the skin and remove the splint with a chisel).

7655 Grease a horse's anus with fat, salty meat to cure the

lampus.

Anonymous. Alabavia: Browne, No. 4011 (grease the rectum with
grease) — Soutlnvcst: WoodhuU, 41 (grease his tail and croup with old

bacon rind and grease; when a horse has lampers he rubs himself up
against trees, and if you don't grease his tail, he'll rub all the hair off)
— Texas: Woodhull, 20 (rub the tail with strong, rancid-salty bacon
rind) — Nebraska: Black, 45, No. 53 (grease the horse's tail and croup
with old bacon rind and grease). Cf. No. 7672, below.

7656 To keep a horse from having staggers, string a piece of

buckhorn around his neck.

Mamie Mansfield, Durham county.

7657 If a horse has staggers, cut his forehead open, take live

toad-frogs and split them open. Put them in the opening, one
by one.

Julian P. Boyd. Cf. New York: Cutting, Farm, 26 (a horse with blind
staggers might be relieved if bled soon enough ; it was bled by cutting
the ridges in the roof of its mouth).

7658 Many people believe that if a horse eats a green-footed
hen, the horse will die immediately.

W. Q. Grigg, Cleveland county.

7659 To burn sassafras will cause a horse to die.

Green Collection. Kentucky: Thomas, No. 2993 (if you burn sassafras
wood or leaves, a horse or mule of yours will die within a week).

Bewitchment of Horses

7660 Horses may be killed by the casting of spells.

J. Frederick Doering, Durham. Maryland: Whitney-Bullock, No. 1654A
(If a horse is so badly bewitched that it dies, cut a cross in a tree and
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drive a nail through the cross. Put the dead horse by the side of the

tree and set fire to the carcass. Then with a rifle loaded with a silver

bullet, take a position that puts the fire between you and the tree and
shoot over the fire at the nail. When the nail is struck, the witch will

lose her power wherever she may be. It is impossible to miss the nail

if the bullet is silver) — Pennsylvania: unidentified newspaper clipping,

dated Harrisburg, Pa., Dec. 2, 1936 (Constable Russell Houser said

today Melvin J. Harbold, thirty-two, a farmer living near Oberlin, ad-
mitted starting a fire that destroyed his barn, because he believed his

stock was "hexed." Houser said Harbold signed a statement he fired

the barn "to burn up a man hiding there who had cast a spell on his

stock") — Illinois: Hyatt, No. 9307 (killing off of horses and other
livestock by a witch [German])

; 9299 (a witch wanted to buy a horse,

but the owner would not sell it: "Damn it. I told you before that the
horse was not for sale and I don't want you coming here and trying to

buy it any more." The witch said, "All right, that horse will never do
you any good," and left. She got only fifty feet from my uncle when the
horse dropped dead [German]).

7661 Horseshoes are tacked up over the stable door to ward off

witches.

Mrs. Nilla Lancaster, Goldsboro, Wayne county. South: Cross, 254 (nail

a horseshoe with toe up over stable doors) — Maryland: Whitney-Bul-
lock, No. 1655 (A horseshoe over a house door or stable door will keep
the witches out, because the witch must travel every road the horseshoe
has traveled, and by that time it will be daylight. Or, the witch must
count every mile the horsesnoe has traveled ; and witches can only count
three. Negroes will tell you that they have heard them counting, "one,

two, three, oh pshaw! — one, two, three, oh pshaw!" and so on) —
Pennsylvania: Hand, Pennsylvania, No. 181 (for good luck most all

farmers in western Pennsylvania nail horseshoes above their barn doors).

Cf. Nos. 7128 ff., above, Nos. 7662 f., below. HDA vi, 1639, s.v.

"Pferd"; 1660, s.v. "Pferdehuf" ; Addy 71 f
.

; Lean 11, 446; Dalyell, 148;
Salisbury, 71.

7662 To keep witches from riding horses at night, nail a horse-

shoe over the stable door.

Zilpah Frisbie, Marion, McDowell county ; and five other informants,

mainly from central and western counties. South Carolina: Bryant H,
144, No. 5 — Georgia: Steiner, No. 13. The following references are to

the general phenomenon of witch riding. North Carolina: Brown Col-
lection I, 650, 666 f. — Virginia: Cross, 252 (witches take horses from
stables at night and ride them furiously about the country) ; 253, n. i

(after being ridden by a witch, the horse is nervous and tired ; on this

point the author notes that in ante-bellum days, plantation hands took
horses from stables with their owners' knowledge and used them, thus
giving good cause for the animals' unkempt and fatigued condition) —
IVest Virginia: WVF vr (1955), 8 (Annie the Witch was supposed to

ride horses on all-night trips to get even with those who refused her
requests) — Ontario: Wintemberg, German II, 94 (it was believed that

a horse which appeared tired and restless had been ridden by a witch
[German]) — Nezv Brunszvick: Kirtley, 42, No. 15 (man spends the

night in a barn, sees the door open, and sees a witch come in and ride

the horses all night [French]) — New York: NYFQ 11, (1946), 61

(Mrs. Vedder could not keep her horses fat, because the witches rode
them at night) ; Webb, Witches. 17 (Longinhealdt, a witch in South
Valley, could be seen riding out like the wind at night. She rode side-
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saddle and her horse blanket was dripping wet every morning. You'd see

it hanging over a limb on a tree in front of her yard) — Pennsylvania:

Bayard, 53; Starr, 324 (witch rides horses all night, even though all

doors and windows are locked) ; KFQ iv (1959), 122 (witch coming to

borrow is turned away empty-handed ; shortly afterward the family

horse is found each morning all sweated up as though it had been ridden

hard before dawn; the horse's tail is also braided). Thompson,
G265.3

7663 To keep the witches from riding horses to death, and
plaiting their manes you must keep a horseshoe nailed over each

stable door. The shoe must not be turned down, or all the luck

will spill out.

Kate S. Russell, Roxboro, Person county, and four other informants,

mainly from central and western counties. The notes here refer only to

tangled and plaited manes. Cf. No. 7662 above, for references to horse-

shoes in connection with witch riding, and No. 7130, above, for the posi-

tion of the corks of the shoe. Maryland: Whitney-Bullock, No. 1651 (if

the horse's mane is plaited or tangled, witches have ridden it during the

night) ; JAFL lviii (1945), 137 (horse makes much noise, stamping and
pounding, but when owner goes to the stable he finds nothing, except

that the horse's mane is rough and mussed-up looking [Negro]) —
Virginia: Cross, 252 (the best indication of a horse's having been rid-

den by a witch at night, is finding strands of its mane tied together the

next morning [NegroD — West Virginia: WVF vi (1955), 8, No. 6

(any who refused Annie the Witch would find witch knots in the horses'

manes and sweat and saddle marks on them in the morning) — South
Carolina: anonymous informant (witches plait horses' manes for their

stirrups, and ride the horses very hard, sometimes to death) ; Bryant II,

144, No. 4 (tangled mane) — Kentucky: Collins, 76, No. 44 (mane tied

in knots) ; Thomas, No. 3786 (mane matted in the morning) — Missis-
sippi: Hudson, Bell Witch, 50 (some mornings the horses and mules of

the Bell family would be puny as chickens with the pip, and caked with
sweat and mud, manes and tails tangled in witch-locks) — Louisiana:
Roberts, No. 1503 (when a horse's mane, tail, or forelock are full of

queer little knots, it is a sign that witches have been riding him the night
before) — New Brunszvick: Kirtley, 42, No. 15 (a man spends the night
in a barn, sees a witch come in and braid the horses' manes and tails

[French]); also (man finds horses sweating in the morning with tails

and manes nicely braided) — Maine: Bergen, Animal, No. 947 (lutins

[dwarf-like creatures] ride horses at nisjht, and leave them sweating, and
with their manes and forelocks braided [French?]) — Nezv York:
NYFQ III (1947), 306 (Old Dan Marshall believed witches had been
riding his horses at night when their manes were tangled from running
in the underbrush ; when he got them in the morning, he put the harness
under their necks and up over their heads to get the witches ofT) —
Pennsylvania: Shoemaker, 7 (matted mane or tail in the morning, etc.).

HDA VI, 1638, s.v. "Pferd"
; Johnson, Normandy, 47; Thompson,

F366.2.1. Cf. No. 5607, above (witch riding of humans).

7664 If a horse's mane is tangled in the morning, it is a sign

that it has been ridden by witches on the previous night, and its

mane has been used for stirrups.

Minnie Bryan Farrior, Duplin county; an anonymous informant; and
three other informants from central and western counties. Treated in

the following notes are "stirrups" only; for references to other things
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done to horses' manes, cf. No. 7663, above. North Carolina: Cross, 254
(Phoebe Ward could ride a horse at night, and when the mane was
tangled in the morning it was because the witch had made stirrups of

the plaits) — Maryland: Bergen, Animal, No. 948 (witch-ridden horses
have their manes braided into loops, which serve the riders as stirrups

[Negro]) ; Lee, iii (witches plait horses' manes for their stirrups, and
ride horses very hard, sometimes to death [Negro]) — Alleghanies:
Porter, 114 (witches ride horses at night, and tangle their manes to

make stirrups) — Georgia: Steiner, No. 12 (the little knots seen in

the manes after a night riding by witches are called "witches' stirrups")— Mississippi: Hudson, 161 (tangled loops in manes of horses are called

"Witches' stirrups" ; horses with such stirrups are always run down and
in poor condition because witches ride them at night) — Pennsylvania:
Grumbine, 266 (if you find your horse's mane tangled and knotted in the
morning, you may be certain that he was ridden by a witch the night
before and that the knotted mane served as stirrups for her feet).

Cf. Thompson, F366.2.1

7665 If you ride your horse the same day that you have found
witch stirrups in his mane, he will throw you.

Loraine Benz (Indiana). Kentucky: Thomas, No. 3787.

7666 Tie strands of horse's mane together to keep off witches.

Loraine Benz (Indiana). Kentucky: Thomas, No. 3788.

7667 Plait your horse's mane with corn shucks to prevent

witches from riding him.

Loraine Benz (Indiana). Kentucky: Thomas, No. 3789.

7668 A piece of silver in the pocket or a silver ring on the

finger, or on the horse's bridle, will keep the witches away.

Loraine Benz (Indiana). Kentucky: Thomas, No. 3819. For the use of

silver in witchcraft, see Nos. 5673, 5685, 5691, 5697 f., passim, above.

Mules, Oxen

7669 If a mule can roll all the way over, it proves that he is

strong.

Constance Patten, Greensboro. South: Puckett, 46 (if the mule can roll

all the way over he is a strong, healthy mule and worth a lot of money
[Negro]) — Neiv York: Cutting, Farm, 12 (when a mule is hot and
tired at the end of a day's work, "a roll is as good as a feed," or, "you
let a mule roll—he's good for another day's work").

7670 A mule is worth as many hundreds of dollars as the num-
ber of times he will roll while wallowing.

Mrs. Norman Herring, Tomahawk, Sampson county. Cf. South: Rich-

ardson, 247 (if the mule can turn all the way over, he is worth one
hundred dollars ; should he fail to do this, you take a risk if you pur-

chase him at any price) — Kentucky: Thomas, No. 3448 (if a mule
turns over, it is worth two hundred and fifty dollars) ; No. 3446 (once:

one hundred dollars) ; No. 3447 (twice: two hundred dollars) ; No. 3449
(a mule that cannot turn over is not worth fifty dollars) — Illinois:

Hyatt, No. 2229 (if a mule turns over while rolling, he is worth a
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hundred dollars)
;
No. 2230 (unable to turn over: he is not worth fifty

dollars).
^

7671 Drench mules tlirough the nostrils for colic.

Green Collection. Cf. No. 7647, above.

7672 Grease a mule's anus with fat, salty meat, and the animal,
if he has the lampus, will be cured.

Carl G. Knox, Leland, Brunswick county. Cf. No. 7655, above.

7673 To make oxen move, twist their tails, or bite off one's
ear.

Anonymous.

Hogs

Health, Appetite, Habits, etc.

7674 Always nail a horseshoe in the hog trough so that no ill

luck will befall the hogs.

James Hawfield, Union county. Illinois: Wheeler, 68 (a horseshoe was
nailed to the pig trough to keep the witches from riding the hogs to
death). Cf. No. 7690, below. HDA vii, 1480, s.v. "Schwein" (a screw
taken from a cofHn is fastened to the trough).

7675 Bury a dime under the hog pen to keep witches away.
Green Collection.

7676 If you want your hogs to do well, put them in a pen on
the new moon.

W. Q. Grigg, Cleveland county.

7677 If hogs don't eat heartily, put into their food red oak bark
dried and beaten ; it gives them appetite.

Green Collection.

7678 To make hogs eat more heartily, give them one teaspoon-
ful of copperas once a week.

Green Collection.

7679 To make a hog stay at home, take a piece of meat skin,
wear it between the stocking and shoe all day, and feed it to the
hog at night.

"t^'^u ^u^5^^- P- '^"^^fornia: Dresslar, 41 (the first time pigs cross
the threshold, make them jump over the wife's garter, the man's girdle
or the maids apron, and they will come home regularly [German ?]).

'

Altering, Weaning

7680 Castrate hogs after the new moon is three days old.

Green Collection. Cf. Illinois: Hyatt, No. 2093 (if a hog is "seeded"when the moon increases, the wound will swell) ; No. 2094 ("alter" a pig
on the decline of the moon, and the wound will not swell)
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7681 Altering hogs is best when the zodiac sign is in the head
(Pisces), farthest from the bleeding parts.

Green Collection. Because of the confusion of Pisces with the head,
references to the feet are treated under No. 7683, below. North Carolina:
Gillis, 86, n. 27 (resting perhaps on the present erroneous entry).

7682 Hogs are castrated when the sign is in the legs, going
down.

R. B. Cochrane, Buncombe county. Cf. South Carolina: Bryant II, 141,

No. 139 (castrate a hog when the sign is in Sagittarius [archer; thighs],

Aquarius [waterman; legs], or Capricornus [goat; knees], or Pisces
[fishes; feet], anywhere from the thighs down) — Kentucky: Thomas,
No. 2281 (when pigs are altered, let it be when the sign is in the leg,

that is, between the knee and the ankle) — Alabama: Browne, No. 3985
(when the signs are between the knees and feet) — Illinois: Hyatt, No.
2098 (when the sign is between the knee and ankle).

7683 Hogs must be altered when the sign is in the feet. If the

sign is above the waist, the hogs are then sure to bleed to death.

This is so firmly believed that unless the sign is in the feet or

neck, the operation is refused by the Negroes that usually per-

form it.

Miss Fannie Vann, Clinton, Sampson county; Dr. E. V. Howell, Chapel
Hill, Orange county; and an anonymous informant. Illinois: Hyatt, No.
2099 (emasculate a hog in the sign of the feet, and the swelling will go
down. Cf. No. 7681, above, for the erroneous association of Pisces
(fishes; feet) with the head.

7684 While a sow is suckling her pigs, no animal of the barn-

yard will disturb her.

Henry Belk, Monroe, Union county.

7685 Sows have individual teats, and each suckling pig knows
its place at mealtime.

Henry Belk, Monroe, Union county.

7686 Wean pigs when the sign is in the feet.

R. S. Russell, Roxboro, Person county.

Fattening, Slaughtering

7687 If you see smut burning on a kettle or a pot, it is a sign

you will have fresh meat.

Julian P. Boyd.

7688 When the soot on the back of the chimney catches fire, it

is a sign of fresh meat within three days.

W. H. Smith.
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7689 It is bad luck to give away fresh meat without sprinkhng
some salt on it.

Anonymous.

7690 If a horseshoe is nailed to the hog trough, no ill luck will
befall the fattening hogs.

James Havvfield, Union county. Cf. No. 7674, above.

7691 A man in Union county always cuts off the tails of his
pigs. He does this so that he will not have to feed that part of
the hogs, contending that it would take almost twice as much
food to fatten the hog if he did not cut off the tail when the hog
was small.

James Hawfield, Union county. South: Puckett, 357 (a scarcity of hog
feed IS best made up for by cutting off the hog's tail; the nourishment
formerly required by that appendage apparently goes to the rest of the
body and keeps the pig up to standard fatness [Negro]) — Kentucky:
Ihomas, No. 3391 (if a hog is born without a tail, it will require one
fewer barrel to become fat on) — Maryland: Bergen, Animal, No. 953
(if you cut a pig's tail off, it hastens the fattening process) — Oregon-
Hand, No. 91 (hogs fatten easily in the fall if their tails are cut off when
they are pigs).

7692 Pulling the tail of a pig causes him to grow lean.

L. B. Brantley, Zebulon, Wake county.

7693 If hogs are killed during a growing moon, the meat will
not draw up when cooked, and will not season the food it is

cooked with,

Julian P. Boyd. To focus attention on the primary aspects of slaughter-
ing, namely the texture of the meat, its yield in grease, etc., I have taken
the "growing" moon, "on the increase of the moon," "the make of the
nioon," and the "wa.xing" moon, as being reasonably synonymous in Nos
7093-7099- Maryland: Whitney-Bullock, No. 1232 (butcher your hogs
when the moon is on the increase, or the meat will shrink; a large ham
l^'ij/'^^'^xT

°"* °^ ^^^ ^°^ ^^^^ '^^ original size) — Tennessee: Farr
Kiddies, No. 158 (kill hogs on the increase of the moon, and the meat
will not shrink) — Tennessee: Rickard, 6 (on increase of the moon;
otherwise the meat will not shrink) — Nova Scotia: Fauset No 260
(one should kill a pig in the increase of the moon, so the m'eat won't
shrink [Negro]) - Pennsylvania: Hoffmann I, 130 (unless hogs are
slaughtered during the waxing of the moon, the meat will shrink and not
be as good) - Nezv York: NYFQ ix (1953), 134 (when the moon isgrowing larger, or the meat will shrink when cooked)

; vii (1951) 203
(vvhen the moon is increasing so that it won't shrink when you cook it) —
Ilhnnts: Wheeler, 56 (when the moon increases, or the flesh will shrink
in the pot).

7694 If you kill a hog on the growing of the moon, the meatwon t give up the grease.

Rosa Ef^rd, Stanly county. Alabama: Browne, No. 3993 (on the waxing
of the moon, and it won t make grease).
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7695 Kill pork on the increase of the moon to have large meat
that is not greasy.

Lucille Massey, Durham county.

7696 Kill a hog when the moon is increasing. The meat swells

up and will not give down any grease.

W. J. Hickman, Hudson, Caldwell county, and five other informants,

mainly from eastern and central counties. Kentucky: Parsley, 72 (kill

no hog on the moon's increase, for if you do, you'll get no grease) —
Tennessee: Farr, Superstitions, No. 159 — Georgia: Figh, Arp, 172 —
Nova Scotia: Fauset, No. 259 (kill a pig when the moon is growing, and
the meat will swell) — New England: Kittredge, Farmer, 306 (.entries

under January 14, 1794, and January 5, 1795 [intent not entirely clear]).

HDA vn, 1503, s.v. "Schwein."

7697 If hogs are killed during the growing moon, the meat will

go to lard.

Green Collection.

7698 If you kill your hogs in the make of the moon, the meat
will swell up when it is boiled.

Green Collection, and Edna Whitley. Maryland: Whitney-Bullock, No.
1226; Whitney, 195 (when the moon is waxing so that the meat will swell

when cooked) — Georgia: Steiner, No. 62 — Neiu York: Barnes, No.

35 (when the moon is growing, and it will grow in the pot) ; Gardner,
No. 326 (when the moon is growing or when it is full, and your pork
will swell in the spider [skillet]) — Illinois: Allison, No. 322 (kill hogs
when the moon is increasing to have more meat).

7699 If you kill hogs on a waxing moon, the meat goes into

grease.

Eunice Smith, Pantego, Beaufort county.

7700 If you kill your hogs on the new moon, you won't get any
grease from the meat.

Mrs. Gertrude Allen Vaught, Alexander county.

7701 If a hog is killed on the new of the moon, the meat will

puff up and be tough, and not furnish much grease.

Roby Arrowhead. Kentucky: Thomas, No. 2287 (in the light of the

moon, the meat will draw up and be flabby) — Tennessee: Redfield, No.

184 (meat will be puffy) ; Rogers, Animal, No. 125 (light of the moon;
meat will be tough when fried) ; Rogers, Moon, 54, No. 3 (on the light

of the moon, the meat will be tough).

7702 Bacon butchered from hogs during new moon will curl up
at the ends.

Anonymous. Ontario: Wintemberg, German H, 91 (the meat of hogs

killed in the new moon will shrivel in the pan [German] ) ; Wintemberg,
Waterloo, 2 (will shrivel away in the pan) — Illinois: Hyatt, No. 2103
(meat will curl up and turn to lard, if you kill hogs in the light of the

moon) — Missouri: McKinney, 105 (pork butchered in the light of the
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moon will "all go to grease" and curl up in the skillet when it is cooked)— Lalijorma: Dresslar, 20 (the meat will shrivel in the frying pan).

7703 Kill hogs on the full of the moon, and the meat will keep
much better than if killed at any other time.

Mildred Peterson, Bladen county. iUarj/ancf; Whitney-Bullock No 1230
(never kill a hog at any time but in the full moon) — Nova Scotia-
Lreighton, 100, No. 3 (kill the pig at the full of the moon) — Nczv York'-
Larr-Westez, 122 (Slnnnecock Indian) —Illinois: Hyatt No 2109 (bet-
ter meat) — Cahjonna: Dresslar, 20 (pork will not be good unless killedm the full of the moon).

7704 Kill hogs on a full moon. When the meat is cooked it will
swell up twice as large as it was when it was put on to cook.

•f"!'^".
P- Boyd, and Mrs. Nilla Lancaster, Goldsboro, Wayne county

Illinois: Hyatt, No. 2111 (pork from a hog butchered in full moon will"
not contract and dry out ; but on the contrary, it will swell up and en-
large while cooking).

7705 Pork must be killed at the full of the moon, otherwise the
meat will shrivel up in cooking.

Lucille Massey, Durham county, and Elsie Doxey, Currituck county
South Carolina: Bryant H, 146, No. 57 (kill hogs just before the full of
the moon, so that the meat does not go to grease) — Tennessee O'Dell
Superstitions, 2 (hogs were never butchered in the fall until after themoon was full, to prevent the meat from being "spongy or pufify") —
Neiv York: Cutting, Farm, 62 (you should butcher a hog only when themoon IS lull or grovving; otherwise the meat would shrivel and fry away
badly) - OH/or/o.- Doering, Customs, 150 (right after full moon, so that
the meat will not try away)

; Waugh, No. 4 (killed at the full moon •

otherwise the meat will shrivel) — Illinois: Hyatt, No. 2110 (always kill
hogs when the moon is full

; the marrow in the bones will be full and themeat wont shrink). '

7706 If pork is killed at the time of new moon, the lard will not
burn.

Ella Parker, Mt. Gilead, Montgomery county.

7707 In the fulling moon meat will just swell up when cooking
and give up no grease.

Green Collection; and Allen. loiva: Stout, No. 558 (hogs should bebutchered after the full moon to keep the meat from going to grease).

7708 Pork produces more grease if hogs are killed when the
moon IS full.

Susie Spurgeon Jordan, Brevard, Transylvania county, and Lida PageNelson Durham county. Tennessee: Carter, 2 (the fat renders easily) -kentueky: 0^n<,v, Mountain, 14 (if a hog is killed when the moon is
lull, the tat renders easily).

7709 Do not kill hogs on the change of the moon, or the meat
will not keep well.

Mildred Peterson, Bladen county.
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7710 If hogs are killed on the decline of the moon, the fat will

all fry out of the meat.

Jessie Hauser, Pfafftown, Forsyth county, and Ralph Chesson, Wash-
ington county. Once more, classification of numbers 7710-7718 is made
on the basis of the texture and qualities of the meat, and not according to

the various terms used to indicate the waning moon. Tennessee: Parsons,
Negro, 69 (if hogs are killed in the wane of the moon, the meat will dry
up).

771

1

Hogs should be killed on the decrease of the moon. About
two or three days after the moon fulls is the best time.

Lucille Cheek, Chatham county. Ontario: Doering-Doering I, 60 (kill

hogs in the decrease of the moon). HDA vii, 1502.

7712 Kill hogs on the decrease. It makes better seasoning, as

the grease comes out better.

Josie Foy, Durham county.

7713 If hogs are killed on the decrease of the moon, the meat

will shrink to nothing in the cooking.

O. W. Blacknall, Kittrell, Vance county; an anonymous informant; and
four other informants from central and western counties. Maryland:
Whitney-Bullock, No. 1226 (when the little moon is on the decrease; the

meat will shrink) — Illinois: Allison, No. 321 — Nebraska: Cannell, 39,

No. 34.

7714 Always kill hogs on the shrink of the moon, and the meat
will have more grease in it.

Merle Smith, Stanly county ; the Green Collection ; and three other in-

formants from widely separated localities. Cf. Tennessee: Hurdle, 74 f.

(when you want to have greasy meat, kill your hogs on the waste of the

moon, or else you'll have lots of lard) — Alabama: Browne, No. 3993
(kill hogs in the waning moon; all grease).

7715 Never kill pork on the wane of the moon; it will shrink.

Elizabeth Janet Cromartie, Garland, Sampson county, and Mrs. Norman
Herring, Tomahawk, Sampson county. General: Bergen, Animal, No.

956 — Maryland: Whitney-Bullock, No. 1228 (the meat will spoil) —
Nezv York: Barnes, No. 35 (the pork will shrink in the pot) ; Gardner,

No. 327 (kill your hog when the moon is getting smaller, and the pork
will shrink in the spider [skillet]).

7716 Pork produces more grease if killed in the wane of the

moon.

Katherine Bernard Jones, Raleigh ; two informants from eastern and
central counties ; and one anonymous informant.

7717 If you want a greasy pot (poor meat), kill a hog with the

wasting of the moon.

Green Collection.
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7718 If you kill a hog on the losing of the moon, it will give
grease and will fry down small.

Pearl Webb, Pineola, Avery county. Cf. Georgia: Steiner, No. 62 (if you
kill a hog ui the waste of the moon and cook the meat, it will go away in
grease) — C>;;arA'j; Randolph, 47 (pork butchered in the decrease of themoon will all go to grease" and curl up in the skillet when it is cooked).

7719 If you kill hogs on the old moon, you won't get much
lard.

Pearl Webb, Pineola, Avery county. South: Duncan, 235, No. 9 (it will
all go to grease) — Kentucky: Thomas, No. 2288 (if a hog is killed in
the old of tiie moon, it will have a great deal of lard in it) — New
England: Johnson IVhat They Say, 146 (kill hogs in the old of the moon,
so that the pork will swell in the spider [skillet]).

7720 Kill hogs on the old of the moon. The bacon swells, and
when cooked grease comes out.

^'j ¥r ^-
?J°^^'^^^'

Chapel Hill, Orange county ; the Green Collection

;

and Alacie Morgan, Stanly county. Cf. No. 7719, above.

7721 Kill pork in the dark of the moon to save it.

Cornelia E. Covington (South Carolina). General: Garriott, 37 (points
out that this and other prescriptions do not apply to slaughter houses
since the animals are not exposed to the moon's ray) — Tennessee'
Hurdle, 74 (the time to kill hogs is in the dark of the moon).

7722 The meat will spoil if killed when nights are dark.
Elsie Doxey, Currituck county. Osarks: Randolph, 47 (the real old-
timers believe that pork killed in the dark of the moon is tough has an
interior flavor, and does not keep well).

7723 To get good, firm meat, hogs should be killed in the dark
of the moon.

Mary L. XValker, Durham county. Cf. Illinois: Hyatt, No. 2106 (kill amale hog in the dark of the moon to have excellent meat) — Texas-
turner, 172 (the meat will be firm and the lard will render abundantly).

7724 If hogs are killed on a dark night, the meat will not shrink
when boiled.

Allie Ann Pearce, Colerain, Bertie county; Fannie Vann, Clinton, Samp-
^°"

^°n"^^'
^"^ ^" anonymous informant. Cf. Illinois: Hyatt No 2107

(by killing hogs in the dark of the moon you can obtain meat that will
not shrivel).

7725 Pork produces more grease if killed in the dark of the
moon.

Ethel Brown, Catawba county. Kentucky: Thomas, No. 2286 (much^rd) — Tennessee: Favr, Riddles, No. 165 (a large quantity of lard);
Farr, Superstiwns, No. 166 (much lard) ; Frazier, 37, No. 5 (kill hogs

l^rH
^^ w"^ u

^^^
"'/'J^r, u""^

"}^^^ ^^^^ "swivel" away and make morelard)
,
Hatcher. 155 (kill hogs in the dark of the moon or the meat will
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be greasy) ; Parsons, Negro, 69 (Negroes always kill their hogs in the

dark of the moon so that the meat will go to lard) ; Rogers, Moon, 54,

No. 3 (the meat will render out more grease) — Illinois: Hyatt, No.
2108 (slaughter hogs in the dark of the moon for lard).

7726 Kill meat in October, and it will rot.

Anonymous. Cf. HDA vii, 1502, s.v. "Schwein."

7727 Kill meat after the first white frost in November because

it will keep better.

Anonymous. Cf. Tennessee: Carter, 2 (it is safe to kill hogs any time

after the November elections) — Kentucky: Carter, Mountain, 14 (same
as the preceding item).

7728 The cold snap following a rain which has been preceded

by three heavy frosts is excellent hog-killing weather.

Green Collection.

7729 It must be freezing cold when hogs are killed.

Mrs. Nilla Lancaster, Goldsboro, Wayne county.

7730 To have good luck with hog killing, kill them during the

month of December when the weather varies but very little.

Mildred Peterson, Bladen county.

7731 Kill hogs just before Christmas, or just after, and the

meat will not spoil.

Julian P. Boyd.

7732 If you kill hogs on Old Christmas day, the meat will not

keep.

Julian P. Boyd.

7733 I^ you ^^^^ hogs at high tide, the grease will not come out

of the meat when it is cooked.

Anonymous. Nova Scotia: Fauset, No. 257 (you should kill a pig at the

rising tide, so the meat won't shrink [Negro]) — Massachusetts: Bergen,

Animal, No. 1128 (if hogs are butchered on the rising tide, the pork will

shrink in the pan).

7734 If hogs are killed on "rising water" [flood tide], the meat

will not shrink, but the seasoning qualities will not be so good.

James Hawfield, Union county. Cf. No. 7733, above.

7735 Pork produces more grease if killed on "falling water"

[ebbtide].

Reverend L. D. Hayman, Hyde and Dare counties, and Dixie V. Lamm,
Lucama, Wilson county.
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Divers Ailments, Death

7736 To keep hogs from eating chickens, give them human
urine [chamber lye].

Green Collection. Cf. Illinois: Hyatt, No. 2088 (hogs that cat chickens
will never grow fat).

7737 To cure hog cholera, make a tea of as much polk root as
can be held in the hand, and drench the hog with it. It is a sure
cure.

Green Collection.

7738 To get rid of kidney worms in hogs, add to one teaspoon-
ful of copperas an equal amount of bluestone and resin, and give
three times a week.

Green Collection.

7739 Hogs, when swimming, are said to cut their throats with
the hoofs of their forefeet.

Anonymous. Cf. Illinois: Hyatt, No. 2089 (a hog cannot swim because
the front legs are so short that they will cut its throat).

7740 If you kill a cricket, all your hogs will die.

Charles R. Bagley, Moyock, Currituck county.

Sheep

7741 It is good luck to have one black sheep in the flock.

Clara Hearne, Roanoke Rapids, Halifax county. Ontario: Wintemberg
Grey, No. 56 — Neiu York: Cutting, Farm, 18 (if he had a very large
flock, a man might keep several black sheep as "counters," one for every
ten white ones) — Pennsylvania: Fogel, Proverbs, No. 1553 (There are
black sheep in every flock [German])

; Owens, 122 (it is thought desir-
able to have a black sheep in the flock).

7742 Sheep must be sheared on the full of the moon. In May
the wool will be lighter.

Elizabeth Janet Cromartie, Garland, Sampson county. West Virginia:
Mockler, 312, No. 11 (shear sheep in the new of the moon so that the
wool will grow thicker) — Illinois: Hyatt, No. 2080 (shearing sheep on
the increase of the moon will produce better and stronger wool).
Storaker, Mcnneskct, No. 741 (new moon)

; Wessman, 14 (new moon) •

van Gennep 11, 58 (when the moon is old). Second part: Illinois :'Y{yatt,
No. 2082 (to secure a large amount of wool, sheep should be sheared on
the twenty-fourth, twenty-fifth, and twenty-seventh of May) ; No. 2081
(shear sheep after the first cold rain in May, and you will get a lot of
wool).——Lean i, 361 (Shear your sheep in May, / And shear them all
away)

; Sebillot H, loi. No. 144 (whoever shears in May shears only
once).

7743 A herd of sheep bewitched can be cured by placing a
horseshoe in the fire until it gets red hot.

A. H. Giles, Fonta Flora, Burke county. ("There is a story of a 'said
to be witch who bewitched a herd of sheep ; and as soon as the horseshoe
was placed in tJie fire and got red hot, the sheep were all right").



XII

FISHING AND HUNTING

Fishing

7744 One should watch the almanac to find out on which days

to go fishing.

Constance Patten, Greensboro. Meant here, perhaps, are the signs of the

zodiac, e.g., Kentucky: Parsley, 65 (fish will bite best when the almanac
signs are in the feet) ; also (head).

7745 There is always a big run of fish on the full moon in April.

Anonymous. The following references are to fishing in a full moon, with-

out regard to the month. Illinois: Hyatt, No. 8983 — Iowa: Stout, No.
1 1 68.

7746 The best time to catch fish is in the full of the moon in

May.

Mrs. Gertrude Allen Vaught, Alexander county.

7747 Never go fishing except when the sign of the stars is in

the head.

Emmy Lou Morton (West Virginia). "This information is obtained from
the almanacs so widely used in this part of the country. I knew several

fishermen of quite some merit who maintain this is the secret of their

luck"—E.L.M. General: Wilson, Fishing, 29 (good luck if you fish

when the sign of the zodiac is in the head and neck) — North Carolina:

Gillis, 86, n. 29 (referring to the present entry). HDA 11, 1558, s.v.

"Fischer, fischen."

7748 Warm weather after a freeze makes good fishing.

Anonymous.

7749 Fishing is not good in warm weather.

Anonymous.

7750 Fish when the air is still.

Eva Furr, Stanly county.

7751 Fish will not bite when the wind blows.

Zilpah F"risbie, Marion, McDowell county. Cf. Lean i, 358 (a windy
March is bad fishing time). Cf. the Alabama reference in No. 7786,
below.
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7752 When the wind is in the north,

Skih'ul fishers go not forth.

Elsie Doxey, Currituck county. Verbal variations for the second line of

the couplet will be given: General: Forest E. Conder, Fishcnnan's Bible,

'5~, 32 (No fisherman goes forth); Dunwoody, 85; 50 (Fishermen in

anger froth / When the wind is in the north) ; Garriott, 7 (ascribed to

Isaak Walton) — North Carolina: Whiting, 497, s.v. "\Vind"-i6 (Wind
from the north, furthest off) — Maryland: Whitney-Bullock, No. 385 —
Kentucky: Price, 37 (Wind from the north, further off) ; Thomas, No.

3184 (Wind from the north, further off) — Tennessee: TFSB xix

(1953). 65 (Wise fisherman goes not forth) — Alabama: Browne, No.

4070 (No skilful fisherman dare go forth) — New York: Cutting, Farm,
32 f. — Indiana: McAtee, Grant County, 266 — Illinois: Hyatt, No. 757— Iowa: Stout, No. 1171 (The weary fisher goes not forth) — Colorado:
Kimmerle, 78 (The fishermen fail to sally forth). Inwards, 114; also

(The fish to bite are loth) ; Lean i, 399; also (You need not go forth)
;

also (The fishes won't come forth) ; ODEP, 712, s.v. "Wind's in the

north."

7753 Never fish when the wind is in the north, or on a windy
day.

Mrs. Nilla Lancaster, Goldsboro, Wayne county. Cf. Iowa: Stout, No.
1 169 (can't fish when the wind is in the north).

7754 Fish will not bite on a northeast wind.

Julian P. Boyd. Cf. Maryland: McAtee, Birds, 176 (near Indian Head,
Charles county, if the loon called, a north-easter would blow up, thus
spoiling the fishing ; hence they endeavored to kill the loons before they
blew up a storm).

7755 Fish will not bite when the wind comes from the east.

Anonymous. Alabama: Browne, No. 4073 — Ozarks: Randolph, 252 (the
old-timers believe that an east wind is the worst possible omen for a
fisherman).

7756 When the wind is in the east,

The fish bite least

;

When the wind is in the west.

The fish bite best

;

When the wind is in the south,

The fish bite in the mouth.

Fannie Vann, Clinton, Sampson county ; an anonymous informant ; and
two other informants from Brunswick and Durham counties. Treated
here is the first couplet ; others will be taken up in turn. General: Forest
E. Conder, Fisherman's Bible, '52, 32 (That's when fishing is the least)

Dunwoody, 84; 49 (Fish bite the least / With the wind in the east)
Wilson, Fishing, 219 — North Carolina: Whiting, 497, s.v. "Wind"-l6,
also (Wind from the east, bite the least) — Kentucky: Price 37; Thomas,
No. 3184 — Tennessee: TFSB xix (1953), 65 — Colorado: Kimmerle, 78— Oregon: Hand, No. 75 (Wind in the east, fish bite least). Inwards,
114, 118, 198; Lean i, 399; ODEP, 712, s.v. "Wind is west."
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7757 When the wind's from the east,

Fish bite the least

;

When the wind's from the south,

They bite with the mouth
;

When the wind's from the west,

They bite the best.

Furman Bridgers, Wilson, Wilson county. Cf. No. 7756, above.

7758 Wind in the east, fish all at peace

;

Wind in the south, blow bait in their mouth

;

Don't go if the wind is in the west or north.

Green Collection.

7759 The fish will bite when the south wind is blowing.

Lucille Massey, Durham county ; Clara Hearne, Roanoke Rapids, Halifax

county; and R. S. Russell, Roxboro, Person county. Cf. Iowa: Stout,

No. 1 179 (never fish unless the wind is in the south).

7760 If the wind is from the south, the fish will take the hook
in their mouth.

Green Collection. General: Dunwoody, 51 (wind in the south, catch fish

in the mouth) — North Carolina: Whiting, 497, s.v. "Wind"-i6 (The fish

bite at the mouth) ; also (hook in the mouth) — Kentucky: Price, 37
'hook in the mouth). Inwards, 114; Lean i, 399.

7761 Fish when the wind is in the south,

Blow the hook in the mouth.

Kate S. Russell, Roxboro, Person county. General: Forest E. Conder,

Fisherman's Bible, '52, 32 (It blows the bait in the fish's mouth) ; Dun-
woody, 8s (It blows the flies in the fish's mouth) ; Garriott, 7 (flies) —
North Carolina: Whiting, 497, s.v. "Wind"-i6 (it blows the bait) —
Maryland: Whitney-Bullock, No. 385 (bait) No. 386 (bait) — South
Carolina: Bradley, 99 (bait) — Tennessee: TFSB xix (1953), 65 (It

blows the bait right in the fish's mouth) — Alabama: Browne, No. 4066
— Illinois: Hyatt, No. 757 (bait) — Colorado: Kimmerle, 78 (bait).

Inwards, 121; Lean i, 399; ODEP, 712, s.v. "Wind is south."

7762 Wind from the south, hook in the mouth

;

Wind from the east, bite the least

;

Wind from the west, bite the best

;

Wind from the north, further oflf.

Mildred Peterson, Bladen county. Cf. Kentucky: Thomas, No. 3184
(fourth and fifth lines transposed) — Illinois: Hyatt, No. 8987 (same
transposition as in preceding item) — Iowa: Stout, No. 622 (When the

wind is from the south, it blows the bait in the fish's mouth ; when it is

from the west, then the fishing is best).

7763 A southern wind on a frosty morning makes for good
fishing.

Anonymous.
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7764 When the wind is in the west, go a-fishing.

Elsie Doxey, Currituck county, and Mrs. Gertrude Allen Vaught,
Alexander county. Cf. Nos. 7765 f., below.

7765 When the wind is in the west,

Fishing is at its best

;

When the wind is in the east.

Fishing is at its least

;

When the wind is in the south.

The bait is blown in the fish's mouth

;

When the wind is in the north,

The fish will not go forth.

Mary L. Walker, Durham county. General: Forest E. Conder, Fisher-
man's Bible, '52, 32 (first couplet only) — Alabama: Browne, No. 4067
(first couplet the same; variation in other couplets).

7766 Wind from the west, fish bite best

;

Wind from the east, fish bite least

;

Wind from the south, blows the bait in the fish's mouth.

R. T. Dunstan, Greensboro ; Dixie V. Lamm, Lucama, Wilson county

;

Green Collection. Unless otherwise specified, all references are on the

pattern of "Wind in the west, Fish bite best." General: Dunwoody, 84; 50
(transposed order) ; North Carolina: Whiting, 497, s.v. "Wind"-i6 —
^laryland: Whitney-Bullock, No. 385 (Then 'tis at the very best) —
South Carolina: Bradley, 99 (transposed order) — Kentucky: Price, 37
(bite the best) ; Thomas, No. 3184 (bite the best) — Tennessee: TFSB
XIX (1953), 65 — Alabama: Browne, No. 4068 (other couplets on the
order of No. 7765, above) — Illinois: Hyatt, No. 757 (Then 'tis at the

very best) — Iowa: Stout, No. 1170 — Colorado: Kimmerle, 78 —
Oregon: Hand, No. 75. Inwards, 114; Lean i, 399; First line, ODEP,
712, s.v. "Wind is west" ; third line, ibid., s.v. "Wind is south."

7767 A good time to fish is when the wind blows upstream.

Anonymous.

7768 You will not have good luck fishing when the wind is

blowing up the stream.

Lucille Cheek, Chatham county.

7769 Strong winds with a cloudy day make for good fishing.

Anonymous.

7770 To catch suckers, go fishing on a calm, cloudy day.

Clara Hearne, Roanoke Rapids, Halifax county.

7771 If the clouds have rain in them, fish will not bite.

Anonymous.

7772 Fish bite best before a rain.

Elsie Doxey, Currituck county. General: Garriott, 24 (fishes in general,

both in salt and fresh waters, are observed to sport most and bite more
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eagerly before rain than at any other time) — South Carolina: Bryant
II, 146, No. 47; Wilson, Fishing, 218 — Ontario: Wintemberg, Grey, No.
74.

7773 ^'^sh bite best in the rain.

Green Collection. Kentucky: Fowler, No. 55 (fish bite better on a rainy

day or night) ; Wilson, Fishing, 218 (same as preceding item) —
Ontario: Doering, Customs, 150 (fish bite well when it rains) — Illinois:

Hyatt, No. 9002; No. 9003 (fish become excited and bite well when it is

raining). HDA 11, 1532, s.v. "Fisch."

7774 A good time to fish is just after a rain.

Mrs. Gertrude Allen Vaught, Alexander county, and an anonymous in-

formant. Illinois: Hyatt, No. 9007 (go fishing after a hard rain) —
Osarks: Wilson, Fishing, 218. HDA 11, 1532, s.v. "Fisch."

7775 During heavy rains fish have been known to fall in the

fields from the clouds, being drawn up when the sun was draw-
ing water.

Green Collection. Illinois: Hyatt, No. 1310 (sometimes fish fall during

a rain). In his article, "Wonders from the Sky" {Fate Magasine vi. No.
10 [October, 1953], 33-40), Henry W. Splitter treats this unusual
phenomenon, together with the falling from heaven of such assorted

things as frogs, bugs, worms, lizards, etc., and also blood, and macerated
meat. These accounts rest upon newspaper articles culled from western
newspapers from the 1850's to the present.

7776 To catch catfish, go fishing when the water is muddy from
a freshet.

Clara Hearne, Roanoke Rapids, Halifax county,

7777 I^ish will not bite when the water is rough.

Mildred Peterson, Bladen county.

7778 Sometimes when the water is sleek and oily looking on
the surface, a school of fish is underneath.

Anonymous.

7779 Fish will not bite if it is lightning.

Clara Hearne, Roanoke Rapids, Halifax county. Cf. Nova Scotia: Fauset,

No. 139 (when lightning bugs come round, there are fish in the harbor

[NegroD — Osarks: Randolph, 252 (bass won't bite during an electrical

display).

7780 Thunder will cause the fish to stop biting.

Mildred Peterson, Bladen county, and the Green Collection. General:

Dunwoody, 49 (fish become inactive just before thunder showers, silent,

and won't bite) — Kentucky: Thomas, No. 3186 (fish will not bite)
;

Wilson, Fishing, 219 — Illinois: Hyatt, No. 9000 — Ozarks: Randolph,

252 ("another old story is that bass won't bite during an electrical dis-

play, but I have caught bigmouth and black bass in a thunderstorm, with

flashes of lightning illuminating the whole countryside") — British
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Columbia: Boas, 238, No. 654 (thunder will drive away the salmon
[ Kwakiutl Indian] )

.

77S1 Don't fish while it's thundering, because the fish go to the

bottom of the river.

Julian P. Boyd. British Columbia: Boas, 221, No. 456 (if it begins to

thunder during a salmon-run, the salmon will disappear from the mouth
of the river [Kwakiutl Indian]).

7782 When angleworms are found near the top of the earth,

the fish will bite.

Airs. Nilla Lancaster, Goldsboro, Wayne county.

7783 If a dragonfly lig'hts on your cork, it is a sign of luck in

fishing.

Green Collection. The Ozark belief that "if dragonflies or snake feeders

alight on a still-fisherman's bobber it is a sign of bad luck" (Randolph,
252) holds true for many parts of the country. Only in Nebraska is this

otherwise : Cannell, 27, No. 49 (a dragonfly attaching itself to a fish line

signifies good luck in fishing).

7784 When gulls fly over water and play low, there are plenty

Anonymous. Cf. British Columbia: Boas, 221, No. 458 (early in the

spring gulls are killed and opened to see whether they have olachen in

their stomachs, in order to determine when the olachen-run will begin
[Kwakiutl Indian]).

7785 Where there are whales there are also many fish.

Anonymous.

7786 Fishermen along the rivers that flow into the Albemarle
Sound say they can tell when the herrings begin to run in the

spring by the croaking of the frogs ; hence the old saying, "Frogs
holloing, fish running."

R. T. Dunstan, Greensboro. Alabama: Browne, No. 4058 (fish will bite

when the frogs are croaking at night ; these frogs are called "whistling
frogs," and for them to croak the water must be warm and no wind
blowing) — Texas: Turner, 174 (a fisherman will have good luck if a

frog jumps in the water and swims directly to the bank).

7787 If one sees much pine mash blown on the surface of the

water, it is a sign of many herrings.

Anonymous.

7788 There is a kind of frog known as a shad frog. When it is

heard in the spring, shad are supposed to be running. There are

other frogs whose chirp heralds the best time to fish.

Anonymous. Cf. No. 7786, above.
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7789 When dogwoods are in bloom, fish will bite the hook.

Anonymous. South Carolina and J'irginia (in the Brown Collection) :

"When the dogwood is white, / Fish begin to bite." General: Wilson,
Fishing, 218 — Maryland: Whitney-Bullock, No. 1253 (when the dog-
wood is in blossom) — Kentucky: Thomas, No. 3185 — Georgia: Steiner,

No. 136 — Alabama: Browne, No. 4057 (when the dogwood tree

blooms, it is springtime, and fish will bite) ; No. 4056 (perch will bite).

7790 May is a good fishing month.

Mrs. Nilla Lancaster, Goldsboro, Wayne county. Tennessee: TFSB
XIX (1953), 61 (go fishing on May Day; the fish will bite almost a bare
hook, and you get your biggest catch). May Day (May i) also figures

as a sort of pilot day for fishing luck throughout the remainder of May
and for the whole fishing season (ibid.).

7791 Ascension Day is good for fishing.

Green Collection. Maryland: Whitney-Bullock, No. 2290 (Ascension Day
has always been held sacred to fishing) ; No. 2291 (on Ascension Day the

fish "ascend" the creeks) — Pennsylvania: Fogel, No. 1377 (Ascension
Day is the time when you should go fishing for the first time in spring

[German]) ; No. 1289 (the only thing you may do on Ascension Day is

go fishing [German]). HDA 11, 1557, s.v. "Fischer, fischen" ; Storaker,

Mennesket, Nos. 615, 663.

7792 Fish on Sentence Day.

Eva Purr, Stanly county.

7793 It is bad luck to fish on Sunday. One will stick fast to a

rock on the creek bank.

Jessie Hauser, PfalYtown, Forsyth county, and an anonymous informant.

Unless otherwise stated, references are to bad luck from fishing on Sun-
day: Kentucky: Thomas, No. 2719; Roberts, Floyd County, 50, No. 10 —
Illinois: Hyatt, No. 8976; No. 8977 (you will catch the devil on your
hook some Sunday, and you will be snatched off the bank into the water
and may drown) ; No. 8978 (memorat telling of an inveterate Sunday
fisherman being pulled into the water by something looking like an old

woman, and dying as a result). HDA 11, 1557, s.v. "Fischer, fischen";

Storaker, Mennesket, No. 615 ; Baughman, Q223.6.3*.

7794 If one goes fishing on Monday without any success what-
soever, there will not be any fish caught by that person during

the remainder of the week.

Anonymous.

7795 Fish bite when the day is young and warm.

Mrs. Nilla Lancaster, Goldsboro, Wayne county.

7796 Also to have good luck, go fishing early in the mornings
and late in the afternoons.

Mildred Peterson, Bladen county. Cf. HDA 11, 1532, s.v. "Fisch."
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7797 Fish will bite better between nine and eleven o'clock. This
is true of perch.

Clara Hearne, Roanoke Rapids, Halifax county.

7798 The best time to catch fish is just about noon.

Mrs. Gertrude Allen Vaught, Alexander county. Cf. HDA 11, 1537, s.v.

"Fischer, fischen" ; iv, 406, s.v. "Mittag."

7799 A good time to fish is at night when it is dark.

Mrs. Gertrude Allen Vaught, Alexander county. Illinois: Hyatt, No.
9018 (fish bite best at night, and if you will sit on the bank and play a
fiddle or guitar, the fish just can't stay in the water; they will all come
to the top).

7800 Do not fish during the hours of twelve to one at night ; the

fish have a sacred hour then.

Zilpah Frisbie, Marion, McDowell county. Cf. HDA iv, 406, s.v.

"Mittag." This reference deals with a comparable time during the day,
but mentions that water sprites are busy at that time.

7801 Throw a shoe at a fisherman, and he will have good luck.

Julian P. Boyd, and the Green Collection. General: Wilson, Fishing, 219
f. — South: Puckett, 355 (a member of the household slyly whacks the
departing Negro fisherman in the back with an old shoe as he leaves the
house ; in order to be thoroughly effective, however, in bringing good luck
on the fishing trip, the thrower of the shoe must return to the house with-
out looking back and without word of explanation [Negro]) ; also (the
fisherman himself will throw a shoe backwards toward the house on
leaving [Negro]) — Kentucky: Thomas, No. 3207 (when you leave the
house on a fishing expedition, kick off your right shoe for good luck) .

Lean 11, 13.

7802 The jerking (twitching) of the eyelid indicates that per-
sons will have good fishing.

Mrs. Gertrude Allen Vaught, Alexander county.

7803 If you eat onions before going fishing, your catch will be
slim.

W. J. Hickman, Hudson, Caldwell county. Cf. Louisiana: Wilson,
Fishing, 219 (eat onions before you go fishing, and you will have good
luck).

7804 If you take eggs for your lunch when you go fishing, you
will not catch any fish.

Anonymous.

7805 You will not catch any fish if you carry money along.

L. B. Brantley, Zebulon, Wake county. Cf. South: Puckett, 355 (carry
money on a fishing trip for good luck [Negro]). Meeker, 287 (letting
a piece of money fall into a fish corral will cause the fish not to go into
the trap) ; HDA ix (Suppl.), 158, s.v. "Schiff, Schififer."
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7806 If a man meets a woman while on his way to fish, he will

have bad luck.

Green Collection, and an anonymous informant. Pennsylvania: Fogel, No.
486 (if a woman crosses your path when going fishing, you won't catch
any fish [German]). HDA 11, 1550, s.v. "Fischer, fischen" ; Stpraker,
Mennesket, Nos. 335, 626.

7807 If you start fishing, and meet a woman, you might as well

turn round and retrace your footsteps, for the fish will not bite.

Mr. Fairley. Pennsylvania: Fogel, No. 1378 (if a woman crosses your
path, etc. [German]). HDA 11, 1550, s.v. "Fischer" (old woman).

7808 If a fisherman on his way to the boat chances to meet a

person, he turns back, convinced he will have no luck that day.

Anonymous. This belief, relating as it does to commercial fishermen, no
doubt has to do with the bad luck that seafaring folk attach to the clergy.

Only four representative references are cited here: Maryland: Whitney-
Bullock, No. 173 (sailors see bad luck in having priests on board) —
Pennsylvania: Shoemaker, 18 (a parson on a packet-boat means dead
water and a slow schedule). Radford, 186 (a parson on board a ship

will bring bad luck)
; Johnson, Normandy, 69 (it is unlucky even to

mention a priest on board a ship). For Mark Twain's treatment of this

theme, see CFQ v (1946), no (here the preacher is thrown overboard
from a Mississippi river steamer).

7809 If a fisherman meets a hare on his way fishing, he turns

back, knowing that his luck is lost for the day.

Anonymous. Cf. Kentucky: Thomas, No. 3205 (if when you go fishing a
rabbit crosses your path, you will catch no fish) ; Wilson, Fishing, 218
(bad luck to the fisherman) — Illinois: Hyatt, No. 901 1 (a rabbit cross-

ing your path when you are going fishing is a sign of bad luck that day).
Foster, 130 (meeting a hare, when one is going to fish, was in some

districts thought to be a disaster only equaled by meeting a red-headed
woman).

7810 If, when you're going fishing, you stump your toe or fall

down on the way, you'll have bad luck.

G. B. Caldwell, Jr., Monroe, Union county. Cf. Storaker, Mennesket, Nos.

347 f.

781 1 One old Negro would never sit down while fishing, saying

he would sit on his luck.

Green Collection.

7812 Fish will not bite if you make any noise, for they will

hear you.

Mildred Peterson, Bladen county. Cf. No. 7813, below.

7813 If you talk while fishing, you will not catch anything.

W. J. Hickman, Hudson, Caldwell county ; the Green Collection ; and
Kate S. Russell, Roxboro, Person county. South: Wilson, Fishing, 218
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(conversation will keep the fish from biting) — South Carolina: Bryant
II, 146, No. 46 (the fish will not bite) — Kentucky: Fowler, No. 56 (the

fish will not bite) — Louisiana: Roberts, No. 1220 (the fish will not bite)

— Illinois: Hyatt, No. 9024 (the fish will hear and will not bite).

HDA II, 1551, s.v. "Fischer, fischen" ; Storaker, Mennesket, No. 666.

7814 Never "cuss" while fishing, for the fish won't bite if you
do.

W. S. Lee, Jr., Monroe, Union county, and the Green Collection. South:
Puckett, 428 (Wen you don't speak sof / Yo' baits comes off; / An' de
fish jes swim away [Negro]) ; Wilson, Fishing, 218 (cursing will keep
the fish from biting) — Maryland: Whitney-Bullock, No. 367 (bad luck

to swear while fishing) — Kentucky: Thomas, No. 3197 (curse) —
Georgia: Steiner, No. 139 (you can't swear and catch fish) — Illinois:

Hyatt, No. 9025 (you will not catch fish) — Pennsylvania: Fogel, No.
1381 (you will not catch any fish [German]). Lean 11, 138; HDA 11,

1556, s.v. "Fischer, fischen."

7815 If you tell lies, you will catch no fish.

Elsie Doxey, Currituck county. Ontario: Waugh, No. 98.

7816 Never throw back your first fish, no matter how small.

You will catch no more if you do.

Professor J. T. C. Wright, Boone, Watauga county, and the Green Col-
lection. Kentucky: Thomas, No. 3201 (bad luck to turn the first fish

caught back into the water) — Illinois: Hyatt, No. 9012 (saving the
first fish caught brings better luck, but throwing it away is like throwing
your luck away). Cf. HDA 11, 1559, s.v. "Fischer, fischen"; Storaker,
Mennesket, No. 615.

7817 If the first fish you hang gets away, your luck is ruined
for the day.

Green Collection. South: Puckett, 466 (letting the first fish of the day
fall back into the water means that few fish will fall to your lot that day
[Negro]). Storaker, Mennesket, No. 650.

7818 If you put a live fish in a tub of water, the weight of the

contents will not increase.

Green Collection.

Fishing Pole

7819 It is bad luck to carry a fishing pole on the shoulder.

Carl G. Knox, Leland, Brunswick county, and G. B. Caldwell, Jr.,

Monroe, Union county.

7820 It is bad luck to fish with crossed poles.

Mrs. Gertrude Allen Vaught, Alexander county; Mildred Peterson,
Bladen county ; and the Green Collection.

7821 To cross fishing poles makes the fish stop biting.

R. T. Dunstan, Greensboro, and an anonymous informant.
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7822 It is bad luck to step over a fishing pole.

Carl G. Knox, Leland, Brunswick county, and five other informants.

South: Puckett, 428 (Negro) — Kentucky: Price, 37; Wilson, fishing

218 (unlucky to step over the pole and line) — Tennessee: Page, 56
Rogers, Guideposts, No. 53 (do not step over a fishing pole) — Alabama
Browne, No. 4072 — Ozarks: Randolph, 252 (Ozark fishermen are care-

ful never to step over a fish pole, or over a fishing line on the ground).
HDA II, 1552 f., s.v. "Fischer, fischen."

7823 To step over your fishing pole means that you'll catch no
more fish that day.

Clara Hearne, Roanoke Rapids, Halifax county, and Rebecca Willis

(Texas). Kentucky: Thomas, No. 3196 — Osarks: Randolph, 252.

7824 It is bad luck to a person fishing if another person steps

over his pole.

Furman Bridgers, Wilson, Wilson county ; Professor J. T. C. Wright,
Boone, Watauga county; the Green Collection, and Mr. Fairley. South:
Wilson, Fishing, 218 — Alabama: Bergen, Current, No. 682.

7825 Stepping over a fishing pole or crab line means that no
fish or crabs will be caught until the person steps back over the

pole or line.

R. B. Edwards, Belhaven, Beaufort county. There is no mention of a
crab line in any of the following references. South: Puckett, 428 (Negro)
— South Carolina: Davis, 246, No. 30 (to step over a fishing pole de-

stroys luck, but stepping back restores it [Negro]) — Georgia: Steiner,

No. 138, (the person whose pole has been stepped over will catch no fish

unless the pole is again stepped over backwards) ; Wilson, Fishing, 218.

Bait, Hook

7826 Get fishing bait between sunset and night.

Eunice Smith, Pantego, Beaufort county.

7827 If you can't get much bait, you will catch more fish.

Julian P. Boyd. Cf. Alabama: Browne, No. 4069 (you can't catch fish if

you have too much bait).

7828 Don't bring baits in the house.

Green Collection.

7829 Look for earthworms under rails, boards, or planks in

damp fertile places near barns.

Clara Hearne, Roanoke Rapids, Halifax county.

7830 Always go to a rich damp place, and you will find so many
worms your can won't hold them.

Merle Smith, Stanly county.
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7831 Dig long red worms, known as "fishing worms," for bait.

Elsie Doxey, Currituck county. Cf. HDA vii, 611, s.v. "Regenwurm."

7832 Worms found in a graveyard are best for fishing.

Elsie Doxey, Currituck county. Ontario: Waugh, No. 96 (found in a
graveyard at night).

7833 If you spit on an angleworm the fish will bite better.

Professor J. T. C. Wright, Boone, Watauga county, and Furman
Bridgers, Wilson, Wilson county. Tennessee: Page, 56 (always spit on
the worm before throwing it into the water). Wessman, 46. Cf. Nos.
7844 ff., below.

7834 To catch grubs for bait, put the blade of a wild onion
down the hole, and he will bite it, and you draw it to the top.

Clara Hearne, Roanoke Rapids, Halifax county.

7835 Flies are used as bait for fish.

Elsie Doxey, Currituck county.

7836 Mosquito hawks are used as bait for fish.

Elsie Doxey, Currituck county.

/S^y It is possible to catch fish with small bits of fish.

Elsie Doxey, Currituck county.

7838 Fat meat is often used for fish bait.

Elsie Doxey, Currituck county. Cf. HDA vii, 629, s.v. "Reiher" (the fat

of a heron is often used for fish bait).

7839 If onions are put in the bait the fish will bite better.

Clara Hearne, Roanoke Rapids, Halifax county.

7840 Chew tobacco and spit upon the bait, and you will have
better luck.

Clara Hearne, Roanoke Rapids, Halifax county. Cf. North Carolina:
Wilson, Saliva, 231 (the Cherokee fisherman chews a small piece of

ugwilu (Venus' flytrap), and spits it on the bait [Cherokee Indian]) —
Alabama: Browne, No. 4063 (spit tobacco juice; it is the best spit) —
Texas: Hendricks, No. 283 (if you spit on your bait, you will catch
more fish, especially if you chew Brown Mule tobacco).

7841 If you spit snuff on the worm, the fish will bite better.

Merle Smith, Stanly county.

7842 A small piece of asafetida guin placed on a fishhook along
with the bait will attract the fish.

Green Collection. Cf. Tennessee: O'Dell, Superstitions, 6 (mix asafetida
with your fish bait and fish will bite better) ; Redfield, No. 467 (same
as preceding item).
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7843 Rub the fishhook with asafetida to make fish bite.

Joseph E. Kanipe, Asheville, Buncombe county ; Annie Hamlin, Durham
county; and Dr. E. V. Howell, Chapel Hill, Orange county. Cf. Illinois:

Hyatt, No. 9031 (put asafetida in the bait and fish will bite).

7844 Spit on fish bait for luck.

Green Collection, an anonymous informant, and three other informants

from widely separated localities. General: Bergen, Animal, No. 74 (will

cause the fish to bite) ; Knortz, 131 (fishermen everywhere spit on their

bait) ; Wilson, Fishing, 217 f. — South: Puckett, 355 (spitting on the

bait to attract the fish [Negro]) — Maryland: Whitney-Bullock, No.
1250 — Kentucky: Fentress, 10; Price, 37; Thomas, No. 3188; No. 3189
(in fishing, you would do well to spit on your bait three times) —
Tennessee: Hatcher, 154 (spit on your bait and you will catch a fish)

;

Miller, 70, No. 88 (catch lots of fish) — Georgia: Steiner, No. 137 —
Alabama: Browne, No. 4064 (spit on the bait and make a wish for good
luck) — Louisiana: Roberts, No. 1219 — Ontario: Waugh, No. 97; Win-
temberg, Waterloo, 27 — New England: Johnson, What They Say, 89 —
Indiana: McAtee, Grant County, 264 — Illinois: Hyatt, No. 9038 —
Ozarks: Wilson, Fishing, 218 (this notion has found its way into an
Ozark square dance call : Shake 'em up early an' wiggle 'em late, /

Pullin' in your line an' a-spittin' on the bait!) — Midzvest: Dresslar, 45
(spit on your bait to catch fish) ; Odell, 221 (spitting on the bait will

make the fish bite better) — Iowa: Stout, No. 1173. Bergen, Saliva,

57 (Japan).

7845 To make any kind of fish bite, spit on the bait and say,

"Go down ranger, and bring up a stranger."

R. T. Dunstan, Greensboro. The present verbal charm is unique. Cf.

Knortz, 65 for another unusual item : Bite, fish, bite, / Your mamma said

you might, / Your daddy said you mustn't / So bite, fish, bite! (Negro).

7846 When baiting a hook, everyone should spit on the bait

before putting it in the water.

Roy Brogden, near Calypso, Duplin county. Cf. Pennsylvania: Fogel, No.

1379 (always spit on your bait before casting [German]). Wessman,
46 (spit on the bait three times when you throw it out).

7847 To make a fish bite, spit on your hook and bait.

William B. Covington, Scotland county; four other informants from
widely separated localities ; and Mr. Fairley. All references except the

HDA item are to hook only. Indiana: Brewster, Beliefs, No. 199 (fish

will bite more readily if the fisherman will spit on his hook) — Illinois:

Wine, No. 75 (spit on the hook and you will always catch the fish).

HDA n, 1552, s.v. "Fischer, fischen" ; Storaker, Mennesket, Nos. 635 f.

No. 638 (to dispel witchcraft) ; Wessman, 46.

7848 When fishing, spit on your hook and name it. If he loves

you you'll catch a fish.

J. T. Carpenter, Durham county.

7849 A little piece of rag from one's shirt, tied on the line just

above the hook, is especially attractive to speckled perch.

R. T. Dunstan, Greensboro.
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7850 Name the bait on the hook, and if the person you named
it for loves you, you'll catch lots of lish.

Kate S. Russell, Roxboro, Person county.

7851 When fish are to be divided among a fishing party, a

blindfolded man is called upon to make equitable distribution.

Green Collection. Cf. North Carolina: Brewster, Customs, 261 (long and
detailed account of how the fish in the seines are divided).

Hunting

7852 When the moon is in the south, it is a good time for hunt-

ing. There is more game.

Julian P. Boyd.

7853 Hunt when the air is not moving.

Eva Furr, Stanly county. Cf. General: Dunwoody, iii (it is bad hunting
weather when, through June, the air is cold and still).

7854 The best time for hunting is on a damp, cloudy day after

a rain.

Clara Hearne, Roanoke Rapids, Halifax county. Cf. General: Dunwoody,
no (don't go hunting when clouds look black and the glass [barometer]

is low).

7855 When swamps begin to dry up, it is a good time to go
hunting.

Anonymous. Cf. General: Dunwoody, no (don't go hunting when ditches

smell [i.e., when the water has diminished and is becoming stagnant]).

7856 Go hunting on Friday night, and you will tree the devil.

Anonymous. "Treeing the devil" is an expression met with, apparently,

outside of hunting. Cf. MF iir (1953), 52 (neighbors called the Shakers
"the Barkers" and said that during their ceremonies they were "treeing

the devil").

7857 If you go hunting on Saturday nights after twelve o'clock,

the devil will get you.

Anonymous.

7858 The best time to go hunting is late in the afternoon.

Anonymous.

7859 For good luck in hunting, wear a charm made from a split

tail of a lizard.

Mrs. Nilla Lancaster, Goldsboro, Wayne county. General: Wilson,
Amulet, 146, No. 27 (a lizard with a split tail promises good luck to

hunters and gamesters) — British Columbia: Jenness, 163 (the hunter
is to hang amulets on a tree and to wish; then he will catch something
[Carrier Indians]). HDA iv, 577, s.v. "Jagd, Jager" (wear a charm
around your neck or in your clothes).
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7860 If you start out hunting, and hear an owl, you may just as

well come back, for you will not have good luck.

Ruth Morgan, Stanly county.

7861 When anyone starts out hunting with a gun he should

always kill the first shot in order to have good luck on that hunt.

Roy Brogden, near Calypso, Duplin county. Cf. HDA vii, 1059, s.v.

"schiessen, Schuss."

7862 A hunter loading his gun must never spill a shot. If he
does, it is his luck shot, and he must find it at no matter what
pains, or he will miss the game.

O. W. Blacknall, Kittrell, Vance county. Ontario: Waugh, No. 474
(among hunters it is unlucky to spill shot). HDA iv, 582, s.v. "Jagd,
Jager" ; Storaker, Mennesket, Nos. 597 f

.
; Sebillot II, 164, No. 266.

7863 If the animal runs over damp leaves, dogs can trail him
better.

Zilpah Frisbie, Marion, McDowell county, and Lucille Massey, Durham
county.

7864 If seven stars rise at night, it is a sign that the wild ani-

mals are fat and have nice fur.

Anonymous.

7865 When the sea tide is low, animals move toward the shore.

Anonymous.

7866 Little tree, big game

;

Big tree, little game.

Zilpah Frisbie, Marion, McDowell county, and Lucille Massey, Durham
county.

7867 If a dog trees a big tree, it is a sign of a little animal ; if

a small tree, a sign of a big animal.

Mamie Mansfield, Durham county ; Kate S. Russell, Roxboro, Person

county ; and an anonymous informant.

7868 When the dog trees, if an owl hoots on the left, there is

no need to go to him, because he will leave before you get there

;

but if one hollos on the right, you will be sure to catch whatever

has been treed.

R. T. Dunstan, Greensboro; Zilpah Frisbie, Marion, McDowell county;

Mamie Mansfield, Durham county ; and an anonymous informant.

7869 It is bad luck to shave the day before a hunting trip.

Students at Lees-McRae College, Avery county, and George James
(Virginia). The tabu against shaving before athletic contests is well

known, and seems related to the same custom observed by hunters. Cf.

Nos. 3627, 3638, above.
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7870 To stick an ax in the ground will cut off the trail in hunt-

ing.

Kate S. Russell, Roxboro, Person county.

7871 To Strike an ax into the ground will "put the dog out."

Mamie Mansfield, Durham county ; R. T. Dunstan, Greensboro ; and an
anonymous informant. In answer to a query from the editor of the

present volume on the meaning of "put the dog out," George P. Wilson
writes, "Yes, the answer is that the act [of striking the ax in the

ground] will throw the dog off the scent; I myself have never heard this,

but a man from Alamance county says that he is well acquainted with the

expression." Another North Carolinian writes, "It is a common saying in

Bertie county, meaning that the act will 'kunjah' the dog, making him
incapable of hunting effectively."

7872 Hunters believe certain men can bewitch dogs so they

can't find game.

Anonymous. Cf. Kentucky: Thomas, No. 3784 (a witch can put a "spell"

on a dog, and thus make him back-track on a deer's trail ; she rubs her
hand over the dog) — Pennsylvania: Shoemaker, 7 (a hechs [hex] can rub
a dog's back, and he will not run a deer). Storaker, Mennesket, No.
603.

7873 In hunting, a dog will often see a spirit or ghost. When
he does, he will get behind his master and whimper.

Green Collection. This is an application to hunting dogs of the folk

notion associated with dogs generally, namely, the idea that dogs can see

ghosts. For a treatment of this belief, see No. 5722, above.

Bird Hunting

7874 You will find doves and robins near cedar and chinaberry
trees during a snow.

Mrs. Nilla Lancaster, Goldsboro, Wayne county.

7875 Never go bird hunting on a windy day, as the wind con-
fuses the scent of the trail.

R. S. Russell, Roxboro, Person county. Cf. General: Dunwoody, no
(don't go hunting when the "hollow winds" begin to blow) ; iii (bad
hunting weather when : The whirling dust the wind obeys, / And in a
rapid eddy plays).

7876 It is bad luck to shoot a dove.

Robert E. Long, Roxboro, Person county. Illinois: Hyatt, No. 1519 (bad
luck to shoot a dove). HDA viii, 695, s.v. "Taube." The bad luck
associated with killing doves is taken up in No. 7233, above, together with
reasons for the tabu. Not the least of these reasons, as the German refer-

ences in the present entry suggests, is the connection between the dove
and the Holy Ghost.

7877 If you have shot a dove, look into the muzzle of your gun
after firing, and you will see a ring of smoke.

Green Collection.
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7878 If you shoot a turtledove and kill it, the same number of

tears that run out of its eyes is the number of years you will live

before you die.

Anonymous.

7879 Partridge stick close to a damp, cool place in hot w^eather,

and on hillsides and woods (near a pea field, if possible) in cold

weather,

Mrs. Nilla Lancaster, Goldsboro, Wayne county.

7880 Wild turkeys are tracked and a trap set for them. The
hunter hides where the tracks are found, scatters food about, and
waits around ready to shoot.

Mrs. Nilla Lancaster, Goldsboro, Wayne county.

Other Game

7881 Whistle to a deer and he will stop.

Carl G. Knox, Leland, Brunswick county. HDA vi, 1596, s.v. "Pfeife,

pfeifen; Flote, floten."

7882 A pain in the left side is a sign to the hunter that he will

kill a doe on the morrow.

Mrs. Gertrude Allen Vaught, Alexander county.

7883 I have heard more than one old deer hunter state that the

male deer always eat the antlers that they shed during the latter

part of winter.

Green Collection. "This idea seems to be commonly held in the eastern

part of the state. The truth is, of course, that each antler is shed in-

dependently of the other, is not a conspicuous object, readily becomes
covered with woods trash, and often gets gnawed to pieces by the small

rodents of the woodlands—which accounts for the fact that one does not
find many of them when roaming the woods inhabited by deer"—P.G.

7884 Foxes are easily trailed of a warm, foggy morning after

a visit to the farmer's henhouse.

Mrs. Nilla Lancaster, Goldsboro, Wayne county.

7885 Fox trails are picked up around locust trees.

Mrs. Nilla Lancaster, Goldsboro, Wayne county.

7886 A good place to pick up a fox trail is around persimmon
trees.

Mrs. Nilla Lancaster, Goldsboro^ Wayne county.

7887 If a dog is running a fox, and the fox turns and barks at

him, the dog will never catch him.

Julian P. Boyd.
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7888 If a fox is killed in a drive, and his tongue hangs from
the left side of his mouth, the one who killed the fox will kill one
in the next drive.

Carl G. Knox, Leland, Brunswick county.

7889 Hunt the 'possum on the dark of the moon ; he can't see

you.

Zilpah Frisbie, Marion, McDowell county, and Lucille Massey, Durham
county.

7890 Opossums rove between sunset and ten o'clock at night.

Mrs. Nilla Lancaster, Goldsboro, Wayne county.

7891 If a dog trees up a little tree, it will be a big 'possum, but

if up a big tree, a feist possum.

R. T. Dunstan, Greensboro. George P. Wilson glosses "feist possum" as

"a small, insignificant 'possum—the feist (dog) in relation to a hound,

for example."

7892 Talk of killing a 'possum and he'll die.

Green Collection.

7893 Through the country districts it has been quite accepted

that the male possum copulates with the female through the nos-

trils, and that the birth of the young is also through the same
openings.

Green Collection. For a general discussion of this theme in zoological as

well as folkloristic terms, see Carl Hauptman's long note in JAFL
XXXIV (1921), 321-323, and that of Kenneth Porter in WF xv (1956), 23-

25. South: Puckett, 47 (many Negroes believe that the male opossum
with his forked sex organ copulates into the nose of the female who
then blows the spermatic fluid into her pouch—a belief showing some
degree of natural observation since it is true that the copulatory organ of

the male is bifurcate and that the female licks her pouch just before

parturition to prepare it for the young, though, of course, intercourse and
birth occur the same as with other mammals [Negro]) — Osarks:
Randolph, 240 (a great many hillmen believe that the male opossum ejects

his sperm into the nose of the female, which then blows the spermatic

fluid into the vagina—a belief wholly without foundation, which doubtless

had its origin in the peculiar bifurcate form of the opossum's penis, and
to the female's habit of nosing the vulva). Cf. also, George D. Hendricks,
WF XII (1953), 124 f.

7894 Hunt rabbits after the first white frost. They are fat then

from eating persimmons and frost.

Clara Hearne, Roanoke Rapids, Halifax county.

7895 If a rabbit running ahead of dogs stops and licks his paws,

the dogs will never catch him.

Julian P. Boyd. Cf. South: Puckett, 46 (a rabbit when chased by dogs
will return to its starting point, lick its four paws, make a jump and the

dogs can no longer trace it [Negro]).
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7896 If while hunting you see a rabbit, whistle, and he will stop

SO you can shoot him.

Furman Bridgers, Wilson, Wilson county.

7897 When rabbit hunting, pull the tail out of the first rabbit

you catch, and you will have good luck finding others.

W. Q. Grigg, Cleveland county. Cf. Illinois: Hyatt, No. 8966 (kill the

first rabbit you see on your first hunt of the year and you will have a
good hunting season).

7898 The better the hunter you are, and the more you know
about wild things, the surer you are that all rabbits turn to "he-

ones" in March.

O. W. Blacknall, Kittrell, Vance county.

7899 If a 'coon hunting party hears an owl laugh just as they

are setting out for the night, they will go back home. But if he
holloed, " 'Coon," they will have good luck.

Charles R. Bagley, Moyock, Currituck county.

7900 Where you find acorns and hickory shells emptied, you
may know squirrels are near.

Mrs. Nilla Lancaster, Goldsboro, Wayne county.

7901 In autumn early on a foggy morning is a time to get the

squirrels.

Mrs. Nilla Lancaster, Goldsboro, Wayne county.

7902 Hunt squirrels before sunrise.

Clara Hearne, Roanoke Rapids, Halifax county.

7903 Late in the afternoon, when they are going to their nests,

is a good time to hunt squirrels.

Mrs. Nilla Lancaster, Goldsboro, Wayne county.

Guns

7904 Hunters believe certain men can bewitch guns so that to

kill game is impossible. By placing hands on the gun and say-

ing a few magic words, the shot will roll out of the barrel of the

gun when exploded or fired.

George E. Knox (Washington, D. C). Because of the unusualness con-

nected with the bewitching of guns, various ways of casting a spell on
a gun are treated here ; also (afterward) the means used to disenchant a

bewitched weapon. North Carolina: Bergen, Animal, No. 56 (a man can

"spell a gun" so that it will not hit anything) ; Brown Collection I, 659
(witch says, "I'll take the shot out o' yer guns, and ye won't hit nothin"

[not indicated how the witch accomplishes the deed]) ; 666 (sometimes a

"witch-man" would come to a shooting match and spoil the "luck" ; on
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such occasions the participants would immediately disperse, saying that

no prizes could be won while a witch-man was in their midst) — Ken-
tucky: Thomas, No. 3783 (by rubbing a hand over a gun, a witch can put

a spell on it, so that it will not hit anything) — Pennsylvania: Shoemaker,

7 (a hechs [hex] can run her hand along the barrel of a gun, and put a

spell on it; its siiots will not hit anything) — Ohio l-^alley: MF 11 (1952),
II (in Conrad Richter's novel. Trees, young Wyitt, getting his first rifle,

is convinced he will be fortunate as a hunter because a witchmaster pro-

duced a charm for his gun: "Who hunts with this gun will be lucky") —
Illinois: Briggs, 215 (to put a spell on a gun, go out in early morning
and listen for the sound of shot, then walk backward to a hickory sapling

and tie this in a knot in the name of the devil) ; Harris, 188 (a hickory
withe is tied in a knot in the name of the devil ; the gun is worthless until

the knot is untied) — Missouri: Randolph, 293 (account of a woman who
tried to get her husband to break away from a shooting match and help

her with her fiax. He paid no attention to her. The next shot went wild.

The rifle was in perfect condition, but she had tied a knot in the corner of

her apron. After three wild shots, he said, "I'll have to go, boys, the old
woman's done put a spell on my gun, an' she won't take it ofi till I 'tend

to that damn' flax") ; also (one way of witching a man's weapon is to

steal a bullet from his pouch and fasten it with a string to a willow, so

that it remains suspended in swift water ; the poor fellow's rifle shakes
from that time forward, just as the bullet shakes in the current, and he
can never shoot accurately until the spell is removed) — Arkansas: Ran-
dolph, 294 (witch doctors write something on paper and place it under the

metal butt plate of a rifle ; this is supposed to fix a rifle so that it can't

be witched ; it is said that many of the earlier Hawkins rifles, for example,
were warranted witch proof). Thompson, G265.8.3.1.1 ; Storaker,
Mennesket, Nos. 603 f. ; Wessman, 53 f. Means employed to take the
spell off a gun: Kentucky: Combs, 329 (the barrel of the bewitched gun
is placed in a stream of water, first upstream and then down ; this gives
the witch a great deal of unpleasantness) — Mississippi: Hudson, 161 (a
silver bullet wounds a doe after the hunter had missed it many times ; the
doe leads him to the home of a witch who was wounded, and the witch
accuses the hunter of her malady) — Nezvjoundland: Patterson, 288 f. (if

someone puts a spell on a gun, draw a heart, write his name on it, and
fire at it with a piece of silver) — Pennsylvania: Fogel, Nos. 642, 649
(load a bewitched gun with a bullet made of hair [German]) ; No. 643
(stick two pins on the gun in the form of a cross [German]) ; No. 650
(load the gun with a silver bullet [German]) ; No. 651 (put a dime into
a bewitched gun [German])

; No. 652 (load the gun with a silver bullet

or a dime [German]); No. 653 (if you lay a bewitched gun into a
creek, a witch can't urinate until she comes to you for forgiveness [Ger-
man] ) ; Crumbine, 267 (when a skilled marksman shot wide of the bull's

eye at an old-time "Shootin' Match," his gun was bewitched, and the

remedy was in loading his piece to drive home with the wad a crumb of

communion bread) — Eastern Middle States: MF v (1955), 167 f. (in

James Hall's story, "Pete Featherton," a spell is taken off a gun by an
Indian doctor who gives the hero two balls, one pink, one silver ; the first

shot only wounds the white fawn, which, when tracked, leads him to a
buck which is brought down with the second shot) — Illinois: Briggs, 215
(put new pins in a bewitched gun, fill it with a special kind of lye, cork it

up, and don't use it for nine days) ; also (untie the knot in a sapling put
there by the charmer) ; Harris, 188 (pins and lye treatment, as in

Briggs, above) ; also (take a bewitched rifle to a stream running from
a certain spring; unscrew the breech and allow the water to flow from
the muzzle to the breech for a certain number of hours) — Ozarks:
Randolph, 294 (bewitched firearms are disenchanted by asafetida; no
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details) ; 293 f. (a nail is borrowed from the witch casting the spell ; this

is driven into the stock of the rifle to break the spell) — Missouri: Ran-
dolph, 293 (a man's brand new rifle was bewitched ; a witch doctor ad-
vised him to put it in the spring branch so that the water would run
through the barrel, and not to lend anything. Pretty soon a woman who
lived nearby came to borrow some medicine, but he told her no ; she must
have been the witch . . . because she had a "turrible runnin' off" at the
bowels, and he "figgered it made the old devil sick when the spell was
took off the gun"). HDA vii, 902, n. 25 (salt) ; viii, 668 f. (pocket
turned inside out) ; Storaker, Mcnnesket, No. 593 (three barley corns put
into the gun barrel) ; No. 606 (shooting through a ring of birch twigs) ;

No. 606 (a cross of laurustine wood between the barrel and the carriage

of the gun) ; No. 607 (drip the blood of a bird on the gun) ; No. 609 (put
a live snake into the barrel) ; Wessman, 51 (get blood from the perpetra-
tor)

; 56 (shooting through a linen cloth spotted with menstrual discharge
from a girl's first menstruation) ; Baughman, G271.4.2 (shooting a tree

named for the witch to remove the spell on a gun).

7905 If a person goes out hunting and sees a gun lying on the

ground, it is bad luck to step over it.

Dorothy McDowell Vann, Raleigh.

7906 William Geslon, failing to kill anything with his gun,

accepted popular advice, by pouring corn over it and feeding

hogs on it. He found it better than ever.

Mamie Mansfield, Durham county. North Carolifia: NCF vii. No. 2

(1959) 26 (a neighbor jealous of a man's marksmanship puts a "trick"

on a man's shotgun so that he is unable to hit any game, even at close

range ; a colored man directs the victim to find a hog lot, shut up the

animals, and put the gun in the center of the lot. Around the gun he must
form a complete circle of shelled corn, then turn the hogs into the lot and
let them eat the corn ; the "trick" is thus passed to the hogs, and from
then on the gun never fails to bring game).

7907 Look into the muzzle of a gun after firing, and if blood

shows, you have killed the game.

Green Collection. South: Puckett, 356 (the wise hunter whose smoky,
black powder load prevents him from perceiving whether or not his shot

reached its rightful destination will look into his gun barrel ; if he sees

blood there, he knows the game was hit [Negro]).



XIII

PLANTS, PLANT HUSBANDRY

Plants

Clover, Grass

7908 The shamrock or three-leaf clover is a plant of good luck.

Green Collection. In the few available references, three-leaf clovers or
shamrocks are not regarded as being lucky. The following verse from
northern New York, recited by children hunting four-leaf clovers indi-
cates that this plentiful variety is of no account: Two, in your shoe /Ihree let it be / Four, over the door, / Five, let it thrive (Chamberlain
tolk-Lore,3i7). Ontario: Waugh No. 57 (if you find a three-leaf clover,
et It be)

;
Wintemberg, Grey, No. 14 (find a three, let it be). Even bad

uck IS indicated: Tennessee: McGlasson, 21, No. 25 (bad luck to pull a
three-leaf clover) - Texas: Hendricks, No. 75 (if you pick a three-leaf
clover, you will have bad luck).

7909 A four-leaf clover will bring you good luck.

Elizabeth Janet Cromartie, Garland, Sampson county, and Ada Briggs
(Virginia). General: Knortz, 60 — Alabama: Browne No 4001 —
Maine and Nezv York: Bergen, Animal, No. 1202 — Indiana: Driver No
14; MF IV (1954), 169 — Illinois: Allison, No. 445; Wine, No. 164.

'

HDA IV, 1448, s.v. "Klee.

7910 It is good luck to find a four-leaf clover.

Elizabeth Janet Cromartie, Garland, Sampson county, and eight other
mlormznis General: Beckwith, College, No. 75a; Bergen, Current, No^99- South: Puckett, 495 (finding [Negro])

; Duncan, 236, No. 6 (lucky
,*! , ^^,t?"r leaf clover) — North Carolina: Walker, 8 No 8 —
Maryland: Whitney-Bullock, No. 16 - West Virginia: Lopez No 20 -
South Carolina: Bryant II, 144, No. 70 - Kentucky: Thomas, No. 2894(a four-leaved clover brings the finder good luck) - Tennessee: Mc-Glasson 20, No. 2; Page, 55; Redfield, No. 346; Rogers, Guideposts. No.

l.i.Tf /if'''f^^'-\^"'''°"A'^9
(four-leaf clover, always a sign of good

luck to the finder)
; 150, No. 4 - Louisiana: Roberts, No. 1126 - Que-

6%^fT^"n^f' ^\^-°- 48 (French) - Nova Seotia: Fauset, No.
6 (Negro) - 0«/ar!o.- Wintemberg, German II, 89 (German) ; Wintem-

Z^wV^:'?!""- '%'' Wmtemberg, Waterloo, 19 -New England: John-S ffn r 7 1-^"-''' ^A-^^york: Gardner, No. loi (to find andpck a four-leaf clover is a sign of good luck) ; Skeel, No. 5 — Illinois-Norlin 215 No 119; Smith 11, 65. No. i; Wheekr. 62 - India^'-

rSI h/h^-'?' m°-
^7' ^"?^^ "°.N°- 7 (good luck to finder)^

if < ^f"'''''^^'? ^°- ,^^7 - Iowa: Stout. No. 596 - Nebraska- Can-
nell, 36, No. 9; Nebraska Proverbs II. 8; Ericson. 148, No. 4 - Ca/"-

Pwu^^^tT^^'^o'^'.'-"^' - ^^'^^'"Oton: Tacoma, 16. Addy 63-
Sebillot, Vol. 3. 484; Simon, Beliefs, 88 (Japan)
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791 1 Four-leaf clovers always bring good luck.

Katherine Bernard Jones, Raleigh, and Ada Briggs (Virginia). Cf. No.
7909, above.

7912 To find a four-leaf clover is the sign of unusually good
luck.

Irene Thompson, Mt. Airy, Surry county, and Flossie Marshbanks, Mars
Hill, Madison county. Cf. Kentucky: Fentress, 15 (a sure sign of good
luck) — Alabama: Browne, No. 4094 (four years of good luck) —
Ontario: Waugh, No. 56 — Pennsylvania: Shoemaker, 16 (good luck

will follow you all day).

7913 If you find a four-leaf clover, it is good luck if you keep it.

Mrs. Gertrude Allen Vaught, Alexander county. Cf. Massachusetts:

Bergen, Animal, No. 1203 (a four-leaved clover is lucky to find or keep)
— Kentucky: Fentress, 15 (preserve four-leaf clovers between the pages
of books) —• Tennessee: Rogers, Guideposts, No. 69 (for luck, eat a four-

leafed clover you have found) — Alabama: Browne, No. 4093 (if you
find a four-leaf clover, by all means make a wish and put it in your
Bible) — Illinois: Hyatt, No. 858 (whoever finds and picks a four-leafed

clover will have good luck) ; No. 862 (put the clover in the Bible) —
Nevada: Loomis, Folklore, 417, No. 8 (whoever finds a four-leaf trefoil

[shamrock] should wear it for good luck). HDA iv, 1448, s.v. "Klee"

;

Wessman, 93.

7914 If you find a four-leaf clover, hold it above the head and
make a wish.

Eunice Smith, Pantego, Beaufort county. Kentucky: Thomas, No. 158 —
Illinois: Hyatt, No. 6489 — Iowa: Stout, No. 1248 (throw it over your
left shoulder, and you will have good luck) — Washington: Tacoma, 23.

7915 Before making a shirt, find a four-leaf clover and sew it

in the collar. This will bring the wearer good luck.

Green Collection. Nevada: Loomis, Folklore, 417, No. 8 (worn for good
luck). Cf. No. 7916, below. Gallop, 60 (worn as an amulet) ; HDA
IV, 1449, s.v. "Klee."

7916 To find a four-leaf clover is good luck if you wear it in

your shoe.

Clara Hearne, Roanoke Rapids, Halifax county. Louisiana: Roberts, No.
1520; No. II 27 (left shoe) — New York: Shultis, 220 (you must put a

four-leaf clover in your shoe to bring good luck) — Illinois: Hyatt, No.

863 ; No. 864 (you will be lucky as long as the clover remains in the

shoe) ; No. 865 (left shoe) ; No. 6491 (after finding a four-leafed clover,

kiss it and place it in your shoe; then remove the clover on the day you
want your wish to come true) ; Norlin, 214, No. 95 ("I often placed a

four-leaved clover in my shoe when I was a child, believing that good luck

would accompany me as long as the clover remained in my shoe") —
Iowa: Stout, No. 618 — Nebraska: Cannell, 36, No. 10 (left shoe) —
California: Dresslar, 14.
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7917 Put a four-leaf clover into your shoe. Make a wish.

When it is lost out, the wish will come true.

Eunice Smith, Pantego, Beaufort county. Kentucky: Thomas, No. 159 —
Tennessee: Hickerson, 16 (Dat fo-leaf clover in yo shoe? / Make a wish
under de moon / You'll cotch de beau you'r wantin / And soon you'll

jump de broom) — Illinois: Hyatt, No. 6492; No. 6490 (make a wish
while putting the clover into your shoe; no reference to loss of the clover)
— Nebraska: Cannell, 42, No. 12 (loss not mentioned) — Calijornia:

Dresslar, 14 (if the clover is still there when the shoe is removed, the

wish will come true) — Washington: Tacoma, 23. HDA iv, 1449, s.v.

"Klee."

7918 It is unlucky to lose a four-leaf clover.

Lucille Massey, Durham.

7919 It is unlucky to give away a four-leaf clover.

Green Collection. General: Beckwith, College, No. 75a — Massachusetts:
Bergen, Animal, No. 1203.

7920 Finding a five-leaf clover is bad luck.

Students, Lees-McRae College, Avery county, and Ray Peterson, Riley,

Franklin county. General: Bergen, Current, No. 699; Knortz, 60 —
Maryland: Whitney-Bullock, Nos. 16, 549 — Tennessee: McGlasson, 21,

No. 40; Miller, 60, No. 33; Redfield, No. 323 — Ontario: Waugh, No. 56— Maine and Neiv York: Bergen, Animal, No. 1202 — Pennsylvania:
Fogel, Nos. 453 f. (German) — Illinois: Allison, No. 445; Hyatt, No.
869 — Iowa: Stout, No. 1220. HDA iv, 1456, s.v. "Klee."

7921 To find a five-leaf clover is dull luck.

Mrs. Gertrude Allen Vaught, Alexander county. North Carolina:
Walker, 8, No. 8 (very unlucky) — West Virginia: Lopez, No. 20 (very
bad luck).

7922 If you find a five-leaf clover and keep it, you will have ill

luck.

Alma Irene Stone, Meredith College, near Raleigh. Massachusetts:
Bergen, Animal, No. 1203 (it is not well to keep a five-leaved clover).

7923 If you find a clover with five leaves, you must give it

away, or you will have bad luck.

Mrs. Gertrude Allen Vaught, Alexander county, and Flossie Marshbanks,
Mars Hill, Madison county. General: Beckwith, College, No. 76 (the bad
luck can be averted by giving the clover away) — Kentucky: Thomas,
No. 2897 (must be passed on to other people) — Mississippi: Hudson,
150, No. 27 (bad luck unless given away) — Massachusetts: Bergen,
Animal, No. 1203 (a five-leaved clover must be given away for luck).

7924 To find a five-leaf clover is unlucky unless it is given
away, then it will bring good luck to both persons.

Green Collection. Kentucky: Fentress, 15 f. (if in looking for a four-
leaf clover, you find a five-leaf clover, it will bring you good luck pro-
vided you pass it on to some other person); Thomas, No. 2898; No.
2897 (a five-leaved clover must be passed on to other people ; whoever
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receives it will have good luck if he does not keep it) — Illinois: Hyatt,
No. 872 (good luck to everyone passing the five-leaf clover on; but bad
luck to the person finally keeping it) — Nebraska: Cannell, 36, No. 11.

7925 Grass fails to grow in places where human blood has been
spilled.

Mildred Peterson, Bladen county; an anonymous informant; and A. S.

Baugh (Pulaski, Tennessee). "At Pulaski, Tennessee, in a grass lot there

are three large rings that were made by some circus that came to Pulaski
in 1883. There is a bare spot in one of the rings where the grass does not
grow. The Negroes explain this as being a spot where an acrobat fell

and killed himself"—A.S.B. Cf. Sebillot I, 325 f
.

; Foster, 50; Thompson,
5974.1. For the related notion of ineradicable blood stains, see Nos. 3699
f., above, No. 7948, below.

7926 If grass grows at all where human blood has fallen, it will

be reddish in color.

Elsie Doxey, Currituck county ; Clara Hearne, Roanoke Rapids, Halifax
county ; two other informants from McDowell and Wayne counties ; and
an anonymous informant. North Carolina: Mrs. Nilla Lancaster, Golds-
boro, Wayne county : "Grass growing where human blood has fallen has
a reddish tint, and grows more rapidly, so that it looks like a different

kind of grass (a fact I have seen") ; Clara Hearne: "The story is told

of a man being murdered on the road near the river. At the spot where
he was murdered there are some rocks. Near the rocks some tall grass
grows that has reddish brown stems. It is said that the color of these

stems is due to the blood shed by this murdered man" ; Anonymous : "On
the Musterfield, one mile from the center of the town of BoonCj Troy
Triplett was killed just after the Civil War by Gwen Marshall. Marshall
stabbed Triplett, and until this day a different kind of grass grows where
the blood soaked into the earth." Two other informants speak of the
same instance, but with fewer details. Both agree, however, in the con-
tention that a peculiar kind of red grass grows there.

Plants

7927 Negroes throw lima bean pods in the road and pathways
to be walked and ridden over for good luck.

Green Collection. For the possible connection of this custom with no-
tions of fertility, see No. 7, above, where cow peas are thrown into the

road to be ground into the soil as means of insuring the fertility of one's

wife. Cf. also Nos. 8056 ff., below.

7928 The leaves of the live-forever plant were rubbed between
the fingers and then blown up into little bags. Those who could

not do it were not considered very clever.

Clara Hearne, Roanoke Rapids, Halifax county. Ontario: Wintemberg,
Grey, No. 19.

7929 Make a wish when you can catch a thistle seed (known
as a "wish"). Blow it once more into the air. If it goes out of

sight without touching the ground, your wish will come true.

Communication of the wish to another person breaks the charm.

Edward Dreyer (Louisiana).
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7930 A wish made as you see the hrst new-mown hay will come
true.

Louise Bennett, Middleburg, Vance county, and J. Frederick Doering,

Durham. References to the first now-mown hay are found only in the

second Tennessee item (Miller), and in the first California item (Uress-

lar) ; in the Louisiana reference (Roberts) mention is made of the first

load of hay in the fall. Marylami: VVhitncy-BuUock, No. 1495 (make a

wish when you see a load of hay) ; No. 1497 (it is good luck to meet a

load of hay; follow it a square and make a wish; it will come true) —
Koitucky: Thomas, No. 161 (make a wish at the sight of a hay wagon)
— Tennessee: McGlasson, 20, No. 28 (it is good luck to see a load of hay
and make a wish) ; Miller, 61, No. i ; Rogers, IVish, 2>7, 2:2 — Louisiana:

Roberts, No. 95 (first load of hay in the fall) — Alabama: Browne, No.
4096 (when you have on a new dress) — Ontario: Doering, Customs, 152
— h'ew York: Cutting, Farm, 24 (wish on a load of hay, of course)

;

Skeel, No. 3 (wish whenever you see a load of hay) — Illinois: Hyatt,
No. 6528 (failing to make a wish while passing a load of hay will cause
you bad luck) — Indiana: Busse, 26, No. 26 — New Mexico: Baughman,
Sayi)iys, 24 (whenever you see a hay wagon, make a wish) — Califorttia:

Dresslar, 71 (first load of hay of the season) — Washington: Tacoma,
25 (bad luck to pass or to be passed by a hay wagon without making a

wish). HDA III, 1816, s.v. "Heu."

7931 Make a wish on a load of hay, and it will surely come true

before May.

Lucille Massey, Durham county.

7932 If you make a wish the first time you see a load of new-
mown hay, it will come true if you do not glance at it again.

Antoinette Beasley, Monroe, Union county, and eight other informants
from eastern and central counties. In only the German reference (HDA)
is mention made of seeing a load of hay for the first time. Maryland:
Whitney-Bullock, No. 1496 (the wish will not come true if you look at

the hay wagon after you have wished) — Tennessee : Frazier, 42, No. 6

(see a load of hay, make a wish and look away, and it will come true)
;

Hatcher, 153 (when you see a loaded hay truck, make a wish; but do
not look at the truck again) ; Page, 55 (make a wish on a load of hay;
it will come true if you never see the hay again) — Louisiana: Roberts,
No. 65 (don't look at the hay again, etc.) — Pennsylvania: Fogel, No.
302 (do not look at the hay again, etc. [German] ) — Illinois: Allison, No.
484 (don't look at the hay again) — Texas: Hendricks, No. 147 (If you
see a load of hay, / Make a wish and look away) — Nebraska: Cannell,

42, No. 13 (look away) — California: Dresslar, 71 (the wish will come
true, provide you don't look at the hay again). HDA iii, 1816, s.v.

"Heu"; Simon, Beliefs, 91 (See a cart full of hay; / Make a wish and
turn away [Japan]).

7933 Wish on a load of hay. Do not look at it until it is out of
sight, and your wish will come true.

Green Collection. Alabama: Browne, No. 4095 (when you see a load of
hay, and back away from it, make a wish and it will come true) —
Ontario: Bleakney, 169, No. 16 (the wish will come true, provided one
does not look up again until the load is out of sight) — California:
Dresslar, 71 (turn away so as not to see the hay again) ; 191 (the wish
will come true if you don't look at the hay again).
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7934 Tip the hat to a load of hay and make a wish. The wish
will come true.

Lucille Massey, Durham county.

7935 If you see a load of hay, make a wish, throw a kiss, and
do not look at the hay any more. Your wish will come true.

Alda Grayson, Rutherfordton, Rutherford county. California: Dresslar,

71-

7936 Make a wish at the sight of a hay wagon. Count thirteen

while you look, then turn away and do not look at the wagon
again. Your wish will come true. If the hay is baled, the wish
will not come true until the bales are broken.

Eunice Smith, Pantego, Beaufort county. Kentucky: Thomas, No. 162 —
Illinois: Hyatt, No. 6526 (make a wish and count thirteen; then look

away) ; No. 6527 (make a wish when you see a load of baled hay, and
when the bales are broken you will get your wish) — Washington:
Tacoma, 24. Simon, Beliefs (If you see a bale of hay, / Make a wish
and turn away [Japan]).

7937 If you make a wish when you see a load of straw, it will

come to pass.

I. T. Poole, Burke county.

Flowers, Shrubs

7938 Flowers which bloom out of season are evil signs.

Madge Colclough, Durham county. Cf. Nezv York: Shultis, 219, No. 6
(Flowers out of season; / Trouble without reason). Sebillot, Vol. 3,

399 f. For flowering out of season as an omen of death, see Nos. 5353,
5360, above.

7939 A five-leaf bluet brings good luck.

Green Collection.

7940 Chrysanthemums are supposed to have bloomed first on
the morning Christ was born.

F. B. Merritt.

7941 Count the petals on a daisy, and if the number comes out

even, you will have good luck as many days as there were petals

on the flower.

Lucille Massey, Durham county. Cf. HDA v, 1863, s.v. "Massliebchen."

7942 Eat five-leaf lilac blooms and make a wish, and it will

come true.

Green Collection. Cf. General: Bergen, Animal, No. 1218 (to find a lilac

blossom with five instead of four corolla lobes means good luck).

Sebillot, Vol. 3, 395 ; HDA n, 1621, s.v. "Flieder, tiirkischer."
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7943 It is bad luck to grow striped Wandering Jew.

Green Collection. General: Bergen-Newell, 152 (it is unlucky to keep or

cultivate the Wandering Jew) — Tennessee: Redtield, No. 322 (bad luck

to keep Wandering Jew) — Tcn)iessce: Redfield, No. 322 (bad luck to

keep Wandering Jew) — Massacliusetts: Bergen, Plant Lore, 20 (un-

lucky as a house plant) — Nezv York': Shultis, 220 (Wandering Jew in

the house brings bad luck) — Illinois: Hyatt, No. 1299 (never let any
one give you a piece of Wandering Jew vine, or it will bring bad luck to

the house).

7944 Crushed rosemary in scuppernong wine inspires powers
of the mind.

F. C. Brown, Durham. Cf. HDA vii, 789, s.v. "Rosmarin."

7945 Sage tea is drunk for wisdom.

J. SchafFner.

7946 It is bad luck to dream of thorns.

Will S. Sease (Oklahoma).

Trees

7947 Apples with red spots in the meat result from a murdered
person's being buried under the apple tree.

Anonymous.

7948 Nine years ago a Negro was lynched on a limb of a large

oak tree on the bank of Little River in Wayne county. The
body was shot full of holes, and left till day swinging from the

limb. The tree died, and so did all the grass and shrubs around
it.

Mrs. Nilla Lancaster, Goldsboro, Wayne county.

7949 It was firmly believed that the horned snake, found at

long intervals in these parts, could take his horned tail in his

mouth and roll like a hoop. Its thrust was so deadly that a

sycamore tree, behind which a man had dodged to save himself,

was killed by the jab of the deadly horn. It withered in an hour,

and died in a day.

O. W. Blacknall, Kittrell, Vance county. General: WF xv (1956), 170
(rolling hoopsnake crashes into tree, impaling it with tail; tree curls up
and dies) — South: Puckett, 43 (an old conjure-doctor told of the "horn-

snake" which has a hard horn running off at right angles to the body close

to the end of the tail. The venom is kept in his horn, and is so strong that

once when it stuck into a green tree, the tree immediately died [Negro])
— North Carolina: NCF vi, No. 2 (1958), 2 (hoopsnake stings tree to

death [citing Fisher's River Characters (New York, 1859), 55 ff.]);

NCF VII, No. I (1959), 4 (hoopsnake would sometimes drive his stinger

into a tree, which would at once wither and die ; the snake could not
extricate its stinger from the tree and thus it would be killed)

;
JAFL
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XLvii (1934), 280 (three weeks after a tree is struck by a hoopsnake, the

leaves and the tree are dead as a door-nail)
; JAFL xlvii (1934), 279 f.

(a horn-snake catches the end of its tail in its mouth, rolls after man, like

a hoop ; strikes the tree with its stinger and "stuv it up, clean to his tail,

smack in the tree" ; the man kills the snake and the tree dies, with the

leaves being wilted as if from fire) — Virginia: Beck, 143 (so terrible is

the rage of the hoopsnake and so deadly its venom that when prey

eludes it, it stings trees, especially beeches, out of spite, which instantly

wither and die) — West Virginia: Musick, i f.. No. 2 (one day a boy
and girl were walking along a road ; all at once they saw a hoopsnake
coming toward them with great speed ; the boy and girl, spying an apple
tree, climbed it quickly to avoid the snake ; the snake hit the apple tree

;

instead of leaving, the snake kept rolling around the tree, keeping the

children up the tree ; the children became hungry and picked an apple to

eat ; on taking their first bite, they fell out of the tree dead ; the snake had
poisoned the apples) ; WVF 11, No. 4 (1952), 2 (a man saw a large hoop-
snake hanging head down ; it had rolled down hill, hoop fashion, and, in

striking at the man, had driven its horn deep into the bark of a tree,

with green liquid oozing out around it ; the snake was killed and an hour
later a new coat of leaves on the tree had withered and the tree died from
poison) ; WVF 11, No. 4 (1952), 6 (a hoopsnake, holding its tail in its

mouth, strikes its spiked tail into a big chestnut tree ; men kill the snake
by crushing its head with rocks and some months later they see skeleton

of the snake with its tail stuck in the tree ; the tree leaves are curled up
and the tree is dead) ; WVF in (1953), 57 f. (while telling a tale about
a joint snake, someone yells "Look out !"

; a hoopsnake is rolling down the

hill, and the man at whom it aims steps aside ; the snake buries its tail

in pith at the end of a chestnut log; next morning, the men find the

chestnut log split up into fence rails from the effect of the hoopsnake
poison [tall tale?]) ; WVF v (1955), 72 f.. No. 9 (as man hits snake, it

hoops up and chases him, being propelled by a force equal to man's ; the

snake strikes with its tail and misses the man, but hits the tree and sticks

there; two weeks later, the man finds the tree dead, almost rotted away)
;

WVF IX (1959), 54 (hoopsnake comes after girls and strikes a tree; the

girls return, finding the leaves of the tree withered and the tree already

beginning to die) ; also (a hoopsnake rolls down hill as fast as a wagon
wheel and strikes an apple tree ; a boy kills the snake while its spike is

still in the tree; after dinner he finds the tree dead) — South Carolina:

Milling, S3 f. (a hoopsnake strikes a tree with its tail and the tree dies

within a few hours [Indian])
; 46 f. (hoopsnake mistakenly stings a tree,

which loses its leaves and dies within a week [Indian]) — Kentucky:
KFR III (1957), 12 (a hoopsnake bites a peach tree and a boy dies from
poison by eating the peaches) ; also (people saw a hoopsnake extracting

its spike from a tree ; when they again passed the tree a few hours later,

the leaves had died) — Georgia: Figh, Arp, 170 (tree dies in fifteen

minutes) — Ontario: Wintemberg, Waterloo, 8 (it is claimed that this

snake's usual mode of progression is by taking its tail in its mouth and
rolling itself like a hoop over the ground, and this has earned for it the

name of "hoop" snake ; it is said that as it rolled along it sometimes darted

its pointed tail into the trunks of trees, causing them to swell) — Penn-
sylvania: Fogel, No. 1 1 04 (anything struck by the tail of a horned snake
will die [German]) — Illinois: Hyatt, No. 1598 (a hoop-snake takes its

tail in its mouth, and forming a circle or wheel, will in this fashion travel

along the ground ; its usual custom is to roll down a hill ; and in so doing,

if it hits and sticks its tail into a tree, the tree will die) — Ozarks:
Randolph, 254 (the old story of the hoopsnake which puts its tail in its

mouth and rolls downhill is believed by many ; in most cases this creature

pursues some poor hillman, misses him, and strikes the horn on its tail

into a growing tree) — loiva: HF v (1946), 108 (a man stepped aside
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just in time to avoid being struck by a hoopsnake; the snake struck a

large oak tree instead ; before sunset that night, the tree had died and all

the leaves had fallen off) ; Stout, No. 696 (hoopsnakes are so poisonous
that if one of them bites a tree, the tree will die) — Nebraska: Pound,

173 (if when rolling down hill a hoopsnake releases its tail and strikes its

stinger into a tree, the tree will die) ; also ("whoopsnakes [sic] are so

poisonous that a tree will die if they bite it"). The rattlesnake is also

credited with killing trees and shrubs (Klaubcr, 1219). For related ideas,

see No. 731 1, above.

7950 The tree into which a coachwhip snake fastens itself to

whip its victim to death also dies.

Green Collection. "There are many stories of the coachwhip snake, that

ingenious beast which seizes its tail in its mouth, forms itself into a hoop
and rolls down hill after its prey. It then fastens its tail into a tree and
whips the victim to death. Incidentally, the tree dies also"—P.G. Cf. No.
731 1, above.

7951 Kill a toad-frog, and the tree he is up will surely die.

Anonymous.

7952 Count the seeds of an apple and try your luck with the

number.

Ella Parker, Mt. Gilead, Montgomery county. Cf. Texas: Bogusch, 123
(if you cut an apple seed in two, your wish will be granted).

7953 Make a wish before peeling a banana. Cut through the

end by which it was joined to the bunch. If a Y-spot appears,
the wish will come true. If an O-spot appears, it will not come
true.

Edward Dreyer (Louisiana).

7954 When you cut a banana, you cut the cross of Christ.

Rebecca Willis (Texas). General: Bergen, Animal, No. 1339; ANQ i

(1941-1942), 55, 90.

7955 It is bad luck to give anyone an orange.

Anonymous.

7956 We hear it said that the aspen trembles because it was the

tree upon which Judas hanged himself. (This is also said of the

Judas or red-bud tree.)

Green Collection. General: Bergen-Newell, 152. HDA 11, 1020, s.v.

"Espe" ; Napier, 124. Archer Taylor has treated this problem in some
detail. See his The Gallon's of Judas Iscariot (Washington University
Studies, Humanistic Series, IX, 2 [April, 1922], 135-156), 146-150.

7957 Others relate that the Cross upon which Christ was cru-
cified was made of aspen wood, and that the aspen has shivered
ever since.

Green Collection. General: Bergen-Newell, 152 (the leaves of the aspen
quiver because it stood on Mount Calvary at the time of the Crucifixion)
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— North Carolina: Brown Collection I, 635 (years ago when all the trees

bowed down to Jesus, the aspen refused, and has trembled in fear ever
since) — Ohio: Bergen, Animal, No. 1335 (the aspen tree's leaves have
shaken since the time of the Crucifixion, as this tree was near Mt.
Calvary). HDA 11, 1020; Radford, 24.

7958 Bury a piece of hickory wood in a moist place, and in

seven years it will turn into stone.

Green Collection.

7959 Weeping willows are considered unlucky trees.

Green Collection. Alabama: Browne, No. 4100 — Illinois: Allison, No.
452; Hyatt, No. 1290 (it causes very bad luck to have a weeping willow in

the yard). HDA ix, 242, s.v. "Weide" ; also (the Serbs and Croatians
consider the weeping willow a cursed tree).

7960 If you plant a weeping willow tree in your yard, you will

always have sorrow and trouble.

Mrs. Gertrude Allen Vaught, Alexander county. Kentucky: Thomas, No.
2996 — Loiiisana: Roberts, No. 1171 (do not let a weeping willow grow
in your yard; you will have bad luck if you do, for they belong in the

graveyard) — Arkansas: Randolph, 262 (In Washington county, Arkan-
sas, a wood chopper told me that it was the willow, not the dogwood,
which was cursed by Jesus ; "An' since that day," said the old man, "the

wilier tree ain't been worth a good God damn for nothin' "
; this man

assured me that the tale of Jesus cursing the willow is in the Book—by
which he meant the Bible. "I cain't read myself," said he, "but it's in the

Book all right, an' any o' these here spindle-assed preachers can tell you
all 'bout it"). HDA ix, 241, s.v. "Weide" (the weeping willow is the

tree upon which Judas hanged himself) ; Lean 11, 391 ; Napier, 125.

Plant Husbandry

General

7961 Nearly everything of importance on the plantation must
be done on the increase of the moon.

O. W. Blacknall, Kittrell, Vance county. For typical farm pursuits car-

ried on during a waxing moon, see No. 7501, above (picking feathers, to

make them plentiful) ; Nos. 7695 ff., above (slaughtering hogs) ; No. 7977,
below (the planting of seeds) ; No. 81 15, below (corn planted on the full-

ing moon, to make it grow tall) ; No. 8268, below (to make tobacco cure

dark, cut it when the moon is becoming larger). Cf. HDA vi, 486 fF.,

s.v. "Mond."

Fertilizing, Plowing

7962 Haul out your manure when the little moon turns down,
so it will go in the ground. If you haul it out when the moon
turns down, it will stay on top of the ground and do your crops

no good.

Mrs. Gertrude Allen Vaught, Alexander county. Maryland: Whitney-
Bullock, No. 1095 (if a farmer puts out manure or fertilizer when the little

moon points up, it will stay ; but if the little moon points down, it will

leak out) — New York: Cutting, Farm, 43 (some believers in the moon
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said that it should be spread while the moon was waning, to make it seep
better; others said, "Spread it under the full moon for a good crop") —
Pennsylvania: Uvvcns, 120 (spread manure when the horns of the moon
are down) — Illinois: Hyatt, No. 801 (scatter manure on a field during
the dark of the moon and it will sink down into the ground) ; No. 803
(fertilize in March during the dark of the moon) ; Wheeler, 56 — I'mm:
Stout, No. 585 (fertilizer must be hauled out in the dark of the moon)HDA II, 474 f., s.v. "Dungerfahren."

7963 Barnyard manure spread when the moon is new will not
mix with the soil, but will lie all summer on top of the ground.
Anonymous. Indiana: Brewster, Beliefs, No. 48 (if a field is manured in
the light of the moon, the manure will stay on top of the ground) —
Illinois: Hyatt, No. 800 (fertilizer placed on the ground in the light of
the moon is valueless, because it will not decompose) ; No. 802 (in the
light of the moon; the manure will dry up and blow away) — Iowa:
Stout, No. 585 (if manure is hauled out in the light of the moon, it will
just lie on top of the ground).

7964 A piece of meat skin buried at the root of plants makes
them grow.

Jessie Hauser, Pfafftown, Forsyth county.

7965 If the ground is plowed in the winter, the crops will be
better.

Allie Ann Pearce, Colerain, Bertie county. Cf. New York: Cutting,
Fann, 43 (early in the spring the ground was prepared for planting; often
the plowing had been done the previous fall) — Pennsylvania: Fogel, No.
949 (no plowing should be done in December; the soil should have a rest
that month [German]).

7966 If you plow on Good Friday, the ground will bleed.

Rebecca Willis (Texas). New York: Cutting, Farm, 43 (some people
warned agamst starting plowing on Good Friday, for fear you would
never finish it) — Michigan: Dorson, 84 (a streak of blood in the fur-
row; one is supposed only to fast and pray on this day) — Texas-
Hendricks, No. 285 (if you plow on Friday [not Good Friday], the
ground will bleed). HDA vii, i, s.v. "pflugen."

7967 Snow will mellow plowed ground.

Jessie Hauser, Pfafftown, Forsyth county. It is for this same reason, per-
haps, that the fertilizing of fields is supposed to be undertaken with snow
on the ground. Cf. No. 8034, below.

7968 He who on the farm would thrive,

Must either hold the plow or drive.

Amy Henderson, Burke county.

Planting

Phases of the Moon
7969 Seed planted when the moon is in a certain stage will pro-
duce more.

Thomas Hoover; J. Frederick Doering, Durham; and an anonymous in-
formant. "One farmer said, 'If the moon controls the tides, why not
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planting?'"—J.F.D. Maryland: Whitney-Bullock, No. 1091 (everything
must be planted in its right sign ; some in the up and some in the down of

the moon) — West Virginia: Musick, Weather, 44, No. 14 (older persons
always wait for the moon to be right before planting crops) — Tennessee:
Lassiter, 28 (everything must be planted in the moon, and it's a woman's
job to know the proper time for all the different plantings) ; TFSB 11,

No. I (1936), 4 — lYew York: Cutting, Farm, 43 — Pennsylvania:
Brinton, 177; Grumbine, 282 (the ascending and descending nodes of the
moon, full moon and new moon, her increase and decrease, all were sup-
posed to influence the growth of plants) ; Lick-Brendle, 31 (German) —
Missouri: McKinney, 105 — Texas: Hendricks, No. 97 (plant certain
plants in the "moon" if you expect them to produce). Black, Folk-
Medicine, 125 f.

7970 Planting different vegetables in the "wrong moon" results

in poor crops and a small harvest.

Paul O. Hudson, Mooresville, Iredell county, and an anonymous inform-
ant.

7971 In planting crops, never plant any crops when the moon
is full, for light nights make light crops.

E. B. Spivey, Jr., Trotville, Gates county. Massachusetts: Wilson,
Syrian, 136 (a Syrian will not plant when the moon is full [Syrian]) —
California: Dresslar, 18 (if you plant anything in the full of the moon, it

will all go to top). Simon, Beliefs, 87 (if you plant in the full moon,
everything will go to seed [Japan]).

7972 Plant seeds which grow fruit above ground on days pre-

ceding nights that are light.

Anonymous. Cf. Nova Scotia: Creighton, 71 (plant anything that is to

bloom three days before the full moon).

7973 All things that fruit out of the ground should be planted

on light nights.

Minnie Stamps Gosney, Raleigh ; Julian P. Boyd ; two informants from
Sampson and Scotland counties; and an anonymous informant. South:
Puckett, 350 (plants growing on top of the soil should be planted in the

light of the moon to flourish properly [Negro]) — Tennessee: Frazier, 36,

No. 2 (plant anything whose bloom or fruit you wish to use [all flowers]

in the light of the moon) ; Miller, 65 (almost all farmers say that the

best time to plant crops is in the light of the moon) ; Rogers, Moon, 55,

No. 2 (all non-rooty plants should be planted in the light of the moon) —
Nova Scotia: Creighton, 71 (anything that grows on top of the ground
should be planted in the growing of the moon) ; Fauset, No. 248 (anything

that grows on top of the ground, plant in the light of the moon, in the

growing of the moon [Negro]) — Pennsylvania: Hand, Pennsylvania,

No. 217 (you should plant crops according to the light of the moon) —
Indiana: Brewster, Beliefs, No. 32 (anything that bears fruit above the

ground should be planted in the light of the moon) — Illinois: Norlin,

209, No. 9 (anything that grows above ground should be planted in the

light of the moon) — Osarks: Randolph, Folk-Beliefs, 88 (plants which
bear the edible part above ground, such as corn, beans, tomatoes, peas and
so on, are best planted in the light of the moon) — loiva: Stout, No. 548
(all things that grow above the ground should be planted in the light of
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the moon) — Idaho: Lore, 205 (all things growing above ground should
be planted in the light of moon).

7974 Seeds must be planted with the new moon ; otherwise they
will not grow.

Lucille Massey, Durham county; Elsie Doxey, Currituck county; and
Jessie Hauser, Pfatttuvvn, Forsyth county. Alabama: iirowne, No.' 4107
(anything planted on the new moon will grow tall) — Massachusetts:
Wilson, ::>ynan, 136, No. 5 (a Syrian always plants when the moon is
new [Syrian]) — New York: Carr-VVestcz, 122 (plant your crops on
the new of the moon if you want them to do well [Shinnecock Indian]).

7975 All crops which produce their yield above the ground
should be planted in the new of the moon.

Eva Furr, Stanly county ; Merle Smith, Stanly county ; and an anonymous
intormant. Maryhind: Whitney-Bullock, No. 1092 (on the increase of the
moon) — Florida: Figh, Razvlinys, 203 (plant top crops between the new
moon and full moon; the moon draws the leaves out of the ground the
same as the sun) — Alabama: Browne, No. 4106 (plant in the light of
the moon, or all will go to stalk) — New York: Barnes, No. 24- NYFQ
II (1946), 2ii; Shultis, 220 (on the waxing of the moon) — 'Pennsyl-
vania: Starr 322 (when the moon is on its back, plant vegetables that
grow upward LCjermanJ) — Missouri: McKinney, 105 (in the light of
the moon). van Gennep 11, 55.

7976 Some people will not plant their crops other than from
the time of the new moon until it fulls for fear that they will
make a failure.

Marvin Oreston.

7977 All seeds should be planted in the increase of the moon.
Eleanor Simpson, East Durham. Tennessee: Rickard, 6 (plant all seeds
on the increase of the moon; otherwise they will not grow) — Ontario-
Wintemberg, Grey, No. 8 — New England: Kittredge, Farmer, 309 (an
educated minister did his planting in the increase of the moon [17671) —
.\ew iork: Cutting, Farm, 44. HDA vi, 493 vi, 493, s.v. "Mond"

;Sebillot, Vol. 3, 455.

7978 All bushy vegetables and crops must be planted on the
increase of the moon.

Anonymous. Cf. No. 7975 above.

7979 Anything planted when the "little moon" is up will grow
taller than if planted when it is down.

Maybelle Poovey, High Point, Guilford county.

7980 Plant seeds when the moon is rising, and they will sprout
and grow quicker.

Anonymous. North Carolina: National Geographic lxiv (1933) 728
(plant only when the moon is growin', and never when it is on the
change). Cf. No. 7977, above.
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7981 Never plant any crop on the growing of the moon, for if

you do, your crop will be all stalk and light fruit.

E. B. Spivey, Jr., Trotville, Gates county. Cf. Kentucky: Thomas, No.
2248 (crops will not be successlul if planted in the new moon).
Sebillot, Vol. 3, 456.

7982 All vegetables that have their fruit under the ground
should be planted on the full of the moon.

Valeria Johnson Howard, Roseboro, Sampson county. HDA vi, 489, 493,
s.v. "Mond."

7983 Vegetables and flowers which are grown for their foliage

should be planted on the first or second day of a full moon.

Anonymous. Cf. New York: Cutting, Farm, 43 (anything that grows in

a head should be planted in a full moon so that it will grow big and
round) — California: Dresslar, 18 (if you plant anything in the full of

the moon, it will all go to top).

7984 Plant vegetables which grow their fruit underground on
the last two days of a full moon.

Anonymous.

7985 Plant on the old of the moon.

Green Collection. New York: Cutting, Farm, 43 (all flat and long seeds

should be planted in the old moon).

7986 All crops which produce their yield in the ground should

be planted in the old of the moon.

Merle Smith, Stanly county, and an anonymous informant. West Vir-

ginia: Musick, Weather, 43, No. 7 (all plants that grow under ground
should be planted in the dark of the moon) — South Carolina: Davis,

245, No. 2 (root crops should be planted in the dark of the moon
[Negro]) — Florida: Figh, Rowlings, 203 (plant root crops, like onions

and potatoes, in dark of moon) — Alabama: Browne, No. 41 13 (plant all

root crops when the moon is dark) ; No. 41 15 (plant underground plants

in the dark of the moon or all will go to tops) — Nova Scotia: Fauset,

No. 249 (anything that grows under the ground, plant in the dark of the

moon [Negro]) — New York: Barnes, No. 24; NYFQ 11 (1946), 233 —
Indiana: MF i (1951), 264 (things producing underground crops, such
as turnips, should be planted in the dark of the moon) — Illinois: Gillis,

84 (the seeds of all root crops will do well when planted during the dark
of the moon and the "lower parts of the body") ; Norlin, 209, No. 9 (any-
thing that grows under ground should be planted in the dark of the moon)
— Missouri: McKinney, 105 (those vegetables which grow underground
[potatoes, beets, turnips, radishes] do best when planted in the dark of

the moon ; one farmer planted potatoes in the light of the moon and they
all went to vines) — Ozarks: Randolph, Folk-Beliefs, 88 (vegetables
which are desired to grow chiefly underground, such as potatoes, onions,

beets, turnips, radishes, and peanuts, are best planted in the dark of the

moon) ; Wilson, Folk Beliefs, 158 (plants of darkness, root crops and
tubers, should be planted in the dark of the moon) — California: Dresslar,

19 (if you plant anything in the dark of the moon, it will all grow to

root).
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7987 All vegetables with edible roots must be planted in the

waning moon so the roots will grow downward.

Anonymous. Maryland: Whitney-Bullock, No. 1092 (anything that grows
below the earth must be planted on the wane of the moon) — New York:
Shultis, 220 (plant things that grow underground on the wane of the

moon) — Fcjiiisylvania: Starr, 322 (when the moon points downward,
plant root vegetables [German]) — Nciv Mexico: Baughman, Sayings, 26
(plant root vegetables such as potatoes, turnips, parsnips, etc., on the

decrease of the moon ; if planted as other seeds in the full of the moon,
the tops will grow and the roots will be stunted). HDA vi, 489, 493,
s.v. "Mond."

7988 Plant seeds which grow fruit underground on days pre-

ceding moonless nights.

Anonymous. Cf. Maryland: JAFL xxvi (1913), 190 (if you plant any-
thing on the dull of the moon that grows underground, it's bound to

flourish).

7989 If you plant anything on dark nights, they will do better.

Elizabeth Janet Cromartie, Garland, Sampson county ; Minnie Bryan Far-
rior, Duplin county ; and Louise Watkins, Goldsboro, Wayne county.

7990 All seeds that have eyes can be planted in the dark of the

moon, because they can see to get up.

Maybelle Poovey, High Point, Guilford county.

7991 Root crops should be planted on dark nights.

Julian P. Boyd, and eleven other informants. Tennessee: Hatcher, 155
(root crops planted on dark nights will produce well) — Indiana:
Brewster, Beliefs, No. 32 (anything that bears in the ground should be
planted in the dark of the moon) — lozva: Stout, No. 548 (all things that

grow below the ground should be planted in the dark of the moon).

7992 Never plant in the dark of the moon.

Anonymous. Maryland: Whitney-Bullock, No. 1229; Lee, iio (Negro)
— Arkansas: JAFL v (1892), 124 (no planting should be done in the
dark of the moon).

Signs of the Zodiac, Holidays, Seasons, etc.

7993 Plant in Taurus for root vegetables of quick growth. If

you want heavy weight, plant on scale day on the full of the

moon.

Green Collection. General: Gillis, 80 (Taurus is favorable for planting)
;

89 (for weight in plants, sow in the Scales) ; 81 (Libra is good for

planting, and according to Rawleigh's Zodiacal Chart, is next best to Can-
cer). HDA I, 1471, s.v. "Bohne."

7994 Where multiplication is to occur, plant under Gemini, e.g.,

peas, beans, cucumbers.

J. Frederick Doering, Durham. General: Gillis, 89 (for multiplication,

sow in the sign of the Twins) — North Carolina: Gillis, 83 (referring to
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the present number) — Alabama: Browne, 41 (plant climbing plants in

the sign of the Twins) — Ontario: Doering-Doering I, 60 (for multipli-

cation, plant under Gemini) — Pennsylvania: Owens, 120 (for abundance
in anything, you must plant it when the moon is in the sign of the Twins).

HDA II, 883, s.v. "Erbse" (peas) ; iii, 1208, s.v. "Gurke" (cucumber).

7995 When the sign is in the Cancer, it is favorable to growth
and insures abundance.

Mrs. Gertrude Allen Vaught, Alexander county. Pennsylvania: Lick-
Brendle, 31 (Cancer was generally regarded as one of the best signs for

planting) — Midivest: Gillis, 80 (if you plant in the sign of Cancer,
you'll never have a failure) — Illinois: Hyatt, No. 829 (the best planting

sign is the Cancer) ; No. 821 (the sign of the Cancer is moist; therefore,

plant in this sign and you will never have a failure).

7996 Seeds planted in the breast, which is a watery, fruitful,

and movable sign, germinate quickly.

Mrs. Gertrude Allen Vaught, Alexander county. Cf. Illinois: Hyatt, No.
821 (the sign of Cancer [= the Breast] is moist; therefore plant in this

sign and you will never have a failure).

7997 Seed planted on flower days [Virgo] will produce much
foliage, but little fruit.

Mrs. Norman Herring, Tomahawk, Sampson county. General: Gillis, 82

(anything planted in Virgo grows poorly) — Maryland: Whitney-
Bullock, No. 1089 (if you plant anything in the sign of the "Posy Girl"

(Virgo), it will go to blossom) — Pennsylvania: Hand, Pennsylvania,

No. 219 (don't plant seeds in the sign of the "Posy Woman," or all will

turn to flowers and bear no fruit) ; Owens, 122 (things planted in Virgo
turn to flowers). Cf. Nos. 8070 f., below^

7998 If you plant vegetables on a "blooming day." when the

sign is in the Virgin, there will be nothing but blooms, and bugs
will suck the plants.

Green Collection. Cf. Illinois: Hyatt, No. 820 (anything planted in the

sign of the "bloom" will flower all the time and not bear) — Texas:
Hendricks, No. 96 (if you plant seeds when the signs are "in bloom," the

plants won't bear; they will bloom only). Cf. Nos. 8070, below.

7999 All vegetables like beans and peas will yield better if they

are planted when the sign is in the feet than at any other time,

L. C. Allen, Jr., Burlington, Alamance county. General: Gillis, 88 (plants

requiring "low bushes" are planted in the sign of the Feet) — New York:

Cutting, Farm, 44 ("wet crops" should be planted in the sign of the Fish)
— Illinois: Hyatt, No. 822 (the best time to plant crops which grow
underground is in the sign of the Feet). Cf. Nos. 8075 (beans) and 8209

(peas), below.

8000 Sow seeds in February, and they will grow better.

Anonymous.
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8001 Certain vegetables should be planted on February 14th.

Julian P. Boyd. South Carolina: Bryant I, 282, No. 77 (sow seeds in the

garden on February 14). Inwards, 21 (St. Valentine, / Set thy hopper
[seed basket] by mine).

8002 If you plant garden seeds on the fourteenth of February,

the frost won't kill them.

Virginia Bowers, Stanly county.

8003 If you plant seeds on St. Patrick's Day, they will grow
better.

Anonymous. Cf. No. 8227, below; also Nos. 8098 f. (March 17).

8004 Gardens should be made after the first full moon in

March.

Lucille Cheek, Chatham county. Cf. HDA v, 1738, s.v. "Marz."

8005 Plant gardens on twin days of March, April, or May for

good results.

G. B. Caldwell, Jr., Monroe, Union county. Cf. Alabavia: Browne, No.

4195 (plant seed when the signs are in the Twins) ; No. 4198 (plant

vegetables when the sign is in the Twins) — Pennsylvania: Owens, 120.

8006 To have a good garden, plant the seed on the even days of

the month (2, 4, 6, 8, etc.) and not on odd days.

Julian p. Boyd. Cf. Swietek, 559.

8007 Many farmers will not begin their planting on Friday,

fearing ill luck.

Nina Mclnnis ; the Green Collection ; and an anonymous informant.

Sontli: Puckett, 404 (bad luck to plant on Friday; your seed will never
come up) — South Carolina: Bryant 11, 142, No. 23 (never start planting

anything on Friday) — Alabama: Browne, No. 4147 (don't start plant-

ing a field on Friday
;
plant two rows on Thursday, so you won't start on

Friday). HDA iii, s.v. 61, s.v. "Freitag."

8008 You may plant on Friday, just as on any other day, if the

sign of the zodiac is right.

Green Collection. Cf. North Carolina: Gillis, 88 (reference to the pres-

ent number) — Pennsylvania: Fogel, No. 998 (begin sowing on Friday
and end on Friday, and you will have a good harvest ; if you can finish

before Friday, hang the grainbag on the fence until the following Friday
when the sowing should be completed [German]). HDA in, 61, s.v.

"Freitag" ; vii, s.v. "Roggen."

8009 All Fridays are good days for planting things that hang
down, because Friday is "hangman's day."

Green Collection. North Carolina: Hoke, 113 (all Fridays are good days
for planting things that hang down, like peas or grapes, i.e., stringy
things, because Friday is "hangman's day").
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8010 Seeds planted on Good Friday will produce better results

than if planted at any other time.

Allie Ann Pearce, Colerain, Bertie county ; Green Collection ; Eleanor

Simpson, East Durham; and Elsie Lambert. Cf. Indiana: Brewster,

Beliefs, No. 39 (Good Friday is the time tor planting any crops that bear

in the ground). HDA iv, 994, s.v. "Kartreitag."

801 1 Plant a garden on Good Friday, and it will be thrifty.

Esther F. Royster, Henderson, X'ance county ; Xina Mclnnis ; and two
other informants from Wilson and Durham counties. Tennessee: Parsons,

Neyro, 69 (Negroes always plant gardens on Good Friday) — Alabama:
Browne, No. 4148 (plant your garden on Good Friday) — Texas: Turner,

172 (the major part of a garden should be planted on Good Friday to

insure a good yield). HDA iv, 994, s.v. "Kartreitag" (flowers).

8012 Plant early vegetables on Good Friday.

Elizabeth Janet Cromartie, Garland, Sampson county ; and Kate S. Rus-
sell, Roxboro, Person county. HDA 11, 882, s.v. "Erbse

'
; iv, 994, s.v.

"Karfreitag."

8013 After apple trees bloom is a good time to plant garden
vegetables. 1 hey will grow better.

Anonymous.

8014 An early Easter predicts a poor crop year.

Eunice Smith, Pantego, Beaufort county.

8015 If you go in the garden on Ascension Day, the garden will

not be any count.

Ruth Morgan, Stanly county.

8016 If you work on Ascension Day, your crops will be injured

by drought.

Alex Tugman, Todd, Ashe county. HDA iv, 19, s.v. "Himmelfahrt
Christi."

8017 Never plant anything until the Seven Stars set at dark.

There is danger of frost until then.

Clara Hearne, Roanoke Rapids, Halifax county.

8018 Frost does not kill plants on dark nights.

Green Collection.

8019 If you plant seeds when it is cold enough to wear an over-

coat, they won't come up.

Robert E. Long, Roxboro, Person county.

8020 When crops are planted, the wind should be blowing from
the south, as bud worms will not bother them under such

weather conditions.

S. G. Hawfield, Concord, Cabarrus county. Cf. No. 8021, below.
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8021 If you plant seeds on a north wind, they will never amount
to anything.

Anonymous. Tcinicssce: Frazier, 37, No. 13 (never set out plants when
the wind is in the north). Inwards, 91. (Inwards contains a good
treatment of the north wind, 114 f.).

8022 If seeds are planted when there are northeast winds, they
will not grow.

Anonymous. Cf. Nos. 8020 f., above.

8023 You should never plant when an east wind is blowing
Constance Patten, Greensboro. For general notions concerning the harm-
lul and untncndly character of the east wind, see Inwards, 117 f.

8024 Plant your garden when the wind is in the east, and it will
never bear.

Julian P. Boyd.

8025 The products of seed planted on an east wind will be
eaten by bugs.

Anonymous. HDA ix, 651, s.v. "Wind."

8026 If one plants anything on an east wind, bugs [or] worms
will destroy the crop.

Carl G. Knox, Leland, Brunswick county:

8027 Scriptures are quoted as to the time of planting : "Sow thy
seed in the morning, and in the evening withhold not thy hand."
For this reason it was considered best to begin planting a certain
crop, or a field, in the morning rather than in the afternoon.
Green Collection. Cf. Kentucky: Thomas, No. 2875 (plant in the morning
the seed that matures above ground).

8028 To insure your garden against witches, you must sow at
least one variety of seed, say lettuce or turnips, with your back
to a well prepared seed-bed, throwing the seed over your shoul-
der, and saying, "This is for me, this is for my neighbor, and this
is for the devil."

Alex Tugman, Todd, Ashe county. This charm seems related to the one
recited to protect turnip seed from pests, and from the devil himself
Illinois: Hyatt, No. 1036 (In planting lettuce, I always say, "Three seeds
for the birds and three for myself"). Cf. Archer Taylor, "One for theCutworm, WF xvii (1958), 52 f. Cf. Nos. 8255, 8266, below.

S029 Sow in dust,

Reap you must.

Kate S. Russell, Roxboro Person county. This suggests the well-known
saying, A bushel of March dust is worth a king's ransom." Inwards 4^ •

r rL 113, p. 47. ' ^-'

'
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Crops, Cultivation

8030 Moonlight at Christmas means a light crop.

Kate S. Russell, Roxboro, Person county. Cf. HDA 11, 940, s.v. "Ernte"

;

vi, 791, s.v. "Nacht."

8031 There is a time near Christmas which is called the bright

nights, and it is said that if the moon shines during these nights,

the crops will be short in the year following.

L. B. Brantley, Zebulon, Wake county. Cf. Quebec: Marie-Ursule, 169,

No. 226 (in December if the weather is very clear during midnight

mass, one will see clearly through the barns [i.e., empty] ; if it is cloudy,

the barns will be full [French]). HDA vi, 791, s.v. "Nacht."

8032 If there is a great deal of snow during the winter, crops

will be good.

Anonymous. General: Dunwoody, 75; 74 (if it snows during Christmas

night, the crops will do well) — Maryland: Whitney-Bullock, No. 500 —
Tennessee: Redfield, No. 234 (snow at Christmas, sign of a good crop

year) — Newfoundland: Bergen, Current, No. 987 — Pennsylvania:

Fogel, No. 1210 (if the fields are covered with snow all winter there will

be good crops next year [German]) — lozva: Stout, No. 11 00 (a winter

with little snow means a scant crop for the coming year) — Washington:
Tacoma, 21 (heavy snowstorms indicate an excellent spring crop).

Inwards, 68 (snow during Christmas night)
; 2,7 (oak trees bending with

snow in January) ; 166; van Gennep n, 62, No. 2.

8033 A snowy winter means a good crop year, because it kills

insects, wets the land, and the like.

Green Collection. Cf. No. 8032, above. HDA vn, 1273, s.v. "Schnee."

8034 Big snows help to enrich the soil.

Anonymous. Cf. No. 7967, above.

8035 A hard, cold winter is a sign of a good crop year.

Julian P. Boyd. Tennessee: Redfield, No. 235; No. 236 (an extremely

cold winter means a good crop year) — Indiana: Brewster, Beliefs, No.
50 (severe winter).

8036 A dry March never begs bread.

Clara Hearne, Roanoke Rapids, Halifax county. Cf. General: Dunwoody,

95 (a dry March never brings its bread) ; Garriott, 44 (a dry and cold

March never begs its bread). Inwards, 45; Radford, 168.

8037 A dry June means a good crop,

Clara Hearne, Roanoke Rapids, Halifax county, and an anonymous in-

formant.

8038 A dry June never begs bread.

Mrs. Nilla Lancaster, Goldsboro, Wayne county. Cf. Inwards, 31 (a dry
summer never begs its bread) ; Udal, 266 (same as preceding item)

;

HDA I, 950, s.v. "Bauernregeln" (a cool May and a dry June never beg
bread).
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8039 Wet year crops are drowned.

Mrs. Nilla Lancaster, Goldsboro, Wayne county.

8040 If a stalk of corn has white and green stripes in the petals,

it is a sign of a good year's crop.

Anonymous.

8041 If the locust trees have many blooms, there will be a good
crop, or vice versa.

Zilpah Frisbie, Marion, McDowell county.

8042 Days having dark nights are better for gardening.

Flossie Marshbanks, Mars Hill, Madison county.

8043 If plants are cultivated on dog days, they will wither and
die.

Green Collection. HDA iv, 497, s.v. "Hundetage."

Miscellaneous

8044 Never thank a person for any kind of seed, or plants. If

you do, they will never grow.

Kate S. Russell, Roxboro, Person county; George E. Hoffman (Ar-
kansas) ; and three informants from widely separated localities. North
Carolina: Hoke, 115 — Maryland: Whitney-Bullock, No. 1098 — South
Carolina: Bryant I, 282, No. 81 — Kentucky: Thomas, No. 2868 —
Louisiana: Roberts, No. 1121 — Ontario: Wintemberg, Grey, No. 22
(never say "thanks" for a plant, as it will not grow) ; Waugh, No. 58
(never say "thanks") — Pennsylvania: Fogel, No. 1009 (German) —
Indiana: Brewster, Beliefs, No. 1,92 — Illinois: Allison, No. 446; Hyatt,
No. 813 — lozva: Stout, No. 589 — California: Dresslar, 15. HDA
II, 171, s.v. "Dank, danken."

8045 It is bad luck to thank anyone for seeds, or to pay for

them. They will not come up.

Zilpah Frisbie, Marion, McDowell county. South: Duncan, 236, No. 4
(never say thankee fuh seeds; they won't sprout) — Tennessee: Burton,

7 (don't say the words "thank you" for a plant, or the plant will die;

this is a beHef in the magic of the words "thank you," for it is all right

to say, "I appreciate the eggs [?]") ; Farr, Riddles, No. 171 (never thank
a person for plants to reset, for the plants will not live) ; Farr, Super-
stitions, No. 172 (same as the preceding item) — Ontario: Waugh, No.
59 (the plants will die) — Illinois: Hyatt, No. 812 (the plant will die).

Crops

Cotton, Peanuts

8046 If cotton is planted on a light night, the rust will not
bother it.

Allie Ann Pearce, Colerain, Bertie county. Cf. Texas: Lake, 146 (if

you plant cotton seeds at night while the atmosphere is damp, your crops
will be a succeess).
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8047 Plant cotton on a full moon, and you'll have full bolls.

G. B. Caldwell, Jr., Monroe, Union county, and Mrs. Nilla Lancaster,

Goldsboro, Wayne county. North Carolina: Puckett, 350 (cotton should

be planted at lull moon, since it bears on top [Sea Islands, Negro]) —
Alabama: Browne, No. 4177; No. 4178 (full moon in March) ; No. 4179
(full moon in May) ; No. 4193 (plant your cotton when the new moon is

shining, and it will do better) — Texas: Lake, 149 (if cotton is not
planted during the growing moon it will not do well).

8048 Plant cotton seeds on a twin day to make the bloom more
full.

Edna Whitley. North Carolina: Gillis, 84 (referring to the present num-
ber) — Alabama: Browne, No. 4223 (plant cotton on twin days to make
a good crop).

8049 If you plant cotton seed when the blackberries are in full

bloom, the cotton won't get killed.

Ruth Morgan, Stanly county. Cf. Tennessee: Miller, 65, No. 6 (when the

dogwood blooms in spring it is time to plant cotton).

8050 Cotton will bloom within sixty-five days after it is planted.

Clara Hearne, Roanoke Rapids, Halifax county.

8051 Plant lice come from the dew on cotton.

Constance Patten, Greensboro.

8052 Pick cotton before the wild geese go farther down south.

Julian P. Boyd. Cf. Alabama: Browne, No. 4144 (when wild geese go
north in February or March, cold weather is over, and it is time to plant

cotton). This wide divergence, between seed time and harvest, illustrates

the unusual association of ideas that are so commonly encountered in

folklore.

8053 Plant things that bear fruit in the ground such as peanuts

on dark nights.

Mrs. Nilla Lancaster, Goldsboro, Wayne county. Maryland: Whitney-
Bullock, No. 1 1 50 (plant peanuts in the dark of the moon, or the vines

will grow too fast and there will be few nuts [Negro]) — Mississippi:

Hudson, 148, No. 7 (plant on the dark of the moon) — Ozarks: Ran-
dolph, Folk-Beliefs, 88 (dark of the moon).

8054 Peanuts planted on a scale day have too heavy hulls.

Green Collection.

Vegetables

Beans

8055 When you plant a hill of beans, press it down (after it is

covered) with your foot, and you will have a better crop.

Edith Walker, W^atauga county.
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8056 Putting bean hulls in the path will make vines grow pro-
fusely. ^

Mrs. Norman Herring, Tomahawk, Sampson county. The trcadinR of
beans and peas nito the soil has been noted in Nos. 7 and 7927 above
Basic notions ot tertility doubtless underly these customs. Cf. also Nos'
0057 t., below.

8057 Put bean strings in the path to the spring or well to in-
sure a good crop the following year.

Susie Spurgeon Jordan, Brevard, Transylvania county. Cf. Nos 7 7027
8056, above; No. 8058, below.

8058 Strew butter bean hulls in the road, and the vines will not
dry up and die.

rVi!^'
^"°''' Leland Brunswick county, and an anonymous informant.

Cf. Nos. 7, 7927, 8056 ff., above.

8059 Plant beans in new ground, or under a tree, and there
won t be any bugs on the vines.

Edith Walker, Watauga county.

8060
_

If you sow beans on a moonlight night, the bugs will eat
the vmes up.

Julian P. Boyd. Cf. West Virginia: Musick, IVeather, 43, No ^ (plant

them)
'" °^ ^^^ """"^ '" -^""^ ^""^ ^^'^^ ^'^^ ''^^^ "° bugs on

8061 Beans planted on the full of the moon will begin bearing at
the ground and bear all the way up.

Lida Page Nelson, Durham county; Eunice Smith, Pantego, Beaufort
county; aiid the Green Collection. Cf. Illinois: Hyatt, No. 985 (plant
seeds in the full of the moon and your vines will be full of beans).

8062 Plant beans on a full moon in April.

Anonynnous References are to full moon only, not to a full moon in
April. Kentucky: Thomas No. 2237 - Noz-a Scotia: Creighton, 71 (wait
till the moon is nearly full to plant beans) - Neu; York: Carr-Westez
^^^- Kadtord, 130 (sow beans when the moon is round).

8063 Beans grow best when planted on dark nights.

Dixie V Lamm, Lucama, Wilson county. Cf. Tennessee: Burton 4 (toprevent beans from going to stalk, plant them in the dark of the moon)tiUA 1, 1471, s.v. Bohne."
^'

8064 On dark nights in April, plant your bunch beans.
Elizabeth Janet Cromartie, Garland, Sampson county.

8065 Running beans should be planted on dark nights in May.
Elizabeth Janet Cromartie, Garland, Sampson county.
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8066 Plant beans when the zodiac sign is at the Twins, so that

it will bear twice as much.

R. S. Russell, Roxboro, Person county, and Edna Whitley. Maryland:
Whitney-Bullock, No. 1130 (you will get two blossoms for one) —
Kentucky: Fowler, No. 2253a (for a greater yield) — Tennessee:
Frazier, 36, No. 3 (no mention of yield) — Alabama: Browne, No. 4208
(no mention of yield) — Nova Scotia: Creighton, 71 (no mention of

yield) — Ontario: Doering, Customs, 150 (under Gemini; no mention of

yield) — Pennsylvania: Fogel, No. 1013 (in Gemini; no mention of yield

[German]) — Illinois: Hyatt, No. 982 (you will pick two beans instead

of one) ; No. 983 (in the sign of the Twins and during the light of the

moon, will bring you an excellent crop) ; No. 984 (in the sign of the

Twins and during the light of the moon, they will not stop bearing until

frost)

.

8067 Beans must be planted when the sign is in the Arms,
going down.

R. B. Cochrane, Buncombe county, and Mrs. Maude Minish Sutton,

Lenoir, Caldwell county. "The sign's in the Arms. Plant yer beans"

—

M.M.S. North Carolina: Gillis, 80 (referring to the present item).

Kentucky: Thomas, No. 2253 (beans should be planted when the sign is

in the Arm) — Illinois: Hyatt, No. 975 (plant beans when the sign is

descending from the Arm towards the Fingers you will have more beans
on each vine than you can hold in your fingers) — Ocarks: Randolph, 35
f. (plant in the sign of the Arms). Cf. No. 8066, above; No. 8073, below.

8068 For long beans, plant the seed when the moon is in the

Arms.

Green Collection. Alabama: Browne, No. 4203 — Illinois: Hyatt, No. 974
(plant the seeds in the sign of the Arm, and you will secure beans as long

as your arm).

8069 When the sign is in Cancer is the best time to plant snap
beans. The next best time is when the sign is in the Scales.

Green Collection. Cancer: General: Gillis, 84 (beans do well in Cancer
because of the latter's special fruitfulness). HDA i, 1471, s.v. "Bohne."
Scales: General: Dunwoody, 59 (plant garden beans when the sign is in

the Scales; they will hang full) — Pennsylvania: Lick-Brendle, 67 (Ger-
man). Cf. No. 8073, below. Inwards, 188 (1898 ed.).

8070 Never plant beans when the signs are in the blossom
(Virgo), or they will bloom all the time, and you will not have

much fruit.

Mrs. Gertrude Allen Vaught, Alexander county. Tennessee : Miller, 65,

No. I (when the sign is in the flowers; no mention of alternative) —
Alabama: Browne, No. 4207 (don't plant beans when the girl is holding

the flowers, or they will have abounding blooms but no beans) — Penn-
sylvania: Fogel, No. 1020 (German)

; Grumbine, 283 (in the Virgin) —
Osarks: Randolph, 36 (an old woman fingering some very inferior beans
at a crossroads store remarked : "They must have been planted when the

maid held the posies"). HDA i, 1471, s.v. "Bohne."
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8071 If you plant beans on flower days (Virgo), the bush will
be full of blossoms, but they will all fall off and will not bear.

Elizabeth Janet Cromartie, Garland, Sampson county, and Lucille Massey
Durham county. Cf. No. 8070, above.

'

8072 Beans should be planted when the sign is in the Twins.

Anonymous. Cf. No. 8066, above. HDA i, 1471, s.v. "Bohne."

8073 Plant beans when the sign of the zodiac is in the Scales,
and they will not be eaten by beetles.

Maybelle Poovey, High Point, Guilford county. Cf. No. 8069, aboveHDA I, 1471, s.v. "Bohne."

8074 Beans must be planted when the sign is in the Legs, going
down.

R. B. Cochrane, Buncombe county.

8075 Beans will yield better if planted when the sign is in the
Feet than at any other time.

Anonymous. Tennessee: Rickard, 7 — Alabama: Browne, No. 4205 —
Illinois: Hyatt, No. 977 (to obtain low bushes and hence more beans,
plant your seeds in the sign of the Feet). Cf. No. 7999, above.

8076 Beans should be planted on Good Friday, and they will
come up earlier.

Zilpah Frisbie, Marion, McDowell county.

8077 If beans are planted on Good Friday, they will grow well.

Valeria J. Howard, Roseboro, Sampson county; Grace Barbee, Stanly
county; Susie Spurgeon Jordan, Brevard, Transylvania county; and an
anonymous informant. Alabama: Browne, No. 4150 (plant beans on
Good Friday)

;
No. 4154 (if you don't plant your beans on Good Friday

you will not have a good crop) — Mississippi: Hudson, 148, No. 6 (Good
Friday is the right time to plant beans) — Arkansas: Puckett, 323 f. (it
is good luck to plant beans on Good Friday) — North Carolina: Hoke,
113 (Good Friday is a chosen day for planting everything, but especially
beans) — Maryland: Whitney-Bullock, No. 2257 (Good P>iday is a par-
ticularly good day for all things that grow down like beans, because it
IS hangman s day) — Kentucky: Thomas, No. 2883 (plant beans on Good
iriday) — Tennessee: Burton, 4 (plant beans on Good Friday)

; Hurdle
74 (the only time to plant beans is on Good Friday [Negro]) Miller 65
(beans will not grow unless they are planted on Good Friday) • Parsons
JNegro 69 (Negroes always plant beans on Good Friday) ; Redf^eld No'
207 (beans should always be planted on Good Friday); Rogers Moon
56, No 15 (plant beans on Good Friday) — Indiana: Busse, iS'No 20
(plant beans on Good Friday) — Illinois: Hyatt, No. 987 (beans should

cLfrh f".^''^'^ ^n"^^^V^ ^"'"''''- Randolph. 36 (bunch beans
should be started on Good Friday regardless, according to some very
successful bean growers) — Arkansas: JAFL v (1892), 124 (Good Fri-

nPthi^ %^'°^^cfe,^° &?^ ^^^"'' *he only recognition Negroes make
ot the day). Sebillot, Vol. 3, 455.
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8078 Plant beans on Good Friday and keep the cold from kill-

ing them.

Julian P. Boyd. South Carolina: Bryant I, 283, No. 86 (there will

be plenty of beans ; they won't get killed). HDA i, 1471, s.v. "Bohne."

8079 Snap beans must be planted on Good Friday.

Jessie Hauser, Pfafftown, Forsyth county, and the Green Collection. Ala-
bama: Browne No. 4151 (plant snap beans on Good Friday regardless

of when it comes) ; No. 4152 (they will bear more fruit).

8080 Plant snap beans on Good Friday in the morning. If

planted in the afternoon, the blooms will fall off.

Clara Hearne, Roanoke Rapids, Halifax county. Tennessee: O'Dell,

Superstitions, 2 (beans were always planted early in the morning on Good
Friday). Cf. No. 8082, below.

8081 String beans should be planted on Good Friday.

Minnie Stamps Gosney, Raleigh.

8082 Plant beans in the morning to make them grow. If planted

in the evening, they don't bear so well.

Cornelia E. Covington (South Carolina). Kentucky: Thomas, No.
2879 (if you plant beans in the morning, they will come two weeks sooner

than if you plant them in the afternoon) — Tennessee: Farr, Riddles, No.
172 (beans planted in the morning will produce two weeks earlier than

those planted in the evening) ; Farr, Superstitions, No. 173 (same as pre-

ceding item) ; Redfield, No. 206 (always plant beans in the morning) —
Illinois: Hyatt, No. 969 (if beans are planted in the morning, they will do
well) ; No. 970 (beans planted in the morning will grow quicker and bear

sooner than beans planted in the afternoon) — 0::arks: Randolph, 36 (all

beans should be planted in the morning rather than in the afternoon) —
Texas: Turner, 172 (plant beans before ten o'clock in the morning to

keep the blooms from shedding before the fruit has formed). Swietek,

559-

8083 Beans should be planted in the middle of the day to get a

heavy fruitage.

Lucille Massey, Durham county. Cf. HDA i, 1471, s.v. "Bohne." Cf. No.
8084, below.

8084 Plant beans as near twelve o'clock as possible.

Elsie Doxey, Currituck county. Illinois: Hyatt, No. 971 (noon).

8085 Never plant beans in the afternoon, or they will bear late.

Plant them early in the morning if you want them to bear early

and be full of beans.

Mrs. Gertrude Allen Vaught, Alexander county. Cf. Kentucky: Thomas,
No. 2880 (if beans are planted in the afternoon, they will drop the bloom)
— Illinois: Hyatt, No. 972 (beans will drop their bloom and not amount
to much if they are planted in the afternoon).
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8086 Plant cornfield beans from June first to the fourth Satur-

day in June.

Clara Hearne, Roanoke Rapids, Halifax county. Cf. Pennsylvania: Lick-
Brcndle, 67 (in Lehigh county many persons plant their beans on June 3;
this may be a survival of the Swiss custom to plant beans on the day
sacred to St. Boniface, who is known as the "Bohnenmann") — Iowa:
Stout, No. 654 (plant beans either on June 20 or 21).

8087 Beans should not be cultivated during the dog days, as the

beans will all drop off.

Lucille Cheek, Chatham county.

8088 Beans picked during the dog days will have bugs in them.

Zilpah Frisbie, Marion, McDowell county, and Lucille Massey, Durham
county. Cf. Pennsylvania: Fogel, No. looi (cabbage plants cultivated

during dog days will be infected with plant lice [German]).

8089 It is bad luck to give bean seed away.

Mrs. Maude Minish Sutton, Lenoir, Caldwell county. On the bad luck

associated with the gift of seed in general, see Maryland: Whitney-
Bullock, No. ioq6 (do not give away garden seeds of a year's raising in

the fall, but wait until spring, or bad luck will follow) ; No. 1097 (when
seeds are given you, it is bad luck to carry them home yourself; they must
be sent home by another, or they will not come up) — Louisiana: Roberts,
No. 1 124 (never give away any kind of seed until you have planted some
yourself, or you will not have any success with your own).

Beets

8090 Beets should be planted on the full moon.

W. Q. Grigg, Cleveland county. Cf. No. 8091, below.

8091 Plant beets in the dark of the moon.

Elizabeth Janet Cromartie, Garland, Sampson county. Maryland: Whit-
ney-Bullock, No. 1153 (wane of the moon) — It'est Virginia: Mockler,
311, No. 6 (in the old of the moon and the sign of the Heart so that the
beets will be blood red) — Mississippi: Hudson, 148, No. 7 — Ontario:
Doering, Customs: 150 (decrease of the moon) — Idaho: Lore, 205.

HDA VI, 493, s.v. "Mond."

8092 Plant beets when the sign is in the Twins.

R. B. Cochrane, Buncombe county.

8093 Beets, to be deep red, should be planted when the sign is

in the Feet.

Anonymous. There is no mention of the color in either of the following
items. Tennessee: Farr, Riddles, No. 184; Farr, Superstitions, No. 185.

8094 It is bad luck to set out beets.

Mrs. Nilla Lancaster, Goldsboro, Wayne county.
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Cabbage

8095 Cabbage should be planted on light nights.

Mrs. Nilla Lancaster, Goldsboro, Wayne county, and Lida Page, Nelson,

Durham county. North Carolina: Bergen, Current, No. 11 14 (set out

cabbages in the new of the moon to make them head up well) —
Kentucky: Thomas, No. 2237 (new moon) — Nezv York: Cutting, Farm,

50 (cabbage should be planted in the new moon or it won't head; it will

form a club root and grow up in a straight stalk) — Indiana: McAtee,
Grant County, 264 (light of the moon) — Illinois: Hyatt, No. 992 (to

have good cabbage, set out the plants when the moon is one third full)

— Jamaica: Beckwith, Jamaica (cabbage should be planted five to seven

days before full moon). HDA v, 64, s.v. "Kohl."

8096 Cabbage must be set out when the sign is in the Head.

R. B. Cochrane, Buncombe county, and an anonymous informant. South:

Duncan, 234, No. i — Maryland: Whitney-Bullock, No. 1124 — Ken-
tucky: Thomas, No. 2256 (cabbages planted when the sign is in the Head
will be large) — Tennessee: Farr, Riddles, No. 189 (if cabbage plants

are transplanted when the sign is in the Head, they will be lousy ; that is,

bugs and worms will destroy them) ; Farr, Superstitions, No. 190 (same

as preceding item) ; O'Dell, Superstitions, 2 (cabbage goes into the

ground when the sign is in the Head) ; Redfield, No. 244 — Alabama:
Browne, No. 4216; No. 4217 (it's bad luck to sow cabbage if the sign is

not in the Head) — Maine: Decrow, 320 (will head butter) — Indiana:

Brewster, Beliefs, No. 38 — Ozarks: Randolph, Folk-Beliefs, 88.

8097 If you plant cabbage between New Christmas and Old

Christmas, the yield will be large.

Anonymous. Cf. Illinois: Hyatt, No. 1003 (tie a head of cabbage to the

ceiling on Christmas Day and stick nails into it ; this will bring you good

luck during the coming year).

8098 Sow cabbage seed on the seventeenth of March, and the

cabbage will head well.

Clara Hearne, Roanoke Rapids, Halifax county, and an anonymous in-

formant. Pennsylvania: Hoffman I, 130. HDA v, 63, s.v. "Kohl"
(March 12, 17, 25) ; Mihanovich, 271 (March 3).

8099 To make cabbage seed grow, sow them in your night

clothes on March seventeenth.

Eleanor Simpson, East Durham. Maryland: Whitney-Bullock, No. 1137

(sow cabbage seed on March 17 before dawn, in your night clothes, if you

wish it to grow) ; Bullock, 11.

8100 With the first warm rain cabbage sets should be put out.

J. SchafTner.

81 01 If one goes into the garden on Ascension Day, the lice will

eat up the cabbage.

Edna Whitley.

8102 It is bad luck for a cabbage to go to seed.

Bessie Lou Mull, Shelby, Cleveland county.
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Collards, Greens

8103 Collards should be planted on light nights.

Mrs. Nilla Lancaster, Goldsboro, Wayne county.

8104 If one plants greens (salad) while the wind is blowing
from the north, the leaves will shed from the plant.

Anonymous.

Corn

8105 Press dirt down with your foot after planting corn to in-

sure a better crop.

Anonymous. Cf. No. 8233, below.

8106 If corn is planted in the time of the new moon, it will

make a good crop.

Mrs. Gertrude Allen Vaught, Alexander county. Massachusetts: Bergen,
Current, No. 1121 — New York: Cutting, Farm, 46 (full crop).

8107 Plant corn on a new moon if you want it to grow fast.

Julian P. Boyd. Tennessee: O'Dell, Superstitions, 2 (grow tall) ; Red-
field, No. 210 (grow tall).

8108 Corn should be planted during the new moon so that it

will all go to the ear.

Lucille Cheek, Chatham county. West Virginia: Mockler, 311, No. 7
(plant corn in the new of the moon and when the sign is in the Arms so
that the ears will grow large and stand out) — Pennsylvania: Hoffmann
I, 130 (in the new moon when the sign is in the Head, so that the corn
may all go to ear [German]).

8109 Corn planted on the new moon will not take deep root in

the ground, and is too easily blown down, and the ears will stick

straight up on the stalk.

Roby Arrowhead, and the Green Collection. West Virginia: Musick,
Weather, 45, No. 23 (if you plant corn in the new of the moon, it will

grow real high and won't stand up; this is because the roots will just
stay on top of the ground and don't go deep into the ground).

81 10 If you plant corn in the new moon, it will be all top.

Mrs. Gertrude Allen Vaught, Alexander county, and three other inform-
ants, all from Stanly county.

81 1 1 Plant corn on the new of the moon with the points down,
and it will crumple up and not come up good.

Edna Whitley. North Carolina: Hoke, 113 (plant corn always when the
"little moon" (new moon) points down; the ears grow low on the stalks
and make heavy ears).
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8ii2 If you plant corn when the moon's points turn down, it

will take root better,

Mrs. Gertrude Allen Vaught, Alexander county.

8113 Plant corn during light nights. The stalk will grow tall

and the ears less.

William B. Covington, Scotland county. Kentucky: Price, 33 (corn must
be planted in the light of the moon) ; Thomas, No. 2259 (corn grows more
rapidly in the light than in the dark of the moon) — South Carolina:

Davis, 245, No. 2 (corn should be planted in the light of the moon [Ne-
gro]) — Tennessee: Frazier, 36, No. 4; Redtield, No. 208 (when you
plant corn in the light of the moon it will all go to stalk) ; Rogers, Moon,
55, No. 7 (corn planted in the light of the moon will grow tall with many
01 the stalks barren) — Alabama: Browne, No. 4190; No. 4188 (plant

corn in the light of the moon to produce small ears), No. 4187 (plant corn

by the light of the moon; you will have good corn) — Illinois: Hyatt,

No. 1233 (corn grows quicker in the light of the moon than it does during
a dark moon) ; No. 1212 (ears of corn will grow near the top of a stalk,

if the seeds are planted in the light of the moon) — Missouri: McKinney,
105 (corn must be planted in the light of the moon) ; Randolph, 38 (the

light of the moon grows tall stalks and lots of top fodder, but mighty
few ears of corn)

.

81 14 If you plant corn when the moon is pointing up, the corn

will be all stalk and no ear.

Mrs. Gertrude Allen Vaught, Alexander county, and W. J. Hickman,
Hudson, Caldwell county. Cf. Maryland: Whitney-Bullock, No. 1107 (if

corn is planted when the little moon turns up, the ears will grow too near

the top; the ear gets better nourishment near the ground).

81 15 Corn planted on the growing of the moon grows tall,

Katherine Bernard Jones, Raleigh; the Green Collection; and Eunice
Smith, Pantego, Beaufort county. North Carolina: Mooney, 99 (corn

must be planted with a growing moon) — Georgia: Steiner, No. 59 (corn

must be planted in the increase of the moon, from new to full) — Oregon:
Hand, No. 71 (in the ascendancy of the moon). HDA vi, 493, s.v.

"Mond."

81 16 If corn is not planted when the moon is becoming full, it

will not come up,

Mrs. Gertrude Allen Vaught, Alexander county.

81
1

7

If you plant corn on the full of the moon, you will raise

full-grown ears.

I. T. Poole, Burke county; Julian P. Boyd; and two other informants

from Stanly county. North Carolina: Puckett, 350 (on the Sea Islands

corn should be planted at full moon, since it bears up on top [Negro]) —
Tennessee: Hatcher, 155 (corn planted during a full moon grows tall) —
Alabama: Browne, No. 4176 (corn should be planted when the moon is

full) ; No. 4174 (plant corn during the full moon in March to have a good
crop) ; No. 4175 (plant corn in the full moon in May) — Mississippi:

Hudson, 148, No. 4 (corn should be planted in the full moon, to insure

large ears and a small stalk) — New York: Carr-Westez, 122 (plant
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corn on the full of the moon [Shinnecock Indians]) — Iowa: Stout, No.

557 (corn should be planted in the full moon to insure large ears and a
small stalk [Norwegian]).

81 18 Plant corn when the moon is full. It will bear heavy and
near the ground.

Green Collection ; Edna Whitley ; and two other informants from
Alexander and Stanly counties. Sontli Carolina: Bryant I, 282, No. 80
(plant corn immediately after full moon so that it will ear closer to the
ground and make heavier corn, bigger ears).

81 19 Plant corn on dark nights, and the stalk will grow short

and the ears larger.

An anonymous informant, and four other informants from widely separated

localities. Tennessee: Burton, 4 (plant corn in the dark of the moon
so it will not grow so tall) ; Frazier, 36, No. 4 (corn planted in the dark
of the moon will make a heavy ear and little stalk) ; Hatcher, 155 (plant

your corn during a dark night and get good yields) ; Miller, 65 (corn will

go to stalk if not planted in the dark of the moon) ; Parsons, Negro,

69 (Negroes plant corn by the dark of the moon so it won't go to stalk)
;

Redfield, No. 209 (always plant corn in the dark of the moon) ; Rogers,
Moon, 55, No. 6 (corn planted in the dark of the moon will produce larger

ears nearer the ground than if planted in the light of the moon) ; Wells,

299 (do not plant corn in the dark of the moon, or it will not yield) —
Alabama: Browne, No. 4168 (plant corn in well-prepared soil, not too
deep, depending on climatic conditions, and in the dark moon) — Indiana:
Busse, 18, No. 7 (corn grows more rapidly in the light than in the dark
of the moon) — Illinois: Hyatt, No. 1213 (corn planted in the dark of

the moon will have large ears low on the stalk) ; No. 121 1 (plant corn in

the dark of the moon so that the ears will grow near the bottom of the
stalk where they will be within reach and easily picked) — Ozarks:
Randolph, 38 (many farmers plant corn in the dark of the moon) —
Texas: Turner, 172 (corn should be planted in the dark of the moon) —
Jamaica: Beckwith, Jamaica, 46 (corn should be planted on dark nights
to protect it from the rats).

8120 Plant corn on the old of the moon, and it will grow and
shoot out.

Autie Bell Lambert, Stanly county ; Clara Hearne, Roanoke Rapids, Hali-
fax county; and Grace Barbee, Stanly county. West Virginia: Musick,
Weather, 45, No. 23 (the roots will go down in the ground and the corn
won't grow so high, but will produce better corn and will not blow so
easily.

81 21 Plant corn on the old of the moon, if you want it to grow
low and have big ears.

Lucille Massey, Durham county, and Mrs. Gertrude Allen Vaught,
Alexander county. New England: Johnson, What They Say, 144 (the
corn will ear out better) — Washington: Tacoma, 17 (the corn will ear
out better).

8122 Corn planted on the wane of the moon does not grow so

tall, but produces larger ears.

Katherine Bernard Jones, Raleigh. South: Duncan, 235, No. 3 (plant
corn in dark nights [wane of the moon]) — Maryland: Whitney-Bullock,
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No. 1108 (if corn is planted in the wane of the moon it will all go to

roots).

8123 Plant corn when the sign is in the Head so there will be

more ears.

Clara Hearne, Roanoke Rapids, Halifax county. North Carolina: Gillis,

83 (reference to the present item) — Tennessee: Farr, Riddles, No. 182

(corn planted when the sign is in the Head will grow very tall and
slender with a small ear near the top of the stalk) ; Farr, Superstitions,

No. 183 (the same) — Illinois: Allison, No. 501 (plant corn when the

sign is in the Head).

8124 A sign in the Loin is fruitful and good for corn.

Mrs. Gertrude Allen Vaught, Alexander county. North Carolina: Gillis,

80 (reference to the present item) — Tennessee: Rogers, Moon, 55, No.
II (plant corn in the sign of the Loins).

8125 Corn should be planted when the sign is in the Thighs.

Anonymous. Cf. Pennsylvania: Fogel, No. 992 (corn planted in Sagit-

tarius will be rich in foliage but poor in ears [German]).

8126 The signs also have their effect. The signs near the Feet

when corn is planted tend to make low stalks and large ears

;

the signs near the Head when the seed is planted tend to make
high stalks and little ears.

L. C. Allen, Jr., Burlington, Alamance county. North Carolina: Gillis, 84
(reference to present time, but under the listing of Pisces).

8127 Plant corn on the fourteenth of February to get good ears.

G. B. Caldwell, Jr., Monroe, Union county. Jamaica: Beckwith, Jamaica,

46 (February 15 is a beautiful day to plant corn).

8128 Plant corn in April; there will be strength in the growth.

Madge Colclough, Durham county.

8129 Plant corn on Good Friday.

Eva Furr, Stanly county. HDA v, 1541, s.v. "Mais."

8130 If corn is planted when the wind is in the northeast, the

bugs will eat the corn.

Julian P. Boyd.

81 3 1 If the wind blows from the east, a good corn crop is

assured.

Kate S. Russell, Roxboro, Person county. General: Dunwoody, 119 (if

the wind is in the northeast at vernal equinox, it will be a poor season for

corn) — Nezv York: Boughton, 124, No. 20 (if the wind is in the north
when the sun crosses the line on March 21, there will be a good corn
crop). Inwards, 115.
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8132 The gardeners will not plant corn when the wind is blow-
ing from the east, because it will not grow well if planted on that

wind.

Rev. L. D. Hayinan, Hyde and Dare counties.

8133 In planting corn they always wait until the wind is blow-

ing from the south. They say the bud-worms will not kill it

when it is planted with the right gale.

James Hawfield, Union county. Unless otherwise specified, all references

deal with the blowing of the wind at the vernal equinox, not specifically

at the time of planting. General: Dunwoody, 119 — New York: Bough-
ton, 124, No. 20; 44 f . ; Cutting, Lore, 30 (if the wind is in the south for

forty days following Good Friday, the year will be a good one for corn)
;

40 f. (a south wind on Good Friday promises a good corn year).
Inwards, 70.

8134 Plant corn in April on dark nights and avoid cormorants

Anonymous.

8135 Plant corn when the first whippoorwill calls.

Anonymous. Only in the first two Tennessee items, in the first Alabama
and the first New York ones, and in the one from the District of Columbia
is the "first call" of the bird indicated. Tennessee: Burton, 4; Miller, 65
(regardless of the moon) ; Redfield, No. 213 (when the whippoorwill
goes to holloing) ; O'Dell, Superstitions, 2 — Alabama: Browne, No.
4142 (in the spring) ; No. 4141 — Nczu York: Cutting, Farm, 44; Cut-
ting, Lore, 32 — District of Columbia: JAFL i (1888), 164 (the whip-
poorwill is first heard when "corn is up") — Wisconsin: Brown, Birds,
10 (the Indian woman may plant her corn when the whip-poor-will ap-
pears).

8136 Many farmers plant corn when the dogwoods are in

bloom. There is always a storm just before or after the bloom-
ing of the dogwoods.

Thomas Smith, Zionville, Watauga county, and three other informants
from central and western counties. The following references apply to the
first part of the entry only. IVest Virginia: Musick, Weather, 45, No. 22
(when the dogwood is in full bloom) — Kentucky: Thomas, No. 2901 —
Tennessee: O'Dell, Superstitions, 2; Redfield, No. 211 (when the dog-
wood is in full bloom) — Pennsylvania: Shoemaker, 11 — Illinois: Hyatt,
No. 1215 (you will have a good corn crop, etc.).

8137 Corn has to be planted as soon as oak leaves are as big as
a mouse's ears.

J. SchafTner. Neiv York: Cutting, Lore, 32 (when red-oak leaves are as
large as a mouse's ear) ; NYFQ vii (1951), 137 (white oak leaves).

8138 Plant corn when poplar leaves are big as squirrel ears.

Green Collection.
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8139 If you laugh while planting corn, the grains will be far

apart on the cob.

L. B. Brantley, Zebulon, Wake county. Ozarks: Randolph, 38 (the grains
on the cob will be irregular and too far apart). Meeker, 288.

8140 Calm weather in June,

Sets corn in tune.

Elsie Doxey, Currituck county. General: Dunwoody, 97; 96 (Look at

it [your corn] again in June, / And you'll come singing another tune)
;

Garriott, 44. Inwards, 56 ; Lean i, 364.

8141 A wet June indicates a good corn year.

Eunice Smith, Pantego, Beaufort county.

8142 A dry June indicates plenty of corn.

Mrs. Gertrude Allen Vaught, Alexander county, and the Green Collection.

Kentucky: Thomas, No. 2438 (a good corn crop) — Indiana: Butler, 317
(a dry June never made a dear bushel of corn) ; Busse, 16, No. 17 (a

good corn drop) — Illinois: Hyatt, No. 1235 (expect a good corn crop,

if the weather is dry in June).

8143 If a Stalk of corn has white and green stripes in the petals,

it is a sign of a good year's crop.

Anonymous. Cf. Kentucky: Thomas, No. 2917 (you will raise one
hundred bushels of corn for each white stalk which you find in your field)

— Tennessee: Redfield, No. 233 (every white stalk of corn is a sign of

one hundred bushels of corn).

8144 A good nut year indicates a good corn year.

Green Collection. General: Dunwoody, 89. Inwards, 6 (1898 ed.)

8145 Heavy chestnut blooms are indicative of a big corn crop.

Mamie Mansfield, Durham county, and Mildred Peterson, Bladen county.

Cf. South: Duncan, 235, No. 6 (Hit'U make hard [mature] corn till

chestnuts bloom).

8146 Heavy locust blooms indicate a big corn crop.

Elsie Doxey, Currituck county, and an anonymous informant. Maryland:
Whitney-Bullock, No. 544 (a good corn crop) — Kentucky: Thomas, No.
2900 — Pen)isylvania: Fogel, Xo. 958 (if locust trees bloom profusely, etc.

[German]) ; Lick-Brendle, 272 (there is a belief that if locust flowers fail

to bloom in any one year, the corn crop will fail that year [German] ) —
Illinois: Hyatt, No. 1230.

8147 When walnut trees bloom heavily, it is a sign of a heavy
corn crop.

Lucille Massey, Durham county, and Clara Hearne, Roanoke Rapids,

Halifax county.

8148 For a good corn crop, the ears should not be near the

ground.

Lucille Cheek, Chatham county.
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8149 If the ears of corn appear too low on the stalk, it is a sure
sign that you wiU have a poor crop.

Mrs. Gertrude Allen Vauglit, Alexander county.

8150 The best seed corn is the bottom ear nearest the ground.

Elizabeth Janet Cromartie, Garland, Sampson county.

81 51 If cobs from which seed corn has been shelled are burned,
the crop will suffer from drought. They should be put into
running water.

Alex Tugman Todd, Ashe county. All references are to the first part
only. South: Puckett, 429 (the sun will burn up the growing corn) —
Kentucky: Thomas, No. 2907 (will cause your growing corn to blast)

;

No. 2906 (the fodder will hre the corn) — Tennessee: O'Dell, Supersti-
tions, 2 (no one dared to burn the cobs of the seed corn if they believed in
the signs of the zodiac) ; Redfield, No. 231 (don't burn the cobs, for if

you do, you certainly won't raise any corn) — Pennsylvania: Fogel, No.
1007 (there will be much corn smut [German]); Hoffman I, 131 (the
next crop of corn will be attacked by "black fungus" [German]) —
Illinois: Hyatt, No. 1232 (your corn will burn up in the summer when
it is growing) — Missouri: Randolph, 32 (if you burn the cobs in the
stove, your corn crop will burn up in a drought).

8152 Put cobs, from which seed corn is shelled, in the river to
prevent the corn's hring in dry weather.

Mrs. Norman Herring, Tomahawk, Sampson county; and Mr. Fairley.
North Carolina: Brown Collection i, 640 (to keep corn from firing, do
not burn seed corn cobs, but put them in the river) — Arkansas: Ran-
dolph, Z2 (after you shell the seed corn from the cobs, throw the cobs in
the creek, and your corn will have all the moisture that it needs). Cf. No.
8274, below. Thompson, D1782.

8153 Some farmers usually tie a white string across their field
when the corn is coming up in order to prevent the crows from
bothering it.

Jethro Harris, Northampton county. Cf. Alabama: Browne, No. 4120 (to
keep off crows, stretch a string around a melon patch, and the crows
won't go under it). Cf. Nos. 8321, 8333, below.

8154 When corn begins to tassel, fleas disappear.

Carl G. Knox, Leland, Brunswick county.

8155 Jhe "Lord-God," a red-headed sapsucker or "pecker-
wood," pulls up corn.

Green Collection. "The 'Lord-God' is the pileated woodpecker"—G.P.W.
Professor R. T. Dunstan, Greensboro, says that a related term is also
applied to the flicker, with emphasis on 'good-God,' while W. L. McAtee
claims that 'Lord-God' is a corruption of logcock, and that in addition to
referrmg to the pileated woodpecker, it applied to the ivory-bill. Cf.
Kentucky: Thomas, No. 2903 (plant corn after the woodpecker comes) —
Illinois: Hyatt, No. 1220 (the first appearance of the woodpecker as a
signal for corn planting).
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8156 Thrashers also destroy corn.

Green Collection.

8157 When three black crows fly east over the field, harvest the

corn the next day.

Julian P. Boyd.

8158 When the leaves begin to turn red and gold and the moon
hangs big and round in the heavens, it is time to harvest corn.

Mrs. Nilla Lancaster, Goldsboro, Wayne county.

8159 Harvest corn on cold days and it will be more easily

gathered.

Anonymous.

8160 It is good luck to find a red ear at a cornshucking.

Kate S. Russell, Roxboro, Person county ; an anonymous informant ; and
two otner mtormants irom McDowell and Bladen counties. Maryland:
\V hitney-Buliock, No. 550 (kiss a black girl for every red ear of corn

you tmd) ; No. 2334 (it was customary during corn husking for the

tinder ot a "red ear ' to throw it to the prettiest girl, and then chase her

until he had caught and kissed her; then they danced together) — Ken-
tucky: Fowler, i\o. 54 (you are entitled to a drink of whiskey) ; Thomas,
No. 2914 (a blue-spotted red ear brings the best luck ; in the Kentucky
mountains it is called a "skew ball") — Neiu England: (in the film

Cinerama Holiday, filmed in the late 1950's, the kissing ritual following

the finding of a red ear of corn at a husking contest at the state fair, was
graphically depicted) — Nciu York: Cutting, Farm, 55 (a girl who
husked a red ear might be kissed by all the men, and the lucky man could
claim a kiss from every girl ; in fact, some men have been accused of

preparing themselves with a red ear in advance) — Pennsylvania: Hoff-
mann I, 131 (the finder of a red ear of corn is entitled to kiss any one of

the girls [German]) — Ohio: Franklin J. Meine, The Crockett Alman-
acks, Nashville Series, 1833-1838 (Chicago: The Caxton Club, 1955), 45,
"A Corn Husking Frolic in Ohio" (for each red ear that a youth finds he
is entitled to exact a kiss from his partner [1836]).

81 61 When a person is shucking corn and a number of grains

come off in his hands, he will have bad luck.

Anonymous.

8162 A hat turned up from behind indicates the wearer has corn
for sale.

W. H. Smith. Cf. Kentucky: Thomas, No. 2920 (hat turned up in front)
;

No. 2921 (if a farmer's hat brim is turned up in back and down in front,

he wishes to buy corn). Cf. No. 8294, below.

8163 Plow deep while sluggards sleep.

And you shall have corn to sell and keep.

Amy Henderson, Worry, Burke county.
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8164 If two persons hoeing corn in a field accidentally hit their

hoes together, they will hoe together in the same field next year.

Thomas Smith, Zionville, Watauga county. Cf. No. 8357, below.

Cucumbers

8165 Plant cucumbers during the last quarter of the new moon,

preferably on a twin day in April.

Mrs. Nilla Lancaster, Goldsboro, Wayne county. Cf. Tennessee: Redfield,

No. 214 (plant cucumbers in the Hght of the moon, or the bugs will eat

them) — New York: Carr-Westez, 122 (cucumbers grow best in moon-
light [Shinnecock Indian]).

8166 If you plant cucumbers in the full of the moon, they will

all run to vines, and will not bear.

Mrs. Gertrude Allen Vaught, Alexander county. Nova Scotia: Creighton,

71 (cucumbers must be set out three days before full moon) — New
York: Cutting, Farm, 50 (cucumbers for pickles should be planted in

the full moon in June; if the seeds are planted with the pointed end up,

they will be up in three days).

8167 Plant cucumbers when the sign is in the Arms.

R. B. Cochrane, Buncombe county. Tennessee: Burton, 4; Farr, Riddles,

No. 185 (they will bear well) — Pennsylvania: Fogel, No. 974 (Gemini

[German]); 1013 (Gemini [German]) — Illinois: Hyatt, No. 1013 (if

you plant seeds in the sign of the Arm, you will gather as many cucum-
bers to a vine as you have fingers on your hand) ; Wheeler, 56 (when
the sign is in the Arms, and at eleven o'clock) — Ozarks: Randolph, 36
(cucumbers are best planted in Gemini, other things being equal).

HDA III, 1208, s.v. "Gurke."

8168 Plant cucumbers when the sign is in the Legs.

R. B. Cochrane, Buncombe county.

8169 Plant cucumbers in Pisces.

J. Frederick Doering, Durham. Tennessee: Farr, Riddles, No. 185 (when
the sign is in the Feet) — Ontario: Doering-Doering I, 60; Wintemberg,
German I, 48 (a good crop [German]) ; German: II, 92 (German) ; Win-
temberg, IVatcrloo, 2 — Pennsylvania: Fogel, No. 1017 (cucumbers
planted in Pisces will grow to good length [German]) ; No. 1026 (the

cucumbers will be smooth if planted in Pisces [German]). HDA iii,

1208, s.v. "Gurke."

8170 Plant cucumbers in April on southerly winds.

Anonymous. Cf. HDA iii, 1208, s.v. "Gurke."

81 71 IVIake up cucumber hills in the evening. Get up early the

next morning and sow the seeds before you speak, and you will

have a good crop.

Edith Walker, Watauga county. Cf. Tennessee: Rogers, Moon, 56, No. 24
(cucumbers planted in the morning will grow much better).
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8172 Cucumbers should be planted before sunrise in the morn-
ing, or otherwise the bugs will destroy them.

Lucille Cheek, Chatham county, and Clara Hearne, Roanoke Rapids, Hali-
fax county. In only the Pennsylvania reference is mention made of de-

struction of bugs. Tennessee: Redfield, No. 217 (plant cucumbers in the

morning; if you don't, they will bloom "their self" to death) — New
York: Cutting, Farm, 49 (cucumbers should be planted at sunrise the

first day of spring while you are still in your night clothes) ; Meeker,
Blanket, 188 (before sunrise on the Fourth of July in your shirt tail) —
Pennsylvania: Hoffmann I, 130 (in the morning before sunrise, as other-

wise they would be destroyed by bugs [German]) — Illinois: Hyatt, No.
1031 (rid your cucumber vines of insects by planting the seeds before sun-

rise) ; No. 1020 (an excellent crop if planted in the morning before sun-

rise).

8173 Plant cucumbers after twelve o'clock noon to prevent them
from becoming bitter.

Anonymous.

8174 If cucumbers are planted on Saturday, they will be bitter.

Alex Tugman, Todd, Ashe county.

8175 When planting cucumbers, keep a barrel with no top over

the plant bed nine days, or the cucumbers will be no good.

Marie Harper, Durham county.

8176 It is bad luck to point your finger at a cucumber bloom, as

it will cause it to drop off.

Kate S. Russell, Roxboro, Person county. Cf. Nos. 8303, 8319, 8423,

below.

8177 Gather cucumbers in the morning with short stems on
them.

Lucille Cheek, Chatham county. North Carolina: Brewster, Customs, 253.

Gourds

8178 It's bad luck to plant gourd seeds. They should be thrown
at random to come up.

Anonymous. South: Wiltse, Folk-Lore, 207 (in order to raise gourds it

is necessary for the planter of the seeds to throw them over his left

shoulder, one at a time, and to utter an oath as each seed is thrown).

Lettuce

8179 If you plant lettuce on Good Friday, it will not grow.

Rebecca Willis (Texas). Cf. New York: Cutting, Farm, 50 (Good Fri-

day is the day for planting lettuce). HDA iv, 994, s.v. "Karfreitag."
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Mustard

8180 Plant mustard on a full moon in September if you want
good crops.

Elizabeth Janet Cromartie, Garland Sampson county.

Okra, Pepper

81 81 Cutting off and burning the ends of okra pods will cause

bushes to bear profusely.

Mrs. Norman Herring, Tomahawk, Sampson county. Cf. Alabama: Ber-

gen, Animal, No. 1163; Browne, No. 4108 (burn the ends of okra for

good luck).

8182 Plant pepper on the first day of March.

Anonymous.

8183 Plant pepper when you are real mad. Your anger will go

into the seed, and make the peppers hot.

Louise W. Sloan, Davidson, Bladen county, and two other informants

from Craven and Alontgomery counties. In none of the following refer-

ences is there mention made of the transference of the anger to the seed.

South: Puckett, 323 (Negro) — South Carolina: Bryant I, 283, No. 87

(the pepper will grow faster and be stronger) — Kentucky: Price,

33 ("If you want peppers to grow, you must git mad") ; Thomas, No.

2947 (if you want peppers to grow, etc.) — Tennessee: Farr, Riddles,

No. 177 (peppers will grow faster and stronger) ; Farr, Superstitions, No.

178 (peppers will grow faster and stronger) — Illinois: Hyatt, No. 1058

(unless you are angry the peppers will not grow) — Ozarks: Randolph,

36 (peppers will tiirive best) ; Wilson, Folk Beliefs, 158 (to grow good
pepper, get mad while you are planting it) — Texas: Turner, 174.

8184 If you want to raise lots of strong pepper, make a person

with a strong temper mad and get him to sow the seed. Don't

let the person know or suspect your design ; catch him off guard.

Edith Walker, Watauga county ; an anonymous informant ; and four

other informants from widely separated localities. In none of the following

references is mention made of catching the person off guard. Kentucky:
Price, 33 (planted by a high-tempered person) — Alabama: Bergen,
Animal, No. 1374 (high-tempered person) ; Browne, No. 4250 (same) —
Indiana: Brewster, Beliefs, No. 33 (a hot-tempered person) — Illinois:

Hyatt, No. 1057 (peppers can be grown only by a person with a violent

temper).

8185 A person with a very high temper can never expect to

have any success raising pepper.

Kathleen Mack, Davidson county. In contrast with No. 8184, above, this

item illustrates the fact that folk beliefs often go by contraries.

8186 Red-headed persons have the best luck with pepper.

Mamie Mansfield, Durham county. Kentucky: Price, 33; Thomas, No.

2946 (peppers, to prosper, must be planted by a red-headed or hot-
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tempered person) — Texas: Hendricks, No. 284 (red-headed farmers
have the best luck with pepper plants). For the association of red hair
with a hot temper, see No. 481, above.

8187 If you will have a red-headed woman plant your pep-
per, it will grow better.

Mrs. Gertrude Allen Vaught, Alexander county. Cf. No. 8186, above.

8188 It is bad luck to set out pepper plants.

Mrs. Nilla Lancaster, Goldsboro, Wayne county.

Onions

8189 If onion sets are planted with sprouts downward, they will

come out in China.

Paul O. Hudson, Mooresville, Iredell county. Cf. Illinois: Hyatt, No.
1046 (always take care that your onion sets stand upright when planted,

for if the sprouts are downward, your onions will grow through the earth
to China; that is, they will not grow at all).

8190 When the moon pointers are up, the onion will not stay

in the ground.

Mrs. Gertrude Allen Vaught, Alexander county. Cf. Pennsylvania:
Grumbine, 283 (onions planted in the "up-going" moon will be all tops).

Meant in this Pennsylvania item, more than likely, is the waxing moon.

8191 Onions will not root well and burrow deeply if planted

when the moon is only a bow.

Anonymous.

8192 Plant onions on a full moon in September if you want
good crops.

Elizabeth Janet Cromartie, Garland, Sampson county. HDA ix, 964, s.v.

"Zwiebel."

8193 Plant onions on the old of the moon for a good crop.

I. G. Greer, Boone, Watauga county. Cf. JAFL ni (1890), 128 (onions

are planted in the old of the moon in April) — West Virginia: Musick,
Weather, 44, No. 15 (if onions are planted in the old of the moon they
will have to be dug with a mattock).

8194 You must plant onions on St. Valentine's Day.

Macie Morgan, Stanly county.

Parsley

8195 For good luck, plant parsley on Good Friday.

Edward Dreyer (Louisiana). Cf. Louisiana: Roberts, No. 1134 (plant

parsley on Good Friday, and it will not go to seed). Radford, 134, 185.
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8196 It is bad luck to set out parsley.

Mrs. Nilla Lancaster, Goldsboro, Wayne county. Kentucky: Thomas, No.
2942 (plant parsley, and you plant sorrow) — Louisiana: Roberts, No.
1135 (.never plant parsley Irom a cutting). Sebillot I, 341 (it is bad
luck to plant parsley; the seed must be sowed instead).

8197 It brings bad luck to transplant parsley.

Furman Bridgers, Wilson, Wilson county. Kentucky: Thomas, No. 2943— Pennsyh'ania: Fogcl, No. 967 (you will have no luck if you transplant
parsley L^erman]) — Illinois: Hyatt, No. 1048. HDA vi, 1528, s.v.

Petersiiie' ; Radlord, 186; van Gennep 11, 9b; Sebillot, Vol. 3, 463.

8198 Transplanting parsley to a friend's garden is a sign friend-
ship will be broken.

The Alisses Holeman, Durham county.

8199 It is bad luck to give away parsley plants.

Green Collection. Cf. Radford, 185.

Peas

8200 Plant peas on the day after the new moon, or the day after

the full moon.

Green Collection. Cf. New York: Gardner, No. 312 (never sow peas in

the new moon if you want a good yield). HDA 11, 883, s.v. "Erbse."

8201 Peas must be planted in the time of light nights, or they
will not grow.

Mrs. Nilla Lancaster, Goldsboro, Wayne county, and an anonymous in-
formant. Tennessee: Rogers, Moon, 56, No. 16 (garden peas will bear
more it planted in the light of the moon) — South Carolina: Davis, 245,
No. 2 (plant in the light of the moon [Negro]) — Indiana: McAtee,
Grant County, 264 (light of the moon) — Missouri: McKinney, 105 (light
of the moon) — Ocarks: Randolph, Folk-Beliefs, 88 (light of the moon).

8202 Cowpeas planted on moonlight nights will produce all

vine and no peas.

Nina Mclnnis. South Carolina: Bryant I, 282, No. 82 (if peas are planted
in the light of the moon, they run to vines and bear no peas) — Louisiana:
Roberts, No. 942 (garden peas).

8203 If peas are planted on dark nights, the yield will be better.

Allie Ann Pearce, Colerain, Bertie county; Elizabeth Janet Cromartie,
Garland, Sampson county; and an anonymous informant. South Carolina:
Bryant I, 282, No. 82 (garden peas) — Jamaica: Beckwith, Jamaica, 46
(peas should be planted on a dark night so that the worms will not find
them).

8204 Plant field peas during dark nights in June.

Anonymous. South Carolina: Bryant I, 282, No. 82 (garden peas).
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8205 Plant early peas on dark nights, the second crop as soon

as the seed ripens.

Elizabeth Janet Cromartie, Garland, Sampson county.

8206 Plant peas when the zodiac sign is at the Twins. They
make double the amount.

Kate S. Russell, Roxboro, Person county. North Carolina: Gillis, 83
(refers to the present entry) — Maryland: Whitney- Bullock, No. 11 30
(you will get two blossoms for one) — Tennessee: Frazier, 36, No. 3;
Hurdle, 74 (you'll have two to three to the bloom) — Alabama: Browne,
No. 4229 — Ontario: Doering, Customs, 150 (plant peas under the

Gemini) ; Wintemberg, Waterloo, 2 (plant peas under the influence of the

Twins and the peas will be doublepodded) —
• Illinois: Hyatt, No. 1054

(peas will bear until frost, if planted in the sign of the Twins and when
the moon is light). HDA 11, 883, s.v. "Erbse."

8207 Never plant peas when the signs are in the Blossom
[Virgo], or they will bloom all the time and you will not have
much fruit.

Mrs. Gertrude Allen Vaught, Alexander county. South: Puckett, 429 (if

peas are planted on "bloom day," the plant will have all blooms and no
fruit) — Alabama: Browne, No. 4228 (don't plant peas when the maid is

holding flowers) — Illinois: Hyatt, No. 1053 (plant peas in the sign of

the Flower, and they will grow to flowers, and there will not be any peas).

8208 If you plant peas on flower days [Virgo] , the vines will be

full of blossoms, but they will fall off and not bear.

Elizabeth Janet Cromartie, Garland, Sampson county. Cf. No. 8207,

above.

8209 Peas will yield better when planted in the sign of the Feet.

Anonymous. Alabama: Browne, No. 4227 (plant peas when the sign is

in the Feet) — Illinois: Hyatt, No. 1052 (you will have low bushes and
more peas if the seeds are planted in the sign of the Feet).

8210 If you plant peas between New Christmas and Old Christ-

mas, the yield will be large.

Anonymous. Alabama: Browne, No. 4159 (plant English peas within

the twelve days of Christmas). Sebillot, Vol. 3, 455.

82 1 1 Plant English peas in February.

Clara Hearne, Roanoke Rapids, Halifax county. Cf. Kentucky: Thomas,
No. 2958 (plant garden peas on the fourteenth of February) ; 2945 (good
luck to plant peas on February 14) — Alabama: Browne, No. 4158 —
Ocarks: Randolph, ^7 (peas are always planted on February 14; many
gardeners cling to this idea after they have discarded most of the other

superstitions).

8212 Plant May peas in June or February, but not while there

are easterly winds.

Anonymous. Cf. New York: Cutting, Farm, 48 (peas cook better if

planted when the wind blows from the north, says one ; from the west or

south, says another). Cf. No. 8211, above.
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8213 Plant peas when apples are in bloom.

Anonymous.

8214 Plant peas on Friday and they will not come up.

Marjorie Rae, Craven county.

8215 Plant peas as near twelve o'clock as possible.

Elsie Doxey, Currituck county. Cf. Texas: Turner, 172 (plant peas be-

lore ten o ciock in the niormng to keep the blooms from shedding before

the iruit iias formed). Ct. HDA 11, 883, s.v. "Erbse" (forenoon^.

8216 Beans should be planted in the middle of the day to get

heavy fruitage.

Luci.le Alassey, Durham county. Cf. No. 8215, above.

Potatoes

8217 Potatoes will be sweeter and will not rot after they are

dug, if they are planted at the right time.

James Hawheld, Union county. Cf. Texas: Turner, 172 (to prevent

potatoes from rotting, borrow a potato from a neighoor and put it with

your potatoes).

8218 Plant potatoes on a new moon, when the sign is in the

Feet.

Clara Hearne, Roanoke Rapids, HaHfax county. Virginia: WF xviii

(1959). 334. ^o- 31 (plant potatoes on the new moon) — Pennsylvania:

Hoiimann 1, 130 (potatoes should be planted when the sign of the moon
is in the Feet [German]). Cl. No. 8226, below.

8219 Potatoes, to have any crop at all, must be planted on the

full of the moon.

Louise Bennett, Middleburg, Vance county; G. B. Caldwell, Jr., Monroe,

Union county; and Elsie Doxey, Currituck county. Maryland: Whitney-

Bullock, No. 1156 — Tennessee: Redfield, No. 218; Rogers, Moon, 55,

No. 3 (Irish potatoes) — Ontario: Wintemberg, German II, 91 (Ger-

man) ; \Vinteniberg, Waterloo, 2 — New York: Barnes, No. 30a — Cali-

fornia: Dresslar, 18.

8220 Potatoes should be planted during the full of the moon in

June.

Lucille Massey, Durham county. Ontario: Waugh, No. 11 — Nezv York:

Cutting, Farm, 48 (when the moon is getting full in June) ; Gardner, No.

313 (during the full moon of May).

8221 Plant potatoes on the dark of the moon, eyes up.

Clara Hearne, Roanoke Rapids, Halifax county. In none of the following

references is mention made of the eyes being up. General: Dunwoody, 59
(Plant the potatoes when the moon is dark, / And to this line you al-

ways hark) ; also (Plant the potatoes when the moon is dark, / ... if

you vary from this rule, / You will find you are a fool) ; also (Plant the
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potatoes when the moon is dark, / ... If you always follow this rule to

the end / You will always have money to spend) ; Garriott, 37 (Plant
the potatoes when the moon is dark, / And to this line you always hark)
— South: Puckett, 349 f. (Negro) ; also (on the dull ot the moon [Ne-
gro]) — Kentucky: Parsley, 65 ("Plant 'taters on the dark of the moon
to keep 'em from rottin' ") ; Price, 33; Thomas, No. 2238 (for little vine,

plant, etc) ; No. 2239 (only Irish potatoes should be planted, etc.) —
Tennessee: Burton, 4 (Irish potatoes) ; Hurdle, 74 (Irish Potatoes
[Negro]); O'Dell, Superstitions, 2; Redfield, No. 209; No. 220 (they

will make more and be larger) — South Carolina: Davis, 245, No. 2

(Negro) — Georgia: Figh, Arp, 172 (plant potatoes in dark of moon, and
then plant some more just two weeks later and they'll be "alle samee"
[Negro])

; JAFL v (1892), 62 (potatoes will not thrive unless they are
planted in the dark of the moon) — Alabama: Browne, No. 4170 (plant

Irish potatoes when the moon is dark in February) — Mississippi:

Hudson, 148, No. 7 — Pennsylvania: Fogel, No. 987 ((jerman) ; No. 996
(the potato crop will be large, and the potatoes of good size, if the

potatoes are planted in the dark of the moon, i.e., the day before new
moon [German]); Lick-Brendle, 31 (potatoes and root crops are
generally planted when "the moon is dark, ascending, and in the sign of

the Goat" [German]) ; Owens, 119 (late potatoes) — Ohio: Bergen, Cur-
rent, No. 1 123 (so the potatoes will root and yield well) — Indiana:
McAtee, Grant County, 264 — Illinois: Hyatt, No. 1074; No. 1078 (plant

your late potatoes in the last dark moon of June) ; Wheeler, 56 (late

potatoes) — Arkansas: JAFL i (1888), 83 — Nebraska: Cannell, 36, No.
14 (to insure a good crop) — Idaho: Lore, 205 — Oregon: Hand, No. 70— California: Dresslar, 18 (will give a good crop). Inwards, 189
(1898 ed.).

8222 Plant Irish potatoes at night so that the eyes will not see

light.

Mrs. Norman Herring, Tomahawk, Sampson county. In the following

references no mention is made of the eyes not seeing light. South:
Puckett, 350 (planted on dark nights [Negro]) — Tennessee: Hatcher,

155 (plant during dark nights to get a good yield) — Alabama: Browne,
No. 4169 (when the nights are dark).

8223 Plant potatoes on the dark of the moon or they will all

go to vine.

Marie Harper, Durham county ; an anonymous informant ; and four other

informants from central and western counties. Tennessee: Miller, 65;
Parsons, Negro, 69 (Negro) ; Rogers, Moon, 55, No. 5 (Irish potatoes

planted on the dark of the moon will make little vine and many potatoes)
— Mississippi: Hudson, 148, No. 2 (plant late potatoes in the dark of the

moon; otherwise they will not bear a good yield) — Neiv York: Cutting,

Farm, 48 — Illinois: Allison, No. 455 (so that you will have plenty of

potatoes and few vines).

8224 Potatoes must be planted in a waning moon so the roots

will grow downward.

Anonymous. In the following references, with the exception of the Carter

'tems from Kentucky and Tenessee, no mention is made of the roots going
downward. Maryland: Whitney-Bullock, No. 11 53 — Kentucky: Carter,

M^untai-'., 14 (when potatoes are planted with the moon running down,
a hard job of digging is ahead, for they go deep in the ground) — Ten-
nessee: Carter, 2 (a hard job of digging is ahead, for the potatoes will
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grow deep in the ground) ; Rogers, Moon, 55, No. 13 (plant potatoes in

the sign of the I'hiyhs when tlie niuon is on the wane) —
• Uconjia:

Stciner, No. 60 (all things that mature in the ground, like potatoes, must
be planted in the decrease or waste of the moon, from full to new) —
A'ox'a Scotia: Crcighton, 71 (^plant potatoes at the taking off of the moon
when it is getting smaller) — Ontario: Doering, Citstoms, 150 (decrease

of the moon) — Pcnnsyhvnia: Brinton, 179 (or, in the "sinking" sign)
;

Sener, 242 f. (plant bulbous plants, such as potatoes, when the moon is on
the wane) — Illinois: Hyatt, No. 1073. HDA vi, 493, s.v. "Alond."

8225 Plant potatoes when the signs are in the Scales.

Mrs. Gertrude Allen Vaught, Alexander county, and J. Frederick Doer-
ing, Durham. Ontario: Doering-Doering I, 60 — Pennsylvania: Fogel,

No. 1019 (potatoes planted in Libra will weigh very heavy [German])
;

No. 1018 (plant potatoes in the last quarter and in Libra [German]);
Lick-Brendle, 31 (if planted in Libra the potatoes will become large and
heavy [German]) ; Whitney-Bullock, No. 1161 (best to plant potatoes in

the full moon and in the sign of the Scales; they will be large and heavy).
HDA IV, 1023, s.v. "Kartoffel."'

8226 Plant potatoes when the sign is in the Feet.

Kate S. Russell, Roxboro, Person county. Alabama: Browne, No. 4233
(plant potatoes when the sign is in the Feet and the moon is dark) ; No.

4232 (plant in March when the sign is in the Feet and it is the dark of

moon) — Nova Scotia: Creighton, 71 (in the sign of the Fish (=iPisces:

Feet]) — Pennsylvania: Hoffmann I, 130 (German) — Hyatt, No. 1067

(if potatoes are planted in the sign of the Fishes, they will survive dry
weather).

8227 Potatoes should be planted on St. Patrick's Day.

Zilpah Frisbie, Marion, McDowell county. Kentucky: Thomas, No. 2949— Pennsylvania: Fogel, No. 1041 (the potatoes will be large and the

crop big [German]) — Indiana: Brewster, Beliefs, No. 24 (potatoes

should be planted on March 17 if the dark of the moon falls on that date)
— Illinois: Hyatt, No. 1086 (you will dig a large crop of fine potatoes, if,

etc.) — Missouri: Randolph, 35 (a farm agent in Green county advised

farmers to plant their potatoes on March 17 every year, with no regard

for the signs of the zodiac or the changes of the moon). Foster, 38.

8228 If you set out potatoes on a northeast wind, the crop will

not be good.

Julian P. Boyd. Cf. Louisiana: Roberts, No. 11 38 (if you plant potatoes

when the north wind is blowing, the bugs will eat them).

8229 Plant potatoes on Good Friday, and you will have a large

crop.

Marjorie Rea, Craven county, and five other informants from widely
separated localities. A "good crop" is mentioned in only the second Ken-
tucky item (Fowler), the Illinois item (Hyatt), the one frorn Iowa
(Stout), and the second Nebraska item {Nebraska Proverbs). Maryland:
Whitney-Bullock, No. 2260 — Kentucky: Fentress, 15; Fowler, No. 53
(Irish potatoes) — Illinois: Allison, No. 190; Hyatt, No. 1087 —
Indiana: WF xvi (1957), 204, No. 7 — lozva: Stout, No. 1116 (even if

you have to dig through frost) — Nebraska: Cannell, 36, No. 15;
Nebraska Proverbs n. 7. HDA iv, 994, s.v. "Karfreitag" ; Sebillot,

Vol. 3, 454-
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8230 If you plant potatoes on Saturday after Good Friday, they

will rot. This day is called Rot Saturday.

I. T. Poole, Svvepsonville, Alamance county. Cf. Radford, 192; HDA
IV, 1023, s.v. "Kartoffel."

8231 Set out potato slips before July first.

Clara Hearne, Roanoke Rapids, Halifax county.

8232 Fall potatoes should be planted the first week in August.

Lucille Cheek, Chatham county.

8233 In planting potatoes press the dirt down with your foot

to get a better crop.

Anonymous. Cf. No. 8105, above.

8234 If you plant potato buds or sprouts down, the vine will

blossom.

Julian p. Boyd. Cf. Iowa: Stout, No. 1267 (plant potatoes with the

sprouts up or they won't grow).

8235 In planting Irish potatoes, never plant the end that is

budding, as it contains the eggs of the bugs.

Green Collection.

8236 In planting Irish potatoes, avoid bug days. Certain days

are bug days, as for example, the eighteenth of March.

Green Collection. "Pa was plantin' his potatoes when Alex come along
and says, 'Mr. Jones, stop right where you are. Them 'taters won't get a
chanct to make. The bug'U get 'em. This is bug day.' Pa stopped."

8237 Dig potatoes on moonlight nights, and they will keep
better.

Anonymous. Tennessee: O'Dell, Superstitions, 2 (dug in the new of the

moon) — Ozarks: Randolph (dug in the light of the moon; they will rot

otherwise). HDA vi, 494, s.v. "Mond."

8238 If you throw potato peelings in the fire, you will not raise

any potatoes the next year.

Julian P. Boyd.

Sweet Potatoes

8239 Bed sweet potatoes during full moon.

Elizabeth Janet Cromartie, Garland, Sampson county. Cf. van Gennep
n, 57-

8240 Plant sweet potatoes the first two weeks in June.

Elizabeth Janet Cromartie, Garland, Sampson county. Cf. South
Carolina: Bryant I, 282, No. 78 (May) — Tennessee: Redfield, No. 223
(April 8) — Alabama: Browne, No. 4160 (March 10).
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8241 When you want to take up sweet potatoes and want to

know whether it is a good time, go and dig out a potato, spHt it

open and lay it up. If the rosin comes out green, you had better

leave them in the ground, for they will rot if you take them up

;

but if the rosin is white, take them up.

Rosa Efird, Stanly county.

8242 Dig sweet potatoes on moonlight nights, and the potatoes

will be sweet.

Anonymous. Cf. Alabama: Browne, No. 4243 (dig sweet potatoes in the

full moon in November).

8243 Dig sweet potatoes on dark nights, and they will keep

better.

Anonymous. Cf. Florida: Figh, Rowlings, 203 (dig sweet potatoes be-

fore the moon begins to wane [cited from South Moon Under]).

8244 Sweet potatoes dug on the dark of the moon will cause the

wax to be dark, and the potatoes will rot.

Lucille Massey, Durham county, and Zilpah Frisbie, Marion, McDowell
county.

8245 Sweet potatoes must not be harvested until after the first

frost.

Clara Hearne, Roanoke Rapids, Halifax county. Cf. Alabama: Browne,
No. 4242 (dig sweet potatoes when the ground is dry and before frost

falls).

8246 When one eats a sweet potato, one must eat first a piece

of the peel in order that the potato will not be too heavy on the

stomach.

Rebecca Willis (Texas).

Tomatoes

8247 Plant tomato seed on the second or third day before a full

moon.

Anonymous. Virginia: WF xvni (1959), 334, No. 32 (set tomato plants

out in the full moon so the tops will be full) — Nova Scotia: Creighton,

71 (wait till the moon is nearly full to plant tomatoes) — Nezu York:
Cutting, Farm, 50 f. (tomatoes may be planted on St. Patrick's Day and
transplanted on Memorial Day, but they should be planted in the full

moon so that they won't go all to vines).

8248 Tomatoes should be planted in the sign Gemini, or in the

Scales.

J. Frederick Doering, Durham. Gemini: Kentucky: Fowler, No. 45
(tomato plants set out when the sign is in the Twins will bear smooth
tomatoes) — Alabama: Browne, No. 4238 (sow tomatoes when the sign
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is in the Twins) — Ontario: Doering-Doering I, 60 (plant in Gemini)
;

Doering, Customs, 150 (plant in Gemini for an abundant crop) — Illi-

nois: Hyatt, No. 11 09 (plant in the sign of the Twins) ; No. 11 10 (plant
tomatoes in the sign of the Twins when the moon is light, and they will

bear until frost). Scales: Ontario: Doering-Doering I, 60 (plant tomatoes
in the Scales) ; Doering, Customs, 150 (plant tomatoes in the Scales to

assure an abundant crop) — Illinois: Hyatt, No. 1108 (tomatoes will

grow large if planted in the Scales).

8249 Tomatoes should be put out on Memorial Day.

J. Schaffner. Cf. the New York item (Cutting) in No. 8247, above.

Turnips

8250 Plant turnips on Ascension Day for abundant foliage and
large turnips.

Merle Smith, Stanly county.

8251 If you want turnips to do well, you must plant the seeds

before daylight the first morning in May.

Lucye Grindstaflf, Sylva, Jackson county. Cf. Illinois: Hyatt, No. 1121

{memorat dealing with planting turnips in the morning).

8252 Turnip seed should be sown in July, wet or dry.

Minnie Stamps Gosney, Raleigh. In all references except the final one for

Indiana, the rhyme involves only slight variations on the "July—wet or

dry" rhyme. Therefore, only the dates are supplied. Kentucky: Thomas,
No. 2998 ("Plant turnips on the twenty-fifth of July, and you'll have
turnips, wet or dry") ; No. 2999 (you must sow turnip seeds on the

twenty-fifth of July, wet or dry, and on the twenty-seventh there will be

rain) — Tennessee: O'Dell, Superstitions, 2 (plant on the twenty-fifth of

July) ; Redfield, No. 226 (plant on the twenty-fifth of July) — A^c^xc; York:
Cutting, Lore, 32 (sow on the fifteenth of July) ; Cutting, Farm, 49 (plant

on Fourth of July) ; also (plant on twentieth of July) ; also (plant on
seventeenth of July) ; also (plant on the twenty-fifth of July) ; also

(plant on the twenty-third of July) — Illinois: Allison, No. 497 (plant

on the twenty-fifth of July) ; Hyatt, No. 11 14 (sow on the Fourth of

July) ; No. 1115 (plant on the twenty-fifth of July) — Indiatui: Brew-
ster, Beliefs, No. 9 (plant on the seventeenth of July) ; Busse, 18, No. 22
(sow on the twenty-third of July) ; WF xvi (1957), 204, No. 2 (plant on
July twenty-sixth) — Missouri: Randolph, 37 (farmers who differ widely
about the proper signs and dates for other crops are pretty well agreed
that turnips should be planted on July 25, regardless of signs, weather, or
the phases of the moon ; Uncle Jack Short, of Galena, Missouri, quoted a
little rhyme : "Sow your turnips the 25th of July, / You'll make a crop,

wet or dry," and he tells me that this has been known and followed in his

family for more than a hundred years) — Nebraska: Cannell, 36, No. 16

(plant the twenty-fifth of July).

8253 Turnips should be planted the first Thursday morning in

August, and you may be sure of a good crop.

Lucille Cheek, Chatham county.
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8254 Plant turnips on the nineteenth of August, and they will

grow rapidly.

Alma Irene Stone, Meredith College, near Raleigh. Cf. Kentucky:
Thomas, No. 3000 (August 7) ; No. 3001 (August 10) — Tennessee:
Miller, 65 (August 6) — Alabama: Browne, No. 4162 (if you plant or

sow turnips seeds on the seventh day of August, the bugs and insects won't
bother them) — Illinois: Hyatt, No. 1116 (August 10); No. 1118 (the

sowing of turnips should be completed before the 20th of August) ; No.
1 1 19 (if you plant turnips on August 25, wet or dry, you will have a good
crop).

8255 While sowing the seeds of turnips and other small seeds,

the men would sing, "Some for you, some for I, some for the

debble, and some for the fly."

L. C. Allen, Jr., Burlington, Alamance county. North Carolina: Hoke,
115 f. (the charm of a champion turnip-seed sower for the past fifty years

[prior to 1892] : Some for de bug, / Some for de fly, / Some for de devil,

/ And in comes I) — West Virginia: WVF 11, 8 f. (a turnip sower
drew a handful of seed from the bag, and as he started to broadcast the

seed, he repeated, or chanted: Some for you [then he slung more seed], /

Some for I [more seed], / Some for the devil [another cast of seed] /

And some for the fly) — Kentucky: Thomas, No. 3002 ("One for the

fly, one for the devil, and one for I"). Cf. Archer Taylor, "One for the

Cutworm," WF xvii (1958), 52 f. Cf. No. 8028, above, No. 8266, below.

Herbs

Sage, Tansy

8256 It is good luck to steal herbs.

Lucille Massey, Durham county.

8257 Sage must not be gathered during dog days.

Lucille Cheek, Chatham county. North Carolina: Brewster, Customs,
252.

8258 If you sow sage seeds, you will have seven years of bad
luck.

Macie Morgan, Stanly county. Maryland: Whitney-Bullock, No. 19 (bad
luck to plant sage seed) — Alabama: Browne, No. 41 12 — Illinois:

Hyatt, No. iioi (unlucky to plant sage in your garden) ; No. 1103 (plant
sage and you plant sorrow) ; No. 11 02 (you will have bad luck if you
plant sage seed in your yard ; but you can avoid this by planting seed
somewhere else and then setting out the sage plants) ; Wheeler, 68 (bad
luck to sow sage seed) — Oj:arks: Randolph, 36 (very bad luck to sow
sage seed) — Ozarks: Randolph, 36 (very bad luck to sow sage in one's
own garden ; the backwoods housewife always calls a stranger to do this
job). Cf. No. 5357, above.

8259 Nearly all farmers plant a small patch of tansy.

J. Frederick Doering, Durham. HDA vii, 494, s.v. "Rainfarn."
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Tobacco

8260 If tobacco is planted on land that has not been tilled for

several years, there will be no worms.

Allie Ann Pearce, Colerain, Bertie county.

8261 If a dark day, a dark tobacco crop.

Kate S. Russell, Roxboro, Person county.

8262 A dark night means a dark, heavy crop of tobacco.

Kate S. Russell, Roxboro, Person county.

8263 Tobacco will grow heavier and richer if the seed is sown
when the sign is in the Breast.

L. C. Allen, Jr., Burlington,^ Alamance county. North Carolina: Gillis,

84 (tobacco does well in Cancer [with reference to the present item]).

8264 Tobacco should be planted in February, and a plant cloth

put over the plants in order to have a good crop.

Minnie Stamps Gosney, Raleigh.

8265 If Ash Wednesday is a clear day, it will be a clear crop of

tobacco. If a cloudy day, it will be a dark crop of tobacco.

Green Collection.

8266 While sowing tobacco, and other small seed, the men
would sing, "Some for you, some for I, some for the debble, and
some for the fly."

L. C. Allen, Jr., Burlington, Alamance county. Cf. Nos. 8028, 8255, above.

8267 Tobacco ripens in ninety days after it is set out.

Clara Hearne, Roanoke Rapids, Halifax county.

8268 Tobacco will cure bright if it is cut when the moon is be-

coming smaller. It will cure dark if cut when the moon is

becoming larger.

L. C. Allen, Jr., Burlington, Alamance county.

8269 On moonlight nights tobacco worms increase faster than

on dark nights.

Green Collection. "Come a set o' light nights in June and my tobacco's

gone."

Forage Crops

Fodder, Grass

8270 To plant corn on light nights insures a big stalk and much
fodder.

Green Collection. Cf. South Carolina: Puckett, 350 (plant corn on the

light of the moon to flourish properly [Negro]).
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8271 The best time to save fodder and hay is during the harvest

moon in September.

Mrs. Gertrude Allen Vaught, Alexander county.

8272 Fodder and hay should be harvested after the full moon in

September.

Lucille Cheek, Chatham county.

8273 Strip fodder while there are north winds, and it will keep
better.

Anonymous.

8274 Put the cobs of your seed corn in a running stream to pre-

vent the fodder from drying before the corn is ripe.

Green Collection. Cf. Nos. 8151 f., above.

8275 If the farmer plants grass seed when the moon is pointing

up, the seed will fall out of the ground.

Mrs. Gertrude Allen Vaught, Alexander county. Cf. Kentucky: Thomas,
No. 2246 (sow grass seed always in the light of the moon) — Illinois:

Hyatt, No. 875 (grass seed will not do well unless sown in the light of

the moon).

8276 Sow grass seed when the moon points down, and it will

never freeze out.

I. G. Greer, Boone, Watauga county. Cf. Radford, 177.

Grains

8277 If you see grass in January,
Lock your grain in your granary.

B. U. Brooks, Jr., Durham county. Inwards, 36 ; Lean i, 354.

8278 Grain should be planted on light nights.

Julian P. Boyd. Maryland: Whitney-Bullock, No. 1103 (to sow grain
during the increase of the moon will bring good crops) — Pennsylvania:
Owens, 119 (grain planted in the waxing moon will germinate more
rapidly) — California: Dresslar, 18 (farmers who plant their grain dur-
ing a growing moon have good crops). van Gennep 11, 57.

8279 Grains will shrink unless planted during the full of the

moon.

Elsie Doxey, Currituck county. Tennessee: Rogers, Moon, 56, No. 26 —
Nova Scotia: Creighton, 71 (plant grain in the filling of the moon) ; also
(sow grain in the full moon).

8280 If grain is wet in the field, the strength goes from it.

Green Collection. Cf. General: Dunwoody, 91 (midsummer rain spoils
grain) ; Garriott, 46 (same as preceding item). Inwards, 31, 158.
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8281 Barley planted in the month of September will make good.

Mildred Peterson, Bladen county.

8282 Plant bird seed in a hole with cuttings in order to root

them,

Edward Dreyer (Louisiana).

8283 If a farmer has his hair cut often during the rice season,

his crop will grow slowly.

L. B. Brantley, Zebulon, Wake county. Philippines: Meeker, 289.

Wheat

8284 The best time to sow wheat is at the full of the moon.

Mrs. Gertrude Allen Vaught, Alexander county ; and Kate S. Russell,

Roxboro, Person county. Ontario: Doering, Customs, 150 (wheat should
be planted when the moon is nearly full) — New York: NYFQ vii

(i95i),203.

8285 Sow wheat on light nights, and it will not make as good
wheat as to sow it during dark nights.

Edna Whitley. Cf. Maryland: Whitney-Bullock, No. 11 10 (sow wheat
on the increase of the moon) — Ontario: Waugh, No. 10 (increase of

the moon). van Gennep 11, 58; HDA ix, 467, s.v. "Weizen."

8286 Wheat planted in the month of September will make good.

Mildred Peterson, Bladen county. Cf. New York: Cutting, Farm, 47
(sow wheat as near as possible to Sept. 15). HDA ix, 467, s.v.

"Weizen."

8287 Sow wheat before the full moon in October.

Eleanor Simpson, East Durham ; the Green Collection ; and Clara
Hearne, Roanoke Rapids, Halifax county. North Carolina: Hoke, 113.

8288 A number of snows during the winter is a good sign of a

good wheat crop.

Lucille Cheek, Chatham county, and Mrs. Gertrude Allen Vaught,
Alexander county. Kentucky: Thomas, No. 301 1 (a great deal of snow
in winter is a sign of a good wheat crop) — Indiana: Busse, 16, No. 11

;

18, No. 24 — Illinois: Hyatt, No. 1242 (heavy snows). van Gennep 11,

65.

8289 A cool May insures a good wheat crop.

Green Collection. Cf. Pennsylvania: Shoemaker, 3 (a cool, wet May will

bring both wheat and hay).

8290 Rain on Ash Wednesday indicates a poor wheat crop.

Clara Hearne, Roanoke Rapids, Halifax county.
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8291 Wheat should be cut on the light of the moon, or the bread

will be dark.

Lucille Massey, Durham county, and Zilpah Frisbie, Marion, McDowell
county. Maryland: Whitney-Bullock, No. nil (wheat always ripens in

the light of the moon, never in the dark).

8292 Wheat must not be harvested until after a full moon, or

the heads will not be ripe.

Clara Hearne, Roanoke Rapids, Halifax county, and Lucille Cheek,

Chatham county. Pennsylvania: Hoffmann I, 130 — Rio Grande Country:

Berdau, 384 (wheat is never harvested before the full moon; as long as

the moon is waxing, the sap fiows in the plants, and anything felled or

harvested with the sap will spoil and rot [Spanish]) ; Bourke, 136 (never

cut wheat before the full of the moon).

8293 When the golden grain hangs its head as if too heavy to

bear, it is time to cut wheat.

Mrs. Nilla Lancaster, Goldsboro, Wayne county.

8294 A hat worn turned up in front indicates the wearer has

wheat for sale.

W. H. Smith. Cf. No. 8162, above.

Vines

Cantaloupes, Muskmelons, Squash

8295 Plants that have vines should be planted when the horns

of the moon are up.

Clara Hearne, Roanoke Rapids, Halifax county.

8296 If you plant a vine when the zodiac sign is in the Bowels,

it will bloom, but never bear.

Kate S. Russell, Roxboro, Person county.

8297 If you prune vines just before the full of the moon, there

will be no birds or worms to bother the pruned vine.

Anonymous. Cf. van Gennep 11, 55 ; Sebillot, Vol. 2, 373-

8298 Plant cantaloupes in the Water Boy sign.

Kate S. Russell, Roxboro, Person county.

8299 For a good crop of cantaloupes, plant the patch on Good
Friday.

W. I. Wooten, Durham.

8300 Plant cantaloupes on the last quarter or new moon, pref-

erably on a twin day in April.

Mrs. Nilla Lancaster, Goldsboro, Wayne county.
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8301 Plant cantaloupes on every Saturday in May to have a
full crop.

Lucille Massey, Durham county.

8302 Plant cantaloupes in April on southerly winds.

Anonymous. Cf. Alabama: Browne, No. 4173 (plant cantaloupes when
the moon fulls in April).

8303 It is bad luck to point your finger at a cantaloupe bloom,
as it will cause it to drop off.

Kate S. Russell, Roxboro, Person county. Cf. No. 8176, above, Nos. 8319,
8423, .below.

8304 Muskmelons should be planted in the sign of the Water
Bearer.

Kate S. Russell, Roxboro, Person county.

8305 Plant muskmelons in April on southerly winds.

Anonymous. Cf. Illinois: Hyatt, No. 1197 (plant muskmelons during the

sign of Cancer in April).

8306 Squash should be planted on the last quarter or new
moon, preferably on a twin day in April.

Airs. Nilla Lancaster, Goldsboro, Wayne county. Cf. Alabama: Browne,
No. 4236 (plant squash in the sign of the Twins) — Illinois: Hyatt, No.
1 1 06 (in the sign of the Twins).

Melons, Watermelons

8307 If you plant watermelons or any kind of vines three days
after the change of the moon, they will do better.

Elizabeth Janet Cromartie, Garland, Sampson county. Cf. Tennessee:

Rogers, Moon, 56, No. 21 (watermelons planted in the light of the moon
have a better flavor).

8308 Plant watermelons after the first full moon in April.

Plant before breakfast.

Clara Hearne, Roanoke Rapids, Halifax county. Alabama: Browne, No.

4184 (no mention of planting before breakfast). For planting in the

morning, cf. Nos. 8314, 8317 f., below.

8309 Some people say that the sign has to be in the Breast when
watermelons are planted.

L. C. Allen, Jr., Burlington, Alamance county.

8310 Plant watermelons on a twin day in April on the last

quarter or new moon.

Mrs. Nilla Lancaster, Goldsboro, Wayne county. North Carolina: Gillis,

80 (referring to the present number).
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83 1

1

Plant watermelons in the Water Boy sign.

Kate S. Russell, Roxboro, Person county.

8312 For a good crop of watermelons, plant the patch on Good
Friday.

W. I. Wooten, Durham. Mississippi: Hudson, 148, No. 7 (watermelons
will fruit better and not go to vine if planted on Good Friday).

8313 Plant watermelons in April on southerly winds.

Anonymous.

8314 It is best to plant watermelons on the first day of May, in

the dark of the moon, and before sunrise.

Irene Thompson, Mt. Airy, Surry county, and Lucye Grindstaff, Sylva,

Jackson county. In none of the following references is there mention of

planting in the dark of the moon ; moreover, in the final Kentucky, Ten-
nessee, and Illinois references, it is not specified that the planting takes

place before sunrise, daybreak, breakfast, etc. South: Puckett, 324 (before

day [Negro]) — South Carolina: Davis, 245, No. 2 (before day [Ne-
gro]) — Kentucky: Thomas, No. 3004; No. 3005 (if you plant your
watermelons on the first morning of May in your night clothes, the in-

sects will never attack the watermelons) ; No. 3006 (if you plant water-
melons on the first day of May and carry the seed out in a washing-tub,
the melons will grow as large as the tub) — Tennessee: Anderson, 4 (be-

fore sun-up, without speaking and after removing your trousers) ; Farr,
Riddles, No. 173 (get up early on the first morning in May and plant
your watermelon seed before you eat or speak, and you will have a good
crop) ; Farr, Superstitions, No. 174 (same as preceding item) ; Frazier,

37, No. 6 ; Miller, 65 (before breakfast) ; Rogers, Moon, 56, No. 25
(watermelons planted on the first day of May will make good melons)
— Alabama: Browne, No. 4163 (for good luck) — Illinois: Hyatt, No.
1 199; No. 1200 (if you are wearing your night clothes when you plant
the seeds, insects will not destroy your watermelons) ; No. 1201 ("If you
want good, sweet watermelons, on the first day of Alay take and make
your holes ; then put in two pitchforks of cow manure, then drop your
seed right on that rnanure and cover it with dirt ; and you will have melons
so large that you will not be able to carry them, and sweet") — Arkansas:
Randolph, 36.

8315 Watermelons should be planted every Saturday in May
to insure a good crop.

Lucille Massey, Durham county. Except where otherwise noted, all ref-
erences are to planting on May 10. Kentucky: Thomas, No. 3007; No.
3008 (May 19) — Tennessee: Redfield, No. 22y — Illinois: Hyatt, No.
1204 — Ozarks: Randolph, 36.

8316 After apple trees bloom is a good time to plant water-
melons. They will grow better.

Anonymous. Cf. Kentucky: Thomas, No. 3003 (plant watermelons one
week after apple blossom time) — Tennessee: O'Dell, Superstitions, 2
(while apple trees are in bloom) ; Redfield, No. 228 — Illinois: Hyatt,
No. 1194 (melons).
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8317 Watermelons planted in morning hours grow larger.

I. T. Poole, Swepsonville, Alamanace county. Cf. Tennessee: Rogers,
Moon, 56, No. 24 (melons planted in the morning will grow much better)

— Texas: Turner, 172 (plant melons before ten o'clock in the morning
to keep blooms from shedding before the fruit has formed). Cf. No. 8314,
above. No. 8322, below.

8318 If you want to raise a good crop of melons, crawl back-

wards to the patch the first morning in May.

Mrs. Gertrude Allen Vaught, Alexander county. Indiana: Brewster,

Beliefs, No. 53 (go to the field backward, and without any clothes on).

Cf. No. 8314, above.

8319 It is bad luck to point your finger at a (young) water-

melon, for it will drop off.

Lucille Massey, Durham county ; an anonymous informant ; and three

other informants from central and western counties. Kentucky: Thomas,
No. 3009 (if you point at a watermelon with your first finger, the melon
will drop of?; you must point with all four fingers) — Alabama: Bergen,
Animal, No. 1370 (if you point at a green watermelon, etc.) ; Browne,
No. 4252. Cf. Nos. 8176, 8303, above, No. 8423, below.

8320 If one steps over a melon vine, all the little melons will

fall off.

William B. Covington, Scotland county, and an anonymous informant.

8321 Strings are tied around watermelon fields to keep off

harmful birds.

Lucille Massey, Durham county, and Clara Hearne, Roanoke Rapids,

Halifax county. North Carolina: Brewster, Customs, 263 — Alabama:
Browne, No. 4120 (stretch a string web above a melon patch and crows
won't go under it) — Illinois: Hyatt, No. 1516 (stretch a piece of binding

twine across the melon patch, and attach to it pieces of looking-glass ; the

crows will see themselves in the glass and be frightened away). Cf. No.
8153, above, Nos. 8323, 8333, below.

8322 If you plant watermelons before sunrise, the bugs will not

eat the vines.

L T. Poole, Swepsonville, Alamance county. Cf. South Carolina: Bryant
I, 283, No. 85 (plant watermelons before sunrise if you want them to be

sweet).

8323 "The crows one year were ruining our watermelon patch.

They flew down in droves and pecked holes way in the melons.

A scarecrow was placed in the patch but that would not keep

them out. A neighbor told us to get a ball of twine and drive

up poles around our patch and tie this thread aroimd the patch

to these poles then carry it crossways. We did so ; the crows

never bothered our patch again. We've tried this every year

since, and find the crows think it a snare or net."

Mrs. Nilla Lancaster, Goldsboro, Wayne county. Cf. No. 8321, above.
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Grapes, Hops

8324 A frost on May first means no grapes that year.

R. B. Cochrane, Buncombe county.

8325 If it rains on the first day of June, there will be a poor
crop of grapes. It destroys the blooms.

Vella Jane Burch, Durham, and Clara Hearne, Roanoke Rapids, Halifax
county. Cf. Kentucky: Thomas, No. 2435 (if it rains the first three days
of June, there will be no wild grapes) ; No. 2441 (July i) — Tennessee:
Miller, 68, No. 15; Redfield, No. 238 — Alabama: Browne, No. 4249
(May i) — Ocarks: Randolph, 40 (both wild and cultivated varieties

affected).

8326 Hops are green at Old Christmas.

Mrs. Maude Minish Sutton, Lenoir, Caldwell county. North Carolina:
Brewster, Customs, 240 (hop vines spread out on Old Christmas even if

there is snow on the ground) — Maryland: Bergen, Animal, No. 1362
(hop-vines peep out of the ground at midnight for a few minutes at Old
Christmas) ; Whitney-Bullock, No. 2408 (hop vines are said to grow up
on Christmas). Cf. No. 6016, above. HDA iv, 310, s.v. "Hopfen."

Harvesting

8327 Farmers do their harvesting when the moon is at a certain

place.

G. B. Caldwell, Jr., Monroe, Union county. Pennsylvania: Lick-Brendle^

31 (it is a common practice to harvest in the phases of the moon [Ger-
man]). Lean i, 385 f.

8328 Harvest all crops in the old of the moon.

Anonymous. New York: Cutting, Farm, 51 (some say to harvest all

crops when the moon is getting old for them to keep better and longer)
— Pennsylvania: Lick-Brendle, 32 (German). HDA vi, 494, s.v.

"Mond" ; van Gennep 11, 58.

8329 Heavy snows in winter mean a heavy harvest.

Mrs. Nilla Lancaster^ Goldsboro, Wayne county. General: Dunwoody, 75
(if the first snow sticks to the trees, it foretells a bountiful harvest)

; 99
(if the first snow falls upon hard, frozen soil, it indicates a good harvest).

Inwards, 64, 166.

8330 Mist in May, and heat in June,
Makes the harvest come right soon.

Green Collection. Lean i, 392.

Pests

Birds

8331 Kill a crow and hang it in the field, and no more crows
will bother the field.

R. B. Cochrane, Buncombe county. Cf. Alabama: Browne, No. 41 18 (to
keep off crows, kill a crow and hzing it on a pole).
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8332 To keep harmful birds away, nail a dead crow or hawk
on a barn.

Clara Hearne, Roanoke Rapids, Halifax county. North Carolina: Brew-
ster, Customs, 263. Cf. Nos. 7476, 7493, above. HDA in, 1296, s.v.

"Habicht" ; v, 369, s.v. "Krahe."

8333 Strings are tied over pea and bean fields to keep off birds.

Lucille Massey, Durham county. Cf. Nos. 8153, 8321, 8323, above.

8334 Some farmers usually tie a white string across their field

when the corn is coming up in order to prevent the crows from
bothering it.

Jethro Harris, Northampton county. Cf. Nos. 8153, 8321, 8323, 8333,
above.

8335 Scarecrows, made from sticks and men's garments, are

placed in the field to keep off harmful birds.

Lucille Massey, Durham county. TFSB xiv (1948), 91 (it is thought that

the scarecrow is effective only so long as the human smell is associated

with the clothing in disguise [de Lys, Treasury of American Supersti-

tions]). HDA v, 367, s.v. "Krahe."

Bugs, Caterpillars, Weevils, Worms

8336 Lincoln bugs may be driven from the garden in the same
way as cutworms. Place an odd number in a bottle, place the

bottle in a stream of running water, and the Lincoln bugs will

disappear from the garden.

Carl G. Knox, Leland, Brunswick county.

8337 For red bugs, put salty grease on them.

Vella Jane Burch, Durham county.

8338 To drive caterpillars from trees, one should shake or move
the trees on Good Friday before sunrise. Thus will they grow^

for a long time with no worms thereon.

Mrs. Edgar E. Randolph, Elon College, Alamance county.

8339 It is said that one bushel of unslaked lime ground fine like

plaster of Paris, to the acre, and sowed in the spring just as the

wheat begins to grow, will destroy the wheat fly.

The Misses Holeman, Durham county (obtained in Person county,
Farmers and Planters' Almanac, 1830).

8340 For weevils in the fruit, break off a blossom of elder in

the full moon of June and stick it in the fruit. Then no w^eevil

will enter. If it is already there, it must disappear.

Mrs. Exigar E. Randolph, Elon College, Alamance county.
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8341 Hot weather kills boll weevils ; wet weatlier fattens them.

Green Collection.

8342 Never plant anything when the signs are in the Crabs. If

you do, it will all be wormy and rotten.

Mrs. Gertrude Allen Vaught, Alexander county. HDA 11, 883, s.v.

"Erbse."

8343 Place a bottle of cutworms in a running stream, and the

garden will not be infested with the pests any longer.

Carl G. Knox, Leland, Brunswick county. Alabama: Browne, No. 41 21

(when cutworms are bad, catch some, put them in a bottle, and when
they begin to die, others will stop cutting).

8344 Catch an odd number of cutworms (7, 9, 11, 13), place

them in a bottle, put the bottle in a stream of running water, and

the garden will be rid of the pests.

Carl G. Knox, Leland, Brunswick county. Cf. No. 8343, above.

8345 Any object laid on the ground when the "little moon" is

up will stay above the soil, if when the "little moon" is down it

will sink gradually into the soil. Therefore, the old Dutch set-

tlers always laid their worm fence in this sign.

Maybelle Poovey, High Point, Guilford county.

Weeds

8346 To kill briars and weeds, cut when the moon is waning.

Clara Hearne, Roanoke Rapids, Halifax county. Briars: Pennsylvania:

Brinton, 178 (to extirpate briars so they will not sprout again, cut them

in the wane of the moon) ; Hoffmann I, 131 (cut briars in the waning

moon in the sign of the Heart [German]). Weeds: Maryland: Whitney-

Bullock, No. 1520 (in the decrease of the moon) — IVest Virginia:

Mockler, 311, No. 8 (in the decrease of the moon) — Pennsylvania: Lick-

Brendle, 31 f. (the signs of Leo and Gemini were very good for the de-

struction of weeds, if they were cut in the dark of the moon [German])
— Illinois: Allison, No. 513.

8347 The sign in the Heart will destroy weeds.

Mrs. Gertrude Allen Vaught, Alexander county. General: Gillis, 79; 81

(the sign of the Heart is the chief sign for the destruction of unwanted
plant life) — North Carolina: Gillis, 81 (refers to the present number) —
Pennsylvania: Lick-Brendle, 31 f. (in the sign of Leo, the Lion [Ger-

man]) — Ozarks: Randolph, 41 (in Leo, "when the sign's in the Heart").

8348 It is bad luck to let the weeds grow around your house.

Mrs. Gertrude Allen Vaught^ Alexander county. Kentucky: Price, 34;
Thomas, No. 3010 — Illinois: Hyatt, No. 890.
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8349 The white frothy exudation on plants is called frog-spit

and is thought poisonous.

Green Collection. General: Bergen, Animal, No. 1356 (common confer-
vaceae [Spirogyra, Zygnenva, and similar forms] are often supposed to be
"frog-spit").

Miscellaneous

8350 There are plants which open and close at such definite

hours that it is possible to tell fairly accurate time by them.

Anonymous. "Linnaeus, the Swedish botanist, built a floral clock, made up
of flowers which open at various times of day."

8351 When a member of the family dies, all the seeds must be
shaken, so that they will come up next year.

Maybelle Poovey, High Point, Guilford county.

8352 It is bad luck to thank anyone for plants or seeds.

Zilpah Frisbie, Marion, McDowell county. North Carolina: Brewster,
Custom, 242 (fine notes). HDA 11, 171, s.v. "Dank, danken." Cf. Nos.

8044 f., above.

8353 When anyone gives you seed to plant, never thank him
for them, or they will not grow.

Mrs. Gertrude Allen Vaught, Alexander county. Maryland: Whitney-
Bullock, No. 1098 (if anyone gives you plants, do not thank them, or the

things will not grow. HDA 11, 171, s.v. "Dank, danken." Cf. No. 8044,
above, where a fuller range of references is given.

8354 Never thank a giver of a plant to reset, or it will die.

Mrs. Nilla Lancaster, Goldsboro, Wayne county. Tennessee: Farr,

Superstitions, No. 172 (never thank a person for plants to reset, for the

plants will not live) ; Rickard, 7 — Ontario: Waugh, No. 59 (if one
thanks the giver of plants or cuttings, the plants will die) — Indiana:
Brewster, Beliefs, No. 192 (when given cuttings for planting, do not
thank the giver, or the plants will not grow) — Nebraska: Cannell, 36,

No. 19 (if you thank a person for cuttings or "slips," they will not grow).
All references to plants, in Nos. 8044 f., 8352 f., above, would fit the gen-
eral conditions set down here, since plants received as gifts would have to

be "reset" or transplanted. Cf. also No. 8378, below.

S355 If you steal a plant or cutting and transplant it, it will

grow.

Clara Hearne, Roanoke Rapids, Halifax county. Maryland: Whitney-
Bullock, No. HOC (cutting of a flower) — Pennsylvania: Aurand, 23 (if

you want nice large plants, steal the slips [German]) ; Fogel, No. 1002
(flowering plants [German]); No. 1030 (a flowering plant stolen from
a grave will not grow [German]). Cf. No. 8366, below.

8356 If you step over a hoe, you will have bad luck.

Mrs. Gertrude Allen Vaught, Alexander county. Louisiana: Roberts, No.
613 — Illinois: Hyatt, No. 7451.
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8357 If two people strike hoes together while working in the

field, they will work together another year,

Julian P. Boyd. Cf. Kentucky: Thomas, No. 2877 (you will hoe together
at the same time next year) — Illinois: Hyatt, No. 8509 (two persons
clicking their hoes together while hoeing side by side in the garden will

again hoe side by side next year) — Texas: Turner, 164; also (it is a
sign they will have something good to eat for dinner). Cf. No. 8164,
above. No. 8359, below.

8358 Never lay a rake on the ground with teeth up, else poor
crops will result.

Elsie Doxey, Currituck county. Ontario: Waugh, No. 188. Stpraker,
Menneskct, No. 1084; HDA in, 1469, s.v. "Harke."

8359 If two men are working together in a field and their

shovels hit together, it is a sign that they will be working to-

gether next year.

Anonymous. Cf. Nos. 8164, 8357, above.

Flowers, Shrubs

Hydrangeas, Sweet Peas

8360 Plant flowers which are grown for their foliage, on the

first or second day of a full moon.

Anonymous. Cf. Illinois: Hyatt, No. 906 (plant flowers in the full moon
and they will be beautiful). HDA i, 1434, s.v. "Blume" ; Inwards, 74
(1898 ed.).

8361 If you plant flowers on a day when the sign is in the

Scales, and in the full of the moon, you will have big flowers

and nice heavy blooms.

Green Collection. General: Gillis, 82 (Libra for beauty and fragrance

[citing the Moon Sign Book]). North Carolina: Gillis, 82 (refers to the

present entry).

8362 Plant flowers in the blooming days [Virgo].

R. B. Cochrane, Buncombe county. General: Gillis, 89 — North Carolina:

Gillis, 82 (with reference to the present entry) — Illinois: Allison, No.

457 (plant flower seeds in the "flower woman" in the light of the moon) ;

Hyatt, No. 897 (in the sign of the "flower girl") ; No. 896 (flowers will

bloom better if planted in the sign of the "flower girl." Cf. No. 8363,
below.

8363 To have plenty of flowers, be sure to plant your seeds

when the signs are in the blossom [Virgo].

Mrs. Gertrude Allen Vaught, Alexander county. Maryland: Whitney-
Bullock, No. iioi (flower seed is best sown in the sign of the Virgin to

make it blossom plentifully) ; No. 1102 — Tennessee: Miller, 65, No. 3
(when the sign is in the Virgin) — Alabama: Browne, No. 4225 —
Pennsylvania; Fogel, No. 1023 (plant flowering plants in Virgo in the
increase of the moon [German]) — Illinois: Hyatt, No. 896 (Virgo, or
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the sign of the Virgin, is also called "bloom," "flower," "lady [or maid]

with the branch," "lady holding the flower," and "lady with the flowers

in her hand"). HDA ix, 671, s.v. "Sternbilder."

8364 Plant flower seeds on Good Friday.

Edna Whitley. Cf. Louisiana: Roberts, No. 1103 (never dig in the

ground planting flowers on Good Friday, for you will see blood before

nightfall if you do) — Pennsylvania: Fogel, No. 963 (so that the plants

may bear many flowers [German]) ; No. 1027 (flowering plants planted

on Good Friday will bear variegated flowers [German]). Sebillot, Vol.

3, 454 ; HDA I, 1434, s.v. "Blume."

8365 Never thank people for flower seeds. If you do, the plants

won't do much good.

Pearl Webb, Pineola, Avery county. Cf. Nos. 8044 f., 8352 fT., above, No.

8378, below.

8366 If anyone gives you flowers to plant, never thank them.

Just take them without saying anything, for if you thank them,

the plants will die.

Green Collection, and Jessie Hauser, Pfafftown, Forsyth county. Cf. No.

8354, above.

8367 Never ask for plants; just take them.

Anonymous. Cf. No. 8355, above.

8368 To make hydrangeas blue, place indigo at their roots.

Mamie Mansfield, Durham county, and an anonymous informant.

8369 To make hydrangeas blue, plant the plants with rusty

nails at their roots.

Mamie Mansfield, Durham county, and Kate S. Russell, Roxboro, Per-

son county. North Carolina: Brewster, Customs, 253.

8370 Plant sweet peas on the day after new moon or the day

after full moon.

Green Collection. HDA ix, 554, s.v. "Wicke."

8371 Sweet peas should be planted the twenty-first day of

February.

Lucille Cheek, Chatham county. Kentucky: Thomas, 2959 (February

22) ; No. 2958 (February 14).

8372 Zinnias should be planted when the sign is in the Scales.

Green Collection.

Shrubs, Sprigs

8373 If you want to root a shrub, plant it in the down sign.

Zilpah Frisbie, Marion, McDowell county.
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8374 If shrubs have roots, plant them in the fall.

Anonymous.

8375 If shrubs have no roots, plant tliem in tlie spring.

Anonymous.

8376 Animals and chickens are buried near trees or shrubs to

make them grow.

Anonymous.

8377 When setting out sprigs, throw some corn in the hole,

and the sprigs will grow faster.

Anonymous.

8378 Never thank a giver of a shrub or rosebush to reset, or

they will die.

Mrs. Nilla Lancaster, Goldsboro, Wayne county. Cf. Nos. 8044 f., 8352
fif., 8365, above. No. 8385, below.

Dogwood

8379 If you cut around dogwoods on dark nights, they will die.

Green Collection. For the destruction of plant life as it relates to the

phases of the moon, see No. 8346, above.

Trees

Planting, Transplanting

8380 When planting fruit trees, one should eat sugar to make
the fruit sweet.

L. B. Brantley, Zebulon, Wake county.

8381 Plant trees three days before the full moon in December.

Anonymous. Cf. Illinois: Hyatt, No. 1125 (fruit trees do well if planted

in the full moon).

8382 No trees should be planted with unwashed hands.

Mrs. Edgar E. Randolph, Elon College, Alamance county.

8383 When transplanting fruit trees, act as if they are heavy,

and when they bear fruit, the fruit will be heavy.

L. B. Brantley, Zebulon, Wake county.

8384 Of trees it is said, "Two moves are worse than a fire."

Green Collection.

8385 Never thank the giver of a tree to reset, or it will die.

Mrs. Nilla Lancaster, Goldsboro, Wayne county. Cf. Nos. 8044 f., 8352
ff-, 8365, 8378, above.
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Budding, Grafting, Pruning

8386 On Old Christmas day, polk roots are always budded.

O. W. Blacknall, Kittrell, Vance county. Cf. South Carolina: Bryant I,

282, No. 73 (at midnight on January 5, the eve of Old Christmas, the
poke berries sprout).

8387 Do not graft trees when the moon is waning.

Anonymous. Cf. Maryland: Whitney-Bullock, No. 11 18 (the farmer will

not trim his fruit trees by waning moon, or by the hands of an old man,
for obvious reasons) — Pennsylvania: Fogel, No. 1080 (if trees are
grafted in the increase of the moon they will bear much fruit [German]).

8388 One should trim all trees in November or February and
in full moon. It is very profitable to do so.

Mrs. Edgar E. Randolph, Elon College, Alamance county, and an anony-
mous miormant. Pennsylvania: Fogel, No. 1072 (the months are not
mentioned; full moon only) — Illinois: Hyatt, No. 1132 (in the full of

the moon).

8389 Trees should not be trimmed with a knife with which
bread has been cut, for it does great injury to the trees.

Mrs. Edgar E. Randolph, Elon College, Alamance coimty.

Crop Signs, Harvesting, etc.

8390 Year of snow,
Fruit will grow.

B. U. Brooks, Jr., Durham county. Inwards, 28.

8391 If there is sleet in February, there will be plenty of fruit.

Mrs. Gertrude Allen Vaught, Alexander county. General: Dimwoody, 76
(much sleet in winter will be followed by a good fruit year).

8392 A quantity of ice on fruit trees is a sign of a good crop

next year.

W. J. Hickman, Hudson, Caldwell county. Ontario: Wintemberg, Water-
loo, 21 (a thick coating of ice on fruit trees in the winter indicates much
fruit during the summer) — Pennsylvania: Fogel, No. 1084 (an ice storm
in winter foretells a large fruit crop [German]); No. 1155 (much ice

between Christmas and New Year is a sign of a big fruit crop [Ger-
man]) ; No. 1083 (a thick coating of ice on trees in February foretells

much fruit [German]) ; No. 1184 (if there is an ice storm in March there

will be an abundance of fruit [German]) ; Lick-Brendle, 292, No. 7 (ice

covering the branches of a tree is said to foretell a plenteous crop of

fruit fGermanl) — lUhinis: Hyatt, No. 1123 (a great quantity of ice

between Christmas and New Year's Day is the sign of an abundant crop
of fruit) ; No. 1124 (we are going to have a large fruit crop, if there is a
thick coating of ice on the trees in February). HDA vi, 1174, s.v.

"Obstbaum."
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8393 A fruit crop is never killed by cold weather when the

trees bloom on light nights.

E. B. Spivey, Jr., Trotville, Ashe county. General: Dunwoody, 53 (frost

occurring in the light of the moon will not kill fruit) — Illinois: Hyatt,

No. 1 1 28 (frost during the light of the moon, etc.) — Ozarks: Randolph,

24 f. (some go so far as to say that fruit is never killed by frost in the

light of the moon). Inwards, 69 (1898 ed.).

8394 If fruit trees bloom in the old of the moon, they are hardly

ever killed.

I. G. Greer, Boone, \\' atauga county.

8395 If corn stalks, with dirt on the roots, are hung on branches

of fruit trees, the frost will not kill the blooms.

Clara Hearne, Roanoke Rapids, Halifax county. New York: NYFQ ix

(1953). 263 (on Christmas Eve in Poland bunches of hay are placed in

the corners ; from them ropes are made to tie around trees in the orchard

so they will be fruitful [Polish]). Sebillot, vol. 3, 378 (hay).

8396 If the sun rises brightly on Old Christmas morning (Jan-

uary 6), fruit trees will bear abundantly that year. If it is cloudy

at sunup, the fruit will be killed.

L. B. Brantley, Zebulon, Wake county. Unless otherwise stated, refer-

ences are to the first part only. Cf. Alabama: Browne, No. 4132 (on

New Year's morning) ; No. 4134 (on New Year's morn) ; No. 4133 (if

the sun rises cloudy on New Year's morn, there will be no fruit crop that

year) — Nezv Englatid: Johnson, What They Say, 85 (if the sun shines

through the limbs of the apple trees on Christmas Day, etc.) — Illinois:

Allison, No. 68 (sunshine through fruit trees at noon on Christmas Day,
etc.). Lean 11, 218.

8397 On Old Christmas go out and look at the smoke, and if

the wind is blowing to the north, you won't have any fruit. If

it blows from the south, there will be fruit.

Cozette Coble, Stanly county. With the exception of the California item,

all references are to the beneficial effect of the wind on fruit trees on
Christmas Day (not Old Christmas). General: Dunwoody, 99 (if windy
on Christmas Day, trees will bring much fruit) — Pennsylvania: Fogel,

No. 1066 (if there are high winds between Christmas and New Year's,

the trees copulate and there will be much fruit [German]) — California:

WF XIX (i960), 172 (the north wind helps to thin fruit). Inwards, 68
(if windy on Christmas Day, trees will bring much fruit) ; HDA vi, 1173,

s.v. "Obstbaum."

8398 If the wind blows east on Old Christmas day, it will be a

good fruit year.

Rosa Efird, Stanly county. It is not clear from the entry whether the

wind blows from west to east, or vice versa. Against the notion of the

searing winds from the east, "the east wind dried up her fruit" (Ezekiel

xix : 12), which perhaps has to do more with wind during the growing
and harvesting season than with the time of fertilization and budding, the

following folk beliefs are noted: General: Dunwoody, 86 (if the wind
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blows east (?) on New Year's Eve, the trees will bear much fruit).

Inwards, 119; Radford, 252.

8399 If the wind blows from the south on Old Christmas, there

will be no fruit this year, but if it blows from the nortli, there

will be plenty of fruit.

Macie Morgan, Stanly county. Tennessee: Burton, 4 (if the wind is

from the north on February 14, it will be a good fruit year).

8400 If the smoke goes up on ground-hog day, there will be
plenty of fruit next season.

Mrs. Gertrude Allen Vaught, Alexander county. Cf. Alabama: Browne,
No. 4131 (if the smoke on the first day of February goes upward, it is a
sign of a good fruit year [this is the day before ground hog day] )

.

8401 If the smoke goes straight down from the chimney to the

ground on the first day of March, there will be no fruit that

year.

Mrs. Gertrude Allen Vaught, Alexander county. Cf. No. 8400, above.

8402 If the fifth day of March is foggy, there will be no good
fruit that year.

Mrs. Gertrude Allen Vaught, Alexander county.

8403 Frost never kills fruit in March, no matter how full the

tree blooms.

O. W. Blacknall, Kittrell, Vance county. Kentucky: Price, 30; Thomas,
No. 2421 ; No. 2399 (frost is likely to damage fruit from March tw.entieth

to April thirtieth).

8404 Early blossoms indicate a bad fruit year.

Green Collection. General: Dunwoody, 65. Inwards, 209.

8405 To have your fruit trees blossom the second time in one

season means misfortune to you.

Elizabeth Sutton, Durham county. Maryland: Whitney-Bullock, No. 14
(ill luck) — Illinois: Allison, No. 444. Sebillot, Vol. 3, 394; HDA
VI, 1 167, s.v. "Obstbaum."

8406 If fruit trees bloom out of season, you may expect trouble.

Mrs. Gertrude Allen Vaught, Alexander county. For the bloorning of

trees out of season as an omen of death, see No. 5370, above ; Cf . No.

8432, below.

8407 Dreams of fruit out of season

Bring trouble out of reason.

Roberta Elizabeth Pridgen, Lenoir county; Mrs. Gertrude Alien Vaught,
Alexander county ; and the Green Collection. The minor verbal variations

in the first part of the verse (or statement), whether "To dream . .
."

or "A dream . .
." will be ignored, and attention given only to the
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concluding statement. ... in the conclusion stand for "out of reason."

South: Puckett, 502 (means trouble [or a quarrel] out of reason)
— Maryland: Whitney-Bullock, No. 124 (is trouble . . .) — Kentucky:
Thomas, No. 1952 (You'll have . . .) — Ontario: Waugh, No. 267
(Fruit out of season, / Grief out of [without] reason) — Pennsylvania:
Shoemaker, 20 (An you'l get cross . . .) ; Starr, 321 (German) —
Ohio: Bergen, Current, No. 576 — Texas: Turner, 155 (it is bad luck to

dream of fruit out of season) — loica: Stout, No. 1157 (If you dream
. . .

,
you will have trouble . . .) — California: Dresslar, 132 (Means

trouble without reason). Lean i, 487; Gregor, 29; Friend, 207.

8408 It brings good luck to one who picks a branch on which
fruit and blossoms are growing.

Elsie Doxey, Currituck county. Cf. Ontario: Waugh, No. 62 (it is un-
lucky to pluck a branch on which are growing both blossoms and ma-
tured fruit).

8409 To bury iron junk at the roots of trees will make the trees

bear well.

Anonymous. Cf. Pennsylvania: Fogel, No. 1053 (hang pieces of iron on
fruit trees that will not bear [German]) ; No. 1082 (if a tree will not bear
fruit, load it with iron and stones [German]) — Illinois: Hyatt, No. 1139
(tie pieces of iron on the branches).

8410 To make a fruit tree bear, bury plow points at the roots.

Zilpah Frisbie, Marion, McDowell county; Mamie Mansfield, Durham
county ; and an anonymous informant. Cf. No. 8409, above.

841

1

Hang plow points in a fruit tree to keep off the frost.

Kate S. Russell, Roxboro, Person county. Cf. Texas: Bogusch, 123 (a

horseshoe hung in a fruit tree will prevent its freezing).

8412 Hang a horseshoe in fruit trees, and you will have a heavy
crop.

Lucille Massey, Durham county. Pennsylvania: Lick-Brendle, 292 (to

make unfruitful trees bear^ horseshoes are hung on the branches [Ger-
man]) — Illinois: Hyatt, No. 1140 ("My husband in the spring always
put old horseshoes in the fruit trees. It will make the fruit hang on the

trees") — Texas: Bogusch, 123 (a horseshoe hung in a fruit tree will

make the tree bear).

8413 If you will hang a horseshoe on a limb of a fruit tree, it

is said to draw the frost so that it will not injure the fruit.

Jennie Belvin, Durham county. Texas: Bogusch, 123. Cf. No. 8411,
above.

8414 Driving nails into a tree will save its life if it is dying with
blight.

Edith Walker, Watauga county. Cf. No. 8415, below.

8415 To make a tree bear fruit, drive a rusty nail on the north

side of the trunk.

Jennie Belvin, Durham county. In none of the following references is
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mention made of driving the nail on the north side of the tree. Kentucky:
Fowler, No. 2972a; Thomas, No. 2972 (drive a peg into the tree) —
Neiv York: Cutting, Farm, 60 (drive nails into the roots) — Pennsyl-

vania: Aurand, 21 (nails, not mentioned as being rusty [German]);
Fogel, No. 1081 (nails [German]) — Illinois: Hyatt, No. 1130 (if you
have a fruit tree that does not bear, during the autumn drive three rusty

nails into its trunk near the ground, and you will have fruit next year).

Cf. No. 8434, below.

8416 Hang up a bottle of kerosene in a tree to prevent blight.

Anonymous.

8417 When a fruit tree is about to wither, put cow manure in

water, stir it well, bore a hole with a stick into the root, and

pour it in. Make a ditch about the stem and pour therein ox,

calf, or cow's blood.

Mrs. Edgar E. Randolph, Elon College, Alamance county.

8418 To cause a tree to bear, bore a hole in it, and put in salt.

Green Collection.

8419 Pick some peach boughs and put them in water, so they'll

blossom out, and you'll see how the fruit crop's going to be.

J. Schaffner.

8420 If a fruit tree doesn't bear, cut the bark with a knife, and

you'll gather fruit the next year.

Kate S. Russell, Roxboro, Person county.

8421 If a fruit tree doesn't bear one year, whip it, and it will

bear the next.

S. M. Gardner, Macon, Warren county; an anonymous informant; three

other informants from Durham and McDowell counties ; and the following

newspaper clipping from Texcoco, Mexico, under date of Feb. 24, 1930

[paper not identified] : "Fruit trees of the nearby Huexotla region which

bore a poor crop this year were subjected today to a severe lashing, with

an admonishment that they do better next season. The peasants of the

region believe that the trees require chastising when they do not bear

well, and they make the occasion a motive for gay festivities." Pennsyl-

vania: Fogel, No. 1052 (trees that will not bear should be whipped on

Good Friday [German]); Lick-Brendle, 292, No. 5a
_
(the tree was

thrashed upon a certain day of the year before sunrise ; the person

thrashing the tree rose from his bed and went out and performed the task

without speaking [German]) — Illinois: Smith II, 70 (apple tree).

HDA VI, 1 172, s.v. "Obstbaum"; Sebillot, vol. 3, 378; Wilhelm Mann-
hardt, Wald- und Feldkulte (2 vols., Berlin, 1904-5), i, 300.

8422 If a tree does not bear fruit, take a switch (a branch of a

tree) and whip it until it bleeds, that is, until the sap runs down
the trunk.

Jennie Belvin, Durham county.
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8423 Point at any fruit with the index finger of the right hand,
and it will wither and fall hefore it gets ripe.

W. J. Stanford, Wake county. In none of the following references is
the index finger of the right hand specified. South: Puckett, 429 (Negro)— Louisiana: Roberts, No. 1162 (if you point at a green Iruit it will
fall oft' the plant before it gets ripe) ; No. 1163 (a green fruit which is
growmg on a vine). Cf. Nos. 8176, 8303, 8319, above.

8424 Never gather fruit in the watery signs, or in the new of
tlie moon, because the fruit will spoil.

Anonymous. North Carolina: Gillis, 81 (refers to the present entry).

8425 The fruit should be laid upon its own leaves whereon it

has grown; then it will remain for a long time fresh and good.

Mrs. Edgar E. Randolph, Elon College, Alamance county.

8426 When eating the first fruit of the season, make a wish.

Elsie Doxey, Currituck county. Maryland: Whitney-Bullock, No. 1498
(good luck to make a wish, etc.) — Ontario: Waugh, No. 448 (one will
get whatever one wishes for, etc.) — California: Dresslar, 120 (if you
make a wish the same time you eat, etc., your wish will come true).
Addy, 141.

8427 Tell the fruit trees when the owner dies, or the trees will
die. Some say that each tree should be told separately.

Green Collection. South: Puckett, 82 — North Carolina: Brewster,
Customs, 257. HDA i, 956, s.v. "Baum" ; viii, 989, s.v. "Tod an.sagen"

;

Lean 11, 583. Cf. the custom of "telling" the bees, Nos. 7519 f., above.

Miscellaneous

8428 It is bad luck to set out cedar trees.

Mrs. Nilla Lancaster, Goldsboro, Wayne county. South: Puckett, 421 (if
you plant a cedar tree, and it lives, you will die when the tree is large
enough to shade a grave [Negro]) — Tennessee: McGlasson, 21, No. 47.
For the connections of cedar trees with death, cf. No. 5376, above.

8429 To cut a tree in the front yard will cause bad luck.

Carl G. Knox, Leland, Brunswick county. Cf. Ontario: Waugh, No. 15
(it is unlucky to cut down a fruit tree) — Oregon: Hand, No. 97 (he who
cuts down a fruit tree will inherit disaster).

8430 Peel locusts, or anything that you want to kill, in the dark
nights of August. They won't sprout again.

Edith Walker, Watauga county. Cf. Tennessee: Frazier, 48, No. 30 (to
kill black locusts, cut them in the dark of the moon in August) — Ken-
tucky: Thomas, No. 2255 (briars should be cut up in August when the
sign is in the Heart).
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8431 To kill Sprouts in your fields, dig them up on Upton Day
and they will never come back.

Mrs. Gertrude Allen Vaught, Alexander county. "Upton" is perhaps a
corruption of "Abdon." Pennsylvania: Grumbine, 261 f. (Among the

saints in the calendar is one whose day occurs in the latter part of July
[July 30]. named Abdon. Pronounced in the vernacular it is 'Obdoon'
[abtun], meaning 'doing off,' and hence it was chosen as the day for

'doing off' or cutting down briars, since any growth cut into would die

and be 'off done,' or 'done for' [German]).

Apples, Cherries, Pears

8432 It is bad luck for apple trees to bloom in the fall.

Bessie Lou Mull, Shelby, Cleveland county. Cf. No. 8433, below.

8433 If apple trees bloom in the fall, it is a sign of no fruit the

next year.

W. J. Hickman, Hudson, Caldwell county. Cf. Kentucky: Fentress, 15
(apple trees blossoming out of season mean death to the tree). Cf. No.
8406, above. HDA i, 517, s.v. "Apfelbaum."

8434 To drive an iron nail into the body of an apple tree will

make the tree bear well.

Anonymous. Cf. No. 8415, above.

8435 If apples are gathered on the new of the moon, they will

go to rot.

I. G. Greer, Boone, Watauga county.

8436 Pick apples in the old of the moon, and if bruised, the

spots will dry up.

Anonymous. Maryland: Whitney-Bullock, No. 11 15 (gather apples in

the dark of the moon) No. 11 16 (if you pick apples in the dark of the

moon, they will keep better than if they were picked in the light of the

moon) — Kentucky: Thomas, No. 2251 (if you gather apples in the

light of the moon, the bruises will dry up) — Nova Scotia: Creighton,

72 (apples picked at the dark of the moon won't bruise as easily as if

picked at the full of the moon) — Netv England: Kittredge, Farmer, 310
(to keep apples from rotting, gather them about noon on the day of the

full of the moon [1790]) — Nezu York: Cutting, Farm, 60 (pick apples in

the dark of the moon, they said, to keep them from rotting) — Pennsyl-
vania: Lick-Brendle, 32 (apples were picked in the dark of the moon to

prevent their rotting from bruises [German]) ; Owens, 120 (pick apples

in the dark of the moon to keep them from rotting) ; Starr, 322 (pick

apples at full of moon to prevent their rotting [German]) — Indiana:
Busse, 18, No. 14 (if you gather apples in the light of the moon their

bruises will dry up). van Gennep n, 58.

8437 Cherry trees bloom at Old Christmas.

Mrs. Maude Minish Sutton, Lenoir, Caldwell county. North Carolina:

Brown Collection i, 639 (ripe cherries at Twelfth Night). Cf. the

Introduction to the present study (Brown Collection vi, xxrv).
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Sebillot, Vol. 3, 370J. The miracle of the quickening of the cherry tree
at Christmas underlies the well-known ballad, "The Cherry Tree Carol"
(Child 54).

8438 Never set out a pear tree sprout that comes up from the
main tree ; if you do so, you will have bad luck.

E. B. Spivey, Jr., Trotsville, Gates county.

8439 Pick pears in the old of the moon, and if bruised, the spots
will dry up.

Anonymous. HDA vi, 494, s.v. "Mond."

Firewood, Timbering

8440 Spit in the palm of your hand in cutting wood, and it will

bring good luck.

Lucille Massey, Durham county. Cf. General: Knortz, 131 (a person
spitting on his hands can chop wood much faster) ; also (spitting on the
wood to be cut, will make the chopping go faster). Cf. No. 570, above.

8441 Cut your pine wood in the new of the moon, if you want
it to be light.

Mrs. Gertrude Allen Vaught, Alexander county ; L. C. Allen, Jr., Burling-
ton, Alamance county.

8442 Many people will not cut cordwood on the new of the

moon.

W. Q. Grigg, Cleveland county. Cf. Radford, 177; van Gennep ir, 57.

8443 Wood cut on days preceding moonlight nights makes a

hotter fire.

Minnie Stamps Gosney, Raleigh, and Marjorie Rea, Craven county.

8444 Wood cut on light nights makes brighter fires.

Allie Ann Pearce, Colerain, Bertie county. Cf. van Gennep 11, 57.

8445 When trees are chopped down in the "light o' the moon,"
the wood will dry out. In the dark of the moon, it will not dry
out, but wilU be soggy.

Maybelle Poovey, High Point, Guilford county; an anonymous informant;
and three other informants from widely separated localities. Cf. HDA
VI, 489, s.v. "Mond."

8446 If you cut wood on light nights, it will core out and be

light and burn better, but on dark nights, it will blue and not

burn good.

Edna Whitley.
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8447 Pine wood must be cut during light nights or it will be
soggy.

William B. Covington, Scotland county, and an anonymous inform^t.
HDA VIII, 666, s.v. "Tanne."

8448 If pine timber is cut in May, worms will attack the timber
left standing.

Maybelle Poovey, High Point, Guilford county.

8449 Wood cut in the dark of the moon becomes heavy and
soggy.

Ethel Brown, Catawba county, and W. J. Hickman, Hudson, Caldwell
county. Cf. Ozarks: Randolph, 41 (ask almost any Ozark farmer, and
he will tell you that if you fell a tree in the dark of the moon, the log

will show a definite tendency to sink into the ground)

.

8450 Wood must not be cut from the forest when the sap is up.

Clara Hearne, Roanoke Rapids, Halifax county. Cf. Illinois: Hyatt, No.
1260 (hew down a tree when the sap is rising and the wood will become
wormy).

8451 Wood cut in the summer is of no account.

Lucille Massey, Durham county.

8452 Burn no wood from a graveyard.

Helen Fraser Smith. South Carolina: JAFL vii (1894), 3i8 (at one
time Negroes would burn no wood that had fenced in graves or burial

grounds)

.

8453 It is bad luck to burn the wood of fruit trees.

0. W. Blacknall, Kittrell, Vance county. North Carolina: Puckett, 421

(North Carolina Negroes consider it unlucky to burn apple wood) —
Tennessee: Farr, Riddles, No. 67 (it is bad luck to burn apple trees for

firewood) ; Farr, Superstitions, No. 67 (bad luck) — Alabama: Browne,
No. 4104 (it's bad luck to burn fruit trees).

8454 It is bad luck to burn the wood of a tree that has been

struck by lightning.

Jessie Hauser, Pfafftown, Forsyth county, and Mrs. Gertrude Allen

Vaught, Alexander county. South: Duncan, 236, No. 2 ("Musn't burn

wood struck by litnin' " [invites disaster]) ; Puckett, 421 (some Negroes
will not burn the wood of a tree that has been struck by lightning) —
Tennessee: Frazier, 40, No. 20; Redfield, No. 333 (don't burn lightning-

struck wood) — Fcnnsyh'ania: Grumbine, 287 (a tree killed by lightning

was not used as fire-wood, but was left to decay on its stump ; it has

been selected as the object of heaven's angry bolt and belonged no rnore to

man) —• Ozarks: Randolph, Ozark, 19 — California: Dresslar, 17.

HDA I, 1419, s.v. "Blitzbaumholz."

8455 If wood which has been struck by lightning is burned, the

family will suffer some great misfortune during the year.

1. T. Poole, Burke county. Kentucky: Price, 33 (the house will burn

or be struck by lightning [Negro]) ; Thomas, No. 2693 (the house will
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burn or be struck by lightning [Negro]) — Pennsylvania: Aurand, 21

(wood from a tree struck by lightning should never be used in the con-

struction of a house, or barn, or they in turn may also be struck by
lightning [German]) ; Fogel, No. 1071 (if wood from a tree which was
struck by lightning is burned in a stove, lightning will strike the house
[German]) ; No. 1070 (wood from a tree struck by lightning must never
be used in the construction of a house or barn, or the latter will also be
struck by lightning [German]).

8456 A countryman never could get a Negro to burn a piece

of wood from a tree which had been struck by Hghtning, because
Negroes beheve such a piece will explode.

Green Collection. Cf. No. 8454, above.

8457 Wood that has been struck by lightning is unlucky. To
remove the danger, sprinkle it with greasy dishwater.

F. C. Brown, Durham.

8458 Never burn black locust in the house.

Elsie Doxey, Currituck county. North Carolina: Mooney, loi.

8459 It is bad luck to burn sassafras logs (wood).

Minnie Stamps Gosney, Raleigh; O. W. Blacknall, Kittrell, Vance
county ; Alex Tugman, Todd, Ashe county ; an anonymous informant ; and
two other informants from western counties. "Absolutely nobody would
burn sassafras. If a stick happened to run the gauntlet of the wood-cutter,

driver, houseboy, and get on the fire, the moment it was discovered, it

was seized, though ablaze, with tongs, carried clear ofT and thrown away
where no child could get hold of it and bring it back"—O.W.B. South:
Shearin, 321 — North Carolina: Mooney, loi (sassafras must never be

burned) — Maryland: Whitney-Bullock, No. 21 — Kentucky: Thomas,
No. 2992 — Tennessee: Bond, 7 (you will kill the power of a charm if

you poke a stick of sassafras wood in the fire) ; Burton, 6 (don't burn
sassafras wood) ; Frazier, 40, No. 21; Miller, 60, No. 38; Redfield, No.

334 (it is bad luck to burn sassafras wood; if you get some through a
mistake return it to the place you found it, and you will not have bad
luck) — Mississippi: Hudson, 149, No. 6 — New York: Shultis, 220 (the

devil will roost on your ridge-pole if you burn sassafras wood) —
Indiana: Brewster, Beliefs, 79 — Illinois: Hyatt, No. 1288.

8460 It is bad luck to burn sassafras wood in the house. It may
be burned in the yard under the wash kettle.

Constance Patten, Greensboro.

Lumber, Fences, Shingles

8461 The time to cut lumber to make boards is when the "little

moon" turns down.

Mrs. Gertrude Allen Vaught, Alexander county.
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8462 In building, do not mix old and new lumber, for it is bad
luck.

Anonymous. South Carolina: Davis, 248, No. 27 (it is a sin to use new
lumber on an old house; for example, to add a new piazza [Negro]) —
Ocarks: Randolph, 74 f. (in building a new dwelling, the old-time hillman
was careful to use a few timbers from an older building ; a house com-
posed entirely of new lumber is sure to bring bad luck, usually sickness
or death, upon the persons who live in it).

8463 Wagon timber cut on the decrease of the moon will never
cease to shrink, no matter how old the wheel.

O. W. Blacknall, Kittrell, Vance county.

8464 Rails split on the decrease of the moon will rot.

O. W. Blacknall, Kittrell, Vance county. Cf. Tennessee: Frazier, ;i7, No.
8 (if a fence is laid in the dark of the moon, the bottom rail will sink in

the ground) ; O'Dell, Superstitions, i (the early settlers were careful

to lay the bottom rail of their fences when the moon was "coming to a
full," never afterwards) — Georgia: Figh, Arp, 172 (lay a fence rail in

the light of the moon, or it will sink in the ground and create a wobbly
fence).

8465 Fences (fence posts) must be put up at the full of the

moon, else they will rot.

Lucille Massey, Durham county, and Jessie Hauser, Pfafftown, Forsyth
county. Ontario: Waugh, No. 6 (fence-posts). Cockayne in, 269.

8466 Shingles nailed on during the first quarter of the moon
will come off.

Jane N. Ray, Meredith College, near Raleigh. Cf. Virginia: JAFL v

(1892), 107 (don't shingle your house when the moon points up, or the

shingles are sure to turn up). — Kentucky: Thomas, No. 2318 (in the

light of the moon, the shingles will crimp) — Pennsylvania: Grumbine,

284 (if a building is roofed in the. "up-going" moon, the shingles will curl

up) ; Shoemaker, 12 (if you lay shingles when the moon points up, they

will curl up) — Indiana: Busse, 18, No. 16 (in the light of the moon,
the shingles will crimp) — Illinois: Hyatt, No. 7415 (laid in the light of

the moon, the shingles will warp).

8467 Shingles nailed on in the increase of the moon will curl up.

Jessie Hauser, Pfafftown, Forsyth county. Sotith: Puckett, 349 (shingles

will swell or curl up [Negro]) — South Carolina: Davis, 245, No. 2

(shingles will curl or swell up [Negro]) — Ozarks: Randolph, 41 (the

shingles warp and turn up).

8468 If you put shingles on a house in the rise of the moon,
they will turn upward.

Robert E. Long, Roxboro, Person county. Pennsylvania: Grumbine,

284 (the "up-going" moon).
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8469 Contractors will not shingle a house in the light of the

moon.

F. C. Brown, Durham. In none of the following items is there mention
made of roofing contractors. Kentucky: Thomas, No. 2318 (if you cover

a house with shingles in the light of the moon, they will crimp) —
Indiana: Busse, 18, No. 16 (the shingles will crimp) — Illinois: Hyatt,

No. 7415 (if shingles are laid in the light of the moon, they will warp).

8470 Boards and shingles should not be nailed on a barn or

house while the moon is new. The boards will warp and crack

until rain can run through them.

R. L. Brown, and Roby Arrowhead. Ozarks: Randolph, 41 (shakes made
during the moon's increase warp and turn up). Cf. Nos. 8466 ff., above.

8471 Put the roof on a building when the "little moon" hangs

down, so the shingles won't turn up.

Green Collection. North Carolina: Hoke, 113 — West Virginia: Musick,

Weather, 43, No. 2 (when the moon points down) — Maryland: Whitney-
Bullock, No. 1 166 (put on your roof in the "down sign" or the shingles

will turn every time) ; No. 1167 (shingles should be laid when the horns

of the moon point downward ; otherwise they will draw up so strongly as

to pull the nails out and cause the shingles to turn up and rot)_ —
Pennsylvania: Shoemaker, 12 (if you lay shingles when the moon points

down, they will lie flat) — Illinois: Wheeler, 56 (roofs are put on when
the horns of the moon are down, or else the shingles will curl up and
draw the nails out).

8472 You must put your shingles on the house in the dark of

the moon.

Mrs. Gertrude Allen Vaught, Alexander county. Kentucky: Price, 37;
Thomas, No. 2318 — Iowa: Stout, No. 584 (houses must be shingled in

the dark of the moon, or the shingles will turn up) — Ozarks: Randolph,

41 (shingles or shakes rived out in the dark of the moon will lie flat).

8473 Never shingle a roof when the moon is on the wane, as

the shingles will shrink.

Clara Hearne, Roanoke Rapids, Halifax county.
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MISCELLANEOUS; ADDENDA

Family, Household

8474 Your chickens will be like the first person that comes in

the house on New Year's morning, that is, if your chickens are

fat, the person who comes will be fat; and if they are skinny,

the person will be poor.

Edna Whitley. Cf. Nos. 7451, 7461 fif., above.

8475 To sneeze at the table indicates one more or less before

the next meal.

Anonymous. Alabama: Bergen, Current, No. 1431. Cf. No. 556 f., above.

8476 If you sneeze after retiring at night, it is a sign that the

number of people in the house will be increased by one the next

night.

Green Collection.

8477 If a dog lies with his head in his master's doorway, it is a
sign that a new member is going to be added to the household.

Anonymous. Cf. Pennsylvania: Fogel, No. 365 (a dog rolling on the

floor indicates visitors). Cf. No. 3937, above.

8478 If a butterfly comes into the house, someone will come
into the family.

Anonymous. Cf. Kentucky: Thomas, No. 3671 (if a butterfly comes into

the porch, somebody is coming) — Alabama: Bergen, Animal, No. 409
(someone will come during the day) — Wisconsin: Brow^n, Insects, 3
(if a butterfly flies into the house, a lady visitor will come wearing a
dress of the same color or colors as its wings).

8479 If you sneeze after retiring at night, it is a sign that the

number of people in the house will be decreased by one the next

night.

Green Collection. The meaning here is not clear. There is precedent for

sneezing in connection with removal by death (cf. No. 4939, above), or by
travel (cf. No. 3707, above), and possibly for marriage itself, inasmuch
as sneezing figures in love situations (cf. No. 4162, above). For a possible

answer see the two following items.
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8480 If you sweep the house after sunset, you will sweep one
out of the family.

Anonymous. That death is meant here is pretty clear. In addition to the

references cited in Nos. 5108 ff., above, and the one contained in No. 2922,

above, the following item is given: HDA iv, 1232, s.v. "kehren, Kchricht"
(if you sweep the house after sunset, particularly on Palm Sunday, the

master of the house will die [France]). Cf. also No. 2916, above.

8481 If you wash between Christmas and New Year's, you will

wash one in or out of the family.

Anonymous. Once more, the association in the folk mind between death
and washing on the holy days between Christmas and Old Christmas,
including New Year, is pretty well established. Cf. Nos. 51 15 flf., above,

for various references. Cf. also Nos. 2940, 3574, above.

8482 If a butterfly comes into the house, a member of the family

will go out.

Mrs. Gertrude Allen Vaught, Alexander county. For this item there is

a fairly copious literature to indicate leaving the house either by mar-
riage or by death following the appearance of a butterfly. The following

references are given so that the reader may fully see the difficulty involved

in understanding the present entry. Love and Marriage: Kentucky:
Thomas, No. 242 (if a butterfly settles on you, you will get a new sweet-

heart) ; No. 290 (if the first butterfly of the season is a white one, you
will go to a wedding before the season is over) — Tennessee: McGIasson,
22, No. 28 (to dream of a butterfly means marriage success) — Wis-
consin: Brown, Insects, 3 (if a butterfly alighted on one's clothing, one
would find a new sweetheart) — Illinois: Hyatt, No. 6083 (if the first

butterfly that you see in the spring is white, you will go to a wedding
before the end of the year) — Missouri: McKinney, 108 (if a butterfly

alights on a girl's head, she is supposed to change her sweetheart soon)
— Ozarks: Randolph, 183 (a butterfly in the house is a wedding sign) ;

185 (when a butterfly alights on a young woman's head, it is a sign that

she may change her old beau for a new one "before snow flies").

Sebillot I, 298 (whoever wants to be married within the year catches the

first butterfly which he sees). Death: General: Patten, 140 (the sight of

a trio of butterflies is an omen of death and misfortune) — Maryland:
Bergen, Animal, No. 411 (a white butterfly coming into the house fore-

tells a death) — Tennessee: O'Dell, Superstitions, 6 (a butterfly is a
sign of death) — Georgia: Steiner, No. 35 (if a butterfly lights on you,
it is a sign that you will die soon) — Illinois: Hyatt, No. 9748 (look for

death, if the first butterfly that you see in the spring is white). Lean
II, 558; Radford, 54; Sebillot I, 299; McCartney, 163, 165 f

.
; Ficlde, 797.

8483 If a lightning bug comes into the house at night, there

will be one less people in the house the next night.

Sarah K. Watkins, Anson and Stanly counties. Once more, the associa-
tion in this item seems to be with death. In addition to the references cited

in No. 5343, above, the following item may be of interest: Ontario: Ber-
gen, Animal, No. 422 (if you kill a lightning-bug, lightning will kill you
during the next thunderstorm).

8484 If you find a bone in the yard, pick it up, take twelve
steps straight forward, throw it over your left shoulder, and
then bury the bone.

Allie Ann Pearce, Colerain, Bertie county. HDA v, 9.
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8485 It is unlucky to keep bones in the house.

Lucille Massey, Durham county.

8486 It is bad luck to carry out all "mains at onct."

Green Collection ; Mrs. J. A. Dupree ; and W. L. McAtee. The word
"mains" has puzzled the editors, but from two sources, each independent
of the other, "mains" seems to mean "ashes." Professor Wilson later

queried Mrs. Dupree, who said that "mains" means "ashes," as indicated

in her entry under No. 2900, above. The clincher came, however, when
Professor Joseph Hall queried one of his Great Smoky Mountain in-

formants, one Wilfred Metcalf, who immediately suggested "ashes."

8487 Put a horsehair in a bottle and place it under the doorstep,

so that a person will have to step over it.

Green Collection.

Whistling, Laughing

8488 It is bad luck to whistle in the house.

Lucille Massey, Durham county. South: Puckett, 394, 412 — Maryland:
Whitney-Bullock, No. 220 — California: Movieland, Jan. 1953, 72 (folk

belief of Marilyn Monroe). HDA vi, 1581, 1597, s.v. "Pfeife, pfeifen;

Flote, floten."

8489 Whistling on Sunday will bring bad luck.

Elizabeth Sutton, Durham county. California: Dresslar, 72. HDA
VI, 1581, s.v. "Pfeife, pfeifen; Flote, floten."

8490 It is bad luck for a woman (girl) to whistle.

Mrs. Gertrude Allen Vaught, Alexander county; Susie Spurgeon Jordan,

Brevard, Transylvania county ; and Elizabeth Janet Cromartie, Garland,

Sampson county. Osarks: Wilson, Folk Beliefs, 160 f. (it is unlucky to

tolerate whistling women) — Texas: Turner, 160 (girl) — Washington:
Tacoma, 10 (hearing a girl whistle is unlucky). HDA iv, 510, s.v.

"Hure"; Sebillot I, 29.

8491 When a woman whistles, it makes the Virgin Mary weep.

Rebecca Willis (Texas). Cf. HDA vi, 1581, s.v. "Pfeife, pfeifen; Flote,

floten" (God, the angels, and Virgin Mary weep when a girl whistles,

and seven churches tremble).

8492 A girl who whistles, and a hen that crows

Will always find a way, wherever she goes.

Mildred Sinclair, Carthage, Moore county. Kentucky: Thomas, No. 3596
(A woman that whistles, or a hen that crows, / Has her way wherever

she goes) — Tennessee: Rogers, Family, 3 (Makes her way wherever

she goes) — New York: Bergen, Current, No. 1338 (Girls that whistle

and hens that crow / Make their way wherever they go) — Illinois:

Hyatt, No. 10713 (A woman that whistles . . . , / Has her way wherever

she goes).
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8493 Whistling maids and crowing hens,

Never come to no good ends.

Green Collection. North Carolina: Whiting, 496, s.v. "Whistle," vb.-g

(to any good ends) — Ontario: Wintemberg, Grey, No. 290 (A whistling

maid and a crowing hen / Always come to some bad end) — Fennsyl-
vania: Hand, Pennsylvania, No. 222 (same as the Ontario item).

Napier, 113; Francis Hindes Groome, Gypsy Folk-Talcs (London, 1899),
x.xix (Tinkers are descended from the man who forged the nails for the

cross of Christ, and are condemned to wander continually without rest.

An explanation lor the couplet : "A whistling maid and a crowing hen /

Are hateful alike to God and men," is offered in the legend that a woman
stood by and whistled while she watched the nails for the cross being
forged). Cf. No. 7193, above (crowing hens).

8494 A whistling girl and a crowing hen,

Will surely come to some bad end.

Lucille Cheek, Chatham county. General: Beckwith, College, No. 21

;

Bergen, Animal, No. 277; Bergen, Current, No. 1335 — South: Duncan,

236, No. I ("Uh crowin' hen an' uh whislin' gal always come tuh bad
en'") — North Carolina: Whiting, 495, s.v. "whistle," vb.-a,c,d,e,f ; vb.-b

(Never come to a very good end) — Maryland: Whitney-Bullock, No.
840; No. 841 (Will never come to a good end) — South Carolina: Brad-
ley, 97 (will bring this world to no good end) — Kentucky: KFR iii

(1957), ID — Tennessee: Massey, 57; Rogers, Animal, No. 67; Rogers,
Family, 4 (A whistling girl, like a crowing hen, / Will always come to

some bad end) ; also (A crowing hen and a whistling girl / Amount to

something in this wide, wide world) — Ontario: Doering-Doering I, 65
(a cackling hen) — New England: Backus I, 502; Johnson, What They
Say, 175; 176 (Whistling girls and hens that crow / Are always sure to

get a blow) — N'ezv York: Gardner, No. 330; Travis, 201 f. — Penn-
sylvania: Fogel, No. 1948 (German) ; Grumbine, 286 (German) ; Shoe-
maker, 7 — Indiana: Brewster, Beliefs, No. 115 (Alike will come to some
bad end) ; Busse, 19, No. 22; HFB iv (1945), 4, No. 29 — Illinois: Alli-

son, No. 364; Norlin, 215, No. 117 (will soon come); Wine, No.
169 (like cackling hens) — Texas: Turner, 160 (A whistling gal) —
Nebraska: Cannell, 26, No. 21 — Nezv Mexico: CFQ v (1946), 353 (a
whistling girl and a cackling hen come to no good end) — Oregon: CFQ
V (1946), 241, No. 211. HDA VI, 1581; FFC 113, p. 35.

8495 A whistling woman and a crowing hen,

Always come to some bad end.

Eleanor Simpson, East Durham. South: Puckett, 74 ("De whis'lin wo-
man, and de crowin' hen, / Nevah comes to no good en'" [Negro])

; 487
(the crowing of a hen at any hour is a sign of bad luck or death,

especially if it be a black hen; "You'd bettah jes' twis' her haid oflF right

now 'er somethin' bad'll sho' happen" ; the Negroes also quote the old
English rhyme : A whistling woman and a crowing hen / Never come
to any good end) — North Carolina: Whiting, 496, s.v. "Whistle," vb.-h,

i (never come to any good end) — South Carolina: Bryant II, 141, No.
3; also (never come to any good end) — Kentucky: Thomas, No. 3595
(a whistling woman or a crowing hen, never comes to a very good end)— Tennessee: Frazier, 40, No. 13 (Never come to a very good end) ;

Miller, 68, No. 16; O'Dell, Superstitions, 5 — Louisiana: Roberts, No.
1409 — Pennsylvania: Fogel, 423 (it is a bad omen to hear a hen crowing
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or a woman whistling [German]); Phillips, 167, No. 66 (a whistling
woman will never come to a good end) — Osarks: Randolph, Folk-
Beliefs, 91 — Texas: Hendricks, No. 227 (Will always come to no good
end). Addy, 96; Henderson, 43; Foster, 131; Radford, 94, 147, 262;
Udal, 239; HDA vi, 1581.

8496 Laughing is often a sign of weeping and sorrow,

Eleanor Simpson, East Durham. HDA v, 869, s.v. "lachen."

8497 To dream of laughing is a sign of future vexation and dis-

appointment.

Lucille Massey, Durham county. HDA v, 878, s.v. "lachen."

8498 Do not laugh at a person who has done a misdeed, for to

do so will cause you to commit the same act.

L. B. Brantley, Zebulon, Wake county. Cf. Illinois: Hyatt, No. 3082 (if

you laugh at a person or make fun of a person, you will have bad luck or
something will happen to you).

Dreams

8499 To dream of education in any way denotes your advance

in literary fame.

Eleanor Simpson, East Durham.

8500 If you dream of getting angry, you will be glad, or vice

versa.

Anonymous. Cf. Illinois: Smith H, 65, No. 3 (if you dream of being

angry, you face disappointment).

8501 If you dream of fire, you will get mad.

Eunice Smith, Pantego, Beaufort county. Cf. Maryland: Whitney-Bul-

lock, No. 166 (it is bad luck to dream of fire). HDA 11, 1397, s.v.

"Feuer."

8502 Dreams of blood indicate accidents.

Mrs. Nilla Lancaster, Goldsboro, Wayne county. Cf. No. 31 12, above.

8503 To dream of snow out of season,

Means trouble out of reason.

Mrs. Gertrude Allen Vaught, Alexander county. Cf. Pennsylvania: Fogel,

No. 25s (something inopportune will happen if you dream of snow
[German]) — Illinois: Hyatt, No. 6384 (if you dream of snow, you will

either be disappointed or suffer a loss).

8504 To dream of pirates is an ill omen.

Anonymous.
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Wishes

8505 When wishing on the candles of a birthday cake, if all the

candles are blown out the first time, the wish will come true.

Green Collection. General: Beckwith, No. 185 — Tennessee: Hatcher, 153— Illinois: Allison, No. 193 (not limited to one blow) ; Hyatt, No. 6474;
Wine, No. 174 — Nebraska: Cannell, 42, No. 29 (three blows are al-

lowed) ; Nebraska Proverbs II, 9 (if each person at the table makes a
wish before a person celebrating his birthday blows out the candles on his

cake, all wishes will be granted within a year if all the candles are blown
out at one breath ; otherwise, as many years must elapse as there are
candles left burning). Simon, Beliefs, 91 (Japan).

8506 If you spit on a chip and toss it up, it will help you to

decide on whatever you wish.

Kate S. Russell, Ro.xboro, Person county.

8507 The first time you look into a well, make a wish, and the

wish will come true.

Dixie V. Lamm, Lucama, Wilson county. Illinois: Hyatt, No. 6634.

8508 A wish made over an old well will come true.

Valeria J. Howard, Roseboro, Sampson county. Cf. No. 8507, above.

Bad Luck

8509 It is bad luck to say "Thank you."

Mrs. Norman Herring, Tomahawk county. For the tabu of thanking
someone for seeds, plants, and the like, cf. Nos. 8044 £., 8352 flf., 8365,
8378, and 8385, above. HDA 11, 171, s.v. "Dank, danken."

8510 If you tie a knot, and cannot get it untied, you will have
bad luck.

Anonymous.

85 1

1

If you pour a drink of whiskey back in a bottle, it is bad
luck.

Students, Lees-McRae College, Avery county, and an anonymous inform-
ant. HDA V, 16, s.v. "Knoten."

8512 To dream of an ax denotes bad luck.

Anonymous. Illinois: Hyatt, No. 5974 (a very bad omen).

8513 It is bad luck to turn a wheel backwards.

Mrs. Gertrude Allen Vaught, Alexander county. Pennsylvania: Aurand,
17 (do not turn the wheels of a wagon, or buggy, backwards, while
greasing, etc., or they will have a breakdown, or cause witches to bother
you). HDA VII, 484, s.v. "Rad."

8514 A black car intensifies bad luck.

Green Collection.
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Miscellaneous

8515 If a crowd suddenly becomes unusually silent because of

a lack of conversation, it will be either twenty minutes of the

hour, or twenty minutes after.

Crockette Williams, Eastern N. C, and Green Collection. Pennsylvania:
Hand, Pennsylvania, No. 189. Sebillot II, 164, No. 274. (on the hour),

8516 If you go gumming, and meet someone who gives you a

pin, you will have good luck.

Anonymous.

8517 Place a rattlesnake rattle in a violin to improve its tone,

Ella Smith, Yadkin county. General: Klauber, 1240; also (rattles are

put in fiddles to keep out the dampness) — North Carolina: Brewster,
Customs, 262 — Tennessee : Hatcher, 155 — Illinois: Hyatt, No. 1624
(keep rattles from a rattlesnake in a violin and the instrument will play

much better) — Texas: Dobie, 88 f. (a rattlesnake never gets his rattles

wet ; hence the custom of placing rattles in a fiddle as a charm against

damp strings) ; WF xv (1956), 171 (tie a set of snake rattles to the

sound post inside a fiddle to make it sound better) — California: WF xv
(1956), 171 (snake rattles are tied inside a guitar to make it sound bet-

ter). Klauber, 1240 (a rattle in a guitar will improve the guitar tone
[Brazil]).

8518 There is a belief that stones grow.

Green Collection. Ontario: Wintemberg, Waterloo, 10 (many ignorant

people believe that stones grow, that a small pebble in the course of years

will become a large boulder) — Pennsylvania: Brinton, 180 (stones were
believed to "grow" in the ground, and that lightning aided their develop-

ment; for that reason the upland fields were stonier than those in the

valley) — British Columbia: Boas, 250, No. 753 (it is believed that the

stones turn over at winter solstice [Kwakiutl Indian]). Sebillot II,

104, No. 177; HDA vni, 380, s.v. "Stein i."

8519 If quicksilver is poured about a milldam, the dam will

break.

Richard Dillard, Edentown, Chowan county. HDA vii, 415, s.v.

"Quecksilber."

8520 If summer and winter are both hot, the world will soon

end.

Anonymous. General: Jackson, 11 (the meteoric shower of 1833 was
interpreted by slaves as a sign of the end of life in the flesh, and the com-
mencement of a spiritual life; this was the "year the stars fell") —
0::arks: Randolph, 261 f. (pawpaws are becoming rare in many sections

where they formerly were abundant; this is regarded by old-timers as a

sign that the end of the world is at hand)
; 337 (During the presidential

campaign of 1928, many Ozarkers saw a strange light in the sky, doubtless

the aurora borealis. Some people in Christian county, Missouri, were very

much frightened ; they thought the end of the world was at hand, so they

had a big prayer meeting. Clay Fulks, a professor at Commonwealth
College, near Mena, Arkansas, told me that his neighbors believed that
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the light was a sigii from God Almighty, warning the people not to vote
for Al Smith) - Manitoba: Walhs, 40 (an eclipse of the sun, some saybetokens the approach of the end of the world [Canadian Dakota In-dians j; 44 (a rainbow seen in the west means the end of the world isnear [Canadian Dakota IndiansJ). HDA iv, 866, s.v. "jungster Tag"
bebillot I 324 (vvhen aspen leaves stop shaking, the end of the world
will come)

; 351 (comets foretell the end of the world) ; Swietek 541(toward the end of the world it will grow increasingly colder, hills will

stone and wate°rT:

'^ '" '^' '"^ "°'''^"^ remains in the world but

ADDENDA

Chapter I

8521 Kiss your elbow and change your sex.

Green Collection.
(^os. 152-153)

^^•fi^,-,^^,
a mother is nen^ous when she is pregnant, the child

will likely be nervous.
'^"°"^™°"-'^-

(Nos. 197-198)

8523 It is bad luck to cut a baby's fingernails.

Mrs. Gertrude Allen Vaught, Alexander county; Miss Mamie Mans-
field, Durham.

(Nos. 231-232)

8524 It is bad luck to cut a baby's fingernails before it is a
year old.

W. J. Hickman, Hudson, Caldwell county. Alabama: Browne, No. 113.

(Nos. 232-233)

Chapter II

8525 Dr. K.— L.— of Lowgap, Surry County, exhibits a
knotty apple tree whose knots he claims are the warts, wens
cancers, etc. he has transferred to it from his patients.

'

Green Collection. Cf Kentucky: Thomas, No. 1431 (make an incision
in the bark of an apple tree; when the place grows over, your wart will
be gone) -~i\ewyork: NYFQ ni (1947), 258 (same notion as in pre-
ceding Item) - Pennsylvania: Brendle-Unger, 66 (rub warts witli awarty apple [German]) _ Arkansas: Randolph, 130 (A prominent
Arkansas lawyer tells me that in his boyhood the essential thing was to
cut big notches in a stranger's apple tree with a stolen knife, one notch
for each vyart to be removed. This was quite an undertaking, for kniveswere highly prized and hence difficult to steal; also, a boy had to travel
a considerable distance before he could find a stranger's apple tree).

(Nos. 2696-2697)
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Chapter III

8526 If you name a fire you are trying to make burn for a
loved one, it will burn.

Robert E. Long, Person county. Cf. Ontario: Waugh, No. 231 (If you
have difficulty in making a fire burn, your wife or sweetheart is bad-

tempered or in bad humor). (Nos. 3015-3016)

8527 Finding a pin is good luck.

Lucy Farthing, Sugar Grove, Watauga county ; Lorelei Hansom. Gen-
eral: Knortz, 65 (if a Negro finds a pin he expects luck) — Tennessee:

McGlasson, 20, No. 4 — Mississippi: Hudson, 150, No. 2 — Ontario:

Doering, Customs, 152 — Illinois: Allison, No. 515; Hyatt, No. 3738 —
Washington: Tacoma, 10. (Nos. 3311-3312)

8528 If you find a pin and keep it, you will have good luck ; but

if you lose it, you will have bad luck.

Anonymous. Cf. Alabama: Browne, No. 2535 (bad luck to drop it).

(Nos. 3311-3312)

8529 If you find a pin pointed toward you, make a wish.

Eunice Smith, Pantego, Beaufort county. Kentucky: Thomas, No. 3317
(make a wish, and it will surely come to pass) — Illinois: Hyatt, No.
6576 — California: Dresslar, 60; Runiley, 160, No. 6 (a wish on a

straight pin pointing toward you, the wish will come true).

(Nos. 3312-3313)

8530 If you find a pin pointing toward you, wind it around
your head and make a wish. Stick it in your left shoulder, and
the wish will come true.

Mamie Mansfield, Durham ; Zilpah Frisbie, Marion, McDowell county

;

and an anonymous informant. Cf. Kentucky: Thomas, No. 179 (find a

pin, stick it in your left shoulder with your right hand, make a wish, and
pass it on) — Illiiwis: Hyatt, No. 6578 (upon finding a pin stick it in

your left shoulder with your right hand w hile wishing ; then give the pin

away, and your wish will be granted). (Nos. 3317-3318)

8531 It is good luck to find a pin with its point toward you.

If you pick it up and stick it in a dress and make a wish, the

wish will come true.

Bessie Lou Mull, Shelby, Cleveland county. Tennessee : Hatcher, 153 (if

you find a pin pointing toward you, pick it up, stick it lightly in your
clothes so that it will fall over your shoulder, make a wish, and the wish
will come true) — Alabama: Browne, No. 2537 (left shoulder of dress)

;

No. 2536 (similar) (Nos. 3320-3321)

8532 If you see a pin on the floor with its point away from you,

it is bad luck.

Esther F. Royster, Henderson, Vance county. (Nos. 2220-m'^)

8533 Find a pin and pick it up, and you will surely have good
luck.

Eleanor Baker, Creston, Ashe county. (Nos. 322>&-2)229)
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8534 See a pin, and pick it up,

All that day you'll have good luck;
See a pin and let it lie,

You'll have bad luck before you die.

Louise F. Watkins, Goldsboro, Wayne county. (Nos. 3344-3345)

Chapter IV

8535 I^ your right hand itches, you are going to receive money.
Lucille Cheek, Chatham county, and Mamie Mansfield, Durham. Ala-
bama: Browne, No. 2879 (you will soon get money) ; No. 2880 (you will
soon handle money) ; No. 2881 (you will soon handle lots of money). Gen-
eral references to the basic notion of this belief are to be found in No
3399. above. (Nos. 3392-3393)

8536 If the left hand itches you are going to get (handle)
money.

Mary O. Pruette, Charlotte, Mecklenburg county; Autie Bell Lambert,
Stanly county; and ten other informants from various parts of the state.
Alabama: Browne, Nos. 2877 f- Basic references are given in No. 3400,
above. (Nos. 3392-3393)'

8537 If your left hand itches, it is a sign you are going to get
money some time soon.

Lucille Perrin; students at Lees-McRae College; and an anonymous in-
formant. Cf. No. 8536, above. (Nos. 3392-3393)

8538 If the palm of your right hand itches, you will get money.
Julian P. Boyd. Georgia: Steiner, No. 74 — Alabama: Browne, No. 2883
(right hand not specified) — Ontario: Doering, Customs, 151; Waugh,
No. 158 — Massachusetts: Edwards, 98 (if the palm of one's right hand
Itches, his debtor wants to pay him money [Armenian]) — Illinois:
Hyatt, No. 3337 — New Mexico: Baylor, 148, No. 68 (Spanish) —
California: Dresslar, 100 — Washington: Tacoma, 18 — Dominican
Republic: Andrade, 427 (Spanish). Radford, 142. (Nos. 3394-3395)

8539 If your hand itches, and you put it in your pocket, you
will receive some money.

Dorothy McDowell Vann, Raleigh, Wake county. Cf. California: Dress-
lar, TOO (if the palm of your right hand itches, shut your hand quickly
and thrust it into your pocket. This will assure you money in abun-
d^"^^)- (Nos. 3400-3401)

8540 A way to get rich quick is to scratch your left hand when
it itches in your right pocket {sic). If the person happens to be a
female, she can use the man's pocket, provided she gives him
half her fortune when she gets rich.

Burns. (Nos. 3400-3401)
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8541 If the right ear itches, someone is saying good things

about you.

Zilpah Frisbie, Marion, McDowell county. References are to itching

only, not to burning, buzzing, ringing, etc., although these generally have
the same connotation as itching. Massachusetts: Bergen, Current, No.

1347 (pleasant things) — Pennsylvania: Fogel, No. 375 (German) —
Indiana: Busse, 24, No. 9 — Illinois: Hyatt, No. 3148 — Osarks: Ran-
dolph, 54 — California: Mills, 44. Radford, 154. (Nos. 3511-3512)

8542 If a person's left ear itches, people are saying bad things

about him.

Zilpah Frisbie, Marion, McDowell county. Massachusetts: Bergen,

Current, No. 1347 (someone is saying unpleasant things about you) —
Pennsylvania: Sener, 243 (somebody is speaking evil of you) — Illinois:

Hyatt, No. 3149 (you are being spoken of in an ill manner) — California:

Mills, 44. Radford, 154. (Nos. 3516-3517)

8543 If you kill the first snake you see at the beginning of the

new year, you will conquer all of your enemies ; but if it gets

away, your enemies will conquer you.

Julian P. Boyd. Cf. Maryland: Whitney-Bullock, No. 588 (if you do
not kill the snake, your enemies will conquer you) — Alabama: Bergen,
Animal, No. 356 (if the snake gets away you will be troubled with new
enemies that year) — Pennsylvania: Shoemaker, 24 (kill a snake and
your worst enemy is out of the way ; let it escape, and he will trouble

you the rest of the year) — Osarks: Randolph, 92 (the mountaineer
always makes a particular effort to kill the first snake he sees in the

spring of the year, since failure to do this is likely to allow his enemies to

ruin him before the snow flies again) — Washington: Tacoma, 17.

(Nos. 3620-3621)

8544 As a test of guilt, take a suspect suddenly before the face

of a person who has been murdered.

Eunice Smith, Pantego, Beaufort county. (Nos. 3696-3697)

Chapter V
8545 If you start anywhere and stump your left toe, it will

bring you bad luck.

Mr. Fairley. (Nos. 3752-3753)

8546 If a squirrel crosses your path you will have bad luck.

Anonymous. General: Knortz, 134 (everywhere in America, except

Alabama, the person whose path is crossed by a squirrels will have bad
luck) — North Carolina: Mooney, 100 (bad luck to meet a squirrel) —
Kentucky: Thomas, No. 3490 — Nova Scotia: Fauset, No. 11 (unlucky

to have a squirrel cross the road) — Massachusetts: Bergen, Animal,

No. 243 (unlucky to have a squirrel cross the road ahead of you) ; No.

244 (when a squirrel runs across your path, you will be disappointed)
— New York: Bergen, Animal, No. 245 — Illinois: Hyatt, No. 1892
— Washington: Tacoma, 16 (disappointment). (Nos. 3876-3877)
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8547 For a buzzard to fly over the house is a sign that com-
pany is coming.

J. T. Carpenter, Durham county. (Nos. 3973-3974)

8548 Opening a mail-box when it is empty will put luck on it,

and you'll get mail the next day.

Henry Belk, Union county. Reported as a popular belief that got started

at Trinity College after a freshman had tried it a few times.

(Nos. 4104-4105)

Chapter VI

8549 When a hen cries between the hours of eight and twelve

at night, it is a sign that a bachelor has stolen a spinster.

L. B. Brantley, Zebulon, Wake county. (Nos. 4698-4699)

8550 Bad luck if it rains on the bride.

Elsie Doxey, Currituck county, and Lucille Cheek, Chatham county. Ref-
erences are given in No. 4787, above. (Nos. 4787-4788)

8551 If it snows on the bride, she will be a widow.

Lucille Massey, Durham county. Cf. Pennsylvania: Fogel, No. 222 (if it

snows on the carriage containing the bridal couple, they will soon
separate [German])

—

Illinois: Hyatt, No. 7260 (snow falling on bridal

carriage on the way to church; separation). (Nos. 4794-4795)

Chapter VII

8552 When three people wake up abed together, the oldest one
will die first.

Anonymous. This may be a misreading of No. 4967, above, but both
entries are from different informants. (Nos. 4967-4968)

8553 If the thread breaks while you are making a garment, you
will not live to see the garment worn out.

Edna Beasley, Louisburg, Franklin county. Tennessee: Farr, Supersti-
tions, No. 134 (if your thread breaks, you will die before the article that

is being made is worn out) ; Farr, Riddles, No. 134 (the same).
(Nos. 5129-5130)

8554 If you turn over the bed tick before the baby is nine days
old, the mother will die.

Edith Walker, Watauga county. (Nos. 5133-5134)

8555 When a star falls it means that someone is dying.

G. B. Caldwell, Jr., Monroe, Union county ; Marie Harper, Durham

;

Irene Thompson, Mt. Airy, Surry county ; and nine other informants from
various localities. South Carolina: Bryant i, 289, No. 9 (when a star

falls at night, someone dies at that moment)

—

Tennessee: Farr, Super-
stitions, No. 136; Farr, Riddles, No. 126—Alabajna: Browne, No. 3298

—

Mississippi: Hudson, 149, No. 9

—

Indiana: Brewster, Beliefs, No. 119
(when a star falls, it is a sign that someone has just died) ; Halpert,
Death, 210 (an old man from Bloomington said, "They always told us
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when we was kids that every time a star fell, why that was a sign that

somebody died that instant")

—

Ozarks: Randolph, Osark, 15 f. (a falling

star is supposed to be somehow connected with the death of a human
being)

—

loiva: Stout, No. 224—Nebraska: Ericson, 150, No. 8

—

California: Dresslar, 25. HDA in, 406; viii, 471 ; Lean 11, 557; Kamp,
33, No. 24; McCartney, 171. (Nos. 5142-5143)

8556 When a star shoots, someone is dying.

Miss Fawn Watson, Robeson county ; Lucille Cheek, Chatham county

;

Merle Smith, Stanly county; and four other informants. General:

Knortz, 109

—

Kentucky: Thomas, No. 716

—

Louisiana: Roberts, No.
194

—

Massachusetts: Edwards, 99 (Armenian)

—

Ohio: JAFL 11 (1889),

72 (a shooting star falling into a graveyard)

—

Illinois: Hyatt, No.

10143 (someone has just died) ; No. 10691 (there has been a death)—
Texas: Turner, 161. HDA viii, 470; Lean 11, 556, 559; Sebillot i,

353 (Nos. 5144-5145)

8557 It is a common belief in North Carolina that death is fore-

told by a sound in the heavens like a pack of hounds at bay.

Green Collection. Paul Green rightly connects this belief with a belief

in the Wild Hunt. Brand-Hazlitt i, 262, s.v. "Gabriel-Ratchet"

;

Thompson, E501. 18.10; £501.13.4. (Nos. 5214-5215)

8558 If a bird pecks at the window, it is a sign of death.

Elsie Doxey, Currituck county. South: Duncan, 235, No. 5

—

Kentucky:
Rainey, 14 (a bird pecking at the window, or flapping its wings against

the window)

—

Nova Scotia: Fauset, No. 142 ("Before my grandfather
died, a bird tapped at the window" [memorat])—Ontario: Doering,
Customs, 151; Waugh, No. 106 (death in the family)

—

Michigan:
Dorson, 114 (tappin' of a bird's beak on the window)

—

Illinois:

Allison, No. 361

—

lozva: Stout, No. 232 (death in the family)

—

Nebraska:
Cannell, 22, No. 17 (death in the family within a year). Addy, 68;
Udal, 180; HDA viii, 1673, s.v. "Vogel." (Nos. 5280-5281)

8559 If when laying out the dead the head should happen to

be laid to the north, someone will have to whisper to the bees

about it.

Mrs. Duo K. Smith, Houstonville. Cf. Nos. 7519 f., above.

(Nos. 5423-5424)

8560 It is bad luck to meet a corpse.

Jethro Harris, Northampton county. Cf. Tennessee, Redfield, No. 316.

(Nos. 5447-5448)

8561 If you meet a corpse, you will be the next one to die.

Anonymous. Cf. Nos. 5440 ff., above. (Nos. 5447-5448)

Chapter XI

8562 It is good luck to have a black cat come to your house

and remain.

Mrs. Gertrude Allen Vaught, Alexander county ; Minnie Bryan Farrior,

Duplin county; Roberta Elizabeth Pridgen, Lenoir county; Elizabeth

Sutton, Durham ; and Ella Parker, Mt. Gilead, Montgomery county.
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Maryland: Bullock, 12; Whitney-Bullock, No. 38 (if a black cat comes to

your house, and you take it in, it is good luck)

—

Tennessee: Rogers,

Animal, No. 73—Florida: Hauptmann, 14, No. 2 (Spanish)

—

Ontario:

Waugh, No. 123

—

Massachusetts: Bergen, Animal, No. 175

—

New York:

Barnes, No. 41; Gardner, No. 105

—

Pennsylvania: Bergen, Animal, 175;

Fogel, 656 (German)

—

Indiana: Brewster, Beliefs, No. 93; Busse, 20, No.
16

—

Illinois: Allison, No. 304; Hyatt, No. 1988 (the blacker the cat, the

better the luck) ; Nos. 1986, 1987; Norlin, 213, No. 84; Smith 11, 65, No.

7; Smith III, 161, No. i (Negro)

—

Texas: Bogusch, 116

—

California:

Dresslar, 34. Addy, 68; Black, Folk-Medicine, 116; Leather, 24;

Radford, 40. (Nos. 7150-7151)

8563 As fast as you can cut a j'int snake in two, so fast will

he be able to slap himself together again.

Green Collection. "The joint snake, which, when cut to pieces (and each

piece thrown in a diflferent direction), has the power of reuniting."—P.G.

The ability to reunite the severed parts of its body is also associated with

the so-called glass snake. For references, including Jeffrey's extended
notes, see No. 7315, above. (Nos. 7315-7316)

Chapter XII

8564 When it has snowed, it is a good time to go rabbit

hunting.

Macie Morgan, Stanly county, and Clara Hearne, Roanoke Rapids, Hali-

fax county. Nos. 7894-7895)

Chapter XIII

8565 If one sees a load of hay, he will count to twenty and
make a wish ; if he does not look at the hay again, the wish will

come true.

Mary O. Pruette, Charlotte, Mecklenburg county. (Nos. 7936-7937)

8566 If you plant seeds on Good Friday, they will not do well.

Julian P. Boyd. Pennsylvania: Aurand, 23 (Jesus lay buried from Good
Friday to Easter, so no gardening or planting should be done between

those days (German). Sebillot, Vol. 3, 453 f. (Nos. 801 2-801 3)

8567 Plant corn on dark nights at full moon.

Elizabeth Janet Cromartie, Garland, Sampson county. (Nos. 8118-8119)

8568 Cucumbers must be planted before twelve o'clock, or they

will be bitter.

Zilpah Frisbie, Marion, McDowell county. (Nos. 8172-8173)

8569 Wood which is cut at the wrong time of the moon will be

wormy and pulpy, and won't burn well.

Green Collection. Pennsylvania: Brinton, 178 (it was the custom to

cut trees for use as firewood in the wane of the moon, as the timl^er cured

more soundly and was less apt to become soggy and sputtery [Scotch]).

(Nos. 8440-8441)





INFORMANTS AND COLLECTORS
A TABULATION AND ANALYSIS OF CONTRIBUTORS

TO THE BROWN COLLECTION

By the very nature of folklore itself, and of "the folk" as the

collective voice, it is extremely difficult to trace out sources of folk

material. Collectors are not always careful to remember the names
of informants, and even less so to recall the occasions that prompted
the recital of this or that bit of folklore in the first place. Some-
times collectors "collect" from themselves, but when they do tliey

are not always able to distinguish what they may have known for

some time from folk material recently learned from others. It is

for this reason, and it is because of the general fluidity of the folk

tradition itself, that no hard and fast line can be drawn between
informants, on the one hand, and collectors, on the other.

Even though editorial methods in the Brown Collection have
been uniformly high, primary source materials are frequently lack-

ing in basic data concerning their origin and often inconsistent in

the spelling of names. In this regard, however, folk tales, folk

songs, and other more substantial genres of folklore, have not

suffered so much at the collector's hand as have the categories of

shorter and more ephemeral folk material. As the present editor

worked through tlie grist of folk beliefs and superstitions for volumes
VI and VII, and particularly as he dealt with the individual items

sent in by the more prolific contributors, it was more than a matter

of idle curiosity as to whether an individual belief in question was
"collected from" Mrs. X, or "collected by" her from others.

Statistical evidence in these matters is often not intrinsically valu-

able, but in helping to establish the range of individual repertories

it can help us to discover here and there those key informants that

are so important in the perpetuation of folk traditions. With re-

spect to the question of informants as over against collectors, it

would seem fairly clear, for example, that Mrs. Maude Minish Sut-

ton is pretty much an "informant," and that Paul and Elizabeth

Green are generally to be regarded as "collectors." Even so, it

would be interesting to know which items in the great Green
Collection came from the background of the Greens themselves as

sophisticates in a folk community. Simple speculations of this

kind are not possible for the other twenty-eiglit people w^ho contri-

buted fifty items or more each to the Brown Collection.

Tabulations credited to the accounts of individual informants

and/or collectors include, of course, only items appearing in these

volumes by actual count. Disparities between total collections for

individual field workers, as announced in inventories sent to the

editor, and actual items appearing in print, are thus accounted for.
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Multiple names of informants attached to individual items through-

out the collection have been individually tabulated, but anonymous
informants are tallied only vv^hen they constituted the only source,

or in rare instances, where they were listed among the principal

sources. The number of these anonymous listings, 1,035, is rather

high, but this fact would tend to confirm the essentially anonymous
and impersonal character of folklore itself. No attempt has been

made to tabulate these anonymous listings (see Miscellaneous
Sources, p. 586) in the general and regional tabulations for the

state.

Of the 303 informants and/or collectors accounting for the

8,569 items in the Brown Collection, only nine persons contributed

200 or more items. To head this list the Green Collection appears as

a source 1,426 times, an amazing total ! The only other repertory of

notable magnitude, whether a collection of her own material and/or

that of others also, is the complement of 478 folk beliefs submitted

by Gertrude Allen Vaught. Seven persons are responsible for 100

or more entries, seven turned in 75 or more items, and an equal

number account for 50 or more items each. Thirty-one people

were responsible for 25 or more items, but 49 could muster but a

single belief apiece. Eighty-one persons show low-range repertories

of from 2 to 5 items each, with another 113 informants and/or

collectors exhibiting median-range holdings from 6 to 24 beliefs

each. Thus 61 persons, or roughly only 20 per cent of the total num-

ber of informants and/or collectors, contributed 25 beliefs or more,

the remaining 242 (79.8 per cent) being accountable for only 24

items or fewer each. There is no way of knowing how many, or

how few, anonymous informants are responsible for the 1,035

anonymous-informant listings, which are included in the grand

total of 9,356 multiple-informant entries covering the 8,569 items

in the Brown Collection. The Misses Holeman are listed only once

each as persons in the total number of 303 informants, but their

joint contributions figure, of course, in the grand total. Students of

Lees-McRae College are not included in the total of 1,035 anony-

mous informants, but their total repertory is so small as not to in-

volve more than a few people at the most.

Out-of-state informants, including former residents of North

Carolina, and students from elsewhere attending institutions of

higher learning within the state—bringing in local North Carolina

material, of course, as well as undetermined amounts of folklore

from their home states—reach a total of 42 persons.

Following is the roster of informants (and collectors), together

with a total of their individual contributions selected for inclusion

in the present two volumes. These totals are listed in parentheses.

Newspapers and other miscellaneous sources are carried at the

end of the roster. W.D.H.
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Adams, Helen. Newton, Catawba
county (8).

Aikin, B. P. (i).

Albergotti, Emmet Reed. Roanoke,
Virginia (14).

Allen. (I).

Allen, Gay Wilson. New York,
New York (8).

Allen, Louis Carr, Jr. Burlington,

Alamance county (14).
Allison, Lucille. (4).
Arrowhead, Edna. Buladean,

Mitchell county (5).
Arrowhead, Robert. ( i )

.

Arrowhead, Roby. (13).

Bagley, Charles R. Hanover, New
Hampshire (9).

Baker, Eleanor. Creston, Ashe
county (8).

Ballentine, Mabel. Raleigh (25).
Barlowe, Ruth. (6).
Batton, Geneva. Whiteville, Co-
lumbus county (2).

Baugh, Atha S. Louisville, Ken-
tucky (i).

Beal, Matilda. Tennessee (2).
Beasley, Antoinette. Monroe,
Union county (ll).

Beasley, Edna. Louisburg, Frank-
lin county (13).

Belk, Henry. Monroe, Union
county (7).

Belni, Jimmy, (i).

Belvin, Jennie. Durham (4).
Bennett, Louise. Middleburg,
Vance county (39).

Benton, Mrs. George, (i).
Benz, Loraine. Marengo, Indiana

.(43).
Biggers, Caroline. Monroe, Union
county (22).

Blacknall, O. W. Kittrell, Vance
county (85).

Blacknall, Mrs. R. D. (4).
Blackwelder, Kay. (6).
Blades, Melick W. Apex, Wake
county (2).

Blair, Dr. (3).
Bowers, Virginia. Stanly county

(10).
Boyce, Eloise. Ansonville, Anson
county C5).

Boyd, Julian P. Dare county,

(272).
Brantley, Lenwood B. Zebulon,
Wake county (42).
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Bridgers, Furman. Durham (22).
Briggs, Ada. Nanscmond county,

Virginia (35).
Bntt, George W. New York,
New York (i).

Brogden, Roy Owen. Calypso,
Duplin county (4)

Broods, David N. (4).
Brooks, Baird Urquart. Durham

(18).
Brown, Dorothy M. (5).
Brown, Ethel. Catawba county

(19).
Brown, Frank C. Durham (45).
Brown, R. L. (9).
BufiFaloe, Ethel Hicks, Oxford.

Granville county (18).
Burch, Vella Jane. Durham county

(16).
Burns. (15).

Caldwell, C. (i).
Caldwell, Garah B., Jr. Monroe,
Union county (53).

Caldwell, Ted. Chapel Hill,
Orange county (9).

Cannon, Hazel. (2).

Carpenter, Jessie T. Durham
(16).

Gates, Mary Anne. (4).
Chambliss, Laurice Gwinn. Wil-

son county (18).
Cheek, Lucille. Chatham county

(117).

Chesson, Ralph R. Richmond, Vir-
ginia (22).

Christenburg, Jane. Huntersville,

Mecklenburg county (2).
Cobel, Cozette. Stanly county

(10).

Cochrane, R. B. Buncombe
county (30).

Colclough, Madge. Durham county
(loi).

Collins, Luda. Wake county (2)
Coltrane, Mrs. William G. Grif-

ton, Pitt county (2).

Comer, Wilbur, (i).

Conley, Mrs. H. M. (i).

Covington, Cornelia E. Florence
county, South Carolina (18).

Covington, William B. Norfolk,
Virginia (li).

Cromartie, Elizabeth Janet. Gar-
land, Sampson county (82).
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Davis, H. L. Hemp (2).
Davis, S. M. Whitehall, Bladen
county (10).

Dillard, Dr. Richard. Edenton,
Chowan county (5).

Dixon, S. M. (i).

Doering, Eileen. Huron county.

New York (4).
Doering, J. Frederick. St. Peters-

burg, Florida (132).
Doritz, Hazel. (9).
Doubkind, William C. Granville

county ( I )

.

Doxey, Elsie. Currituck county
(211).

Dreyer, Edward. New Orleans,

Louisiana (20).

Dubose, Thomas. Clinton, South
Carolina ( i )

.

Dudley, Blalock. (5).
Dunn, Jack. (7).
Dunston, R. T. GreensborOj Guil-

ford county (38). ["Dunstan"
on many slips]

Dupree, Mrs. J. A. Smithfield,

Johnston county (2).
Durham, Mrs. J. W. (3).

Edwards, Marie. Lufkin, Texas
(I).

Edwards, Raleigh B. Belhaven,
Beaufort county (21).

Efird, Rosa. Stanly county (24).
Ellington, LaVelle. Oxford,
Georgia (6).

Ellison, William A., Jr. Cam-
bridge, Massachusetts (i).

Fairley, Mr. (25).
Farrior, Minnie Bryan. Duplin
county (25).

Farthing, Lucy. Sugar Grove,
Watauga county (3).

Fletcher, Eula G. Mabel, Wa-
tauga county (4).

Fogel, Rubye. New York, New
York (6).

Forbes, Pearl. Roan Mountain,
Tennessee (6).

Foreman, Wilma. Stanly county
(8).

Foreman, Wilson, (i).

Foy, Josie [Mary Josie]. Durham
(6).

French, L. H. (2).

Frisbie, Zilpah Rebecca. Marion,
McDowell county (178).

Furr, Eva. Stanly county (23),

Galox. (5).

Gardner, Simon M. Warren county

(7).
Giles, Mrs. A. H. Fonta Flora,
Burke county (5).

Gosney, Minnie Stamps. Raleigh

(97).
Gray, R. D. Rutherfordton, Ruth-

erford county (i).

Grayson, Alda [Ada]. Ruther-
fordton, Rutherford county (22).

Green Collection (Paul and Eliza-

beth Green). Chapel Hill,

Orange county (1,426).
Greer, L G. Boone, Watauga
county (6).

Greer, Mrs. L G. Boone, Watauga
county ( I )

.

Griffeth. Holt E. Tipton Hill (5).
Grigg, W. Q. Cleveland county

(12).
Grimes, Minnie Bryan. Duplin
county (6).

Grindstaff, Lucye. Sylva, Jack-
son county (3).

Hall, Harry Guy. Marion, Mc-
Dowell county (5).

Hamlin, Annie. Durham (13).
Hanner, Robert Neil. Sanford,
Lee county (7).

Hansom, Lorelei, (6).
Harper, Marie. Durham (34).
Harrell, Helen. (4).

Harris, J. Ben. Richmond, Vir-
ginia (i).

Harris, Jethro. Northampton
county (5).

Hauser, Jessie. Pfafftown, For-
syth county (109).

Hawfield, G. C. (i).

Hawfield, James. Washington,
D. C. (15).

Hawfield, Samuel G. Concord,
Cabarrus county (11).

Hayman, Rev. Louis D. White-
ville, Columbus county (12).

Hearne, Clara. Roanoke Rapids,

Halifax county (140).
Henderson, Amy. Worry, Burke
county (2).

Hennesee, J. P, Marion^ Mc-
Dowell county (3).
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Henry, Anabel. Wallace, Duplin
county (7).

Herlong, Edith Virginia. Miami,
Florida (i).

Herring, Norman. Tomahawk,
Sampson county (53).

Herring, Mrs. Norman. Toma-
hawk, Sampson county (23).

Hickman, Wesley J. Hudson,
Caldwell county (68).

Hicks, Thurston T. Henderson,
Vance county (2).

Higgs, Margarite. Greenville,

Pitt county (8).
Hinnant, John Bryant. Durham

(I).

Hoffman, George E. Stuttgart,

Arkansas (8).

Holeman, Hallie. Durham (3).

Holeman, Harriet Rachel, Ander-
son, South Carolina (i).

Holeman, Jean. Durham (2).
Holeman, The Misses. Durham

(24).
Holt, Ruth. Graham, Alamance

county (19).
Holton, Aura. Charlotte (2).

Holton, Florence E. Washington,
D. C. (2).

Holton, Samuel M., Jr. Durham
(I).

Hoover, Thomas, (i).

House, James V. Cooleemee,
Davie county (3).

Howard, Valeria J. Roseboro,
Sampson county (18).

Howell, Dr. E. V. Chapel Hill,

Orange county (14).
Hudson, Hazel. Lees-McRae Col-

lege, Banner Elk, Avery county

(3).
Hudson, Paul O. Mooresville,

Iredell county (7).
Hudson, W. J. (i)

Hull, Sue Virginia. Indianapolis,

Indiana (254).
Hunter, R. N. Sanford, Lee
county ( I )

.

Hutchings, C. M. Durham (2).

James, George. Danville, Vir-
ginia (2). _

Johnson, Lois. Thomasville,
Davidson county (5).

JoHiff. (i).

Jones, Katherine Bernard. Ra-
leigh (41).
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Jordan, Susie Spurgeon. Brevard,
Transylvania county (24).

Kanipe, Joseph E. Asheville,

Buncombe county (20).
Kanoy, Dorothy. Fayetteville,

Cumberland county (10).
Keech, Dr. James Maynard.
Miami, Florida (4).

Knox, Carl G. Leland, Bruns-
wick county (75).

Knox, George E. Washington,
D. C. (6).

Lambert, Autie Bell. Stanly county

(15).
Lambert, Elsie. (5).
Lamm, Dixie V. Lucama, Wilson

county (36).
Lancaster, Nilla. Goldsboro,
Wayne county (238).

Lay, Rev. George W. Eastern
N. C. (I).

Leary, Mr. (2).

Leary, Mrs. ( i )

.

Leary, Thomas F. Durham (i),

Lee, William S., Jr. Monroe,
Union county (8).

Lineberry, Martha Foy. Raleigh
.(II).

Little, George C. Newport, Ten-
nessee (i).

Logum, Carrie Lee. (5).
Long, Dr. Robert E. Roxboro,

Person county (43).
Lucas, Louise. White Oak,
Bladen county (15).

Luchans, Mrs. (21).

McAtee, W. L. (2).

McCain, John Walker, Jr. San
Francisco, California (i).

Mclnnis, Nina. (6).

Mack, Kathleen. Davidson county

(29).
McKinney, Jeanette. Lees-McRae

College, Banner Elk, Avery
county (3).

McNeil, Grace. Toecane, Mitchell

county (5).
McRae, Julia. (11).

Mansfield, Mamie. Durham (234).
Marshbanks, Flossie. Mars Hill,

Madison county (16).

Mary H.B. (i).

Massey, Lucille. Durham C207).
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Maxwell, Nancy Isabelle. Dur-
ham (2).

Meacham, Dr. Charles T. New
York, New York (i).

Merritt, F. B. (4).
Midgett, P. D. Roanoke Island,

Dare county (2).

Million, H. M. (l).

Moody. Johnson. Lees-McRae
College, Banner Elk, Avery
county ( I )

.

Mooney, James. (l).

Morgan, Macie. Stanly county

(22).
Morgan, Ruth. Stanly county

("). ,. .

Morton, Emmy Lou. Lansmg,
West Virginia (16).

Mull, Bessie Lou. Shelby, Qeve-
land county (21).

Nichols, Madge T. Raleigh (4).

Nichols, Penelope Anne. Rocky
Mount, Nash and Edgecomb
counties (4).

Norris, Clara. Boone, Watauga
county (3).

Oreston, Marvin. (l).

Overton, Doris. Greensiboro,

Guilford county (16).

Page, Lida. Durham (52).

Paisley, J. C. (2).

Parker, Ella. Mt. Gilead, Mont-
gomery county (28).

Patten, Constance. Greensboro,

Guilford county (104).
Pearce, Allie Ann. Colerain,

Bertie county (47).
Perrin, Lucille. (5).

Peterson, Mildred. Bladen county

(95).
Peterson, Ray. Riley (8).

Pickens, Marshall L Charlotte

(4).
Pierce, Lucille. Miami, Florida

(3).
Poole, Ivey Talmadge. Swepson-

ville, Alamance county (20).
Poovey, Maybelle. High Point,

Guilford county (27).

Powe, Ellerbe, Jr. Durham (19).

Pridgen, Roberta E. Durham
(n).

Proctor, Charles. Cliflfta, West
Virginia (2).

Proctor, Flop. West Virginia (i).

Pruette, Mary Olivia. Charlotte

(30).

Quale, J. Donald, (i).

Randolph, Mrs. Edgar E. Elon
College, Alamance county (7).

Ray, Jane N. Meredith College,

Wake county (11).
Rea, Marjorie. Craven county

(22).

Rea, Maysie. Craven county (17).
Robinson, Ethyl. (13).
Root, Carolyn Kay. Durham (11).
Ross, Marjorie. Craven county

(I).

Royster, Esther Frances. Hender-
son, Vance county (35).

Rupe, Odus. Wellington, Ken-
tucky (10).

Russell, Kate S. Roxboro, Person
county (274).

Russell, R. S. Roxboro, Person
county (4).

Scarborough, Mary. Wanchese,
Dare county (10).

Schafifner, John. (44).
Sease, Will S. Tulsa, Oklahoma

(23).
Self, Julia E. Miami, Florida (7).
Simpson, Eleanor. East Durham,
Durham county (65).

Sinclair, Mildred S. Carthage,
Moore county (11).

Sloan, Louise W. Davidson, Meck-
lenburg county (3).

Smith, Duo K. Houstonville, Ire-

dell county (12).

Smith, Ella. Yadkin county (14).
Smith, Eunice. Pantego, Beaufort
county (90).

Smith, Helen Eraser. (36).

Smith, Lizzie May. Hamlet, Rich-
mond county (5).

Smith, Merle. Stanly county (31).
Smith, Sadie. (7).

Smith, Thomas. Zionville, Wa-
tauga county. (16).

Smith, W. G. (3).
Smith, W. H. (25).

Smith, Rev. William S. Cornelius,

Mecklenburg county (19).
Snipes, Charles, (i).

Spivey, E. B., Jr. Trotville, Gates
county. (14).
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Stack, Norman L. Mars Hill,
Madison county (2).

Stanford, W. J. Wake county (4).
Stanley, Fred. (8).
Stinson, Fred. (2).
Stone, Alma Irene. Meredith Col-

lege, Raleigh (31).
Sutton, Elizabeth. Durham (20).
Sutton, Mrs. Maude Minnish.

Lenoir, Caldwell county {77).

Taylor, Ila. (5).
Taylor, Margaret Elizabeth. Mt.

Holly, Gaston county (5).
Taylor, Mary Prichard. (i).
Teeter, Zebulon. Leesburg, Florida

{27).
Thomasen. (i).

Thompson, Irene. Mt. Airy, Surry
county (16).

Trader, William Dalzell. Clear-
water, South Carolina (2).

Trexler, Tom. (i).
Trivette, Ruth Jane. Glenside,

Pennsylvania (6).
Tucker, Effie. (2).
Tucker, Grace. Sumter, South

Carolina (4).
Tugman, Alexander. Todd, Ashe
county (41).

Tully, Bill. (4).
Turner, Joseph K. Rocky Mount,
Nash and Edgecombe counties
(6).

Turner, Minnie. Stanly county

Vann, Dorothy McDowell. Raleigh
(44).

Vann, Fannie. Durham (29).
Vaught, Mrs. Gertrude Allen.
Alexander county (476).

Walker, Edith. Chattanooga, Ten-
nessee (59).

Walker, Mary Lipscomb. Durham
(17).

Wall, Martha Evelyn. Wallburg,
Davidson county (32).

Ward, Webb. (4).
Watkins, Louise F. Goldsboro,
Wayne county (11).

Watkins, Sarah K. Anson and
Stanly counties (il).

Watson, Fawn. Robeson county
(19).

Webb, Pearl A. Pineola, Avery
county (17).

Whitley, Edna. (27).
Wilkinson, Clarence. (6).
Williams, Crockette. Eastern
North Carolina (20).

Williams, James Charles, Jr.
Franklin, Virginia (6).

Williams, Mrs. (i).
Willis, Rebecca. Atlanta, Texas

(63).
Wilson, George P. Greensboro,

Guilford county (20).
Wilson, Wade. (3).
Wooten, W. I. Durham (2).
Wright, Prof. J.T.C. Boone,
Watauga county (14).

Umberger, Bascom L., Jr. Con- Yaines, Glen. Cooleemee, Davie
cord, Cabarrus county (4). county (2).

Miscellaneous Sources

Anonymous informants (1,035).
Durham Herald-Sun (8).
Monroe Journal (i).
Raleigh News atid Observer (2).
Newspaper clippings, unidentified

(33).
Farmers' and Planters' Almanac,

1839 (i).

Students from Lees-McRae College
(13).





INDEX
Compiled by Rachel Bakkr

This topical index increases manyfold the value of the present col-

lection, making possible, as it does, the tracing out of various folkloristic

uses to which a given object or item may be put. To facilitate search,

classification numbers are provided conveniently throughout the index

as well as in the unabridged listings below.

Volume VI

I. Birth, Infancy, Childhood i- 479
II. Human Body, Folk Medicine 480-2769

III. Home, Domestic Pursuits 2770-3348
IV. Economic, Social Relationships 3349-3705
V. Travel, Communication 3706-4131
VI. Love, Courtship, Marriage 4132-4873

Volume VII

VII. Death and Funereal Customs 4874-5531
VIII. Witchcraft, Ghosts, Magical Practices 5532-5902
IX. Cosmic Phenomena ; Times, Numbers, Seasons 5903-6041
X. Weather 6042-7093
XI. Animals, Animal Husbandry 7094-7743
XII. Fishing and Hunting 7744-7907

XIII. Plants, Plant Husbandry 7908-8473
XIV. Miscellaneous; Addenda 8474-8569

a-b-c's : see alphabet
abdomen : 1150
abed: 8552
abortive : 21 flf.

abscessed lungs : see lungs

accident: 241, 3857, 5439. 5847. 8502
account book : 208
aces [cards] : 3657
ache: 566, 804, 5737, 6207, 6414, 6640,

6916 ; see also pain

acorn : 1994, 6078, 6100, 7900
acting out : 8383
actor: 3477
Adam : 159
Adam and Eve root : 4268
Adam's apple: 2213
addertag : 890
adversity: 3016
afflictions of the newborn : 120

afterbirth : 53 flf.

afternoon: 6213, 6227, 6783, 6984, 7796,

7858, 7903, 8080, 8085 ; — rainbow

:

6387, 6871; —, rainy: 6452; —
setting of hen : 7440

afterpains : 63, 65 f. ; —
,
prevention of

:

64
agate : 869
age: 668 f., 3383; — of child: 418 f.;— of rattlesnake: 7312
ague : 805 f.

ailment: see disease, sickness

air : 2074, 5601, 5714 fi. ;
— , hot : 5751

;

—, still: 7750, 7853; — . stinging:

7041 ; —, warm : 5733
airing [ventilation] : 5433
alarm clock : see clock

Albemarle Sound : 7786
alcohol : 1075, 1800, 2029

alder: 1055, 1533; see also swamp
alder

alfalfa: 1702

alligator: 997, 1365, 701

1

alligator-pear stones: 1306

almanac : 7744
alphabet: 4159, 4172 f., 4335, 4346.

4513, 4555, 4558, 4588
altar : 4973
altering [castration] : 7681 ; see also

castration
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alum: 320, 405 f., 408 f., 871, 1008,

1252, 1382, 1744, 1824, 2030 f., 2200
alumroot: 1773
alum water : 1883, 2206
ambeer : 2556 ; sec also tobacco juice

amber: 260, 826, 1539, 2218
amethyst : 583a
ammonia: 423, 2310
amputation : 807 flf.

amulet: 5820, 5833
anemia : 810
angel : 261 f., 5137
anger: 533 flf., 578, 1770, 2852, 2884,

3538, 3542, 3544 f-, 3547 ff-, 3612,

4078, 4297, 4408, 4654, 5935, 71 13,

8183 f., 8500 f.

Angier [a town] : 1276
angleworm : 1967, 7782, 7833
angleworm oil: 1967
animal: 725, 5183, 6014, 6076, 6277,

6654, 7061, 7389, 7888, 8376; —
birthmark : 102 f

.
; — in the body :

718 flf.; — charms: 5787 flf.; —

,

crossing (passing) : 3801 flf. ;
—

cures : 742 flf. ; — dying in one's

hands : 7094
ankle: 608, 642, 1227, 1235, 1977, 2045,

2053, 2066, 2393, 3748 f., 5566 f.,

5685, 5688, 5826, 6640; see also

sprains

ant: 6378, 6787, 6933. 7345 flf.

ant-egg salve : 1340
ant hole : 4263, 6246, 6776 flf.

antidote: 1951 f.

antler: 1247, 7883
aphrodisiac : 4267
apparition: 5139; see also ghosts,

haunts
appendicitis : 811 flf.

appetite [of animals] : 7600, 7677 f.

;

[human] : 275, 659
apple: 87, 4269, 4349, 4417 flf., 4587,

4671, 7947, 8213
apple branch : 5895
apple brandy : 965
apple butter : 2793
apple peeling: 2839, 4594 flf.

apple seeds: 132 f., 4589 ff., 4639, 5863,
6028, 7952

apple tree: 328, 2668, 4563, 7947, 8013,

8316, 8432 flf., 8525

apple-tree bark: 1418 f.

apple vinegar : 1440
applications, external : see poultice

April: 5555, 6111, 6118 flf., 6848, 7745,
8005, 8062, 8064, 8128, 8134, 8165,

8170, 8300, 8302, 8305 f., 8308, 8310,

8313; — thirtieth: 4568 flf., 7532;— birthstone : 5830 ; —, first three

days of: 7635; — snow: 1379
apron : 3198 f., 3235, 4383, 4648, 4722

5298, 6855, 7272
aquamarine : 5830
arising: 1198, 3076, 3102, 4916
aristocratic blood : 608
arm: 248, 566, 814 f., 1227, 1482 f.,

1502, 1630, 1977, 2037, 3081
armpit: 1732, 4269; see also underarm
Arms [zodiac] : 8067 f., 8167
artery : i860
artistic talent : 215
asafetida: 27, 735 f., 1099, 1281, 1745,

1802, 21 15, 2705 f., 2733, 7842 f.

Ascension Day: 3281 f., 51 13, 5123 flf.,

7021, 7791, 8015 f., 8101, 8250
ashamed : 598
ashes: 332, 407, 409, looi, 1337, 1347,

1730, 1825, 1862, 2100, 2215, 2336,

2353, 2372, 2568, 4150, 441 1, 5171,

5808, 5845, 6276, 6804, 7605, 7648,

8486; — carried out (taken up) :

203, 2900 flf., 5098 flf., 5435, 8486;
—, sprinkled on animals : 7391,

7470
ash hopper : 1202
ash shovel : 7273
Ash Wednesday: 767, 2905, 5106, 6116,

6963, 7391, 7470, 8265, 8290
asking for plants : 8367
aspen : 6824, 7956 f.

ass : 6655
asseveration : 3662 fT.

assolica : 2182
asthma : 816 flf.

astringent : 1306
asul de bola : see blueing
athletics : 3626 flf.

auctioneer : 3480
audibility : 6936
August: 6074, 6393, 7038 flf., 8232,

8253 f., 8430 ; — eleventh : 6009

;

— birthstone: 5830
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autumn : 7901
autumnal equinox : 6309
avarice : 206
averting evil eye : see evil eye ; ward-

ing off evil eye
awake at eleven : 5605
awakening of reptiles: 701 1 f.

ax (axe) : 45 f., 66, 878, 2084, 2981,

5391 f-, 5556, 7651, 7870 f., 8512
axle grease: 1291, 1534, 2326, 2569

B
babies, origin of : i fF.

baby: 143 ff., 4098, 4168, 5758, 8554;— clothes: 144; — diaper: i486;
— hair : 6646

baby lamb : 7180
baby teeth: 385, 2378
bachelor : 4161, 4217, 4481, 4662, 4664,

4667, 4670 f., 4843, 4847, 8549
back [human anat.] : 462, 571, 1053,

1 1 30, 1 148 f., 1222, 1893, 1899 f-i

1937. 2172, 2271, 2418, 3008, 3128,

3380, 4296, 4312, 5238, 5400, 5615,

5665, 8028; —, cat's: 6171, 6278,

6416 f., 6918, 7062; — of chimney
(fireplace) : 4073 f., 6914; — , cow's

7522, 7630; — , dog's: 5215, 5224;— of hand : 4734 ; — of head : 1886
f.; — , hog's 1838 ff.; — of the

house: 2601, 5331; — log: 7483;— of neck: 1845, 1885, 1888, 1901,

4255 ;
— pocket : 5818 ; —, snake's :

6423, 6742 f., 6751 ; —, tick's : 6803
backache : 830 ff.

backbone: 5400, 5787
back door : 2914, 2970, 3372, 5313, 5332,

7262, 7264
back doorstep : 1207, 3958
backed fingers : 450
backing out : 2983 f.

back stairs : 2996
backstick : 7483
backwards : 4326, 5988, 7202 ; — cook-

ing: 4296; — counting: 1652, 1654,

1667 f
.

; — crawling: 8318; —

,

getting out of bed: 3102; — ,
going

to bed (retiring) : 3075, 4309 flf.,

4314, 4348 f. ; — , hat worn : 3836,

3870; — reading of Book of Solo-
mon : 4347 ; — returning to house

:

3765; — , running: 611; —, setting

table: 4325; — stepping: 1525,

1653, 5490 f. ; — , sweeping: 4323;
turned wheel : 8513 ;

— undress-
ing : 4312; — walking: 612, 1026,

1509, 161 1, 2484, 2637, 2700, 3841,

4140 ff., 4148 f., 5396, 5398, 5440;

— walking downstairs : 4428 ; see

also looking backwards
back yard : 3946
bacon: 913 f., 1135, 7702; — rind:

2188; — , stolen : 2469
bad : — beginning : 5987 ; — blood

see blood ;
— day : 3719 ;

— dreams
3487 ;

— end : 5986, 8493 ; — habit

5541; "— man" [devil]: 6468 f.— man (person) : 4021, 5521, 6337— milk: 76; — month: 6154; —
news: 1559, 4094 ff. ; — spirits:

5736, 5745 ;
— weather : 5603, 6143,

6146 ff. ; — winter : 6070, 6072
bad luck : see luck, bad
bad-luck stone [opal] : 3256
bad things [gossip] : 8542
bag : —, cotton : 5755 ; —, cow's

:

2404 ; —, muslin : 1937 ; —, snake-
skin : 5760

bait (baits) : 1968, 2735, 7826 ff.

baking : — cake : 2779 ff ., 2789 ;
—

feet: 1142 f.

baking powder : 2367
baking soda: 1201. 2237, 2567
balancing broom or twig : 4329, 5877
baldness : 838 ff.

baled hay : 7936
balking horse: 5721, 5783, 7636
ball : 5097 ; — , conjure : 5543 ; —, hoo-

doo: 5654; — of twine (yarn):

4339 ff.

balm of Gilead buds: 1215, 1926
balsam (balsum) : 979 f.

banana: 7953 f.

band : —, cork : 2044 ; — , leather

:

2041 ; —, woolen : 1095
bandage: 2163, 2216
banister : 5267
banjo: 5772
bank [money] : 5777
bank of clouds : 6347, 6401, 6457, 6484,

6487 ff., 6504
Baptist preacher: 7149
barefoot: 477 ff., 1040, 1143
bark [of tree]: 8420; — , apple: 1418

f. ; — , black pine : 1747 ; —, cherry

:

792 f., 965, 1060, 1076, 1088, 1 190,

1192, 1418 f
.

; —, dogwood: 899,

1 183, 1418, 1799; —, elder: 1300;
—, elm: 852, 980; — ,

gum: 1762;— from north side of tree : 904,

1276; — , oak: 794, 852, 2529; —
persimmon : 794, 965 ; — ,

plum

:

822; —
,
poplar: 1060, 1915, 2743;

— , red alder: 961; — , red dog-
wood: 1068, 1 1 17, 1938; — , red

holly: 965; — , red oak: 904, 938
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f., 1286, 131 1, 1355, 1447, 1856,

2026, 2200, 2324, 7457, 7638, 7677

;

—, removed from twigs : 1841,

1908; — , sassafras root: 2320; —

,

skinned back and replaced : 2481

;

slippery elm: 941, 2201 f.
; —, sour-

wood: 1303; — , spicewood: 1820;
—, sweet gum: 1719; —, thick:

6092 ; — , white oak : 790 ; — , wild
cherry: 659, 794, 898 ff., 1073, 11 11,

1 124, 1209, 1214, 1757; — , wild
cucumber: 1775; —, willow: 1075,

1455, 1800
barking: —, of dogs: 3688, 3936, 4081,

5205 flf., 7165, 7168, 7175, 7406,

7408 ; — fox : 7887 ; — , of ground
hog: 5230

barley : 8281
barn: 7493, 7829, 8333
barrel : 6847, 8175
barren fruit tree : 8420 ff.

baseball : 3633 flf.

baseball bat : see bat

base of neck: 1896
basil: 1758
bastard : 217
basting threads : 3224
bat [mammal] : 510, 844 f., 1366, 1565,

1577, ^77"^, 5184, 6656, 7183
bat, baseball : 3635 fT.

bath : 2121
bathing: 1301, 1485, 1733, 1753, 1844,

1848, 1887, 1952, 1962, 2076, 2096,

2395, 2580, 2670, 4756, 5017, 5182,

5902 ; — baby : 258 ; — cat : 6662

;

— eyes : 1359, 1381 ;
— fever

patient: 1440, 1460, 1462; — new-
born : 60 ; — sick person : 699

bawling calf (cow) : 5194 f., 7095,

7621
bay, hounds at : 8557
beads: 1538, 1878, 2333, 2383, 5832; —

,

amber: 826, 1539, 2218; —, blood-
stone: 1880; — , chinaberry : 1540;
—, coral : 380 ; — , elder stalk : 376

;

—
,

gold: 1541, 1958, 2219; —

,

green glass: 1356; —,
Jerusalem

root : 37y ; — , red : 1879 ; —

,

"tread-salve" root : 379 ; —
,

yel-

low : 827
bean: 1535, 2482, 7994, 7999, 8055 flf.;

—, castor: 1708; —, red: 1876; —

,

split : 2483 ; —, white : 2485 f. ; —

,

white navy : 2195
bean field : 8333
bean hulls : 8056
bean seed : 8089
bean strings : 8057
bear : — , skin of : 104 ; — , tooth of

:

354 f-, 2344
bearing of fruit trees: 8409 f., 8415,

8418, 8420 flf., 8434
beating : — bewitched cow : 7632 ;

—
a bride : 4824 ; — candy : 2792 ;

—
to death : 5767 ; — sick person

:

1 149; — his wife [the devil] : 6469,

6471, 6473 flf.; — white of egg:

2791
beau (beau-lover) : 4153, 4212, 4226
beauty : 674 flf.

beauty spot: 4160
bed: 149, 256, 469, 704, 759 f., 1077,

1439, 1463, 1569, 1973, 2309, 2329,

2990, 3072, 3075, 3077 ff-, 3085 flf.,

3102 f., 3238 f., 3587, 4366, 4368,

4680, 4884 f., 4964, 49*58, 4990, 5079,

5284, 5541, 5552, 5669 f.. 5674,

5690, 5708; — , brushing (sweep-
ing) under: 701 flf., 2928, 4898, 4992
flf. ; — made by pig : 6285

bedbug : 2990
bedclothes: 3120, 4349 flf., 4360 flf.

bedding sweet potatoes : 8239
bedmaking: 3105, 4967
bedpost: 4356 fT., 4369, 4600, 5663
bedroom : 4353 flf., 4498
bedsore : 852
bedtick: 4897, 8554
bedtime: 1992, 2851
bed-wetting : 278 ff

.

bee: 5134, 6779, 7515 ff. ; see also sting

of bees
beech tree: 2341, 6054, 7017
beef, raw : 2189, 2461
beef foot oil : 1329
beef gall : 2747
beef reed : 7535
bees:_ 7515 flf.

beeslings : 7521
beeswax: 313. 968, 971, 1267, 2183,

7575 ;
— doll : 4260

beet: 2798, 8090 flf.; — leaf: 2751
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beetle: 1009, 3230, 7348, 8073; —
blood : 1320

beggar : 3371 ;
— man : 4727 ff.

beginning: 5989, 5996 ff., 6004 f.,

8543; —, bad: 5987; —
, good:

5986
behind : 2089, 261

1

belching of cow : 7603
beliefs about food : 2819 ff.

bell : 6835
bellow of frog : 7084
belly: 1148 f., 5181 ;

— of snake: 6744,
6750, 6752, 6754

"belly-buster" bug: 1700
belt, snakeskin : 1987, 2140
bent: — knee: 2870 f., 3308, 331 1; —

mullein stalk: 4565; — pin: 5543
berries: 6096 f., 6102; see also gum

berries, juniper berries, pokeberries
"berrying out" : 6302
betting: 3659, 3661
bewitchment: 5609, 5612, 5616, 5625,

5676; — of cattle: 7537, 7625 ff.

;

— of cream: 7548; — of guns:
7904 ;

— of horses : 7660 ff. ; — of
hunting dogs: 7872; — of^ milk:

7549 ;
— of person : 5696 ; — of

sheep : 7743 ;
— of turkeys : 7514

Bible: 205, 208 f., 3486 ff., 4344 ff.,

4863 f., 5578, 5666, 5705 f,, 5708,

5667; — verse: 879 ff., 1015, 1624
f., 1907, 2690

Biblical charm : 775
bicarbonate of soda: 1536, 1726
bicycle: 4435
biestings : 7521
big: — cotton blossoms: 6813; —

ears : 508 ; — meeting time : 6393

;

— 'possum : 7891 ; — star : 6562 ;
—

toe : 1070, 4625 f. ; — tree : 7891
"bile" : 853
binding [tourniquet] : 2123
bird: 652, 1572, 3364, 5276, 5278, 6102,

6182 f., 6288, 6926 f., 7205 ff., 8297;
— , alighting on boat (ship) : 3463,
5288; — dying in the hand: 1912;
— , flying over person's head : 5283 ;— fluttering against glass: 5279;—

,
game : 6086 ;

— in house : 2944,

4507, 5006, 5280 f., 5283, 5285, 5286,

6338; — hunting: 7874 ff. ; — of ill

omen : 7289 ; — , land : 6704 ; —

,

lighting on bed : 5284 ; on person :

5287 ; on pregnant woman : 4875 ;

on window : 4092 ; — , low-flying

:

707, 6701 : — , migrating : 6084 f.,

6106; —
,
pecking at window: 8558;

— , as pest: 8321, 8331 ff. ; —

,

sea : 6704 ; —, shadow of : 3966 ; —

,
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— singing: 6370, 6702 f., 7219; —

,

slicked down : 6046 ; —, tail of

7220 ; — , whistling : 4708 ; —, wild

7064 ;
— on windowsill : 5279

bird seed : 8282
bird's egg : 7218
bird's nest: 493, 846, 1481, 1560, 1578

ff., 2762, 4506, 4529, 5277, 7217,
7221

birth : 142, 238 f., 2912, 8475 ff.^ 8481

;

— of Christ : 7940 ; —, dream of •

5138; — month of horses: 7634; —
of 'possum : 7893

birthday: 121 ff., 4776, 5849, 5976 f.

birthday cake: 461 i, 8505
birthmark: 85 ff., 104 ff., 112 f.

birthstone: 3259, 5829 ff., 5833
biscuit: 1319, 1468, 2794, 2859^ 3549,

4037, 4667, 47 1

5

bite: — of bat: 510; — of blue-
gummed Negro : 636 f. ; — , chig-
ger : 1028, 1037 ;

— of dog : 7175 f.

;

— of mad dog: 1692, 1695 f
.

; — of

snake : 2135, 7321 ; see also dog bite,

snakebite, stings of insects

biting: — off butterfly's head: 155,

3156, 3165 ff. ; — fingernails: 4985;— fish: 7751, 7754 ff., 7821 — flies;

6784 f., 6790 ; — ox's ear : 7673 ; —
one's tongue : 3673

bitterness of cucumbers: 8173 f., 8568
bitters: 796, 898
black : 5410 ; — boat : 5179 ; — bonnet

:

4955; — car: 8514; — cat: 105,

812, 2096 f., 21 16, 2277 ff., 2451,

2710, 3362, 3808, 3810 f., 3813 ff.,

4695 ff., 5 1 85, 5187, 5456, 5590 f.,

5592, 5605, 5675, 5771, 5787 t., 6661,

7150, 7152 ff., 8562; — cedar tree:

5379; — chicken: 1025, 1415, 2099,

2498; — cloud: 6516; — cord (rib-

bon) (string) : 298, 1258, 1877,

7428 ; — crow : 8157; — dog : 1 976,

3805, 5626; — eye: 1391 ;
— eyes:

207, 511 ;
— frost : 6273 ;

— funeral
clothes : 5473 ; — head of woolly
worm : 6087 ; — -headed man

:

3887; — hen: 1153, 1804, 2131 ;
—

ink : 2572 ; — kettle : 5591 ;
—

loam : 2238 ; — mammies : 2056 ;
—

man : 490 ;
— ox : 5778 ;

— rascal

:

5769 ; — roof of dog's mouth : 7402 ;— sheep: 1095. 1334, 7741 ;
— sock

(stocking): 2213, 3204; — suit-

case: 37Z7; — vehicle: 5437; —
wedding clothes : 4801 f., 4804 f. ;

—
wool band : 1095

blackberry: 5361 f., 6301, 6999, 8049;— bush : 2721 ; — root : 1305
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blackbird : 6047, 6064, 6289 f,, 7208
black currant : 753
black-eyed pea (black pea) : 2538,

2829, 2831, 3359
black gum berry: 6102

black hawthorn twig : 5896
black locust wood : 8458
black pine bark: 1747
black pepper: 67, 866, 1135, 1164, i8l8,

4368, 751

I

blacksmith : 1522
blacksnake: 113, 1988, 2896, 3623, 3629,

6738 f., 6746, 6748 ff., 6753, 7292 f.,

7309. 7314, 7318, 7528
bladder [fish] : 647; [human] : 854
blade [of knife] : 2668, 3472, 3581 ;

[of

scissors] : 5403
Bladen County : 2392
blast of hot air: 5715
blazing [of hair]: 2388; [of star]:

5904
, ^

bleaching complexion (skin) : 2109;
see also whitening

bleating of goats (sheep) : 6673
bleeding: 855 ff., 912, 1207, 1423, 1966,

2124, 2754; see also blood, blood
stanching, hemorrhage, nosebleed
— of castrated stock : 7392 ;

—
cow : 7578 ; — ground : 7966 ; — of

hogs : 7683 ;
— of horses : 7642 ;

—
of murdered man's wounds : 3695

;

— nose: 3698; — nutmeg: 1316
blessed : 566
blight of tree: 8414, 8416
blindfold: 2553, 4415, 7851
blindness: 8S4 ff., 1801, 7249; see also

snow blindness

blister: 887, 1257, 1282, 2163, 3669 f
.

;

see also cold blisters, fever blisters

bloat in cattle : 7603
blockhead : 443, 3493
blood: 46, 63, 810, 888, 897, 1891 f.,

1908, 2169, 31 12, 3696, 3700, 4231
f., 4243, 5129, 5582, 6017, 7925 f.

;

—, animal: 8417; —, aristocratic:

608 ; —, bad : 898 ; — of bat : 845 ;— of beetle: 1320; — , cat's: 1188,

2096 ; — , chicken : 2098 f. ; — , cool

:

1447 ; — , dog's : 5626 ; —, dove's :

1345; — . dream of: 31 13, 8502; —
of enemy : 5550 ; — , frog's : 4264 ;

— in gun : 7907 ; —, mole's [ani-

mal] : 849; — from a partridge:

^370; —,
pig's: 2475; —, snake's:

4265 ;
— sweating egg : 4491 ; —

,

toad's : 2478 ; — from tooth : 2376
f., 2380 f. ; —, warm : 1447 ;

—
from a wart : 2403 f. ; —, worms
in the : 2739

blood humor [horse ailment] : 7651
blood poison : 905 ff.

blood pressure : 910 f.

blood purifier : 893
bloodroot: 1774
blood snake : 5555
bloodstain : 3699
blood stanching: 855 ff., 1261, 1269
bloodstone : 869, 1880
blood tonic: 889 ff.

bloody milk : 7524 ff.

blooming: — of apple tree: 8013, 8213,
8316, 8432 f. ; — blackberry: 5361
f., 6301, 6999, 8049; — cantaloupe:

8303 ;
— cherry tree : 8437 ;

—
chestnut : 8145 ; — cotton : 6813,

8048, 8050; — cucumber: 8176; —
day : 7998, 8362 ; — dogwood : 6934,
8136; — elder: 1813, 8340; — fruit

trees : 6094, 8403 ff., 8394 f. ;
—

grapevines: 8325; — locust: 8041,

8146 ; — out of season : 5360, 5366,

7938 ; — pea vine : 8207 f . ; — peach
tree: 8419; — potato: 8234; —
vines : 8296 ; — walnut tree : 8147

Blossom [zodiac] : 8070, 8207
blossom : see blooming ; — and fruit

on branch : 8408
blow away : 2950
blowing: — breath: 1963, 5548, 5563;— in baby's (child's) mouth: 333

f., 381, 411 ff., 417; — out birthday

candles: 461 1 ;
— in bottle: 55; —

on broom straw: 1057; — burns:

993 f • ; — on cards : 3653 ;
— on

daisy pollen : 135 ; — on dandelion

:

136 f., 476, 4579, 6006 f. ; — eye-

lash off hand : 542 ; — on fire

:

4398 ; — in fist : 53 f. ; — off of hat

:

6844; — lighted candle: 4415; —
on notched wood: 1080; — silk

handkerchief through chest [anat.] :

2T0T ; — smoke: 1175, 1327, 1338;
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— sulphur: 1288; — thistle down:
475; — tobacco juice: 2156; —
wind: 7751 ; see also puffing

blue : 4203 ; — cloth : 4275 ; eyed
people: 511; — fire: 5845, 6636,
6912, 7047 ;

— flame : 5166, 6274 ;
—

hydrangeas : 8368 f. ; — sky : 6229,

6348, 6509, 6855, 6905; — string:

1234, 1874; — veins: 4702; —
wedding apparel : 4801 ff., 4806 ff.,

4819 flf.

bluebird : 7234
blueing: 1253. 1347
blueing of firewood : 8446
bluejay: 7253; see also jaybird
bluestone : 2374, 7738
bluet : 7939
board [lumber] : 1397, 1786, 5423, 5692,

7829, 8470
'casting: 5840
boat : 5179
bobwhite : 6705 f.

body : 630, 5737, 5746, 5808
bog onion : 2359
boil (boils) : 100, 912 ff., 921 ff., 925,

928, 932 f., 936 f., 940, 945 {., 949,

953 ff., 1 55 1 f-

boiling: — cat: 5771, 5788; — clouds:
6501 ;

— cream : 7547 f. ; — dish-

water : 4674, 5613; — milk: 5649,
7628 ;

— needles : 5577 ;
— pot

:

2770; — water: 1382, 5591
boll, cotton : 8047
boll weevil : 8341
bolster : 1078 f.

bone: 370, 830, 1226, 1231, 1476, 1827,

2220, 2312, 2343, 2443 ff., 2448 f.,

4263, 4266, 4494, 5564, 5590 f., 5675,

5771, 5785, 5788, 5805, 581 1, 7654,
8484 f. ; see also fin-bone

bone felon : see felon

boneset tea: 1056, 1105, 1703
bone water : 2074
bonnet : 4955
book: 208, 431, 433 ff., 438 f.

boom of sailboat : 3470
boots : 148, 3082
borax : 406, 409, 1382, 1824
boric acid : 1122
boring hole in tree: 328, 8417 f

.
; see

also hole bored in tree

born : — with a caul : 5750 ; — on
Christmas: 5588; — in November:
4902 ; — under star ; see also Mon-
day, Tuesday, etc.

borrowed : — clothing : 5473 ;
— knife

:

3581 ;
— needle : 3293 ; — pin

:

3337; — sage: 5357; — wedding
clothes : 4818 ff.

borrowing by a witch : 7548, 7550
bosom : 4278, 4580 ; see also breast
boss in the family : 4868 f.

bots [disease of horses] : 7652
bottle: 205, 1 178, 1892, 2170, 5502,

5689 f., 5835, 5868, 7491, 8336, 8343
f., 8487, 85 1

1

bottom: — ear of corn: 8150; — of
foot: 3713

bottomlands: 61 11

boudoir pillows : 3074
bouquet, bride's : 4854 ff.

bow from Ijoy's cap : 4220 ff.

bowel ailments : 958 ff.

bowel regulator: 959, 961
Bowels [zodiac] : 2798, 8296
bowlegs : 283
bow moon : 81 91

boxwood: 2354, 4554
boy: 148 ff., 5620
boy's cap (hat) : 4218, 4220 f.

bracelet : — , brass : 2053 ; —, copper
wire: 2053; — , red ctlluloid: 7324;
see also band, leather band, strap,

wrist
bragging: 5837 ff.

brain: 5340, 5620; — of chicken: 357;— of rabbit : 365 f
., 397 ; — of

screech owl: 1586; — of squirrel:

369
branch : —, apple : 5805 ; —, dead :

6828 ; —, forked : 5872 f
.

; —, still

:

1518; see also stream
branched twig : 5894
brandy: 965, 121 1, 2120, 2268, 2323
brass : 3397 ;

— earrings : 2063, 2288

;

— ring: 1237 f., 1304, 1621 ff.,

2056 ff ; — rods : 5892 ; — thimble

:

2289
bravery: 7325 f.

braying of asses : 6655
bread : 259, 421, 480, 2729 f., 2773, 2799,

2860 f., 3550, 4038, 5085 ff., 5728,
6368, 7356 f. ; — , burned : 4000,

4297 ; — , cooked backwards : 4296 ;— , cracked : 5084 ; — , dark : 8291

;

— dough : 2772 ;
— knife : 8389 ; —

,

last piece of : 2858, 2862 ; — poul-

tice : 1743, 1830; — set to rise:

2771 ; — sifter : 5638 ; — soda

:

1961, 2260 ; — thrown in fire : 2838

;

— , unbaked : 2774
"bread and butter" : 3605 ff., 7358 f.

bread-crumb pill : 806
breakfast : 468, 1023, 1609, 2737, 2844,

2847 ff., 2854, 3132 ff., 3138 f., 3428,

3895, 41 10, 4928 f., 4931 f., 7219,

7237, 7282, 8308
breaking : 2891 ff., 3584 f. ; — apple

:
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4587, 4671 ; — charm : 5635, 7545,
7027 ;

— cornbread : 2775 ;
— dates

[engagements] : 4642 ;
— dish : 2895

f., 5082 ; — egg : 7203 f. ; — fever :

1428; — funeral procession: 5444
f

.
; — hens from setting : 7428 ff.

;

— horse : 7635 ; — looking glass

(mirror) : 3059 fT., 4416, 4724,

5059 ff. ; — love: 4653; — love

tokens: 4266; — milldam: 8519; —
picture (picture glass) : 5066 f

.
;
—

plastering : 5039 ; — plate : 2894

;

— promise : 4643 ; — pully bone

:

4712; — rain crow's egg: 5723; —
rake : 3585 ;

— shoestring : 3221 ;
—

spells : 5562, 5573, 5677, 5696, 7537,
7627 ff., 7636 ; — thread : 3284,

8553 ; — vk^eather : 6201 f
. ; — of

winter : 6043, 6050 ; — wishbone

:

4709 ; — witch's power : 5684
breaking out, induced (speeded) : 1019,

1803, 1805, 1808 f?., 1813 a. 1817,

1820
Breast [zodiac] : 7996, 8263, 8309
breast [human] : 1617, 1855, 2071

;

see also bosom
breastbone : 2220, 5808, 6086
breast milk: 306, 885, 1362 f., 2276
breath: — , blown: 413 fT., 417, 5548;— of cold air: 5716; — , holding:

1643, 1647, 1650 f., 1660 f., 1663
f., 1666 f., 1686, 2263; — , inhaled:

1644; — of stallion: 2717; — of

stepmother : 268, 6968 ; — sucked
by cat: 267; — of warm air: 5714

breathing pine-tea fumes: 11 16

breeches: 3921, 6855, 7632; sec also

britches

breeze: 3471, 3474, 6601, 6605
brew: 1280; sec also tea

briar: 2722, 4555, 5845, 6340, 6425.

8346
briar-root bark : 405
brick: 1858, 1891, 4136
bride: 3466, 4718, 4760, 4782 fif., 4970,

8550 f.,
—

's bouquet : 4854 fT. ;

—
's

garters : 4606 f . ;

—
's shoe : 4857 ;—

's shoulder : 4757
bridegroom : 4822
bridesmaid : 4754, 4805
bridge : 2629, 3739 f., 5458, 5755

bridge [card game] : 3642
bridge of nose : 1863
bridle: 7668
bridled by witches : 5608
bright: — child: 218; — dawn; 6145;— moon: 6354; — nights: 8031;— stars : 6908
Bright's Disease : 964 f.

brimstone : 7255
bringing to a head [boils, pimples,

risings] : 927, 929, 931, 935, 941,

948, 1931, 231 1, 2320
britches : 3922
broken: — arm: 814; — coin: 4249;— friendship : 8198 ; — glass

:

4900; — heart: 4591, 4593; —
horseshoe: 7139; — life line: 667;— limbs : see fracture

bronchitis : 966 f

.

brooch : 5702, 5781
brook : 5902 ; see also branch, still

;

stream
broom: 178, 2840, 2927, 2957 f., 3015,

3521, 3901, 4050, 4329, 4425, 4686,

4863, 4968, 5742, 7407 ; — , brush

:

2974 ; —, burned : 6365 ;
— handle :

4690; —, new: 11 96, 4993; —, spat

on: 5635; — , stepped over: 2931,
5595. f-; — . straw: 5634

broomstick : 1924
broom straw: 974, 1057, 1204, 2614
broth: 11 53, 2734
brother : 5031
brown-eyed people: 511

brown paper: 804, 1599, 1603 fif., 1845,

1872, 2094, 2228
brown sugar: 425, 867 f., 969, 11 11,

1209, 1219
brown wedding clothes : 4801 fif.

bruise : 968 flf., 995 ; — on apple

:

8436 ; — on pear : 8439
brush (brushwood) : — broom: 2974;— burned on Sunday : 5952
brush : see hairbrush
brushing : — under bed : 4992 ;

—
hair: 1562; — up yard: 6846

bubble: 3360, 3430, 6568
buckeye: 754 ff., 815, 833, 1058, 1768,

1925, 1995, 5817 f . ; sec also horse

chestnut
bucket: 5708, 6580

Birth, Childhood i- 479
Body, Folk Medicine 480-2769
Domestic Pursuits 2770-3348
Economic, Social 3349-3705
Travel, Communication 3706-4131
Love, Marriage 4132-4873
Death, Funereal Customs 4874-5531

Witchcraft, Ghosts, Magic 5532-5902

Cosmic, Time, Numbers, etc. 5903-6041

Weather 6042-7093

Animals, Animal Husbandry 7094-7743
Fishing, Hunting 7744-7907
Plants, Plant Husbandry 7908-8473
Miscellaneous; Addenda 8474-8569
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buckhorn : 7656
buck root: 1704
buckshot: 1659, 21 10, 7338
buckskin : 5682
bud : 1926, 8234
budding : 8235, 8386
bud worms: 8020, 8133
bug: 1027, 1098, 1700, 7998, 8025 f.,

8059 f., 8088, 8130, 8172, 8322,

8337 ; sec also pests ; — days

:

8236
buggy: 3879, 3916; — ride: 3716.

3718; — wheel : 2569
building (n.) : 6656
building (v.) : 3457
bulb: 4582
buUbat : 6707
bull calf: 7618
bullet: 1895, 2385; — , lead: 5763;— , silver (virgin silver) : 5584,

5691, 5697, 5749, 5763; — , steel:

5763
bullfrog : 6766, 7332 ; sec also frog,

toad, toad-frog
bull nettle root: 21 11

bull-tongue plough : 7550
bumble bee: 1970
bunch beans : 8064
bunch of keys: 1900; sec also key
bunion : 974, 6641
burdock root: 891, 926
burdock tea : 2736
burial: 5465, 5470, 5503, 5516 f., 5528

fif-. 6653 ; sec also burying
buried money (treasure) : 5887,

5891
Burke County: 5134
burn : 975 ff

.

burning [physical sensation] : — bun-
ions (corns): 6641; — ear: 507,

3506 £., 3509 f., 3513 ff. ; — face:

3529 f.

burning [setting fire or applying heat
to]: — alum: 1744; — amputated
finger : 809 ; — biscuits : 3549 ;

—
bread : 4000, 4297 ; — broom

;

6365 ;
— brush : 5952 ; — chicken

:

7473 ;
— chicken feathers : 7477

;

— coconut shells: 6913; — cork:
1865; — corncobs: 1527, 8151 ;

—
deathbed things : 5433 ; — egg-
shells: 2784; — fever blisters:

1468; — food: 2836 flf. ; — hair:

494, 688, 1583, 2762, 2766, 7629;— hats: 226, 266; — jimson
leaves : 1919 ; — lightning-struck

wood : 8454 fT. ; — lightwood
knot: 4150 ; — new ground: 6638;— oak tree bark : 2529 ; —

okra: 8181 ; — paper: 4402; —
persimmon sprouts: 4871; — pot

bottom : 4075 ; — rags : 870 ;
—

salt : 5644 ; — sassafras : 7659 ;
—

stumps: 1 183; — sulphur: 5761;— toad: lOOi ;
— turpentine:

7649; — wax figure: 5549; —
wood : sec firewood

burr around moon : 6544 ; see also

circle, halo
bursting of body: 1700
burying : — animals near trees : 8376

;

— amputated member : 807 fF. ;
—

•

bone : 2444, 2448, 8484 ; — charm :

4260 ; — chickens near trees

:

8376; — children face down:
4896 ; — dime : 7675 ; — dishcloth

(dishrag) : 2593 fT., 2600 f. ;
—

dog's tail: 7412, 7415; — hair

from cat's tail : 7398 ; — hickory
wood : 7958 ; — horsehair : 7307 ;— iron : 8409 f. ; — love charm

:

4231, 4243, 4280; — medicine with
corpse : 5501 ; — murdered per-

son : 3701 f. ;
— notched stick

:

2621 f., 2625 f., 2630; — nuts:

6079 ;
— peas : 2540 ; — snake

:

6377 ; — snakebite wound in

earth: 2159; — stolen bacon:

2470; — stolen dishrag: 2596; —
stolen meat : 2467, 2471 ;

—
string: 2439; — teeth: 390;— wart-blooded, wart-measuring,
wart-pressed, wart-rubbed ob-

jects: 2483 f., 2489, 2514, 2518,

2526, 2532, 2534, 2553, 2568, 2609
f., 2613, 2653, 2686; sec also burial

bush : 4229, 5938, 6753 £., 7135 ; —

,

blackberry : 2721 ; —, lilac : 5363
f. ; —, raspberry : 2721 ; —, snow-
ball : 5365

bushy vegetables : 7978
business : 3382 fF., 4725, 6002
businessman : 208
busy : 5982 f. ; — chicken : 6419
butcher knife : 7547
butter: 975, 1037, 1219, 1251, 1319,

1748, 4039 f., 7531 fT. ; — on cat's

paws : 7397 ; — -making verses

:

7553 ff- ; — > unsalted : 1926; see

also "bread and butter"

butter bean: 8058
butterfly: 155, 3155 f- 3164 ff- :

—
entering house : 3986, 8478, 8482

;

— , white : 4093
butterfly root: 1739
buttermilk: 1490 f., 1496, 2078, 2109.

2305, 2819, 3034, 7644
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button : 3294 flf., 4121, 4205
buying: — warts: 2677; — wind:

3471
buzzard: 4, 1085, 3967 fif., 4508 ff.,

4852, 5007, 5290 f., 6708 f., 6929,
6993, 7281 ff., 8547; — feather:

1412, 1971 ; — grease: 1972;
—

's

shadow : 3971 ff., 5289
buzzing in ear: 3511, 4086, 4911

cabbage: 2330, 2794, 2832 f., 3357,
3408, 8095 ff. ; — head: 7478; —
leaf: 927, 2393, 5574, 7653; —

,

white: 5354
cackling of guinea hen : 6696
Cain: 635
cake: 2777 f

.
; —, birthday: 8505; —

,

Christmas : 2834 ; ^^^ olso wedding
cake

cake baking: 2779 flf.

calamity : 2905
calamus : 1059
calamus (callibus) root: 289, 791,

1 155, 1705 f.

Caldwell County: 6497
calf blood: 8417
calf of leg: 610
calico : 5867
caller: 5135; see also visitor

calling : — girl's name : 4562 ; —
Wartie Cow flag: 2699; — of
whippoorwill : 6053

calm: 3471, 6935; — day: 7770; —
weather : 8140

camphor: 78, 737 f., 968, 1129, 1133,

1255, 1591 f., 1996, 2247
Cancer [zodiac] : 7995, 8069
cancer : 995 ff., 8525 ; —s transferred

to tree : 8525
cancer doctor : 1006
candle: 1244, 2654, 3023, 4415, 4429,

4611, 4972, 5163 ff., 6637, 7059,
8505

Candlemas Day : 6045
candy: 1076, nog, 1190, 1220, 4279
candy making : 2792
cane syrup: 317
canker: 1007 f.

cannon : 6639

cantaloupe: 8298 ff.

cap: —, baseball: 3633 f.; —, boy's
4220 ; —, spat in : 3785 ; —, wool

:

351
cap of strawberry: 1718
car: 8514; — of freight train: 669; —

number : 6039
caraway seed : 1707
carbolic acid: 768, 2375
carbuncle: 1009 ff.

card game: 3641 ff., 4342, 5848
care of the sick : 693 ff ; see also sick

carnelian : 869
carpenter shop : 5047
carriage, funeral: 5451 ff.

carrot juice: 2737
carrying: 6018; — baby: 210 ff., 272;— castor bean: 1708; — corpse:

5436; — dead: 5461; — fever
patient : 1464 ; — fishing pole

:

7819; — out "mains": 8486; —
red pepper: 5575; — tools: 5389
ff.

cart-wheel tracks : 4213
cashew seeds : 1306
cashier : 5777
casting spells: 1398, 5545, 5548, 5556

f-, 567s, 5696, 5765, 7625, 7660
castor bean : 1708
castor oil: 769, 850, 1006, 1593, 2487
castration of hogs (stock) : 7392,

7680 ff. ; see also aUering
cat: 105, 267, 393, 1188, 1973, 2313,

3095, 3935, 4470, 4637, 4888, 5186,

5188, 5427, 6171 ff., 6659 ff., 6895,

6917, 6910 f., 6977 ff., 6981, 7062,

7219, 7394 ff. ; — , back (tail) to

fire: 6278 f.. 6416 f., 6918; —

,

bathing of : 6662 ; —, black : 812,

2096, 21 16, 2277 ff., 2451, 2710,

3362, 4695 ff., 5185, 5187, 5456, 5590
ff., 5605, 5675, 5771, 5787 f., 7150,
7152 ff., 8562; — crossing path:
3808 ff; — , dead: 2450; — eating

grass: 6663; — eyes: 5593; —
fur : 3608, 6280 ; —, moved : 2955
f. ; —, sneezing : 6657 ; — washing
face: 3934, 4469, 6238, 6369, 6658;
—, witch : 5659, 5661

cataract : 1364
catarrh : 1014

Birth, Childhood i- 479
Body, Folk Medicine 480-2769
Domestic Pursuits 2770-3348
Economic, Social 3349-3705
Travel, Communication 3706-413
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Love, Marriage 4132-4873
Death, Funereal Customs 4874-5531

Witchcraft, Ghosts, Magic 5532-5902
Cosmic, Time, Numbers, etc. 5903-6041
Weather 6042-7093
Animals, Animal Husbandry 7094-7743
Fishing, Hunting 7744-7907
Plants, Plant Husbandry 7908-8473
Miscellaneous; Addenda 8474-8569



catching : — a bird : 7220 ; — a rab-
bit : 7177; — a witch: 5689

catching disease : see contagion
caterpillar: 1046, 1344, 1413, 8338
catfish : 7330, 7776
catnip leaf: 1156
catnip tea: 275, 290, 314 f., 1106, 1810
cattle: 6012 f., 6175, 6984, 7006; —

,

congregating : 6664 ; — , lowing of

:

6418, 7096 f
.

; — refusing to go to

pasture : 6665
cattle trough : 7302
caul: 244, 5750
causing rain : 6638 f., 6662, 6744 f.,

6750 fi., 6755 fT., 6765, 6794, 6820,

6843
cauterization: 2124, 2127
cawing of crows: 6291, 671 1 f.

cayenne pepper : 1997
cedar: 5845, 7874; — balls: 1941 ; —

,

black: 5379; — limb: 2619; —

,

red: 5380; — tree: 4601, 5376 fT.,

8428; — water: 1029
celandine : 2488 ; — seed : 1441
cellar bug: 1027
cellulitis : 1015
celluloid bracelet : 7324
cemetery: 5358, 5480, 5524 f., 5677
center of forehead : 5703
center seed of wart : 2422
centipede stings : see stings of scor-

pions, spiders, centipedes, etc.

chain, iron : 7490
chair: 3037 fT., 3902 f., 4425; —s,

back to back: 3691, 4048; —

,

creaking of : 6837 ; — , rocking of

:

3037 ff-, 5091 fif., 5718; — , spun:
466 f. ; —, turned around : 3586,

5089 f
.

; —, turned over: 4613 flF.,

4685
chalk : 2229, 2564
chamber lye : 2206, 7500, 7736
chamber pot: 258
change in family : 8475 ff.

change of the moon : 4280, 6199, 6402,
6528 f., 7709, 8307

changing : — baseball bats : 3636 ;
—

bed : 67 ; — beds : 704 ; — color

:

886, 2166, 2170; — door knobs:
5431 ; — garment : 5658 ; — luck :

3641 f., 3644 f., 3648, 3653; —
name: 4706, 4906, 7390, 7641; —
sex: 8521; — sides: 3591, 3745 f

•

;

— weather: 6198 flF; — wind:
6362. 6009, 6984

Chapel Hill : 1740
chapped lips : 1016 f.

character : 168, 568
charcoal : 77, 990, 1796, 1831, 2093,

4401

INDEX 599

Charlotte [a town] : 1693
charm: 5555, 5562. 5778, 5821 f.,

5835; — , animal: 719, 722, 5787
ff. ; — against ague : 805 ; — to

banish enemy : 3539 ; — for burns

:

993 f- ; — against cramp: 1243; —

,

death: 5542, 5549; — against
disease: 743 ff., 751, 754 ff., 773
ff •. 777 f- ; — against growths
(tumors): 1550; — , human: 5785
ff

.
; — for hunting : 7859 ;

—
against warts : 2557, 2578, 2677,
2690, 2695 f., 2698 ; — of witch

:

5620; — , word: 1683 ff., 1778,
2070 f., 2292, 2295 ff., 2583, 2631,

4419, 5845; — , written: 2382; see
also incantation, love charm,
rhyme

charmer: 5533, 5535
chatter fly : 6063, 7085
cheat : 7633
cheated : 4716
cheek: 5573
cheerfulness : 3223
cheese: 591

1

Cherokee : 726, 5597 ff. ; — doctor
(medicine man) : 776, 1616; —
witch : 728, 4283, 5599 f.

cherry : 88, 723, 2824 ;
— bark : 792 f.,

965, 1060, 1076, 1088, 1 192; —
bark tea: 1088, 1190, 1418 f

.
;
—

switch : 2620 ; — tree : 8437 ; —

,

wild: 659, 1209, 1214; see also
wild cherry

chest [anat-l : 818. 1126, 1128, I130 f.,

1 140, 1347, 1414, 1517, 1778, 1933,
1937. 1939. 2094, 2101, 2386, 2401

chest (chist) fa boxl : 6546
chestnut : 4404 ;

— blooms : 8145 ;
—

leaf tea : 2723
chewed stick : 3540
chewing: — lightwood splinters:

2194; — paper: 1873; — parched
coffee: 1709

chewing gum : 506
chewing tobacco: 944, 2125, 2251 f.,

2366, 7840
chicken: 857, 976, 1018 f., 1022 ff.,

1414, 1933, 2130, 4493. 5809, 6025,

6184, 6241 f., 6372, 6674 ff-. 6677,
6680 ff., 6882 f., 6925, 7194 ff.,

7428 ff., 7736. 8376, 8474: —

,

black: 1025, 1415, 2099; — blood:
2098 ; — bone : 4494 ; — brains :

357 ;

—
's breastbone : 5808 : —

,

busy: 6419; — , crowing: 3955,
4085, 5251 ff., 6686 f. ; — , dying:
1913, 7200; —'s ear: 7196; — en-
trails: 1974; — feather: 35, 1675,
2191, 6678 f., 7477; — fed on wart-
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blooded (wart-rubbed) corn
(cornbread) : 2497, 2499, 2500 ff.,

2507 f. ; — foot: 4486 f., 7199; —
gizzard: 79, 677 ff., 1152, 1314,

2398, 4483 ; — gizzard lining

:

1697 ff., 2452 ; — gizzard tea

:

1699; — grease: 1021 ; — heart:

2132, 4484 f
.

; — -manure tea:

1803 ; — , "ruffled" : 5570
chicken coop (house) : 1020 f.

chicken pox : 1018 ff.

chicken roost : 5255
chicken-rooster : sec rooster

chicken stealing : 5557
chief : 4728
chiggers : 1028 ff., 1035 f.

chigoes : see chiggers
chilblains: 1040 It.

child (children) : 131 ff., 418 £., 4012,

4049 f., 4683, 5784, 8522
childbed fever : 57
childbirth: 27, 31, 33, 35, 37, 45, 4900
chill : 1045 ff., 1078 f., 1081 ff., 5239
chills and fever: 1085 ff., 1094
chimbly : see chimney
chimney: 763, 1785, 3005, 3028 f.,

4261, 5007, 5311, 5325, 5550, 5644,
6167, 6366, 6630, 6632, 6702, 7478
f., 7484, 7688, 8401; — back:

4073, 6914, 7396; — dirt: i960; —
of lamp : 7278 ; — smoke : 6973

;

— smut: 2571; — soot: 6635; —
-soot tea : 2033 ;

— swallows : 6731
chin : 1683
China: 8189
chinaberry : 7874; — beads: 1540
Chinaman's death : 4919
china plate: 1272

chincopin (chinquapin) -root tea:

1277, 1307
Chinese remedy : 1991

chip [wood] : 2442, 2559, 31 15, 8506
chips [manure] : 2934, 3459
chirping of cricket : 5337 f., 6197,

6780, 7351
"chist" : see chest [box]

chitling (chitterling) grease: 1331,

2332
chokecherry wine : 1216

choking: 284, 4917

cholera : — in chickens : 7469, 7473 ;— in hogs: 7737
chopping down trees : 8445
Christ: 5578, 7940, 7957
Christian name : 4494, 4580
Christmas: 3016 f., 3356, 4564, 4622,

6010 f., 7074, 7605, 7731, 8030 f.,

8481; —, cold: 5156; — Day:
2906, 3152, 3373, 507s, 5098, 5588,

6114; — Day caller: 5135; —
Eve: 3883, 6013; — ,

green: 5152;—, hot (warm): 5153, 6258; —
morning: 6018; —, white: 5155

Christmas cake : 2834
Christmas decorations : 6019, 6021 f.

Christmas-New Year's interval : 2907.

5099 f., 51 15, 5161 f.

Christmas-Old Christmas interval

;

5101 ff., 5116 f.

Christmas tree : 6020
chrysanthemum : 7940
church : 3492 f., 4962, 5436, 5471, 5615,

5713, 7269
churn : 7540 ff.

churning: 7531 ff.

cider: 1297
cigarette: 5173
cinchona tea : 1071

cinder: 902 f., 1183, 1388, 5172
cinnamon tea : 1759
circle: 5680, 5768, 5778, 5844; — of

lime : 5538, 5540 ; — around moon

:

6204, 6357. 6545, 6547 f., 6552; —
around sun : 6146 f., 6460 ; see also

halo
cirrus clouds: 6517 f.

city folk : 6035
clabbering of milk : 7569
clairvoyant : 5846
claw : — of hawk : 7490 ;

— of puppy

:

5543
clay: 872, 1530, 2261
Clay, as child's name : 4879
clean house (room) : 2945 f., 3378
cleaning : 692 ; see also divided work
clear : — day : 8265 ;

— (— -faced)

moon : 5926 ff., 6352 ff., 7071 ;
—

sky : 6525 ff., 7072 ; — sunset

:

6344, 6900 ff. ; — tobacco crop

:

8265 ;
— water : 3367 ;

— weather

:

6215 ff.
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INDEX 601

clearing: — of complexion (skin):
1 181 ff., 21 10; — of land: 2392;— sick room : 5419

clearing off [weather] : 6219 fT., 6363,

0565, 6883
clenched teeth: 1688
Cleveland county : 7479
cleverness : 7928
climbing : — a hill : 3743 ; — a tree

:

1465 ;
— in window : 3002

clock : 3056 ; —, alarm : 7430 ; —, old

:

3053; —, stopped: 2788, 5052 if.,

5404 ff. ; — , striking: 3054, 5051,

5056 ff. ; —, turned back : 3055
clockwise motion : 2777
closed : — ant hole : 6776 ff. ; — blos-

som : 6830 f. ; — door : 2947, 5044,

5430, 5432, 5743 ;
— eyes : 2637 ;

—
leaves of plant : 6809, 8350 ;

—
window: 5743, 5943

cloth: 1592, 2008, 2634 f. ; —, blue:

4275 ; —, cotton : 1206 ; — , damp
(wet): 1858, 1886: —

, green:
1524; — ,

plant: 8264; —, thin:

i960 ; —, white : 6475 ; — ,
yarn :

1131
clothes: 3631, 3874, 4248 f., 4278,

4370, 5531; — , baby: 143 f., 264;
—, father's : 265 ; — ,

green : 4958

;

—, new : 5466 ; — , torn : 3834 ; —

,

turned inside out : 531 1 ; — , washed

:

3574, 5 "2, 5539; — , wet: 4720
ff. ; — , white : 4954

clouds: 3475, 5939, 6148 ff., 6218,

6225 f., 6230, 6260, 6307, 6347,
6349, 6457 ff., 6483 ff., 6497 ff.,

6501, 6513 ff., 6628, 6949, 6952,

7042, 7771 ; — , black : 6950 ; —

,

cumulus : 7034 ; —, feathery

:

7032 ; —, herringbone : 6947 ; —

,

high : 6386 ; — , rain : 7029 ; —

,

red (rosy) : 6131 ff., 6227, 6310
f., 6350 f., 6401 ; — , white : 6348,

7033 ; —, windy : 6879
cloudy : — appearance of bird's

breastbone : 6086 ; — day : 7769 f.,

7854, 8265 ;
— morning : 6854 ;

—
sunup : 8396 ;

— weather : 6480
clover : 6810 ; — , three-leaf : 4549,

7908 ; —, four-leaf : 4550 ff., 7909
ff. ; — , five-leaf : 7920 ff.

clubs [cards] : 3655
coachwhip snake: 7311, 7950
coal [of fire] : 1335, 4071. 4120, 4151,

5170, 77,7,7

coal factory : 3483
coal mine : 3482
coal oil : 2034 ; see also kerosene
coat: 3322 f., 4233, 4263, 5657, 6843
coat of feathers : 6081

cob: see corncob
cobweb: 858 ff., 998, 1261 f.^ 1350,

2750, 4699, 6379 f., 6574, 6801 {.,

7381 ;
— dew : 1507

cock: 3956; —, crowing of: 5268,
6212, 0884; — , entrails of: 5620;—, fighting of: 7184

cockeyed man : 4716
cocklebur tea: 1285, 1700, 1918, 2150,

2397
cockroach: 1321

coconut shells: 6913
cod (codfish) : 1226, 581

1

cod liver oil : 2073
coffee: 682, 1634, 2217, 3428 f., 5556,

5728, 7360; — , bubbles (foam)
on: 3360 f. ; —

,
green: 1761, 4546,

7645; — , parched: 1709
coffee cup : 4547
coffee grounds : 4742, 5856 f.

cofiin: 78, 1206, 3656, 4326, 4441 f.,

4701, 4704 f., 4880, 5023, 5047,

5083, 5164, 5177, 5222, 5439; —

,

apparition of : 4978 ; —, dream of

:

5019; — , measured: 5346 f
.

; —

,

shadow of : 5050, 5081 ; shaped
cinders: 5172

Coffin, Job's : 6709
coiled bracelet : 7324
coiling movement of rubbing: 2156
coil of hair : 5536
coin: 1905, 3423 f., 3429, 3436, 3471,

3575. 5633, 5686, 5823 ff.; —

,

broken: 4249; — , copper: 2162;
— , marked: 5580; — , silver: 1357,

7518, 7627 ; see also dime, dollar,

fifty-cent piece, half dollar, money,
penny

cold: — air: 5716; — Christmas:
5156; — cloths: 47; — days:
8159; — Easter: 6258; — feet:

1402; — hands: 569; — object:

1885, 1896; — pack: 43, 1734: —
shiver : 5238 ; — snap : 6627, 7728

;

— spell: 6201 f. ; — steel: 1893;— supper : 5083 ; — water : 876,
1 06 1, 1083, 1884, 1887, 1890, 2076,
2121, 2216, 2257, 2670, 4103, 7401 ;— weather: 5715, 6048 f., 6053,
6259 ff., 7879, 8019, 8393; — wind:
6968; — winter: 658, 6060 f., 6071,

6073 ff., 6077, 6082 ff., 6088, 6090
f., 6oQ3, 6097, 6099, 6101, 6103,

8035
cold [illness]: 1097 ff. ; —, feed a:

iioi, 1 103, 1410; — , stuff a: 1 102;
— , transferred to tree: 1145

cold blister : 1466
cold chills : 5239
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colic: 285 ff., 1 147 ff. ; — in horses:

7642 ff. ; —, renal: 1152
colic-root tea: 1158
colic weed: 11 57
colitis: 1179
collar: 4238, 6578
collard: 1434, 1594, 8103; — leaf:

1420 f., 1791, 1849; — root: 1999
college building: 5042
color: 3993, 4187, 6087; — of calf:

7616; — change: 2166, 2170; —
of future intended's hair: 4134,

4139 ff., 4147, 4150 f. ; — of hair

restored: 1562; — of wedding
clothes : 4801 ff.

colored women : 5539 ; see also Negro
comb: 344, 497 ff., 3504, 3682 f., 4051

f-,. 4645
combinations of food : 723, 2819
combing hair: 485 ff., 2767, 3098,

4942, 5720, 6974
combings : see hair combings
comet: 5150, 5907 f.

comfort, wild : see comfrey
comfrey : 2322
comfrey root : 928, 970, 1012, 1278,

2176, 2752
communion wine: 17

company: 3882, 3885, 3894 £., 8547;
see also visitors

complete rainbow : 5910
completion : see finishing

complexion: 170, 1180 ff. ; see also

pimples, skin, bleaching
conception: 11, 146
conductor of lightning: 7007
confusion, dream of : 3706
congregating cattle : 6664
conjure bag: 3453, 5544, 5570
conjure balls : 740, 5543
conjure (conjur) doctor (conjurer,

conjure man) : 1625, 2731, 4279,

5532, 5545, 5556 f., 5762
conjure word : 2697. 3801
conjurer's picture: 5579 f.

conjuring: 1389, 5534, 5536, 5538 flF.;

— cure for cow : 7604 ; — rheu-
matic swellings : 2070 ; — warts :

2693 f
.

; — wens : 2704
conquering enemv : 3617, 3619, 3622

fif., 8543

constipation: 11 84 ff.

consumption: 11 87 ff.

contagion (contagious diseases) :

736, 758, 1742, 1948, 2274, 2706
contraception: 12

contractor : 8469
control over a person : 5546
controlling planet: 6312
convalescence : 661 ff ; see also sick,

the

conversing with ghost : see talking

with ghosts
convulsions: 295, 1196 f.

cooing: — of dove: 4145 f., 6716; —
of pigeon: 6191 ; — turtledove:

4148
cook : 2862, 4718
cooking: 2801, 4296, 471 1 ; see also

baking
cooking soda: 1173
cool : — breeze : 6605 ;

— May : 8289

;

— spring : 6059 ; — weather : 6235,

6257
cooling board : 5080
"coon [raccoon]: 2; — hunting: 7899
copper : 2064 ; — cent (coin, penny) :

2162 f., 2328; — wire: 185Q, 2052
f.

copperas : 7678, 7738
copulating 'possums : 7893
coral beads : 380
cord: 1081, 1258, 1894; see also string

cord, navel : sec navel cord
cording a wound : 855
cordwood : 8442
coring out of firewood : 8446
cork: 1865, 2044, 7783
cormorant: 8134
corn [on foot] : 1198 ff., 6207, 6414,

6641, 6916
corn [grain] : 2491, 2493, 5815 f.,

681 1 f., 7500, 7602, 8040, 8105 ff.,

^377', — , ear of: 2308; — for

sale: 8162; —
,

grains of: 2331,

2489, 2496, 2503, 4403, 7252, 7354
f

.
; —,

green : 4265 ; — grinding

:

422; — ,
parched: 1710; —-,

plant-

ing of: 5350 f., 8567; — , red: 1864,

2498, 2505 f
. ; — , wart-blooded

:

241 1, 2501 ff., 2507, 2514 ff. ; —

,

wart-picked : 2495. 2500 ; — , wart-
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rubbed: 2493 f., 2497, 2499; —

,

wart-touched or tied to: 2490,
2492, 2513, 2574; — year: 8144

cornbread: 191 4, 2830; — , broken:
2775; — . sweat of: 1494, 1930,

2520 ; — , wart-blooded : 2508 ;
—

worn in shoe : 7420
corncob: 1527, 8151, 8274
corner : — of bedroom : 4370 ; — of

field: 4280; — of handkerchief:
4228 ;

— of house : 4243, 5633 ;
—

of mouth : 5608 ;
— of rug : 4621

;

— of street : 2302 ; — of table

:

4502 ; — of two-dollar bill : 3448 f.

cornfield: 8153, 8334; — beans: 8086;— peas : 680
corn-hominy milk : 5598
cornhusk : 6088, 6303 ; see also corn

shuck
corn "likker" : 2016
corn meal: 939, 1061, 1495, 1856, 2026,

2281, 2353, 4367, 7589, 7594; —
burned: 1042; — poultice: 1934

corn-pone tea: 1422
corn shuck: 2518, 6089 f., 6109, 6304,

7667; — tea: 181

i

cornshucking : 8160 f.

corn silk : 654, 724, 6091 ; —, red : 654,

4544; — tea: 1298; —, white:

724. 5355
corn stalk: 2519, 8395
corn whiskey : 7906 ; see also whiskey
corpse: 114, 170, 270, 420, 1206, 3694,

4918, 4924, 5104, 5106 f., 51 18,

5188, 5413, 5417 f., 5420 fT., 5448,
5460, 5505, 5520 ft., 8560 t.

cortege, funeral : 5454
cotton: 1323, 1326, 4385; — , bag of:

5755 ;
— blossoms : 6813 ;

— cloth :

1206, 4275 ;
— picking : 8052 ;

—
plants : 8046 fif

.
; — rag : 2084,

2606; — string: 1078, 1141, 1233,

1874, 1984, 2702: — towel: 1830
cotton-root tea : 21, 38
cottonseed tea: 296
Cottonwood leaf: 6825
cough: 1 190, 1 192, 1208 ff.

cough syrup: 121 1, 1217, 1220
counteractants : 3518 flf., 3603 fT., 3821

fT.

counting : — to 3 : 2640 ; — to 8

:

3768; — to 9: 1663; — to 10:

2653, 3769; — to 13: 7936; — to

20: 1664, 8565; — to 25: 1665; —
to 50: 1666 f . ; — apple seeds:

4591 f?., 7952 ; — backwards

:

1652, 1654, 1667 f
.

; — bird pecks:

5278; — bricks: 5768; — buttons:

4727; — cars (carriages) in fu-

neral procession : 5452 ff. ;
—

EX 603

when chair is knocked over: 4617;— chickens : 7494 ff. ; — daisy
petals: 4578; — followers of fu-

neral: 5455; — freckles: 1526; —
graves: 5486; — gray horses:

3417. 4474, 4477, 7iio f
. ;
— gray

mules: 7146; — holes in sifter:

5669 ;
— items of food : 2857 ;

—
with mouth closed: 1662; —
rnules : 4476 ; — peas : 3407 ;

—
ribs in fan : 4230 ; — stars : 734,
2418, 4308, 4462 ff, 5142, 5959 ff.;— stones in ring : 3253 ; — teeth

:

382, 5345; — turkeys: 7512 f
.

; —
warts : 2417, 2492, 2496, 2540, 2620,

2634, 2672 ff. ; white horses: 3415,

4473, 4475 f. ; — white spots on
fingers: 5855; — words: 4172 ff.,

5668
courtship : 4204, 4682
covered bridge : 3740
covering Jack-muh-lantern with hat

:

5767
cow: 106, 6665, 6667, 6921, 6988,

7521 ff. ;

—
's bag: 2404; —, bawl-

ing (hollowing, lowing) of: 4707.
5189 ff., 5193 f., 5196 ff., 6668.

7095 ;

—
's blood : 8417 ; — ma-

nure: 1492, 1738, 2345, 8417; —'s

milk : 1488, 6985 ; —, neighbor's

:

271 1 ; —, rolling: 5204
cow ant : 7347
coward : 225 f

.

cowbell : 342
cow itch : 1223 f.

cowlick : 484
cow peas : 7, 7615, 8202
cowper gates : 7618 f.

Crab [zodiac] : 8342
crab: 817, 6805; — line: 7825
crack : — across bread : 5084 ; — of

house: 1782; — of soil: 5886; —

.

stepped on : 437, 5624
cracked : — boards : 8470 : — door

:

5743; — feet: 1755
"cracking snow" : 7048
cracking sound : — of chimney : 3005 ;— of house : 5048 ; see also creak-

ing

cradle : — of dead baby : 4891 ; —

,

empty: 145, 201 f., 285, 468.1, 4800
cramp: 1225 ff.

cramp colic : 11 58

cranium : 1343
crap shooting : 3658
craw, chicken : 1699
Crawfish [zodiac] : 4763
crawfish : 6806, 7016
crawling: 2721; — backwards: 8318;
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— snake : 6738, 6740 f ., 6759 ;
—

terrapin : 6758 f. ; — turtle : 6760
craving : 83 f ., 86
crazy : 2759 ff. ; see also insanity ;

—
actions : 5640 ; — bone : 567 ; —
chickens : 7447

creaking : — boom of sailboat : 3470

;

— of chairs : 6837
cream: 723, 1223, 1342, 1489, 1547,

1947, 2303, 6669
cream of tartar : 798
creeping worms : 6427
crescent: 6154; see also moon
crick in the neck : 1839 fi.

cricket: 2992 f., 3009 fif., 5337, 5594,
6197, 6780, 7351 f., 7740

crier : see town crier, sale crier

crime : 3689
cripple: 115, 118
croaking of frogs : 6043, 6762, 6766,

7786
crooked hickory stick: 5874
crooking little finger : 7176
crops : 7970 f., 7975 ; — , abundance

of: 7995; — . failing of: 5778
croquet : 471 f.

cross [angry]: — clouds: 6516; —
disposition: 201, 203, 3103

cross :
— of Christ : 7954, 7957 ; —

.

fairy : 5780 ;

"— my heart" : 3663
f. ; — mark: 65, 471 f., 957, 1242,

1831, 2126, 2207, 2294, 2555, 2648,

2692, 2772, 3399. 3519, 3764. 3770
ff., 3777, 3791, 3828, 3830, 3845,

3862, 4202, 4282, 5809, 5842, 7497;— , sign of: I399 ff-, 1537, 1778,

2284, 3067, 3557 f-, 5648, 5655.

5821

crossed : baseball bats : 3637 ; — feet

:

473; — fingers: 3829, 570i, 5745,

5841, 5843, 71 12; — fish poles:

7820 f. ; — hands: 571, 1517; —
legs : 3625 ;

— matches : 6392 ;
—

nails : 7505 ;
— pins : 2666 ;

— pok-
ers : 5648; — sticks: 1908. 5300,

7279; — tobacco leaves: 1721

crosses [troubles]: 582; see also

trouble

crosses in hand: 131

cross-eyes : 307, 1392, 3633 f., 3781 ff.,

5701, 5802 f.

crossing: — a bridge: 3739, 5458; —
a crooked stile : 3742 ; — over a

body: 613; — the path (road,

track) : 2299, 3980 f., 3999^ 5185,

5247, 5443, 5456, 5573, 7334, 8546

;

— river (stream) : 1096, 1464.

5457, 5576; — water: 72 f.. 729.

4205, 4878
crossroad: 2296 f?., 2496, 2517^ 2566,

2852, 2612, 2619, 2627, 2635, 2645.

2988, 4250, 4320
crossways (crosswise) : 3079, 5629.

8323
croup: 296 flF., 1246 ff.

crow: 5292 ff., 6187, 6291, 6710 ff.

7287 f., 7493, 8153, 8157, 8323
8331 U 8334

crowd: 8515
crowfoot tea : 1312
crowing: — chicken: 4085, 5251 ff.,

6686 f., 7194 ; — for Christmas

:

6010; — cock: 5268, 6212, 6884;
— hen: 709, 5248 ff., 7192 f., 8492
ff. ;

"— in" : 3960, 5272 ff
.

;
—

rooster: 3690, 3939 ff., 4082 ff.,

4085, 4100, 4482, 5003 ff._. 5259
ff., 6010, 6185 f., 6208 ff., 6243 f.,

6373 f., 6420, 6688, 6885, 7185 ff..

7640
crown of hair : 480
crucifixion : 7957
crumbling tombstone: 3704
crushed rosemary : 7944
crying: 536 f., 576, 2845, 2847, 2849

f., 2854, 3087 ff., 3343; — baby:

247, 5758 ;
— bat : 6656 ; — on

one's birthday : 5976 f
.

; — of Mrs.
Devil: 5770; — disposition: 196;
—locusts : 6793 ;

— in one's sleep

:

4963 ;
— on Sunday : 6003 ;

— tree

frogs : 6770 ;
— turkeys : 7509

cuccle bur : see cocklebur
cuckoo : 6714 f.

cucumber: 1423, 1497, 1775, 7292.

7994. 8165 ff., 8568
cud : 7608 ; — , loss of : 7570 ff. ;

—
-maker : 7573

cuffs of trousers: 3843
cultivation of plants : 8043, 8087
tumulus clouds : 7034
cungcr : sec conjurer
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cunning: 511, 7199
cup: 4294 f., 4547, 5499
cupping: 313, 810, 1 150
cure: 775; - -all : 735 flf., 784; - for

asthma: 816 f., 820 ff., 824, 826 ff.

;

— for backache: 832 t., 835; —
for baldness: 848 1.; — of ' bee
stings: 2246 f., 2253 f., 2256, 2261 :— of bewitched person : 5681 ;

—
of bewitched sheep : 7743 ;

—
' for

bowel trouble: 960, 962; — of
Bright's disease: 964 f.

;'—
for

bronchitis: 966 f.;'— for burns-
976, 981, 985, 993; — of cancer:
1000 f., 1004, 1006 ; — for canker

:

1007; — for carbuncles: 1012; —
for catarrh: 1014; — for cellulitis:
1015; — for chapped lips: 1016:— for chiggers: 1028; — of
chicken cholera: 7473; for
chicken pox: 1018, 1022 ff.. 1026;— for chilblains: 1040, 1042; —
for chills: 1052 f., 1058, 1062 f
1070 f., 1074 f., 1077 f., 1083, 1090'
1092 ff.; — of colds: iioo, iiij
f-, 1 121 f, 1 125 f., 1 128, 1 130
1 133, 1 143: — for colic: 1148 f'
1151, 1154, I 158, I 162 ff.; _ of
conjure spell: 5574; _ for con-
sumption: 1 188, 1 191, 1 193, 1 195.— of corns: 1200, 1203;

'— for
coughs: 1 128, 1208, 1210 f.. 1213
1215; —for cow itch: 1224:'— for
cramp: 1225, 1227, 1229 f., 1233 f

1236, 1240, 1245 ;
— of croup : 1248

f;,. 1251, 1254, 1257; _ for de-
lirium tremens : 1273 ; — of de-
rangement

: 5642; — for diabetes:
1275; — for diphtheria: 1284, 1287

Q
~ ^^^ diseases of the mind:

5830
;
— for dreaming of the dead •

5017 ;
— for dropsv : 1297 ff. ; __ of

dysentery: 1305 ff".. 131 j f .
; _ of

dyspepsia: 1314, 1316 f
.

; _ of
earache: 1318, 1320, 1323 ff., 1327
1329, 1334 ff., 1338; - for
eczema: 1341 ; _ for epilepsy
1344. 1346, 1348; — for erysipe-
las: 1349. 135 1, 1353. 1355, 1356;— tor felon: 1405; — for fever:
141 1. 1416 f., 1420, 1422. 1425

[•..
T458 ff., 1464; — for fever

blisters: 1466 f., 1470 {., 1474- _
of fits

: 1477 f. : _ for fluttering
heart: 1617; — of flux: 1479- _
of freckles: 1485. 1487 ff.. 1491
1493, 1495, 1497 f., isoo, 1502 f
1509. 1518 f.. 1522 f.,^<^25: — of
tro.stbite: 1528; — of goiter: 1539

605

1541; — of gout: 1544; — of
ground itch: 1547; _ of gum
boils: 1551 f.; _ for headache-
1573 f., 1587, 1591, 1593, 1595,
1597, 1600 ff.; — for heartburn:
1615; — for heart trouble: 1621,
1623; — for hemorrhage: 1624- —
of hiccough: 1628 ff., 1634, 1636
1639, 1643, 1645 f., 1650, 1653'
1656, 1658, 1665, 1667 ff.; — of
hives: 1689; — of hoarseness:
1690

;
— for hog cholera : 7737 ;

—
of hollow horn in cattle: ysSo
7583f.. 7588 f., 7592 f.; -of hol-
low tail in cattle: 7595 f. ; _ for
homesickness: 2769; — of hook-
worm: 2744; — for horse colic

-

7642, 7644 ff.
;
— of hydrophobia

:

1693; — of indigestion: 1697 1709
f., 1723 ff., 1727 ff., 1732, 1735; -
of influenza: 1747; _ of insect
stings: 2232 f.; — for the itch

-

1750, 1753 ff.; — for jaundice:
1758; — for kidney trouble: 1760
f. 1763. 1765; — for lameness:
^707; — for lampus in horses:
7655; — for lampus in mules:
7672; — for leg pains: 1768; —
for liver trouble: 1776 f

.
; — for

malaria: 1798, 1800; '_
of

measles: 1804, 1806, 1809, 1812,
1819, 1823; — of mumps: 1827 ff.'

1831, 1833. — of nausea: 1837- —
for neck pains: 1838, 1844 f

.

;' _
of nervousness: 1848; — for neu-
ralgia: 1850 f., 1854; — of night
sweats: 2309; — for no.sebleed

:

'oo-^'
'„^„^5, 1867, 1879, 1881 f..

1887, 1889 f., 1893. 1896, 1900 f
^909; — for pellagra: 1915; _ of
phthisic: 1916, 1921, 1923- — for
piles: 1926 ff.; _ of pip in
chickens

: 7474 ; — for pneumonia •

1935, 1939: — for poison ivy:
1944; —for poison oak: 1949 f •—

, power to 223. 7so; — for
Clumsy: 1956: — for ra.sh : 1950
ff.

:
— for rheumatism : 1966 1972

1975 f., 1979, 1982 ff., 1986 f'
1995 f., 2000 ff.. 2009, 2013, 20T7
f., 2020 ff.. 2027 ff., 20^4 f., 2037
2039, 2042 ff.. 2047 ff., 2o;;4 f'
2057 ff.. 2064 ff., 2068. 2070 ff • J^
of rickets: 2074. 2076 f. ; —'for
nneworm

: 2079 f.. 2082. 2084 f • —
of r-'-^incrs: 2312. 2^14 ff. • —"for
seasickness: 2094 f. : — of shin-
gles

: 2096, 2098: — of sideache-
2102 f., 2105 ; — for skin di^eises -

21 12; — of sleepwalkin.f?
: 5708; —
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of smallpox: 21 16, 2121 ; — for

snakebite: 2123 f., 2127, 2129,

2133, 2136, 2140 f., 2144, 2158,

2160, 2163, 2165; — of snoring:

2172; — of snow blindness: 2173;— for sore eyes : 1359, 1375 f.,

1379 ff-. 1386; — of sores: 2175 f.,

2180 f., 2184; — of sore throat:

2189 f., 2192, 2194, 2196 fif.j 2200.

2206 ff., 221 1 f., 2215 f. ; — of

spider bite : 2266 ; — for sprains

:

2223, 2226 ; — of stomach fever

;

2270 ; — of stuttering : 2273 ;
—

of sty : 2277 fif., 2282, 2284 f
.,

2287, 2288, 2290, 2293, 2297 f
.

;

— for tapeworm : 2329 f. ;
—

of tetter : 2331 ;
— of toothache

:

^2,Z1, 2340, 2342, 2344 ff., 2349
f., 2354 ff., 2369, 2371, 2382
f

.
; — by touch of hands : 2072 ;

—
of tuberculo.sis : 2389 ff., — of

typhoid fever : 2393 ;
— of warts :

2422, 2424, 2428 f., 2436 ff., 2445,

2456, 2463, 2474 ff., 2482 ff., 2487,

2490, 2497, 2501, 2520 ff., 2524,

2528, 2531, 2533, 2541, 2543, 2547,

2550, 2559, 2564, 2568, 2573, 2579,

2592, 2595, 2617, 2619, 2646 f.,

2668, 2671, 2697; — for whooping
cough: 2705, 2709, 271 1 ff.^ 2716,

2718, 2719, 2721 f., 2724 f., 2726,

2729, 2731 f
.

; — of worms [a dis-

ease] : 2734 f., 2737, 2739; — of

wounds: 1789, 2746, 2752, 2756;
/or treatment of various diseases,

see entries under the disease in

question

curing tobacco : 8268
curiosity : 1669 ff.

curling of shingles [on house] : 8467
curly hair: 190, 259, 1563, 3797, S587.

6645 f.

current of air, warm : 5601

cursing God (Jehovah) : 5581 f.,

5584 ; see also cussing

curtains falling down : 2943
cussing : — while fishing : 7814 ; —

your mother : 612
cut: 1260 ff., 1795; see also wounds
cutting [with an instrument]: 2876;
— bread : 2774 ; — chicken feath-

ers : 7195; — clothes: 143; —
cow's tongue : 7627 ; — cream

:

7547 f . ; — around dogwoods

:

8379; — fingernails (toenails):

227, 232 ff., 252 ff., 591, 629, 664.

2338 f., 3147 f., 3355, 4198 _f., 4200,

5775. 8523 f. ; see also trimming

;

— friendship : 3577 f., 3580 ff. ;
—

out garments : 3264, 3266 ff., 4996.

5126 ff. ; — hair: 70, 231, 250 f.,

341, 491, 495, 694, 839 ff., 1554,

1571 ft'., 2768, 4881 f., 4943 f., 8283;— of hunting trail : 7870 ; — in-

strument given as present : 3578

:

— love in two : 4650 ff
.

; — lum-
ber : 8461 ;

— moles (nevus) : 996;— okra pods : 8181 ; — silver

money: 5698; — snake: 2141,

8563 ; — snakebite wounds : 2124,

2126; — table: 5071; — down
tree : 5375, 8429 ; — tree bark

:

8420 ; — wagon timber : 8463 ;
—

warts: 2514, 2519, 2524; see also

picking warts; — wheat: 8291.

8293 ; — witch out of leg : 5652
cutting [of a plant] : 8355
cutting teeth: 141, 309; see also teeth-

ing

cutworms : 8336, 8343 f.

cyclone : 7002
cynosurus cristatus: 1740
cypress nuts: 1013
cypress spurge, juice of: 2521

D
daddy longlegs : 461, 6794, 7383, 7393
daisy: 135; — petals: 134, 4576 ff.,

4728, 5860, 7941; — seeds: 134
damp: — cloth: 1858; — day: 7854;

•— ground : 6575 ;
— leaves : 7863 ;— places : 7829 f

.
; — weather

:

6413 f.

damson jam : 1635
dance : 5748, 6861

dancing : 3625, 5079
dandelion: 4579, 6830: — juice: 2522;
— seed: 136 f., 476, 6006 f.

danger: 562, 5841, 7376
dark: 4482; — , after: 115-?, 2917,

2920 f., 3377, 5195, 5197 ff-, 521 1,

Birth, Childhood I- 479
Body, Folk Medicine 480-2769

Domestic Pursuits 2770-3348
Economic, Social 3349-3705
Travel, Ccmmunication 3706-4131

Love, Marriage 4132-4873
Death, Funereal Customs 4874-5531

Witchcraft, Ghosts, Magic 5532-5902
Cosmic, Time, Numbers, etc. 5903-6041

Weather 6042-7093
Animals, Animal Husbandry 7094-7743
Fishing, Hunting 7744-7907
Plants, Plant Husbandry 7908-8473
Miscellaneous; Addenda 8474-8569
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5^53. <j;oC), 7189; — bread: 8291;
— day : 8261 ; — -headed woman :

3892; — of the moon: 1976, 2811,

5677, 5796, 5798, 5801, 7507, 7721
ff., 7889, 7990, 7992, 8091, 8221,

8223. S244, 8314, 8449, 8472; —
night: 6163, 7073, 7989, 7991, 8018,

8042, 8053, 8063 ff., 81 19, 8134,

8203 ff., 8243, 8262, 8285, 8379,

8430, 8567; — phice: 1790; — to-

bacco crop: 8261 f, 8265
darkies : 2947
darning: 3286, 5243
date [engagement] : 4152, 4336, 4548,

4642, 4681
dawn : 5582, 6145, 6722
day : 489, 8534 ; —, cloudy : 7769 f

.

;

— , cold: 8159; — , fair: 6341, 6344
ff., 6357, 6359, 6368, 6373, 6381 ff.

:

— of funeral : 5506 ; — , lengthen-

ing : 6898; — , stormy: 6141; — of

week : 1 22 ff

.

daybreak : 4280, 5017
daylight : 6527, 8251
daytime : 6721
dead (the dead) : 2703, 4965, 501 1 ff.,

5620, 5719, 8559; see also dying: —
animal : 102 ; — branch : 6828 ;

—
calm: 6935; — cat: 2450 f., 7158;
— , dream of the: 4079, 4391, 5017
f., 6169 f., 6415, 6651 ; —, fear of

the : 5420 f. ; — grass : 7948 ; —

,

rain on the: 5504, 5512; — , rest-

less: 571 1, 5713; — shrub: 7948;— snake : 5244, 6256, 7296 ;
—

tree: 6827, 7948 ff.

deafness: 305, 1270 ff.

dealing cards : 3657
Death: 5346
death: 239, 637, 3084, 3275, 3279,

3284, 5620, 6004, 8475, 8479 ff.,

8482 f. ; — of animals : 7389 f.

;

— of a bad man : 6337 ; — of bee
owner: 7519; — bell: 4910; — of

bird : 7221 ; — of calf : 7623 f.

;

— , cause of: 1772; — charm:
5542, 5549; — of chickens: 7495;— of cow: 7612 ff. ; — , dream of:

650, 4389 f., 6650; — of lather:

5227 {. ; — , foretold : 5847. 8557 :
—

of friend: 5441; — of fruit trees:

8427 ; — before garment is worn
out : 8553 ; — of good man : 6652

;

— of hogs : 7740 ; — of horses

:

7658 ff. ; — of husband : 5055 ;
—

before marriage : 4326, 4978 ; — of

member of family : 8351 ; — mold

:

4065 ; — of mother : 5034. 5227
ff-, 5392 f., 8554; — of parents:

5231, 5339; — penalty: 5140; — of

plants: 8366; — , sequence (first,

next) of : 8552, 8561 ; — sign : 4966,

4979, 5019, 5048 ff., 5052, 5056 f.,

5059, 5070, 5072, 5081 1., 5084, 5086,

5094, 5137, 5150, 5159, 5164 ff., 5171

f., 5174 ff., 5185, 5194, 5197, 5199 f.,

5205 f., 5209, 5233, 5237, 5248, 5266
ff.. 5279 f., 5282 f., 5292, 5295, 5302,

5308 f., 5316, 5324 ff., 5337, 5353 f.,

5363, 5367, 5369, 5388, 5397, 5402,

8555 f., 8558, 8561 ;
— of snake

:

7317 ff. ; — of stock (cattle) : 5778;— with the tide: 5180; — told to

fruit trees : 8427 ;
— of tree : 8385 ;— from tuberculosis : 2387 ; —

,

violent : 5403 ;
— watch : 5049 ;

—
of witch : 5692 ff.

debble : see devil

decapitated thief : 5620
decay: 1565, 2366, 2489, 2599, 2613
deceit: 3616, 3679
December : 7730, 8381 ; — thirtieth

:

4327; — birthstone: 5830
decoctions : 1305 ; see also brew, tea

decorations, Christmas : 6019, 6021 f.

decrease of moon: 2812, 7710 ff., 8268.

8463 f.

deep : — burial : 5530 ; — plowing

:

8163; — water, dream of: 31 11

deer: 725, 7881; — antler: 1247;
—

's

gall : 646 ; — hunter : 7883 ; —

,

male: 7883; — stomach: 1693; —
stone: 157;

—
's tooth: 358

deer ear [bot.] : 725
deer eye [bot.] : 725
deer skin [bot.] : 725
deer tongue [hot.] : 725
defecation of dogs prevented : 7423
deformity: 109 ff., 114 ff.

delicate clouds : 6385
delight: — , sailor's: 6124 f., 6130 ff.

:

— , shepherd's 6129
delirium tremens: 1273

delivery [childbirth] : 32

demon : 5620
departure : sec journey

deranged girl: 5642
descending : — fog : 6876 ;

— a hill

:

3744; — smoke: 6413; — spider:

6795 f.

destroying weeds : 8347
destruction of corn: 8155 f.

devil (debble. Devil) : 507, 562 f., 577,
600, 602, 605 f., 795, 2839, 2843,

5012, 5109, 5581 ff., 5585. 5768 ff.,

6471 ff., 7255, 7856 f., 8028, 8255,

8266; — , Mrs.: 5770; — quarrel-
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ing with his wife : 6470 ; — playing

his harp : 6479
oew: 681, 4568, 6253, 6388, 6875,

7040; —, cobweb: 1507, 6574,
6801 ; — on cotton: 8051 ;

— from
flowers: 1962; — on grass: 6325
f., 6873 f. ; — on handkerchief

:

4227 ; —, heavy : 6872 ; — from
honeysuckle vine: 1512; — from
love vine: 1946; — poisoning:

1952 f. ; — from rye field (patch) :

1513 f-; — sores: 1274; — , thick:

6573; —, washing in: 1508 ff.,

2573; — on wheat: 1515 flF.

dewberry: — , wild: 1179; — wine:
1308

diabetes : 1275
diagonal corners of handkerchief:

4228
diagonally descending fog: 6594
diamond: 5830; — ring: 4189 f., 4423
diaper : i486

diaphragm: 1544, 5535
diarrhea : 1276 flF.

die : —, before you : 8534
digging: 5559; — a grave: 5481 ff.

;

— potatoes : 8237 ; — up sprouts
in field : 8431 ; — sweet potatoes

:

8241 ff.

dill seeds : 1441
dim: — lights: 5712; — moon: 6530;— stars : 6560
dime: 388, 2683, 5826 fT., 7675; —

around ankle : 774, 5566 f
.

; —

,

black: 5551 ;
— in churn: 7543; —

under hearth : 5647 ; — around
neck: 1906, 5687; — in shoe: 4820,

5568, 737^\ — under tongue: 1904;— in wedding cake : 4736, 4847
diphtheria : 1281 ff.

dipper: 4758
direction : 457 ff. ; — of clouds : 6952

;

— of owl : 3709, 7868 ; — of snow

:

7035 ; — of storm : 6929 ; — of

wind: 6327, 6363, 6409, 6951, 6955
flF., 6990

dirt: 2440, 2697, 2753, 4137 f., 4140
f., 5497, 5637, 8395; —

,
grave-

yard: 5498, 5531, 5558; — from
tracks: 4253 flF.

dirt dauber: 921, 2224 f. ; see also

mud dauber, wasp
dirty: — dishcloth (dishrag) : 2592,

2595; — stocking: 967, 2210; —
water : 2936

disappointment : 500, 529 f., 567, 623,

625, 2865, 2878, 3050, 3063, 31 10,

3234, 3267. 3304, 3594, 3736, 3749,

3757, 4388, 4646, 7237, 8497
disaster : 5905, 5909
disease : 5494, 5620 ; see also sickness

;

— , causes of : 726 ; — , rnental

:

2763, 5830 ; —
,
prevention of : see

prevention of disease

disgrace : 495
dish : 2893, 2895 f., 4014, 4673, 5082,

6845
dishcloth : 2592, 2600, 6214 ; see also

dishrag; — , dropped: 2897, 4015 f-,

4043, 4045
dishpan : 7369
dishrag: 347, 1205, 1836, 2587 flF.,

2593 flF., 2607 f., 2610 flF., 2745.

7573 ; •s'^^ o'-yo dishcloth ; —

,

dropped: 2898, 4017 flF., 4719
dishwater: 4655, 4674, 5613, 8457
dispelling ghosts : 5725 flF.

displeasure : 527 f.

disposition of baby : 195 ff.

dispute: 3587
ditch: 2448, 2620, 5178, 6428; —

water : 989
ditchbanks : 6340, 6425
divided work: 2791 f.. 2814, 2930,

2932, 3105, 3285
dividing fishing catch: 7851
divining rod: 5871, 5875, 5892 ff.

divisive objects: 3592 flF.

dizziness: 436, 1289
doctor : 6, 684, 4727 f. ; — , cancer

:

1006: — , Cherokee Indian: 1616;

—, "conjur": 1625; —, fire: 992;
—, magic : 5892

doe: 7882
"doflF dust" of rattlesnake: 2138
dog: 59, 107 f.. 389 ff-, 1692, 1975,

2146, 2175, 5002, 5186, 5215 flF.,

5225, 5722, 5738, 5756 f.; 5778,

6670 f., 7007 f., 71 12. 7162 flF., 732"?,

7402 flF., 8477; — , barking: 3688.

3936, 4081, 5205 flF.; — bite: 1290

Birth, Childhood i- 479
Body, Folk Medicine 480-2769
Domestic Pursuits 2770-3348
Economic, Social 3340-3705
Travel, Communication 3706-4131
Love, Marriage 4132-4873
Death, Funereal Customs 4874-5531

Witchcraft, Ghosts, Magic 5532-5902

Cosmic, Time, Numbers, etc. 5903-6041

Weather 6042-7093

Animals, Animal Husbandry 7094-7743
Fishing, Hunting 7744-7907
Plants. Plant Husbandry 7008-8^73

Miscellaneous; Addenda 8474-85*^
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iif., 1692, 1695 f. ; —, black; 1976,

5626 ; — crossing path : 3805 ff.

;

—
's dream: 31 14 1.;

—
's eyes:

31 14;
—

's excrement: 1701 ;
—

grease: 4471; — , howling: 3026,

3937, 5001, 5208 ff., 5219, 5617,

5739- 7259; — , hunting: 7871 ff.,

7887 ; — , mad : 3764 ;
— tooth : 390

f., 1694; — , whining: 5739; —

.

white: 5752 f.

dog days : 2825, 6009, 6308, 6436 f.,

7438, 8043, 8087 f., 8257
dog finger: 581, 5553
dog's tail [hot.] : 1740
dog's tongue : 742

dog tick: 6803
dogwood: 478, 6934, 7789, 8379; —

bark: 899, 1183; — bark tea: 1418,

1799; — bloom: 4580, 8136; —
leaf: 4581; — , red: 1068, 11 17,

I192, 1938; — root: 965; — sticks:

5873
doll, beeswax : 4260
dollar: 3403, 3406 f. ; — bill: 5562;
—

,
gold: 4821. 4827, 7546; —

.

silver: 1902, 5673, 7545
dollar weed: 21 51

Dominnecker : 1019
donkey : 421

doodlebug: 5339, 7354 ff.

door: 1568, 1783, 2603, 2752, 2923,

2935- 2961 ff., 2969, 2971, 2973,

2977, 3188, 3225, 341 1. 3521, 3541,

3900 f., 3938, 3947, 3951, 3988 f.,

4054 ff., 4059, 4251, 4322 i., 4360,

4487, 4492 f., 4495, 4497 f., 4500 ff.,

4505, 4535, 4553, 4564, 4632, 4703,

5005, 51 1 1, 5188, 5223, 5256, 5269
ff-, 5569, 5614, 5627, 5630, 5636 f.,

5727, 5741, 5744, 5807, 6471, 7185
f., 7194, 7199, 7631 ; — , back : 2914,

2970, 3372, 5313, 5332, 7262, 7264;— button : 2995 ; — , closed : 5044,

5432, 5743; — , cracked: 5743; —
facing : 5726 ;

— frame : 4241 ;
—

front: 2970, 3371 f., 3987, 4709
4861, 5430, 5635, 5640, 7152; -
jamb: 176, 4242; — , kitchen
2602, 4545; — knob: 2899, 3226
5431, 5638; — made into window
5045 ; — , neighbor's : 3540 : —

,

new: 5043; — , open: 2947, 5046,

5094, 5717: — stable: 7661 ff. ; —

.

sticking : 6839
doorsill • 4977
doorstep: 587. 620, 1207, 2547, 2595,

2623, 2918 f., 4328, 5434, 5545.
5560 f.. 6838, 7186, 7398, 7411. 7413
fif., 7417 f., 8487

doorway: 3326, 3953 f., 4058, 5216 f.,

559b, 5634, 5742, 8477
double wedding : 4749
doubling yield of peas : 8206
dough: 1047, 75

n

dove: 831, 4515, 5295, 6716 f., 7232 f.,

7874, 7876; — blood: 1345; —

,

cooing : 4145 f. ; — , mocked : 1086

—, mourning : 36, 5297 f., 6048
— , white : 5296

downhill: 3379, 7172
down moon : 8276, 8373, 8461, 8471
down sign : 8373
downstream path of fog : 6595
downward direction of smoke : 8400
dozen : 2004, 2390
dragging dishcloth across floor : 6214
dragon fly : 7783
drake's tail : 5587
draping walls of room : 5409
drawer : 4248
drawing circles : 5680, 5768
drawing out :

— boils : 914, 924, 938,

947, 951; — fever: 1415, 1438,

1978; — poison: 2250, 2747; —
soreness: 2177, 2323

drawing water [by the sun] : 7775
dream: 633, 3106, 31 16 ff., 3123 f.,

3130 f., 3496, 4125, 7126; — of

age: 3383; — of angel: 5137; —
of anger: 1770, 8500; — of ax:
8512; — of baby (infant) : 164 f.,

240 f., 4098; — , bad: 3126 ff.

;

— of birth: 5138; — of blood:

31 13, 8502; — of boat: 5179; —
of cemetery : 5480 ; — of children

:

4683 ; — of coffin : 5019 ; — of con-

fusion : 3706 ; — of courtship

:

4682 ; — of crow : 5294 ; — of

dates [engagements] : 4681 ;
— of

death : 238, 649 f., 4079, 4389 ff.,

5017 f., 6169 f., 6415, 6650 f. ;
—

of ditch: 5178; — of eating: 686;— of education: 8499; — of eggs:
708, 3363, 3384 f-, 3425 f-.. 361 1,

4488, 7201 ;
— of falling : 3754 ;

—
of feather bed : 4966 ; — of fire

:

3542, 4394. 8501 ;
— of fish : 3427

;

— of flowers : 3389 ; — of forks

:

4290; — of frogs: 7333; — of

fruit : 5369, 8407 ; — of funeral

:

4392 ; — of future mate : 4140,

4296, 4309 ff., 4314, 4319. 4324.

4347 ff-, 4351 f-, 4369 ff-: 4^26,

4451 f., 4461 f., 4464 ff., 4726, 4830
ff. : — of giant : 632 ; — of gold

:

5900; — of gun: 5174; — of hair:

4940; — of a hill: 3743; — of

hole in stocking : 464 ; — of kiss

:

4640 ; — of laughing : 8497 ; — of
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lice: 710, 5344; — of lizard: 3613;
— of lost articles : 455 ; — of mar-
riage: 4388, 4979 ff., 4983; — of

meat: 5237; — of money: 3439 f.,

3450 ; — of nudity : 4952 f . ]
— of

pirates: 8504; —,
pleasant: 3125;

— of rats: 3609, 7179; — of red

horse: 71 13; — of reptile: 3612;
— of riches : 3370 ; — of running

:

3122; — of silver: 5899; — of

snake: 717, 3614 ff., 3624; — of

snow : 8503 ;
— of storm : 6937

;

— of sweetheart: 4155; — of

thorns : 7946 ; — told before sun-

rise (breakfast) : 3132 ff., 3138; —
of a tooth: 3531, 4647, 4945 fif.,

4950 ; — oi treasure : 5884 ;
— of

water: 470, 729 f., 3107 ff.', 3367,

4305 ff., 4312 f., 4315, 4318, 517s;— of wedding : 4982 ; — of a
well: 5176; — of whiskey: 4062;
— of white clothes : 4954 ; — of

white horse: 4099, 5235 f., 6987,

7098 ; — of white house : 2960 ;
—

of wreck : 3776
dregs of coffee cup : 5856
drenching animals: 7643, 7647, 7671,

7737
dress: 440, 3195 ff-, 4226, 4233, 5934,

8531; — hem: 3231 ff., 41 13, 4223
f.; — , new: 3158 ff., 5465

drinking : 1 100, 2865 ;
— after animals

2349, 2710, 2714; — cow's milk

6985 ; — egg-boiling water : 2408— from gourd : 4758 ; — habits of

fowls : 7503 ;
— of horse : 7639 ;

—

•

from metal dipper : 4758 ; — water :

1641, 2396. 4877, 5576
driving away : — dogs : 7421 f. ;

—
hawks : 7476 ff. ; — witches : 5643
ff. ; 5647, 5672

driving nails : 5023, 5694 f., 8414 f.

drooping chicken feathers : 6678
drop: — of blood: 1892; — of milk:

56t;o ; — of water : 1648
dropping [things] : 4003 ; — books

:

431 ff. ; — brush: 4053; — candle:

5163; — comb: 3504, 3682 f., 4051
f. ; — dishcloth (dishrag) : 2897
f, 4015 ff.. 4043, 4045, 4719; —
fork: 4006, 4009, 4610; — gloves:

3237; — an iron: 3051; — knife:

2867, 2877, 4004 f., 4007 f., 4044;— knitting needle : 4623 ;
—

needle: 3348; — pins: 3333; —
scissors: 3304, 3306, 4046 f.. 5000;
— a spoon: 2878, 4010 ff. ; — an
umbrella : 3063 ;

— wedding ring

:

4850
dropping off : — of cantaloupe bloom :

8303; — of cucumber bloom : 8176 ;

— of finger : 5489 ; — of water-
melon : 8319

dropsy : 1296 ff.

drought: 6201 f., 6312, 6327, 6334.

6338 f., 6820

drowned crops : 8039
drowning: 4877 f., 5181 f.

drunkard (drunkenness) : 205, 483,

4212, 4720, ff. ; see also inebriation

dry : — cow : 7527 ff. ; — doorstep

:

6838 ;
— firewood : 8445 ;

— fly :

6339, 7086; — grass: 6814 ff. ;
—

June: 8037 f., 8142; — July: 6306;
— leaves : 7068 ; — March : 8036

;

— month: 61 11, 6320, 6323; —
moon: 6317, 6319, 6321, 6857; —
place: 1790; — season: 6318; —
summer : 6057 f., 6072 ; — weath-
er: 6307 f., 6310 f., 6313 ff., 6322,

6324, 6329 ff., 6337, 6759, 6766; —
year: 61 11, 6336, 6340

Dryawav [charm name for warts] :

2698'

drying up : — of milk : 78 ; — of

springs : 7336, 7341 ;
— of swamp

:

7855 ;
— of well : 7342

duck: 6083, 6105, 6693 f., 6990, 7063.

7074, 7503
dull luck: 7921
dumb supper : 4322 ff., 4978
dung: 1 04 1, 1805

Durham [a city] : 5476, 6074

dusk : 6722

dust : 6309, 8029 ; — cloud : 6607 ;
—

whirlwind : 6329
dusting chickens : 6184

Dutchman's jacket: 6855

dwarf's hat : 5779
dying: 501 1 ff . : — chicken: 7200; —

,

dream of : 649 ; — plants : 8043

:
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— snake : 6742 ; — tree : 5373 i.

:

—, watched: 1846
dyinpj down [of swing] : 5401
dysentery : 1305 fF.

dyspepsia : 1314 ff

.

E
eagle's gall: 1367, 2135
eagle stone : 4870
ear: 506, 510, 1016, 1271 f., 1627,

1843, i860, 1870, 1971, 2342, 3350,

5340 ; —s, big : 508 ; —s, burning of

:

507, 3506 f., 3509 i; 3513 ff.; —
buzzing of: 3511, 4086, 4911; —
of cat : 6659, 6895 ;

— of chicken :

7196 ; — of cow : 6667 ; — held to

ground : 6470, 6474 ff. ; —, itching

of: 504 f., 3505 f., 3512, 4080,

4101 £., 8541 f., —, left: 3512 fi.,

3519, 4088, 4095, 8542; — of

mouse: 1436, 8137; — of ox : 7673;
—, right: 3509 ff-, 35U, 4087, 4094,

8541 ; —, ringing of: 3508, 4910 ff.,

6648 ; —, size of : 670 ; — , small

:

509; — of squirrel: 8138; — wax:
1466 f., 2243, 2340

earache: 1318 ff.

early : — blackbirds : 6047 ;
— ducks

:

6083; — Easter: 8014; — geese:

6083 ; — migration of birds : 6084
f. ; — morning : 7901 ; — peas

:

8205 ; — spring : 6042, 6047 ;
—

vegetables: 8012; — walking:

283 ;
— winter : 6065

ear of corn: 2308, 7602, 8108 f., 81 13

f., 81 17, 81 19, 8121 fT., 8126 f.,

8148 f.

earrings : 1384 ; —, brass : 2063, 2288

;

—
,
gold : 1385, 2108

earth: 2159, 5423
earthworm: 2735, 6807, 7386, 7829;
— , bite of : 372 ;

— broth : 2734
earwig: 1270, 5340; see also "year

wig"
east: 5011, 5426, 5482, 6014, 6695,

7415, 8157; — , clouds in: 6505,

6519; — ,
gray: 6222; —, light-

ning in: 6618; — , rain from:
6566; — side: 4273, 6190; —
wind: 3096, 3689, 6598 ff.. 6604,

6965 ff., 6999. 7435 f., 7755 ft., 8023
ff., 8131 f., 8212, 8398

Easter: 3101, 61 14. 6143, 6257 f., 6429.
6897. 8014

catine: it 00; — backwards: 4296; —
chicken feet: 7199: — clouds:

6225 ; — crickets : 5594 ; — with

dog : 345 ; —, dream of : 686 ; —
fish : 4899 ; — frost : 7894 ;

—
grasshoppers : 5594 ; — grease

:

5616 ; — Hojt's tongue : 3681 ;
—

salt: 5724; - sand: 1731 ;
—

snow: 731 I; —
- sugar: 8380; —

supper : 2708 ; — sweet potato

peel : 8246 ;
— turtle heart : 7325 f.

eaves of house: 2409, 2441, 2461, 2531,

2560, 5312
ebb tide: 7735
echo of surf : 6959
eclipse : 4445, 5909, 6249, 6903, 6942
economy : 2841
eczema: 1340 i'i.

education : 8499
eel : 7330; — oil : 1271

eelskin : 1227, 1977
effigy : 4261
egg: 816, 999, 1544, 1722, 1824, 1916,

2401, 2406, 3363, 7570; — , ant:

1340; — , bird's: 7218; — , burst-

ing: 1544; — , dreamed of: 708,

3384 f., 3425 f., 361 1, 4488, 7201;
—

,
goose : 7504 f. ; —, hatching

of : 7432 fif. ; —, laid on Friday

:

1 151, 7456; — laying: 7452 fT. ; —

.

lizard : 2894 ; —, lucky : 7202 ;
—

of potato bug : 8235 ; — of rain

crow: 5723; — , raw: 193 1 ;
—

roasted : 408, 4489 ; — , skin of

919; —, small: 5258; — , snake

2273 ; —, sweating : 4490 ;
—

sweating blood : 4491 ; — , under-
sized : 7204 ; — , white of : 917 f..

1690, 2280, 2405, 4743; — yolk:
1824, 2133, 2266

eggshell: 76, 1493. 1862, 2783 ff., 4313,
5621, 7453, 7479

eight :
— buzzards : 3977 ; — , count-

ing to : 3768 ; — drops of water :

1648; — -months-old child: 4881:— o'clock: 4481, 6420, 8549
eighteenth of March : 8236
elbow: 152 f., 4169, 8521; — , itching

of: 3927; — , left: 4170
elder: — bark: 1300; — beads: 376;— blossom : 8340 ; — blossom tea

:

1813; — root tea: 1299; — twig:

2355
elderberry tea : 1812
electricity: 1463
elephant, souvenir : 7181
eleven : — drops of blood : 1891 ;

—
o'clock: 2915, 5605, 5866, 6142,
6210. 6221, 6251 f.. 6342, 6446,
6500, 6620, 6862 ff., 7797 :

—
rails: 4215; — -vear-old child:

4883
eleventh of August : 6000
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elm bark: 852, 980
elves : 5782
emerald: 3254, 5830
emetic : 2402
empty : — cradle : 201 f., 4890 ; —

dish : 5083, 6845 ; — -handed

:

5929, 5983; — mail box: 8548; —
pocketbook: 3451

end : — of new moon : 6542 ; — of

rainbow : 5091 ;
— of world : 8520

ending: — , bad: 5986; — ,
good: 5987

enema: 1185
enemy: 3533, 3539, 3543, 3573, 3575

f., 3609, 3613 ff-, 5542, 5550, 5560,

5580, 5778, 8543
engaged person : 3260
engagement ring: 4745
English peas: 821

1

English safifron: 1257
entering house: 2966 flf., 4054 f.

entrails of chicken (cock) : 1974,

5620
entwined names: 4273
epilepsy: 1343 fT.

epsom salts: 771, 7459
equinox : 6309, 6327, 6409, 6962
eruption of measles : see breaking out

erysipelas: 1349 ff.

Erysipelas weed: 906, 1352
Eupatorium perfoliatum [bol.] : 1056,

1703; see also boneset

even : — days of the month : 7250,

8006 ; — number : 4482, 7941
evening: 6124, 6209, 6358, 6761, 6838,

8082, 8171 ;
— clouds: 6508; —

gray: 6123, 6449 ff., 6853; — red:

6122 f., 6341, 6449 ff., 6853
evil: 511, 3507, 3814, 5554, 5589,

5797, 5804, 5819; — eye: 5701 ff.,

7626; — omen: 7167; — , sign of:

4761, 7938; — spirit: 5691, 5737.

5740, 5745 f-, 5764; — , visitation

of : 2947
examination [school lesson] : 439 ff.

exclusion of visitors : 5598
excrement [dog's] : 1701

excrescences on trees: 2415
execution: 5140
extremes of weather : 6071
eye: ?o6, 885, 1372, 1387 ff., 2173,

21^5. 2760, 2799 f.. 2802 f., 4245;

— ailment : 1358 ff. ; — of ax

:

878; — , black: 1391 ;
— of buz-

zard: 7285; —, closed: 2637, 4140;
—, color of: 207, 511; — s,

crossed : 3783 ; — s of the dead

:

5424 ; —, evil : see evil eye ; —

.

itching of: 512 ff., 518 ff., 522 ff.,

3522 ff., 3666, 4156; —,
jumping:

538; — , left: 3524, 3909, 4090.

4097; — of potato: 8221 f. ; —

,

right: 3522 f., 3747, 3906 ff., 4089,

4096, 4105; — of seed: 7990; —

,

toad's : 2306, 5760 ; — , twitching

of: 521, 539, 5609; — water; 2530;
—s, weak: 1383, 1385; —s of

witch: 5593, 5604
eyebrow: 540 f., 2341, 3910, 4157 f.,

4918
eyelash: 542 ff., 546 ff., 550, 2275.

2341, 4159, 4603
eyelid : 2279, 7802
eyesight : see sight

eye wash: 1378
Ezekiel: — 6:16: 775; — 16:6: 881

f., 1907

face: 1502, 1517, 1830, 1850, 1963,

2760, 3708, 5639; — , bathed: sec

face, washed ; —, burning of : 3529
f. ; — in coffee cup : 4547 ;

—
down : 1492 ; — -down burial

:

3701, 4896; — , freezing: 172; —
of the moon : 7446 ; — of murdered
person : 8544 ; — on tombstone

:

5475 ;
— turning white : 3696 ; —

,

washed: 3136; — washed in black-

smith's water: 1522; — washed
in buttermilk: 1490; washed with
cobweb dew: 1507; — washed with

cow's milk: 1488; — washed in

corn meal: 1495; — washed in

cucumber juice: 1497; — washed
in dew: 681, 1508 fj. ; — washed
with diaper: i486; — washed with

foot rag : 1487 ; — washed in lime

water: 1523; — washed in melon
rind: 1500; — washed in rain-

crow's egg : 5723 ; — washed in

strawberries: 1503; — washed
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with stump water: 1520 f. ;
—

washed in urine : 1485 ; — washed
in vinegar : 1493 ; — washing of

cats: 6658, 6980
failing crops : 5778
fainting: 1393
fair: — day: 5993. 6341, 6344 H.,

6357. 6359. 6368, 6373, 6381 a. ;

—
weather: 6045, 6130, 6144 f., 6343
f., 6347 ff.. 6358, 6360 flf., 6369 flf.,

6374 ff-. 6839
fairy : 387, 3388, 5779, 5781 ;

— cross

:

5780 ;
— influence : 260

faithful wife: 4870
fall [season] : 1447, 6063, 6066, 6097,

7083, 8374; — blooming of apple

trees : 8432 f. ; — , late : 6062 ;
—

notatoes : 8232 ; —, thunder in

:

6075, 6270, 6396
fall [ofTal?] of dog: 5626
falling: — off bed: 4884 f

. ;
—

branches : 6828 ; — bread : 3550

;

— cake : 2784, 2790 ; — curtains

:

2943 ;
— in door : 3900 ; — down :

5992, 6649, 7810; — down stairs:

3001, 4630; — , dream of: 3754;— fire : 4065 ff., 4069 ff
.

; — fish :

7775; — fog: 6590, 6596, 6877; —
hair: 1556 f., 3497; — leaves:

6305; — letter: 4131 ;
— palate:

sec palate; — picture (portrait):

3052, 5064 ff., 5759; — plaster:

5039 ff. ; — scissors : 3305 ;
—

shovel : 4077 ; — soot : 7058 ;
—

star: 4467, 4874, 5143 ff., 5962,

5965 f., 6957, 8555 ; — tongs : 4076

;

— tree: 5372, 6426, 6827; — up
stairs : 3000, 4628 f., 4762 ;

—
water : 7735 ; — watermelons

:

8320; — weather: 6400, 6402, 6415
ff., 6426 ; — window shade : 5005

falling out : sec quarrel

falsehood : 3667, 3673 f., 3677, 3683

;

sec also fib, lie, lying

fame, literary : 8499
family : — of the dead : 5473 ;

— visit

:

3920
fan: 3583. 4230
fanning away friendship : 3583
farmer : 6705. 8283
farming implements : 5389 ; see also

tool

fast-growing hair : 4941
fat : — , alligator : 997 ;

— animals

:

7864 ;
— bacon : see bacon ;

—
chickens: 8474; — meat: 67, 271,

273, 1780, 2190, 2466, 2748, 7572,

7655, 7672 ; — of mouse : 1346 ;
—

pork : see pork ;
— rabbits : 7894 ;

— from snake: 1917, 2144; — of

squirrel : 2347
fatal combination of foods: 2819
"fate"

I
future mate] : 4598

father : — , death of : 5227 f. ;
— oi'

seven sons : 2420
Father, Son, and Holy Ghost: 1778,

5838
fattening : — hogs : 7690 f. ; — rab-

bits: 7427
fear of the dead : 5420 f.

feather: 35, 1153, 4126, 6081, 7501,

7650 ; — , bird's : 6183 ; — of buz-

zard : 1412, 1971 ; —, chicken

1675, 2191, 6678 f., 7195; — , duck

6693; — from owl (screech owl)

5555, 5845; — ,
peacock: 3069,

4853, 5316; — , rooster's: 6082; —

,

turkey : 2569, 6700
feather bed : 4966, 5969, 7026
featherfew : see feverfew
feathery clouds : 7032
February: 1089, 6048, 7075, 7080 f.,

8000, 821 1 f., 8264, 8388, 8391; —
first : 6067 ; — second : 6044 f .,

6069, 6176; — fourteenth: 61 15,

6215, 8001 f., 8127; — fifteenth-

4351; — twenty-first: 8371; —
birthstone : 5830 ; — rain : 6428

feed a cold: iioi, 1103, 1410
feeding hogs on gun : 7906
Feet [zodiac] : 7621, 7683, 7686, 7999,

8075, 8093, 8126, 8209, 8218, 8226
feet: 287, 1041 ff., 1132, 1416, 1421,

1423, 1440, 1890, 1953, 1974, 1978,

1999, 2011, 3100, 3241, 3244, 5581;
— , ailments of: 1397 ff

.
; — of

chicken: 7199; — , cold: 1402; —
of dog: 5218, 7403; — to the east:

5426; — first: 5429, 5436; —

,

frost-bitten: 1527 ff. ; — of hawk:
7491 ;

— of horse ; 7633 ; — of

mole [animal] : 5572; — of rabbit:

5571 ;
— of snake : 7308 f. ; —

,

soles of: 1126, 1142; — , stepped

over : 4691 ; — , swept under : 2925
f., 4619 f., 4687 f

.
; —, swept over:

4689; — , tickling of: 665, 1676; —
washing of : 2077, 6975 ; see also

foot

feist 'possum : 7891
felon: 1405 ff.

female: — , human: 7182, 8540; —

,

whippoorwill : 7249
fence: 1017, 2071, 2664, 3589 f., .3944.

5190, 5266, 6212, 6242 ff., 6688.

6755 f- 7136, 7187, 8465: --.

worm : 8345
fence post : 8465
fence rail : 1017
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fercgosa-leaf tea: 1J15
fern: 1452, 1616, 4556, 4729
fertility: — of cattle: 7615; —

,

human : 7 f

.

fertilizer: 7962 ff., 8376 f., 8409 f.

festering of wounds : 1736
fever: 904, iioi ff., 1410 ff., 1435,

1444, 1463, 1978, 2270
fever blister : 1466 ff., 3671, 4166
feverfew: 1424; — seeds: 1441 ;

—
tea : 1425

fever weed : 864 ; — tea : 1426
fever-worms : 1413
fib [falsehood]: 3669; see also false-

hood, lie, lying

fiddle: 5772
fidelity : see faithful

field: 2343, 2962; — peas: 8204; —

,

snow : 5769 ; —, watermelon : 8321
fifteen : — apple seeds : 3452 ; — days

:

2674 ; — swallows of water : 1656
fifteenth: — of February: 4351 ; — of

July: 6434 ff. ; — of June: 6307
fifth of March: 8402
fifty-cent piece : 1903
fig: 1002, 1956; — juice: 2524
fight: 3527, 3556, 3559, 3599, 3608,

361

1

fighting: — cocks: 7184; — hens:

3962 ff. ; — hogs : 6922 ; — roost-

ers: 3965
fig-tree root: 2523
figure, wax: 5549
Filliloo bird: 7257
filtered moon : 6318
filthy cook: 4718
fin-bone of haddock : 1229 f., 1982,

2346
finding: — a button: 3297 ff., 4121,

4205; — a dead cat: 7158; —
eggs : 361 1 ; — out an enemy

:

3575 ; — s five-leaf clover : 7920
ff

.
; — a four-leaf clover : 7912

ff. ; — a hairpin: 501 ff., 3498 ff.,

4122, 4152 ff., 4604; — a horse-

shoe: 2961 ff., 71 16 ff; — a knife:

2869 f
.

; — lost animals : 7393 ;
—

lost objects: 455 ff. ; — money:
3416 ff., 3421 ff., 3442 ff.; —
needles : 3346 f

.
; — a notched

stick: 2625; — a pebble (rock.

stone) : 2636, 2638, 2640 f., 2649,
2651 ;

— a penny : 3445 f. ; — pins

:

3309, 3312 ff., 4124, 4336, 5519, 8527
flf. ; 8533 ;

— a pot of gold : 5901 f.

;

— a red ear of corn: 8160; — sil-

ver: 3415; — a snail: 4710, 4713,

4739 ff. ; — treasure : 5892 ; — a
witch : 7632

fine : — morning : 6452 ; — weather

:

6386, 6388
finger: 547 ff., 552 f., 1199, 1238, 1399,

1401, 1683, 1970, 2171, 3519 f.,

3654, 3665, 4160, 4181, 4203, 4541,
7107, 7668; —s, backed: 450; —s,

crossed: 3829, 5701, 5745, 5841,

5843, 71 12; — , dog: 5553; —

,

first: 582, 1622, 4185, 4734; —

,

fourth: 2060, 4185; —s, hooked:

449, 452 f.; — , index: 3532, 5553,
7105, 8423 ; see also forefinger

;

—s, joined: 448; —, little: 1623,

1632, 1681, 1881, 3678, 3710, 4183
f., 4196, 4734, 7176; —s, locked:

449 ; — , long : 214 ; —, middle

:

8gi, 2059, 3533; — ,
pointed': 1672,

5487 ff., 8303, 8319; —,
popping

of: 3676; —, ring: 4195; —

,

second : 583 ; —, short : 3703 ; —

,

third : 800, 2698 ; —, white spots

on: 5855
fingernail: 587, 1049, 1360, 5547 f.,

5563 ; —s, biting of : 4985 ; —s,

cleaned before retiring : 588 ; —

s

cut (trimmed) : 232 ft., 252, 254,

593, 605 ff., 696 ff., 8523 f. ; —s cut

(trimmed) on Friday: 594 f.,

2338 f., 4198; —s cut (trimmed)
on Monday: 592, 3354; —s cut

(trimmed) on Saturday: 596,

4199; —s cut (trimmed) on Sun-
day: 597, 599 ff., 3680; —s cut on
Wednesday : 593 ; —s, half-moons

on: 1619; — , little: 589, 4197; —

s

of Negroes: 3679; — , third; 4194;
—s, white spots on : 582 ff

., 586,

3677, 4193, 4605 ; see also horn
fingernail cuttings (parings, trim-

mings) : 2341, 2424, 4243 f.

finger ring: 1620, 2054 ff., 2062
finger tip: 4129, 4533
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finishing : — a new house : 5035 1. ;
—

a task (work) : 5989, 6000 f., 6004

fire: 278, 991, 1142, 1789, 2442, 2565,

2750, 2837 fif., 2884, 2923, 3012 f.,

301S i; 335(). 3546, 3553. 425<).

4320, 4627, 5309, 531 1, 5400, 5555.

5620, 5643, 5729, 5844. 6171, 6278

f., 6416 f., 6918, 7018 f., 7047 fif.,

7062, 7273 f., 7276, 7308 f., 7469,

7487 ff., 7514, 7540, 7628, 7743,

8238, 8384 ; sec also house afire

:

— , bkie: 5845, 6274, 6636, 6912; —
coals: 990, 5170, 7337', — dance:

5748 ; — doctor : 992 ; — , dream
of : 3542, 4394, 8501 ;

— failing

to burn : 4654, 4723 ; — falling on
hearth: 4065 ff., 4069 flf., 4400; —

,

flickering : 6637 ; — going out

:

5612; — making: 4393! —

.

named : 4395 IT., 8526 ; — poked

:

4675 ; — ,
popping : 3544, 4064, 4399 ;

—, snapping : 6637 ; — , sparks

from: 140. 3545, 4408; —, spar-

kling : 4063 ; — , spat upon : 4068
IT.; — , spitting: 3543

firefly: 5342, 6781 f.

fireplace: 1544, 3006 fif., 3011, 5635,

5646, 7275, 7277, 7481 f.

fireweed : 907. 1353
firewood : 8440 iT., 8569
firing of cannon : 6639
first: 4707 f., 4878, 4977, 5415, 5916,

5984 f., 8507; — bird: 707, 3364,
7206 ; — -born : 220 ; — chatter

fly : 7085 ;
— corn silk : 654, 5355 ;— couple to sit after marriage

:

4974; — day: 5974, 7178, 7983,

8360 ; — dog day : 6308, 6437 ;
—

dove: 831, 7082, 7232; — dream:
31 16 f. ; — of February: 6067; —
finger: 1622, 4734; — fish: 7816
f. ; — frog: 6299, 7084, 7335; —
frost: 1377, 7727, 7894, 8245; —
frost fly: 7087; — fruit: 8426; —
full moon in March : 8004 ;

—
gull: 7251; — horsefly: 7089; —
of January : 5327 ; see also New
Year's; — of June: 15 19, 6430,

8086, 8325; — of July: 6432,

8231 ; — July fly : 7088 ; — katy-
did: 7091 f

.
; — lamb: 7180; — to

die: 4969, 4972 fif., 4977, 8552;
see also next to die ; — to leave

grave (cemetery): 5523 fif.; —
to leave marriage altar : 4973 ;

—
to leave table : 5074 ; — letter of

future mate's surname: 4159, 4172;
—man: 4168; — of March: 8182,

8401; — of May: 1139, 1508 f..

15 12 f?., 4227, 4352, 4423 f., 4431
ff., 4439 fT., 4446 ff-, 4536 f., 4539
f., 4566, 4568 ft"., 4598, 4701, 4705,

4740 f., 4795, 5177, 58O5, 5902,

7475, 7531, 7536, 8251, 8314, 8318;
— milking : 7522 ; — new-mown
hay: 7930 ; — owl: 3709; —
quarter of m(X)n : 6202, 8466 ;

—
rabbit: 7897; — rain: 657, 765 f.,

1610, 21 14; — rain water: 1376,

5555; — robin: 6050, 7235; —
shot: 7861; — snake: 2122, 3619
flF., 5244, 7295 f. ; — snow: 731,

1378, 1566, 6104; — star: 3252,

4456 ff., 5953 ff- ;
— Sunday : 4865,

6439 flf., 6444 ; — three days of

April: 7635; — thunder: 6335 f.,

641 1 f., 701 1 f., 7290; — Thurs-
day: 8253; — Tuesday: 6216; —
turtledove: 3365, 3379; — twelve
days: 5975, 6113, 7039; —two
weeks in June: 8240; — visitor:

7442, 7461, 7466, 8474; — warm
rain: 8100; — week in August:
8232 ; — wheat head : 4386 ;

—
whippoorwill : 832, 3366, 3380,

7083, 7243 ff-, 8135
Fish [zodiac] : 6892
fish: 69, 2712, 2819, 4899, 6774, 7775;—

's bladder (swimmer): 647 f.

;

—, dream of : 3427 ; — scale

:

4266; — , sheepshead : 5810
fish bait: 4532, 7826 flf., 7837
fishermen : 3471
fishhook: 1736, 4530 fif, 7760 flF., 7842

f., 7847
fishing: 4530 flf., 7744 fif.

fishing hawk : 5813, 6049
fishing pole: 7819 flf.

fish line : 7849
fish worm : 920, 1968, 7831
fist : 206
fits : 43, 308 flf., 353, 1475 ff ; see also

convulsions, epilepsy ; — in cats

:

7401
five : 6027 ; — buzzards : 3977 ; —

chicken gizzards : 4483 ; — eyes in

button : 3302 ; leaf bluet : 7939

;

— -leaf clover : 7920 fT. ; — -leaf

lilac : 7942 ; — names under pil-

low : 4846 ; — steps : 2484 ;
—

times: 1735, 2493, 5270, 5768
Flag [name of cow] : 2699
flag-root tea: 11 59
flannel: 297, 963, I139, 1177, 1996,

2192, 7580; —, red: 1128, 1138,

1957, 2035, 2188, 2208, 5682
flash of lightning: 6971
flatiron: 1857, 2084
flax : 1894
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flaxseed: 39, 1387 f., 1935, 2390, 7652;— poultice, 929; — tea: 892, 1814
flea: 2989, 8154
fleecy clouds : 6503
flesh, jumping of: 4920
flickering : — of candles, lamps, fire

:

6637, 7059; — stars: 6559, 7036
flint: 1543, 2239, 2452, 2633, 5502,

5646, 7027, 7276, 7480 f., 7483 f.,

7486, 7610
flirt: 4574, 4640
floating: 3692 f,. 5591
flock of birds : 7207
flocking : — cattle : 7006 ; — chick-

ens : 6680, 6925
flood : 6892 ff.

flooding : 47
flood tide : 7734
floor: 2787, 3240, 3327 f., 3348, 4849,

6587, 8532

_

flopping of chickens : 7497
flour: 914, 922, 924, 945 f., 1303, 1309,

1354, 2008, 2315, 4538 f.

flour sifter : 4296
flower: 1848, 2242, 4573, 5359, 6382,

6829, 8360 f. ; — days [Virgo]:

7997, 8071, 8208; — , dream of:

3389; —s. May: 61 19 f . ; —

,

named : 4572 ; —,
picked on grave

:

5496 ; — , white : 705 ; — , wilted

:

672, 4574 ; —
,
yellow : 4644

flowering out of season : 5353, 5360,

5370, 7938
fluttering chicken : 5809, 7498
flux : 1479
fly: 2987 f., 4127, 6339, 6783 flf.. 7835,

8255, 8266 ; — bites : sec stings of

bees, flies, etc.

flying : — ants : 6787 ; — birds : 7210,

7212 ff., 7230 f., 8547
foam on coflfee : 3361, 3428 f.

fodder : 8270 ff. ; blade tea : 1062
fog: 6074, 6164, 6231 ff., 6254, 6589,

6594 f., 6878, 7038 f.. 7076 f.; —
bank: 5159; — , descending: 6590,

6596, 6876 f.

foggy : — day : 8402 ; — morning

:

6359, 6380, 6590 ff., 7884, 7901
folding clover leaves : 6810
foliage: 7983, 7997, 8360
Folklore pin: 7156

following dogs : 7419 f.

fondness shown by sick person : 4998
food: 74 f., 2836 ff., 4276, 4735, 5500,

6237, 6383 ; —, abundance of : see

plenty ; — , scarcity of : see scarcity

fool : 3926 f., 4013
foot: 498, 1415, 2145, 2927, 3646, 3750,

4744, 5033, 5585, 8055, 8105, 8233;
— of bed : 3080, 4990, 5670 ; — of

cat : 6895, 7396 ; — of chicken

:

4486 f. ; — , cramp in: 1242: — of

hare: 743; — , itching of: 3149 f.,

371 1 ff . ; —, left: 221 1, 3897, 4922,

5809; — lotion: 1397; — of mole:

1984, 5806; —, nail in: 905, 909,

1403 f., 1781, 1783 ff. ; — , needle
in: 1780; — of rabbit: 745 ff., 819,

1985 f., 3163, 5589, 5676 f., 5730 f.,

5789 ff., 5793 ff., 5801 ff.; —

,

right: 3714 ff., 4139, 4141, 4255;
shaped turf of grass : 7425 ; —

,

sleeping: 1399 ff., 4202; — , stump-
ing of: 618 f., 3751; — , tickling

of : 235 ; see also feet

football : 3638 f.

footprint: 1576
foot race : 645
foot tracks : 4256
forage crops : 8270 ff

.

forefinger: 2058, 2174, 2294, 3420,

3518, 4183 f., 4243, 4581, 4603
forefoot : see foot

forehead: 1909, 4159, 4542, 4583 f-,

4639, 5703; — of horse: 7657
foreign objects in eye: see cinder, eye
foretelling : —, death : 8557 ; — , sex :

146 ff.

forgetfulness : 1678, 2766 ff.

forgetting: 2437, 2610, 3674, 3760 ff.,

3765. 3768 f., 4014. 4057
forgotten spirit : 5531
fork [cutlery] : 2187, 4287, 4290 ff.,

5499, 5649, 7537; — , dropped:
4006, 4009, 4610

fork (division) : — of the breast:

1617, 1855; — of the road: 2089.

2300 f., 2549, 2692, 7473 :
— of a

tree : 5870, 5935 ; — , willow : 5680
forked : — branch : 5872 f. ; — light-

ning : 691 1 ;
— twig: 5871, 5878

Birth, Childhood
Body, Folk Medicine
Domestic Pursuits
Economic, Social

Travel, Communication
Love, Marriage
Death, Funereal Customs

I- 479 Witchcraft, Ghosts, Magic 5532-5902
480-2760 Cosmic, Time, Numbers, etc. 5903-6041

2770-3348 Weather 6042-7093

3349-3705 Animals, Animal Husbandry "094-7743

3706-4131 Fishing, Hunting 7744-7907
4132-4873 Plants, Plant Husbandry "008-8473

4874-5531 Miscellaneous; Addenda 8474-8569
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fortune: 3452, 3489, 3889, 5846 ff.,

71 II, 8540
forty davs : 61 16, 6177, 6308, 6430 £.,

6433 fT., 6437, 6497 f-

foul weather: 5993, 6130, 6144 f., 6195,

6233
four : 2245 ; — buzzards : 3977 ;

—
days : 2659 ;

— logs : 6074

;

leaf

clover : 4550 ff., 7909 ff.

fourteen : — apple seeds : 3452 ; — in

game of Rook : 4342
fourteenth of February: 61 15, 6215,

8001 f., 8127
fourth : — chapter of Ruth : 4344 ;

—
finger: 2060; — of July: 6433; —
Saturday in June : 8086

fowl : 6240
fo.x: 1633, 7887; — trail: 7884 ff.

fox fire : 6275
fracture: 1480 ff.

frankincense : 5645
freckles: 1484 ff., 1516 f., 1526
freeze : 7073 f., 7729, 7748
freezing: — of face: 172; — of grass

seed : 8276
fresh : — cream : 2303 ;

— meat : 7687
f.

fresh on the Roanoke: 6891
freshet : 7776
fretful disposition : 199
Friday: 696, 748 f., 1151, 2903, 3455

ff., 3462, 3660, 3818, 4984, 5710,

5798, 5993 ff., 6218, 6250, 6486,

7224, 7229, 7252 ff., 8007 ff., 8214;
— , born on: 122, 125; —'s child:

123 £., 126; —, dream on: 3137,

3139 U 3142 f. ; — , dream told on

:

3138; —, fingernails cut (trimmed)
on: 594 f., 605 ff., 2338 f., 4198;
—

,
garment cut on: 3266 ff., 5126

f
. ;

—
's hair: 490 f., 841 ; —

,
jour-

ney started on : 3721 ff. ; —

,

laughing on : 6003 ; — , marriage
on: 4771, 4773; — morning: 7282;—, moving on: 2951; — night:

3124, 4383, 7856; —
,

quilt be-
gun on: 5132; — , riding trains on:
3724; —, sneezing on: 561 ff.,

3707 ; — sunset : 6482, 6492, 6900
ff. ; — the thirteenth : 749, 3065,
3456, 5995 ; — , washing clothes
on : 2941 ; — , work besun on : 5021

friend : 564, 3408 ff., 3528, 3=^11 f.

354T. 3560, 3567 f., 3574, 3586; —
burial of: t;700: —'s death: 4916
5441; — , letter from: 4120; —
los<: of: 4153, 7380; — , old: 3776
302=;

frienrlshin : -»c;8o ff., 3597, 3600; —

,

broken : 8198

fright: 98 f., 1673 f.

frisky sheep : 6924
frog: 356, 396, 1053 f., 1584, 1978,

2134, 2410, 2413, 2453 f., 4263,
6761 ff., 7336 ff., 7524, 7612 f.,

7623 ;

—
's blood : 4264 ; — in the

body: 718; sec also animal in the
body ; — , croaking of : 6043, 7786 ;— , dream of: 7333; — dying in

one's hand: 1050; —, first: 6299,

7335; — ,
green: 7084; — , killed:

673, 5226 ff. ;

—
's leg: 1049; —

,

shad: 7788; — spit: 8349
front : — door : 2963, 2970, 3371 f.,

3987, 4861, 5430, 5635, 5640, 7152;— -door post : 2964 ; — porch

:

4924 ; — stairs : 2996 :
— tooth :

4948 ; — yard : 7640, 8429
frost: 1285, 2397, 7069 ff., 7427,

7727, 7894, 8002, 8017 f., 8324,
8395, 8403, 841 1, 8413; —, black:
6273; —, first: 1377. 2185, 8245;—, heavy: 6621, 6625, 6627, 7728;— , hoar: 6622; —, white: 6397,
6623 f.

frostbite : 1527 ff.

frost i\y : 7087
frosty morning : 6628, 7763
frothy exudation on plants : 8349
frozen potato: 2019
fruit : — and blossom on branch

:

8408 ; — crop : 8390 ff. ; — , dream
of: 5369; —, first: 8426; — out
of season : 8407

fruit tree: 5370, 6094, 8380, 8383; —
wood : 8453

fruit w^eevil : 8340
full hands : 5930, 5982
full moon: 1554, 2809 f., 4275, 5802

f., 5913, 6202, 6225, 6353. 6431,

6543, 7437, 7703 ff., 7707 f., 7742,

7745 f., 7971. 7982 ff., 7903, 8004,

8047, 8061 f., 80QO, 81 16 ff., 8166,
8180, 8192, 8200, 8210 f., 82^9, 8247,
8272, 8279, 8284, 8287, 8292, 8207,
8308, 8340, 8360 f., 8370, 8381,
8388, 8465

funeral: 198, 5441, 5449. 5457 f., 5462,
5466 f., 5474; — carriage: 5451
ff. ; — cortege : 5454 ; — , dream
of: 4302; — followers: 5/155; —
procession : 4975 f., 5442 ff., 5450,
5452 f., 5456. 5463 f.

fungus: 1866
fur: 6076 f., 7864; — of cat: 3608,

6280. 7Tt;4

furrowed-off row in field : 5349
fu'is : see ciuarrel

future: 4742. 5848, 5865 ff. ; — mate:
4190, 4726
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Gabriel : 5482
galding: 1533
gall: 1533; — of alligator: 1365; —

of a bat: 1366; —, beef: 2747; —
of deer : 646 ; — of an eagle : 1367,

2135; — of a kite: 1369; — of

lizard : 847 ; — of a pheasant

:

1371 ; —, water: 6158
gall bladder: 1534
gall stones: 1535
galloping itch : 1749
galvanic ring : 2055
gambling : 3658 ff.

game [hunted animals] : 7852, 7866 f
.

;

— bird: 6086
gander: 25 11

gapes [disease of chickens] : 7446
gar: 5812
garden tool : see tools

gargle: 1284, 1536, 1805, 2200 f., 2206
garlic: yjz, 2152, 2264
garment: 3225 f., 4243, 8553; — cut

out on Friday: 5126 f. ; — cut out

on Saturday: 5128; — cut for

sick person : 4996 f. ; — hole

:

5243 ; — made on Ascension Day

:

5124 f. ; — , men's: 8335; —, new:
700, 5467 f¥. ; —, worn-out : 8553

;

— , wrong side out : 5658
garnet : 3255, 5830 ; — gem : 2765 ;

—
wedding clothes : 4801

garter: 1236, 4222, 4371, 4606, 4649;—
,
green : 3205 ; —,

yellow : 4607
gas works : 423
gate: 3588, 4636, 5655; —s, cowper:

7618 f. : — , new: 4707 f.

gate post: 7485
gathering : — apples : 8435 ; — cu-

cumbers : 8177; — fruit: 8424; —
sas:e : 8257 ; — sticks on Sunday

:

5951
geese: 6188. 6991 f., 7504 fT; —

,

early : 6083 ; — flying south : 6085
—

,
quacking of : 6694 ; — , wild

6292. 6375, 69'?o, 8052
gem : 5833 : — ,

garnet : 2765
Gemini [zodiac] : 7994, 8248
generosity : 206, 508
gentleness: 511, 7521

germ : 658 ; — preventive : 738, 773
germination of seeds : 7996
ghost: 726, 2767, 3098, 4367, 5431 f.,

5473, 5709 ff., 5725 ff-, 7873; —
of murder victim : 5732 ;

— opera-
tor : 5717 f

. ; — seen by dog: 5722;— seen by horses : 5721
giant, dream of : 632
gift: 584, 592, 628, 3192, 3201, 3576

ff. ; — , returned : 4262
gifted child: 213
Gilead, balm of: 1215, 1926
Gilliloo: 7257
ginger tea: 40, 1107, 1160, 1427, 171 1,

181S, 7646
ginseng root: 958, 1161, 1712; see also

sang
girdled trees : 6737
girl: 151, 154, 1833; —'s hat: 4219;—

's name : 4250 ; — ,
pretty : 4282 ;— , red-headed : 4091 ; — , whis-

tling : 8490, 8492, 8494
giving (giving away) :

— bean seed:

8089 ; — four-leaf clover : 7919

;

— five-leaf clover : 7923 f. ; — live

coal to a neighbor : 3017 ;
—

money : 3414 ; — an orange : 7955 ;— parsley plants: 8199; — pins:

3335; — pocketbook: 3451; —
sage : 5357 ; — salt to a witch

:

5635
gizzard, chicken: 79, 677 ff., 11 52,

1314, 1697 ff., 2398, 2452, 4483
gladness : 8500
glands, swollen : see mumps
glandular ailments: 1537
glass: — beads: 1356; — , broken:

4900 ; — of framed picture : 5067

;

— window : 6299
glass [waterglass] : 4422; — , mois-

ture on : 6584 ; — , new moon seen
through : 5944 ; — , ring placed in

:

4704 ; —, sweating : 6585 f. ; —

,

vapor on : 6583 ; — of water : see
water, glass of

glass snake: 7315
glory: 5518
glove: 3237
glow : 5604 ; — of town lights : 6553
glvcerine : 1220
gnat: 6785, 6788 ff.

Birth, Childhood i- 479
Body, Folk Medicine 480-2769
Domestic Pursuits 2770-3348
Economic, Social 3349-3705
Travel, Communication 3706-4131
Love, Marriage 4132-4873
Death, Funereal Customs 4874-5531

Witchcraft, Ghosts, Magic 5532-5902
Cosmic, Time, Numbers, etc. 5903-6041
Weather 6042-7093
Animals, Animal Husbandry 7094-7743
Fishing, Hunting 7744-7907
Plants, Plant Husbandry 7908-8173
Miscellaneous; Addenda 8474-8569
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gnawing of rat : 5243
goat: 1806, 6673; dung tea: 1805;
— grease : 1979

gobbling of turkey : 6699
goblin: 5783
"Go down ranger . . .

"
: 7845

God : 5970 f ., 6894, 7503 ; — , cursed

:

5581, 5584
going down of mumps: 1832
going to sea : 5621
going to seed : 8102
goiter: 1538 flf.

gold : 6546 ;
— band : "JTZ ;

— beads

:

1541, 1958, 2219; — dollar: 4821,

4827, 7546 ; — , dream of : 5900 ;
—

earrings: 1385, 2108; — leaves:

8158; — mine: 5886; — money:
3369 ; —

,
pot of : 5901 f. ; — ring

:

2283 f., 2287; — tooth: 383 f.; —
watch: 161

8

goldenseal : 1008
gold root : 399
Goldsboro [a city] : 5475
good : — beginning : 5986 ; — crops :

8032 f., 8035. 8037, 8041, 8057; —
dog : 7402 fF. ; — ending : 5987,

8493 ; — luck : see luck, good —
man : 6652 ; — news : 4086 fif. ;

—
omen : 3879 ; — spirit : 5736 ;

—
things, saying : 8541 ; — weather

:

6384 f., 6387, 6389 flf.

Good Friday: 5112, 7456, 7966, 8010
flf., 8076 fif., 8129, 8179, 8195, 8229
f., 8299. 8312, 8338, 8364, 8i66

goodbye: 3730
goofer: 5570
goose: 3358, 6695; — eggs: 7504 f .

;

— grease: 644, 1126 f., 1254, 1834,

2029; — manure: 977; — oil: 2192
goose grass : 893
gorilla: 635
gourd : 4758 ; — leaves : 1428, 1600

;

— seeds: 8178; — vine: 1952
gout: 1544
gown: 5915
grace, state of: 5772
grafting trees : 8387
grain [seed crop] : 8277 ff.

grain [particle] : — of coffee: 5556;— of corn : 5816, 7252 ; — of sand

:

7254
granary : 8277
granddaddy longlegs (granddaddy

spider) : 1047 f., 7384, 761

1

"Granny stands at the gate" : 7566
grape : 89, 6098, 8324 f

.
; — leaves

:

4268
grapevine: 189, 405, 834, 1498, 1563
grass: 2613, 4571, 4580, 6114, 6325 f.,

6873 f., 7425, 7925 f., 8277; —

.

dead: 7948; —, dry: 6814 ff. ;_

—

-eating cat: 6663, 7400; eating

dogs: 6671, 7173, 7426; — seed:

8275 f. ; — , shave : 2028 ; — tea

:

1546; — , wet: 6381

grasshopper: 11 54, 2455 f., 5594, 6791

grave: 5026, 5176, 5222 f., 5225, 5238
ff., 5378 f., 5386 f., 5395 f-. 5398,

5461, 5481 ff., 5845; — , lamp left

on: 5518; — measured by dog:
5223; — , new: 5515; — , open:

5085, 5508 f. ; —, rain falling in

:

5507, 5510, 5514, 5520; — for rela-

tives: 5481; — shaded by tree:

5368; — , sinking of: 5526 f
.

; —
stepped over : 185, 4923 ; —
walked on : 4921

gravel [an ailment] : 1545 f.

gravel (gravels) : 2632, 2634 f-, 2644
graveyard: 2451, 2630, 4275, 5151 ff.,

5161 f., 5333, 5477 ff- 553i, 5606,

5710 f., 5758, 5800, 5802; — dirt:

4922, 5498, 5558; — lights: 571 1

;

—, Negro : 5795 ;
— rabbit : 748 f.,

4262, 5731, 5796, 5798, 5801 ff.; —
wood : 8452 ;

— worms : 7832
gray : — east : 6222 ; — , evening

:

6123, 6449 ff., 6853; — eyes: 207;
— hair: 1560 f

.
; — horse: 3417

ff., 4474, 4477 f., 71 10 f
.

; —, mar-
ried in: 4801 ff., 481 1 f., — , morn-
ing: 6122 f., 6341, 6449 ff., 6853;
— mule: 2569, 3422, 7144 ff. ;

—
sky : 6853 ; — spider : 7381 ;

—
squirrel : 2347 ; — sunset : 6455,

6481

grease: 2146, 5616, 7587, 7694 ff.,

7725, 77ZZ, 7735: — , axle: 1291,

1534, 2326, 2569; —, buzzard:

1972; — , chicken (hen) : 1021,

1804; —, chitling: 1331, 2332; —

,

dog: 1976; — ,
goat: I979; —

,

goose: 1 1 26 f., 1254, 1834; —
from hog's jawbone: 1831 ; —

,

perch: 1322; —, salty: 8337; —

,

tobacco : 2253
greasing: — one's body: 5651; —

chicken's head : 7471 ; — grain of

corn : 2499 ; — horse's anus : 7655 ;— mule's anus : 7672 ; — a nail

:

1403, 1781 ff., 2756; — a wart:
2466, 2468 f:. 2501

greasy : — dishrag : 2607 f. ; — dish-

w^ater: 8457; — plate: 1535
greatness : 216

great white visitor : 7067 ; see also

snow
greedy gut : 207
green: 2130; — beech: 6054; — cab-
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bage leaf : 7653 ; — cheese : 591 1

;

— Christmas: 5152; — cloth:

1524; — clothing: 4958; — coffee:

4546, 7645 ; coffee tea : 1761 ;
—

corn: 4265; — -eyed people: 511;— -footed hen : 7658 ; — frog

:

7084 ; — garters : 3205 ; — glass

beads: 1356; — grain of corn:
2489; — grass: 61 14; — hops:
8326 ;

— ivy leaf : 4557 ;
— lizard

:

5574 ; — measuring worm : see

measuring worm ; — pea pod

:

4545 ;
— pebble : 2636 ; — plantents

(plantains?) : 2178; — rosin from
sweet potato : 8241 ; — sage : 405
f

.
; — sickness: see jaundice; —

sky: 6261, 6510; — stripes on
corn: 8040, 8143; — tomato: 1949;— turpentine: 2170; — walnut
hull: 2080; — walnut juice: 2563;— wedding clothes : 4801 ff. ;

—
winter: 515

i

greens, salad : 8104
greeting the New Year : 6023
grief: 2765, 3255
grindstone : 3460 f., 7627
gristmill : 422
ground [earth] : 2355, 3330 f., 6165 f.,

6195 f., 6479, 6688, 6701, 6729,

7001, 7235, 7527; _—, new: 6737,

8059 ; — side of animal bone : 2447
ground hog: 5230, 6044 f., 6176 f. ;

—
day : 6068 f., 6282, 8400

ground-holly tea : 2000
ground itch: 1547
ground ivy: 1064, 1689
grounds in coffee cup : 5856 f.

ground up: — coflfee : 2217; — puppy
claws: SS43

growing: — moon: 7693 f., 7697, 7981,
81 15; — pains: 1548 f

.
; — stick:

2561; — stones: 8518; — trees:

1082

growth : — of chickens : 7468 ; — of

fingernails: 664; —, human: 175,

179 ff., 638 f.

growth [swelling] : 1550
grub (grubworm) : 1980 f., 4072, 7834
gruel: 2399
guano (gwana) : 188; — water: 1224,

1944

guill: 681

1

guilt: 3690 ff., 8544
guinea (guinea hen; : 6189, 6421, 6696

ff.

gull: 7250 f., 7784
gum [resin]: 1996, 5654; —, chew-

ing: 506; —, spruce: 1717; —

,

sweet : 1203
gum [gums of the mouth] : 1553, 2376,

2380; — boil : 1 55 1 f.

gum-bark tea: 281, 1762
gum berry : 910, 6098
gumming : 8516
gun: 5623, 5641 f., 7904 ff.

gunfire: 305, 5174
gunpowder: 31, 873, 952, 1007, 1044,

1696, 2769, 5642, 7620
gunshot: 955
gypsum weed (gypsy weed) : 909,

1595

H
Haarlem oil : 854
haddock, fin-bone of: 1229 f., 1982,

2346
hail : 7029 f.

hair: 15, 177, 327, 480, 1049, 1145,

1339, 1394 ff-, 1572, 1737, 1779,

1861, 2221, 2334, 2429, 2433, 4126,

4139, 4231, 4233, 4238, 4241, 4243,

4255, 5536 f., 5543, 5547, 5549,

5555, 5614, 5620, 5632, 5653, 5655;— in ashes: 4150; — in bird's

nest: 493, 846, 1560, 7221; —

,

blazing : 2388 ; — from blood

snake : 5555 ; — under brick

:

4136; —, burned: 494, 2762; —
from cat's tail : 7398 ; — in

coal: 4151 ; — color: 4134, 4136
ff., 4147, 4150 f

.
; — color re-

stored: 1562; — , combed: 485 ff.,

2767, 4942, 5720, 6974 ; — comb-
ings: 492, 688, 1578 ff., 2766^ 4645;— from cow : 7575, 7628 ; — , curl-

ing (curly) : 190, 482, 1563. 3797,
6645 f

.
; — , cut: 70, 231, 250 f.,

304, 341, 495, 694, 838 ff., 1554 ff.,

1571 ff., 2768, 4881 f., 4943 f. ;
—

cuttings: 1573; — of dead man:
5719: — in dirt: 4138, 4140 f

. ;
—

of dog: 1293, 7008, 741 1, 7417,
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7419; — of donkey: 421; —

,

dream of: 4940 ; — on face: 171;— , falling: 1556 f., 3497; — of

farmer : 8283 ; — under foot

:

4139; — , Friday's: 490; — of

future mate: 4135, 4146, 4148; —

,

gray: 1560 f. ; —
,

growth of:

1554 f., 4941; — in hat: 4237; —
under heel: 4142 f

.
; — , horse's:

1863, 2432, 7636; —, lock of: 176,

303, 1923, 2186, 4134, 4148, 4234,
4239, 4242, 5546, 5548, 5563; — in

locket : 4235 ;
— in mouth : 483 ;— , Negro's: 1336, 1574, 2430; —

under pillow: 4139; — pretty: 189,

191; —
,

pulled: 3792; —, red:
481, 7465: — of rival: 4274; —
under rock: 4134 f

.
; — in shoe:

4145 f., 4240; — under stone: 4134,
4144; — , straight: 3798; —.sweet-
heart's: 4149, 4236; — , tangled:

5607 ; — from under arm : 1861
;—, washed in snow: 1564; —

,

white: 1559, 1561
hairbrush : 4053
hairpin : 501 ff., 3498 fif., 4122, 4152

_ff., 4604, 7278, 7351
hairy birthmark: loi, 106
half-dollar : 2067
half horseshoe : 7140 f.

half-moon on fingernail : 1619
half-past three o'clock : 2569
half up: 3630
hallooing : — of owl : 3709 ; — of

turtledove: 6194; — of whippoor-
will : 7242

hallowed water : 5645
Hallowe'en (Hallow Eve) : 4367,

4427 ff., 4450, 4491, 5866
halo: 6152, 6545, 6547 f., 6550, 6906,

7035 ; see also circle

ham bone : 5805
ham-gilly bud : 802
hammer : 7001
hand (hands) : 34, 447, 1423, 1465,

1502, 1570, 1629, 1736, 1783, 2409,

4171, 4312, 4548, 4587, 4671, 4734,
4867, 5082, 5557, 5585, 5623, 5753,
5931 f-, 7351, 8161 ;

— , ailments of:

1565 f
. ; —, animal (bird, chicken,

mole) dying in: 1587, 1912 f., 2479,

7094 ; — in bird's nest : 1481 f.,

7217; — bitten by bat: 1565; —

,

cold: 569; — , crossed: 571; —

,

crosses in : 131 ;
— of dead man

:

2703 ; — , decay of : 1565 ; — , empty

:

5983; — , frog held in: 1050; —

,

full: 5930, 5982; — , itching of:

573 ff-, 3392, 3928, 8535 ff. ; — and
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knees' position: 1839; — , laying on
of: 15 16, 2072; —, left: 3400 ff.,

3421, 3932, 4177. 4231. 8536 f.,

8540 ; — , money in : 3437 ; — , open :

206; — ,
palm of: 666 i., 3632, 4175,

4590, 4639, 4901, 7104, 7106, 8440;— placed in water: 3099 f., 4103;
— , rheumatism in: 2059; — , right:

2057, 261 1, 3416, 3421, 3930, 4597,

5553, 8535, 8538; — rubbed with
flowers: 2242; — rubbed with shed
snake skin : 2895 f. ; — , shadowed :

6008; —, shaking: 3588 f., 4168,

4179 f. ; — , shape of : 568 ; — , sore :

1566; —, si)at in: 4178; — , un-
washed: 8382; —, warts on: 2404,
2410, 2413, 2415 f., 2681 ; —

,

washed: 2407, 2475, 3555 ff. ; —

,

wiped: 3561 ff., 5122; — ,
yellow

spots on : 4965
handful of dirt : 5497
handing: — salt shaker: 2885; —

scissors : 5403
handkerchief: 777, 2581, 4227 ff.,

4540, 4567 ff., 4580, 4622, 5582; —

,

silk: 2101, 3114
handle of broom (mop) : 4690
handling: — frogs (toad-frogs):

2410 ; — a lizard : 7328 ;
— money

:

3425 ;
— a snake : 7298 ; — toad-

stool (wart-toadstool) : 2416
handsome men: 4715
hanged man : 856
hanging [execution] : 3705
hanging : — bottle of kerosene in

tree : 8416 ; — coat wrong side

out : 6843 ;
— up daddy longlegs :

6794 ; — up dead snake : 6745 ff.

;

— up dress : 3234 ; — up horse-
shoe : 7128 ff., 8412 f

.
; — plants:

8009 ; — plow points in fruit trees

:

841 1 ; — towel on door knob:
2899

hangman :

—
's day : 8009 ;

—
's rope :

1478
hants, banting: see haunts, haunting
happiness: 3254, 3450, 3883, 4770,

4863, 5941
hard winter: 6076, 6078 f., 6081, 6089,

6092, 6095, 6100, 6102, 8035
hardwood: 1787
hardening of soap : 2810
hare : 743, 3849, 7809
harelip : no f.

harmful birds : 7493, 8321 ; see also
pests

harp : 6479
harshness of personality: 3236
harvesting: 8327 ff. ; _ corn: 8157
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fif. ; — fodder and hay : 8271 f. ;
—

fruit : 8424 ; — sweet potatoes

:

8245; — time: 6109; — wheat:
8292

harvest moon : 8271
hasty news : 4082 ff

.

hat: 349 f., 1524, 1588 f., 3177, 3240
f., 4237, 5767, 7441 ;

— on bed
3238 ff. ; — blowing off: 6844; —
boy's : 4218, 4221 ; — , burned : 226
266 ; —, dwarf's : 5779 ; —

,
girl's

4219 ; —, mourning : 5472 ; —

,

spat in: 3839, 3867, 3784;
straw: 1524; — , tipped: 7934;
turned around (up) : 3835 ff.

3866, 3868 ff., 3872, 8162, 8294:
—s, two worn simultaneously : 463,
3176, 5656; — , white: 4580; —
worn in church : 5471 ;

— worn in

house : 843 ; —, wrong side out

:

3838
hatband [father's] : 288
hatchet : 6392
hatching eggs: 7432 ft'., 7504 f.

hate : 3496
haunt: 4999, 5719, 5750 ff., 7161
haunted house : 5759
haunting: 5421, 5530, 7327
hawk: 7475 ff., 8332; —, dead: 7493;— , white: 6195
haws : 7093
hawthorn, black : 5896
hay: 7515, 8271 f. ; — , load of: 7931

ff-. 8565 ; —, new-mown : 7930
hazy clouds : 6502
Head [zodiac] : 7681, 7747, 8096, 8123,

8126
head: 169, 248, 766, 850, 1023, 1390,

1416 f., 1420, 1428, 1432, 1577,

1593, 1600, 1602 ff., 1607, 1629,

1756, 1771, 1851, 1884. 2116, 2222,

2322, 2393, 2619, 3081 f., 3487,
3503. 3864, 4594, 5581, 5585, 5664,

5666, 5673, 5706, 5857, 8530; — ail-

ments: 1567; — , back of: 1886
f . ; — of bird : 7257 ; — , cat's :

6917; — of cow: 7632; — of dog:
7172, 7415, 8477; down burial:

3702; — to the east: 501 i; — to

foot of bed : 3080, 4964, 4990 ; —

,

hog's : 2826, 2830 f. ; — of horse-

fly : 7350 ; —, itching of : 6642 ;
—

line: 5852; — of needle: 3347; —
to north : 3077, 8559 ;

— of pimple

:

1931 ; — of pin: 2665, 3313; —

,

rained on: 1610; — of snake:
2142; — to the south: 3078; —

,

standing on: 1147, 1772, 5141 ;
—

to the west : 5426 ; — of wolf

:

5807 ; — of woolly worm : 6087
headache: 1568 ff.

heading of cabbage : 8098
headlice : 806
heads up [money] : 3443
healer: 1544
healing : 2750 ; — agents : 875 ;

—
gift : 2270 ;

— power : 778 ;
— of

sores : 2179, 2222
health: 270 ff., 605 f., 4771 ; —

,
good:

649 ff. ; —, sneeze for : 565
hearing: — Mrs. Devil crying: 5770;— partridges : 6213 ; — voices

:

5736
hearse : 3800, 5440 ; — substitute

:

5437
Heart [zodiac] : 8347
heart: 4236, 5693; —, broken: 4591,

4593; — of chicken: 2132, 4484 f
.

;

— of dog : TZ2Z ;
— dropsy : 1304

;

— line: 5852; — -shaped: 1894,

5702, 5781 ;
— of snake: 2143; —

trouble: 1616 ff. ; — of turtle: 7325
f

.
; — ventricles: 12; —, warm:

569 ; — of witch : 5694 f.

heartburn: 1612 ff.

hearth : 3009 f., 4065 ff., 4077, 5647
heart leaf: 959, 981, 4278; — poultice:

930
hearts [cards] : 3655
heat : 7003, 8330
heated brick : 1858
heaven (heavens) : 5148 f., 5516, 8557
heavy: — blooms: 8145 ff. ; — corn-

husks: 6088; — dews: 6872; —
frost: 6621, 6625, 6627; — har-
vest: 8329; — peanut hulls: 8054;— snows : 8329 ;

— stars : 6908
heel : 4252, 4692, 7232 ; —, frost-

bitten : 1532; — , left: 4142 £.,

4254; — , right: 4141 ;
— of shoe:

2067, 3245, 3404, 3686, 7267; — of

stocking: 2213, 4147
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he-hol!y tea : 781
heifer : 21 16, 7619
height: 174, 638 f.

hell: 5018, 5519 f., 7252 flf.

hellebore : 4270
"He loves me, he loves me not" : 4549,

4556, 4576
hem of dress: 3159 flf., 3231 flf., 41 13,

4223 flf.

hemorrhage: 1624 flf.

hemorrhoids : see piles

hen: 1023, 241 1, 3610, 7442, 7452,
7510; — , black: 1153, 1804, 2131 ;— , crowing: 709, 5248 fif., 7192 £.,

8492 fT. ; —, crying: 4481, 8549;— , fighting : 3962 flf. ; —
,

green-
footed : 7658 ; — -manure tea

:

2713;
—

's oil: 1824; —, setting:

7428 flf.; — , singing : 6371
henhouse : 1390, 7454, 7884
"he" nutmeg: 1854
"he-ones" : 7898
herb: 752, 810, 5620, 8256 flf.

hernia: 311
heron : 5299 f.

herring: 853, 1416, 7571, 7786 f.

herringbone clouds : 6947
hiccough (hickup) : 1627 flf., 1683 flf.,

4986
hickory : — ashes : 2100 ; — nut

:

6101 ; — shell: 7900; — sprout:

5875; — stick: 5874, 5897; —
stob : 4242, 425s ;

— wood : 7958
hidden : — charm : 5562 ; — treasure

:

^ 5884 f., 5889 flf., 5893, 5898
hiding :

— bacon : 2469 ; — blood

:

2381 ;
— dishcloth (dishrag) :

2588 flf., 2598, 2603, 2605 ; — meat

:

2464 ;
— meatskin : 2463, 2468

;

needle : 2659 ; — pin : 2665 f.

rag : 2606 ; — splinter : 2376
;

stick: 2551, 2623 f
.

; — straw:
2552; — string: 2427

high :
— blood pressure : 91G f. ;

—
clouds : 6386 ;

— dawn : 6145 ;
—

-flying birds : 6245, 6293, 6376,

6993 ; — land : 6760 ; — tide

:

7733 '< — wasp's nest : 6340, 6424
f

.
; — water : 6895

hill: 1573, 2659, 3743 f. ; —, cucum-
ber: 8171

hilltop: 5581, 5583
hind foot of rabbit : 4262, 5731, 5796

ff., 5801 flf.

hinge side of door : 4632
hip : 2020
hips and haws : 7093
hitting: 5016; — a dog: 7407; —

tools together : 8164, 8359
hive [beehive] : 6779

hives [disease] : 312 fif., 1689
hoar frost : 6622
hoarseness : 1690 f.

hoe : 8356 f. ; — carried through
house: 2983, 5393 flf.

hoeing corn : 8164
hog: 109, 393, 1828 f., 1838 flf., 1895,

1983, 6178 f., 6284, 6286, 6986,

7906; — barn: 1026; — bone: 359
f. ; — -feeding time : 6881 ; —

,

fighting : 6922 ;

—
's head : 2826,

2830 f. ;
—

's jawbone: 1831, 2312;
jowl: 2828 f., 3405; — lard: 977,
1968, 2740; — lice: 1368; T- pen:
7675 f. ;

—
's tongue : 3681 ;

—
's

tooth : 2348 ; — trough : 7674, 7690
hog-huf tea : 782
hog's-foot oil: 1128, 1140, 1256
holding: — breath: 1643, 1660 f.,

1663 f., 1666 f., 1686, 2263; — a
dying chicken: 7200; — lizard

eggs: 2894; — water [by the
moon] : 6154, 6317, 6320

hole : — in bread : 5085 ; — in

breeches (britches): 3921 f
.

;
—

in dime : 774, 5567, 5687 ; — in

door : 304, 327 ; — in garment

:

41 12, 5243; — in horn of cow:
7577, 7579 ff-, 7586; — in nutmeg:
1372, 1854; — in penny: 1259; —
in silver ; 5565 ; — in stocking

:

464, 41 15 fT. ; — in stump: 1145;— in tree: 303, 328, 1145, 2341,

2583, 8417 f.

Holiness people : 777
hollering: — of guineas: 6189; — of

gull : 7251 ; see also holloing

holloing (hollowing): — of cow:
5196; — of dry fly: 7086; — of

frogs : 6763 ;
— of locusts : 6792

;

— of owl : 3381 ;
— of panther

frogs : 6767 ; — of rain frogs

:

6768 ; — of turtledoves : 6052 ;
—

of whippoorwill : 6888
hollow: — horn: 7576 flf.; — stump:

1520 f., 2427, 5799; — tail: 7594
fif. ;
— of throat: 1628

hollowing : see holloing
holly: 409, 6302; — berry: 409, 6102;
— bush: 7431; — ,

ground: 2000;
— leaf: 407, 409, 1825, 4558, 5861 ;—, red: 965; — tea: 781, 1816; —
tree: 5693

home : 4737 flf. ; — of the dead : 5461
homesickness : 2769
hominy milk : 5598
honesty: 511
honey: 68, 405 f., 407, 409, 851, 914,

918, 922 f., 1000, 1008, 1 190, 1 192,
I2I0 f., 1248, 1252, 1364, 1824,
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2200, 2281, 2315, 2390 f., 2727,

2742
honeymoon : 4866, 4975
honeysuckle vine: 1512

honor : 4593
hoodoo ball : 5654
hoof: — of hog: 7739; — of horse:

7649
hook: 2984; — , fish: 7760 S., 7789;

shaped bone : 4263
hooked fingers : 449, 452 f.

hookworm : 2743 f.

hoopskirt : 1766
hooting of owl: 713, 1087, 5304 flf.,

6190, 6294 f., 6389, 6719 fi.j 6723,

6995, 7260, 7262 fT., 7868
hops: 2371, 8326
hop-toad: 7342, 7529
hop vine : 6016
horehound: 1210; — candy: 1109; —

juice: 1942; — syrup: 1108, 1208;
— tea: 783, 1063, 11 09, 2724

horizon : 6008
horn: — of moon: 6315, 6320 f., 6405,

6538, 8295; — , Sunday's: 490,

604
horned snake : 7949
hornet's nest: 6108
hornet stings : sec stings of bees, flies,

etc.

horse: 2349, 2582, 2634, 5438, 5458,

5556, 5755. 5883, 6012, 6181, 6672,

6988, 7009, 7633 ff; —, balkmg:

5721, 5783; — collar: 348; —
dung (manure): 1041, 1263, 2457;
—

,
galloping: 4489; — ,

gray: 34^7
fT, 4474, 4477 f., 71 10 f.;

—
's

mane: 2432; —
,

piebald: 2715,

7112; — , red: 71 13; — , strange:

3717; — , talking: 6015;
—

's track:

3419, 3446 ;
— trough : 7638, 7651

;

— wallow: 1585; — , white: 473,

2714, 3415, 3804, 4091, 4099, 4434.

4472 f., 4475 f-, 4860, 5232, 5233

ff-, 5677, 6987, 7098 ff.

horse chestnut: 1741, 1965, 2001 f.,

5819; sec also buckeye
horsefly: 7089, 7350
horsehair: 1863, 2431, 5545, 5562, 7300

ff.. 7385. 7572, 8487
horsemint : 1429

horse-radish : 1297, 2003

horseshoe: 2961 ff., 3006, 3012 f., 3541,

4479, 4703, 5569, 5627 f., 5630,

5643, 5670, 5727, 5741, 5807, 5824,

6475, 71 14 ff-, 7488, 7551 f-, 7661

ff., 7674, 7690, 7743, 8412 f. ;
—

nail : 2050 f., 4480, 5683

hot: — air: 5715, 5751; — ashes:

1862, 6804; — Christmas: 5153; —
day: 7004; — iron: 2127; —
mustard : 2764 ; — poker : 7549 ;

—
spell : 6201 f. ; — steam : 5242 ;

—
stove : 6804 ;

— summer : 6060 f .,

8520 ; — towel : 2039 ; — water

:

1733, 4631, 4673, 4862, 7533; —
water bag: 1458; — weather:

6393, 6395, 6399, 7879, 8341 ;

—
winter : 8520

hotel-room number : 6038
hounds : —

,
pack of : 8557

hour : 6008
house: 1797, 2944, 2972, 3945, 4321,

4547, 5002, 5006, 5038, 5043, 5048,

5096, 5167, 5184, 5276, 5389 ff.,

5626, 5631, 5728, 5768, 5890, 6018,

6182, 621 1, 6288, 6338, 6422, 6728,

7152, 7202, 7204, 7209, 7214, 7216,

7242, 7260, 7828, 8348, 8458, 8460,

8478, 8482 f., 8485, 8488, 8562; —

,

addition to: 5038; — afire: 3026

f?. ; — , beloved's: 4243; — , clean:

3378; — , new: 5035 f
. ; — , white:

2960
housekeeper, poor: 4717
houseleek: 2079, 2525, 2740
housetop : 7261
housewarming : 2965
howling dog: 3026, 3937, 5001, 5208

ff., 5219, 5617, 5739, 7166 f., 7169
ff-, 7259

huckleberry sprouts: 1430
huddling : — animals : 6654 ;

—
chickens : 6681 ;

— stars : 6557
hull : — , bean : 8056 ; — , butter bean :

8058; — ,
peanut: 2933, 8054; —

,

walnut : 2080
human :

— blood : 7925 f. ; — charms

:

5785 f.
.

humming bird : 5301
hunchback : 3661
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hunger: 2836, 2860 f., 2898, 4035 ff.,

4042 {.

hunting: 7852 ff. ; — dog: 7871 ff.,

7887 ;
— gun : 7904 ff. ; — , rabbit

:

7894 ff., 8564 — squirrel : 7900 ff.

hurricane : 5528
hurting : — of bunions and corns

:

6641 ; see also pain
husband : 4325 ;

—
's coat : 4263 ; —

,

death of : 5055
hushing of wind : 6606
hydrangea : 8368 f.

hydrophobia: 1692 ff. ; see also rabies,

mad dog, bite of mad dog

"I see the moon . .
."

: 5949
ice: 43, 1531, 1889, 4303, 6105, 8392;— -cold water : 1823, 2121 ;

—
pack: 1459

ill fortune : 4745
illness : 728 ; see also ailment, disease,

sickness

ill omen : 3877, 7289, 7612 ff., 8504
image of witch : 5692
immunity to whooping cough : 422
imp of the devil : 5771
impairment of memory : 5720
impediment of speech : 347
incantation: 2184, 5542, 5620, 5778
increase of the moon: 2808, 7501,

7695 f-. 7961, 7977 f., 8268, 8467;
see also growing moon, waxing
moon

index finger: 581, 3532, 5553, 7105,
7423, 8423 : sec also forefinger

Indian: 11 60, 1340, 1616, 2344, 5069,
5820, 5832; — chief: 4727; —
fire: 316; — head: 2163; —
mound : 5785 ;

—
's path : 5247 ;

—
sign of rain : 6523 ;

— turnip : 2391
indigestion: 317, 1697 ff., 1735; see

also stomach ailments
indigo : 8368
industriousness : 5979 f.

inebriation: 1185; see also drunkard
infant : — , death of : 4874 ff. ; —

,

dream of : 240 f.

infare : 4292
infection : 1736 ff.

infidelity: sec unfaithful, untrue
inflammation: 2036, 2318, 2325 f.,

7610; see also risings, swelling
influenza : 1745 ff.

infusion: 11 23
in<jrown toenail : see toenail, ingrown
inhalation: 1137, 1287, 1919
inheritance : 62
"inheriting" warts : 2586

initial (initials) : 243, 3349, 4191,

4706, 7508; — of future mate:

4335, 4344 ff-. 4402, 4540, 4555,
4558, 4567, 4588, 4594 ff-; — of

lover : 4366 ; — of sweetheart's
name: 4174, 4513

injury to tree : 8389
ink: 2572, 4825
inky clouds : 6511
innocence: 511 ; —, test of: 3690 ff.

insanity : see lunacy

insect: 2231, 6775, 7316, 7472, 8033;
see also bug, fly, etc.

insecticide: 1029, 1031, 1035, 1036
inside-out :

— coat : 5657 ;
— clothes :

531 1 ; — pocket: 5659, 5747; see
also wrong-side-out

instruments of the devil : 5772
internal warts : see warts, internal

international trouble : 5910
interruption : 3076, 5989
inverting trumpet plants : 6820
inward fevers : 1419
ipecac: 1257
ipecacuanha: 1257
Irishman's sign of rain : 6524
Irish potato : 983, 2022, 8222, 8235 f.

;

— , carried in pocket: 1067, 1852,
1928, 2017; — , rubbed on wart:
2543, 2547; see also potato

iron [metal]: 1522; — chain: 7490;— junk: 8409; — nail: 901, 2380,

8434; — , red hot: 2127; — , rusty
piece of : 2670

iron [flatiron] : 2331, 3051
ironing shirt tail : 689, 3236
itch [an ailment]: 1749 ff. ; —, cow:

see cow itch; —
,
ground: 1547

itching : — back : 462 ;
— ear : 504 f.,

3505 f., 3512, 4080, 4087 f., 4094
f., 4101 f., 8541 f

.
; — elbow: 3927;— eye: 512 ff., 518 ff., 522 ff., 3522

ff., 3666, 3747, 3906 ff., 4089 f., 4096
f., 4105, 4156; — eyebrow: 540 f.,

3910, 4918; — foot: 3149 f., 371

1

ff-, 3897, 3933, 4922 ;
— hand

: 573
ff-, 3392, 3399, 3400 ff., 3928, 3930,

3932, 4177, 8535 ff. ; — head : 6642;— knee: 3071; — leg: 4201; —
lip: 4163 ff. ; — nose: 3525 ff.,

3912 ff., 4106, 4161, 6643; — palm:
572 f., 3393 ff- 3929, 3931. 41 1 r,

8538 ; — in pocket : 8540 ; — scar

:

6644; — spine: 4919; — throat:

1097
ivy: —

,
ground: 291, 329; — leaf:

1064, 4557 ; —
,
poison : see poison

ivy ; — poisoning in cattle : 7608
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"J" bone from raccoon : 1231

jacket: — , Dutchman's: 6855; — of

tar: 1940
Jack-muh-Iantern : see Jack-o-lantern

Jack o' diamonds : 3656
Jack-o-lantern: 5753, 5764 ff-, 576?
Jacob's ladder : 6462
jail: 5776
jam: 1635

Jamestown weed : 931
January : 8277 ; — first : see New

Year's Day; — sixth: 8396; —
twentieth : 4350 ; — birthstone

:

5830 ; — , first twelve days of

:

5975, 61 13; — , marriage in: 4764;
— , warm

:

jasper, red

:

jaundice : 1756 ff.

jaw: 1828, 1849; — of cow: 7603; —
tooth : 4949

jawbone of hog: 1828 f., 1831, 2312

jaybird: 6718, 7252, 7254 f
.

; see also

bluejay

jealousy: 482, 578, 4644, 4817

Jehovah, cursed : 5582 ; see also

Christ, Jesus, God
jelly: 938, 5767
jellyfish: 2412
jerking eyelid: 7802

Jerusalem oak bush : 1431

Jerusalem root beads : 377
Jerusalem seed : 2741

Jerusalem tea : 2738
Jesus & Nazarenus & Judaearum &

Memorancum & Marie : 5629
jet necklace : 1608

jewel: 3254 ff.

jewelry: 212, 3246 ff.

jiggers: see chigger

jimson: — leaves: 1433, 1596, 1792,

1919, 1927, 2193, 2226, 2316 ;
—

weed: 909, 931, 1432
"j'int snake": see joint snake

job: 3453
Job's Coffin: 6709
"Johnnie's standing at the gate" : 7555
johnny-cake: 7562, 7565 f.

joints: — of cat's backbone: 5787; —

,

stiffness of : see rheumatism ; — of

straw : 2554
joint snake: 8563
"Jonah" [two-dollar bill] : 3449
journey: 607, 3706 ff., 3719 ff., 3728

f-, 3758, 3781, 3794 f-, 3799 f-, 3801
f-, 3815, 3848, 6233; see also travel,

trip

jowl, hog's: 2828 f., 3405
joy: 560
Judas : 2880, 7434, 7956
juice: — , boxwood: 2354; —, carrot:

2737 ; — , cucumber : 1497 ;
— of

cypress spurge : 2521 ; — , dande-
lion : 2522 ; —, fig : 2524 ; —, hore-

hound: 1942; —, lemon: 1499,

1690, 2005, 21 19; — of milk
thistles : 2528 ; — , milkweed : 2527 ;— , onion: 1323, 1936; — , Osage
orange: 2533; — , tobacco: 2156 f.,

2254 f., 2557; —, walnut: 2081,

2562 f
.

; — , watermelon: 1504; —
of wild celandine : 2488

July: 7092, 7515, 8252; — first: 6432,

8231 ;
— second : 6497 f. ; — third

to August eleventh interval : 6009 ;— fourth : 6433 ;
— fifteenth : 6434

ff. ; — birthstone : 5830 ; — , dry :

6306 ;
— fly : 7088 ; — , marrying

in: 4738
jumping: — eye: 538; — fish: 6774;— flesh : 4920 ; — raindrops : 6408

;

— rope : 5867 ; — out of window

:

186, 3003; see also jerking, twitch-

ing

June: 6056, 61 11, 7509, 75i5, 8037 f.,

8140, 8204, 8212, 8220, 8240, 8330,

8340; — first: 1519, 6430, 8086,

8325 ;
— fifteenth : 6307 ;

— twenty-
second: 4281, 4437, 4444; —
twenty-ninth : 6496 ;

— birthstone :

5830; — , dry: 8142; — , first rain

in: 1753, 21 14; — , marriage in:

4769 f. ; — rain : 6431 ; — rain

water : 1375 ;
— , wet : 8141

juniper berry: 1297
junk, iron : 8409

K
katydid : 7090 f.

Keats: 4350

Birth, Childhooa l- 479
Body, Folk Medicine 480-2769

Domestic Pursuits 2770-3348

Economic, Social 3349-3705

Travel, Communication 3706-41 31

Love, Marriage 4132-4873

Death, Funereal Customs 4874-5531

Witchcraft, Ghosts, Magic 5532-5902
Cosmic, Time, Numbers, etc. 5903-6041

Weather 6042-7093
Animals, Animal Husbandry 7094-7743
Fishing, Hunting 7744-7907
Plants, Plant Husbandry 7908-8473
Miscellaneous; Addenda 8474-8560
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keeping : 6032 ; — five-leaf clover

:

7922; — four-leaf clover: 7913; —
pin : 8528

keeping away spooks : see dispelling

ghosts
keeping off : — fairies : 5781 ; —

frost: 841 1, 8413; — spells: 5551 ;— witches : 7630 ; see also driving

off, dispelling, charm, prevention
of witchcraft, witches

kerosene: 825, 877, 985, 1035, 1043,

1121, 1125, 1130, 1133 f., 1140,

1 174, 1691, 1922, 2034, 2169, 2205,

2236, 7471, 8416; — lamp: 3019;— string: 1034
kettle: 6915, 7687; — , black: 5591;—, wash : 8460
key: 1896 ff., 4344 ff.

kicking heels : 4692
kidney : — trouble : 1760 ff. ; — worm

:

7738
killdee (killdeer) : 6293, 6994
killing :

— briars : 8346 ; — a buz-

zard : 7286; — a cat: 7159 ff. ;
—

a chicken : 7497 ff. ; — a cricket

:

2993, 7352, 7740: — a crow: 8331 ;— a crowing hen: 7193; — a

daddy (granddaddy) longlegs

:

7383 f
.

; — a doe : 7882 ; — a dog

:

7174; — a doodlebug: 5339; — a

fox: 7888; — a frog: 5226 ff.,

6765. 7336, 7339, 7524, 7612 ff.,

7623 ;
— a hawk : 7476 ; — hogs :

7693 ff. ; — a hop-toad : 7342,

7529; — a horsefly: 7350; — a
humming bird : 5301 ; — a lady-

bug : 7374 ; — a lizard : 5980,

7329 ; — a martin : 7240 ; — a
mule: 7148; — a porpoise: 7331;— a 'possum : 7892 ; — a robin

:

7238 ; — a snail : 7387 ;
— a snake :

2122, 3616 ff., 6423, 6743 ff., 7295,

7297, 8543 ; — a spider : 3998, 6797,

7277 f-. 7380; — sprouts: 8431 ;
—

a swallow : 7241 ; — a toad : 5246,

7341. 7343. 7526, 7530, 7624; — a
toad-frog: 5228 f., 5231, 7010, 7344,
7951; — trees: 8430; — a turtle:

7?>'27 ;
— a turtledove : 5329 ;

—
weeds : 8346 f

.
; — a whippoorwill

5334; — witches: 5692 ff., 7551 f.— a wren : 7239 ; — a "y^ar wig"
5341

killing frost : 7069
kin : 3969
kindling a fire: 3017
kindness: 511
kiss: 4161, 4163 ff., 4218 f., 4300,

4467 f
., 4564, 4592 f. ; — , "bache-

lor's : 4161 ; — , dream of: 4640;

— , thrown : 3982, 4524 ff., 5946,

5957, 7228 f., 7935
kissing : — a baby : 230, 249 ; — a

bride : 4759 ; — the cook : 2862

;

— the elbow; 152 f., 4169 f., 8521

;

— a fence rail: 1017; — a finger:

4203 ;
— a fool : 3926 ;

— the hand

:

3416, 3421 ;
— the hem of a dress

:

3159 f-, 3231 f- 41 13; — a mule:
2091 ;

— a red-headed girl (per-

son) : 1386, 1469 ff. ; — a rose

petal : 4584 ; — a sleeve : 5661 ;
—

the thumb : 7227
kitchen : 2915
kitchen door: 2602, 3961, 4545
kite's gall : 1369
kitten: 6281, 7394
knave of diamonds : 3656
knee (knees) : 1034, 1148, 1399, 3243;— , bent: 2870 f., 3308, 331 1; —

,

itching : 3071 ; — , swollen : 2313
kneeling: — of cattle: 6013 f

.
; — on

threshold : 2994
knife : 48 f., 66, 2207, 3579 f., 4287

ff., 4650, 5499, 7548, 8420 ; — , back
of: 2876; — blade: 1896, 2668,

3472 : — , borrowed : 2872 f ., 3581

;

— , butcher : 7547 ; — , dropped

:

2867, 2877, 4004 f., 4007 f., 4044;—, open : 2874 ; — pointing from
you : 2869, 2871 ;

— pointing to-

ward you 2870 ; — under pillow

:

5671 f. ; —
,

pruning : 8389 ;
—

sharpened on Sunday : 2875 !
—

stuck in floor : 2867 f.

knitting needle : 4623
knocking on wood: 3831, 5837 ff; see

also peck on wood
knot: 8510; — , love: 4247; — in

navel cord: 142, 156; — in string:

1078, 1082 f., 1094, 2427, 2437 ff.,

2702, 7280 ; — in thread : 3684,

4331 ff., 4796, 561 1 ;
— tied in

apron : 3235, 5298, 7272 ; — tied in

cedar tree : 4601 ;
— tied in a hair

:

2433 ; — tied in tree : 4586, 4700

;

— in tree : 8525

knot (lightwood) : 1195, 1218

knothole : 2424
knuckles, popping of : 3675
kraut : 2796

"L" inscribed on stone from fish head:
5810

labor [cliildbirth] : 25 f., 28 ff., 32, 38,

44, 52
lacing shoes: 3215
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ladder : 3064 ff ., 6757 ; —, Jacob's

:

6462
ladybug: 4129, 4533, 6391, 7370 ff.

lady motorist : 3792
lady-slipper tea: 1847
lamb : 6117, 7180
lameness: 1767
lamp: 2570, 3018 ff., 5168, 5622, 7059;
— , flickering : 6637 ; — left on
grave: 5518

lamp chimney : 7278
lamp light : 5167
lampus : 7655, 7672
land birds : 6704
land, clearing of : 2392
Land of Nod: 635
lap : 32 f., 1054, 4399
lard: 317. 325, 925, 927, 969, 977 U

981, 990, 1044, 1 122, 1 129 f., 1255,

1751, 1927, 1929, 1951, 1968, 1981,

1996, 2079, 2180, 2204 f., 2501,

2568, 2740, 2757, 7471, 7474. 7575,

7607, 7697, 7706, 7719
large : — ears : 670 ; — raindrops

:

6860 ; — snowflakes : 7046 ;
—

stars : 6561

last : — biscuit : 4668 ; — bread ; 2862,

4666 ;
— egg : 7203 ;

— food : 2858,

4665, 4735 ; — name called by dy-

ing person : 4908 ;
— person : 4664,

5014, 5076 ; — quarter of moon

:

61 21, 6201, 7069, 8165, 8300, 8306,

8310; — snow: 1379; — tooth:

4951 ;
— year's sprout : 5875

Last Supper of the Lord : 2880

latch on gate : 4636
late fall (spring) : 6062

laughing: 236, 8496 fY. ; — before

breakfast : 2854 ; — on Friday

:

6003 ;
—

• when retiring : 3092 ;
—

after supper : 2856 ; — during wed-
d'ng ceremony : 4848 ; see also

laughter

laughing owl : 7899
laughter: 521 f., 1676, 8139

laundry soap: 1409

laurel, mountain : 1951

lawyer : 3697, 4727 f.

laxative: 813, 11 84
laying of chickens : 7452 ff.

laying hants (witches) : 5691 flf., 5760
ff.

laying out the dead : 5426
laziness : 427, 5980 ; see also lazy

lazy : — dog : 7407 ;
— man : 4724 ;

—
woman : 3893

lead [metal]: 1144, 1894; — bullet:

5763 ;
— ring : 2062, 2384

leaf (leaves) : 1417, 4543, 6284, 6601,
6822 ff., 8104, 8425; —, alder:

1533; —, assolica : 2182; —, beet:

2751; — boxwood: 4554; —, cab-
bage: 2393, 5574; —, catnip: 11 56;
—, chestnut : 2723 ; —, collard

:

1420 f., 1791, 1849; — , dogwood:
4581; —, dry: 7068; — , fallen:

6305 ; — , fern : 1616 ; — from four
different plants: 2245; — ,

gourd:
1428, 1600; —

,
grape: 4268; —

,

gypsum weed : 1595 ; — , heart : 959,
981 ; — , holly: 1816, 4558, 5861 ;

—
of house leek : 2525 ; —, ivy : 4557

;

—
,
jimson: 1596, 1792, 1919, 1927,

2193, 2226, 2316 ; —, life everlast-

ing : 2356 ; —, maple : 4602 ; —

,

mistletoe : 4405 ff. ; —, mullein

:

1014, 1210; — , myrtle: 1477; —

,

oak: 8137; — ,
peach: 1600, 2177,

2395 ; — ,
plaintain : 972, 982, 2248

;

—
,

poke: 1502, 1793; — ,
poke-

berry: 1444 f., 2179; — ,
poplar:

8138; — , sage: 1008, 1502; —

,

sagebrush: 1558; — , senna: 1777:— from seven different plants:

2526 ; — , snap bean : 2484 ; —

,

sweetgum : 977; — , sweet potato:

1408, — , tea: 2173, 2282, 4548, 5858
f

.
; — from ten-finger plant : 4272

;

— , thick: 6093; — , tobacco: 1031,

1374, 1721, 2227, 2265; — , tuatua:

1722; — turning red: 8158; —

,

violet: 1397; — , walnut: 2989; —

,

willow: 1397; — ,
yarrow: 1123

leak of the house : 2596
leaking ship : 3464
leanness of pigs : 7692
leather: 6011; — band: 641 ff., 1232,

2041 ;
— sole: 863; — strap: 2043,

2223 ;
— string : 2707

leaving : — a burial : 5522 flF, ; —

Birth, Childhood

Body, Folk Medicine

Domestic Pursuits

Economic, Social

Travel, Communication
Love, Marriage
Death, Funereal Customs

I- 479 Witchcraft, Ghosts, Magic 5532-5902

480-2769 Cosmic, Time, Numbers, etc. 59 13 -6 141

2770-3348 Weather 6 )42-7'-93

3349-3705 Anim.als, Animal Husbandry 7094-7743

3706-41 31 Fishing, Hunting 7744-79^7

4132-4873 Plants, Plant Husbandry 79")8-8|73

4874-5531 Miscellaneous; Addenda 8474-8569
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home : 2921 ; — the table : 2866,

4042
leech : 888, loio

leech of the mainsail : 3473
leeward : 6175, 6384
left: 5690, 5918, 7244; — ankle: 3749;— arm : 566 ;

— car : 504, 506, 3512
ff., 3519, 4088, 4095; — eye: 515
f., 519 f., 522, 528, 530, 532, 535,

539- 3524. 3909. 4090, 4097 ;
— eye-

brow : 541, 4918; — foot: 619,

221 1, 3150, 3717, 3897, 3933. 4922,

5809 ;
— forefinger : 4243 ;

— fore-

foot of rabbit: 1986; — front

wheel of buggy : 2569 ; — hand

:

574, 576, 1623, 2215, 3400 ff., 3421,

3932, 4177, 4231 ;
— -handed per-

son : 577, 7574 ; — heel track

:

4254 ; — hind foot of rabbit : 747
fT., 4262, 5731, 5796 fi., 5801 fT.,

5804 ; — hind leg of toad-frog

:

2702; — jawbone of hog: 1829;— leg: 4607; — palm: 3420, 4111 ;— pocket: 2022, 3178, 5818; —
rear horseshoe: 7142; — shoe:
3212 fT. ; — shoulder: 2444, 2449,

2538, 2545 f., 2566, 2582, 2627,

2629, 2633, 2642, 2652, 2661, 2881,

3156, 3300, 3318 f., 3321, 3552,

3554, 3658, 3833, 3865 f., 4124, 4427,

4443, 4559 f-, 4562, 4597, 4599,

4757, 4795, 5923 f- 5927, 593i,

5955, 7121 f., 7124 flf., 7141, 8484,

8530; — side: 3397, 3778, 3801,

3918, 5034, 7523, 7882, 7888; —
sleeve: 3325; — sock (stocking):

2215, 3202, 3212 f .
; — thumb:

2061 ; — toe : 624 flf. ; — trouser
leg: 3842

left-over medicine : 5501
leg: 1228, 1548, 1993, 1977, 1989 f.,

2231, 5652, 5825; — , broken: 1480
flf.; — cramp: 1227, 1236; — of

chair : 5090 ; —s, crossed : 609,

3625 ; — of horse : 7636 ; —, itch-

ing of : 4201 ; — , left : 4607 ;
—

pains: 1768; — passed over child's

head: 184; — , right: 5565; — of
table: 4504 f., 4712, 7268; — of
toad-frog : 2702 ; — of trousers

:

3842, 3873
Legs [zodiac] : 81, 7682, 8074, 8168
lemon: 1065 f., 1180, 1406, 2004, 2390;— juice: 1284, 1499, 1690. 2005,

21 19; — peel: 4600; tree root:

1435
lending salt: 2886 f., 5635
lengthening days : 6898
Lent : 11, 4765, 6963
Leo [zodiac] : 7622

lesson: 431, 433 flf., 437 f.

letter: 561 flf., 606 f., 4104 flf., 4125 flf.,

4131, 4256; —of Jesus Christ: 50
lettuce: 1397, 8179; — seed: 8028
level moon : 6535
liar: 1677
lice: 318, 1769 flf., 7391; — on cab-

bage plants: 8101 ;
— on cattle:

7605 ff. ; — , dream of: 710, 5344;— on fowls : 7470 f. ;
—

, hog

:

1368; — , nine: 1756; —
,

plant:

8051
lick [a slap] : 3461
"licker" : see liquor

licking with the tongue : 87, 2146,

2175, 5188, 6660 f., 7154, 7895
lie [falsehood] : 3666, 3670 ff., 3675,

3678, 3681, 3684, 7815; see also

falsehood, untruth

life-everlasting: 824, 966, 2356; —
tea: 816, 824, 966, 1916, 2725

life line of palm: 667, 5851 f.

light (lights): 4424, 6163; — from
buried treasure : 5887 ff ; — in

church: 5713; — from crack: 410;
—, dimming: 5712; — in grave-

yard: 5476, 571 1 ; — of the moon:
2807, 8291, 8445, 8469; — nights:

7971 ff., 8046, 8095. 8103, 81 13,

8201, 8270, 8278, 8285, 8393, 8444,

8446 f. ; — , northern : 5903 ; —

,

red : 5889 f
.

; — streaks across

sky : 6950 f
.

; — of town : 6553 ;
—

in a swamp: 5735
light [not heavy]: — crops: 61 10,

7971, 8030; — firewood: 8441
lightness of cakes : 2782 f., 2786^ 2788
lightning: 3281 f., 5124 f., 5820, 5970,

6162, 6609, 7007 ff., 7018 ff., 7022,

7779; — in east: 6618; — , forked:

6911; — in the north: 6332, 6410,

6610 ff., 6618, 6970; — under
North Star: 6615 f., 6969; — in

northwest: 6971; — in south:

6333 f., 6364, 6617; — in west:
6618; — in winter: 6268; see also

lightning struck.

lightning bug: 3021, 5343, 7349, 8483
lightning-struck: — house: 3033 f.

;

— sliver (splinter) : 4239, 4274; —
timber : 2363 ;

— tree : 8454 ff.

lightwood: — knot: 1195, 1218, 4150
f., 4401: — splinter: 1217, 2194,
2360, 2376; — stick: 3539; —
torch : 4450

lilac : 5363 f., 7942
Lillington [a town] : 1574
lima-bean pods : 7927
limb [human] : see leg

limb of tree: 6426, 6752
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lime [chemical] : 1036, 5538, 5540,

8339; — (limestone) water: 1523,

1728, 2074
Lincoln bugs : 8336
line of trees : 5382
linen : 968
lines in palm of hand: 4175, 4746, 5853
lingering snow : 7045
liniment: 1193
lining : — of chicken gizzard : 1697 ff.,

2452; — of hat: 1588

linseed oil: 986, 2726
lint : 2924
lion : 61 17
lion tongue (lion's tongue) : 2006, 2182

lip: 552 f., 1467, 1473, 1665, 1683,

1871 f., 1897; — , itching of: 4163
if.

liquor: 2075, 2164, 2167
liquor nitre: 1397
literary fame : 8499
little: — finger: 1623, 1632, 1681,

1881, 3678, 3710, 4196, 4734, 7176;
— moon : 7962, 7979, 8345, 8461,

8471; "—people": 5599; — tree:

7891
Little River: 7948
live: — bird: 7216; — cat: 5591,

5788; — coals: 1335; — fish:

7818; — frog: 2134
live-forever plant : 7928
liver: 720 f

.
; — -bound: 1778; —

,

enlarged: 319; — of snake: 2143;— trouble : 1772 ff. ; — turning

over: 1772, 5141
lizard: 427 ff., 886, 5980, 7328 f. ;

—
crossing road : 3999 ; — , dream of

:

3613; — , dried: 719; — eggs:

2894 ; —
,
gall of : 847 ; —,

green

:

5574 ;
— tail

: 5543, 7859
load :

— of barrels : 6847 ;
— of hay :

7931 ff., 8565; — of straw: 7937
loading : — a gun : 7862 ; — thirteen

of anything : 6040
loaf of bread : 2773 f., 5086 f.

loam, black : 2238
lobelia : 1937 ; weed tea : 2402
locating water : see water witching
lock of hair: 2186, 4148, 4234, 4239,

4242, 5546, 5548, 5563

locked fingers : 449, 7423 ; see also

backed fingers

locket: 4235, 5702, 5781
lockjaw : 1779 fif.

locust [insect] : 6399, 6792 f.

locust [tree] : — bloom : 8146 ; —

,

black: 8458; — tree: 7885, 8041,

8430
log walking: 436
Loins [zodiac] : 7392, 8124
loins : 2764
long : — beans : 8068 ; — fingernail

:

589; — hair: 1563, 5587; — life:

666 ft. ; — rain : 6859 ; — tail : 3802

longer piece of wishbone : 4496 ff.,

4504, 7198
longest day of year : 4436
longevity : see long life

looking : — around : 2540 ; — back

:

2107, 2445 f., 2452, 2461, 2515,

2610, 2613, 2618 ff., 2627 f., 2647,

2652, 2660, 2671, 3299, 7122, 7124
ff ., 7207, 8565 ;

— under bed : 4680

;

— at bone used in wart cure : 2449

;

— at cross-eyed person : 3785 ;
—

into glass of water : 1642 ; — at

hay: 7932 f., 7935 f
.

; — at poison

vines : 1955 ; — at place where pea

is buried: 2537; — at rash: 1964;— at sick person: 1948; — over

someone's shoulder : 4646 ; — at

sty : 2274 ; — at sun : 3685 ; — at

tree : 2341 ; — at warts : 2687 ff.

;

— into well : 8507 ; — out of win-

dow : 1801 ; see also watching,

observing
looking glass : 4704, 4724, 7025 ; see

also mirror
looks of infant influenced by mother

:

168; see also prenatal influence

Lord, the: 5725
"Lord-God" [bird] : 8155
losing: — a four-leaf clover: 7918; —

a friend: 3531, 4153; — a garter:

4649; — a hairpin: 4153; — a

knife: 2875; — a lover (sweet-

heart): 4647 ff., 4655, 4657; —
money : 3402 f

.
; — of the moon

:

7718; — a pin: 3334, 8528; —
string : 2438 ; — teeth : 386, 4647,
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4948 f. ; — valuables : 2790 ; see
also loss, lost

loss : 585 ; — of cud : 7570 ff. ; — of
property: 3371; see also losing,

lost

lost: — animals: 7393; — objects:

455 ff. ; see also losing, loss

lotion for feet : 1397
louse: 191, 209, 3473; see also lice

love: — charm: 4220 ff., 4231 ff. ;
—

knot : 4247 ; — letter : 4381 ;
—

powder : 4276, 4278
loved one : 8526
lover: 561, 1679 ff., 4195
love's head : 4416
lovesickness : 4283
love vine: 1946, 4559 ff., 6056
low : — dawn : 6145 ; flying birds

and insects : 6707, 6732 ff., 6782,

6996 f., 7206; — tide: 7865
lower lip: 1683
lowing cattle (cow) : 4707, 5189 ff.,

5197 ff., 6013, 6418, 6668, 7096 f.

low-myrtle tea: 1310
luck: 5778; — , bad (ill) : 36, 52, 73,

130, 165, 173, 202, 218, 240, 246,

249 ff., 257, 264, 432, 556 ff., 571,

580 f., 590, 596 f., 607, 609, 611,

613 ff., 619, 621, 626, 633 f., 700 f.,

704 f., 1085, 2387, 2770, 2773 ff.,

2778, 2791, 2838, 2842, 2844, 2855,

2857 f., 2866, 2869, 2873, 2878 f.,

2881 ff., 2886 f., 2889, 2893, 2899 f.,

2903 f., 2908, 291 1, 2913, 2915 ff.,

2927 ff., 2937, 2939 f., 2945, 2951 f.,

2954 £., 2959, 2964, 2969 ff.j 2975,

2979 ff., 299s ff., 3005, 3007 f..

3015, 3019 f., 3035, 3037, 3040, 3043
f., 3046 ff., 3055 ff., 3070, 3072,

3074 ff., 3078, 3081, 3085, 3093,

3097, 3101 f., 3104, 3108, 3129,

3135, 3153 f., 3177 i; 3i86_, 3190,

3194, 3196, 3200, 3202, 3206 f.,

3213, 3222, 3225, 3227 ff.' 3235,

3237 ff., 3243 ff., 3250, 3256 f.,

3262, 3266, 3274, 3277, 3279, 3285,
3288 ff., 3302 f., 3307 f., 3310 f.,

3313, 3328, 3331 f., 3334 ff., 3341,

3344, 3347, 3440, 3447 f-. 3451- 3455
f., 3458 ff., 3463. 3465 ff-, 3481 ff.,

3488, 3555. 3569, 3578 f., 3588,

3591, 3595. 3598, 3601, 3603, 3613,
3638, 3722, 3729 f., 3737, 3744 ff.,

3750, 3754 f-, 3760. 3762, 3764 f.,

3771 ff., 3777 f., 3781. 3784 f., 3789
f.. 3794, 3796, 3798 ff., 3801. 3803,
3805, 3807, 3813, 3816 ff., 3822 ff.,

3829 ff., 3849 ff., 3858 ff., 3864 ff.,

3881, 3890, 3893, 4131, 4547, 4642
f., 4742, 4747 ff.. 4756 f., 4764, 4767,

631

4774, 4794, 4798 f., 4816, 4825,

4848 ff., 4853, 4860, 4872. 5073,

5088, 5091, 5356, 5359, 5382, 5405,

5428, 5430, 5432, 5430, 5443, 5445,

5450, 5452, 5454, 5470, 5472,

5477 ff., 5481, 5483, 5487, 5490 f.,

5503, 5507, 5553, 5618 f., 5661,

5842, 5912, 5918 f., 5922, 5924,

5932, 5934, 5937 ff- 5942 f., 5947,

5959, 5965 ff., 5972, 5985, 5988 ff.,

5992, 5994, 5996, 5998, 6020 f.,

6038, 6937, 7094 ff., 7098, 7138 ff.,

7147 f., 7150 f., 7158 ff., 7164 ff.,

7169, 7172 ff., 7181, 7183 ff., 7188
ff., 7192 ff., 7204, 7212 ff., 7216 ff.,

7233, 7235, 7244, 7258 ff., 7264,

7274, 7286, 7293, 7296 ff., 7328,

7331, 7334, 7339, 7343 f.," 7387.

7494. 7512, 7517, 7523, 7527^ 7617,
7641, 7689, 7793, 7806, 7810, 7819
f., 7824, 7869, 7876, 7905, 7920,

7923, 7943, 7946, 7955, 8045, 8089,

8094, 8102, 8161, 8176, 8178, 8188,
8196 f., 8199, 8258, 8303, 8348, 8352,
8356, 8428 f., 8432, 8438, 8459 f.,

8462, 8486, 8488 ff., 8509 ff., 8523
f., 8528, 8532, 8545 f., 8550, 8560;— balls: 5808; —

, good: 164,

166, 221, 244, 266, 440, 587, 593 f.,

618, 620, 629, 631 f., 2826, 2832,

2834, 2867, 2870, 2910, 2914, 2923,
2949, 2953, 2960 ff., 2965, 2992,
3000, 3006, 3010, 3012 f.. 3045,
3073, 3107, 3179 ff., 3188 f., 3193.
3195, 3203, 3212, 3218, 3259, 3297
f., 3301, 3305, 3309, 33'i2, 3316,
3318, 3322 f., 3325, 3327, 3329
f., 3333, 3338, 3341 i; 3344 ff-,

3348, 3367, 3423 f., 3427, 3438 f.,

3442 f., 3445 f., 3630, 3632, 3647,

3720, 3728, 3731, 3741, 3743, 3751

U 3766, 3780, 3786, 3792, 3797,
3802, 3806, 3808 ff., 3846 ff.,

3863, 3875 f., 3878, 3880, 3886 ff.,

4055, 4547, 4582, 4742, 4759, 4782,

4818, 4822, 4826, 4828, 4857 f.,

4864, 5327, 5480, 5506, 5589, 5785,

5787, 5789 ff., 5793 ff.. 5797, 5800,

5802, 5809, 5815 ff., 5823 ff., 5831
f., 5836, 5900, 5915. 5917. 5920 f.,

5923, 5929 f., 5948, 5950, 5972,

5984, 6024 f., 6034, 7001, 7099 f.,

7105, 7110, 7112, 7115 ff., 7122 f.,

7127 f., 7130 ff., 7141, 7146, 7152,

7155 f., 7162 f., 7180, 7187, 7202,

7205, 7209, 721 1, 7242 f., 7282,

729s, 7333, 7335. 7346, 7349, 7375.

7377, 7381 f., 7741, 7796, 7801,
7860 f., 7897, 7899, 7908 ff., 7915,
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7924, 7927, 7939, 7941, 8160, 819s,
8256, 8408, 8440, 8516, 8527 f., 8533
1., 8562; "—nail": 589; —, no:

606 ; — with raising chickens

:

7462, 7464 ff. ; — shot : 7862
lucky: 243; — bone: 581 1 f

.
; — bug:

TZ72) \
— egg : 7202 ;

— month for

marriage : 4766 ; — number : 6026

f •. 6033 ;
— penny : 5823 ; — stone

:

5810
lumber : 5037, 8461 f.

lumberyard : 3485
lump of jelly: 5767
lumpy clouds : 6150
lunacy : 2759 ff

.

lung: 2387; —, abscessed: 1796; —
wrapped around heart: 1616

lye: 1202, 7648
lye, chamber : 2206
lye soap : 2161

lying [telling falsehood] : 3666 f?.

lying [prone position] : — down in

hog barn : 1026 ; — on table : 5080
lynching: 7948

M
"M" in palm of hand : 666, 4901
mackerel clouds : 3475. 6946
mad [angry] : see anger
mad dog: 3764; — bite: 1290; see

also bite of mad dog
madstone: 1294, 1693, 2149, 2240,

2267 ; see also miraculous stone

magic : 5587 ; — black cat's bone

:

5675 ;
— doctor : 5892 ;

— power :

2184; magic words: 7904
magnet : 5682
magnetic w"re : 5893
maids, whistling : 8493
mail: 4104 fif.,

mail box : 41 17,

"mains" : 8486
make of the moon : 7698 ; see also in-

creasing moon, waxing moon
making: — beds: 3105; — garment

for sick person : 4996 f
.

;
"—" of

soap: 2815
malaria: 1797 flF.

male: — catfish: 7330; — child: 147;
— deer : 7883 ;

— fowls : 7439 ;
—

hog: 1829; — person: 2980; —
visitor: 3954, 3965, 4005 f., 4018,

4052 : see also man
malevolent intent : 5631 ; see also evil

malignant disease, protection against:

751
"mama" spoken first: 150
mammies, black : 2056
man: 3386, 3786 ff., 3908, 39i7, 39i9,

4169; —, bad: 6337; —, black-

headed: 3887; — in the moon:
5951 f.; — visitor: 3886, 3888 f.,

7466 ; see also male
mandrake root: 8 f., 655; — tea: 1776
mane, horse's : 2432, 7663 ff.

manure: 7962 f
.

; — , chicken (hen):
1803, 2713; —, cow: 1492, 1738,

2345, 8417; — ,
goose: 977; —

,

horse: 1263, 2457; — , sheep: 1767,

1809; see also dung, excrement
many stars : 6557
maple: — leaf: 4602; — sap (sap-

ling) : 1005, 1 184
March: 1089, 6042, 6117, 7011, 7077,

7898, 8004 f., 8036, 8403 ; — first

:

8182, 8401 ;
— fifth : 8402 ;

—
seventeenth : 8098 f. ; see also St.

Patrick's Day ;
— eighteenth

:

8236 ; — twentieth : 6327, 6409,

6962 ; — birthstone : 5830 ; — , hair

cut in: 839, 1571, 4943 f
.

; —

,

marrying in: 4731; — rain: 7606;
— , shaving during : 496 ;

— snow :

1564; — winds: 61 19; —, windy:
6118

mare's milk: 1807, 2716
mare's-tails [clouds] : 3475, 6520 £.,

6944 f.
_

marked coin : 5580
marking over fireplace : 3007
marriage: 4186 flf., 8476 fT., 8481; —

,

dream of: 4388, 4979 ff., 4983; —
foretold : 5847 ; — in January

:

4764 ; — in July : 4738 ; — in June

:

4769 f . ; — in Lent : 4765 ;
— in

May: 4766 ff
.

; —, sign of: 4179;— within a year: 4180; see also

married, marry, marrying, vvedding

married seven times : 5803
marrow: 1828 f., 5400
marrying: 4168; — for a home: 4737;
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— near home: 4158; — in love

4660; — in March: 4731; — old

4302; — whom you please (want)

4157, 4183 f. ; — on rainy day

4717; — in snowstorm: 4730; —
young : 4301 ; see also marriage,
married, marry, wedding

"marry in white . .
."

: 4801 ff. ; see

also married, marrying, wedding
martin : 7240
"Mary goes over the mountain" : 6230,

6307, 6496 flf.

"Mary's under the dishpan" : 7369
"Alary walks in the clouds" : 6307
mash, pine : 7787
mast of ship ; 3472
master: 5582; — of fairies: 5779; —

of house : 5407
masthead : 3471
mastoid bone : 645
match: — , ashes from: 441 1; —

,

burnt: 4413 f
.

; — , charred: 4412;
—es, crossed : 6392 ; — held be-

tween teeth : 2803 ; — , named

:

4409 f
.

; — , three on a : 3024 f. ;
—

worn in hair : 1339
mate : —, future : 4200 ; — of pilot

rattlesnake : 7322
Matthew 7:7: 4343
"Mattie's at the gate" : 7560
mattress : 4991
May: 1511, 6111, 6118, 7075, 7077,

7080 f., 7515, 7634. 7742, 7746,

7790, 7931. 8005, 8065, 8301, 8315,

8330, 8448; — first: 479,. 1 139,

1508 f., 1512 flf., 4144, 4227, 4352,

4423 f., 4431 fif., 4439 ff., 4446 ff.,

4536 f., 4539 f- 4566, 4568 ff., 4598,

4701, 4705, 4740 f.. 4795, 5177,

5865, 5902, 7475, 7531 f., 7536,
8251, 8314, 8318, 8324; see also

May Day ; — birthstone : 5830 ;
—

chickens : 7447 ; — , cool : 8289 ;
—

Day : 681 ; see also May first ;
—

dew : 2573 ; —, first rain in : 657,

765 f., 1376, 1610; — flowers: 61 19
f. ; — , marriage in : 4766 ff. ;

—
morning : 4580 ; — morning light

:

410; — peas: 8212; — rain: 318;
see also May, first rain in ;

—
snow: 1.380; —, wet: 6306

meal ffood] : 16

meal [grain] : 1496, 1749, 1959^ 2305,

2324, 4312; — , balls of: 4304; —

,

salty : 947 ; — sifter : 5639 ; see
also flour sifter, sieve ; —, snail

tracks in : 4536 f.

meanness : 3103, 4792
measles: 1801 ff.

measuring : — a baby : 4880 ; — bun-

ions (corns) : 974, 1204; — cat's

tail: 7399; — child: 175 ff., 301 f.,

327 f., 829; — coltin: 5222, 5346
f. ; — dog's tail: 7416, 7418; —
grave: 5222 f. ; — mouth: 1735;— neck : 5850 ;

— nose : 5850 ;
—

sick person: 1924; — warts: 2613
ff.

measuring worm: 3146, 3157, 3171 ff.,

5345 ff-

meat: 1535, 2462; — , fat: 271, 273,

915, 1780, 2190, 2466, 2748, 7572,

7655. 7672, 7838; — , fresh: 7687
f

.
; — , raw: 2458; — , salt: 2474;

— , sow: 2471 ; — , stolen: 2466 ff.

;

see also beef, pork
meatskin : 1028, 2459 f., 7679, 7964

;

— , stolen : 2463, 2468
medicamentum : 395
medicine : 275 ff., 2653, 5501
medicine man: 727, 776, 2072, 5017;

see also conjurer, doctor, healer,

witch doctor
meeting: 2997 f., 3777, 3780, 7808; —

a colored person : 3799 ; — a
corpse : 5448, 8560 f

.
; — a cross-

eyed person: 3781 f., 3784; — a
funeral: 5441, 5449 f

.
; — a hare:

7809 ; — a hearse : 5440 ; — a lady

(woman) : 3779, 3789 f., 3793 ff.,

7806 f
.

; — a man : 3786, 3788 ;
—

a red-headed woman : 3795 ff.

meeting time : 6393
mellowing plowed ground : 7967
melon rind • 1500
Memorial Day : 8249
memory, impairment of: 5720
mending clothes : 3287
men's : — garments : 8335 ;

— song

:

8255, 8266 [i.e., charm]
menstruation : 2789
mental disease : 2759 ff., 5830 ; see also

lunacy
merchant : 4728
mercurial ointment : 7607
metacarpal bone : 5785
metal :

— ring : 2054 ; — rods : 5892
meteor : 5964, 6266
Michaelmas Day: 5114
middle : — of the day : 7255, 8083,

8216; — finger: 801, 2050. 3533
midnight: 748 f., 2451, 3083, 4083,

4450, 4482, 5200, 5207, 52T3 f.,

5252, 5263 ff., 5591. 5778, 5798 f.,

5801 ff., 6012 f., 6017, 6253, 6527,
6692, 7190; see also twelve o'clock

migratory birds: 6065. 6106
mild winter: 6104, 6106 ff., 6110
milk: 293, 723, 816, 925, 955, 1309,

1361, 1397, 1743. 1916, 1956, 21 10,
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2710, 3922, 5081, 5650; — , abun-
dance of: 7522; — , bloody: 7524
flf. ; —, boiled : 5649 ; — , breast

:

885, 1362 f., 2276; see also milk,

mother's ;
— of corn hominy : 5598

;

— of cow : 1488, 6985 ; — from fig

tree: 2523; —, mare's: 1807, 2716;— from milkweed: 1501 ; — , moth-
er's : 306, 5598 ; see also milk,

breast ; —, new : 2129 ; — sent to

sick person : 693 ; — , souring of

:

6669; — , sweet: 1408, 3033; —

,

stolen: 271 1; —, warm: 1830

milking: 7522 f., 7527; — bewitched

cow : 7631
milking time : 6239
"milkmaid's path in the sky" : 6956
milk thistle: 2528
milkweed: 1501, 2527
Milky Way : 6955
milldam: 8519
mind: 2763, 7944; see also mental

mine : 3481 f
.

; —
,
gold : 5886 ; see also

coal

minister: 205, 5615
minnow: 1283

mint-leaf tea: 1713

minute (time) : 2702

miraculous stone : 2147 f. ; see also

madstone
mirror: 228 f., 251, 255, 307 flf., 352 f.,

3057 f., 4417 ff., 4427 ff-. 4646, 4757,

4795, 4892 fif., 4971, 4989, 5062 f.,

54 1 1 flf., 5415, 5417; see also look-

ing glass; —, broken: 671, 3059 ff,

4416, 5059 flf ; — held over spring

:

4446 flf., 4705 ; — held over well

:

4438 flf., 4701, 5865; — under pil-

low : 4364, 4382 ; — turned to wall

:

_
5414, 5416

miscarriage: 19 f., 24
mischief: 5602
misdeed : 8498
"misery in de back" : 836

misfortune: 588, 610, 2853, 2920, 2994,

3023, 305^, 3184, 3304, 3371, 3569.

3613, 3723, 3868, 4787, 4852, 5469,

5840, 5936, 6019, 6031, 7201, 7215,

8405, 8455
mist : 6546, 6588, 8330

mistletoe: 911, 4564; — flowers:

1848; — leaves: 4405 f.

mixing : — April and May milk

:

7532 ; — old and new lumber

:

5037, 8462
mocking: 117, 120, 1086, 7263
mockingbird : 5302, 7256
mock suns : 6198
moist tobacco : 6818
moisture: 6578 f., 6581, 6584
molasses: 90, 797, 902, 924, 1254, 1549,

1 93 1, 2726, 2741, 2804, 7644; —

,

grasshopper's : 2456 ; — and sul-

phur : 179, 277
mold, death : 4965
mole [animal] : — rubbed (smoth-

ered) to death in the hand: 750,

778, 1587, 2314, 2479;
—

's blood:

849;
—

's foot: 361 flf., 1984, 5572,
5806

mole [nevus] : 996 ; — as birthmark

:

105; — on neck: 631, 651, 3351 flf.,

3390 f., 3705, 4732 f
. ; — on throat

:

651
Molly Cottontail : 5796
Monday : 560 flf., 591 f., 605 flf., 628,

696, 2875, 2941, 3264 f., 3354, 3454,

3461, 3894 flf., 4104, 4107, 5020, 5990
flf., 6445, 6482, 6504, 6902, 7794 ; —

,

betting on : 3659 ; —, born on
(Monday's child): 122 flf.; —

,

marriage on : 4771 ; — morning

;

490, 3796, 6347
money: 205, 2066, 2679 f., 3388 flf.,

3405, 3408 flf., 5688, 5777, 7805, 8535
flf. ; — , buried : 5891 ; —, dream of

:

3439 ; — on eyes of the dead : 5424

;

—
,

gold: 3369; — in the hand:

3437, 8536 ;
— in your pocket

:

3409, 3438; —, silver: 5698
monkey: 6923, 6989, 7182
Montgomery County : 2070, 2329
month: 2434, 2436, 5946, 6019; —

,

bad: 6154; —s, dry: 61 11. 6320,

6323 ; — following baby's birth

:

2912; — of good luck: 2834; —

,

rainy: 6432; —s, wet: 61 11, 6403,

6405 ; see also individual months by
name

moon: 61, 683, 1567, 2269, 2700, 2990,

3368, 3432 flf., 4140, 4419. 5584,
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59II ff.. 5931, 615s, 6249, 6263^
6312, 6314, 6316, 6355, 6406, 6533,
6537, 6562, 6892, 8068, 81 14, 8158.

8327; —, absence of: 5912^ 6907,

6953 ; —, arms of : 6404 ; — , bow :

8191 ;
— , bright : 6354 I

—. chang-
ing : 4280, 6199, 6402, 7709^ 8307;
—, circle (halo, ring) around:
6151 f., 6204, 6357, 6545, 6547 f.,

6550 flf., 6906; — , clear: 7071; —

,

dark of: 1976, 281 i, 5677, 5796,

5798, 5801, 7507, 7721 f?., 7889,

7990, 7992, 8091, 8221, 8223, 8244,

8314, 8449, 8472; — , declining (de-
creasing, losing, shrinking, waning,
wasting) : 154, 842, 1555 f., 2796,
2812, 7710 ff., 7987, 8122, 8224,

8268, 8346, 8387, 8463 f., 8473;
— , down (down-pointing) : 8276,

8373; —, dry: 6317, 6319, 6321,

6857; — , filtered: 6318; —, first

quarter of : 6202, 8466 ; —, full

:

1554, 2809 f., 4139, 4275, 5802
f., 5913, 6202, 6225, 6353, 6431,

6543, 7437, 7446, 7703 ffv 7707 f-,

7742, 7745 f., 7971, 7982 flf., 7993,
8004, 8047, 8061 f., 8090, 81 16 flf.,

8166, 8180, 8192, 8200, 8219 f.,

8239, 8247, 8272, 8279, 8284, 8287,

8292, 8297, 8308, 8340, 8360 f.,

8370, 8381, 8388, 8465, 8567; —
growing (increasing, making, wax-
ing) : 1554, 2808, 7501, 7693 f., 7961,

7977 f-, 7981, 81 15, 8268, 8467; —

,

harvest : 8271 ; — , horns of : 6320

;

— , last quarter of: 6121, 6201,

7069, 8300, 8306, 8310; — , little:

7962, 7979, 8345, 8461, 8471; ~,
man in the: 5951 f

.
; — , new: 653,

1550, 2070, 2942, 2948, 3435 flf.,

4138, 4249, 4451 flf., 5914 flf., 5918,

5920 flf., 5932 flf., 5943 flf., 5948,

6153, 6202, 6319- 6352, 6403 flf.,

6407, 6893, 6954, 7445, 7516, 7676,

7680, 7700 flf., 7706, 7963, 7974 flf.,

8106 flf., 8165, 8200, 8218, 8300,

8306, 8310, 8370, 8424, 8435,

8441 f., 8470; —, old: 6153, 7719 f.,

7985 f., 8120 f., 8193, 8328^ 8394,
8436, 8439; —

,
phases of: 2806,

7969 flf., 8569; — pointers: 8190;
—

,
pointing at : 5947 ; — ,

quarter :

6856 ; — ,
quarters of : 6200 ; — as

rain indicator : 6528 flf. ; — , rainy

:

6542 ; — seen "clear" : 5926 flf. ;
—

seen through trees: 2761; — in

south : 7852 ;
— in the Steer : 6262

;

— , up-pointing : 8275 ; — , warm :

6394; —, wet: 6404, 6536
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moonless nights : 7988
moonlight: 219, 749, 884, 2697, 2759 f.,

4779 f., 8030, 8291, 8445, 8469; —
nights : 7070, 8060, 8202, 8237,
8242, 8269, 8443

moon rainbow : 5950
moonrise : 6537, 7980, 8468
mop handle : 4690
morf: 5778
Mormon plant : 2007
morning : 1962, 2781 f., 3476^ 3782,

3797 U 3816, 3949, 6135 f., 6138 flf.,

6373, 6696, 6703, 6726, 6736, 6814,

6816, 6838, 7439, 7796, 7884, 8027,
8080, 8082, 8085, 8317; —, Christ-

mas: 6018; — clouds: 6499, 6505,
6514 f., 6854; — dew: 6573; —

,

fine: 6452; — , first in May: 5902,
8251, 8318; — fog: 6232 i.j 6254,

6359, 6380, 6590 flf., 6877, 7901 ;
—

frost : 6255, 6628, 7763 ; — gray

:

6122 f., 6341, 6449 flf., 6853; —

,

misty : 6588 ; — , Monday : 6347 ; —

,

New Year's 8474; — , Old Christ-
mas : 8396 ;

— rain : 6379, 6861 ;
—

rainbow: 6124 flf., 6156, 6569; —
red: 6123, 6449 flf., 6853; — sky:
6506 f. ; — , summer : 6873 ;

—
thunder: 6161 ; — , Thursday: 8253

mosquito bite : 2263
mosquito hawk : 7836
moss: 856, 4273, 4275
mossy pebble : 2636
mother : 475 f., 612, 8522; — , death of:

5034, 5227 flf., 5392 f., 8554 ; see also

parents, death of ;

—
's milk : 885,

5598 ; see also breast milk
Mother Nature: 6102
"mother" of vinegar : 2823
Mother's Worth tea: 191

1

mountain: 15 18, 5372, 6190, 6230,

6234, 6307, 6389, 6496 fT., 6594
mountain ash ; sec wicken
mountain laurel : 1951
mountain tea : 1613
mountain top : 5582
mourner: 5455, 5471
mourning : 4958 ; — clothes : 4955 f

.

;

— hat : 5472 ;
— paper : 5402

mourning dove: 5297 f., 6048, 6717
mouse: 388; —'s ear: 8137; — -ear

tea: 1436; — fat: 1346; — flesh:

2136; — meat: 848; — sandwich:
279

mouth: 420, 483, 660, 2331, 3288, 3296,

3671, 4321, 5088, 7105; — of baby:
271; — of chicken: 7474; — of

dog: 7402; — of fox: 7888; —

,

open: 5529; —, roof of: 1 903,
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1905; —, sore: 320, 1824 ff. 5608
movement of weather vanes : 5740
moving : 2943 ff ; — bees : 7520 ; —

chickens : 7500 ; — on New Year's

Day : 5024 ;
— trees : 8384

muu: 988, 1530, 2241, 2485, 2540, 5556,
6105; — poultice: 2262; —, red:

1505, 2160
mud dauber: 921, 2749; see also dirt

dauber, wasp
muddled wits : 219
muddy water: 3108 ff., 7776; —

,

dream of: 470, 730, 5175
niulbcrry-root tea: 1162
...ule: 2091, 4476, 7009, 7143 ff., 7669

ff
.

; —,
gray : 2569, 3422 ; — shoe

:

7147; — , white: 3421
mullein: 821, 1212, 1850; — leaf:

1210; — -leal tea: 1279; — root:

nil, 1209; — stalk: 4565; — tea:

1 110, 1 191, 1211, 1301, 2727; —
weed : 7609

mumps : 1827 ff.

murder: 3694 f., 3697 ff-. 4275i 7947;— suspect : 8544
murdered person : 8544
murderer : 3694, 5732
muscular trouble : 1835
music : 4915
musical : — ability : 214 f. ; — instru-

ments : 5772
muskmelon : 8304 f.

muskrat skin : 818
muslin bag: 1937
must, smell of : 1732
mustang liniment: 1193
mustard: 1163, 1751, 1935. 8180; —

,

hot: 2764; — plaster: 1132, 1597
f. ; — seed: 1599, 2008, 5674

mutton: — suet: 906, 968, 971, 1267,

1352, 2182 f. ; — tallow: 645
muzzle of gun : 7877, 7907
myrtle: 1310; — leaf: 1477
mysterious : — lights : 5476 ; —

power : 5588

N
nail [fingernail] : —s, cut (trimmed) :

227, 253, 590 f.. 598, 664, 3147,

3355. 5775 ; ^^^ ^^-^^ fingernails, toe-

nails ; —s of dead men : 5620 ;
—

parings: 5549, 5555
nail [used in building] : 901, 1782 f.,

1786 f., 1789, 2379 f., 5023, 5694 f.,

5770, 5894, 7137, 7505, 8414 f.,

8434 ; —, boiled : 793 ;
— in toot

:

905, 909, 1403 f., 1781, 1783 ff. ; —

,

greased : 1781 ff., 2756 f
.

; — in

hand: 1783; — , horseshoe: 2050 f.,

4480, 5683, 71 17; — , rusty: 1300,

2669, 2744, 2751, 7001, 8369; —

,

ten-penny : 5632, 5732 ; — , wire

:

2805; — wound: 1782, 2751, 2756
ff.

nailing : — dead birds to barn : 7493,

8332 ; — shingles on house : 8466 ff.

naked: 633, 1021

name: 417 ff., 1909, 2639, 3494 f., 4172,

4231, 4250, 4273, 4363, 4380, 4600,

4907 f., 7390, 7641 ;
— of be-

trothed : 4227 ; — , changed : 4906

;

— of the Father, Son, and Holy
Ghost : 5838 ;

— of future husband

:

4173, 4304, 4353 ff., 4367, 4494,
4570 f., 4580, 4837, 4839 ff. ; — of

the Lord: 5725; — of lover: 4568;— spoken in the wind : 4489
naming : 2428 ; — apple seeds : 4589

f. ; — bait : 7850 ; — bedposts

:

4356 ff., 4369 ; — boxwood leaves

:

4554; — children: 159 ff., 4879; —
coffee grains : 4546 ;

— corn grains

:

4403 ;
— corners of room : 4353 ff.

;

— a daisy : 4578 ; — a dog : 7405 ;— a fire : 4395 ff., 4400, 4066, 8526

;

— a fishhook : 4530 ff ., 7848 ; — a
flower: 4572; — a hairpin: 4154;— maple leaves : 4602 ; — a match :

4409 f. ; — mistletoe leaves : 4406
f . ; — a pin: 4124; — a redbird:

4523, 7222 ; — seeds : 4541 ;
— a

shoe: 3216 ff. ; — a shoelace:

4208; — stars: 4461; — a tree:

4585 f.

nanny-goat tea : 1806
napkin : 4042
nature, change from : 5772
nausea : 1836 f.

navel : 321 ;
— cord (string) : 63, 142,

156, 282, 322, 4876
navy bean : 2195

Birth, Childhood i- 479
Body, Folk Medicine 480-2769
Domestic Pursuits 2770-3348
Economic, Social 3349-3705
Travel, Communication 3706-41 31

Love, Marriage 4132-4873
Death, Funereal Customs 4874-5531

Witchcraft, Ghosts, Magic 5532-5902
Cosmic, Time, Numbers, etc. 5903-6041
Weather 6042-7093
Animals, Animal Husbandry 7094-7743
Fishing, Hunting 7744-7907
Plants, Plant Husbandry 7908-8473
Miscellaneous; Addenda 8474-8569
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neat person : 4024 ff

.

neck: 738. 752, 770, 1412, 1476, 1597,

1605, 1838 ff., 1841 f., 1864, 1876 f.,

1887, 1898, 1902, 2209 f., 2220,

2382, 3665, 4238, 4275, 4988, 5679;— , asafetida worn around : 735 f.,

1281, 174s, 1802, 21 15, 2705 f. ; —

,

back of: 1845, 1885. 1888, 1901,

4255; — , base of: 1896; — , beads
worn on: 1356, 1538, 1540, 1878 ff.,

2383; — of bottle: 1892, 5502; —

,

bullet worn around : 1895 ; — , bugs
(caterpillar) worn around; 1027,

1046, 1098; —, coin (dime, money,
penny) worn around: 1259, 1906,

5686 ff. ; — , copper (lead, silver)

worn on: 1144, 1859, 1894, 5685;
— , cord (ribbon, string, yarn)
worn around: 1141, 1258, 1682^

1832, 1874 ff., 1894, 2707; — , crick

in the: 1839 ff- ; — of horse: 6181,

7656 ; — , measuring of : 5850 ; —

,

moles [nevus] on: 631, 651, 3351
ff-. 3705. 4732 f- ; — , mole's [ani-

mal] foot worn around: 1984, 5572;— , nutmeg worn around : 757, 933,

1316, 1372, 1854 f., 2009, 2358; —

,

pain in: 1838; —, rabbit's foot

worn around: 746, 748 f., 819, 5571,

5790. 5798 :
—

, rattlesnake's rattles

worn around: 1475, 2102; — , red
flannel wrapped around: 2188,

2208 ; — of shirt : 2769 ; — , sulphur
worn around: 1745, 1802, 2706

necklace: 1608; see also beads, neck
(various things worn around)

neckpiece : 1957
necktie : 4501 ; see also tie

needle: 374. 453 i-, 1780, 2653, 2659,

2803, 3261, 3346 ff., 4338, 5545,

5577, 5741. 6479, 7474; —, knit-

t'nT : 4623 ; — in wedding cake

:

4676
needles, pine : 1115
Negro: 635 ff-, 774, 1659, 1807, 1943,

2436, 2653, 3679. 3799, 3835, 3924,
4268, 5476, 5534. 5536, 5544, 5557,
5677. 5785, 7284 ; see also black
mammy; — belief: 771, 1396, 2063,

3625, 4806. 5015, 5069, 5477, 5545,
5679, 5686, 5739, 5776, 8456; —

,

bhie-g"mmed : 636 f. ; — , cross-

eyed • 5803 ; — custom : 2043. 2066,
222-?, 2087, 36s8, 4641, 5410, 5471,
5181. 5500, 5567, 5743, 7683, 781 1,

7927 :
— graveyard ; 5795 ;

— hair :

1
3

''6, 1574, 2430; — lynching:

7948; — , mean: 551; — , red-

headed: 749, 1474, 5589, 5804; —

saying : 7255 ; — superstition

:

5439, 5474, 5777 ;
— wench

: 3643
neighbor : 3590, 4055 f., 8028 ;

—
's

dishrag; 2608, 2610; —
's door:

3540;
—

's team: 5439
nerve of tooth : 2375
nervous headache: 161

1

nervousness : 197, 1846 ff., 8522
nest: — , bird's: 493, 846, 1481, 1560,

1578 ff., 2762, 4506, 4529, 5277,

7217, 7221 ; —, chigger : 1029, 1031,

1035 f-J — oi dirt dauber (mud
dauber) ; 921, 2224 f., 2749; — of

eggs : 3363 ; — of fishing hawk

:

5813; — of goose: 7505; — , hen's:

7429 ff. ; —, hornet's: 6108; —

,

turkey's: 7509; —, redbird's : 5322;— of wasps : 6340, 6424 f. ; —

,

wren's; 1482, 5335
nesting season of whippoorwills : 7249
net; 8323
neuralgia: 1849 ff.

never returning ; see returning, pro-

hibition against ; see also looking

back, retracing, turning back
new; — beau; 4153; — bedclothing:

3120; — bottle; 5690; — broom;
4993; — clothing: 3145 f., 3175,
5466 ; — door ; 5043 ;

— door fac-

ing ; 5726; — dress: 3158 ff., 3234,

5465 ;
— garment : 700, 5467 ff. ;

—
gate; 4707 f

.
; — grave; 5515; —

ground ; 6638, 6737, 8059 ;
—

house: 2948, 31 16, 5035 f. ;
—

lumber: 8462; — material (sew-
ing); 3290; — milk: 2129; —
money : 3441 ; mown hay ; 7930
7932; — needles: 5576, 5741; —
quilt; 3121 ;

— room: 31 17; —
shoes: 3147 ff. ; — skin: 630; —
suit; 3155 ff. ; — wood; 5726; —
wooden box : 7177

New Christmas: 5154
New Christmas-Old Christmas inter-

val: 61 12, 8097, 8210
new moon: 653, 1550, 2070, 2942, 2948,

3435 ff-, 4249, 4451 ff-, 5914 ff-,

5918, 5920 ff., 5932 ff., 5943 ff.,

5981 f., 6153, 6202, 6313, 6315, 6319.
6321 ff., 6352, 6403 ff., 6407, 6534,
6540 ff., 6893, 6954. 7445. 75 '6,

7676, 7680, 7700 ff., 7706, 7963,

7974 ff-. 8106 ff., 8165, 8200, 8218.

8300. 8306, 8310, 8370, 8424, 8435,
8441 f., 8j70: "— , new moon . .

."
:

4138. 59j8
news: 561, 605 607, 4079 ff. ; — . baH ;

1559. 40Q4 ff :
—

, good: 4086 ff.

;

— , hasty : 4082 ff.

newspaper; 2584, 5744
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New Testament: 5668
New Year's: 707, 3788 f., 4167, 5024,

5134, 6020, 6023, 6025, 7206, 8481

;

— Day: 1769, 2826 ff., 2908 f.,

2936 f., 2940, 3357, 3359, 3375,
3405 ff., 3489, 3574, 3619, 3884 ff.,

4961, 5105, 51 18 ff., 5327, 5978 f.,

6024, 7442, 7451, 7461 ff. ; — Eve:
3055, 5136; — morning: 652, 4627,

8474; — night: 341

1

next to die : 8561 ; see also first to die

nickel: 1905, 2683; see also coin

nicotine : 2158
nigger: 5651, 5802; see also Negro
night : 2298, 2849, 2922, 3058, 3687 f.,

3853, 5201 ff., 5212, 5254, 5261,

6125, 6129, 6135, 6138 ff., 6185,

6208, 6219 f., 6240, 6275, 6374, 6418,

6691, 6815, 6817, 6888, 6904, 6974,

7095 ff., 7165, 7169, 7171, 7191,

7212, 7256, 7799, 7826 ;
— air : 733 ;— clothes: 8099; — , dark: 6163,

7073, 7989. 7991, 8042, 8053, 8063
ff., 81 19, 8134, 8203 ff., 8243, 8262,

8285, 8379, 8430, 8567; — of full

moon: 5913, 8567; —, light: 8046,

8095, 8103, 81 13, 8201, 8270, 8278,

8285, 8393, 8444, 8446 f. ; —, moon-
less : 7988 ; — , moonlight : 7070,

8060, 8202, 8237, 8242, 8269, 8443

;

— planting : 8222 ; — ravens

:

7289 ; —, summer : 6723
night-eye: 2357
nightgown : 82, 3200 f.

nightmare : 5704 ff.

nightshade: 1223, 1547, 1947
nine: 806, 1027, 1756, 2268, 2566, 2662,

2702, 3539, 3977, 4198, 4214, 4385,

4545, 4842 ff., 5577, 5681; —
counted backwards: 1654; day-
old baby: 4897; — days: 1518,

3139 ff., 4254, 4259, 4545,

5581, 5694 f., 7043, 8175, 8554;
lives of cat: 7157; — mornings:

946, 1 199, 2040, 2566, 4320, 5693,

5698, 5724 ; — nights : 2487, 2689,

4251, 4375, 4385, 4465, 4726, 5961 ;— o'clock: 841, 2855, 4231^ 6420,

7797; — sips (swallows): 1636,

1649 ff., 1654 f
.

; — stars: 4465.

5961 ;
— steps : 1653, 2637, 4140 ff.,

4148 f., 4254; — times: 1654 f.,

1683 f., 2085, 5548, 5563, 5584
nineteenth of August : 8254
ninety days : 7083, 7086 f., 8267
"nipping" corner off two-dollar bill

:

3448
no : — -headed woman : 5752 f. ;

—
rain: 6851 ff., 6869, 6873, 6875 ff.,

6888; — sunset: 6480
Nod, Land of: 635
noise: 2786, 3740, 5602, 6836, 7812
nonrecognition : 4132
noon: 4431, 4433, 4437, 5191, 6045,

6233, 6570, 6605, 6921, 7798
north: 1609, 3077, 6106, 6332, 6335 f.,

6347, 6410, 6504, 6610 ff., 6619,

6960, 6970, 7618, 8559; — side of

hill: 1573; — side of tree: 790,

1447, 1747, 8415; — wind: 6361,

6909, 6967, 6970, 6995, 6998, 7752 f.,

7758, 8021, 8104, 8273, 8397, 8399
North Carolina : 3471
northeast : — corner : 4243, 4280 ;

—
wind: 6909, 7754, 8022, 8130, 8228

northern lights : 5903, 6267
North Star: 6162, 6615 f., 6969
northward : 6263, 6984
northwest : 6971
nose: 510, 551, 1484, 1861, 1863, 1865,

1869, 1882 f., 3667, 4702; — , itch-

ing of: 3525 ff., 3912 ff., 4106, 4161,

6643 ; —, measuring of : 5850 ;
— of

mule: 2091 ; — , tickling of: 1675
nosebleed : i860 ff

.
; — of murdered

man : 3698
nostrils : — of horse : 7643 ; — of

mule : 7671 ; — of 'possum : 7893
notch: 1080, 1207, 2616 ff.

November: 6105, 7727, 8388; — birth-

stone : 5830 ;
•— , born in : 4902 ; —

,

warm : 6073
nudity : 4952 f.

number : 4588, 6026 ff., 6038 f., 6041,

7878; — of children: 131 ff. ; —

,

even : 4482 ; — of marriages : 4542,

4746; —, uneven: 1861

nurse : 2394
nursery rhyme: 1688
nursing during pregnancy : 76 f.
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nut : 1013, 6079, 6101 ;
— crop : 6099,

61 10; — year : 8144
nutmeg: 932 f., 1714, 2304; — applied

to navel cord : ;i23 ; — , bleeding

:

1316; — carried in pocket: 2010;
—

, grated: 1264; — worn around
neck: 757, 1372, 1617, 1854 {., 2009,
2196, 2358

oak : — ball : 5381 ;
— bark : 794, 852,

2529; — ,
Jerusalem: 1431 ;

— leaf:

8137; — .
red: 1286, 131 1, i355.

1447, 1856, 2026, 2200, 2324; —
stump: 1521, 2576; — tree: 2379,
2583, 7948

oaken : — ashes : 5845 ; — board

:

1397; — stump: see oak stump
oatmeal : 2184, 2399
oats : 7652
oat straw : 2554
obesity : 1910
objects in the eye : see cinder

observing wart-rite place : 2544 f.

;

see also watching, looking back
ocean trip : 6920, 6923, 6983, 6989
Octagon soap : 948
October : 7726, 8287 ;

— birthstone

:

5830
odd : — days of the month : 7250 ;

—
number: 3294, 7432, 8336, 8344

odor: 2794, 2801, 6829
offal : 5626
oil: 1 133; — , angleworm: 1967; —

,

beef foot: 1329; — , castor: 1593,

2487 ; —, cod liver : 2073 ; — , eel

:

1271 ; — ,
goose: 2192; — , hen's:

1824; — , hog's feet: 1256; —

,

kerosene : 2236 ; — , linseed : 2726 ;— , olive: 1257, 1347, 2029, 2083;— from peach tree : 2360 ; —

,

Schmidt: 1221 ; — , skunk: 1835;
—, snake: 1330; — , sweet: 1321,

1332, 1922, 21 19, 2204; — , warm:
1328

oiled floors : 6587
oiling feathers : 6679, 6693, 6700
oily surface of water : 7778
ointment: 800 ff., 977, 1134. 1968,

1980, 7607
okra: 2741, 8181
old : — folks' ankles : 6640 ;

— horse-
shoe : 71 19; — lumber: 8462; —
maid: 4419, 4661, 4663 ff., 4673 ff.,

4841, 4843, 4846 f
.

; — man: 4707,
4714; — moon: 6153, 77i9 f-, 7985
f., 8120 f., 8193, 8328, 8394, 8436,

8439; — person: 5180, 5856, 6653,

8552; — planks: 7177; — shoe:

INDEX 639

3731. 4858 ;
— trees : 6649 ; — well

:

8508 ;
— woman : 2795, 3794, 5586,

5969, 6861
Old Christmas : 2937, 5154, 6012, 6014

ff., 6021, 7732, 8326, 8386, 8396 ff.,

8437
Old Christmas-New Christmas inter-

val : 2910 f., 2938 f., 2954, 3374
oldest person : 4937 f., 4967
Old Raw-Head and Bloody Bones

:

5784
Old Scratch : 601
olive oil : 1257, 1347, 2029, 2083
omelet : 1722
omen: — , evil: 7167; —,

good: 3879,
71 14; — .

ill: 3877
one : — buzzard : 3977 f. ; — dove :

5295; — foot: 6186; month-old
baby: 4899; — o'clock: 6141, 7800;— tooth : 5586 ; two-o'clock in-

terval : 6899; — year: 7177; —
-year-old child : 4882, 4893 f., 8524

one-hundred: — gray horses: 3417 ff.,

4474, 4477 f., 7111 ;
— gray mules :

3422, 7146 ; — rails : 4216 ; — white
horses: 3415, 4473, 4475 f., 7108

"One I love . .
."

: 4578, 4591 ff.

onion: 20, 758, 1249, 1437 ff., 1742,
201 1, 21 17 f., 2152, 2197, 2394,
2530 f., 5245, 7803, 7839, 8189 ff.;— , toiled : 1248 ; — , cooked : 2801

;

— juice: 1127, 1323; — , peeled:
2799 f., 2802 f. ; — poultice: 1324,
2198; — , red: 28, 758, 1440, 1920;— , roasted: 934, 11 12, 1246, 1936;— shell : 61 1 r ;

— syrup : 1 1 13 ; —

,

wild : 7834
opal: 3256 ff., 4745, 5830
open: — air: 1916, 2074; — ant hole:

6246 ;
— grave : 5085, 5483, 5508 £.,

5513; — mouth: 5529
opening: 6840 f., 8548; — door with-

out cause: 5046, 5094, 5717; — of
plants : 8350 ;

— an umbrella : 3062,
4635. 4656. 4678 f. ;

— windows
after death : 5433

operation : iqii

opossum : 7890 : see also 'possum
opposite sex: 1964, 3793, 4211, 5532 f.

orange: 7955: — , wild: 1758
orchid bulb : 4582
order of donning clothes : 3177
ore vein : 5897
Osage-orange juice : 2533
O-spot in banana : 7953
ouija board : 5847
out-of-season : 8406 f., 8503
overcoat : 8019
overnight cure of sore throat: 2209,
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221 1 f., 2214, 2216
owl: 711, 1087, 3381, 5008 f., 6190,

7258 ff., 7860, 7868, 7899; —
feathers: 5555; — , hallooing of:

3709 ; —, hooting of : 712 f., 1797,

5304 ff., 6294 f., 6389, 6719 ff.,

6723, 6995 ; —, shivering :^ 714,

5303; — , shooting of: 5314
ox: 7673; —, black: 5778; — blood:

8417
oysters : 2820 f

.

packing anything wet when traveling

:

3738
pack of hounds : 8557
page of book : 434
pail: 5932 ^ ^

pain: 779. 815, 1168, 1548 f., 1705.

1730, 1768, 1838, 1940, 2239, 2304,

5535, 7882 ; see also ache, sideache,

hurting
painted halls : 6587
painter's-brush clouds : 6948
palate: — , falling: 1394; —. PuHed up

(raised) : 2186, 2334
pale: — complexion: 170; — moon:

6531 f-

palm of hand: 666 f., 1126, 3420, 3632,

41 1 1, 4175, 4590, 4639. 4746, 4901,

7104, 7106, 8440; — , itching of:

573 f-, 3393 ff- 3398, 3929. 3931,

8538; — reading of: 5851 ff.; —

,

sweating of: 4176
palmist: 5846, 5854
palsy: 1912 f.

panther frog : 6767
pants: 4201, 6229
"papa" spoken first: 151

paper: 430, 1526, 1871, 2049, 2299,

2448, 2486, 2517, 2548, 2585 f., 2638

f., 2991, 3832 f. ; — bag: 2641,

7422: — , brown: 804, IS99. 1603

ff., 1845. 1872, 2094, 2228; —

,

burned: 4402: — , chewed: 1873;

— , mourninc; : 5402 ; — , white

:

4231 ; — , wrapping : 969
parasite : 4559
parched: — coff'ee: 1709; — corn:

17TO

parental love : 269, 397
parents, death of: 5231, 5339
parings of fingernails (toenails) : 4200,

4243, 5549, 5555 ; see also cuttings

trimmings
parsley: 1297, 8195 ff. ; — seeds;

1441 ;
— tea: 2024; —, trans-

planted: 4889
partridge: 6213, 7879; — blood: 1370
party : 6037
Pasquotank remedy : 2022
passing: 237, 337, 421, 828, 2999,

3778, 3783, 4091, 5460 f., 5601; —
funeral procession: 5446 f., 5451

passing examinations : 439, 441
"passing" in shooting craps : 3658
paste of gunpowder and lard: 1044
pasture : 6665
patch of sky : 6228 f.

patching : 3291
path: 5544, 8056 f., 8546
patient [sick person]: 8525; see also

the sick

paw: —, cat's: 381 1, 7397; —, rab-

bit's: 7895
pay received on New Year's Day

:

3412
paying the doctor : 684
pea (peas) : 2509, 2534 ff.. 2540 f.,

2828, 2830, 7994, 7999, 8200 ff.

;

— , black : 2831 ; — , black-eyed

:

2538; — , cooked (eaten) on New
Year's Day : 2827, 3405 ff. ; —

,

cornfield : 680 ; — field : 7879, 8333

;

— pod : 4545 ;
— shell : 1046 ;

— in

shoes: 187; — , split: 2539
peace : 2828, 3584, 5521
peach: 3922; — bough (branch,

limb): 2360, 5876, 5878 f., 8419;
— kernel: 1325; — leaf: 1600,

2177, 2395; — -leaf tea: 784; —
sprout: 5898; — switch (twig):

1841, 2621, 5877, 5880
peacock : 6724 f. ; — feather : 3069,

4853, 5316
peanut : 8053 f. ; — hull : 2933
pear : 8439 : — tree : 8438
pearl : 3260, 5830 ; — ,

powdered : 739,

799 ; — rubbed on eyes : 4245 ; —

,

swallowed : 739, 799
pearl-colored wedding clothes : 4803
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pebble: 660, 1526, 2636 flf., 4387, 5834
peck on wood : 5836 ; sec also knock-

ing on wood
peckerwood ("peck-o-woods") : 6737,

8155
pecking at window: 8558; see also

window, bird at

pecking of woodpecker : 6398
peddler : 4727
peel: —, apple: 2839, 4594 ff. ; —

,

lemon : 4600 ; — ,
potato : 8238 ; —

,

sweet potato : 8246
peeling : — locust trees : 8430 ;

—
onions : 2799 f., 2802 f.

pellagra: 1914 f.

pen [writing pen] : 4651
pencil : 2089
penny: 1259, 1780, 2068, 2088, 2328,

2681 ff., 2793, 3445 f., 3577, 5823 f.

pennyroyal: 2231; — tea: 330, 785,
1817

penny-rye tea : 191

1

peony root : 295
people : —, three : 8552
pepper: 804, 1326, 1605, 2031, 2199,

3902, 7474, 7586, 7591 f., 7596 ff.,

7646; — , black: 866, 1135, 11 64,

1818, 4368, 751 1 ; —, cayenne:

1997 ;
— plant : 8182 ;

— pod : 1402,

1407; — , red: 29, 1069, 1071, 1273,

1390, 1529, 1748, 1821, 1939, 1992,

1998, 2362, 5356, 5575, 7460; —
vinegar: 837, 11 14, 1794

peppermint: 1134, 1612
perch: 5813, 77971 —, speckled: 7849;—

,
yellow : 1322

perennial : 6305
perfume: 2310; — of dog: 5626
peridot : 5830
perish a fever : 1103
perjury: 3665
Perquimans County : 5883
persimmon : 7894 ;

— bark : 405, 794,

965 ;
— branch : 5882 ; — crop

:

6095; — sprout: 803, 4871, 5875;— stick: 5881; — tree: 1094 f.,

7886 ;
— twig : 2622

person : — , murdered : 8544 ; —, old-
est : 8552 ; see also people

personal star: 5142
pests: 1029, 1031, 1035 f., 8331 ff.

;

see also bugs, lice, worms
petal: 4575; — , daisy: 134, 4576 ff.,

4728. 5860, 7941 ; — , rose : 4583 f.

"Peter's at the gate" : 7556 ff.

Peter's Worth poultice: 951
petrified potato : 2022
petticoat: 269, 4384

EX 641

pewter: — plate: 1004, 2180; — ring:

2062, 2384
phantom : 4326
phase of moon : 2806, 7969 ff.

pheasant's gall: 1371
phosphore>cence : 5604
photograph: 3626, 3639, 5069, 7389
phthisic: 327 I., 1916 ff., 1923 f.

physician: 224
pick carried through house : 5396
picking [gathering] : — apples: 8436,— beans : 8088 ;

— cotton : 8052
;— flowers : 5496 ; — pears : 8439

picking [piercing]: — tooth: 2337,
2376 f., 2381 ;

— warts : 2495, 2500
ff., 2504, 2506, 2513, 2515 f., 2537,
2560, 2581 ff., 2600, 2607, 2650 f.,

2656 f., 2659, 2661, 2663 f. ; see
also cutting warts

picking [plucking] : — feathers: 6242,
6372, 6677, 6700, 6883; — geese:

7507
picking up :

— broom : 5596 ; —
cards : 3650 ; — chips : 3459 ; —
pins: 3309 ff.

pickle: 85, 2797; —d beets: 2798
picture (photograph) : 634, 4248, 4260,

5068, 5417 f., 5554, 5579 f., 5694
ff. ; — , fallmg : 3052, 5065 ff,, 5759

;

see a /jo photograph
; projection of

personality

pie: 2863 f., 41 18 f., 4298 ff., 4669 f.

piebald horse: 2715, 71 12
piecing a quilt : 4624
pig: 6283, 6285, 6988; —

's blood:
2475: —, squealing of: 6180, 6287;—

's track : 3423
pigeon: 5317 f., 6191
piles : 1925 ff.

pill: 806, 1 165, 1303
pillow: 387 f., 3074, 4125, 4256, 436-J

ff-, 4379 ff- 4385 ff., 4829, 4831 ffr,

5667 f., 5671 f., 5705, 5707 f., 6382
pilot, rattesnake : 7322
pimple: 1930 f., 3667 f.

pin: 453 f., 1244, 2655 ff., 2660 ff.,

3018, 3790, 4124, 4231, 4335, 4337,
4653, 5519, 5684, 5689, 6470, 6476
f., 8516, 8527 ff.; — bent: 5543;—

, borrowed: 3582; — in path:
3718; — pointing away from you:
85.32; — pointing toward you:
4123. 4336, 8529 ff.; — stolen:
2667

pin [jewelry] : 3253, 5831
pinching corner off two-dollar bill

•

3448
pine: —

, black: 1747; _ knot: 2360,
2396; leaf tea: 1116; — mash:
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7787; — needle: 11 15, 1528; —
-needle tea: 960; — rosin ("ros-
um") : 836, 971, 1201, 1267, 1715,
2183; — sawdust: 2217; — stick:

2542, 2816; — straw: 1637; —
tar : 1342 ; — timber : 8448 ; — top
(tops) : 759, 1212, 1442, 1851 ;

—
-top tea: 11 15; — tree: 1081,

2662, 2763, 4122, 5382; —, white:
4239, 4274 ; — wood : 1207, 2623,
2804, 8441, 8447

pink : — fingernails : 3679 ; — wedding
clothes : 4803, 4813

Pink Hill, North Carolina: 3037
pip in chickens : 7474
pipe [smoking] : 1338, 2158, 2217
pirate : 8504
Pisces [zodiac]: 7681, 8169; see also

Fish
pit of stomach: 1598
pitcher : 6585
placenta

:
^2620

plaits : 5653 ;
— in horse's mane : 7663,

7667
planet: 1567, 2269, 6312
plank : 7829
plant : 8352 ff. ; — charm : 5815 ff.

;

— cloth : 8264 ; — cure : 752 ff
.

;

— lice: 8051; — , ten finger: 4272
plantain (plantent) : 935, 2178; —

leaf: 972, 982, 2248; — root: 1943
plantation hant : 5754 ff

.

planting: 5348 ff." 7969 ff., 8566; —
barley: 8281; — beans: 8055 ff.,

8059 ff
.

; — beets : 8090 ff . ; — bird

seed : 8282 ; — cabbage : 8095 ff
.

;

— cantaloupe : 8298 ff
.

; — cedar
tree : 5376 ff . ; — collards : 8103 ;

—
corn : 8105 ff

.
; 8270, 8567 ; — cot-

ton : 8046 ff
.

; — crops : 8342 ;
—

cucumber: 8165 ff., 8568; — flow-

ers : 8360 ff
. ; — fruit trees : 8380

;

— gourd seeds : 8178 ; — grain : 8278
ff

.
; — grass seed : 8275 ;

— lettuce :

8179; — muskmelon: 8304 f
. ;
—

mustard: 8180; — names under
moss : 4273 ;

— onions : 8189 ff. ;
—

parsley : 8195 ;
— peanuts : 8053 f.

;

— peas: 8200 ff
.

; — pepper: 8182

ff
.

; — potatoes : 8217 ff
.

; — shrubs :

8373 ff
.

; — squash : 8306 ; — sweet

peas : 8370 f. ; — sweet potatoes

:

8240; — tobacco: 8260 ff. ;
—

tomatoes : 8247 ff
.

; — a tree : 5368,
8381 f. ; — turnips : 8250 ff. ;

—
vines : 8295 f. ; — walnut tree

:

5383 ; — watermelons : 8307 ff
.

;
—

wheat : 8284 ff. ; — willow tree

:

5384 ff
., 7960 ;

— zinnias : 8372
plaster [medicinal application] : 924,

938, 1132, 1136, 1203, 1505, 1597
f., 2152

plastering : 5039 ff

.

plaster of Paris : 8339
plate [arch.] : 4506, 4529, 5277, 5335
plate [dish] : 1535, 2180, 2671, 2866,

2894, 4537 U 4714
plat-eye: 1932
playful animals : 6277, 6281, 6919, 7061
playing cards : 5848
pleased : 624
plenty : 2827, 2829 f ., 2833, 3366
plow: 8410 f.

plowing: 7965 ff., 8163; — on Good
Friday : 7966

plugging: — of nose: 1869; — trees:

see boring hole in tree

plum bark : 822 ; — root : 823
pneumonia: 1933 ff.

pocket: 815, 1928, 2002, 3399 f., 4254,

4271 f., 5815, 5818 f., 8539 f.; —
money in : 3409, 3438 ; — of murder
victims : 5732 ; — , things carried in

:

755 f- 758, 761, 830, 833, 937,

1067, 1289, 1741, 1768, 1852, 1925,

1928, 1965, 1982, 1994, 2001, 2010,

2017 f., 2020 ff., 2030, 2049 f., 21 17,

2272, 2348, 2385, 5575, 5676, 5730,

5787, 5791, 5793 f- 5805, 5823,

7027, 7409 f. ; — turned wrong-
side-out : 713, 3178, 3642, 3840 f.,

3871 f., 5304, 5659, 5714, 5747, 5766,

7270 ff.

pocketbook: 2436, 3451
pod : —, lima bean : 7927 ; — , okra :

8181 ; —, red pepper: 1070, 1402,

1407, 3539
poetry : 2701
poet's name : 451 f.

point (points) :
— of horseshoe: 7118,

7130. 7132; — (pointers) of moon:
6316, 6406, 81 14, 8190; — of
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needle : 3346 ; — of new moon

:

6322, 6407, 81 1 1 f. ; — of pie: 4298
tf., 4669; — of pin: 3309 a., 5519;
— of scissors : 3306 f., 5000

pointing: 580 f., 5553, 5(^25; — at

cantaloupe bloom : 8303 ;
— at

cucumber bloom: 8176; — at

fruit : 8423 ; — at funeral : 5462 ;
—

at a grave: 5487 flf
.

; — at grave-

yard : 5478 f
.

; — at the moon

:

5947; — at a star: 5144, 5966; —
at a watermelon : 8319

poison: 1294 f., 1438, 1941 fT., 2113,

2747; — blood: loio; — from
"doff dust": 2138; — ivy: 1944 ff.,

5845 ; — ivy root : 1945 ;
— of

mad-dog bite: 1695 f
.

; — oak:

1948 flf.; — of snakebite: 2124 flf.,

2130, 2132, 2134, 2147 f., 2154 f.,

2159, 2164, 2168
poisoned cattle : 7608
poisonous : — bite of blue-gummed

Negro : 636 ; — exudation on
plants : 8349 ; — foods : 2821 ;

—
insect bites: 2240; — vine: 1274,

1951 fT., 1955; — water: 2825.

poke [sackl : 2642, 2646
poke (polk): — leaves: 1502, 1793;— roots: 1341, 2013, 2153, 8386;

root tea : 7737 ;
— salad : 1443

pokeberry : 2012, 2015, 2317, 5700; —
leaves: 1444 f., 2179; —, red: 400;— -root tea: 1750, 2014, 21 12

poker: 1245, 5648. 7274, 7549
poker [game] : 3643, 3646
pokevveed tea: 2016
poking the fire : 4675
pole, fishing: 7819 ff.

"Polly, polly, white horse": 7107
polus : sec poultice

pone : see corn pone
poor: 430; — crop year: 8014; —

man : 4727 fi., 4744 ; — man's
weather glass : 6831

poplar: — bark: 1060, 1915, 2743; —
leaves : 760, 8138

popping : — chestnut : 4404 ;
— corn :

4403 ; — dogwood leaf : 4581 ;
—

fingers: 3676; — fire: 4064, 4120,

4399. 7051; — knuckles: 3675; —
mistletoe leaves : 4405 f. ;

-— rose

petal : 4583 f. ;

"— snow" : 7050 ;
—

tick : 6804
poppy's heads : 1397
porch: 3956, 4506, 4529, 4924, 5268,

5335. 6783, 7186
pork : 2833 ; — , dream of : 5237 ; —

,

fat: 916, 2137; — . salt: 1282, 2472
porpoise : 7331
portrait, falling : 5064

INDEX 643

position in sleeping : 3077 ff.

'possum: 6077, 7013, 7889, 7891 fT.

;

— crossing grave : 5238
post (posts) : 2904, 3596, 3598 f., 3602,

7135 ; — , fence : 8465 ;
— of house

:

5626
postage stamp : sec stamp
posthumous child: 334, 381, 413 fi.,

883, 1833, 1963, 2693, 2704, 4170
post office : 41 14, 41 16

postponing a wedding: 4751 f.

pot: 1798, 3690, 6915, 7687; — , boil-

ing : 2770 ; — bottom : 4075 ; — of

gold: 5901 f.

potato : 2019, 2092, 2249, 2544 flf., 2800,

8217 ff. ; — carried in pocket: 2021

ff. ; —, Irish: 936, 983, 1067, 1852,

1928, 2017, 2022, 2543, 2547; —

,

petrified: 2022; —, raw: 984,

2018, 2799; — skin: 1937; —

.

stolen : 937, 2020 ; — , withered

:

2023
pot buck : see pothook
pothook : 973, 1842
poultice: 803, 909, 921, 923, 929 £.,

935. 939. 941. 947, 95 1, 979 f-, 984.

1 127, 1 1 77, 1268, 1324, 1408, 1743,

1796, 1830, 1856, 1933 ff., 2026,

2100, 2153, 2160, 2173, 2193, 2195,

2198, 2202, 2225 f., 2234 f., 2259,

2262, 2316, 2318 ff., 2322 ff., 2353,

2372, 2749
pouring: — hot water on steps: 4631;
— whiskey back in bottle: 851

1

poverty: 3370 ff., 4758
powder: 5642; — horn: 6318
power: — to cure warts: 2479; — of

the mind : 7944 ; — , mysterious

:

5588; — over a person: 5546 ;_
—

of witch : 5590 ; sec also magical

powers
practicing magic : 5587
praise: 3510
praying: 2691, 7023
preacher: 208 f., 4000, 7149
precocity : 216, 4887
preening of chickens : 6676
pregnancy : 2797, 4875, 4877, 8522

premature graying of hair: 1560

prenatal influence : 83 f., 97, 168 ff.,

195 ff., 213, 215, 225, 270
present [gift] : 473, 574 i-, 586, 59i.

2730, 3191. 3199. 3205, 4822, 7178;
see also gift

pressing: — arteries: i860; — hands
against head: 1570; thimble around
ringworm : 2086 ; — on throat

:

1628; — upper lip: 1665; — wart:

2568 ; — wedding ring around ring-

worm : 2087
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pretty : — baby : 163 f. ; — girl : 4282

;

"— piece": 2586; — sunset: 6345;
— weather : 6115

preventing : — hogs from eating

chickens : 7736 ; — rain : 6890

prevention; — ol asthma: 818 t., 826

f. ; — of backache: 831 ;
— of bad

luck : 7264 ; — of baldness : 838,

845, 847 ; — of bed sores : 852 ;
—

01 bee stings : 2242 ;
— of blight on

trees: 8416; — of blindness: 885;
— of blood poison : 905, 909 ;

— of

bowel trouble: 963; — of chigger

bites: 1034, 1038 f. ;
— of chills:

1072, 1084; — of chills and fever:

1089; — of cholera in chickens:

7469; — of colds: 1098 f., II 17,

1
1 39, 1 144; — of conjure: see

warding of? spells; — of consump-

tion: 1194; — of cramp: 1228, 1231

f., 1237, 1241 ;
— of crossed eyes:

3783; — of diphtheria: 1281^ 1283;

— of disease: 735 ff-. 743, 745 ff-,

752, 754 f-. 757 i; 761 Af-, 772 ;

—
01 epilepsy: 1343; — of erysipelas:

1356 f-; — of eye ailments: 1360,

1377; — of fever: 1412 f.^ 1437,

1439, 1443, 1453 f. ; — of fits: 1476;
— of frostbite: 1529; — of gald-

ing: 1533; — of ghosts: see dis-

pelling ghosts; — of goiter: 1540

f. ; _ of gravel : 1545 ;
— of head-

ache : 1608, 1610; — of indigestion:

1697; — of infection: 1292, 1736

flf., 1740 f ., ; — of influenza:

1745 f. ; — of lice on cattle:

7607; — of lightning's striking:

7027; — of lockjaw: 1779. 1786 f.,

1795; — of measles: 1802; — of

mumps: 1832; — of neuralgia:

1852; — of nightmare: see ward-

ing off of nightmare; — of night

sweats: 2309; — of nosebleed:

1877 f., 1894, 1898; — of piles:

1925 ; — of pimples : 1931 ;
— of

plat-eye: 1932; — of poisoning:

2125; — of poison ivy: I945 ;.

—

of quinsy: 1958; — of rabies:

1692. 1694, 1696; — of rheurnatic

fever: 1965; — of rheumatism:

1971, 1985, 1988, 1995. 2001, 2010,

2017, 2019, 2030, 2035, 2041, 2051,

2056, 2062 f ., 2067 ; — of scarlet

fever: 2091; — of sickness: 774;— of smallpox: 21 15, 21 17; — of

snake bite: 2122, 2139; — of snor-

ing: 2171; — of sore eyes: 3783;
— of sore hands : 1566; — of sore-

ness: 2751, 2758; — of sore throat:

2185, 2218 f. ; — of spasms: 2220;
— of staggers in horses : 7656 ;

—
of stomach worms : 2733 ; — of

strawberry sickness: 1718; — of

stroke : 2272 ; — of sty : 2275 ;
—

of sun pains : 2304 ; — of swelling

:

2169, 2236 f., 2239, 2244, 2327; —
of throat diseases : 2333 ;

— of

toothache : 2338 f., 2343, 2348, 2363
ff., 2378, 2384 f. ; — of train sick-

ness : 2386 ; — of typhoid fever

:

2396; — of vomiting: 2401; — of

witchcraft : 5626 flf. ; sec also ward-
ing off witches ; — of whooping
cough : 2706 f., 271a

pricking warts : 2574, 2660 ; see also

sticking, picking, cutting

prickly briar : 5845
print made on body : 2087
prognosis : 2565, 2720
prohibition against speaking: 1199,

1512 f., 1515, 1517; see also speak-

ing

projection of personality: see mirror,

picture, photograph, silhouette

promise : 4643
prosperity: 2828, 3356 f., 3359. 3362,

3364- 3367 f-, 3432
protection : — against dogs : 7409 ;

—
against infection : 2394

proud flesh: 1739, 1744
Proverbs : 204, 5849
prowler : 3688
pruning : — trees : 8388 f

.
; — vines

:

8297
puerperal fever : 67
Puerto Rico potato : 91

pufifball: 1866 f.

puffing smoke into ear: 1843
pulling: — cat's tail: 7155; — eye-

lashes: 2275; — hairs: 1561, 3792;— the palate up: 2186; — pig's
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tail: 7692; — teeth: 387 f., 3531,

4950 f. ; — wishbone : 4495 fF.

pully bone: 4712; sec also wishbone
pulpy wood : 8569
pump: 6579
pumpkin: 2318 f., 2831; seed tea:

1716
punishment : 462 ff.

puppy claws : 5543
purchasing hoodoo ball : 5654
purgative: 11 86
purging of murdered corpse : 3694
purification of water: 1519
purity of water: 1375
purse: 3450
pus: 1743
"pushing" a bright child : 4887
"putting the dog out" : 7871
putting out fire : 5844

quacking of duck or geese : 6694
quail : 6726
Quaker Meeting week : 6438
quarrel: 3537, 3546, 3550 ff., 3570,

3593, 3596, 3604 ff., 3612, 4866,

6470 ; see also fight

quarter [coin]: 1171, 1905, 3420, 5633
quarter moon (quarters of the moon) :

6200, 6539, 6856
quarter turn : 3644
quartz rock : 7483
queen-of-the-meadow root: 1763
queen's delight : 1446, 2739
questions of dying person: 5015
quicksilver : 5580, 8519
quilling : 29, 56
quilt : 4375, 4470, 4624, 5133 ; — begun

on Friday: 3277, 5132; —, marri-
age: 4377; —, new: 3121, 4360 flF.,

4376
quinine: 22, 30, 1129, 1255, 1285, 2397
quinsy : 1956 S.

"R" [in names of months] : 2820
rabbit: no, 4638, 5239 fT., 7177 f.,

7427, 7894 flf ., 8564 ; — bone : 367,

744 ;
— brain : 365 f.. 397 ;

— cross-

ing path : 3846 fT., 3850 ff. ; — foot

:

27, 368, 525, 745 ff., 819, 1985 f.,

3163, 4262, 5571, 5589, 5676 f., 5730,

5789 ff., 5795 ff., 5801 ff. ; — grave-
yard: 5731. 5801 ff. ; — -pill tea:

1808; — tobacco: 1327; — , witch:

5659, 5661
"Rabbit! rabbit! rabbit!": 7178

rabies : 1692, 1696 ; see also hydro-
phobia, mad dog, mad-dog bite

raccoon : 1231 ; see also 'coon

race : 645
racer snake : 7313
racetrack : 3659 ff.

racks across sun : 6904
radish : 1272
Raft River country : 1767
rag: 2582 f., 2607, 2644, 2651, 3539,

5808, 5867, 7849 ; — , burned : 870

;

— , cotton : 2084, 2606 ; —, woolen

:

1795. 1843, 1857, 2038, 2758
ragweed: 1869, 2550; — seed: 1302;
— tea: 1868

rail: 4634, 7829; — middle: 1017; —

,

split: 8464; — , walked: 4214 ff.

railroad tie : 474
rain: 657, 2440, 2646, 4725, 5012, 621 1,

6217, 6229, 6308, 6324 ff., 6370 f.,

6457 ff., 6490, 6492, 6682 ff., 6717,

6832 ff., 7300, 7728, 7771 ff., 8290;
— absence of : see no rain ; — in

afternoon : 6452, 6736 ; — on bridal

day: 4784; — on bride: 4718,

8550; — during burial: 5516 f
.

;

—, causing of : 6638 f
.

; — cloud

:

7029 ; — on corpse : 5505, 5521 ;
—

before dark : 6702 ;
— on the dead

:

5504, 5512; — from east: 6566;
— on Easter : 6429 ; — in eight

hours: 6769; — at (before) elev-

en : 6446, 6500 ; — , February

:

6428; — , first warm: 8100; —
for forty days : 6497 f

.
; — in

forty-eight hours : 6457, 6551, 6582,

6614, 6616, 6709; — before

Friday : 6486 ; — on full moon

:

6431; — on funeral day: 5506; —
on grave: 5507, 5510, 5513 ff.,

5520 ; — in July : 6432 ff. ; — in

June: 1753, 21 14, 6430, 8325; —

,

March : 7606 ; — in May : 657, 765
f

.
; — before (on) Monday: 6445,

6482 ; — in the morning : 6508 ;
—

before noon : 6605 ; — before

seven: 6251 f., 6342, 6446, 6620 f
.

;

—, sign of: 6501 f., 6505 f, 6509
ff., 6513 ff., 6530 ff., 6554 ff.: — for

six weeks : 6496 ;
— soon : 6460 ff.,

6515; — in summer: 6528; —
before (on) Sunday: 6439 ff., 6442
ff., 6467, 6487, 6489, 6491 ; — be-

fore sunset : 6749 ; — and sunshine
simultaneously : 4134 ff., 6448, 6465
ff. ; — in thirty-six hours : 6550,
6600 ; — in three days : 6485, 6504,
6526, 6566, 6580, 6716, 6757; — at

three o'clock: 6447; — on Thurs-
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day : 6488 ; — of toads : 7340 ;
—

tomorrow : 6463, 6465 f., 6468 f.,

6483, 6547 f., 6684, 6783, 6797,
6853 ; — in twenty-four hours

:

6456, 6484, 6503, 6507, 6525, 661

1

flf., 6619 f
.

; — on Valentine's Day

:

7455; — in vault: 551 1; — on
wedding day (night) : 4785, 4787
ff-. 4793. 4969; — before (on)
Wednesday : 6467, 6493 flf. ; see also

raindrops, rainstorm, rainy
rainbow: 3476, 5157 f., 5968, 6869 flf,

6894 ; — in the afternoon : 6387—, complete : 5910 ; — , end of

5901 ; — in evening (at night)
6124, 6358; — , moon: 5950; — in

morning: 6124 flf., 6156, 6569; —
before noon : 6570 ; — after rain

:

6324
rain crow: 6713 f

.
;
—

's egg: 5723
raindrops : 2409, 6408, 6567 f., 6860
rain frog: 6768
"rain seed" : 6518 f.

rainstorm : 7293
rain water : 1375, 1376, 1519 flf., 2082,

.5555
rainy: — April: 61 18; — day: 4717;— month: 6535, 6538, 6540; —

moon : 6542 ;
— morning : 6379 ;

—
spell : 6372 ; see also rain

raised window : 5941
raisin: 324, 1122, 1551, 2361
raising an umbrella : 3062, 5096, 6842

;

see also opening umbrella
rake: 2985 f., 3585, 5397, 8358
Raleigh Negroes : 774
random throwing of gourd seeds: 8178
ranger: 7845
raps on table : 5070
rascal, black : 5769
rash : 329 fif., 1027, 1959 flf.

raspberry bush : 2721
rat: 3291, 5243; — , dream of: 3609,

7179; — , fried: 280; —, riddance
of : 2991 ;

— on a ship : 3464
ratsbane: 2025; — root: 1764
ratsvane : see ratsbane
rattle reed : 378
rattles from rattlesnake : see rattle-

snake rattles

rattlesnake: 1991, 5555, 7312; — bite:

2135 f-, 2143; — bones: 370; —

"doflf dust": 2138; — fat: 1917:—
's master : 908 ; —

,
pickled

:

2389 ;
— pilot : 7322 ; — rattles

:

1475, 1588, 2102, 8517; — skin:

1989 f., 5678
rattleweed tea : 7600
rattling of dry leaves : 7068
raven : 5320, 7289
raw: — beef (meat): 2189, 2458,

2461; — cotton string: 1078; —
egg: 1931 ;

— steak: see steak; —
tomato : 2558 ; — turtle heart : 7326

razor : 5706
reading fortunes : 5856 flf., 5862 flf.

reading palms : 5851 flf.

rear foot of rabbit : 5794 ; see also

rabbit's foot

rebuilding : 3035 f., 5072
receipt [recipe], stilling: 2818
receiving money : 3426 fif., 3440
reciting poetry : 2701
recovery : — after childbirth : 61 f .

;

— from sickness : 661 flf., 693, 706
red : — band : 2042 ;

— bank : 6149 ;
—

beads: 1879; — bean: 1876; —
beets : 8093 ;

— bracelet : 7324 ;
—

bugs: 8337; — -chunk tea: 1312;— cloth: 7454; — clouds: 6131 flf.,

6227, 6311, 6350 f., 6401, 6505; —
corn: 1864, 2498, 2505 f . ; — corn

silk : 4544 ;
— ear of corn : 7602,

8160; — , evening; 6122 f., 6341,

6449 flf., 6853 ; — flannel : 332,

1128, 1140, 1957, 2036 f., 2188,

2208, 5682 ; — flannel underclothes :

1 138, 2035; — funeral clothes:

5474; grass: 7926; — hair: 481,

1472, 7465; — horse: 71 13; —
jasper : 869 ; — lamp light : 5890

;

— leaves: 8158; — light: 5889;
—, morning: 6123, 6130, 6449 ff.,

6853 ;
— mud : 1505, 2160; — neck-

tie (tie) : 4188, 4190, 4473, 4501

;

— at night: 6130; — onion: 758,

1440, 1920; — ribbon: 3223; —
sails: 6138; — sky: 6139 f., 6506
f., 6853, 6940, 6943; — spot: 5703,

7947; — string: 1837, 2046, 2095;— sun : 6464, 6938 ; — sunrise

:

6144, 6343, 6452, 6456 ; — sunset

:

6144, 6259, 6346, 6452, 6852, 6941

;

Birth, Childhood i- 479
Body, Folk Medicine 480-2769
Domestic Pursuits 2770-3348
Economic, Social 33493705
Travel, Communication 3706-4131
Love, Marriage 4132-4873
Death, Funereal Customs 4874-5531

Witchcraft, Ghosts, Magic 5532-5902
Cosmic, Time, Numbers, etc. 5903-6041
Weather 6042-7093
Animals, Animal Husbandry 7094-7743
Fishing, Hunting 774^-7907
Plants, Plant Husbandry 7908-8473
Miscellaneous; Addenda 8474-8569
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— wedding clothes : 4801 f., 4814
ff. ; — woolen rag: 1843, 2038; —
yarn: 1875

red-alder bark : 961
redbird: 3027, 3979 ff., 4516 ff., 5321,

6192, 6296, 6727 f., 6931, 7222 ff.

;

— around (in) house: 5323 f
.

;
—

nest : 5322
red-bud tree : 7956
red cedar : 5380
red dogwood: 1192; — bark: 1068; —

bark tea: 1068, 11 17, 1938
red-headed: — girl: 1386, 4091; —

man: 1471, 3888; — Negro: 749,

1474. ,,5589, 5804; — "peck-o-
woods" : 6737 ; — person : 1469
ff., 8186; — sapsucker : 8135; —
woman: 3795 ff., 3804, 3891, 8187

red-holly bark : 965
"red lane" [throatj : 3361
red oak :

— bark : 904, 939, 1355, I447.

1856, 2026, 2324, 7457, 7638, 7677;
bark tea: 1286, 131 1, 2200; —

-bark tea jelly: 938; — tea: 904
red pepper: 29, 1273, 1390, 1748, 1939,

2362, 5356, 5575, 7460; see also

cayenne pepper ; — in pods : 1070,

1402, 1407, 3539; — tea: 1071.

1821, 1992; — worn in shoes: 1069,

1529, 1998
red shand weed tea: 1853
reducing: see obesity; — fever: 1423

f. ; — swellings : 2328
re-entering a house: 3761, 3763; see

also returning
reflection: 4701, 6553; see also spring,

water, well

reform : 5541
refusal : 4999, 5595
reincarnation : 239
relatives : 5481
remedy : 735 ff., 850 f.

removing: — corns: 1198, 1204, 1207;— doorsteps : 5434 ; — freckles

:

1494, 1496, 1499, 1501, 1506, 1521;— objects from eye: see eye; —
ring: 4192

renal colic : 11 52
repainting deathbed room : 5433
repaying borrowed salt : 2888
repeating hiccup charm : 1683
replacing: 1891, 2104, 2377, 2443, 2445

ff., 2541, 2559, 2647 f., 2671, 7654
replanting broom straw: 1057
reptile : 3612 ; see also snake
resemblance: 166 f.

resin : 7738 : see also rosin
rest: 816, 1916, 3082
restless : 5361 ; — dead : 571 1, 5713 ; —

geese: 6991

restoration of hair color: 1562
retiring : 4939, 8476, 8479 ; — back-

wards : 4309 ff., 4314, 4348 f.

retracing steps : 3603 f., 5027 f.^ 7807

;

see also stepping back
returning : 3755 ff. ; — borrowed pins :

3582; — of corpse: 5434 f
.

;
—

home: 3799; —
.

prohibition
against: 2447, 2481, 2484

Revelations, seventh chapter : 3488
revenge : 5561
reversing: 1525, 3042 f., 3073, 5089,

5396, 5398, 5490 f. ; see also wrong-
side-out

rheumatic fever : 1965
rheumatic twinge : 6647
rheumatism: 335, 1966 ff., 7060; —

absorbed by animals: 1973, 1975
rhubarb: 11 18; — tea: 786, 1181

rhyme: 2295 ff., 4527, 5542
rhyming accidentally : 444, 4171 ff.

rib : — of cow : 6667 ; — in fan : 4230
ribbon, black: 298, 1877
rice: 4301 f., 4612; — season: 8283
riches: 205, 3349, 3352, 3354^ 3358,

3360 f., 3363. 4593. 4730 ff., 4734 f-

4736, 4758, 4847, 8540
"Rich man, poor man ....": 4727 ff.

rickets : 283, 336 f., 2073 ff.

riddance : — of an enemy : 3539 ; — of

unwelcome visitor : 3901 ff. ; see
also pests

rider on white horse : 5233 f.

ridicule : 599
riding : — by nightmares : 5704 ; — by

witches : 5606 f., 5613, 5657, 5667,

7662 ff.

right: 2815, 5917, 7231, 7243; coat

sleeve : 3324 ; — ear : 505, 3509 ff.,

3517, 4087, 4094; — eye: 513 f.,

517 f., 521, 523 ff- 529, 531. 533 f-,

536 f., 3522 f., 3747, 3906 ff., 4089,

4096, 4105; — eyebrow: 540, 3910;— forefinger (index finger) : 3420,

8423; — foot: 618, 3714 ff., 3751,

3764, 4255: — foot of hare: 743;— foot of rabbit : 1985, 5793 f.,

5796; — hand: 575, 1622, 261 1,

3399. 3416, 3421, 3930, 4597, 5553;— -hand jaw bone of hog: 2312;— -hand pants pocket: 756, 8x5,

833, 1768, 2021 ;
— leg: 610, 5565;— little finger: 7176; — palm:

3931; — pocket: 7271; — shoe:

3211, 3500; — shoulder: 2507, 2515,

2635, 3320, 3436. 3832, 4506", 4598,
5920 ff., 5945, 7203; — side: 3917.

4348, 5034. 5447: — stocking:
321 1 ;

— toe : 622 f., 3752
rind: — , bacon: 2188; — , melon: 1500
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ring [circle]: — of blood: 4231; —
drawn on ground : 7498 ; — around
moon: 6151, 6203, 6551, 6954; —
of smoke : 7877 ; — around sun

:

6400
ring [on finger] : 3252 f., 4191, 4422,

4704, 5940; —, brass: 1237 f._, 1304
1621 ff., 2056 ff; —, diamond
4423 ; —, diamond and signet

4188; — finger: 4195, 4231; —
galvanic : 2055 ; —,

gold : 2283 f.

— , horseshoe nail: 2051; — , lead

2062, 2384 ; —, metal : 2054 ;
—

pewter : 2062, 2384 ; — removed
1620, 4192; — , silver: 7668; —
turned : 4186 if. ; — , wedding
2087, 2285 flf. ; — in wedding cake

4847 ; — wished on : 3246 ff.

ring-around : see ringworm
ringing in ears : 4910 ff., 6648
ringworm : 2078 ff.

ripening of tobacco: 8267
ripe wheat : 8292
rising: — fog: 6231, 6589; — moon:

6353, 7980, 8468; — sap: 2720; —
smoke : 6236, 6366 f ., 6390, 6629

;

— sun : 5582 ; — water : 7734
risings: 1433 f., 231 1 ff. ; see also boils,

swelling

rival: 4239, 4260 f., 4265, 4274
river: 2539, 5457, 5591, 6568
roach: 1197
road: 2473, 2486, 2495, 2516^ 2634,

2644, 2650 f., 2667, 3332, 3745. 4638,

7123, 7615, 7927, 8058; —, fork in:

2300 f., 2549, 2692
Roanoke River : 6891
roasted : — eggs : 4489 ; — onions

:

1 1 12, 1246, 1257, 1936
robber : 228, 234
robbing bees: 7516
Robeson County : 5869
robin [bird] : 6050 f., 6297 f.^ 6729,

6996, 7235 ff-. 7874
Robin Underwood-weed brew: 1280
rock: 1537, 1572, 1615, 2104 f.^ 2107,

2426, 2462, 2464, 2604, 2612 f., 2641
ff., 2645, 2647 ff., 2659, 4134 f.,

5550, 6803, 7485; — candy: 1076,
1 190, 1220; — , flint: 1543, 2106,

2239, 2452, 5646, 7276, 7480 £.,

7483 f., 7486, 7610; — salt: 2565;
shaped clouds: 6512; —, sweat-

ing: 6582
rocking : — empty cradle : 145, 285,

4684, 4890; — empty chair: 3037
ff., 5091 ff., 5718

Rocky-Mountain fever : 2090
rogue : 227
rolling (rolling over) : — cow: 5204;— dog: 5219 ff., 7172; — horse:

7637 ; — mule : 7669 f
. ; — people

:

831 f., 1026, 7248
roof: 668, 8471, 8473
roof of mouth [dog] 7402; [human]

1903, 1905
Rook [game] : 4342
room: 7210, 7215; — number: 6038
roost: 6687, 7188 f.

rooster : 2506, 2509 f., 2595, 3690, 3938,

6082, 7185 ff., 7440 ff. ; —, crowing
of: 3939 ff-, 3958 ff., 4058 f.,

4082 ff., 4100, 4482, 5003 ff., 5259
ff., 6010, 6185 f., 6208 ff., 6243 f.,

6373 f., 6420, 6688 ff., 6885, 7640;
—, fighting: 3965

root: 1 104, 2721 f., 2743, 5539, 5655;— of bird seed : 8282 ; — , black-

berry: 1305; —, buck: 1704; —

,

bull nettle: 2111 ; — , burdock: 926;
— , butterfly: 1739; — calamus
(callibus) : 1155, 1705 f

.
; —, chin-

quapin: 1277, 1307; — , colic: 1157
f. ; — , collard : 1999 ; — , comfrey

:

970, 1278, 2752; — of corn plant

(stalk): 8109, 8395; — crops:

7991; — , dewberry: 11 79; — , dog-
wood: 965; — , elder: 1299; — , fig-

tree: 2523; —,
ginseng: 958, 1161

1712; — of lemon tree: 1435; —
lion-tongue : 2006 ; — , mandrake
1776; — , mulberry: 1162; —

,

mullein: mi, 1209; — of onion

8191 ; —
,

plantain: 1943; —

,

poison-ivy: 1945; — ,
poke (polk)

2013, 2153, 8386; — ,
pokeberry

1750, 2112; — of potatoes: 8224
—

,
queen of the meadow: 1763; —

ratsbane: 1764; —, sarsaparilla

1826; — , sassafras: 2320; —
swamp-lily : 942 ; — on tongue

Birth, Childhood
Body, Folk Medicine
Domestic Pursuits
Eronomic, Social

Travel, Communication
Love, Marriage

I- 479 Witchcraft, Ghosts, Magic
480-2769 Cosmic, Time, Numbers, etc.

2770-3348 Weather
3349-3705 Animals, Animal Husbandry
3706-4131 Fishing, Hunting
4132-4873 Plants, Plant Husbandry

Death, Funereal Customs 4874-5531 Miscellaneous; Addenda

5532-5902
59'^3-6n.ii

6042-7093

7094-7743
7744-7907
7908-8 173

8474-8569
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2334; — of tree: 7424, 8409 £.,

8417; — vegetables: 7993; —

,

white-briar: 1454; —, wild-

cherry: 1073
rooting : — of buried stick : 2620 ;

—
shrubs : 8373 ff.

rope : 7603 ; —, hangman's : 1348,

1478; —, jumping: 5867; — yarn:

1235, 2045
rose : — bush : 8378 ; — petal : 4583 f

.

rosemary: 7944; — tea: 11 19, i960
rosin : 835, 968, 1202 ; see also resin

;

—
, pine: 836, 971, 1201, 1267, 171S,

2183 ;
— of sweet potatoes : 8241

rosum : see rosin

rosy bank of clouds: 6310
Rot Saturday : 8230

rotten stump : 4260
rotting : 2468, 2470, 2554, 2621 f., 5550

;

see also decay ;
— apples : 8435 ;

—
dishrag : 2593, 2600, 2604 f

.
;
—

fence : 8465 ;
— finger : 5489 ;

—
potato: 2546, 8217, 8230; — rails:

8464; — string: 2435, 2441; —
sweet potatoes : 8241, 8244

rough : — water : 7777 ;
— weather

:

6188

round : — bone : 5805 ; — pebbles

:

5834
rowan ; see wicken
rubbing: 507, 778, 1126, 1131, 1134,

1534, 1804, 1838 f., 1959, 1983; —
bites : 2244 ff ., 2249, 2264, 2268 ;

—
cancer : 1006 ; — cat's fur : 3608,

6280; — chest: 1347; — chiggers
(jiggers): 1028, 1030; — child's

back: 286; — for colds: 1 129,

1 133; — corn on foot: 1198 f.,

1206; — cow's back: 7609; —
cramp: 1243; — for croup: 1255;— behind ear : 1016 ; — erysipelas :

1351 ;
— eyes: 1361, 1377, 2185,

4245 ;
— feet : 1043, 1397 ;

— fever
blister: 1466; — freckles: 1506; —
goiter: 1542 f

. ; — growth: 1550;— gun: 5623; — hands: 1566,

2242, 2895 f., 3400; — head: 850;— hump of hunchback : 3661 ;
—

jaw: 1828; — joints: 1967: — leg
of horse: 7654; — lip: 552, 1016,
2x71; — mastoid bone: 645; —
mole to death between hands : 778

;

—mumps: 1827 flF., 1833; — neck:
1838 ff. ; — palm : 3397 ;

— poison-
oak rash: 1950; — rheumatism:
1980, 1992, 2034; — ringworm:
2084, 2089; — risings: 2312, 2314;

— shingles [ailment] : 2097 ;
—

smallpox sores: 21 16, 2118; —
snake bite: 2156, 2167; — out
snake track : 5573 ; — sore throat

:

2191 ;
— stone bruise: 973; — sty:

2277 f ., 2283 flf., 2287, 2289 f., 2299

;

— tetter: 2331; — warts: 2419 fT.,

2427 f., 2430, 2443, 2445 ff., 2452
f., 2458 ff., 2462 ff., 2471, 2474,
2477, 2480 ff., 2484 ff., 2488 f., 2494,
2497 ff., 2504, 2510, 2512, 2518,

2523, 2526, 2531 f., 2534, 2537 ff.,

2541 ff., 2551, 2553, 2561, 2563,
2565 f., 2571, 2575, 2592, 2597 ff.,

2606, 2616, 2632 f., 2637 ff., 2645,
2647, 2665, 2671, 2684, 2686, 2695,
2698 ; — wen : 2702

ruby: 5830
rue : 426 ;

— seed : 1441 ; — tea ; 331
ruffled : — chicken : 5570 ; — -up

feathers : 6183
rug: 4621
ruling household : 4867 ff.

rump of cow : 7521
runaway marriage : 4750
running: — around house: 194, 1143,

1532, 4321, 5768; — away: 2107,

2926; — backwards: 611; — one-
sided : 7404

running : — beans : 8065 ; — cats

:

6919; — stream: 1080, 2628, 3061,

5576, 5788, 8274, 8343 f. ; — water

:

1083, 2462, 2608, 2647, 2802, 3539,
4239, 4256, 4274, 4543, 5017, 5699,

5771, 7448, 8151 f., 8336
rust on cotton plants : 8046
rusty: — ax: 7651; — horseshoe:

7131 ; — iron: 2670; — nail: 1300,

1782, 2669, 2744, 5770, 7001, 8369,

8415; — nail wound: 2751
rut: 4657, 4694
Ruth: — 1:16: 4345 f

.
; — , fourth

chapter: 4344
rye field: 15 14
rye whiskey: 1592

Sabbath : 123 f., 604 ; see also Sunday
sacred hour : 7800
sacrifice to demons : 5620
saddlebags, doctor's : 6
sadness : 531 f.

safe journey : 3848
safety : 561
saffron : 1257 ;

— tea : 292
sage : 2742, 4566, 8257 f. ; —, borrowed
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(given away): 5357; — bush:

4567 ; —
,
green : 406 ; — leaves :

1008, 1562; — tea: 787, 1120, 1448,

2841, 7945
sagebrush tea: 1558, 2090

sail: 3475, 6138
saihng: 3462 f., 3465. 3472
saihng swallows : 6735
sailor: 1385, 3466 f., 3469, 3471,^3473,

4743 ;

—
's breeches : 6855 ;

—
's de-

light: 6124 f., 6130 ff. ;

—
's warn-

ing: 3476, 6124 flf., 6130, 6132 flf.

St. Agnes' Eve : 4349 f.

St. Anthony's fire: 1353
St. Patrick's Day: 840, 1557. 7506,

8003, 8227 ; see also March 17

Saint Paul: 3691

Saint Peter: 3691

St. Swithin's Day: 6435
St. Valentine's Day: see Valentine's

Day
salad greens: 8104
sale crier : 3479
saliva: 1399, 1401, 2426 f., 3518 ff.,

7104, 7144; see also spitting, spittle

"Sallie's at the gate . . .
"

: 7561

salt: 874, 1037, 1043, 1 1 40, 1272, 1 301,

1397, 1461, 1536, 1607, 1723, 1726,

1730, 1752, 1937, 1939, 2078, 2093,

2133, 2255, 2266, 2353, 2368 f.,

2372, 2566, 4318 f., 4864, 5423, 5562,

5641 f., 5724, 61 1 1, 6392, 7491, 7540,

7585 ff-, 7589 ff-, 7594 ff-, 7689,

8418; — bag: 2370 f., 2949; — on

bird's tail : 7220 ; — , borrowed

:

2888; —, burned: 5644; — carried

for miscarriage : 24 ; — carried in

pocket: 1289, 2272; — under chair:

3903 ; — on crossed sticks : 5309

;

— eaten before retiring: 4305 flf.,

4464 ; — , lending : 2886 f
. ; — meat

:

2474; — pork: 1282; —, rock:

2565 ; — scattered out front door

:

5640 ; — in shoes : 1091 ;
— in the

soup : 6473 ; — sown in enemy's

yard : 5542 ;— sown on ground

:

4258; —, spilled: 465, 2880 flF.,

3551 ff., 4672; — sprinkled on
afterbirth : 58 ; — sprinkled on beds

and tables : 5541 ; — sprinkled

(thrown) on fire: 3029, 3553,

4259, 4320. 531 1, 5729, 7277, 7514;— sprinkled in path : 4257 ;
—

sprinkled in tracks : 3904 ; — swept
after unwelcome visitor : 3904 ;

—
thrown on the body : 2327 ;

—
thrown after stranger : 3905 ;

—
(salty) water: 1033, 1172, 1381,

1724, 1882, 1954, 7580, 7647 ; see

also salted (salty), salting

saltcellar (salt shaker) : 2879, 2882,

2885
salted (salty): — grease: 8337; —

herring: 853, 1416; — meal: 947;— meat: 7655, 7672
salting : — of cows : 7539 ; — things

on New Year's : 5134
saltpeter: 43, 1506, 2120

salts: 1 176, 7458; — , summer: 771;
—, turpentine: 1695, 2168; —

,

winter : 771

salve: 906, 969, 1004, 1202, 1340, 1352,

1409, 1751, 1927, 1929, 1981, 2180,

2182, 2315, 2568, 2740; see also

ointment
Sampson-snakeroot tea: 11 66

sand: 1731, 2293, 5631, 6633, 7254,

7257
sandrock : 7487
sang [ginseng] : 795
sap: 8450; — of fruit tree: 8422; —

going down: 11 87; — from grape

vine: 1498, 1563; — , maple: 1184;
— , rising: 1187, 2720

sapling, maple : 1005

sapphire : 4246, 5830
sapsucker, red-headed: 8155
sarsaparilla (sasfrarilla) : 2075 ; —

root: 1826; root tea: 894, 1826

sassafras: 1552, 1910, 7659; — root:

276, 761, 899; root bark: 2320;
— stick: 2817; — tea: 788, 895 f-,

940, 1089, 1819, 2027; — wood:
3032, 8459 f.

Satan: 561, 603, 7434; ^^^ olso devil

satin: 5867
Saturday: 3124, 4931, 5126, 6247 f.,

6964, 8086, 8174, 8230, 8301, 8315;
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—, betting on : 3659 ; — , born on
(Saturday's child): 122 ff. ; —

,

dream told on: 3140, 3142 f. ; —

,

tingernails cut (trimmed) on: 596,

605 ff., 4199; — ,
garment cut out

on: 3278 f., 5128; —
,

journey
started on : 3725 ; — , marriage on :

4771. 4774 i-; —, moving on: 2952;— night: 4509 f., 5795, 7857; —

,

sewing on : 3280 ; — , sneezing on :

561 ff., 4162; — , storm on: 6900;
— , task begun on : 5022 ; — , wash-
ing clothes on : 2941

saucer: 5499, 5864
sauerkraut : 2795
saved [salvation] : 5517
saw : 2982
sawdust: 1195, 1218, 2217
scale day : 7993, 8054
Scales [zodiac] : 8069, 8073, 8225,

8248, 8361, 8372
scales from rattlesnake : 5555
scalp: 1558
scar: 99, 21 19, 4193, 6644
scarcity of food : 2840
scarecrow : 7492, 8323, 8335
scarf pin : 4247
scarlet fever: 2091
scarlet pimpernel : 6831
scattering salt : 5640, 5642
Schmidt Oil : 1221

school : 427 ff. ; — book : 432 ; — of

fish : 7778
scissors : 66, 2344, 3304 flF., 5403 ;

—
down back : 1222, 2271 ; — , drop-
ped : 4046 f., 5000; — on neck:
1901

scorched linen : 322 f.

scorpion stings : sec stings of scorpions

Scotch woman's word charm : 2070
scratch : 1787
scratching: 1838 ff., 2187, 2294, 3395 f.,

8540
screaming : — of peacock : 6725 ;

—
of toad-frog: 6769

screeching : — of guinea fowl : 6697 ;— of jaybird: 6718
screech owl: 715, 5307, 5309, 5314,

6722, 7169, 7259 f., 7262, 7265 ff.

;

— , brain of: 1586; — feathers:

5845
Scripture: 1015, 4343 ff., 8027; —

quoted to stop bleeding: 879 ff.,

1624 f., 1907
scuppernong wine : 7944
scurvy : 2092 f.

sea : 3467 f., 6159, 7002 ; — birds : 6704,

6928 ; — , roaring of : 6960 f
.

;
—

tide : 7865 ;
— turtle : 6300

sea gull : 6193, 6730, 6932
seasickness : 2094 f.

season, dry : 6318
second :

— blossoming : 8405 ;
— crop :

8205 ;
— day before full moon

:

8247 ; — of February : 6044 f
.,

6069, 6176; — helping: 4035 ff.

;

— of July : 6497 f. ; — sight : 5734 ;— teeth : 385
secrecy: 2346, 2606, 2613, 2662, 4231,

5799 ; -i'^^ <jlso unobserved
secret: 4101 ff., 5954; — contents of

love charm: 4280; — enemy: 3613
.sedative: 1726

seed (seeds) : — , apple, 132 f., 4589
ff-, 4639, 5863, 6028, 7952; —

,

bean: 8089; — , caraway: 1707; —

,

cashew : 1306 ; — , celandine : 1441 ;— , cherry: 2824; — corn: 8150 ff.,

8274 ;
—, cotton : 8048 f

.
; —, daisy :

134; —, dandelion: 136 f., 6006 f
.

;

—, dill: 1441 ;
— , feverfew: 1441 ;— on fingers : 4541 ; — , flower

:

8363 f. ; on forehead : 4542 ;
—

given away : 8089 ; — ,
grass : 8275

f. ; —
, Jerusalem : 2741 ; —

,

mustard: 1599, 2008, 5674; — ,

parsley: 1441 ; — ,
planting of:

7969, 8566; —
,

pumpkin: 1716;
— , ragweed: 1302; —, rue: 1441 ;

— , sage: 8258; — , shaken: 8351;
— , thanked for: 5359, 8352 f

.

;

— , thistle : 7929 ; —, tomato

:

8247; — , turnip: 8251 f., 8255; —
of wart: 2422 f., 251 1; —, water-
melon: 1765

seeing : — black cats : 5605 ;
— death :

5315; — the Devil: 5768 f., 5771;— fairies: 5779; — ghosts: 5721
ff-. 5725 ;

— hants : 5750 ; — load
of hay : 8565 ;

— one you love best

:

4156; — pin(s): 3328, 3330 ff.,

3338, 3341 ff-, 8532; — spirits:

5734.5738 f. ; — the wind: 6985 f .

;

— witches : 5605
selling: — bees: 7517 f

.
; — oneself to

devil : 5776 f. ; — warts : 2675 f.,

2678 ff.

senna leaf tea: 1777
sensitive plant : 6809
Sentence Day : 7792
sentinine : 425
separation: — [marital]: 4775, 4872

f . ; — of walking couple : 4659,
5034
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September: 7092, 8180, 8192, 8271 f.,

8281, 8286 ; — twenty-second

:

6309 ; — birthstone : 5830
series of three misfortunes : 6031

serrater [serrate?] bone: 581

1

setting hen : 7428 flf.

"setting" of soap : 2810

setting out : — beets : 8094 ; — cab-

bage plants: 8096, 8100; — cedar

trees: 8428; •— parsley: 8196; —
pear tree sprout : 8438 ; — pepper

plants : 8188 ; — potato slips : 8231

;

— sprigs : 8377
setting the table : 4287, 4322 ; — back-

wards : 4325
"setting up" [wake] : 5427 f.

seven : 6027 ;
— buzzards : 3977 ;

—
cool days : 6257 ; — days : 1495 ;— feathers: 5555; — feet: 5880,

5882 ; — Fridays : 5999 ; — hairs :

5S5S ;
— kinds of leaves : 2526 ;

—
kinds of weeds : 2246 ;

— minutes :

5555; — names: 4839; — nights:

4308, 4463 f., 5960; — o'clock:

2919, 6500 ; — pains : 4871 ; —, rain

at (before) : 6221, 6251 f., 6342,

6446, 6620, 6862 fif. ; — rattlesnake

scales: 5555; — sips (swallows)

of water: 1646 f
.

; — sons: 2420;
— sprouts of persimmon: 4871 j

—
stars : 4308, 4462 fif., 5960, 7864,

8017; — sticks: 2560; — stones:

2652; — times: 1146, 2561; —
times married : 5803 ; — -year-old

child: 4883, 4894; — years: 630,

4618, 4630, 5891, 6032, 6070, 7958;— years of bad luck: 3060 f. 7174,

8258 ; see also seventh

seventeenth of March : 8098 f
.

; see

also St. Patrick's Day
seventh : — chapter of Matthew

:

4343 ; — chapter of Revelation

:

3488 ; — child : 221 ; — daughter :

5588 ; — morning : 4840 f. ;
—

night: 4462; — son: 223 f., 418,

964, 1626, 2421, 2732, 5870; — son

of seventh son: 222, 1542; — year

of marriage : 4873 ; see also seven

seventy-seven ground ivy leaves : 1064

severe winter : 6080, 6094, 6096 flF.

sewing: 3261 flf., 4796 f., 561 1, 7915!
— on Ascension Day: 5123 ff. ;

—
button on oneself : 3296 ; — on
garments while wearing them

:

3288 f. ; — gunpowder inside shirt

:

2769 ;
— on Saturday : 3280 ;

— on
sick person's clothing: 5130 i

— on

Sunday : 3261 ff.

sex: — conversion: 153, 155, 8521; —
determination: 148 ff., 154, 7439 flf.,

7618 f. ; — foretold: 146 flf.; —

,

opposite: 1778, 1964, 3787, 5532 f.,

8540 ; — in relation to soap mak-
ing : 2814

sexual attraction: 7182
shad frog : 7788
shadow : — of bird : 3966 ; — of buz-

zard: 3971 flf., 5289, 7284; — of

coffin : 5050, 5081 ;
— of ground-

hog : 6044 f., 6069, 6282 ; —ed

hand : 6008
shaking : 5240 ; — dress at new moon

:

5934 ; — feather bed : 5969 ; — per-

son with colic: 1147; — seeds:

8351
shaking hands: 180, 3928 f., 3931 £.,

4168, 4179 f., 4186, 4454, 4463.

4475 flf., 4486 ; — with dead man

:

4965 ; — over fence : 3589 ; —
across gate : 3588

shame: 1678
shampoo: 1558, 1563 f.

shamrock: 7908
shand weed: 1853

sharp instrument (tool) : 2980, 3577.

4652, 5390, 5625
sharpening : — knife on Sunday

:

2875 ; — toenails [cat's] : 6981 ;
—

tools at night : 3687
sharpness of disposition: 511

shave-grass tea : 2028

shaving: — before athletic game:

3627, 3638 ; — before hunting trip

:

7869 ; — during March : 496 ; —
at sea: 3468; — sick person: 695

shaving brush : 171

shearing sheep : 7742
shears : 5707 ; see also scissors
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shedding of hair : see falling hair

shed skin : 7294
sheep: 3899, 7741 ff. ; — , black: 1095,

1334, 7741 ;
—

. bleating of : 6673

;

— , frisky: 6924; — manure: 1767;— -manure tea: 1809; —, spotted:

1095; — s track: 3424
sheepshead fish : 5810
sheep sorrel: 1003, 2180
sheet: 2939, 3073, 5408 f.

she-holly tea : 781

shell : — of egg : 1493 ; —s on graves :

5502; — of hickory nut: 6101 ; —

,

pea: 1046; —, snail: 1545
shepherd's delight: 6129
shepherd's warning: 6128 f., 6136
shetting : 6840 f.

shifting wind : 6964, 6981

shingles [ailment] : 2096 ff., 4987 f.

shingles [on house] : 8466 flf., 8470
shining of cat's eyes : 5593
ship: 3464, 3466, 4743, 5288
shirt: 954, 1347, 2769, 3193 f., 7849,

7915; — tail: 689, 3236, 4114; —
turned wrong-side-out : 5660

shivering: 4133, 4921, 5238; — of

aspen tree : 7957
shivering owl : 714, 5303, 7268, 7270 f.

shoe: 65, 605, 607, 3206, 3210 ff., 3215,

3403, 3686, 4633, 4959 f. ; — box:

3154; —, bride's: 4857; — , button

worn in : 4205 ; —, copper worn in

:

2064; — , corn (cornbread) in:

5816, 7420; —, dime worn in: 4820,

5568, 5828 ; — , dog's hair worn in

:

7419; — , father's: 320; — , four-

leaf clover put in : 4550 f., 7916 f.

;

—
,
gold dollar worn in: 4821, 4827;

—
,
graveyard dirt on : 5498 ; —

,

hair found (worn) in: 4145^ 4240;
—, hairpin worn in : 503, 3500,

4155 ; —, half-dollar worn in : 2067 ;—, hat bow worn in : 4221 ;
—

heel : 3245 ; — higher than feet

(head, knees) : 3082, 3243 f., 5664;
— , left: 4146, 4149; — , lucky bug
put in : 7373 ; — , meat skin worn
in : 7679 ; —, named : 4208 ; —s,

new: 3147 flF. ; —
,
penny worn in:

2068 ; —s placed in form of T

:

4373 ff- :
— pointed toward church

(door) : 4251, 7269; — , red pepper
worn in: 1069, 1402, 1529, 1998;
—s, reversed : 4372 ; — , right

:

4147; — , salt worn in: 1091 ; —

,

shrieking (squeaking) : 3151, 3242;—. sneezing for: 561; — soles:

3845 ; — , sulphur worn in : 772

;

— , thrown: 3731, 4858, 7801; —

,

tied : 4208 ; — , tin worn in : 2065 ;— tracks: 3539; — , untied: 3534
ff., 4206, 4208 ff

., 4826 ; — , upside-

down : 1239 ff., 1243, 2069, 531 1,

7170 f., 7264 ff.

shoelace (shoestring) : 2129, 3220 f.,

3534 ff., 4206 ff., 5610

"shoemake" : sec sumac
shooting:— at conjurer's picture: 5579

f. ; — a dove : 7233, 7877 ; — evil

spirit : 5749 ; — through handker-
chief : 5582 ; — , herons : 5299 ;

—
at moon: 5584; — an owl: 5314;— rabbits : 7896 ; — salt from gun :

5641 f
.

; — a turtledove : 5329,

7878; — a witch: 5691 f., 5698,

5700 ; — witch's picture
; 5696 f.,

5699
shooting star: 3882, 4468, 5145 ff.,

5905 f-, 5963, 5967, 6206, 6564,

6958, 8556
shorn, Sunday: 491

short: — crops: 8031; — fingers:

3703 ;
— life : 666, 4768 ;

— rain

:

6859 ff. ; — -stemmed cucumber

:

8177; tailed animal: 3803
shorter piece of wishbone : 4498 ff.,

4504. 7197
shot : — boiled in water : 956 ;

—
swallowed : 953 ; — tied in tail ol

shirt: 954; wounds: 2101

shotgun : 5696, 5700
shoulder : 3317 ff., 5919 ff. ; — bone of

rabbit: 744; —, fishpole carried

on: 7819; —, left: 2538, 2566,

2582, 2627, 2629, 2633, 2642, 2652,

2881, 3156, 3552, 3554, 3658, 3833,

3865 f., 4427, 4443, 4459 f.. 4562,

4757, 4597. 4599, 4795, 5923 f-,

5927, 5931, 5955, 7121 f., 7124 ff.,

7141, 8484, 8530; — , right: 2515,

2635, 3436, 3832, 4596, 4598, 5920
ff-. 5945. 7203 ; — , tool carried on

:

2976, 2979 f., 2984; — , various

things thrown over : 1064, 2539,
2660, 2700, 2882, 3299 f., 4414, 4595,
8028

shovel : 2331, 4403, 8359; — carried in

(through) house: 5396, 5398; —
falling on hearth : 4077 ; — put in

fire: 5309, 7273
sliower : 6224, 6512, 6770; — , April:

61 19 f., 6848; — , sunshiny: 6849 f.

showing warts to someone else : 2689
shrinkage of grain : 8279
shrinking: — moon: 154, 7714; —
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shingles: 8473; — of soap: 2812;
— timber : 8463

shroud: 2938, 4957, 5131
shrub : 7948, 8373 ff., 8378
shuck: —, corn: 2518; —, tea made

of: 1449
shucking corn : 8160 f.

shuddering : 4923, 5241
shuffling cards : 3657 f.

sick, the: 661 ff., 693 ff., 759 f., 1 196,

4984 ff
.

; — person's bed : 5690 ;
—

person's clothing: 5130; see also

patient

sickness : 684 ff ., 706, 5344, 5412 ; see

also disease ; — , cause of : 689 f.,

727, 732 ; — of cats : 7400 ; — in

cow : 7602 ;
— in dogs : 7426 ; —

,

portents of: 686 f., 690 ff., 707 flf.,

729 f., 734; — ,
prevention of: 713,

765 f.

side : — , left : 7882 ; — of tree : 8415
sideache : 2102 ff.

sidewalk : 3753
sieve : 5636 f ., 7450 ; see also sifter

sifter: 3691, 4296, 5638 f., 5669; see

also sieve

sifting flour : 4296
signet ring: 3251. 4^90
sight [eyesight]: 2108; — , out of:

1924, 6833 ; see also visibility

"sight unseen sump'ner" : 5755 f.

sign (signs) :
— of bad weather : 6169

ff. ; — of the cross: 1537, 1778,

2284, 3557 U 5648, 5655. 5821 ;
—

of death : 4966, 4979, 5019, 5048 ff-,

5052, 5056 f., 5059, 5070, 5072, S081

f., 5084, 5086, 5094 ; see also death

sign; — of travel: 3710 ff. ; — of

war: 5903 f., 5906 f
.

; — of the

zodiac: 81, 6892, 7621 f., 7747, 7993
ff., 8008, 8066 ff., 8092 f., 8096, 8123

ff., 8167 ff., 8206 ff., 8218, 8225.

8248, 8263, 8296, 8298, 8300, 8304,

8306, 8309 ff., 8342, 8347, 8361 ff.,

8372, 8424 ; sec also zodiac

silence: 2355, 4312, 4323, 4326, 4419,

5631, 5724, 5887, 7631, 7813, 8515

silhouette of witch : 5692

silk: 299, 1755, 5867; — cord: 424,

1258; — dress: 3163; — handker-
chief: 2101, 3114; •— string: 1015,

1832, 2437; — thread: 300, 2009,

2304
silkweed: 1921

sills of house : 5633
sillybug: 371
silver: — bullet: 5584, 5691, 5697,

5763 ;
— in churn : 7541 f., 7545 ;

—
coins (dime, dollar, money) :

1357, 1902, 341 1, 3415, 3438, 5673,

5698, 5828, 7518, 7627; — , dream
of : 5899 ; — knife : 4044 ; —,

piece

of: 5565, 5650, 5685, 5822, 7630,

7668 ; — ring : 7668 ; — rubbed on
sty : 2290 ; — shown to moon

:

3368, 3432, 3435; — spoon: 7515;— thimble: 375, 2086; — used to

buy warts : 2677
"simlin" : 810
sin : 2837
singing: — before arising: 4916; —

before breakfast : 468, 2844, 2847
ff

.
; — in bed : 469, 3086 ff

.
;
—

birds: 6702 f., 7219; — while cook-
ing: 471 1 ;

— before eating: 2845
f

.
; — of frogs : 6764 ; — of hens :

6371; — of mockingbird: 7256; —
at night: 3125, 4915; — after re-

tiring: 3085, 3126; — at table:

2842 f., 5078 f
.

; — whippoorwill

:

6887 ;
— wren : 6422

sinking : — of grave : 5526 f . ; — of

guilty person : 3692 ; — of inno-

cent person : 3693
sip (sips) of water: 1643, 1646^ 1654;

see also swallow of water
sister : 5034
sitting: — on a dog: 7164; — down:

3766 ff., 3827, 4974, SI 35,' 5326,

5767, 7463, 781 1 ; — in sun: 1045;— on table : 3049 f., 4284 f., 4608 f.,

4661 ; — on trunk : 3736
six : — buzzards : 3977 ;

— months :

7079, 7307 ;
— names : 4840 ;

—
nights : 4462, 4838 ; — Sundays

:

6429 ; — times : 4600 ;
— warts :

2682; — weeks: 6045, 6176, 7090;
— weeks of cold weather : 6282

;
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— weeks of dry weather : 6307 ;
—

weeks of rain : 6496
sixteenth verse of Proverbs 21 or 31 :

5849
sixth of January : 8396 ; see also Old

Christmas
sixty-five days : 8050
size: 638 fT.

sizzling fire: 7052
"skidoo" number : 6041

skin: 630; — of back: 1893, 1900 ; —

,

bleaching of: 2109; see also

whitening ; — over chickens' bills

:

7449 ;
— diseases : 2109 flf. ; — , eel

:

1977; — around egg: 919, 1931 ;
—

of muskrat : 818; — poison: 21 13;— of potato: 1937; — of snake:

1589, 1987 fT., 2139 f., 2306, 2895 f-

5678 ; — of weasel : 820
skinny chickens : 8474
skipping a row in planting: 5348 fY.

skull : 856, 2307, 4275, 5620
skunk oil : 1835
sky : — , blue : 6229, 6348, 6509, 6855,

6905 ; — clear : 6525 fif
., 7072

;

—
,
gray: 6853; — ,

green: 6261,

6510; — , mackerel: 6946; —

,

patches of: 6228 f
.

; — , red: 6139
f., 6506 f., 6853, 6940, 6943; —, re-

flections in : 6553
slack in rain : 6881

slaughtering hogs : 7693 f¥.

sleek surface of water : 7778
sleep: —, crying (weeping) before:

2845 f. ; — , crying in : 4963 ;
— in-

terfered with by ghosts : 5720 ; —

,

talking in : 3099 f., 4103 ; — , walk-
ing in: 5708

sleeping : — baby : 230 ;
— children :

248; — foot: 1399 a., 4202; —
person : 5032

sleeping : — on one's back : 3128, 5665 ;— on one's belly: 5181 ;
— with

Bible under head : 3487, 5666 ;
—

with cat : 1973 ;
— in church : 3492

f., 4962; — with dog: 1975; —
with flower under pillow : 6382 ;

—
with head to foot of bed : 4964 ;

—
over hidden treasure : 5884 ;

—
with infant : 274 ;

— in moonlight

:

2759 f
• ;
— on New Year's Day

:

4961 ;
— in room number 13: 6038;

— in school : 442 f
.

; — at wake :

5428 ;
— on wedding cake : 4355

sleeplessness : 3096
sleet: 7035, 8391
sleeve : 3324 f., 3844, 5661

slicked-down bird : 6046
slipper: 3122
slippery elm (ellum) : 39, 656, 1553;— bark: 401, 941, 2201; — -bark

poultice : 2202
slips, potato: 8231
slobbering : 338 ff., 7653
slouch : 4027 fif.

sluck : 6105
slug : 2476
slut: 4719
small : — ears : 509, 670 ; — stars

:

6555
smallpox : 21 15 fT.

smartness : 428 f
.

; see also bright child

smartweed : 7472
smartweed tea : 897
smell of must : 1732
smelling : — cucumber : 7292 ; — tiger

lily : 1484
smiling: 261 f.

smoke: 675 f., 1175, 6165 ff., 6634,

6973, 7475, 7536, 7650, 8397, 8400
f

. ; — of corn meal : 1042 ; —, de-

scending : 3548, 6413, 6630 flf. ;
—

from jimson leaves: 1919; — from
pipe: 1338; from puffball: 1867;— , ring of : 7877 ; — , rising : 3547,
4078, 6236, 6366 f., 6390, 6629; —

,

sulphur: 1287; — from tar: 1137,
1287; — , tobacco: 1327, 1843; —
from woolen rags : 905, 2758

smoking : — life everlasting : 966 ;
—

mullein leaves: 1014; — silkweed

:

1921 ; — sulphur : 5645 ; — warts
over lamp : 2570

smothering: — mad-dog-bite victim:
1290; — a mole [animal] in one's
hands : 750, 2314 ; see also rubbing
mole to death

smudge of rags: 1795
smut : — , burning of : 7687 ; — from

chimney back: 2571; — on face:

3708
Smutt tea : 1169
snail: ion, 1189, 1545, 2477, 4536 fT.,

4710, 4713, 4739 f., 4741, 6808, 7387
snake: 10, 112 f., 720 ff., 1392, 1917,

1988, 2122. 2141, 2718, 2895 i; 3880
f., 5244, 5552, 5555, 5980, 6107, 6196,
6243, 6759, 6889, 7290 fT. ; 8543 ; —
bite of: 720 f., 2122, 5245, 7323—

's blood : 4265 ;
— in the body

719 ff. ; — bracelet : 7324 ; — , bury
ing of: 6377; — , coachwhip: 7950;—

, dead (killed): 2145, 6256; —

,

dream of: 717, 3614 ff.; — eggs:
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2273 ; — fat : 2144 ;

—
's head

:

2142; —'s heart: 2143; —, horned:

7949; — ,
joint: see joint snake;—

's liver: 2143; — oil: 1330;
—

's

tongue: 5543; — tooth: 5814; —
track: 5573, 7321

snake doctor : 7316
snakeroot: 1213, 1601 ;

— tea: 1450,

2154
snakeskin: 37, 1589, 1987, 2139 f., 2306,

2895 f., 5746, 5760, 7294, 7299
snakeweed: 2155
snap bean : 8069, 8079 f. ; — leaf : 2484
snapping fire : 6637
snapping turtle : 7015
snare : 8323
snaws [snows] : 7093
Sneed, Samuel: 2818

sneezing: 557, 662, 3662, 4933 ff., 4937
f., 5773 f., — before arising: 4061 ;

—before breakfast: 558 f.^ 41 10,

4928 f., 4931 f. ; — of cat : 6657 ;
—

of chickens : 7502 ;
— before eating

:

4002; — on Friday: 561 fT., 3707;
— on Monday: 560 f?., 4107; —

,

prevention of : 552 f
.

;
— after re-

tiring : 3084, 4060, 4939, 8476, 8479

;

— on Saturday: 561 ff., 4162; —
seven times: 555, 1146; — on Sun-
day morning : 559, 561 ff., 4929 fif.,

5774; — at table: 556, 687, 4001,

4033 f., 4925 f., 4938, 8475 ; — three

times : 554, 4924, 4927 ; — on
Thursday: 561 ff., 3528; — on
Tuesday: 561 f¥., 3925, 4108; — on
Wednesday : 561 ff., 4109 f.

sniffing: 1592, 1882, 6672; see also

snuffing

snoring : 2171 f.

snow: 92, 658, 1040, 1 143, 1532, 4794,

4970, 5969, 6016, 7028, 7031 ff.,

7452, 7874, 7967, 8032, 8034, 8288,

8329, 8390, 8564; see also snow-
flake, snowstorm, snowy winter ;

—
on bride : 8551 ;

— on Christmas
Day: 61 14; —, dream of: 8503; —

,

eating of : 732 ;
— field : 5769 ; —

,

first: 731, 1378, 1566, 6104; —

,

last: 1379; — , March: 1564; —

in May: 1380; — melted: 1379 f
.

;

—, third: 732
snowball bush : 5365 f.

snowbird : 7065 f.

snow blindness: 2173
snowdrop : 5367
snowffake : 7046
snowstorm : 4730, 7043 f.

snowy winter : 8033
snuff: 56, 340, 1030, 1 131, 2234, 2256,

2364, 7841
snuffing: — alum water: 1883; —

puffball smoke : 1867 ; — ragweed
tea: 1868; see also sniffing

soap : 950, 987, 2325 ; — , laundry

:

1409; —, lye: 2161 ;
— making:

2806 ff. ; —, mild: 1931 ; — , Octa-

gon : 948 ; — , soft : 1200 ;
— , wood-

chuck : 2719
sock : 665, 3203 f., 4256 ; — in hog's

mouth : 6286 ; — , left : 3202 ; —

,

wrong-side-out : 4204 ; see also

stocking

socrum weed : 865
soda: 978, 1491, 1614, 1658, 1725, 2032,

2161, 2257, 2323, 2373; — , baking:

1201, 2237, 2567; -— , bicarbonate

of: 1536, 1726; — , bread: 1961,

2260; — , cooking: 1173; — poul-

tice: 2259; — water: 1657, 1727,

2258
sodie : see soda
soft: — clouds: 6385; — soap: 1200

soggy firewood (wood) : 8445^ 8447,

. 8449
soil, cracking of : 5886
soldier : 208
sole: — of foot: 1142, 1400 f., 3933;— leather: 863; — of shoe: 1239,

3845, 7171
solitude : see secrecy

Solomon, book of : 4347
"Something old, something new . .

."

:

4819 ff.

son (sons): — , seven: 2420; —

,

seventh: 2421, 2732, 5870
Song of Solomon : 4726 ; —, third

chapter : 4348
soot : 867, 7058, 7592, 7598 ; — , applied
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to cord : 325 ; —, applied to cuts

(wounds): 1269, 2754; — , burn-

ing (catching lire) : 4074, 6914 f.,

7688; — on face: 4160; — falling

down chimney : 6635 ; — from ket-

tle bottom : 957 ; see also sooty

sooty: — -bottomed saucer: 5864; —
cobwebs: 861

sora rails : 7332
sore : — eyes : 1358, 3783 ; — hands

:

1566, 1783; — mouth: 320, 1824,

1826; — throat: 2185 ff
. ;
—

tongue : 3672 ; sec also soreness,

sores

soreness : — drawn from swelling

:

2323; — of foot: 1781, 1783; see

also sore, sores

sores : 2174 fif. ; — in the mouth : 1825,

5608 ; — , smallpox : see smallpox
sorrel: — , sheep: 1003, 2180; —

,

sour : 1004
sorrel-tree stick : 829
sorrow (sorrows) : 488 f.. 561 fF., 595,

605, 3109, 4784, 4789. 7097, 7256.

7960, 8496
sorry person : 7468
soul : 5709 ;

— of cat : 7161

sound : 6834 fif., 6936, 8557
sour sorrel : 1004

souring of cream or milk : 6669, 7568
sourwood : — bark tea: 1303; —

splinter: 2377; — stick: 829, 2551
south : 3078, 6961 ; — breeze : 6601 ; —

,

clouds in: 631 1, 6516; — -facing

gates: 7619; — , lightning in the:

6333 f ., 6364 ;
— migration of

birds : 6065, 6084 f., 6290, 6292,

6298, 7064, 8052 ; — moon : 6394 f.,

7852 ;
— side of hill : 2659 ; — side

of tree: 790, 1447; — , thunder in:

641 1 f. ; — wind: 6327 f., 6362,

6409, 6602, 6967, 7756 fif., 8020,

8133, 8170, 8302, 8305, 8313, 8397,

8399
southeast : — side of mountain : 6234

;

— , thunder in : 6891 ;
— wind : 6600

southwest : — breeze : 6601 ; —

,

thunder in: 641 1; — wind: 6362,

6603
souvenir elephant: 7181

sou'wester : 6954
sow : 7684 f. ; — meat : 2471
sow bug : 398. 1098
sowing : 8000, 8027 ff. ; — beans : 8060

;— cabbage seed : 8098 f. ; — cu-

cumber seed: 8171 ; — grass seed:

8276; — pepper seed: 8184; —
sage seed: 8258; — salt: 5542; —
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tobacco seed : 8263, 8266 ; — turnip

seed : 8252 ; — wheat : 8284 f ., 8287
space between fingers: 4181
spacing of corn grains on cob: 8139
spade : 5399, 5485
Spanish fire dance : 5748
Spanish fly : 4267
sparkling: — fire: 4063; — sea: 6159
sparks: 140, 4073, 4408, 5171, 6972; —

from cat's fur : 6280
sparrow : 7067
spasms : 2220

spawning oysters : 2821

speaking: — to animals: 5183; —

,

God: 5971; — ,
prohibition against:

1057. 1199, 1512 f., 1515, 1517,

2493, 2648, 2698, 2863 f., 3398,

341 1, 4316, 4324 fif., 4347, 4384, 4486
f., 4489 f., 5083, 5724, 5887, 5921,

8171 ;
—

• in unison: 445 flf.

speckled perch : 7849
speech defect : 341 flf.

speed : 646
spell: 5543, 5545; — , casting of:

1398, 5545. 5548, 5556 f., 5675, 5696,

5765 ;
— put on gun : 5623 ; — put

on horses : 7660 ; — , warded oflf

:

5559 ff.

spell, rainy : 6372
spending money : 3401, 3413
spicewood-tree-bark tea : 1820

spider: 3168, 3990 ff., 4128, 5622, 6795
ff-, 7375 ff-; — dust: 4265 ;—

,

granddaddy : 761 1; — on wedding
gown : 4823

spider stings : see stings of scorpions,

spiders, etc.

spider web: 1051, 3987 ff., 4535, 6798
ff., 6875, 7382 ; — across path

:

4534 ; — applied to cuts : 862 ;
—

put in aching tooth : 2350
spike driven into heart of witch : 5693
spilling: — cards: 3651; — dish-

water : 4655 ; — ink on wedding
dress : 4825 ; — salt : 465, 2880 ff.,

3551 fif., 4672; — a shot: 7862; see

also dropping, turning over
spine: 4919, 5239
spinner : 3169
spinning: — the bottle 5868; — a

chair : 466 f., 3041 f., 3044
spinning wheel : 5583
spinster: 4481, 8549; see also old

maid
spiral: 2551
spirit: 726, 4323, 5047, 5093, 5166,

5421, 5484, 5529. 5531, 5733 ff.,

7873 ; see also ghost, hant
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spirits of ammonia : see ammonia
spirits of turpentine : see turpentine

spitting: 71, 473, 2124, 2606, 3863; —
on angleworm : 7833 ;

— on bait

:

7840 f., 7844 ff. ; — on broom

:

2927, 5635; — in cap: 3633 f.,

3785 ; at caterpillars : 1413 ;
— on

chip : 8506 ; — on crossmark : 472,

3764, 3770 f., 3772 f., 3777, 379h
3828, 3862, 4282, 5842; — on cuts

(wounds) : 1260, 2746; — on door-

step : 5561 ; — on finger : 507

7107; — in (on) fire: 2387, 3014

3544, 4068 fi., 4400 ; — of fire

7053 ;
— on fishhook : 4532, 7847 f.

— on ground : 2426 ;
— in hat

3784, 3839, 3867; — on hand
(palm) : 3400, 3628, 3632, 4178,

7104, 7106, 8440; — over one's

head : 3864 ; — on hem of dress

(skirt): 3161, 3233; — on

(through) horseshoe: 7124 ff
.

;
—

through ladder rungs : 3066 ; — on

money: 3441; — on (under) rock:

1615, 2104 ff., 2643, 4135; — over

shoulder : 3865 f
.

; — on tool

handle : 570 ; — on warts : 2428,

2448, 2557 ; — on wrong-side-out

garment: 3187; see also saliva,

spittle

spittle : 457 ff., 3845, 5786 ; — covered

by rock : 2104 ; — , cross made of

:

1242; — , rubbed: 507, 11 98 f
.

; see

also saliva, spitting

splint [horse ailment] : 7654
splinter : 727, 2221 f., 2337 ; —, ex-

tracted : 1737, 1779, 2221 f. ; —

,

fire-tipped: 4426; — of lightning-

struck white pine : 4274 ; — , light-

wood : 2194, 2360; —, sourwood:

2377
split : — cow's tail : 7588 ff., 7594 if-— frog: 1978; — lizard's tail

7859; — pea: 2539; — rail: 8464
— tree: 31 1- 32i, 337, 828

spoilage : — of eggs : 7456 ;
— of meat

:

7722, 7726, 7731 f- ; — of sauer-

kraut: 2795 f.

spooks : 5726 f. ; see also ghost, hant,

spirit

spool : 2172
spoon : 4293 ff. ; —, dropped : 2878,

4010 ff. ; —, silver: 7515
spot: 391 1, 5788; — on finger: 4194

ff., 4605; — , red: 5703, 7947; —

,

yellow : 4965
spotted : — leaf : 4557 ;

— sheep : 1095

sprains : 2223 ff.

spraying : — of breast milk : 1363 ;
—

nest, coops, etc. : 1029, 1032, 1035

spreading manure : 7963
sprigs: 8377
spring (springtime) : 831, 1283, 1443,

1447, 1549, 1945, 3379. 3621 f.,

3709, 4145 ff-, 4149, 5980, 6046,

6049, 6051 f., 6054, 6188, 7082, 7232,

7235, 7247 f., 7251, 7290, 7295, 7335,

7490, 8339, 8375; — , beginning of:

6044 ; — , cool : 6059 ; — , early

:

6042, 6047; — fever: 1446; —

,

late : 6062 ; — , thunder in : 6055,

6269, 7012; — tonic: see tonic; "

—

trouble": 5973
spring [water] : 1573, 1700, 2040, 2607,

4387, 5536 f., 5642, 5771, 6577, 7486,

8057; —, conjured: 5538; — going

dry : 7329, 7336, 7341 ;
— lizard

:

7329 ; — , looking into : 4449 f. ;
—

,

mirror held over : 4446 ff., 4705 ;
—

of sulphur water: 1317, 1729; —
water : 1064, 2574

sprinkling : 5555 ;
— cow's back : 7630

;

— mustard seed : 5674 ;
— salt

:

7689; — sand: 5631; — wood:

8457
sprouting : — coffee grains : 4546 ;

—
peas: 2535; — trees: 8430

sprouts: 8431; — , huckleberry: 1430;

— , onion: 8189; — ,
peach tree:

5898 ; —
,
pear tree : 8438 ; — ,

per-

simmon : 4871; — ,
potato: 8234;

—, sweetgum : 1430

spruce: — gum: 1717; — pine wood:
3031 ;

— tree : 1265

spunk water : see stump water
sputtering fire : 7054 ; see also spitting

of fire
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sputum: 4178; see also saliva, spittle

squall: 6724; — , thunder: 6336, 6412
squalling of guinea fowl : 6698
squash : 810, 8306
squeaking shoes : 3242
squealing: 1983; — hog (pig): 6180,

6284, 6287

squirrel: 6078 fif., 7900 flf. ; — brains:

369 ;
— crossing path : 3876 fT.,

8546; — ears: 8138; —
,

gray:

2347 ;
— liquor : 275 ; — , skinned :

18; — teeth: 4365
stabbing : loi

stable door : 7661 fT.

stag : 1476, 2220

stage: 3477
stacrgers [horse ailment] : 7656 f.

stairs (stairway) : 2996 ff., 2999, 3167,

5188 ; see also steps

stalk, corn: 2519, 81 13 f., 81 19, 8126
stallion's breath: 2717
stammering : 343 ff

.

stamp : 4130
"stamping" : 3420 f. ; — black birds

:

7208 ; — gray horses : 4478 ;
—

gray mules: 7144; — horses: 3416,

3418 f
. ; — white horses: 7105,

7108; see also tagging

stanching of blood: see blood stanch-

ing

stanchion : 3469
standing :

— with back to fire : 5400

;

— on head : 1772, 5141
star (stars) : 242, 6155, 6205, 6264 f.,

6908; — bed quilt pattern: 5133;— , big (large) : 6561 f
.

; — , blaz-

ing: 5904; — in circle (halo, ring)

around moon: 6151 f., 6204, 6357,

6547, 6549 f., 6552; — in circle

around sun: 6147; — , counting of:

734, 2418, 5142, 5959 flf.; —, dim:
6560 ; — enclosed by new moon

:

4455; — , falling: 4467, 4874, 5143
ff-, 5962, 5965 f., 6957, 8555; —

,

first: 3252, 4456 flf., 5953 flf.; —

,

flickering: 6559, 7036; —, hud-
dling: 6557; — near (passing)
moon: 6562 f

.
; — in palm of hand:

5854 ; —, personal : 5142 ; — , seven

:

4308, 7864; —, shooting: 3882,

4468, 5905 f., 5963, 5967, 6266, 6564,
6958, 8556; —, small: 6555; —

,

thick: 6356, 6554; — , twinkling:
6558, 7072

Star, North : 6162
starching shirt tail : 3236
star grass roots : 2743
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"Star light, star bright . . ."
: 4137,

4456, 4458 fT., 5956 flf.

star sapphire : 4246
star stones : 4246
starting a job: 3455 flf.

starting a journey: 8545
starvation: 301 1; — of bewitched

cow: 7631; — cure for tapeworm:
2329

starve a fever : iioi f.

stationery : 2386
steak, raw : 1391

stealing: 229 flf., 235, 3686, 8549; —
bird's eggs: 7218; — bow from
boy's hat : 4222 ;

— chicken : 5557 ;— hair from beloved : 4233, 4237 ;
—

herbs : 8256 ;
— a plant : 8355 ;

—
sugar : 236 ; — wedding cake

:

4833 ; see also stolen

steam : 1328, 2331 ;
— bath : 2121

steamship : 3462, 3467
steel: 1463, 1893, 5682, 7489; — bullet:

5763; — factory: 3484
Steer, moon in the : 6262

stepmother's breath : 268, 6968
stepping: — out of clothes: 3174; —

on cracks : 437, 5624 ; — in foot-

prints : 1576; — God [thunder]:

5971; — on heels: 4252; — in

snake's track: 7321; — on toad:

6773
stepping back: 639, 1525. 4886, 7825;

see also retracing steps

stepping over: — bottle: 8487; —
broom: 2931, 5595 f

.
; — broom

handle : 4690 ;
— charm : 5562 ;

—
child: 181 flf., 4886; — dishcloth:

2897; — doorsill: 4977; — fish

pole: 7822 flf.; — grave: 185, 4923,

5490 flf. ; — gun : 7905 ; — hoe

:

8356 ; — husband : 779 ; — melon
vine : 8320 ;

— mop handle : 4690 ;— a person : 613 flf., 638 f., 1480,

3382, 4691, 5025 flf. ; — a stone:

1525
steps [doorsteps] : 2600, 4762, 4862,

5003, 5559, 5632 ; see also stairs

steps [footsteps] : — , backward: 1653;— , nine : 4254 ; — , nine backward :

4141 flf., 4148 f
.

; —, nine backward
and forward: 4140 ; — taken on
rail : 4634 ; — , twelve : 8484

sterility: 10; see also fertility

stick (sticks) : 302, 436, 2615 f., 3288,
4226, 5556, 5679, 5767, 5782; —

,

chewed: 3540: — . cro=se^ : e.->nq

7279; — gathered on Sunday:
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5951 ; —. hickory : 5897 ;
— in

hog's mouth: 6178 f., 6286; —

,

lightwood : 3539 ; — , notched : 2624

ff. ; _, pine : 2542 ;
— , seven : 2560 ;

— , sourwood (sorrel tree) : 829,

2551
stickers of holly leaf : 4558

sticking [adhesion] doors and win-

dows : 6839

sticking [piercing] : — pm in clothing

(shoulder) : 3320 fif., 3324 f-. 3333,

8530; — pin in ground: 5684; —
warts with needle (pin) : 2653 ff.

;

see also cutting, picking

stiff joints: see rheumatism

stiffness of the dead: 5422

stile: 3741 i-
„

still [quiet] : — air : 7750. 7c>53
;

—
winter's night : 7072

still, turpentine: 1202

stilling receipt: 2818

stjng: _ of bee (flies, insects) : 1909

f., 2320, 2242 ff. ; — of centipedes,

scorpions, spiders : 2264 ff. ;
— of

cow ant: 7347; — of snake: 7310

stinginess: 509, 579

stinging air: 7041

stirring: — milk with fork: 5649; —
motion : 2776 f

.
; — the pot : 2829

;

— soap: 2813 ff.

stirrup : 7664 f-

stob, hickory: 4242, 4255

stock : — death of : 57/8

stocking: 3210 ff., 5663.; — black:

2213 ; — , dime worn in : 5827 ;
—

,

dirty: 967, 2210; — , hole in: 464,

41 1 5 ff.; — left: 2215, 4148 f • ;

—
around leg: 1548; — around neck

(throat) : 967. 2192, 2209 ff., 2214;

— , right: 4147; — , wrong-side-

out: 2212 f., 5662

stolen: — bacon: 2469; — dishcloth

(dishrag) : 2587, 2592, 2594 ff.,

2610 ff. ; — meat (pork, sow

meat) : 2464 ff., 2471 ; — meat-

skin : 2463, 2468 ; — milk : 271 1 ;
—

pins: 2667; — potato: 2020; —
string: 2439; see also stealing

stomach: 1598, 1701, 1734, 2764, 8246;
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— ache: 1702, 1705, 1716, I734; —
ailments (disorders, trouble) :

1704, 1707, 1711, 1713 f., 1717,

2269 f. ; — of deer : 1693 ; — of

dog : 5222 ;
— of snake : 6256, 6747,

6889 ;
— of toad-frog : 2702 ; stom-

ach ulcers : see ulcers

stone: 44, 1525, 2049, 2103, 2554, 2640,

2644, 2646, 2650, 3750, 4134, 4144,

5641, 7958; —, alligator-pear:

1306; — bruise: 970, 973; —

,

eagle: 4870; •—
• from fishing hawk's

nest: 5813; — ,
growing: 8518; —

,

lucky: 5810; — , miraculous: 2147;
— , moisture on : 6581 ;

— from
snake : 2147 ; — from swallow

:

1590; — from toad's head: 2148
stone-pasley [parsley] tea: 1312

stopper for bottles : 5689 f.

stopping: — clock: 2788, 5052 ff.,

5404 ff. ; — dog's barking: 7168,

7170 f .
; — nosebleed: i860 ff.,

1866, 1868 f., 1871 ff., 1880, 1883

ff.. 1888 ff., 1892, 1895, 1897, 1899,

1902 ff. ; — owl's screeching (shiv-

ering, hollering) : 7265 ff. ;
—

rain: 6860 ff. ; — on way to a

burying: 5459
storing; fruit : 8425
stork : i

storm : 6204, 6309, 6606, 6855, 6896 ff.,

7005, 8136; — after burial: 5528;
— , dream of : 6937 ;

— on Monday :

6902 ; — before night : 6904 ;
—

before Sunday : 6901

stormy day : 6141

stove: 2783, 2883, 2924, 4554, 6804,

6972
straight: — hair: 3798, 5587; —

teeth: 386
strange : — happenings : 5908 ;

—
horse : 3717

stranger: 562 f., 3883, 3905, 3907,

3928 ff., 3938, 3948, 3950, 3955 f-,

3960 ff., 3972 f., 3980, 3986,

3988 ff., 3996, 3999, 4001, 4004,

4015, 4043 f., 4841, 4843 f., 4846

strangulation: 2271, 4876

strap, leatlicr : 2043

Witchcraft, Ghosts, Magic 5532-5992

Cosmic, Time, Numbers, etc. 5903-6041
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straw: 2554, 6170, 7063; — broom:
1204, 2O14, 5034; — hat: 1524;
— , load of: 7937; — in pig's

mouth: 6283; —,
pine: 1637; —

rubbed on warts : 2552 f.

strawberry: 93 f., 1393; — caps: 1718;

— , ripe: 1503; — tea: sec wild

strawberry ; —, wild : 5358
straying : — cat : 7394 ff

.
; — cattle

:

761 1 ; — dog: 7410 ff. ; — hogs:

7679; — husband: 4241 f.

stream : 1080, 1096, 1464, 1609, 2072,

3061, 4602, 5576, 5788, 7634, 8336,

8343 f-; — , conjured: 5539; — o£

hot air: 5751 ; sec also branch, still

street corner : 2302
strength : 640 ff., 3629 ;

— of chickens

:

7445 ;
— of mules : 7669

stretches : 348
stretching: — of dog: 5221 f

.
; — at

table: 3431
strewing butter-bean hulls in road

:

8058
strife : 3585
striking clock: 3054, 4420, 5051, 5056

ff.

striking hoes together : 8357
string: 2358, 2383, 2441, 4626, 5537,

5687 ; — of beads : see beads ;
—

bean : 8057, 8081 ; see also snap

bean; —, blue: 1234, 1874; —

,

burning: 1544; —, cotton: 1078,

1 141, 1233, 1984, 2702; — , dirty:

736; — around (over) fields: 8321,

8333 f- ;
— around finger : 1881 ;

—

,

kerosene (turpentine) : 1034, 1078,

2047; — , knotted: 1078, 1082 f.,

1094, 2440, 7280; — of leather:

2041, 2707; — around neck: 1084,

1682, 1898, 5798; —, red: 359,

1837, 2046, 2095; —, silk: 1015,

1832, 2437; —, stolen: 2439; —

,

tarred: 2048; — around (on)

trees: 1005, 7492; — around waist:

1078, 1084, 1092 f., 1544; — on
warts: 2434 ff. ; — , white: 1876,

8153; —,
yarn: 1093, I754, 7607;

see also band, cord, thread

striped: — corn petals: 8040, 8143; —
Wandering Jew : 7943

stripping fodder : 8273
stroke : 2272
stroke of luck : 5961

struck by lightning: 7017 ff.

strumpet : 3964
stubbing toe : 4203 ; see also stumping

toe

student: 208

stuff a cold : 1102

stumbling: 3753, 3779. 4217; — up-

stairs : 4330
stump: 1 145, 2457, 2591, 4658, 6472.

6477 f. ; see also tree stump ; —

,

burned: 1183; — , decayed (rot-

ten) : 2663, 4260; —, hollow: 3 f.,

1520 f., 2427; — , oaken: 2576; —
water: 1520 f., 2082, 2575 ft., 5799,

5835
stumping: — foot: 618, 3751; — toe:

621 ff., 3752, 7810; — toenail off:

627
stunting growth: 181, 638 f.

stuttering : 346, 2273 ; see also stam-

mering, impediment of speech

sty : 2274 ff.

success : 3383 ff., 3479, 4780
sucker [fish] : 7770
sucking :

— breath : 4888 ; — out

poison of snake bite: 2124 ff., 2169;
— warts : 2425

suckling sow : 7684 f.

sudden heat : 7003
suet, mutton: 906, 968, 971, 1267, 1352,

2182 f.

sugar: 408, 896, 923, 948, 950, 1121,

1 156, 1216 f., 1249, 1251 f., 1268,

1276, 1335, 1382, 1638 ff., 1690 f.,

1727, 1870, 1920, 2197, 2792, 7361 f.,

8380 ; — barrel : 5, 7359 ; — bowl

:

2889; — , brown: 969, nil, 1209,

1219 ; —, melted : 2325 ;
— teat : 80,

273 ;
— water : 1748

sugar-maple leaf : 6826
suicide : 4904
suit, new : 3155 ff.

suitcase : 3737
sulphur: 67, 315, 409, 797 U 903, 1036,

1038 f., 1549, 1802, 1824, 1929, 1 93

1

f., 2083, 5645, 7255; — blown
down throat: 1288; — , burned:

1287, 5761; — and molasses: 179,

277, 797; — around neck: 1745,

2706; — in shoes: 772, 1746; —
sprinkled on beds and tallies : 5541 ;— water : 1729

sumac: 21 13
summer (summertime) : 6071, 6096,

6289, 6720, 7006, 8451 ;
— drought:

6327; — , dry: 6057 f., 6072; —

,

hot : 6060 f., 8520 ; — morning

:

6873 ; — night : 6723 ; — rain

:

6528 ; — , wet : 6055 ff., 6409
summer fern : 1452
sun: 4, 336, 1004, 1045, 1272, 1967,

2230, 3369, 3685, 4423, 6008, 6158,

6226, 6249, 6349, 6360, 7775 ; see
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also sunshinej —, circle (ring)
around: 6146 f., 6400, 6460; — be-
hind clouds : 6457 ff. ; — crossed by
clouds: 6513 ff., 6904; — drawing
water: 6461 f. ; — , eclipse of: 5909;— , mock: 6198; —, red: 6938; —

,

turning of the : 5503 ; — , wading of

:

6463
sunburn : 2303 ff.

Sunday: 2904, 2934, 3273, 3458 fT.,

4523, 6005, 6218, 6493 ff,j 6851,

6964, 7222, 7496, 7504; —, born on
(Sunday's child): 122 ff., 127 ff.

;

— , burning brush on : 5952 ; —

,

corpse kept over : 5425 ; —, crying
on : 6003 ; —, death on : 4984 ; —

,

driving nails on : 5023 ; —, finger-

nails (nails) cut (trimmed) on:

597 ff., 605 f., 3680, 5775; —, first

after marriage : 4865 ; —, first of

month : 6439 ff. ; —, fishing on

:

7793 ; —,
gathering sticks on

:

5951; —
,

grave left open over:

5508;
—

's horn: 490; — ,
journey

begun on: 3726; —, knife sharp-
ened on : 2875 ; — , legs crossed on

:

609 ; —, moving on : 2953 ; —, rain

before (on) : 6439 ff., 6467, 6487,
6489, 6491 ; — , sewing on : 3261 ff.

;

— shorn : 491 ; —, sneezing on

:

559, 561 ff., 4929 ff-, 5774 ; —, storm
before : 6901 ; —, sweetheart com-
ing (seen) on: 4162, 4199; —

,

taking sick on : 685 ; —, whistling
on : 8489

sundog: 6157, 6571 f., 7037
sundown : 4707 f., 4778, 5720, 6008,

6148 f., 6218, 6260, 6689, 7127, 7184,

7317 ff. ; — , after: 1771, 2916 f.,

3098, 6887; —, before: 3528; —
-dark interval: 5192; — , hair

combed after : 2767 ; —, sweeping
after: 690, 3376, 4995, 51 10 f

. ; see
also sunset

sunflower: 762, 1453; — -leaf tea:

1313
sunlight : 3030
sunning of chickens : 6674 f.

sunny day : 6254 f

.

sun pain : see sunburn
sunrise: 2573, 2780 f., 4440, 4741, 5581

f., 6222, 6571, 6605, 6801, 6853,

8396; — , before: 628 f., 681, 767,

1514 f., 1517, 2771, 2901, 2913 f.,

4448, 4536, 5724, 7475, 7531, 7536,
7902, 8172, 8314, 8322, 8338; —

,

dreams told before: 3132; —, red:

6144, 6343, 6452, 6456; — , sleeping

after: 3101 ; see also sunup
sunset: 4082, 4084 f., 4569, 5251, 6149,

6223 f., 6250, 6261, 6310, 6572,

6749, 6801, 6853, 6940, 7826, 7890;
—, absence of : 6480 ; — , after

:

2902, 2918; — , ashes taken up af-

ter: 2902, 5107; —, clear: 6344,
6482, 6851, 6900 ff. ; — , cloudy:

6483 ff., 6492 ff. ; —, cow bawling
after: 5193; — gray: 6455, 6481;
— -midnight interval : 5252 ; —

,

pretty: 6345; —, red: 6144, 6259,

6346, 6401, 6452, 6852, 6941 ; —

,

rooster crowing after (at) : 5259
f

.
; — , sweeping after : 8480 ; —

,

yellow: 6481, 6939; see also sun-

down
sunshine : 2073, 4434 f., 6247 f., 6251

f., 6256, 7450 ; — on bride : 4782 ff.

;

— at noon : 6045 ; — and rain si-

multaneously : 4134 ff., 6448, 6465
ff., 6849 f.

sunup: 6716
sunwise motion of stirring : 2776
supernatural apparitions : 245 ; see

also ghosts, hants, spirits

supper: 486, 2708, 2847, 2854 ff., 5109;
see also dumb supper

suppleness : 644, 1834
surf: 6959
surgical operations : see operations

surname: 4159, 4191
surprise : 622, 3748
susceptibility to tuberculosis : 2388
suspected murderer : 8544
swallow [bird] : 6245, 6731 ff.. 6997,

7241 ; — stones: 1590
swallow of water : 1644 f., 1647, 1649

ff., 1655 f.

swallowing: — buckshot: 1659; —
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chicken's heart : 4484 f
. ;
— fish

:

2712; — four-leaf clover: 4552; —
snake: 2718; — snake's heart: 2143

swamp : 7855 ; — , light in : 5735
swamp alder (elder) (swampelter) :

2321, 2728; — syrup: 2728
swamp fever : 2306
swamp lily root : 942
swarm : — of flying ants : 6787 ; — of

gnats : 6788 ; sec also swarming
swarming: — of bees: 7515; — flies:

6784
swearing to uphold Devil : 5585
sweat (sweating) : 1225, 1858, 2307

flf. ;
—-of corn bread: 1494, 1930,

2520 ; — egg : 4323, 4491 ;
— away

freckles: 1524; — glass: 6585 f
.

;

— of horses : 6672 ; — , induced :

1422, 1425, 1440, '1455, 1457, 2307
f. ; — of oiled (painted) floors:

6587; — of palms of hands: 4176;— pitcher : 6585 ;
— rock : 6582

sweeping: 2913 ff., 4049 f., 4322, 4686;
see also brushing; — baby (child) :

192 f . ; — backwards: 4323; —
under bed: 701 ff., 1196, 2928, 4898,

4993 ff- ;
— after dark (sundown,

sunset) : 52, 690, 3376 f., 51 10 f.,

8480 ; — doorstep : 4328 ; — feet

(under feet) : 178, 2925 f., 4619 f..

4687 ff. ;
— on New Year's Day

:

3375 ;
— between Old and New

Christmas : 3374 ;
— salt : 3904 ;

—
trash: 5109; — by two people:

5108; — yard: 6846
sweet apple tree : 2668
sweet cream (milk) : 1489, 2128, 3033,

5649
sweetened water : 1658
sweet gum: 1203; — bark: 1719; —

leaves: 977; — sprouts: 1430; —
stick: 7417; — wax: 2182

sweetheart: 507, 562, 565, 606, 1401,

2381, 4160, 4162, 4171, 4174, 4193
f., 4196 ff., 4202 f., 4206, 4223 f.,

4228, 4234 ff., 4240, 4252, 4257,
4269, 4297, 4337; — , dream of:

4i55_

sweet nitre : 854
sweet oil: 1321, 1332, 1922, 21 19, 2204
sweet pea : 8370 f

.

sweet potato : 8239 ff. ;
— leaves : 1408

sweet-shrub: 4271
swelling: 1398, 1700, 2169, 2236 f.,

2239, 2244, 2311 ff. ; see also risings
swift [bird] : 5325
swimmer of fish [bladder?] : 648

swimming : 647 f. ; — hogs : 7739
swimming in the head: 1289
swing: 5401
swinging a chair : 3046 ; see also turn-

ing, twirling

sw itch : 7431
switching : — of horse's tail : 6672 ;

—
a tree : 8422

swollen : — glands : see mumps ;
—

knee: 2313; — part of body: 2038;— throat : 2207 ; see also swelling
sword : 7548
sycamore tree : 7949
syrup: 1008, 1249, 2727 f

.
; — for

coughs: 121 1, 1217, 1220; — , hore-
hound: 1108, 1208; — , onion: 11 13,

2197

T, shoes placed in form of : 4373 ff

table: 2329, 2840, 3153, 3997, 4503
4714, 5541, 6237, 6368, 6383; —
corner of : 4502 ; — , cutting of

5071; — leg: 4504 f., 4712, 7268
— , lying on : 5080 ; —, raps on
5070; — , rebuilt: 5072; —, sing-

ing at : 5078 f. ; — , sitting on : 3049
f., 4284 f., 4608 f., 4661 ; — , sneez-
ing at: 687, 4001, 4033 f., 4925 f.,

4938, 8475 ; — , stretching at: 3431

;

— , thirteen at : 5073 ff., 6036
tablecloth : 3291
tableware : 4286 ; see also fork, knife,

spoon
tadpole : 6771
"tagging" : — gray mules : 3422, 7145 ;— white horses: 7109; see also

stamping
tail : — of bird : 7220 ; — of cat : 1 188,

2097, 2277 ff., 2956, 4637, 6279,

7398 f. ; — of cow : 6667, 7588 ff.

;

— of dog : 1292, 7409 f., 7412 ff. ;
—

of drake : 5587 ;
— of horse : 6672,

7636, 7650 ; — between legs : 5757

;

— , lizard's: 5543, 7859; — , long:

3802 ; — of ox : 7673 ; — of pig

:

7691 f. ;
— of rabbit : 7897 ; —

,

short : 3803 ; — of snake : 7309 ff.,

7319
taking down horseshoe: 7138
taking root by amputated finger : 809
taking up : — ashes : 5098 ff., 5435 ;

—
trash : 691

talcum powder : 326
talisman : 5589
talking : 342 ; — across fence : 3590

;

— fire out of a burn : 992 ; — while
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fishing : 7813 ; — with ghosts

:

5724; — of horses: 6015; — of

Jack-muh-lantern : 5767 ; — in

sleep: 3099 f., 4103; — warts
away : 2690, 2701

tall corn : 8115
tallow: 1786, 1992, 2182, 5651; —

candle: 5163; —, mutton: 645
tame geese : 6992
tangles : — in hair : 5607 ;

— in horse's

mane : 7664
tanse: see tansy

tansy: 943, 1496, 1602, 2305, 8259; —
tea: 41 f., 402, 789, 1167, 1182, 1720

tanze (tanzie) : see tansy

tapeworm : 2329 f.

taping of athlete : 3640
tappin' beetle : 7348
tar : 949, 7584 ;

— and feathers : 7650

;

—, burned; 1287; — jacket: 1940;

—
,

pine: 1342; — plaster: 1136;
— smoke: 1137; — string: 2048

tasseling of corn: 8154
Taurus : 7993
tea : 39, 780 tf

.
; —, addertag : 890 ;

—
ahalfa : 1702; — , apple tree bark

1418 f. ; — , balsam: 780; — , ba^il

1758; — , black pepper: 1818; —

,

boneset: 1056, 1105, 1703; —, briar

root : 405 ;
— , bubbles on : 3430 ;

—

,

burdock root: 891, 2736; — , cal-

amus (callibus) root: 289, 1706;

—, caraway seed: 1707; — , catnip:

275, 290, 314 f., 1 106, 1810; —

,

cherry tree bark: 1088, 1190, 1418

f. ; — , chestnut leaf : 2723 ; —

,

chicken gizzard: 1699, 2398; —

,

chicken manure: 1803; — , chimney

soot: 2033; — , chincopin (chinqua-

pin) root: 1277, 1307; — , cin-

chona: 1071 ; —, cinnamon: 1759;

—, cocklebur: 1285, 1760, 1918,

2150, 2397; — , colic root: 1158; —

,

corn pone: 1422; — , corn shuck:

1 811; — , corn silk: 1298; —, cot-

ton root: 21, 38; —, cottonseed:

296; —, crowfoot: 1312; — , dog-

wood bark: 1418, 1799; —, elder-

berry: 1812; —, elder blossom:

181 3 ; — , elder root : 1299 ; — made
of lather's hatband : 288 ; —, fere-

gosa leaf: 131 5; —, feverfew:

1425; — , feverweed : 1426; — , flag

root: 1 159; — , flaxseed: 892, 1814;
—, fodder blade: 1062; —

,
ginger:

40, 1 107, 1160, 1427, 171 1, 1815;

—
,
ginger and pepper : 7646 ; —

,

goat dung: 1805; —,
grass: 1546;

—
,
green cof?ee : 1761 ; —,

ground
holly: 2000; — ,

ground ivy: 1689;
—

,
gum bark: 281, 1762; — , hen

manure: 2713; — , hog-huf : 782;
— , hoily : 781 ; — , holly leaf: 1816;

— , horehound: 783, 1063, 1 109,

2724 ; —
,

Jerusalem : 2738 ; —

,

lady-slipper: 1847; — leaf

(leaves): 984, 2173, 2282, 4548,

5858 f. ; — , life-everlasting : 816,

824, 966, 1916, 2725 ; — , lobelia

weed: 2402; —, low myrtle: 1310;

— , mandrake root: 1776; —, mint

leaf: 1713; —, mountain: 1613; —

,

Mother's Worth: 191 1; —, mouse-
car: 1436; — , mulberry root: I162;

— , mullein: mo, 1191, 121 1, 1279,

1 30 1, 2727; — , nanny goat: 1 806;

—
,
parsley : 2024 ; — ,

peach leaf

:

784; — ,
pennyroyal: 330, 785, 1817;

—
,
penny rye: 191 1 ; — ,

pine leaf:

1 1 16; — ,
pine needle: 960; —,

pine

top: 1 1 15; — ,
pokeberry: 2014;

—
,

pokeberry root: 1750, 2014,

21 12; —
,

pokeweed : 2016; —

,

polk root : 772>7 \
—

.
pumpkin seed

:

1716; — , rabbit pill: 1808; — , rag-

weed: 1868; —, rattleweed: 7600;
— , red chunk: 1312; — , red dog-

wood bark: 1068, 11 17, 1938; —

,

red oak : 904 ; — , red oak bark

:

938, 1286, 131 1, 2200; — , red pep-

per: 1071, 1821, 1992; —, red

shand weed: 1853; — , rhubarb:

786, 1 181; — made from roots:

1 104; — , rosemary: 11 19, i960; —

,

rue: 331; — , saffron: 292; —

,

sage: 787, 1120, 1448, 2841, 7945;
— , sagebrush: 1558, 2090; —

,
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Sampon snakeroot: 1166; — , sarsa-

parilla : 894, 1826; — , sassafras:

788, 895 f., 940, 1089, 1819, 2027;
— , senna leaf: 1777; — , shave
grass : 2028 ; — , sheep manure

:

1809; — made of shucks: 1449; —

,

sHppery elm bark : 2201 ; —

,

smartvveed: 897; — , Smutt : 1169;
— , snakeroot: 1450, 2154; — , sour-

wood bark: 1303; — , spicewood
tree bark: 1820; —, stone parsley:

1312; — , sunflower leaf: 1313; —

,

tansy: 41 f., 402, 789, 1167, 1182,

1720; —, Virginia creeper: 1186;
—, watermelon seed: 1765; —
made from white ants : 2709 ; —

,

white oak : 790 ; —, wild cherry :

1073 ; — , wild dewberry root

:

1 179; — , wild orange: 1758; —

,

wild strawberry : 962 ; — , willow

:

1074, 1479; — , willow bark: 1455;—
,
yellowroot : 404, 2203 ; see also

brew, decoctions

teacup : 721

1

team : — , collar of : 6578 ; — , neigh-

bor's : 5439
tearing: — clothes (garments) : 3222,

3834 ; — corner oflf two-dollar bill

:

3449; — paper: 3832 f
.

; — wed-
ding dress : 4824

tears : 538 f., 7335 ; —, baby's : 246 f.

;

—, bride's : 4785 ; —, trees hanging
in : 6821 ; — of turtledove : 5329,

7878; — in wedded life: 4791 ; —

,

woman's : 6848
teats of sow : 7685
teeth: 14, 2803, 4485, 5620; —

,

clenched: 1688; — counted by
measuring worm : 5345 ; — , cutting

of: 141, 309; — falling out: 382;
—

,
potato held between : 2022 ;

—
of rake : 8358 ; — , shed before age
of seven : 4883 ; — of squirrel

:

4365 ; see also tooth

teething : 349 ff
.

; — spasms : 374
telegram : 4761
telephone pole : 3601
telling: — bees of death: 7519, 8559;— dreams: 3144; — fruit trees of

death: 8427; — lies: 7815; — for-

tunes: 5861, 5864; — ,
prohibition

against: 2463, 2602, 2609, 2616,

2663, 2673 ; — time : 8350 ; — a
wish: 7198, 7223, 7929

temper : 481, 8184 f.

ten: 3769; — days: 2466, 4493, 7043.

7306; — drops of turpentine: 1824^;

INDEX 665

— mornings in May: 1510; —
o'clock: 5199, 5206, 5262, 7890; —
years : 4620 ; — -year-old child

:

4895; — white horses: 7109
ten-cent piece : 3575, 5825 ; see also

dime
ten-finger plant : 4272
tenpenny nail : 5632, 5732
tenth night : 5961

terrapin : 6758 f

.

test of guilt : 8544
tetter: 2331 f.

thanking a person : — for flowers

(seeds, shrubs, etc.) : 5359, 8044 f.,

8352 flf., 8365 f ., 8378. 8385 ;
- for

a pin : 3336 ; see also "thank you,"

spoken
Thanksgiving: 7031

"thank you", spoken: 518, 8509
thick : — bark on trees : 6092 ;

— corn-

husks (cornshucks) : 6089, 6303; —
feathers : 6082 ; — stars : 6356, 6554

thickening of soap : 2808

thief: 233, 237, 3685, 3687, 4727 flf.,

5620
Thighs [zodiac] : 8125

thimble: 338 f., 2085, 3262 f.^ 4797,

4847 ; —, brass : 2289 ; — , silver

:

375, 2086 ; — in wedding cake

:

4677
thin: — cloth: i960; — corn shucks:

6109

thinking: — of a fox: 1633; — of

loved one (lover) : 1654, 1679 flf.,

4277, 4331 ;
— about sty: 2302; —

of warts : 2419, 2425, 2687
third : — day : 6593, 8247 ;

— finger :

800, 2698 ; — of July : 6009 ;
—

person : 3592 ; — snow : 732 ;
—

Sunday : 6443 ;
— time : 6030

thirst : 660

thirteen : 6027, 6033 flf., 7936 ; — apple

seeds : 3452 ; — cards : 3657 ;
—

chickens : 7434 ; — eggs at a

setting : 7433 ; — months : 5077 ;— notches cut in stick : 2630 ;
—

people : 4905 ; — at table : 5073 flf.,

6036 ; sec also thirteenth

thirteenth : — to arrive : 6037 ; — day -.

130. 3727 ; — , Friday the : 3065,

3456, 5995
thirtieth of April : 4568 fT.

thirty years old : 5853
thirty-first chapter of Proverbs : 5849
thirty-three steps : 1026

this year, next year . . . : 4575
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thistle : — down : 475 ; —, milk : 2528

;

—seed : 7929
thorn : — bush : 64 ; — , dream of : 7946
thoughts known by witches : 5600
thrash : 394 ff. ; — doctor : 419
thrashers : 8156
thread : 3874 ; —, breaking : 3284, 8553 ;

—, knotted: 3684, 4331 fif., 561 1;
— , silk : 2009, 2304 ; —, woolen

:

1095
three : 2640, 6027, 6031 ; — applications

of cornbread sweat : 1930 ;
—

black crows: 8157; — buzzards:

3977 ; — cigarettes on a match

:

3024 f., 5173; — cups of water:

1064; — days: 954, 2004, 2440,

2569. 3500, 3989. 4231, 4516, 5145.

5513, 5912, 5954, 6220, 6485, 6504,

6526, 6757, 6858, 6892, 6907, 6953,

7127, 7635. 7680, 7688, 8307, 8381 ;

—drops of blood: 2651, 4232, 4265;
— drops of kerosene: 1922; —
drops of urine: 1318; — fingers:

1006; — frosts: 6624, 7078, 7728;
— glasses of water: 1170, 4546; —
grains of coffee : 5556 ; — grains of

corn : 2493 ; — hairs : 4243 ;
—

handfuls of ashes: 2215; "three

highest names", the : 2286 ;
—

hours : 4525 ; — hundred yards

:

2643 ; — kinds of weeds : 2244 ;
—

kisses : 4526, 7229

;

leaf clover :

4549, 7908; — lights: 3022, 5169;
— lightwood splinters : 2376 ;

—
months: 5664, 6063, 7085, 7088 f.,

7091; — mornings: 1513, 2284,

2573, 2577, 6499, 6593, 6626; —
names: 4363, 4837; — nights: 1797,

3496, 4382, 4461, 4834 fif., 6625; —
o'clock : 6447, 7502 ; — people

:

4967, 5063, 8552 ; — potatoes': 1937

;

— questions : 5954 ; — rings : 4231

;

— stars: 4461; — steps: 2700; —
Sundays : 6441 f. ; — swallows of

coffee (water) : 1634, 1645 ;
—

sweethearts: 4196; — times: 831

f., 882, 993 f., 1026, 1052, 1 143, 1525,

1532, 1687, 1736, 1798, 1963, 2032,

2071, 2105, 21 16, 2278, 2299, 261 1,

2643, 2698, 2721, 2891, 3130 f., 3604,

3649, 3657, 3783, 3825, 3869, 3984 i;

4147, 4320 f., 4352, 4378, 4398, 44IS,

4419, 4425, 451 1, 4547, 4561 f.,

4579, 4597, 4742, 4752 ff., 4924,

4927, 5193, 5306, 5582, 5799, 5837
f., 5840, 5845, 5857, 5859, 6007,

6895, 7248, 7395, 7608, 7738; —
warts: 241 1; — water glasses:

2890; — weeks: 288, 2478, 261 1,

7437; — white horses: 5236; —
wishes : 5927

threshold: 2994, 5628
thrice : 6029
thriving : — of animals : 7388 ; — of

turkeys: 7510
throat: 967, 1282, 1288, 1541, 1836,

1939, 2187 ff., 2192, 2196, 2207, 2212

f., 2717 ; — ailment : 2333 f
.

; — of

hog: 7739; — , hollow of: 1628; —

,

itching of: 1097; —, moles on: 651

throwing: — away cards: 3652; —
back fish: 7816; — bone over
shoulder : 8484 ; — burned match

:

4414 ; — egg : 7202 ff. ; — a kiss

:

4524 ff., 5957, 7228 f., 7935 ; — ob-

jects: 456;
"—

" a person: 5551 ;
—

potato peelings in fire : 8238 ;
—

water: 2935 f., 6975
thrush [disease] : see thrash

"thuh-thuh" : 5767
thumb: 451, 550, 578 f., 1627, 1683,

1735, 4182, 4581, 4867, 7144; —

,

kissed: 7227; —, left: 2061; —
nail: 1631 ; — , short: 578; —

,

white spots on : 584 f.

thunder: 5161 f., 5971, 6335 f., 641 1 f.,

6847, 6891, 7003, 7010, 7013 ff.,

7022, 7043, 7320, 7443 f., 7504 f-

7568 f., 7780 f . ; — before eleven

:

6620; — in fall: 6075, 6270, 6396;— in February : 7080 f
.

; — in the

morning: 6161 ; — in the north:

6619 ; — in spring : 6055, 6269,

7290 ; — in winter : 6271 f. ; see

also thunderstorm
thunderbolt : 7020
thundercloud : 7030
thunderhead : 6516
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thunderstorm : 3097, 6042, 6910, 7004
ff., 701 1, 7025

Thursday : 3528, 8253 ; — , born on
(Tliursday's child): 122 ff. ; —

,

fingernails cut on: 605 ff., 3148; —

,

marriage on: 4771; — , rain on:

6488 ; —, sneezing on : 561 fF. ; —

,

washing clothes on : 2941
tick : 6803 f

.

ticking : — of clock : 3056 ; — of death
watch : 5049

tickling: 343, 346; — feet: 235, 665,

1676 ; — knee : 236 ;
— nose : 1675

;

— at root of tongue : 2334
tide: 5180, tjzz fT., 7865
tie: 4187; —, red: 4188, 4190, 4473;

see also necktie

tiger lily : 1484
tight back of cattle : 7609
tilted moon : 6355, 6538
timber : —

,
pine : 8448 ; — , wagon :

8463
time: — of conception: 146; — of

day : 6006 f
.

; — of the moon : 8569

;

sec also moon, phases of ; telling

plants : 8350
tin : 2065 ;

•— can : 7421 ;
— dipper :

4758
tinfoil : 5630
tinker : 4727
tipping hat: 7934
tipple of mine : 3481
toad: 396, 1052, 1351, 1798, 1993, 5246,

6107, 6772 f., 7340 ff., 7525 f., 7529
f., 7624 ;

—
's blood : 2478 ; —

,

burnt: looi ;

—
's eye: 2306, 5760;—

's head: 751, 2148; — stones:

751, 2148; — urine: 2414; see also

frog, toad-frog

toad-frog: 627, 1053 f., 1405, 2410,

2702, 5231, 6769, 7010, 7344, 7593,

7614, 7657, 7951 ; see also frog, toad

toadstool : 2416, 6819
to-and-fro running of ants : 6378
tobacco: 1122, 2181, 2235, 2250, 2365,

2372, 6818, 7840, 8260 fi.; —

,

chewed (chewing) : 944, 1266, 2125,

2251 f., 2366; — , cut: 2232; —
enema: 1185; — grease: 2253; —

,

home-cured: 1165; — juice: 2156
f ., 2254 f ., 2557 ; see also ambeer

;

— leaf: 763, 1031, 1374, 1721, 2227,

2265; — , rabbit: 1327; — , raw:
2233; — smoke: 293 f., 1843; —
water : 1032 ; — worm : 8269

toe: 1754 f., 2046, 4868, 7267; — , big:

1070, 4625 f. ; — itch: 1752; — of

shoe : 2068, 3404 ; —, stubbing

(stumping) of: 621 ff., 3752, 4203,

7810, 8545
toenail: 620, 628 f., 1049, 1 145, 2341,

4200, 5548, 5563 ; — , cat's : 6981

;

— , ingrown : 2335 f. ; — , stumped
off : 627 ; see also nail

together: —
,
joint snake slapping self:

8563
token from God : 6894
tomato: 1949, 2558, 8247 ff.

tombstone: 3704, 5475
Tommy stands at the gate : 7562
tomorrow : 5958, 6448
tone of violin : 8517
tongs: 4076, 7275
tongue: 383, 1904, 2103, 2334, 2403,

4583; — , biting the: 3673; —

,

blisters on : 3669 f. ; — , chicken's :

7474; —, cow's (heifer's): 2116,

7603, 7627; — , dog's: 742; —

,

fox's: 7888; — , hog's: 3681; —

,

lion's: 2182; •—,
pimple on: 3668;— , snake's : 5543 ; — , sore : 3672 ;— , woodpecker's : 2351

tonic: 786, 791 ff., 1068, 1073; —

,

blood : 889 ff
.

; — for chickens

:

7457 ff-

tonsey : see tansy

tool (tools) : 570, 8356 ff. ; — carried

in (through) house: 2975 ff., 5385
ff

.
; — left at grave : 5484 ;

—
sharpened at night : 3687

tooth : 2337, 2378 ; —, animal's : 2343 ;— , bear's : 2344 ; — changed to

money: 387; —, dog's: 1694; —

,

dream of: 353i. 4647, 4945 ff- ; —

,

extracted (pulled) : 383 f., 388 ff
.

;

—, hog's 2348; —, last: 4951, 5586;— , loss of: 13, 4946 ff . ; — under
pillow : 387 f., 3388 ; — from a
skull: 805; — , snake's 5814; —
stepped on by dog : 389 ; — , wolf's :

1694; see also teeth, teething

toothache : 2337 ff ., 2352
toothpick : 2363, 4366
top: — of house: 7261; — of tree:

5937, 6108
topaz : 5830
topping a Negro wench: 3643
tossing chip : 8506
toting eggs over running water : 7448

;

see also carrying
touching : — blue : 4203 ;

— a corpse

:

5421 ;
— excrescences on trees

:

2415; — ground: 4215; — jelly-

fish: 2412; — a snake skin: 7299;— a white horse : 7103 ; see also

rubbing
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touch-me-not: 1950
tourniquet : see binding

towel: 1606, 1830, 1939, 2039, 2899
tower-shared clouds: 6512

town crier : 3478
track (tracks) : I575. 35.37 ff-, 4253 ff--

4909; — , cart wheel: 4213; —

,

horse's : 3419, 3446 ;
—

,
pig's : 3423

;

— , sheep's : 3424 ;
— of snake : 5573,

7321 ; — , wagon : 4693
tracking wild turkeys : 7880 ; see also

trailing

trading horses : 7640
t:-ailing game: 7863, 7870; see also

track"ng

train 3734; — cars: 669; — ,
journey

on : 3724, 3726 ;
— sickness : 2386

trans. crence : — of cancers to apple

tree : 8525 ;
— of ' hills to bolster

1078 f. ; — of chills to frog: 1054
— of chills to growing tree: 1082

— of chills to running water: 1080,

1083; — of chills and fever to per-

simmon tree: 1094; — of cold to

tree or stump: 1145: — of corns

to corpse: 1206; — of cramp to

cand'.e : 1244; — of disease: 829,

1923 1.; — of dog's dream to per-

son: 3114 L. ; — of erysipelas to

toad: 1351 ;
— of fever to black

chicken: 1415; — of fever to tree:

1465; — of freckles: 1516 f. ; — of

glandular swelling to rock: 1537;
— 01 nail-wound soreness to tree

:

1404; — of phthisic to broomstick:

1924; — of phthisic to tree: 1923;
— of rheumatism : 2072 ; — of

smallpox to black cat: 21 16; — of

warts, simple : 2423, 2427 f., 2433

ff., 2448, 2460, 2473, 2481 fi., 2486,

2494, 2496, 8525, — of warts, com-
pound : 2497 ff. ; — of wens to

apple tree : 8525
transplanting : — fruit trees : 8383 ;

—
parsley: 4889, 8197 f. ; — trees:

trapping wild turkeys : 7880
trash swept (taken) up (out) : 691,

2914, 2917, 2923, 5109; see also

ashes

travail : 41
travel : 3706 ff. ; sec also journey
traveler: 3875, 6123, 6449 ff.

traveling of witches : 5603
"treading snow" [fire] : 7049, 7055 f.

tread-salve root beads : 379
treasure : — , buried : 5887 ; — , hidden :

5884 f., 5889 ff., 5892 f., 5898; —
lights : 5887 ff. ; — trove : 5894

tree: 311, 1145, 1404, 1747, 1840, 1923,

1983. 2378 f., 2415, 2424, 2460, 2559,

2761, 4273, 4604, 5580, 5695, 5698,

5885, 5933 ff., 6093 f., 6398, 6426,

6567, 6708, 6748 ff., 6820 ff., 6995,

7133 i; 7351. 7866 f., 8059, 8338,

8376, 8381 ff. ; — , apple (sweet
apple) : 2668, 4563, 7947. 8013,

8316, 8432 ff., 8525; —, aspen:

7596 ;
—

• bark : 1276, 6092 ; —

,

beech: 2341, 7016; — , big: 7891;
— , cedar : 5376 ff., 8428 ; —

,

cherry : 8437 ; — , Christmas : 6020

;

— , climbing of : 1465 ;
— cut down :

5375; —
. dead (dying): 5373. f-,

6827 ; — dividing two walking
companions : 3596 f., 3600, 3602

;

— falling in mountains : 5372 ; —

,

fever transferred to : 1465 ; —

,

fork of : 5870 ; — , fruit : 5370,

6094 ; — ,
girdled : 6737 ; — ,

grow-
ing : 1082; —, holly: 5693; —

,

Judas : 7956 ; —, knot tied in

:

4586, 4700 ; —, little : 7891 ; —

,

locust : 7885, 8041 ; — , oak : 2379,

2529, 7948 ;
—

, old : 6649 ; — ,
per-

simmon : 1094 f., 7886; — ,
pine:

1081, 1442, 2662, 2763, 4122, 5382;— planting: 4585, 5368; — , red-

bud : 7956 ; — roots : 7424, 8409 f.

;

— , selling warts to : 2676 ; — , sor-

rel : 829; — , spicewood : 1820; —

,

spruce : 1265 ; — struck by light-

ning : 5820 ; — stump : 2450 ; —

,

sycamore : 7949 ; — , trimmed

:

5371; — , walnut: 5383; — , warts,

etc., transferred to : 8525 ; — , white
oak : 2583 ; — , wicken : 5782 ; —

,
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willow (weeping willow) : 5384 ff.,

7959 f-

tree Irog : 6770
treeing : — the devil : 7856 ; — of dog

:

7425, 7867 f., 7891
tree top: 5937, 6108, 6540
trembling of aspen tree : 7956
trial period : 5972
"trick" taken off dog : 7424
"tricked" cow : 7541
trillium : 5862
trimming fingernails (toenails): 590,

592, 596, 628, 696 ff., 2341'. 3354,

3680, 4244 ; sec also cutting

trimming trees: 5371, 8388 f.

Trinity, in the name of the: 1736
trip: sec journey, travel, traveler

trotting horses : 5458
trouble: 526, 2859, 2935, 3060, 3081,

31 1 1, 3208 f., 3260, 3264, 3480, 3815,

5853, 5928, 5933, 7179, 7191, 7256,

7960, 8406 f., 8503 ; — as cause of

white hair: 1559; —, international:

5910
trough, hog's : 7674, 7690
trousers : 3842 f., 3873
true, dreams coming: 3120 £., 3124,

3130 ff.

true love : 605 ; see also love, lover

trumpet plant (vine) : 1274, 6820
trunk: 3735 f.

trunk of souvenir elephant: 7 181

truth, proof of: 3662
trying on : — mourning hat : 5472 ;

—
wedding dress : 4798 ff.

tuatua leaves : 1722
tuberculosis : 2387 ff.

Tuesday: 3660, 4107, 6216; —, born on
(Tuesday's child): 122 ff. ; —

,

fingernails cut on : 605 ff., 3147,

3355; —,
journey started on: 3720;

— , marriage on : 4771 ; —, sneez-

ing on: 561 ff., 3925, 4108; —

,

washing clothes on : 2941
turkey: 2512, 2569, 6699, 6700, 7509 ff.,

7880
turkey buzzard : 6376, 7283
turned down: — moon: 7962, 81 11 f.,

8461, 8471; — prong of hairpin:

4154
turned up : — hat : 8162, 8294 ; — hem

of dress: 3159 ff., 4113, 4223 f
.

;
—

leaves: 6601, 6822 ff. ; — moon:
6856, 7979; — rug: 4621 ;

— shin-

gles: 8471; — sleeve: 3844; —
trouser leg: 3842, 3873

turning : — ankle : 3748 f
.

; — bedtick

:

8554; — J'^our back: 2620; —
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buttons : 3295 ; — (turning over)
;i chair: 3040, 3045, 3048, 3586,
4613 ff., 4685, 5089 f. ; — clothes

inside out: 531 1; — coat inside

out : 5657 ; — coffee cup : 4547,

4742 ; — door button : 2995 ;
—

an egg: 4323, 4490; — one's foot

when walking : 4744 ; — a grind-
stone : 3460 f. ; — hat around : 3835,

3837. 3866, 3868, 3869, 3872; —
head around : 3641 ;

— on one's

heel : 7232 ; — looking glass

(mirror) to wall: 5414, 5416, 7025;— plates : 2866 ; — pockets wrong-
side-out : 3871 f., 5304, 5659, 5714,

5747, 5766, 7270 ff.; — rings: 3251,
4186 ff. ;

— shirt wrong-side-out:
5660; — shoes upside down: 5311,
7264 ff. ;

— snake belly-up : 6744,
6750, 6752. 6754; — of spinning
wheel : 5583 ; — stockings wrong-
side-out : 5662 ;

— of the sun : 5503

;

—table: 3644; — towel: 3571; —
wheel backwards: 8513

turning around: 2540, 2618, 3821, 3826,
3861, 5389, 5440, 5448 ff. ; — three
times: 2611, 2643, 3783, 3825, 3984,
4147, 4419; — nine times: 1654

turning back : 3756 ff., 3822 ff., 7807
ff. ; see also retracing, secrecy ; —
the clock : 3055

turnin',r black : 5551
turning color of leaves: 8158
turning over : — in bed : 3129; — bed-

tick: 4897; — brick: 1891 ;
— of

liver: 5141 ;
— money: 3434; —

mattress : 4991 ;
— pillow : 4379 ;

—
rock: 7610; — salt stand: 3554

turning white in presence of blood:
3696

turning yellow of pictures of the dead

:

5068
turnip: 8250 ff. ; — greens: 95; —

,

Indian : 2391 ;
— seed : 8028, 8252

"turn o' the night" : 5973
turpentine: 23, 30, 770, 868, 950, 1084,

1093, 1125, 1 130, 1 133 f., 1 177, 1200,
1268, 1295, 1409, 1456, 1824, 2163,
2204, 2214, 2755. 7580 ff., 7597,
7649: — , bottle of: 2170 ; — salts:

1695, 2168; — still: 1202; — on
string : 1078, 2047

turquoise : 5830
turtle : 2822, 6760, 7014, 7327 ; —

heart: 7325 f
. ; — , snapping:" 7015

turtledove: 3365, 3379, 4147 f., 5326
ff., 6052, 6194, 7878; — , shot:

5329 ;

—
's tears : 5329
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tusk: 392
Twelfth Night: 6022

twelve: — days: 4557, 5975, 61 12 f.,

7039 ; — hours : 4939 ; — inches

:

2702, 5380 ; — months : 5975 ;
—

nights: 4466; — o'clock: 3182 ff.,

4379, 4418, 4420, 4427, 4437, 4449,

4481, 4508, 4705, 5053, 5605, 5800,

5803, 6010, 6764, 7800, 7857, 8084,

8173, 8215, 8549, 8568; — onion

shells: 61 11; — stars: 4466; —
steps forward : 2444, 8484

twentieth: — of January: 4350; — of

March: 6327, 6409, 6962
twenty: 1664, 8565
twenty-first : — chapter of Proverbs

:

5849; — of February: 8371
twenty-five-cent piece : 7544 ; see also

quarter

twenty-four : — days : 5598 ;
— hours

:

5332, 5736, 6206, 7322
twenty minutes: 8515
twenty-ninth of June : 6496
twenty-second: — of June: 4281, 4437,

4444 ; — of September : 6309
twenty-seven days' cure : 769
twenty-third of September : 6309
twenty-three : 6027, 6041

twice : 6029 f., 7024
twig: 5936; —, black hawthorn: 5896;
— carried to hell : 7253 ; —s,

crossed: 1908; — , elder: 2355; —

,

forked : 5871 ; —, willow : 5681

twin (twins): 156 ff., 3478 fif., 5597;— apples: 158; — fruit: 158

Twin Days [zodiac] : 8005, 8048, 8165,

8300, 8306, 8310 ; see also Twins
[zodiac]

twine: 4341, 8323
twinge of rheumatism : 6647
twinkling stars : 6558, 7072
Twins [zodiac] : 8066, 8072, 8092, 8206

twirling: — apple peeling: 4597; —
(twisting) chair: 3043, 3047; ^^'^

also twisting, turning

twisted blades of corn: 6812

twisting : — apple in two : 4587 ;
— of

sprout : 5875 ;
— tail of of ox : 7673 ;

see also twirling

twitching: 7802; — of eye: 521, 539,

5609; — of leg: 610

two : — buzzards : 3977 ;
— candles :

3023 ;
— clocks : 3056 ; — days :

2659 ; — deaths : 4903 ; — -dollar

bill: 3447 ff. ; — doves: 4515; —
drops of kerosene: 1922; — eyes

in button : 3301 ; — fireplaces

:

3546 ;
— forks : 4287, 4290 ff ., 4663 ;— grains of corn : 4403 ; — grape

leaves : 4268 ; — hats : 5656 ;
—

hens : 3610, 3962 ff. ; — knives

:

4287 ff., 4662 ; — knots : 4601 ;
—

lemons : 4600 ; — maple leaves

:

4602 ; — marriages : 4747 ff. ;
—

on a match : 3024 ; — months

:

7458 ; — moves : 8384 ; — o'clock :

6141 f. ; — opals worn simultane-

ously : 3258 ; — people : 2582, 2778,

2791, 2929 f., 3070, 3555 ff., 4942,

5062, 5108, 5122, 5967; pronged
peach switch : 5880 ; — redbirds :

3027 ; — roosters : 3965 ;
— spoons :

4293 ff. ; — sticks : 7279 ; — sui-

cides : 4904 ; — Sundays : 6443 ;
—

twigs: 1908; — weeks: 2487, 5307,

8240 ; year-old child : 4895
tying: — shoe: 3215 ff., 4208, 4211,

4959 ; see also shoelace ;
— toes

together : 4625
typhoid fever : 2392 ff.

"tyzie" [asthma] : 829

u
udder : 7610
ugliness: 163, 165, 682, 4714 f., 7534
ulcer : 2398 ff.

umbrella : 6890 ; — on bed : 3587 ; —

.

dropped: 3063; — opened (raised)

in house: 3062, 4635, 4656, 4678 f.

5096, 6842
unbaptized : 5620
unclean : 4792
uncovered picture: 5418
underarm: 1861, 4268
underclothes (undergarments): 1138

3192, 3276
underground crops : 7982, 7984, 79^6

ff., 8053
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undergrowth : 176 flF., 188

underside of leaves : 6822, 6825
undersized egg : 7204
undressing: 3174, 4312
uneven number of hairs: 1861

unexpected visitor : 3966, 3970. 4022
unfaithful mate: 4871 ; see also untrue
unfinished sewing (work) : 3283, 5997,

6000 ; see also finishing

unfortunate : 3492, 5704
unhappiness : 4758, 4760, 4779, 4788
uniform : 208

Union County : 7691
unlucky : 125 ;

— in business : 4725 ;
—

number : 6027, 6033 f., 6036 f. ; see

also bad luck

unobserved (unwitnessed) actions:

2381, 2442, 2481, 2534, 2577, 2580,

2600 ; see also secrecy

unpaid-for clothing (garments) : 3224,

3242
unruly hair : 6645
unslaked lime : 8339
untied shoe (shoestring) : 4206 f.,

4826, 5610; sec also tying, shoelace
untrue marriage partner : 4793
untruth: 3504; see also falsehood, liar,

lie, lying

untying knot : 8510
unusual happenings : 5908
unwashed hands : 8382
unweddedness : 4441 f. ; see also bache-

lor, old maid
unwelcome : 3897 fT.

up hill : 3365
uplands : 6111

upper lip: 553, 1665, 1871 f., 1897,

4164
upright new moon : 6541
upset stomach: 171 1; see also indi-

gestion

upsetting : — saltcellar : 2879, 2882 ;
—

sugar bowl : 2889 ; — water glass

:

2890 ; see also turning over

upside down: — bottle: 11 78; —
bread : 5086 f. ;

—
- fire tongs : 7275 ;— flowers : 4573 ; — grass : 7425 ;— postage stamp: 4130; — shoes:

1239 fT., 1243, 2069, 531 1, 7170 f.

upstairs: 210 fi., 1784, 1924
upstream: 767, 5591, 5771, 5788, 6878,

7639. 7767 f.

Upton Day: 8431
up-turned : — moon : 8275, 8295 ;

—
shingles : 8468

upward direction of smoke : 8400
Urim : 266

urine: 19, 394 £., 1275, 1318, 1349,

1359, 148s, 2230, 7736;
2414

of toad;

"V" cut on toenails : 2335
Valentine's Day: 7455, 8194; see also

February 14

value of horse (mule) : 7637, 7670
vapor : 6583 ; see also moisture

vault, rain in : 55 11

vehicle: — of death: 5160, 5232, 5296,

5300 ; — ,
phantom : 4326

veil : 245 ; see also caul

vein of ore : 5897
veins [blood vessels] : 4702
venom : 2147 ; see also poison

ventilation : see airing

verbal charm : 5845 ; see also word
charm

verse : — from Bible : 2690 ; see also

Scripture ; — for butter making

:

7553 ff- ; — about curing nail

wound: 1788; — to stop hemor-
rhage: 1624 f

.
; — for hiccups:

1684 fif. ; — to new moon : 4452 fT.

;

— for removing warts : 2578 ;
—

to stop rain : 6866 fT. ; — for sty

on eye : 2295 fif.

vexation : 8497
vine : 8058, 8295 flf. ; — , bean : 8056 ;

— , cowpea : 8202 ; — , cucumber :

8166 ; — ,
gourd : 1952 ; —, honey-

suckle : 1512; —
-, hop: 6016; —

,

love : 1946, 4559 fif., 6056 ; —

,

melon: 8320; — , poison: 1951 ff.,

1955; — poisoning: 1954; —

,

potato : 8223, 8234 ; —, trumpet

:

1274
vinegar: 804, 901, iiii, 1135, 1177,

1209, 1219, 1250 f., 1300, 1350, 1397,

1445, 1460 f., 1493, 1599, 1604 fif.,

1640, 1658, 1727, 1748, 1845, 1857,

1872, 1939, 1997, 2008, 2031, 2088,

2092, 2179, 2184, 2199, 2225, 2228 f.,

2372, 2744, 2823; — , apple: 1440;— bath: 335; — , pepper: 837, 11 14,

1794
violent death : 5403
violet leaves : 1397
violin : 8517
Virgin [zodiac] : 7998; see also Virgo
Virgin Mary : 8491
virgin-silver bullet : 5691, 5749
Virginia [state] : 5780
Virginia creeper tea: 1186

Virgo [zodiac] : 7997, 8070, 8207 f.,

8362 f . ; see also flower days
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visibility: 6833, 7000
vision of future mate: 4139, 4200

visiting : — a baby : 263 ; — on Mon-
day : 3896

visitor: 3912 fT., 3923, 3934 ff-, 3939 ff-,

5598, 8475 ; see also company ; —

,

great white [snow]: 7067; — on

New Year's Day (Eve) : 3884,

5136, 7461 fif. 8474
voices, heard : 5736
void : see urine

vomiting: 1314, 2401 f.

vomit of buzzard : 7285
voyage: 5182; see also journey, travel-

ing

w
"W" on locust's wing: 7353
wading of sun : 6463
wagon : 5556 ;

— timber : 8463 ;
—

track: 4693
waist : — , silver piece worn on : 5685 ;

— , string (thread) worn around:

1078, 1092 f., 1095, 1544, 1837, 1990,

2037, 2047 f., 2095

wake watch : 5427
waking up: 3104, 8552
walking: 25 f., 192 f?., 2106, 2446, 2996,

3372, 3591 ff-- 3741. 4658; — back-

wards: 612, 1026, 1509, 1611, 2484,

2637, 2700, 3841, 4428, 5396, 5398,

5440 ; — barefoot : 1040 ; — behind

:

4253 ; — on cat's tail : 4637 ;
—

around chair : 3647 ff. ; — around

conjure bag: 5544; — o" deck

of ship : 3469 ; — across floor

during baking: 2787; — foot log:

436 ; — before a funeral proces-

sion : 5445 ; — on grave : 4921 ;
—

through graveyard : 5477 ; — in

horse wallow : 1585 ;
— out of jail

:

5776 ; — under a ladder : 3064 ff.

;

— around persimmon tree: 1095;
— around pot: 1052; — around pot

three times: 1798; — railroad ties:

474, 4214 ff. ; — through rainbow's

end: 5158; — of the restless dead:

5711. 5713; — in a rut: 4657; —
with one shoe off: 3206 ff., 3403,

4633, 4960; — up stairway: 813;

—around table : 3645 ;
— in tracks :

1575. 3537 f-> 4213, 4693 f-. 4909
wall: 2435, 5414, 5416, 5626, 6587
wallowing : — of cat : 6174 ; — of dog

:

5223 f. ; — of horse : 5883, 7637 ;
—

mule : 7670
walnut: 2080; — juice: 2081, 2562 f

.

;

— leaves: 2989; — treej 5383; —
tree blooms : 8147

Wandering Jew : 7943
wandering spirit : 5735
waning moon: 1556, 7715 f., 7987, 8122,

8224, 8346, 8387, 8473; see also

moon, declining, etc.

war: 5910, 7345, 7353; —, sign of:

5903 f., 5906 f.

warding off : — disease : see pre-

vention of ; — evil : 5797, 5804 ;
—

evil eye : 5701 ff. ; — hants : 5760

ff. ; — nightmare: 5705 ff. ;
—

spells : 5559 ff- ; — spirits : 5741 ff.

;

— witches : 7661 ff., 7675
warm: — air: 5601, 5714, 5733; —

blood: 2096; — Christmas: 5153,

6258; — day: 7795; — Easter:

6257 ;
— heart : 569 ; — January :

6896; — milk: 1830; — moon:

6394 ; — morning : 7884 ; —r New
Christmas: 5154; — November:

6073; — Old Christmas: 5^54; —
rain: 8100; — water: 1170, 1822,

1844; — weather: 6046, 6396 ff.,

7748 f
.

; — winter: 6103, 6109

warning: — , sailor's: 6124 ff., 6130,

6132 ff. ; —, shepherd's: 6128 f.,

6136 f.

warped boards : 8470
Wartie Cow : 2699

warts : 2403 ff ., 8525 ; — , cause of

:

2403 ft.; — counted: 2417; — on

hands: 2410, 2413, 2415 f
.

; — , in-

ternal: 2408; — , rubbing of: 2419

ff. ; — , thinking of : 2419
"wart-toadstool" : see toadstool

washing [bathing] : 1025 ; — of cats

:

3934 f., 6172, 6238, 6369; — behind

ears: 2342; — face: 1609, 3136.

5723; — feet: 2077, 6975; —
hands: 2407, 2475, 3555 ff. ; — in
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May dew: 2573; — warts: 2577;
see also bathing

washing: — clothes: 1769, 2937 ff.,

3574, 51 12 ff, 5539, 8481; —
dishes : 4673, 5613 ;

— a gift : 3576

;

— new materials : 3292
wash kettle : 8460
wasp: 6058, 6066, 6340, 6424 f, 6998;

see also dirt dauber, mud dauber

;

— sting: see stings of bees, flies,

etc.

waste : 2835
wasting moon: 1555, 7717
"wastin' sickness" : 4258
watch, gold: 1618
watching: — a friend out of sight:

3732 ff. ;
— funeral procession out

of sight: 5463 f. ; — the old year
out

: 6023 ;
— something die : 1846

;

see also wake watch
water: 71, 338, 900, 945 f., 956, 1025,

1077, 1 125, 1642 f., 1848, 1888, 1935,
2309, 2579, 2714, 2779, 2801, 2935,
3099 fv 3113, 41 51. 4229, 4303, 4314
ff., 4321, 4366, 4387, 4401, 4420 f.,

4423 ff., 4546, 4877, 5388, 5576,
5708, 6154, 6317, 6320, 6331, 6461
f., 6576, 6608, 6734, 6975, 7074,
7429, 7630; —, alum: 1883, 2206;—, blacksmith's: 1522, 2580; —

,

boiled: 768, 1382, 5591; — , bone:
see water, lime ; — , bottled : 767 ;— bucket: 6580; —, clear: 3107,
3367; —, cold: 876, 1061, 1083,
1823, 1884, 1887, 1890, 2076, 2121,
2216, 2257, 2670, 4103; —, cross-
ing : 72 f., 729, 4205. 4878 ; — , dirty

:

2936; — from ditch: 989; —

,

dream of: 31 12, 4305 ff. ; — in
which eggs have been boiled
(washed) : 999, 2406 ff. ; — from
eyes: 2530; — , guano: 1944; —

,

hallowed: 5645; — , high: 6895;—
. hot: 1733, 4631, 4673, 4862,

7533; — , lime (limestone): 1523,
1728, 2074; — , muddy: 730, 3108
ff-, 5175- 7776 ;

—
, poisonous : 2825 ;—

, purified: 1519; — , rough: 7777;—
, running: 1083, 2462, 2608, 2802,

3539, 4239, 4256, 4274. 4543. 5017,
5699, 5771, 7448, 8151 f., 8336, 8343
f.

:
—

, salt: 1033, 1172. 1381. 1724,
1882, 1954; — , soda: 1727, 2258; —
spout: 5883; — from spring: 1064,
2040, 2574, 6577; — , stump: 2082,
2575 ff-: —, sugar: 1748; — , sul-
phur: 1729; — , sweetened: 1658;

673

— turning to blood: 6017; —, un-
fit: 5538; — , warm: 1170^ 1822.

1844; — witch (witching): 5869
ff., 6976

Water Bearer : 8304
Water Boy [zodiac] : 8298, 831

1

water course : 6634
water dog : 6522
water gall : 6158
waterman : 4020
watermelon: 8307 ff. ; — juice: 1504;— seed tea : 1765
water oak branch : 5882
watery sign [zodiac] : 8424
wax: — from ear: 1466 f., 2340; —

figure: 5549; — , sweet gum; 2182;— of sweet potatoes : 8244
waxing moon : 7699 ; see also moon,

growing, etc.

Wayne County : 3700, 7948
weak : — back : 59 ; — eyes : see eyes,

weak
wealth : 565, 605 f., 2948, 3349 ff., 3378

4771
weaning : 80 ff. ; — calf : 7621 f. ;

—
pig: 7686

wearing: — black (red) to funeral:

5473 f- ;
— dead person's clothes

:

3229; — piece of silver: 5685; —
somebody else's clothes : 3227 f.

;

— two hats : 5656
weasel : 5247 ;

— skin : 820
weather: —, bad: 5603, 6143, 6146 ff.

;

—, calm: 8140; — , changing: 6198
ff. ; — , clear: 6215 ff. ; — , cloudy:

6480; — , cold: 5715, 6048 f., 6053,

6259 ff., 7879, 8393 ; — , cool : 6235,

6257 ; — , damp : 6413 f. ; — , dry :

6307 f., 6310 f., 6313 ff., 6322, 6324,

6329 ff., 6337, 6759, 6766; — , fair:

6045, 6130, 6144 f., 6343, 6347 ff.,

6358, 6360 ff., 6369 ff., 6374 ff-,

6839; — , falling: 6400, 6402, 6415
ff., 6426; — , fine: 6386, 6388; —

.

foul: 6130, 6144 f., 6195. 6233; —

,

good: 6384 f., 6387, 6389 ff.; —

,

hot: 6393, 6395, 6399, 7879, 8341;— on marriage day: 478 1_, 4786,

4794; — , rough: 6188; — , warm :

6046, 6396 ff., 7748 f. ; — on wed-
ding day: 4777; — , wet: 6307,
6401, 6406 ff., 6410, 6423 f., 6427,
8341 ;

— glass : 6831 ;
— vane : 5740

web, spider : 2350, 7382
webbed feet : 119
wedding: 4181, 4225, 4333, 4755; —

cake: 4355, 4676 f., 4828 ff. ; —
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day : 4756, 4969 ; —, dream of

:

4982; — dress (garments): 310,

4798 ff., 4971 ;
— party: 4976; —

,

postponed: 4751 f
.

; — ring: 2087,

2285 ff., 4421, 4850 f., 4872
Wednesday : 3925, 6217, 6488 ff., 6851

;

—, born on (Wednesday's child) :

122 ff. ; — , fingernails (toenails)

cut on : 593, 605 ff., 629 ; —, mar-
riage on: 4771 f

.
; — night: 4384;

—, rain before (on) : 6467, 6493
ff. ; — , sneezing on: 561 ff., 4109
f. ; —, taking sick on : 661 ; —

,

washing clothes on : 2941

weed: 6791, 8346 ff. ; —, colic: 1157;
—s, seven different kinds : 2246

;

-—s, three kinds of : 2244
week, Quaker meeting : 6438
weeping: 2846, 2848, 2851, 8496; — in

bed : 3086 ; — bride : 4790 ; — of

the heavens: 5516; — of the Vir-

gin Mary : 8491 ; see also crying

weeping willow : 5384, 5386 ff., 7959
weevil : 8340

weighing of newborn: 173

weight of water : 7818

weird noise : 5602

well [recovered from sickness] : 661 ff.

well [water] : 257, 2482, 4430 ff., 5866,

8057, 8507 f
.

; — , coffin seen in

:

5177; — , conjured: 5558; —

,

dream of: 5176; — going dry:

7342 ; — reflected in mirror : 4438
ff., 4701, 4795, 5865

wen: 2702 ff., 8525

"Wenty Sarum" : 4419
west: 5426, 6351, 6389, 6516, 6618,

6695; — wind: 6235, 6362, 6602,

6604, 6880, 6966 f., 7756 ff.

wet: — cloth: 1886; — doorstep:

6838; — grain: 8280; — grass:

6381; — June: 8141 ; — May:
6306; — month: 6111, 6403, 6405;
— moon : 6404, 6536 ; — spell : 6201

f
.

; — summer : 6055 ff., 6409 ;
—

things packed when traveling:

3738; — towel: 1939; — weather:

6307, 6401, 6406 ff., 6410, 6423 £.,

6427, 8341; — year: 6ni, 6411 £.,

6425, 8039
wetting : — burns : 994 ; — finger

:

3654
whale: 7785
wheat : 4540, 4568 ff., 8284 ff. ; —

,

dew from: 1515 ff. ; — fly: 8339
— head: 4386; —

,
planting of

5352 ; — for sale : 8294 ;
— straw

2S54
wheel : 2569, 8513 ;

— rut : 4694
wheeling a chair : 3042
whey : 741
whimpering (whining) : 5739, 7873
whip: 5755
whipping: 462 ff., 1296; — milk:

7538 ; — a tree : 8421 f. ;
— wife

of the devil : 6468, 6472
whippoorwill (whip-o-\vill) : 477, 668,

716, 832, 3366, 3380, 4149, 4528,

5010, 5330, 6886 ff., 7083, 7242 ff.,

8135; — , calling (crying) of:

5332, 6053 ;
— in graveyard : 5333

;

— , killed : 5334 ; —, whistling of

:

5331, 6887
whip snake : 7313
whirlwind: 5160, 5770, 6206, 6329 ff.,

6608, 7001

whiskey : 96, 792 ff., 900, 1060, 1068,

1073, 1117, 1194 f-, 1197. 1215,

1218 f., 1383, 1462, 1695, 1764,

1774 f., 1938, 1991, 2015, 2025,

2165 f., 2168, 2317, 2389, 2726, 4265,

851 1 ; —, dream of: 4062; — , rye:

1592
whispered voices : 5736
whispering : — in chicken's ear : 7196

;

— to bees : 8559
whistle: 6835
whistling : 8488 ff. ; — in bed : 3093 ff.,

3127; — bird: 4708, 7257; — for

a breeze : 3474 ; — to a deer : 7881

;

— fire : 7057 ;
— at rabbit : 7896

;

— aboard ship : 3467 ; — on stage

:

3477 ;
— whippoorwill : 6887

white : — ant tea : 2709 ;
— bag of

cotton: 5755; — bean: 2195. 2485
f. ; — -bosomed bird : 5288 ;

—
briar rod : 764, 1072 ; — briar root

:
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1454; — butterfly: 4093; — cab-

bage: 5354; — calf: 7617; — cat:

3812; — Christmas: 5155; —
cloth: 5412, 6475; — clothes: 4954;— clouds: 6150, 6348, 6501 f., 7033;— cornsilk : 5355 ;

— dog : 5752 f.

;

— dogwood blossom : 4580 ;
—

dove: 5296; — of egg: 917 f., 1690,

2280, 2405, 2791, 4314 fT., 4743; —
exudation on plants : 8349 ;

— fiint

:

5502 ; — flint rock : 2239, 5646,

7480, 7484, 7486, 7610 ; — flowers

:

705 ; — -footed horse : 7633 ;
—

frost : 6255, 6397, 6623 f., 7042, 7075,

7078, TJ2T, 7894; — hair: 1559,

1561; — handkerchief: 4570; —
hat: 4580; — hawk: 6195; —
herons: 5300; — horse: 473, 2714,

3415 f., 3804, 4091, 4099, 4434,

4472 f., 4475 f., 4860, 5232, 5233 flf..

5677, 6987, 7098 ff. ; — house

:

2960; — man (person) : 3835,

5534 ;
— moss from skull : 4275 ;

—
mule: 3241, 7149; — oak tea:

790 ; — paws on black cat : 381 1 ;
—

pebbles : 5834 ; — pine sliver

(splinter): 4239, 4274; — rosin

from sweet potato : 8241 ; — sand-

rock : 7487 ; — sock : 3204 ;
—

sores in mouth : 1825 ; — spots on
fingers (fingernails) : 582 fT., 3532
f- 3677 f., 3710, 4194 f- 4605, 5855

:

— spreads: 5408; — stone: 5813;
— string: 1876, 8153, 8334; —
stripes on corn: 8040, 8143; —
"sump'n" : 5754 ;

— thunderhead :

6516; — turkey: 2569; — visitor

[snow] : 7067; — wedding clothes:

4801 fT.

whitening of complexion (skin) : 1180,

2109; see also bleaching

whooping cough : 421 fT., 2705 f?.

wicken tree [rowan, mountain ash] :

5782
widow: 2730, 4795, 4797. 4970, 8551
widower: 471 1 f?.

widow's peak : 674
wife of the devil (bad man) : 6468 fF.

wild : — animals : 6076 ;
— berries :

6102; — birds: 7064; — cherry
bark: 659, 794, 898 flF., nil,, 1124,

1209, 1 214, 1757; — cherry bark
bitters: 899; — cherry tea: 1073;— cucumber bark: 1775; — dew-
berry root tea: 11 79; — geese:

6292, 6375. 6930, 7508, 8052; —
grapes : 6098 ; — onion : 7834 ;

—

orange tea: 1758; — strawberry:

5358 ; — strawberry tea : 962 ;
—

turkey : 7880
will [document] : 5179
"Willie wants some butter . .

."
: 7563

willow: 5385, 7959; — bark: 1075,

1800; — bark tea: 1455; —
branch : 5882 ;

— fork : 5680 ;
—

leaf: 441, 1397; — tea: 1074, 1479;— twig: 5681
wilting of flowers : 672, 4574
wind: 3470, 3472 f., 5602, 6160, 6167,

6360. 6597, 6910, 6938 fF., 7751,

7753, 7875; — buying: 3471; —

,

changing (shifting) : 6362, 6909,

6964, 6981, 6984; — , cold: 6968; —
in cow : 7604 ;

— of a deer : 646 ; —

,

direction of : 6327, 6363, 6409 ; —

,

east : 3096, 3689, 6598 flf., 6604,

6965 flf., 6999, 7435 f., 7755 flf., 8023
flf., 8131 f., 8212, 8398; — hushing
of: 6606; — of March: 61 19; —

,

north: 6361, 6967, 6970, 6995,

6998, 7752 f., 7758, 8021, 8104, 8273,

8397, 8399; —, northeast: 7754,
8022, 8130, 8228: — , south: 6328,

6602, 6967, 7756 flf., 8020, 8133,

8170, 8302, 8305, 8313, 8397, 8399;— , southeast : 6600 ; — , southwest

:

6603 ; — , west : 6235, 6602, 6604,
6880, 6966 f., 7756 flf.

winding sheet (shade) : 5165
winding yard or twine : 4339 flf.

window: 186, 237, 1801, 2766, 2935,
3002 flf., 3755, 5004, 5097, 5744, 5941
ff-, 7153, 8558; — , bird at (enter-

ing) : 4092, 5281 f., 5318 f., 7213;—, closed: 5743, 5943; — made
from door : 5045 ; — opened after

death : 5433 ; — , raised : 5941 ; —

,

sticking of : 6839
window glass: 5279, 5319, 6299
window shade : 5095
windowsill : 5279
windshield : 3830
windwheel : 7492
windy : — clouds : 6879 ; — March :

6118
wine: 17, 76, 4244; — , chokecherry:

1216; — , dewberry: 1308; —

,

scuppernong : 7944
wing, buzzard's : 6708
winking, God : 5070
winter : 6043, 6045, 6064, 6066 flf., 6087.

6189. 7033, 7043, 8032 f., 8288,

8329 ; — , bad : 6070, 6072 ; —

,

breaking of: 6050; —, cold: 658,
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6060 f., 6071, 6073 ff., 6077, 6082
ff., 6088, 6090 f., 6093, 6097, 6099,
6101, 6103; —, early: 6065; —

,

green: 5151 ; —, hard: 6076, 6078
f., 6081, 6089, 6092, 6095, 6100,

6102; —, hot: 8520; —, Hghtning
in: 6268; —, mild: 6104, 6106 ff.,

61 10; — months: 5264; — night:

7072 ; —
,

plowing in : 7965 ; —

,

severe : 6080, 6094, 6096 ff. ; —

,

stars in : 6265 ;
— thunder : 6271 f.

;

— , warm: 6103, 6109
wintergreen : 1613
wiping hands: 3561 ff., 5122
wire : — , copper : 1859, 2052 f. ;

—
nail : 2805

wisdom : 7945
wish: 263, 444 ff., 502 f., 517, 542 ff.,

583, 2539, 2863 f., 2868, 2897, 2966
ff., 3014, 3068, 3120, 3175, 3183,

3219 f., 3231 ff., 3246 ff., 3299 f.,

3306, 3317, 3319 ff-, 3324 f-, 3490 f.,

3500, 3657, 3739 i; 3981, 4068, 4137^

4139, 4209, 4451, 4456, 4458 ff.,

4504, 4509, 4592, 5913 f., 5916, 5921,

5923, 5926 f., S93I, 5940, 5945
f-, 5948, 5953 ff-, 5960, 5962 ff'., 5968,

7101 f., 7106, 7108 f., 7121, 7129,

7143 ff., 7197 f., 7203, 7207, 7223 ff.,

7234, 7236, 7245 f-, 7248, 7281,

7283, 7287, 7914, 7917, 7929 ff-,

7942, 7953, 8426, 8505 ff., 8529 ff.,

8565
wishbone: 4492 f., 4495, 4497 f-, 4500

_ff.,_ 4505, 4709, 7197 f-

"wishing" away sties : 2291

witch: 726, 4592, 5581 ff., 5688, 7531,

7536 f., 7542, 7548, 7630, 7632,

8028; — -bone: 5591, 5675; —
-cat: 5618, 5659, 5661; — charms:
5620 ; — , Cherokee : 728, 4283, 5599
f. ; — doctor : 2631, 7628 ;

—
's eyes

:

5593. 5604; — going to sea: 5621;
— , laying of: 5691 ff. ;

—
's power:

_
5590; rabbit: 5619, 5659, 5661

witchcraft : 7608
withered (withering) : — fruit: 8423;
— plants : 8043 ;

•— potato : 2023 ;— tree: 7949, 8417

withholding mother's milk from in-

fants: 5598
wizard: 5585, 5590
wolf :

—
's head : 5807 ;

—
's tooth : 1694

wolf under skin of cow : 7599
woman: 3387, 3787, 3789 ff., 3793,

3844, 3909, 3918 f., 4703, 6168,

7467, 7806 f
.

; — in coal factory

:

3483; —, dark-headed: 3892; —

,

lazy : 3893 ; — in lumberyard

:

3485 ; — in mine : 3481 f. ; —

,

naked : 633 ; — , Negro : 5803 ; —

,

no-headed : 5752 f
.

; —, old : 3794,
5586 ; — , red-headed : 3795 ff., 3804,

3891, 8187; — in sailing ship:

3465 ;
— in steel factory : 3484 ;

—
's

tears : 6848 ; — visitor : 2959, 3890,

3963 f-, 4007 ff., 4019, 4053, 4077,

6832, 7442, 7451, 7464 f. ; — , whis-
tling : 8490 f.

wood: 1736, 1787, 2568, 3396 f., 4067
f ., 6972, 8569 ;

— ashes : 2336 ; —

,

knocking (pecking) on: 3831, 5836
ff. ; — from lightning-struck tree

:

5820 ; —, new : 5726 ; — , notched

:

1080; —
,

pine: 1207, 2804; —

,

sassafras : 3032 ; — , spruce pine

:

3031 ; see also firewood
woodchuck soap: 2719
woodpecker : 3028, 6398, 6736 ; see

also peckerwood — tongues : 2351
woodshed : 2626
wool: 1333, 2287, 7742
woolen rags: 1795, 1843, 1857, 2038,

2758
woolly worm : 6087
word charm: 4419; — for burns: 993

f
.

; — for growths: 1550; — for

hiccough: 1683 ff. ; — for liver

trouble: 1778; — for rheumatism:
2070 f. ; — for sty : 2292, 2295 ff.

;

— for warts : 2583, 2631, 2695 f-.

2698 ; see also incantations, love

charm, rhyme
work : 3452, 3454, 3793 ; — owed to the

devil : 577 ;
— begun on Friday

:

5021; — begun on Alonday : 5020;— begun on Saturday : 5022
working: — on Ascension Day: 7021 ;

Birth, Childhood I- 479
Body, Folk Medicine 480-2709

Domestic Pursuits 2770-3348
Economic, Social 33493705
Travel, Communication 3706-4131

Love, Marriage 4132-4873

Death, Funereal Customs 4874-5531

Witchcraft, Ghosts, Magic 5532-5902
Cosmic, Time, Numbers, etc. 5903-6041
Weather 6042-7093
Animals, Animal Husbandry 7094-7743
Fishing, Hunting 7744-7907
Plants, Plant Husbandry 7908-8473
Miscellaneous; Addenda 8474-8560



— evil : 5554 ;
"—" of molasses

:

2805; — on New Year's Day:
6024 ; — a spell : 5543

world's end : 8520
worm (worms): 5620, 6427, 7385 f

.

;

— , bud : 8020 ;
— found on dress :

3170; — in hogs: 7738; — ,
plant-

destroying : 8026 ;
—

• in teeth

:

2352 ; — in timber : 8448 ; — on
tobacco : 8260, 8269 ; — on vines

:

8297 ; —, woolly : 6087 ; sec also

angleworm, earthworm, fishworm,

grubworm, measuring worm
worm fence : 8345
worms [disease of children] : 425 f.,

2733 ff.

worthless man : 7405
worts : 1 44

1

wound: 909. 1403 f., 1781 flf., 2745 ff.

;

— , dog bite: 1692, 1695 f
.

; —, fish-

hook: 1736; — of murdered man:
3695; — , nail: 1789; — , splinter:

1779." — I treatment of: 905; see

also shot wound, snake-bite wound
wrapping paper : 969
wren: 4529, 5335 f., 6422, 7239; —

,

killed: 814. 1483; —'s nest: 1482
wrinkles : 138 f., 683, 4175, 4589
wrist: 4182; — , brass worn around:

2053 ; —, cabbage leaves bound to :

2393 ; —, cork band worn on : 2044 ;— , cramp in : 1232 ; —, copper
wire worn on : 2053 ; —, eelskin

tied around: 1227 f., 1977; —

,

herring tied to : 1416 ; —, ice

placed on: 1889; — , leather band
worn on: 641 ff., 2041, 2223; —

,

red band worn around : 2042 ; —

,

rheumatism in : 2044 ; —, rope
j'arn worn around : 1235, 2045 '< —

.

snakeskin worn around : 1987, 1988
f. ; —, sprained : see sprains

writing: 1909, 2585, 2991, 5402; —
spider: 7376

wrong : — moon : 7970, 8569 ; — side

of bed : 1569
wrong-side-out : — coat : 6843 ;

—
garments: 3145, 3158, 3178 ff., 3192
ff. 5658; — hat: 3838; — leaves:

6823 ; — pocket : 3642, 3840 f.,

3871 f., 5304, 5714, 5766, 7270 ff.

;

— shirt: 5660; — sock (stocking) :

2212 f., 4204, 5662

EX 677

wrong-way licking of cat's fur: 6661,

7154
wryneck : sec crick in the neck

X
X mark made on Bible : 5667

yard : 5257, 6392, 6846, 8460, 8484
yarn: 4339 f

.
; — cloth: 1131, 7579;—, red: 1875; — , rope: 1235, 2045;— string: 1093, 1754, 7607; —

thread : 7574
yarrow leaf: 1123
yawning : 663
year: — , dry: 611 1, 6336, 6340 —

,

new: 8543; — , wet: 61 11, 641 1 f.,

6425
"year wig": 5341; see also earwig
yeast: 77, 1796
yellow : — beads : 827 ; — clouds

:

6508 ; — flower : 4644 ; — garter

:

4607 ; — sky : 7030 ; — spots on
hand: 4965; — sunset: 6481, 6939;— wedding clothes: 4801 ff., 4817

yellow drick : 1090
yellowing of picture of the dead : 5068
yellow jacket stings: see stings of

bees, flies, etc.

yellow jaundice: see jaundice

yellowroot : 403, 2400 ; — tea : 404,

2203
yellow thrash : 405
"Yes, no, maybe so . .

."
: 4577

yolk of egg: 1824, 2133, 2266
young: — day: 7795; — man: 4161,

4708
youngest of family : 4938
Y-spot in banana : 7953

zinnia: 8372
zodiac : 4763, 7392, 7681 ff.. 7747. 8008,

8096, 8123 ff., 8167 ff., 8206 ff.,

8218, 8225, 8248, 8263, 8206, 8298,

8300, 8304, 8306, 8309 ff., 8342,

8347. 8361 ff., 8372, 8424; — , sign

of the: 81, 2798, 6892, 7621 f., 7686.

7993 ff., 8066 f.
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